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GEORGE M. PATCHEN, Jr.," THE PKOPESTY OE

Dkawn from Life by Thko. Mabsmn, asp

B. D. GODFUEY, Esq., MILEOitI), MASSACHUSETTS.

ENGRAVE!) FOE "Tin: Farvi AM) FtllF.SlPE,"

It is a gratification to us, as we are sure it |

will be to many of our readers, that we arc I

able to present, in the first number of our jour-

1

nal, this fine and life-like engraving of Mr.
\

Godfrey's celebrated thorough-bred horse, I

"George M. Patchen, Jr." This horse was \

raised by T. N. Black, of Bordentown, N. J., |

and sold by him, when coming three years old,
|

to Mr. John Buckley, of Bordentown, the orig- \

inal owner of the old "George M. Patches,"
|

and the famous trainer of the celebrated |

"Eclipse," in bis renowned race with " Sir
|

Henry," in 1823. In 18G0, Mr. Buckley sold}

"George M. Patciien, Jr." to B. D. GoD-j
fret, Esq., of Milford, Mass., his present own-|
er, who bought him for a stock horse, with the!

sole view of improving the breed of horses in |

New England, by making a cross with the 1

Morgan and Black Hawk stock. This cxperi-
]

ment lias been eminently successful ; and some \

of Patcfjen's colts have been sold at high
]

prices. Last year, Mr. Godfrey sold a pair off

four years old colts for $1,500; and he has aj

pair now, three years old, which trot inside of
j

three minutes. For one of these, " Tommy [

Patchen," Mr. Godfrey has refused an offer off

$2,000. I

"George M. Patchen,' Jr.," is now ten;

years old. His color is a dark mahogany, the j

hair remarkably fine. His height is a Utile
j

over sixteen hands, and his present weight 1252 !

lbs. He is emphatically an "honest horse,"!

being perfectly kind, of uniform disposition, i

gentle in harness, and easy under the saddle,—
j

He has never been trained for the track ; but
j

we are probably safe in saying that his speed i

is unsurpassed by any untrained horse in the i

United States. He has trotted his mile, to i

wagon, in private, in 2.32 ; and one-fourth of
I

a mile in 35 seconds.

George M. Patches, Jr. is a direct descend-
j

ant from the best blooded stock of England
|

and America; he was sired by the celebrated;

trotting stallion, George M. Patchen
;
George

[

M. Patchen was sired by Cassius M. Clay : he
j

by Henry Clay, out of the dam of the celebrat-

;

ed John Anderson
;
Henry Clay by Andrew

Jackson, out of the trotting mare Surrey ; And-
rew Jackson by Young Bashaw, who was by

:

imported Grand Bashaw ; the dam of Andrew
j

Jackson was by the well-bred horse, Why-not, i

and Why-not by Old Messenger ; the grandam
\

of Andrew Jackson was also by Old Messen-

!

ger. The dam of Geo. M. Patches, Jr. was
]

sired by a soil of the celebrated runnings horse, |

Sir Henry : his grandam by the thorough-bred
{

stallion, John Richards, the favorite horse off

the South, which was to have run against f

Eclipse in place of Sir Henry, and would bavej

done so, but from an accident in cutting his|

foot in training at Bristol, Pa. John Richards]

was sired by Sir Archy, one of the most re-
f

nowned horses ever bred in America,

Those of our readers who have si'cu "Patch- |

ex, Jr.," will agree with us when we s.-y thatf

Mr. Marsden, the artist, has given us a faith-
{

ful representation in the above picture. It was I

drawn from life, and engraved under Mr. Mars-

1

den's personal superintendence. As a work of!

art, it is worthy of preservation.

.William Henry Herbert, one of our best]

authorities on the horse, speaks as follows on|

the value of this noblest of domestic animals : 1

" To enter into an argument at this day ofj

the nineteenth century, to show that the horse j

stock of any country is a material item in the I

account of the national wealth, strength audi

greatness, would be to admit the arguer him-

1

self an ass. In no country in the world, per-

f

haps, is such an argument less needed than in 1

our own, where, certainly, the keeping ofj

horses for the purposes of pleasure as well as

of utility is more largely disseminated among

persons of all classes than in any other, and

where the desire and ability both to keep and

breed horses of a high grade is daily gaining

ground, both in town and country. Among:

fanners the desire to raise valuable stock is, at

least, increasing proportionally to the increase

of the profit to be derived from them, which is

advancing every day, not in consequence of ary

casual or temporary caprice, but is attributable

to the growing perception of the fact, among

all horse-keepers, that it is not only rns cheap,

if one keeps a horse at all, to keep a good as

to keep a bad one, but in reality much cheaper.

Now, as to what constitutes value or excel-

lence in all horses. It is, indisputably, quick-

ness of working
;

power to move or cany

weight, and ability to endure for a length of

time ; to travel for a distance with the least de-

crease of pace j to come again to WorS day

after day, week after week, and year after year,

with undiminished vigor. And it is scarcely

needful to say that, under all ordinary circum-

stances, these conditions are only compatible

with the highest form and highest physical

health of the animal.''

"D e.memhf.r—That scrimping the feed of fattening hogs is a
_1V waste of grain.
That over-fed fowls won't lay eggs.
That educating children is money lent a hundred per cent.
That one evening spent at home in study, is more protitahle

than ten in lounging about country taverns."
That cows should always be milked regularly and ciea.11.

Remember—It is worth while for all fanners everywhere, to
remember that thorough culture is better than three mort-

gages on their farm.
't hat an offensive war against weeds is five times less expen-

sive than a defensive one.
'1 bat hay is a great deal cheaper made In the summer than

purchased in the winter.

MAKING Rovps.— Prain them. There camlet be a good
road where water stands by the side of or on it. • Keep out

stones of every Bize, and have the top of the road evenly and
slightly rounded.^

LA-ltuu in Switzerland is worth from ten to twenty cents a
day. Toe women do us much farm labor as the men.



Tto Fatmt and Ftessitte.

The Field,

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY WM. H. WHITE, SOUTH WINDSOR, CONN.

|
plants as possible—repeating each class at the I

|
greatest convenient distance of time. A rota-

1

=• i . .. i a i • , 4. = To the Editors of the Farm and Fireside : =

iplant itself— as tobacco; leguminous plants,; „ . t . . . , , ... ,i
I , . , .. 'l 1 he criticisms in regard to the Agricultural i

e grain and grass,—will give an illustration of = „ „ . _ , ? , . , , , I

I , . . ,
'

, j.^. , , • = College of Pennsylvania, which have appeared =

I what is here meant by different classes or fami- = . . , , ' .... ;

h i. f.n.n.l in C where the same|
lieS: this will eive tne variation. although not I

^npus agncuUural joun^s, mdicate veryj

clearly that there is a great difference of opin- 1

ion among those interested in agriculture, as
|

to the mode in which such institutions should j

be conducted.

soil is continually cropped with one kind of
| arranged with any particuiar order to the sue-

K

crop, that in time it fails to give a return at all
f ceggion . thig can only be alTanged to co„f0rm

commensurate with the expense of production ;
j tQ^ dlfference in goilS) ^ in different local-

and also that variation, or rotation of different f The longer time intervening between

;

There seemed to be no way of

in eyery way from not being as astute, they

tried to go on without the endowment, which

the other Colleges were too wise to do. They
have suffered for their error, which was a vital

one, but, as it is now corrected, we shall look

with great hope for the highest success.

Philadelphia, Dec. 21th, 1866. C.

The lam-^TarcL

crops on the same land, give more satisfactory
j twQ cropg Qf ^ game^ thebet .

settling these differences by argument, and it j
BKEWEKS' GRAINS FOE MILCH COWS.

returns. In our system of culture heretofore
j fte^ £ tQ^^ e]ements j

was necessary to adopt one of these systems,

,

pursued, it was found that much land would
j^ euter£ their cQm u havi ;

and to try it fairly m the College. The Trus-

grow good crops of grain only once m two or
; lenished Uself from the atmosphere and sub!

! *«* ™fwf' as «s President a gentleman
_

three years without manuring ; it then became
j^ a had g _ j

admitted to be eminently qualified for the post
j

necessary to let the land rest, or work ,t by on- =

ces detrimental t0 th
°

]ant Mye& and |
and have always been ready to receive and

,

ly plowing, etc.; that is, adopting a system of
j wasbed elements.- ! ^ measures to ensure tfie success of

g

fallow, exposing the soil to the action of the
j The Englis/far^erS) by close observation and j

tbe institution, as the funds woula allow.
,

atmosphere, that it might absord therefrom
| long experimentingj have slowly worked out a I

The ColleSe buildmS was finished but quite
|

water and gases to assist in the natural decom-
j gygtem of rotatioD) wMchj tQ tbeir climate and j

recently, and the first dollar received from its
]

position, and rendering available as plant-food
j goi]j ig weU adapted 0ur American climate |

endowment was in 1865. The institution has
j

the accumulations in, and pulverizing, the soil.
j being quite differentj and Qur comt gQ ex_ j therefore started with a half-finished building,

{

Why this failure to produce a crop regularly ?
j tended and embracing eyery yariety of goil and [ a revenue derived from students alone, strug-

j

In order to the right understanding the why
j nQ oQf}^ of cropg can be a(Japted &g } gied through the war, and given, with every

j

and wherefore, it is essential that we uQder-
! universally suitable for all varieties of soil ; and I

disadvantage, a cheaper and better education
1

stand the constitution and requirements off eyen if 8Q adaptedj our markets are so consti-

1

tban could be easily obtained elsewhere. All{

plants, their means of taking up their food, | tuted ag nQt tQ afford the reqUisite demand for I
the farm work was done by the boys, and when

|

and the offices the soil performs in relation
\^ amouQt of mQ]i yariety of productg _ 0ur | it was compared with model farms, managed

f

thereto. All plants are composed of certain
| embracing this extent and variety of J

by skilled workmen, it contrasted very unfa-

1

elements which they extract, principally from
j climate and soilj the fumer ffndg that his call_

{ vorably. The boys, too, were forced to do 1

the soil, and take into their structure. The of-
j

-

ng ig made^ profitable and sure in being f kinds of work which taught them very little, f

flee of the soil is to hold and yield these ele-
j aWe tQ produce a greater yariety of cropg hg |

and which should be done by hired labor ; but
|

ments, or prepare them as food for plants.-

|

thug findg a ready market for aU big pi.odllc_ I this did not arise so much from the defect of[

Some plants require a certain amount of one
j ti(mg . and ftg a nation ^^ ^ dependent |

the system as from want of funds. As long as
j

kind, and another an amount of a different el-
j upQn (be resource8 of other nationg than if we |

that want existed, no system could succeed.-

}

ement. These elements must be furnished by
j bad a ,egg diversifled soil and tlimate _ Tbere ! Congress recognized the necessity of an en-

1

the decomposition of compounds which are
j are Qtber cr of w &g & ^ | dowment in its gift of land to the States, for it

]

found in the soil. Now, if the soil become de-
j ^^ &nd wbicb) ag we ad_ j

expressly provided that the revenues arising
j

ficient in any one element it is very evident
j^ ^^ iml we shall find advan-

!

ftom il Bhould not be spent in the erection off

that it cannofsupply that element to any plant
| ^ j^ ^ ^ j iQQW lantg_ [ the building, but m the support of the College,

j

demanding that one in particular ; and thus we | . ° _ . | The experiment may be said, therefore, to have |

, , . , = peas, oeans, clover seeu, ccc. inese plants \ ~-

cannot grow that plant; not because the soil =. ., . . , „ ^. . . . , = iust commenced. There are four hundred acres lfe
.

* . l l, i
- furnish some of our richest food for stock, and !

J
„ . „ =

is worn out, but merely deficient in this ele- 1 „ . . ...
" . . iof very fine land, m the healthiest region of =

i from it a more enriching quality of manure is =

ment. If we take plants of a different class, I

demanding an excess of a different element, we
|

derived.

find that such plants will thrive and produce
{

, , . , , .
= the State, a large and substantial building, and =

Would we but devote a larger area i
, , \ I

= what will be some day a respectable endow- =

1 to the growth of these crops, and adopt a regu-

1

[ ment. The farmers of the State should see, |

,
. ,=lar system of rotation of such crops as are =

, , . , ,

abundantly. The reason, then, why one kmdi .. , , , , , ., , , . = therefore, that it is properly conducted and
... '

,
.» , , i particularly adapted to the soil and market ofi , ., . . e , . t

of plant fails in a soil m which it has been=,,,.„, , . „ , , = made available for the purposes for which it is

, „ I the locality of the production, our farms would =
. , , _ . ,, , . . . .

.

grown successively is, that it has drawn from \ .

J e
'

. ' | intended. Every agricultural society is enti-

the soil all the excess of the most important el- 1

lmPyove '

we «bould be able to keeP a l

f
TSer 1 tied to send delegates, who elect three trustees.

ement entering into its composition. These 1

8t0ck
'
and by feedlnS tb

f
e crT on tbe fenn

' ! Let them see to it, that the evils (if evils there
, . ,. ,,. i an immense amount of the richest manure \ . , m. . . , . .

.

elements may be restored by adding manure, = , . , , . . . I are) are remedied. This is much better than

but the quantity must be considerable. We!^0U
|

d tl^l^h ^dlclow
}l \ caUing it a humbug, or a failure. Too much

find that this amount can be greatly econo-

mised by some system of variation, if not ai

proper rotation. In practice we find that

i would induce still larger crops
;
while, at the |

{ same time, our farms would be increasing in

value.

C# whether we apply the dung of animals, plow
|

money has been spent on it to pass the matter
j

,
, ,

, / 1 by with a sneer. I

Let us then, brother farmers, add to ;
J
T , . . , . . e f I

I desire to make no argument m favor of the =

I do not de-

1

lour possessions, by improving our system of I

in green crops, apply mineral manures, or de-

1

I culture ; rememberins
I present mode of conducting it.

that the value of these
|^ refef tQ fte few public.3pirited individ.

| pend upon the fortuity of the soil alone, we I

™ts
>
not the number of acres we own,

j ua,g who baye deyoted^ tim6) and their |

W r^v,™ m,,,i, hpttpr rptnm, bv this mfi.ns for

!

but 111 the production to be derived therefrom.
| . , .. . innr.oaa{„ a 1aW tn maVp ,i - 1

4

realize much better returns by this means, for
\

but in the Production to be derived therefrom.
|
moneyj and^ increasIng labor t0 make it a

the labor, time, and fertility expended. Some
j

'

j SUCCess, and to ask lenient criticism on that ac-

crops rapidly exhaust fertility by appropriating
|

S0IL F°R AJflNEYARD.
| cQunt What j desire tQ gay ^^ jt gub_

the most available supply of substances essen- 1 The Northern Ohio Grape Growers' Asso- 1 serves no good purpose to regret that it had not

tial to their growth. Others either use less, or
j
ciation in its late report says : | been located at some other point, or that the

have the ability to collect them more readily.—
j Contrary to the idea entertained at the com- 1

building had not been differently constructed,

Some root crops remove from the soil a com-
j mencement of grape culture in this country, it | or the land of some other quality. The thing

paratively small quantity of certain substan-
1 is now tlle opinion of a majority of vignorens ! is done, and, in the opinion of many, well done,

ces; which, if abundant in an available form,
j tnat a dry soil produces the best wine, especial- 1 Be that as it may, these points cannot be al-

promotes their growth, and increases the yield
]
\y wig1 the Catawba grape. Stiff clay is pre- 1 tered, but there are many points which are not \

entirely disproportionately; whilst straw, or|fe1Ted. The soil should be dry, hence under- 1 as fixed as those, and which every friend of
grain crops, demand an available proportion of

{ draining is often a necessity. Sandy soils may |
agriculture should interest himself about. If

a very different element, greater than some
] produce as fair clusters, but the quality of the I we would forget our individual preferences as

other crops which remove more from the soil,
j wine js inferior. Gravelly soil is probably the I to where it should be, and what it should be,

The growth of one crop in a measure fits the
j next best ciay crests tbat crop out of gravel- 1 there is not one of us who would fail to find a

soil for another
;

the excrementitious matter
j

\y or sandy districts are excellent. Manuring I great deal of good about it, and would recog-

thrown off by the first crop enters the soil and
j ;s a]so discarded. Most experienced growers I

nize that an immense deal had been done in

forms new combinations, which in turn are de-
1 now consider manure an injury when wine is | the matter, in the face of every disadvantage,

composed, and their elements are frequently
j the object 0f production. The vine will bear [ It was impossible in a new enterprise to avoid

those most required for the nutrition of the
j
abundantly a long time, and remain healthy on 1 mistakes, but we have the best evidence, in

next. Almost all plants have their natural en-
j a goil too p00r for common farming. Manuring 1 their acknowledgment, of the sincerity of the

emies, growing successively in the same soil
; | may 8po ii a vineyard. We remember a nota- 1 desire to correct them. Let 'us all give, not

they increase more than where only a single
! ble instance 0f the truth of this in the vine- j

only our advice, but our cordial assistance, to

crop is grown; for they live and complete their
j yard which produces the far-famed Johannis- 1 make it what it is capable of being, an honor

transformations, enter the soil, and by the time
| berger) situated on the Rhine. A proprietor I to our State, and the cause which it represents,,

of the following crop, they come forth, and
| once nad ;t heavily dunged, and the quality ! It was never hoped, expected, or designed, that

finding their natural, most desirable food,
| was perceptibly injured for 'many years follow- 1 it should be self-supporting. And its friends

thrive and multiply rapidly. Frequently the[ ingj though the yield was increased. The wine 1 never ceased to contend against all ideas that
case happens that crops thus grown contract i makers state that the most of grapes grown on I it must have the donation it thought itself en-
disease from some cause not as yet satisfactori-

j the upland clay soils is richer than that from I titled to from the Congressional Gift to the
ly accounted for; this liability is diminished, if

[ the flatter lands 0f the Lake islands, or from j State. No College in the State ever dreamed
not entirely obviated, in a rotation. To realize

| sandy soiis. | of paying any attention to the claims of agri-

tne greatest possible benefit from the applica- 1
-

| culture, except as connected with a claim in
tion of manure, crops should succeed each I The man who takes no pains to make or

j that fund. They, therefore recou-nized the
other in the order of their dissimilarity ; and |

save manure, will not find farming a very prof^ I factj which we assert, that it was a° necessary
these consist of as many classes or families off itable business.

j preliminary. The Agricultural College suffered

Mr. X. A. Willakd, in the Utica (N. T.)
Herald, says that the value of brewers' grains

for milch cows, depends entirely on their cost

in particular localities, when compared with

other kinds of food. They increase the quan-

tity rather than improve the quality of the

milk, and when other kinds of food are given,

combined with the grain to make up those

qualities which are lacking, they may be used

with good results. Cows, however, which are

fed largely on brewers' grains, are weakened in

constitution, and hence it becomes an impera-

tive necessity to find some highly nutritious

food in conjunction with them, if regard be

had to the health of the animal, to say nothing

of adding to the inferior quality of milk result-

ing from their use. Experiments show that

distillers' grains do not contain substances

yielding an abundant supply of caseine, but

are better adapted for butter and sugar of milk.

They may be regarded as useful in keeping up

a flow of milk, and where this is sought, they

will be found perhaps more valuable than their

nutritive qualities would seem to warrant.

—

Cows are sometimes disposed to run to fat, and

fail in milk, when fed on highly nourishing

food. In such cases, a moderate supply of

brewers' grains wiU be found to correct the

difficulty, and thus they prove really valuable.

The art of feeding to effect certain results, is

not very closely studied by our farmers. By
understanding the nature of foods and their

economic use, one man will reach the same re-

sult at much less expense than he who has no
definite idea of the material in his hands, be-

yond placing it before his stock. The ques-

tion of food is at all times an important one,

and especially to those who are looking to the

most profit from their use.

Stock Feeding—Raw and Cooked Food.—
The question as to which is the most profitable

for feeding stock, raw or cooked food, still en-

gages the attention of the agricultural press.

—

The majority of voices are in favor of the

cooking process. A Kentucky farmer fed raw-

corn for a given time to his hogs—weighing;

them at the time of commencing the experi-

| ment, and again when a change was made to-

"{cooked food. The result was 5£ to 17i—at

I large balance in favor of cooked food after de-

I ducting the expense of preparing the latter.

—

I Even' one-half of the above difference would

1 justify the feeding of the cooked material in

I preference to that in a raw state.

i Butter-Making in the Winter.-—For some
unknown reason, cream skimmed in cold weath-

er does not come so quickly as that from the

same cow in warm weather. Perhaps the lit-

tle sacks of butter in the cream are thicker

and tougher. There are two methods of ob-

viating this : One is, to set the milk on the ,

stove, or some warm place, when strained, and

let it remain until quite Warm—some say until

a bubble or two rises, or until cream begins

to rise. Another mode is to add a teaspoon-

ful of salt to a quart of cream when skimmed.

Cream thus prepared generally comes in a few

minutes when churned. It is thought the salt

acts upon the butter-globules and makes them

tender, so that they will break more easily

when churned.

—

Boston Cultivator.

Cure for Worms in the Head.—Some thir-

ty years ago there appeared a statement in Gov.

Hill's Monthly Visitor, that worms in the head

of sheep could be cured by simply taking whale

oil, and with a feather put it up the nostrils

I
two or three times. It should be done in the

\

spring, or whenever the symptoms of the dis-

j
ease make their appearance. It is said by

those who have tried it to be a sure remedy.

AT a recent railroad dinner, in compliment to the fraternity,
the toast was given :

" An honest lawyer, the noblest work
of God." But an old farmer In the back part of the house
rather spoiled the effect by adding, In a loud voice, "and about
the scarcest."

Threb hundred Scotch farmers are on their way to settle in
Texas.

THE Board of Agriculture ot Upper Canada hasmade arrange-
ments by which'a six weeks' course of instruction In the

theory and practice of agriculture, and the breeding, diseases
and treatment of farm animals, is given gratuitously to all who
choose to attend.

Asceibbi.ee says life is too short to drink poor whiskey
or to make love to ugly women.

AN improvement in smelting iron has been made in the foun-
dry of the Philadelphia navy yard. By this improvement,

where it occupied before three hours in smelting a few hundred
pounds of iron, it is now accomplished in one hour.

A son of General Robert E. Lee has just been elected Pro-
fessor of Mathematics for the Maryland Agricultural Col-

lege at Bladensburg.
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The Farm ami Fireside. 3

The Hoarse.

HOW TO CHOOSE A HORSE.

| may afterwards Ijo applied. By these means,
j

j though the splint is not removed, it ceases to
j

'

j occasion pain, and consequently to occasion i

[lameness. It is chictiy in young horses that}

lints to Ladies.

TASTE IN ARRANGING FLOWERS.

PURE AIR AND SLEEP.

j Db. Arnott, in his Physics, states that canary

! birds suspended near the top of a curtained

{ bedstead where persons are sleeping, will gcue-

from the
j
splints prove troublesome, as in old horses they

j Qy aU (he various mistakes which are made j
rally be found dead in the momin

[usually have become consolidated, and °cca-| by peraons in. arranging dowers, the common- j effects of carbonic acid gas, genen

sion no practical inconvenience. The opera-
\ eg{ .g q( . |llUtm;; t00 many m a vase

;

aIKi [
piration. He sets forth this as a fact, to show

jlint is occasionally I

eration attended with
j

v. hVl we eonv below- = enm u« i»«vi.w« — . = est is mat of putting too many in a vase

be said that a carriage-

1

tion of cut,5nS »w»>' the sPHnt is occasionally
| ncxt to that is lie mistake of potting too great |

the necessity of breathing pore air in sleeping

t nttrn nleasant for ridin" though I
performed, but it is an operation attended with

j a miety of (
.()lors int0 onc bouquet. Everv I

apartments, and a sweeping argument against

be improved by it?' Practi-| n0 advantage, and its results, on the other
j flower^ & group be c,early distingui9h. | the old-tashioned, high-curtained bedsteads.

-

C0

Uv therefore a horse is not likely toko morel hand i
ma

.
y Prove vcry troublesome

- [able and determinable without pulling the 1A healthy man respires aboot twenty times in

than one thing 'well
'

This extends even to its !
'

, „ . j
nosegay to pieces ; the calyx of a clove pink j

a minute, and inhales in that period about sev-

ces The high action of a "ood trotter is I
Fastest Timk of Hoksks.— ihc following

| should ney(jJ, be hk, by being plunged int0 a [ en hundred cobic inches ol air; this he ex-

often' accompanied bv a slow, rather mincing !
record, said to be correct, is worth preserving,

j^ of wMte pMoX) howeyer well the two § hales again in the form of carbonic acid gas

wall- but a horse that gallops well is pretty l Doubtless the " fastest time " will be beaten be-
1 colorg may look together. Sweet peas never j

and water, which vitiates the atmosphere.—

certain to cover ground rapidly in walking. j fore long. Our horses are so greatly improved
j ]ook sQ we„ m 1hc hand as tbcy do on the 1 Three and one-half per cent, of carbonic acid

We agree with a ' knowing hand ' that ' a man t in ulood >
endurance and training, that we shall

|
boughs oyer wMeh they climb, because they I

gas in the air renders it unfit for the support of

who is a tolerable horseman had better choose I
"°l «t0P uere -

., . •! cannot be carried without crowding them
;
but j

life
;

this shows how necessary it is to pro-

a high courased horse' A baldv-hred horse! The fastest time on record: 1 mile, pacing,
| put them Ughtly mt0 a yase with ftn equ^|vide a supply of pure air for the sopport of

may often beastrong, hardy animal, but it will I
Pocahontas, 2.17j? ; 1 mile, trotting Dexter,

j number of pieceg of mignonette) or rather Gr. |
respiration.

knock up if it is pushed, while the tliorough- [
~'-'.18t S

2 miles
>
trotting, iflora lempie, i.ov$

; | nament avase half full of mignonette with a| There are also certain facts which go to

bred will go on till it drops. A thoroigh-bred j
3 miles

>
trotting, Dutchman, 7.32^; 16 miles,

,|
fcw blooms of sweet poagj and you gct a { prove that more danger exists—that there is a

ouo-ht not to be chosen for pounding along !
trotting, Prince, 50.00;?; 20 miles, Hotting,

| (.harming effect, because you follow the natn-f greater proneness of disease—during sleepthan

turnpike roads, as its legs will not stmd con- !
Capt. McGowan, nt>.35A; 100 miles trotting,

| m , arrangement by avoiding crowding of the j in the waking state. In Turkey and Hindu-

stani hammering. A cob had biter be l
Conqueror, 8.55.53; 100 miles, double, Mastu

| bloonlS) and puttmg them with the green foli-jstan, if a person falls asleep in the neighbor-

avoided, unless its history is known, asno horse {Burke and Robin, 10.17.22; 1_
mile, ™»»jnS-

j age which they want to set them off j hood of a poppy field, over which the wind is

is more likely to be tricky. For several reasons j
Gladiator, 1.89A

;
4 miles, running, Lexin0 on,

| FeW people are awar6) until tbcy try it, how |
blowing towardsMm, he is liable to "sleep the

it is better to buy a horse under sevsn years j
7 - 10s-

n j exceedingly easy it is to spoil snch a pleasing I
sleeP which knows no waking." The peasants

old. With such a one a reliable guaranty of
j j combination as this; a piece of calceolaria, I

of Italy who fall asleep in the neighborhood of

age can be procured, whereas the horses that I Hints.—Look out for having horses wei
j scarlet geraneum 01. blue galvia would rain it j the Pontine marshes are invariably smitten with

are just aged, that is to say, just eiSht when \
shod and caulked as soon as icy weather comes.

| effectuaUy_ guch dedded colors a8 tbese re. |
fever. Even travelers who pass the night in

they come into the market, occur in numbers |
The best application for bruises and sprains iS| ^ ^ grouped in anotber vase , and 1 the Campagna du Loma, inevitably become

that might baffle a Quetelet. Again, liorses are |
usually cold water and thorough rubbing.

| should nQt eyen be pIaced on tbc same table | more or less affected with the noxious air,

so badly used and so overworked in England, j
very painful, put on rum, aud a little ticture o

|^^ peag . they alsQ require a mucb | while those who pass through without stopping

that it is quite uncertain how much strength an i
arnica, but not on raw spots. Cuts, or bruises,

| pel.pondcrance of foliage tQ gbow them |
escape the marsh fever. Those who have

eight or nine year horse may retain. As a rule, j
when the skin is broken, are best treated w ith

j aclyantag( , than ig wanted by floWers 0fj traveled in tropical climes, and who have been

no animal that has been hacked at such places I
greese and pine tar, melted together to a sott

| de]icate colorg There -g nQ kind of fou. | attacked with bilious fevers, uniformly ab-

as Brighton or Oxford ought to be bought.— 1 salve.
j
age SQ geaeraiiy lisefnl for all purposes of dec- j

cribe the cause of their sufferings to night ex-

After a year or two of such work the mouth is
j

'
';

'''''"''"

f'ftrittitTTi as that of ferns ; and next to those j
posure in the open air.

generally spoiled and the sinews of the legs go. | pKOfitabie Investment. A farmer ini must be ranked the smaller kinds of the fir I
An English traveler in Abyssynia has assert-

Some persons consider color an indication of I

WMtboro Mass was induced in 1862, to buy! tribe, such as arbor vita;, yew, cypress and ju- 1 ed that he could live in health in that sickly

temper, and distrust a bright chestnut. We
j dwarf p(;ar trees

'

He ha
'

d a spot j niper. \
climate, by a proper selection of the situation

believe the rutt> is sound, but the exceptions are !

o round near ^ bmldhlgSj tbat produced! In the selection of these for use amongst j
where he slept every night. There is abundant

numerous. The ears bd eyes of a horse, when
j^^ he ha(J pilcd barrels and | flowers, there is great scope for taste and judg- i

evidence, it would appear, which goes to prove

its mouth is handled, when a whip is shaken
f ^ m ^ ^.ags bad )jeen kuled out . tbis ! ment. The stiff-growing ferns, such as blech- 1 that by proper attention to the place where,

near it, -and when it isbacked, are much better
| nd wag J^ed and trenched eighteen I num, and osmunda, and the branches of thuja ! and the circumstances under which persons

criteria of anger, no lis than of fear, and are I ^ ^eptb and we„ manured _ Tj^on a ! and taxus, go best with spikes of tail flowers. I
sleep, many diseases may be avoided,

easily recognized. Mh horses, excellent as
| on of^ g\.oundj be set bis dwarf pears, | More delicate flowers are best set off by elegant I

fencers, are apt to be If difficult temper. Aj
perft .ct square, six feet apart each way ; I and finely divided species of pteris and davaUia,

j The English Cattle Plagi-e.—For the last

horse sometimes overhibgs its fore legs, so to i .^y occupicd about one-tenth of an acre. The } and by pieces of juniper and cypress, while the
j week reported, 32 animals were attacked with

speak. This is a dangehus fault, as the centre
j grQund bag beeQ cmt ivated and well manured. |

climbling tems and sclagiuellas come in where
j the cattle disease in Great Britain. The total

of gravity being too. tai forward, the beast is
j^^ flrst year some hoed crop was grown I scarely anything else can be used, and give a [number of animals thus far attacked have been

likely to stumble. A \orse with its belly
| omm,„ tVlo frBV,a whvh mnrp tha ,n ra id for eul- 1 charming and tasty finish.— Gwden&r'a Chr<m-\ 253,771, and 52,450 healthy cattle have been

9

I among the trees, which more than paid for cul-
' tucked m, as it is calledthat is to say, going

| ^ The geagon UyQ hnM and j ick

up backwards, as in a gnfc-a fault more com-
1^ do]lars^ q[^^ so]d tVom tbese |

monin carriage horses tjan in hacks-feeds
j ^ ^ med in the femiiy._i

- Alauy cori.egpondcut fumlsbes tbe follow-

1

{ slaughtered to prevent the spread of the dis

I ease.

and fattens badly, and wll wear out rather \ , „ T, , „ #1 „ » „„i Q,„0 c„i fi I

.

•
T I j. = Five barrels of Duchess de Angouleme sold \ m

sooner than another. Lacfcg and'eockneys are

a little apt to admire th\-chested, spindle-

1

shanked horses. Of coorsathis is a mistake. I

A deep, broad chest is indilensable for wind,
j

g "hint to lovers of flowers": "A most; Agricclti-kal Progress.—^Rev; Dr. Os-
for one hundred dollars. Such fanning will

j beautiful and easily attained show of ever-j g00d, of New York, in 'his Thanksgiving ser-

l pay.
j
greens may be had by a very simple plan,

j
mon, thus alluded to the li influence of mind "

I which has been found to work remarkably 1 on the productions of agricultural wealth :

and a thin-boned leg will bAasily knocked to I
Pl!I

f
E 0F Fa

.

em V™>»vi™.-TIk condition
|
well on a small scale. If geranium branches,

]
.. Before thc war more than eigh , ttmmu ot

pieces. We have mentionel only the points ! of apiculture, in all sections of the country,
| taken from luxuriant and healthy trees, just be- \ our peop]e wcre brm h ou, thdl. ^ and

that an inexperienced porchai can remark for 1

was mvvr m
-
ore ,louf

hmS than now.
_

High
;
fore tbe winter sets in, be cot as for dips, and

} dispositions in various ways, and supporting

himself, and that do not entcLo a warrantv. !

pnC
f'

U
\
the P^ three 3'^rs have insured

|
immersed in soap water, they will, after droop-

j b lheir iabpr and skill the remaining twenty-
t „„l , = sood profits : and farmers ot orcunarv mdusttT =

in ,r a few davs s ilcd their leaves nut forth = „"
, , , ,

^

As to positive vices or diseak, he can only I
s

, , .„ , , , , , A I
D - -

leaves, pin ioriU| tbree ml i]i0US wbo depended on them every
, . * ., , i -.1 i land skill have been enabled to add to tneir = fresb one , and continue in the finest vie-or alli , u „ . ,

guard against them bv buyiri through a re- =
. . . .. .i

ue!,u UUC!!
'
d"u conuuue m uie nuesi \ lgoi an

l day . tbe wor id was earned forward by their

spectable veterinary or from A honest horse- 1
fenn stock

'
to mVr

°l
L' th011' Dmkll»S« and

|
winte r. By placing a number of bottles thos I work, and character as well as wealth grew oo-

the coWon opinion !

lauds
;. P

crhap9 pay "S
.T ^?Z°\

my
1

fiIled iu a ttowcr basket
'

with moss t0 couceal
! der their lostdealer. We believe

about the especial rascality of A trade to be a I

sometlunS 111 government tunas. But we can-
1 tlle bottleSj a sbow of evergreens is easily se-

} comi rieh t0 an enormous extent, and in the

mistaken one, and we wonld

selves

who
property,

or tricks."

s4ner buy our- [

| not anticipate a permanency of present prices,
j cured for the winter.

; from a dealer than from aWate owner, I

for the telld
?
nCy of a11 ^Ichf^e is (low

"; { of the plant being used, the various shades and
j farms und(>r cuUivation

is apt to form a fancy eLate of hisf
ward

-
•

But lf &m p™duCt
f

80
J

1

1

1
color of the leaves blend into a beautifol effect.

1 575 426 t0 $6,645,045,
t 1 'rt'nf+*vn iminvanf s*A, i = all descriptions of goods necessities which i They reouire no fresh water 5

rty, and is often ignorant oftmsounduess = . „ „ T ,
5
iusji ic^uue uu u»u vtuer, = per cent, in ten years.

, „ 1 I've cannot raise on the farm. \\ e know tbat 1 j; „ ,. .
J

. ,

SPLINT.

A splint is a small, bony

I the agriculturist works harder for a dollar, gen- ]

'"

1
erally, than men in other professions. Yet we !

All the different varieties
j years 1Vom 18

-
0 t0 186o, the cash value of

had risen from $3,271,-

5,047. an increase of 103

The amount of capital

I invested in farm implements and machinery in

The Cotton CKop.-The estimates of the j
1860 was $.246,118,131, being an increase of

• ! have nothing to discouraee us : fine horses and ! amount of the cotton crop of this year are still I
over $94,000,000 in ten years, or more than 63

which! cattle, good pooltry, well fattened beef and j
very various and conflicting. The more intel- { P« ™nt

- •

while in the same ..meour popula-

forms on the inside of the shank.W cannon I pork, dairy products, grain, wool, fruit, &c, Iligent estimates, or those that are made by |

tion incieased onl\ at the rate ot d5* per cent

bone. They sometimes developAuddenly,
j will always command fair and remunerating I those who seem to have Ihe best oppor- 1 ^ to™M™ w""^

and in another class of cases they tke their I prices. We shall endeavor to keep our readers I tunities for giving an intelligent opinion,
imgtnoug tas we as a lor o jcji upon e

appearance in a slow and gradual Liner.- j well posted on the fluctuations of thc markets, 1 place the amount at between 1,500,000 ^ |

production ol wealth, when we learn ma ne

They are usually situated on the insV „f the I and in all things tending lo promote their in- ! 2,000,000 bales. Both Southern planters and I
manufacture ot jarni implements in is >

shank bone, and they not untVequeL arise I terests
• '

! Northern buyers are of the opinion that there I
amounted to $1,,487,960, an increase of 160

•„ , *
, f "„ • I per cent, over the amount in 1850. and 111 the

i will be an advance from the present ruling = 1 >-c"1 -

(). j
prices when the amount of the crop becomes I

Western States an increase of 425 5-100 per.
from a blow on the leg by the opposilfoot. I

Where a splint is situated near the ki?-joint, \ ' The Philadelphia Society for the Prom(
it is more likely to prove detrimental tl% vvhen I tion of Agriculture, meets on the first Wednes- 1

finally known. Those of tbe planters who are
! cent.

occupying a lower situation. When ngbone| day of each month, at their rooms 702 Wal- 1 uot compelled to sell their cotton at once, in

is also present, it indicates that the irse is I nut street. Hereafter, we shall report their [ order to obtain money for the payment of their
|

predisposed to exostoses, and that, cohsWnt- ! proceedings
ly, bony tumors may form in other rests off ~~ .....

the body. \
j gPK0IAi Notice.—In ordering our paper,

Treatment.—Where there is much heaWnd I state the name of the Post Office, County and
tenderness over the seat of splint, it is adSa-j State. Payment in advance wilt he strictly

ble to apply a wet bandage to reduce tliBu-
| adherer/ to. All subscriptions will stop al the j whence it was introduced into Englan

flammation, and a little blistering oint%t j end of the time paid for. [ the year 1739.

The consumption of cheese in England,

laborers and other" expenses" "incident "totoe !
^rlv, amounts to the enormous amount of

raising of the crop, are shipping their cotton {
^'^™,000 Pounds.

Xorth for storage until thc prices improve. I

„ ; } K0W TO OBTAIN THE FAEM AND FIRESIDE.

£?T The Camelia is a native of Japan, from
1 SENJ> Two dolijoes to tue PubUsher, by mail ; or, if ibere

Sbpnf
j be a ncw-a-dealer near you, order it of him. Tbe Farm am*

I FiEEsmr. will be sold at all News Ofllces. Single copy, 5 cnts.

Tl7lST>OM FOR TI1R NEW YEAR.-
\V you go. Buy nothing except tliV

i out of debt. Pay as
.unev is in your pocket.

Have no account current at tbe groceW butcher's. Go with-
out new clothes till you can pay forkm. Give tout note of
hand to nobody. Eschew credit. Deb,)- cash only-

TliERK are now wanting only eicht\n rfred and fifty miles
of wire to connect New York withV

THE gross revenue of the Stephen Girard eBtate, for 1867-8. is

estimated at ifcSoO.OOO—nearly fifty ceut. increase over that

for the last year. Most of the property is in real estate, the vahlf
of which is" constantly increasing. It is expected that the in-

come will soon be sutilcient for the svipport of 1,200 orphans.

A Boston- clersyman is preaching against tilting hoops, ami
Bays he cannot shut his eye to the abomination any longer.

THE salmon fishing season, which has just closed In England,

was the best experienced for many years.

THE cash in tl

of which $80,000,000 are gold

iilERE is a brisk demand, fn Ei
grain fur tbe Baltic and Sweden

THERE is a brisk demand. In Englmd, for steamships to load

I



4 Tte Farm and Fimids.

Tlxe Farm,

HOW TO MAKE FARMING MOSE PEOFITABLE
j

Written for the Farm and Fireside, |

BY WM. CLIFT, NSW YORK. I

Does farming pay ? This question was dis-
j

cussed with a good deal of warmth, some

}

years ago, in the New England Farmer, and a |

wiseacre proved, to his own satisfaction at|

least, that the tilling of the soil was a losing I

business. Yet our farmers have kept on plow-

1

ing and sowing ever since, and the nation has 1

been growing richer all the while, notwith-|

standing the waste and ruin of a four years I

war. ' As husbandly is the basis of all other
|

kinds of wealth, it is difficult to reconcile this j

theory with the grand result. The mechanic, 1

the manufacturer, the merchant, the profession-

1

al man, can only prosper as the farm prospers. |

The daily bread of all must come from the |

tillage of the soil. As the country is bearing 1

its enormous burdens well, and paying up its
|

debts at the rate of two hundred millions a|

year, it is quite manifest that farming has paid I

somebody, if it has not paid farmers. \

Yet there is a wide-spread conviction, more I

largely shared in the rural districts than in the

}

cities, that labor is not as well rewarded upon \

the farm as in other callings. The young,
|

especially, graduate from the farm in the older 1

State3 at a very early age, and in large num-

§

bers. And it is not a little owing, we imagine,

}

to the fan- rewards of husbandry that this is |

the case. The farmer, as soon as he has capi-

f

tal enough to carry on his business, and a few
|

shares in the bank, sends his son to the best 1

academy in the country, or even to college.— 1

The youth grows ambitious in the new atrnos-

1

phere, learns to despise the plow, and runs to I

the city to seek his fortune. He sends his f

daughter to the best female seminary he can
\

hear of, at an expense of five or six hundred
|

dollars a year, where she learns much that is I

valuable, but grows shy of rustic lovers and I

cowhide boots. She has an eye for kid gloves, 1

and Congress gaiters. Through the farmer's
|

prosperity his older children are lost to the

!

farm, and it is only by dint of much persua-

1

sion and liberal offers, that he keeps the young-

1

est at home, to be the stay of his declining I

years.
§

And if he be not prosperous enough to send I

away his children to school, his inability is
|

taken as the best of all reasons for quitting the \

farm. In the olden time farmers' sons felt un-
f

der some obligation to stay on the homestead [

until they were twenty-one, to pay for their
j

bringing up ; but now they grow uneasy at
j

fifteen, and feel abused if they are not released |

from service at home at sixteen, to begin life
|

for themselves, as clerks or apprentices. Noth-

1

ing is ever returned to the farm for the ex- I

penses of ehildhood, and the farm is by that
f

much poorer. "Whether true or false, the opin-
{

ion is general, that husbandry does not -pay as |

well as other callings. Everywhere in the old-

1

cr States, and in some of the new, the towns 1

and cities are gaining in population at the ex-

1

pense of the agricultural districts. Hardly an I

exclusively farming town in New England can 1

show as large a population as it had fifty years I

ago. In some there has been a serious decline,
|

and churches, once strong and able, have now I

ceased to be self-supporting. f

These are dark shades in the picture, and I

show that a better husbandry is called for, j

rather than that farming is necessarily a poor i

business. As many conduct it, it does not pay j

Tery well, and no other business would pay, I

prosecuted by the same methods. \

To make husbandry more profitable, more I

brains must be invested in it. The day has I

gone by when brute muscle will win in human
j

contests. Even the pugilist has his training, j

and it is the training that makes the victor.—
j

The well educated Prussian soldier and his

;

needle gun, conquered Austria in a month's !

campaign. Ideas nurtured in the Northern
j

school house, crushed the Southern aristocracy,
;

and broke the manacles of four millions of;

bondmen.

We want more thought applied to farming.
j

There has been a great change for the better

;

within the last fifteen years, but a still greater

is needed. The indications of a change are

every where apparent. We have State andj

County Agricultural Societies, with their an-

1

nual fairs, and lively competitions. We have
j

our Agricultural journals and fanners' clubs,
j

with neighborhood meetings and farm visits.— l

We have a large number of books published f

on Agriculture and kindred topics, and the
|

aroma of plowed fields and orchards is breathed
|

into our magazine literature. We have a few
j

live farmers and rural improvers, in almost]

every town, who are showing their faith by |

their works. They invest liberally in barns
|

with cellars: in the best farm implements; in I

rock-lifters and tile-draining; in good stock
j

and manure ; in ornamental trees, and in or-

1

chards. They execute plans, deliberately
j

formed, and spend as much brain-power upon
§

their business as the merchant or mechanic
f

does upon his. Their minds are wide awake
]

to every new invention, or process, by which
j

labor may be saved, and the earth coaxed to
f

yield her increase at the least expense.

But these men are still the exceptions in our |

agricultural towns. There are multitudes ofj

routine farmers, who are carried along in their
\

improvements, if they make any, simply by |

force of example. They have -no well digest-

1

ed plan of farm operations. They have no ro-

1

tation of crops, and cannot tell whether a giv-

1

en crop is raised at a profit or loss. They buy
|

a new style of tool only when they cannot find
|

the old in the market. They do not believe in
j

mowers, reapers or threshers that go by horse-

1

power. They swing the scythe and the cradle, 1

even on smooth meadows, and the thud ofl

their flails is heard on the barn floor, with the
|

frosty morning of winter. They will not give I

up the old tools and the old familiar sounds,
}

though the new are a hundred fold better. 1

These men, who cling to the old ways, are I

to be found in almost every township, and will
|

probably die in their present faith and practice
|

in husbandry. They learn nothing in a busi-

1

ness that calls for more varied knowledge than
[

almost any other handicraft or trade. Almost
§

every one of the natural sciences is imme- j

diately useful in the tilling of the soil. The
j

fanner should know something of geology and
f

mineralogy, and chemistry, that he may un-1

derstand the constituents of the soils that he I

cultivates, and remedy their defects. Botany
j

and zoology will aid him in the selection of the \

crops and the stock that he can raise most prof- [

itably. If he carry on any large business, he
j

must necessarily buy and sell continually, and
|

needs to watch the markets as closely as the I

merchant. He needs to be as competent for

}

business as the trader and speculator from the j

city, who comes into the country to buy his
]

produce and forestall the markets. It is main-

1

ly for lack of this kind of intelligence that

!

these middle-men multiply so rapidly and I

make such enormous profits in forwarding the [

farmers' products to the city, where they find I

\ their market. Almost everything goes through
]

i their hands, from the fat beeve of two thousand |

I
pounds, to the egg of two ounces,—from the j

\
big tree of the forest, sawed into lumber, to

\

\ the Wade of grass packed in the hay bale.
[

i Middlemen are no doubt a necessary class, but f

i they now take advantage of the ignorance of a
[

;
large class of farmers and secure profits that I

j the farmer would gain if he studied the markets
]

j more. I

j To stimulate thought and keep up with the
j

! times, farmers should read more upon topics
|

I connected with their business. The day has [

| gone by when the county political newspaper, I

j with its gross personalities, love stories and ad- f

j vertisements of quack-medicines, will afford j

I sufficient mental pabulum. Agricultural and
f

! horticultural papers and books are a necessity [

I of his calling. The best of these journals, !

|
perhaps, are not what they ought to be, or |

{ what they might be with a larger patronage
; f

| but the poorest of them are worth much more I

| than their cost to the man who will read and I

I digest them. They are mainly the records off

I the experience and observation of practical [

| farmers who have sufficient leisure and culture !

1 to give their reflections to the public. Every 1

I man will find in their pages suggestions that I

1 will influence his own practice in husbandry

!

I and make it more profitable. Our best farmers j

| are now reading and thinking men, and their

!

| success is the direct result of thought, applied I

to husbandry. They have the best papers and
j

books that treat of their art, and brain guides

j

muscle in all their farm operations. The slug-

!

gards must imitate their example, or lose the!

profits. j

Then we must have move, capital invested in !

the business. A large part of what we have j

is in the wrong placB—in the land itself, rather

!

than in the stock, tools, manure and labor toj

make the cultivation profitable. It is well;

enough for the cultivator to own his farm, if;

he have capital enough remaining to work itj

with ; but if he have not, let him sell a part or
j

mortgage the whole, to raise it. In our New
j

England husbandry we need from thirty to;

fifty dollars for every acre under the plow, to
j

make the crops pay fairly. Farming with in-
j

sufficient capital has been the curse of the

;

business from the beginning. In England, as!

a rule, the farmer does not own the soil, but

j

hires on a long lease, and applies all his capital,

;

or so much as he needs, to the production ofl

the crops. He spends more upon the soil, and
;

makes it pay better. Here leasing is the ex-
{

ception. Every man has a strong craving for
\

more land, rather than to make what he has;

better. If he has capital, the probabilities are;

that he will invest it in bank-stock, or more;

land, rather than in more manure, or more

j

stock and grain, to make manure with.

If we could trace the history of every in-
j

dividual farm, as we do the histoiy of a town,

j

or of a State, we should find it a long struggle \

with insufficient capital. The farm was origin-
j

ally carved out of the forest, by a man who

j

had little else than his two hands and a few
\

tools to work with. With his axe he, made the
j

first clearing, and with the help of a neighbor's;

team, he did his first plowing and put. in his
j

first crops. The virgin soil was in his favor
j

and yielded bountifully for a few years, and

:

furnished him with the means to put up his;

frame dwelling, his barn and other outbuild-;

ings. It took one generation to get the land

;

cleared of stumps and the buildings paid for.

;

It took another to accumulate a little capital
; j

but that, unfortunately for the homestead, was;

either spent in more land, or in educating chil- j

dren for other pursuits, and in starting them in

;

business. The much that needed doing upon

the old homestead, has been put off from one

generation to another, and remains still to be

;

done by some man who has faith in the busi-

ness, and is willing to invest in it, and to live

by it. He wants capital to drain the swamps

and swales, which are now the richest parts of

the soil ; to work his muck mine, and add to

his compost heap ; to secure the best farm im-

plements and the best stock ; to use all the la-

bor and manure that he needs for the most

economical raising of crops.

And this brings us to the last element of a

more profitable husbandry that we shall touch

upon in this article. Most of our farmers are

sadly deficient in labor. It is not uiifrequent

to find a two hundred acre farm worked with

a force of one hired man and a boy, with the

aid of the proprietor, and a little extra help in

the haying season. As a consequence, very

little is planted or sowed, and that is but half

cared for
;
very little is raised, and the profits,

it any, are very small. More than half of the

means of the owner are locked up in land

that does not yield him a cent of income. It

might as well be in the bottom of the sea. A
farmer who is competent to direct the labors of

one man and make it pay, may just as well di-

rect five or more. And we think it will be

found that two men pay better than one, and

five better than two. It looks and feels a good

deal more like business, and more is accom-

plished. It is disheartening to any man to go

into a ten acre corn-field and hoe all day alone.

But where are we to get the capital from,

that will furnish the conditions of a more prof-

itable husbandry? Just where the merchant

and mechanic get theirs. There are monied

men and banks who make their profits by lend-

ing, and they are just as anxious to lend on

good security as the business man is to borrow.

What better security can they have than the

farm, which does not run away ; and which,

with skillful management, pays as uniform

dividends as any other business ? The trouble,

we apprehend, is not so much in getting the

money, as in minting it. Farmers must have

faith in their business, must invest their all in

it. as the merchant does, and then they will

thrive by it.

January, 18G7.

FEEDING STOCK.

A CoKiiEsrosDENT says, with regard to feed-

ing stock in winter : With good care and at-

tention, stock coming into winter quarters in

fair condition may be brought through the win-

ter on the coarser and less valuable portions of

folder, and come out thriving in spring. Gen-
erally there is a large growth of corn fodder,

and if this has been saved properly, it will furn-

ish a large amount of valuable feed. Cut fine

and mixed with the different qualities of mead-

ow hay, straw of the different varieties of

grain, all cut, moistened, and a little salt added

and allowed to be in bulk a few hours or days,

according as the weather may be, to soften be-

fore feeding, it will be eaten nearly or quite

clean, ant do as much good as the better quali-

ty of hay fed whole. Especially if a small

sprinklingi of meal or any kind of grain, or a

few pulped roots are added, we have a feed

which stack will thrive upon in a remarkable

degree.

If the firmer has both hay and grain, it is

betler to feed a portion of the grain in this

way, groijnd into meal, than to sell it—selling

a portion of his hay instead, if either must be

disposed oi The more concentrated the food

the more fattening material is furnished, and
the richer and better the manure. Com fodder,

coarse hay and straw cut and mixed as above,

with a little meal to give a flavor to the taste

and smell, will be eaten clean, with the ex-

ception, perhaps, of a few pieces of the hard

butts and joints. Fed three times a day regu-

larly, with what they will eat clean, stock of

all kinds will thrive, as well as though fed on an

equal amount of English hay, uncut, and the

same quantity of grain. A ton of sweet corn

fodder prepared as above, and £ed, is worth

nearly as much as a ton of hay.

Liberality in Fakmisj.—In this art, and

almost in this art alone, ' it is the liberal hand
which maketh rich."

Liberality in provklui; utensils is the saving

both of time and labor. The more perfect his

instruments, the more Tofitable are they.

So almost is it withhis working cattle and
stock. The most pefect in their kinds are

ever the most profitaje.

Liberality in good Urns and warm shelter is

the source of health, strength, and comfort to

;
animals, causes then to thrive on less food,

;
and secures from dajage all sorts of crops.

Liberality also inthe provision of food for

;
domestic animals ishe source of flesh, muscle

;
and manure.

Liberality to thcearth, in seed, culture, and

;
compost, is the ource of its profit.

—

Josiah

\

Quincy.

Okigik of Faious Apples.—The original

j
tree of the Nev.own Pippin, of world-wide

;
repute, was a ecdling, which grew near a

j
swamp in Newtwn, Long Island, about 1700,

I
on the estate o'Girsham Moore, and the fruit

; was called theGirsham Moore Pippin for a

!
long time. Tie tree lasted over a hundred

;
years, and fiiiily died from excessive cutting,

; it having beefmuch resorted to for scions to

; graft with.

The Baklwi, New England's favorite apple,

I
originated irWilmington, near Boston, more

•: than a centir ago ; it grew on the farm of Mr.

; Butters, in (e part of the town called Somer-
; ville, and lown as the Butters apple, also

! known as te Woodpecker's apple (the Wood-
j pecker's luing perforated the tree)

;
being dis-

I
seminatediy Col. Baldwin & Sons, it was

1 called the>aldwin apple.

! Wuitf Daisies.—The Germantown Tele-

1 graph sa> the white or ox-eye daisy can be

I extermiited by cultivating your land to corn

! or potaps for two years in succession, and

1 not allcing a weed to grow. Or, if you will

I plow yir land in April, and drag it twice a

I mOnthiill July 1st, and then sow three pe(5ks

i or a bihel of buckwheat to the acre, when the

i crop iharvested, you will, probably, find that

I the dses are gone. Can any of our subscri-

1 bers ve us a better remedy ?

THR FARM AND FIRESIDE, a new joimial of Agriculture,

Horticulture, Literature and Art, pnblisbed weekly, in

Ouarto Form. Beautifully illustrated. Terms 42 per year.

S. S. FOSS. Publisher.

Patriot (Jfliee, Woonsocket, R. I.

AUOBBR who lays hie ears buck and looks lightning when any-

one approaches him, is vicious. Do n't buy him.

THE BIDDIK3.—By warmth and judicious feeding a hen may
be made to lay as many eggs in two years as she would un-

der ordinary circumstances in three ; and every one knows, or
ought to know, that a fowl fatted at two years old is much more
tender and palatable thr.n one that is older.

POEIFYINO WATKIt IN C 'KEXB.-

caustfc soda or a similauantity

iiMNF.P land is generally ten to twenty degrees warmer
summer, than that in which water stands stagnant.

-A p^iind or two of either

X caustic soda or a simila'>anmy of what is called concen-
trated lye. both of which m l»e obtained at the dni£«irtts. u^U
purify stagnant, odorous w; 1' i'i cisterns.

An Tndian'an savs that ntnnf-' seed corn in a smoke house,

and leaving it there, 'lie the meat is helmr smoked. w:!t
. and leaving it there,

keep moles and field niic ill eating it after it is planted.
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=1 department.

I
Although Agriculture gives employment to

f
We are informed it is in contemplation to |

—
G w

'

Tnd "s; "s" foss
"

kditors. !
more caPital and a larger number of persons I hold a grand International Cattle Exhibition at j .

CoNUI!ESS 1ms many important duties before
°

;

* '„„.'.. I than any other pursuit iu which the people of 1 Stanstead, Canada East, in September next.— |

if
'
but none of greater interest to the people

S ATURDAY JANUARY 12, 1867. I
this country are engaged, it is nevertheless true j This exhibition, it" it takes place, will be under j

Ukim tne ProP°sed re-organization of the Agri-
' ' *

n _ t

'

, f
that there is no calling in which the Genius off the joint auspices of the United States and I

cuuural Department. Not that it has not been of

; | Improvement goes forward, from year to year, j Canadian Agricultural Societies. We cordially
j

eminent service to us. since its establishment

;

TO OUR EARM FRIENDS. { with such an uncertain and moderate pace. [ endorse this proposed exhibition, believing it j

hnl w to make that Department more'prac-

| While the intellectual activity of the last I would be of great interest and- benefit to our

j

tlca

)

an(
J

v"lua
]

jlMs the question lo be consid-

An early love lor rural hie, an attachment to
| originaied labor-sav- ! agriculturists. |

cretl contemplate the signifi-

the domestic ammals of he farm an assoc.a-^
m&cM ^ [Q £ M ^ work |

and mfluence of such a bureau, under
tion with the honest workers of the soil, and |^f

the ferm
'

.lnd

'

in ,ome c .lses f Tyi-ogbaiiicai.lv viewed, we think the !
the guidance of scientific agriculturists, under

an appreciation of the vast and rapidly mcreas-
1 ad f

;* e aml effectiveness to the work I
" Fwrm and Mre*ide " is 110 discredit to theltlle suPPort protection of the Government,

ing importance of American Agriculture, arc
j of^ ^ heh&sbeen^ t0 avail |

" black art." The publisher, whUe not aiming j
commanding the talent and experience of the

the main reasons for publishing the Farm and
| Mm8clf Qf^^ wWch scientif.

} to gratify an eccentricity of taste, has endeav-

1

efre eountry, and laying contribution upon
Fireside. It has been our wish for many

| fc ^ ^ ^^ combiued have f ored to present a journal that is unique in ap-i a» «ir vast resources, we only see its value

years, to conduct just such a journal as is now
| ht ,o y for mcreasi the produclivc {

pearance. A critical eye, be it that of a print- 1 foreshadowed in .1.., future,

before the reader ; and, with long experience
| of the hmd Ugdf. Im d plows j

er or otherwise, will see features in the " Farm ]
The cost

°f
the present Agricultural Depart-

in journalism, and a practical knowledge off^^
horseho^ hay tedders and mowin- 1 and Fireskle " not see» in a,,V olher publica- 1

mcnt has frightened the moles of Congress,

what the agricultural class desire, we com-\
mach

-m^ we have
' m aDtodance . aiKi ^ I tion. The materials are not onlv all new, but

!

and some of thcra have made efforts to under-

mence the New Year with the determination to
} ^^^ ^^ o/ a )

in some respects peculiar. Such page, column j
ic b
J lunar wanderings. We will

make as good a farm journal as adequate cap-|
<wfarf calculated l0 li htcn [ and advertising rules, dashes, etc., were never}™1 ^ h:

'\ Departmenf has been always

ital, patient industry and untiring perseverance \^^^ Qf makin(,^ hartestm(r our c

*
opB . I before used in a newspaper. They were made !

managed with judicious economy, nor can we
can produce. I

'

as a class> we
°
are not disposed to adopt! 40 order hY Messrs. Conner & Sons, New| afl]rni «» CffortShave been invariably in

The followers of Agriculture in this country,
| .Jlew of cmtivatioil) even when the I

York - Thc " head " of om journal was ea- §
rignt au'ectron. But we assume thai whdh

as a class, are more intelligent, are better read,I^
perience of {he mQSt successfm fanners has 1 Sraved bi

r s - s - KiLBUESj Esq., of Boston,
f
ProPerly organized^ when suitably officered, afld

and more thrifty than are the agriculturists of
| connrmed tue teachings of science, that the 1

af4er an original design by the publisher. We I
au il® Mppe, force and amplitude are develop-

other lands. Besides, they have the industry,
j productive capac ity 0f all soils can he very I

think 14 as Pre44y as appropriate. The type is j

cd
>
Uiat !t cannot cost too much, expend all the

the pride, the determination to excel in the
{ largely and economically increased thereby. |

from the foundry of Messrs. J. G. Cooley & Co.
, j

capital we may. Congressmen, generally, are

noble profession they have chosen, and which I
. > .. „

..'
'

I New York, and speaks for itself. The paper I
not Prone to slrict economy in national appro-

has contributed more to our national wealth, I
Lhc mlmenso extent anct sm pi ising teniiny

| wag mad6) expregsiy for ^ publication; by I priations ; and we hope no exceptions will be

stability and greatness, than any other distinct 1

04 0ur na4l0nal ~m
'

4

ff
cheapness ol

, Warres & Co Boston _ The \
made against the interests of Agriculture,

profession. Yet, in turning up thc mellow !

knd
,

; and the facility with which food can be
| fln(J of „ p& ^ adoms f

The bill introduced for the re-organization of

glebe, in the cultivation of diversified crops, in j
Priced, are perhaps among the chief causes

|^ firgt page> wag drawn from ufe by Theo. [
this Department, provides a chief executive, to

the rearing of stock, in the propagation ofi
o4our ^disposition to adopt m mis country

Maksde e the well_kncnvn cattle f
be termed the Commissioner, to be elected for

„ .
° '

, . I a better system of husbandrv than that which;, . . „, ..... '
. I four vpars win, n ^im- „f moncm .

fruit, and in the general and economic man-i J

l ti
= painter. The little cuts, in the page corners, =

ul J ears>
vitna saiarj of $3000; an assi.-t-

agement of the farm, they generously acknowl- 1
°0W Prevads -

B" 4
'
^h^ver may be the cause,

| are suggestive; and^ Mnk no{ wjd^i
|
ant commissioner, a chemist, and other sub-

edge that they are not correct in all tilings, and I

ther
?
Can b

?
U°

°V
taCt S

f
lCM~

I We submit to our brethren of « the art pre- !
ordina4e offlcel '

s- We notice the bill provides

thlt thev are not "too old to learn." We do

!

tural 7'er

Jf
80 re"1UnmtIVe aS

I servative of all arts," that, despite King Solo- S
thal a» ^ign seeds shall be purchased in for-

not propose to educate them; but we shall use I

^

ey suomd be
,
unless those who engage i^j

m0Jft<fl assertion we do present m the Fakm I
eign countries, and not from importers here:

our liumble talents, with the ability and expe- 1
hem a

fT
lUlllg 40 b™§ 40 thc ciiltivauon of

j^^ « sometulng new under the |
also, that one-third of all seeds, cuttings, roots,

, , * 'j . ^ the sod the same habits of investigation and= „ . . ; = t.c. linrclnsed n-- raisp,l »,•<> tr, i^n ..^t <inence of a large corps of paid contributors, =
, t „ ^ = sun ; aud that something not uncomelv. :

- ^c., puieuastu o. jaisecl, aie to be sent to thc
_T „ '= the same earnestness of purpose which charac-l •

' ? various norirnltiii-.il nnri r>^m„i^„;„,i „ ,
to make the Farm and Fireside the best, = . , * , . - . _ l , „,.„„ ,

vnuoua agricultural ana pomological societies
. , „ , , . , . Itenzes the successful inventor, manufacturer i I of the United (kati*> tkS« to . « .

most practical, as well as the cheapest Agn- = . I THE CROPS OF 1866
,oi uu, unnea states, lms is a good feature,

cultural journal in the country. Journalism !
°r mercllant

[
— '

|
and it should be adopted.

can do for Agriculture what it has done for ! As yet, the science of farming is in its infan-
( ^ Monthly Report of Agriculture for De-

j

commerce, for literature, education and sound I
With rare exceptions the cultivation of I

cember. contains a hnal estimate of the corn
j

The Marls of New JEBSEX.-One of the

Morality ! the soil in the United States is wasteful, negli- f
crop of I860. The total result is 880,000,000 I most valuable and inexpensive fertilizers known

In order to make our oaner eminentlv ,«w ^
gent an(1 uusystema4ic - 0ur cultivated lands

j
bushels. In the 1

1
States not hitherto report- [in modem agriculture, is the sand-marls ofIn order to make our pape cmincnth.^-^

n sec a hacours d? 18r,|0oo,000 bushels, against 271,000,000 1 New . Jersev, which have added immense
tical, we invite farmers, in all sections of the I „ . * .

-

. .. „ , . ~. Mm»i,oio mieru t« oo -w^fi. e, I n-e. , ^ ...
duul-u linmcnse-

ReDiiblic to contribute to our columns We -1
of Seneral deterioration, of wa.cH the owners

|
bushels m 1&.9 In 22 Ivoithem States 6.9,-

1
ly to the fertility and wealth of that State with-

, . , . . ' iseem quite unconscious, because the causes; 000
)
000

,
instead of 701,000,000 in 1865. show- iin the past quarter of a centurv Wh<>n>»rmvite them to send in their experience, success \ ... , .. .Mnrr^WrtoM^fo-nnnnnn M , I' , , ,

<-ciiluij. \tntrc\ci

or failure in the cultivation of anv field crop - X-
Wh 'Ch 1>roduce that de4enora4lon are 1104 at

!
!"= d

' f"
6

.

386 of> 000
.
000

,

while the decrease
\
these marls have been apphed, vastly increased

w , 1 . . J „.. . jf"! [ once apparent to them : thc same lands are cul- i m quality is equivalent to 75,000,000 bushels, I productiveness has been the unfailing result-We ask them to give an account of the adapt- . /* . tl ., = mnkiMo- o ir,== ;^ e<,a.v.„ ,. i„ , . . I . .

uiiwiuij^, result

,

.... , .»
fif f tu • , t

- • stivated year after year with the same crops, =
maKing a loss in feeding value equivalent to = and nianv sections which were considered a

S^'^sJL^T^aL^SlS^^ * «»«aglxt,«bat .ea^«i» Mthe soO, 1400,000,^,^18. The cotton estimates are
j few years since, of little value, have becomemais

,

luLir success wim me oinerens Kinos pi
f which are remo¥ed wittl the productions of I also completed, showing a total product of 1,-1 the most profitable lands in the State The

fruit; their experience with various manures; , . . ; "., ,. l?K«hnn Koino^f^oo a tu < , , • T
oiaic. me

and fertilizers - and finally anvthin" which I

6Very harYest
.
mu8t be renewed by the apph-

1
',50,000 bales of 400 lbs. each. As the actual

j
marl deposit of New Jersey is worth millions

.
' ' -\, -° I cation of fertilizing material. Excessive moist- 1

hales are now nearly 500 tt>s. each, this is equiv- = to her agriculture, and the value of this areatmay interest other persons in the various walks l , , ., ,., , l.i«,H„ <m)ii»„. <™i „ i if <• i , ,

=
= , . 1 .

°
T, . , ... . c . , , i ure from an indurated sub-soil, which has nev- 1

aient to a million ana a half ol such bales.— = and inexhaustible ferti izcr can scarcely be es-
of rural life. It is by this record oi agricultural =

, . , , , ;rrK„„„ ( ., , „ ,, ^ ,
z
- . . .

u"-u
)

uc es-

experience this exchan-e of ideas this practi-
1
6r be6n scra4checl

-
evon b>' Plow or spade, 1

The estimates are made up as follows: North | timated m dollars and cents. We have en-

. 1 . . . ° „ , '
p

, I checks vegetation continually, at the very sea- 1 Carolina, 91,000 bales: South Carolina, 102,-1 gaged an able writer on agricultural chemistrv
cal way of informing us of what vou are do- = . *

x . . ' .
' Jnnn 1»1<<1. «3o^m-» .)n-™ , , -r^, •-, If • •

««vu»umu unuau]
.. . ...... . . = son when the atmospheric asencies are mostl-'W eaies, Georgia, _'u^,000 bales; Honda, = to give us a series of articles on the marls of

iSaS^^al^ii bl
^^i^orable to the development of vegetable !

36,000 bales
;
Alabama, 220,000 bales; Missis- 1 New Jersey, which we shall commence pub-

i

,

piac ica an v ua e.
I gi-owth ; and noxious weeds are permitted to !

siPPi, 270,000 bales ; Louisiana. 109,000 bales ; I lishing iu a few weeks.
The expense attending the publication of a

j dispute successfully for the possession of the [Texas, 300,000 bales; Arkansas, 182.000 bales; j ™ —
journal or a magazine, is more than twice what

j soil which ought only to sustain the life-sus- {Tennessee, 1+8,000 hales; other States. 87,000 \ Report for 1865.—We have received the
it was before the Rebellion. Paper, printers'

\ ta ining p iants which the farmer has planted. I bales. f Annual Report of the Commissioner of Agri-
wages the cost of engravings, and the price of

j ^ th h draini d tillage and liber- 1 _ ^

~

Z I
c«l4llrc ' and <*>™«<* * a ™? ereditablc docu-

first-class agncultural articles, are in the same
j al mannrin£^ the Amerlcan far)„ercanfind em-! .

L<

f ^ Thorough-Bred Hoikes.—Thirty- 1 ment ; in fact, far superior to the Reports to-

ratio of expense. 1 et we put the price ot our
{ lo nt }ot all the time aud monev at hig !

nmc head of thorough-bred horses were ship- 1 sued within the past five or six years. The ar-

paper exceedingly low, considering the style and 1

4

ommand . and be cannot afford t0
'

ncdect 1
pcd from EnSlaud '

last month, on the steamer I tides are mainly original, and seem to be writ-
character in which it is produced. In order to I

these (rreat fissentials 0 f ^ood farming if I
Hdvetia

' When 4hc s4eamer arrived at New j ten by men who understand what they are
meet a generous outlay of capital, and to give | he WQX$A msiatam & sturdy independence

=

cn

~

l
York

' ^J** of 4hese animals were living— I about. The agricultural press has been rather
the Farm and Fireside^ a large circulation, we I

^ gcrene au
*

d
'

comfortable old a ge and leave !
th'rf.v-four haying died on the passage. They

| severe on Commissioner Newton, for some
ask every friend of agriculture, who reads this

\ somethin(r beside a „.ood faame as a le„acv t0 1
were owned bv a Mr. Cameron of England. 1 cause or other : but this last Report, from his

article, to assist in obtaining for us a liberal
j^ chUd

°
n . He wto d lds

'

u °moflier ! "
[
department, is worthy of all praise.

patronage, bhow tins paper to your neighbor, -- * . . . . a a * • t = To Auvhktiseks.—We ask the attention of I — -™" - ~u"

... ... . .

r
'

I earth for his support, cannot afford to invest; „
a^mivu

and mterest him in its success. We pledge ! portion of tue increase which she affords I
a11 PerS011s engaged iu the manufacture of ag- 1 Local Agents.—We wish to employ a local

ourselves to make a journal worthy of the.|
ia stockg or speculative enterprises of any kind |

"cultural implements, or fertilizers ; all who are
j
agent, to canvass for the Fai:m and Fireside,

gi-eat agricultural community—a valuable com-
1 Even the savmn.

g bank ;g a poor place of de
4hc' seed ,Jusiness

.
in stock-raising, in the] in every village, town and city in the United

pendium of rural intelligence, a pleasant com- 1 it ^be has°a muck bed. a peat meadow, I
nursc^ 4radc

'
or who have 4a,

'ms or farm! States. Apply to the publisher, atMe .

pamon to he farmer, gardener or stock-raiser
;| ora marl bod m ys neighborhood. Let him 1

,ands fo
f
™k'- <0 our

•'
olllnal as a medium for

\ _ . \

" ™
,an mstmptor of then families and a defender

} nQt fcar tQ^ tUeM for bcr mcrcase wlu [
advertising. Having a large circulation, al- } £* Specimen copies of our journal wdl be

oi tneir manifold interests. Let us help each
[ be in proport ion to his confidence and faith

most cx"clusively among agricultural readers, j
forwarded on the receipt ot a stamp, to any

other- s rp, , c , e ,
,'

I no paper offers greater publicity I address.
„ „ , I

The most successful farming ever known has s
1 1 » " S'""«i"l'"«»'

l _ ™„„„m™_m._.^ ™

(-,„,„ -p,
• _ i been done by those who have expended upon 1 I

" " " "
,^iasge of DATE.-This number of our jour-

j the ir lands, in a simrle season, an amount equal !
England Live Stock Market.-TIic

| TllP Farm WHA Fir£Slfle.
nal is dated the 12th of January, instead of the

1 10 the val„e of the jand itseic j
whole number of cattle, sheep and swine, sold

\ pcblisiied every Saturday.
5th, as advertised. This change is to give us

j _ ]
at thc Brighton and Cambridge Markets in! ^m PER ASM .

M- SX!:IC.TLY ASI> AtWAVS IS .M„^
time to perfect our arrangements, typographi-j

.. ]
1 866, was 617. 1 25. Of cattle there were 118,-| j^verxisemknts.—a limited number of agricoiturai id-

eal and otherwise. Our friends will also have j
Cltths.—In answer to many inquiries, we

1 088; sheep, 400,546; swine, 123,496. Irertisemenistsiu be published. Price, fwtekn obkto aUne,

time to aid us in obtaining subscribers As the
'

l would state that our paper is offered so low that I ! .-acu insertion.' Special advertisements, at the bouom of the

Farm and Fireside will he valuable enough to !
dubbing is almost out of the question. But to

} gr This copy of our paper is sent to many !^ %TJZZ
bind at the year's end, back numbers, to com- 1 clubs of ten, to one address, we will accept

| personalMends, also to others with whom weidispiay. The Publisher holds the right to reject any adreruse-

plete files, can be obtained. Subscriptions i
$17.50—making thc price only #1. 75 lo each

j llavc no acquaintance. All such nmconsider I
ment »«t suitable for these rage..

should begin with thc first number. 1
subscriber.

| ft an invhaiion to subscribe. I s. s. foss, Publisher, woonsocket, r. i.

RF
^.
AprEA1

l
A^CE °Z7U^ Cattle Pi-ague. — The London pintoAGO Lvmijfr Tkat>k.—There are fortv firms in the lum- T cubbb ra Maink.— a firm at Skowbegan mm 400. 000 acres

Times, of Dec. 22d, expresses new fears of the cattle ber-trade in Chicago. HI., employing 2000 hands, making up ±J of land on the Kennebec rirer. which is equal u. four tow n-
plague, which has re-appeared in three ahlres of England, and 21,000,000 feel per month into doors, surfacing, flooring, siding. ahfps. This finn will cut 25.000.000 feet of logs this winter—em-
is increasing in Eastern Europe. blinds and boxes. ploying 223 oxen, 152 horses and 890 men.
LISTEN !—The prophecy, " Many shall run to and fro, and A mioeoscoi-e has lately beeu completed, in England, with A K exchange savs It is so billv in some parts of New Hamp-

knowledge shall be increased," is believed to refer to the J\ double the power of anv similar instrument previously con- J\ shire, that the' people look up their chimneys to see if the
"Farm and Fireside. 1

' structed. It magnifies 15,000 diameters. cows are coming home.
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WINTER.

He conies ! the Winter comes 1

I hear his footsteps through the nigbtsl

I hear his vanguard on the heights

Inarch thro' the pines with muffled drums!

His naked feet are on the mead

;

The grass blades stiffen in his path;

No fear for child of earth he hathl

No pity for the tender seed 1

The bare oaks shudder at his breath 1

A moment by .the stream he stays-

Its melody is mete ! A glaze

Creeps over its dimples, as of death!

Here is your mission ! Ye who feed

Your lavish fires 1 Not afar,

But at your doors your heathen are I

God's poor—your creditors J Take heed

!

The path is long to Fagan shores 1

Their skies are sunny—God o er all!

The Winter's deadly harvests fall

Around you I Deal your Master's Btores

!

Fh'esitb Tales,

THE WEDDING GIFT.

I
that Fanny had turned again and again to look } tions had run through the web of her life,

J at it with fresh delight. It gratified her artistic } blending with its varying texture, almost im-
*

|
taste as nothing else had done through the I perceptibly, yet imparting to it a bright, fresh

1 morning; the only objection to it was the j hue it would otherwise have lacked.

I price—seventy-five dollars.
j But Fanny's character had been still more

I ." It is much more than I designed to give," I influenced by the remembrance of her mother's

|
added she, " but it is the only really beautiful

j
dying hours. Never could she forget the sick-

I
thing I have seen this morning, and as you

f room with its darkened windows, or the awe
|
say, Ellen, one must give her something { which crept over her young soul as she stood

I
decent.'

|
by the bedside and watched the pallid cheek,

|
"Oh, I shouldn't mind the price if I were [and the fitful, laborious breathing; nor the

I you," answered Ellen, "it is so lovely, so ex-
[
morning when she found that room was vacant,

iquisite! I when no mother's loving face was there; no
I But there was "a still small voice" in Fan- [soft, low voice to whisper, "Good morning,
j ny's breast, which remonstrated; true she had | dear,"—nothing but silence and desolation,

j
a large fortune entirely at her own disposal, } such as only death can bring.

|
but that very morning she had resolved to

{
Many years had passed away

;
Fanny had

|
spend that fortune as a true-hearted Christian j received an expensive education, and was now

|
woman should

; and there now rose before her
} entering society with all the advantages which

[visions of suffering mothers, of hungry chil-j youth, cultivation of mind and elegance of

I
dren and wandering outcasts, waiting to be re- I manner give. Her aunt had been affectionate

"|lieved and fed and brought home to virtue; [and kind, almost as her own mother, but she

j
and she hesitated to gratify her taste by such j differed widely in one respect ; she was a fash-

I
a large outlay.

|
i0nable, worldly woman, who attached great

"| "I will let you know to-morrow morning," I importance to outward show, and had never
I she said to the salesman, rousing herself from j felt the constraining power of religious prin-

. I her reverie.
| ciple. But the last wish and the last prayer of"I am at such a loss to know what to get;

for Kate Ellerton," said Fanny Talbot as she! " To"molTOff is Sunday," whispered Ellen, [the dying mother'* heart had been answered,

sat in the library one morning busily netting a 1
" 0h yes

'
80 !t is

;

Monda>' morning, then, iff and amid the temptations to a different course

purse: "I do think it is one of the most per-

j

you Wl11 reseiTe Um tbat time-" [which had surrounded her, Fanny had been

plexing things in the world to choose a wed- 1 11 was Setting late when Fanny and Ellen } led to love holiness and to consecrate herself

ding present." [hurried to the next square to reach their car- j
cheerfully and fully to the service of the Sa-

" Yes," replied her cousin Ellen, as she as- j
riaSe - As tljey were rapidly threading their } vior. But sine was far from perfect- Natu-

sorted her worsteds; "especially where thel way m tne crowd, Fanny chanced to brush] rally gentle and yielding,, she too often glided

bride has a fortune of her own ; Kate has had j
ratber rudely against a poor woman who turn- f

thoughtlessly with the cuwent, and found it
|

everything her fancy or taste could wish for alii ed toward her a face of such extreme pallor [
very difficult to do what her conscience die-

[

her life long, and she is to marry a man who is I
ancl sadness that she involuntarily paused an I rated; and very often she mourned bitterly

[

ready to lavish thousands upon her ; what can 1
instant, but the crowd pressed between them, 1 over her deficiencies, and nesolved to make I

one give her which she has not already ?" I tne âce wa® 'ost ! and Fanny hurried on. It f
new efforts for progress in the heavenly Ife..

[

" True, it won't do to give her anything I
was DUt a glimpse, yet that face haunted her

; [
On the evening to which we have referred, \

cheap or common, and yet I don't feel like[ tnere was in it such an expression of heart | as she- sat alone in her luxuriously furnished
[

spending a great deal for a present which, after I
broken sorrow and utter hopelessness that she I room, a train of sclf-rcproac&fuT thoughts

}

all, she will care so little about." Iwas sure some uncommon grief must have I
passed painfully through her rniad. She saw!

"What do you think of me, then? If I ! fallen upon its owner. Fanny longed to com- [she was wasting life, frittering it away to not

were as independent as you are, I could make[ fort fler, to speak at least a word of sympathy' }
good purpose. "I am perpetually busy,."|

magnificent presents ; but papa frets more and i and kindness to that forlorn and desolate wo- 1
thought she, " but what do I accomplish ? I

more every day about our expenses, which he! man -
" AV' thought she, "how many dif-j Whom do> 1 make better or happier? What}'

says aTe really enormous ; I quite dread to ask = furent; kinds of sorrow there are im the world
; j

except selfish entertainment or enjoyment do M
him for a dollar now and he has forbidden rnei how maHy are wretched said miserable around I aim at or achieve? Yet I have health,, timel

to get trusted."
'

[
me> while I am wrapped about with luxuries, f

and some little portion of wealth at my com-};

"Really, cousin Ellen, I didn't dream ofi and can gratify every wis&t Yet I too might { mand. Oh„ it ought not„ must not be so!'.'|

your being so poverty-stricken," said Fanny, I
bave been bo5n in Poverty> and be new return- 1 Bitter and repentant tears filed her eyes

;
the

J

laughing. ""Will you go down with me andl iriS cold and b^ngiy, toilsome and desolate to} image of hermother rose before her, and she
|

see what can be found? I must °-o this ^
some filthy hovel. Such, andt similar thoughts, \ felt that if she had lived, it would ha?e been \

very morning; I am afraid it will be difficult

i

rus'ie^ incoherently through- her brain, sad-feasy for her to be good. "But all this is}

to fix upon auythino- for as I said before itl dening her more Shan she won&l have Sked to f weakness, '
she said at lengthyrising an&gomgi

mutt* something rare or peculiarly tasteful j
acknowledge to her light-hearted cousm Ellen,

f
to the window;,- "I am old enough to know}

thai will Suit Kate's fastidious taste. !
who was chattering away about persons Imy duty and to do it, without leaning on any

j

' "I wilfgo Fanny, but not to make any pur-f and thinS8 *">«nd ftem,till they reachedhome! earthly arm. 1 must learn ». surmount dif-f

chase to-"dav
" " I just in time to dress for dinner. | faculties, and gain some character and inde-j

"If IwS you.-Ellen, I wouldn't think off That luxurious modi over,- Fa*ny escaped! tolicence." And she resolved,, alas, not for}

giving Kate Anything very expensive; some f her room, glad of a little quiet after"the bustle | ««> fin* time, that aha would b* more decided
j

little trifle w iff show, your kind feeling, and ! of the day. There rose before her again that[^iW sav
"e would seek out objects of

j

please her just a|weD.r jsad, pale face, and a series of selteproadifull**^ and «^*eve= thew- want,, would be self-|

«TJat then, yo\ know;, the presents will be |
thoughts passed through her-mind. \ **jPJ«

naraded before averytoody;. and all sorts of I
Fanny Talbot was an* orphan, whose paseuts f daily hie.

Lunents made/ I can. see? now the curl on \ had lived in a beautiful eountry village ofSew
f

She was censcto^ of having, spent a tege|

Joanna Gushing^ lip, ,as she says, 'so that f England. They both died, before- Fanny was |l»oport10n oi ber ime foohshly
;

no on
{

was from EUen Chester;, it is smgular what [ten years old, and froM that, period she hadf^rself entirely hot. certainly to no avariabk|

taste ^o-meoeoDle. have
-' Oh dair I mnst try \ found a home in New York with 2$rs~. (Shelter,. I

P

urPose -
She. had often given. mipulsively„|

r^XrS decent ' fher father's sister. Being an. only child,. 3heJ
b«t she had fc^too indolent to adopt active|

fe
. & .. a h r, i-nhmtt-a tior fnthpiVifrai-nnp whirh™ » s and systematic mcasares for the- relict of sul-i-

It was a wearisome, unprofitable morning! naa mneraea tier latnerMonune, wJiicn. wis, a^ j
_

=.

.
'

• , i. . • j 1 h^nrlsr>mp rmp «r> that ill . » Tippnniirv nnii-t nlf£smg. NOW„ she resolved to give time and =

whieh the- cousins, spent in bookstores, print- = nanasome one, so tnat m,* pecuniary pou«t Ql= - "
. . fc

** , '=

V.J..U1 mo >.v v
a Z =j!pw aht> wa« pntirplr -"iirlpr.pn(Tj»nt nf hpv = labor as well as moocv to the TOMes and wants

!

shons and iewelry establishments. Such quan- i view she was entirely .naepenctsnt ot ners - =sat^ouMjcviciij
.. ? ... ?,„!„,:„„„ I of her fellov(-ta-eatua-es, and to practice self-=.

tifies at' sold -and silver plate ot every imagni- = relatives. ^ ' • •
. i™s « Uuu

. . . t. b tjiq __,, rppnii™ nf '

i

u„..ftith„t- ?,ni 5 'lomal m thtta! bclsalf. She raised the custam V
a'bto variety, such glittering jewelry, such a = .fanny had no recoHcfcon ot hee rathoi. feui % .... . . .- . , ; „ Paua^ van^i-j, ou^ b a j j> -

tPT, ri PI. mpm„,u „f f and looked out mto the night.. From the f

nro^ion of enticing knicMsnacks of all con- = sue liaa most sweet arxi. tencier Htemorirsoii . . ... , „, , , !

cl>^shapes and uses passed in review be-f her mother, who had survived Min, seve,aJ |^«dows opposite, a bright gl^.so enedby i

^rSL as fairly made their eyes ache and! years. That beloved mother's pafc- face, her}^ cnmsonulrapcry shone ou^and the notes
r•it-iut-ui, a* ia

j j i 0,r„rt „i| hip n-repfipr fiir *fcp- tnn„-tv nf ! °f a piano fell on. her ear; bevond were in- =

/poric o-roiv dizzv. Yet to all some objections = sweet voice, au tne s-weeier lor m^e toucQ oi
f

r
.

' J
. ±eeaus ciuvv .

j .!onrrm,r ;n ii anrl Iipi- rtrifra'p silo-Tot fin-nTP nn i numerable uoofs and chimneys,, peenng. one;
hnrl arisen • this was common ; this is inelegant -= sorrow m it, ana nei onrea.e, sugar ngure, on^

I . , ,
=

Sd I"bTd'toste; another too expensive ; and! which disease had laid its hand, were aE in-
}

fbove anofflciv W all were lost in the daiaken-j

i very many others, Kate already had. 1 delibly impressed upon the heart « tte ^pfean [
»g ^t^ms Below, the «owd we«> still

|

unwearied in their en- 1 child. She remembtred,. too,, tbe pleasant }
passing to.and fro-a mingled, mass ot human |

a^Vot^15eL
W
Sir"^diot.s eu^omer;] walks they had taken €»,the banfeof the little I

^gs each with his own burden of care and
j

ST^hS before them new piles and gemsfstream; the hymns hermother-hrt sung to her} toil, ot crime and sorrow *Ah„ over how
|

anu pidouu "»u 5 ° = j—ju-i.f 9 „,i ti,P ™-fT« shr- pffpm! s * thpv s nianv souls woes the (jtroAi Father ksen his r

and irmkets making the task of deciding every i at twilight, ana ttie p;<a\eis snc offieieci a* rncy
, j

iandtimKeis, im =
fknelt side by side ia ^eir quiet home. There 1

watch, said Fanny, as she- gazed upon the!

little watch-stand of most exquisite desigu,
which - aazed fearfully at the litffc patch of skv over-

" pvpvi KatcA taste must be satisfied with any- = dark pmes, ana ot rue uttjc oroo!^ wmca
f
s j i ' '

=even Ji.aw «•*
thig

„ I wound m fanciful curves through the old pas- 1 neatl where the stars were shilling- as calmly f

thmg so umque an
« ^ alabagter . the I tUre; and often when surrounded bv brick[ a»d serenely as if there was no such thing as!

toSS^re upon it was a sleeping Cupid, j walls and crowefcd streets, these pictures had}?'"" and breaking hearts in all the woild below,
j

P
ht into such symmetrical proportions., 1 risen before her with a calm and refreshing in- ! While in this hushed and softened mood, her I

^dwith aface of such bewitching sweetness, } fluence. Like a golden- thread these recollee-f thoughts reverted to the occupation of the

I

mornmg and the wedding gift. She was little

i disposed now to lavish money for the mere
j
gratification of her taste, or the momentary

I pleasure of a friend. "No," thought she, "

I

j
will save that money for some poor creature

}
who is suffering for the very necessaries of

|
life

;
how much good it would do that poor

i woman I saw to-day, while Kate would never

}
spend two thoughts upon it."

|
But there rose before her, grim and threaten-

}
ing, that phantom which has frightened multi-

I
tudes from doing what their better judgment

I sanctioned, the opinion of the world—of her

}
world. "What would everybody say if she

j
were to make no present ? What would Kate

} herself think ?"

j
Seldom had Fanny Talbot thought so serious-

[
ly about her duty, and the distinction between

[right and wrong as on 'that evening, and the

|
result of all her meditations was as follows^

[
"I will give Kate that crayon sketch I took

[
at the White Mountains last summer ; she liked

[
it very much, and I know will value it, because

[
it was done by my own hand ; thss will show

I her I have not forgotten her ; and as for others,.

}
why, I will not care ; I will for oncs-'do what I

[
think is right ; U must gain some firraness, and

}
I may as well begin to act independently now

}as ever." And her. heart glowed with deep
and fervent joy as- she remembered ?hat her

_
heavenly Father would see and approve, and

I
that perhaps her mother's sainted spirit might

I be bending lovingljv joyfully over the child

1 who was striving to do right.

I
The Sabbath, with, its sweet hours of still-

[ness and heart comnianion, and of saered

[worahip in "the holy place of prayer,"

I strengthened Fanny's new formed resolutions
;

} and she went out early Monday morning to see

I her washerwoman, whom she had heard was

| ill. As if by a providential arrangement, (are

I not all the minutest events of our daily life

providential?) she saw on a crossing, just before

her7 the same pale-faced,, poorly clad woman
who had interested her so much the day be-

fore. She hastened to join, her, yet, fearing to

seem vnde, hesitated how- to accost her. At

last sine said :
" I passed you on Saturday, and

thought 3
rou were looking iU.. .May I ask you

if you are not an invalid 2T
" My health is not quite good, ina'am, but I

am abkr to go out on all pleasant days."

" In what part of the city do- you live ?"

A bright flush passed ovex. the pale face, and

evading the question, she replied, "in the low-

si; part,, since I came to the --city."

" Then, you are from ths-oountiy."

"'Yes, ma"aaa, I lived in-, ©reenbrook, Con-

necticut, till two years ago."

- In Greenb-rook, the dean, .sweet home of Fan-

ny's childhood, the spot where her mother had

died,, and where her precious, dust i\ow slum-

bered!.

"Did yost ever know &ere a Mrs. Talbot ?"

she.-asked hurriedly, without stopping to think

how unlikely it was she ever did.

"Mrs. William Talbot,,who died there sever-

al years ago?"

"-Yes j did yon know heir?"

"-Know, her?" answered the poor woman,

her face lighting up with, a glow of pleasure,

."Yes,, indeed; I nursed. her when, her little

Fanny was born, and. she was always the

truest, kindest friend a. poor woman ever had

!

It was a sad day for Giaenbrook when she pass-

ed! away. If she were -hut living now !"

"What would you-wish of her ? Tell me."

The stranger lifted a:5{uick, earnest glance to

the speaker's face, aEdlexclaimett, " No, it can-

not be, and yet there-is just the look about the

eye. Can you be a lelative of hers ?"

" Yes, she was my mother. I am the little

Fanny you cared tot twenty years ago."

"Then." said tile woman with streaming

tears, "myprayea is answered; God has not

forgotten me. I know you were in New York

and I felt sure that if I could find you, I could

tell you all my troubles ; for Fwas certain your

mother's child could never have a hard or un-

feeling heart."

Fanny's eyes glistened with tender emotions..

She felt as if G»d had indeed blest her desire

to do right,, by giving her this oportunity of

helping her mothers friend in the hour of need.

It was almost like helping her, and a thrill of

joy ran through her soul as she remembered

who had said, "Inasmuch as ye have done- it

imuimmtKii

STK/ NGE BEQOF.BT.-The late Mr. R. Garrett, a rich agr culto-

r^ fmr lemeDt maV.cr In England, bequeathed m bis but

will to Sree hundred of his employes a great-coat each. The

distribution of the coatB haa been made.

1 M a rs E bov amused himself some years ago planting apple,

'

A seeds The result is a net profit of sevWVndred dodara

from a fine orchard this season.

rpiir. Pennsylvania Steel Company are erecting extensive
JL works near Harrisburg, for the manufacture of Bessemer
steel. They will commence with an annual capacity of 15,000
tons. Steel will soon supersede Iron for many purposes.

frillli oldest of the John Smiths, claiming 117 years, is said to

X live at Pleasant Mills, N. J.

XHbmi-.eb should remember what Robert Hall says—"No
S"n

Cil" erp '' bpeome eminent in anything, unless' he work
at It with an earnestness bordering on enthusiasm."
Wn.l.lAM Hrney James, the inventor of the tubular boiler

tor locomotives, is living in poverty, in London, aged 77.

F'tmh
frpsl1 strawberries are announced in the city of Sayan-
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unto one of the least of these, ye have done it

nnto me."
Mrs. Reed promised to call on Fanny in the

afternoon, heing then on her way to return

some sewing to an employer ; and they parted,

Fanny going on her errand of mercy with a

light heart.

Mrs. Reed's story, though a very sad one,

was by no means an uncommon one. Left a

widow, she had maintained herself respecta-

bly by her labor in the village of Greenbrook
j

till her son sent for her to come to him. He
|

had lived in the city several years ; he was
j

an only child, and should have been the stay
[

of her old age, but alas, his career had been a f

downward one, and at the time his mother |

came to New York, he had reached the low-
f

est state pf degradation. His wife, scarcely I

better than himself, had died, leaving four lit-
j

lie children motherless. i

It was a sad change from the beauty andf

greenness of her sweet country home to the |

close, filthy street where Robert lived, from
{

hand to mouth, in the most wretched way.
|

But a mother's love and courage triumphed
j

over all that was dreary and repulsive ; and I

she struggled on, caring for the poor orphans, I

and still hoping her boy might be saved from
|

utter ruin. It was all in vain. The profligate f

sunk deeper and deeper in sin and shame, till I

he came to his end in a way too shocking for
[

the mother to relate. Her heart was broken
; j

but bravely she toiled on, straining every nerve
]

to keep starvation from the helpless little ones.
§

One after the other, two of these children had
j

sickened and died ; and Mrs. Reed, with shat-

1

tered health and weary heart, was now watch-

1

ing over the remaining two, with that woman-
j

ly tenderness which is only made stronger by
j

suffering and sorrow. |

"If I could but get to Greenbrook with the

f

children," she said to Fanny, " I have thought}

I might contrive to support them there, and
[

the poor little things would then grow strong
j

and healthy ; but it takes money to travel, and |

I really can't do more than get shelter and daily
j

bread for them ; and such a home as it is—oh,
{

Miss Talbot, I never thought to come to this ! f

It was wicked pride perhaps which made me
{

unwilling to tell you where I lived, but I had
j

always a tidy home till I came here ; now 1

1

dm in a garret, and everything about it is so
|

filthy, vile and wretched. All, little do the|

poor in the country know what distress and
\

poverty are, for they can always at least have I

fresh air to breathe, and room to move." |

Never had Fanny Talbot, the admired and
{

fashionable heiress, felt an emotion of purer
f

joy than when she saw she had in her power f

to provide for this noble-hearted woman.
§

" That seventy-five dollars,'' thought she, " will |

take them all to the blessed country
;
oh, how I

much wiser the outlay for such a purpose, than I

for a wedding gift." |

For many days Fanny's heart and thoughts I

' were much occupied in planning for the Reeds. f

By economizing a little the coming summer, |

giving up the six weeks at Newport and the
|

fashionable dresses needed there, for all which
f

in her inmost heart she cared so little, she
j

'could take a pleasant cottage in Greenbrook,
f

furnish it comfortably, and settle Mrs. Reed j

and the children in it. Yes, that was what [

she would do ; and she would go herself to

}

clear, quiet Greenbrook, board there through
j

the summer, and see with her own eyes the I

Reeds provided for; and instead of her usual I

round of brilliant gaieties would refresh her 1

spirit by communion with the hills and forests f

and bright streams of her native place. Sweet
|

peace entered her soul as she thus resolved to 1

free herself from the fetters which had hither- j

to bound her to a certain routine of living, and 1

act in accordance with the dictates of her own |

warm, generous heart, regardless ot ridicule or |

the contemptuous sneers of her fashionable

}

friends.
§

It is Kate Ellerton's wedding night. Gay I

and beautiful is the scene, graced by beauty, 1

elegance, and the most refined and cultivated
|

taste
;
nothing is wanting to the enchantment I

of the hour. The presents have been exhibited 1

in an ante-room, and, really magnificent andf
splendid, have been applauded by the admiring |

guests. Fanny's little drawing, prettily framed j

by her own hands, and sent with an affection-

1

ate note, is not among them ; that is a heart I

The lfnultrij-¥ard.

POULTRY IN FROSTY WEATHER.

| same white silk she wore to Mary Gray's party. I

| How ridiculous ! I should think she might af-

1

I ford a decent dress, if nothing more

in her beautiful tresses, her face glowing

a serene inward light which irradiated every
j

I gift too sacred and dear to be paraded. The f

I absence of anything costly from Fanny Talbot I

I was often commented on, according to the in-

1

I dividual views of the speakers, but these com-

f

I ments never reached her ear, or if thev did, I „, . . .., . .

B. , ,. . , t , ' r I 1 here is something exhilarating in frost.—

!

I had no power to disturb the sweet serenity of = w , °. 6
=

| . |
VV lien the early morning breaks on the earth

\

!

e"°
r
"'

. ,. „ m ii . •
.i J covered with rime, and the hard ground seems I

5 " Why, if there is n t Fanny Talbot in that = „,.',. , .? . i

I
to spurn the foot that treads on it, and the sun

j

Irises like a disc of burning copper, there isj

something cheerful about it. Nature has!

a
donned her masquerade dress of white. Your \

The gentleman to whom this remark was I .

1
. , =

,
°

. . , , . , , F - , . i horse cannot contain himse f, and the Steady S

made turned to look at the lady referred to, § , . ,
' * s

, , , ,., ... . hi ^ ol(1 '"end, tor some months past content to:
and though he did not say it, he thought, as=

, , .
'

, . . !

. ,° . , t ,- , .. 1 shake his head or whisk his tail as the on yi
she stood there, in her robe of snowy white, I

, , , - =

' ... ,. I answer to what a granddaughter ot ours calls:
with no ornament save one pure white cameha 1

, , .
° °

, ' =

with -
a ^° 0 whip," n°w seeks to devour \

=
space, and to try conclusions with your [

= strength or that of your reins. In like manner I

feature, that never before had he seen any =
, l> , , , T r^T l-

'
, • ,. 4.. ( I your tried friend, the old dog, gambols, and --

woman who was so nearly the realization oi-,
J

'
. , , . ,

'
f

, „ * , ,. = m the gleesomeness of his feelings, he picks un I

h s long-cherished ideal of leminine loveliness. \ ,. , , . " '

V
u*

° _, . , ,e , X a shred of cloth in the field, and shakes and §

It cost Fanny something, nay much, (for she = ' =

, ,

3
, . . . I tosses it for very wantonness. The appearance I

had a gentle heart, which gneved to annoy or | . . . .... \
l

\
.

6
. c ^ , s of real winter, then, is a holiday for many, =

pain her friends), to break away from the plans = ' ' J '»

1

; ., „ , , ^ i io „,.,„ = but (ah! those 6«rs,) not to all. It is none to =

laid for her, and separate herself so entirely i ,. w ." . . , , . 1' '
,

* • „ • „ . \ 1 the poultry. Water is frozen : the ground s
'=

from her uncle and aunt for the summer ; but 1 , , , t , „ '
.

6
. =

, , c = so hard they cannot scratch, there is not an in- =

n rambling about the shady nooks, and fra-i
J

. .
'

|°
, , , , .. i hi- ih„

' sect ot any kmJ 011 lts surface
; and they must "=

grant musical old woods ot Greenbrook in the i

J
.

'

, 18
. , , . , , , „ , = depend on their owner tor everything they 1

quiet summer hours, she inhaled fresh, vigor-

=

1
,., , e ,

' ,.=want. See that they lack nothing. First they 5

ous life with every breeze
;
yes, fresh mental 1 ' 6

1

, . ..
, ,. , .„„, ,.»_ __j .„ = must have water. Few people have any idea =

and spiritual as well as physical life; and she§
, J1

, , , i i of the suffering caused to birds by the lack of =

returned to the city, when the leaves were = .

s
. . .

J 1
=

strewing her favorite walks, and the autumn I
wat °r

-
Their power ot maintaining life on the

|

tneir wild, sad requiem over the I
s

,

mall
,

est cluantlt>' of footl 18 wonderful, provided
f

of the forests, a stronger, j
they have water

5
but a P^ticed eye can tell I

a woman livin"- i
m a fowl or l""6011 '

whether it suffered or |

The skin becomes hard, dry I

The markets.
WOONSOCKF.T RETAIL MARKET.

KA1:m IHODCOTS, FCEL. Ac.

Wood V conl
Be-UM ^ quart
I'litatoes

,

Hay ton £38
Straw Uid ...""ItlO
Coal

J)
ton $10 5( a i2 50

Oats ft bmli (UaStC'c Onions.

Flour
Corn Meal
Rye
Saleratus
Kftronene Oil
RhPen « tt)

Butter ft tt,

CodllHh
Java Coffee ft lb.

Mackerel, new...

Reef Steak
Beef, corned. .

.

Tonfruefl, clear.

.

Mutton
Veal
l'ork, freah

CBOCRHIE6, AC.

..?llal7 00 I Ralilna
*1 30 Mola««e»ft gaL.
*1 60 V. If. Tea.......
10al5c

i Black Tea
Wc OH tt gal
2"e Huld r( cal

...40, 42a«c
I Cnndleaftlb

.....8c I Ekkb Hi doz
2oa50c Lard ft lb
lOallc

I Sugar ft rb

MEATfl. Ac.

ISaiic I Kama
10al5c Potiitrr

20c I Shoulilers
9al4c I Sauaacea
10a20c Tripe
16alSc

I Pork, wit

..S6.1O 60
13c
90o
»0e

. .22a2Cc

..'l.j-i-.

20
le ill 90

00
00

•2ia60c
4&c

..1S.120C

..l4aJdc

. .l«a2Uc
.U0a2Kc

16o
20c
11c
18c

winds singin

departing beauty

wiser, and nobler woman,
„ , ,., „ , . .. .. = not from thirst,

henceforth, a lite of self-denying activity for=
, „ , e . „ • «. 1, = and red ; the flesh contracts, as it were, and =

the good ot others, and of true allegiance to all =
,

'

, ,
' , "^

,-''luu
=

^,
°

, , ,. , t . , . „ „ I becomes brown, and the whole body looks as =

that was best and highest in her nature ; ano- = .„, ,
»

.
J

, . , 1

, , , i • h tcc j < , i if it had been suddenly shrivelled or dried up. I

ble, happy, serene life, which diffused far and
| l t _ . _._

J
^ 1

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
At market for tho current week: Caltl.?, 9S4; Sbcen and

Lambs 4,813.

PEIOE8._ Beef Cattle- Extra, $12 50rtf 13 00 ; lat quality
$12 0O@13 25; 2d do. $11 O0(S!ll 75; 3d do. «9 50(SalO 60 y
100 11)8. (tho total weight of hldeB, tallow and dressed Beef.)
Country Hldea-8><(S9c ft lb; Countiy Tallow, 7@7>ioft ft.
Brighton Hides, 10c ft lb- Brighton Tallow Bffiojfc ft lb.

Lamb Skins, 23 each
; Sheep Skins, .il(S;l 25 eae(>.'

Calf Sklna, 17@a20c ft lb.

The supply of cattle In market Is small, there being bnt a few
Eastern and Northern, which with thOBe left over, comprise all

there la in market for sale. There Is not much of a demand for
Beef, and prices remain unchanged generally, although In somo
casea the same quality may sell at a slight advance from last
week'a prices.

Stores-With the exceptions of Working Oxen and Milch Cowa
there are no Stores in market, most of the Email cattle being sold
for beef.

Working Oxen—Sales. There la but a few pairs In market
We quote sales at SI-', 127, 150, 170, 175, 185, 225, 270, 290 300
ft head.

Milch Cows—Sales extra S75(SalO0; ordinary .*60YS70; Stcro
Cows $35(350. Prices of Milch Cows depend altogether upon
the fancy of the purchasers ; but few in markeL
Sheep and Lambs—The supply Is small, and there Is a good

many nice sheep among them. Trade bos been active. Wo
quote salt » at hH, 5?i, 6%, 6, »X; and 9c ft lb; S3 75 1 60
2 12, 5 78, 3 26, 2 62 ft head.

Swine—None In market.

near the blessings of a pure example, as well
I You must bear in mind they require more food |

I and better than they do in milder weather : I

as the choice and precious gilts which her true = , . „ '!

benevolence, guided by a refined taste, knew I

1

i,
y°U CaD

'
letthem h^e a greater varie-

[

so well how to suitably dispense. Many rose !* They want ^Ututes tor the worms and
j

up and called her blessed ; and to her could be I

insects
'
Now

>
the scraPs of meat an<1 fet hom

!

truly applied the holy words, "blessed is hel thc table shollld S° to the fowIs
-

Save the
l

who considereth the poor; the Lord will pre-

1

draininS of a11 the Slasses ' Pour them t0Sether, {

serve him, and keep him alive, and he shall be !
and sweeP a11 the crambs and odd comers of

!

blessed upon the earth." !
bread imo K Feed the birds ofteD

>
and

'
if

!

1 there is snow, sweep a clean place and feed I

I there. Never feed any kind of bird in such a |

I manner that they will pick up snow with their I

I food ; it is a strong medicine to them. The f

\ lark that fattens in two daj's on the white hoar I

, I frost, becomes a wretched skeleton after two 1

Review, and yet that good gray head winch ! , _ , =

„ , „ ,. ... . days snow.— Cottaqt i Gardener. =

all men know still lingers with us, honored =
i

and revered. One easily guesses the secret of I

his long and useful life by watching his habits
j

in these latter days in his own home at Cedar-

1

mere. He rises at six in the morning, and ex-

1

ercises with dumb bells for an horn-

.

BRYANT, THE POET.

It is just fifty years ago since Bryant publish-

ed his " Thanatopsis " in the North American I

FROST HELPS THE FARMER.

In this climate winter rarely sets in until I

He con- 1 from frequent and heavy rains the ground is I

gratulates himself on his slender build, and I pretty thoroughly saturated with water. It I

says, laughingly: " How much better it would 1 would be a misfortune to the agriculturist to I

be to carry a heavy load for half an hour, and { have the soil freeze solid and permanently for I

then be relieved of the burden, than to carry I the season on the heels of a drouth. Wells I

it with one forever, at every step." He is sim- [ aud springs would fail in the winter time, and
j

pie to abstemiousness in his diet. While his j the action of frost could not prove so beneficial f

breakfast table is amply supplied with variety I to the land as if larger quantities of water were I

for his guests, he contents himself with a dish
j
present in it. Few take note of the actual ef-

1

of boiled hominy and milk. He uses neither { feet of freezing and thawing upon all kinds off

tea nor coffee, though they are always offered I soil; more especially on the heavy and there-
j

to others. He writes chiefly in the morning, | fore retentive ones. These most need the ac-

1

and devotes the afternoon to outdoor exercises, } tiou of the frost and nature has provided for \

and the evenings to social enjoyment ; for he | them to receive it to a greater extent than'nat-

1

is fortunately rich enough to be free from the
j
urally light, porous soils. The water is dis

f

necessity of excessive labor. His attachment
j
persed all through the pores of the soil, aud by

|

to his home at Cedarmere is very strong ; and | its expansion when frozen it cracks, pulverizes,
{

he interests himself in the concerns of his neigh- 1 lifts apart the particles from each other, to a I

bors with a hgarty friendliness. May his kind-
j more minute degree than it is possible to ac-

1

ly face, with its flowing, silvery beard and hair, 1 complish by any machinery. While this ac-

1

linger long under those beloved trees which | lion is favorable to the extension of the roots I

rise above Cedarmere. j of plants, it doubtless sets free much plant food I

f which is physically so combined as before to 1

Tobacco. — The Northampton (Massachu-
j be unavailable as lertilizers. So the looser the |

setts) Gazette says tobacco is a dull crop just I son ;s ieft before winter, the better will be the j

now. Most of the tobacco raisers in the vicin-
j action 0f frost upon ;t . On heavy lands,!

ity have two years' crops on hand, with no
j spaded gardens andplowed fields late in autumn!

more prospect of a ready sale for it now than
| are s;gns ot- g0(Mi husbandry.—Rural New\

there was a year ago. At Hartford, Conuecti-
1 Yorker. I

cut, seed leaf finds few buyers at, thirty cents. {

n ;

| Cranberries.—Six acres of meadow in ihe f

Fruit-Gkoweks Society.—The annual meet- 1 town of Mansfield, Connecticut, were carefully |

ing of the Pennsylvania Fruit-Growers Socio- 1 prepared and stocked with cranberry plants, |

ty will be held at Harrisburg, on the 1 Gth inst. 1 three or four years ago. Last year, upwards I

The convention will continue in session several 1 of four It undred and fifty bushels of cranber-

1

days, and fruitgrowing will he amply discussed. | ries were gathered on this six-acre cranberry!

We shall give an abstract of the proceedings. | patch. A profitable crop.
j

NEW YORK CATTLE MARKET.
Beeves—The supply is light, owing to the stormi), yet lh«

market declined still further since last week ; poor to medium
9@10c ft lb

;
medium to fair 11(313

; good 13J«a;15Xc Prime
steers 15X®17c ; receipts 3600 head. The market for milch
cows remains as last quoted; extra good $100'bll0 per head;
good *80(ai00; common to medium ^50@75. Veal calves not
active, but good veals being scarce they ore firmiy supported

;

prime 12@13cft lb; good 10.312c; common 8@10c. The mar-
ket for sheep Is dull, with very light demand; common to fair
4(35c ft rb; good to prime 5Mi36Xc ; extra 6>j@7; receipts
3800 head. Hogs were dull during the week, but have revived
vvilh the return of cold weather ; best quality 7<?7,' ( e live J 8,^
@ Pc dressed ; receipts 14,000 head.

NEW YORK WOOL MARKET.
The market has been agitated by the conflicting views and In-

terests of buyers and sellers, and rumors from Washington
with regard to the tariff question. The stock of Western fleece

is small, and prices of this description are a shade higher,
while the better kinds, such as Ohio, Michigan and Pennsylva-
nia, are in ample supply and without improvement. The de-
Birable kinds of foreign are tirm, with more disposition on the
part of manufacturers to purchase. We are indebted to Mr.
James Lynch for valuable statistics of the wool trade. He es-

timates Hie clip of the United States, in 1860, at 137,000,000 fta.

yielding 68,500,000 lt;s pure wool. The imports of foreign wool
at this port. Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore, in 1866, apcTe-

gate 56,862,284 lbs, of which about 40 per cent, was dean. Thus
the aggregate supply of domestic and foreign (pure wool) was
91,244,913 ttis. There are in the United States about 1600 wool-

en mills, containing about 6000 sets of carding machines, capa-

ble of consuming annually 170,000,000 Its CLEAN material. The
sales are 150,000 lbs domestic fleece at 45(3 60 cents, as extremes,

for low to choice grades
; 75,000 lis super and extra pulled, part

44(352)/c ; Borne tub washed, 50c ; 30,000 lbs common Califor-

nia, 18@22c ; and small lots fall clip, 25c ; 70,000 ttis Texas, 19©
24c for low, and 28@33c for good to prime ; 380 bales Mestlia,

in lots, part 26(3>30c currency
; 10,000 Its scoured do, 200 hales

Cape, and 135,000 rb Cordova Noils, on private terms. — ~

Total amount of Wool in New York, January 1st, L^Sol^W)

bales.

PHILADELPHIA CATTLE MARKET.
The following is a statement of the Cattle received and scTd s£

§ Philadelphia durinj

January.
February,
March,
April,
May,
June,
July,
August,
September,
October,
November,
December,

Total, 1866,

the year 1866

:

Reeves.
9,000
o.SOO'

8,600
8,900
6,100
5,300
6.600

10,200
9,603
8,900
10,600
10.700

Cows.
800
675
700
8(5
840..
930

1.000
1.090
990
890

1,010
1,100

Hoes.
1 2.7IW

5.9'JO

7.100
8,700
7>.1
9.200
7.900
»;ooo
8,009

II. Ji>

13 r .i>

21,300

Sheep.
43,000
27.00O
M.CUtt
::-Jm

jtw
Si.npo
40,000
Aj,009
26.000
ffi.ia-)

57.0W
36,CM

100,500 10,830 122,500 612,0011

&dtrevtisement,

!M ILL RIVER IRON
WOONSOOKCT, H. I.

WORKS,

W. A. HENNESSEY, PhopeietOB.

Manufacturer of FLUE and TUBULAR STEAM BOILERS,.
OIL ami WATER TANKS, WATER PIPE anJ PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

Boilers repaired in a thorough manner at short notice.

s nor at North En n, hxab Ua urns* a New 3Ttlji,

' Refers by permission to

Rick, Barton k Co., Machlniets and Boiler Makers Worces-
ter, Mass.

BBi/LOws A WniTOOMii. Engineers, Worcester, M:\ps.

C. W. Kimhat.i., Ksy., late Master Mechanic V. A Armory,
Springfield, Mass.

Hon. E. Haeeis, Woonsocket.

Michigan crops are good. White wheat and barley are bet-
ter than ever before ; the oat crop exceeded that of 1865

by l,OU0,0(JU bushels. The total value of the crops, this year, is

estimated at $49,000,000.

Titeue la one advantage in being a blockhead—you arc never
attacked with low spirits or apoplexy. The moment a man

can worry he ceases to be a fool.

rpwo OELEitEATPT> race horses, Dan Rice and Lamplighter,
I have been seized by the Collector of Detroit. They were
owned and kept in Canada, but frequently taken to Detroit, os-

tensibly for pleasure drives, and recently sold without the pay-
ment of duties.

he fathers of Generals McClellan, Grant, Sherman, Sedg-
wick and Mansfield were born in Connecticut.T

Snrii Soammon. of Stratham, N. H.. has an Ayrshire cow. ten

years old last spring, that has given a little over 800 pounds
of milk In ten days. In seven days, during the month of June,
he made from her milk 28>j pounds of butter.

TUB hundred and sixteen members of Congress have their

wives, daughters or other ladies with them at Washington,
this winter.



8 The Farm m& Fireside.

HOW TO RENOVATE AN OLD GARDEN.
j

Written for the Farm and Fireside, i

BY ALEX. HVDE, LEE, MASS.
j

The complaint is quite common that the !

soil of our old gardens is deteriorated, that it

j

fails to produce the large and healthy roots that j

it was wont to do in its virgin state. This de-
j

terioration is often seen, even when barn-yard
j

manure has been freely applied, year after year. !

Our Shaker friends, among others, complain!

of this degeneracy ; and surely no one will ac-

1

cuse them of a niggardly application of ma-
j

nure, or of poor cultivation. From their first
j

settlement in the country, they have ranked;

among our first horticulturists; feeding their
I

crops bountifully, and reaping a bountiful
j

harvest ; but in spite of their skill and unre-
j

mitting labors, they complain that their pota-

1

toes are unhealthy, their turnips worm eaten,
|

and their parsnips deformed with fibrous roots.
|

Every effect must have its cause. Let us brief-
j

ly inquire the cause of this degeneracy in our
j

old gardens
;
and, if possible, find a remedy."*

In most of our small gardens there is little

i

opportunity for a rotation of crops. Beets,
|

beans, etc., are very apt to be grown in the!

same locality, year after year. We well re-j

member that in our father's kitchen garden, the
j

sides of the main walks were as regularly sown

!

with beans as the garden was made, and the
\

same beds were made up for beets and onions. !

As a natural consequence, the soil became ex- !

hausted of the peculiar elements which those

!

vegetables particularly required. The analysis

i

of beets and beans shows varying constituents. !

In the former, the phosphates abound ; in the
j

latter, nitrogen. Now, if we raise beans on
j

the same ground year after year, we show that

!

we do not "know beans." The miner might!

as well wash his placer-soil over and over!

again, expecting to find the gold dust as plenti-

!

fully in each succeeding as in the preceding

!

washing.

The first suggestion, then, I would make, for
j

perpetuating tiie fertility of our gardens, is a j

rotation of crops. When practicable the loca-

!

tion of the garden should be changed every few
j

years ; but this is seldom convenient and often

!

impossible. The same crops, however, need

!

not be raised, even in a small garden, for a sue-
j

cession of years, on the same ground. Where

j

corn grows one year, cabbages may grow the

!

next ; and thus the land has an opportunity to
j

recuperate its exhausted energies, by drawing

j

from that inexhaustible source of fertility, the
|

air. a k r. , . .

Another mode of restoring vigor to our gar-

!

dens, is deep cultivation. This may be done by
j

trenching with the spade—an expensive mode

!

—or by the subsoil and trench plows. The
j

latter is an effective instrument for deepening

!

the soil, and depth is an essential in a good

!

garden, but does not bring to the surface the !

underlying stratum of earth, like the subsoil
j

plow. This under stratum is often just what

!

the garden needs to restore its ancient fertility,
j

furnishing those very elements of which the j

surface soil has been deprived by long cultiva-

!

tion. When the subsoil plow cannot be con-
j

veniently obtained, the same effect may be pro- \

duced by running a common plow twice in the !

same furrow. Where the soil of a garden is a

!

clay loam, with clay in preponderance, we

!

have seen wonderful effects produced by draw-
j

ing pure sand upon it. When a sand bank is
j

not within convenient distance, a similar result

!

may be effected by carting upon the garden the i

washings of the road-side. If the soil is a

!

sandy loam, the probability is that clay is the
j

ingredient wanted for its invigoration ; and a

j

load of clay may do far more good than a load !

of manure. Muck, also, sometimes acts like a

!

charm in restoring fertility to an exhausted

!

soil; but the most certain of all restoratives:

that we have ever tried, is the decayed leaves of\

theforest. In every grove we find places where

j

the wind has deposited the leaves for years, !

and perhaps centuries, and their decay has!

formed a virgin soil as rich as the garden of!

Eden. A few loads of this forest soil, carted !

upon an old garden, renews its age. It has

!

the same effect upon the garden as it was sup-

j

posed the much sought, but never found, elixir

!

Advertising: ©alwmr.

Ehode Island.

THE FARMER.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Arnold, dealer
in Agricultural Tools, consisting In part of Conical, Wright's

j and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows aud
j Horse" Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
= and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, &c.
: Holder's Block, Main Street,
: Woonsocket, R. I.

WE. BARRETT & CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
. Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two

• Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side HiU Plows. Also,
! dealers in ALL kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at
! 32 Canal Street, Providence, K. I.

How blest the fanner's simple life 1—

How pure the joy it yields i

Far from the world's tempestuous strife,

Free, 'mid the scented fields I

When morning woos, with roseate hue,

O'er the far hills away,

His footsteps brush the silvery dew,

To greet the welcoming day.

When Sol's first beam in glory glowB,

And blithe the skylark's song,

Pleased, to his toils the farmer goes,

With cheerful steps along.

While noon broods o'er the sultry sky,

And sunbeams fierce are cast,

Where the cool streamlet wanders by,

He shares his sweet repast.

The twilight's gentlest shadows fall

Along the darkening plain,

He lists his faithful watch-dog's call

To warn the listening train.

of the old alchemists would have on man's I

physical nature, giving it perpetual youth.—
|

Mixed with a little sand, it is just the soil for I

our hot-beds and the pots of house plants.— |

We were admiring, one day, the thrifty plants
|

of a Scotch lady, and asked her the secret of |

her success. "La! there is no secret about

|

it," said she
;
"my father was a gardener, and I

taught me that rotted leaves were cheaper and I

better than manure ; and I fill my pots with
|

the virgin soil of forests, selecting some sandy f

spot, and my plants grow in spite of me."

This was good Scotch common sense, and
j

we took the bint. If the forest soil is good for |

house plants, it must also be good for garden I

crops ; and we have found it so. We know \

that it seems like " robbing Peter to pay Paul," \

when we deprive the forests of their legitimate
j

accumulated food, to enrich our gardens ; but
{

it is man's prerogative to judge where the en-

f

riching material is most needed ; and besides,
\

these forests are great misers, constantly ac-
[

cumulating from the air and storing their rich-

1

es in the earth ; and frequently these riches are I

so great that the trees will not miss a few cart-

§

loads. If any one is skeptical as to the effect
{

of this forest soil, let him try a little of it in his
|

pots or hot-beds ; and we are greatly mistaken
\

if its use will not be extended to the garden,
j

January, 1867. •
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KEEPING FRUIT. I

Fruit houses and special patents for keeping I

fruit, says a contemporary, have of late be-|

come the rage, and while we are disposed to
f

favor every progress in the science of horticul-
j

ture, either as connected with the growing or f

keeping of fruits, &c, yet we feel unwilling
j

that any of our readers should be impressed!

with the idea that keeping apples for spring
|

uses is at all a matter requiring either the use
j

of a fruit house or any special patent. Rec-f

ords'are daily made, and have been for years I

of the success of keeping apples after being
f

frozen solid, and hundreds of barrels are year- \

ly buried in the earth and brought out in spring
{

;ts fresh as so many potatoes. The one great
j

feature connected with the preservation of a i

frozen apple is that it be kept in the dark until
[

completely thawed out. Aud the successful |

feature of keeping apples in ordinary dry eel-

f

lars, is to place them in bins, or boxes, of about 1

one foot in depth, and cover them from all I

light, while at the same time there is kept up a 1

free circulation of air in the apartment. Light
f

and warmth serve to assist the natural process I

of maturation, while shade and a cool tempera-

1

ture retard it. Shade, again, in a confined at- =

mosphere, as in the case of apples barreled 1

tight, oiten advances decay rather than retards I

it. This is known to every fruit dealer, and to

!

most men who purchase their winter's fruit 1

from the dealer. On opening a barrel of ap-

1

pies that have been headed up tight for a couple
]

of weeks or more, their appearance is fresh and I

good
; but a few days' exposure causes them to i

Down the green lane young hurrying feet

Their eager pathway press

;

His loved ones come in joy to greet,

And claim their sire's caresB.

Then, when the evening prayer is said,

And Heaven with praise is blest,

How Bweet reclineB his weary head

On slumber's couch of rest 1

Nor deem that fears his dreams alarm,

Nor careB, with carking din

;

Without, hiB dogs will guard from harm,

And all is peace within.

O ye, who run in folly's race,

To win a worthless prize,

Learn from the simple tale we trace,

Where true contentment lies I

Ho ! monarch ! flush'd with glory's pride 1

Thou painted, gilded thing

!

Hie to the free-born farmer's side,

And learn to be a king i

inOAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

PERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
the best In use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

: 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HUBBARD, BLAKE & CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best in market, are for sale in lots or by single dozens,

i by the Manufacturers' AgentB, W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
i 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Massachusetts.

grow dull looking
;
and, if a light colored fruit,

to soon present the appearance of having been

half baked. This is from the steam or warmth
moisture of the fruit. Had the barrel-heads

and some part of the side-staves been bored so

as to let off this moisture engendered from the

warmth of the fruit so confined, the apples on

opening would appear equally well, and with

care in the hands of the consumer, could be

kept a long time. It will be remembered,

therefore, that to keep apples it is not only re-

quisite to exclude the light, but that free cir-

culation of air, even if it be down to a freezing

point, or even below, is also necessary.

PEAS AND BEANS.

These articles have been found by chemical

analysis rich in nitrogen. The inference has

been that they would be specially useful in

supporting the waste of the muscles of animals,

and it has been suggested that they would be

particularly useful in the production of wool.

They are evidently valuable for these purposes,

but not less valuable for the production of fat.

Those persons who have used peas for fatten-

ing hogs, consider them worth as much as In-

dian corn. In districts where that grain is not

grown, very fine pork is produced from peas.

Dickson, in his work "On the Breeding of

Live Stock," states that a sweep-stakes was en- j

tered into between five East Lothian farmers, j

to be claimed by the one who should be pro-
j

nounced the best feeder of cattle. Forty cattle
j

of the same breed, and in equal condition, j

were divided between them, as fairly as possi-

j

ble. They were put up together the second

I

week in September, and killed at Christmas
j

following. The winner of the stakes fed his

j

animals wholly on boiled beans, with hay.

Covering Stkawherries.—C. E. King, off

Westchester, New York, says, he used to think
j

that covering strawberries was but a waste of!

time. In the fall of 1865, he had a bed of j

strawberries, twenty rods in length, and about
j

a rod in breadth. Four rods, on one end, were I

covered, the others remained uncovered. In j

spring, as soon as cold weather was over, the I

thickest of the covering was* removed. The j

plants, covered, started first, and looked best I

through the season. The four rods covered, j

produced one hundred boxes of strawberries
; j

the remainder of the bed, a few scattering!

berries. j

California Wine Production.—During last

;

month a convention of the wine-growers of:

the State of California was held at San Fran-

j

cisco, at which it was reported that the State j

would produce during the present season about =

1 , 500, 000 gallons of wine.

Time and labor, devoted to the collection of!

materials to be converted into manure, are the

!

most fruitful sources of profit in the whole \

range of farm economy.
[

HAY FOR SALE From seven to ten tons of good Meadow
Hay. ARNOLD TAFT,

\ (*2w-l) Mendon, Mass.

LUMBER FOR SALE.—Twelve to fifteen thousand feet of

Chestnut Lumber—most of it two inch Plank.
= ARNOLD TAFT,
I (*2w-l) Mendon, Mass.

fjermstjluania.

HA DREER'S SEED AND AGRICULTURAL
WAREHOUSE,

No. 714 Chestnut Steeet, Philadelphia.

A full stock of fresh and genuine

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, AND GRASS SEEDS,
IMPLEMENTS, BOOKS, &c.

Just published,

DREER'S WHOLESALE LIST, for the Trade only.

I
DREER'S FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' PRICE LIST.

DREER'S GARDEN CALENDAR for 1867, with lists of Seeds,

Plants, &c, and with brief directions.

FG^Either of the above will be mailed on receipt of a stamp.

LANDRETH'S RURAL REGISTER AND ALMANAC,
FOR 1867, IS JUST PUBLISHED. 1

It contains many valuable hints on Rural Affairs, and will be

mailed to all who _
ENCLOSE A TWO CENT STAMP,

: with their address.
DAVID LANDRETH St SON,

i Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

i Nos. 21 & 23 Soulh-Siith Street, Philadelphia.

plELD, GARDEN, AND FLOWER SEEDS.

WILLIAM HACKER,

No. 803 Market Steeet, PHii.ADEi.ruiA*

Importer and Grower of

AGRICULTURAL AND GARDEN SEEDS,

TREES, PLANTS, AND DULHS.

•^"Circulars on application. Country Merchants, Dealers,

and Druggists supplied at the lowest rates.

IP
EP. UVIAN GUANO SUBSTITUTE!

BAUGH'S

RAW BONE SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

Baugu & Sons, Sole Manufacturers,

Office, No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, .Philadelphia.

BACGU BROTHERS & CO.,

General Wholesale Agents,

181 Pearl Street, New York.

j^LLEN Si NEEDLES, Manufacturers of

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,
AND

AMMONIA TED FERTILIZERS.

( 42 South Delaware Avenue, j ,, __ „,OFFICES,
j 4l gouth Waler street, (

* HILADELFHIA.

Established in 1848.

CB. ROGERS, 133 Market Street, Philadel-
. FillA, Dealer in

CLOVER, TIMOTHY,
ORCHARD, HERD,

and KENTUCKY BLUE
GRASS SEEDS.

GARDEN SEEDS,

Imported and American.

£.1

Bew stersetj.

TJURE BRED ALDERNEYS.—For sale, a number of Pure
JT Bred Bulls, fit for service. Also, a few Alderney Cows,
Heifers and Calves. C. H. SHINN, Haddoniield, N. J.,

and 222 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

FOUNTAIN GREEN FARM AT PRIVATE SALE.—The
subscriber will sell at private sale his Farm situate half a

mile from Wrightstown, Burlington County. N. J., and directly

on the line of the Pemberton and Hightstown Railroad,—the
construction of which is about to commence. This Farm con-
tains TWO HUNDRED AND THREE ACRES, is well watered,
has all the modern improvements, and is one of the best Farms
in the county. For terms, apply to CURLIS DAVIS,

"Bingham House, 1
' Philadelphia.

Massachusetts Agrioolturat, College.—The Massa-
chusetts Supreme Court has decided that the appropriation

of $50,000 by the town of Amherst, in aid of the State Agricul-
tural College is constitutional. The matter was contested by
some of the tax-payers.

LANDltETH'fi Ruhal REGISTER ANT) Almanac is an unpre-
tending pamphlet published annually fby Messrs. D. Landreth
A Son, the well known Seedsmen of Philadelphia. The number
for 1867 is just published, and having had an opportunity of ex-
amining it, we can commend its contents as of value to our
readers. It may be had gratis of the publishers.

The Farm and Fieeside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It has a
corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its readers.—
The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good morals. In all

its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and the fireside.

i
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HOLSTEIN (OR DUTCH) COW, "TEXELAAR."
OWNED BY WINTHROP "W. CHENERY,

HOLSTEIN (OK DUTCH) CATTLE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY AN AMERICAN BREEDER.

ESQ., HIG-I-HL-^VISriD STOCK FA.RM,
.[SEE ARTICLE BELOW.']

•1 muscular development, early maturity, andfing the fine proportions of these noble iini-s

{easy, quiet dispositions, all conduce to dispell mals, and of perusing the statements of their!

f any doubts that may arise upon this point
|
milk-producing capacities. Their presence!

j It may be said that the Holstein .Cattle have ! here has been a marked feature of the exhibi- I

Abide from their pccuhar adaptation to the
] not been imported or bred in this country, in j tion, and the committee cannot doubt that I

climate and topography of a large portion of I sufficient numbers, to warrant an estimate of | their importation and infusion is to have, in
j

the United States, the Holstein or Dutch race
| their value in comparison with other breeds.— | the future, a most beneficial influence upon the j

of cattle possess a combination of good quali-
j j t jSj however, known that a six years^fcl cow j stock of the country. * * * It is claimed I

ties which recommend them to the farmers of
j of tJlis Dreed has produced, in this country, j for the milk of these animals, and chemical]

this country as superior to any other breed for
j over thirty-five quarts of milk in one day, and j analysis proves it, that it is Wonderfully rich in |

all purposes. They are, doubtless, inferior to
j eighteen pounds of butter in sis days ; while j the constituents of cheese," &c. And 1 he com-

1

the Jerseys in the production of rich cream
j chemical analysis of their rfilk here, and the ! mittee on herds of cattle, at the - fair of thej

and intensely yellow butter
;
nor are they su-

j
experience of centuries abroad, prove them to j Middlesex (Mass.) Agricultural Society, inj

perior to the Short Horn in the matter of pro-
{ have no rivals in the cheese dairy. It is, also,

j 1864, state, in reference to the Dutch cattle on I

ducing the largest amount of ordinary beef in
\ known that grade Dutch oxen have been raised I exhibition : " They are cattle worthy of the I

the shortest time, provided the feed is super-
j m this country very superior for work, and at- j land of their nativity—the land of the dairy !

abundant; and, in some localities, where small
} taining to a weight of forty-six hundred lbs. to\p<w excellence ;" and that they "would eonsti-j

oxen prove satisfactory, the Devons answer affl^ yoke at five years of age ; and the growth j tute an object of prime attraction at any agri-

!

good purpose. But, the general farmer does
{ 0f calves has been found, by actual test, to av- ! cultural fair in the land."

not desire to keep Jerseys for butter, Short
j
erage three pounds per day. S 0ne of the oldest and most respected Gum- \

Horns for beef, and Devons for work; it,
| Not the least valuable characteristic of the| ers and stock-breeders of Eastern Massachu-i

therefore, seems to be a pertinent question for
j Holstein cattle is the magnificent appearance I

setts who is qualified by iarge experience to!
his consideration, whether there is not ^] they present to the eye of the connoiseur.-

{

bc a discriminating judge, sums up the merits I

breed of cattle combining these various quah-
j
They rival the Short Horn in size and form

; j of fte Datch cattle in a published statement, I

ties to a greater extent than other breeds. [while the striking contrast of jet black and| m thege words: I

It is claimed that the Holstein or Dutch
j snow white in their color, render them, when ! * * V " After forty years expert-

^

breed is capable of producing milch cows {grouped in the field or on the lawn, pictur-j and trying almost every breed of cattle!
that will yield more butter, and incomparably I esque and beautiful, beyond comparison with

]^ came wUhm knowk,dge , I think the I

more milk and cheese, than can be produced
j
any other breed.

j Du(ch brecd excd all otber breeds in three I

from cows of any other breed
;
working oxen

j
Every interested person who has been pres-

{ iuts fi for earl beef second for work. [

as large, strong and well made, as the Short
| ent at the annual exhibitions of the New Eng-

( { osen thh.d for k titics of nli!k.- j

Horn, and as high-spinted, inteUigent and {land Agricultural Society for the last three! an i

tractable as the Devon. Moreover, experience
| years, must have been cognizant of the public |

January^ 18G '-

has proved them to be admirably adapted to
j appreciation of the Holstein cattle presented j "ZZZZZZSStZZS!^^ \

withstand the extremes of heat and cold pecu- 1 for exhibition on those several occasions.— ] As a good food for plants, a Russian chem-
f

liar to our climate.
| The committee appointed to judge of the mer- 1 ist recommends the use of forty pyunds off

As to the fattening properties of this race off its of these cattle at the exhibition of 1864-, |
ground bones, forty pounds of wood ashes,

j

cattle, and their value as feeding stock, there I stated their "desire to express the very great I six parts of lime, and water enough to mix
can be no question. Their large size, great

}
gratification they have experienced in survey- j them well.

BELMONT, MASS.

THE COKCOSD GKAPE.

The committee appointed by the Horticul-

tural Association of the American Institute to

award the Greeley prize of $100 for the best

grape for general cultivation, have bestowed it

upon that old and well known variety, the

Concord. This has been done after two years'

labor, with all the best grapes before them, in-

cluding the Iona and other new and highly ap-

plauded sorts. In speaking of this decision,

Mr. Hovey. in the December number of his

Magazine of Horticulture, writes as follows:

—

"No doubt this decision will have the hearty

concurrence of the majority of grape growers

throughout the country. That there arc better

grapes, viewed simply as to quality, few will

deny—but that any grape possesses so many
excellencies, neithur will any deny ; and for

hardiness, vigor, productiveness, freedom. Irom

mildew and general quality—it stands among

grapes where the Baldwin does among apples

—the Bartlelt pear among pears—and the Ho-

vey's Seedling among strawberries—the most

desirable variety, adapted to all soils and .situa-

tions ;
ripening its fruits from Maine to Georgia,

and finding its way to the market in such abun-

dance, and at such reasonable prices, tll&t all

who love grapes can have their fill. The Con-

cord is, in fact, the only perfectly hardy, good

grape that has yet been produced. Upon this

subject we shall have something to say in a fu-

ture number. It is time that the term hardy

should be defined. A pear tree or an apple

tree that requires protection in winter we
should not call hardy; shall any difference be

made with the grape?"

The cotton crop of Egypt the past year is

estimated at 100,000,000 pounds.

Quinces.—The best variety of the quince is the Orauge, of which there is a large and a very fine sub-variety'^known as Ilea's Seedling, which may be had
(Oi Ellwanger & Barry, Bochester, N. T. The Angers"Quince affords good fruit, a little later than the Orange.'" The best time for planting is in the autumn
iOr spring—the distance asunder will be about ten or twelve feet, which will be found near enough for full grown trees, on a deep, rich, and well treated'

soil. The quince needs judicious pruning by thinning out crooked, needless or crowded shoots, and leaving a well distributed, symmetrical head, on a
short, single stem.

—

Country Gentleman.
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Fimitta Suggestions,

FAEMEES' CLUBS.

Written Tor the Farm and Fireside,

ALEXANDER HYDE, LEE, MASS.

! When we rise to speak the air seems to he let
f

1 on to the furnace, and if there is any carbon in
{

"

[ us, it is kindled into a glow quickly. If clash-

1

f ing views are presented, sparks of truth are I

1 sure to flash out. All wisdom is, fortunately,
j

I not in one head. The wisest man in the coun-

1

FEEDING AND FEED FOE PIGS.
| WHAT A CUMBERLAND FAEMEE IS DOING.

Mr. S. G. Steaks, a celebrated English [

! breeder of pigs, describes his management of
|

1 them as follows : I

Pigs eat the feed much better when it is I

I try can learn something from common folks, j
fresh. I give them a variety of meal, such as

j

Fob the intellectual culture of the farmer j it should be the duty of every member of the I wheat, maize, barley, and whatever is most!

and his advancement socially, as well as in his j Club to communicate his share of knowledge. I
convenient to mix together. I have it all wet-

j

calling, we esteem "Farmers' Clubs " as of the
j Let every man come with his gun loaded, and j

ted with cold water, and then scald it with
j

first importance. We have long felt convinced j take aim as he fires ; and ignorance, prejudice j
boiling water, and sprinkle it with salt.

}

that it is the isolated mode of life of the bus- ! and narrow conceit cannot stand the assault.— j
What is mixed one day is used the next, thus

j

bandman, that is the great drawback in his ef- f We speak whereof we know, and testify to f
giving sufficient time to allow the food slightly to

j

forts to attain that great social position to [ what we have seen. It has been our privilege I ferment and cool sufficiently to feed with. This
j

which he is entitled by his moral worth and in-
f for the last eight or ten years to attend a live j

is my winter plan, but in the summer I mix all I

tellectual strength. 'Plodding alone in his 1 Farmers' Club, and we have watched its oper- j with cold water, and feed with cold food. Be-j

field day after day, and coming in contact on- j ations and results carefully. It has not only j
tween meals I give them whole maize, and

j

ly with his hired men, generally of capacity
j made better farmers, but what is more, it has j

mangold wurzel or swedes cut small, a little
j

and acquirements inferior to himself, how is [ made better men. Brains have been brought j
coal and soil occasionally, and allow them

j

his mind to be polished ? Diamond alone can ! int0 requisition as well as muscles. Not only j
plenty of clean water. When pigs are put up

j

polish diamond; and it is mind alone that {has the head been benefited, but the heart has j
f°r fatting, I find nothing better to feed them

j

quickens and stimulates mind. Books may go f been made better. The sweet charities of life j
with than barley and maize meal, mixed to-

j

far to enlarge and strengthen intellect, but j have been cultivated ; and the result has been, j
gether into slops, water always kept by them,

j

books alone do not put on the polish. Man
j better neighbors and better citizens, as well as j

and a little mangold cut for them occasionally.
j

must come in contact with man, and if views I better farmers. We commend the " Club ". as j
Xt is vel7 beneficial to wash and brush as often

j

I as convenient. This is quickly done by expe-
j

I rienced hands, and will amply repay for the
|

I trouble. I am certain that the cottagers would
[

I find their pigs fatten a great deal faster if they
j

I would wash and brush them, and feed them

!

clash and differ, all the better for the polishing | on0 of the means of modern civilization,

process. The intellect of the solitary farmer
[ January, 1867.

is much like Ms axe before it is ground. It f

has the strength and ring of the true steel, but
|

it is not keen and bright. We once heard it f

sneeringly remarked of a young man who had

risen to some eminence in the world, "He
has a small mind, highly polished." The re-

PEESEEVING HEATS.

I _ „ „ . . , „ . , , , _. , , h with warm food, instead ot with food all ice ; I

= The following is the Knickerbocker Pickle, = , , , . .,
' - „ . .„ ,.,..,=

=
. , T ? v. , . , , „ n = and that they would be well paid for any little =

-- as given by Judge Buel m the Albany Cnltiva- 1 . £
= „ „ , _ , = extra trouble it might cause them
= tor for October, 1865. We have tried it our- =

They should
\

mark was very true, but not at all to the dis- f£^ mm, 0„„„P0Q „ain„ !
also be fed two or three times a day. Good

credit of the young man.

OEIGIN OF VEGETABLES.

Gaelic came from Sicily, where, formy part,

This con- [ I wish it had stayed. Beans blossomed first

dog stretches himself at

both musing while the fire bums, and the plod-
j

ding wife may
musing's of the one amount to more than those I

l selves several times with good success, usma, =
,

, .

,

Tf he was makings, ^ , <? u . I bred and well-fed store pigs will always con-
j.i lie wis mdiim0 , however, only about half an ounce of saltpetre i „ „ ,

,

the liio-hpst use of the faculties he was endowed = . t j i sume the refuse which a bad-bred one wouldmo m_,ubst ust, oi mi lacuiucs uo \vd.b enuuvvt.u
% msteaQ 0f tbree ounces, as recommended. %

with by nature, all honor to him. A small I • • . .* „ - . , „! refuse.

,.,-,.„ i r. . i Take six gallons of water, nine pounds of =

mind highly polished will do far more good in = , =
" "" "" "'"

1 1 Ii t •
i i <* 7 mi ' i salt, three pounds of coarse brown sugar, one |

the world, tnau a great mmd left to rust. The = „ , , „ x =

. . , „ f. ., , , . . = quart of molasses, three ounces of saltpetre, =

iron which forms the nan can be made mto the= 1
'

. f. ' =

„ ., . , . ... ,1 and one ounce oi pcarlash—mix and boil the i

needle of the mariner s compass ; but in orders 1
.

=

, . .. . . . . .., = whole well, taking care to skim oft all theim-l
to do this, it must come m contact with other =

. . '. , . „ . =

\ , . . , , - , , , i purities which rise to the surface,
iron : must be tried as by fire, hammered, filed l .

7 ,. , , „, . ., . , , „ „lstitutes the pickle. When the meat is cut, it I within sight of embryo mummies, m the land
and polishes. The farmer thinks as he follows =

,. , , , , , , ' , . , .

m, , . . , . , . = should be slightly rubbed with fine salt, and lot the Sphinx : and the egg plant first laid its
the rtlow, but the current of his thoughts inns = ,„ , ,

3 ^ * =
1

, .,, tit ,1 •
i

• ii x, i suffered to lay a day or two, tnat the salt may = glossy treasures under the African sun, and
sluggishly. We are all thinking, all the time, =

, , ^ , . , , ,

, , . . , i ,, r i
'= extract the blood : it may then be packed tight = Southern Europe gave the artichoke and the

awake or asleep ; but how dull, dry and prosy «. , , *t, i _ * ^
.„ , , .. . , . = m the cask, and the pickle, having become cold, i beet. To Persia we stand indebted for peach-

our thoughts are if Ave habituate ourselves to = ' .* ' ° '=
.

1

... , , p, -. m , „ .. , c = may be turned upon and should cover theies, walnuts, mulberries and a score ot every-
sohtude day after day. The farmer sits before i

J .„,, „ ,=, , . , .. ...
„ . j , . =meat. A fol'ovrer, to fit the inside of the cask, i dav luxuries and necessities: to Arabia we

his kitchen fire ot a winter evening and his = '

, . , .,
=

" , ... , „

his fe°t both silent
* sb°uld then be laid on, and a weight put on it, l owe the cultivation oi spinach

;
and to South-

'

f in order to keep the meat at all times covered | cm Europe we must bow in tearful gratitude
„ „, . pickle. The sugar may be omitted with- 1 for the horse radish. At Siberia the victims of

sometimes wonder whether the =
1

. , , .
° ^ .,= -,. ,• ,

" out material detriment. In the spring the | modern intemperance may shake their gory

in, ^nd*the \ Pickle must be tumed ofi
-

boUed with somfe ad"
I
locks^^-^ im™fat cold

.
™social land

.

man wakes from his reveries and begins l0 1
ditional salt and molasses, skimmed, and when { came rye, the father of that great fire-water

j

think with some acuteness ; and if the neigh- \

cold retumed to the cask
-

[

river whlch floatcd
f^^ S0U,S ^ lt&

!

bor has hie and warmth, it is sure to b« com- 1 Fordomestic use, beef and pork hams should I
treacherous tides, and engulfed so much of hu-

j

municated, for caloric has no greater tendency ! not be salted the day the animals are killed, but j
canity's treasure. The chestnut, dear to squir-

j

to equilibrium than has mental vigor. Whence I
kept until its fibre has become short and ten- 1

rels and young America, first dropped its burrs

comes the keenness of the city newsboy ? He I der, as these changes do not take place after it |
on Italian soil. Who ever dreams, while en-

has had poor opportunities for education, but ! bas been acted upon by the salt. \
Joying his " Bergamotto/ his "Flemish Beau-

he is bright, quick at repartee, and if he does ! I
^" or his "Jargonelle," that the first pear

not fall into the slough of vice, pushes on to 1 \
blossom °l>ened witmn slSht of the P3'raallds ?

distinction in the world. His keenness is sole- \ Salmon Hatching in Eastern Rivers.- \
And what fair school girl of the pickle-eating

ly the result of mental contact. Just what the I We learn from the Manchester Mirror that the j
tnbe, dr#ns of thanking the East Indies for

farmer wants, the newsboy abounds in. The f
salmon spawii deposited in Baker's River, N. |

cucumbers ?

one is educated by cattle, crops, brooks, trees, j
H., some time ago, by William Little, Esq.,

j Parsley—that prettiest of all pretty greens,

a weekly newspaper and the Sabbath sermon j was doing well. Mr. Little has received word i taking so aaturally to our American soil that it

—all excellent teachers so far as they go—and j
from Joseph Clement, in whose care the spawn

j seems quite to the manor born—is only a so-

the other by contact with living men. The j was left, that the hatching had commenced.— I journer among us. Its native home is Sardin-

factory boy is proverbially cute, the farmer} A peculiarity noticed by Mr. Clement is that j;^ or rather, there it first secured an acquaint-

boy dull, and the reason is as obvious as the I
as soon as they hatch they work down through

{ ance w ;th civilized man. Onions, too, are on-

nose on one's face. Polished manners and f
the pebbles on to the sand, and that it requires

| \y naturalized foreigners in America. 1 had
polished minds can only come from intercourse {

careful searching to find them. There is now I hoped that in poetic justice, research would
with men. We were shown, recently, a { only one question to be settled before the theo-

1 provc this pathetic bulb to have sprung from
quartz stone, picked up in a gravel bank, [

ry of stocking our rivers with salmon shall be
j tne \ana of Niobe. But no

;
Egypt stretches

and the question was asked, ." how could this j
established as a certainty, and that is in regard 1 forth her withered hand and claims the onion

hard stone have had its rough comers rubbed j to the fishways. If they shall be so construct-
1 as her own ! Maize and potatoes, thank Hea-

off, and be fashioned and polished in this man- j
ed as to make it practicable for the fish to find

| Ven ! can mock us with no foreign pedigree.

—

ner ? " We could only point to the sand and 1 and pass over them, but few years will elapse
j They are ours—ours to command, to have and

gravel from whence it was taken, for an an- 1 before the object in view will have been at-
] t0 hold, from time's beginning to its ending,

swer to the question. Whirled and tossed for 1
tained.

| though England and Ireland bluster over

an indefinite period among its fellow-sands, it
f { "com " and " praties " till they are hoarse.

had finely assumed this symmetrical form.— | Easy Mode of Sharpening Edge Tools.— } , , „.

Quartz had polished quartz. The stone might [ The simplest method of sharpening a razor or
j

have been whirled and pressed among books
j other edge tool, is to place the blade for about f How to Keep Meat Feesh.—As fanners are

for centuries, and it would not have received
| half an hour in water containing one-twentieth j at a distance from meat-markets, the following

this form and polish. Now the " Club " is just
j 0f its weight of sulphuric or muriatic acid.— I directions for keeping meat may be of use to

the place for the farmer to get this rubbing.—
j
Upon taking the razor out, wipe it off lightly | those that try it :—Cut the meat in slices ready

Let him compare notes and observations with I ou a piece of soft rag, and in a few hours after- j to fry
;
pack it in a jar, in layers, sprinkling

his fellow-farmers, and his mind will be ex-| wal.(i "set "it on a Strop. The acid supplies} with salt and pepper just enough to make it

panded and brightened in spite of himself.—
j the place of a whetstone, by corroding the en- 1 palatable ;

place on the top a thick paper or

He must attend the Club, not merely as a pas-
1 tir0 surface uniformly, so that nothing but a I cloth, with salt half an inch thick

;
keep this

sive listener and receiver, but as a speaker
;

j g00(j poush is afterwards needed. This pro- j on all the while. I have kept meat for three

and it is wonderful how fast the mind operates
[ cess never injures good razors, while poor ones I weeks in the summer, and the last was as good

when its thoughts are finding vent in speech,
j arc often improvcd by it. I as the first. A Farmer's Wife.

Rumor having told us that there were some
very large and very fine cattle to be seen at the

barn of Mr. Renselaer A. Jillson, about two
miles from Woonsocket, we went over there

on Wednesday to see them, for we are an ad-

mirer of the bovine race. For once Madame
Rumor spoke the truth. We saw fifty-five

head of steers in his barn,' all in the process of

being made into marketable beef. Some of

them are the finest cattle ever seen in this sec-

tion of the country. There are five from Ash-

land, Kentucky, the homestead of Henry
Clay, the statesman who, like Daniel Webster,

was too great to be President. Three of these

steers are monsters in size, averaging two
thousand pounds each, five -weight, and five

years old. They are perfectly white and

comely as any horned animal that we remem-
ber to have seen. We regret to say that they

are doomed to an early death, two of them
having been engaged by Messrs. Hall & Ran-
kin, of Blackstone ; and the other by Mr.

Benj. Phetteplace, of Providence.

Mr. Jillson, who is one of our best and most
enthusiastic farmers, has gone into the cattle

trade for two purposes : 1st, he wants to en-

rich his .farm with manure, of which he will

have one hundred and fifty cords next spring
;

2d, ho designs to furnish butchers with first

quality beef. He slaughters and dresses the

animals on the premises, having recently

j
erected a model slaughter house, 44 by 28 feet.

I
The butchering is under the director? of Mr.

I Augustus Addlington, who brings to the work
;long experience. We saw twenty-five beef

\ carcasses hanging up in one room. They fur-

I nished a tempting display to a hungry "beef-

; eater." This room is arranged with ice shelves

i and boxes, to preserve the meat ill hot weath-

[ er. We noticed that all the various depart-

|
ments, including the barn (80 by 40 feet), were

| exceedingly neat and orderly.

I Mr. Jillson commenced this cattle trade in

I September last, and he has had over three hun-

| dred head on the premises siuce that time. He
I designs to make the fattening and butchering

I of first-class beef a specialty, and we trust he

| will receive patronage sufficient to make it re-

I mmieretive. The business must greatly en-

| hance the productiveness of his farm, of which

j we shall speak particularly on some future oc-

| casion.— Woomoclcet Patriot.

\ Hint to Milkers.—If you have a cow that

I annoys you by whisking her tail in your face,

I while milking, as some do, I give you a simple

j remedy

:

I Take a stout wire about eight inches long,

[ and make a small loop at one end, in which

I you can tie a string. Then bend the wire near

i the middle into a pretty sharp angle, making a

\ hook that will take hold of the brush of the tail

i a little above the lower extremity of the bone.

1 Have a loop in the other end of the string, by

which you hang it to a nail in the timber over

the cow, or a little to her left, having the string

short enough to raise the brush of the tail about

a foot. The same hook can be used for any

number of cows that have this disagreeable

trick.

This is a simple but effectual remedy, and

well worth knowing by any milker, who
would keep his temper and his clean collar.

—Country Gentleman.

What Makes a Busitel.—The following

table of the number of pounds of various arti-

cles to a bushel may be of interest to our read-

ers :

Wheat, sixty pounds
;
com, shelled, fifty-

six pounds
;
corn, on the cob, seventy pounds

;

rye, fifty-six pounds
;

oats, thirty pounds
;

barley, forty-six pounds; buckwheat, fifty-six

pounds ; Irish potatoes, sixty pounds ; sweet

potatoes, fifty pounds; onions, fifty-seven

pounds; beans, sixty pounds; bran, twenty

pounds ; clover seed, sixty pounds
;

timothy

seed, forty-five pounds
;
hemp seed, forty-five

pounds; blue-grass seed, fourteen pounds;

dried peaches, thirty-three pounds.

AMarysville, Cal., early
;June apple-tree

has lately ripened a second crop for the year.

It blossomed for it in October.

Commercial Value of Insects.—Great Britain pays annually $1,000,000,000 for carcasses of that tiuy insect known as cochineal ; while another, also peculiar to

India, gum shellac, or rather its production, is scarcely less valuable. More than 1,500,000 human beings derive their sole support from the culture and manufac-
ture of the fibres spun by the silk worm, of which the annual circulating medium is said to be $200,000,000. In England alone, to say nothing of other parts of

Europe, $500,000 are spent every year*in the purchase of honey, while the value of that which is native is not mentioned, and this is the work of the bee. Besides

all this, there are gall nuts used for dyeing and making ink
;
cantharides, or Spanish fly, used in medicine.
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u^y -4 | AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER'S REPORT. } Resolutions were passed asking Congress for I hair gets long and sometimes rough. Nomat-
J^yJUdStIi.C ;tj ttpfilSj 4?itX» 4-»| i more protection to the husiness of wool-grow- Iter, there is a close fur under it, and it keeps
- -

I
T" E following statistics are from this report

j

-m„ and a mcmorial on the subjocl of tlie^ j mem dry and warm, and they are all the better

I in relation to crops east of the Rocky Moun-
j^ ;)s affecting aj,r icuiture , was adopted. \ in the spring. Enough to eat, with good shel-

|
tains, ami north of Virginia, Tennessee and

j The addrcs3 at tUe next annua i meeting will,
j
tcr, is all they want to keep them healthy and

j

Arkansas:
I by invitation, be delivered by Joseph W. Col-

{
growing. But they should not run out with

The wheat crop of 1863 in the twenty-two
| bnm ^ the relMng President of the Society. jthe cattle, as they are liable to get hooked,

- j
while they, in turn, drive tlje cattle from their™

1 ™

,

",
""'

{ food. Every one to his own kind in the form-

*i)tOtUi l^tlisitXIJ, |
yard, as in other appropriate places.

HOW TO IMPROVE FARMING.

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

BY A RIVERSIDE FARMER.

Riverside, Jan. ISth, 18G7.

| States reported was very large ; in 1804 the es-

1

jtiniate was, in round numbers, 13,000,000
j

FARM STOCK REPORT.

The Ifaultnj $ard,

We read df a Riverside Park, a Riverside f bushels less, or 100,000,000; in lSGri, U8,000,-|

Press, and a Riverside Magazine; why shouldn't 1 000 ; and the present estimate is still further!

there be Riverside papers, on Riverside themes, | reduced to 143,000,000. Returns from the |
""

by a Riverside correspondent ? Of course there 1 eleven Southern States, so far as received, war- i

should; and as we happen to enjoy a paternal | rant an estimate of 170,000,000 for that sec-i Fkom a late number of the monthly Report
j

home in a famous valley, and fancy we have a j tion. Texas has produced a large crop ;
the

1 0f the Commissioner of Agriculture it appears I -

correct rural eye, if not eyrie, we venture a j other Southern States less than hall' the aver-
j that there is much less farm stock in the coun- 1 SINGULAR FACTS IN THE FORMATION OF

few observations, promising that whenever the f age product. The crop of the Pacific States is
j try than in I860, in proportion to the popula- 1 THE CHICK IN THE EGG.

editorial intimation comes of " nuff-ced," we
| very heavy, leaving a far greater surplus for

| tion, and prices are much higher, and probably
|

shall suddenly "dry up, " if not disappear alto- j export than the entire amount of the crop oi l will remain so for some years, on account of I
Soakoely has the hen sat upon the eggs

gether. {.I860. From all the data received in the de-jtbc scarcity throughout the country, particu- [
twelve hours before some lineaments of the

For such a necessary business as agriculture,
j
partment the total amount of wheat produced

j larly at the South ; and the increased foreign |
'K;ul :lIul U0UV of tlle cuick are discernible in

there is a great deal of waste and neglect and
f
in 1866 may be estimated at 180,000,000 bush-

j demand for our salted meats and the products 1
thc embryo

;
at the end qf forty-eight hours

ignorance about it. The best informed make j els. The crop of 1859 was 173,000,000; and
j of the dairy. There is no exception to this j

,hc heart begins to beat, but no blood is to be

egregious blunders, and the most experienced | that of the present year, at the ratio of increase ! but in relation to sheep. They have increased I
scen -

}
n a hule over forty-eight hour.-, wts

often grope for the wall. It isn't to be won- [from 1850 to I860, should have reached 242,-f from 28,617,209 head in January, 1865, to 32,- j
mav distinguish two visicles with blood, the

dered at, thereibre, that novices nutter, singe I 000,000. The supply is about five bushels to
] 095, 797, in February, 1S06, and are cheaper I

pulsation of which is evident, one of them be-

their wings, get bewildered, and occasionally [ each inhabitant, or half a bushel less than in { now than they have been for years past. Thc I

'm& lno lc" ventricle, the other the root of the

perish. Farming requires multifarious wisdom, ! j.859. I
increase has been in the loyal States. j Sreat '""toy

j
soon after, one of the am ides of

skill, tact, industry, foresight and prudence ; I The corn crop is moderately large in quanti-
j The statistical tables as to farm slock point

j

tu(: ,R'arl ls perceptible, in which pulsation

and the more thoroughly these are wrought j ty but deficient in quality, and may be estima-Jout the direction which the market demand
f
may oe remarked as well as in the ventricle.

—

into the former's life, the higher is his develop- ! ted at 880,000,000 bushels, about 40,000,000 1 for it must take for some years to come. The| So early as the seventh hour, the wings may

ment, attainment, and pecuniary success.—
} m0re than that of 1859. It would have been

| great scarcity of all stock used in the South, I
be distinguished, and, on the head, two glob-

There are those who think any farm a para- j an excessive product but for the retarding in-
j particularly mules and hogs, will guarantee ]

llles tor the brain, one for thc beak, and two

dise, every farmer a king, and wonder why all
j iluence of cool and rainy weather, and the

j
profitable prices for a long time. No farmer [

others, for the front and back part of thc head,

those who can cultivate a rood, can't have an \ consequent damage by frosts. In some South- 1 can mistake his interest in giving increased at- 1
Toward the end of the fourth day, the two

income tax. Now what are the facts? Is it
j em States the injury from early frosts was se- 1 tention to the improved breeding of horses, |

auricles are distinctly visible, and approach

not often true, even in those enviable localities} vere . While there will be a sufficiency of food
j cattle, and especially cows. The improved f

nearer the heart than they did bdore
;
about

known as rich river-bottoms, that the style of
f for man, the supplies for the domestic animals I blood introduced will add 25 per cent, at least

|

tuo D ' lu
-
day, the liver maybe perceived; at

farm-life is monotonous '—that the farmer is | w ill be unusually abundant. The hay crop, j to their market value. The practice of killing \
th<; end of one hundred and forty-eight hours,

literally slavish?—and that, all over th# conn- ! slightly deficient in some sections, is forge in
j heifer calves should be abandoned ; mttrf je,''| the lungs and stomach become visible, and, m

try, it is an exception rather than a rule, for a j others, and of more than average quality ; and
|
says the commissioner, if we expect to meet j

a tew hours more, the intestines, thc veins, and

farmer, from the profits of his form, to pay an
{ tlle estimated total product of oats is sixty per I the demand which Great Britain and our home I

the uPPer Jaw - 0n tbe seventh day, the brain

income tax ? Such is the result of our observa- j cent . greater than in 1S59. The products off market make for butter and cheese. The total |
begins to assume a more consistent form

;
and

tion, but such should not be the case. Un-
] gardens and the yield of potatoes and other I value of form stock in February, 1866, was :— I iu one hundred and ninety hours affer incuba-

palatablc as the assertion may seem, and con-
} roots are a is0 in excess of former years. Horsea.

Mules
Cattle and oxen. .

.

Cows
Sheep
Hogs

Total

,.8326,885,813
25,039,839

21U, 778,136
273,081,701
116,425,697
120,673,158

... ^1,102,884,344

I tion thc beak opens, and flesh appears on the

{ breast. Iu two hundred and ten hours, the

I ribs begin to form, and the gall bladder is visi-

I ble. In a few hours more the bill is of a green

| color, and if removed from its covering is seen

The feathers begin to shoot about

trary as it is to the wishes of those who have
] Qf ^ cotton crop the Commissioner says

:

lands to sell, forming, as generally managed, [• Tiic cott0n crop has suffered from labor de-
doesn'tpay. Deduct taxes,laborand interest on

§ ran<,ernentg) alternate rains and droughts, in-

investments from a crop, and in veiy many
j^ and the pievious neglected condition of 1 Surely, these figures show that greater atten-

1

,

cases there is nothing left. Even tobacco,
} )he Hmh _ Before the idd commenced, | tion to the improvement of our breeds of cat- 1 " ""^

,once the net source of nrofit is not an excen- = ,. . „ nf • i j ^ •<-!*„;, , . , = the two hunched and fortieth hour, and, at the
. „

"omcc oi proui, is not an exeep
^ the indications, from official data, pointed to % tie and other stock is a matter of vast moment, i ,. . ,, ,.

.'
tion for the two la't. croos have been slim and • , ^ j e ^ <=,,.,, , = same time, the head becomes cartilaginous ; in

'
101 tue ™ 0 1 cloph Lmt oeen Slim Jna

f somewhat more than one-third of the crop of
\ and should be earnestly pressed upon the con-

1

dull of sale.
1 1859. Ravages of insects and other causes | sideration of formers.

What can be done for the improvement off
hay(J g;nce readered probable a reduction to |

our agriculture?
1 1,750,000 bales of 400 pounds each. [PROFITS OF VERMONT

Our first suggestion is, don t waste anything.
| Fam gtock) ag esUmated in the eleven late [ _ I

thirt
^
A" a

\

hom tUe iUD- -lonlacll
>
an(

'
heart

The common farmer throws away considerable
j Confederate StateS) for 1S60, as compared with I A cokeespondext of the Springfield Union, !

a
f
s™le

,

e 'r

<

U™ 1 aPPcarau«'- Un the

every year. Look at the waste of liquid and
j^ gaye^ following results . i w^ ti„„ f™m n«mmoU v* ™, .

I twenty-four hours more the eyes appear ; at

| two hundred and eighty-eight hours the ribs

1 are perfected ; and at the three hundred and

| writing from Cornwall, Vt., says :

I is heard. It then increases in size and strength

till it emerges from its prison. By so many
bone manures at almost every farm house,

j Q( horgeS) GS per cent . muleS) 70 per cent
; j

Henry F. Dean has a 300 acre form, and 140

1

What becomes of the soapy wash water ? Do
j ^ ^ 6 - cent gh g0 er cent hogS) [ Spaniilh merjno sheep, valued at $40,000.-1

the cattle eat their fodder clean, and is there
j ' ^ showil)g a decrea8e,

consequent ! Rollin J. Jones has a farm of 600 acres. His I
«radat,0nS doCS

. Z °^ C°

nothing edible trampled under foot ? When
} Qn he 'of 32 30̂ 35 20 and u per cent .

I nock is 125 , valued at $40,000. F. H. Dean. 1
these Cr

f
tU1

'CS mt0 ,,fe
- ^. °\*eVt es"

= sivc evolutions arc arranged m this perfect or-

If the liver is formed on the fifth day, it

these, and numerous other questions can
| respect iyciy . The total number of these do- j 350 acres ; 150 breeding ewes, valued at „

answered in the affirmative, one important step
j mesticated ammals of the elevea States as j each, $75,000! Don't doubt it, for he has|

is taken in the path of improvement. Secondly,
| abovei is reported as follows : Horses, 1,183,-jbeen offered $1000 each for five of them and|*

don't neglect anything. Whatever is worth
| 4g8 . mmeg) 518!076 . cattle, .6,950,408 ;

sheep,
j $7000 last year for a four years old buck,!

1 is from thc preceding state of the chick. No
1 part of its body could appear sooner or later

doing at all, is worth doing well. He whof '.
hogsi 8,822,24*3. 1 which has since earned him $4000. CalMa j

without some injur)- to the embryo, each of its

keeps a little ateKS of his work, is Snost truly |
' ' ' ° '

t , . I o-old mines can't commre with that Merrill
I members appearing at the most convenient

forehanded. Shiftless management is always]
Ia Western States the numbers are given |gold mines^ can t^compaie wUh tAat.^ ltorjU

|
How admirable h that principle of

demor
nudes 250 - 1 Brigham, 400 acres; flock, 300 thorough-

l

v-fl'Jas follows: Horses, 3,899,019; mules, 250,-I^gnam, *uu acies;

ahZing. Lastly read write, and eflct
|u 12)G7496

'

8 . ^eep, 32,095,797 ; I
breeds, valued at $51

" Tw>pr> imsited at. home and abroad. = ' ' .. . ! n ~c o.

til id. Simon S. Rock-

1

life, the source of a new being contained in an

'Keep posted," at home and abroad,
}^ JeTe 876 By Ui" slme^oTt^in- 1 well has a flock of 300, valued at $30,000 in j

e

f'
a11^ °f

f
Cfm

f,
^™b,e Un"

and attend closely to your own business. Take I L^Lwn from 18^3 I the last four years. Joel Randall 500 acres,

!

tJ become developed by warm ».

o-n invpntorv once a vear Count un all the 1 S 1
^ i 0„a « a.\ * * « ^ t . .. i t Another remarkable fact is that the chick,

an inventory once a yeai. count up an ine
- im t be 2 47l 000 acres, with an increase I

and .250 "the best of blooded sheep,-' value,
from the shell is heavier than

tools, and fix values upon every thing. Keep
|

'

| not stated . He s0ld a two vcars old buck re.p heu 11 break3 t^m the shell, u hcavm aian

out of debt, and beware of paying interest!
celeals and potatoes ot —8,001,-80 bushel.,

.

most
|tbc e™ Wa3 at^ Md ' bat aU 01 ^

™ , , . . = and a decrease m the total value ot these pro- = c°ntiy tor 5>ouuo. inese men imnK it most =
fo«tl>Pi-a and mnsrie ire seeni-

money. The difference between paying six
| J { profitable to stick to Vermont themselves, and I

orms of ^ood, feathers, and mus^e, aie seem

nprcpnt and receivinp- it is twelve ner cent ='*'' nommat aecrease, as v
_

,
j mgly oriC hqmd body, until heated to a proper

per cent, anu icceiving u, i» u\ civc pci eem.
, | , tnnno.i. n.p Onmmiesioner makes no 1 let their sheep migrate to the West, to the I = 1

, .... , „v„
and there is no known method of farming that §

suPP0iecl
>
though the oommissionei maKes no

=
i = >

i temperature and to a certain time, to make
ana tncre is no Known nicinou oi iainmi0 mat

; South, to California, and to every other coun--= ? . . . a '„
„

can long withstand such a pressure. Informa-
]

referenCC t0
1 try that can raise gold enough to pay for the I

*™ organism perfect bo much for nncros-

tion and experience are what the formcrwants;
} VEEMONT AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY I sheep. These are the wise men of Cornwall. I

CT° T , IFVZ r™, „f
and these, with care and prudence, will be the I

VERMONT AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
= '

|
might be asked concerning the formation of

The culture of the i rr. i e .i •„ c„ - nt , r ,^no f i animal bodies, which at present is impenclra-inc Luuuic oi tue
.

ip E annuai meeting of this Society wasi wronmruc, rnTTi I . , 2 , »wiiJlERiHO tonb.
| blc Lct lki3 not dlscouragc us, but let na

I make good use of thc knowledge we are per-

stepping-stones to success.

man in farming, is often lost sight of by looking
j held at Rut iand on the"2d inst., when the fol-

at grosser and more material objects ; but it is I
I lowing board of officers were elected for the j A snug shed or stable is best for wintering 1

Cilti-j year ensuing, viz: President-John Gregory j colts, provided they be halter-broke, wbich I
mitted to acquire and by this we shall discov-

vate the mind and the soil together, if you can ; 1 0f Northfield. Vice-Presidents—Henry Keyes I they should be before winter sets in. Theyl er tuc ^lsdom of ™oai
^'no cml)10}S 1

but by all means do the former. So shall our
j of Newbury, Henry G. Root of Bennington, { will eat all sorts of coarse food, hut should

}

tue beucfit of oursel^es alld our lt;«ow-me .

agriculture be improved, elevated and made to
j
Henry S. Moss of Shelburne, Victor Wright of j have a little grain or meal, according to their!

PaV- | Middlebury. Treasurer—Jos. W. Colburn of | size and age. They should, if convenient, run { Food fob Chickens.—After crumbs of bread

! Springfield. Secretary—Hemy Clark of Rut- 1 out a part of the day. They love to forage on j and egg, feed oat-meal or barley-meal, slightly

A careful examination of all the labor- (land. Member of the National Wool Grow- f a cattle dung-heap, and pick out the waste ] moistened with new milk or water, and curd

saving agricultual machines, establishes the [ ers' Association—Edwin Hammond of Middle- j litter. Let them have all they want of it, as it
|
chopped small, for some days,

fact that the days of hard, life-destroying labor i bury. I is a healthy variety for them. A dry pasture,
|

on the farm are about being numbered, and j It -was voted to change the name of the So- j when snow is off the ground, is a good change | Pouxtey Houses should be kept clean, and

that in rural life there are to be greater oppor-
1 ciety, in accordance with the act of the Legis- j for them also. We have wintered many colts ] ashes and lime sprinkled over the floor every

trinities for leisure, for intellectual improve-
j
lature, to that of the " Vermont State Agricul- { in our farming, and found that nothing got j week. Let the manure be put away in a dry

ment and practical progress. I tural Society and Wool Growers' Association." I through the season easier than they. Their I place, and preserved for use on the crops.

The Cattle Plague in Holland.—90,000 Animals Attached—40,000 Dead.—The Dutch Minister of Internal Affairs has presented his second report on the

cattle plague to the king. It appears from it that since June, 1865, when the plague first appeared in Holland, 90,409 head of cattle have been attacked by it.

Of these 39,595 died, 17,400 were killed, 32,080 recovered, 1,403 remaining under treatment on December 3, the date of the report. The total of losses ac-

cordingly amounts to 55 1-5 per cent, of those seized. Nearly two-thirds of the whole perished iu the province of South Holland, nearly one-third in Utrecht,

and the small remainder in North Holland.
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WINTER MANAGEMENT OF MILCH COWS,
j

Written for the Farm and Fireside, \

«Y n. T1IATZE, BLACKSTONE, MAGS.
|

Witii the prevalent high price of dairy pro-
f

ducts, as well as the extremely high prices of I

all feeding materials, farmers are, more than I

ever, interested in any system of feeding or
{

management, that will economize feed, or in-'f

crease the products of the dairy. The quanti-
[

ty and quality of food must, principally, regu-

f

late the yield of milk. But there are other in-

]

fluences—although they may be said to be sec-

1

ondary—that will exert no trifling influence in
[

regulating the yield of milk. The care and I

general management of the cow, will have I

more influence than many would imagine.—
]

The business must be reduced to a perfect sys-

1

tern, if we expect- to make it profitable ; have a I

stated period for every operation,—feeding, j

watering, milking and carding—and never al- j

low other matters to draw you from your pur-

{

pose. If, by proper management, the milk!

can be increased, it is very unwise, in these 1

times of high prices, for the farmer or dairy-
{

man to ignore the fact. That these influences 1

are efficacious, no one can doubt after having
j

given them thorough thought.
]

FEEDING.
I

Feed liberally and at regular hours. A cow i

soon leams when feeding time comes, and will [

be restless and uncomfortable until her appe- j

tite is gratified. Pew are aware of the import-

1

anee of regularity in feeding. The cow, to I

yield her greatest quantity, must be kept quiet 1

and comfortable ; this cannot be done without
{

observing the strictest regularity. Cows that
{

are fed only at set hours, eat their feed, and I

then lie down and take their rest, until the next f

feeding time arrives. Then- full udders, at 1

milking time, is evidence that they enjoy regu-

1

lar feeding. Cows that are fed upon the j

hap-hazard S3rstem are never quiet. Whenev-
j

er a person enters the bam, they are upon I

their feet ; for they are always looking for food
[

at the sound of every footstep; restless andj

dissatisfied, is it reasonable to suppose that such \

cows will answer the owner's expectation at
j

milking time ? I

Hay alone, although regarded as the most
\

essential food for all neat stock, will produce
{

but a limited flow of milk. Hence, in order j

to bring a cow up to her full capacity, she I

mast be fed with some more concentrated or
j

milk-producing food. It is no economy to
j

feed upon hay alone ; without question, a cow \

can be kept at less expense upon a variety of I

food, as grain and roots, with hay, than upon
j

hay alone
;
besides, a cow would be more

!

healthy, in better flesh, and more valuable.—
j

The dairyman must determine for himself what

;

quantity of food his cows require—as cows va-

;

ry greatly in their capacity for food. What
j

would be moderate food for one cow, might
j

soon ruin another. "We will not attempt to
j

specify, in this article, the kind of feed most
j

valuable ; that point can be easily determined

!

by the feeder. Our object is chiefly to strive i

to convince cow-keepers of the vast impor-
]

tance of system in the management of milch

;

cows.
WATEEING.

Cows in milk require an abundance of water,
j

As it is desirable that they should drink but

sparingly at a time in cold weather, they

should be watered often. Three tunes a day

—

morning, noon and night—is not too often.—
j

Never water immediately before milking, as it

will sensibly diminish the milk. In severely

cold weather, it will pay well to take the cold

chill from the water. A kettleful of boiling-

water will warm drink for eight cows, and in-

crease their milk, at least four quarts. Re-

member, regularity is as important here as in

feeding.

MILKING.

The manner of milking will materially aflect

the quantity. A slow, careless milker will ob-

tain less milk than the rapid, energetic milker.

Always milk as rapidly as possible, and at reg-

ular hours. A cow with a full udder suffers

from delay, and her milk will be sensibly dim-

inished. See that the cow stands in a comfort-

able position before you commence opera-

1

tions ; for no well-trained cow, when milked
j

by a kind milker, will change her position till
j

the milking is over, although she may suffer
|

much from her cramped position. Milk clean,
]

but do not get the cow into the habit of strip-
j

ping. Always speak kindly, and treat gently, I

for it is easier to control the gentle cow by]

kindness than by severity. I

caeding. I

Carding is a duty, too much neglected, inj

the care of cows. When accustomed to it,
j

they are almost as anxious for an application
f

of the card or brush, as for their feed. Have
j

you not seen cows cease eating at the sight of
|

the card, and stretch out their necks to receive
[

the welcome stroke ? An operation so pleas-

1

ing must be beneficial ;
besides, it keeps the

|

cow clean and sleek, which well repays the]

owner for his labor. Twice a day is none too
j

often to use the card, when confined to the
]

barn in the winter. Cows that are frequently
f

carded, will keep in better condition and yield

}

more milk than cows that go uncarded.

SHELTEE.
I

Protect from cold and wet. The last
|

consideration is a most important one in the
]

management of milch cows. You may feed I

liberally, water regularly, and do all else that I

you can to promote their comfort and welfare, |

and yet, if you neglect to provide warm and
j

comfortable stables, your cows will never
|

thrive, and yield as liberally of their treasures,
]

Provide stables for your cows where you can
]

milk, in the coldest weather, without any in-

l

convenience from the cold, or where you
j

might, yourself, pass a night with comfort.—
{

Keep your cows stabled night and day, in se-

f

ivere weather, only letting them out long]

! enough to drink, one at a time, immediately
]

j
returning them to their quarters. Never allow

]

i
a current of cold air to fall directly upon them ]

|
—keep the stable clean and tidy. Of course,

]

| a close stable should be well ventilated ;
but in]

! such a manner as not to permit the cold cur-
[

! rent to reach the cows. Kept in such a stable,
j

! cows will consume much less food than when

}

;
kept in a stable where a chicken could creep

[

j
through the cracks. They require no extra]

j food to sustain the fire within to resist the out-
]

I ward cold. Every observing farmer knows]

! that his cattle consume much less fodder in
{

|
warm than in cold weather ; but perhaps he

{

i never thought that the extra food was demand-
]

;ed to sustain the greater animal heat. The]

\ farmer who provides the comfortable quarters j

I we have described, and otherwise cares for his j

I
cows, will make the business profitable. But

j

! the farmer who treats his cows as though they
j

I were inanimate things, and without system or
j

|
regularity, will find it an up-hill business ; and

j

! the sooner he disposes of his cows and quits
j

I the dairy business, the better for his own inter-

j

i est.
|

DRY OOWS.
|

I In your greater attention for your fresh)

I milkers, do not neglect your summer cows.— j

] They now begin to wane so much in their
j

! milk, and your fresh-milkers consume so much
j

I food, you feel you cannot afford to feed cows
\

{giving so little; so you send them off into!

I some obscure corner, and feed ou your poorest

;

j fodder, and you think it of little consequence
\

| whether they are ever carded, watered or sta-
j

1 bled. You allow them to stand around your

j

]
barns, exposed to the cold winds and storms,

j

I or to wander over your fields, striving to draw i

] a little nutriment from the faded grass, or else
j

1 shivering in some fence corner. It requires;

I little sagacity to predict the consequence of i

] such negligence. By the middle of December I

1 they entirely fail in milk, become pinched up
]

! and hide bound ; and by the first of April look
j

= more fitting for the bone-man than for the;

§ farmer's dairy. Brother farmers, such treat-
j

! ment of our summer cows is not economy. If!

1 we cannot treat them otherwise, we had better
j

]give them away, for such skeletons will not!

{ pay even the cost of their miserable winter's
j

1 feed. If these cows are well cared for, they
j

] may be kept in milk two or three months.—
{

1 Give them the same treatment recommended
j

] for your milkers,—observe the same regularity

j

I in milking, feeding, watering and carding—

j

l give them a few roots daily, and occasionally a

;

I feed of Indian meal, and they will give you I

milk enough to pay for the extra feed, look

sleek and plump, so that you will not feel

ashamed to take a neighbor to inspect your

cows
;
and, in the Spring, they #ill be in a

condition to afford you a profit. Roots are

more suitable for cows in calf than grain alone.

No farmer who makes dairying a specialty,

should be without a supply of roots ; some one

or all of the varieties used for feeding purpos-

es,—mangolds, carrots, parsnips, turnips or

potatoes. These are all excellent food, as they

are laxative, cooling and milk-producing.

—

Says some one: "These things sound very

well, and may be important, but who can take

so much pains? " Friend! if you cannot af-

ford to take such pains with your cows, you

had better not keep them ; for there will be no

profit, especially in winter. Every department

of farm labor can be reduced to a perfect sys-

tem ; and the farmer that adheres the closest

to system in the care of stock, will be the

most prosperous.

January, 18G7.

FALL PLOUGHING AS A REMEDY FOE THE
CUT-WORM.

Written lor the Farm and Fireside,

BY THOMAS J. EDGE, LONDONGKOVE, PA.

Foe the last three months our agricultural

journals have devoted more or less of their

space to the discussion of the above subject.

—

All the correspondents seem to agree in the

opinion that the. good effects of Fall plowing,

in the destruction of the cut-wonn, or preven-

tion of its ravages, is due to the action of

frost
;
and, as far as my notice has extended,

no other cause for the good effect has been ad-

vanced.

Having for the last three years given con-

siderable attention to the habits of this pest, I

have thought that a small space in the Farm
and Fireside might not be misapplied when

occupied by the thoughts of a practical farmer.

The supposition of the above-mentioned cor-

respondents seems to be that the egg is depos-

ited at a considerable distance from the sur-

face ; and hence, when tXe furrow is turned

over, they are brought nearer the surface. A
little examination into the habits of the fly

which produces the egg, or embryo cut-worm,

will show that it is not adapted to seek this

kind of deposit ; on the contrary, it will be

found, upon careful investigation, that the fly

deposits its eggs very near, and sometimes on,

the surface of the ground ; and hence, when

the furrow is turned over, the egg in reality

becomes more deeply buried, instead of being

brought nearer the surface.

The egg is deposited at or near the surface

during the Fall, and remains dormant during

the Winter
;
but, if undisturbed, is hatched by

the early, warm days of Spring. Now, all

know that air and heat are necessary for the

hatching of the egg, and if turned under a

I
deep furrow, it can. obtain but little of either

;

|
and will not produce the worm as it would

j
have done had it remained at or near the sur-

j face.

We seldom or never have a Winter during

|
which the frost does not penetrate much more

ithan "furrow deep;'' and hence, the frost

I
would have as great an effect in destroying the

! vitality of the egg at the depth of one inch as

j
it would at a greater depth ; in fact, I have

| found that if the eggs are removed to a warm
room, or a box of earth, in the window, they

i
will hatch in f rom two to three weeks after

I their removal. The worm, if fed on cabbage

i

leaves (of which it is passionately fond), will

j in the course of three or four weeks reach its

i full size, burrow about two inches under the

i soil, and after forming a ball of earth (from a

i secretion from the surface of its body), will go

i into its chrysalis state, occupying about one

! month in a room with the temperature of about

\
sixty degrees. If allowed to remain in the

j room for a week or two, and then removed to

j a colder retreat, sufficient to freeze it, the

]
worm will never emerge from the ball.

In plowing in the Fall, I have often found the

\ balls of earth which contain the worm, while

i passing through its chrysalis state. They are

; usually from three-quarters to an inch long,

| and from one-quarter to three-eights in diame-

i ter. Their upper surfaces will be found to be

j
impervious to water, but a small spot, about

\ one-half an inch long, on their under surface,

I will be found not to be water-proof. When I

I have removed these chrysalis from the field to

]
my experimental box, I have always found

j that when they were placed in the position in

] which they were found, the process went on

I as usual, and an occasional soaking of the soil

] did not seem to produce the least effect on

] them ; but when their position was reversed,

| and the tender spot brought uppermost, it put

| a complete stop to all further development.

] This furnishes us with another reason for

I the success of Fall plowing, viz : by the opera-

[ tion of plowing we reverse the position of the

]
sod, and, consequently of the chrysalis and

] egg, bringing the non-water-proof part upper-

most, and allow the water free access to it.

—

{ If the operation of plowing is carefully and

I properly performed, very few worms will

I reach the surface, but few eggs will be hatched,

{ and the worms from these few will seldom be

f able to reach the surface ; for when young,

I they are very tender and soon perish unless

! nourishment is close at hand.

] The opponents of Fall plowing agree that

I they produce the same effect by their Spring

1 plowing. So they do
;
they turn the egg un-

] der (if not already hatched), but also turn un-

] der the proper food for the young worm, close

I by the side of the egg ; this furnishes the

I young worm with strength to work its way to

] the surface in time to finish off its existence

I with the young com shoots.

I That Fall plowing, if properly done, will

prevent the ravages of the cut-worm, some

] who have imperfectly tried it, will deny ; but

I whether I have alighted upon the proper rea-

I son, <j: cause, or effect, must be judged by

f
other practical farmers.

]
January, 18G7.

] DRAINAGE.

{ We have often urged this much needed im-

] provement upon the readers of the Plough-

] man, but we fear its advantages are too little

I appreciated. There are but few localities

I where drainage would not be beneficial. Even

I
in soils with an open subsoil, where deep

]
drainage certainly is not required, some shal-

llow drains may be useful to carry off or to

[ husband surplus water. Many a farm house

I is so located that a good deal of drainage is re-

! quired to secure perfect health. Except in

f
cases of diseased lungs, a dry atmosphere is

[ more healthful than one loaded with moisture,

I and the air that passes over stagnant moisture

f
will not long remain pure and healthy. So

1 that in a sanitary point of view drainage often

[ becomes of vast importance.

I The Metropolitan Sanitary Commission of

I London states some interesting facts about

I
drainage. For every inch depth of water

[ drained off, and which would otherwise pass

1 into the air as vapor, they say as much heat is

[ saved per acre as would raise eleven thousand

I cubic feet of air one degree in temperature.

—

I A recent Parliamentary report on the subject

I says, a farmer was asked the effect of some

I new draining, when he replied, "All that I

I know is that before it was done I could never

| get out at night without an overcoat, but now

I I never put one on to me. It just makes the

1 difference of a coat to me." A doctor took

[ one of the Sanitary Commissioners to a hill

{overlooking his district, "There," said he,

{"wherever you see those patches of white

I mist I have frequent illness, and if there is a

{ cess-pool or other nuisance as well, I can reck-

{ on on typhus every now and then. Outside

] these mists I am rarely wanted."

] It may not be generally known that damp-

| ness in the atmosphere gives double energy to

t bad odors of any kind. If everybody could

I live on a hill side, with a good gravel subsoil,

{ we should find the average health of the com-

{ munity vastly improved. Much may be done

{ by thorough drainage, not only to improve the

1 sanitary condition of the locality, but to warm
{ up and improve the soil. Try it.

—

Massachit-

I setts Ploughman.'"

\ HOW TO OBTAIN THE FARM AND FIRESIDE.

| Send Two Dollabs to the Publisher, by mall ; or, if there

= be a news-dealer near you, order it;of him. The Farm and
= FIBESIDE will be sold at all News Offices. Single copy, 5 cents.

Cueing Lamb Skins.—A correspondent recommends the following method : As soon as the skin is taken from the animal, stretch it tightly on a board,

flesh side out then before it begins to dry, I apply an equal mixture of fine salt and alum, thoroughly pulverized together, until the skin is slightly whiten-

ened by the mixture I then take no further notice of the skins until I want them for use, (which is always a few weeks from the time of applying the mix-

ture.) I then take them and thoroughly wash them in warm soap-suds, let them dry moderately, and just before they are fully dry, rub them soft with my
hands. After nibbing they are soft and .pliable as a kid glove, and will continue so.
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FARM LIFE. |

Some one asked the cynical Doctor Johnson I

"who is the happiest man ? " and he replied,]

"the man who can content himself with a I

book on a rainy day. " There was certainly a
|

great deal of truth in the reply of that morose
j

old philosopher
;

for, notwithstanding educa-
[

tion is almost universal, ancl books are popu-

1

larized for every taste, there are very few men |

who can happily spend a rainy day in the pe-
]

rusal of even the most versatile and agreeable
j

author. Brains to appreciate the brain work
j

of others, taste to affiliate with the subject
j

treated, mind to congenialize and mingle with i

the author, and philosophy sufficient to look
j

beyond the storm of rain and tempest, would 1

perhaps make the happy man of Doctor John-
j

son's choice.
|

If the same question was asked us, wel
should say that the man who owned a really

f

good farm, located in a pleasant and intelligent 1

neighborhood, and near a good market, with j

the farm well stocked with choice animals, f

himself and family enjoying good health, and
f

exempt from an average of earthly ills, why,

)

that man ought to be the very happiest of his i

race. The character of his labor contributes
f

to the perfection of physical health ; he inhales =

the purest atmosphere at all seasons of the I

year ; he subsists on the best and purest food, 1

both animal and vegetable ; he is not harrassed
|

and haunted with the perplexities of commer-

f

cial life ; he retires early, and rises when " the f

morning red has colored the margin of the
j

earth, and variously formed the covering of
j

the clouds," and witnesses all the rural beauty 1

and scenery that God has so lavishly scattered I

on hill-side and valley, on forest and river j

around him.
|

It is Winter now, and. the snow covers up [

the fields ; the orchards are all bare ; the frost
j

has congealed the brook that recently laughed
j

and danced through the meadows ; the woods
{

look sad and desolate; the winds sigh andf

roar along the highway, and people generally
{

consider it a lonely time in the country. But
j

it is not so. Nature is never inactive, and f

rarely lonely : she keeps on the great work of}

the Omnipotent ; and frost and snow, tempests
j

and clouds, storms and sunshine, make a pan- j

orama beautiful and magnificent to all who
]

have the taste and culture to appreciate them. ]

We pity the man or woman who gets weary I

and lonely of a country home, of farm life,

}

and of rural scenery and associations. It ar-

1

gues a senility of heart, a want of mental re-

1

sources, and a deficiency of that love and ap-

1

preciation of Nature that should belong to ev-

]

ery member of the human family. 1

Let us visit, in imagination, some old farm-

j

homestead, such as can be found in every I

town in our great Republic. The house may
j

be modern, with every improvement for con-

1

venience or taste ; or it may be an old fash-
]

ioned, unpaiuted, gable-roofed structure that]

has stood the storms of three-fourths of a cen-

1

tury, and under which have been reared two
j

or three generations. The door-yard is alive
j

with miscellaneous poultry
;

ducks, geese,
j

hens and turkeys, all assembled in convention,
j

An immense wood-pile looms up near by, a
j

certain indication of energy and frugality of

the farm proprietor, and very comfortable to

rely upon when the mercury sinks down to

zero and the stars glimmer and sparkle in the

midnight sky.

We knock on the door of the old mansion,

and a modest voice (country folio are invaria-

bly modest) invites us in, and welcomes us to

the great kitchen. Here we find a genuine

luxury in an open fire-place, with a huge fire

spreading its arms of flame up the chimney,

and radiating a healthy, genial heat throughout

the room. Bless us ! here is comfort, here in

this grand old kitchen, with its big wood-fire,

its large, easy, cushioned chairs, and capacious

settee. In the comer is a long table, loaded

with loaves of wheat and rye bread, and pump-

kin-pies—real, bouafide bread and pies, too

;

for they were baked in a brick oven, such as j

city people rarely see or dream of. Peep into
]

the pantry or cupboard, and sec that long row

}

of bright pans filled with milk—a real lactcous

}

fluid, that has never been baptized at the
|

pump, or sprinkled at the well. There, too, j

are baskets of eggs, sides of bacon, sundry

}

hams, and cheese
;
enough, in fact to feed Fal-

{

staffs army, although each officer were an epi-

1

cure and all the privates gluttons—"savage!

and bearded like the pard." If we go down

}

cellar, we find it a store-house of fruits* and
|

vegetables ; an under-ground cornucopia, over- ]

flowing with plenty. There are barrels of ap-
]

pies and cider, kegs of butter and lard, bins of]

potatoes, carrots and beets, and a regiment of
j

cabbages in double platoons around the entire
{

cellar. I

We must now visit the barn, and inspect the 1

cattle, horses and sheep ; also the stock of fra-

1

grant hay in the deep mows, that made the

!

men sweat (and may be swear) when they
]

pitched it over the great beams last Summer. I

There are the swallow's nests plastered up
j

against the rafters, but no birds darting in and I

out over the great double doors, as we saw I

them six months ago. But a finer sight is here \

now. See that row of noble, stately cattle, \

feeding from the racks, their graceful white 1

horns tossing up and down like gnomes in a

}

fairy dance. This is a scene we remember [

from early boyhood, and one that we can look j

upon and never grow tired or weary. What
j

honest faces have those dumb animals ! and

}

how unsophisticated and yet intelligent and j

companionable do they appear, as they ban-i

quet on the sweetest and most fragrant red-top

}

and clover that the old farm affords. . |

By the way, this cattle-scene reminds us of a [

tableau at Marslifield, held a few days previous I

to the death of that great man, Daniel AVeb- !

stee. The foremost man of his age and coun-

1

try had gone home to die. The noblest orator, I

the greatest statesman, the largest intellect,
j

was about leaving this world, and bidding
j

adieu to all that was dear to him. On his farm I

he kept a noble herd of cattle, many of them I

imported from Europe, and for which he had

}

great pride and attachment. On a calm, sun-
]

ny afternoon, but a few days before his death, I

he requested that these fine cattle might be i

driven up to the house, and then, propped up
j

hi his bed, the great man gazed from the win- j

dow upon them for the last time. There was I

a wonderful pathos, tenderness, affection in
{

that dying wish of Webster ; and he proba-

1

bly derived more sympathy and pleasure from
]

"a last look " at his domestic animals, than he j

could from a visit from all his colemporary po- [

litical associates. |

Farm life in Winter has many pleasing and

}

genial attractions
;
yet more in Spring, when, j

i as Thompson says— I

\ "The penetrative sun,
j

j His force darting to the dark retreat :

i Of vegetation, sets the streaming power
j

I At large, to wander o'er the vernant earth.
j

I From the moist meadow to the wither'd hill,
j

i Ledhy the breeze, the vivid verdure runs,
And swells, and deepens, to the cherish'd eye.

j

The hawthorn whitens; and the juicy groves
j

I Put forth their buds, unfolding by degrees,
In full luxuriance to the sighing gales."

I
The old orchards again put forth their rose

]

1 and pink blossoms, just as they have done for
]

[
forty or fifty years before. The blue-bird and :

| robin build their nests in the pendant branch- i

1 es ; and the bees make every bud and blossom
j

| a music-box—in fact, every old tree in the or-

! chard is an orchestra, and the atmosphere tor

I rods around is loaded with fragrance. Now
I the farmer takes hold of the plow and "looks

I not back " until the mellow glebe is turned up

l to the warm sun-light, and the seeds are sown

| for another harvest.

I (Reader, we are now three months ahead of

1 planting time, and shall write no more in this

I vein until Spring actually arrives!)

I New Jersey Agricultural College.—We
! learn that this institution is progressing favora-

| bly. The State exhibited wisdom in putting

} the College fund into practical use at once, in-

1 stead of expending it in a large and costly

| building. A gentleman who visited this insti-

| tution recently, informs us that it is in good

! hands, and that its future is full of promise.

—

! Its location is at New Brunswick, about the

! centre of the State.

CONNECTICUT.

THE state agricultural society and the I

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

The annual meeting of the Connecticut Agri-
j

cultural Society was held at New Haven, on |

the 9th inst., Hon. E. II. Hyde, of Stafford,
|

in the chair. The Treasurer's report exhibited
j

only $11.90 in the Treasury, with no available j

assets. The Executive Committee made a rc- j

port, giving the history of the Society since its I

origin, in 1852, and submitting the question: |

"Shall the organization be continued, or shall
|

its work be surrendered to the new State Board
|

of Agriculture'?" A discussion followed, and|

it was finally unanimously agreed to maintain
j

the State Society, and to elect officers for the

}

ensuing year. It was contended that the State [

Agricultural Society should continue in exist-
j

ence, because of the probability that the New j

England Agricultural Society would hold its
|

Fair for 18(17 in Connecticut. The Executive 1

Committee were ordered to make the proper I

arrangements for such Fair, and several gentle-

1

men pledged themselves to contribute a guar-

j

antee fund for that purpose. As a word of!

encouragement to keep alive the Society, it!

was stated that at the Fair of the" New England

j

Society, in Vermont, last Autumn, Connecticut I

took twice as many premiums as any other 1

State.

The following board of officers was then j

chosen : I

President—Ephraim H. Hyde, of Tolland. I

Vice Presidents—Robbins Battell, of Nor-

1

folk, H. L. Stewart, of Middle Haddam.
Corresponding Secretary—T. S. Gold, of I

Cornwall.
_ ]

Recording Secretary—Burdett Loomis, off
Windsor Locks.
Treasurer—F. A. Brown, of Hartford.
County Directors.—New Haven County, Dr. I

Charles B. Whittlesey
; Hartford County, C. |

M. Pond ; New London County, James A. Bill; j

Fairfield County, Charles Hough ; Windham I

County, Benj. F. Sumner ;'

Litchfield Countv, !

George C. Hitchcock ; Middlesex County, P. !

M. Augur ; Tolland County. S. F. West.
Chemist—Prof. S. W. Johnson, of Yale I

College.
}

The Presidents of the several County Socie-

1

ties, and one Director appointed by each Coun- j

ty Society, are also officers of the State So- j

ciety.
j

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

This organization, which was created by the I

Legislature in May, 18GG, held its ftrstnieeting in I

August last, and its second meeting on the 8th j

instant, at New Haven. The President (ex-
j

officio a member) is thetGovernor of the State ; I

the Vice President is Hon. E. H. Hyde, of I

Stafford; and the Secretary is T. S. Gold, of I

; Cornwall. The members appointed by the 1

Governor, and confirmed by the Senate, were

}

Hon. Mr. Hyde, Howard Collins, Esq., of!

I

Canton, Prof. S. W. Jolmson, ofNew Haven,
j

I
and Mr. Gildersleeve, of -Portland. Each !

i
county society, or society receiving State aid,

!

!
is entitled to name a member. At the meeting

j

i last August, a tabular list of questions was or- [

;
dered to be sent to each society, that the char- [

I
acter and value of its Fall Exhibitions or Fairs

!

j

might be accurately known. And, to visit
\

I
every Fair, a member was selected from some j

\ county other than that which held the Fair,
j

The Hartford Press, from which we make \

\
up this report, says that at the meeting on the

j

i 8th inst. the visitors to the County Fairs made
]

I their report. In five of the counties success- \

! ful and useful Fairs have been held. New Ha-

:

; ven county held none. In Middlesex the Fair
j

! was practically a failure. In Tolland it was I

1 but partially successful. The Hartford county
;

1 Fair was reported excellent in all its depart-
\

| ments, It was noticed in Tolland county that
j

j the show of potatoes was excellent, and they
j

] form the sole agricultural export of the county i

! save the tobacco raised in small sections in the !

| western towns. The manufacturing population
i

I furnishes a ready home market for nearly all

j other productions. The Windham county Fair

| was excellent in fruits, vegetables, butter,

1
cheese, and cattle. Windham county raises

j
for the Providence or Hartford markets a sur-

I plus of butter, cheese, pork and hay ; and in

| the first two articles named claims eminence

| both as to quantity and quality that was scarcely

| expected. The manufacturers contributed very

] little to the exhibition. The New London
1 county Fair was in all respects good, but the

cattle of various breeds were excellent, and

were shown in great numbers. The eastern

portion of this county exports something to the

Rhode Island markets, but imports much more
largely from New York and elsewhere, to feed

its people. The excellence of Litchfield county

in butter, cheese and cattle, is well known. At
the Fair were 741 head of slock of all descrip-

tions, of which over 300 were working oxen.

The Fairfield county Fair gave a good exhibi-

tion of the resources of the county. Horses

for farm work are coming more into use there

than in most other sections, and were duly

shown.

The Board held afternoon and evening ses-

sions. At the former, the fact that Connecti-

cut docs not raise enough on her own soil to

feed her own people, was a subject of conver-

sation. Prof. Brewer gave a lecture upon

"Irrigation in California," with glances at its

usefulness in the east, and an instructive inter-

change of information took place concerning

the effect of flooding and irrigation. In the

evening, Prof. S. W. Johnson delivered an ex-

tremely interesting and instructive lecture up-

on "Recent investigations concerning the

source and supply of nitrogen to crops."

—

He showed that nitrogen is absolutely indis-

pensable to the growth of plants ; that the

supply docs not come directly from, the atmos-

phere ; that the recognized great value of am-

monia is due to its eighty-two per cent, of ni-

trogen ; that a direct application of nitrogen

is not so necessary sometimes as the applica-

tion of fertilizers calculated to develop the ni-

trogen already in the soil.

!JOn the second day, 9th inst., an instructive

discussion upon drainage took place in the hall

of the Scientific School. Mr. Gold read a very

interesting letter from John Johnston of Gene-

va, N. Y, the venerable pioneer of drainage

in this country.

At the evening session Prof. Brewer lectured

upon " Diseases of plants caused by fungi."—

He said that plants, like animals, were attack-

ed with diseases, and often as incurably. That

farmers were observant men in agricultural

pursuits, but that they had no time to reduce it

to a science. He then spoke of the formation

of plants, their growth, and propensities to

nurture the different growths of fungi, mush-

rooms, toadstools, puff balls, which lived only

upon dead matter, but confining himself to

those which produced disease in growing,

plants, especially wheat, com and oats. He
said that the season or soil had nothing to do

with the growth of fungi further than its ten-

dency to spread the disease. That different

kinds of fungus matter extended through a

field of wheat in from ten to twelve days ; that

in Russia, that which lived upon decayed mat-

ter grew sometimes two feet high in a single

night.

THE CSANBESP.Y CUXTUEE IN NEW JESSEY.

At a recent meeting of the Pennsylvania

Horticultural Society, William Parry read a

paper containing some interesting facts re-

specting the culture of the cranberry in New
Jersey. He thinks there is at least one million

dollars invested in the culture of cranberries in

the county of Ocean ; and in Monmouth and

Burlington counties, the culture is still more

extended. At Shamong, portions of bog have

yielded at the rate of 220 bushels per acre,

which, at the price last fall, would amount to

$1,250. W. R. Braddock of Medford, has

about 1 00 acres, twenty of which yielded last

year an average ot 100 bushels per acre,

amounting to .$3 per bushel, clear of all cx-

! penses, or $6,000 from the 20 acres in berry-

i ing. T. and A. Budd purchased a tract of ce-

! dar swamp, five years since, at $10 per acre,

i

for which they have since been offered $G00

! per acre. Last year 28 acres of it yielded 1,-

! 800 bushels of fruit, or 67 bushels per acre,

|
and amounted to $7,200, at $4 per bushel.

GsT The Twenty-first Annual Meeting of the

Burlington County, N. J., Agricultural Society,

will be held at Mount Holly, on the 26th of

January. This is one of the most prosperous

and influential Agricultural Societies in New
Jersey.

TRAVELING AGENTS FOR THE FARM AND FIRESIDE.

George A. Smith, B. P. Taft, Robert Messenger, John A. Co-

rev, Daniel J. Bolster, O. A. Fairbanks.

The Rose.—The trade in roses, as is well known, is of considerable importance in France. Rose trees are cultivated in different parts of the country

in open fields, just as turnips or cabbages. Thus there are 500,000 rose trees near Orleans, 200,000 near Metz, 1,000,000 near Angers, 1,500,000 near Ly-

ons, 2,000,000 near Paris, and 2,000,000 in the thirteen communes of Bri-Compte-Robert. The varieties called Rose-The, the Bourbon, and Mousseuse,

flourish, particularly in the environs of Paris and Orleans. These flowers are raised for distillation into extracts, used in perfumery as rose water and as

a constituent of Eau de Cologne. The ottar of rose is manufactured mainly in the East, and is exceedingly valuable.
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" SENT BY EXPRESS."

Marian Harlan was alone hi the world-

lier mother just buried.

She was a beautiful brown haired girl, with
j

soft, shy eyes of a violet gray, and rosy Hps
]

compressed to a firmness far beyond her years,
j

For after all she was scarcely seventeen, and
j

so Deacon Gray was telling her, as he sat by
j

the fire spreading his huge hands over the tardy
j

blaze and asked

:

" But what are you going to do to 'arn your
j

bread and butter, child ?"

" I don't know—I haven't thought—mamma
j

had an uncie in New York who—

"

"Yes, yes—I've heern tell about him—he
j

was mad 'cause your mother did not marry
j

just to suit him, wasn't he ?"

Marian was silent. Deacon Gray waited a
j

few minutes, hoping she would admit him into
\

her secret meditations; but she did not, andj

the Deacon went home, to tell his wife that
j

"that Harlan girl was the very queerest crea-j

ture he had ever come across."

In the meanwhile Marian was packing her j

few scanty things into a little carpet bag, by
|

the weird, flickering light of the dying wood

fire.

"I will go to New York," she said to her-

self, seetting her small, pearly teeth firmly to-

gether.

"My mother's uncle shall hear her cause

pleaded through my own lips. Oh, I wish my
heart would not throb so wildly ! I am no

longer meek Minnie Harlan ; I am an orphan

all alone in the world, who must fight life's bat-

tle with her own single hands ?"

Lower Broadway at seven o'clock, P. M.

What a babel of crashing wheels, hurrying hu-

manity and conglomerate' noise it was ! Minnie

Harlan sat in the corner of an express office,

under the flare of gas lights, surrounded by

boxes, and wondering whether the people ever

went crazed in this perpetual din and tumult.

Her dress was plain gray poplin, with a shabby,

old-fashioned little straw bonnet tied with black

ribbons, and a blue veil, while her articles of

baggage, in the carpet-bag, lay in her lap. She

had sat there two hours, and was very, very

tired.

" Poor little tiling,'' thought the dark-haired

youngest clerk nearest her, who inhabited a

sort of wire cage under a circlet of gaslights.

And then he took up his pen and plunged into

a perfect Atlantic ocean of accounts.

"Mr. Evans?"

The dark haired clerk emerged from his cage

with his pen behind his ear in obedience to the

beckoning finger of his superior.

"I have noticed that young woman sitting

here for some time—how came she here ?"

" Expressed on, sir, from Millington, Iowa

—

arrived this afternoon."

As though Minnie Harlan were a box or a

parcel.

"Who for?"

" Consigned to Walter Harrington, Esq."

"And why hasn't she been called for ?"

"I sent up to Mr. Harrington's address to

notify him some time ago ; I expect an answer

every moment."

"Very odd," said the grey-haired gentleman,

taking up his newspaper.
" Yes sir, rather."

Some three-quarters of an hour afterwards,

Frank Evans came to the pale girl's side with

an indescribable pity in his hazel eyes.

"Miss Harlan, we have sent to Mr. Harring-

ton's residence

—

Minnie looked up with a feverish red upon

her cheek, and her hands clasped tightly on the

handle of the faded carpet bag.

"—And we regret to inform you that he

sailed for Europe at twelve o'clock this day."

A sudden blur came over Minnie's eyes—she

trembled like a leaf. In all her calculations,

she had made no allowance for an exigency

like this.

"Can we do anything further for you?"

questioned the young clerk, politely.

"Nothing—no one can do anything now."

Frank Evans had been turning away, but

something in the piteous tones of her voice ap-

pealed to every manly instinct within him.

"Shall I send you to any other of yourj

friends ?"
. 1

'
' I have no friends

!

"
§

"Perhaps I can have your things sent to 1

some quiet family hotel!" I

Minnie opened the little leather purse andf

showed him two ten cent pieces, with a smile I

that was almost a tear. i

" This is all the money I have in the world, I

sir!" 1

So young, so beautiful, and so desolate !
j

Frank Evans had been a New Yorker all his I

life, but he had never met with an exact par-

1

allel case to this. He bit the end of his pen in [

dire perplexity.
{

"But what are you going to do ?"
|

" I don't know, sir. Isn't there a work-house \

or some such a place, I could go to, until 1

1

could find something to do ?" I

" Hardly." Frank Evans could scarcely help [

laughing at poor Minnie's simplicity. 1

'

' They are putting out the lights, and pre-

1

paring to close the office," said Minnie, starting I

to her feet. "I must go somewhere." I

"Miss Harlan," said Frank, quietly, "my

I

home is a very poor one—I am only a five hun-

1

dred dollar clerk—but I am sure my mother I

will receive you under her roof for a day or two, 1

if you can trust me." =

' 1 Trust you ?" Minnie looked at him through [

violet eyes obscured in tears. "Oh, sir, II

should be so thankful!"
j

"How late you are Frank ! Here, give me |

your overcoat—it is all powdered with snow, I

and—" j

But Frank interrupted his bustling cherry-

1

cheeked mother, as she stood on tip-toe to I

take off his outer wrappings. I

" Hush, mother ! there is a young lady down [

stairs." 1

"A young lady, Frank ?"
|

"Yes, mother; expressed on from Iowa to 1

old Harrington, the rich merchant. He sailed [

for Europe this morning, and she is entirely]

alone. Mother, she looks like poor Blanche, !

and I know you wouldn't refuse her a corner
[

here until she could find something to do." [

Mrs. Evans went to the door and called!

cheerily out : [

"Come up stairs, my dear—you'r welcome

[

as flowers in May ! Frank, you did quite j

right
;
you always do."

j

The days and weeks passed on, and still Min-
j

\
nie Harlan remained an inmate of Mrs. Evans's j

I
humble dwelling. "It seems as though she!

i had taken our dead Blanche's place," said the

!

;
cosey little widow ; and she is so useful about !

I

the house. I don't know how I managed with- !

\ out her."
!

"Now Minnie, you are not in earnest about!

j leaving us to-morrow ?"
!

"I must, dear Mrs. Evans. Only think—1|

! have been here two months to-morrow ; and

!

i the situation as .governess is very advantage-

!

lous."

"Very well, I shall tell Frank how very ob-

1

! stinate you are." j

! " Dearest Mrs. Evans, please don't ! Please;

I keep my secret."
}

j

" What secret is it that is to be so religiously

!

! kept ?" asked Mr. Frank Evans, coolly walking

j

; into the midst of the discussion, with his dark
j

j hair tossed about by the wind, and his hazel

j

! brown eyes sparkling archly.

!

' 1 Secret
!

" repeated Mrs. Evans, energetically
j

! wiping her dim spectacle glasses. " Why, j

! Minnie is determined to leave us to-morrow." !

! "Minnie!" • !

j
"I must, Frank, I have no right further to

!

!
trespass on your kindness." I

j "Not right, eh ? Minnie, do you know that

!

! the house has been a different house since you

!

;
came into it ? Do you suppose we want to lose \

! our little sunbeam ?" !

j Minnie smiled sadly, but her hand felt very j

j cold and passive in Frank's warm grasp.

! "You'll stay, Minnie?"
\

j "No."' She shook her head determinedly. |

! "Then you must be made to stay," saidj

; Frank.
'

' I've missed something of great value

!

|
lately, and I hereby arrest you on suspicion of I

j the theft!" !

! "Missed something!" Minnie arose, and!

| turned red and white. " Oh, Frank, you never

!

| can suspect me !"
!

}
" But I do suspect you. In fact I am quite j

s sure the article is in your possession." I

"The article!"

" My heart, Miss Minnie ! Now look here
;

I love you, Minnie Harlan, and I will be a

good and true husband to yon, Stay, be my
little wife!"

So Minnie Harlan, instead of going out as

governess, according to the programme, mar-

ried the dark-haired clerk in Ellison's Express

Office.

They were quietly married, early in the

morning, and Frank took Minnie home to his

mother, and then went calmly about his busi-

ness in the wire cage, under the circlet of gas-

light.

"Evans! "

" Yes, sir."

Frank, with his pen behind his ear as of

yore, quietly obeyed the behest of the gray-

headed official.

"Do you remember the young woman who
was expressed on from Millington, Iowa, two

months since ?
"

"Yes, sir—I remember her."

A tall, silver haired gentleman here inter-

posed with eager quickness

:

"Where is she? I am her uncle, Walter

Harrington. I have just returned from Paris,

where the news of her arrival reached me ! I

want her ; she is the only living relative left

me !

"

"Ah! but sir," said Frank, " you can't have

her."

"Can't have her? what do you mean?

—

" Has anything happened ?
"

"Yes, sir, something has happened: Miss

Harlan was married to me this morning."

Walter Harrington started.

"Take me to her," he said, hoarsely. "I
can't be parted from my only relative for such

a mere whim."

"I wonder if he calls the marriage service

and wedding rings mere whims," thought hon-

est Frank ; but he obeyed in silence.

"Minnie," said the old man, in faltering ac-

cents, "you will come to me and be the

daughter of my old age ? I am rich, Minnie,

and you are all I have in the wide world."

But Minnie stole her hand through her hus-

band's arm.

"Dearest uncle, he was kind to me when I

was most desolate and alone. I cannot leave

my husband, Uncle Walter—I love him !

"

"Then you must both of you come and be

my children," said the old man, doggedly.

—

"And you must come now, for the great

house is as lonely as a tomb."

Frank Evans is no longer an express clerk,

and pretty Minnie moves in velvet and dia-

monds ; but they are quite as happy as they

were in the old days, and that is saying enough.

Uncle Walter Harrington grows older and fee-

bler every day, and his two children are the

sunshine of his declining life.

Wvnm $tew Banks,

ARCTIC EXPLORATIONS.

We present our readers with a few extracts

from Dr. Hays's forthcoming work, entitled

"The Open Polar Sea," now in press by Messrs.

Hurd & Houghton

:

BIRD-CATCHING IN GREENLAND.

While I was watching these movements with

much interest, my companion was intent only
upon business, and warned me to lie lower, as

the birds saw me and were flying too high
overhead. Having at length got myself stowed
away to the satisfaction of my savage com-
panion, the sport began. The birds were be-

ginning again to whirl their flight closer to our
heads—so close, indeed, did they come that it

seemed as if I could catch them with my cap.

Presently, I observed my companion preparing
himself as a flock of unusual thickness was
approaching

;
and, in a moment, up went the

net ; a half dozen birds flew bang into it, and,

stunned with the blow, they could not flutter

out before Kalutunah had slipped the staff

quickly through his hands and seized the net

;

with his left hand he now pressed down
the birds, while with the right he drew them
out one by one

;
and, for want of a third hand,

he used his teeth to crush their heads. The
wings were then locked across each other to

keep them from fluttering away, and with an

air of triumph the old fellow looked around at

me, spat the blood and feathers from his mouth,
and went on with the sport, tossing up his net

and hauling it in with much rapidity until he
had caught about a hundred birds

;
when, my

curiosity being satisfied, we returned to camp
and made a hearty meal out of the game which
we had bagged in this novel and unsportsman-

like manner. While an immense stew was
preparing, Kalutunah amused himself with

tearing off the birds' skins and consuming the

raw flesh while it was yet warm.
BRILLIANCY OF TIIE ARCTIC SUMMER.

The sun reaching its greatest northern de-

clination on the, 21st, we were now in the full

blaze of Summer. Six eventful months had
passed over since the Arctic mid-night shroud-

ed us in gloom, and now we had reached the

Arctic mid-day. And this mid-day was a day

of wonderful brightness. The temperature

had gone up higher than al any previous time,

marking, at meridian, 49 ° , while in the sun
c A more calm

i and lovely air never softened the Arctic land-

i scape.

Tempted by the day, I strolled down into

! the valley south of the harbor. The recent

i snow had mostly disappeared, and valley and

j
hill-side were speckled with a rich carpet of

\ green, with only here and there a patch of the

I
winter snow yet undissolved—an emerald car-

j
pet, fringed and inlaid with silver and sprinkled

j over with fragments of a bouquet—for many

j flowers were now in full bloom, and their tiny

j
faces peeped above the sod. A herd of rein-

I deer were browsing on the plam beneath me,

j and some white rabbits had come from

j their hiding-places to feed upon the bursting

! willow-buds. New objects of interest led me

! on from spot to spot—babbling brooks, arid

j
rocky hill-sides, and little glaciers, and soften-

I ing snow-banks, alternating with patches of

j tender green.

! A marvelous change had come over the face

j of Nature since the shadow of the night had

! passed away. Recalling the gloom and silence

!of the Arctic night,—the death-like quiet

! which reigned in the endless darkness—the ab-

! sence of every living thing that could relieve

! the solitude of its terrors—it was not possible

! to see, without surprise, the same landscape

! covered with an endless blaze of light, the air

! and sea and earth teaming with life, the desert

!
places sparkling with green, and brightening

! with flowers,—the mind finding everywhere

! some new object of pleasure, where before

! there was but gloom. The change of the Arc-

! tic Winter to the Arctic Summer is indeed the

i change from death to life ; and the Voice

I
which speaks to the sun and the winds, and

j
brings back the joyous day, is that same Voice

j which said

:

I "She is not dead, but sleepeth,"

—

I
and the pulseless heart was made to throb

i again, and the bloom returned to the pallid

! cheek.

j RUNNING DOWN A POLAR BEAR.

! While bounding along, logging 10 knots an

!
hour, we almost run over an immense polar

;
bear, which was swimming in the open water,

! making a fierce battle with the seas, and seem-

j
ingly desirous of boarding us. He was evi-

!
dently much exhausted, and seeing the vessel

! approach, doubtless had made at her in search

[
of safety. The unhappy beast had probably

I allowed himself to be drifted off on an ice-

! raft which had gone to pieces under him in the

!
heavy seas. Although these polar bears are

;fine swimmers, I much fear that the waves

! would in the end prove too much for this poor

!
fellow, as there was not a speck of ice in sight

i on which he could find shelter. As we passed

j he touched the schooner's side, and Jensen,

\ who seized a rifle, was in the act of putting an

j end to his career, when I arrested his hand.

—

I The beast was making such a brave fight for

i his life that I would not see him shot, more es-

\
pccially as the waves were running too high to

i lower a boat for his carcass, without a risk

i which the circumstances did not warrant.

British Exports.—The exports of British

manufactures to the United States this year are

double what they were last year. For eight

months of 1865, twenty-one principal articles

came to $40,000,000 ; this year they amount to

$80,000,000.

Deep vs. Shallow Milk Pans.—Mr. M. A. Richardson, of Sherman, N. Y., says :
—" Whether more cream can be obtained from deep or shallow

pans, is an easy matter to settle, without even an experiment. It takes time for cream to rise
;

therefore, it will rise in a shallow pan sooner than in a
deep one, and consequently, in warm weather, when milk will thicken in a few hours, shallow pans should be used, or the cream will be cau<dit in the
thickened milk and the skimmer won't find it. But in cooler weather, when milk will remain thki long enough for the cream to rise, deer? ]

preferred by some. Even then, sweeter butter can be made from shallow pans."
deep pans are
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ANNUAL MEETING.

The nnnual meeting of the Rhode Island So-[

ciety for the Encouragement of Domestic In-
j

dustry was held on Wednesday morning, 1 6th \

inst., at its hall in Providence, the first Vice-

1

President, Henry W. Lothrop, Esq., in the 1

chair. 1

The Standing Committee presented their an-

f

nual report, which was read and accepted. I

The Treasurer presented an abstract of his
j

accounts for the year, which was read and ac-

1

cepted. The receipts were $1,SS7 59, and the
\

expenses $1,977 66.
f

The Secretary presented his nccrological re-

!

port for the year, which was accepted, and he I

was authorized, by consent of the Stantling I

Committee, to add to his report biographical i

sketches of members deceased, which he had I

not completed. The names of the members
j

deceased during the past year are : Charles H. |

Childs, Thomas J. Stead, Daniel Paine, Isaac I

Thurber, Byron Sprague, Edward F. Miller, f

Peter Church, Esek W. Dexter, Geo. M. Rich-
j

mond, Martin Stoddard and Wilkins Updike. |

TINDER THE VIOLETS.

Ilcr hands arc cold, her face is whtto,

No more her pulses come and go

;

Her eyes are shut to life and light

;

Fold the white vestures, snow on snow,

And lay her where the violets blow.

But not beneath a graven stone,

To plead for tears with alien eyes;

A slender cross of wood alone

Shall say, that here a maiden lies

In peace beneath the skies.

For the morning choir will sing

Its matins from the branches high,

Aud every minstrel voice of spring,

That thrills beneath the April sky

Shall greet her with its earliest cry.

When turning round that dial track,

Eastward the lengthened shadows pass,

Her little mourners clad in black,

The cricket sliding through the grass,

Shall pipe for her an evening mass.

At last the rootlets of the trees

Shall find the prison where she lies,

And bear the buried dust they seize

In leaves and blossoms to the skies

;

So may the soul that warmed It rise.

If any, born of kindlier blood,

Should ask what maiden lies below,

Say only this: "A tender bud,

That tried to blossom in the snow,

Lies withered where the violRs blow."

| ship throughout the neighborhood. Take aj

I load of young folks to the singing school at the !

i neighboring church ov school-house ; it docs f

| one good to hear and take part in such exer- j

I rises. I
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PUBLISHKD EVERY SATURDAY.

J2.00 PKR ANNUM, BTBIOTl.Y AN1> ALWAYS IN ADVANOK.

. ADVERTISEMENTS. -A limited number of apricviltural ad-

|
J.UC lot Of tllC iarilicr, if he Chooses 80 to j vertlBcmcnU will be publiihed. Price, fifteen okntb a line,

i make it, is the most delightful Of all pursuits,
7
- each Insertion. Special advertisements, at the bottom of the

I while on the other hand it may be made the! TV*"™ 7."''; "T "7
cach ,nM

?'
M
"\ K°

=
_

J i cnts are allowpd In advertisements, and no unusual display

I most tiresome, and almost disgusting tO the j The; Publisher holds the right lo reject any advertisement

1 unfortunate agriculturist. By proper use 0f| not lultaWo for there p«ge».

:,, , „. ... . . , , , , = All letters, remittances, Ac, should be addressed to

|
the faculties with which nature has endowed

| s . „. F0Ss, Publisher, woonsocket, k. t.

I us, we make ourselves and others comfortable, j —«—~-

| and farming a pleasant occupation, while many
a youth has turned his back to the farm to seek

his fortune in the crowded city at the expense

Of his health and his morals, When he WOUld j Prussia's late war cost her #42,000,000, to cover which, with E

gladly have stayed at home, had he had proper 1
*afc 'n»rB|n .

Eu <= n" lcvl<! '1 » contribution of $56,200,000 upon

relaxation, and home had been more than I

merely a place to eat and Sleep. Aud howl Go»BlP reports the speedy return of Gen. McClcllan from Eu-

many citizens retire to spend then

life upon a farm ! They have found out the j

rope, and that he will reside at his country house, in Orange,
many citizens retire to spend their evening ol =

N(jw Jcr8ey

It was voted that the thanks of the Society
j RECREATION AND AMUSEMENTS OF FARM- 1 Hardy a well k

be tendered to the proprietors of the Provi- = ESS AND THEIR FAMILIES IN WINTER, j read a c
dence Daily Journal Daily Post, Evening

}

Value Of Occasional relaxation from toil, and I V
T

!',

C maslodon which was recently discovered at Cohocs,

' i N. Y., has been transported to the Slate geological museum at

hence we find those envying the farmer's lot, = Albany.

not knowing llOW often the farmer makes llisj The wheels of the large ocean steamers make about 200,000

lot burdensome by unceasing toil. I
re™lutions ln crossing the Atlantic, between New York and

| | Liverpool.

i ~, ,, . , - , I The arming of the whole Austrian army with hreech-loadlng

|
The Beaver. At a recent meeting of the i

rlflCB , B re80lred upo„. The modification of the existing mu.-

I Natural History Society of Halifax, N. S., Col. | kets win extend to 080,000 weapons.

llOWn sportsman and naturalist, I Civilized man drinks $200,000,000 worth of champagne every

on the beaver, whose habits he I _ . „ , .!.,,:,„7

t
1 After Fred. Douglas had finished his recent lecture In New

Press and the California Farmer for their na = Farmers, as a general thing, labor more, 1
bad closely observed. The dams built by bea-

1 york, an exuberant white woman went uP to the platform and
riess, ana tne uanioinu 1 aimei 101 men pa-

i >
0

. =lj . §vcrs he said are of considerable strenolh and I wssedhim. Fred, received the token without blushing,

ners furnished to the Sociptv the last vear '= with less relaxation, than is for their own com- =
vt-ls

'
uo bMU

'
ale 01 ^-ousmciauic suen0 iu, ana .

fort Manv of them toil eariv and late sum 1 in som0 cases broacl enougb for two persons to I
w> 1 °f av^^ t life insurance company re.

;

IOlt. Many Ot them toil eaily ailtl late, SUm- | » l
= cently died and had no Insurance upon his life. This Is almost

I mer and winter, and by a proper arrangement \ Pass over abreast, while the houses are not \ ag bau as the bald-headed man selling his ointment for restoring

I of their work, have as much to do on a rainy 1
built Iike thosc

.

depicted in old natural history I the hair.

Whereas, Samuel S. Foss, Esq.
,
publisher of! day as any other As a bow always bent loses 1

books
'
larSe bee-hive looking structures, plas- [

Pork is dull at six cents a pound in West Virginia,

the Woonsocket Patriot, has issued the first
j

-m elasticity so a laborer'whose system is al-

!

terecl with mud and roun(led ofî but mere co1"
I JZlZT*' "* U"

number ot a weekly journal, devoted to Agn- =
"

. : Mectionsofo-oodsizedsticksandbrtnchestwined

-

Cultural and Domestic pursuits, and Of a hi"-h- I
Wa>'S exerted to lis Utmost Capacity, Will be- I

» TIC A Last year 2«6.4% persons arrived in the United States from

ly creditable character in its literary and typo- j come prematurely old, and will be worn out |
t0Sctuer with roots. A perfect model ot one ot

\ torelga countriM of whom o
9 ,
00o went west,

graphical departments; it is therefore ! w ;tu toil when he should be in his prime. If!
tbose houses, resting by the lake side, and sev-j rive thousand men will be thrown out of. employment in

Resolved, That this Society greet with much
j a man is dependent for a living on the work of!

el
'

al elaborate sketches illustrating the habits of
j ™furs on lhe 15lh of lhJa monl"' br the et0DP |n8 of ,he lron

The following resolutions, submitted by Hon. !

fort ^ of thei"
,

toil early a"d late
'
SUm

• - iit/ip nil/I wintor tinn liir n nrAitfit' tiiToniMinion
Elisha Dyer, were passed

:

./
ts

j each particular day, if he is compelled to work
j

the animal
>
accompanied the paper. The

j

pleasure "The Farm and Fireside
'

introduction to the atrricultural rammnilirv !
cacii particular uay, 11 lie is cumpeneu to worn

|
'

.
, % „~~~.*~*~\ Z~~ '= Lran, Mass., has 220 boot and shoe manufacturers,

a^d the^so^aHife of^ hear^tone^ongral: \ one day to procure food for the next, he must [
house constructed of small twigs, roots, &c,

|
pro<IuotIon

, m„ worlh .

ulatingits enterprising publisher and propric- ! labor more unremittingly than he who hasPvas CUvlsaDle mt0 w» parts; the upper on
j

America has 90,000 miles of telegraph and 36,000 of railway,

tor on the very flattering auspices under which | enou"'h of property to bo comfortable ancl!
beins taken off revealed the curious arrange-

[ The Portland Argus states that Mr. Bingham of the House,

his publication has been issued. | loWo mnro tn ;„„,.„„ 00 ;t t1,on ;t
'

I ment within, a good sized hall having a raised I
h:l8 purchased of James Keegan of Augusta, his celebrated

Resolved, That this Society in its recognition

of, and sympathy for, this first Rhode Island
|

I labors more to increase it than enjoy it.

But what recreation shall the farmer take ? \

I couch at the back, comfortably lined with grass,
j

I
rotting horse "Johnny Schmoker," for $3500.

| A bleached pine stump rose behind the house 1

formed of j

upon it.
]

The Btaksts,

tion as the means of disseminating such facts

I

is refreshing. But in the winter, when Ms! _ ^
"

'

Brighton cattle market.

and information as may from time to time be I crops are gathered, and comparatively but!
Bittle Things. The preciousness of little |

At market for the current week: cattle, 2037: sheep and

deemed worthy of attention, and in this re-! little to do, he should relax his exertions, andl
thinSs was neyer more heautifuUy expressed! ™4

B.-Beef cattle -Extra, $i2 50ffsi3 oo : 1st quality^^a^^^^^^l^^^^ the next season's work. A change I
than iu tbe foUowinS ^orceau: "Little mar-

{ ,» oo@i2 25; id«x,«u oq@n 75: Sda.. ,9 500.10 <o V
ana Lnoi 01 the memOeis 01 this bocietj and t s tin-boxes of homes are <rPnerillv the m0ct ! 100 tbs. (the total weight of hides, tallow and dressed Beef.)

the community at large. fof employment is oftentimes a relief, and soi
uuuoxes 01 nomei are generally the most

| Country Hicie S-8V(S9c 1? lb; country TaUow, ia-,y^ ib.

Resolved, That the Secretary of this Society i the farmer will find after a few days' hardl napro and cose3
r

;
httle villages are nearer to| Brighton Hides, ioc i? «,. Brighton Tallow 8@8#c« lb.

transmit a copy of these resolutions to the I work, to take a few tools and make a feeding I
bemS atoms of a shattered paradise than any- [

Lambskins, $l@i 23 each; Sheep sktas, $l@l 25 each,

publisher of the "Farm and Fireside."
j
trough or other useM or omamental articies

,
j
thing we know of; and little fortunes bringj ^™®^

of' Cattle from the west wh.ch.reof

Voted, that the printing of the transactions I will relieve the dulness of the season and keep I
most contcnt

>
and httle hopes the least dis-

1 a better quality than those or last week. Taking quality and

of this Society in the year 18GG, be referred to I him out of idleness. Let him keep a record off
W*i»cnt Little words arc the sweetest

jg^^^SS^STCTJT^'Z
the Standing Committee, to take such order i his operations during the summer, of his crops, I

near, little charities ny luithest and stay = Afew of lhe eslra brands have been eoidat i3M«i3' ;
e ? n>.

about the same as they shall deem expedient. I and the labor bestowed on them, and study it I
lonSest on the wind

;
little lakes are the stillest, I stores-with the exceptions of working oxen and Milch cows

5
little hearts the fullest, and little farms the best I

lhere are bl" fen' Store9 brousl" t0 market
-

Nc" rl>
'

,h0

Voted, that a committee of five be appoint- 1 over in fhe winter evenings, and arrange it in |

ed by the chair to nominate officers of the 1 a form convenient for preservation and future 1

Society for the year ensuing. I reference. Let him write his experience to his j

tle sonSs the most 1otccI - And when na- j
There has been a^J^fJ^^" lhe lasl

= 1
tnrfl wnnld „.a. ,= six weeks than for anv other stock brought lo market.

The chair subsquently appointed Messrs. I agricultural paper, aud meet and discuss his I
wouia maKO anything especially rare ana 1 Mllch Cows_SalcscltraS800aioo ; ordinary ?60(ff.7o; store

O. Brown, W. Viall, A. B. Chadsey, H. ! views with his neighbors. A farmer's club I

beautu°ul, she makes it little—little pearls, little | cows $355f50. Prices of Milch cows depend aitogeth.r upon

Staples, and John Holdeu as this committee, j should be established in every neighborhood, |
diamonds, little dews. Everybody calls that

j

lh

^^^d^^^ 61 nt 6k„ 97 at6c , 1M al6^c, 40al

The foregoing committee, after consultation, I and should have meetings at least weekly dur- \
llttle tbat tbey lo7e best on eartb

- We once I "'Vs-, 104 at sc. 203 at 6Xc, 92 at 6c, so at s^c, 75 at 6c, 12 at fc

asked leave to report at some subsequent day, I ing the winter evenings. Let each one prepare !
heard a Sood sort of a man speak of his little { * lb, 108 at $3, ill at $3 25, 110 at $4 50j head. The trade is

= = wifn onil Ti-n fit n' 4- 1 w 4.
= • niain- of them are taken at a commission,

and proposed an adjourned meeting of the So- f a paper to read at the nieetingJ, on any par- 1
Wlle

'
ana v"° Iancieatnat she must be a perfect

| Swine
_-
None lnmarkct .

ciety on the first Wednesday in February next, i ticular subject. It will afford both pleasure 1

little b'j°u of a wifc
-
We saw her

.
and she

|

at lOi o'clock a. m. laud profit. Let the relative profits of the dif- !
weiSbecl 210 : w0 were surprised. But then it! new york wool market

- * -,
'- was nn into- thn mn,i mm„t !t T-To r»r.nlr1 - The market Is slid somewhat unsettled, though prices have

The subject of lectures and addresses before 1 ferent productions of the farm, the best modes f

3
.

J
_

u lUL
_

UI"U maaal ^ couiu
; ])o[ varied materia„y The Ealca are 130i0oo lbs. state and

the Society during the year was referred to a ! of culture, fencing, draining, and a dozen other I

put his wife in his heart and have room for
]
western Fleece at45a65c for ordinary to extra chdee-the tat-

. ... T . _ = small cattle being sold for beef.

, 1
tilled. Little books are the most read, and lit- 1 working oxen-Sales at $160, 1G3, 180, m, m, 200, 205, 215.

I
tie songs the most loved. And when na

Committee, consisting of Messrs. J. De "W. I topics be discussed. I other things beside
; and What was She but lit- ! l'T rrlcp f°r XX Ohio ; 30,000 Its. super and extra Pulled. 30a52

;

1 100,000 Its. Texas, 15a22>f; for inferior and Ill-conditioned, and

2Jo33 for fair to prime; 10,000 fhs. California 2-1M ; 9C00 11 sPerry, E. Djer, A. B. Chadsey and John Hoi- = The writer derived much satisfaction from =

rlon tnr»nnrtrttl,»nfli™™,ln,o0(i,^ ,. „ .. „ , , . : = gl'Cat beauty of all WC love best, hoi)C for most, I Mexican, 17 ; 16.000 fl.s. Black SpanlBh, 17; 15,000 lbs. African,
den, to lepoit at the adjourned meeting. .attending the meetings of a debating society, I

°, •

,

1

! m bond, 17 gold and 27^ currency ; co bales Buenos Ayres Me-

The Society then adjourned to the first j the past winter. Such an one mi»-ht be cstab- 1

iou0est,.

f rino, 30 currency; 100 do. Mertiza, 110 do. Donskoi, and no do.

\ Cape, on private terms.Wednesday in February next, at lOi o'clock j lished almost everywhere. It gives those who}
a - m - 'j are unaccustomed to speak in public a chance 1

"^nE Secretary of the Worcester County Hor-
\ albany cattle market.

The meeting was more fully attended than ] to overcome a natural diffidence, and to all an I

ticu'tural Society is preaching a crusade against
j bkhver—The market opened extremely dull, with but few

I the robins. He thinks they eat more fruit than buyers, but yesterday dealers from the East bought pretty

Utile
have been the annual meetings for many years

j
opportunity to improve oratory. Let plain

[

past.
\ questions be selected, such as any farmer can [

worms
>
and arc altogether too expensive warb-

{

**£ b»l extra, prices «rC low,

::::::=::= I advise something for or against ; and every one |

lers to be encouraged. They fatten upon
| Freights-To Brighton, Providence, Hartford, New Haven,

; I Northern fruits, and then go South to tickle the ! Ncw Lonllon and Norwich, cattle and sheep, Westernm per

= car, State do. 53; sheep 20 per ct. less; swine 10 per ct. less

;

| swine, Western, 10c 100 lbs.;

palates of Southern gourmats.

A negro boy was driving a mule in Jamaica, I Beeves..

Aver, weekly receipts
lasl year.

4,76t>

6.255

President Lincoln used to tell this story of 1
connected with it do the best he can, and some

f

himself: He was riding one day on the stage- { benefit will accrue.

coach in Illinois, when the driver asked him to j The family of the farmer should also have
treat. " I never use liquor," was Mr. Lincoln's i some provision made for then- pleasure. If =

reply, " and I cannot induce others to do so." I horses are put out to the sleigh and a ride taken I
when tbc ani '"al suddenly stopped and refused

f r^ 0ES
^"

"Don't chew, neither?" "No, sir." " Nor
j occasionally, they will be none the worse for it. j |°

blKlS( '-
-i Won't you go, c^" said the boy.

]

|remium... .......

smoke?" "No, sir; I never use tobacco in 1 Let them visit their neighbors and spend anl" Fecl graml ,
do you?. I s'pose you forget

|
nrstquaii^'''

any form." "Well," replied the disgusted | evening in cheerful conversation, or a few |your fodder was a jackass."

Jehu, "I Laint much opinion of you fellers | amusing games or other amusements; have} •

with no small vices ; I've allers noticed they I their neighbors visit them, and thus by friendly
A Connect '<: 1" Yankee has cleared his house of rats by catch- 1 ib.

m.!-/i;t nnlnW.mes" '
1 :„* i e l i <• • i 5 iuS "nd dipping him In red paint. He then let him loose, I H003_Scveral hundred" sold al 6^a^c 5? It) for light and

make it up in big ones. - intercourse keep up a spirit ot mutual friend- = and the other rats, not liking his looks, left immediately. i heavy.-rJoumai.

New England in 1673.—At this period of our history, there were in New England 120,000 souls, 13,000 families, and 1G 000 men capable of bearing
arms. There were 12 ships between 100 and 200 tons, 190 ships between 20 aud 100 tons, and 500 fishing boats under 6 tons. No house had more
than 20 rooms, and not above 20 in Boston which had above 10. There were no beggars. There were no musicians by trade, and a dancing
school was set up, but put down, though a fencing school was allowed. No cloth was made worth over 4s a yard, and no linen above 2s Gd, and
there was not a man worth over $30,000.

This week.
..$10 OOall 00

.. 8 50a 9 50
... 7 25a 7 75

I Second quality 6 00a 6 75

ISSa».".:::u::::::::

Total since
Jan. 1.

6,800
9,600

Lasl week.
$10 OOall U0

8 25a 9 00
7 25a 7 75
6 00a 6 75
5 00a 5 75
4 25a 4 75

nd ; sales about 1500 at teSXc y
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THE FIRESIDE.

Let others seek for empty joys

At ball or concert, rout or play

;

Whilst, far from Fashion's idle noise,

Her gilded domes and trappings gay,

I while the wintry eve away

;

'Twixt book and lute the hours divide,

And marvel how I e'er could stray

From thee—ray own fireBlde 1

My own fireside 1 Those simple words

Can bid the sweetest dreams arise,

Awaken feeling's tenderest chords,

And nil with tears of joy mine eyes.

What is there my wild heart can prize,

That doth not in thy sphere abide

;

Haunt of my home-bred sympathies,

My own—my own fireside ?

A gentle form Is near me now

;

A small white hand is clasped in mine

;

I gaze upon her placid brow,

And ask, what joys can equal thine ?

A babe, whose beauties half divine,

In sleep his mother's eyes doth hide

;

Where may Love seek a fitter shrine

Than thou—my own fireside ?

My refuge ever from the storm

Of this world's passion, strife and care

;

Though thunder-clouds the Bkies deform,

Their fury cannot reach me there

:

There all is cheerful, calm and fair:

Wrath, Envy, Malice, Strife or Pride

Hath never made its hated lair

By thee—my own fireside 1

Shrine of my household deitieB I

Bright scene of home's unsullied joys

;

To thee my burdened spirit flies

When Fortune frowns, or Care annoys I

Thine is the bliss that never cloys;

The smile whose truth haB oft been:tried ;—

What, then, are this world's tinsel toys

To thee—my own fireside ?

Oh, may the yearnings, fond and sweet,

That bid my thoughts be all of thee,

Thus ever guide my wandering feet

To thy heart-soothing sanctuary

!

Whate'er my future years may be,

Let joy or grief my fate betide,

Be still an Eden bright to me,

My own—my own fireside I

1 per acre. You ask why this difference ? 1 1 hung in the curing barn. It turns a mottled I

! answer, it is all owing to superior culture, su-
{
green, becomes thick, and easily breaks when I

I perior manuring, etc. Tobacco will not be a f folded, upon ripening. Tobacco is hung with
|

I successful crop without these last essentials. | twine on poles, or by spearing, on lath. It
f

t Perhaps the reader will inquire the expense I
should be hung thin, to give a free circulation

j

I of growing an acre of tobacco. I will give [of air among it while curing. It is cured I

! the amount of labor in cultivating and prepar- 1 when the mid ribs of the leaves cease to yield |

ling an acre of tobacco-as it should be-on !
any sap upon being twisted. Watch, now, a I

i turf in the year 1864. I reduce the labor to I
mild, moist time

>
and when the tobacco comes

\

\ days' work. Number of days, 53J; plowing 1™, case so that it can be handled without}

twith yoke of oxen and pair of horses, two |
breaking or cracking the leaves ; take it down

|

Idays; hauling manure two days, ox team; I
and bulk it, preparatory to stripping. It is!

^harrowino- m manure and fitting with two! assorted into two or three qualities, as it may
|

I horse team, two days ; 10 cords (128 feet to [
be more or less perfect. The ground leaves go

j

! the cord) manure
;
guano and plaster to put in |

by themselves for fillers. All imperfect leaves
|

hull $7,50; G00O tobacco plants; 7 pounds ofl£° into another quality; and, lastly, the per-}

i twine to hang tobacco with; six cases for I feet leaves are stripped, and done up for wrap-

]

i casin- the crop. It must here be borne inlpers. In assorting and stripping, put that of f

f mind that sward land requires a much larger |
the same length of leaf in the same hank,, and

f

[amount of labor to fit it for setting, than old [be careful to do up every hank very nice,j

1 land • and that, in this case, the whole of the [
keeping the butts even, and winding the band

|

\ plants were watered out in a dry time, which j
smooth, and near the end of the butts. About

j

I took three to four times as long as when set in j
three hanks to the pound is the right size for

j

1 a moist time. The product was 2183 pounds j
the hanks. Each quality is bulked separately,

j

I of line wrappers, and 206 pounds of fillers, | and well covered in and weighted down, to
j

I amounting in value at that time to a little over |
prevent drying out. A mild day is chosen, af-

j

! $1100. Had the same amount been laid out j
ter the tobacco is all stripped, for casing, when

!

1 on old' land, equally good, the product would j
it is ready for market. About 375 pounds are I

I have been several hundred weight greater. |
pressed into a box 2£ feet square, by 3$ feet in

j

I 1 length, inside measure. Tobacco presses, or I

I
The foregoing is the actual product of an

j leyerg^ follower and biocking, are used for

!

I acre, most part of which was turf, broken up
j pressing_ Tobacco shovjld be stored m a dry [

j about eight inches deep, early m May, and had
| roQm whenj % ^m gaiu nQ moisture from out. f

I been in grass and mowed, some ten or twelve
f^ influences _ January, 1867. I

I years; soil, a good sandy loam. The success
|

.,,.„.» ,
|

1 of growing a good crop of tobacco depends
j a HEW HEDGE FLAIJT.

{much upon having a supply of good strong} NMmy aU hedge giants in common use I

{plants and planting them out early. The
f ^Q exhibited some radical defect!

1 plant-bed should have a sheltered position,
j^ hag prevented them from being extensively

=

Hop-Geowing and its Profits.—A corres-

pondent of the Wisconsin Parmer furnishes

the following facts and figures on this interest-

ing department of husbandry

:

Value of land, 7 acres at $60 $420 00
Cost of 12,000 poles, at 63£ cents 780 00

'' " Hop House "
'. .7uo 00

" " Press and Furnaces 140 00
" " Hop-boxes 50 00

Making the total permanent outlay $2,090 00
Charging to this year's crop 20 per cent, for wear and

interest, we have 20 per cent, of $2,090 418 00
Cost of cultivation and manure 542 00
Cost of picking, baling and marketing 1,440 00

Total expenses $2,400 00
Received lor crop 8.150 00
Net profit of crop $5,750 00

This field yielded 17,139 pounds of hops,

being an average yield per acre of 2448 pounds
—and a net profit per acre of $821 42. Has
any New England hop-grower beaten this ?

—

If so, let him furnish his statement and it shall

appear.

Profits of Bees.—Among the few brags on

bees this year, we notice that a correspondent

of the Rural New Yorker says he had seven

swarms last spring, which, with the exception

of two or three, were light, and he had little

hope of profit this year. But the account

stands thus : nine new swarms at $5, $45

;

one hundred and fifty pounds white clover

honey at thirty cents, $45 ;
fifty pounds buck-

wheat honey, at twenty-five cents, $1.50; to-

tal, $102.50^ or nearly $15 per swarm.

Pea Straw is richer in oil, albuminous or

flesh-formmg matter, than the straw of the ce-

reals. The woody fibre is also more digesti-

ble. This fully accounts for the repute in

which it is held as fodder for sheep and cattle.

Good Yield.—G. O. Gill, of West Medway,

raised the past season seven bushels of good

{with good exposure to the sun. The soil
j p0pmar _ The Wallingford Circular suggests a 1 onions on two square rods of ground,

j
should be deep, friable, and mellow

;
not ha-

j^ shrub)Wmch is comm0n enough,but which j Mr. Andrew McLaughlin, of Peacham, Vt.,

The bedi, __ —j-t«""- "~ I raised 58 bushels of wheat on li acres of land.

TOBACCO CTJLTTJBE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY WILLIAM H. WHITE, SOUTH WINDSOK, CONN.

! ble to drouth, or retentive of water, j.^ ™
| hag been uged yefy^ for hedge purposeS;

;
! should be prepared by digging m a good heavy

j and . f what
. ,

gaid for ^ ^ cQrrect) ft ig jugt

! coat of fine manure, guano or other fertilizer, f
thg tQ b(j ^ &f hedges Jn New Eng_

| free of weed-seed, as early in the spring as the
|UM

'I ground will admit of being well worked.—
| a hedge plant to become popular must be

{Make the surface very fine with the garden
j perfectly hardy and easy to propagate. It

! rake, smooth and even. Sow the seed broad-
j sbouid a]s0 be vigorous enough to grow well

!
cast, first mixed with sand, at the rate of one

j in ord inary soils without manure. It should

! table-spoonful of seed to the square rod of
{ be tbomy, to keep cattle from hooking it, and

Tobacco, as a field crop in New England, I bedi roll or tread it in smooth and compact
;

j strong enough to keep them from breaking

has grown from a small, recent beginning, to
[ cover w;tn brush, to be removed when the bed

{ tbrougb it. Finally, it should be low enough

one of considerable importance at the present
| is wed and fear of frosts are over. Keep

j t0 reqUije little or no pruning. The common
day. By the census statistics of 1850 we find

| ciean 0f weeds. The best soil for tobacco is a
] barbelTy (barberis vulgaris) combines these

that it was grown in only New Hampshire,
j
moderately light sandy loam, deep and rich.—

] quaiities better than any plant that I am ac-

Massachusetts and Connecticut, of the Newlxhe crop will flourish in none except a rich
j qUamted with. The barberry is a native of

England States; and the whole number of
| soil, with plenty of manure to feed on. Thej tne nortnern part of Europe andAsia ; but has

pounds produced was only 1,407,920. In 1860
j manure should be hauled on and plowed under | become thoroughly naturalized, and is now

it had risen to 9,366,445 pounds. This
[ fiVe or six inches deep, in the month of April,

| found growing wild in the waste grounds of

amount, in 1865, we find by the Report of the
f be well fined when spread. Any good stable

} jjew England. It is a remarkably hardy plant,

Agricultural Department at Washington, still
| manure is good, but horse, well worked up, is I thriving in a great variety of soils, and it is

farther increased to 14,039,040 pounds; and| best. The latter part of May the ground
j said t0 live for centuries. It has a shrubby

amounting in value to $3,769,671. The num- 1 should be plowed again, this time two inches
] ba

-

bit (growing from six to ten feet in height),

ber of acres devoted to the crop in 1865 was a
| deeper than before, and lie a few days, when

} yellowish thorny wood, leaves in rosettes, yel-

fraction over 11,000. As the census returns fit should be well harrowed and fitted for set-
1 iow flowers on drooping racemes, and scarlet,

fail to give either the number of acres grown,
j ting the plants. Mark your rows three feet

} obi0ng berries, very acid, and making delicious

or the gross amount in value of the crop for| e ight inches apart, with a suitable marker.—
j preserves.

either of the preceding years, I am unable to
j Cultivator teeth, set in a frame, to be drawn

j yye have a barberry hedge on our grounds at

approximate the same. But that the number
| with a horse, will answer. Into these drills

f 'Wallingford, Ct., twenty-five rods long and

of acres grown was very much less, is evident,
| strew guano and plaster, mixed, at the rate of

{ mne year3 0id) from the seed. Two rows of

and the price per pound was also only a frac-
} 150 lbs. of guano to 250 lbs. of plaster, and

j plants were set, the rows one foot apart, and

tional part of what it was for 1865. In Con-
j C0Ver with a " Shares Planter." This leaves a I tne plants one foot apart in the row, and set al-

necticut, if my memory serves me, the price
| slight ridge, smooth on top ; on this mark the

{ ternately to break joints. This hedge has been

in 1850 for the best lots was only six or seven
j hills with a wheel marker, two and one-half! clipped a little two or three times, to keep it

cents per pound ; while in 1805 it averaged
j feet apart. Transplant from the 1st to the

| even, and is now six or seven feet high, with

thirty cents per pound, and many lots that I
j 15th 0f June, or as soon as the plants get I a flrrrlj compact base, perfectly impervious to

know of sold for thirty-five and forty cents per
| iaTge atld strong enough, which will be when | the smaller animals and stout enough to turn

pound. This advance, in part, was owing to | the leaves get four dr five inches long. Moist \ ordinary farm stock, except at a short distance

superior culture and greater experience in both 1 weather is best for transplanting, and if care- 1 at one end, where the soil is quite thin. On
preparing and marketing the crop ; and in part

[ fully done, very little check is given the young \ 0ur grounds at Oneida we have a barberry

to diminished production in the Southern to-
1 plants, as they are quite hardy and tenacious | hedge fifty rods long and seven years old, from

bacco-producing States. While the general
| 0f life. Cultivate as soon as the plant takes \ the seed. In this case but one row was plant-

average production per acre in 1865 ranged 1 root, and once in ten days thereafter, till too
| ed, and the plants were set one foot apart. It

from 750 to 1350 pounds, experienced, success- 1 iarge to go among with the. cultivator and | has been kept clean with the cultivator, and

ful growers in the Connecticut Valley averaged
| horse. Clean culture is essential in every \ clipped a little once or twice, and is now five

2000 pounds ; and some that I might name I stage. Keep off the cut worm from the young \ feet high, thick and compact at the base, and

raised from 2500 to 2700 pounds to the acre.—
j
plants, by hunting them out ; and also the

j already so strong that the fence was taken

But few farmers in Connecticut devote more
| green worm, by hand-picking often, after they \ away last fall, leaving in its place only a slight

than four to six acres to this crop, and a great
| appear. When the plants get up pretty gener- 1 railing of a single board, six or eight inches

many do not exceed one acre. In Massachu-
1 ally, so as to show blossom buds, pinch the

| wide, as a temporary guard, until the hedge

setts there are a few large growers, growing
}
top off—if a good growth, the point for top- 1 can make another year's growth, it being situ-

twenty to twenty-five acres, and averaging \ ping will be about 2J feet high. The topping ] ated on a highway where cattle are passing

2000 pounds to the acre, as I am credibly in- 1 is necessary to send the growth into the leaves. I daily. An important item in regard to this

formed ; but it is only done by high culture.— \ In a few days, suckers will appear at the ax- \ plant is its habit of sending up suckers from

Many will grow that amount, or even more, to | ils of the leaves ; these must be kept off, for \ the bottom by which, in a few years, it comes

the acre, while their next neighbor, with simi- f the same reason of topping. Tobacco should 1 to have a base from six to twelve inches in di-

lar soil, will only obtain 1 200 to 1600 pounds I be cut as soon as ripe—before dead ripe—and I ameter.

A doctor's wife attempted to move him by

her tears. "Ann," said he, "tears are use-

less." I have analyzed them. They contain a

little phosphate of lime, some chlorate ofsodium

and water."

Whcx&e Island.

IM ILL RIVER IRON WORKS,
WOONSOCXETj E. I.

W. A. HENNESSEY, PBOPEIBT02.

Manufacturer of FLUE and TUBULAR STEAM BOILERS,
OIL and WATER TANKS, WATER PIPE and PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

BoHers FCpalred In a thorough manner at short notice.

Siior at Noeth End.mkab Haebib's New Mill.

Refers by permission to

Rice, Barton & Co., Machinists and Boiler Makers, Worces-
ter, Ma'ss.

Bellows A Wuitoome, Engineers, Worcester, Mass.
C. W. Kimball, Esq., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory,

Springfield, Mass.
Hon. E. Hakeis, Woonsoc&et-

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. ARNOLD, dealer
jn Agricultural Tools. conBistiri" in part of Conical, Wright's

and Cylinder PIowb and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forts, Iron Bars, &c.

Holder's Block, Main Street,

Woonsocket, R. I.

WE. BARRETT & CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
. Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,
dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

!ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for Bale by
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

PERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
the best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

I 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

= 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HUBBARD, BLAKE & CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best In market, are for sale In lots or by single dozens,

= by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
H 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Massachusetts.

FOWLS FOR SALE.—The subscriber will sell a few pairs of

Grey Dorkings
;
also, several pairs of Brahmas, ati $6 per

pair, boxed and provided with food, delivered to express.1
H. 6. WHITE,

So. Framingham, Mass.
Jan. 19, 1867. lw-2

HAY FOR SALE.—From seven to ten tons of good Meadow
Hay. ARNOLD TAFT,

t*2w-l) Mendon, Mass.

LUMBER FOR SALE.—Twelve to fifteen thousand feet of

Chestnut Lumber—most of It two inch Plank.
ARNOLD TAFT,

(*2w-l) Mendon, Mass.

The Fap.m and Fereside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Eaising, Kural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and the fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, invariably in advance.

f
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Winter Scenertjt

THE SNOW STORM.

UY B. W. EMEESON.

Announced by all the trumpets of the sky,

Arrives the suow, and, driving o'er the fields,

Seems nowhere to alight : the whited air

Hides hills and woods, the river, and the heavens,

And veils the farm-house at the garden's end.

The sled and traveler stopped, the courier's feet

Delayed, all friends shut out, the housemates sit

Around the radiant fire-place, enclosed

In a tumultuous priTacy of storm.

Come see the north wind's masonry

Out of an unseen quarry evermore

Furnished with tile, the fierce artificer

Curves his white bastion's with projected roof

Round every windward stake, or tree, or door.

Speeding, the myriad-handed, his wild work

So fanciful, so savage, naught cares he

For number or proportion, Mockiugly,

On coop or kennel he hangs Parian wreaths

:

A swan-like form invests the hidden thorn

;

Fills up the farmer's lane from wall to wall,

Maugre the farmer's sighs; and, at the gate,

A tapering turret overtops the work.

And when his hours are numbered, and the world

Is aJl his own, retiring, as he were not,

Leaves, when the sun appears, astonished Art

To mimic in slow structures, stone by stone,

Built in an age. the mad wind's night-work,

The frolic architecture of the snow.

The Bainj,

BTJTTES MAKING,

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

By K. C. KENDALL, PHILADELPHIA.

It is a fact patent to all who have had op-

portunities of observing and practically test-

ing, that good butter is more generally the rule

on Philadelphia tables than on those of any

other city in the country. This proves that all

the requisites of producing a superior article of

this indispensible staple, are present in the

dairy localities 'within market range of the

city
;

for, although there is a great deal of

Northern and Western butter consumed by

confectioners, bakers, and in domestic cook-

ery, few tables in Philadelphia are supplied

with tub, firkin or roll butter from abroad.

—

Even the wives of mechanics and laborers pre-

fer going into the market and purchasing a

fresh pound, or half-pound "print," with

which market stalls and huckster stands are al-

most always sufficiently supplied, though the

charge is a few cents more per pound, to buy-

ing Goshen and Ohio butter at reduced rates.

Nevertheless there is a great deal of butter

made within a circle of forty miles about Phil-

adelphia, and sent fresh to market in the form

of nice looking "prints," that is only good by

courtesy, and superior by comparison with

foreign "roll" or "tub." To be perfectly

plain and honest in the premises, there is a

large per centum of all the produce of our do-

; mestic dairy districts, vended in the Philadel-
j

i phia markets and eaten by Philadelphians, that I

\ after all ought to bear, from impression by the
[

I "printer," in plain capitals, the initials—P. P. \

|B.,—Pretty Poor Butter. Very pretty to the I

jeye, but bearing an unpleasant odor, an objec-1

! tionable flavor, and cutting into it, discovers a
f

isalvy, greasy, stick)
- compound, requiring!

! some resolution and a stout stomach to recon-

1

\ cile one to its consumption.
[

;
To illustrate, practically, the difference be- [

! tween first and third class butler sold in Phila-

1

i delphia, let us instance an every-market-day \

|
fact, that has been such these twenty-five years. j

|
Two dairymen, living near neighbors in the

[

j
country, and manufacturing weekly about I

j

equal amounts of butter, and selling on ever}' I

i market day in the city, side by side, their
j

! wares ; Mr. H. always disposing of his as fast
|

i as he can serve it out—mostly to regular cus-

1

;
tomers who have given him the " call " of the I

j

market, consecutively, year after year ; several i

i during the whole time that he has stood in [

|
market, all well pleased to pay ten cents per

j

i pound above the ruling rates, knowing that by I

i so doing, they are securing the best butter in !

market. At the same time the stock of Mr. I

T. , his next door neighbor, both at home and I

in the market, goes off' at a slow drag, at prices |

about parallel with the lowest, making the av- j

erage difference annually, and always, between \

ihis "P. P. B., and Mr. H.'s superior butter,}

about fourteen cents per pound. So that asf

each brings in about 1 75 rbs. on every market
{

day, Mr. T.'s stock, which has cost him just
|

as much to manufacture and market as his
|

neighbor's has him, pays him $24.50 per week |

less than Mr. H. 's receipts for a like weight ; 1

besides keeping him an extra half day in mar-

]

ket on account of slow sales, and his custom-

!

ers in a continual growl about the quality off

his third-class compound.
|

About ten years ago, Mr. T. became exer-
{

cised and greatly excited with the facts before
j

him, that his neighbor H. realized every week, I

from the same amount of stock, nearly twenty- [

five dollars more than himself,—$9S a month,
|—one thousand one hundred and sezenty-six\

dollars per annum. Whew ! What a foot-up f

at the end of every year. Enough, pretty |

nearly, to carry his whole daily stock through I

the winter, and pay all the expense of manu-

1

faeture. Mr. T. got very wide awake for a|

few days, and determined upon an investiga-

]

tion of causes, and a radical reform, if that I

were possible. After a thorough search, find-

1

ing no especial fault anywhere else, he charged
{

the inferior quality of his butter to the poor |

cows partly, some to feed, and the remainder |

to poor water.
j

Mr. H. argued that, as the dairy stock of the
j

two farms were about the same, as was the |

water also, and no material difference in either
|

summer pasturage or winter feeding, he guessed |

the bad butter was chargeable mainly to bad |

management in making; and offered, with!

T.'s permission, to experiment. T. was wil-j

ling of course, and Mr. and Mrs. H. made the f

butter over at Mr. T.'s dairy one week. The|

result was very good butter—nearly equal to °-

that made by Mrs. H. at home, and a general
f

astonishment of T.'s town customers for onef

week. But there was a rapid back-sliding to |

third-rate material and low prices. T. could
'

not maintain the dairy principles taught him ;

by his more intelligent neighbor, and so goes I

ou to this day, selling "P. P. B.," throwing

I

away $24 to $30 weekly, as a force offering to f

slovenliness.

The first requisites of good butter are good !

cows, good summer pasturage, winter-feeding,
j

and always good, pure water. Then, always j

absolute cleanliness in everything connected !

with the process—milking, straining, skim-

!

ming, churning, working over, and preparing j

the butter fur market. Every thing should be I

perfectly sweet, and as clean as clean can be. I

As tin pans will rust, and retain, after being in
{

use some time—no matter how much you may f

scrub and scald them—a sourness very bad for
f

butter, hard glazed stone ware or glass pans
j

are far preferable. These should be so large I

that a gallon of milk will not stand above four I

inches deep, and the cream should be carefully I

skimmed off' before the milk has become so I

sour as to begin to thicken.

In churning, do n't try to hurry up the but-

1

ter in ten minutes. The bSst butter is not]

brought out in a hurry. Take it •moderately. 1

In working over, hurry up as fast as you ]

please, so that the work is well done. Do n't 1

depend on any of the patent " butter-workers." I

Not one of them, as yet, will bring out first-

1

class butter. They "work"' too much, break op
}

the grain, and make greasy salve. Work the |

butter by hand, but do n't knead it. That op-
j

eration is good for bread, but bad for butter.—
{

Cuff and bat it rapidly to and fro with a clean, I

wet hand one side ; and a clean, smooth pad- j

die the other— first in ten pound batches or I

less, on a clean table, working in the salt and I

the butter-milk out, by curling. Then divide I

into pounds or half-pounds, and paddle and ]

cuff a minute each, and print and put away |

for market in a clean, sweet, cool place.

'By following faithfully this practice, every
|

farmer's wife through a large portion of Dela-
{

ware, West Jersey, and in all our Key Stone \

regions east of the Alleghanies, can make first
]

class butter. The New England farmers, in I

general, make excellent butter; but if theyi

have any better method than is stated above. \

let me hear "how to do it." I

Ceeam in Cold Weather.—For some rca-
]

son not yet known, cream skimmed from milk I

in cold weather does not come to butter, when |

churned, so quickly as that from the same cow
}

in warm weather. Perhaps the pellicles which
]

form the little sacks of butter in the cream, I

are thicker and tougher. There is one method ]

of obviating this trouble in a great degree.— I

Set the pan of milk on the stove, or in some I

warm place, as soon as strained, and let it- re- \

main until quite warm—some say, until a bub- ]

ble or two rises, or until a scum of cream be-

1

gins to form on the surface. I

To Cure Poison from Ivy.—Rub the part]

poisoned with sweet oil. A small portion
j

rubbed on the skin before going among the ivy i

will prevent taking the poison.

The average number of acres in the farms of
j

Massachusetts, is 94 ; Rhode Island, 9G : Con-

1

necticut, 99.

&artiett and Qvuhdxd,

DRAINING A GAEDEN.

It is a very small job to underdrain a gar-

den. Suppose it contains half an acre, and

this is twice as large as most farmers' gardens,

then the expense need not be more than twen-

ty dollars. Now autumn is the best time for

all such operations; but a garden may fre-

quently be drained in the winter. It can be

done without any outlay, except for tile, and

these will cost but little. If the soil is cloggy,

or if it is so moist that yon have to delay

working it till late in the spring, it will more

than pay. If the soil is shallow, compact, or

cold, it will pay.

Draining deepens, warms, enriches and dries

the soil, and thus lengthens the season. It

brings spring from two to four weeks earlier

than it otherwise would come. It will also

give farmers an opportunity to test, without

much expense, the advantages of under-drain-

ing. Many do not like to go into it extensive-

ly, till they know by personal experience the

good it does. For all such, the garden is the

place to begin. There is one error wc would

urge all who have never seen much of drain-

ing not to commit ; that is, do not dig a shal-

low ditch, and then fill it full of stones, brush,

pieces of wood or rails, and call it an under-

drain. Do it well, or don't do it at all. Well

done, is twice done; while half done, is not

done at all.

Whitewashing Fruit and Ornamental
Trees.—The practice of coating the bark of

fruit and ornamental trees with whitewash is

one that cannot be too severely deprecated.

—

The obstruction of the perspiratory organs

and orifices, whether effected by the applica-

tion of whitewash or any other adhesive mate-

rial, always acts as a fruitful source of disease,

and in time proves fatal to the tree. When
the bark becomes rough, or incrustcd with

moss, it should be cleaned by scraping and

washing down thoroughly with a solution of

potash or soda in water, affording smoothness

to the surface without obstructing the pores.

—

An Old Farmer, in the Germantown Tele-

graph.

Orchard Management. — Daniel Smiley,

aged 71 years, writes as follows to the Country

Gentleman:

" Will it pay to take care of apple trees ? I

have an orchard containing one and one-half

acres. We kept the cateipillars off—dug a

space round every tree, about 15 feet in diam-

eter—dug in a compost of muck au horse ma-

nure early in the spring—scraped the rough

hark off the bodies and limbs, and killed the

worms that gathered on the bodies of the trees,

and gathered and sold from the same about 200

barrels, the sale amounting to $700, besides

paying for the barrels, while other orchards in

our vicinity, as large as mine. Droduccd scarce-

ly en

boasting, but to induce others to go and do

likewise.

P. S.—I have a nursery three years old—am
calculating if I live until spring to set out

another orchard."

The Worcester County Cheese Manufacturing Company held their annual meeting on Saturday, Jan. 5th, at Southbridge, Mass., at which the
following officers were chosen : President, D. S. Ellis

;
Secretary, G. F. Brown

;
Treasurer, N. S. Hubbard. From the reports of the treasurer it ap-

pears that 170,823 gallons of milk were received at the factory, from which 142,767 pounds of cheese were made. The cheese was all sold, or recorded
as sold at the factory. Whole amount of money received for cheese, $27,067.30 ; whole amount of expenses, $3,369.85; net profits, $23,697.51.

—

Average net price per pound, $0.16.598. The factory proves a success to the fanners.
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WWoe^o ^i-tfYrv*>d4rrtY<i
The flesh of wM animals

'

th0Se We °btain i
i^Ul|||.t;teUUUb*

I as food, is lean. They are full of anxiety, I

PEESEEVATION OF MEAT.

It is a well known fact that lean meat, as
]

I
Under the system of irrigation adopted by

I Mr. Meehi, grand results have been obtained,

[ but this plan of floor is more adapted to his pe-

| culiar system of husbanding manures.

Theeb is a decided moral tendency in the di-
j glatted floorgj however) as a matter of COn-

MOEAL INFLUENCE OF FARMING.
"
I have no time to get fat, and their meat, when

j

1 salted, is not nutritious. Take our domestic I

animals and they live " in clover," having no|

,
: , ;

-
, ! dry, hard and m-|care, not harassed nor troubled. They growjrect and close dealing, if we may so speak,

| venience couM be adopted^ good results ^
nutritious by salting. Salt being chloride of I

fat
>
and not ^ ^ layers

f.
fa* oye

\
a*d

I
between the farmer and his God. They work

j hog-pens, and also for young calves in spring,

sodium and its chlorine having a great affinity |
™dei' the muscles

>
but extend U tbrouSh tbe

[
together. God has ground this realm (so geol-

1 wMch mugt be stabled unffl the weather is warm

for the soluble portions of the flesh-albumen, I
lean tissues

- ™s 18 tbe meat
'
wben Pr0

?
erly

I
o&ta tell us,) into a somewhat hard and thin

j enoagJl to tum t]iem out ^ both cageg they

es, forming af 1^' that deliSMs the taste of the ePlcure 1 soil. "He has sent the springs into the val-
[ would serve the ^ of keeping the ani.fibrine, etc.,—it attracts the juices, „ . . .

brine, containing the larger portion of the nu^ [

and nourishes the frame of omnivorous hu-
1 leys> wMch run among the hills, and caused! mals dry and clean, a consideration which adds

tritious qualities, with the elements of phos- 1
m^r

- We seldom think of P™*™S the
\ t]ie grass to grow for the cattle and herb for the

}g^y to their tMft _ In raising calyeg) eyery

phoric acid, potash and other mineral ingre-|
meat of wUd animals

'
especially those winch

| service 0f man. " These gifts are in the rough.
| one must have observed how difficult }tia to

clients As these are removed from the meat I
hold their lives b7 a tenure of grace from un-

f The condition of their true enjoyment is useful
{ keep the stables^ requiring constant atten-

so is 'its fitness for food diminished. Whenf resting enemies, by salt. We view them hke [and health-giving labor. The gold must be| tioD) in chaDge 0f bedding which soon becomes

lean meat is subjected to the action of salt, the |
fish

>
as flt t0 be eaten^ whlle

^
esh

'
We

[
gathered or mined, the diamond polished. So

} fom . with g]Mted floors and conveniences for

deliquescent properties of the salt attracts the [

do not salt down lean animals. Even from
j
the soil must be patientiy wroUght and duly

j removing the manure below from time to^
juices of the meat and the brine resulting [

the meat of those given to fat we select the fat 1 enriched ; the tree, the clay, the stone, con-
1 wollld not only leggon^ but by the uge 0{

contains the mineral bases of the meat-the \
for salti»g> the^ for eatog fresh or at most

j
verted into dwellings ; the airand sunshine into

} muck or other absorbents t0 take up the liquid
: corn and wine. The annual covering of the \

I as it passes through the slats, would add con-phosphoric acid, potash, etc.,—with the albu-l

minous elements all being held in the saline I
. „

meat for preservation by salt must be
j
sheep, and the life garment of the kme, mto

j siderable to t]ie Mt h For b m.

solution 1 f
lther fet m «f or^ &t en0USh * th

^i blankets and sandals. In short, labor and re-
f Mechi>

g glatg are three incheg wide and one and

Fat meat or rather fat itself, is impervious [^ 4° ^utrahze the deliquescent quality of| wardare mscribed on every gift of God, and
j omMmarter mches apart. For calves, two

to salt The outside becomes indurated by the I
the salt and eave us the

f
ices

^^
cb fnta

^ [
none so generally receive them right from the

| kLes tMck three wide and ono and five.

salt, and refuses entrance to the decomposing j
™™> otherwise our corned beef would

f

giver as those who till the ground. There is
j eighths apart .

and it assimilates I
be

,

the whaleman s <' mahogany or the
f
iess mtervention of varioloid scrip and poison- i We gaw floorg in England that bad been in

and we should be sub-

1

0us nickels. The vine holds out its clusters, \

gases. Still, salt is a solvent,

with the substances with which its solvent pro-

1

I soldier's "salt horse,
I
use an hundred years with little or no repairs,

perties harmonize. H ,u«v..w„ — 51 ..,„,. t, .« .;the commissaries of the camp.
tion as a chloride of sodium, readily uniting

| American _

with the elements of animal substances except
|

,

the fatty principle, it drains the meat subjected
| MEAT AT BEEAKFAS1

to its operation of its most valuable qualities.
|

—
The actionof salt, itwill be seen&om these brief | A eboent writer expresses Mi

remarks, is almost confined to the lean flesh to | meat should be taken at the mornin

which it is applied
;
although, in fact, it is a| and thus gives his reasons

:

necessary element in the preservation or pre- 1 n may not be digested so quickly as some

paration of animal food for the market. | starchy substances
;
but, as a rule, it is digest-

In this connection we desire so say a few I ed easily, and it certainly satisfies the system,

If not adapted to its ac.
jject to the mishaps of the long sea voyages or

|
the rich purple, all undisturbed. The apple,

j and whichwe ukely tQ lagt one bundred yearg
- Scientific

1 the pear, the peach, bend then- branches to the I more _ The time wi]1 come when gtone floorg

I gathering, fresh as only God can make them.
| fa many partg of Qur country become a

[The harvest field nods to the reaper, that it
f necessity, and it is a question whether their.

I
may become sheaves in his bosom, and bread

j adoption upon ferms where stone may conve-

belief that \ to the hungry. The broad bosom of the mea-
1 be bad would nQt nQW be fer more ecQ.

meaL Idow undulates and throbs with every breeze
j nomical than wood._f7fe* Herald.

1 until shorn of its trophies. Even the '

' forests |

I
toss their giant branches " for shelter and for

|

I shade. Is there not a sense of great nearness j
PRICES' OF LANS IN ENGLAND.

I to God amidst these blessings? a feeling off At a recent sale of properties in Survey, be-

,
i satisfaction and comfort closely allied to thanks- ilonging to the estates of Overend, Gurney &

words as to the management of animals
|
and carries us fertherm our work than vegeta-

f iyi ise !^ bankrupts, the place cahed Cormongers,
designed for the slaughter house and the mar-|bles alone At this time meat shoud be taken

f
^

! mansion and park, and about 162 acres,

ket. Animals which have been subjected to|m a palatable and easily digestible form-| "

brought £50 500- Holmesdale 50 acres with
considerable fear and agitation before being

j
stewed, with the nutritient juices saved in the

j
STONE FOE STABLE FLOORS.

f^ and^ £W BQQ

'

Court Lod 9
slaughtered have their flesh relaxed. They

|

sauces, and the aromatic prmciples developed
|

-
;^^ &^ «

ug
have been in just the worst condition to pre- [by the heat; or, better than all, broiled, for= The use of stone in the construction of floors

| acreg £15 000_total 369 acres £80 500 equal
serve the fat already deposited on their bones, I here the juices are retained in the tissue, and { for stables, we believe, is not common in Am- !

t0 Q̂1) 50
'

0 or near]
' 1

100
' ^ '

(lT]ie

and in just the best condition for them to make |
the flavor is developed by the hardening and

| erica, at least not in the central States. We ! modd fetched upwards of £'0 000 "

good the waste, if offered the opportunity, to [
carmelization, as it were, of the exterior.—

j found them in universal use abroad, and they I uantity 0f land not o-iVen The Nutfiel'd

which they have been subjected. How neces- 1
Above all, aVoid the abomination of frying

| presented quite a marked feature in contrast l
p er1

l brouo.ht nearly £150 000 These

sary it is then, for the cattle brought from I
fresh meat

;
not alone as a matter of taste, but

j^th the plank floors which are so common
j

*
xorbitaflt ic

°
s of land with ^e moderate

peaceful pastures to the abattoirs of the \
as a violation of scientific laws. A fresh am-

1 with us . In some 0f the best stables, both for
j iceg Qf feml duce ^ ^ ^

metropolis, to have some days of rest, with I mal tissue which has soaked up a mass of fat
| cattle and horses, cobble-stones are bedded in-

j Qf kbor ig fl ^^ ice of land

proper shelter and good food, before being \
V not m a proper condition to be taken mto

j
to the earth in a similar way that pavements i

jugt in our gouthem gtateg tUe proper value

hurried to the shambles.
jthesystem Sahed art.cles, which are gener-

1 are made in the cities. At first they looked ^laad ^rbed k the^t «f dLfl that
,. , * I ally so hardened that they will not so readily = if thpv mio-lit be uncomfortable psneciallv for = , , ,

The albumen, from which waste of exercise = J J j = n tney mi0m De uncomionauic, especially 101
^ bad to be purchased to till it.

1 = t„\a ^r, i« PYhaiKsted AVhv'i absorb the fat
'

as fish
'
and artlcles wmr-li are

1 horses, but we were assured no bad results foM T t . , ,. . ,
or work is to be made up, is exhausted, wny

. , , , . , ... vpnrK „h i, 1 + i <• It shows, further, the complicated proc esses
c- 1 <i • Tir,„„„i„-,. „„««n k amnnrfpd ani =

eiPosecl °ut a snoit time to tne veiy nign = fowed from their use, and the uneven surfaces , .„', .' . , . ,Simply this
:

Musculai action is suppoi ted and
M aU fi

. d {
-

advantaoe as it served as I
whicl1 wlU be rec

l
mred m tbe S0Clal ^construc-

sustained by the decomposition of carbonm the = » _ was regaraea asm aavantage as 11 seiveu
England.whereby the land monopoly

„ , . , . . i;tc!>Vii(Thrhim-^eotea '
ma^ ae c00is-ea m this waj, Dut nevei = a preventive to the animals slipping. Imme-l. , ,

° ' , • -
, , ,

J
foodeaten,andviolentexercise,likeahigncmm

1 . . . .
* . , ., i -,

= is to be broken up, the landlord system abol-
i „ „ „ „h.m„ ,i,.„Ft Th» pn^mnsir-pnns'g00"

tiesn meat- = chately back of the animals, the floors are made =
. , , „ . , , , ,ney, induces a strong draft, ihe caioonaceous = = j

.
'

. „ = ished, the farmers to own the land they culti-

or life-giving elements burn out rapidly, whenj R^^BWmB._George Wame, M . D., In_
j ^ ^oTJ TVesl 1

Vate ' and the laborers to become inteUigent and

^ronoftenfi^^owedtorlL^ ^ ^ ^C^Zto^ofL o^talZl^^^ ^ f°"T^l^^t^^K The-^^ Win6
r

Cam0t be danger°US if[ -mil- ™ures could not- be profitably in-i™d Wth
^

e °f tMveS
P
^o Pl pvpZ mind or reaLTrn^ l

=^? SetS^ 1^ S°me^ h™^
I troduced with us. The first cost may perhaps \

tbe 0WMr °f laad -

Si t^t oZsVSSTzz I

b°
"
le

f
y6a" C°rkS W6re driVen

'm^
! be a little more than plank, but in the long run jexists among the lowei omeis 01 animals aS|

tled dowD) and then seaied witli sealing wax, I
.. . - .. , , m, ._. ». . . 1 and entails.

Universal suffrage, univer-

I sal education, the abolition of primogeniture

well as m the genus homo, ihese animals, |and made ag absolutely tig]lt ag j could makei
y J *

f
, f

to all property, the elevation of the morals of

then, intended for the slaughter, may, by the [
jt and u hag nQW regolyed itgdf^ gweetened

{ advantage ^2^1^11 Z I
the masses, will be mightily accelerated in their

exercise or the excitement of driving, or the
j^ Guegg wbat hag becQme of ^^ [

vention of aecumukted filth unde neath the
f efects fey & ^ em

.

gration rf ^ ^
fear of unknown harm while in transitu on the

| acid? indeed, what has become ofmy wine ? \
' q common wbele Plank used

-

| classes, which wiU raise the price of labor to

cars, waste the vitalic force stored in the cel-
1 The ingredients are all there—the wine is not. f An objection might be raged, that in our

| some proportion with the price of land.

lular tissues of their fat and be in a collapsed
} It ig a uselegg wagte of time and material t0 1 cold climate stone floors are liable to become

|

condition, to speak mechanically, when tuey | make wine of rhubarb." 1 frosty, thereby rendering cattle uncomfortable
| Texas—Teeeible Storm—Peioe of Cat-

arrive at the shambles. I , , „,„ land proving injurious; but in properly-con-
j
tle.—The Commissioner of Agriculture has

In fact, in this preservation of animal food
| Time to Cut Bushes.—A correspondent I

ducted stables it is doubtful whether any in-
[ received a letter from afarmer at San Antonio,

for human consumption, there is involved a | 0f the N. H. Farmer says : Kepeated trials on i convenience would result from this source.
|
Texas, stating that a terrible snow storm took

law of nature. We have not time nor space
\ as many different pieces of land, and each trial I Being lower down than plank, and upon the

|
place there on New Year's day, and the weath-

to detail the particulars. There is a latent | a complete success, has convinced us that De- !
ground, there would be less exposure to winds

| er continued very cold ; over one thousand

force, or there is a latent heat—in this respect | cember, the time we invariably do this, is the I and cold from beneath, and when timbers
| head of sheep perished from the cold on sev-

synonymous terms—in all substances, and es- 1 best season, at which time the growth of the I were properly underpinned with wall, the heat
| eral farms in the neighborhood. The cattle

peciahy in substances taken by the animal as a 1 year is evidently at an end. A piece off fr°m the cattle must prevent freezing in all or- 1 were in excellent order. Fine beeves were

part of its organism. Vegetable subtances are | valuable pasture land of ours, overrun with I dinaiy winter weather.
|
selling from $Ha$15 each for specie.

1 Sheep

taken up by grazing animals and as soon as
| bushes, which had been many times cut over 1 At Alderman Mechi's farm, near London, |

were selling at $1 50 per head, and pork from

the processes of digestion act, in fact sooner,
|
by a former owner to no purpose, because [the stables for cattle have floors composed of 1 2Ja5c, per pound.

become a living force in the animal. This | cut in the summer season, was by us cut over I slats not quite two inches apart, the slats being j
" "'" ' "'"

force can be expended by violent exercise or
j in December, 1861, and to this time, a period

f three inches thick and four inches wide. Be- 1 IT is a startling fact that if the earth were de-

by anxiety or trouble, reaching through the I of nearly five years, not a bush has sprouted 1 low this floor is a tank built of brick and ce-
j pendent alone upon the sun for heat, it would

sensual or the mental perceptions and affecting
] or started, and the land, though moist, is well I mented water-tight for the reception of the

j not keep in existence animal and vegetable life

the tissues of the physical structure. This
j
stocked down to grass.

j manures, both liquid and solid. The tank,
j upon its surface. It results from the research-

may be seen every day. A worried man is
j j wbich is some three feet deep, has a bottom

| es of Pomillott, that the stars furnish heat

never a fleshy man. Swine sometimes refuse I Geranium Leaves.—It is not generally I that slopes toward the centre, and is connected | enough in the year to melt a crust of ice 70 feet

to be fatted. They have trouble on their
j known that the leaves of geranium are an ex- ! with pipes to the large cistern outside, and | thick—almost as much as is supplied by the

minds. To be made fat they must be free
] cellent application for cuts, where the skin is 1 from time to time water is let in to liquify its

j sun .

from care and take to their food kindly. Care | rubbed off, and other wounds of that kind.— | cemtents, so as to be conducted off into the cis- 1

in their case is dyspepsia. In the case of men, | One or two leaves must be bruised and applied I tern referred to. From this reservoir the liquid
j

In Brazil large pineapples cost four cents

anxiety, producing or at least inducing dys-lto the part, and the wound will be cicatrized I is forced by steam through different parts ofleach; oranges one cent; bananas six for a

pepsia. I in a very short time. 1 the farm ancl the crops irrigated. i cent, and cigars ten for a cent.

'Hyson" means "before the rains," or "flourishing spring," that is, early in the spring ;
hence it is often called "Young

' the refuse of other kinds, the native term for which is "pa-skins " "Refuse «f still coarser descriptions, containing manv
Tba Brands and their Meaning.-

Hyson." "Hyson Skin" is composed of the refuse of other kinds, the native term for which is "ea-skins." Befuse eff still coarser descriptions, containing many
stems, is called "tea bones." "Bohea" is the name of the hills in the region where it is collected. "Pekoe," or "Pecco," means "white hairs"—the down of

tender leaves. " Powchong"—" folded plant." "Souchong "— " small plant." " Twankay " is the name of a small river in the region where it is bought. " Con-

go " is from a term signifying " labor," from the care required in its preparation.
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LOST IN THE SNOW.

On bush and brake the frost is hoar,

Knee deep, in hollows, lies the snow

;

While softly, up and down the floor,

The feet of wintry moonbeams go

;

And in the hush, before the dawn,

A boyish face is growing wan.

The death watcli answers beat for beat

With his poor heart, that moves so slow

;

He hears the watchman in the street,

He hears the river's sluggish flow,

And through his brain there runs a dim

Remembrance of a childish hymn.

Again he lies upon the grass,

Beneath a chestnut's llut'ring leaves

;

He sees the mid-day glory pass,

He hears the dove that faintly grieves

;

And all these memories among
There steals the hymn his mother sung.

No loving tears are on his cheek,

No kisses on his eyelids fall

;

None mark the wrist-pulse growing weak.

None listen to the Master's call

;

Alone,, he goes, with bated breath,

To meet this mystery of death.

The moonbeams scarcely gild the panes,

Her golden di6c has dropped so low

;

lie thinks how tired the men will be

To-morrow, digging in the snow,

Beside that grave the angels keep

—

And whispers, "Now I'll go to sleep."

His ears grow dull to earthly sound

;

The thin hands clasp upon his breast;

A wondrous music swells around

—

His soul hath entered into rest.

Rise up, O sun, ami hail the day 1

Through death he enters life for aye

!

GEN. WASHINGTON AT HOME.
(

Gen. Washington stood six feet three in his

!

slippers, and, in the prime of his life, was
j

rather slender than otherwise, but as straight

j

as an arrow. His form was well proportioned j

and evenly balanced, so that he earned his \

tallness gracefully, and appeared strikingly i

well on horseback. There has never been a i

more active, sinewy figure than his when he i

was a young man ; it was only in later life
\

that his movements became slow7 and digni- \

tied. His wife was a plump, pretty little wo-
j

man, very sprightly and gay in her young !

days, and quite as fond of having her own
j

way as ladies usually are. She settled down !

into a good, plain, domestic wife, who looked
j

sharpty after her servants, and was seldom I

seen without her needles in full play. She

!

was far from being what we should now call I

an educated woman. Scarcely any of the la-

1

dies of that day knew much more than to read !

their prayer book and almanac, and keep shn-

!

pie accounts. Mrs. Washington probably !

never read a book through in her life, and as to
j

her spelling—the less said of it the better.— i

Washington himself, before he became a pub-

!

lie maD, was a bad speller. People were not

j

so particular, then, in such matters as they are !

now ; and besides, there really was no settled ;

system of spelling .a hundred years ago.—
j

When the General wrote for a ' rheam of pa-
j

per,' a beaver ' hatt,' a suit of 'cloalhes,' and a I

pair of ' sattin ' shoes, there was no Webster
I

unabridged to keep people's spelling within
j

bounds. Nor was he much of a reader of
i

books. He read a little of the History of!

England now and then, and a paper from the

Spectator on rainy days, but he had but little

literary taste. He was essentially an out-of-

door man, and few things were more disagree-

able to him than confinement at the desk.

—

There was nothing in the house which could

be called a library ; he had a few old-fashioned

books, which he - seldom disturbed and never

read long at a time.

The General and his wife lived happily to-

gether, but it is evident that, like most heir-

esses, she was a little exacting, and it is highly

probable that the great Washington was some-

j

limes favored with a curtain lecture. The eel-

1

ebrated authoress, Miss Bremer, is our authori-
f

ty for this surmise. She relates, that a gentleman 1

once slept at Mount Vernon in the room next
j

to that occupied by the master and mistress off

the mansion ; and when all the inmates were [

in bed, and the house was still, he overheard,
j

through the thin partition, the voice of Mrs. I

Washington. lie could not but listen, and it j

was a curtain lecture which she was giving hei !

lord. lie had done something during the day
]

Which she thought ought to have been done
{

differently, and she was giving her opinion in !

somewhat animated tones. The great man
j

listened in silence till she had done, and then, I

without a remark upon the subject in hand,
|

said :
|

"Now, good sleep to you, my dear."

What an example to husbands

!

When Washington was appointed to com-

1

mand the revolutionary armies, it is plain I

from his letters home that one of his greatest 1

objections to accepting the appointment was, \

jthe "uneasiness," as he termed it, that it|

! would cause his wife to have him absent from
j

I
home.

—

James Partun.

A HANDFUL OF SAND.

To the explorer, traveller, and investigator I

|or Nature's secrets, "Sand" is a page—per-|

; chance a volume—in the world's history. !

I Every tiny rill and rivulet which pours its I

! waters through ravine and valley, to lose itself I

j
at last in some passing river, brings with it, I

\
slowly but surely, grain by grain, specimens

\

! of the rocks and deposits over which its waters \

\ have for ages worn their way. Each winter 1

; flood and summer storm lends its aid to break
]

;
down, disintegrate, and drift away the detritus

{

I brought down by the ever fretting, ever wear-

1

\
ing influence of running water.

I If you doubt as to the geological formation \

\ of distant hills and inaccessible mountains,
f

! consult a handful of sand from the nearest I

j brook flowing from them, and much light will \

| be thrown on the subject by the investigation. 1

; To examine sand, it has been my custom; after j

! washing and drying it, to lay a well-mixed por-

1

|
tion,> say the size of a shilling, over a sheet of |

I clean white paper ; to flatten out the pile until i

| the particles are evenly distributed, and then
j

I with my pocket lens to scan them carefully. [

I The boundless treasures so long buried in the
j

j wide valleys of California might have remained i

| at rest and undiscovered to this day had not [

1 sand disclosed the golden secret, and thus it
[

I was divulged. One Capt. Sutter, an old sol-
[

\ dier of the American Republic, had settled in j

! the valley of the Sacramento, laid out a farm, I

I
built a mill, and regularly established himself. [

I It was found that the "race" constructed to]

1 carry off the water which had passed the wheel
]

I was not deep enough for its purpose. It was
|

f therefore decided that the water-power should I

] be turned on, and allowed to rush through, j

I and deepen it. The pent-up torrent not only I

{ did the duty it was called on to perform, but I

1 overflowed the banks, carrying turf, sticks, I

I stones and sand far over the meadows. As the i

| water drained off, and the sun shone out, the I

] white quartz particles glittered like a thousand

j

| diamonds, and a handful was gathered by one
[

| of, the Captain's people, when the yellow grains [

! as well as white were discovered, examined,
[

I and found to be gold. How the human tide
\

| flowed in endless throngs to the new El Dora- \

\
do, and how splendid cities sprang into being

j

1 where, a few months before, a herdsman's fire !

j and a lean wolfish-looking dog or two were j

I the only signs of occupation, need not *e dwelt
j

1 on here, as they are matters of history. Har- !

;
graves, too, tempted by the golden prospects !

! held out in the new lands, quitted Australia,
j

; and joined the gold seekers in California. \

\ there the rocks and drifts struck him as being
\

I so much like those which he had left behind,
j

! that he, like Whittiugton, retraced his steps,

[ visited the river-bed near his own home, gath-

| ered sand which told him the great gold secret,

1 and unlocked the vast coffers of the Antipodes,

j Many other highly valuable alluvial gold and

I diamond washings are dependent on, and have

| been discovered by the drifting sand borne

[ ever onward by the giant strength of water.

I So vast and irresistible is that strength, that

huge boulders which, when the river bed i> !

dry, the reeds withered and yellow, and the |

water-plants crumbled up like parched tobacco !

leaves, look as though no earthly power could I

stir them from their bc.K are rolled pell-mell i

over and against each other by winter floods orf

"spates" of molten snow that thunder down [

from distant mountains.

Each of these water-worn blocks lends its [

contribution to our " handful of sand." Tiie I

mineral veins and quartz reefs traversed and I

intersected by the crushing mass are laid bare, !

pulverized as by a mighty mill, and ground !

into particles and fragments little mure than I

sand. These, with other atoms worn from the
\

bed of the torrent over which the abrading !

masses have passed, are borne onward, and i

settle for a time, according to their gravity and j

size, to be again disturbed, carried onward, re- !

deposited, shaken about, fretted, rounded, and |

again crushed. Your veritable '
' rolling stone "

j

gathers no moss, indeed, but obtains, like I

many waifs and strays on the stream of life, a!

particii'arly smooth surface instead. Onward!

and ever onward journeys our sand, forming!

at times "bars" across rivers and the mouths!

or harbors, sliting-up lakes—a process now j

going on in that of Geneva—blocking up chan-!

nels, forming " sinks "for whole rivers to dis-j

appear in, and, in fact doing its part to bring;

about many of the changes which the Earth's;

crust is always undergoing. On the burning;

deserts and among the sterile dunes, sand holds

;

high festival ; and well do I know, from pain-
j

ful experience, what a tryant he is, when

;

whirling aloft like some huge pillar, curling
j

round in mazy, spiral, onward march, the i

sand storm is upon us, and we bow our heads
I

in meek submission.

Rainy Weather and Moetaxity.— Not-

withstanding that rainy weather causes colds

and coughs, and even fever, it has lately been

noticed, through combined meteorological ob-

servations and medical statistics, that rainy

years are not so injurious to health as is com-

monly supposed. Heavy rains undoubtedly

wash away many causes of contagious diseases.

Experiments in Liverpool, extending over a

great many years, have proved that the heavier

the rains of summer the less children die of

diarrhroe. In Calcutta the cholera always dim-

inishes in the rainy season there. In the low

countries of Holland and Northern Germany,

where fever and ague is endemic, the number

of patients suffering from this disease is very

great in dry summers and small in rainy sea-

sons. Mr. Rowell has kept tables from 18-1S

to 18GG that appear to prove that in years when
more rain falls than usual the mortality is less

than usual, and vice versa. In all this there is

a hint given directly by nature about the neces-

sity of using plenty of water to keep everything

clean and wholesome.

Improylng Manure.—Joseph Harris, in his

!

Walks and Talks, says: "We are making a;

cellar under the old barn. The soil is very dry,

;

and I spread a few cart loads of it on the top

j

of the manure in the wettest parts of the bam- j

yard. I was astonished at the effect. It ab-
j

sorbed the moisture and made a dryer surface i

for the cattle, far sooner and better than a good

;

layer of straw. Of course we want some straw

;

as well, but it is evident to me that a few cart

;

loads of dry sand, or what is far better, dry i

muck, would save a good deal of straw in lit-

tering yards and stalls. Sand, too, when mixed

with manure, has the effect of increasing fer-

mentation. Prof. Way's experiments proved

this to be the case to an extent far greater than

any one had previously thought possible. In

our cold climate, where it is difficult to get

manure ready for spring crops, a little sand

scattered occasionally on the manure yard

would increase fermentation and prove bene-

ficial."

We sigh for the good old time. Each gen-

eration has a good old time that passes away

|

and is twin-child to the present. The real

;good old time is to come.

Local Agents.—We wish a local agent, to obtain sub-

scribers for the Farm and Fireside, in every town in the United

States. For terms, apply to the Publisher, at once. tf

Destruction of Sheep by Do<;s.—The fol-

lowing statement was made at the recent meet-

ing of the wool growers of Illinois : The Com-
missioner of Agriculture estimated that for tin-

year 1863, the damages resulting from dogs in

the loyal Slates, with their 30,000,000 sheep,

was not less than $3,000,000. Estimating the

damages on our 22,000,000 sheep in Illinois at

the same rate, gives $200,900 as our annual

direct loss of sheep killed by dogs. To make
the account full against dogs, we must also es-

timate the cost of their keeping. Ohio es-

timates the number of her dogs at 500,000.

Illinois had probably at least as many, whioh

gives one to about five of our population. It

is cheap to estimate the board of these dogs

at 25 cents per week each, which makes it 813
per year. Call it $10 each per year, and this

item then is $5,000,000 for the keeping of dogs

iu the State of Ohio.

Minnesota Public Lands.—In addition to

the immense amount of public land granted to

Minnesota for railroads, internal improvements

and agricultural colleges, amounting to thirteen

million acres, and to a vast amount already en-

tered by settlers and speculators, amounting to

ten million acres, there are still open to home-

stead settlement over thirty million acres of the

best kind of agricultural lands within the bor-

ders of the State. Of the twenty-three million

acres heretofore disposed of by the government,

but $2,092,923 have been realized to the

Treasury.

How to Purify Tainted Casks.—A cor-

respondent of the Country Gentleman tells us

how he does this: "Having had some sad

experience with both pork and lard, I tried the

experiment of putting a small armful of dry

shavings in the cask, and setting them on fire.

The result was that the grease, and all other

mpurities absorbed by the wood of the cask,

was brought to the surface and burned. It can

then be washed perfectly clean, and will be as

good as new. The shavings should be kept

i
moving by rolling the cask and stirring, that

! the fire may not burn the cask, and that the

! fire may search every part. Good for rancid

! lard-tubs and butter-firkins."

We have some celebrated runners in tiie

! United States, but scarcely equal to a young

i
Mexican, 33 years of age, named Gehoa, who

j
lives at Hidalgo, iu Southern Chihuahua. He

j has been known to beat a man on horseback

|
for the distance of eighty miles. He has often

j made one hundred and fifty miles in twenty

-

I four hours. A friend of mine lately gave him

j
$5 to cany a letter fifty miles and bring an

! answer. He did it in twenty-two hours, tak-

! ing, as he thought, plenty of time, there being

! no great hurry. The last fifty miles he made

! slowly, in seven hours. From this may be

j
gained some idea of the trained courier systems

I of Montezuma and the Peruvian incas.

—

Mexi-

I can Correspondent.

| Cheap Land in Alabama.—Twenty-five

| farms have been sold in one section of Alabama

I for the low price of one dollar per acre. A
| failure of crops caused creditors to force sales.

I One of the sales thus made was a plantation of

1 six hundred acres for six hundred dollars. Be-

I fore the war its owner possessed three hundred

| and fifty slaves and forty horses.

Diseases in the A-Mep.ican Stable, Field
and Farm-Yard

;
by Robert McVlarc, Prin-

cipal of the Merchants' Veterinary College,

Philadelphia.

This is u work of great value to every man
who owns or uses a horse. The author has di-

vided the volume in three parts:—first, the

diseases and treatment of the horse ;—second,

the medicines, prescriptions and preparations

used in veterinary practice ;—third, the dis-

eases and treatment of the ox, together with

the treatment of diseases incident to milch

cows and calves. Iu a cursory reading of this

volume, we are inclined to pronounce it emi-

nently practical and correct—a book that

should be in the library of every farmer, stock-

raiser, and especially every friend to the horse.

In seconding a motion before the New York Farmers' Club, for the appointment of a committee to inquire 'nto the flour trade, and to petition the
Legislature for a more efficient system of inspection, Dr. Snodgrass said, this question is important in a medical point of view. The profession of that

city were well aware of the. injurious effects produced by baker's bread. As the case now stands, millers and bakers are both charged with poisoning
people. Dr. J. V. C. Smith inquired whether the weevil upon wheat was not one cause of the unwholesomeness of bread. Solon Robinson replied that

he had sometimes been necessitated to eat it, when this odor was actually nauseating. The flour has a yellowish appearance and clammy feeling.
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THE CIDER MILL.

Under he blue New England ssies,

Flooded with sunshine a valley lies

;

The mountains clasp it, warm and sweet,

Like a sunny child, to their rocky feet,

Three pearly lakes and a hundred streams

Lie on its quiet heart of dreams.

Its meadows are greenest ever seen

;

Its harrest fields have the brightest sheen ;

Through its trees the softest sunlight breaks.

And the whitest lilies gem its lakes.

I love, oh ! better than words can tell.

Its every rock and grove and dell:

But most I love the gorge where the rill

Comes down by the old brown'cider mill.

By the roadside stands the cider mill,

Where a lowland slumber waits the' rUl

:

A great brown building two stories high,

On the western hill-face, warm and dry

:

And odorous piles of apples there

Fill with incense the golden air

:

And heaps of pumice, mixed with straw.

To their amber sweets the late flies draw.

The carta back up to the npper door,

And spill their treasures upon the floor:

Down through the toothed wheels they go

To the wide, deep cider press below

;

And the screws are turned by slow degrees

Down on the straw-Laid cider cheese

;

And with each turn a fuller stream

Bursts from beneath the groaning beanx

An amber stream the gods might sip,

And fear no morrow's parched lips.

But wherefore gods ? These Ideal toyB

Were soulless to real New England boys.

What classic goblet ever felt

Such thrilling touches through it melt, :

As throb electric along a straw

When boyish lips the cider draw ?

The years are heavy with weary sounds,

And their discord life's sweet music drowns

;

But yet I hear, oh ! sweet, oh ! sweet,

The rill that bathed my bare, brown feet

;

And yet the cider dips and falls

On my inward ear at intervals

;

And I lean at times in a sad, sweet dream,

To the babbling of that little stream

;

And sit [n a visioned autumn still,

In the sunny door of the cider mill.

Huamlscape Qavilimm$,

THE LAWN, OS FEONT GHASS PLAT.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY F. K. ELLIOTT, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Every person owning a plat of ground on
which stands his houso home, desires of all

things to have more or less of good, smooth,

clean grassy turf. Those who have acres, give

space enough for such purpose to have it des-

ignated as a lawn ; while the owner of a fifty-

feet-front lot, can only have room to devote to

turf, to get above the plain, but always pleas-

ant term, of grass plat.

Those who visit England and return to us,

tell of the smooth, clean, ever-fresh turf that

surrounds the homes of the old country ; and

often speak of our lawns and grass plats, when
brown with drought and summer's heat, with

almost contempt. It would be more to the

credit of these travelers if they would study

how these ever-fresh and green turfs had been

created, and apply their knowledge to assisting

the practical renovation of lawns in our own
country.

An experience of twenty years, by the wri-

ter, in landscaping and forming grass-plats and

lawns, in various parts of our States, convinces

him that we can and do have equally beautiful

lawns, although perhaps of less extent, as

those of England. But we cannot have good

lawns, no more than we can grow good corn,

without we prepare the ground in a suitable

manner therefor. To have fresh, clean turf

the season through, the soil must be prepared,

suitable seed sown, and frequent mowing giv-

en to keep the grass from seeding, and thus ex-

hausting, rapidly, the soil, as well as reducing

the life of the grass by its fulfilling its natural

order of reproducing itself by seed. In our

experience we have found the following prac-

tice to give us satisfactory results : First, we
dig or plow our ground at least twenty inches

deep
;
next, if the soil is not sixteen inches

deep, we take out the poor soil and replace

i with good, until our whole lawn or grass plat j

j has a soil light and loose at least sixteen inch-

1

\ es deep ; the top two inches being the best,
[

| and finely pulverized. We pick out every
j

; stone above the size of an egg, and every
j

\ stick, and with our ground so prepared, we j

! wait for one good rain, if wTe can, to let it set-

}

|
tie, as at times it does not settle perfectly even; [

| and if the seed is at once sown, much of it
j

j would have to be disturbed in the after-seed-
j

I ing. As soon as we have one good rain and
j

! our lawn has settled, we go on it with rake \

! and spade ; and as we rake it over, level the

;

I inequalities of surface made in settling. This
j

I done, we take of blue grass seed thirty pounds
; j

I of red top seed, thirty pounds ; of white clo-

1

j
ver, sixteen pounds, per acre, or in a like pro-

}

I portion to the extent of our ground. We mix I

I this seed thoroughly, and divide it into three

!

I parcels ; then we take one parcel and proceed

j

I to sow it carefully over the whole ground.— \

j Then we pass the rake over lightly, back and

!

I forth. Then sow another parcel, and again !

I rake ; and then sow the remainder of the seed
; j

[ and if we have a roller, pass that over the
j

f
ground ; but if we have no roller, and the plat

!

I
is not wide, we take two long and wide boards

I

[ and proceed to press the seed in the soil by

!

I laying first a board, then standing on it to lay

;

I
the next, and so on, standing on one board to

!

I lay the other until we have gone over the;

| whole piece. When the seed has come up !

I and grown about two inches, this rolling or
j

|
pressing should be repeated ; and as soon as

!

| the grass is four inches high it should be

;

] mown, and spread evenly over the ground and i

| left to decay. Roll or press again, and so con-

1 tinue the practice during the season.

[ Those who attempt to make good lawns or
j

| have fresh grass plats by spading four to six
i

1 inches deep, and sowing on a little seed, per- !

I form just so much of labor and expense for

I the production of a little grass in Spring, weeds

I in Summer, and straggling tufts of grass and
j

\ weeds in Autumn. The old saying, that " if a

j

|
thing is worth doing at all, it is worth doing

j

|
well," holds good in the work of lawn making,

j

f and perhaps stronger than in that of almost
j

| any other labor for the production of orna- i

1 mental comfort.

I January, 18G7.

I CHEESE AS FOOD.

\
Compared with other people the Americans

|
place but little value on cheese as an article of

I food. We use it as a condiment, sauce, or

I side dish, rather than as necessary or proper
\

\ food. In England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales,

!

j and in many parts of continental Europe, it is

I regarded as a common and sometimes a neces-

!

|
sary article of food. There is reason why it

j

|
should be so regarded. Its composition is very

j

|
similar to that of flesh, the casein representing

j

|
the muscular fiber, and the buttery matter the !

I fat portion. Casein is an albuminous sub-

!

I stance, useful in building up the muscles, and
j

[ the buttery matter is a concentrated carbon as !

1 useful, in its way, for food as fat meat. The I

|
Swiss chamois hunters take on their expedi-

!

1 tions among the higher Alps, where they re-

1

|
main sometimeb for days together, exposed to

j

[ intense cold and undergoing the hardest of ex-

1

I excise, only a small quantity of cheese and a
j

{
flask of brandy. The English harvesters live

j

| on ale, cheese, bread, and occasionally a bit of !

| mutton. The Germans and Hollanders use!

I cheese as a common article of food.
j

| With some persons cheese is not in favor be-
j

{ cause of its constipating qualities. Eaten raw
j

f it is less so than when toasted or made into the
j

I popular dish known as Welsh rare-bit. In !

1 this form it is scarcely fit for the human stom-
j

fach. The fatty particles are separated from !

f
the albumen and appear simply as liquid oil,

j

while the albumen is changed to a tough,

!

string)- substance, without nutritious qualities
j

and almost as indigestible as sole leather.

Cheese derives a factitious and market value \

from the districts in which it is produced. The
j

Stilton cheese is a sj-nonyru of superior excel-
j

lence to the English palate, and those who

!

have made themselves acquainted with Teu-i

tonic tastes understand well what is meant by
\

Limburger and Sweitzerkase. But for years
j

past the American cheeses have been growing
j

in favor, not only here, but in England. A ;

late number of the London Grocer says:—

I

"The Americans and Canadians are emulating

j

our most successful dairymen, and really choice
\

American and Canadian cheese may now be I

obtained from those English importers who
j

have made themselves well acquainted with j

the best sources of supply. "
j

If cheese could be afforded at a fair price as I

compared with other meat, there is no reason j

why it should not become, in a measure, a sub-
\

stitute, as it seems to be especially adapted to
j

restore the force expended by those whose

!

work is extra laborious and exhaustive ; and !

indeed it may be questioned, now, whether it
]

is not as cheap, all things considered, as fresh !

meats. It is a subject worthy some considera-
j

tion. j

THE MIND DEPENDENT ON THE BODY.

Great men, have as a rule, had strong, hand- i

some, fine-fibred, enduring bodies. Napoleon
j

was very strongly and handsomely built, and i

had immense powers of working and endur-

ing fatigue. So had Wellington. Humboldt

all his long life needed only four hours a day

of sleep. Agassiz is a man of prodigious

physical strength. Csesar was of uncommon
endurance and athletic vigor. Charlemange

was of colossal stature and vast physical

strength. Washington was an exceedingly

strong man. Henry Ward Beecher is remark-

ably powerful in his make, strong-limbed,

deep-chested, heavy, and at the same time

quick and active. Daniel Webster was of

massive physical proportions. Henry Clay

had immense endurance. So had S. S. Pren-

tiss, probably the most wonderful orator the

United States ever produced, and who could

travel, speak, eat, talk, plead in court, and

gamble over a faro table for three or four days

without sleeping at all, and look all fresh and

bright when he got through. All great soldiers

have had great strength and great endurance.

Sherman and Grant and Thomas have it.

—

Scott had it. Of Wellington and Napoleon

and Csesar I have spoken. Frederick the

Great had it ; and Marshal Saxe, the strongest

man of his day ; and Charles XH. of Sweden,

and Gustavus Adolphus. Great philosophers

and great poets and artists have not been so

remarkable for vast strength as for fineness of

texture and (in the case of the poets at least)

for personal beauty. Goethe was wonderfully

handsome and stately in person. Shakespeare

was a handsome man. Milton was singularly-

attractive in person. Robert Burns was hand-

some and vigorous. Byron, though lame, had

otherwise an extremely fine face and person.

Tennyson is a man of great strength and com-

manding and handsome physique. Southey

and Wordsworth were men of fine person,

Keats was handsome. Raphael, Albert Durer,

Michael Angelo, Titian, Leonardo da Vinci,

Rubens, Vandyke, were all men of very beauti-

ful or of very stately personal appearance.

—

Herald of Health.

Remedy foe Choked Cattle.—A corres-

j

pondent of the Country Gentleman writes as
j

follows

:

"I give your, valuable remedy for choked!

cattle, whether choked with apples, turnips, !

&c. : Take a small parcel of gunpowder about

!

two or three thimbles full—make a small fun-,!

nel with thin paper, sufficient only to hold the
j

powder ; close the large end by folding—insert
j

it in the passage of the throat either with the !

fingers or hand, or by using a small stick—split

!

so as to grasp the small end of the funnel, and

!

to be easily withdrawn when desired. Noth-
j

ing else to\>e done. This has been tried sue-
j

cessfully by some of the best stock raisers, and
j

has never failed, I believe, in any case."
{

Farm Accounts.—We would urge upon ev-
j

ery farmer the importance of keeping a cor-
j

rect account of all he does—not only in his
j

dealings with the mechanic, merchant, and !

others, but with himself and farm. Keep an
j

account of your hired help—the expense of
j

each kind of crop raised—the product—in fact \

of all expenditures and receipts in farm and
j

household operations. You can then, at the
j

close of the year, tell which crop has paid

!

best, and what per cent, you are receiving for =

the capital invested. I

The ®h%v Basket

A man who had a scolding wife, being asked

what he did for a living, replied that he kept a

hot house.

An old lady, who had insisted on her minis-

ter praying for rain, had her cabbages cut up

by a hail-storm, and on viewing the -wreck, re-

marked that she never knew him to undertake

anything without overdoing it.

A hundred thousand reapers and mowers
were manufactured in the United States last

year.

The Chinese supply themselves with soap

by scraping the pods of a certain leguminous

plant. After rubbing the linen with this pulp,

it is ready for the rinsing tub.

Pat a hand, if he is a poor hand, all you

promise him ; if he is a good hand, pay him a

little more ; it will encourage him to do better.

A colored cook expecting company of her

own kind, was at a loss how to entertain her

friends. Her mistress said :
" Polly, you must

make an apology." "La! missus, how can I

make it ? I got no apples, no eggs, no butter,

no nuffin to make it wid."

Solon compared the people unto the sea,

and orators to the winds ; for that the sea

would be calm and quiet, if the winds did not

trouble it.

Josh Billings on Preaching.—"I always

advise short sermons, especially on a hot Sun-

day. If a minister kant strike ile in boreing

forty minutes, he has either got a poor gimblet,

or else he iz boreing in the rong place."

An old lady was complaining a few days

since, in the market, of the excessive high

price of provisions. " It is not the meat only

that is so enormously dear," said she, "but I

can not obtain flour for a pudding for less than

double the usual price, and they do not make

the eggs half so large as they used to be !
"

ANCIENT HOSPITALITY.

It was once the universal custom to place

ale or some strong liquor in the chamber of an

honored guest, to assuage his thirst, should he

feel any on awakening in the night, which,

considering that the hospitality of that period

often reached excess, was by no means un-

likely.

It is a cm-rent story in Teviotdale. that in

the house of an ancient family of distinction,

much addicted to the Presbyterian cause, a

Bible was always put into the sleeping apart-

ment of the guests, along with a bottle of

strong ale. On one occasion, there was a

meeting of clergymen in the vicinity of the

castle, all of whom were invited to dinner by

the worthy baronet, and several abode there

that night.

According to the fashion of the times, seven

of the reverend guests were allotted to one

large barrack-room, which was used on such

occasions of extended hospitality. The but-

ler took care that the divines were presented,

according to custom, each with a Bible and a

bottle of porter. But after a little consulta-

tion among themselves, they are said to have

re-called the domestic just as he was leaving

the apartment.

"My friend," said one of the venerable

guests, "you must know that when we meet

together, the youngest minister .reads aloud a

portion of Scripture to the rest
;
only one Bi-

ble, therefore, is necessary ; take • away the

other six, and in their place bring six more

bottles of wine."

Winter Thought.—It is winter now. The
earth is frost-bound, and incrustcd with ice

and snow ; but soon the sun will come wheel-

ing from the tropics, and the voice of Spring

will call, and the violets and daisies shall hear

it, as -veil as the pines in Oregon, and every-

where there shall be life, and growth, and
beauty. So it is with man. His winter lias

been long and dark ; but the sun of God's love

shall shine, and the crusts of tyranny and the

frosts of oppression shall melt away beneath

its rays, and the humblest as well as the loftiest

creature shall yet stand in the light and liberty

of the sons of God.

'

A King's Debts.—In John Bruce's "Calendar of State Papers" of the reign of Charles I., now publishing in a seiies of volumes* by Longmans, London, there
are many petitions from tradesmen to the King, praying for the settlement of their claims. Hester Rogers, widow of a royal jeweler, complains that she is utter-

ly unable to pay three pounds sterling ship-money, for which she was in custody, there being two thousand pounds owing to her late husband for jewels delivered

in the first year of the King's reign, besides one thousand two hundred and forty-eight pounds due from the king's mother, Queen Anne of Denmark. The non-
payment of this money had ruined herself and children. There are petitions from his Majesty's poulterer and fishmonger, also asking for debts long due.
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IN-DOOR LIFE ON THE FARM.

AVe often hear people talk of the hard work |

performed in planting, haying and harvesting;
{

we often hear the merits of the various live
[

stock referred to ; we also listen, almost daily,
{

to the advantages of certain field crops, and
{

how to make farming more productive. Yet
{

we rarely hear anything said, in sympathy or j

praise, of the immense labor, care and per-

1

plcxity of those who attend to the In-door du- j

ties of the Farm. It is there, to a great ex-

1

tent, that the farmer makes his profit and reaps
]

his daily harvest. The patient, toiling wife

;

the industrious, economical daughters, and the

faithful, hard-working female domestics, never

cease work in all the hours of the day. The

sun rises and sets and yet the work is never j

finished. Industrious hands and loving hearts

labor continually, persistently, always in fact,

In-doors on the Farm.

We know there are men who live on farms i

who appreciate and remember these facts, and
j

who do everything they can to cheer and alle- i

viate the wife, daughter and domestic who do
j

so much for their prosperity and happiness.—

;

But there are thousands of farmers who either

!

never counted up the great aggregate of labor
j

performed in the house, or else are so absorbed
j

in their own duties that they cannot stop to i

think of them. This latter class is, unfortu-l

nately, too large. And, it belongs to a class ]

not the most industrious or prosperous
;
many

j

of whom neglect to manage their business to

!

the best advantage, who are away from home j

more than is necessary, and who are often dis-

!

contented with their lot or profession.
j

Let us go into a farm house and we will soon j

tell you if the wife is a peer or a slave ; if the
j

daughters arc encouraged and appreciated, or \

if the servant has a sympathetic and realizing j

master. A look into ;ne kitchen, the buttery,
]

the wash-room or the nursery, tells the whole j

story. "Where a farmer practically knows the f

cares, toils and drudgery of his household,
j

there everything is generally neat, well ar-l

ranged and systematic. He has labor-saving \

machinery, improved utensils, abundance of I

supplies, and an air of thrift, prosperity and I

cheerfulness is all around us. The old kitchen j

laughs at us from the door to the chimney, I

from the floor to the rafters. But if we go in-

1

to the house of the " do n't-care " and "let-it-

1

go " farmer, we notice the reverse of all this, I

The poor wife looks the picture o.' iieglect and [

sorrow ; the girls are crusty and discontented,

!

and the hired help are not worth house-room,
{

Is this picture over-drawn, or too highly col- =

ored ? Perhaps it is, but it 's as near the truth f

as most things in farm-life. The fact cannot

!

be denied that In-door life on the Farm pre-

1

sents two distinct phases. One is where the [

farmer knows its trials, labors and economic I

importance ; and the other is where he knows
{

little and cares less of the happiness, health j

and prosperity of his own household. Far be |

it from our intention to lower the character of |

the American farmer, or to depreciate the gen-

1

eral good traits of oui rural friends. Lord 1

Bacon claimed that every man was a debtor to I

his profession ; and what class of our citizens I

owe more to their calling than the agricultur-

!

ists ? Without knowing it thoroughly and I

practically, none can succeed ; and without]

sympathy and hearty co-operation with the In-|

door affairs of the Farm, you cannot thrive
; f

nor will domestic peace and happiness be your I

companions. !

REMEMBER THE STOCK.

The severity of the great snow-storm of

;
last week, is remembered by your cattle and

;

horses, if they were exposed to its fury. Hu-
|
mane and thoughtful fanners, of course, looked

after their stock ; but there are some men who
are wholly negligent of the health and comfort

of their barn-yard friends. Such farmers,

lose, annually, more or less by careless treat-

ment of their animals, and never find the

leakage in the year's profit and loss. Hun-

dreds and thousands of dollars are lost in this

way, every year, in the Middle and New Eng-

land States, which could be saved by timely

attention. Young animals require especial

care, and yet they are the most frequently neg-

lected, both as to shelter and food. A great

many calves, lambs and colts are lost in this

way ;
others, also, are so much stunted, by

cold and starvation, that they never regain

their natural vigor. You do not fail to protect

and feed 5'our young children ; then why ne-

glect young animals? They require similar

care and attention
;

and, if well protected

against inclement weather and provided with

ample and appropriate food, soon gain strength

and hardiness sufficient to bear the severities of

our Northern winters. Let every farmer re-

member that his stock are not proof against

the arrows of the Frost-King; and that "every

drachm of mercy " to them, is money at com-

pound interest. Remember your stock, and if

you hear their bleating and looing amid the

bowlings of the winter-storm, consider it not

" As the bleating
Of the lamb to the butcher, or as the cry
Of seamen to the surge,"

but as a direct appeal to your sympathy and

humanity.

THE WOOL INTEREST.

At the "Wool-Growers' Convention held in

Springfield, Illinois, the interesting facts were

stated that there are in that State 2,000,000

sheep, worth $S,000,000, yielding annually

$3,000,000. It was resolved that we should

cease to import wool, a great part of which is

shoddy, making this country the rag-bag of the

world ; that Illinois protests against being

taxed to support the Government while being

put in competition with those who contribute

A BRIEF VISIT TO PETER HENDERSON.
Harticttlturc.

THE PROFITS OF GARDENING.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY R. RODINSON SCOTT, PHILADELPHIA.

Tiieue arc two distinct branches of garden-

= To the Editors of the Farm and Fireside :

I Having long admired the pungent and Intel-

!

|Iigent contributions of Mr. Henderson to the!

| Horticultural magazines, and learning that his!

I garden was near New York, I decided, while f

| on a visit to that city, to give him a call. For \

j
the purpose of obtaining information as to the

} ing) whicu cannotj am ^ tQQ wc„ dg_
[best way to reach his house, I called at the

)

n

ncd or too clearly separated, in order to avoid
[
seed store kept by Mr. Henderson and a Mr.

{ misconception and disappointment One class

|
Fleming, under the co-partnership name of

| of cmliyators operalc 0„ ,he goi , am] h
{Henderson & Fleming, in Nassau street. 1 1 ducts merely in a commercial point of view as
{learned that Mr. Henderson had been in the

j a remunerative business ; the other as a branch
|
city in the morning, according to his custom,

{ of reflnmg ploagorCj as an .M t0 Ur. «.lUl < ;uion
[
but had returned home. I passed a half hour

} of thc ^ties and elevation of the mind as
{ very agreeably with Mr. Fleming, a frank and

j well as the gratified,, 0f the senses,
i genial gentleman, with a countenance elo- = . , ,. . , ,

s f,„ nllt,. r
'

e , . , ,„ , ,= The idea that both ends may be attained, tosqucntly indicative of robust health and good 1 ~.
, ,

J
,

'

li^i^ifo „„,i,i„ 1 „ , t t, = any fair extent, by anv general arrangements
= spirits, and then took my way to Jersey Ferry, = . . , , ,.•" = or provisions, leads to disappointments which
I in accordance with Mr. Fleming's instructions.

ness by any improvidence in the tariff must

effect financial disaster, and impair manufac-

tures. For these reasons, the House Tariff

bill (71S) is urgently recommended by them.

—

Gov. Yates has written a letter to the Conven-

tion, stating his belief that 10 cents per pound

on imported wool is little enough, and declar-

ing that he should advocate its incorporation

into the Tariff bill. We trust that a tariff ben-

eficial to both manufacturer and grower will

soon be agreed to.

High Pkices Abroad.—It seems not to be

a profusion of "greenbacks" alone that causes

high prices, for British papers are filled with

the same complaints as our own, of the greatly

increased cost of living. A Glasgow paper

publishes a statement showing an advance in

all the staple articles of food, averaging about

3G per cent, now, as compared with two years

ago. Among its figures are these :

Beef—Fnast
Mutton— Roast
Butter—Fresh
Bread—Per loaf 4 Its..
Meal—Perstone
Potatoes—Per stone. .

.

Flour
Milk—Double in price.
Coals—Cwt
Cotton—Yard

186-1.

s. d.

..0 9

..0 8

..1 0

..0 6

..2 0

..0 6

...0

..0

1866. Showing a
s. d. rise of
It) 33 per cent.
0 10 25 "

16 42
0 8 33 "
8 8 83
0 8 33 "
3 10 31 "

100 "
0 9M 35 "
1 0 33 "

Steam Plowing.—A steam plow, just re-1

ceived from England,, is creating much interest
{

at New Orleans. It is to "be used on a planta-

1

tion in that vicinity. I

We have long been of the opinion that the
{

day is not distant when steam plows will be f

extensively used on the prairies of the West. \

Minnesota is a young giant. Last vear she

exported 9,100,711 bushels of wheat and flour.

, Beet Suc.au.—Thc Western States are go-

ing into the manufacture of beet sugar. At

Chatsworth, Illinois, is a factory that has been

running two years, and turns out three tons of

sugar a day. There is little doubt that the

Western States will be able to supply all the

sugar and molasses needed for their own con-

sumption, within twenty years. There is no

part of the country, however, better adapted

to growing suitable beets and making them in-

ito sugar, than the Middle States or even New
j

England; and it is a little surprising that at-

|
tention has not been directed in that way.

Se>'B a Stamp Specimen numbers of the Fahm AST*

j Fireside will be forwarded to any address, on the receipt of a
: three-cent stamp.

too frequently end in the discouragement otArrived at Jersey City, I took one of the = , ,. , , .

n +i tj .
, •, , = horticulture as an art. To speak more plainly,South Bergen horse cars, which conveyed me = , , , . „ . . , , \

"
* nr TT i ' i t<- ,= Market Gardemmr, as it is stvled, is quitenearly to Mr. Henderson s grounds. I found I vo. . . . -'

, - „ .

i v i .r i, •? L , , i cuflerent m its aims and practice from Ama-thc gardens delightfully situated on a gentei. „ .
, ,, , . „

, °
, .

° : ,, .
° „ iteur or "Ornamental Gardening.

'

slope overlooking the bay, and having a fine =

view of New York. It was a mild and genial 1
Yut n0 flludf"«enlal difference exists in the

day in Spring, and as I passed into the enclo- 1
mles which scicncc has prescribed for the

sure, I paused to enjoy the beauty of the tran- 1
guidance of fhe intelligent cultivator in either

quil scene. I also felt a little reluctance to en- !
casc—thc variation is iu the means and appU-

ter, as my visit was "one of mere curiosity, and I

ances
'
thc cxteut

>
the amo"n t of capital in-

I had formed the idea that as Mr. Henderson
|

Yestcd t0 Produ«' a certain result, well defined

„ was a kind of autocrat in Horticultural litera- 1
aud ascertametl -

jture, and a rather bluff and despotic one at|
Should »»->' well-to-do-mei chanl, for instance,

| times, I might get a rebuff from the mighty I
havinS realized a fair competency, desire a

I and venerable potentate upon whose domain !
covmt,7 lifr

>
atu1 imagine that, by a moderate

I I was trespassing. While I loitered in the !
outla)' in addiliou to the erection of his man-

I gateway, I saw a laborer coming up the main I
sion aucl !a>' h;S out of bis grounds, he might

! avenue, who, although his coat was off, as if |
economize his annual outlay by marketing his

I he was working hard, had the appearance of I

surPlus garden crops—fruits and esculents—

|
being an overseer. In reply to my inquiry for I

ancl make his arrangements to this end,—my
{Mr. Henderson, he pleasantly announced him- j

argument is, that the result will prove nnsatis-

! self as the gentleman sought for. What erro- I
fectory, though not for many years disastrous

;

| neous opinions we do form of those we read !

and irjstcad "of adding to his gratification by

I of but have not seen ! The Peter Henderson j

lesser>'Ug its cost, have the very opposite effect.

| of my imagination was a man of about sixty, I To put this in practical terms : An assort-

! stout in person, reserved in manners, gruff in I ment of fruit trees and fruiting plants are ob-

|
speech ; in fact, a personage somewhat after j

taincd aud planted, ostensibly for family use,

)
the style and appearance of the typical John I but if over-abundant in supply, to be sent to

| Bull. The Peter Henderson, now self-intro- j
market. They receive ordinary cultivation

—

jduced, was a trim-built man of youngish ap- 1 not special run—they are not varieties espe-

Ipcarance, with no superfluous flesh, either in I
cially adapted for marketing (for there is some-

I breadth or height, just a "fine strapping fel-j thing in this), they not only do not produce

jlow;" and as free, chatty and sociable as you j
any surplus in a reasonable time, but they do

: please. He at once and very cheerfully under- \ not even furnish the most moderate expecta-

I took to show me through the long row of ! tions of thc hopeful amateur. To fully stale

;
glass houses; and although they were filled 1 the various causes for this result, can best be

I with objects of admiration, and Mr. Hender- 1 done by demonstration, as it can be by quoting

j
son's remarks upon their culture and peculiari- 1 actual instances of such failures which are at

i
ties were instructive and interesting, I could I hand.

; not keep my mind from wondering at the man I So in Fruit Culture under glass, many in-

|
himself. So I said to him, "Mr. Henderson, I

stances can be adduced in this vicinity to prove

I

pra}r tell me how it is that at your age, you 1 the position assumed.

[have obtained, practically, this knowledge of! But, let the experienced fruit cultivator,

;

plants and flowers
;
and, at the same time, ac- 1 skilled in the required soil, the required varie-

;

quired the degree of literary education indica- !
ties, and necessary routine of treatment, from

j

ted by your writing?" Modestly disclaiming I the planting the free to the ripening and mar-

|

the implied compliment, he replied that his op- 1 keting of the fruit, undertake the work, and

portunities for obtaining an education had been ! no failure need result, or does result, in nine

so limited that he considered himself an uncd- j cases out of ten. In the Small Fruit Culture

ucated man. He added that he had always j this is self evident. In thc Esculent, or

been a working man, and that thc most of his {" Truck Farm,'' it is an established fact that

published articles were written during the i gardening returns the largest profits for extent

leisure hours of Winter. I of land and capital invested, on lands espe-

Mr. H. has quite a fortune in his real estate, !
cially greatly enhanced in value by contiguity

\

apart from its value as a garden ; its proximi-

1

to large cities. "What land costing one thous-

|

ty to New York having rendered it valuable I
antl dollars per acre, as land does cost in this

\ for building sites. I think he told me that he f
vicinity, can be cultivated or cropped profita-

paid $500 per acre for it some nine years ago ;
jbly in any other way than in " Small Fruits"

I

it must soon be worth, I should say, not far |
or Esculents for city consumption ? Even

from $10,000 per acre. He has a new and el- 1 Pear Culture, so frequently regarded as a delu-

egant house, so located as to command a fine I
sio»> can uc ma 'u' profitable,

view of his gardens aud the adjacent country |
But this article has extended beyond the

for many miles, and seems to enjoy a degree of I
limits intended, and will be followed upon

prosperity such as' seldom attends the tiller of 1
another occasion,

the soil. !
January 23, 1SG7.

January, 18G7. h. j :::::::""":::;™:::™™

I Fine Calf.—Mr. Joseph Clynick, of East

"HP Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, of Massachu- 1 Nottingham township, Chester county. Pa.,

setts, has been appointed, by the United States j has a calf eleven months old, that weighs

Agricultural Society, Special Commissioner to { eight hundred and sixteen pounds. A friend

the French Exposition and to thc Agricultural f who saw it recently, pronounced it an animal

Exhibitions of Europe next Autumn. j of great beauty and promise'.

« r~ , n . , J HOW TO OBTAIN TEE FAEM AND FISESIDE.
•-s A Cranberry Company, with a capital of=

$150,000, has recently purchased a thousand I
SEn> T"'° dolubs to itoYrtWx?, bym»u

;
or, ir there

a
• = be a news-dealer near To", order it of him. The Farm ani>

acres of land, near Atsion, New Jersey. = fikeside win be sold at an Newsonices. single copy, 5 cenu.

Agkiototitp.e in Fkance.—The Journal de l'Agriculture says : "Thc agricultural statistics of France for 1 SCG arc not very brilliant. The corn crop is below the
average. Wine will be abundant, but of very ordinary quality. Potatoes are rotting in the storehouses; in many instances" fears are entertained of not being able
to preserve sufficient for the next planting. Olives will furnish a better crop than was expected. Tobacco is affected with the rot. Walnuts and chestnuts have pro-
duced the ordinary quantity. The disasters of the silk-worm culture add darker shadows to the picture. The cider fruits offer a valuable resource, and several spec-
ial crops, such as hemp ancl colza, have been good. There is, therefore, some compensation for the evil, and above all, hopes for thc future.''
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MY LOST ALICE.

I Know not why I should be so sad when I

think of Alice Glendenning. It is truly no

meet cause for sadness, when one has fought a

battle and gained the victory—when one has

earned rest—when one has entered into life.

—

Dare I affirm that I believe in the infinite joy

of Heaven, and yet sit stranded on the shore

of time, and weep, with vain human longing,

for one who walks in that eternal day ? I say

these things over to myself, and try for a mo-

ment to believe I am glad that Alice is gone

home. But my faith is not quite strong enough.

I shut my eyes, and seem to see again a pale,

fair face, with delicate, straight features, eyes

full of soft light, dark drooping hair—such a

face as Luini painted, in a dead century, as his

conception of the Virgin Mother, "blessed

among women "—that was Alice.

She was my one friend, and I loved her as

those love who have few objects in life. I had

acquaintances enough—people whom I liked,

and who liked me ; but to none of them had I

ever opened my heart until Alice came. My
nature was shy and reticent, and my life and

my spirit continually contradicted each other.

My life was quiet in the extreme. I was sur-

rounded by men and women who lived in their

day's work or their day's pleasure, with little

thought beyond. I used sometimes to wonder

what they would do if suddenly translated in-

to a purely spiritual existence—their occupa-

tion would be so utterly gone. Such people

made me shrink more and more into myself.

—

I could not speak to them of themes which

they would have found as barren of interest

and as incomprehensible as an unknown

tongue. But when Alice came she understood

all from the first.

We grew to be dear to each other; very dear.

I had no stronger tie than the one which bound

me to her. She had a lover, to whom she had

been betrothed for years. He was a man of

business, living in a distant city, and she did

not see or hear from him often enough to in-

terrupt our friendship. She wrote to him one

week, and he answered her letter the next, and

four times a year he came to Glenwood. For

the rest I could have Alice to myself.

I saw this Marcus Glendenning on his first

visit to Alice, after I knew her. He was her

second cousin, but as unlike her, except in

name, as possible. He must have taken his

mental and physical traits from the other side

of his ancestry. I did not like him, though I

tried to for Alice's sake. There was something

in his face which repelled me. I do not know
whether it was the self-indulgent lips, or the

inscrutable black eyes, or both together. His

eyes were not brown or hazel, but simply and

unmistakably jet black. Like all such eyes

which I have ever met they revealed nothmg.

Whatever emotion stirred him they glittered

unchangeably. I do not like such eyes.

—

There is something in their mystery which

warns me of unseen breakers. From the first

I had no faith in Mr. Marcus Glendenning ; but

I did not say so to Alice. One day I asked

her if she really loved him.

"Would I be engaged to him if I did not?
"

she answered, with an indignant blush, and a

quiver of her sensitive lips, which made me
think of a grieved child. " I love him better

than anything else in this world."

Then I held my peace. After all, she knew
him better than I did, and veiy likely judged

him more justly. At any rate she loved hirn,

and that, with a girl like Alice, was a fact with

which no pressure of outside influences could

do away. If she were ever cured of it, it must

be by some wrong-doing ou his part ; and I

knew her well enough to pray that for her

such an evil day might be far off.

When I had known her a year I began to

wonder that he never urged her to make any

arrangements for their marriage, especially as

she was an orphan, and might naturally be

supposed to desire a home of her own as soon

as possible. I spoke of this to her one day,

and she said that they had been engaged al-

most ever since they were children ; and it had

been always understood that they were not to

marry until he had met with a certain degree

of success in his business. She was so trust- j

ful that I believe nothing of that kind could
f

have disquieted her ; but I, loving her so tru-

1

by, was far from satisfied with the devotion of
|

this man to whom she had consecrated herf

fife. f

The second autumn after she came to Glen-
{

wood she received an invitation from an old j

school friend to pass the winter. The friend
f

resided in the same city with Mr. Glendenning,
j

and that fact, I knew, influenced Alice in her |

delighted acceptance of the invitation. I

"Only think," she said, "to be near him I

]
one whole winter ! I shall see more of him

[

j
than 1 ever have since I was a child." f

With the same mail by which she answered
[

I
her friend's letter went one to her lover, ac-

1

j

quainting him with her plans. She waited
|

;
anxiously for his reply, but when it came it I

\

was easy to see that she was not altogether sat-

1

|
isfied with it. |

"I do n't think Marcus is half-pleased," she [

| said to me. "He writes that he is glad, but 1

i
he adds that he had hoped I would come there !

j
first as his wife. Poor fellow ! I think it f

troubles him that he is not ready to be married f

at once. But I shall cheer him up when I get !

there." |

Would she ? I wondered ; or would she find

f

herself no longer mistress of his moods ? A

I

presentiment settled on my mind that I should [

never see again my cheer}', bonny Alice as she |

was when she went away.

The time of her absence seemed very long, j

Neither of us liked letter-writing, so we heard j

from each other but seldom. In these rare let-

1

ters she made, from the first, little mention of!

Marcus Glendenning, and after a short time |

none at all. This omission troubled me, and 1

1

began to long feverishly for her return. She f

was to come early in May. I went out that I

day, I remember, under a bright sky, full off

flitting, changeful clouds, and gathered the I

first blooms of the trailing arbutus. I always |

felt a curious kinship with the shy flower. Its
|

pink-and-white prettiness soothed me this day |

like the face of a long-absent friend. I carried I

home all I could find, and arranged them in

!

Alice's room, for she was to come to our house. 1

She had to board somewhere, and it seemed [

natural she should be with me. Taking board- [

ers was contrary to all rule and precedent with i

my mother, but I had persuaded her to make j

an exception in Alice's case. I

When I had pleased myself in the arrange- f

ment of her room I went over to the station |

and waited for the cars to come in. The mo-

1

ment she stepped upon the platform I knew
j

|
that my presentiment was verified ; that the I

|

bonny, happy, care-free Alice who went away
f

i

had not come back—never would come again. I

i She looked ten years older than the day I part-
[

j ed with her. She had been pale always, but |

|
there had been a life and brightness in her face I

j
which was gone now. There were dark cir- \

\
cles round her eyes which told of wakeful j

j
nights, and the thin hand she' gave me was fe- {

i
verish. She kissed me, not impulsively, as I

;
she would have done once, but with a long, I

j
slow kiss, full of tenderness.

I took her home almost in silence. When j

; we went into her room, and she saw the flow- !

i ers with which I had adorned if, the ghost of a
j

| smile flitted across her face, and Bhe said ; I

j
" I wonder if any thing could change your'i

\
love, Margaret ? I know by these flowers you I

I have been thinking of me all day." \

j
" Not to-day only, but all the days since you I

I left me. Is it so strange that I should love f

j
you ? "

f

j "It seems, sometimes, as if there were no i

! such thing as real love in the world ; for the l

Hove I trusted in the most has failed me.— |

j Do n't ask me any questions, dear. I could I

\ not bear to answer them. I am not engaged
f

j to Marcus any longer. He has been weighed

!

;in the balances and found wanting." She I

j
stopped a moment, and then she repeated the 1

ilast words in a low tone, unutterably sad—

I

I

" Found wanting !
"

j

I dared not try to comfort her. I could only

}

|

put my arms round her and hold her fast,
|

|
while I kissed her through my tears. But her |

I own eyes were dry. I

For three months after that life went on with |

! us in dreary fashion. The most pitiful of all |

I was, too see how hard . Alice tried to be like I

her old self—with what vain endeavor she |

strove to interest herself in all the old themes I

we used to talk about together. How I longed f

to let her know that I understood the gentle I

hypocris}', and was ready to weep with her ;
=

but I fancied the very effort she made might be
|

doing her good, and I knew she was grateful
j

to me for keeping silence. When the days
[

came round on which her lover's letters would
[

have been due, had they been corresponding as f

of old, I always noticed in her an increase off

restlessness. Often on those days she would I

take long, solitary walks, and come back lit- =

terly exhausted from the conflict, but mistress !

of herself. I longed to have her talk to me, !

but she never mentioned Marcus Glendenning's j

name after that first night.
}

So May went by, and June, and July. Au-

1

gust came on with sultry heats. There had
j

been little rain through July, and the. August
j

skies were like brass over our heads. People
j

hoarded water like gold. They brought it
j

from a river four miles away for the cattle to
j

drink, and the poor, dumb creatures, pasturing

;

in parched fields, under pitiless suns, rushed
j

after it with an eagerness in their eyes which

j

seemed human. There was a good deal of
j

illness, but nothing that came very near us.—
j

Alice was not sick but she drooped under the
j

fervid heats perceptibly.

At last one day my father came in and hand-
{

ed her a letter. It bore the familiar post-mark j

which she had welcomed so many times ; but !

it was in a strange handwriting. For the first !

time Alice gave way. She shivered like one
j

in an ague, as she put it into my hand : !

"Read it for me, Margaret. I have not;

courage to break the seal. I thought I wasj

done with that place. What can any one!

there want of me ? "
j

"It is signed 'JaneB. Reynolds,'" I said, I

glancing first at the last line.

"Yes; Marcus has boarded with her for!

years. She knows me. Read." I

It was only a few lines, to tell her that Mr. |

Glendenning lay very ill of typhoid fever. The
j

fever was prevalent in the neighborhood, and
j

had assumed in many cases a malignant type. !

Mr. Glendenning was out of his head—had

!

been 'ever since he was taken, so she could not

!

ask him for any directions, but she felt that it

!

was her duty to let Miss Alice know, as the

!

physicians said the chances for his recovery

!

were doubtful.
j

'
' She does not know that anything is chang-

!

ed between us," Alice said quietly, as I finished

!

reading.
|

'

' Thank God, at any rate, that it is not now
j

your duty to go." ';

"I am going." !

"You, Alice?"
j

"Yes. I told you once that I loved hinij

better than anything else in the world ; and

!

should I not be less than woman to let one I
j

had loved so well and so long die without me ?
j

He need not know I am there. I can come

j

away when he begins to get better ; but oh ! I

!

must go, for no one else will tend him as I!

should. Do n't blame me, Margaret."

Blame ! I should have blamed an angel as
j

soon. I began collecting the things she would
j

need, and packing them. If sometimes my

!

tears fell on them I could not help it. I want-
{

ed to go with her, but she would not let me.—
j

She knew she was going into danger, and she

;

was determined to go alone. What days those
j

were through which I waited! I had madej

her promise to send for me at once if she felt

!

the slightest symptom of illness ; so while I [

did not hear I knew that she, at least, was

!

safe. j

The second week in September rain fell for

!

two days. The wind changed, or rather an \

east wind arose, for all through the drouth
|

there had not been breeze enough to wave a

!

feather. The parched earth began to revive.—

!

The beasts held up their heads. Men met each
{

other in the streets, and said, reverently,—
]

"Thank God!" |

Three days afterward Alice came home. I!

sat quite alone when she came in, swiftly and
|

silently, and clasped me in her arms. f

"You have saved him, I know," I said, for
j

I read it somehow in her face.

"He is saved! I do not know how much |

I helped. I think but for the rain he must

j

have died. The fresh wind that came with it 1

seemed to bring him healing upon its wings.

The doctor says he will do well now ; and I

could not stay any longer, he had begun to

know me."

"And you, Alice, are you safe ?"

"Safe, dear, yes ; but oh ! so tired. I shall

be rested in the morning."

But when the morning came we knew what
I had guessed before. The fever which she had
been breathing so long at Marcus Glenden-

ning's bedside had stolen into her own veins,

and come home with her. The doctor we
sent for said that it had been coming on for

some time, and excitement had kept her up.

Now the strain on every faculty was over the

disease began to show itself, and she was in

far more danger from the fact that she had so
'

long resisted the attack.

I knew when I heard those words that she

would die, just as well as I knew it when the

end came. But God knows how I tended her

—as lovingly, I think, as any mother ever

nursed her sick child—as faithfully as she had
tended the man for whom she was going to

die. From the incoherent mutterings of her

fever I learned more than she would ever have

told me of her wrongs and her suffering. I

understood, during those long, slow nights

through which I watched her, how the iron

had entered into her soul.

After three weeks of such watching there

came a sunset when I sat with her hand in

mine, and tried in vain to see her wasted face

through the tears which came between it and

my eyes. I knew it was all over. Before the

sun should set again she would be where "they
have no need of the sun by day or the moon
by night." These were the last moments I

could snatch from eternity. And the words I

longed to say, the words I should wish I had
said in many an after hour, would not come to

my lips. 1 could only cling to her desperately,

and weep those* useless tears.

"Do not be sorry for me," she said, at last.

" It is not sad to go beyond the toiling and the

weeping."

"Not for you!" I cried bitterly, moved be-

yond my own self-control. "He made your

life so bitter first that you were glad to throw

it away, and then you threw it away on him.

God will judge him. He has taken away from

me the light of my life."

"Ipraj-, Margaret, that God will judge him

in mercy ; and so must you. He will suffer

for it all, some day ; and then, oh, Margaret,

do not reproach him, but comfort him!"

"And I—who will comfort me for the only

friend I ever had to be heart of my heart ?"

" God will, dear ;" and when she had said

that, she lay silently, seeming to watch the

sunset clouds. Oh, if I had known how near

the end was ! "God will," she breathed again

through the silence; and then I know not

how, the light faded out of her eyes. She had

not kissed me or said good-by, but she was

.

gone with the fading sunset. It was as if from

those clouds had stooped the unseen messen-

gers to carry her away.

Two days after she was buried Marcus Glen-

denning came to me, the wan ghost of his

former self. He greeted me with scant cere-

mony.

"My cousin Alice saved my life, and then

went away before I could thank her. I come
to you as her friend. Will you tell me where

she is ?"

I rose and asked him to fpllow me. Swiftly

I led him, waiting for no questions, across the

fields until we stopped beside a new-made
grave in the shadow of a great rock.

"There she lies," I said. " Speak, and see

if she will answer you."

May God forgive me ifI was cruel ! but I

thought his heart was stone, and nothing less

than this could soften it. I was not prepared

for the cry of mortal agony which smote upon

my ears as he knelt down and pressed his ash-

en lips to that grave.
lfDead ! dead ! and I can never in all time

hear her say that she forgives me ! Oh, if she

had only left me to die
!"

He seemed to have utterly forgotten my
presence. I stood there, witness of his re-

morse and despair until I, even I who had so

loved Alice, began to pity him. I remembered

her words :

iiMiimnfi |in>n

Protect toe Teees.—The orchard demands but little care at this season of the year, yet there is one point that owners of young orchards should not over-

look, and that is the injury which mice or rabbits may effect. A hint in season may be worth a great deal to some. There are several methods of protection
;

gas tar may be applied. Some think it injurious to young trees, but it is not, unless used in too large quantities. Smearing the trees with blood or fresh liver is

another method ; a shield may be formed by cutting cornstalks into pieces a foot or two in length and tying them around the base of the trunk with twine.

—

Go out and examine your young orchards, trample down the snow close to the trees, and destroy the harboring places and roads of the vermin. ' r
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"He will suffer for it all, some day, and

then, oh, Margaret, do not reproach him, but

comfort him
!"

"She did forgive you," I said. "She used

almost her last breath in trying to make me

forgive you also. If she could speak to you

from this grave, she would bid you go in

peace."

"Iam worse than Cain," he groaned. " I

have killed the one creature in this world who

loved me. What devil possessed me to throw

away the truest heart that ever beat ?"

Then he got up, as if with a sudden recol-

lection of his old gallantry toward women,

which sat strangely enough upon him here at

this grave.

"Grant mc your pardon," he said; "I am

intruding my feelings upon you. It is still so

light perhaps you will not mind walking back

alone across the fields ? You have been kind,

and I thank you ; but I would wish to be here

a little while by myself.

"

I looked back when I reached the corner of

the church-yard. He had knelt again by the

grave with his head bowed over it. The dew

was falling fast on him—the chill autumn night

coming down. I was half tempted to return

and try to persuade him to go home with me

;

but I shrank from intruding upon him again,

so I went on through the nightfall and left him

alone with the dead.

His night vigil did not kill him, for, though

I have never seen him since I left him kneel-

ing by that grave, I have read his name in

many a list of stock-owners and moneyed

men. I hear that he has never married. I

have never learned the secret Alice guarded

—

never understood by what wrong to her he

broke the chords which bound them ; but if

ever I saw a man overtaken by an unutterable

horror and remorse, and woe, I believe he was

that man. Did she kuow it, I wonder, and

pity his unquiet soul—she, looking back from

the rest into which she had entered? God

knows. .

STORY OF THE NOSES.

At Dewitz, in the neighborhood of Prague,

there once lived a rich and whimsical old farm-

er, who had a beautiful daughter. The stu-

dents of Prague, of whom there were at that

time twenty-five thousand, often walked in the

neighborhood of Dewitz, and mare than one

of them offered to follow the plough, in hopes

of becoming the son-in-law of the farmer.

—

The first condition that the cunning peasant

set on each new sen-ant was this : "I engage

you," he would say, "for a year, that is, till

the cuckoo sings the return of spring; but if,

from now till then, you say once you are not

satisfied, I will cut off the end of your nose.—

I give you the same right over me," he added,

laughing. And he did as he said. Prague

was full of servants with the end of their nose

glued on, which did not prevent an ugly scar,

and, still less, bad jokes. To return from the

farm disfigured and ridiculed was well calcula-

ted to cool the warmest passion.

A young man by the name of Coranda,

somewhat ungainly in manner, but cool, adroit

and cunning, which are not bad aids in mak-

ing one's fortune, took it in his head to try the

adventure. The farmer received him with the

usual good nature, and, the bargain made,

sent him to the field to work. At breakfast

time the other servants were called, but good

care was taken to forget Coranda. At dinner

time it was the same. Coranda gave himself

no trouble about it. He went to the house,

and while the farmer's wife was feeding the

chickens, unhooked an enormous ham from
the kitchen rafters, took a huge loaf from the

cupboard, and went back to the field to dine

and take a nap.

"Are you satisfied?" cried the farmer, when
he returned at night. •

"Perfectly satisfied," said Coranda; "I
have dined better than you have."

At that instant the farmer's wife came rush-

ing in, crying that her ham was gone. Coran-
da laughed, and the farmer turned pale.

"Are you not satisfied ? " asked Coranda.
"A ham is only a ham," answered his mas-

ter. " Such a trifle does not trouble me." But
after that time he took good care not to leave
the student fasting.

Sunday came. The farmer and his wife

seated themselves in the wagon to go to church,

saying to Coranda, "It is your business to

cook the dinner. Cut up the pieces of meat

you see yonder, with onions, carrots, leeks,

and parsley, and boil them all together in the

great pot over the kitchen fire."

"Very well," answered Coranda.

There was a little pet dog at the farm-house

by the name of Parsley. Coranda killed him,

skinned him, cut him up with the vegetables,

and put the whole to boil over the kitchen fire.

When the farmer's wife returned, she called

her favorite ; but alas ! she saw nothing but a

bloody skin hanging by the window.

"What have you done? "said she to Co-

randa.

"What you ordered me, mistress. I have

boiled the meat, onions, carrots, and leeks, and

parsley in the bargain."

" Wicked wretch! " cried the farmer, "had
you the heart to kill the innocent creature that

was the joy of the house ?
"

"Are you not satisfied ? " said Coranda, tak-

ing a knife from his pocket.

" I did not say that," said the farmer. "A
dead dog is nothing but a dead dog." But he

sighed.

A few clays after, the farmer and his wife

went to market. Fearing their terrible ser-

vant, they said to him, " Stay at home, and do

i

exactly as you see others do."

" Very well," said Coranda.

There was an old shed in the yard, the roof

I
of which was falling to pieces. The carpen-

\ ters came to repair it, and began, as usual, by

|
tearing down the roof. Coranda took a ladder

|
and mounted the roof of a house, which was

!
quite new. Shingles, lathes, nails, and tiles,

\ he tore off everything, and scattered them all

\ to the winds. When the farmer returned, the

! house was open to the sky.

"Villain!" said he, "what new trick have

;

you played me ?
"

"I have obeyed you, master," answered Co-

\ randa. "You told me to do exactly what I

! saw others do. Are you not satisfied?" And
i
he took out his knife.

"Satisfied!" replied the farmer; "why
should I not be satisfied. A few shingles more

or less will not ruin me." But he sighed.

Night came ; the farmer and his wife said to

each other that it was high time to get rid of

this incarnate demon. As is always the case

with sensible people, they never did anything

without consulting their daughter, it being the

custom in Bohemia to think that children al-

ways have more wit than their parents.

"Father," said Helen, "I will hide in the

great pear tree early in the morning, and caU

like the cuckoo. You can tell Coranda that

the year is up-, since the cuckoo is singing
;
pay

him, and send him away."

Early in the morning the plaintive ciy of the

cuckoo was heard through the fields. The

farmer seemed surprised. " Well, my boy,

Spring is come," said he. "Do you hear the

cuckoo singing yonder? I will pay you, and

we will part good friends."

"A cuckoo !
" said Coranda ; "that is a bird

which I have always wanted to see."

He ran to the tree and shook it with all his

might, when, behold ! a young girl fell from

the branches, fortunately more frightened than

hurt.
" Villain !

" cried the farmer.

"Are you not satisfied ? " said Coranda,

opening his knife.

"Wretch! 3
rou kill my daughter, and you

think that I ought to be satisfied. I am fu-

rious. Begone, if you would not die by my
hand."

" I will go when I have cut off your nose,"

said Coranda. "I have kept my word; do

you keep yours."

"Stop! " cried the farmer, putting his hand

before his face. " You will surely let me re-

deem my nose ?
"

"It depauds on what you offer," said Co-

randa.

" Will you tfike ten sheep for it
?

"

i "No."
"Ten cows?"
"No; I would rather cutoff your nose."

—

\ And he sharpened his knife on the door-step.

"Father," said Helen, " the fault was mine

;

1 it belongs to me to repair it. Coranda, will
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1 fine, including 30,000 tb Combing Delaine at 60c; 40,000 lbs Tex-

I as. 20a32)<c ; 22.000 tbs Mexican, 21c ; small lota Cape, 37Xa33c

;

and a re-sale of 112 bales Mestlza, 28Xc.

The markets.

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
FAEM PRODCOTS, FCTiL, Ac.

|J,tluertiswg: Bepartmimi

j Bhodc Island.

Hav^) ton $38
Straw ^ ton $20
Coal $ ton $10 50al2 50
Oats $ bush 85a90c

Wood W cord $6aP 50 !

Beans quart 13c !

Potatoes 90c i

Onions 90c ;

GROCERIES, &C.

Flour $llal7 00
Corn Meal $1 30
Rye $1 50
Saleratus lOaloc
Kerosene Oil 80c
Cheese f) lb 20c
Butter $ lb 40, 42a45c
Codfish 8c
Java Coffee ^j) lb 25a50c
Mackerel, new !...10al2c

11EA1

Beef Steals 18a25c
Beef, corned lOaloc
Tongues, clear 20c
Mutton 9al4c
Veal 10a20c
Pork, fresh 15al8c

Raisins 22a2nc i

Molasses ^ gaL 75a86c !

Y. H. Tea $1 20 !

Black Tea 80ca$l 30 ;

011%) gal $1 00 !

Fluid %) gal '$1 00 !

Candles W lb 25a50c i

Eggs lb doz 45c i

Lard <g lb 18a20c i

Sugar lb 14al8c
;

i, Ac
Hams 18a90c \

Poidtry 20a28c I

Shoulders 15c i

Sausages 20c ;

Tripe 11c
!

Pork, salt...'. 18c >

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.—Jan. 23.

PBIOKS. — Beef Cattle — Extra, $12 75(»,13 50 ; 1st quality

$11 50@12 50; 2d do. $10 25@11 00; 3d do. $8 00@al0 00 $
100 lbs. (the total weight of Bides, tallow and dressed Beef.)

Working Oxen—$150, 200, 250(9300 $ pair.

Milch Cows and Calves—$45, 55, 75, 100.;

Yearlings—$20(230; two years old $40@55; three years old

$60@70.
Sheep and Lambs—In lots, $1 50, 1 75, 2 25f3,2 75 each; ex- I T>

tra $3a5 50, or from 3^7Kc ^ ft. 1

Spring Lambs—None.
Veal Calves—None.
Western F'at Swine—Dressed, 9io)10c %? re-

prices of Hides, Tallow and Skins—Hides 9,Vc %) Hi. jTallow

7c ^ ft. Cair Skins 20c ^ lb.

Pelts—$1@1 25 each.

REMARKS.
Cattle—The market was almost an entire failure, on ac-

count of the non-arrival of the Cattle. There were a few head
came In by boat from the State of Maine, but separate from
these there were no fresh arrivals. The large number of last

week was almoBl sufficient for the two weeks. Number left

over 175 head, a part ot which were driven to Cambridge on
Tuesday morning.

NEW YORK CATTLE MARKET.
Moxpay, Jan. 21 In view of the light receipts the market

for Beef cattle has ruled firm, and holders succeeded in estab-

lishing an advance of fully h@Xc $ ft on choice stock, while

the other grades remain unchanged. Extras sold at 17@17Xc,
and occasionally at 18c; good and medium, lS^ie^c, and
common at 12@14c ; the demand, however, was not very ac-

tive, buyers manifesting no disposition to operate too largely, =

owing to the expectations of large arrivals, the snow storm = rV
having had the effect of keeping many cattle back.

ILL RIVER IRON WORKS,
WOOSBOOKET, E. 1.

W. A. HENNESSEY, PEOrEIETOE.

Manufacturer of FLUE and TCBULAR STEAM BOILERS,
OIL and WATER TANKS. WATER PIPE and PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

Boilers repaired in a thorough maDner at short notice.

Shop at Noetii End, near H arris' s New M ill.

Refers by permission to

Rioe, Barton- & Co., Machinists and Boiler Makers, Worces-
ter, Mass.

Bellows A Wiiitoomii, Engineers, Worcester, Mass.

C. W. Kimuall, ESQ., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory,
Springfield. Mass.

Hon. E. Harris, Woonsocket-

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Arnolk. dealer

In Agricultural Tools, consisting in paTt of Conical. \\ right s

and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cullers, Garden
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels. Spades. Forks, Iron Bars, 4c.

Holder's Block. Main Street,
Woonsoeket, R. I.

WE. BARRETT k CO.. Manufacturers of Mead's Patent

. Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes. Chase's Two
\ Horse Potato Dickers. Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,

! dealers ill ALL kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

OAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BARRETT k CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

"JERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM. LOCK HAYCUTTERS,
lhe best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

T7XTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work ami for breaking

L up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT * CO.,

32 Canal Street, Trovldence, R. I.

HI'BB \RD BLAKE * CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged

the best in market, are for sale in lots or by sinele dojena,

by the Manufacturers' Agents. » . E. »»;*'•'.' * l
R" .

!

1
82 Canal Street, Providence, K. 1.

Massachusetts.

FOWLS FOR SALE.—The subscriber wlU sella^few^alrso'

Grey Dorkings; also, several pairs of Brahmas at *b per

pair, boxed and provided with fooJ, dt'Uvere
H;

o
G
ex
w

r
;'

1

"

1

'

TF: .

So. Framingham, Mass.

Jan. 19, 1867.
lw"2

AY FOR SALE.-From seventy tendons_of^ood Meadow

(|J

nj'- Men'don, Mass.

A Lady Agriculturist.—The Newburg Journal has the following notice : "Miss J. L. Waring, of Amenia, Dutchess countv, New Tork, a lady of intelli-

gence and culture, has gone quite extensively into the culture of fruits and vines. She has invested "upwards of forty thousand dollars. She cultivates only the

choicest varieties, and has several large and "well constructed houses for the propagation of foreign and delicate vines. She has a large number of vigorous and
thrifty out-of-door growth. Miss Waring is the most extensively engaged of any lady, so far as we are aware, in an occupation which is a favorite with
the women."
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Jhz Stack $a*d,
I tite, take some ears of corn, and boil them,

j and while wet, roll them in sulphur, and give

! them to eat. I have found this to he a sover-

I eign remedy for loss of appetite and other dis-

I eases that swine are subject to.

I January, 1867.

CARE OF STOCK IN "WINTER.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY J. L. HERSEY, TUFTONBORO, N. H.

If a store animal receives food barely suffi-

cient to keep up its animal heat, without gain

or loss, it is manifest the owner is losing, daily,

just the worth of the food consumed and the

labor of tending, deducting the value of the

manure. If the same animal diminishes in

weight, the loss is the full worth of the food

consumed, and, in the language of another, he

can say,—to make an actual profit on the ani-

mal, he must increase hi weight, so that the

pounds of gain, together with the excrements,

shall be worth more than enough, at current

value, to pay for all food and the labor of tend-

ing : and the surplus thus obtained, is the ac-

tual profit. With milch cows, working horses

and oxen, and breeding sheep, the case is dif-

ferent. They may yield their owner a profit

in other ways, as in milk, labor or wool. The

profit of a milch cow is the surplus value of

her dairy products, increased by the value of

her excrements, over and above the value

of her food, and the labor of tending and

manufacturing of the milk into butter and

cheese. And the profits of the full grown ox,

or horse, is the surplus value of his labor and

excrements over and above the value of his

food and labor of tending ; and the profit of

the sheep is the surplus value of his wool, ex-

crements, and lambs raised, over and above

the worth of food and labor of tending.

Now, if the above items are correct, the

farmer who allows his young stock to remain

stationary at any time ia the year, or just hold

then- own, is actually losing the full value of

the food consumed, and the labor of tending,

less the value of the manure. The milch cow

which barely pays the expense of keeping and

care, is a "dead head," yielding no profit. So

of the ox, the horse or sheep. To make stock

pay, in any of its departments, each animal

must return an income in weight or size, or

make some return that the calculating farmer

may say they "pay." Some animals do not

pay one farthing, and it cannot be done by the

best of stock tending. Such should be laid

out for crow bait
;

or, to serve a better pur-

pose, placed in the compost heap ; and there

are many others that might yield a profit, but

do not, and who is to blame ? The owner,

and him alone. Cold bams, a scanty supply

of good food, and water obtained by a long-

walk, are too often the rule rather than the ex-
j

ception. Such cattle come from the barn in

the Spring weighing less than when they went
j

to it in the Fall. This subject of keeping

stock through the Winter, is one of much im-

portance ; and those farmers who calculate to

make stock raising pay, will see that such good

care is taken of the animals through the Win-
ter that they will gain in flesh and come out

vigorous in the Spring. This is the only

:

course that pays.

Feeding Sulphur to Stock.—Many farm-

ers allow their cattle, as well as their fowls, to

get overrun with lice. Brother armer, if you

!

wish to see your stock come out in the Spring

sleek and in good condition, set yourself to
i

work at once. Purchase a pound of sulphur,
j

and mix it with the salt you give your cattle, i

at the rate of one pound of sulphur to six of!

salt, and see if it does not start the lice. To
|

hens it answers the same purpose, freeing them

j

of lice, and it is safer to use than Kerosene oil,
j

unless diluted. If your hogs lose their appe- \

SHALL I SELL MY LITTLE FARM *

Faemees and mechanics as well as profes-

sional men, with comfortable homes in the

|

country, are constantly tempted by the idea of

I
making more money, to abandon old friends,

j
old associations, and old habits of life, and

I seek to better their condition by removal to the

I
cities and large towns.

Passing by, for the present, the sacrifice of

j
home feelings and enjoyments which every

Iman of mature age surrenders whenever he

I
changes his accustomed home, we will now

| look only at the financial side of the question,

i and see what a man, on any New England

I farm, great or small, gives up when he leaves

j it and goes to dwell in the town or city. We
I are always complaining that we get nothing

j from our farms, and we fancy if we could on-

i ly get somewhere where money is more abund-

; ant, where wages are higher, where there is

j more going on, we shall have some chance to

j be rich, and live more independently.

I
Perhaps there has never been a time when,

j in this country, a farm, or even a field or gar-

|
den, contributed so much to the independence

j of a family of moderate means as in these

i
times of high prices. The reason is obvious,

j
It is because all that we buy, whether rent, or

! fuel, or provisions, costs more than ever be-

j
fore, and all that we do by way of labor, pro-

i duces a greater value in the crops we raise.

! You say you get little or nothing from your

! farm. . Let us consider the matter and see

I
whether we do not underrate the profits of the

i
homestead. In the first place, you get your

i rent, an item of which farmers hardly think.

Go to any large town, and such a house as

will be respectable for your family there as

your present one is here, will cost you in rent

some four hundred dollars. It may be newer

and nicer than the old homestead, but it will

be no more comfortable or convenient.

We say nothing of its being in some narrow,

noisy street, where you do not know your

nearest neighbor, and where you must hire

watchers in. case of sickness. That belongs to

the sentimental side of the question, which to-

day we leave out of sight.

Next, your farm gives you your fuel,—you

do n't know how much, for you never had oc-

casion to measure it. A farmer's family of

half a dozen persons consumes yearly from ten

to fifteen cords of wood at least. Less fuel

would suffice in the city, with a liberal outlay

for furnaces, patent stoves and heaters; but

with coal at ten dollars a ton, a ton being

equivalent to about one cord of the best of

hard wood, when kindlings are paid for, anoth-

er hundred dollars would be used up.

A cow or two affords the farmer all the but-

ter and milk he can use for his family. A
pound of butter a week for each member of

the family is a fan- estimate, and at fifty cents

a pound we have for our family of six, three

dollars a week or $150 a year, and if we add

two wine quarts of milk daily, at the city price

of ten cenfs, we have $73 more.

A small patch supplies you with potatoes, of

which you require some thirty bushels, which

will cost you at retail prices as many dollars, !

although if you want to sell them at your farm

;

they will bring much less, there being two or
j

three profits between the producer and the;

city consumer.

A few trees supply your apples, worth four
j

or five dollars a barrel if you buy them. And
j

any ordinary garden gives the family vegeta-
j

bles fresh in summer, which the city will not

;

at any price.

The small matter of currants and raspberries,
j

and strawberries, and pears and grapes, all be-
j

come large matters when paid for in money.—
j

The fowls that give abundance of eggs, and a
j

supply of poultry, for Thanksgiving and

j

Christmas, seem of little account till reduced to
j

a specie basis ; and two or three porkers grow
j

up with little cost, and in autumn are worth a
j

hundred dollars almost before we know it, and
'

thus our bills for pork and lard and fresh meat I

are easily balanced with the butcher.
j

In the country, everybody has a horse. We
j

care little about driving, perhaps, but the boys
j

and girls, at least the boys, ought to learn to
j

ride and drive, and they do that and learn how j

to tend the horse and cow without going to an
j

agricultural college. In the city or town, only
;

men of wealth can afford to keep horses, and
j

hiring them at stable prices is almost as expen- i

sive.

So, brother farmer, when you have got into

your hired house, with never a wood-lot, nor a
j

garden, nor a potato patch, nor a cow, nor a

hen, you may also set it down that you can

have no horse ; and if you, however prosper-

ous in money matters, do not sigh for the flesh-

pots of the old homestead, come up to the

Faemee office and tell us the other side of the

i story.

—

New England Farmer.

Minn mill iiiiuir ulin

Cheap Paint foe Buildings and Fences.

Prof. Tillman, at a late meeting of the New
York Farmers' Club, said : Some questions

having been asked about the best out-door

paint, I would recommend, as the cheapest

and neatest covering for fences and rough

work, a mixture of lime paste and skimmed

milk. The best preparations would be made

by mixing lime with curd, and using milk or

]

whey for diluting the mixture. The reason

j
why this compound will make a more perma-

nent wash than ordinary whitewash is, that

i
the coagulated casein in curd is dissolved in a

i solution of any alkaline earth, and the com-

\

pound is not soluble in water. Glue can be
: mixed with a lime solution ; but it will not re-

sist the action of water, and it should not be

used on surfaces exposed to rain.

Shaep Shod.—It is economy to keep horses

sharp shod. They not only do more work,

but require less food. If sharp, a horse works

easy and fearless. If smooth, he endangers

himself and rider or driver, and works in fear

and with greater exertion of muscle. Conse-

quently, he needs more food to supply the

waste. It is not good economy to keep a

smooth-shod horse in icy weather. By chang-

ing the nails of the shoes every week, they

can be kept "rough-shod" without steel corks.

Paste foe Ready Use.—Mucilage made
from gum arabic is good for many purposes,

but rather costly. A cheap kind, and better

adapted for pasting unsized paper, is made of

gum tragaeanth. A few cents worth may be

procured at a flruggist's, and will last years.—

Place a stratum of the gum half an inch thick

in the bottom and fill it two thirds with rain-

water. In a few hours it will be ready for use,

and will last several weeks in hot weather

without injury.

- 9
No Grindstone should be exposed to the

weather, as it not only injures the wood-work,

!

but the sun's rays harden the stone so much as,
\

in time, to render it useless. Neither should it

run in water, as the part remaining in the wa-
j

ter softens so much that it wears away faster
j

than the other side ; and many a "soft place "
j

in a stone has arisen from this cause alone, !

and not from any inequality in the grit. j

Potato Poultice.—Where there is the'ne-i

cessity to use a poultice, no person who has
j

once experienced the comfort of a potato poul- i

tice, will again use bread. It is light, and
j

keeps hot a long time, can again be re-heated,

;

and, more than all, does not moisten the gar-
j

ments or bed-clothes which it comes hi contact
j

with. Pare and boil the potatoes, strain, and
j

then mash them with a fork over the fire.— I

Put them in a bag, and apply the poultice as I

hot as the patient can bear it. •
j

Faemees should not neglect to give their!

horses proper exercise. Do not suffer the \

horses to stand the whole week in the stable, I

but give, at least, one hour's exercise daily.— I

Give sloppy food at least twice a week, and

j

throw a lump of rock salt in the manger. I

Batumi jpistaru*

ATMOSPHERIC INFLUENCE UPON FISH.

From the nature of the element iu which

j they live, we know but little of the habits and

\

economy of fish. They are quite voracious,

i and many of the species prey indiscriminately

j
upon everything that is digestible; and, in

j
turn, man preys upon them. Undoubtedly

! they are affected by atmospheric changes, and

j
the inherent difference existing between them

\
and other living creatures, whose pursuit and

j
capture are made the object ol amusement, de-

;
serves careful attention and study. A corres-

j
pondent of the London Field writes

:

"We all know that the conformation of

j
fishes, their method of procreation, their hab-

|
its, their times and manner of feeding, &c,

|
differ very widely indeed from that of birds

j and beasts. Now we have much greater facil-

j
ity for observing the habits of the latter, by

i reason that we breathe the same atmosphere,

\
we can follow them to their hiding-places,

j watch their ins and outs, and so far study

! their various instincts, as enable us at all times

j
and in all weather to succeed in their capture.

| We know that they must have a regular and

j constant supply of food, what kind of food

j
suits them, and that they will invariably be

j found in search of this, and as invariably take

I it when found. We have not, nor ever can

! have the same facility for discovering the hab-

j
its of fishes. We go to the river and capture

j them with a certain line ; we go again, weath-

[
"er and water apparently the same ; we offer

| them the same lure, they refuse it in toto, and

\ maybe every other one as well ; we call them

[
capricious (I am now more particularly allu-

j
ding tp trout). Now, had we been particular

;
in observing on the former day, we should

j have found the lure, or something resembling

I it, was in plenty on or in the water, on the lat-

| ter day not there at all ; for I have found that

j
in almost any kind ofweather, when their nat-

I
ural food is plenty and within reach, they will

j
be found feeding thereon, and may be captured

j
more or less by the experienced fisherman.

—

j
That fish, like birds or animals, may be acted

i upon in a way that we (although more highly

|
organized) have no notion of, I readily admit

;

j
very likely this is wisely ordered for their pre-

j
servation ; but I am strongly inclined to think

! that their so-called capriciousness, is less from

I
direct atmospheric action than absence of suf-

i ficient food to tempt them. Some years ago,

\
when fly-fishing on a rather cold day in the

I month of April, a bright morning, with no suc-

: cess, was followed by a heavy snow storm in

j
the afternoon, which lasted some time. Soon

j
after the snow began to fall they rose fast and

j

furiously—a rise almost every cast—a good
j dish of fish the result. Almost as soon as the

j
snow ceased falling the fish ceased to rise.

—

j

Since then I was with a friend out on the same
stream, on a hot summer day ; a low bright

water, no sport, when suddenly a thunder

storm came on with heavy rain. My friend

sought shelter ; I was about to do the same,

when, observing a rise, I gave another cast

—

had a fish. The faster the rain poured, the

faster the fish rose, and scarcely ever in so

short a time have I caught so many fish. The
rain cleared off

;
they ceased rising. My

friend having missed the sport, said something

not fit for ears polite about the capriciousness

of the fish. Now, there was no capricious-

ness, nor forecast,- nor direct atmospheric in-

fluence in the matter at all ; the food was over

or about the water ; the snow in the one in-

stance, the rain in the other, beat down into

the water sufficient to lure them to feed there-

on ; and did we sufficiently notice, should we
not find that what we call forecasting in fishes,

is nothing more than this—that some peculiar

state of the atmosphere previous to rain, pre-

vents the production of their food in sufficient

quantities to lure them from their holds to

teed? more particularly as we know that they

can exist without any solid food for a much
longer period than the denizens of the land,

without suffering much in condition thereby."

Bettee be honorable and despised, than to

be despicable and honored.

Tue Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the fanner's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and the fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, invariably in advance.
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FARM COTTAGE.
NO. 4.

FlftST STORY. SECOND STORY.

A—Parlor. F—Front Stairs.

B—Sitting Room. G—Back Stairs.

D—Library. H H—Closets.

E—Kitchen.

REFERENCES

I—Summer Kitchen.

J—Pantry.
K—Porches.

M M—Bed Rooms.
X—Roof of Porches.
O—Roof of Kitchen.

Farm Arcliitecture,

RURAL H0KE3.

1 garden, trees and prospect. Thus may you [him. He has started for the country to visit I

I contribute towards rendering the homes of the ] the woods and orchards. If accosted, he will I

|
people not only nurseries of filial and paternal j tell you that he is in' quest of some rare plant, j

'

[affection, but the, earliest and best schools of I or on a fishing excursion, and thought hej

[obedience and duty, of patriotism and piety, j would "just take a gun along "to destroy a|

I The above plan, for a farm cottage, is plain, j
hawk, crow or some other mischievous bird ! "From the clouds." But where do the clouds

[cheap and picturesque; and the internal ar- j that frequently annoys the farmer. That is not
j come from ? You may think the wind blows

Although he may be successful in
| them over you. But if it blows clouds over

farm or rural homestead. "We shall give, oc- j
deceiving, some do notbelieve him. He is em- 1 vou from somewhere else, it also blows them

HOW THE RAIN FALLS.

Where does ram come from ? i'ou answer,The relations which men bear to one anoth-

er are among the most efficient of the influen-

ces that mould their character. Society is a =

. .„„,..„ m , .„ = rannrements convenient and well adapted tor a = his errand
net-work ot closely interwoven interests, wants

;

and dependencies. From these come, not on-

1

lv our various occupations and means of liv-

i

casi0nally
'
enSraTlnS3 01 raral Architecture

; |
ployed *y the bird-stuffer to' furnish such birds \ from oyer yau on a dear day as on a cloudy or

iL but nearly -ill our tastes and sympathies I
wil!l plan9

'
estimates of costs, together with

]
as I shall enumerate, at so much per head

;
the

j
ramy day . 0n a fair day when no clouds are

°\
, ,

*
„„ .

,

' n„,
'

I practical articles on the embellishment of our [
price to vary according as the specimen is rare,

j seerj the water is divided up into such small
and many ot our richest enjoyments, uom-5' = ,. , . . nr„i ' *

3
, „ . ; „ ., . „, „ = Country Homes. [ or the degree of beauty ot its plumage. He 1 particles, that it does not obstruct the sun's

mon sense and all experience tell us that mail: -- c , .. . ,, ., . , , ,. . ,. . . . =' '

i- * k • *u 1 >> IS : =
mKls them 111 lhe thick follaSe hJ listening to m,rht ami SO you see no clouds or water. A

was not made to live in the hermits cave, or = '"
: - , ... . , ,. ., . s ° '

J

fiTrtrifimlrrfYn 1
S

' S ' l change of temperature in the atmosphere, as
k*lUllllUlUtyVj,*

|
which contain the eggs or callow brood. His

j wuen a warmer and colder current of air meet,

j
murderous gun brings to his feet, dead and

{ causcs tue smau particles of water to unite in

j
bleeding, the coveted prize, for which he is to

j
pau-

Si^ the pairs unite, and these quadruple

- as appeal to the farmeb and horticultur- [
receive from ten to fifteen cents. He attracts

[
(i ro)ls unite, and so on until hundreds or tkou-

mamty ma}' be traced, lhe family must have | I9T

a home, a place where all the associations con- j To the Editor5 of the Farm and Fire5
j charged with powder aml smaU sho( _

|^^ eveu ihcnm one may bg many hun

[ The birds slaughtered, with few exceptions. I dred times smaller than a pin's head. A mass

[ feed entirel)ion insects, as the following : I of these combined drops, which are still small

Scarlet Tanager, or Red Bird ; Rose-breast- 1
enough to float in the air, refracts, or bends out

that the laws are enforced, and the birds pre- 1 «1 Grosbeak, one of the rarest and most beau-
(
of their course so many of the sun's rays that

[ tiful, both in song and plumage ; Cedar Bird, [
they stop and often darken its light. It is thus

Bal-jthat clouds gather in a clear sky. When

in the cynic's tub.
[

The foundation of all society is the family. |

In this institution, to which, more than gov-[

ernments or to great men, the progress of hu-l
THE BIRDS.

j
but little attention, his gun being very lightly

j sancis 0f the small, invisible particles unite in
b ireside :

nected with the idea a family can germinate.— | There are ample laws in Rhode Isl-

Every enlightened plan for the advancement of
| and for the protection of all useful birds,

society in general, will include among its [ both local and migratory ; and it is to the ad-

earllest efforts the improvements of dwellings ; I vantage of every farmer and fruit-grower to see I

and this, not only in respect to physical com-

fort, but to aid in the suggestion of salutary [ served ;
especially at this season of the year,

[

associations, and the formation of desirable !" when earth's universal face, deep hid and !
commonly called Canker or Cherry-bird

;

habits. When architecture contributes to such \ chilled," compels them to crowd around the !
limore 0riole

>
or Red Robin

i
the various FPd I

™°U
?
U

,

P
? Tjf

t0 m
,
°°C

l°°
,

tl of Warblers, Vireos and Thrushes, all fine j
float 111 thc air

>
11 haS™ to fall. It meets and

] unites with many others in falling, and often

' compels them to crowd arc

an object, she may justly claim the highest [ winnowing store and claim the little boon that 1

'

praise. The dwelling in its location and ar- 1 Providence assigns them. Sae to them, now, I
songsters, particularly the Wood Thrush, so {

'

rangements should be, as far as possible, j and when welcome Spring returns, you will be I
beautifully described by the great author, Au- 1 *?^™* that great rain drops arc formed

adapted to the condition, employment, habits [ amply rewarded for the charitable acts be-

1

clabon
-

the llmc thej get to the gym
and character of the femUy. Not only are the I stowed I

"How does the stutter or taxidermist dispose j
large drop is made up of thou ands, perhaps

adult members to be thought of, but the inter- j In the early Summer months, " What has j of so great a number ? " you may ask. Some I millions, of the small drops that float m the un-

ests of the young should be consulted. By all j become of the Song Birds ? " is a question fre- j
of them are arranged in glass cases, and sold { seen air in a clear sky.

means let the abodes of infancy and youth be j
quently asked, not only by those living -in the j

here, but the greater number are sent to coun-
j

made commodious and attractive. These, ! city, but by residents of the country also. 1 1 tries that our birds do not inhabit.
j Talleyrand died a few hours after having

however humble, will teach lessons of neat- 1 allude to the beautiful, richly colored songsters
{ Bear in mind that there is a law of this j

signed a formal recantation of the errors of his

ness and order
;
they may and should inspire a j whose welcome notes gladden our hearts, and 5 state making it a penalty for any person to fire j

extraordinary' life. " He died like a man who

regard for comfort and decorum. While the j admonish us that Spring has again returned. { a gun on the premises of another ; for the first { knew how to live.'" said a lady. "Alter

mind and heart are fresh and tender, let the j The question is easily solved. Do you see f offence, $5, every subsequent one, $10. j
humbugging all this world,^ he ended by wish-

love of parents and kindred be combined with j that man with a gun in his hand, a small bas- j Tours, G. | ing to humbug the other," said M. de Blauc-

that of place ; the love of one's own house, of
~~

ket on his arm, filled with cotton? Watch
=

Providence, It. I., February, 1SGT. niesnil.

Alders.—It is slow work to make fire-wood of alders, and yet many farmers have a plenty of them growing around the edges of meadows and in

swamps that are worthless, so far as any profit on then' growth is concerned, and that ought to be cut away. Now that the ground is frozen and firm

they can be got at more readily than at any other season of the year. Many pastures are suffering also from the encroachments of alders and other

shrubs. Now, would it not be worth while, slow and tedious as it is, to sweep off these shrubs and chop them up into kindling wood ? For a light

kitchen fire in summer they serve a very good purpose, and, as a kindling wood, at any season, when cut short and fine, and dried, they are very handy.
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vjn'-i 4f?r* Ijl [plowing, in my estimate, arises from the fact I cussion will be more appropriate, I will further I paratus by whiek he could regulate the tem-
J. HI} JT XKiUt

I tllat it enables us to cover the manure in a bet- 1 allude to this important question in the cultiva- } perature. Nearly every clay he would pass
„,

"" " | ter manner than when we plow but once
;

or, } tion of wheat. . | through this room examining the squashes to
TEE WHEAT CROP, AND ITS CTJLTUEE.

j in ot]ier wordS) enables us to plow deep with- [ Cliester County, Pa., February, 1 867. j
see if they were beginning to decay, and if

Written for the Farm and Fireside, I
out covering the manure to the same depth.—

j
„„„,.„,„„ , ,„. »

I

they were, such specimens were hurried off to

by Thomas j. edge, losdoxgeove, penusylvania. I To do this properly, the ground should be f T00 jj-jjch LAND 1
market. This room was so arranged that it—

_ |
thoroughly plowed immediately after the re- 1 I would preserve squashes, and the owner could

Seed.—The selection aud proper kind of seed
j moyal of the oat crop . a deep) narrow furrow | The great trouble wi tli most farmers is, that j

keep them till the supply in the market was
is, of course, the first consideration m treating

j may then be tumed; and if made ten mcbes j they constantly hanker for more land, till they
j
exhausted, and then command his own price,

on the above subject
;
and is, of itself, a sub-

1 deep and six mches wide, instead of six inch- j get more than they have the capital to manage f
and he made money on this crop. And so it

ject which, to consider in all its details, would
j ef) deep and ten wid6) nQ harm wi]] erisue-_

j profltably . Farming requires more or less j is generally. If a man makes a specialty of
require more space than can be afforded to one

j After a though harrowing and rolling, the
j capital as well as any other business, and the j

something, concentrates his thoughts upon it,
correspondent

;

but I will endeavor to point
j manure may be hauled out and spread, and j size of a man's farm should depend very much j studies it till he is complete master of that one

out some oHhe most important items m the
j j
ugt before seedmg-time, turned Under by a j Qn tbe arnount 0f WOrking capital he has on j

thing, he does it better and makes more of it
selection of the seed.

| shallow furrow, not more than five or six inch- { hand. If he has little or no spare capital over { than if his time is divided, and his labor spread
During the last few years a new requisition

j es deep. This will not only fulfill all the re- 1 and above his own time, and the labor of his | over too much land.—Mass. Ploughman,
has been added to the already long list of the

| quirements of our best authorities, for the I own hands, a very small farm will be more j „„.,„
, , „

requirements of a "perfect seed wheat," viz
: I proper application of manure, and at the same

j profitable than a large one, because he will con-
1 " """

that it must be proof against the midge. In [time leave the ground in a condition which
\ centrate his labor upon a few acres, bring them I ^\x^ ^HXtittXt ^To^fl

our county (Chester) we have but three kinds
j wm require but little labor for a thorough pre- j to a higher degree of productive fertility and j .

t 3 % '

of wheat in general cultivation, viz: Blue
j paration of the soil for wheat. 1 profit, and save the expense incident to a large |

'"' -"

Stem, Mediterranean, and Red Chaff; all of
j Many of the advocates of a second piowing ! tract of land, is which necessarily unproductive j

~ WLTR^ITEMS.

them red wheats, and all liable to the attacks
| ,ay great gtress upon tbe argument that the ex- j

comparatively. A man who has little more
f Martin Doyle, the cottage economist of Ire-

of the midge to a greater or less extent, ac-| tra labor of preparhig the ground when the I than his own hands, who has not the ready
| landj in b ;s "Hints to Small Holders, "observes

cording to the time of growing. In some few
! ground is plowed but once, will more than pay 1 means to hire extensively, and the capacity to

j tbat a few cocks and hens if they be pre-
sections we have the White Mediterranean aud

j for a second plowing . but if tIiere ale cIods m I direct hired labor so as to get the greatest re- 1 venteci from sctratching in the garden are use-
Early Bowden or Boughton

;
either or both of

j a weu_pi0wed field which cannot be mastered j turn for it, will make more, a good deal, by
jM and appropriate stock for a cottage, the

these are much less liable to the attacks of the
j by a rol]er and harrow, there is something [ concentrating his time and his fertilizing mate- 1 warmth of which causes hens to lay eggs in

midSc -
. . ! wrong in some of the past operation

;
proba- 1 rials upon five acres than he would to spread

§ winter—no trifling advantage to children'when
The White Mediterranean, if sown at the

j Wy tbe grolmd was piowed too wet. t them over a hundred. He can cultivate, ma-
{ m;ik is scarce. The French, who are extreme-

same time will ripen about one week in ad-j
Next iu importance to the pl.eparatioll of the j

nure and manage three to five acres well,
j ly fond of eggs, and contrive to have them in

vance ot me common reel kinds and m some
|

.

g^ ^^ of { m | if he attempts much more, a part must be neg- 1 great abundance, keep their hens so warm that
.

seasons has hardened its gram before the midge
|^^ At^ ]ate day -

t
. g ^ |

lected, and his returns will be small compared
j they have fresh eggs even in winter. Now, in

has commenced its ravages
;
and hence has ot-

j my^& tQ^ &n argument tQ prQye j
with what they should be. Does not every I our country, in a gentleman's fowl yard, there

ten wholly oi partially escaped the usual enect
| tho adyantage of . lputtmg in »

this Crop with I
day's observation prove this to be so ? Do not

| is not an egg to be got in cold weather, but
oljma pest on the red wheat As tar as my|

adii]1; bu{ few gtm adyocate the old broad. | the iUustrations of concentrated efforts which I the warmth of the poor man's cabin insures him
own experience goes, 1 am satisfied tnat, leav-

\^ system and fortunately they are growing I are to be found in almost every neighborhood I an egg even in the most ungenial season,
mg the ravages of the midge out of the ques- = ' . ' T , . -- nmvp it to ho qn ? '= T ,

tion, fhe extra price which it (as a white wheat) I f m™ SCa
T\ ™ ^T™?, 1 1

Tt && ^ SUPP°Sed that there

will command in the market will not counter- ?
SaYmg ° SEe W°l

^ There was a mecuanic in a town not thirty 1
would be a great difficulty in rearing chickens

balance the increased amount per acre which I

b° sufflcient to induce most of those who are
I miles from Boston, a carpenter, who found |

hatched in February and March
; on account

the red wheat wiU produce; but on gtronn-l
n0W in tbe Practice >

to continue in their well I that his health was suffering in consequence of j
of the cold, but, with proper accommodati Dns

"round with "plenty of manure the white l
doinS- [ his close application to that kind of work, who !

and conveniences, we have found it more cer-

wheat 'will often do best because having J With reSard to the proper time for sowing,
| went and bought a little piece in the outskirts I tain than those hatched in June. Many per-

short stout st>'aw it is less' liable to lod^e- ^
M'° cannot do better thau to bear in mind the

I of the town, and began to raise vegetables for j
sons fail in raising chickens for want of a little

forefillin"-
'

"
j
old adage of their being " always safety in a I

the market. It was but a few acres, scarcely [ attention to them at this season of the year.

The Early Bowden, when grown with red!™™'"
aM aV°id SOWinS t0° 6arly by not

1
enough to be called even a little farm. Hecul-| Some of the early laying hens will begin to

wheat usually ripens its seed about two weeks I f
°'?nS t0°

J

8
*.
6-

fl

If ™ S0Vf
,

t0° earI
^

/

e af |
tivated well, of course, and manured very high-

1 show a desire to incubate, and if early chick-

before the latter ; and farther possesses a pecu- f ™
,

angGr 0t
.

fly

;

" to° P
i
ly

'
keepins an eXaCt aCC0Unt °f aU his °pel

'a"
I
ens are desired

'
i4 is best t0 humor tbis ProPeu-

Uarity not uncommon with other white wheats, I

&Uy gff
0re *an °Ur JUSt Share °f ^e^

I
«ons -

Ifc is needless to SW tbat he made mou"
I ®* let them sit. See that they have se-

that'of not being easily shelled out by long I
geS

. fa
tb° m'dge

;
by ^ a

^f
ire 0

[
ey, more, by a large per cent, that he had I lected a safeYand warm place, where they wiU

landtag Two years a-o owing to the favo£ 1
aV°ld bCy

'

W° may read 'ly M mt° Charyh -
1 made by his trade, and he was able to show ( not be disturbed by other hens depositing their

able season, my white wheat was fully ripe at I f
S

'
1 mig^' W™ othe

f>
fix a dat« as Prof

r
j
how he did it. It was by stuffing in the ma-

[ eggs to the general fand. Eleven to thirteen

least twelve days before we were through the !

for pUttfg
,

m tbC SCed
'
bUt tbe dat

^
01 day

!
nure

>
h? deeP and constant tiUage >

by an ab"! eggs, as fresh as possible, should be given her,

hay harvest; and although it was allowed to!
prT? 1 T^'^ 7 do ^ !

solute freedom from weeds and waste places, [and a date, 21 days in advance, should be

stand it did not "shell out "as much as the 1 '
turtlier

'
me clate ProPer lor my locality

\ by making the most he knew how of every foot f marked in a conspicuous place on the nest box.

adjoining red wheat.cut immediately afterward. I

may DOt
ff
™ny °f^l™™ diStant S"b "

I
(,f land tbat be Save his time to

"
Now the

I
To bave tbe poultry-yard profitable, the fowls

This fact would, of course, lead us to suppose !

SC^ff
01 ^fT md M™

, . I
faet is

-
fe™ers

-
as a Seneral tbln& don,t do as

\
sbould not be kept until they are old. There

that it is more difficult to thrash which will 1
r6g pr0pCT S°Wmg

' i weU as they know bow
' ^ ' Because in I is no objection to preserving a favorite cock, so

be found to be the case
'

1
n° faU' rU,C CaU b6 glTen

;
mme 1S

'
t0 baT<3 my

1 a vast majority of cases, they can't. They
f long as he is active and lively, but hens after

"
. !

field 1-eady earl3
r
>
and let a few ofmy most am-

1 have so much iand, ail of which demands more Uhiee years will not produce as many eggs as
While we are in danger trom the midge Ijbitious neighbors plant first; this is the pnlyf orless 0f their attention, that they are com- 1 those of one or two years. Much, however,

would advise the planting oi white wheat
;
but

f safe rule whicll can be laid down either in put-
1 pelled to come- far shol.

t 0f even their own I is depending on the breed kept, so far as good

%
°m °f daDger ft°m

.

thlS P'St
'

red Med'
!
ting in wheat or in any of the farm operations,

{ ideas of wbat ought to be done, and so they I layers are concerned.-^ W. Bement
rterranean is my choice. Tne blue stem is

| but; as our critic saySi
u ifaU foii0Wed it, the I

g0 on year aftei. year scattering their energies, I

less liable to lodge, but though looking well at I rulewould not WOrk very well." 1 instead of cencentrating them, a constant walk- 1 ^
harvest, I do not find it to yield in bushels as

j mucb ^ d and gtm ungettled ] mustrati6n of tbe bomely old maximj that !
f.

D
°f

8 X***J™ ?rTo tbis (^s'

well as the red Mediterranean ; but on other i , . . v . ~ , '

% 5< „• „ = tion the Claremont (N- H.) Advocate furnishes
„ , . . , = question is, the proper amount of seed per ; a " rolling stone gathers no moss. i„ „ „• . J- ,

soffs it may do better than I have given it cred-
, a M^ f Fredfirickm^ , j

6
I
the following practical answer

:

ltf°r
-

,. , ,
l™^ a ^^^^Moourbroad-( T1

Butforan°tber^ " Mr. James Baker of this town has handed
No matter what kmd of wheat may be used|

cagt {M J

Q ^ a half bushels &r j
There was a man in Essex countv .vho cul -

j
ug gomc flgures showing the net product ofhis

for seed, let it be fally ripened, plump andl^ 0ne thing cannot be doubted, viz: that 1
7^^T I TitlZlZj"^" ^ the past year, which may an-

heavy
;
run it through the fan with a quick

j imperfectly understand the tillering \

I0DS
'

,
?e

t ,

mad
?

* b~
°i * I *** as a solution to the question, Do hens

motion, and heavy blast, in order to blow overl /o{ wheat and to what extent it may be 1
Ume' blS thought, and his energy to tha L ci0p |pay? u seemg ^ be bas kept during tbe

the light and imperfect grains. If more care I When we see the result of such ex- 1 f \
s^lty, raising on an average about

j
year n& ]ayerg_t0 feed wbich ft cost Wm

was exercised m this one particular, I have no I iments ag bave for the last seven or ei h{ [
Ave hundred bushels per acre. He kep the

. $96.82. As a ret„rn for his outlay he credits

doubt we might raise the weight of our wheat! beeu tried at Brfel England, V 1™ n
&° *° be

! Ws little flock as follows : Amount of eggs laid,

three or four pounds per bushel; and instead
j £rederick HaUet we ca^ hardI ^ tQ

\ able to judge of the price and _how to teke
; 133 - doz . number of eggs sold, 1314 doz.

of from fifty-eight to fifty-nine pounds, might
j limit they may ye t be carried. He, by "care-!

tbe^ ^ vf* Value of eggs sold $298.00 .

reach sixty-three or sixty-four pounds periMtei;^bktopteMs^;sefielas;^ when the crop was m condit on no to
f Heng and cMckeng goW 28 00

bushel. i ,
'

. . , . . . , = demand his entire time, he would visit Wetheis-

=

„ „ i with a seed every nine inches in rows nine inch-i „ , , , . „ ,~, t.. „„,-, I

The next item for our consideration is the
] e$ f J from one bushel tQ Qne and I

field, and other parts of Connecticut and o h i

f

preparation of the ground. This at once
j bû hels

S
&cle and reap a duct [

sefons^ f ^ ^£ ^ Expense of keeping 95.32
brings up the long vexed question of " plow-

1^ tbat wbicb most of our u\t fenns wiR [
to learn the probable extent of the i kh Jf

j

tag twice for wheat,"the economy of which1^ . wMe Smith;0f LouiWeedon attained the 1

U VaS bkel
f

t0 b(

;

larg^ be could^ h
\ Net income $230.68

has so often been discussed. From mv own! , - = crop to market before it became glutted with =

ti t i ,* ^ owu
I
same result by laymg his field off m still wider = .

1
. , , , , , = Stock of hens now on hand, 125—which he

experience, I have strong doubts of the econo- 1 = onions, it it was likely to be small ne would i _. » „

i i m * ^ ,
=ro\\b. i «.__;_„ „-«n n,„ m„„iim.«v = values at $25 more than his last 3

7ears stock,
my of the practice, when benefit to the whea

,
After a fair trial in a ten acre field, by com-

j

hold o ei tiff^^M U^nZice 1 The breed of hens which have thus rewarded
crop is the only consideration m view; yet 1 1 mencing on one side with two bushels per acre, 1

hausted, and then command his own pnee. =
f

would practice it as far as possible, on account {and gradually decreasing to three pecks, I ! With six or eight thousand bushels, which his
|^^^^J^^ h^

of the benefit which it produces in the ensuing j could detect no difference in the yield. Most I
fourteen acres yielded, he coidd afford to do

|
^»™e

^ZZlZrul^ lTver, no disno
crop of g, ass.

[ farmers in my neighborhood prefe^ one bushel ! this, and he made a heap of money by it, while
]

P* « ™ of being everlastmg

If the ground is put into proper order, I have j and one peck, as near as possible ; and though ! with only a few hundred bushels he raised as a
j
™ ^f' £e

never been able to detect any difference be- 1 more seems to do no harm, less will do. Very 1 pMt of a great farm crop, it would not pay. l
wl" lL1

>

uo lammus'

, . ; . ,= „ - „ .stair ana large,
tween the wheat on ground plowed once, and | often m crossmg the headlands we get in I This same farmer made another specialty of I

. , =-,.... ... .
= ., , ..it, = mm iiiiiiiiniii t iiiiiiiiiiniii i iiiniiini urn ' rnmw

that plowed twice; but can, m some seasons, i double this quantity without perceiving any m- 1 squashes. He built a squash room with shelves f , .,.„ ,., ....»

detect quite a difference in the ensuing grass | crease or decrease in yield. | arranged along the sides for receiving squashes \ If men were perfectly contented, there would

^rop. The main advantage in the second I In a future communication in which the dis- i to ripen up, and furnished with a heating ap- 1 no longer be any activity in the world.

Maeeied Life.—"Laziness is the devil's cushion." Do not run much from home. One's good health is of more worth than gold. Many a marriage begins like

a rosy morning, and then falls away like a snow-wreath. And why? Because the married pair neglect to be as well-pleasing to each other after marriage as before.
Endeavor always to please one another. Consider, ye daughters, what the word "wife" expresses. The married woman is the husband's domestic faith ; in her
hand he must be able to entrust the key of his heart, as well as the key of his eating-room. His honor and his home are under her keeping—his well-being is in her
hand. Think of this. And you, ye sons, be faithful husbands and good fathers of families.
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THE CHECK REIN FOR HORSES.

The following extracts, on the use of the

check rein for horses, are from a pamphlet re-

cently published by the Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals:
The check rein may probably be of some

use in "breaking a colt," and may perhaps

help to "get up his head" until he has been
"taught his paces; " but, after, it can answer
no end, except souring his temper, making him
jibe, fretting the corners of his mouth, wasting

his strength, hurting his wind, injuring his

sight, lessening his speed, abridging his ser-

vices, shortening his days, throwing him
down and breaking his knees. All these, it is

fearlessly asserted, often proceed from the use

of this cruel appendage.

When loose, the horse's neck is usually ex-

tended as straight as his back ; in this manner
horses would generally work. It is the natural

position, and the nearer we approach to it,

the better for the animal, for he is then at his

ease ; and though little remembered, his pul-

monary action, or breathing, unimpeded. It

is absurd to make a bend or angle (if at all

acute or sharp) in a water pip£ or hose ; so it

is absurd and cruel, too, to bend back out of

its natural line the windpipe of the horse by
the use of the check rein. In the former case

a full volume of water cannot be obtained : in

the latter, the free breathing of the animal, so

essential to its comfort, and even to its life, is

hindered. The effect of restraining a horse by
the check rein is to prevent him from getting

up to tiie collar. If the bit is iu the least

degree affected by the check rein—in other

words, if it not entirely loose iu the mouth

—

the horse is checked, and, besides being kept

from the free exercise of his strength, he is

prevented from leaning the weight of his body
into the collar.

There is one infallible proof, constantl}' ob-

tained, of the cruelty of the use of the check

rein and of iis injurious effects, though we be-

lieve very few persons are aware of it. When-
ever a horse has been worked with a tight

check rein, the corners of his mouth become
raw, inflame, fester, and eventually the mouth
becomes enlarged on each side, in some cases

to the extent of two inches. Even before the

bit has produced those visible effects, if the

corner of the mouth under the bit be touched,

the animal will flinch as if from hot iron. Let

this be the sign with every master and servant.

To what are these enlargements attributable '!

What causes them ? Nothing but the friction

of the bit in the effort of the horse to get up to

his work. How dreadful to see a horse, heavy
laden, his ueck bent into a perfect curve, his

mouth open, his eyes ready to start out of

their sockets.

Kind Treatment of a Horse and its Re-
ward. — Wejtare so frequently called upon to

record acts of cruelty by teamsters, that it is a

pleasure to publish the following: — "On
Thursday a team belonging to Bowers, Pratt

& Co., heavily loaded with iron, while passing

through Congress street, became imbeded in

the snow. The humane driver, instead of
lashing his horses, procured a shovel and
cleared away the snow from the runners, then
stepping up to the shaft horse, he said, ' Now,
Billy, we are in a bad fix ; do all you can—will
you?" The horse, apparently understanding
the appeal, rubbed his head against the driver

as if in assent. The team was successfully

started without a blow being struck. A well-

known gentleman in State street, having wit-

nessed the scene, was so pleased that, on re-

turning to his office, he immediately addressed
a note to the owner of the team, enclosing a
ten dollar bill, with a request that it be given
to the driver who treated his horse so kindly."
-Boston Traveller.

|
Farmers' Miscellamj.,

[ UTILITY OF AGRICULTURAL PAPERS.

Written for the Farm and I'ireside,

1 JIY 110EACE TlIAYEIt.

I Economy is a most commendable trait in any

|
individual, or in any calling or profession ; but

|
especially ;s it essential to the farmer. But the

j fanner, in his laudable observance of this im-

! portant principle, should be oil his guard, lest

! his economical propensities should degenerate

i into parsimony—the meanest of all passions,

j
Economy, in the general acceptation of the

I term, implies a judicious expenditure of means

I or money ; or their expenditure for such pur-

j
poses and in such amounts as will result in the

[ greatest good. It would not be economy for

I the farmer to refuse to pay out a dollar, when
1 it would return him a profit of two ; on the

|
contrary, it would be the height of folly. It is

I universally admitted by all intelligent and

[
thinking minds, that good, ably conducted

]
agricultural papers are most important aids to

1 the farmer ; and that no wise, or progressive

| farmer will attempt the management of even

I the smallest farm without the assistance of one

[ or more agricultural journals. A farmer will

I often obtain information upon a single subject

|
that will benefit him far more than the yearly

[ cost of the paper
;
yet he will have fifty-two

I such papers, each treating upon a great va-

I riety of subjects. Then these periodicals come

I to the farmer at the precise time when he re-

I quires the information—for each number treats

}
upon work appropriate' to the season. When

] the farmer consults special works or books up-

1 on any subject, he obtains but one man's

j
thoughts or knowledge ; but the periodical

I contains the combined wisdom of many minds.

I "In a multitude of counsel there is wisdom."

! The wisest farmer cannot know all that may
1 be known. The able agricultural journal is the

! depository of the united wisdom and knowl-

I edge of its numerous patrons and contributors

! —a treasure-house, where the farmer may seek

1 for riches with confidence and hope. We
I know it is said that a man may have too much
I of a good thing. We think, however true this

I old adage may generally prove, it cannot hold

I good in regard to agricultural journals. We
| are satisfied that any farmer of moderate prac-

tice will be benefited far beyond their cost,

| even if he should subscribe and pay for half-a-

| dozen of the best agricultural journals in the

j
country—providing he reads and practices

I their teachings. His profits would be greater

i at the year's end.

I Now we want to say to every farmer in par-

ticular, when asked to subscribe for the "Farm
[and Fireside," don't say, "I would like it,

| but I take so many papers now, I cannot af-

1 ford it." Tou cannot afford to do without it.—
| Tour two dollars will return to you four-fold.

[Not only subscribe yourself, but ask your

I neighbor, and ask every man you meet at

I home or abroad. If they refuse, show them

j the superior merits of the paper—its neat and

! unique style—the fine, white paper—its clear

j
print—the amount and quality of readiug.

—

[ Instead of three-fourths of the space being de-

f voted to advertisements, and one-half of the

I remaining fourth to a list of premiums to can-

{ vassers, like some "popular "journals, this en-

I tire space is filled with useful and interesting

{ matter ; and such a paper is furnished every

1 week for the extremely low price of two dol-

jlars!

1 Friend Foss, of course, knows his own busi-

I ness best ; but it is certain that, at the present

| exorbitant prices of printing material, such a

I
paper cannot be afforded at such a price unless

[
liberally sustained. Doubtless he placed it at

{ this extremely low price, under the impression

I
that the farmer and citizens generally—espe-

|
cially all public-minded men—would feel an

j interest and pride in the enterprise, sufficient

| to give it a liberal support. Farmers, at least,

I ought to feel some pride in having a well-con-

| ducted journal, devoted to their particular in-

{ terests, in their own neighborhood. It will be

| greatly to their interest to have such a home
|
paper to advertise their wants and wares, to

f
say nothing of the greater value of its teach-

|
ings. The "Farm and Fireside " is valuable,

= not only to the practical farmer, but to any

;
one who cultivates the smallest garden, a sin-

1

!
gle tree or rose-bush, or keeps a single cow,

j

;

pig or hen. In tact, it contains matter varied
j

|
and interesting enough to please all classes of!

j
readers. Farmers, and all friends of real pro-!

I
gross! it rests with you to say whether this en-

f

iterprise shall be remunerative or not to its!

|

publisher. Having put his hand to the plow, f

jhe will not look back. Your interest and!

|

pride should prompt you to do all in your

!

I
power to sustain such an enterprise. Send the

!

|

Publisher your own subscription and as many j

j

of your friends' and neighbors' as you can in-

1

|
duce to believe they will be benefited thereby, j

I

Do n't say, " My two dollars will make no dif- f

jference." If it seems but little to you, it will I

j

be appreciated by the publisher. Your sub- j

scription will count one towards the thousands [

that must be obtained. Friend Foss promises I

to give us a r/ood paper, if we will do our part, |

and we know he will do it. Ever)' subscrip-

1

tion received will encourage the publisher and |

editors, and increase the worth of the paper

Take as many other journals as you think for I

your interest, but be sure to subscribe for the
|

"Farm and Fireside."

History of the American Cent.—The first
j

copper cent was produced in 1 7S2 by Robert |

Morris, the great financier of the Revolution,
j

and was named by Jefferson, two years later.
{

It began to make its appearance from the mint I

in 1702. It then bore the head of Washing-

1

ton on one side and a chain of thirteen links 1

on the other. The French Revolution soon |

after created a rage for French ideas in Ameri- [

ca, which put on the cent, instead of the head 1

of Washington, the head of the Goddess off

Liberty, with her neck thrust forward and!
flowing locks. The chain on the reverse was

}

replaced by the olive wreath of peace. But 1

the French liberty was short-lived, and so was
j

its portrait on our cent. Iu its stead a staid,
j

classic dame, with fine Grecian features, and a |

fillet around the hair, came into frshiou forty I

or fifty years ago, and continued until about I

ten years since, when the much smaller and |

more convenient nickel cent appeared, with a
|

flying eagle in the place of Liberty's head, in 1

order that it might not be mistaken for the five I

dollar gold piece. In the present new cent the I

Liberty head has been restored.

Pears Preserved by Ice.—Quite a success

is reported of an experiment in the transporta-

tion of fruit from Mr. E. S. Converse's Pre-

serving House in Maiden, Mass. That gentle-

man has received a letter from Matanzas, say-

ing that pears which were taken from the

"house "and packed in the writer's trunk on

the 25th Dec, kept perfectly until he reached

Havana, on the 8th ult. A few of them, not

quite ripe enough to eat, were still on hand.

This venture indicates that the exportation of

our summer and autumnal fruits by steamers,

in winter time, may become a safe and profita-

ble branch of business.

LOST ARTS.

In regard to colors we are far behind the an-
cients. None of the colore in the Egyptian
paintings of thousands of years ago, are in the

least faded, except green. The Tyrian purple
of the entombed city of Pompeii is as fresh to-

day as it was three thousand years ago. Some
of the stucco, painted ages before the Christian

era, broken up and mixed, revealed its original

lustre. And yet wo pity the ignorance of tho
Egyptian prince who was contemporaneous
with Solomon and Cleopatra, at whose feet

Ca?sar laid the riches of his empire.

And in regard to metals. The edges of the
statues of the obelisks of Egypt, and of the
ancient walls of Rome, arc as sharp as if hewn
yesterday. And the stones still remain so
closely fitted that their seams, laid with mor-
tar, cannot be penetrated with the edge of a
penknife. And their surface is exceedingly
hard—so hard that when the French artists en-
graved two lines upon an obelisk brought from
Egypt, they destroyed, in the tedious task,

many of the best tools which could be manu-
factured. And yet these ancient monuments
are traced all over with inscriptions placed up-
on them in olden time.

Thi3, with other facts of Striking character,
proves that they were far more skilled in met-
als than we are. Quite recently it is recorded
that when an American vessel was on the
shores of Africa, a son of that benighted re-

gion made from an iron hoop a knife superior
to any on board the vessel, and another madea
sword of Damascus excellence from a piece of
iron.

Fiction is very old. Scott had his counter-
parts two thousand years ago. A story is told

of a warrior who had no time to wait for the
proper forging of his weapon, but seized it red-

hot, rode forward, and 'found, to his surprise,

that the cold air had tempered his iron into an
excellent steel weapon. The tempering of
steel, therefore, which was new to us a centu-
ry since, was old two thousand years ago.

Ventilation is deemed a very modern art, but
this is not the fact, for apertures, unquestiona-
bly made for the purpose of ventilation, are
found in the pyramid tombs of Egypt. Yes,
thousands of years ago, the barbarous Pagans
went so far as to ventilate their tombs, while
we yet scarcely know how to ventilate our
houses.

The PorDLATioN of London.—The entire

population of London is set down at three mil-

lions, which is considerable larger than the

population of all England in the days of Rich-

ard the Second. The London of Shakespeare's

time wasavillagebeside the overgrown metrop-

olis of to-day, since even in the reign of

James the First it had but little over one hun-

dred and fifty-three thousand inhabitants.

When Charles the Second, miscalled the Merry

Monarch, was on the throne, there were nearly

half a million within and without its walls

;

under William the Third the increase was about

ten thousand a year. It was not till the begin-

ning of the present century, however, that

London could claim to have ;i million of dwel-

lers, the second figures being first realized in

ISfO. In 1831 it swelled to a million and a

half ; 18-19 it had passed two millions, and so

has gone on until now, when it numbers three

millions and upwards, made up of the richest

and the poorest, the wisest and most ignorant,

the best and the worst, of mankind.

More snow has fallen in Cleveland (0.) this

winter than during any previous winter for

thirty-five years.

j
Beef Cutting tjp and Preserving.—In

\ cutting up beef lor sailing, regard should be

;
had to the size of the pieces, and their rela-

ition to each other when put down. In other

|

words, a family resemblance should be pur-

I
sued iu the different strata, as placed in the

j

barrel. When designed for family use it will

|
be found convenient to cut into pieces suited

;
to a day's consumption. For preserving meat

j
the N. E. Farmer says :

" Pack the pieces in

i casks, giving a slight sprinkling of salt be-

tween each piece; cover with a pickle by

|

boiling together, in four gallons of water, eight

|

pounds of salt, three pounds brown sugar,

i
three ounces of saltpetre, one ounce pearlash,

[

for one hundred pounds of meat. Keep a flat

|

stone on the meat, that it may be immersed in

|

the pickle. Put down in this way, beef will

|

keep a year, and rather improve by age.

Drink for Milch Cows.—Cows that give

j

milk in winter will add much to their profit by

|

giving them a bucket full of warm water twice

|

a day, with a little meal or even the slops of

|

the family with it. Every one has noticed

!
how an extremely cold day will affect their

j

milk, or when they have become wet in the

summer. A little salt with milk floating on

|

the surface will soon teach any cow to drink it.

They will drink at the pump all the better for

j
a little salt.

" Bridget, how came you to bum the bread

| so?" "Och! an' is it burned it is? Sure,

!
then, ma'am, but its no fault of mine, for

i
wasn't you after telling me las' thing afore you

! wint out, a large loaf must bake one hour, an'

I
I made three large loaves, so I baked 'cm three

\
hours jist ; for what else should I do ?

"

[ An exchange says that it is just as sensible

I
a move to undertake to get married without

|

courting as to attempt any business without

! advertising.

Sorrow.—Sorrow sobers us, and makes the mind genial. And in sorrow we love and trust our friends more tenderly, and the dead become dearer
to us. And just as the stars shine out in the night, so there are blessed faces that look at us iu our grief, though before their features were fading from
our recollection. Suffering

! Let no man dread it too much, because it is good for him, and it will "help to make him sure of his being immortal. It is

not m the bright, happy day, but only in the solemn night, that other worlds are to be seen shining in their lonsc, long distances. And it is in sorrow

—

the night of the soul—that we see farthest, and know ourselves natives of infinity and sons and daughters of the'Most High.
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The importance of thorough drainage of the

soil to the successful agriculturist, is becoming

more apparent, from season to season, as the

beneficial results derived therefrom, in the lim-

ited extent to which it is practised, are devel-

oped. In the New England States there is a

large quantity of the best undeveloped soil,

that would be greatly benefitted by under-

draining ; and if we are desirous, as a class, to

keep pace with, and sustain a position among
the agriculturists of the day, we must turn our

attention more effectually to this subject. We
shall be obliged to do it to become more self-

sustaining
;

for, as the West and other agricul-

tural producing sections become filled up, and

other interests become developed, there will be

a much less surplus of many products of the

soil, and much diverted to other markets.

—

There is already a proportional falling off in

the surplus productions received from the

West, and the price becomes so enhanced that

we cannot afford their purchase, as at present.

That the soil and climate of the N. E. States

will admit of the variety of productions from

the soil necessary to supply the wants of our

own thickly settled population, there is not the

least shadow of a doubt. Then let us prepare

for any future emergency by so improving the

soil and its capacity as to develope all its re-

sources. This we owe, not only to ourselves,

but to posterity. Instead of investing our sur-

plus money in adding to the broad acres al-

ready our own, or in stock of doubtful divi-
f

dends, let us invest more in the improvement I

of the acres we already possess, in under-

!

draining, subsoil-plowing, and more thorough
j

culture generally. It will not be my object in
j

the following, or at the present, to give any I

specific directions in the art of draining, or |

constructing drains by any specific rules ; but
j

more generally to state some of the advanta- \

ges and benefits arising from a thorough, deep =

underdraining of the soil. I

The first and most obvious benefit arising is, f

in carrying off all standing or stagnant water ; f

gives a means of ready escape to the excess I

that falls as rain, without the washing of the j

soil, as would occur when obliged to run over I

the surface in passing off. It also arrests the j

ascent of water from beneath, from whatever [

cause, and frees the surface and subsoils from
{

undue moisture, or the lingering presence of!

any noxious substance which might impede or j

injure the growth of the roots of the plants I

therein. The constant descent of water through [

the soil, causes the air to follow in its course,

}

or, as the water settles away, there would be a j

vacuum, which in nature is an impossibility, as

!

the air pervades all things. The next fall off
rain displaces the air, and as the water settles f

away, a new portion of air is drawn in to fol-

1

low. This process is constantly going on!
while the soil is in an uncongealed state ; the I

rains carrying some of the most important sub-

!

stances, absorbed from the air or other sources, I

needed as vegetable food and imparting them f

to the soil, while the air which follows as the |

water settles away, is all important in promo- [

ting the healthy growth of all vegetation.—

I

Other important consequences which follow I

the freeing the soil of water are, that it gradu-

!

ally becomes dryer, warmer, sweeter, looser I

and more friable
j all of which, combined, !

work out the practical benefits of a change of j

soil, as well as a change of climate
; for with I

the constant presence of water in the soil, I

there is an evaporation going on at the surface, j

which, from its nature, produces cold. Re- f

move this, and the temperature is changed, the I

coldness of many soils disappears ; the back-

1

wardness of Spring crops, and the lateness off

Fall harvests, will be less complained of.— I

Heavy under-drained lands can rarely be well I

worked in early Spring for Summer crops ; and I

frequently are so wet in Fall that they cannot \

be well planted to any crop ; the frosts of Win- j

ter very frequently throw out the roots of any j

young plants growing in such a soil, killing}

them, or, at least very much injuring them; [

often compelling the farmer bv these reasons I

I to change his system of cropping. Good

I drainage works a complete revolution in all

! such soils, bringing them into such a state that

| they may be worked at any time, when any

{ soil can be worked. Heavy rains dry out, so

I that the soil may be worked in a few hours.

—

I The removal of the superfluous water in a soil

] is equivalent to a deepening of the same in its

1 consequences, for it allows the roots of plants

| to descend where the soil was before occupied

I with it ; the air also penetrates and diffuses it-

I self wherever the water has been, thus warm-

| ing and aerating the same ; a larger space is

1 thus allowed for the diffusion of the roots of

1 plants, in search of food, in which frequently

I an abundance is stored, many substances be-

[ ing found there which have been washed down
I by the frequent rains, from the upper soil.

—

f
The action of all kinds of manure is much

I more beneficial in drained soils than in un-

l drained, consequently disappointments are

[ more rare.

I The foregoing are a few of the many bene-

1

I fits that may be claimed for under-draining.— |

| It is claimed by those experienced in under-

1

[ draining, that the soil returns the investment |

| in three years ; so that if the farmer have suf-

1

| ficient capital to carry on his improvements I

| three years, he can afterwards thus improve [

I his whole estate without employing any other 1

|
capital. f

| February, 1867. f

! WHENCE THE IMPROVEMENT IN FARMING,
j

1 Timothy Titoomb, in his Rural Life, says : I

f"The improvements made in farming andf

| farming implements have not been made by I

| farmers themselves, but by outsiders,—me-

1

I chanics and men of science,—who have mar-

f

I veled at the brainless stupidity which toiled on I

| in its old track of unreasoning routine, and I

l looked with suspicion and discouragement I

! upon innovations. The reason why the |

! farmer has not been foremost in improving the |

I instruments and methods of his own business
j

! is, that his mind has been unfitted for im-
j

j provement by the excessive labors of his body.

| A man whose vital energy is directed to the
j

! support of muscle, has, of course, none to di- i

rect to the support ol thought. A man whose
|

strength is habitually exhausted by labor, be-
j

comes, at length, incapable of mental exertion ;

j

and I cannot help feeling that half the farmers

!

in the country establish insuperable obstacles
j

to their own improvement by their excessive j

toil. They are nothing more than the living

!

machines of a calling which so far exhausts
j

their vitality that they have neither disposition
j

nor power to improve either themselves ori

their calling. * * * There is no doubt about

}

the fact that a life whose sole energies are ex-
j

pended in hard, bodily labor, is such a life as
f

God never intended man should live.
{

"lam perfectly aware that I am not reveal-

1

ing pleasant truths. We are much in the habit \

of glorifying rural life, and praising the intelli-
[

gence and virtue of rural populations ; and if
]

they believe us, they cannot receive this with [

pleasure. But the question which most inter- f

ests them is not whether these statements are
j

true. Is the philosophy sound? Does a se-[

vere and constant tax on the muscular system I

repress mental development, and tend to make I

life hard and homely and unattractive ? Is not |

the American farmer, generally, a man who f

has sacrificed a free and full mental develop-

1

ment, and all his finer sensibilities and affec-

1

tions, and a generous and genial family and |

social life, and the dignities and tasteful pro-

1

prieties of a well-appointed home, to the sup-

f

port of his muscles ? There are instances of a |

better life than this among farmers, and I should

}

not have written this if those instances had not |

proved that this everlasting devotion to labor f

is unnecessary. There are fanners who pros-

1

per in their calling and do not become stolid—
f

whose homes are the abode of refinement, I

whose watchword is improvement, and whose f

aim is to elevate their calling. If there is a I

man on the earth whom I honestly honor it is f

a farmer who has broken away from his slavery I

to labor, and applied his mind to his soil. I

"Mind must be the emancipator of thef

farmer. Science, intelligence, machinery,— I

these must liberate the bondman of the soil =

from his long slavery. When I look back and

;

I see what has been done for fanning within my
[ brief memory, I am full of hope for the future.

| The plow, under the hand of science, has be-

1 come a new instrument. The horse now hoes

| the corn, mows the grass, rakes the hay, reaps,

| threshes and winnows the wheat ; and every

I year adds new machinery to the farmer's stock,

I to supersede the clumsy implements which

| once bound him to his hard and never-ending

| toil. When a farmer begins to use machinery

| and to study the processes of other men, and

| to apply his mind to farming so far as he can

I make it take the place of muscle, then he illu-

I minates his calling with a new light, and lifts

himself into the dignity of a man.' 1

| WINTER WORK ON THE FARM.

I We often hear farmers say: "It soon will

I be winter, and then we shall have nothing to

fdo." This is a great mistake. It has become

I a trite and true saying, that there is always

|
something to be done on a farm. It is so. A

1 true farmer never need be unemployed unne-

| cessarily. To be sure, the more confined aud

|
heavy manual labor must be performed during

1 the other three seasons, but winter brings its

I share of duties, which will require constant

I attendance from the farmer whose motto is

I progression.

1 The winter days being short, the proper care

| of his stock will occupy a goodly portion of it

;

f and here let me remark, that nothing pays bet-

ter than good care of animals during the

j months they are confined to the yard and

I
stables. Another item of winter work which

i should always be performed, is the cutting,

hauling and piling of a year's fuel. The work-

shop will take a large share of the time, for

we assume that every farmer is, or ought to

be, mechanic enough to repair his tools, car-

riages, &c, and make the more common
kind. There will be much of this sort of work

to attend to in preparing everything for the

more active duties of the coming season. Here

let me rernnrk that fanners should always

have seasoned lumber on hand suitable for re-

pahs, and the construction of such articles as

they would be likely to need. Another andj

great branch of labor which must be attended f

to at this season, is planning— brain labor.
f

Eveiy farmer should have a rough draft of his [

farm on paper—he has it in his head—to which f

he can refer, and on which he can make such 1

alterations and additions as he sees fit, to be \

earned into operation in due season. In this]

planning business he will find ample work for
j

the long evenings and unoccupied hours. And |

lastly, the winter season is the time for read-

1

ing, study, and replenishing and refreshing his
|

mind for more active duties. He must be a
]

"book fanner," to some extent, else he will!

fall behind the times. In all of these labors
f

and duties, and the cultivation of those neigh-

!

borly, social qualities, for which the season is I

peculiarly appropriate, no farmer need lack of]

finding enough to do and profit by. \

DRESSING POULTRY FOR MARKET. j

I the skin. A torn or broken skin greatly in-

|
jures the appearance.

I The intestines should not be "drawn."

—

I After removing the feathers the head may be

| taken off and the skin drawn over the neck
[bone and tied. This is the best method,

]
though much comes to the market with the

I head on.

I It should next be "plunged," by being

]
dipped about two seconds into water nearly,

I or quite, boiling hot, and then at once into

I cold water the same length of time. It should

|
be entirely cold, but not frozen, before being

|
packed.

|
In packing, use clean, hand-thrashed rye

[ straw. If this cannot be had, wheat or oat

I straw will answer, but be sure that it is clean

| and free from dust. Place a layer of straw at

[ the bottom, then alternate layers of poultry

| and straw, taking care to stow snugly, back
I upwards, legs under the body, filling the va-

j cancies with straw, and filling the package so

[ that the cover will chive down very closely up-

I on the contents, to prevent shifting on the

[
way. Boxes are the best packages, and should

I contain from 150 to 300 pounds.

[ Salt foe Gapes.—Every one has had their

|
say about gapes ; now let a Buckeye tell you

[ how we manage this matter. Formerly we
| fed the young brood with com meal dough,

I losing more or less with the gapes every sea-

I son. Latterly we have salted the dough, and
I now raise some two hundred chickens per sea-

1 son, without losing one from gapes or any oth-

|
er disease. The chickens are bright, vigorous

I and healthy, and always commence laying

I early in the fall. Now we have some forty

[
hens, which give us an abundance of eggs.

—

I Farmers should* not hesitate to adopt this plan.

Poultry will always sell much more rapid-

!

ly, and often at higher rates, if well dressed i

than if poorly dressed. The following direc-

1

tions are given, as the result of much ex-

1

perience, by a poultry dealer : |

Food in the crop injures the appearance and [

sale ; therefore keep from food twenty-four j

hours before killing. f

Opening the veins in the neck is the best I

mode of killing. If the head be taken off at {

first, the skin will recede from the neck bone, 1

representing a repulsive spectacle. I

Most of tne poultry in market is "scalded"!

or "wet picked;" "dry picked" is preferred!

by a few, and sells, to a limited extent only, f

at full prices. Poultry may be picked dry j

without difficulty if done without delay after I

killing. For scaldiug poultry, the water should f

be as near the boiling point as possible without
j

actually boiling. The bird, held by the legs, i

should be immersed and lifted up and down I

in the water three times. Continue to hold 1

the bird by the legs with one hand, while
j

plucking the feathers with the other, without a I

moment's delay after taking out. If skilfully j

handled in this way, the feathers and pin- f

feathers may all be removed without breaking i

| A miserly old fanner, who had lost one of

! his best hands in the midst of haymaking, re-

1 marked to the sexton, as he was filling up the

|
grave, " It's a sad thing to lose a good mower

| at a time like this
;
but, after all, poor Tom

I was a great eater."

|
A Horse Chaunter.—A fellow being called

j as a witness in one of the English courts, the

\ judge demanded :

I " What is your trade ?"

I "A horse channter, my lord."

\ "A what? Ahorse chaunter? Why, what's

jthat?"

"Vy, my lord, ain't you up to that ere

j
trade ?"

|
"I require you to explain.

"

"Veil, my lord, I goes around among the

livery stables—they all on 'em knows me—and
ven I sees a gem'man bargaining for an' 'orse,

I just steps up like a tetotal stranger, and says

I, "Veil, that's a rare 'un, I'll be bound,"
ses I.

"He's got the beautifulest 'ead and neck as

I ever seed," ses I. "Only look at 'is open
nostrils—he's got wind like a locomotive, I'll

be bound he'll travel a hundred miles a day,

and never once think on't ; them's the kind of

legs vat never fails. Vel, this tickles the

genl'man, and he sayst o' himself 'That ere

'onest countryman is a rare judge of a 'orse

;

so, please you, my lord, he buys 'im and trots

off. Veil, then I goes up to the man vot keeps

the stable, and I axes 'im, ' VelL vot are you
going to stand for that ere chsrant?' and he

gives me a sovereign. Veil, that's vat I

call 'orse chaunting, my lord. There's a rale

little harrnn't ; there' sa good manj' sorts on us.

Some chaunts canals and some chaunts rail-

roads.'

To Relieve a Cotjgh.—This is the season

for colds ; and colds are the forerunners of con-

sumption. Attend seasonably to the first, if

you would avoid the last. For years we have

found the following preparation the best for the

cure or relief of a cough that we have ever

tried : Take two ounces offlaxseed, two ounces

stick liquorice, half a pound brown sugar, half

a pound raisins, one quart of cider. Boil the

whole down to one pint; strain it off and put

it aside for use. Whenever the cough is

troublesome, take a table spoonful at a time.

—

Portland Press.

Depopulation of Ireland.—An English statistican has shown that in a few years Ireland will become depopulated of Irish by causes now in operation.
Emigration is canying off to England, America and elsewhere vast numbers, nearly all of whom are young and vigorous, upon whom the peopling of the Island
{depends. Few emigrate after forty

;
and the consequence is that the population of Ireland largely consists of the middle-aged and the aged. When these die

there will be none to take their places. The next census, like all which have been taken during the past thirty years, will show a largely diminished population,

Ja great proportion of deaths, and few marriages or births.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.—A limited number of agricultural ad-

1

vertisements wiu be published. Price, fifteen cents a line,
|
prevented much progress ; nor was it till after ] ers and inland waters of Maine.

each insertion

pages, t\ven

cuts are allow

The Publisher holds the right to reject any advertisement
| ture received any patronage

not suitable for these pageB. {Parliament were passed to

s will be published, rnce, hutju" u uut, = p^vunu iuu^u p^.™ ,
uvi urn »« nil ".-tci = uib uuu miuuu nmi uuuuv. a mo .^.u-;

districts in the State 13 146 SCllOC
on. special adrertieements, at the bottom of the

| tue acccssjon 0f William and Mary to the va- I tiou authorizes the Governor to appoint two I . . ,„„-,,„' '., •„
ENTY-FlYE OENTS per Une each insertion. No = ! ' . . § . . . s teachers, and 72;j,41 2 pupils, With !

lowed in advertisements, and no unusual display, j
cant throne ot James the Second, that agncul-

[ commissioners, whose duty it shall be to ex-
1 attcn(lance of 478i0CG _ Tne total

All letters, remittances, 4c. should be addressed to

S. S. F0SS, Publisher,

Woonsocket, R. L

] time to the then modern improvements, and
j Pisciculture in Make.—A correspondent,

\ the COMMON SCHOOLS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
I made it their boast that they could then feed I writing from Augusta, Maine, says that Mr. [ _. . , ~Z~ . . ,.*/-,
i „ .. . . . ... ,

J
. _„ . , . !_ .

°
, T , f ,,

'
... > , i The report of the Superintendent of Corn-

Hall their retainers, without going off their lands. = Davis, of Lubcc, from the Committee on Fish- = „ , . , . . r „
= ... °. | '

, „ f i . ', J,. „, ... f mon Schools of Pennsylvania pves the foUow-
= The civil wars that followed after the death ot i erics, has reported to the House a resolution =

. .......
, , , c ,•<•

, , , , . , „ = ™ 1 , - . t. . i mg statistics for the school year of 18C>-GG, as
- Charles the First, and during the Protectorate, = relative to the restoration ot sea-fish to the nv- = » _,, , 0™ i „ i

' ° = follows:—There were in that year 1 SOU school
1 his resolu-

'

| districts in the State; 13,1-46 schools; 1G,141

an average

„ cost of the
5 Special acts of; amine such rivers and other waters ".*£| idlo0| system for the entire State, including
"protect the farm- 1 deem sufficient to the consideration of the

j^^^^ riations for
jer, and the importation of such animals as

|
subject of the restoration of sea-fish to our

jtho & Bg ^ incrcase in ^
I would be useful in the tilling of lands, partic- Makes and their tributary streams, the introduc- ! ' . , . .. , . . „. . .,
I

, , ,„,»?,. „ ,

^Muouuiuu. j , number of school districts was 2G, in the num-
===============53. !

rt*r\y encouraged Most, if not all the gar- 1 Uon 0f new vaneties of fresh water fish and
j^ rf^ ^ (he numl

M

.

r of children

^*-r>i^ ¥t»r«tRt? I
dens of that period, were laid out in the Dutch hue protection offish generally in in and wa-

j^ ^ ^ ^ e at_

jttJiEHi $4i# ^ itt ft

f

taste - Great, attention was paid, and immense Iters. Authority is also given to introduce into
\ tendance at schoo] 18946 aml m „ )C total_ ,S I

sums lavishcd 0n exotic flowers and fruits t0
1
sucb waters as the>

r deem bcst suited
! cost of the system, $58l',020,02. Not including

G. W. and s. S. FOSS, editors. \
grace the boards of the nobility, at halls, mas-

1 therefor, spawn of the black bass, land-locked
j philade] hia tuc increase in the per c-iiia-e

; ™ " « !
<lierades and other festivities. Sinclair and

}
salmon, and other varieties, if they deem it ex-

j ^ rf^ one dayi m the average cost of

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 18G7. I
Young may be deemed the fathers of British

|
pedicnt, provided the expense does not exceed

; ^ mQn[^ four cenU . m the nunlber
- •"

" !

agriculture.
| t]le sum of two hundred dollars.

} male teactier 4y3 in the mlmber of fcmale
AGRICULTURE, HISTORICALLY CONSIDERED.

| Tne emigrants who sought the shores off ! teachers, 63, in the salaries of male teacBere,

Foe centuries after the establishment 0fl
America

'
brought with tbem the tastes and

! Hot-beds will be wanted in February and
{ §2. 52 ; in the salaries of female teachers, 82. 10;

Christianity and before the necessity of the!
habits of lhe ancestors bom wbom thQJ de-

1 March. Have the sashes and frames in readi-
1 in the cost of tuition, $320,7*8.67; in the cost

laws which now govern civDized society was

!

scended
'
and the traveler is frequently aston-

j
ness> uow that there is leisure. Paint, re-I 0f fuel and contingencies, 818,071.35, and in

recoo-nized Anriculture or the art of timno- !
isbed at seeing in Canada the agricultural im-

j giazCi and have all in working order. Accu-
{ purchasing grounds, building, renting and re-

tire soil had not received the importance ft I Plements used in Fl™ce in the time of Louis
j mulate a supply of manure for the same; the

f pairing houses, $222,209,77.

merited! The rude barons of the dark and!
tIie fourteenth. When the yoke of Great

| best is that from horse stables, long and short
I

middle ages were too much engrossed in mak-

!

Britain was ^carded,^ ^ independence
j together. Manure for ploughing and spading

j

1 of the Colonies acknowledged, multitudes | ;U) should be looked out for, and all available I

WHAT A OQUIRREL DID.

ing and repelling raids, to devote much time to
|f

acknowleclged, multitudes
|
in, should be looked out for, and all available

) ^ fol]mvii]

-
from^ NewDflryport

the more peaceful pursuits of husbandry; and j
nocked to the lonng Repubhc from all parts

| materials, whether from the house, privies,
j gcrajd .— gentleman from Newbury trcat-

their stalwart va-ssals "armed to the teeth /'
; f

world. The fertile and gram producing
| stables, piggeries or hen-houses, should bej^,

ug
°

tQ some ^ute, which

considered such pursuits as worthy only off
&M

\
of ^^ aUured many settiers, who

| saved .
| we ghoald perhapS; have refused, on the prin-

women or idiots. Fortunately for mankind, !
introduced all the improvements that fell under

j

- ~
[ d le that^ receiver is a3 bad as the thief, had

and the industrial interests of the human fami- j
their notice

;
and that part of the country has

J
TrrE Canaex Bud Trade. There are large

|^ ka^n ^ before it

ly, the monasteries, then the abodes of hospi- !
larSely rePald tbeir bonest Perseverance.-

j
importations of Canary birds in the German! ^ were of the gtore of

tality and science, devoted much time to agri- j
Pennsylvania is greatly indebted to the illus-

j steamers . The birds come principally from the
j

. had laid up m a

I hollow tree. There were in all live quarts,culture, and both by precept and example fos-

1

trious financier, Robert Morris, who was a
j Hartz mountains in Hanover. The number of

tered this useful art. As peace gradually dif-
j f™\^^ ""ciaJVf" «£.-S"™- i | them that arrived nere m tne past year is es- =

he had carried Qne by {rom a

fused her blessings over Christendom, the!
be also fi[

'

st introduced Green-Houses m the
} timate<l by large importers at from 15,000 to

&q
science progressed ; the culture of the vine, |

Umted St^es
- 1 20,000, worth 860,000 or §80,000. The mor-

j^^ ^ ^ a horizontaI direct ion, so that

the birds on the passage is more
| ^ wQuld^ been yeiy gmaU> as tbe

In this country
|^s would have rpuejfl out without some modi-

the culture of the vine, {

uuueu md.^-
\ 20,000, woi

olive and fig was successfully prosecuted in all j
Pennsylvania and New Jersey were exceed- 1 tality anion,

parts of the Spanish dominions, and the Moors, j
ingly enterprising in the production of vegeta- j than twenty-five per cent.

the most polished and elegant people of the
f
bles and fruit, which could not be raised in

j
they are bred to some extent. One man in j

I fication in its arrangement, which Mr. Bunny
fourteenth century, paid great attention to the j

New England and certain parts of New York,
j
Philadelphia last year raised three hundred,

j eeded t0 make
°
ith a g00(i deal 0f archi-

cultivation of plants and flowers. Many prac- 1 After the purchase of Louisiana, the United
j and another in Buffalo one hundred and fifty, i

tectural skiU; bis moyement s being daily wateh-

tical secrets of immense utility to the farmer ]
States could have declared that their popula-f -

| ed by oup
'm formant . He first built up a

are still practised in Tripoli and the Barbary }
tion might be fed.and clothed without foreign

j Thb PoTAm_A French newspaper states, ! breastwork of clay, sticks, nutshells and other

States ; carried thither by the refugees, who, }
aid.

with regard to the parasites found in the potato, 1 rubbish at the mouth of his magazine an inch

when expelled from Europe, sought an asylum {
The Eastern nations, including the ancient \

tba(
. l( tbe micr0SCOpe reveals to us the exist- 1 or two high, and then filled it up with his pro-

with their brethren of the same faith. I Egyptians, have long been famous for their
} ence of a gmaU Wack spotj of the &&ml}Xliv of J m it wouid hold no more. He then

The situation of the Low Countries, particu- 1
proficiency in this "mother of sciences," as

| a pm,

g beadj in the po(ato _ In tbJg small space [ added anotbcr course 0f mason work and an-

larly HoUand, was favorable to agriculture
; j

the ancient Greeks delighted in styling agricul-
} can be detected some 200 ferocious animals of! other deposit of nuts, and so on till at the time

and in the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth
j
ture. The religious tenets of the Hindoos de-

j a coieopteric form, which bite and tear each I 0f the vandal's raid on the little fellow's corn-

centuries, the indefatigable Dutch and Flem- j
barred them from the use of animal food. The | otber with continued fury . It is easy to com- ! miSSary, the waU was about a foot high. Tiie

ings were the scientific gardeners of Europe. I climate was genial, the soil immensely produc-
j prehend the potato disease when such an in- ! peculation was considered justifiable on the

The crusades, which united all the nations ofjtive, and under the sway of the Mogul emper-
j tegtme warfere is ragmg." j grovmd that man was created lord over all the

the then known West in the closest bonds off ore at Delhi, hot-houses were constructed on j .,.„,„„„„.„,„,™„ „.,„,. I beasts of the field and that it was no worse
friendship, were also of vast service to the j the largest scale, and the imperial table was

j

"""

| to make a uirrel work for him than to make
science of horticulture; and the gallant Knights, 1 daily ornamented with fruits and flowers off The Cattle Plague.—Durmg the weeK| ^ ^ ^ ^ Begides Qur friend

, j the world. CUve and Warren Hastings, who |
ending December 29, 1866, the last officially

j ^ four legged^ ^ s Ume forwho fought on the sacred soil of Palestine to

!

rescue the sepulchre of Christ from the grasp j
firmly consolidated the empire of Great Britain j

reported, the English Privy Council states that
j^ ^ a

== m ft week or tWQ he

of the turbaned infidel, brought with them onjin the East, averred that India then far sur- j
nine animals were attacked by cattle plague m

j
*

^ ^ new
'

supp iy for himself and
their return, many plants and flowers, which 1 passed Europe in the science of Horticulture. ! Great Britain, an increase of three as com-

j _ n

are now naturalized throughout Christendom. I The Chinese and Japanese have long been|Pared witb tbe Previous week
.

The number
|

a
-

The Pharmacopeia was also greatly enriched
j acquainted with all the practical details of hor- 1

of animals attacked smce the disease first ap-
1

rj.
1TE Amemc.ax safett Reix.—A few days

by contributions from the Holy Land ; flowers I ticulture, and the pleasure gardens of the rich I Peared bas been 253
>
807

>
and o2

'
6 -tG bealtby 1 an.Q chapman's Patent Safety Rein was put to

were then the fashion, and all the rnedioeval
{ abound in the rarest flowers, and the most j

I cattle have been slaughtered to prevent the |

the severest test. Gen. Dix, a notorious runa-

Sovereigns delighted in Pleausances, or flower | costly fruits. Every inch of land that can be j Pla
gne from spreading.

; way horse^ wbo was regarded as valueless as a

gardens. Fabulous sums were given for favor-
j put to any available purpose, is cultivated

} j
roadster, because it was found impossible to

ite plants, and the tables of the great were I throughout the celestial empire ; and substan-l Interesting to Milkmen.—In the Superior] control him, was made the subject of the trial,

daily laden with vegetables then expensive and
] ces which would be rejected in other parts of j Criminal Court, in Boston, Henry Waite,

| Tbe borse was iashed into a savage run with

rare, but now common.
j tne world, as useless, are extensively employed j

charged for the third time with selling adulter-
] tbe wbip) and wben the reins were pulled up-

On the discovery of the New World, Europe I as fertilizers. The Peruvians and Mexicans j ated milk, pleaded guilty, and Judge Russell j on) he was reduced to complete submission.—

was flooded with its productions, and Ireland
j ai0Ue, of the natives of the New World, had [ sentenced him to the House of Correction for

j ^ COmmon snaffle bit was used, and the power

is indebted to Sir Walter Raleigh for the root
j made Some advances in -agriculture. The } the term of sixty days. Subsequently the sen-

j of tbe safety rein worked like a magical charm,

which has so long constituted the principal
| Spanish historians speak with rapture of the j tence was revised, and the milkman was let off] Before the trial it was boastingly asserted that

food of a large pajt of her population. Cath-
] chinam^as, or floating flower-gardens of the ! on paying a fine of $50 and costs.

j Gen _ jyix couid not be controlled by any inven-

erine of Arragon, the first Queen of Henry the
j Aztecs. To this day the Indians are passion- 1 « —

j lion, and many of the gentlemen present confi-

Eighth, of England, was fond of vegetables, 1 ateiy fond 0f flowers. Mexico abounds in all
] Live Stock in Minnesota. — The St. Pauljdently expected to witness an exciting runa-

and brought in her train the first gardener who
j tbe productions both of the temperate zone ] Pioneer says that there are now in the State

] way and a general smash op. But so com-

ever raised lettuce in Great Britain. During
] arKi the tropics. f S48,000 horses, i21,St2 cattle, 259,362 sheep, Iplcte was the mastery of the driver over the

Hereafter, we shall refer to the history and I and 286,-116 hogs. The estimated value of all
] horse that they at once acknowledged the prac-

!
progress of American Agriculture, with which f the live stock in the State is $21,652.70*. | tical utility of the Chapman invention.—Turf,

\ we are more particularly interested. I
"""""

]
Field and Farm.

Oranges.—The St. Augustine (Florida) Ex- 1

~
" , . .

Amm. A number of 1 aminer, speaking of the great crop of oranges, ! Secretaries of Agricultural Societies in

seeds are Nays that sixty thousand will be picked from j
Pennsylvania, New Jer^and Ddawa^wiU

the reign of that monarch, salads were fre-

quently sold for their weight in gold, and the

purveyor of the magnificent Cardinal Wolsey,

complained, that though "he offered any

price for green food, he could get none."

The taste of the populace had been greatly I The Importation of

improved during the reigns of the Plantagenet | importers and growers of foreign seeds &K
V"'°^"l°^\ ^uttonan' writ^that" 'Hhev I oblige'us by sending a list of their officers for

Princes; the gross dishes, so much enjoyed by I about to send a petition to Congress, asking
i

oue S^f- A gentleman vuites mat mej s

and ! that the tariff be so changed as to admit free ]
m rich yellow clusters from trees on the

1
1867.

3g j sides of the streets, and the soft air is redolent
] ^ ^ FAaM ^j, FIRESIDE.

The sagacious Elizabeth saw the advantages j or planting purposes. They ask this on behalf; of tbeir ncb perfume.
'

| ^ ^ pf)TItTtH lo lhe^Usher> by^1 . „, tt there

that would accrue to her Kingdom from the I of the great agricultural interests of the coun- 1 1 be a news-dealer near you, order it of him. The F.vr.-j am.

advancement of agriculture, and bestowed re- \ try, to whom, they say, it is of importance to ! Sale of a Trotting Horse. The celebrated
j
fireside win be sold at an New. omce*. stogie cow, 5 ceouu

wards on all who made important discoveries. I have a great abundance of pure garden seeds, !
'

' Ethan Allan " was sold in Boston on the 2«h
|

Noblemen, who resided on their estates, be- { the importation of which is at present restrict- [ ult., to B. E. Simmons, of New York

held the country at peace, and devoted much 1 ed by a very high duty. 1 price paid was $10,000.

the Saxons, had gradually disappeared,

simpler food was substituted in their room.— | of duty all foreign seeds intended for growing

The! Send k Stamp.—Specimen numbers ot the Faem asd

I Fireside win be forwarded to any address, on the receipt of a

= three-cent stamp.

TOMATOBB 'k 'FBOmmos AOAM8T Bgbbbs.—Mr. J. H. Foster, of Quincy, Mass., informs us that he has an apple orchard which has been badly infested

by the borer. Two or three years ago, while going over the orchard in the fall and removing

as the beetle never deposits

: from ten to fifteen voung borers from most of the trees, he noticed

that, invariably, there were no signs of their work to be discovered wherever a chance plant of the tomato had sprung up from seed in soil or manure,

this discovery, he has since planted tomatoes extensively about his apple trees and quince bushes, and finds it a complete protection,

her eggs during the summer months upon the bark of the tree near which a tomato plant is growing.^-Nem hnrjlaml £< inner.
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Fireside Readings,

Tto W%tm ami WivzsiAz.

THE OLD CHIMNEY-PLACE.

A Btack of stones, a dingy wall,

O'er which the branches cling and creep,

A path on which no shadows fall,

A door-Btep where long dock-leaves sleep

;

A broken rafter in the grass,

A sunken hearth-stone, stained and cold,

Naught left but these, fair home, alas I

And the dear memories «f old.

Around this hearth, this sacred place,

All humble household virtues grew,

—

The grandsire's love, the maiden's grace,

The matron's instincts deep and true.

Here first sweet words were lisped ; here broke

Life'smorning dream, and yet more dear,

The love that life's best impulse woke,

Grew warmer, gentler, year by year.

How cheerful, while the storm without

Mtiffled the earth and iced the night,

The ruddy glow gushed laughing out

On merry groups and faces bright 1

How chimed the crackling freakish flame

With rosy mirth or thoughtful ease,

Or, may be, syllabled the name
Of one rocked on the stormy seas I

What fairy scenes, with golden lands,

What pageants of romantic pride,

In the weird deep of glowing brands

Saw the fair boy, the dreamy-eyed

;

Till, musing here, his spirit drew

Strong inspiration, and his years,

By Beauty's subtle nurture knew
The paths of Nature's inner spheres ]

Here, as the swooning embers sent

A faint Gush through the quiet gloom,

In the warm blush have lovers blent

The fragrance of their hearts' fresh bloom

;

And, veiling in the soft-drooping eyes

Her tremulous joy, here blushed the bride

;

Here o'er pale form in funeral guise,

Farewells from broken hearts were sighed.

This spot the pilgrim, 'neath strange skies,

Saw in his wayside dreams ; here stood

Old friends with gladness in their eyes

;

Here grew the beautiful and good-

Sweet friendship—faith serene and sure

—

Manhood's strong purpose, warm and bold-

Courage to labor and endure,

And household feelings never cold.

Here leaning in the twliight dim,

All round me seems a haunted air,

I hear the o id familiar hymn,

My heart goes upward in the prayer

That made the night so full of peace

;

Kind lips are on my brow—my ear

Hums with sweet sounds—they faint, they cease,

And night o'er all broods calm and clear.

HAJtY OF THE HEATH.

A TRUE TALE.

| riness of the employment and the personal pe- j words she has spoken there is such a touching { G , with an unwearied interest in her well-

1 culiarities of the child, it was impossible that
j
tone, very different from hypocrisy. She shall j being, furnished the house for the good couple

.. | two ladies of good hearts and benevolent inten- 1 have something to relieve her hunger, and then
j
very handsomely, and made the bride the mis-

1 tions, could other than feel interested for her. § we will question her." ] tress of the village school, where she had been
The little creature's tears were seen to start | fostered and educated. Greatly was that ex-

in her eyes at the sight of the food, for she | cellent lady pleased to see that when her

iwas famished with want. The meal ended
; j favorite attained the hight of good 'fortune

—

once more she was conduted to the presence j cherished by her superiors, beloved by every

of the ladies. Lady G with much gentle- 1 one—the full-grown woman in her prosperity

! ness commenced her interrogations, after hav- 1 carefully preserved the old pot as a precious

ing kindly, but in a way, suited to the capaci- } relic of the lowly and afflicted state from
ty of a poor untaught girl, endeavored to im-

[ which, by a good Providence, she had been so

1 They proceeded, therefore, at once to question

| her, beginning with the kindly and encourag-

I ing expression of "My dear," as they asked

I what she was doing there ?

|
"Boiling my pot for my breakfast," was her

I reply.

| "And what have you got in it?"

I "Two turnips that I took out of a field."

f "Is that all you have got for' your break- 1

P

ress on her mind the duty as well as the iu> { mercifully rescued, when, as the forlorn little

| fast ?
"

[
portance to herself of speaking the truth. j Mary, she prepared to boil her turnips on a

| "All, except some bits of bread."

| " That's a very poor breakfast. To whom
I do you belong ?

"

| "To nobody."

1 "To nobody? and you so' young! How
| did you come, and where are you going ?

"

| "I don't know."

f "You neither know how you came
I nor where you are going ? What

The following

narrated

:

particulars were artlessly I heath in Kent on the most eventful morning of

I her life.

The child began by saying that she was bom |

in Bath. Her father was in business in that |

city ; she told his trade. Her mother-in-law |

VERY GOOD.

treated her so harshly and unkindly that on
f

A tall, raw-boned

some gipsies coming into the neighborhood, as i
[ diminutive specimen

Yankee

of the

was riding a

donkey tribe

you

| story. What is

|
you come from ?

I
some place ?

"

-
, , .°, , ,

'
, i through the muddy streets of Gotham: and

hprp = she was allowed to run neglected about, and =
, ,, T .

'

:

, | the animal being very stubborn, Jonathan
iicr SGVGrc step- =a strange I Slad t0 be out of the si£ht of

'.

.

*
. I found it quite difficult to induce him to ac-

your name, and where did {
mother, she got acquainted with them, and

|

celerate & .

Ton must havp romp from I was flnallv induced by their persuasions to run i , . , „ ,.,iou mus.nave comenom; /. ..

J w,', . . .1 He used the pursuasive eloquence of a hick-
= away and 10m them. With these gipsies she-= .

r
= ,,,.,. ... . u„ . = ory stick, however ; at each blow he would

I
"My name is Mary, and I came a long way j

bad ^ed two or three years going about he
f^ out, "Git up, Bonypart

;
git up, I say."

I
off ; I can't tell where." j

country with hem. She did not know if he!
.

'

PrenchmaU) near heard,
= "How did vnn o-pt hprp v " = lather had made any inquiry concerning her or ; , ' . .„ .

,
now uia you get nere

.
- j i_ j o

„ with rage, the name of his illustrious country-
= "T walked- TVp hppn manv davu wilUino- " = n°t- At length, not liking the way ot lite 01= ,. , . , , , -,

! 1 walked, ive Deen manj aa)s walking.
, , , , , A < „ ,

i man applied to the ugly beast, and commenced
= " T npvpr lipnrd <so «trano-p sin nppnnnt no v^nn 1 the people among whom she had fallen, she; .

11
„ .

x
1 never neara so stiange an account as jou

|
1 _* a ™

> j heaping a volley of abuse on the head of the
Igive of yourself. Where did you get that {

determined to leave them on the first opportu-
1
^V,^

a- Yankee
i not'" Initv. She had stolen away from them, tak-i ,'„.„'",' „ ,

I
I ' i. ., . , , . e ., . .

= Sair, shouted the Gaul, " vat for you call
= "T hro'io-lii it flwav-with mp " = ing nothing with her hut one of their old pots =

,
' „ ' ./ , , „

,
i. oroagniH away witn me. o s

_ 1 dat uglv beast Napoleon ! By gar, sair, I shall

I
'

'
Then you must have come from some per- 1

w"h a view to cook for herse" a turmP or
I , ^"o-rande satisfaction

'

"

j sons with whom have been living. Tell us [
thing she could get to support her so that she

j

'

„^ Bq „^ re
I now the truth. Have you not been with gip-

j

^t not die or want of food. She had
| , ..^^ ^ l

for
= sipa ? " = wandered about the roads and waysides beg- =

'

, ^T , „
\ 1 . . . .

'

... . .
'

.
I call zat vagabone horse Napoleon ?

I . Ablush rose in her cheeks as she replied, \

S

mS, ever since she quitted the gipsy camp, i uq^ °
Bonypart!"

= "Ypr T have hppn with rrin=!ip<; " I and with every half-pence she had picked up i
• ,

' : ' , , ,
= 1 es, 1 na^ 0 oeen wun gipsies.

1 , *. I Here the Frenchman s rage boiled over, and
= " Where are thev ? and whprp did v-oii 1pt\-p = m this manner had bought a penny loal at anv s . ... i , ; .

i
vvnere aie mey

.
ana wuere am >ou leave = a . 1 j j

1 stamplrjg his feet upon the pavement, he
I them ? " I village she might pass m her rambles. She I

^
5 She nanqpd a mnmpnt lnnkprl rlnwn ond I did not know where she had been wandering, T , .. „
5

cue pausou a momenr, looked aown ana , f' = " Oh, bv gar, I sail 'ave ze grande satisfac-
5 then said " T o-ot awav fmm tlipm fnr T f\\A = but at last she had readied the common, where = . .

' „, °_, ,.mensaiu, 1 got away 11om tucm, lor 1 aia - » ition! I sail ave ze revenge. I ave one dam
- not like their wav of life " I the young ladies round her that morning. = , , _ .,,

I

noi tike tntir way 01 me.
._

j a a , seep.QOg at my >ome . 1 g0 can 'im GuiUaume
I

"And when was it? and how have youi Lady G had little or no doubt that the = "yyag'^o-ton by gar!"
1 lived since you left them ? " { child's tale was true ; and thinking that I

°
'

, „

j
" Very hard," said the child. "I begged j

to cast out so young and unfriended a creature
j The hat was passed around in a certain con-

| my way along the roads, and with the"few j
aSam on tne wicle world would be to give her

j
gregation for the purpose of taking up a col-

I half-pence I got I bought a little bread to save I
UP to destruction, she resolved to afford her

j lection. After it had made the circuit of the

j me from starving. I have no where to go. 1 1
Present shelter, at least till she could ascertain

| church, it was handed to the minister, who,

! have no home." |
by inquiry that all she stated was correct.—

{ by the way, had changed pulpits with the

She burst into tears, and there was something !
HavinS obtained from the cWld the name and

I
regular preacher, and he found not a penny in

3 forlorn, both in voice and conntPnanPP a* I
address of her fether

>
sbe determined at once I it. He inverted the hat over the pulpit cush-so forlorn, both in voice and countenance, as I

iluuress ul "el lalu<51
'
BUU ueu:lulmcu at uuue

!
n

-
ae mvertea me nat over tne pulpit <

she spoke these words, it was impossible to \

t0 Write t0 Bath
'
begging an immediate^ !

™™ and shook it, tliat its emptiness might be

There was nothin°- in it ofI
In the mterval the P001

'
llttle wanderer was 1 known, then raising his eyes towards the ceil-

It is by no means an uncommon observa

tion, that did any one note down the remark- 1 doubt their truth
able occurences of his own life, those of his I the ^hine of a made up tale to excite" compas- 1

attired in better clothes, «md placed under
j
ing, he exclaimed with great fervor, "I 'thank

friends with which he is well acquainted, or | s;on and- sh

'

e ra{aer S0UITht to wipe away her
*

l
the esPecial care of a stead7 female servant,

j God that I got back my hat from this congre-

such as become known to him on good author-
1 tear; unobserved, as shelurned aside her head, 1

™th * Charge t0 keep a Strict eye Up0n hen
I
gation-"

hnw cnrin™ « ; „ . , , I In a few davs an answer came from Bath con- ;
"'" ' ' ""

ity, in the course of a few' years how curious a I than to make a paraQe 0f them
' ( In a few days an answer came from Bath con-

]

collection it would form. The following is an I llT ., . , ,,.
' {firming the girl's story, and expressing anj Deyden was so fond of reading that his

example :
| ^JTJ.Zll.J^.. *?

<~' dauShtei'

| earnest wish for her return home to live with |
wife one day exclaimed :" I wish I were a

It must now be nearly half a century ago 1
°f a neighborine baronet

'
" there is something

[ her fether _ But the ]ittIe M eyinced so ! book that I might always be in your so-

when one fine summer's day, about the hour of I

V6ry unC0lnm0u m
^

hls chUd '

s story-
_

Poor
| much terror at the thoughts of going back tolciety." "I wish you were an almanac," he

noon, a little girl, who could not have been t f
eature

'
sbe 1B reaL|y ln vei7 S1*^ distress,

j her step_mother, that Lady G forbore to I replied, "so that I could change every year.

, , , , , = L/et us take her home, and mamma will know = 1 ^ <. 1 =

more than ten or twelve years old, was seen 1 , ,
'

w
1 urge her to return home. =

J
\ better than we can w''"* ^ 1— t =

on a particular part of Common, or Heath = . , „ ,

• rr l , j. c - , „ = to do for her.m Kent, (not very far irom the house of a |

wealthy baronet,) suspending a pot on three!
Her fnend assented

,
and Miss G turned

|

t0 whose especial "care she had been com- ! torrents tjust as the service closed, when two
sticks set upright in the ground, after the man-

1

to the chlld and told her tuat if she would | m [Ue^ vely favorably of her. Lady I fanners walking home together were getting

ner of gipsies, over a fire which she had kindled I
come alonS Wlth her, she would give her some

! G proposed, therefore, to keep her in the I fully wet, and one remarked to the other:

beneath it. She was dressed in rags, andj
good

, ,

Tb
f

h^e foUowed gladly
] family) and t0 try t0 make

seemed

She had been greatly interested by the sim- \ A rukal pastor prayed fervently for rain

plicity of her young charge, and the servant I
during a severe drought, which began to fall in

The parson does pray with a good unction."

Yes," replied the other, "but he lacks judg-

ment."

. .„ a servant of her, I
'

miserably poor and forlorn. The child !

^

nou
f'

bnt she would not leave the pot be- 1 beginning with some humble dutie3 in the I>

was alone. The singularity of the circum-

1

bmd her
>
for that aud the miserable attire on

| household. The child's gratitude was of the 'in

stance excited the surprise of two ladies, who
j ^

er back was a11 the Property she possessed in
j liveliest kind ; there was nothing bad in her ; I

were taking their morning walk on that airy
[

the world
-

j indeed, her natural disposition seemed docile 1 Zimmerman.—This eminent physician went

and agreeable common. They looked around I
Lady G was a woman of known benev-

f and amiable. But she had received no in- 1 from Hanover to attend Frederick the Great in

expecting to see a party of gipsies, to whom I olence ;
but she was not one who exercised it I structions ; all her good qualities must, there- ! Ms last illness. One day the king said to him,

they conjectured the child must belong; but, {without due caution and judgment. She did f fore, be inherent. This was very promisino- { "You have, I presume, sir, helped many a

though wide and open, not a living creature, [
n°t, by hasty or indiscriminate charity, en- 1 and her benefactress, after a few weeks more I

mau mto another world ?" This was rather a

save the little girl boiling her pot, was to be }
courage vice and low cunning, under the idea ! of probation, rinding that she might be trusted { bitter pill for the doctor ; but the dose he gave

seen far or near. Their curiosity was raised |
that really distressed the industrious but un- ! with other children, sent the little Mary to the -I

the king in return was a judicious mixture of

and much increased, when, on a nearer ap- 1
fortunate poor. The truly afflicted sought { village school. There the child showed so I

truth and flattery: "Not so many as your

proach, as she turned her head toward them, |
her door, the idle and vagabond passed on, 1 much aptitude for learnino-, reading, writino-, I majesty, nor with so much honor to myself."

though burnt and browned with the sun and
|
certain that inquiry would precede relief. Yet I etc., that she soon became the head of the!

wind, they saw at a glance that the face which
|
with all this, Lady G did not carry caution I class, and made such progress that on leaving I "A good old woman a dear friend of mine "

looked out from beneath a bonnet worn out off to that cold and extreme extent which ren- \ school, two or three years after, she was pro-

{

ga s john Newton "'was asked upon her
all color and shape, and the arms which were { dered her suspicious where there appeared j moted in the household, and became lady's I death-bed if she was comfortable in her mind
but partially covered by an old tattered cloak, { marks of want and sorrow that carried with I maid to her benefactress. In this situation she { .<yery far from it

» she answered " Then
were neither of the gipsy character or complex- 1

them their own evidence of sincerity. This I continued for several years, repaying the kind- ! you are not wil'ino- to die ?" "Quite willing
"

ion. The features were small, round, and the
j
was such a case.

j negs and generosity of Lady G by the { she said .
« If "pother' chooses to put me

eyes and hair of true Saxon origin—blue and
|

" That child," said Lady G , after hear- { most assiduous fulfillment of her duties, and
{ to bed in tbe darki j can trust bim_»

light brown. There was also an expression of 1 ing her daughter's account of the meeting on i the warmest attachment to her person. I
"

'

„,.„„..„,', ,.

'

artlessness in the countenance, which, it must
j
the common, "is indeed in want of food and ! Finally-and few stories of romance con- 1 Sevekal young men have appeared at fash-

be_ confessed, is not very generally the distm-
1
rest. I can see it in her looks. I can see that ! elude so satisfactorily as this tale of real life ! ionable receptions in New York -recently in

guishmg mark of the daughters of Egypt.
|
her distress is real in every line of her face, ! -the trustworthy and respectable house stew- 1 something like court dress -maroon velvet

there was something so singular in the sohta- 1 which is a very pleasing one ; and in the few 1 ard of the family took her to wife. Lady =
coats and breeches, with silk stockings.

Thei^i^rnnrrV ^1 vni
of letters in the English language which excites more pleasing and interesting associations in the mind of man than the word wife,

aSlK ff f 7 fil P
rfp. -

° the m
,

mds eye a cheerful companion, a disinterested adviser, a nurse in sickness, a ^comforter in misfortune, and

nartakewith^ woman > who cheerfully undertakes to contribute to your happiness, to

fortunate wth?w ^ -«
UP

' I ^ L iff. I™' destiny >W offer. This worefwife is synonymous with the greatest earthly blessing, and we pity the un-fortunate wight who is condemued, by fates severe decree, to trudge along through life's dullpilgrimage without one.
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND FARMING. 1

Theke lies a wide gull' between theoretical
j

and practical fanning ; if it were not so, wc
|

should not observe farmers acting in complete
{

defiance of the well established dogmas of Ag-

1

riculture. Rotation of crops, for instance, so
j

frequently and so fully ventilated by theoreti-

1

cal writers; but where is this carried out^to its =

legitimate extent, among us ? Under-draining,
j

another equally certain benefit, we see little of,
j

in all our agricultural excursions. Economy I

of the excrementilious matter of the barn-yard,
{

and judicious composting of the same ; this too \

is generally overlooked; and, indeed, every!

other well ascertained principle which demands
j

system to carry it out ; hence the late Professor
[

Mapes characterized the agriculture of this
|

country as in "a state of semi-barbarism ;" andi

no man was better qualified to judge of the
[

matter than he.
|

Much has been advanced by theorists that is
[

well founded and proved by long practice ;
but I

much is advanced in treatises on the nutrition I

of plants, that is not quite as fully proved,
j

Some years ago, a great demand was created i

(in the vicinity of the office of an agricultural
{

journal) for analysis of soils, as the first step !

the intelligent farmer should take towards im- [

proving and cultivating his soil understanding- i

ly ; but so little agreement was evinced among
j

the learned analysts, as to the comparative val-
j

ue of traces of certain ingredients in the soil, j

that we now seldom hear of a farmer paying

j

twenty dollars for an analysis of his soil. The
j

thing was overdone. But there are much more
j

important differences than these between au-
j

thorities. The very source of fertility to plants j

is by no means agreed upon. There are some
j

who regard humus as the great desideratum;!

others are continually on the search for ammo-
\

nia. One writer claims that the humus is sup-
j

plied in the manure restored to the field from
\

the barn-yard ; another persists that this is im-
j

possible ; and so of many other essential ele-
j

ments. The writer who can conciliate these
\

discordant theories, will confer a great benefit
j

on the reading and investigating farmer. I

S.
j

Pennsylvania Agricultural Society.—At;

the late meeting of the State Society, held at I

Harrisburg, it was decided to have a trial of|

Agricultural implements, under the supervision
j

of the Society, during the coming Summer. j

The place has not been designated, but will
j

probably be in a central section of the State. ;

The legislature will be asked for an appropria-
j

tion for that purpose. The Society will receive
j

proposals, until the ,19th of March, for the lo-

j

cation of the next State Fair, to be held on the
j

24th, 25th, 26th, and 27th of September. j

Philadelphia is the best and most remunerating I

locality that can be selected.
j

From the Treasurer's Report it appears the
j

receipts of the Society, from all sources, the!

last year, were a trifle over $13,000 ! This is a
j

meagre exhibit for a Society embracing so large

!

and wealthy a territory as the great State of;

Pennsylvania. It is a sad comment on our i

agricultural thrift and progress.

ST Back numbers of our journal can be
\

furnished to all new subscribers. As the con-
\

tents are not of a news character, but comprise

valuable essays on agriculture and kindred

subjects, they will be '

' good for all time. " The
j

illustrations already used, are worthy of

preservation. In fact, the Farm and Fireside

should be preserved for binding at the end of

each volume.

The New Orleans Times says the sugar crop
j

of Louisiana this year will reach 50,000 hogs-

heads, against 10,000 last year, and that only i

extraordinary obstacles will prevent a produc-
i

tion of 100,000 next year.

Henry Ward Beeciter says cholera is
|

"God's opinion of nastiness."

LOCAL AGENTS. !
WOONSOCKET- AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.— ] A meeting of the Woonsocket Agricultural

We wish to appoint a local agent, for this
j Soc iety will be held at the hotel of Cook, Ma-

journal, in every town and county in the | son & Co.,
_
Woonsocket, on Tuesday next, to 1

United States. Our terms are liberal and
] consider the expediency of petitioning the I

worthy ©f attention. Apply, at once, to the { General Assembly for an act of incorporation,
f

Publisher. I I

JWumiis-mg: Bcpartmimt.

Uhodc island.

MILL RIVER IRON WORKS
WOONHUOKET, JL I.

Agricultural Societies.—Secretaries off

Agricultural Societies in the United Slates, are
]

invited to send us a list of their- officers fori

18G7. By complying with this request, wc can
]

be of much service to them.

A Wool Tariff.—Information from Wash-!

ington, from a highly respectable source, says

j

that Mr. Wells's recommendation of a free

!

trade tariff on wool will not be adopted. We
j

sincerely hope this will be the case ;
but

j

Congress is a very uncertain and unreliable
]

body. They will adopt and pass almost any
j

measure, or policy, which is engineered by I

skillful financial agents or lobly-men. When
j

the wool-grower is properly protected by
j

Congress, it will be after he has subsidized a
j

majority of its members.
j

Two fishes came through the pump of the
j

new artesian well at Novembay, Wis. , a few
j

days ago. The well is one hundred and seven
j

feet deep, tubed the whole distance, and close-
j

ly filled at the top with a force-pump, so that
j

the fishes can come from nowhere but at that
\

depth under-ground. They are about two!

inches long, nearly white, and do not resemble j

any variety common in these waters. One of!

them was injured coming through the pump
\

and died, the other is alive. There was no in-

j

dication of having struck a stream when the
j

well was finished, although the water came in
j

inexhaustible quantities, accompanied by ex-

;

cecdingly fine sand.

Superior Liquid Blacking.—Equal to any

made. Use ivory black in fine powder, 28

pounds; treacles pounds ; refined or dropping
j

sweet oil 1 pint; good malt vinegar one gallon;
\

stale but good beer, two gallons ; oil of vitrol I

two ounces, soft water distilled, six gallons.—
j

Mix treacle and water well together, and to

!

powder add oil tillwell mixed ; then add port-

!

er and vinegar in pan ; stir well together one

!

hour with stick, then fill for use. j

A statement made to the Senate Committee
j

on Agriculture declares that the annual con-
j

sumption of unscoured wool in the United [

States is little more than one-third of the es-

1

timate in his annual report. It makes the total
j

wool supply for the four years ending June,
j

18G5, amount to 800,000,000 pounds, 300,000,- j

000 of which were produced here, 279,000,000!

imported, and 220,000,000 introduced as man-!

ufactured woolens.
j

We believe the Canadians have good reason
\

to oppose annexation to this country in the I

fact that, in the eastern province, fresh beef;

can be had at 4 cents per pound
;
mutton, 7 ; j

pork, 10; butter, 12; poultry, 5; flour per;

barrel, $0. We enjoy no such privileges this
|

side of the line.
;

The disparity in the price of wheat between
;

the Atlantic cities and. San Francisco is so!

great, that it is estimated that on a cargo of;

wheat, which recently arrived in Philadelphia i

from San Francisco, a profit of $75,000 was!

realized.
;

"Pray excuse a bit of sarcasm," said Smith
j

1
to Jones, "but you are an infamous liar and!

\ scoundrel." "Pray, pardon a touch of irony,"
|

j
replied Jones, as he knocked him down with

!

!
the poker.

Cellars.—Pick over the garden vegetables,

! potatoes, apples, &c, on stormy days, and re-

|
move all that are decaying. This is essential

on the score of health as well as economy.

Green Peas were offered for sale in the Tal-

lahassee, Florida, markets on New Year's

|

day.

LOOAI. AGENTS.—We wish a J.oo.u. AGENT, to obtain sub-

scribers for tbe Farm and Fireside, in every town in the United

States. For terms, apply to the Publisher, at once. tf

Decline in Flour.—Consumers will he glad;

to learn, or would be if retailers ever hear of;

such news, that during the week the best grades
j

of Hour have declined from 35 to 50 cents, and
j

lower grades somewhat less. The receipts at I

the western markets were considerably in ex-
j

cess of corresponding dates of previous years.

j

As one drawback here, however, stocks in the

;

hands of bankers and dealers have become!

low, and there is, to some extent, an export!

demand.
j

The local millers have not purchased half the

)

average. The stocks of flour are liberal, but
j

of wheat are very light. In Baltimore andj

Philadelphia millers have stopped grinding be-

cause they have no wheat, and the stock is be-

low last year. At Chicago and Milwaukee, the

principal sources of supply, the slocks at the

latest dates aggregated only 1,200,000 bushels,

against 2,500,000 bushels last year.—N. T. Ex-

press, Saturday.

W. A. HENNESSEY, .proprietor.

Manufacturer of FLUE an.I TUBULAR STEAM BOILERS.
OIL and WATER TANKS, WATER PII'K and PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

Boilers repaired In a thorough manner at short notice.

SnOTAT NORTH BHD, OU HARRIS 1
!! NEW MH.L.

Refers by permission to

Ruin, Baeton A Co., Machinists and Boiler Makers, Worces-
ter, Mass.

Bellows * Wuitoomu, Engineers, Worcester, Mass.
C. W. KlMliAl.1., Esq., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory.

Springfield, Mass.
Hon. E. Harris, Woonsocket.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. ARNOLD, dealer
In Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's

and Cylinder Plows and Castings; Shares s Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, Ac

* Holder's Block, Main Street.
Woonsocket, R. L

OAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale bv
W. E. BARRETT * CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L

PERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
the best In use, for sale bv W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L

EXT RA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work nnd for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

lllarriages.

HUBBARD, BLAKE. A CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
tbe best In market, are for Bale In lota or bv Bltifilo dozens,

I by the Manufacturers* Agents. W. E. BAKKKTT ft CO.,
\ 32 Canal Street, Providence, It. L

In Slatersville, 19th nit., by Rev. E. A. Buck, Mr. Jonathan
Brumley, of Woonsocket, to Miss Mary J. Wlnterbottom, of S.

In Sraithlield, 28th ult., by Rev. Jonathan Brayton, at the
residence of the bride'B father, Hon. Bradbury C. Hill, to Mary,
daughter of Hon. Lewis Dexter, all of Smithlield : Jan. 29th,

by Rev. W. W. Sever, Mr. James Brown, of Olneyville, to Eliz-

abeth, daughter of Mr. Thomas Martin, of S.

In Attleborough, 19th ult., Mr. William H. Thurber, to

Miss Elizabeth M. Parmenter, both of Attleborough.
In Providence, Jan. 2(lth, by Rev. S. D. Hopkins, Mr. Alzirus

W. Powers, to Miss Watie L. Hopkins, daughter of the oiticiat-

ing clergyman

ffemisuluaiiia.

ORO PHILLIPS'S GENUINE IMPROVED

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
STANDARD GUARANTEED.

deaths.

In Slatersville, 26th ult., Isabel Howard, daughter of Rev. E.
j

A. Buck, aged 2 rears and 6 months. I

In Smithlield 24th ult., Mra. Urania Greei, aged 56 years and
;

; 6 months. i

In Valley Falls, ]8th ult., David Patt, Esq., aged about 50 yrs.
j

In Cumberland, 21st ult., James Jillson, aged 67 years.
j

In Providence, 23d ult., Mrs. Martha D. Ashton, aged 47 yrs.
; j

i 2tith ult., Walter Jones, of Medfield, 6t>; 24th ult., Mrs. Abigail
j

Wilbur, of Smithlield, 86; 25th ult., Mrs. Amey Salisbury, ofj
! Warwick, 63. !

In Fruit Hill, 24th ult., Francis H. Mann, 54.

In Pawtucket, 26th ult., Thomas Carpenter, 78.

In River Point, 24th ult., Hannah A. Wilcox, 41.

In East Providence, 2.5th ult., Capt. Martin rage, 94.

In Milford, 21st ult., Bvron D. Ha3kins, 31; Michael Shee-

;

I han, 14.

In Holliston, 22d ult., Henrv F. Chamberlain, 24.

In BeUingham, 19th ult., Laura M., daughter of Luther W.
j

i Nason, aged 5 weeks.
In East Douglas, at the residence of her son-in-law, Mr. II. j

I L. Martin, Mrs, Saloma Allen, widow of the late Eden Allen, of j

! Charlton, Mass., aged 63 years. [Worcester papers please copy, j

In Blackstone, 24th ult., Lilly U. Burns, daughter of John B. j

; and Katie S. Burns, aged 2 years, 4 months, and 3 days.
j

One sweet flower hath drooped and faded,
One sweet infant's voice is fled,

One fulr brow the grave hath shaded,
Our dear Lilly now is dead.

The marktrts.

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.

For sale at Manufacturer's Depots,

No. 27 North Front Street, Philadelphia.
AND

No. 95 South Street, Baltimore,
And by Dealers In general throughout the Country.

Philadelphia, February 2d, 1867. 3m-4

RHODES' SUPER-PHOSPHATE, THE STANDARD MA-
NURE—Manufactured and guaranteed bv Potts A Klett,

Camden, N. J., who now manufacture solely for B. M. Rhoadcs
A Co., Baltimore—recommended by Dr. Puge, President of tho
Pennsylvania Farm School.

YARNALL t TRIMBLE,
General Agents for Pcnnsvlvanln. New Jersey and Delaware,

418 South Delaware Avenue". •

February 2d, 1867.

JJERUVIAN GUANO SUBSTITUTE!
BAUGH'S

RAW BONE SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

BACOn A Sons, Sole Manufacturers,

Office, No. 20 South Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.

Bacch Brothers a Co.,

General Wholesale Agents,
181 Pearl Street, New Yerk.

CB. ROGERS, 1.13 Market Street, PnrCADB-L-

1

. rilTA. Dealer In
CLOVER,
ORCHARD,

TIMOTHY,
HERD,

and KENTUCKY BLUE
GRASS SEEDS.

GARDEN SEEDS,
Imported and American.

FARM PEODrfOTS, FEET., Ac.

Hay 1$ ton $38
Straw %) ton 1(20

Coal TO ton $10 50al2 50
Oats y bush 85a90c

Wood 39 cord..

.

Beans ^ quart.

.

Potatoes
Onions

..$6a9 .10

13c
90c
90c

H.

GROCERIES, Ac.

Flour
Corn Meal
Rye
Saleratus
Kerosene Oil.

.$llal7 00

SI 30
i$l 50
ltlaloc

..80c

Cheese f) tt> 20c
Butler $ lb 40, 42a45c
Codlish 8c
Java Coffee ffl lb 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10al2c

Raisins
Molasses TO gal..

Y. H. Tea
Black Tea
Oil TO gal

Fluid 'rjf gal

Candles TO lb. . .

,

Eggs Iti doz
Lard TO lb

Sugar TO lb

22a2oc
75aS5c
*1 20

.80ca$l 20
!fl 00
*1 00
2oa50c

45c
lSaWc
14al8c

MEATS, Ac.

Beefsteak 18a25c
Beef, corned 10al5c
Tongues, clear 20c
Mutton 9al4c
Veal 10a20c
Pork, fresh 15al8c

Hams
Poultry
Shoulders.

.

Sausages.

.

Tripe
Pork, salt.

....18a30c
....2lla}-c

15c
20c
11c
18c

CAMBRIDGE MARKET,—Jan. 29.

Amount of Live Stock at Market.

Cattle. Sheep A Lambs. Swine.

This week 488 4J07
Last week 549 6,253

PRICES.— Beef Cattle— Extra, $12 50'S13 75 ; 1st quality

$11 00@11 75; 2d do. $9 50@10 75; 3d do. $7 50@a9 00.

Working Oxen-$150, 200, 250@300 TO pair.

Milch Cows and Calves—$45, 55, 75, 100a! 26.

Yearlings—$20@30 ; two years old $40@55 ; three years old

$60@75.
Sheep and Lambs—In lots, $1 50, 2 00(?2 55 each ; extra $3

ao 00, or from 3ii?7c %7 tti. I

Prices of Hides, Tallow and Skins—Hides 9',-ic TO lb. Tallow
[

7c TO lb. Calf Skins 20c TO lb.

Pelts—$l{gl 25 each.

NEW YORK CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Jan. 28.—In view of Increased receipts, the mar-

;

ket for Beef Cattle has ended dull, and a slight decline has been =

conceded upon all grades, extra selling at 17c, good generally at
j

16c, antl fair at 14al5c, while common sold at prices ranging at =

from 10aI3c. About 2200 head were on sale this morning.
j

Milch Cowb were if anything firmer, at prices ranging at from :

$45all5, though the demand was very light, being confined to !

the iromedlatc wants of private families.

The total receipts were 6508 beeves, 46 milch cows, 380 veal 1

calves, 20,071 sheep and lambs, and 7947 swine.

A. DREER'S . SEEO AND AGRICULTURAL
WAREHOUSE,

No. 714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
A full stock of fresh and genuine

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, AND GRASS SEEDS,
IMPLEMENTS, BOOKS, Ac.

Just published,

DREER'S WHOLESALE LIST, for the Trade only.

DREER'S FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' PRICE LIST.

DREER'S GARDEN CALENDAR for 1867, with lists of Seeds,

Plants. Ac. and with brief directions.

Bjt Either of the above will be mailed on receipt of a stamp.

LANDRETII'S RURAL REGISTER AND ALMANAC,
FOR 1867. IS JUST PUBLISHED.

It contains many valuable hints on Rural Affairs, and will bo
mailed to all who

ENCLOSE A TWO CENT STAMP,
with their address.

DAVID LANDRETH A SON,
Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Nos. 21 A 23 .South-Sixth Street. Philadelphia.

JUELD, GARDEN, AND FLOWER SEEDS.

WILLIAM HACKER,

No. 803 Macket Street Philadelphia.

Importer and Grower of

AGRICULTURAL AND GARDEN SEEDS.

TREES, PJ.ANTS, AND UL'LRS.

r*T~Circu!ars on application. Country Merchants, Dealers,

I and Druggists supplied *t the lowest rates.

i j^LLEN t NEEDLES, Manufacturers or

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

AMMONIATED FERTILIZERS.

Offices, J 42 South Delaware Avenue, < ].mI.APELPlllA.
( 41 South Water Street. I

Established In 1848.

lieu; Jfivey.

PURE BRED ALDERNEYS.—For sale, a number of Pure
Bred Bulls, fit for serrlc". Also, a few Alderney Cows,

Heifers ami Calves. C. H. BRINK, HmddonBeld, N. J..

and 222 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

Good Income for a Dull Year.—Government has derived over $175,000,000 from Internal Revenue m the six months and a half which have elapsed

since the commencement of the current fiscal year, July I, 1866. This gives an average weekly revenue from excises alone of nearly sii..'100,000, or equal

to a yearly aggregate of ahout $328,000,000, against the estimate of $285,000,000 for the whole year, made by Commissioner Rollins in his last annual

report. It will be remembered that the official returns of the aggregate receipts from excises for each of the last three fiscal years were aa follows i 1 SG4,

$117,145,718.52; 1S65, $211,129,529.17; 1S60, $310,906,984.17.



32 Tto ¥wm and Firesixta*

THE FIRESIDE.

Dear Chloe, while the busy crowd,

The vain, the wealthy, and the proud,

In folly's maze advance

;

Though singularity and pride

Be called our choice, we rU step aside,

Nor join the giddy dance.

From the gay world we '11 oft retire

To our own family and fire,

Where love our hours employs

;

No noisy neighbor enters here,

No intermeddling stranger near,

To spoil our heartfelt joys.

If solid happiness we prize,

"Within our breast this jewel lies,

And they are fools who roam;

The worl,d hath nothing to bestow

—

From our own selves our bliss must flow,

And that dear hut. our home.

Though fools spurn Hymen's gentle powers,

We, who improve his golden hours,

By sweet experience know
That marriage, rightly understood,

Gives to the tender and the good

A paradise below.

Our babes shall richest comforts bring

;

If tutored right, they *11 prove a spring

Whence pleasures ever rise

;

We'll form their minds with studious care

To all that 's manly, good, and fair,

And train them for the skies.

While they our wisest hours engage,

They '11 joy our youth, support our age,

And crown our hoary hairs

;

They '11 grow in virtue every day,

And thus our fondest loves repay,

And recompense our cares.

No borrowed joys, they're all our own,

While to the world we live unknown,

Or by the world forgot

;

Monarchs ! we envy not your state

—

We look with pity on the great,

And bless our humble lot.

Our portion is not large, indeed;

But then how little do we need!

For Nature's calls are few;

In this the art of living lies,

To want no more than may suffice,

And make that little do.

We '11 therefore relish with content

What e'er kind Providence has sent,

Nor aim beyond our power

;

For, if our stock be very small,

'T is prudence to enjoy it all,

Nor lose the present hour.

To be resigned when ills betide,

Patient when favors are denied,

And pleased with favors given

—

Dear Chloe, this is wisdom's part,

This is that incense of the heart,

Whose fragrance smells to Heaven.

We '11 ask no long-protracted treat,

Since winter-life is seldom sweet

;

But. when our feast is o'er,

Grateful from table we 'U arise,

Nor grudge our sons, with envious eyes,

The relics of our store.

Thus hand in hand through life we '11 go

;

Its chequered paths of joy and woe
With cautious steps we '11 tread

;

Quit its vain scenes without a tear,

Without a trouble, or a fear,

And mingle with the dead

;

While conscience, like a faithful friend,

Shall through the gloomy vale attend.

And cheer our dying breath-

Shall, when all other comforts cease,

Like a kind angel whisper peace,

And smooth the bed of death.

THE CHESTNUT THEE.

USEFUL AS WELL AS OENAilENTAL.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY F . R . ELLIOTT, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Among all our forest trees for planting, to

Horticulture*

GRAPE CULTURE,—" OUT DOOS."

"Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY R. ROBINSON SCOTT, PHILADELPHIA.

Although the practice of raising grapes un-

der glass is no longer a mystery, or even a dif-

ficult matter to an intelligent individual, yet

the successful cultivation of the grape, "out

doors," on an extensive scale, and in many in-

stances to quite a small extent, remains an un-

certain undertaking. Yet page upon page and

column after column of our rural periodicals

have been occupied with the discussion of this

very subject. What is the matter ? Are the

American fruit cultivators non-plussed, or is it

only the uninitiated who thus whine over fail-

ures and disappointments? Not the uninitia-

ted only, for the wiseacres give it up, as an un-

certainty. Will the writers to be employed on

the "Farm and Fireside," be able to aid us in

the dissemination of any useful information ?

We have been recently told, by those who
profess to speak by the card, that the causes

hitherto adduced, viz : soil, situation, aspect or

! even atmospheric influences, are sufficient to [ the soil above alluded to. . It is also affirmed I

[ account for the failures which have occurred, 1 that high manuring does not suit the constitu-

!

1 One thing, however, is certain : many cultiva- f tion of the vine
;
or, at least, that it deterio-

j

| tors have enriched themselves, if not by grow- 1 rates the flavor of the wine. This is quite
j

|
ing fruit, at least by growing vines. We wish

{ reasonable. We presume, however, the great

!

I now to look after the millions of grape vines,
| desiderata to success lies in the judicious prun-

j

j disseminated over the country, during the past
f mg5

training, and cropping of the vines, pro- \

| ten years, and discover if the prospect of a
j tne planting has been judiciously done, \

j
partial crop is to be seen in the distance ; and

} and tne soii m g00d condition. Now, on this

;

j
if not, why not ? Are there not many tracts

j topic 0f pruning, there is little agreement!

]
in. this vicinity, and in our State, on which a

j among cultivators. The system generally pur-

1

j
cultivator of skill and means, could grow the

{ sued 0f keeping the vine within certain limits,
j

j
grape, remuneratively? We think there are.

\ hy annuai cutting in, is beginning to be op-j

| Such a soil is not half a mile distant from the | p0sed, and the condition of the luxuriant wild
\

|
point from which we write; and that on the

j vme3 rambling over trees and bearing heavy]

1 banks of the Schuylkill; yet a large grower

{

cropS) are pointed to in support of theabau-j
[has failed, somewhere on the banks of the

f c
i onnient 0f the close priming system. The

j

1 Schuylkill. Has he failed from any delect in \

pecmiar atmospheric conditions which so un-
j

|
the soil ? It is averred not ; nor from any ap-

j favorably appear to affect the foliage and fruit
]

|
preciable error in cultivation, it is said. Will

j of the grape vine, are by others supposed to be
j

|
any reader of this article who is conversant

{ tne great cause 0f failure. Insects are also
j

|
with the history of the vineyard, mentioned 1 bian

°
ed with a large share of the injury. Nowj

f
recently in several rural periodicals as being al to all and eacn 0f these causes, a portion of!

|
failure, state the history of that vineyard, and

{ the faiiure must under various circumstances
j

j
let us reason from what we know. Because

j and in various seasons be attributed, so that to I

|
the wild grape luxuriates in a swamp, climb-

1

be asked t0 give any satisfactory explanation!

f
ing over tall trees and hangs in clusters of per-

f of tbe failure of a single vine or vineyard, the
j

1 feet, though unpalatable, fruit, the cultivated
j facts and circumstances must aU be taken into I

|
grape must not necessarily be expected to do 1 accormt

|
so under any such circumstances, unless it be I February 1 1867.

| submitted strictly to the same routine, unlira- j
"•»»» .»....».„„„.»>.,...,.».....>.....

| ited in time or space. Nor because the same \

1 sort of wild vine may produce a similar result 1

1 on a dry hill-side, while the cultivated grape f

| will not flourish, apparently equally favorably 1

|
located, must we jump to the conclusion that 1

{ the blundering cultivator, with all his skill, has
j ff

.

ye and comfort around the homestead,
j

j

reached the secret of nature's unerring master-
j^ tQ add beauty and g^eur to our extended

j

1
w ork:

*

| domains, none are more deserving of adoption

;

| The secrets that lie concealed in the action
| than the Chestnut Rapid in its growth, free i

| of matter in the bosom of the earth, are still
| from all annoying insects, hardy, as a tree

|

|
" secrets " as far as the out-door grape is con- 1 healthy and clean of foliage, sound, regular;

I
cerned ; at least, so say those who profess to I and handsomely graceful in form, growing j

} be informed. Enough has been done, howev- 1 well in any soil, free of lime and well drained

;

|
er, to encourage the hopeful experimentalist to 1 the chestnut aflbrds us a tree of value in shade

|
progress, and we feel assured that out-door | or beauty, equal to that of many others, and

;

|
grape culture will one day be a certain thing { adds a crop almost yearly of nuts, that always

j

I among us.
| command ready sale in market, netting to the

;

j The profitable cultivation of the grape in I owner of trees, fifteen to twenty years planted,
j

{ open vineyards, has been for years, and it j from twelve to thirty dollars, according as the
j

| still is, one of the most, important branches off nuts are plenty or scarce in market.

|
experimental gardening ; it is experimental, 1 There is a great deal of difference in the size

j

| for in no single instance that we can quote, I of the fruit of our native chesnuts, some of
j

| have the results been, without exception, satis- [ them being almost as large as the French mar-

;

|
factory, after a fair trial. That a fair profit I row or the Spanish. All are readily grown

f has been realized in some districts of the comi- 1 from seed, or they can be propagated by side-
j

| try, such as Ohio and Missouri, we do not de- j
grafting in the Spring. Some doubts have

;

| ny ; but that the returns have been in a series I been expressed as to the hardiness of the mar- i

1 of years such as were expected or warranted-! row chestnut, but we know a grower in north-

I by the theoretical data which led to the exper- 1 ern Ohio who has them eighteen years old,

| iment, we certainly claim. The results so far, j from seed, and they are. thus far perfectly hardy

I have been realized by the adoption of peculiar 1 and healthy.

1 methods of planting, training and pruning ; in | February, 1S67.
|

| many instances deduced from European prac- 1 I

Itice, with the titis tinifera ; and in others, I
T™8 Gaedenebs PBrvn-EGEs.—The ques-j

[modifications of European systems, supposed 1
tioa was once asked by a very beautiful wo-f

i to be better suited to this climate and to the! man,
" Why is a gardener the most extraordi-

\

I American varieties of grape. We do not pro- 1
rMrV man in tU ' world ? " The^ was as

I

• I pose here to detail any number of these exper-l Mlows

:

' 'Because no man has more business
j

liments, one fact is well ascertained, that on 1
011 earth

>
and he always chooses good grounds

\

[suitable soil, with judicious culture, fair re- 1 for what he does. He commands bis.thyme ;\

I turns have been realized, as in the case of Dr. I
he is master of tlie mint

'
and he finSers^ I

I Underbill of the Croton Vineyards, New York, \
nyroyal. He raises his celery every year, and

;

1 and the plantations connected with the estab- ! * is a bad year indeed that does not brinS hhn
\

I hshment of the late N. Longworth, of Cincin-

1

a Plum-
He meets Wlth more hou9U than a

I

[ nati. Others have failed from time to time and 1
minister of state. He makes more beds than I

! have had the effect of discouragin

1
periments.

the king of France, and has more genuine ro-
\

I ses and lilies than are to be found at a country i

I wake. He makes raking his business more

!

j
We recollect being present, for a few min-

{ t]lan diversion, but it is an advantage to his

!

1 utes, at a discussion before the Fruit Growers'
{ health and fortune, which few others find ; his I

[Society of Eastern Pennsylvania, when this

}

wifey moreover, has enongh of heartsease, and

|

|
subject was introduced. The adaptation of| never -^hes for weeds. Disorders fatal to

|
the soil in the vicinity of this city to grape cul-

j others never hurt him ; he walks and bustles I

j
ture, was the topic which most interested us. | and thrives most in consumption. He can

|

j
Among other facts was adduced the success of I hoast of more bleeding hearts than you can, I

j a Mr. Kern in planting a vineyard in the valley I and has more laurels than the Duke of Wei-

)

] of the Schuylkill, a few miles from Philadel- [ hngton. But his greatest pride, and greatest I

|
phia

;
or, at least, on the ground contiguous to

| envy of his companion is, that he can have
I

j
that river. I am informed, by recent inquiry,

j yew when he pleases."

1 that, the last season, the crop failed to be a |

{success. We propose, at the earliest opportu-
{ j0WA Apples.^Mr. Burr Andrews showed

I

|
nity, to investigate the history of this particu-

[ the editor of the Deventport Democrat a bas-

1

|
lar plantation, and try to discover wherein the

j ket containing 100 apples which weighed 125

1

j
cause of failure lay. The grape is generally

j
pounds, or an average of 20 ounces to the

|
believed to flourish best on dry hill-sides, on

{ appie. He offers to wager $100 that this cannot

1 gravelly loam ;
Such, it is said, is the nature of I

t,e beat by any orchard in the United States.

The Meseeals in oub Bodies.—In the

body of a man weighing 154 pounds, there are

about 7£ pounds of mineral matter
;
consisting

of phosphate of lime, 5 pounds 13 ounces ; car-

bonate of lime, 1 pound; salt, 3 ounces

3,7G grains; peroxyde of iron, 150 grains; sil-

ica, 3 grains—making 7 pounds 5 oz. and 49

grs., with minute quantities of potash, chlorine

and several other substances. The rest of the

system is composed of oxygen, hydrogen, ni-

trogen and carbon; one hundred and eleven

pounds of the oxygen and hydrogen being

combined in the form of water.

Though the quantity of some of these sub-

stances is very small, it is found absolutely ne-

cessary to health that this small quantity

should be supplied ; hence the importance of a

variety of food. If we furnish nature with all

the material required, she will select such as

the system needs, and that always just in the

proper quantities.

Tbtn'gs Woeth Knowing.—A bit of glue

dissolved in skim milk and water will restore

old crape. Half a cranberry bound on a corn

will soon kill it. An inkstand was turned over

upon a white table cloth ; a servant threw over

it a mixture of salt and pepper plentifully, and

all traces of it disappeared. Picture frames

and glasses are preserved from flies by paint-

ing them with a brush dipped into a mixture

made by boiling three or four onions in a pint

of water. Bed bugs are kept away by wash-

ing the crevices with strong salt water, put on

with a brush. Soft soap should be kept in a

dry place in a cellar, and not be used until

three months old.

In a work entitled "English Eccentricities,"

recently published in London, may be found

the following extempore prayer, attributed by

the author to a certain Mr. Ward

:

"Lord, thou knowest that I possess nine

houses in the city of London, and that I have
recently bought an estate in the county of Es-
sex. Preserve, therefore, I pray thee, the two
counties of Middlesex and Essex from fires and
earthquakes ; and as I have an hypothecated

estate in Hertfordshire, look also in compas-
sion upon that county ; as to the other portions

of the country, do as thou wilt. Lord, consoli-

date the Royal Bank, that it may honor its

notes. Let all my debtors be or become hon-

est men. Give a prosperous and speedy pas-

sage to the sloop Mermaid, for the insurance of

which I am responsible. Preserve me from
robbers and brigands. Make all my servants

faithful and devoted, that they may watch over

my interests and not relax their diligence by
day or by night."

As to Beabd.—Von Hehnont tells us that

Adam was created without a beard, but that,

after he had fallen and sinned, because of the

sinful propensities which he derived from the

fruit of the forbidden tree, a beard was made
part of his punishment and his disgrace, bring-

ing him thus into nearer resemblance with the

beasts, towards whom he made his nature ap-

proximate. The same stigma was not inflict-

ed upon Eve, because even in the fall she re-

tained much of her original modesty, and,

therefore, deserved no such opprobious mark.

Von Hehnont observes, also, that no good an-

gel ever appears with a beard ; and this, he
says, is a capital sign by ^vhich angels may be
distinguished.

Sugab m the Sandwich Islands.—The
portion of the people of the Sandwich Islands

who for some time past have been engaged in

raising sugar, have found its cultivation quite

profitable. They exported 3,005,603 pounds
in 1862, and 5,262,112 pounds in 1863, whilst

in 1864 the exportation had almost doubled,

having reached 10,414,441 pounds. Tlrey also

supply the entire domestic demand. New
sugar plantations are constantly started, whilst

the area of land as yet untouched which is

said to be adapted to sugar cultivation, is very

large.

If you are looking at a picture, you try to

give it the advantage of a good light. Be as

courteous to your fellow beings as you are to

a picture.

The Faem and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will'be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and the fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy, 5 cents.
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Farm JU'cMttfture, -

A PENNSYLVANIA BARN,

We do not present (lie accompanying em-
bellishment as a picture of the best baru in

use; though, in several essential points, infi-

nitely superior to the large majority of bams
in use throughout the country. In some por-

tions of Pennsylvania it is in high favor with

farmers
;
but, to be quite candid, we have met

with those having suth a barn in use who like

it better in appearance than practice. The
picture, as presented, leaves all interior ar-

rangements to be guessed at ; but having made
ourselves familiar with them, we find several

objections,—th'e following being the most im-

portant :

Written for the Farm arid Fireside,

MY ALEX. lOBim, l.i I
,
MASS.

side of (he bays. From a length-wise passage, f did not know its value, did not even know how i house is not necessai ilv a nice house. As we
one pitching puts the hay back. 1 tr

:t^ct it. We weff remember ht^J^an ]>
CaU

-
uuiia a shanty or a pa!ac£*> live in. so we

We intend to present, by and by, a modell old lady describe her first tea-drinking. The I can construct a iude or tasteful shelter for ice.

barn,; in which all these objections are ob-f tea was made in a porringer, and eaten niuehf indeed, a separate stiucture even is not neces-
viated, and several practical improvements in- j like vegetable soup, leaves and all, sans sugar f garv _a_ corner of the bain or wocd shed will

troduced. On rners of farms, or country es-|and cream. But in spite of ignorance anel § ar) g^ygi- ^verv puipose • and if this space enn-
tates, having improved barns, may send us

j
prejudice, tea has become almost a necessary

{ not De afforded, then a coiner in the barn yard
photographs of them

;
and, if approved, we 1 of life, and physiologists assert that it is even

} w jp_ i)e ap sufficient. Ice is not sensitive as to

will have them engraved for the Farm and { an economical article of diet, as it prevents the | ( Ue place of its abode, and retains its charac-
Fireside. | waste of other food, and therefore diminishes

{

t

er for purify wherever placed. In freezing

—

• ' | the amount requisite for the sustenance of the
j a cr ystylizing process—the water rejects all im-

ICE AND ICE HOUSES. [body. Be this as it may, we know that the
j parities, and thinly refuses to admit thini

j
hard-working man needs his tea as well as his

{ agam as i01Jg as it remains in the solid state;

{bread, and is about as willing to go without
j
so that it can be placed in a bain-yard and

j
the one as the other. The Irishman newly ar- 1 3 urrounded with filth, without being contami-

We are in the midst of the ice harvest, and § "ved from the Emerald Isle, cares nothing for
j na ted even skin deep. Whoever has removed

few hints on this valuable crop may not be I
sugar. He has never been accustomed to it,

j a p j]e 0f chip dirt or tan bark in June or July,

I inappropriate. We have been accustomed to j
and is not educated to this want of civilized I arui found pure ice under it, must have discov-

|
speak of ice as a luxur}', and to suppose that j

life, but is not slow to learn its use and indulge
] ereli (he secret of its preservation. It is mere-'

First, a "ground floor" cellar, with thick |
only the well-to-do could indulge in it. If ice \

m it, if it can be done at the expense of his
j ]y t 0 surround it with some porous substance,

stone walls, incapable of ventilation by lateral L is a luxury, it is the cheapest luxury that can I
employer. The case is very similar with those

j which will permit the circulation of warm air

draught. We cannot stable stock in a cellar, { be indulged in. It is beyond the capacity of 1 wno declaim against ice. They have never
j and rains. As we surround our bodies in

nor even a cellar kitchen with one open front, ! the largest head to comprehend the number off been accustomed to its use, and arc ignorant of
| winter with flannel and furs to keep the? beat

without incurring risk of divers diseases inci- j tons of ice that are every year wasted for the jits refreshing and invigorating power. Wei from passing of?, so we surround ice with sim-

dent to damp walls and imperfect ventilation, j
want of harvesters. We have been surprised I wonder, now, how people ever lived without

j iiar non-conductors to' keep the external heat

Besides, we argue that, in order to secure the I to notice how small a hole we made in the lit- j
potatoes, but. Sir Walter Raleigh found it difli-

1 from coming in contact with it. A piece of

best condition of health and comfort to stock, ! tie lake from which we have been accustomed |
cult to induce his countrymen j.o cultivate 1 ice surrounded with three or four thicknesses

the stable ought always to have a sub-cellar to j for years to take the thirty or forty tons requi- 1 them ; and at the first trial, this most valuable § 0 f flannel, will not melt, any sooner than a
receive the manure and secure perfect drain- j site to fill our ice house. The lake is estimated |

of the esculent roots was generally discarded.
{
body thus protected will freeze. The cheap-

age. I to contain a square mile; and as each cubic |
We have beard many say " Our water is cold | est and most efficient non-conductor probably

Our second objection applies to the entrance I foot of ice contains sixty pounds, this little I
enough without ice," who have afterwards { is dry saw dust. A few inches of this placed

floor and "bay" arrangements. Opposed to flake alone will yield over a million of tons, at j
boen induced to build an ice house; and we {on the ground, to prevent the heat of the

all backing down, or out, from any good work, | one harvest ; and as the ice will make about as [
notice that those who use it for one season,

f earth from ascending, ice may be stacked up
we object to the one door principle. Drive In I fast as it is harvested, there seems scarcely a } seldom forego the luxury. 1 almost anywhere, and covered with the same
at one end, and out at the other, is all go-ahead j limit to the amount which one such lake will I The export of ice has increased almost as \ c heap material, so cs to be preserved through
work, and affords free ventilation when re- ] furnish ; and this abundant harvest is reaped

}
constantly as the domestic consumption. The I

the summer. A few old boards orathaichcd
quired, as it often is, by setting wide open both { without the expense of planting or cultivating. | foreign demand began in 1805, when Freder-froof of straw, to keep off the rains and sud,

big doors. Two other strong objections to a jA luxury so cheap as this, all may indulge in.
j ick Tudor first shipped a cargo from Charles- 1 W ill be all the roofing required. The larger

side entrance are, first, that unless the barn is lit is as free as the grass on the western prai-ftowu, llass. Last year (1SCG) 450 vessels! the amount of ice in one compact bedy, the
out of proportion hi width, there is onlylries. Not even an excise tax is exacted upon { were loaded, at Boston, with 1GO,000 tons oi l better it will keep. The practice of digging
length enough to admit one load of hay or | it. It is literally " without money and with-

1 ice, valued at $1,000,000. During the same ! cellars in which to keep ice, is not adopted in
grain at a time

; and if there comes up a sud- f out price." Why do not more avail themselves
j
year the ice dealers at Boston paid 830,000 for I

large establishments. It is found to keep full

den shower, as there often docs in haying } of this cheapest of luxuries ? Mainly for two j saw dust. The price of the latter article has 1 as well in structures above ground. The main
time, and there are two wagons loaded, only | reasons. The first is, ignorance of its value ;] risen from nothing to iJ3.r,0 per cord. Here! advantage of the collars, is the ease with
one can be got under cover; whereas, going | and the second, the idea that an ice House is j wc see beautifully illustrated the law of recip- 1 which the ice is dumped into (hem. The dif-

length-wise, in an eighty feet barn, three may
]
necessarily an expensive structure. Let us f rocity, that when one trade is stimulated, oth-l ficulty, however, of raising ice into structures

be got in. The second objection to the side 1 consider, briefly, both these reasons. Oar (ers also receive an impetus. Thus much for I
above ground, is not as great as generally sup-

entrance is, that all material put in must be I great-grandmothers, a century since, ridiculed
{
ignorance of the value of ice. 1 posed, as it slides easily on an inclined plane,

twice handled in order to get it to the further 1 the idea of drinking tea. And why? They' The second reason is equally futile. An ice I «n(l is morc ,ljau compensated by their dura-

Wokk for Agmcultueai, Colleges.—Show the people, poor and rich, how they can substitute correct taste for expenditure of money in the
adornment of their homes, and the whole world will bless you. Behold the lilies, how they grow. A well kept lawn, however small, with here and
there a tree, is more beautiful than all that brick and mortar can build. Teach boys to associate with the country home and farm, ideas of elegance and
refinement, and they will not hasten to desert them for the city. Show the man of business how he can afford to live handsomely in the counlrv with-
out financial ruin, and the town will uot hold him long. From the agricultural college in all these matters the people look for light.

—

Judge French.
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bility. Timber rots so rapidly in contact with
j

the earth, kept damp by the ice, that for an
j

underground ice house we shouid recommend
;

stone, furrowed out with plank.
. Between the

j

stone and plank, fine charcoal or saw dust
|

may be placed. The lining of plank will in

!

the course of time decay, but the stone walls
j

will remain good for posterity. The blocks of

!

ice should be sawn perpendicularly, and of;

uniform length and width, so that they may be
j

packed closely. with all this care some I

cracks will remain, these must be filled with
j

pounded ice. The hauling and packing should !

be done on a cold day, with as little exposure I

of the cakes to the sun as possible. When the
j

ice house is filled, a few pails of water poured
j

over the ice will tend to solidify the mass and
j

prevent any circulation of air. Straw or saw
j

dust should cover the whole before the mild
j

weather of Spring comes on. A covering of
j

six inches of saw dust is all sufficient ; but as I

few ice houses are perfect non-conductors, the
j

ice generally melts a few inches on each side,
;

as the summer advances, and this space must
j

also be filled with saw dust. As a square ex-

j

poses less surface than an oblong, this is the I

best form for an ice house, and one with its
;

interior a perfect cube ; that is, with its length,
|

breadth and height equal, is the perfection of!

shape. A cube whose side is ten feet, will
{

hold thirty tons of ice, enough for any ordina-

1

ry family ; but as it costs but little more to I

build a house twelve feet each way, we should I

recommend the latter size. The latter will
j

hold 1728 cubic feet of ice, almost twice as I

much as the former ; and if we have more j

than enough for ourselves, we can enjoy the
f

luxury of giving it away, and there is no ques-
j

tion that this is a luxury whether the ice itself I

is one or not. If the ice house is a cellar a
j

drain will be necessary to carry off the super-
;

fluous moisture, unless located in a sand orj

gravel bank. I

We have thrown out the above brief sugges-
j

tions, hoping that ice, one of the great crops!

of New England, may be better appreciated. I

The West may boast of her large crops of!

wheat and corn, and the South of her rice and I

cotton, but with our numerous lakes and our
j

thermometers at °, we can excel them in a
j

crop of ice. It is no small compensation for|

our cold climate, to calculate the amount of I

comfort which our zero weather is storing up !

for the torrid regions and our own hot Sum-
j

mers. The only trouble has been that this
|

blessing, so near our door, has not been suffi-
j

ciently valued. 1

February, 18G7. I

EMBELLISHING THE FARM.

There are many things that can be done on i

farms to beautify them, at times when other I

work is not pressing, which will greatly en-

j

hance their value in the- estimation of men of

taste, and which may not be expensive.

No farm house can be left without trees
j

around it, to furnish shade in warm weather,
j

and be inviting ; and when such a farm is offer-
j

ed for sale, no one will purchase it but a man !

void of all taste, and such men do not pay very
j

high prices for farms.

Every farm house, and the surrounding

j

buildings, should be in good repair, and well
j

painted. The fences should be neat, especial-
j

ly those around the front yard, and immediate-

1

ly adj oining the house ; and the gates should

be strong and handsomely constructed, and all

kept well painted, so that when a traveller

happens to pass that way, he will exclaim,

" that is a pretty place
!"

It is true, these things do not always give

returns to the owners in dollars and cents, ex-

cepting in cases of saving buildings &c. from

decay, by the application of paint ; but they

afford much pleasure to the owners of such

beautiful places, ifthey possess any taste.

For what do we live? Is it solely to secure

what food and raiment that is necessary, to.

keep soul and body together, or is it to enjoy,

in some degree, the beauties of nature and ar t,

which this world affords? "Behold the lilies

of the valley, they toil not, yet Solomon in all

his glory was not arrayed like one of these."

Who made these lilies and the millions of mag-
nificent flowers that dot every field in their sea-

son ? Who made the thousands of varieties of

splendid roses, and other flowers that adorn
j

our garden ? It was the same Being who

;

made man ; and think you they were made for I

no good purpose ? !

Farmers, you greatly mistake your duty in j

this world, when you consider that you have §

nothing to do but to dig the earth. The very

j

dispositions of your- daughters are molded, in al

measure, by the means you afford them to cul-

!

tivate the floral kingdom—what may be grown
j

in your yards and gardens at a trifling expense, j

So, too, is the acerbity of temper in your
j

sons, ameliorated and tempered by cultivating [

a desire for the beautiful. Look wherever you \

may, and you will find the farmer who ignores

;

all respect for tidiness, and the embellishments j

of his home, where he is, probably, to spend I

his days, or a large portion of them, and you !

will find a man without any ofthe finer feelings I

of which human nature is susceptible, selfish in

!

his dealings with his fellow men, and not par-
j

ticularly desirous as a neighbor.

On the other hand, when you see a beautiful

!

dwelling, though it be ever s^ small, with its
j

portals covered by climbing roses, its fruit j

yard neatly laid out, and well stocked with
;

flowering shrubbery, its garden highly cultivat-
j

ed, and the whole showing a state of thrift and !

prosperity, you will find a family who are!

ornaments in society, and who are living as
j

God designed man to live.

W hat signify the few dollars that it may cost

!

to beautify yourhomes ? You can carry noth- !

ing out of the world with you, and why not
j

enjoy your lives, by making your homes at-!

tractive? Farmers, think of this, and turn!

over a new leaf, as soon as you can, without!

lessening the products of your farm.

The Stack-^artL

WHAT IS THE BEST TEMPERATURE OF STA-

1

BLES FOR WINTERING STOCK ?

The temperature of stables best adapted for
j

the health and thrift of animals is scarcely ever j

discussed. We do not remember to have seen

;

any account of experiments made in this coun-
j

try to determine the point. Some farmers talk

!

ai/Mi very warm stffo'i'e's" as the besrfcfWater-
\

ing stock, saying that the more warmth you

;

get, the less food is required. Others would
j

have stables quite cool, at least at that degree
j

of temperature which results from boarding !

the sides up and down after the old style of!

barns, leaving the cracks or jointings between
j

the boarus open. They contend that in such

!

quarters stock come out more healthy and';

lively in spring, and that if it does take a little
j

more fodder, the gain is greater, on account!

of the more robust condition of the animals.
;

We remember to have heard this matter dis-

;

cussed by two extensive and experienced dairy-

!

men at the meeting of a town club, the one
j

advocating stables built with stone walls and

!

partly under-ground, and the other stables

!

standing high and with the old fashioned sid-
j

ing referred to. The latter ' disputant referred

;

to some experiments which he had made to!

test the matter. He had two stables of the de-

j

scription named—the one sided up with boards,

!

and the other with walls, and partially under !

ground. He divided his stock keeping about
j

half in each. Those in the underground con-

!

sumed the least food, but on turning them out
j

to water, the cold air seemed to pierce them !

through and through. They were shivering!

with cold even in moderate weather, while the !

others seemed warm and comfortable. Toward
j

spring he found them in a weak and unhealthy
j

condition, and he was convinced the animals !

had been kept too warm. Hence he had

!

abandoned the stable, and had never used it

i

after for wintering stock.

Of course there are extremes which must be

!

avoided. If the stable is too cold, there will

j

be a waste of fodder to keep the stock warm,
j

If the stable is too warm, the animals will be i

subject to disease and in bad health, and the
j

loss from the latter evil will, perhaps, over-
j

balance that of the former.

From experiments made in England for the
|

purpose of seeing at what degree of tempera-

ture different animals would thrive best and
put on fat, it was found that the temperature

bet ween 55 and 60 degrees was conducive to

the best results for animals of the short horn j

breed ; and it was found that oxen generally j

sweat at a temperature in which heifers thrive
\

admirably.
j

The question is of more importance than !

one would naturally suppose from the small
j

amount of investigation that has been bestowed
;

upon it. Are we to run the risk of a wasting !

expenditure of food by prespiration under ex-
j

cessive heat, or are we to induce the animals j

to waste it to keep up animal heat by exposure
;

to too much cold ? And, then, another ques-
j

tion comes in here—will not different clashes j

of animals, as well as animals of the same class,

!

but of different ages, be subject to different:

consequences from the same degree of heat ?

!

In the same stable some animals may be too

;

hot and others too cold from different consti-

j

tutions. !

It would seem that we need some carefully
!

conducted experiments to arrive at a point!

which may be regarded as a standard. Our

;

barns are now being constructed so that tern-

!

perature can, in a great measure, be controlled, !

and if there is a degree of temperature where

!

animals thrive best, and at the same time with

!

the most economical use of food, the fact is!

worth knowing. Our practice is very imper-
j

feet, and you can scarcely find any farmer!

who has given a thought to the subject, and !

yet in his practice he may be losing money in
j

a useless waste of food or imperiling the health
j

of his stock. The question seems the more

;

important to us, at this time, because the
j

price of hay and grains, as well as stock, seems i

to be growing dearer and dearer every day.

In many sections of the dairy region the barns

are being torn down and improved buildings

erected. If we knew just what was best and

most economical, our buildings could be ar-

ranged to meet these conditions. We do

things often too much by guess, and guess

work often makes a waste of money.

—

Utica

Herald.

TO BREEDERS OF THOROUGH-BRED AYR-
SHIRE CATTLE.

The undersigned, a Committee appointed by

the "Association of Breeders of Thorough

Bred Neat Stock," to collect the Pedigrees of

Ayrshire Cattle, request all breeders and own-

ers of such stock to send in full pedigrees of

each animal, with the fee of Fifty Cents each,

that they may be registered in the Second

Volume of their Herd Book, on or before the

first of July next.

George B. Loring, Salem, Mass.

H. T. Collins, Collinsville, Conn.

William Bienie, Springfield, Mass.

®" J. N. Bagg, of West Springfield, Mass.,

favorably known in many public agricultural

labors, has 'undertaken the editorship of the

new Herd Book, to whom all letters and mon-

ey should be addressed.

The Breeding Sow.—She should be square

built, with short nose and ears, short legs and

back, with latter hollow ; shoulders should be

heavy and deep ; should not breed until a year

old, and never but one litter the first year.

Then, if she proves a good milker, let her raise

two litters a year. I speak of her being a good

milker. This is as essential in a breeding sow as

in a good mare. Such an animal will raise

better pigs, and, of course, her progeny will be

better hogs for market. I find that hasty pud-

ding and milk for the supper and breakfast,

and corn for dinner, constitute a very good

diet for a breeding sow. A great many farmers

have fallen into an error in not allowing plenty

of straw for a bed. Many build a warm pen

in order to avoid giving much straw. Let her

run to a straw stack and she will build a nest

to suit herself. If this is not convenient, she

should have plenty of straw in the pen. At-

tend to these matters, and I will warrant no

trouble in raising pigs in the coldest weather.
— Cor. Prairie Farmer.

The Country Gentleman is informed, on

what it considers good authority, that nothing

is better for withdrawing the frost without in-

jury to frozen ears, cheeks and fingers, than

the immediate application of kerosene—rub-

bing it on gently for a few times.

Batwal $|$ktartf

EARTH WORMS -HOW AND WHAT
THEY EAT.

Messrs. Editors :—I see that you have pub-

lished an article about the habits of earth

worms, which useful little creatures seem to

be much underrated. They may eat earth, as

your author asserts, but I have never seen

them do it, although I have seen them eat

other things with great voracity, and have also

seen them reject particles of earth which ad-

hered to their proper food, such as dead spears

of grass, roots and leaves.

I have -watched them feeding for hours at a

time, and retain a lively recollection of several

rheumatic attacks, resulting from the wetting

I got while so watching them. They feed at

the surface only when the withered vegetation

is wet with rain or dew and is in a soft and

pliable state. When their food found at the

surface is dry, and too harsh for their mouths

to manage, they retire to the congenial depths

of the ground, delighting in heaps of "long"

manure, which they reduce to a homogeneous

mass of compost with great rapidity, by con-

suming the vegetable and undigested parts

thereof, thus transforming the matter from a

vegetable to an animal character, leaving the

mass at its lowest chemical status, and so fit

for the food of plants. Indeed, I doubt if any

atoms of vegetation can decay and be again fit

food for other vegetable organisms without an

intervening decomposition in animal digestive

apparatus. At all events, it is easy to prove

that earth worms are the compost makers, and

if we do not give them time to properly man-

ufacture their "product" while the manure is

in the compost heap, they will appear in the

fields and then complete the job, and further,

their work in the fields yields another benefit

by their boring and opening of the soil.

Their manner of eating is worth noticing.

If you seat yourself upon a grass plat or be-

side the strawberry bed, during a light rain in

warm weather, and have the patience to sit

perfectly still for ten or fifteen minutes, you
will see innumerable worm heads protruding

cautiously from the ground, and feeling around

until a spear of soft and recently killed grass is

fouud. The worm touches it first with the ex-

treme point of the head and then the point

retracts inward, much like the toe of a stock-

ing when you touch it with your finger to com-

mence turning it : then the worm shortens its

length, the other end being fast anchored in

the hole : this action makes a bight in the

spear of grass, and the worm crawls along the

outside of his supper until the parts diverge

too much, when he talfes another pull, and so

on until the grass is loosened from its own
roots and safely swallowed. I have observed

that if a particle of earth adhere to the food, i

is shoved along as the swallowing progresses,

and not allowed to enter the mouth. The
final act of swallowing the end, and biting off

the lump of root which is sometimes attached,

I have never seen, as that is performed within

the hole : but I have frequently seen the worm
re-appear with a pellet of earth balanced upon

his head, or it may be only the piece of root if

his supper was clean, which he deposits at the

surface beside his hole, when he prowls around

for more food while it is good.

When two worms seize opposite ends of the

same spear, the pulling and hauling is most

comical, reminding one strongly of his early

days when he strung grains of corn upon oppo-

site ends of a string and fed two rival gobblers.

The worm fight generally ends by the break-

age of the grass, but if too strong for their

strength they both swallow until their heads

touch each other, when they both "get," leav-

ing the morsel, which they will not toach

again. I have often seen these worms break-

ing off the dead parts of strawberry leaves, re-

jecting the living parts and have also seen them

apparently sucking the pollen from strawberry

flowers. In the fall large tufts of dead leaves

may be seen drawn partially within the worm
holes, possibly by way of stoppers to keep out

the cold.

—

Cor. Scientific American.

The importation of pork into Russia is pro-

I hibited.

Agricultural Journals.—It is impossible to exaggerate the advantage to the farmer of reading—yes, of studying—all the agricultural newspapers which
he can obtain. There are in this country at least one dozen publications of the kind, which, if he can possibly afford it, the farmer should subscribe for. No
one who has done so and read them will deny that at the end of the year he has saved his money over and over again—and yet how many farmers there are
who do not take one such journal—to say nothing of a dozen ? Farming is, however, every day getting to that stage when reading and a high grade of in-
telligence will no longer be a matter of opinion, but a downright question between living and starving. £

I
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Tlie Field.
|

DIFFERENT KINDS OF GRASS.

Kentucky Blue Grass is the principal grass
j

for permanent pastures. It is known by other
j

names, as June grass, from the time its seed
j

ripens
;

green grass, from its color in the f

Northern and Middle States and Virginia ; but
\

in Kentucky and the Western States, where
j

the climate and soil of many parts of those
f

States are very favorable to its growth, it isf

known by the name we have given it. Here it I

acquires, from the vigor of its growth, a blue
{

tinge of color. From its tenacity of life and
{

from its general use, it will be found to occupy I

all waste fields in a few years. Although it is |

the weakest of all grasses in the first 3
rear of its j

growth, yet it roots out all other grasses, it
|

forms the thickest of all sods, and will continue 1

to produce bountiful annual pastures for at!

least fifty years, and perhaps indefinitely. In I

some parts of the United States there is a grass
j

coarser than this cultivated, called the English \

blue-grass ; it is an English variety, as its name
f

indicates
;
but, like most of the grasses of that

!

country, it is ill adapted to such a dry climate I

as ours. When beginning its growth from the j

seed it is easily killed by the July drought, and |

it never spreads in a continuous and heavy sod
[

such as is formed by the Kentucky blue-grass. I

It endures the cold of the winter, remaining I

greener than the Kentucky blue-grass, and may I

be advantageously mixed with it, because,
[

growing in strong tufts, it upholds the long, [

slender blades of the Kentucky variety.
f

The Orchard Grass.—In England this grass
j

is called the cocksfoot, from the resemblance [

of its seed-head to the foot of that fowl. As
j

it is a grass not properly appreciated in this
\

country, we will dwell longer on its description
j

than on any other. Cocksfoot is probably the \

best known and most productive of our indige-

noHS grasses. It grows naturally to a height of

from two to two feet and a half, and produces

an immense quantity of nutritious leaves and

foliage. Its only fault is that its habit of growth

is tufty, which gives a somewhat unsightly ap-

pearance to pasture land. It is not, however,

so liable to get tufty when combined with other

grasses; more so when grown for hay by itself.

Cocksfoot soon arrives at its full productive

powers from the time of sowing, and yields an

extremely large bulk of hay, reproducing its

herbage also very rapidly after being cut. It is

well adapted to sow, either for hay or grazing,

in any course of rotation whatever. When
kept low it is a most valuable grass in pasture

for the first four or five years, as after that time

it seems to die out if constantly depastured by

cattle, more so if by sheep, and gives place to

the smaller, finer leaved sorts. The cocksfoot

lives and thrives best' on a medium, loamy soil,

giving a rather meager return when grown upon

very stiff clay or light sand. It is exceedingly

luxuriant when growing in deep, moist soils,

under the shade of trees. When grown upon

a fertile loam, with a free, porous subsoil, into

which its fibrous roots can penetrate to some
depth, it then becomes productive in an extra-

ordinary degree ; but if grown upon a thin, sur-

face soil, with a stiffish subsoil, the produce is

much less, and the plants are also liable to be

drawn out of the ground by the cattle when
grazing, owing to the slender hold which the

roots can take. The cocksfoot grass is found

to compose in large proportion the herbage of

some of the most famed pastures in Devon-
shire, Lincolnshire, &c. It yields a weight of

hay much greater than that of rye grass, and
its hay is also much superior in nourishing

properties, and contains most nutritive matter

when the seeds are ripe. The blue-grasses have

a spring and fall growth only
;
during the sum-

mer their yield is small
;
timothy is slow in its

growth after it is mown, but the orchard grass

grows rapidly during all seasons. It is the

earliest grass we have, and it remains green

during the winter. Its strong tufts uphold the

snow, and hence it is well suited for winter

grazing, by sheep, in deep snows.

Timothy.—Nearly all the hay which enters

into the commerce of this country is made from
this grass. It has greater weight and more
nutriment in the same bulk than any other kind.

Its great yield, its adaptation to lands too moist

or wet for grain crops, the time of its maturing

being after the grain harvests, make the timo-

j

thy the very best of all our grasses for hay.
j

Cut at that time, when it retains the ripened j

seed, it unites more than other grass the uutri-

1

tion of the seed with an undiminished value of!

the stalk and leaves. The change it undergoes f

is very gradual, and hence delays from the de-

1

mands of other work, or unfavorable weather, I

are not usually injurious. Its defects are, that j

it does not start early in the spring; that the I

aftermath grows slowly, although it is very j

nutritious, and that when fed alone as hay, it is |

binding from its heating qualities. For the
j

farm stock it is best to feed it ' with the less j

heating foddering substances, as corn fodder or j

clover hay. I

This grass is indigenous to Great Britain, I

where it is called catstail, from the resemblance j

of the panicle to a cat's tail. But in this coun-

!

try it has derived its name from Timothy Han-

!

son, who was the first to bring it into public
|

notice. |

Red Clover.—Although this plant belongs \

to the leguminous family, yet in common use §

the word grass embraces clover, and from this

!

fact and its use as a grass for hay and pasturage j

it is here noticed as a grass. It occupies a high-
{

er position than any other grass in the econo-

1

my of the farm, for its hay is unequaled fori

farm uses. Its second crop yields a seed of I

great commercial value. As a pasture, from
{

the beginning of May to the first of September, [

it is superior to any other
;

and, as a fertilizer 1

for the soil, by plowing a full clover crop un-
{

der, it has no equal in any other plant. To its 1

heavy and enriching top it adds a correspond-

f

ing root, which penetrates deeply, adding to I

the depth as well as to the fertility of the soil. I

As a pasture it is better adapted during the
j

summer season to fattening purposes than any I

other grass for all farm stock, but especially for
f

cattle, hogs, and sheep. _ Its adaptation to fine t

summer butter-making has rendered the butter j

| of New York very superior ; and its suitable-

1

I ness for hogs has assisted much to swell the I

1 pork product of the West to its greatness. The f

1 red clover is of two kinds—the small, bloom-

1

I ing twice in the season, the second of which is
j

|
seed-producing, and the large, which blooms I

1 bin once. The latter is not yet generally
j

j known, being limited to a few localities. It is
\

1 far more productive than the small, grows com-
\

|
paratively better on poor soil ; but the hay is

;

| coarse. The time its seed ripens renders it well
{

I adapted to mixing with timothy, which, by its

!

! strong growth, assists in holding up the clover,
{

1 for it falls on the ground when raised by itself;

1 alone. The objections to clover are, that, hav-

j

I ing a root with a crown, it is forced upward by j

! the expansion of the soil in winter freezing,
j

I and is often frozen out. To a considerable ex-
j

I tent this may be helped by rolling in the spring.
j

| It is a biennial plant, and not perennial, and
I

| hence requires to be resown often. But it read- i

|
ily seeds itself when not pastured too closely in

j

[ the fall, and meadows of mixed clover and
j

|
timothy will endure many years without break-

j

I ing up.

I Red Top.—In low, moist, or wet situations,
j

| the red top is an excellent meadow grass, for it
j

I is finer than timothy ; but in dry grounds it is i

j almost worthless. On dry pastures it roots out
j

] other kinds, yet yields lightly.

1 California Agriculture.—The San Fran-
\

1 cisco Bulletin reports that in California there
j

1 are about 4,000,000 acres of land enclosed and

1 1,750,000 under cultivation, as compared with

! 1,197,984 under cultivation three years ago. i

j The greater part of the increase is reported
j

! from the mining counties, the people of which

!

| are beginning to turn their attention to agri-
j

| culture. There were in I860 over 500,000
i

j acres planted with wheat, and the yield for i

| last year was about 12,000,000 bushels, as com- \

[pared with 5,000,000 in 18G3. Over 14,000,000
j

| bushels of barley were raised in 1SG6.

[ Experiments in Sheep-Raising.—The Maine i

! Farmer says that H. G. Abbott, of North Vas-
j

[
salboro', has for several years been making ex-

\

|
periments in skeep-rearing, in the effort to ob-

j

I tain a medium breed between the Spanish and

{natives, so as to combine a good quality of

1 wool with mutton, each point being about

j

1 equal in value. He has succeeded in produc-
\

I ing a flock of very fine appearance and quality. 1

The l?mtltnj farrl.

POULTRY AND POULTRY HOUSES.

As in the management of much cows, so
I

with fowls, it is as necessary to feed and to
j

quarter, and to care for and srlect your stock i

with judgment. An ordinary breed of hens,

well housed and well .fed, will be of more
profit to their owners than the like number of i

neglected and foreign biddies who come of the

best laying tribe.

It becomes us, therefore, to build houses fori

our poultry, convenient for their habits, and

convenient also for our own ; for if attendance
j

of any kind of stock occasions too much
trouble, they will often be neglected. In

building, therefore, let the house be handy for

the hens, and as handy for yourself as possi-

ble ; and of the two, we would say, in prefer-

ence, make it handy for feeding, and for clean-

ing and warming aud ventilation, as the hour

or season of each comes round.

Let their feeding hoppers and water foun-

tains be in the building, or they may oc-

casionally lose a meal when you are too tired

to go after it. Let the facilities for cleaning

their apartments be always at hand ; or the

atmosphere of their dormitory may chance to

be overcharged with ammonia. For the same
reason let your windows work easily ; and by

all means white-wash the interior of the house,

roosts, nests and all.

It is well known that hens are modest birds,

and seek seclusion and privacy while the symp-

toms of approaching egg-labor are strong upon

them. It is thought by many that the produc-

tion of eggs is like the yielding of milk in a

cow, somewhat under the control of the crea-

ture ; so it becomes us to add every induce-

ment to stimulate the instinct of nature, and

coax a fowl of prolificacy by consulting their

tastes and whims, and making the nests as

secret as possible.

The principal considerations of a poultry-

house are warmth, light and ventilation. Warm
in winter, because fowls will lequire less food,

will be healthier and will lay more eggs. Ven-

tilated i: r summer and in mild winter weather,'

because fresh air is absolutely essential to all

animated nature and particularly to the fowl.

Well lighted, because the fowl delights to be

in a cheerful place, and to bask in sunshine

admitted through the windows of their tene-

ments in cold weather.

Whatever the breed or number of fowls in-

tended to be kept, provision must be made for

their comfort and safety. Fowls attached to

farm-houses lead a happy life. They have air

and plenty of room, with no lack of food

;

they wander about the farmyard, visit the

adjacent fields, travel over the common or

down the lane, troop about the barn, and en-

joy the greatest freedom. But how are they

housed at night ? Often in a proper and well-

constructed poultry house, with perches ju-

diciously arranged, and with clean and con-

venient boxes for hens to lay in, but some-

|
times in places utterly unfit for them, they are

allowed to find a place to roost where they

I
can, probably in some exposed place in a tree

i or out-house or open shed, above the wagons,

|

carts, etc. ; others shelter in adjacent out-

! houses, and some in the stable.

This want of order cannot be too much con-

!
demned. The hens having no proper laying

I

places, select such as chance may offer them,

! not unfrequently in obscure places of con-

i cealment, consequently a safe and convenient

|
fowl-house should have their exclusive domii-

j

tory. Farm-yard poultry are in general

I
healthy and vigorous, nimble on their feet and

|

light on their wings, and the feathered denizen

j
of the yard of limit ,di pa -SB in a

j

village, may well „ u Ltm *ith envy.

I But in poultry k .irJJg, as in every other

j
pursuit, we must commence without counting

the cost, nor fancy that the purchase of fowls

i is the only or chief thing, and that when once

i started they will need no further care. If any

;
other kind of farm stock was set adrift, and

i expected to do without regular feeding and

I
attendance, the result would be a miserable

\ failure and loss ; and so with poultry ; success

! need never be expected without the necessary
' outlay of care and attention.

Onions and Poultry.—Scarcely too much
can be said in praise of onions for fowls. They
seem to be a preventive and remedy for vari-

ous disease? to which domestic fou ls are lia blc

Having frequently tested their excellences, we
can speak undcrstandingly. For gapes and
inflammation of the throat, eyes and head,
onions are almost a specific. We would,
therefore, recommend giving fowls, and es-

pecially young chicks, as many as they will

eat, as often as twice or three times a week.

—

They should be finely chopped. A small ad-

dition of corn meal is an improvement.

—

Gen-
nemec Farmer.

To have hens lay in winter, you must give

them warm quarters, animal food, and sand or

gravel.

M-isccllanij.

FARM WORK IN WINTER.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY HORACE THAYEK, BLACKSTONE, MASS.

It is often said that farming might be made

|
profitable, could the farmer advantageously em-

|
ploy himself in winter," aside from the usual

j cares and duties of that season. It is true,

|
when the earth is locked in frost and buried

! with snow, little can be done to advance the

| labors of the coming Spring. But when the

1 earth is unemeumbered with snow, even if

I crusted with frost, numberless jobs can be done

I about the farm and buildings, as readily as at

I any time, in mild seasons. Stones can be

i moved and grounds cleared for the plow and

|
mowing machine ; manures hauled from the

| village or to the fields ; material prepared for

| fencing ; bean poles and pea brush cut and

| fitted for use ; a year's stock of fuel prepared,

land many similar jobs that the watchful andin-

1 telligent farmer will readily recognize, can be

| as advantageously done at this season as at any

I other period—and all of which will have to be

| done amidst the pressing cares and hurry of

j the subsequent season, if now deferred. Be-

I sides these, many trilling things, though indis-

Ipensable to the farmer's success or prosperity,

| should be attended to at this leisure season,

I which will greatly forward and facilitate the

| work of the coming Spring ; such as the fonna-

I tion of plans, procuring new tools or repairing

1 old ones, procuring all necessary seeds, and

[
marketing crops if any yet remain. These are

1 all necessary jobs, if bringing in no immediate

; profit
;
and, if now omitted, will occupy much

{ valuable time next Summer, when you will

|
hardly know what to do first. Unimportant as

I they may seem to some, no prudent farmer will

|
neglect them till the hurrying season. Any

I farmer who is up with the times, and does busi-

| ness enough to entitle him to the name of far-

I mer, need not be idle, even in Winter. If the

I soil cannot be labored or cultivated at this sea-

| son, the mind surely can ; and this is an impor-

! tant duty and will result as profitably as any

I legitimate labor.

{ The Duke of Rutland is well known as one

I of the most extensive landholders of England.

| His estates in Leicestershire extend over one

1 sixteenth of that county, and comprise 39,000

I acres, which are let to 1275 farmers in farms of

| from 50 to 750 acres each, and, yield an annual

I rental of $500,000 in gold. A prize essay, re-

[ cently read before the Royal Agricultural So-

{
ciety in England, does not regard this massing

I of large amounts of laud under one proprietor

{as of any benefit, but says that "Leicestershire

I owes its surpassing fertility and high rental lo

I its native excellence of soil, rather than to any

{ pains taken in its improvement."

^ecting Sheep.—The most approved form

IL i sneep is general roundness of shape and

I nncness of bone. The chest should be broad,

| the ribs well arched, the back and loins broad

| flat and straight ; the limbs should be short in

|
proportion to the body, the head small, the

[ears thin, the skin soft and elastic, the

| wool soft to the touch, thick, and coming well

1 forward to the face, but not covering it. The

| face and forehead should be clothed with short

! hair, and the eyes should have a lively exprcs-

1 sion.

_
Our Wonderful Climate.—Here we are in the midst of what is conventionally called " winter," with roses blooming in the open air, strawberries

ripening as in summer, orange trees in blossom where there are any orange trees at all, bouquets of open air violets selling at a bit on the streets, second
crop apples that have just ripened exhibited in market, and grapes that have never suffered from contact with sawdust, still plump, plentiful and cheap
at all the fruit stands. Gardening to supply the city with early vegetables has actively commenced around the bay, and young radishes and green peas
can now be bought at luxurious prices. Winter! The word should be abolished from our vocabulary as a superfluity.

—

San FraTidseo Bulletin, Dec. 29.
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„~ ; FISH BREEDING. UNINTELLIGIBLE SCIENCE. | PENNSYLVANIA AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
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, ' | It is unfortunate for the general diffusion off In our notice of this State Society, last week,

s So easy of accomplishment is the doniestica- = . ° ; . . , ;
'

;
. .

J
.. , .

, k.„„j; „ ! the great truths of science, that learned men; we inadvertently omitted the names of the
Hion and propagation by artificial breeding, of ; ° ' .1 - »„„„„ „,.
! . „ , . . .. = have always amused themselves, as it were, by = officers for 1867. They are as follows—good
! several of the best varieties of American game-;.,.,..,., , > , ; i ... &
; . . , , . . „ T. . . = throwing dust into the eyes of the unlearned ; ; men, and all
I fish, and so important is the subject of a better ; ,„...,.. „ . . ..' . . I
= '

L'
„ „ . . . l clothing the history of their investigations in =

. ; and cheaper supply of fish, at all seasons and; * 6 „r I

• s . * 1
,/ i i i pedantic and technical language. We can ;

= at points remote from market, that the wonder s
r

. ,
°

f . ;

=
1

„ , . „. , , ; comprehend why the medisal man should

:

lis that none of our popular and profitable; .

r J
i

I , , , •, ; wish to conceal the nature of his remedies;

No farmer is unmindful of the value of [journals have taken the subject m considera-
f^ ^ &

3d

manure, or of the importance of making asjtion; teaching the public how and by what
j ^ tQ ^ fesgiou g j 6th

much as possible from his stock and by com- I means to accomplish so desirable and profita-
f^^ ^ ft fa^ indefensible that in_ j 6th

posts. Yet few of our best agriculturists are j ble a pursuit.
. I teresting and elevating subjects, 'should be l 8th

satisfied as to the most available method of ap-f As we have often "dropped our lines
umnteUi ible and lsive tothe | 9th

plying their manures or fertilizers. They may
I
pleasant places, '

tempting the trout, salmon
,^ of ^^^^ {q j

loth

be applied both in liquid and solid form ; the
J
and pike; and as the great family of fish hasf^

q[ ^ branch q{ gc

first having, the advantage of producing early {no journalistic representative a present, we|
on Qf &q ^ vocabidary . itself I^

and quick effect, and thus returning a profit in
|
propose to write a series of articles for the

| AU ^^ eye j
J

*

the shortest possible time. But American farm- |FarM and Fireside on the culture of 6^1^^^^.^^^^
crshave not used liquid manures to any great

}
being confident m the ability of ourselves andj^^.^

mmnlip!itpd hv nvpr , aif1 filmWJi7a.

extent; perhaps experimenting in the garden, or
[
assistants, to inculcate an elementary eduea

-occasionally on the flower bed. Near large
[
tion on that neglected art. If we fail t0

1 forl^idable wo°!
s _

I requiring study.

I thing is sublime]

I everything complicated by overlaid explana-
1

J

f tion, concealing their ignorance, perhaps, by f 19th

! 20th

; 21st

"in the right place."
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cities, where land is dear, and the productions
j
interest and benefit our readers, it will not be

j We ^ ^ ^ ^. &
.

q^ ,

being a high market price, there can be little [ for lack of enthusiasm or experience.
j ^ Qf scientiflc &^ Eack |^

the hands of artists and 3 •: ,. . v \ , . .
, „ I

| should endeavor to divest his
-

and come clown to

~A sense of common people. Of _

01; . _ = Alleghany ; ex-President Frederick Watts, ex-President Jamea

for
|are technicalities which are the very funda- \ Gowen . ex.presi(lent David • Taggart, ex-President Jacob s.

more durable than the fertilizers of commerce. } the table. In addition, we

doubt of liquid fertilizers being by far the best | We have now, in

and cheapest. Solid manures, from the barn-
j
engravers, some beautiful illustrations of vari-

1 yerWa
yard or from the compost-heap, have the ad-

f
ous pond, brook and river fish ;

and shall pre-

J

vantage of less preparation
;
they also afford a j pare plain and practical articles descriptive

largerVariety of ingredients and are generally
j
their peculiar habits, fecundity, and value

, of iatelli ible science . these cannot be :

'e propose to follow | .
° '

= ignored; but there nthpvs win

to divest his articles of all
j
^^^^ MF,VBEKS ov TnE bxeoutive committee.-

the COmmOnf WiUam Colder, ;Dauphin; Jacob R. Eby, Dauphin; Benj. J.

COUl'Se there = ^eters'

^

aun^ln ' J°un H- Ziegler, Dauphin; John Way, Jr.,

fish; exhibiting both its!

There are few farms, orl

are many Others Which! Corsesponbiss SEOP.EXAEV.-Jas. Young, Dauphin.

= Chemist and Geologist.—S. S. Haldeman, Lancaster.

Librarian.—Henry Gilbert, Dauphin.I instead of beina; auxiliaries to clearness, are

;

'helps to- obscureness. " There are{ The Society adjourned until the third Wednesday of January,

1868.

WOOL.

All kinds of manure should be protected [
up the breeding of

from the weather, either in sheds or under- 1
Pleasure and profit

_
• lmer

ground stables. No intelligent man will ques- 1
country seats of five or ten acies^ ln^ I liundreds who bave HO t had the advantages of I

rion this. If left out for the rain and sunshine I
county, upon which an eligible site for a feh-

j ^ who^ nQ^ to a ubra^ |

to act upon, it will lose much of its value,
j

pond ^ '^^Z Jl I
^—0tM t0P™ 0ne of^^ I The following tabuia7 statement shows the

The soluble ingredients will be worked away
j

on and^ess P ^ a |
Neither will the active duties of their every-

] variation ^ ^ of fleece ancl puUed wools
by water, or the ammonia escape by evapora- ;

not lequue an aveiaDe out muio u
| ^ a]low them tQ tafee a lf)ddin:

- .

tion/ Fermented manures are' always wasting
j
of an ordinary poultry establishment.

| sySleala tic course of

away by volatile notion, and unless protected
f

from the weather, or composted with other"

substances, the ammonia will certainly escape. \

We frequently see this proved in the applica-

1

tion of fertilizers to the surface of land,

top-dressin

I
systematic course of study. They

:\ much general intelligence, acquired i

! moments from miscellaneous reading,

f in the United States during each month for the

and de-
Philadelphia Society for Promoting.

; riculture.—The February meeting was not!

I so fully attended as that of the previous month. I
pend for an accumulation of such intelligence

I As our journal goes to press several days in ad- j
perhaps solely on their weekly journals.

I Hence we conceive it to be the duty of the

and contributors of such journals to

'
I vance of its date of publication, we are com-

and broad-cast manuring. Guano | „_ , u £ , J the proceed- ! editor
. ,

& '

, , , I pelled to postiione our report of
and super-phosphates, in our judgment, should |f ' ' , I be as terse and perspicuous as possible.

_ _ « n, . ,M z HIQ^ Villi II IlCXlr W Lch.i 5

be plowed under, rather than left on the sur-
f ^ fa & prospect , that tMs goclety (the ! example : when speaking of the witch haz

face
-

, , , , i oldest Ao-ricultural association in the United I
familiar to almost every one, why not call it

It is a nice point to understand what fer-^
whl become rejUVenated, and its in- 1

by thatname instead of Mamamelis Virginia

tilizers are best adapted to certain sods. Some
|

-
enlargea . We cannot see why 1 or say slaty granite, instead of Gneiss ? Or, if

require mineral ingredients, some lime sndf^^, meeUn»s should not becom^ore 1 scientific nomenclature is considered indis

plaster, others the lighter manures, like guano
j md valuable tQ the agricultul-

al com- j
pensible, why not at least follow the technica

and the different phosphates Bone dust has a
| ^ members number many of 0ur I

term with the common term in parenthesis ?
f^ a ice of domestic fleece woolin

powerful effect on nearly all sods; and when
I best ^mers and retu.cd a iculturists . aud as I Fortunately, agricultural science is not f

[ past four years

:

1863. 1864. 1865. 1866.

; Jan. . .

.

. Fleece..58® 75 73® 88 85®107 45(5&6S
75Tolled.. 57 73 65 85 75 110 35

1 Feb... .Fleece..70 95 70 85 75 103 45 70
Pulled. .70 90 62 78 70 97 35 72

I March. Fleece. .96 105 68 85 60 90 45 80
rulled..80 95 60 78 "50 75 32 65

; April.

.

.Fleece.. 70 90 70 87 60 85 44 65
Pulled. .85 95 65 78 50 75 25 60

|
May... . Fleece. .65 90 73 90 50 80 40 62

Pulled.. 65 90 65 83 50 70 25 57
; June.

.

.Fleece.. 64>t 77 75 105 50 80 42 75
Pulled.. 63 78 70 93 45 68 27 60

I JiUy... . Fleece. .68 78 85 120 50 86 47 80
Fulled. .65 78 70 100 45 68 30 65

| Aug. .

.

Fleece. .68 75 90 125 50 80 48 75
Pulled.. 60 70 75 115 45 70 30 65

j
Sept... .Fleece. .60 72 75 110 50 82 48 75

Pulled. .55 68 65 105 45 70 30 65

| Oct .Fleece.. 60 85 80 110 60 82 47 75
Pulled. .39« 80 65 10(1 • 45 70 30 65

; Nov. .

.

.Fleece..70 83 90 110 50 80 46 70
Pulled. .67 80 75 100 40 65 30 65

; Dec... .Fleece. .75 85 90 115 50 67 42 70
Pulled.. 70 76 75 110 40 65 22 58

, is one of our cheapest and most durable \pure

fertilizers. In process of time, all soils change |

to practical ability, we

their character to a certain extent ; some by
]

know of no society its l much befuddled wit^ verbose technicalities.

special reporter to I
The experiences of Common men, conveyed to

j CQ ,

I give our readers a fulfaccount of its proceed- j
the world through the vehicle of simple Anglo

j ^ 1861 10 18Ge Cdm.ing tlle war) for
having their natural constituents abstracted by

S^ This^^ another feature of iuterest |
Saxon, are building it up m importance and

j fleeceS) 63ag8o . for

! superior. We employ a

j the United States, from 1827 to 1861, was, for

I fine, 73 1-1 0 cents ; for medium, 42 8-10e, and

10c. Average price for four

;
stability. Where it verges into chemical, I

I botanical and geological science proper, it be-

I comes tedious and obscure to unlearned men.
)

}
price for the year 186G, fleeces, 45a72c

;
pulled,

! 29aGlc.

plants ;
others by extra feeding and occasional I ^ .&

fallowing. We shall pursue this subject at a
j

future period; and, in the meantime, would | ...... ...
1

' , . . . ; The total hog crop of the ^ =

request our larm-nisncls to give us tneir ex-
| ^ ^ st?ted at 1 406 239 as com- %- ^ anything can be done by exemplification | Beef—Cutting hp and Preserving.—In

perience with various manures—^both natural
| „

^ 391 518 during' the winter of 1865 [ and clearness of expression to induce them to I cutting up beef for salting, regard should be

and artificial. j Qbjcao.p pae^erl 38° 000 "the present season • I
enter those broad fields of instruction aud de- j had to the size of the pieces, and their relation

I ,,. .° ,. omm„ a\ x nnjc iafi noo . t nnia I light, it should be done ; their education to a i to each other when put down. In other words,
QTTFWONS ; Cincinnati 380,000 ; bi. Louis, ]3o,OUU ;

-LOUIS- = o 1 =

^
f iQ9 000- Milwaukee 86 000- and Indian- i t'ull realization and understanding, would then | a family resemblance should be preserved in

Messrs. Editors of the Farm and Fireside:
! apohs 50,199. In 1865, Chicago'packed 501,- j ^e comparatively an easy matter, for we learn [ the different strata, as placed in the barrel.

Permit me to ask a few questions through
j

[m . Cincinnati, ,354,079 ; St: Louis, 116,760 ; j
that the most easily which delights us most,

j
When designed for family use it will be found

the medium of your journal. I hope they will ! Lousville, 91,000 ;
Milwaukee, 92,000 ; and In- j This entrenching of science behind a breast- [

convenient to cut into pieces suited to a day's

elicit answers. Idianapolis, 36,000. | work of technical terms and jaw-breaking !
consumption. For preserving the meat the

Are the Bramah, Chitagong and Cochin |

'

j nomenclature, is what makes an attack upon! N- E - Farmer says: " Pack the pieces in

China, distinct varieties of fowls, or are they! Trout Fishing on the Ice.—The Bangor {it seem a formidable one; often it is mere |
casks

>
giving a slight sprinkling of salt between

only subvarieties of the Shanghae or Asiatic [ Whig says that splendid trout are caught this
f rubbish—learned lore, thrown up by the 1

each piece ; cover with a pickle by boiling

breed ? Which is the most profitable breed to I season through'the ice of the lakes and streams
|
spades of pedantary and display. Untutored j

together, in four gallons of water, eight pounds

raise for eggs, and which for poultry ? Can a I of Maine. Hon. Hannibal Hamlin and his 1 yet practical men, are deterred thereby from |
01 salt , three pounds brown sugar, three

large number of fowls be profitably raised on a] nephew went to Mt. Desert last week, in de-
} presenting their discoveries and experiences, ! ounces saltpetre, one ounce pearlash, for one

farm, provided they are separated in different
| fiance of cold which would have daunted an {This is wrong; it is the aid of just such men I hundred pounds of meat. Keep a flat stone

enclosures at some distance from each other,
| Esquimaux, and brought home about a sleigh

j that journalists are the most solicitious to j
on the meat, that it may be immersed in the

with not more than seventy-five or one hun- 1 load of these splendid fish. I secure. Thoroughly -proved facts are to be j
pickle. Put down in this way, beef will keep

died together ?
I

- I preferred to vague theories • practical sugges- j
a year, ancl rather improve by age.

What is the best method of reclaiming worn-
[ The Budd Farm, containing one hundred | tions in bad grammer, to silly vaporings in the |

'

'

out lands? land fifty-seven' acres, situated near Davison's I elegance of language. Science is made up of |
^ox -^EVI Babtlett of Warner, N. H.,

What are the best and cheapest fertilizers, \ Mills, in Middlesex county, New Jersey, was
j facts, discoveries and the results of multitu- 1

m'

ites t0 tne Country Gentleman that on a

next to stable manure? [sold at auction on the 15th of January, forldinous experiments; hence each of these,
\

ferm adjoining his there were raised this year

What is the value of good peat as a fertilizer ?
} $70 per acre, the purchaser being Abraham | though seemingly a trifle, is of importance in \^7 kus!lels °f eal'

s 0I> P°P corn, on three-

and what is the best method of preparing it for \ Voorhoes, Esq. , of New Brunswick. Before hhe grand result. I
foOTths of an acre, for which the farmer re-

thesoil? X. I he left the premises he sold the farm to Ralph! |ceived $1.50 per bushel—$75 for what grew

I q gtuits Esq. , for $75 per acre, thus making 1 A Happy Fireside.—Home is the residence ; on three-fourths of an acre, besidesjthe fodder.

Tobacco raisers in Western Massachusetts
} near] ^0Q b

'

a transaction which occupied 1
uot merely of the body, but of the heart • it is

|

will be glad to hear that sales of the article
[ but a few mmUtes. I

a Place for the affections to unfold and devel- 1 Mr. Colby, of southern Illinois, has invent-

have recently been made. In Hatfield, one 1 , j ope themselves ; for children to love and learn
f
ed a machine for catching curculois by horse

farmer sold his crop of 18G4 at 24 cents, and the [ HXSA1 ASEHts"" [ and play in ; for husband and wife to toil I
power. It is simply an extension of the hand

wrappers of the I860 crop at 18c. In HatUey, a I
'

I smilingly together, and make life a blessing.—
j
sheet and jarring process.

sale is reported at 15@20c. One or two sales at I We wish to appoint a local agent for this} The object of all ambition should be to be |
boys cau visit 1 000 trees per hour.

Two men and two

Amherst are reported at ll@12c. I journal, in every town and county in the I happy at home ; if we are not hapj)y there, we
|

Sirar> a Sta.mi'.

Fireside will be forwarded to any address, on the receipt of a 1

! United States. Our

1 worthy of attention.

three-cent stamp. I Publisher.

terms are liberal and I cannot be happy elsewhere.

Apply, at once,

i hapjiy fireside.

j HOW TO OBTAIN THE FARM AND FIRESIDE.
It is the best I

to the I proof of the virtues of a family circle to see a =

; be a news-dealer near you, order it ot him.

Send Two Doix&bs to the Publisher, by mail -, or, if there

The Fakm And

Fiueside will be sold at all News Offices. Single copy, 5 cents.

Agricultural Schools.—Every farm and workshop ought to be a school where our sons and others can be taught to guide the plow and swing the scythe, aud
hand'e every tool in the most appropriate manner known to those skilled in their use. In the one, should be taught the nature of soils, the qualities and uses of

manure, and all the minutiae of the cultivator's art ; in the other, the laws which govern mechanics should be studied, and the pupil should be instructed in all the

mysteries of the mechanic arts. Thus, iu^botb, should be taught all the various learning which goes to complete the farmer's and the mechanic's education for the

practical duties of their calling.

—

Mirror 'and Farmer.
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CONCENTRATION IN CROPPING.

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

BY F. R. ELLIOTT, CLEVELAND, OHIO. =

The experience of all mercantile or manu-

}

facturing business life, exhibits the fact that,
]

concentration of nihul and thought on one par-
{

ticular branch or pursuit, is necessary to in-

1

sure success. The man who attempts the f

prosecution of all branches of merchandising,
]

or to superintend and direct the movements of}

various manufactories, generally fails. If this
]

be so in pursuits where intelligent assistance
{

can be employed, it is evidently apparent that |

he who, in rural life, attempts to prosecute all
j

the varied operations of the farm, garden and [

nursery, with only such assistance as can be j

had from common laborers, will meet with

}

many a failure, oftentimes leading to a dis-j

couraging belief that there is no pecuniary {

profit in the cultivation of the soil.
]

It is a common rule to advise, and to prac-

1

tice, the numberless occupations of the farm-

j

er, gardener and orchardist, with the occupan- 1

cy of the soil ; whether embracing a territory I

of ten or a thousand acres, aud whether the
]

occupant has one dollar or a hundred thousand |

of capital. It is true there arc instances, near |

large cities, where the growing of some one I

crop for the daily market is made the leading I

feature
;
but, as we have said, the rule through-

1

out the country is the reverse. These instances I

however, give evidence of the fact that a steady
f

attention to the cultivation of some one or two I

crops, produces certain and remunerative re-|

turns ; and celery, pie plant, strawberries, etc.,

!

each in their turn exhibit profits of no mean
j

amount when skill and attention are given |

them; while the man who grows a little of I

each with a hundred or more varieties, finds j

his account of profit and loss generally made 1

up with the heaviest items on the loss side.—

]

As in mercantile or manufacturing life, so in f

the cultivation of the soil, the eye to direct to !

profit must be well informed ; and as in busi-
j

ness or mechanical life it is not possible for j

onc mind to grasp thoroughly and intelligently |

all subjects, so in rural occupations, where
]

the skill is even more requisite to success, and I

where knowledge is only had by constant

}

daily study and practice, it is utterly imprac-

1

ticable for one man to guide and practice with |

success a diversity of crop growing.

While wc would not discourage the growing I

a little each of all the small crops that assist in I

the making up of home wants and family com-

!

forts, yet the evidence all over this country, as 1

well as abroad, is, that he who seeks profitable I

returns in a pecuniary view, must confine him- j

self to the prosecution of such labors as he |

fully and thoroughly understands. I

The owner of a thousand acres, with his hun-

1

dreds of fine cattle or sheep, finds no profit in 1

tL.3 growing of strawberries, aud often ridi-

j

culcs the idea of making money thereby
; I

while the grower of a five acre patch of straw- \

berries who by chance happens to raise a colt, j

laughs at the idea of profit therein, after he !

has figured up the time devoted to its feed, i

breaking, etc., added to the expense of hay 1

and meal, for four years support, ere it is of I

practical value. And yet each rran in his pur-

1

suit of cattle raising, or strawberry growing,
]

foots up a yearly balance of profits. Each

j

pursuit, therefore, gives evidence of its value I

as a paying occupation, while it also exhibits

!

the necessity of knowledge and concentration !

of thought and attention thereto. It is not re-

1

quisite for profit, even in the culture of small
]

fruits or of garden roof crop products, that the f

location should be near a city—although such
j

location would, of course, add thereto. But
j

it is essential that sufficient of each and every |

thing be grown to enable the grower to devote
j

time and knowledge sufficient to its culture to

!

insure a product of quality commaudius ready

I

sale when taken to market. Small frnifs, such
j

as strawberries, raspberries, etc., can be dried;

or canned, or jellied to a profit, and often the
j

value of tonds, with cost of labor in their re-
j

duction, fully compensates for the increase of!

price when grown and sold as green or fresh
j

fruit near large cities ; while the larger and less
j

perishable fruits, such as apples, pears, &c.

,

;

have the advantage wlien grown on cheap 1

lands. Railroad transportation is now every-]

where, and the cost yearly being reduced, so f

that a paying crop near a large city may be I

made equally one when grown miles away
|

therefrom, provided the grower concentrate I

his knowledge and labors to its perfection, and f

that on a scale enabling him to market it with-
]

out more loss in vaiue of time than the amount f

of the crop.

February 5, 1SG7.

MEDICINAL QUALITIES OF PUMPKIN,
j

At a recent discussion in the New York. 1

Fanners' Club, a correspondent writes of the I

virtues of the pumpkin :

" I will give you a simple, yet very valuable
j

cure, for inflammatory rheumatism. A wo-f

man's arm was swelled to. an enormous size, f

and painfully inflamed. A poultice was made
]

of stewed pumpkin, which was renewed every
|

fifteen minutes, and in a short time produced
|

a perfect cure. The fever drawn out by the I

poultices made them extremely offensive as I

they were taken off. I knew a man cured of I

severe inflammation of the bowels by the same
]

kind of application. I think such subjects as I

this proper for discussion in a farmers' club." I

Dr. Snodgrass—I have no doubt pumpkins j

make a good poultice. Whatever holds water |

and warmth best is. the most suitable.
{

Dr. Smith—In my travels in Syria, I found f

pumpkin seeds almost universally eaten by the
j

people on account of their supposed medicinal ]

qualities. Not because they are diuretic, but |

as an antidote against animalcuke which infest
f

the bowels. They are sold in the streets as
j

apples and nuts are here. It is a medical fact ]

that persons have been cured of tape-worm by
]

the use of pumpkin seeds. The outer skin be-

1

ing removed, the meats are bruised in a mortar
|

into an oily, pasty mass. This is swallowed by I

the patient alter fasting some hours and it 1

takjs the place of chyle in the stomach, and the 1

tape-worm lets go its hold of the membrane |

and becomes gorged with the substance, and ]

in some measure probably torpid. Then al

large dose of castor oil is administered and the \

worms are ejected before they are able to re-

1

new their hold.

Dr. Trimble said that it is supposed that I

bots in horses hold on with hooks upon the I

stomach in the same way, and that they let go 1

when the horse is fed with sweet apples.

Ex-Goverxoi: Anderson of Ohio recently
]

purchased 10,000 acres of grazing land in I

Lyons County, Ky., and is now stocking it 1

with choice sheep. |

In three years the proprietors expect to have
many thousand marketable fish. The vicinity

of these improvements is also one of the

pleasantest in town for a suburban residence,

aud will not long fail to be improved.

—

Kcene
Republican.

How to Freshen Salt Fish.—Marry per-

sons who are in the habit of freshening

mackerel or other salt fish, never dream that

there is a right and a wrong way to do it.

Any one who has seen the process of evapora-

tion going on at the salt works, knows that salt

falls to the bottom. Just so it is in the pan

where your mackerel or white fish lies soak-
j

ing; and as it lies with the skin and side

down, the salt will fall to the skin, and re-!

main there, when if placed with the flesh side I

down, the salt falls to the bottom of the pan,
\

and the fish comes out freshened as it should ; i

in the other case it is nearly as salt as when
j

put in. If you do not believe this, test the
j

matter for yourselves.

Mr. Taber of the New York Tribune, makes
|

the following statement as to the cost of keep-!

ing a cow during the month of December last.

;

He bought what he considered the Cheapest I

food, and gave her what she would eat up

!

clean. The record stands :

—

310 lti hay, at $1.50 $4 65 j

150 tt> buckwheat bran, at $1.10 -. 1 55
121 lt» wheat bran, No. 3. at $2.00 2 42
lii bbls. turnips, at $1.00 1 50
Cartages 1 00

Total $11 22

The cow is of medium size, comes in in May,

hence only gives a small accoimt of milk, still

the 134 quarts obtained were sold at twelve

cents per quart at the house, or far $1G08,

leaving a profit of nearly $5. Another cow
furnished milk for the family. At one time

he gave her the buckwheat bran freely, but she

did not thrive as well upon it, nor was the

average supply of milk kept up. The hay was
all cut and the other feed mixed with it, wet-

ting the mess.

many puzzling phenomena in vegetable phy-
siology and culture. The art of making wa-
ter nutritious should be the true aim of
horticulture and agriculture.

A nice flower garden is the cheapest and
most attractive ornament any dwelling, wheth-
er in town or country, can possibly have.

m'ticulture,

FISH BREEDING.

Messrs. Francis and Alfred S. Davis, of this §

town, have obtained a tract or land on the
\

side of Beech Hill, through which runs a small i

stream, and raised an artificial pond of some
j

extent, for the purpose, of breeding aud raising I

trout , This has already been done with good
j

succ.33 and profit by experienced parlies in
|

other places, and the Messrs. Davis are confi-
j

dent of a successful result to their experiment,
j

They are stocking this pond with trout from
\

Dublin pond, which are of the best quality of!

any in the county. The process adopted isj

something as follows : Two ponds arc neces-

1

sary, a small one for the young fish, and a
j

larger one for the older ones, which must be

!

kept separate, to prevent their eating up the
]

smaller fry. The spawn is obtained about the
j

montli of October, by squeezing the female
j

trout through the hand, when it is placed inj

the spawning house adjoining the smaller pond,
j

which consists of a large box with the proper
j

depth of running water over a sandy bottom.

Here the spawn remains till January, when it

is hatched, and after a proper length of time

are turned into the little fish pond, where if

they thrive, in two years they grow to be from

two to six inches in length, wheu they are ad-

mitted to the school of larger fish in the other

pond. Their growth is more rapid the follow-

ing year, when they approach maturity. The
: fish are fed with chopped meat or other food.

HOUSE PLANTS.

CrrxiNos of house p*lants, such as geraniums,
j

fuchsias, verbenas, etc., such as every one I

wants, may' easily be grown in the house.]

One of the best materials for the purpose we
j

have found to be clear line charcoal dust, I

about like fine sand in the size of grains. Use
j

a common earthen crock ; see that it has good j

drainage; then fill to within half an inch off

the top with the charcoal, putting your cut-
]

tings iu all around and near the" edge, with j

about two buds iu the charcoal and one bud
\

out. If you can, get a little piece of hanging I

moss from the woods, and lay it over the I

whole, letting the cuttings protrude through]

it, and letting it (the moss) hang down all over I

the sides of the crock. Set it on the mantel-
j

piece, or on a little bracket shelf in some part I

of the room where its height will add to i

wamth, and at the same time, if you can, near!

the light ; water once thoroughly, and after-

!

ward just enough to always keep it moist, but I

not wet. The object of the moss is to make I

the crock ornamental for the time being, and I

at the same time serve to keep a more even |

condition of moisture On the outside.

Hyacinths in winter flowering should have
j

the bulb placed so that its base only can

j

touch the water
;
aud, for the first two weeks,

j

either place the glass in a dark room, or wrap !

around it a wrapper of some dark shade of!

paper. After the roots have started well, take i

off the paper wrapper, draw the bulb from the
j

glass, and, emptying out the water, cleanse
j

the glass, and replace with fresh, soft rain
j

water
;

replace again the bulb, and set the
j

glass where it will have plenty of light, air and
]

warmth. If possible, never let the tempera-
j

ture of a room in which hyacinths are grow-
j

ing in glasses, go below 35 degrees Fahrenheit.
j—Horticulturist.

It is stated by an English horticultural paper
j

that Prof. Schuitzenstein asserts that pure

pump, spring, or river water contains an in-

exhaustible supply of nutriment that is the

real staple food for plants ; and that the knowl-

edge of this is calculated to throw light on

THE TEETH OF A HORSE.

At five years of age the horse has forty

teeth—twenty-four molar or jaw teeth, twelve
incisor or front teeth, and four tusks or canine
teeth, between the molars and the incisors,

but usually wanting in the mare.

At birth, only the two nippers or middle in-

cisors appear.

At one year old, the incisors are all visible

on the first or milk set.

Before three years, the permanent nippers

have come through.

At four years old, the permanent dividers

next to the nippers arc out.

At five the mouth is perfect, the second set

of teeth having been completed.

At six the hollows under the nippers, called

the mark, has disappeared from the nippers,

and diminished in the dividers.

At seven the mark has disappeared from the

dividers, and the next teeth, or corners, are

levelled, though showing the mark.

At eight the mark has gone from the corners,

and the horse is said to be aged.

After this time, indeed, good authorities say

|

after five years, the age of a horse can only be

j

conjectured. But the teeth gradually change

|

theirform, the incisors becoming round, oval,

i and then triangular. Dealers sometimes bishop

j
the teeth of old horses; that is, scoop them

j
out to imitate the mark ; but this can be

j
known by the absence of the white edge of

j
enamel which always surrounds the real mark,

j
by the shape of the teeth, and other marks of

lage about the animal.

—

Rural Gentleman.

! INFLUENCE OF SHOEING ON CONTRACTED
FEET.

{ In old aud bad cases of contraction, not only

! the hoof and frog? but the internal parts of the

j
foot, including even the bones, are diminished

;
in size. Now, it does not seem possible that

! forcing apart the heels by mechanical means,

I can ever cause the bones to grow large again,

;
although it may relieve the pain and lameness,

! by taking away the pressure of the horn upon

j
the internal parts. The same result can be ob-'

I tained and recent cases of contraction cured by

]
any skillful skocing-smith.

! For about one-third of the length from the

lend of each heel towards the toe, let the sur-

] face upon which the wall of the hoof rests, be

! levelled so as to slant gently outwards. Let

] there not be more than th e, or at most six

! nails in each shoe, and of these only two on

I the inside, the last of them about two-thirds

] from the end of the inner heel.

! When shod in this manner, which I tried

|
with the greatest success ten years ago, the

L horse's heels have a tendency to slide apart at

j every step, and in a few weeks or months, ac-

|
cording to the case, the hoof opens gradually

] to its natural size. But this can only be ac-

I complishcd with certainty while the contrac-

I tion is confined to the hoof, aud before the in-

I tcrnal parts are much affected.

| The most common way in which shoes

I cause contraction is by their being made with

I the bearing surfacs of the heels sloping in-

] wards, which makes the horse's heels slide

! towards the frog, and squeezes them together.

1 Another cause is the rails being brought out

land clinched too high upon the wall of the

! hoof; for the higher they are driven up, the

| nearer they go towards the internal sensitive

|
parts. Pressure upon these parts causes so'

j much pain that the feet become hot and fever-

j ish, and the hoof dry, brittle and shrunken.—

Correspondent Wilkes s Spirit of the Times.

Salt and Ashes for Horses.—A corres-

pondent of the Prairie Farmer says he never

knew a horse to have the colic, bots or worms,'

nor become a "cribber" when a box of salt

and ashes was in reach in his stall.

Smelt Fishing in Maine.—An Eastern' exchange says that to those not accustomed to seeing those engaged in smelt fishing, it is quite a novelty. 'When in op-
eration the ice is nearly covered with small roofed "rooms about seven feet square, which are movable, on sleds. In these small houses the fishermen remain between
tides, as they must be on the spot just at "'slack water,'' as that is the only time that nets can be thrown. In the distance it ha's the appearance of a small town.

—

The smelts are caught by large nets, each net requiring ten men. Bald Head cove, between WLnterport and Hampden, is the only place on the Penobscot river
where the fish are caught, and for miles around that cove it appears alive with men, smoke, &c.
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I How many men start upon the stage of life, I down, and the schools where we sang Wind"
j

USEFULNESS OF BIRDS.

I and feel they are great, and are filling great I ham and Mear, and "went up;" gone, all
| In many parts of the country, birds seem to

•

I spheres of usefulness, who are really dwarfs in
{
gone, the teacher and taught, like the melting

| be decreasing from year to year. Many farm-

| comparison with such a character! When | snows under the rainbow of April. jers believe that birds are of no service, but

| that mother went down to the very brink of I And when, sometimes after the great snow,
j rather an injury to crops. The rising genera-

! the grave, that she might bring up life as her ] the wind came out of the north for a frolic j { tion are delighted to find some mark at which

| children were born—as she toiled unseen and j what wreathings and carvings of the alabaster
| to exercise their shooting talent, and so the

I unpraised through all their training, what an j there were. What Corinthian adorning sur-
} birds are slaughtered out of mere sport. It is

I influence was she preparing to leave upon the I mounted the fence posts ; what mouldings
] a question whether the country is not greatly

I world after she should be numbered with the
f
were fashioned beside the way ; what flowers

[ the loser by their wontonness. The number of

| dead ! I
of rare finish and pedants of pearls on the § insects hurtful to vegetation which birds de-

| We may develop ourselves, and think we f trees.
j
stroy during the year, is immense. They do

! have done well if we can achieve anything in = Have you quite forgotten the foot prints I we
j inestimable service in the orchards and gardens

"I life, when most likely, if anything valuable in I used to find in the damp snow, as delicate,
j in riddings us of bugs and vermin, which, if

| us is developed, we owe it chiefly to our pa- 1 some ef them, as a love letter ; the mysterious
j left to breed and accumulate, would often de-

l tient, meek, 'unnoticed mother. She forms
f
paths down to the brook or by the old hollow | stroy whole crops. The amount of damage

I the character which we develop. And it is } tree, that we used to wander over and set
| which birds do is very small. They may, it is

1 much owing to the ignorance of the laws of
j
"figure fours" by, if perchance we might

[
crue

,
pick a kernel here or there from the grain

I influence that prevents the mother from re- j catch the maker thereof ? Have you quite f crops, but this ought not to be begrudged to

I ceiving that love and respect she deserves. | forgotten how sorry you were for the snow-
{ such indefatigable workers, while cleaning the

I Heaven will be just where we are not ; and 1 bird, that fluttered among the flakes, and i fields of innumerable enemies of vegetation.

I I can find no words in which to express my 1 seemed tossing and lost in the storm? | While in England, going upon the farms, we

I appreciation of such a friend. Some few who I And there in the midst of that winter, Christ-
j could not but note the difference between the

[ have early lost their mother through death, or I mas was set, that made the Thanksgiving last f greater number of birds and kinds of game

I the loss of reason, come out useful and re- 1 all through the night of the year, and what
j there than are found upon farms in New York.

| spectable men ; but they would probably have j wonder the stars and the fires burned more
j The hedges afford nice and cozy places for

! been much more so, had they enjoyed her love I brightly therefor ; Christmas with its gifts and
| breeding, arid during the breeding season they

j and care. They may well mourn the loss off its cheer, its carol and charm, its evergreen
j are not cut or trimmed, in order to protect the

1 her days. The names of the mothers of Mo- { branch, and its bright morning dreams ;
I young birds. The game laws of England are

[ ses, of Samuel, Timothy, and other eminent [ Christmas, when there were prints upon the
[ strict, and of course much of this protection

| men, are recorded ; and so are the mothers of} chimney tops, if we were only there to see
j
grows out of these laws which are made to af-

jthe wicked kings generally recorded, as if to I them, where Santa Claus set his foot as the | ford game for the nobility—during the shooting

I tie them to the disgrace of their sons. I clock struck twelve
;
Christmas, when stock-

[ season. But hard as it may appear to exclude

| O mothers! amid all your anxieties and la-
1
ings were hung by pillow all over the land

; j those who till the soil from their share in these

|
bors, be assured that the time is coming when f stockings silken and white, stockings homely

| sports, it is a question whether the latter do

1 your name and image will fill the memories of [ and blue, and even the little red sock with a [not reap an advantage in having their crops

| your children as no other can. You are gath- { hole in the toe. Blessed forever be Bethle-
j better cleared of insects by the birds. Many

I ering up love, respect and veneration, which | hem's star !
• I farmers there assured us that the birds them-

I will gather around your coffin, if not before. | [ selves were a benefit rather than an injury, but

| You will grow in the hearts of your children 1 A Beautiful Tribute to a Wife.—1 was
j
they complained that sometimes the huntsmen,

I as long as they live. I guided in my choice only by the blind affec-
j
during the hunting, commit depredations.

1 O son of the good mother ! remember that ! tions of my youth. I found an intelligent com-
j

Recently State laws have been enacted pro-

| she hath spared nothing that the human heart
[
panion and a tender friend, a prudent moni- 1 tecting birds during the breeding, season, but

| could yield for thy good. Let thy love and | tress, the most faithful of wives, and a mother | they are scarcely observed, and the opinion of

At the "-atewa of one of our beautiful ru- 1 gratitude and reverence flow back upon her
; } as tender as children ever had the misfortune

j farmers generally we think, is against birds as

ral cemeteries a laro-e funeral was just en- I
and *^ her hair *s becoming silvered with age, | to lose. I met a woman who, by tender man- 1 in any way useful. It is a serious mistake and

'
.. ..

&
„„ „„iwi tr. „ _™, \ remember that thy opportunities to minister to ! a<rement of my weaknesses, gradually correct- 1 one from which we shall be likely to suffer if

termg, as our attention was called to a very i
J rr

^
o j > o j .

The bier was restin°- on i her comforts are every day becoming fewer | ed the most pertinacious ot them, bhe became = greater care be not taken in their protection.

—

, | and fewer. God help thee to cheer her ! I prudent from affection; .and though of the most I JJtica Herald.

„ , I generous nature, she was taught frugality and |
' """

\ economy bv her love for me Durino- the I
A Histoey of Labor.—The Paris corres-

a judge of the supreme court of the nation. Aj WINTER SCENES AND SPORTS. =
economy Dy nei love ior me.

Fireside Hljteatlittgs,

THE STRANGER ON THE SILL.

BY T. 11UCIIANAJJ BEID.

Between broad fields of wheat and corn,

In the lonely home where I was born,

The peach trees lean against the wall,

And the woodbine wanders over all

;

There is the shaded door-way still,

But a stranger's foot has crossed the sill.

There is the barn—and still as of yore

I can smell the hay from the open door,

And see the busy swallows throng,

And hear the pewee's mournful song

;

But the stranger comes—oh ! painful proof—

HiB sheaves are piled to the heated roof.

There is the orchard—the very trees,

Where my childhood knew long hours of ease,

And watched the shadowy moments run,

Till my life had imbibed more shade than sun

;

The swing from the bough now sweeps the air,

But the stranger's children are swinging there.

There bubbles the shady spring below,

With its bulrush brook where the hazelB grow

;

T was there I found the calmus root,

And watched the minnows poise and shoot,

And saw'the robin lave his wing

—

But the stranger's bucket is at the spring.

Oh ! ye who daily cross the sill,

Step lightly, for I like it still

;

And when you crowd the old barn eaves,

Then think what countless harvest sheaves

Have passed within the scented door,

To gladden eyes that are no more.

Deal kindly with those orchard trees

;

And when your children crowd your knees,

Their sweetest fruit shall they impart,

As if old memories stirred their heart

;

To youthful sports Btlll leave the swing,

And in sweet reverence hold the spring.

The barn, the trees, the brook, the birds,

The meadows with their lowing herds,

The woodbine on the cottage wall—

My heart still lingers by them all

;

Ye strangers on my native sill,

Step lightly, for I love it still I

OUR MOTHER.

BY RET. JOITN TODD.

remarkable sight,

the shoulders of four tall, noble looking men
j

1

in the prime of life. One of these bearers was
{

second was one of the most eminent and accom-
j

plished lawyers whom this or any other coun-
j

j most critical period ofmy life, she relieved me, j
pondent of the Star says :-One of the curiosi

The old red sleigh, with its long box that 1 she gently reclaimed me from dissipation;. I ties of the Universal Exhibition will be a

try can boast. A third was a very

guished divine, whose pen is a great power,
j

And the fourth was

of his State,

brothers.

distin
"

| never was full, far down in the straw, wrapped j propped my weak and irresolute nature ; she I
gallei'V devoted to the history of labor, in ten

I in the robes, or on one or another of the four
j urged my indolence to all the exertions that!

sections, and arranged in chronological order.

T -Lnf the Senate 1 seats il contained, there was always room for 1 have been useful and creditable to me, and she 1
The first section wil1 contain specimens of in-

AndthtL
I

r^rn^ble men were I
one more - What a grouping of bright young [was always at hand to admonish my heed-

I

dustrial art Previous to the use of metals
;
the

I faces there used to be always in it. Paces in I lessness or improvidence. To her I owe what- j
2d

>
industrial art during the independence of

,„ w.„ rl
1 hoods, in caps, and blau kets ; hearts that have 1 ever I am ; to her whatever I shall be. In her 1

the Gauls
5
3d

>
of the Gauls when under Ro"

They stood strong in life; but we^bow ed
| ^^ ^ j^^ for ghe neyer fof ft mQ_ |

man domination
;
4th, of the Pranks, up to

and silent and solemn, as it the bier was too
,^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ |^ ^ or cuaracter_ Eyen fa |

the coronation of Charlemagne
;

5th, of the

heavy for their strengm v ery s w y
.

, y ^e moonlight and under the I her occasional resentment, for which I but too I
industrial productions of the Carlovingians,

carefully they trod as if^^^^^ ! cloud ; when the stars were looking down ; I often gave her cause (would to God I could re- j "P to the eleventh century
;

6th, of that of
feel the motion. ^ 7 jZTthel oiZ 1 when the sun kindled the world into a great \ call those moments !) she had no sullenness or 1

the ^dle Ages, which period terminates at

nother! Never didYsee grief more reverent,

!

wMte jewel 5
b
i

ut
i

tuose days have Sone for-
[
acrimony. Her footings were warm, nay, im-j^e death of Louis XL and of our Edward

, f ever away, and the sweet necklace of bells, I petuous ; but she was placable, tender and con-

!

iv -
>
7tb

> ^ Renaissance, from Charles VIII,
or respec more profound. It s«^s

j w m the middle of the stri and I

v
t gucb was ghe whom j have lost when j

1483, to the death of Henry IV., 1610
;

8th,

that a mother s cold heart must also thiob in - °
_ .. =, . . . .,, . itherei<ms of Louis XIII and XTV nn tn

• . . V i„,. rf-v* Koontifni ; small by degrees, has lost its power over the ! her excellent natural sense was rapidly mi-= ulc lelous ol jjouis. js-xu.., anu _a.j.y., up 10
thecofhu. A nobler sight, oi moie beautnui-

=
> » >

i
f , * v ,! the death of the litter 17TS- qth thp rpio-n nf

tribute of love I never saw They were all, =- P^ses. I
proving

;
eight years struggle and distress^ had \

lue
^
Ldm 01 me Miter, i as

,
Jtn, tne^ reigu ot

n
. .

hpek in memorv to their earlv ^ In that old sleigh brides have gone away be- 1 bound us fast together and moulded our 'tern- 1
Louis XV.

;
and 10th, that of Louis XVI.

~
1

" " -"
'

J
| fore now—those who were married to man- 1 pers to each other ; when a knowledge of her [The part of this exhibition which will illus-

childhood, and to the loving care of this best
j

of all earthly friends.
| hood—those that were "married to death." j worth had refined my youthful love into friend-

1

trate the first period will not be the least in-

Th 11 knew that thev the sons of a poor = Great shiPs have g°ne over the water with less \ ship, and before age had deprived it of much of 1
teresting. We shall be able to study primitive

iney wen
ne„er

'

llave been trained 1 of hope and happiness than that rude craft has ! its original ardor. I lost her, alas ! the choice j
art as displayed in the fashioning of utensUs

and Iducated'and fitted to occupy their stations \
bome OTer the billows of winter. Swan-like j of my youth, the partner ofmy misfortunes, atp hone and stone as well as the remains of

traordjn mother Thev 1 shaPes now glance along the arrowy wav, but "= a moment when I had the prospect of her shar- i
ammals wiio have disappeared Irom the soil ot

weU knew Sthey owed more to her' than to ! Sive us > for ^ sweet memories of yesterday,
j
ing my better days. [Sir James Mcintosh. j

France As to the amount of hatchets of

SottTkuman agencies. No shoulders but ! *e old red sleigh.
j j

-lex which poured in from a
1
quarters of the

u™ fa
, l rru„„ «,„ ri„,.„ „u„„ „„ ™„ ci t ,, i £ empire as contributions to this section, their

theirs must bear the precious dust to the grave- 1
Then the day s when we were 'coasters; = The Apple.—Gibson, the sculptor, described ! name verily is legion The commissioners

yard; no hand but theirs must deposit it in its I and down the big hill, by the maple wood,
\ Queeil Victoria as extremely affable, and even I were compeUed t0

a
u Halt , or th h l

last resting place! That body had been in-
j
through the little pitches, far into the valley,

{ deigning to laugh heartily at some of his stories. |^ ry would have contained nauo-ht but the
habited by one of the sweetest, most cheerful f

we came with a meny shout, each the solitary
1 0ne day he said to her : " Madam, I was born 1

gaid hatcll t

and brilliant minds that ever inhabited an earthly j
manager of his little craft. How like a flock

[ a tlde£ » I '„ *

tabernacle. It had long, too, been the temple !
of swallows we were, dashing down the de-

[ « A tUef, Mr. Gibson ?'•' I Four Months Without Food or deink -
of the Holy Ghost. ]

ohyity, -«d in among a group of sleds, side
J

«Yes, madam ; for when a child I stole an
| Joseph Baker, Esq, of Agusta, Me,, informs

What that lovely woman had done ; make |
by sid3 w TiTal, shooting like an arrow, I appie from the staU of an old woman with a ! the Aroostook Pioneer that about the 10th of

her husband's ministry useful and pro.. ftk;| steering in . ntly ahead like a jockey, and
| wooden leg. My mother found me out, took

| September last he found a juvenile skunk in an
what she had done in training daughters that

|
on our way up with a sled in tow, ere our

[ me back to the old woman, and begged her to
j empty barrel in his woodshed, and wishing to

are ornaments to their sex ; what she had done
j
party had reached the valley below.

[ beat me with her crutch, which she did lustily. 1 avoid scenting the premises with its odor^ he
to make those distinguished men what they} And then it was, when the wind had swept { I never stole more. " 1 quietly covered the barrel and awaited the re-

are—who can tell? What has not such a I the snow from the pond and stream, and thej "Ah!" replied her majesty, thoughtfully, "a| suh. No food or drink was furnished the ani-

mother accomplished who has given such an
{ ice was so glare that we put on the '

' rockers "
§ great deal of sorrow was brought into the world ! mal although an occasional examinatipn was

influence to the world? I never see one of! and darted hither and thither, and cut sixes
| by the apple."

I made to see if it was alive. The little creature

these sons but my thoughts go back to the
j
and eights and curves without number, and j

1 • • —
] survived four long and dreary months in his

home of their childhood; and I can hardly I drew the girls we loved, and whirled them! Candoe, in some people, maybe compared
j circular prison, where, on the 10th ult. from

keep my eyes from filling with tears as I think j like leaves over the highway of crystal.
| to lemon drops, in which the acid predominates f cojd or hunger (it is not known which) he

of that mother. { And the schools where we spelt each other | over the sweetness. I gave Up the ghost.

The Maine Agbicultubal College.—The Maine correspondent of the Boston Journal says that at the recent meeting of the trustees of this institution, Phineas
Barnes, of Portland, was elected president of the college. His salary was fixed at three thousand dollars per annum. The board have petitioned the legisla-

ture asking that the number of trustees, which is now sixteen—or one from each county—be reduced to not less than five or over seven, which petition will un-
doubtedly be granted. The report of the executive committee in relation to the operations of the farm the past season was accepted. Mr. Olmstead, of N. Y,
the eminent architect, has visited the farm atOrono and made a topographical survey of the premises, with a view of making a plan for the buildings to be erected.
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I. Sacietxj.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE RHODE ISLAND
HORTICDLTTXRAL SOCIETY,

The annual meeting of the Horticultural So-

ciety was held Wednesday evening, the Presi-

dent, Royal C. Taft, in the chair.

The records of the last meeting and the last

annual meeting were read and approved.

Rev. Daniel Leach offered the following reso-

1

lutions, and moved their passage

:

Whereas, Samuel S. Foss, of Woonsocket

!

has recently undertaken the publication of a
j

weekly journal devoted to Agriculture, Horti-
j

culture and other kindred pursuits ;
therefore

Resolved, That we hail, with pleasure, the ap-
j

pearance of the Farm and Fireside as a happy;

omen of the increasing interest manifested in
j

Agricultural and Horticultural pursuits.
j

Resolved, That the eminent ability, tact and
j

good taste, that have ever been evinced in con-
j

ducting the Woonsocket Patriot, are a sure
j

guaranty of the complete success of the present I

enterprise, and that we commend the Farm and]

Fireside to the liberal patronage and support, not
j

only of the members of this Society, but of all
j

others seeking information on the subjects of;

which it treats. j

Resolved, That we welcome the editor of this
j

periodical as a co-worker in the noble work in
j

which we, as a Society, are engaged, and that j

we tender to him our hearty approval of his

;

undertaking, our congratulations and our promis-
j

ed aid. i

Resolved, That a report ot the transactions on
this Society, of its monthly meetings and such

;

other valuable contributions as may be of gene-
j

ral interest, be furnished for publication in the
j

" Farm and Fireside."
j

Mr. J. E. Lester seconded the resolutions and
j

spoke in favor of their passage, and the resolu-
]

tions passed.
j

The following named gentlemen were ad-
j

mitted to membership : James H. Palmer,

j

Richard Sequira, Philip B. Stiness and Sidney
j

Dean.
j

The annual report of the Treasurer was!

presented, read and accepted. It shows the
j

receipts were $603.33, leaving a balance in the i

Treasury of $410.79.

The Society then proceeded to the election. :

Mr. C. F. Philips nominated Royal C. Taft for

re-election,.and he was unanimously re-elected,

but positively declined to serve as President

another year.

Mr. J. F. Jolls then nominated James Y.

Smith for President, and Mr. J. E. Lester

nominated Joseph H. Bourn.

Mr. Bourn declined to be considered a can-

didate.

Upon motion, an informal ballot was taken,

and each candidate had 17 votes.

A formal ballot was then taken with the fol-

lowing result : James Y. Smith, 28 ;
Joseph H.

Bourn, 15, and James Y. Smith was declared

elected President for the ensuing year.

On motion of Mr. J. F. Jolls, seconded by

Colonel Wales, the election was made unani-

mous.

Mr. Lester nominated Wm. S. Patten for

vice-President, and he was re-elected by ac-

clamation.

Mr. C. F. Philips nominated W. W. Brayton

for Corresponding Secretary, and he was elected

unanimously.

Mr. E. B. Snow was unanimously re-elected

Recording Secretary.

On motion of Mr. J. E. Lester, A. W. God-

ding was unanimously re-elected Treasurer.

Elisha Dyer and Royal C. Taft was elected

Finance Committee.

Dr. J. B. Chapin moved, and it was voted,

that a committee of five be appointed by the

President to select names for members of the

various standing committees for the ensuing

year and report at the next monthly meeting.

The President appointed the following named

gentlemen on that committee : Dr. J. B. Chapin,

C. B. Manchester, Dr. W. F. Channing, C. V.

Kennon, Wm. S. Patten. On motion of Rev.

I Daniel Leach, ex-President Taft was added to

I the committee.

| Mr. Kennon moved that the Society subscribe

| for the Farm and Fireside.

I On motion of Mr. W. W. Brayton, it was

! voted to discontinue all the periodicals now

j taken by the Society, as they have no " local

I
habitation " to preserve them in.

{ The subject of providing a place for the

j
meetings of the Society, exclusively under

! their control, was then discussed, but no definite

I action was taken upon it.

The President called the attention of the So-

j

j
ciety to the surplus in the treasury, and upon

;

|
motion of Mr. C F. Philips it was voted to in-

j

i vest it in the purchase of seven shares of Com-
j

:
mercial Bank Stock.

Mr. W. W. Brayton moved that the notices
j

of the meetings of the Society be published in
\

all of the daily papers in the city, and that the
j

subject for discussion at each meeting be insert- [

ed in the notice. [

Mr. Patrick Farrell, gardener to Cyrus Taft, i

contributed a very fine boquet of cut flowers, j

for which he has voted a gratuity of SI. 00.

Mr. Charles Wright, gardener to Geo. W. [

Chapin, contributed two beautiful white roses, \

Marchal Neil and Salfatara, for which he receiv- j

ed a vote of thanks.
f

On motion of Mr. C. F. Philips, a vote off

thanks to the retiring President and the other
|

officers for the past year was passed unani-

1

mously. 1

Adjourned. f

Four townships reported in 1805 an area

under cultivation in strawberries amounting
to 488 acres. The total product of these 488

acres in bearing was 2",!)24 bushels of fruit,

yielding the sum of 81C4.G33.

In Burlington county, on ten acres of thin

land, from which the sand formerly drifted

like clouds before the wind, six hundred and
fifty bushels of Lawton blackberries were
gathered in 18(12. The same plantation yield-

ed seven hundred in 18G;{, and in 1864 eighl

hundred bushels. A resume of the report

made to the West Jersey Fruit Growers' As-
sociation, which does not include the entire

area devoted to small fruits in the countries of

Burlington and Camden, affords the following

gratifying exhibit

:

In strawberries,

In raspberries,

In blackberries,

Acres

488

40

is:i',

Ylcldlng Id Which sold

bushels. for—

2'J,924 $164,633.60

15,360.001,000

9,189 44,107.20

Affording an aggregate yield, on 71 7i acres,

of 38,713 bushels, bringing $224,100.80.

Big CnANTioLEER.—Wm. F. Wright, Esq.,

of Lime Rock, a few days since killed a Chita-

gong rooster which weighed, when dressed,

eleven and a half pounds. The bird was eigh-

teen months old. At the same time Mr.

Wright killed eighteen chickens which weighed

one hundred and fifty pounds, dressed weight.

Marriages.

A Good Cow.—Mr. L. N. Mason, of North-

j

bridge, Mass., informs us that he has a cow!

five years old which in seven months, made
j

butter enough to supply his family, after which

!

one hundred and fifteen pounds were sold ; and i

he adds :
" I still retain enough for family use !

through'the Winter."

Will Mr. Mason tell our readers just how

!

many pounds the cow produced in the seven
]

months ?

CULTURE OF SMALL FRUITS IN NEW JERSEY, j

Few of our readers are aware of the enor- i

mous amount of Small Fruits raised in the
j

Western sections of New Jersey. A writer in j

the Tom» River Courier, compiles the follow-
j

ing-
j

In the immediate vicinity of Moorstown,
j

Burlington county, New Jersey, there were

I

grown in 1862 more than G,000 bushels of I

strawberries, which, at the moderate rate of!

$3.50 per bushel, produced a return to the!

farmers of that vicinity of at least $20,000.
j

On ten days an average of 600 bushels a day, !

and one day 700 bushels were carried to Phila-
j

delphia, from that neighborhood alone, by one

!

avenue to market. Large amounts are taken

i

to the same city over other roads and by water

;

conveyance, and to New York by rail. The
j

quantity thus seeking a ma rket probably quite
j

equals that above named in amount and pro-

!

ductive returns ; and we doubt not that from
j

this small district of a few square miles 12,-
\

000 bushels were produced, and realized to the i

skillful growers upwards of $40,000 in thej

year 1SG2. One farmer, whose strawberries!

are sent to New York, devotes forty acres to

!

1
this crop ; and another received for one day's

j

picking, sent to that city, $300. Two hun-

! dred and ten bushels of strawberries have been

! raised on one acre, which sold at nine cents

! per quart, realizing $600.

By the reports made to the West Jersey

! Fruit-Growers' Association, in 1864, from the

! townships of Burlington, Chester, and Cin-

!
naminsou, all in Burlington county, there

! were under cultivation and producing fruit,

! during the preceding season in said town-

! ships, 272 acres of strawberries, 40 acres of

! raspberries, and 99 acres of strawberries ; 200

j were comprised in Burlington, 47 in Chester,

! and 25 in Cinnaminson. The aggregate product

! was 12,596 bushels, or 403,072 quarts, and the

! amount received therefor $43,345. The gen-

I eral average yield per acre was 55 bushels.

1 The above is much below the possibilities of

j
strawberry production. One unusually large

j crop of Hovey's Seedling and Lady Fingers

jwas reported, which returned from 146 acres

! 800 quarts, or at the rate of 166 bushels per

! acre.

I In this village, Jan. 22d, by Rev. D. M. Crane, Mr. J. Au-
[ gdstus MtLLEB, of Woonsocket, to Miss Mary A. Tweedy,
i of Fitchburg, Mass.

I In Milford, Mass., 3d InBt., bv Rev. W. G. Leonard, Mr. ASA
= Pickering to Esther Horton. both of Bellingham; Jan.
128th, Mr. Thomas N. Field, -of Milford, to Miss Ellen j.

j Mitchell, of Bridgewater; Jan. 31st, Mr. Henry A. Claf-
i LIN, of Brooklyn, N. Y., to Miss ADA M., daughter of Mr.
: Charles F. Cuaptn, of Milford.

j In Hopkinton, Jan. 29th, Mr. James A. Craig, of Provl-

;
dence, R. I., to Miss Sarah M. Basford, of Hopkinton.

: In Pawtncket, Jan. 16th, Mr. Horace H. Pierce, of Woon-
j
socket, to Miss Eliza M. Hemes, of South Attleborough.

| In Natick Village, 29th ult., Mr. *Henby Elmer Baker, of

;
Killingly, Ct., to Miss Lillie LOUISA Clemance, of Pontiac

i Village.

; In Dudley, Jan. 25. Mr. Peter Stone to Miss MARY E.

|
PACL, both of Dudley.

deaths.

In this village, Jan. 25th, Mrs. Ru.vN.v HALE, In the 7lEt
year of her age.

In this village, 1st inst., of consumption, William A., aon of
Isaac Ellsuree, aged 31 years and 6 months.

In this town, Jan. 31st, George Henry, son of Henry O.
and Maria E. Arnold, aged one month and seventeen days.

In Scltuate, 31st ult., Barbara Patt, in the,72d year of her =

age. i

In Worcester, 1st inst., Miss Emellnk Kkaoii, of Black-;
stone, aged 58 years. ;

In BlackBtone, Jan. 22d, Mrs. Juliette Mdnyan, wife of =

George A. Mumyaw, aged 23 years.
j

In Millville, Jan. 31st, Eddie S., son of George and AMELIA j

Lewis, aged 12 years and 7 months.

In Uxbrldge, Jan. 27th, Mibs Olive Taft, aged 60 years, 10 I

months and 27 days. I

In Paw tucket. 30th ultimo, William Boyd, In the 83d year!
of hif age.

j

In Providence, 3d instant, William Burrocgii, In the t>8th j

year of his age.

In Quidneck, on the 2d instant, Liowell Bennett, In the
j

53d year of his age.
j

In South Providence, 2d Instant, Eliza, wife of John Keith, !

aged 60 years, 5 months and 5 dayB. j

In Thompson, Conn., Mrs. Sally Randall, wife of Daniel
j

Randall, aged 77 years. !

In Milford, Jan. 29th., W. Harry BATOECELDEB, aged 27 j

years.
|

| Stores.—Nearly all the Small Cattle that are brought Into

|
market, that are In a fair condition, are told for beef. There la

I
but n few stores, except Working Oxen and Milch Cowa, In

i market.

|
Working Oxen-Sales at $160, 166, 175, 180, 190, 2O0, 205.

|
316. 220. 225. 236. 245. MB. There In a good supply of Working

]
Oxen In market, but not a very active demand,

j
Milch Cows-Sales extra Jf806}100; ordinary *60f?,76; Stow

|
Cows $35/350. Prices of Milch Cowa dep«nd altogether npon

| the fancy of the purchasers.

|
Sheep and Lambs—Trade U dull and prices are from % to 1c

! ^ lb lower. We quote sales at §1.60, $3, $4, $5, 46-30, ^ head,

] and 4, 5, 6Jtf, 7, 9c t»J lb.

\ Swine—None In market.

ALBANY CATTLE MARKET.
| Only about 1800 cattle have been received thla week, but

j
there were 800 or 900 held over from hut week, because of the

|
Inability of the railroads to carry them, and these go to awell

I the supply. The demand has been fair, nnd prices have ad-

I vanced >£c 3? lb on ail grades; but the cattle are scarcely as

I good as those In last week. Prices range from 5a9, but prime

| extrn, of which there have been none on sale, would bring 9*^

I Sheep are In fair request at 5^a7>^c. ; receipts 3460 head.

f Hogs—Receipts 1000 head. Prices have advanced to 7^<a

1 83<c.

\ WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
WHOLESALE MARKET.

| There was much depression In the wholesale market during
= the week, owing to the tight money market. There has been

| much desire to realize, and in some Instances a decline of one

| dollar a barrel has been submitted to on flour. The depression

| has been confined chiefly to persons who were short on their

! margins. The unfavorable news from Europe has added to the

I depression ; and the large amount of Ice In the harbor has pre-

\ vented vessels from loading. We quote extra State at $10.20®

{ $11.75; Ehipping Ohio, $llall.90; St. Louis extras, $12.70a$16.

I Wheat has been much pressed on the market. The decline

| In flour has Increased the anxiety of holders of wheat to realize,

i and there has been a fall of twelve to fifteen cents a bushel. At

| the concession there seems to be more steadiness and less In-

| cllnatlon to selL The unfavorable news from Europe, together

= with the advance in freights, has added to the depression.

1 There will be no demand for export at present. The stock of

i wheat has been reduced to 350,000 bushels, and Is moderate of

I choice qualities. We quote No. 3 Spring at $2a$2.06; No. 3

| Spring, $2.06a$2.20 ; No. 1 Spring, $2.25a$2.28.

= Barley has been In fair demand, but at rather lower prices.

E At the cIobc there Is more steadiness. The stock Is reduced to

I about 3,100,000 bushels. We quote Western at 75a90 cents;

j Canada, 80a95 cents in bond, and $1.10a$1.18, free.

= Corn haB been unsettled and declined four or Ave cents a

| bushel. At the close the market Is firmer. The stock is reduced

|
to about 4,000,000 bushels. We quote Jersey Yellow and White

I at ftl.07a$1.13, the later rate delivered ; Western mixed In store,

j
$1.10#, and delivered, .-$1.12.

j
Pork has been fairly active, bnt at variable prices. There

i has been more than the usual local trade, the low prices current

j
having stimulated consumption. We quote New Mess at $20.50

j
a$20.68; Western Prime Mess, $20; Extra Prime, $16.50a £16.

| 75.

| Beef has sold more freely, but at steady prices.

| Beef Hams have advanced materially ans were firm at the

\ Improvement.

i Dressed Hogs have been less plenty and advanced rapidly.

I Lard has been In fair request. Prices have fluctuated

I slightly.

NEW YORK WOOL MARKET.
j There has been a moderate business done In domestic fleeces.

: In Texas there Is a fair business ut full prices. The passage of

\ the Tariff bill by the Senate has caused greater firmnces on the

= part of holders who, in most cases, demand higher prices for

] foreign. The sales are 200,000 lbs Texas at 24(S;25 cents ; 120,-

j 000 lbs domestic fleeces, 51(^55c. Including small lots tubbed, at

the outside price ; 85 bags pulled 47>i a 60c ; and 70,000 lbs Mex-
ican, about 20c. cash.

Ehode Island.

M
The markets.

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
FARM PRODrOT8, FUEL, Ac.

Hav ^ ton $38
Straw W ton $20
Coal $ ton $10 50al2 50
Oata |} bueh 85a90c

GROCF.RTES, Ac.

Wood a cord $6af 50
Beans y quart 13c
Potatoes 90c
Onions 90c

Hour $llal7 00
Corn Meal $1 30
Rye $1 50
Saleratus 10al5c
Kerosene Oil 80c
Cheese a lb 20c
Butter # lb 40, 42a45c
Codlish 8c
Java Coffee $ lb 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10al2c

Raisins 22a25c :

Molasses y ral. 75a85c i

Y. H. Tea $1 20 i

Black; Tea SOcaSl 20 :

Oil « sal $1 00 I

Fluid W gal -$1 00 !

CandlesW lb. .

.

ILL RIVER IRON WORKS
WOON6QOKET, R. L

W. A. HENNESSEY, PROPRIETOR.

I Manufacturer nf FLUE and Tl"Bl"LAR STEAM BOILERS.
OIL and WATER TANKS. WATER PIPE and PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

Boilers repaired In a thorough manner at short notice.

IShopatNortuEnd, seas Harris's New Mill.

Refers by permission to

; RICE, Barton 4 Co., Machinists and Boiler Makers, Worces-
! ter, Mass.
; Bellow s 4 WuiTCOMn, Engineers. Worcester, Mass.
= C. W. Kimiiai.l, Esq., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory,

Sprlngtleld. Mass.
HOX. E. Harris, Woonsocket.

Beefsteak 18a25c
Beef, corned lOaloc
Tonguea, clear 20c
Mutton 9al4c
Veal 10a20c
Pork, fresh 16al8c

Eggs tb doz.
Lard » lb...
Sugar W lb.

MEATS, 4c.

.25a50c
i

45c i

Ki'J'V
.14al8c :

Hama. 18a20c
Poultry 20a28c
Shoidders 15c
Sausages 20c
Tripe 11c
Pork, salt 18c

A ORICr/LTCSAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Arnold, draw
XX In Agricultural Tools, consisting In part of Conical, Wright's
and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators. Seed Snwers, Hay Cutters, Garden
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, Ac.

Holder's Block. Main Street.

Woonsocket, R. L

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. B. BARRETT 1 CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

BRIGHTON MARKET,—FEB. 6.

At market for the current week: 'Cattle, 1030; Sheep and
Lambs, 7242 ; Swine,—.

Pric'EH. Beef Cattle—Extra, .$13.55 a $13.50; first quality,

$12.50 a.$13.00; second quality, $11.00a$12.00; third quality,

$9.50a $10.50 # 100 lbs (the tutal weight of hides, tallow and
dressed beef.)

Country Hides—9@9Jtfc $t lb ; Country Tallow, 7<ff 7 Jtfc ^ ft

Brighton Hides, 10a 11c ^ ft. Brighton Tallow 8(ff S%c ^? ft.

Lamb SklDB, $1.25(31.75 per Skin; Sheep Skins, $1.25@1.76
each.

CalfSklns, 17(220c#ft.
Prices remain unchanged from our last quotations. There has

be«n a fair demand. The supply from Maine is larger than It

was last week, and there Is more Working Oxen among them.

PERRY'S SEW. FIRST PREMIUM. LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
the best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L

E XT RA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new hind, made by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HUBBARD, BLAKE A CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best In market, are for sale in lots or by single dozens,

by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT A CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

H r E. BARRETT A CO.. Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
W . Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two
Horse Potato Diggers. Lufkln's new Side Hill Plows. Also,

dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L

Ventilation of Stables.—This is a very important item in connection with all stables, and especially with warm and close basement-rooms. In the first place,

a stable should be comfortably warm, and not open to any strong currents of air. Nothing can be more uncomfortable, and perhaps unhealthy, to_ stock tied in a

stall without any chance for exercise or change of position, than to be exposed to strong currents of cold air coming through crevices or large openings. But it is

equally unhealthy to confine the stock in close and warm quarters—especially cattle—as the horses. A good way to convey pure air into stables is to have tubes

of boards a foot square connecting w ith the outside, and passing along the sides of the stable to the rear, so that the air may be conveyed to the front of the stock.
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The Farm,

ARTICHOKES.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

. c. KENDALL, PHILADELPHIA.

| FARM SCHOOLS.

1 To the Editors of the Farm and Fireside :

1 MUSCLE AND MACHINERY. ] the lord of the poultry-yard, we have the of

J The great ohjection to farming hitherto has j

Saymg
„ *
~

OTCk cr0W8 golng lo bed)

{ From the poor success which has attended |been "hard work." Farm labor is done tool Hem surely rise with a watery head."

| the various attempts to educate the farmer up
j much by hand. What manufacturer of the j

Frogs also furnish their signs, becoming

| to the standard of other professions, by pro-
j present day could succeed with only such aid ? I brown before a rain sets in, but remaining yel-

I viding for him an available collegiate course of
| The human drudge of the farm would rise I low so long as it is absent ; and there is a curi-— ! study, with practice combined, it would ap-
§ physically and intellectually in his calling. I ous weather-glass made in Germany, the mate-

There is a variety of this plant (Cynaral pear that some great obstacles lie in the way. 1 Farmers cannot afford to be machines when j rials entering into the composition of which

Sedlymus) greatly in favor in France, and hav- 1 What are these obstacles, are they apparent or I thinking power rules the world. They must I are two frogs, two small ladders, and a cylin-

ing here and there an American admirer among
| real ? We cannot satisfactorily reply to this f use machinery, and harness either steam, wind \ drical vessel of water. Frogs and ladders be-

those to whom, for fashion's sake, anything i query by reference to the experiments carried 1 or norse power to their ear. This last must j
ing duly put into the water, if the froggies

Frenchy tastes good—even a frozen frog. The
j out in this or other States, to a legitimate re-

f ever be the common motor of the farm, as it is I climb their ladders and look over the vessel's

immature flower heads, or the interior fleshy
] suit ;

as no such have been satisfactorily tried
; | within the reach of all. By horse power the 1 side, foul days are at hand ; if they remain be-

portion of them, is the edible portion of the
| but we may throw some light on the question § farmer can mow and reap, turn and pitch, j

low, the sky will continue fine. Spiders and

plant; and being boiled or stewed, are eaten [ by recaUing a few of the incidental experiences I thresh and grind, saw and bore, chop feed and I snails are the most remarkable of all the

with butter, salt and other condiments—about
j of the past twenty years, here and elsewhere.

f crush roots. It is not profitable to farm as [weather prophets. When the former .make

as palatable as a boiled cat-bird's nest, and
] Little good can result by charging failures to | those did who lived centuries ago. Labor is j

their webs at night, the morning is sure to be

probably as nutritious. There is no profit in
| mcompetent management, as has been done in 1 higher, taxes are steeper, and commercial val- 1 fine ; if they make them in the morning, the

the cultivation of this plant in the United States,
j tbe case 0f tbe Pennsylvania Agricultural Col- [ ues rising. A better agriculture must arise 1 coming day may be relied on for a drive or a

and it is .grown only for such as, aping the
j legG; or tllat at Qvid, New York, or that at | than the past has known, or the farmer will j walk. Hence the saying

:

park toms, would declare a stewed " touch-
j Havana, in the same State. We should search f

"go under." If our hills and valleys ever be- 1 "When you see the gossamer flying,

wood" a luxury. The dispensation being left] deeper anci endeavor to discover the funda- 1 come properly cultivated, the farmer has got! "
Be you sure the air is drying."

to us, we would banish the Cynara Scalymus j mental error. hvork to do. Leaks must be stopped, time] .
An instance is on record of an officer, con-

back to Barbae, whence' it originated. It] jf We commence with the system of Farm j
economized, intellectual and social elevation I

fined in a Prison during the wars of the revo-

may be a suitable food for barbarians, but out I Schools, or "Model Farms," as they are I must be achieved, farmers' clubs must be sus-

1

lution France, having so closely and accu-

of place in civilized society. > I styled, 'in Great Britain, and examine the j tamed, and machinery must supersede muscle. |
rately observed the habits of some spiders that

Alio ther and entirely different species of the 1 routine adopted and carried out with apparent'lTo make any business tolerable, it must bel were ms sole companions, that he was able,

plant (Helianthus tuberosum), popularly the Je- 1 Access, in the foreign institutions we shall see | shown capable of yielding something besides
j

b/ then- movements, to foretell a frost fourteen

rusalem Artichoke, is a vegetable of'another ! that the identical obstacles which exist here af- f
health and bread, and that is about all that [

days before lt came
>
and thereby turn certain

quality and worthy of fifty times more con-^ct the system there; though not to such an I farming has hitherto shown. Farming will !
defeat of the arrny into glorious victory. But

sideration than it has hitherto received from u« ! extent as to overthrow it. Here, however, I become profitable when the farmer understands I
snails are remarkable weather indicators.

The tubers resemble medium sized white po-- 1
greater obstacles qccur, not known there

; j
himself and saves all that he now wastes.

tatoes, being long, ununiform, full of nubs, ! while many of those pressing severely on fliej
,, :: ;; ,„„„ '

\

.

lrr

many-eyed, a little flattened, thin-skinned, the I
foreiSn establishments, cannot affect us here,

j

flesh being crisp, tender, and of a delicate-ivory I Having enjoyed a brief system of training at i.

whiteness. Boiled or roasted, the tuber is j the Glasnevin (Dublin) 'establishment, now|"

both palatable and nutritious, containing more [ known as the "Albert Model Farm," I can
|

starch than the potato, more farina than an \ speak with at least a little knowledge of the f

The late lamented Dr. Evan Pugh, \ .

INSECTS AS BAROMETERS.

Like

| frogs, their colors alter on the nearing of rain,

\ and some species indicate rain ten days before,

I by tubercles which appear on then bodies, and

1 seem intended for the purpose of imbibing

I moisture. As a general rule, these creatures,

I according to their habits, two or three days

| before rain, may be seen climbing the trunks

That weather maybe foretold, scientific
j 0f trees, or seeking shelter under leaves, or

equal bulk of wheat, and a considerable per = subject. The late lamented Dr. Evan Pugh, h , , ., „,„„.„:„ tdom^nh i « • * ^ ttt
'

„ . „ , \ i,
J

. , ,. ' ,« .,. -n n t? .„ !
heterology and the electnc telegraph have = making their way to open places. We thus

centum of sugar But i is as a picMe that the
j
having made' himself famdiar with the Euro-

f made certain, though these forecastings cannot ! see thai by a careful assortment of spiders,
Jerusalem Artichoke exhibits its best quahues.

|
pcan systems, declared them unsuited to oui

| be made for a longer time than a *ty or two ! snails, frogs, and a few domestic animals, corn-
Par .ally boiled the larger tubers sliced the

j
wants, and pronounced them m fact value ess

j beforehand Beyoud tMs^ as M . Avag0 1^^ a d^ and accur;te ob_
smaller ones left intact, and immersed for a ! as a method ot lmpaning a thorough scientific = . . , lllsr wi«f»mv ,mT h» tiw 1

<• % i c ^ t i
, . , , .

'
. . , . i . , «n „ ghasobseued, JNevei, wnatevei maybe the

\ servation of the language of the clouds, and
week m good sound pickling vinegar, the arti- 1 and practical agricultural education. When = ,,,.„„.,.„„„ nf c^onr,„a tiw(,,™n/Li i %V- i

. , .

r
. ,

'a
.

° \ , i
• % . , c r, „ i n t , = tlic piogicss ot the sciences, will the savant = the songs and cries of bnds, any person may

choke makes the most delicious, and perhaps = placed m charge of the College at Lentie; . . f , „ . . . , , = ° ' J 1 J

, , ,. . „ . , ,
„'„

, . =who ib caietul ot his leputation, speculate on = easily become a Aveather prophet ot no mean
most delicate of all p.ckles. Mixed with small

|
County, he was not without his m.sgivmgs as

| m hazard r m.ediction of the weather_
„ gome I ,

ac^ca , w .

gdom
green cucumbers, bright, yellow tomatoes, j to its future, and indeed was at times almost,

| Qf imagina(ive temp:erament, however, I 1

purple cabbage, and scarlet pepper-pods, in a 1 if not quite, despondent of its ever answering I
& weather wigdom ^ m penetrate \ -

T™^^r „™t,This we have heard
J ^ ^ mQon .g j

clear glass jar, there is a pickle-picture equal 1 the intended purpose.

to any ornamental vase ever done up in painted \ him repeatedly admit. Without attempting
j^ favorite as weji as tae most plausible ora- 1 Thb nest of the humming-bird is a miracle of

path-work. I now to recall the specific reasons adduced by
| dg ^ .

g ^ Qld and ft populal. belj^f that this I
Perfection is domestic economy. For beauty,

The artichoke is propagated by planting the ! him, as we had not charged our memory with I

luminary
/

the ,m0gt poten^ agent m sbapirlg |
fitness and safety, the wisdom and taste dis-

tubers, either whole or cut, each piece having I
them, we can, however, without hesitation,

J^ courge q{ ^ we ,dt]ie^ the shiftings of |
played in its arrangement are unapproachable,

one or more- eyes, precisely as potatoes are ! state what two important causes were : ^1 wMch are believed to take place particularly I
Bedecked m a plumage of emerald, ruby and

prepared and planted, requiring little care or j
the great want of earnest desire to PFsae Im connection with fier quarters. It is needless I

toPaz '
remarkable for the delicacy of its form

cultivation beyond keeping free from weeds. I
farming as a profession, which characterizes

|^ ^ fe ^ beUef; wMcb ob_ |
and grace of its motion, unsullied by rain from

By clipping off the heads of the plants just as !
our y°™S men

>

'm comparison to then
aes«>»Sierya(loiis now extended over years, havel tbe clouds

'
or dust from the eartb

.
feeding

they are coming into bloom, the tubers are I
to attach themselves to other learned ^roSeSr

| ^ jf any founda_ |
upon the nectar of the flowers, its habitation

largely multiplied, and much increased in size, jsions. Next, the manual operations of thej^ ^ .

g ted) both by Sil. John Her. |
should be in character, and so it is. Shaped

I like a half cup, it is delicately formed of linch-

! ens colored like the branch on which it is fixed,

its habits that fall! &nn necessarily interfering with their nterary.j^ and b Humb(ddt> as a scientific fact

idt upon it, and it! and more attractive studies, increasing this in-
j by the^^ geamen of SoutJl

|

| America, that the moon's rays have the power

The plant is so hardy in its

frosts have very little effect upon

goes on growing in spite of Arctic Jack, until ! ^te distaste for farming.
| Ameri that tbe moon>8 rays have {he power |

and lined with the soft down of plant blossoms,

it attains maturity. Then, before the ground I
Now, while the first objection does not ap-

1 Qf d;

g

,„ ^ doudg _ H^ be^ aM iof mullein leaves, or the young fern. It is

freezes, a pull at the plant will generally bring ! P1/ to foreign countries, the second does apply
| ^ ^ \nnarist

.

s theory) tWs is the ageut ;
delicately soft, sheltered, and undistinguishable

out every tuber firmly attached to it > and be-! to those Model Schools where farming ^
| which shifts the weather, then all the shifting

!

from the bark oftiie tree
' °f wMch il seems a

ing set away in a cellar and a little earth tin-own !
taught practically and theoretically. This is

|^^ {o ^ should be at tbe full m0Qn _
\ most natural excrescence-a moss-growu knot,

over them, they may be had fresh, crisp and ! home out by the results of the eventual choice
j .

{
.

g needlegg tQ g ^^ geldom hap_ \ Two white eggs, as large as peas, adorn the

good all winter.
'! of various other occupations by students

As all kinds of stock eat both the foliage and I

tla 'Albert Farm," and remarked
I pens, nor is it the lnnarist's theory, for, of the |

nest, upon which, as asserted by some natu-

1 two, he gives the preference to the new moon 1
[ ralists, the cock and hen sit by turns, for ten or

boiled tuber, and hogs eagerly devour thelatter, 1^ Dr
"
Pa°h f

^klencfof the t&\ N°W
| for fair. °But this fact of the effect of the full \

twelve days.

either raw or cooked, a field planted with Je-

!

wheU theSC W° ^P^f* f
a
f
ons

^

or tbe
! moon's light is interesting in another point of| The little birds, scarcely larger than flies,

view. No heat has yet, except in one expert- 1 enter upon their existence m a chamber tapes-
rusalem Artichokes for a late Fall crop, would i

[ want of attraction which the study and prac-

certainly be an economical feature in local agri- 1 ^ , -,
-, n

,, .. * „ , 1 cated youth, are added

tice of Agriculture has for the American edu-

1

Iment mentioned by Professor Tyndall, been ! tried as with velvet, and are fed with the sweets

culture. Almost any comer unsuited for the I
^ J 7™' ~T~ ]TT °ther d

f,
0™"

' detected in the moon's rays, though there ought !
of flowers'from the maternal tongue. The tiny

production of ordinary gram or root crops will I

agements and drawbacks to the successful ^\ tohMhiaiem . and this cloud-dissipating I
household exhibits not only a commendable

produce artichokes; and as the seed may be I

tabl
f" °f Agneulural Colleges

"j

6
1 fact renders it probable that, whatever rays of ! ueatness, but exquisite taste and delicacy in all

put in before the busy planting season comes 1

need bem* ff*
feelmg M'dS

I heat they have, are arrested by the clouds and I its arrangements. Can gentle humanity de-

i the unsuccessful managers ot the various m-

1

on, the crop harvested after all others are in, 1

with little care required between times, the
stitutions already projected among us ; and the |

crop would interfere but

routine of farm work.

February, 18G7.

little with the usual I

I attention of the earnest promoters of the

• above, leaving none to reach the earth suf- 1 rive no lesson from such an example?—^

ficient to sensibly affect the (taermenieter. j
jDpS^s, 'Oftio Bqaorts, 1861.

, - And this further confirms Arago.'s opinion that I
-

\ "rand obieet should be turned to the removal =
, . .

. . , . . ., ., i

I of those fundamental causes which have, and

!

h^ " \ Z^t - An Unhealthy House. A dark house is

!do operate against Agriculture as an honora-

!

If f
l

f
m
°°V
^ a

f^
ts ^ ^ |

always an unhealthy house
;
always an ill-aired

I ble and remuirerative profession. I
and cloudS t0 & &r^«»haD lts

f [
house, always a dirty house. Want of light

-rrr , , -e . i, =

ui<^1"'- 1 1
__ s traction can, more powerful, indeed, must tne = stons o-rowth and promotes scrofula rickets.Who should have a good garden if not the = How does our local Model Fami succeed in = , , L
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, = solar heat be m its effects than either or both = etc anion"' children People lose their health
farmer? He has plenty of land, team, and as i connect on with the Polytechnic College?— = „, . . • „ ,. . .. . .. .„ . ;

eic, auiuua cumucu. iw^iuac muiuuim
I of them. This view of the matter in itself is i irL an unhealthy house, and if they get ill they

sufficient to blow to the winds all theories of
{ cannot get .well again in it. Three, out of

much manure as he can spare. There is no | Has the indefatigable Dr. Kennedy been able \

class of people to whose families a garden
} to overcome the obstacles which have so borne

j
I lunar tidal influence.

I many negligences and ignorances in managing

I will here
is a greater convenience or more pressing \ down his friends in other quarters ? He should, [

necessity, than the farming class. Removed I at least, be conversant with the "why and! A sow carrrying straw in her mouth to make [the health of houses generally,

far from that access to a daily market which ! because " of the insufficiency of American ! her bed, is as sure an indication of coming foul
j
mention as specimens

:
First, that the remale

makes up for the want of a garden to town ! Farm Collets, so far as they have been tried. ! weather as any barometer can give
;
and when

|
head in charge of any building does not think

and city residents, the farmer's household must ! Philadelphia, February 6, 1867. S. ! P»ss tarns her tail to the fire, and in that posi-
]

it necessary to visit every hole and corner of it

do without fresh vegetables and fruits unless! - §tion commences to wash her face, it is said | every day. Second, that it is not considered

they are home-produced. Without a garden, I Mr. Pardee, of Illinois, has found that lime | the same event is predicted. It is as true of l essential to air, to sun, and to clean rooms

the winter diet is mainly bread, meat, and I slaked in salt brine, sown broadcast, had kept I the skies as of domestic affairs, that when the
]
when uninhabited.

potatoes. i insects from strawberries. = hen crows, a tempest is at hand
;
and, as to I considered enough to air a room.

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Aits. It

has a corns of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal, eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals" In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and the fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy, 5 cents.
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The accompanying engraving represents an

Angora buck, imported and owned by Wffl-

tiikop W. Ciienery, Esq., Belmont, Mass.

—

Mr. C. has made four successful importations,

including over one hundred animals, direct

from the district of Angora, in Asia Minor.

—

In the Middle and Western States, where these

valuable fleece-bearing animals are being rap-

idly introduced, they are known, as in the

Southern States, as the " Cashmere " goat.

Only about twenty years have elapsed since

the Angora goat was first introduced iuto this

country, but during that comparatively short

period experience has clearly demonstrated

that the climate and soil of a large portion of

the United States, from Maine to Florida, and
from the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans, is ad-

mirably adapted to the successful breeding of

these valuable fleece-bearing animals ; indeed

it may be safely stated that the Angora goat

will thrive in any locality where sheep-raising

is prosperous. The practical value of the ani-

mal, therefore, becomes a matter of vital im-

portance to the agricultural interests of the

country.

Many extravagant stories have been circu-

lated, from time to time, by interested parties,

in relation to the extraordinary value of the

Angora fleece, in some cases stating the worth
of the hair to be eight dollars per pound. It is,

however, believed that these statements are not
well founded, and that the value of the animal
in this country is prospective rather than pres-

ent
;
yet it has been published recently in the

"Massachusetts Ploughman, " that a firm in

Troy, N. Y., "have imported machinery and
are now prepared to work it (the Angora
fleeee) to any extent. They make it up into

splendid fringes, trimmings, tassels, &c, and
it is said that the fleece of one goat, made up
into those articles, will bring at retail /ra hund-
red dollars." And a late article in the "Farm-
ers' and Stock Breeders' Advertiser " assumes
the average worth of the fleeces of full bloods,

half-bloods, and intermediate grades, to be six

ANGORA (SHAWL) GOAT.
j dollars per pound at Lowell, Mass. The } the male are long, spirally twisted, but the size

j

I
"Newark Worsted Company", at Newark, land direction are very dinerent from lue com-

1

|N. J., also have the machinery for spinning | mon goat, being generally extended from fif-j

I and combing the Angora fleeces, and can use } teen to thirty inches in height on each side off

f
in their factory about three hundred pounds i the head, while those of the female end nearf

| per day. f the ears. The hair or wool often sweeps the f

I The skins of the young goats, which are cov-
j
ground, and is from five to twelve inches long, j

} ercd with a coat of short, curly fur or hair, I especially in the older bucks, but then not so
j

] are becoming fashionable, : nd consequently in f
fine. The fleece of the ewe shears from three

j

I great demand for ladies' wear in the form of ] to five pounds, and that of the buck from five]

f muffs, tippets, trimmings for cloaks, &c. It is j
to nine. These goats have the hair very long,

j

I sometimes used in its natural, glossy, milk- 1 thick, and so fine that stuffs have been made]

! white state, and sometimes dyed a lustrous f of it almost as handsome and glossy as ourj

! black. A single skin is worth for these pur- f silks, and have been known under the various f

I poses more then one hundred dollars. |
names of cashmere, camlet, &c. The articles f

[ It has been supposed that the soil of the dis- 1 of clothing woven and knit from this wool
j

j trict of Angora had the property of common!- j seem to combine in a great degree the qualities
]

|
eating a silky texture to the hair of the animal j which are so much desired in shawls, viz.:

|

j that lives upon it, and that when exported and j
lightness, softness and warmth."

f
b.-ed in other countries the goat would lose that

j At the New York Stale Fair in 1854, a com-

1

j
peculiar softness and. glossiness of hair which

j mitto 3 appointed to consider the matter, re- f

j
is characteristic of them in their native conn- ! ported that they could not " avoid the conclu-

j

f try. In the humid atmosphere of England it
j
sion, that in the goats imported, and whose de- f

j
is quite probable that such would be the case,

j scendants had been the subjects of this exam-
j

f but it is found that the hair of animals bred in f inatioa, we have the first known specimens of I

j the United States is more glossy, silky and

I finer than that of the imported ones.

} Professor Low speaks of the Angora goat as

I being "remarkable for its long, wavy, silky

that valuable race of animals from whose hairy I

fleece the celebrated shawls are manufactured
j

known in commerce by the inappropriate f

name of 'red camel's hair." As the fleece I

]
hair, winch is spun into threads, of which a f does not appear to have deteriorated in the |

j kind of camlet is made, esteemed beyond all i comparatively warm climate of South Carolina, f

f other cloths of the East for its durability." j the distinctive character of the race is hard to 1

]
Perhaps the most full, reliable, and a u then-

j
be obliterated, while in the northern region off

] tic account of the Angora goat in this country, i the United States this character cannot well
j

j is by the pen of Rev. Israel S. Diehl, and pub- j fail to be pennanent. Viewed in this light, f

I lished in Report of Deportment of Agriculture j the introduction of this animal promises to be I

j
for 1863. He speaks of them as " probably I more valuable to the agriculture of the United f

j the most valuable of all the goat family." The j States than that of almost any other domestic

!

{ wool is described as a very beautiful curled or j animal.

|
wavy hair, of silvery whiteness, with a fincj At the fair of the "American Institute" in I

f downy wool at its base ; and this hair is dis-
{

l*.">.
r
>, a committee reported that they had "ex- I

|
posed in long, pendant, spiral ringlets, on the I amined with much interest the fleece submitted j

| whole bod}'. The horns of the female, instead I to them, and as well from their own observa-

1

I
of spreading as in the male, turn backwards, | tions as lrom the results of a microscopic ex-]

I and are much shorter in proportion. Those of
=

animation made and certified to by several*

gentlemen of scientific eminence well known
to them, are convinced that the fibre of these

fleeces is identical in character, and fully equal

in value, to that from which the highly prized

cashmere shawls are made. The enterprise ex-

hibited by the introduction of these animals in-

to this country, and their propagation, cannot

be too highly regard id.

"These animals are long-lived, such being

the case with the whole goat race. They are

prolific, breeding at the age of one year, with a

period of gestation'of about five mouths. They

are hardy, experience having shown that they

will thrive well in our climate from Georgia

to New England, and they require coarse and

cheap food—as the inferior grasses, briers,,

bushes, &c, such as is refused by other graz-

ing animals. Another fact of great practical

value to our agricultural interests is the facility

with which the cashmere goats breed with the

common goats of our country."

The report made at the exhibition of the

United States Agricultural Society in 185C,

states that "the fleeces from the matured

bucks weigh from six to seven pounds, those

from the ewes from three to four pounds.

.

The fiesh of the crosses is superior Co most
mutton, tender and delicious, making them a

desirable acquisition to our food-producing

animals.

"

Mr. Chencry says the ease with which the}-

are kept, living as they do on weeds, briers,

browse, and other coarse herbage, fits them

for many portions of our country where sheep

cannot be sustained to advantage, while their

ability and dispositon to defend themselves

against dogs evidence a value peculiar to this

race. They are free from all diseases to which

sheep are liable, hardy ami prolific, and ex-

perience has proved that they readily adapt

themselves to all portions of the United States.

The bucks breed readily with the common
goats, the second cross yielding a fleece of

practical utility, whilst the fourth is but little

inferior to that of the pure breed. With a

Six Good Vaheeties of Plums.—The Rural New Yorker recommends the following plums for culture for market, etc. We have selected six varie-
ties. K First, " Coe's Golden Drop;" fruit large, oval; color light yellow, with dark red spots ; flesh firm; flavor rich, sweet: ripens last of September.
Second, '• Bradshaw ;" fruit large, oval ; color dark violet red ; flesh juicy, sweet; ripens middle of Au<rust. Third, " Fellenberg," or Italian prune

;

fruit medium, oval, color dark blue ; flesh juicy, sweet and good ; ripens first of October. Fourth, "Lombard;" fruit medium, roundish, oval; color,
delicate violet red

; flesh juicy
;
ripens last of August. Fifth, " Reiue Claude de Bavav ;" and sixth, " English Damson:" both ripen in September.
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little extra attention at the time of yeaning,

these animals may be raised as surely and

successfully, even in the inclement climate of

New England, as common sheep.

As to the ultimate value of the Angora goat

to this country, there can be no reasonable

doubt. The animal is becoming widely dis-

seminated, and the "beautiful silvery fleeces"

will, in a short time, be produced in such

quantities as to attract the notice of manufac-

turers, when machinery will surely be intro-

duced or perfected capable of manufacturing

fabrics rivalling those of the far-famed Eastern

looms, and creating such a demand for the ar-

ticle as to render its production remunerative

in the highest degree.

The manner of keeping the Angoras, here in

New England, is to furnish them in winter

with about a pint of oats each per day, with as

much hay and water as they require, and oc-

casionally a few turnips and browse, such as

briers, birch and white pine branches—the lat-

ter preferred. In summer they do well in

rough, bushy pastures. The does are "in sea-

son " during the months of October and No-

vember, and produce their young in March

and April, at which time they require careful

watching and special attention, otherwise there

is great danger of losing the kids, owing to

their extreme susceptibility to cold when first

dropped.

Immediately after yeaning a small quantity

of milk should be drawn from the doe and

poured down the throat of the kid, which will,

in a few minutes, impart warmth and strength

sufficient to enable the young animal to help

himself, and he may be left to the care of the

doe.

FABHERS' WIVES.j
of the best means known of curing a sever6 j ished, the previous lessons being enforced with I

1 cold or a permanent cough. Serious attacks of [ greater emphasis as the age progresses. When

!

j
inflammation have sometimes been relieved by [ kept in the stable it should be accustomed to I

The rcadinS of essays by the ladies is one

[ the process. Of course it is necessary to keep | the harness, wearing it a few hours in t )ie I
of the e«rcises which give life and interest to

j a blanket on the horse in the stable, and every I stall. He should next be taken out and led I
the meetmgs of the Springfield (Vt.) Farmer's

I
driver of a clipped animal must carry a good I gently about, to get accustomed to the rattling I

Club
'

From one of tbe essa>'8 b^ Mrs
-
Daniel W

| blanket with him to throw over the beast when [of the chains. No attempt should be made I

Rice
'
Polished m tbe Vermont Parmer, we

j he is compelled to stop anywhere for a few 1 to put the colt to work before he is three and a |

copy tho followmS paragraphs :—

|
minutes or more. Team horses, in fact all I half or four years old. I

Did you ever think of the amount of

|
horses that are used for business purposes, and I if the colt has been treated as previously di- i

thought requisite to plan three meals a day

{which stand much in the open air, are there-
f rected, there will be little difficulty in break- i

*°r turee hundred and sixty-five days in suc-

[
fore not clipped. The practice is confined to {

i

Dg u im to harness work. Put him by the i
cession ? To prepare enough and not too II

I what are known as driving horses.
| s;de 0f au 0]d and steady horse, and a Ii°ht --

mucn> and f°r those living at a distance from tf\

| A glance at the philosophy of the matter will
j
wagon without a load, and handle him gently, I

the villaSe .
to remember that the stock of flour,

I show why a clipped horse, when properly cared [ until he is made to understand what is re-[
su°ar>

tea
>

ete-> etc -> is replenished in due „

I for, is immeasurably safer from the effects of j
quired of him. When about to put him in

j

time? Do F0" ever think of tbe multitude of ^
| cold weather than one that is not clipped. A ! single harness he should be brought out and |

ber cares and duties ? She must rise early to

j horse with his hair on, is like a man thickly | have the wagon shown him, being allowed to | PrePare breakfast or oversee it. Perhaps

{clothed. A rapid drive of a few miles produces j smell it and examine until he has become I there al'e children to wash, dress, and feed, or

j
profuse perspiration and the hair then becomes \ familiar with every part of it. Every part ofl to Set ready for school with their dinners..

|
reeking wet, A brief pause, in a cold day, j the wagon and harness should be strong and |

There is baking, sweeping, dusting, making

1 chills the moisture, and a reaction takes place, j well made, so that there can be no possibility j
beds

>
lnncb for the men

>
may be—dinner and

| and frequent colds are the consequence. Even j of breaking. When he is put in the vehicle, I
suPPer.to be made ready at the proper time—

I if you put the horse in his staU and rub him {every strap should be buckled securely and I
tke cashing, starching, folding, and ironing of

j down well, he cannot be dried. The perspira- j none left to strike against him. He should I
clothes—the care of milk, including the mak-

| tion clings to the hair in spite of every effort to 1 then be made to advance, and the wagon gent- 1
inS

°f
butter and cheese—and the inevitable

I remove it, and often a horse used in the eve- f
ly pushed from behind, that he may not feel [

wasbmg of dishes.

! ning will be wet in some place the next morn- 1 its weight for a short distance. The horse
~* additional work oi

In autumn there is the

Tke Ijtess,

KOESE CLIPPING.

Few, comparatively, of our citizens are aware

of the manner, usefulness, and extent of that

practice of shaving the hair from horses, which

is technically known as horse clipping. Unlike

human hair, the hair of horses falls out every

spring, leaving the skin quite bare, and alto-

gether of a different color from the old hair.

Growth then commences again and continues

steadily till cold weather, when the coat reaches

almost its maximum thickness, and forms a

substantial and warm covering for the three

cold months. Human hair, on the contrary,

having once fallen out, cannot be replaced.

The clipping of the horse is done usually at

or after the opening of the winter season.

The operation requires two men, one to hold

the horse and govern him, while the clipper,

with sharp shears in his right hand and a fine

comb in his left, goes over the hide inch by

inch, and cuts the hair as clean and smooth as

velvet, As the point of the shears is bent out-

ward, and the curb always intervenes between

the steel and the flesh, blood is never drawn.

Strange to say, the animal rather likes the per-

formance, and stands quietly dining the seven

or eight hours which are occupied. When
more rapid work is required, two clippers can

operate on the same horse, one taking the fore-

quarters and head, the other the hind quarters,

and in- some cases four or five men are em-

ployed. Very seldom is an animal found that

objects—scarcely a horse in a hundred. The

most delicate point appears to be the head.

Some horses feel a little nervous when the seiz-

zors are flying about their ears. Owing to its

bony and irregular character, its indentations j

and protuberances, the head is also the most \

difficult to clip.
, I

Clipping was never so much in vogue as
j

during this season. The benefits resulting from \

it are numerous, and it adds greatly to the I

beauty of the horse. Those elegant, velvet-

§

skinned, mouse-colored, faun-colored and other j

peculiarly tinted steeds that one sees tearing!

through our streets before light sleighs, are 1

horses of another color that have been clipped. I

The common red horse, when his hair is off,
\

has a far different shade.
|

At first glance, to the uni dated, this practice |

of stripping the horse of his coat just when he =

would seem to need it most, seems cruel. Re-

!

ally, the contrary is the ease. It opens thef

pores of the skin, promotes health, and is <>ne =

picking, preserving, can-

{ mg. The poor animal is of course quite = should on no account be allowed to trot until j
ninS of fruit

.
drying of apples, boiling cider,

j uncomfortable in his damp garment, and his j be is perfectly familiar with the sound of the I
raaking apple sauce, with the still more un-

| liability to inflammatory and bronchial diseases [ wheels. After being driven several times he I P
leasant task which falls to her lot at butcher-

j is increased. |
may be trotted gently, but should not be put j

inS time
-

Tuen tbere is baying, harvesting,

| Now for the contrast. The clipped horse! to his speed nor kept in harness until he is
I sheep-shearing, etc., when more help is need-

! never perspires to the same extent, the clog- 1 tired out. j
ed, bringing an increase of her labors. Twice

|
ging effects of a wet coat are unknown to him, | Most carriage horses are too imperfectly

!

a year comes bouse cleaning. By the way, of

| and after he is in the stable, a five minutes' | broken. Their education is too hurried, and |

a11 the foes a bouse-keeper has to contend

j cleaning will make his smooth skin dry and [ seems to be considered perfect as soon as

!

witb
'
dirt is the greatest, She may gain a

I comfortable, and with his warm blanket wrap- [ the animal will merely take to the collar. I
complete victory and think to repose upon her

| ped around him he will lay down to an invigo- 1 Many young horses are soon ruined by the un-

j

laurels after ber semi-annual engagements—

j
rating and contented night's rest. And this [

feeling employment of the bearing rein, which j
but il is only temporary. The enemy soon

j
suggests another point, and that is the ease j disables the organs of respiration and renders I

returns, and even daily skirmishing does not

[ with which a horse is cleaned and kept clean ]
the lightest draft a burden. When starting to j

keeP at bay-

I when the hair is off'. Not less than one-half | drive a young horse, the driver should mount | There is the mending too. Sewing machines

[ the labor of currying and brushing is saved, I his seat quietly, gather up the reins, and get I are great blessings, but they can't set a patch

j and owners and grooms thus share with the
f
his horse under way quietly by speaking or j or darn the stockings. I do not mention

j horse the advantages resulting from clipping, f
chirrupping ; never starting with a whip— { these things by way of complaining of wo-

| A clipped horse requires less hay than one j
alI°wing him to increase his pace by degrees { man's lot in general, or asking for her any

j
undipped, and his ration of oats can be reduced j

t0 the speed required, instead of forcing it on
]
rights which she does not possess. I don't

I from nine quarts daily to six quarts or the [
a sudden. Keep at a regular gait ; do not go j

know as there is any remedy in the present

equivalent, the amount of blood required tof hts a,nd starts. An
support a full coat of hair being considerable, f ZZ"lZZZZZ"™:ZZtZ"ZlZl
and the easier action of the beast causing less |

demand on the nutritive forces. A clipped I

horse can go faster and farther than the same I

horse not clipped, a fact that has been abun-

}

danfly proved. And there are

vantages which it is not necessary to refer to

in our limited space.

Stock Journal.

Various patters;

| state of the world. It seems to be one of the

I evils of life, which must be borne as we bear

| all other ills—but what I do ask is a due ap-

| preciation of the important part that woman
i acts, and a concession that her labors, mental

I and physical, are as great, all things consider-

UP ! mother, is dying for want of it.

The!

Beautiful Experiments.—Fill a wide

oti7ei"minor ad-

!

moutbed S1*88 jar with water, and cover it over
| ed, as those ' of the°other sex. Women are

sarv to refer to I

Wilh a picCC 0f " foundatiou " (tbe ladies will
j not so chUdish that a little sympathy now and

understand this), cover that with a layer of [then, or acknowledgment of their efforts and

I Clipping has been known in England these 1
them theJr CaSC

\ fortv vears and more and huntin- horses were 1 ° They will then swell and sprout, = worse thau it is. T tell you men andW
;

orty years and moie, and hunting horses were
the rootg down int0 (he wat theh. , „ . ,

h d Uk medicme - and
its subjects. Its beneficial effects have caused l fih.„„ ,™OOT,t : I,„° uaa„ t,t„, „ c 1 1 '

aoun & a mecucme
>

anu

I the steady increase of the practice so that not I ^
1

n

S & aPPearance "
Set

{ many a poor, crushed, broken-down wife and
s

me s.oaay mciease oi me practice, so mat noc
| tmg m a wm(j0W; and vinea wU1 y

l only all driving horses, but very many of thoj whidl can be conducted to the silL
: farm and working horses are now clipped, the I whole js yery j^^ome
|

climate being more mild and equal than ours,
j If an acorube sllspended by a pieCe of thread I

Get Enough to.-We have often heard

|

From Britain the practice has extended to thrs
j ^ rfaJ.^ter contained 1^ remark that four or five hours'

|

country, and was never so popular as at the
5

.

q & |
sleep was all they wanted, or that the human

present time In he vicimty of Bowdom
j^^ «

distu ,bedfit ^ m a fcw j
system required. The habit of going without

; square, for instance, there are no less than nine = , ^ ,
= ' i mffinimt s!»m » tiw ™™™ih TlmnsinrU

i - , ,
' . i months burst and throw a root down into the 1

sufficient sleep is very injuiious. inousanas,

j

clipping establishments, and m three of them
, ^^ tapering stem l-pdOabt, permanently injure their health in

if
n aTSa

T tl
-

f S6VCU^°
S

Z
haV

?!witu beautiful little green leaves A young f
tbat way. We live m a fast age, when every-

;
been clipped this season. How man? the rest. =

0
,

° = h™iv »o0rn= tni,o treino-tn ™rwrt thp order
,.

"
. § oak tree, grown this way, on the mantle shelf of 1

DC"d3' seems to be tiying to pervert the order
!
clipped, and how many clippers there are in = . •". = of „ot,n ,-Q Tf mi,, ^ovciet i„ h™n«

i „, ' . e -r,
' .. ...

= a room, is a very interestins object. |Of natuie. If folks will peisist m turning

I
other portions of Boston and its vicinity, wer ' - -'

| nlght into ^ k is not tQ be wondered at that

j
cannot say, but they are quite numerous,

j

'

I few last out the allotted term of life. Nomat-
:
Probably a couple of thousand horses have been [

How to Peopagate Dahlias.—I plant the^ ^ ^ occupation_pbysical or
sunder their shears since the middle of Novem- 1 m hot beds, just as I would sweet pota-

1 mentg c tf
t? ^

et up four or five =
.

' ' ... ..
b

'
, . ,

3
,

. ,, = idleness—the constitution cannot last, depend
to the tuber = .. . ... . „ . , , ,

. . . 1 u]5on it, without a sufficiency of regular and
or bulb; these sprouts I cut un into little pieces, = >,.'', T , -n- \

°

.making the lower cut jus"t below an e ;

| refreshing sleep John Hunter
,
the great sur-

Let the education commence with the I These cuttings I put out in sand, and they soon I

ge0D
'

suddenly of spasmodic affection of

birth. The colt should be fed with a little oats ! strike roots and grow. The tuber will send up I
the beart

'

a greatly encouraSed b^ tbe

in a pan ; it will soon learn to feed from your I other sprouts, which when of sufficient size I
Want °f sleep

-
Iq a volume Just P™hshed by

hand. It should then be fondled and petted, ! are cut off and treated in the same manner' !
amedical man

>
tbere 13 oae great lesson that

at the same time the hand should frequently I A large number ef plants are thus made from a !

hal'd StudCn
!"^ 1Ueraly m0

f
may^^

be passed over the body and occasionally 1 single tuber or root. By this method the finest ^
t^at 1S that probably killed himself by

carried down the limbs. The tiny feet should I flowers can be produced. If you plant the!
taking t0° httle SlC°p -

" F°Ur h°UrS r<38t at

at length be raised, and afterwards the hoof be I whole bulb, with one eye on it, the plants will !

nigbt
'

and °lle aft
f
r dmner

'
CaUn0t be deemed

gently tapped. These thines should be re- 1 grow very rapidly and strong, but it will all go '=

sufficie

f
to recruit the exhausted powers of

peated till they are submitted to without any I to stalk and leaves, and the flowers will be in-

1

tbe b°dy aU<3 mm± not
>

aud tb
^

evidence of fear being excited by the liberties I different. Most people plant out dahlias , 00 !
consequence was that Hunter died early. If

taken. I early ; the first of June is plenty early enough 1^ °U ^ ^ " tWm

iber.

—

Boston Traveller. I toes ; when the plants

finches, I cut them off down close

TRAINING COLTS.

[sister, death," will avenge the insult.When weaning has by the process of nature | The best flowers are those which are produced I

'

been accomplished, the colt should not be I late in the season. The treatment of the f

"""

turned out and neglected until it is old enough
j
plants, after they start, requires no special j From 5 to 8,000 reaping machines are made

to work ; it should still be sheltered and nour- 1 skill. = annually at Eockford, 111.

Cements.—A correspondent sends us the following, in answer to an inquiry for a cheap substitute for building-stone, or for a substance which will
"set" easily and assume any form in a mould

:
A German professor has found out a cement for fastening iron in stone which in forty-eight hours be-

comes nearly as hard as the stone itself. This consists of six parts of Portland cement, one part of nicely-powdered lime, burnt not slaked
a
two parts of

sand, and one part of slaked lime. This, when well mixed and reduced to one mass of cement, with the necessary quantity of water is put in the crevices
or openings of the stone and the iron, both being previously dampened, and after forty-eight-hours the iron will be found securely fastened in the stone

I

4
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I It was really amusing to bear the numerous j

I suggestions, as well as the various objections.
{

1 One would condemn it because the widlh of \

'

{ furrow did not suit Mm ; anotherthought it did I

-A limited number of agricultural ad- j
n0t lUr" the SWath 0VCr AatenOUgll, wllilOSOmC

j

Price, fifteen ohms a line f thought it the greatest subslilule for

it^iscellamj.

AN ENGLISH SON OF THE SOIL.

An English paper gives an

Why Sows Destbot their Young.—

A

I writer in the American Stock Journal thinks
[that costiveness and its accompanying evils

}
are the main cause of sows destroying their

interesting ac-|y°unc> and proper food the preventive and
lie says he lias "never known a sow

iventt-fivb oents per una each insertion. No §
"~— " — -

! land in Leicestershire. It says :

[to eat her pigs in Autumn, when running at

cuts are allowed m advertisements, and no unusual display. 1
Everybody seemed to be interested, more

|
<' The Duke of Rutland's estate extends to i^gewith plenty of green food; but, with

The Publisher hold, the right to reject any advertisement
j
particularly in the quality of the work done,

j
..one _sKtceiUu of , h(. whole countv compriB- I

hardly any exception, sows littering early in

] and not in the cheapness of steam power, (iff
in 39 . 00() aore9 0f which about ofce-half is I

the SPrinS arc troubled with costiveness,
[it be cheaper,) as compared with mules- for

\ stiQag loam and cl (the pastures of surpass- 1 which is frequently so severe as to be ac-

ADVERTISEMENTS.-
vertisemenls will be published. Price, fifteen cents a line

|
thought it U1C greatest substitute 10r " niggers

{ . ...
estates of 1 lie Duke of Rut- ^ cure

each msertlon. Special advertisements, at the bottom of the
f a„d muIea » iavmtei since the proclamation

not suitable for these pagoa.

All letters, remittances, Ac., Bhoulu be addressed to

S. S. FOS3, Publisher,

Woonsockt t, R. I.

Send a Stamp.—Specimen numbers of the I'akm an

Fieeside will be forwarded to :lcj- address, on the receipt of

three-cent stamp.

The Fieltl.

STEAM PLOUGHS.

TRIAL OF A NOVEL AFFALR FROM ENGLAND.

{Sloughing, Cheapness 1S the question to 00-
1 iqgn^nzal ftctiOily) ofwiiieb the Vale of Bel- !

companied with inflamed eyes, great restte

I
cide. That is what we arc all after. Which

j^ on ^^^ ^ cMef >boM I DCss, and other signs of sutlering. This rest-

|
costs the most to support in time of ploughing

j

_
()00 b d Ldcester being cm d } lessness sometimes increases till it amounts to

j
—an iron horse or a mule ? That is what we

j of gt ^ and a ^ rcmainin ,r |
frenzy. Have had them become so savage

I

want to know. We care nothing about the I
hfllf^ng

:

abQBt y divided betweeawhitc 1
10 attack me nercclv

-
,houS1 ' at oUnr times

j
quality of the work or the experiment. That I and red .. creacn .. [s„il] upon the oolitc and I perfectly gentle. If not stopped, this frenzy

j
depends, as we said, on the kind of plough

] marl.sl01ie fomlalions . TUe fanrj8 Yary from }
may increase with the pains of labor, and the

I uscd.-Aew Orleans Paper. f fif|v nrrpa tn fipvpn hmArpA Bm1 r, (
., „ aMe8 . j sow will then destroy her young, or any other

PROTECT YOUR PEACH TREES.

1 fifty acres to seven hundred and fll"t_

f
the more general size is from two hundred to |

livhl° thing within ucr reach - Cure the

! four huudred acres, the portions in grass and I
costiveness, and this restlessness and irritation

I The following remarks from the Illinois I arable being about equal. Here we have an hviU be cured, end if she was a good natured

Public curiosity has been largely excited
f state journal are worthy the attention of horti- 1 estate producing a clear rental of at least I

sow ™e become gentle and qmet again."

within a lew days by the appearance on our
j culturists. Colonel Woods, the writer, is thel £80 . 000—more probably than £100,000 (half] Potatoes, turnips, beets, carrots or parsnips,

thoroughfares of a cumbrous machine, a steam
j intelligent Secretary of the Illinois State Sani- j a million dollars in specie )—per annum, com- j

or aDV vegetable that will have a tendci

engine drawing a train of ploughs. This steam
j taly Bureau: i

prising one-sixteenth of the richest county in I
°Pen lne bowels, are recommended.

plough, as it is technically known, is an inven-
j Mulching trees, as recommended by your I England in the hands of a single man. And |

"

tion which is the property of Messrs. John
j
correspondent in the Journal of Saturday, is I

be lt observed, that is only by the laws sped- j Fodder.—Feed the coarser kin-
Fowler & Co., of Leeds, England. It has

} not without its benefits to the trees, and to the j
ally provided for the artificial aggregation of j Poor hay, stalks and straw should 1

been in use in the valley of the Nile, for some
j so;i immediately around them, but it will do

|

land bv means of entails and settlements that j mainly in the beginning and middle of winter,

time, and there, we are assured, is an estab-
[
yery little towards protecting the trees from| such an unnatural condition of ownership

j Reserve straw enough, however, for bedding
listed improvement.

f tne effects of intense cold. j could exist
>
for there are numerous younger { and to litter the yards with in the spring. Study

Mr. Mix Eigth, formerly chief engineer on
j jt ;s not tne early budding and blossoming

!

and collateral branches of the Rutland (Man-
j how to economize food ; not by stintiDg, but

the staff of Pasha Hahn, when that pasha held f 0f tne peacn tree tnat we should dread and I
ners) familv among whom this gigantic mass I by better preparation ; it can be done by hav-

the vice-royalty of Egypt, comes with the ma- 1 take-measures to prevent. If a peach tree inl of property would naturally have been di-jing comfortable stables, by feeding regularly,

chine to superintend experiments made with
j tu;s section survives the frosts of a severe win- !

Y
'

ldei - 11 mav bave happened, however, that ! by cutting fodder and mixing bran or ground
it. Having witnessed in Egypt the operations

] ter> ancl retains vitality enough to bud anci |
the political influence and power of the head

] grain with it, by steaming, and byhaving pro]

of the plough, he is convinced that it will be as
j blo0m profusely, it will bring to maturity a |

of the femil>r has Peea ofSreat use to the othe r
j er racks, so that stock can waste none by

successful here as it was on the Nile, andyes-jfuU crop of fruit, despite the freezings and I

members in obtaining them provisions out of
j trampling on it.

lerday his favorite implement was tested on the ! thawings of April and May. It is the terrible I
tne public purse. Of course all the ducal ten-j

fairgrounds. A large company witnessed the
j C0\L\ 0f December and January in this latitude, I

antrv hold their farms from year to year.
] A few days ago a Committee of the Illinois

trial, among whom were several gentlemen
} tnat destroys or weakens the productive pow-

1

Tnev have no formal agreement, but a sort of
j Legislature visited the Insane Asylum at Jack-

whose occupation from boyhood had been that
j ers 0f the peach tree. Any observing horticul- 1

ukase or "memorandum is printed on the backs
[ sonville. A rather amusing incident occurred

of a planter.
. { turist could easily be convinced of the truth of I

of the rental receipts given when payments (of I while the committee was going through the

Tiie question to be decided is the practicabil-
j this theory by referring him to illustrative in-

1

rent)^ made-"
j
buildings. One^ of the honorable members

ity of steam power for agricultural purposes,
] stances in the history of his own experience. [ This memorandum commences as follows : I from Cook county was among the party. One

and especially for breaking ground. We have|Bu t my present purpose is not to advance a I
"Take notice that the following are the condi-!of the insane men who had evidently been

travelled many miles in the furrows of steam
j
theory, but to propose a remedy, by earnestly I tions upon which you rent or hold the land and I something of a politician, approached tne

ploughs on the prairies of the Northwest, and
] advising the repetition of a very successful ex- j

premises in your occupation under His Grace j Chicago legislator and said :

have seen numerous trials of different inventors
]
periment. . ! the Duke of Rutland. " The provisions are! "Ah how do you do, sir? You got elected

to improve on the mule and ox teams forj Take rags, paper, corn husks, hay, straw, or ! few, simple and stringent—binding the tenant I at last, didn't you ?"

ploughing; but for practical use these inven- 1 auything with which you can cover the trunk | to farm in a husband-like manner, and to keep I The honorable drew himself up with a con-
tions were very generally set aside by the

| of lhe u.

ee) and effectually exclude from it the | the buildings, fences, gates, posts, drains. &c.,
|
sequential and patronizing air, and said

:

farmers of that section. The necessary ex-j ravs 0f the sun through February and March, fin good repair, not to underlet or break upl "Oh yes, I got elected."

pense of supplying fuel and water for the en-
] an(j ; t wm rarely fail to reward you with fine I grass land—nor to sell hay or straw. Then, I The crazy man replied

:

gine, and its great weight causing it to sink in
| fru it _ Hay ropes make cheap and easily ap- [

"Fifth—That no trees growing on the premises j
" Yes, you did. A-reat many — scoundrels

soft ground, were the main hindrances to (3».| p]ied,corQring. It should be put on before the ! will be permitted to be lopped or in anywise [are getting elected now."
steam plough in Iowa and Illinois.

| spring-thaws begin, and retained until the fruit |
mjured. Sixth—That on your quitting the! - - -

This invention of our English friends Ob- } is formed. It made of hay it need not be re- 1
premises all the manure will be considered as 1 California, it is estimated, produced last

viates some of the difficulties in the way of the 1 moved. j
belonging thereto, and will not be suffered to | year 2,000,000 gallons of wine, and the annual

Western Yankee invention, by the power re-
j

Any firmer having three or four good peach ! he removed therefrom or allowed for. Seventh
|
product a few years hence, when the glowing

maining stationary. Iu the case of the Yankee ] trees near his house may always have an am- j
—That the game and right of sporting on I vineyards begin bearing, it is predicted will

steam plough the engine traversed the entire
|
pie supply of their delicious fruit for his family I

such lands is ( common English would have} reach .5,000,001) gallons. The value of the

distance to be ploughed, pulling the ploughs as
j
by providing for the trees a protection which | been 'are') reserved to His Grace."

j fruit crop of 18GG is stated at 82,533,530.

a team of oxen would. I is much belter than the one above mentioned, ] It is also said the tenants "are further pro-

1

Iu this invention of John Bull, Esq., a couple j and which is very simple. As it will be more
j tected by a liberal schedule of allowances as

j

of mud-road locomotives are required, one at I
convenient to apply it in the fall, I will defer { tenant-right for purchased manure," etc.,

|

each end or side of the field. The ploughs are f
its description for a future article.

j though how such a schedule can coexist with j
•

eight in number and are geared on a long iron {
Jons R. Woods, j the sixth condition, would puzzle the acumen j The Hes axd Dcck as Egg Pkoduceus.—

frame work, which is balanced on the axle of a j : I of legal interpreters of the contract, should any |
A paper has been received by the Paris Acadc-

pair of wheels, four ploughs being hitched to [ Tea Culture is North Carolina.—A wri-
1
litigation arise thereupon. The Rutland ten- 1

my of Sciences from M. Comaille on the corn-

each end of the frame. Each engine performs } ter in the Southern Cultivator gives her ex- 1 ants are probably held too well in hand ever to I parative value of the lien and duck as egg pro-

file work of drawing the ploughs from the op- 1
perience in raising tea. She obtained seven | dream of disputing the behest of their lord. Asl dlicere. His observations were limited to three

posite side of the field, both being furnished
j
plants in 18G0. These grew so vigorously | showing the amount of political influence such |

hens and three ducks, all fine animals, hatched

with a coil or wire cable, and when one is pull- 1 afterwards that in October of the same year, ] a territorial magnate can wield, by the agency j at the same time in the month of February-,

ing the ploughs the other lets out its cable, j
1SG1, she made a second cutting of young, ] of a subservient tenantiy, we extract the tbl- ! During the following autumn the ducks laid

ready, when the signal is given from the other I tender shoots, and gathered pesides nearly two
j lowing : in 185S there were under a rental of! 225 eggs

;
they recommenced laying in Febru-

engine, to commence winding up, and thereby \ pecks of nuts from the seven plants. The j £8 per annum. 759 occupiers; above £$ and j
ary, and continued to do so until the middle

draw the ploughs across to its own side of the | amount of tea made was, after drying, only \ under £10, 52; £10 and under £12, 40; £12 I of August. The hens laid no eggs during the

field. As the work progresses the engineers I about two and a half pounds. The next year, j and under £15, 49 ; £15 and under £20, G2
; j

autumn, but began in January, and left off in

move up their engines as faras is needed, to be \ 18G5, she pursued the same course, cutting {£20 and under £50, 115; £50, 19S; making | the middle of August. The totals of each at

in proper position for the next pull. The
j
them, however, much closer. That year she } a total of 1275 occupiers. { the end of that time were—the hens, 257 eggs

;

amount of ground broken by each draft would i made five pounds of tea, pronounced by good I
~ """" - I the ducks, G 17. M. Comaille next examined

require eight pairs of mules iu the ordinary f judges equal to the imported. I Out-Door Whitewash.—Two quarts of I the nutritive value of each kind of egg, and

way of working. . I Having no metal plates or chafing dishes, | skimmed milk ; 2ozs. fresh slacked lime ; 5lbs. j found them nearly equal in that respect.

So we have here two engines to be supplied | she used a common cast-iron "spider " heated 1 whiting
;
put the lime into a stoneware vessel, { Hence the duck is more profitable than the hen

with fuel and water, with their engineers and | over a slow, charcoal lire. When it was
{
pour upon it a sufficient quantity of milk to |

by far.

attendants, and a couple of pilots to navigate |
" jnst hot enough to be uncomfortable to the j make a mixture resembling cream, and thenf

the ploughs properly across the field to compete j hand " she put in the leaves, " twisting and ! add the balance of the milk. Crumble the | Poultry Profits.—In a late number of the

with sixteen mules and four drivers, with one 1 rubbing them with the palms of the hands, j whiting and spread it on the surface of the I N. E. Farmer was a conlmunication from

large or four small sized "gang ploughs," now liaising them fron the pan, twisting, bruising j fluid. Stir or grind as you would lead paint, | Moses Eaton, Jr., of South Hampton, N..H,

extensively used m the corn and wheat culture | them and letting them fall back." The bruising I and apply as you do other paints. It dries j showing the cost of 44 hens and their product

in the Northwestern States. j she thinks essential
;
during it the leaves emit | quick, and a second or third coat can be added | for one season. The hens and their keeping

Nothing more will be known of the advan- 1 a large quantity of greenish sap. She adds j if desired. It is inodorous, does not rub off. i amounted to $70. They produced eggs to the

tagesof this steam plough, or its disadvantages, j that the kernel of the ripe nut is so bitter that I This quantity will cover 57 square yards with | value of §74 73 ;
chickens, 849 1 5 ; total sales,

after a week's experiment here, than if it had I she is sure it would prove a substitute for qui- 1 one coat. It may be colored, if desired, by I 8123 88. Hens on hand, (44,) 822 ;
balance

not been tried at all.
=
nine. ; adding coloring matter. ' in favor of the liens, $75.

The 3?mtltnj ^Tartl,

• Lower Delawaee.—R. B. U. writes from Milford, Del., giving information of interest to those meditating a change to a milder climate. "The climate,"

he says, "is mild and healthy ; we are strangers to extremes of heat or cold. The farmer can work all the year; I have not seen a dozen days in two years in

which I could not work in perfect comfort Out of doors. The sea breeze modifies the heat of the summer, and the nights are pleasant in the hottest season.

Stock does not require feeding more than half as long as in Northern New York. The soil, although much run, imder an exhaustive and shiftless system, is

very generous, and easily brought back to a condition of fertility. Fruit and vegetables grow luxuriantly ; their transportation is good, their culture profitable.
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^Jlf^v^^-Jf^*^ t of the root-growth of the two trees. The roots
| ^ftlv^l o^ -ol rvh4cv (K^r>+o+-i* [ the price and specimen, which he analyzed at

^LXXmCttltUre*
j of the Pear are very wiry, search far down for] ifmiSdSiplWa kflCtetlJ.

| his leisure .

'[their food; iu the most unfavorable soils if I
«- H«,,,H i-,,-u.-«MU„,MI,,ni.„,1.,,;-ll„m„„„-.™«w.«-.„«

| ^ discussion now arose, taking a wide
= , , „ , .. i i i> i 5 [Reported for the Farm and Fireside.] = ,, , . ,

fdry, and by slow degrees are abie to estabhsh
f pHILABELpHIA M ^ THE pa0ffiQ_ j

range, on the value of the component parts of

| themselves very firmly, even in the poorest
=_ TI0JJ Q^ AqEICTj1TTOE

'= lertmzers -

I soils—while on a suitable soil they grow vigor-
1 j Dr. Hall said it was known to every chemist

; . . I ously and produce a vigorous, healthy tree. | The February meeting of this Society was I that it required one pound of sulphuric acid to
In the general routine of gardening, which

j ^ ^ ^ quhlce , on (he otber haad) j j^k on the Gth inst,, Ceaio Biddle, Esq., I decompose each pound of bone, but not one-

PEA2 CT/LTUBE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

ROBISSON SCOTT, PHILADELPHIA.

includes fruit-culture, to which, however, the f

special term "pomology"' has baen of late I
I grew in masses, do not exteud far in compari- j

President, in the chair. I fourth of that amount was used.

i son frorn the trunk, and require for their nutri- 1 The minutes of the previous meeting having \
Mr. Harrison said the best result he had ob-

years applied, there are many objects brougnt
j^ &^ ^ ^^ ^ in organic { been read, specimen copies of the Fakm and j

tained was by using snper-phosphate of lime
under the care ot Us operator which are not

| maMers they remaXu near the surface, andm j Fireside, a weekly agricultural journal, pub- 1 with Peruvian guano, in equal paits.
expected to produce a remunerative crop, but

| by severe drought if not pro-! lished by S. 8. Foss, at 402 Prune Street, Phil- \
Dr. Emerson said that a fertilizer to be rich,

are merely cultivated because .desirable, or. in-
j ^ muicMng htf«ummer. The varieties I adelphia, were presented to the members. I must be soluble. It was not the amount of

teresting, or ornamental. This description off ^ worked on the quince, must be selec-f Also, specimens of the "Practical Farmer," a [ ammonia in it; but the question was, is it in
gardening is better known as "amateur' cul-f^ ^atig all varieties do not'saccc-ed equally ! monthly work, published by P. Morris, were j such a condition as the ammonia will not fly

tivation, and is followed rather as a pastime
j

'

(j

* ^ ^ read
.

;negg with wbieb tbi j given to the members present. j off to the atmosphere, but go to the roots of
or recreation than as a business. Much of the! __ uv professor Kennedy moved tbat the Society [the plants? Some of the preparations were
gardening we read of abroad, is of this class

I wood system of certain varieties unite wftk the
j

i quince. This depends on the cell' structure off subscribe for both journals
;
whereupon George I

sufficiently soluble to produce one good crop

;

as there, money is spent witnout tram to pro-^ ^ .

g ^ learned by experience. I Blight, Esq., Treasurer, said they were already j
but > after that season, the ammonia flew off to

auce ue most supernuous luxuries. in8»ew ^ details belong to the subject of vegetable I subscribed for. A Mr. Haines asked for infor- 1 ^e atmosphere. He placed phosphoric acid
meet with the extiemes ot luxury ana imsei>

,

| and ig wort] of more particular [ mation relative to the Faem and Fireside ;
! as tiie Sreat agent of fertihty. Ammonia has

here, it is to be hoped, we are more econom-
1^.J1

j ^ he lt was also pnblisbed |
had that rank, and was yet of. great value,

ical
;

hence the first consideration in undertaL-
1 rf r te the ! in New England.

"

The President said one of !
Every person knew of the villainous smell of

mg any important work, such as planting trees, =

is the very neceesarj

result will remuuer

worK.suuiaspiani
,

j dQ not overglw the stock or readily f the Editors of that paper was present, and |
ammonia, and could readily detect the rapidity

uy inquiry as o w e^ ei
| Qfi. aflfft^ arg the only oneg wMcb | wouM auswer lbe gentleman's inquiry. Mr.

!

with wMch it flew in the atmosphere
;

yet it

,'

a
. !

" _„_ ! should be planted for profit. Many others will f G. W. Foss replied that the Farm and Fire- I
could be so flxed hy artificial process as to re-

are free to admit that out ot every hundred pear
|

- - ^ s ial CHre ,
I gIDE wag publisbed simultaneously at Philadel- 1 main in Ue earth and be of vast advantage,

trees which have been pVanted during the past = ° 1
... -„, . -- ,. ttt , T ,u , T , -, ^ t> tt- t ^ j »

* „ . , = These suitable varieties are well known to = phia, and at Woonsocket, Rhode Island : the= Dr. Kennedy referred to the amount of am-
twenty years, not twenty-five per cent, have = ,._ . _• „ ... , ' '

, I , , „ „ ± „ .

tT J. . . .. . 5 the "Fruit-growers. Some cultivators, or = former edition lor the Middle States, and the ' moma generated from the soft parts of animals
returned sufficient fruit to remunerate the = ° 7= - t -~ • = ^ j J, '„ T ,.,o

, wi.i-d'n «»-u *i ^ amateurs, tell us that only a lew, sav a tlozen ! latter lor New England circulation. i buried near the surtace. It was claimed for
planter. We take the Pear nrst, because there = . .

' „ , ' . ' " . „l „ , i .... . . , „
: ,., , ^ ., , „ ,. . = varieties, are " worth growing on the quiuce. I Reports ot the Agricultural Departments tit I guano that it contained from 100 to 110 por-
is a general idea prevalent that Pear culture is = '

, i^ r. '

, if. r . , , .

i7 °
, . . . . . . „ , „ , = We have repeatedLy listened to these remarks = Washington, were presented. = tions ot animal matter under certain crrcum-

at best a losing game, and m this fve shall at =
1 ^ = „° ' ,

r
=- . .

.'. t, . , laud m some cases have almost assented to? Tlie following gentlemen were elected mem- I stances, and, in other mstances, 7o to 80
least nave little opposition. But we are ready =

. = °j&- _ . _ _ „ = T
'

. .

, ... . . . , . „ = them, despaiimg ot being able to make any = bers ot the Society: John Berry, James B. I portions. It it was true animal matter, it
to make a similar statement in regard to the = ' f ° ° - = ^ , t

J '
i
r

.

, ? = show against the overwhelming opposition : = Rayner, M. W. Birch, M. McElrov, George = certainly was extremely valuable : for am-
well known and favorite apnle, and even Ifrei. , .. .

» ^ . =-o . T ^ T '.
. ^ ' _ ^5. = . / J. .

,

out door "ra e But in a'tem itin'j- to sub^'an I m^66"! we have seen it so stated in some pen- = Remsen, and J. B. Lippmcott. Mr. G. W. = moma is a means of making an insoluble sub-
ou ooi tape. u mac nq m= ^ ! odicals at one time, and at another the reverse I Foss, A. C. Roberts, and Samuel Huston, wrere stance soluble. A Russian chemist had made
tiate the low average quoted, we request per- !,„.•....,-.,.,:,...,- t , 1 t . , , . ! , , t , , , , e ,

mLr ion to state a few articulars
= of it

;
just as the writer had met with facts to |

]>roposed tor membership. i phosphates soluble by the use of ashes,
mission osaea ewpaii

.
| bear him out in either statement. The number | Dr. Thompson, one of the " Committee on f Potassa, as is well known, is the important

Fruit trees generally have not succeeded well
| Q j- varjet jeg wb;cb succeed on the quince are |

Potatoes," made a partial report—stating that j function of ammonia, and is far better than
in gardens, even under "amateur culture, for

| numerous Under the careful management of | but few specimens had been forwarded to the I sulphuric acid. In our climate it was very
various reasons. Among the first, is the fact

| the skillfu
i fruit_grower, while in careless or ! Committee. A sample was exhibited of a new I advantageous to start plants early, so as to

that when a few fruit trees have been planted,
j ignorant bands they are very fev

they have been promiscuously distributed; _ . , , „ , ,. s-em™ we m,.rf». nnnntrr
This branch of the subject, more than any = -fcjdSe .

ot Chester county.

°
i other, some years ago absorbed the attention I very handsome, said to be a cross between the f phosphoric acid having nothing to do with it.

,
and annually

| ^ Pomolon-ical Societies and was to be met f
Mercer and the Monitor. (Some people will i Some persons who were not as energetic asI of Pomological Societies, and was to be met

j

". i with in everv rural iournal In accordance = <inestion this idea.) Another sample was pre-! their fellows, lagged behind in getting in their

[
See'dling, raised for two seasons, by Thomas J. f keep them free from insects ; and if this is

The sample was [ done the plants will take care of themselves,
among the garden plants, m the garden bor- =

ders, -quite limited in extent, and annually
j o{ r :

,,.,,„, ,;„. -,i„, :i .,„. v i,

subject to the visits of the spade m closer prox- \

iinity to the tree than is at all desirable or judi-
j ^ pl.

e(
:onoeived opblions 0f tbe , majority I

sented, called the Shaker variety. Committee
{
plants, and the consequence was they had to

When planted to any extent
.

the
j ^ lailters tbe iist 0f varieties which I

rePorted Pr°gress- Nsort 10 ammonia to catch up with Ueir
„ of trees and varieties have not been =

1
.

'
\ ^ . _ .1 hnr«

.... ... = succeed on the quince has been much curtailed ; Robert M Clure, Veterinary Surgeon, exlnb- \
ncignuors.

ii i,i- essary skUl ana juagment.
j in ^ American pomological Society's fruithteda model of the celebrated "Sheep Net,"! It was decided that a committee should be

| list. There are still enough left, however, to I which is used to a considerable extent in Eu- j
appointed to prepare a memorial to the Legis-

make the successful cultivation of the Pear on ! rope, for herding and folding sheep. C. W. |
lature in accordance with the idea of Dr. Hall.

I the quince, a practicable business. ]
Harrison, Esq. expressed his approbation of j

A committee on memorial was appointed by

I If we desire a list of twenty varieties ripen- !
it, and thought it might be advantageously in- 1 the President, consisting of Dr. Hall,, Dr.

Tney have been mutdateel instead of bemg
j thronghout the geagM>^ cm^ ^^ | troduced in tljig country- Tbe net.work fa j

Emerson, and Mr. Eldridge, thus connecting

I three reliable Summer sorts, viz : \ made of cocoa-nut fibre, is very strong and |
the legal with the scientific gentlemen of the

1 Beurre dAmulis, Sterling, Brandvwine.— I
durable. The exhibitor thought it would be a j

Society.

! Twelve reliable Fall varieties: Belle Lucra- !
cheap and valuable fence for poultry-yards. A; Adjourned to meet on the first Wednesday

ClOUS.

selection of trees and varieties have not been
|

made with the necessary skill and judgment.
}

The ground has not been properly prepared I

prior to their being planted, and after planting
|

they have not had the necessary though simple
f

(

management they required.

pruned, for very little pruning is required if|

commenced in season, when the tree is young.

All the pruning mighi almost be done by the

finger and thumb in the growing season.
1 tive, Henry the Fourth, Beurre d'Anjou, Beurre 1 Circular was read from Hon. Isaac Newton, of |

in March.

The soil has not been cultivated around them,
|
Superfinej Buffilm) Beurre Howell, I

the Agricultural Department, calling attention
j

as around any other crop, but permitted to be-

1

Louise Bonne de jerSey, Urbaniste, Doyenne! to the importance of sending cerials to the! Wool Clip of Califoenia.—The New-
come stiff or grown over with grass or weeds,

j Boussocki Beurre Die]i BeulTe LangeHer. [
French Exposition. George Blight, Esq. said

j York Economist, in commenting on a San
When, perchance, the trees commenced to l Fiy

.

e cboice \yinter varieties : Beurre Easter, f
the Corn Exchange had already taken action 1 Francisco wool circular, says

:

bear, the crop has not been thinned; the anx-
j Doyenne d'Alencon, Glout Moiceau, Vicar of ! on the subject. I The clip of California wool is increasing

ious owner desiring all the fruit he can obtain,
| winkfield, Jaminette.

'

| An interesting discussion was opened by Dr.
j very rapidly. The estimates for this year are

at best not a very large supply, while those
j The above twenty varieties are such as unite |

Hall, on the value of fertilizers. He said he j about 8,000,000 pounds, and for 1868 about
trees that will bear, are permitted to over-bear

j
ci osei

y witb tbe qmnce stock, and with fair 1 had analyzed specimens of several, now in the 1 15,000,000 pounds. At this rate of progres-
to make up for their less profitable neighbors.

| treatment bear well; ia quality they are among I market, and the result was that super- 1 sion it is easy to estimate what it is likely to
Nothing can be more shortsighted than Uis.

| tbe begt of our long ligt ofmm | pbospbate 0f ume, sold at $G0, was worth $38 ! be ten years hence. Quality is also improving,
When we make these statements we do not do I Many cuitivat0rs, however, would not be I

to the farmer. Another kind, sold at $56, was j being about 15 per cent, better this year than
so at random; they are made from many years'

| content with the sorts we have named; they ! worth $i0. Burned ground bone, sold at $60, j last. Altogether, it is a wool deserving of
observation of Pear culture, and fruit culture

j WQuld extend the Hgt ofPears tbey bave proyed j
was worth $37.50, the specimen he examined

j more attention than it has lately received—the
generally; and the deductions are but the re-

1

10 aucceed i^rell on the quince,and include,many 1
having but little ammonia in it, because the

| working qualities of the finer grades being
peated expressions of the experience of Ue I very cboice fruit

'

S) sucb as tbe 0tt. Flemigb j bone was burned so fine before being ground.
| quite equal to that of Mestizas or Capes.

majority of writers on fruits. We have stated
| Beauty; Gmr^ Beurre ClairgeaU) and [ It could be made for $30 so as to be of value j - »-

nothing that is not but too well known to ama-
] others . thes3 baye succeed ed well on Ue I to the farmer. Peruvian guano, sold at $100, | The largest plow factory in Ue world is at

tours and farmers, who have to any extent
| qu ince iu some localities, but for general culti- 1 was worth to the farmer $49.55. These cal- j Louisville, Kentucky. During the working

embarked in the cultivation or planting of the
| vation are better omitted. ! dilations were based on ammonia being worth

j years since 1S60, including Ue present season,
Pear. We have stated nothing about the rival

| Tne great comp]aint advanced against tbe |i2i cents, the phosphates being worth 1$ | the factory has.turned out over two hundred
claims ot the Standard Pear, or the Pear on the

j dwarf trees js the fact of their want of longev- ! cents—these two items making the principal
j thousand plows, and has, at Ue present time,

Quince, as bbth have been almost equally mis-
1 itjr> and some bave condemned them to die in | values. Poudrette, selling at $20, was worth I a capacity of one hundred thousand a year.

managed. With respect however to Ue rela-
j an average duration of ten years others will j

$14. In view of Uese facts, he moved that a ! — —
tive value of the Standard and Dwarf tree, as a

| not admit that they survive so long, for with ! committee be appointed to memorialize the! Irish lands.—Lord Dufferin writes to the
profitable investment, some points will bear a

j gome tbey -never grow, merely live or struggle j
Legislature for the passing of a law requiring I London News : "Five and twenty years ago the

little elucidation.
| between life and death—Uis is all quite easily I

that all artificial manures and guanos be in- 1 area of uncultivated land in all Leland only
The objections of the majority of amateurs

{ accounted for. 1 spected by an agricultural chemist. I amounted to six million three hundred thou-
ond farmers apply to the Dwarf tree or that

j They are also said to be subject to many dis- \ Dr. Emerson inquired if Dr. Hall had form- 1 sand, at this moment there are only about four
worked

, on the quince stock, while Uis is the
j eases . insect attack, blight and a long list of |

ed his estimate on the net value, or whether I million of acres in Uat eondition. Of these

class of trees preferred by the professional cul-
j defects not known in the cultivation^ of the the had taken into consideration the cost of ! fourmfflion two million and a halfconsist of bOg

tivator, or rather the '

'
Fruit grower. " | standard tree. We scarcely admit this, Ue 1 hags, commission, transport, &c. , all of which j and mountain land, so barren as to be reported

The Standard Pear—that is to say, the Pear
] quince borer being the only insect special to l

were Paid hy farmers. The incidental ex- 1 by Sir R Griffiths unfit even for pasture ; so

on its own stock, is better adapted to a major-
1 the quince that is very destructive. • 1 penses on each ton of fertilizers would amount ! that instead of there being seven million of

ity of soils and localities than Ue Pear on| The consideration of Ue Standard Pear will t0 at least ten dollars. | acres of waste land to be improved, as has been
quince

;
leaving the varieties for Ue present out

j be taken up at a future time. f
Dr. Hall said he simply called at the stores ! stated, there only remain about a million and

of the question. This is owing to the nature I February, 1867.
f where these fertilizers are sold and obtained 1 a half improvable even for pasture."

The Sdggestivenbss of Natube.—Nature will be reported. All things are engaged in writing their own history. The plant and pebble go attended by thei r

own shadows. The rock leaves its scratches on tile mountain side, .the river its bed in the soil, the animal leave bone in the stratum, the fern and the leaf their

modest epitaph in the coal. The falling drop makes its epitaph in the sand or stone ; not a footstep in the snow or along the ground, but prints in characters
more or less lasting, a map of its march

;
every act of man inscribes itself on the memories of its fellows, and in its own face. The air is full of sound, the sky

of tokens ; the ground is all memoranda signatures, and every object is covered over with hints which speak to the intelligent.



The Farm and Fireside.

^K? s, *> ^itiii ¥t»ir«tnr | country, possesses the natural ingredients and
j

GETTING GRAFTS. TIMELY TALK.
g. fit $ It & AP t iiv& 3» I iJ & . I facilities for agricultural prosperity. The vast \

—
!

* ! extent of her territory, the fertility of her soil, 1
To tbosc who contemplate improving their

j Our contributors being sensible men, will of

G. W. and S. S. FOSS, EDITORS.
[ ber irrigating streams and navigable rivers, her I

frult stock-and there arc many who «o-wo
} course accept a gentle reminder, that to be of

' ' "
! climate, her natural avenues of transportation, I

would sa>' to 80 many 33 llavc old orchards,
j the best service to the agricultural community,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 18.G7. I makcup a physical geography of the most I
put out as many >'ounS trces as >'ou Pluase \

the season should always be taken into consider-

=======^^ I favorable character. Half a century of practi- j

and
-
vour 1,urses P0™1

'

1
' ;

but be sure to
.'
,ut in

!
=" ion

-
and their fa™ talk made as iimely a* pos-

Aamamunas feeds m; to a great extent it clothes ub; with- Icaj devotion to agriculture will make an as- 1
rnore grafts on J'

our old trees
'

especially \f\stllc. Farmers are much like all other people

^r^^^"^iC'^7^^^^^ \ tounding revolution in the South It will be I

lhc* arc »'rowin°
r remiss of^ and arc suy !

with many things to do, and often several
Urge^mthe centre, and ,h,t .arge.t l8 Agricu.ture.-D.vMK,.

j^ ^ ^ ^.^ ^ |
0f beMmg, By grafting the best sorls on old

1
(hingg ftt^ ,„ be ^^i^^ ^

B- '
1

. '

1

t-»t"
,M ow nationalitywttie cardinal creed of

flocks, you will get a supply of better fruit
j with every day affairs to permit the keeping a

AGRICULTURE THE BASIS OF RECONSTRUC- f reformation. Her people will grow rich byl
mUCh oilier Uian young nursery trees will I six months book account in their heads

| and

TION. ! the healthful exertion of labor. They will be I Slvc lL Besides, you are twenty times more
] so a bit of information, or advice, seasonably—

\ happy in the newly developed consciousness of !.

certam of Gating the kinds )'ou want, true to ! given, will have infinitely more chances of bc-

Tiie political world is at present much agi- Inherent power and abi ]i t„ Eacb man will I
name

'
by Pouring grafts from bearing trees ring acted upon than one equally good but

tated in reference to the best and most feasible
j fee, himselr an iuU! iligent sovereign and will 1

tbau by Spending on young ones from | weeks or months out of season. Manyavalu-
plan of Reconstruction. Congress proposes

|

b( . c of n6
" ^ctiX nurseries.

j able agricultural hint has in this way been as

one plan, the President another
;
the radicals

j ,^riitan or nabob int() movements or enter- 1 Now, during February, is the proper time [ utterly lost as though it had passed from the

insist on this method, the conservatives con-
| priges destined t0 wreck their fortunes sacri-i'

t0 Procuro grafts. Get them at once, from
j
pen to the flames, instead of the press. Others

tend for that—and soon through and down
j fice their ]iyeg QJ. mtaap jggay^ Wia,I»KaM* ntuwryinen, friends, or any one else } are buried deep in the (Aim of like unseasona-

the whole strata of politics. Though the re-
j th(j dis„race of apostacy or tbe br;m(i 0f treason. !

s0 tbat you know to a certaiuty who you are j ble material
;
coming casually te the surface,

suit may be accomplished, in time, yet it will]
]
getting them from and what you are get- 1 perhaps a second time out of season ; or so dim

be but an imperfect cementation of parlies and ] 1 ting. Don't put it off, saying:—"I guess] in memory that all their original persuasive

interests. Time, alone, will be the regenera-{ ^ AUXILIARY HOT-BED.
] March will do." March may, or may not, do. | force is lost.

tor, and make our Union firmer than adamant. I

Ag a hQtrhea foj, g^ma ! If it continues cold so that the buds are not] This feature applies as well to publications
It may not be in this generation

;
the memory

j vegctables fa a uecessity m ev
°

ery ^lchm ,Par. !
started, March, to the middle, will do. Other-

] as communications; and is the stronger
of great sorrows and suffering is tenacious

;
]^ mJ &g -

t
. g 1)robable that more than balf

]wis3 it will not. So February is the safest
| ment in feTOr of a weekly agricultural journal.

vindictivencss is a strong passion; more otj
f who ht t0 have them m & reo.ular |

season to get grafts. And having them in| Tne farmer reqVures hismatterfreshasmuchas
less of bitterness always clings to humiliation

f have ^^^ ^ by whhout having ]
hand, don't lay them by on a pantry shelf to

] the merchant wants his news and commercial
and defeat. We are of opinion that (in thej

them preparedj we propose here a substltute! I
dry up, nor under a shed to freeze to death,

f intelligence, or the bunker and broker his every
course of time, necessary to a permanent and

] and aU ^ ^ dens and WQm \ That is not the way to treat grafts. Lay them
\ day financial material

;
and, as it would be im-

perfect reconstruction of the whole country,)
| baye vegetables threc weeks earl ;er than th ]

by in a cool cellar, unto a litter of fine straw,
| reas0nable to expect a farmer to retain in his

agricultural science will be the most powerful Im iQ be obtained by the usual out_door f or the folds of any old woolen garment, in
j mind all the vaiuaWc bints he will find in a

auxUiaiy in accomplishing a result so desirable,
j practice) t0 mugt6r m our substitute witbout ]

contact with the ground, and a slight covering
j we]1 conducted journal, until the time-two or

The unlimited right of owning property in
j further delay. I

of
f
ome bSht soil wil1 assist in maintaining I ten m0nths distant—shall come round when he

allodial fee, both personal and real, which in] seiect tbc warmest, sunniest corner in the I

thcir vitalit3'-
1 can act upon them, the obvious duty of both

this country descends equally to heirs and
j garden, well Sheltered from north westwinds— I

Atthe ProPer time, put in, or have them
j publisher and contributor is to make every

kindred, constitutes a system of jurisprudence
] na ii up a strong, rough box or pen, fourteen !

rut in
'
correctl

-
v - Three-quarters of all the

j weekly article a seasonable one, and always in

which is peculiarly an American institution.
{ t0 sixteen feet long and four feet wide ; the I Sood Srafts set

>
uot murdered outright, are

j limc .

This system forms one of the principal elements
] front facing south, two feet high, the back I

two-thirds killed by tree quacks and charlatan] •

of our national stability. Here every man, j three. Fill in and tramp down stable ma- 1
horticulturists. Don't employ any of that

j STRAWBERRIES IK FEBRUARY,
woman and child, may have a real or prospec- 1 nure—from horses if to be had—to within i

c,ass
- Get a re!iarjle man who understands

j

tive interest in the soil; here people labor for ] sevCn or eight inches of the top of the front. I
his business; or, better, make an expert of! On Tuesday, we were presented with a pot

the permanency of a habitation, for the endear- ! Gather such sound second hand glazed sash as I
J'Ourself. It is easily learned, and grafting is

j
of strawberries, the vine, Men with luscious

ments of a home. Next follow competent ! Can be got, long enough to reach across the

!

a very pleasant and profitable pastime. But] fruit. They are of the Tnomphc de Oand

livings, and a relief from those pressing wants I frame and enough to cover it from end to [ first Pito-V"* drafts. And get them 1
variety, and were grown in the hot house of

so embarrassing to human improvement. | end.
'

Batten the end joints with bits 0f!
during February. Remember this.

j
John A. Smith, Esq., of Waterford. He prom-

Feeling themselves secure from want, protected I boards,
!ay over a foot of loose straw litter, [ ! Jf

us BPfm?
M °f 0t

,

llCr^ at an ^rl
-
V

and defended by laws, and surrounded by | and iet the bed sweat ten days. Then find! ^ s n„xmTTmTDiT „nTTT.„ [
The strawberries may be seenm our office win-

agreeable associations, they begin to reflect,
j sonie where-under some old barn or out- j

^SACHUSEiTS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
j

dow.
_ _ _

investigate, and act for the good of others-
] hoUse floor, earth not frozen-rich, mellow! Tub difficulties which have embarrassed the I PATENTS,

for the advancement of knowledge and domes-
j and free from foul seeds. Cover the surface

j
progress of this institution appear to have been

j

tic happiness.
1 0f the bed with four or five inches of this.

] overcome, and the work is now likely to go ! Edward Faesu&T, of Blackslone, has re-

Then, if individual ownership of soil is an ] Let it lie four or five days to warm up ; in the ! forward. The Trustees held a meeting in Bos- ! ceived a patent for an improved butter-worker,

element of national stability, and if the com- ] mean time banking up the frame all round out- ! t0n last month. ! The same gentleman and George W. Scott

petency arising from such ownership opens ] side well with stable manure and litter
;

then]
jt &eems tbat a decision has been mad e ;n I have received a patent for an improved husk-

the way to social, moral and intellectual im- 1 sow the seeds of such plants as are required
| tfie Supremc Court, removing the injunction, PDS machine.

provement, the more owners of soil in the
j
early, lay on the sash, batten the joints, give

{ tbe payment by the town of Amherst, of!,
"""" "

Southern States, the more general and abiding ] all the sunlight possible, and raise one side of
{ tbe «75 000 8ubscribed in aid of the institution • !

A -^EW ^r
°KK DT Don'ald G. Mitchell.—

will attachment to the country become; and"] the sash to give air on all warm, pleasant ] and no
'

w that the money is at hand to work I
The Horticulturist for this month says:

the more rapidly will general intelligence be] days; protect in sharp, bold snaps with the| wJ^ it will' doubtless be easier to progress! "The artist-farmer of Edgewood, Donald G.

spread. The want of personal attention to
]
straw cdvers, and after all frosts have taken

] w ;lb

'

tbe requisite structures
"Mitchell, whose charming 'Farm at Edgewood

'

agriculture in the South, was the main thing = their departure, remove the sash entirely, that I
, , , . , _ . ! and 'Wet-Weather Days,' as well as his actual

.? . , j ., , , , , , , ... . ,l A contract was concluded with C. M. \vhit-i , ,. . . . ' A „„„
that -retarded the growth and prosperity ot herl the plants may harden up m healthy, natural = „_ , .... ! work on his own estate, have provd him ma>-
, . . . T , i ,! , *, , r. , J 1 1 i tlesey, of Boston, to erect a dormitory building = ,., ,. .. ,. . ,„ „„ , ...
best interests. Land owners were few, and -- growth a few days before transplanting. By , , , „ = ter alike ot the poetry, the science, and the
., . . . , ., , „ I , at rr.Dj . I at a cost of ^30,000, and a boarding house for = .... „ , - „„„„„„ .
their possessions comprised thousands ofacresisuch an Auxiliary Hot Bed, we can get;. , .' ' „ „ I practicalities of raral lite, is piepanng now a

,

1
, i ..... - , . . . r i $5,000; and with L. Is. Granger, of Hadlcy, \

1

, , , . , „, „,„
each. These were badly, almost barbarously, =" vegetables forward, and out doors

;
growing IT ,,- . ,-• , . . 1 1 volume on landscape gardening and rural em-

i.„ . , , , . " • _ , ... % . , , . , . .. „ , ,,! for the construction ol a laboratory at a cost;, „. , ,, XT ., .
, , , „

tilled by slave abor; and the supervision ; vigorously only a few days after the " regulars, = T . , , ., ,i = behishnieut generally. JNothmg coulil be more
. . ,

' , ^ , i
a
. . ' :

J
, ,. ,

= of $9,350. Levi Stockbndge, of Iladley, was i . ,
°

c
exercised by overseer and master was merely ; and from two to three weeks earlier than out-; * , , „ _ -n c • ; timely, or surer ot warm welcome a> no one i.>

. , . . I, , it . ,, ; confirmed by the Trustees as I<arm Supenn-;
,; , „ , r . -. r: . ,,, ,,

nominal. There was no incentive to improve ! door culture can give them. s . .,, , , ., , „„. m „ ; so well ntleel tor the work as JMr. Mitcneu.
.... 1 l tendent, with a salary of $1,.)00. Ten thou-; . . , ,

the implements of husbandry or to introduce! ; . ,
'

J
.

' , . , I And it, as we hear, he proposes to offer li^ ser-

, ; 6and dollars were appropriated, and to be ex- i . ' , . , . ,. „ .„ A
those already improved. Scientific agricul-i Caxtle pLiGTJE iNQUI p.T._Tbe return of ! peuded under the direction of the BuildilJfr

!
vices to those wanting special suggestions and

ture in Dixie was a farce
;
the soil was fertile, | the cattle pbiguc in Great Britaill) pubUsbed ] CommiUee abd tbe Farm &upcriuteudent, for ! »]&DS foT tbe sde<

:

UOn
"f

d^' 1"l»'"'» t of Pn"

almost beyond exhaustion m some sectoons,
] by autbority of the Lords of the Privy Council,

) tbe eTectlon 0 f a suitable barn or barns and
{ vate home groun(i# and the management of

and yielded lavishly and spontaneously Farm
| makes the f0llo>ving statements : "The num- ! other neCessary farm buildings, and the repair I

model arms
' ^ W,llat °'"'''

drudgery was a bar to Southern nobility-
] ber of animals attacked since the commence- ! 0fsome buildfn-s on the place |

come the new Downmg of America, and some-

soiled hands were the badges of slavery and f meet is 253,820, hemg 1 in every 19 of the I ,,, , , v ... . / {thing more. What we need m this country is

dishonor.
| estimated ordinary stock of cattle' and out of! „

W°rk °U ^ bmMlDS
,'
S

.

f

'° comto
f

n^ on
] to learn how to marry taste with profit in rural

The failure of the Rebellion resulted iu the

|

eyery 1>00 attacks, the results of which have !
,

°^mng °„?
nng

'

an
,.

11 18 cxPccted tbat
!
life, to have elegant countrj" homes and con-

destruction of slavery ; it will also as surely re-
] been reported 86-' animals perished " 1

C° 5° readmess t0 rccelV9 stu"
! duct farm estates with an eye to neatness and

suit in the breaking up of a vast land owner-!
. iU_ ' I dents early in September. One of flie depart-

} beauty, without an annual impoverishing of

ship, and the parcelling and sub-dividing of! „ ... 77,"
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|
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. .
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; February till they are able to supply themselves

;

men, producing either a Puntamc element, or]
from otUcr gourceg After COmmence I Keeping Cabbages.—A New-Yorker finds! Vermicular.-In New Zealand, ns fast as

that admixture of races which hMOi^-omrl^^^^^^^ barrel m tbe ] cereals and root crops are planted, the worms
Northern people so contented, tenacious, i

than throu„h the monthg 0f December and I ground to within aii inch of the top, cut off! and insects that blight and destroy them are

liberty-loving. Men will turn their attention i Jan •
! the heads and fill the barrel full, put on a ! found alive and at work, although such worms

to the sure and peaceful resources of agricul- 1 , , . , ] board t0 keep out water, and that is all that ! and insects were never seen in the colony be-

ture; this wiU tend to centratfzation
;

society
] Dr. Nessler of Germany, made an analysis ! is needed. ! fore. The eggs and grubs of these destructive

will be reorganized
;

sparsely populous die-
] potatoes of three sizes—the largest about |

j creatures were introduced into the colony with

tricts will become thickly settled
;

and free
] two mcbes

-m diameter, the smallest about the ! GST The governor of Massachusetts has ap- j the seed. The New Zealand colonists are now
schools, academies and churches, wijl follow j size ofa wamut—and found them to contain ! pointed Prof. Louis Agassiz, of Cambridge,

j
paying twenty shillings a head for every British

the dawn of a new prosperity.
i starch in the following percentage:—Large size [and William Clark, of Amherst, members of | insectivorous bird that is landed alive in the

The South, above all other sections of our 1 17.2; medium, 15.2; small, 14.G. I the State Board of Agriculture. ! colony.

A Hint in Breeding.—Mr. Torr, the well-known breeder of Short-Horn .'cattle and Leicester sheep, in the course of some remarks at the recent letting of the

latter, touching on breeding in general, said :
" The way to establish uniformity or family likeness is to begin by putting the best male to the best female, and to

continue to put the best to the best;" secondly, "not to put opposite characters" together, or the traits of both will be lost ; but if any fresh characteristic is required

to be imparted,,to the issue of present stock animals, this must be done by degrees, or by that discreet selection which will yield a little more wool, or size and sub-

stance, the first year, and a little more and more in the second and third generations, and so on." •
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A TKTJE MAN.

Such was our friend. Formed on the good old plan,

A true and brave and downright honest man I

He blew no trumpet in the market-place,

Nor In the church, with hypocritic face,

Supplied with cant the lack of Christian grace

:

Loathing pretence, he did with cheerful will

What others talked of while their hands were still 1

And while "Lord, Lord I" the pious tyrants cried,

Who, in the poor, their Master crucified,

His daily prayer, far better understood

In acts than words, was simply doing good.

So calm, so constant was his rectitude,

That by his loss alone we know his worth,

And feel how true a man has walked with us on earth 1

THE LOST CHILD.
j

All along the beautiful German rivers you
|

can see, scattered on the overhanging hills,
[

gray old ivy-colored castles. Borne of them 1

are crumbling into ruins and some are as|

stately and grand as ever. Dreary enough f

they look to us, as places to live in, but they I

have all, been "pleasant homes once, for love!

can make a home pleasant. In one of these I

castles, some years ago, there lived a beautiful |

lady and little girl. This lady's husband was I

a soldier, and had gone away to fight in a for-

1

eign war, and so she was all alone except her |

servants and her child, little Gretchen; that is |

the same as Margaret, it means a pearl, you 1

know, and she was more precious to her moth-

1

er than many pearls, for lady Gertrude, asf

the people called her, loved that little girl 1

more than her own life. Gretchen had a sweet f

voice, as many of the German children have,
[

and it made the old castle glad as she ran I

about in the lonely rooms, singing the ballads j

which her mother used to teach her. I

One time her mother was obliged to go to a
f

distant city and leave Gretchen with her nurse, f

It was the first time in her life that she had [

left her darling for so long a time. Many
(

were the commands which she gave the ser- \

vants, to look after and care for her child, but |

they were careless, and Gretchen was left to[

wander around at her pleasure, even outside j

of the gates of the castle. It was nearly sun- j

set one afternoon when a band of strolling \

players, who had been lingering around the I

castle, were surprised at hearing a sweet baby

!

voice singing over their ballads, and at seeing
j

Gretchen's pretty childish figure among them. I

Her love of their songs had led her to follow !

these roving players so far that now it was I

nearly night-fall, and she could not find her
j

way home ; and with tearful eyes she begged \

the old woman who saw her first, to take her 1

to her mamma. It was growing cold, and her [

little dress of thinnest lawn was but a poor I

protection. She clasped her hands and cried j

bitterly: "Take me. home, please take mei
home. I am mamma's pearl, and if I get lost, \

she will die
;

see, that is my mamma," and she \

drew from her bosom a little miniature of the
j

Lady Gertrude. It was set with pearls and \

brilliants ; the old women's hand grasped it I

eagerly, but Gretchen's look of agony stopped
\

her. I

"We'll take you home," they said, "but!
your home is a long way from here."

j

So they dressed her like a gipsey child, and
j

led her with them, far away from the Lady
Gertrude, far from the castle by the shining

river, and far from all the pleasant things

which made up Gretchen's home. And when
she would beg them to take her home, they
would always tell her that she was going to-

wards her home, but that it was a great' way
off. They took the miniature and broke off

its exquisite setting, leaving only the painting,

and that she wore around her neck still, for

the picture was all that Gretchen cared for.

The lady of the castle returned, and there

was mourning far and wide for the lost child,

the darling of the castle. They searched for

her for many weeks, but search was useless,

and finally they said she must have been

drowned in the river or lost in the forests;

but no one dared to wisper it to the lady of

the castle, for fear it would break her heart.

And so the light of the castle went out for

Lady Gertrude, and all its beauty faded. The
roses clustered over the lattice and hung in

crimson wreaths around her window; then

they faded and the green pines were heavy

and white with the snows of winter ; but it
j

was all alike to her ; the light of her life had

!

faded, and she faded, too. Her harp was un- i

touched in the hall, for the only music which
\

she could bear to hear was the music of I

Gretchen's sweet, childish voice as it sung in

j

her heart forever. Years went by, and her I

soldier lord came back from battle, and tried \

to comfort her in her sorrow ; and she went j

with him to Gretchen's room for the first time I

since her loss. The room shone clear and

!

bright that evening on the little bed and its
j

snowy covering, and on the pillows where she

!

had so often watched her darling in her rosy

!

sleep ; and the mother knelt by the little bed,
j

and prayed earnestly that God would give her
j

back her darling in His own good time, and
j

help her to say, " Thy will be done."

They went out together, the knight Siegfried
j

and his lady. And all the land was full of;

their deeds of kindness. The whole hope of!

her life seemed t o be that she might comfort
\

all who were in sorrow, even as she hoped
|

that God would one day comfort her. But her
\

j sorrow took away her strength and health, and
j

{ they went at last, the knight and his lady, to j

I seek for both in sunny Italy. Her sickness

;

j was such as no change of climate could cure
; ;

[ not even the sweet blue skies of Florence and

j

I the breath of its thousand flowers. Yet there
j

| was always in her heart a faint hope, that one
j

\ day her darling would come back to her. Itj

| grew fainter every day, and she never breath-
\

\ ed it to any one. She was thinking about it
j

i one pleasant afternoon in early spring, as she
j

|
lay on a conch by an open window. They

i had taken her there, for she was scarcely able

| to walk through the rooms ; she lay watching

f the busy crowds in the streets, for it was a

[ feast day, and the flower-girls went in and out

I among the crowd, bearing their fragrant bur-

[ dens.

} "Take these flowers lady,'' said a sweet

| voice by the window, and a fair-haired girl, in

j a festal dress, looked pityingly at her and laid

| a spray of snowy japonicas upon the window-

| seat. She spoke in Italian, but not as the na-

| lives speak; and although very sunburnt, yet

I her golden hair and blue eyes looked strangely

I out of place among the dark eyed Florentines. :

| Something in her voice sounded strangely

I familiar to the lady Gertrude—something like

[ the echoes which had long lingered in her

I heart. The flower-girl had given the sweetest

| flowers in her basket to the sick stranger, and

! hastened away, trilling, as she went, a few

I notes of a little song. It was a German, song,

I the same that used to echo through the halls in

| the castle by the river. The lady called her

I back and asked her all about her home. Was
I she a Florentine ? She could remember but

! little about her early life. She had not always

! lived in Florence. It was a long, long ways

j

1 off ; when she lived far north, when she had a

I mother. She had her mother's picture with

|
her, and 6he drew from her bosom the little

I broken miniature.

I It was there, just as she herself had clasped

l it on Gretchen's neck, so many 5'cars ago ; and

\ as the lady looked at it, she scarcely recogniz-

1 ed it for her own picture. That was so bright

I and beautiful, and she herself was worn and

I faded with long watching and sorrow. She

| spoke in German and called her by the endear-

I ing names that she used to at home, until at

Hast the flower-girl became conscious of the

| truth, and as it all flashed on her mind, she

I sunk beside the couch and buried her face in

| the folds of her mother's dress ; and they two

| wept together for the very joy of their hearts.

1 The sunset died over the river and the stars

I came out in the sky, while mother and child

| sat together in happiness too deep for words.

| And health and strength came back to the

I mother, and before many weeks were passed

j
they went back to Germany, and Gretchen,

j their own daughter, went with them to be the

}
light of the castle, the sunshine of the Lady

[ Gertrude's heart, as she had been in the years

! gone by. In that Italian city there is a little

|
church, a perfect gem of architectual beauty

;

[ a grateful mother has lavished upon it all that

I wealth could procure or the most perfect taste

| devise. The altar cloth is of pure white vel-

fvet, the Lady Gertrude's bridal dress, and in

I its fringes are woven with cunning artifice, the

richest of the jewels which had long been the
j

pride of Lord Siegfried's family and her own.
j

In the floor of the church there is. set a little
|

table, telling in a few German words, in

!

antique characters, the story of Lady Ger-I

trade's life :
" I have found my child." j

" I HAN'T A MOTHER, LIKE THE BEST."
j

The weather had been unusually mild for I

two or three days before Christmas, so that the

j

ice of the big pond was rather rotten ; but dar-
j

ing Harry thought he could brave it ; it would
j

be a pity to spoil the fun now, and so many j

admiring eyes fixed upon him, too ! He made
j

a bold dash—his little figure, upright and grace-

1

ful, was balanced upon the ice. Then there
j

was a crash ! The dangerous cake gave way
; j

and with a loud cry, Harry fell amid the rush j

of ice and water. j

The group at the window seemed for a mo-

j

ment paralyzed with horror. Then there was j

a scattering for the pond, and a screaming and !

crying from one and all. "He's under the;

water!—father! father! Harry's going down !

under the ice
!

" Every particle of color had
j

gone from farmer May's face ; he trembled in
j

every limb, and threw up his hands wildly.—
j

His strength seemed to have ebbed away in

j

the tide of grief "O help me!" he cried.!

"My boy—my boy? and I can't swim?"—

I

" But I can !" shouted a voice, brave and clear

;

as an angel's, almost; "lean swim, and Ml
save him !

" and dashing past weeping mother i

May, Joseph Craig plunged headlong into the

j

freezing water, swimming for dear life. How
I

the)' watched him, breathless and excited,
j

their hearts hanging by a thread as it were !

—

How they shuddered when Ihey saw him grasp

once, twice, at a dark object under the water,

and then rise, his face gashed and bleedi ng

from contact with the ugly ice corners. He
was some way out now, and made a third divej

then there was a faint hurrah, and, breasting

the ice, he just managed to swim to the bank,

with one arm holding up poor Harry.

"My child! my boy!—thank God!" cried

the happy parent, folding him in his arms.

They bore him to the roaring fire in the sitting- i

room, and rubbed him until he opened his i

eyes and smiled. Very soon he was able to
j

sit up and talk naturally. And where was!

Joseph all this time ? Sitting on the kitchen I

floor, squeezing his wet clothes and rubbing
j

the great, painful gashes in his arms and face, !

from which the blood was still streaming. i

"Joseph!" He listened; it was farmer;

May's voice, unusually soft and tender. The
I

poor apprentice shook like a leaf; before he I

was aware, a strong arm came round behind
j

him, lifting him from the floor. He found!

himself, as if by magic, sitting beside Harry, \

and Harry's bright head resting on his bo-
j

soin, with great tears rolling down the grate-

!

ful boy's cheeks.
\

" If there's anything you wish for now, Jo-i

seph," said the farmer huskily—"anything!

you'd like to have, just name it, my boy.—

!

You have saved us many a year of sorrow,
j

and given us cause to remember this Christmas
j

j
before all others. Come, speak out, my boy." !

How could he speak, when he felt so happy ? i

j
Twice he tried to gulp down the sobs rising in

j

! his throat, sobs of joy they were. " Only be

j

j
kind to me, sir," he grasped out at length ;

!

: "only drop a kind word now and then, fori!

i
hain't any mother, like the rest."

How was it with larmer May ? He felt at

j

j
once what great lack there had been in his

j

! otherwise kindly heart. It quite broke him
!

!down, that appeal to his better nature
; soke!

j leaned on mother May's shoulder, and sobbed i

j
aloud. Joseph sat as if in a dream ; his beau- i

{ tiful Christmas had come at last, no more hun-

j

;
ger and thirsting of spirit now. How the joy-

!

\ ous red sparks of fire-light ran up the white

!

!
walls, the whole room shining ! Harry squeez-

;
ing him tightly with one arm, and Tiny, her

\

\ cheeks flushed with crying, thrusting her

|
pretty doll into his lap, whispering, "There,

j there ! keep it, Joseph. I don't want it in- :

j
deed, and double-deed, I don't, and then run-

j
ning away in the corner, her face turned to the

j
wall, lest by looking back she might repent the

i immense sacrifice.

| Well—well, tears cannot always last, and

I very soon the May family were bright and

smiling again, Joseph the happiest of all. And
when the Christmas dinner was set on, and all

the friends were gathered about it, they made
a place for Joe among the children ; and moth-
er May could not heap his plate enough with

the good things ; and the poor lad felt as if he

were more ready to cry than to laugh, at all

the kindly words which every one had for him.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Isaa.0 N. Arnold's "History of Abraham
Lincoln and the Overthrow of Slavery " is just

published in Chicago by Clarke & Co. Mr.

Arnold was long the intimate friend of Mr. Lin-

coln, and his narrative has a fresh and peculiar

interest. We have space only to copy the fol-

lowing passages

:

"The two books which he read most were
the Bible and Shakespeare. With these he

was very familiar, reading and studying them
habitually and constantly. He had great fond-

ness for poetry and eloquence, and his taste

and judgment in each was exquisite. Shake-

speare was his favorite poet, Burns stood next.

Holmes's beautiful poem, 'The Last Leaf,' was
with him a great favorite. The following verse

he regarded as equal to anything in the lan-

guage :

'f ' The mossy marbles rest

On the lips that he has pressed

In their bloom

;

And the names he loved to hear

Hare been carved for many a year,

On the tomb. 1 '

"He made a speech at a Burns festival in

which he spoke at length of Burns's poems

;

illustrating what he said by many quotations,

which was listened to with the greatest pleas-

ure, but it was unfortunately never reported.

He was extremely fond of ballads, and simple,

sad and plaintive music.

" He was a most admirable reader. He read

and recited 'from the Bible and Shakespeare

with great simplicity, but remarkable expres-

sion and effect. Often when going to and from

the army, on the steamers and in his carriage,

he took a copy of Shakespeare with him, and

not unfrequently read aloud to his associates.

After conversing upon public affairs, he would
take up his Shakespeare, and addressing his

companions, remark, ' What do you say now
to a scene from Macbeth, or Hamlet,' and then

he would read aloud, scene after scene, never

seeming to tire of the enjoyment. On the last-

Sunday of his life, as he was coming up the

Potomac, from his visit to City Point and Rich-

mond, he read many extracts from Shakes-

peare. Among other things, he read, with an

accent and feeling which no one who heard

him will ever forget, extracts from Macbeth,

and among others, the following:

* * " ' Duncan is in his grave

;

After life's fitful fever, he sleeps well.

Treason has done his worst ; nor steel, nor poison,

Malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing

Can touch him farther.'

"After 'treason' had 'done his worst,' the

friends who heard him on that occasion, re-

membered that he read that passage over twice,

and with an absorbed and peculiar manner.

Did he feel a mysterious presentiment of his

approaching fate ?

"His conversation was suggestive, original,

instructive and playful ; and by its genial hu-

mor, fascinating and attractive beyond compar-

ison. Mirthfulness and sadness were strongly

combined in him. His mirth was exuberant,

it sparkled in jest, story, and anecdote ; and

the next moment those peculiarly sad, pathetic,

melancholy eyes showed a man ' familiar with

sorrow and acquainted with grief.' I have lis-

tened for hours at his table, and elsewhere,

when he has been surrounded by statesmen,

military leaders and other great men of the

nation, and I but repeat the universally-con-

curring verdict of all, in stating that as a con-

versationalist he had no equal. One might

meet in company with him the most distin-

guished men, of various pursuits and profes-

sions, hut after listening for two or three hours,

on separating, it was what Mr. Lincoln said

that would be remembered. His ideas and his

illustrations were those that would not be for-

gotten. Men often called upon him for the

pleasure of listening to him. I have heard the

reply to 'an invitation to attend the theatre,

'No, I am going up to the White House—

I

would rather hear Lincoln talk for half an hour

than attend the best theatre in the country.'

"

A correspondent of the Mass. Ploughman, in reference to the production and management of cream, says :— '
' The best way to secure the greater quantity of

cream, as well as to have the butter come without trouble, is to strain the milk in pans as usual, and let it stand several hours, (from morning until night and from
mgnt until the next morning) then scald it. Have a kettle of boiling water, into which the pan will fit tightly, like a cover, remove your pan gently from the shelf
and set it over the boiling water. The steam will soon scald it. It must not be boiled, but hot, the next thing to boiling. Put it back on the shelf gently—mmem-
Der you are not churning it yet, and in twenty-four hours see the cream you will get. The same process will keep milk sweet longer in hot summer weather.
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ADJOURNED ANNUAL
I. SOCIETY FOR THE a.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY. §
publish the usual number of copies of the

f
but little milk after calving, and the oxen en- 1

former quot*iioM.

I Society's Transactions for 18GG. » f tirely unfit forperforming the spring work on I

The adjourned annual meeting of the above 1 On motion of Mr. G. F. Wilson, an execu- 1 the farm. It was a wretched policy. AVe.1
WEESLY HEVTEW OF THE NEW YORK

named Society was held Wednesday, Februaiy j
tive committee of three persons was appoint-

j
trust that it is abandoned among all cnterpris-

J
tub genera. mukeJ^^i^SiSSStod bT . better

Feed your Stock well, and they |
,|al,» *"•*)*•'»»* The money market has been easier, glr.

—New England Farmer I *
"" f!l11 lm|"!lu* 10 ,n"lc

-
Bu,ln"» dull, howcer.

In the absence of the Secretary, Hon. Elisha j
Messrs. Amasa Sprague, Obadiah Brown and

j j hL bcc

'

n' cannedtt'^u^
Dyer was appointed Secretary, pro iem. \ Lyman B. Frieze were unanimously elected as I n , j

in the prices of flonr. The stock la reduced, but is mn ample,

The Committee appointed to consider the ! the Executive Committee, and requested to re- !
lu" rc

]

K,rt °f tlle CommiBsioner of agricnl-l^r*^*mMi. T„ui.urg,r„r,h. season.

, .. p ,. . „ o •
. f j 1 .... .. ... .

' ,. i ture for January, contains an elaborate com- =
Thor,! ha" been a marked addition to the supply of California

best means of relieving the Society irom debt, sport their action at the next regular meetings
. .

-
= n.mr, which aciis at #u to sis a ban-, i

reported progress, and on motion were con- ! of the Standing Committee. I
Pnatl0n ol lhe statistics of wages of farm labor

j
dant, auj rnn slowly at «io to 818 . barrel western extra,

tinned.
|

It was voted that the proceedings of the a(1 . j

tbroUghout the country, based on original1^^^
Geo. C. Nightingale, Esq., of Providence, jjourned annual meeting of the Society, and of

|

and Dr. Win. H. Brown, of Clayville, were j this meeting of the Standing Committee, be I

admitted members on tho usual terms. (published in the daily newspapers of Provi-I

The following resolution offered by Hon. { dence.

Gth, in Proivdenee, the first Vice President, I ed to make the necessary arrangements for the
|
ing farmers

H. W. Lothrop, Esq., in the chair.
j
proposed exhibition.

j will feed you.—New England Farmer.

Adjourned sine die.

The Farm.

Elisha Dyer, was adopted : §

Whereas, It has been announced that the I

absence of the honored Secretary of this 1

Society from this the adjourned annual meet-1

ing, is in consequence of the death of a mem-
]

ber of his family ; it is therefore I

Resolved, That the members of this Society I

tender their sympathy to the Hon-. Wm. R. I

ct,.,i„, „„,i r -i < it • « • , = speaks as follows ot cutting hay m June:
Staples and family tor their affliction ands

.

EARLY CUT HAY FOR MILCH COWS, ETC. [

A correspondent of the Countiy Gentleman I

extras, 812 76 to 816 75. Southern flour haa declined, and sold
at very Irregular rates.

BCOKWIinvr Flock has fluctuated, and closes dull at «3 to

83 25.

Corn Mkai. has sold more freely, and Is llrmer at #5 26 for
Marsh's caloric, and 85 50 to 45 60 for Brandywine.
I'ork has been In moderate demand, chiefly for homo use.

Prices have fluctuated somewhat, but are without material

; change. Wo quote old mess, 819 76; new ditto, I? 20 75 to
s btates is in Cahlornia, which is about $45. 1820 88.

| Massachusetts pays the next highest $38. 1
T,rn0E EEEF been >n better demand for export snd Is

s firmly held.

f """"""ZZZ\ZZ I
Whiskey has been less active, business being nearly all con-

f , I traband.

i'$i£l?nUtt£S« 1 COWD has been bought more freely, buyers paying Ihe ad-

| ranee that was demanded. Dealers are anxious to sell, and

| pricea rule high. The Inquiry Is principally from the trade. Wo

j.
| turns from every State in the Union. It also I]

I includes the territories. The average rate off
'

| white labor without board, is made $28 per-

1

j
month, or $1 5.-50 per month with board. The

!

j
average rate of freedmen's labor is $1G ; with |

| board furnished, $9.7/5. The highest rale for |

. In Woonsocket, Jan. 22d, bv Rev. D. M. Crane Mr J\Mfs =

| Acodstcs Mii.i.kb to Miss MARY Ann Twkktiy. Feb. 7th', I
q"° Prlmc R1° »t "X 1

fair to good, 16 to 18, gold rates. West
:
Mr. Ja.mes Batcueloe to Miss Maey Jane Beiitkn'BUAW, ull i India grades have been firm but not active.

bereavement, and that the Secretary pro tern I
,

.

1 willingly state that my experience of overj
»,.-»._ - « , ...___J_| mouses has been firm, and for di.tinmg gr.de. holder, d..

transmit to them a copy of this resolution. j

tMrt^^ a11 t0 ProTC the wisdom of
I
^S^aS^' AsA P™*u

' 1—-
_ s cutting grass when it is coming into bloom, I in Hoiiiston, Feb. 4th, bv Rev. j. t. Tuck.
Tiie subject of an exhibition was called up s fl,„ „ P - t . ,„ ... „•_„ „„f „fw„„ = walkek to Mrs. SAitaie e. WabfiSld^ both ol HolUston.

and discussed, and on motion of Mr. Joh^
&e My of waitmg UU .1 is going out ot bios-

;±^WJ!m„™ newoomh, of wmh

The new crop 1. arriving more freely, but
We (piote Cuba Muscovado at 39 to 50 cenla ; Por-

s to Rico, 45 to 60 cents, nnd New Orleans, 80 to 87>$ cents,

s There has been a moderate demand for crude petroleum, and

| the market closes steady at 19 cents. Refined In bond has been

|
moderately active. The supply on hand Is small. Prices rulo

| firm at 27 to 31^ cents for light straw to prime white,
s There has been an Improved demand for raw sugars, prlncl-

I
pally from the trade, and prices have advanced.

1
'- som and Ihe downrio-ht ora7inps=i of lpltino- it s a-ntlc, to Miss Polly M. Swift, of Mansfield. Jan. 26th, W

Holden of Warwick was referred to the = '
<-10\\niloUl Ciazmess OI letting It - Ibvikg Swift to Miss MaeyD. Miller of Woodstock.nottttn, ot waivwcl,, was reterreel to the s stand m tbe seed is ri I am quite certain s „.

Standing Committee, with full power to act.
j^ when grass is cut^ it is not only lhe |

~ -

"

The report of the Committee on nomination
|
gam 0f making such a much better quality off JJ^atuS.

for officers was presented by the chairman,
j hay tuat win gratify the farmer, but the land I

Mr. O. Brown, and it was voted that the re-
j is scal.

Cely weakened at all ; whereas those who !aSS^SHS;S^S"v
' ™ " hlt

I
CHI™^ AND PROVISION MARKET,

port be received and the persons therein
j
follow the suicidal practice of mowing late, rob

} £^»nfA^uim' w^eT"»* «B
"

i
tasted It^Zx X^Am n » •:

nominated be declared elected. They are f s f their land and the afterfeed, cheat every ani- \ Sodthwiok, i;sq., fn the
1

40th year 'of hia age; only son of the f
for No - 2- Com iulct a°d steady at 8i@82Xc Oau duiL

follows: jmalthat eats the poor, dry, leafless stuff, and I c^y
Josep" Southwlck

'

»f Biackstone. Eng.

r> -j * w o e a ix tr' = ' 5 T T . , . „ _ , s
lah meats firmly held, but cpilet, with sales of CumberlandPresident.—Wm. Sprague, ol South Kings- \ defraud themselves and their families—this is I Jl^t ' '

STKPIIE;i Bol"1I"!
.
""he year I middies at 9c. Lardquiet»ndnominaiatir<,.ni=„e. Market

t0wn -
I the reason Why COmstalks are rated as highly I In Bristol, 4th instant, ELIZA Pitman, wlfeof John Howland I

fordres5ed hogs lirmer, but the Improvement Is on light lots;

\xt Vire Piviirlpnt Tnaouli TT Ttniim nf= 1 i i u 1 i » i. | Pitman, aged 47 years. 7th instant, Maky Newell, wife of s sales range from 47 40,-37 80, closing at *7 40,n>7 70, dividing onist vice president—Josepli ti. Bourn, ol
| aa hay, and.why so much meal has to be given 1 Gapt. Joseph l. Gardner, aged 59 year.,. 1 500 11* r™,.u~;.w m.i, f> . .> r.

v. ,„„„ ,» lUj , al , ,„ l0

Inoi th Providence.
| to keep store cattle in a healthy condition. So I

In Soi'uale. 31s < Baebaea patt, aged 71 years. | bushels com, 19,000 bushels oau, soo hogs. Shipmcnts-Uisoo
.i n(j TT/,. . D.,-^.v7„ tl y tj HT i S „ T' ... s In Milford, Jan. 31st, Adelaide S., wile of Orrlck H. Adams, l bbls flour>ncl Vice President.—Cyrus B. Manchester, s far I can corroborate the statements made, but \

aged 27 years,
ijootsnour.

of Providence.
| however good the hay, I have always found I !

n™ist"n
'
Fcb

„
2<1

'
M "- TAMAR B*'-^™> ^ ™ | P0EK AND LART) AT T™ ™r,,T

Q>.^ 17;V.» n,.„o,-^„/ m vi T> <•= , „ „ . ,. . s In Killingly, Ct., 2d instant, Fbanoib Madden, aged 55 vears. s
runs. LalUl Al IHi, Wi-bl.

oia Vice rieswent—UOacliaU JilOWn, Ot| benefit from feeding Other Stimulating food, the! In Plalnfield, C*t., 27th ultimo, Maeh M. Bennett, aged 34 1
The Cincinnati Uajctte gives the following statement of Lard

North Providence.
I extra feed, of whatever kind, always helping to I

y<
?

r

.„„. „ „ '

„ „ ,„ |
and Pork at Cincinnati for two last.eaaons:

8ecrt>ta/n/ anH Trensnivev Wm R tttnriloc
'=

• .„ . „ « , ,, T , I
Wilimanlic, Ct., Feb. 1th, 1 ine Hovey, aged 6, years. s The following tables show the receipts and shipments of allaecreiaryana lieasuui .—wm. K. btaptes^

=. increase milk, butter, flesh or growth. Ihave| in Mansncid, ct., Feb. 5th, patience meyes, aged so years. | .nicies or hog produce from Nov. 21, isas, to Feb. 1, \m, and
Of Providence. 1 given, at Various times, tO milking COWS, With t

r
", Slatersvllle, 29th ult., Mr. Eliakim TOT'I-ee BOHNBLl' I for lhe corresponding time In the season of 18tl5-6. Under the

Audit and Finance Committee.-Wm. Viall, \ advantage to the increase of milk and the im- !T^I^lIlJ^^Z!^^ "™^
I ^JZZZXI T "Tf? XT,

°' °"^
17,1... _j "d m e, it 1M n 3 =- — . " I

lnp l"" k 1" almost entirely mess pork, but all kinds are IncludedEdward P. Taft, and Israel M. Bowen.
[
provement of the butter, every kind of meal, j

Standing Committee. —George B. Peck, 1 pumpkins, mangolds, carrots, cabbage and}

Oliver Johnson, Robert S. Burrough, James I
kohl rabi, and by doing so, the same quantity f

Y. Smith, of Providence ; Elisha A. Lawton, | of hay would do for three cows, with the ex-
j

Cranston ; Alfred B. Chadsey, North Kings- j tra feed, that would do for two without it ; and

town ; Amasa Sprague Cranston

;

Staples, Barrington ; Thomas G. Turner, War- j
combined, it would make a corresponding dif- j coiiVto'n"''

The markets.

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending Feb. 15, 1867.]

„ -. , T , „ , „ , ... eaem teodcots, I'CEL, ,tc.

Henrys when I have fed freely with meal and roots s Hay ton 438 1 wood -4 cord $<sa9 sol Pork, bw...

$10 50al2 oO Potatoes 90c =

, s Oats % bush 85a90c
|
Onions 90c s

Bacon, tcea

s Bacon, bis..
ren^ Wm. B. Spencer, Warwick

;
Hemy J. I ference in exact proportion to the extent these

;

Angell, Providence
;
George F. Wilson, East !

nourishing kinds of food were given."

Providence ; Seth Padelford, Providence ; I

Charles S. Bradley, North Providence
; James j

D. W. Perry, Bristol ; Jno. B. Francis, War-

1

GEOCEBIE8, Ac,

! Flour $llal7 00
S Coru Meal $1 30
s R.ve $1 50
| Saleratns 10al5c
s Kero3ene Oil 80c
s Cheese M lt> 20c
s Butter $ tb 40, 42a45c

wick; Royal C. Taft, Providence; Silas! iT Bn0uld ever be a rule with the farmer to \ teS^£*&""\\VMi!&
Allen C. Mathewson, Bar-

1 winter no more stock than he can winter well. I

Mackere1
'
new ^-10al2c

rington
j Chas. N. Hoj't, Providence ; Jno. G.

TOO MUCH STOCK.

.meats, .tc

.18a25c

Raisins 22a25c
Molasses %? gal 75a85c
Y. H. Tea *1 20 S

Black Tea 80ca*l 20 =

Oil ¥ gal +1 00 s

Fluid "tfgal ifl 00 =

Candles% lb 25a50c I

Kggs lt> uoz 45c =

Lard %) lb 18a20c s

Sugar %) It. 14al8c
;

z Lard, bbls.

.

I Lard, kegs.

.

|
under that head. Lard, also. Includes all kinds of grease

I RECEIPTS
| , 1868-67

,

Equivalent

In Iba.

1,183,400

60,500

298.600

146,000

81,600

16,400

1,338,676

| Lard, bbls.

.

I Lard, kegs..

Pkgs.

.5,917

.1,210

.1,493

. 146

. 273

. 41

Pkgs.

12,513

2,137

9,350

340

1,570

33

i
Bacon, lbs.

1845-66
,

Equivalent

lbs.

3,502,600

10(!,350

1,870,000

2-10,000

471,000

9,300

2,345,758

Tolal 3,115,176

SHIPMENTS.
, 18S6-67—

^

Equivalent

in lbs.Pkgs.

38,380

.10,679Hams 18a20c =

Poultry 20a28c I
Pork, bbls....31,367

Shoulders 16c s Bacon, hhds.. 9,797
Sansagea 20c =

Tripe He
Pork, salt 18c

;
Bacon, tees,

j
Bacon, bxs.

.

! Bacon, lbs. .

.

4,341

1,902

7,656,000

533,950

6,373,400

9,797,000

1,303,300

760,800

1&8.205

rkgs.

24.301

14,352

33,753

8.110

3,307

3.S72

7,544,708

18S5-66 ,

Equivalent

lbs.

4,850,000

717,000

6,751,600

S.110.O00

1,016,100

1,148,800

' 168,853

Moore, Cranston

1 A single sheep or cow, properly cared for, and I Beefsteak

Clark, Jr., South Kingstown; Lyman B.- i prbvided with a sufficiency of wholesome and ifSS^fe:v:.:::»:""!ste
Frieze, Providence

;
Elisha Dyer, Providence

; { nutritious food, water, and comfortable shelter, ! veai
0
"-."":::-.:::.:;::ia'oc

Jno. Oldfield, Cranston; Wm. E. Barrett,
] wm be of more value to the. owner than two, |

^ frcBh 15al

^_
Providence

;
Cyrus Harris, Warwick

;
Joseph j poorly kept. It is a singular error in domestic s

F. Brown, North Providence
;
Joseph Hodges, [ nolicv to wnro„riate to two or more animals \

BRIGHTON MARKET,—FEB. 13.

„ . . ' _ tit., -X -.
' s POllCy, tO appiopriatc TO IV\0 or more animal

5 At market for the current week : Cattle, 1361; Sheep aud
Barrington

;
George D. Wilcox, Providence

; | the food necessary for one. Yet this singular j Lambs, 6948; swine,-.

T. G. Potter, East Providence.
I mistake is often noticeable amono- those who i

PRIOEB
- Bcef cattle-Extra, $13.S5@$1S.50; first quality, [Excess of shipments...22,396,477

, r TT ii" t ai c . -,-r. ^ . , 5 . , , , °„ , , i $12.50@$13.00; second quaUty, $U.O0(S!tl2.00; third qualltv. 3 ... . , ,„ _ , .tMr. Henry W. Lothrop, first Vice President ! consider themselves —and are called— good \ *;9.50(S!*io.50 \s loo its <ihe total weight or hides miiow and I

The6e 0g" re '' ehow * ral"nB °a rccc""" from lho

of last yea, declined being a candidate for
j
farmers, and indeed is, or has been, often ! ^^^^^^"^^^^Z

Total 26,511,655

|
Deduct receipts 3,115,176

28,773,152

7,544,908

15,22»,3-lt

this year. j practised bv whole communities. In seasons I ,

, . „ S r J
1 Brighton Hides. lOwllc ^1 ft. Brighton Tallow ;.«»' c ft ft. S

, ... '
,A meeting of the Standing Committee was I of scarcity, more stock is kept than there is! Lamb skins, $1.25(51.75 per skin; sheep skins, $l.26@i.76 1

,
sh | pments have incre

neat immediately after the adjournment of the | food to supply their wants
;

consequently the !
''a

^
n

Society, first Yice President, J. H. Bourn, in j
price of hay is unduly raised, and suffering, 1 Th ,

the chair

tary pro tern

Calfskins, 17(»20cf) lb.

The Eupply of Cattle from the West is mostly of an ordinary

by the Interruptions In means of transportation. On the other

ased 3,738,503 pounds, over two-

!e article of lard. Adding these

two Items together we have 8,168,235 pounds, at the reduction

of stock In exceBS of laat season, which Is equal to the produc-

HTi-r, , . , e» = ji-' • j* 1.1 " 5 lion of over 36,000 bost'of SSSponnas each : but the Increase In
Oil. E. Dyer, Was elected Secre- | Often irremediable and rUinOUS to the COm- \

grade. There Is but afew very extra Beeves In market. Prices s
lh(.

= threefold.
- There are but a few Stores brought to market at s

^.tluertisemcnt.

- .he stock on liaml at the commencement of tho Bcoaon, ami the

fmunity, is the result. The true policy is to
j ^

m^,ne,m»8«d from our last quotation,, and trade haa|
nuniberof hogj packod hen)wU] compcnMlofor (h„ np„,7

The subject of an exhibition, referred from j keep just as many animals as will consume
j stores

the Society, was fully discussed, when upon the fodder produced on the farm, and no more. I
ll>i a season or the year, except working oxen and Much cows. |

.

motion of Mr. George F. Wilson, it was voted
j
But this would not preclude the

'
plan of pur- 1X:L""lZTXT*. J318, $232, 82«. |

that a general exhibition, cattle show and fair 1
chasing fodder— were the money at hand to [ The supply in market is small, and there is» good demand fori

beheld during the ensuing year, and that a! do so— with the intention of increasing the j

w"^e™-
. I Viarmersl attentiok wm ». .»u »t Anetio. at the° J '

S , ,
= Milch I'ows Salea CKIra 480.S 1011; onllnarv *65'S75; Store i li-,",^,11

' ATI K>Tjr i.N -W ill be sold at Aucll"n. at IM
committee to whom shall be entrusted the I quantity of manure and the productive power

; Oow, $35@50. Prlcelof Mlkh Cow8 depend all06etncr upon [ fi^XT' : ;\\

but a few extra Cowa I commence at 10 A. fi.

I ' Three lirst class young family Cows, to drop their calves In

I March ; one prime pair of Farm or Driving Horses ; one Colt : a
Most of the Western s set of double-team Harnesses, with other Harnesses. One

they may deem expedient with the New Ensr- 1 in this respect, as in many others. We have
j^T^^.'L"^IT 7"T^^f shcep I'^lTxc^r^annin^wiE;

1

vV^X? Ha'rEws • s!"'i
" Sowine Machtnei; ('ultlraton; 1 Cant Iroo Roller; and many

er ' ii" 'r l . 1 1
, - I,.!,, that are needed on a tlrst class

necessary arra ngements for carrying tins, mat- 1 of the farm.

ter into e Sect, be authorized to co-operate as
[ Practices on the farm have greatly changed

j
"shtep^d Lambs-Traue ia dun

| the fancy of tbe purchasers. There are but
I in market.

land ' Agricultural Sociptv in >„., ar.t ;r.r. fl,ot S , , . „ . . „ s at $2, $2 25, $3, $3 50, ^2, !J5 ¥ head, and 3 to 8c ]!.,iciuu
,

«.0in.uitiiidi oociciy in any action that ; heard men boast of wintering a cow of com-| swine—None in market
may be taken for holding a fair in this State ! mon size on a single ton of ordinary hay. Un-|
during the current year. idersucha practice, nearly every farm in the I

On motion, it was voted that the President [ neighborhood would lose one or more good ani- I

PHILADELPHIA V/00L MARKET.

be requested to divide the Standing Committee I mais every spring, by some disease induced by 1 tur^Z^d 2%'*E^^«Z^ I

I othnr
I furni.
= A Ibo 2 bars of good Hay, and a lot of Straw: 50 hiMhclsof
= Jackfton White I'otatocs, and about 30 busheU of Seed Potatoea,

I the enrlicRt variety known.
= Tliose wishing to raffe early polatnes, would do well to attend
= sale. Also a variety of Household Kiirnlturn.

S. M. KENNER, Auctioneer.
South Woodstock, Conn., Feb. 16, 18«7. 3w-6

Weed Seeds.—In a pint of brand-clover Professor Buckman detected .T.),410 weed seeds ; in two pints of Dutch clover he found l'.">,."<;o and 70.100
respectively. "When seeds are saved wholesale it is often very hard to keep all weeds out; there are so many things, for instance, which flower almost
exactly like the turnip; but even 20,000 to the pint must be due to something more than carelessness. ''Save your own seed, then, if vou can," is the
best advice to the farmer. It is troublesome, no doubt; but it must pay somebody to do it—-why not vou 9 Y<m will* have to pay
less for hoeing the next year.



The Fanw ami Fimixla

MENDENHALL'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTING
HAND-LOOM.

DANIEL WEBSTEK. THE SAIN-POWEK. 1 Vep.duke in Wintek may be attained,

= ! 1 prettily, in front of dwellings, by tastily ar-

.f Admitted to the bar in his twenty-third year,! The rain-power is steam-power. Older
j rangiDg evergreens of various colorS; forrns

| he dutifully went home to his father, and j
than Fulton, Watt, or the Marquis of Worces-

f^ sizeg _ A fine arrangement is a group of

|
opened an office in a New Hampshire village |

ter, it has operated from the beginning, since
; three j imiperS) three to four feet higb(

-m the
I near by, resolved never again to leave the gen-

j
the day when first the sunbeam dallied with I cmtr^ and one decidedly ta]ler than the rest.

1 erous old man while he lived. Before leaving f
the wave,- and the rainbow was woven for

} Aj.ound tnese a s\QCr\Q row of low Canada
I Boston he wrote to his friend Brigham : "If! their bridal robe. We may judge something

j balgamS) taktag tho form of tlie bed) but uot
I I am not earning my bread and cheese in ex- 1 of the grandeur of this apparatus, when we

j crowded Outside a row of arbor-vitajs or a

[ actly nine days after my admission, I shall cer- { reflect that all the rivers in the world are only
j rmg of j;ule rcd Cedars, very compact and

|
tainly be a bankrupt ;" and so indeed it proved, [the overplus of its stores, only the drippings 1

-^exl a cjrcie 0f'bear "rass with its

jWith great difficulty he "hired" eighty-five I from its vast magazines, as its bounties are
j long pointed leaves, so as to make a continu-

I dollars as a capital to begin business with, and I distributed over the land. Rivers are "f I 0us band. of pale green.

[ this great sum was immediately lost in its tran- j course fed by the rains, and represent the j

! sit by stage. To any other young man in his j excess of moisture deposited on the country
f

I situation, such a calamity would have been, for I which they drain. All the water-power in the 1
The quality ofwool is tested by taking a lock

! the moment, crushing ; but this young man.in- j world—the stupendous Niagara, the Mississip-

1

from the sheep's back, and placing it on a sur-

I different to meum as to tuum, informs his
j
pi, the Amazon, the Nile, the Ganges

;
every j

face representing an inch in length. If the spi-

I brother that he can in no conceivable way re- 1 valuable or invaluable water privilege that j
rals count from thirty to thirty-three in that

| place the money; cannot, therefore, pay for I floats Yankee logs, or chokes with Yankee !
space foe wool is equal to the finest » Elec-

1 the books he had bought ; believes he is earn- j saw-dust ; each and all, are but the residue of 1
toral " or Saxon}' wool. The staPle is inferior

That we are rapidly becoming practical in
j ing Ms daily breadj and as t0 the logS; be bas ] the steam-power which waters the earth. All |

accordingly as it takes a lesser number to fill

our inventions, the above cut, which represents
j

<< n0 uneasy sensations on that account." He I
gain their force from the labors of steam. In j

UP tne same space,

reality as faithfully as a picture can do, an
j conciucies his letter with an old song, begin- { some far off sea, the power of sun-heat lifted 1 .- - un-

original object, is proof positive. In the Men- \ n ;ng— j the steaming vapor high in the air. Lsagues I

denhall Improved Self-Acting Sand-Loom, the |
"Foi de doi, doi de doi, <u doi, \ a the cloud floats before thg wj , ^

j

. , . .... . . = III never make money mv idol." E " ={
philosophical and practical combination ot sim-

; I upheld by heat, till the cold air benumbs foe s ~ , ,. , -t%, \ -r^fii
,. . -, Wl t ai • . „,,„.- = Tn thn "NTpw 'HT.mnQliirp of i«nf! thpi-p wiq nr. = c i , I Ct., were, planted with cranberries. Last fall

plicity, durability and efficiency, has super-
1

In the JNew mmpsmre ot loUb mere was no =
fingers 0f the great water-carrier, and forces I

seded the earlier features—complexity, force, j
such thing possible as leaping at once into a

{ Lim t0 drop it in rahx The amount of ^f
friction, and consequent liability to frequent {

lucrative practice, nor even of slowly acquiring
j yearly fall of rain varieg from twenty-three!'

disarrangement, more completely than in any I it. A country lawyer who gained $1,000 a
f feet; in some parts of South America, down 1 T n TT t1

other labor-saving machine that we have ever f
year was among the most successful, and the| t0 nothing, on some desert portions of the! -T^™™ t'7 i ™ \ rf™

C0™,
seen or heard of. I

leader of the bar in New Hampshire could not
[ globe . Tne New E ,and J ig thh |

With he Deer Island (Mass.) House of Indus-

Asa practical mechanic and mechanical ex- 1 earn $2,000. The chief employment of Daniel
] eight inohes. The mean for the entire surface I

t17
' ?* Past/

ear
' ^ acres were used for

pert, we have given close and continuous criti- j
Webster, during the first year or two of his I of me globe is about five feet. This would re- ! .^IVZ ' n ^

• iTf
*

cal attention, for more than a year, to the j
practice, was collecting debts due in New ! quire a body of water, as Ion. as from Boston ! f°

SS

f f\
acre yielded ,o

practical performance of the " Improved Men- j
Hampshire to merchants in Boston. His first

j to Liverpool, one thousand miles wide and \

to" s'~the larSest Product Per acre
'

14 15 claim"

Cranbekhies.—Four or five years ago six or

I
seven acres of meadow, in the town of Essex,

'
1 eight hundred bushels were gathered from the

'

I patch.

freely confess we have found no [
tin sign has been preserved to the present day,

| two hundrecl and twenty-four feet in depth, I

fault with-everything to com- j
to attest by its minuteness and brevity the

\ each vear_ This mass of water is ear-h vearl

ed, on record in this country.

each year. This mass of water is each year I

|
humble expectations

_

of its proprietor. "D.
j boisted up hundretls of fect int0 tbe air; carried) |

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

denhall," and

feature to find :

mend.

So entirely simple, disorder of parts is nearly f
Webster, Attorney," is the inscription it bears,

j some „f j t) thousand of miles, and then let I
who has this year-1700 bushels of beans to

impossible. With so little friction, but trifling [The old Court-House still stands in which he
j dowu agaiu where it ig wan4d. "What a j feed to his sheep, considers them worth equally

power is required to operate it. It weaves by |
conducted liis first suit, before his own father

j powe].fm engine is the atmosphere ! and how I as muc)l as corn - He says it is necessary to

simply turnmg a crank—a perfect automaton^-} as presiding judge. Old men in that part of
j mceiy adjusted must be all the co°-s and I feed carefully at first, mixing in some lighter

swings the lathe, springs the treadle, flings the I New Hampshire were living until within these I wbeei 3j anci Sprmgs anci pinions of that ex- !
feed,till the sheep become accustomed to them,

shuttle, unwinds the warp, winds up the wo- j
few years, who well remembered seeing this

j qu is ite pieCe of machinery, that it never wears = as beans will clog them sooner then any grain

ven cloth, and maintains the tension, never
j
tall, gaunt, and large-eyed young lawyer rise

}^ nor feUg to do i{s work at the right^ | he ever used.

making a mis-move ; but making cloth of very \
slowly, as though scarcely able to get upon his

; and in the right way _

„ |
-

superior quality, and of eight or nine different j
feet, and giving to every one the impression j

° I The game amolmt of study, tact, talent, en-

styles, all on the same warp, at the rate of from I that he would soon be obliged to sit down from
f He Snowstokms in Eukopb _The win ! ergy and enterprise that suffices to make a

20 to 35 yards per day. Jeans, satinets, |
niere physical weakness, and saying to his fa-

1 ^ ^ ^ ' •

| man moderateIy successful in a professional

tweeds, kerseys, repps, fencing, birds-eye,
|

to ^^honfen. aa i^ United A iyate 1
or a mercantile career, will place him in the»orS car"

6rr^rS I wTrrVe^^t^TSe^I^^ « on the 13th ofJanuary,^^ <>f the tillers of the soil.

ZZT inth^ma-lashamed to see the famil,^^^^^^^'^^3 A farmer In 'Pleasant Yalley, Iowa, kept 50
ionh, of th«P thP plmno-P ran he made in two = har by so lean and feeble a young man. The =

v iucu»r»iau. j,
,

r
jonty ot these, tne cnangc can De maue in™ j j

.

b
i 0f snow for many years t0ok place in Scotland i cows last year, which earned him on an aver-

minutes from one style of fabric to another on [
tradition is, that he acquitted himself so well |

V Y
J

P »couana y ,

the same warp The proprietors of the Phila- ! on this occasion that the sheriff was satisfied, |

on Ua 12™ and 1 3th of January •

a
>
s

j ,

*^a"Mendenhan" have recently invented land clients came, with their little' suits and [
were blocked up, and one fatal collision oc-|=^

a shuttle by which rag carpets can be rapidly ! smaller fees^ consKlerable—erMothej—^ 3^™^
woven by self-action, the same as any other office of D. Webster, Attorney, who thencefor-

1So^T^7^0 nlZ7Z on tojt £ £
cloth No other loom has this improvement. ! ward in the country round went by the name

]^ d^iees below zero
>
*™^on on the

{

— —
i of "all-eyes." His father never heard him !

Thames was suspended, and the public works
f Uhzde IslnM,

speak again. He lived to see Daniel in success-
; at Blackfriar's bridce and the Thames embank-

1

The farmers, mechanics, and all others wear-

ing "store clothes," actually pay on the mate-]

rial of which they are made six profit.

U. S. tax of six per cent., all of which accrue! "
' "

i blockade of the French railroads bv snow and ^

,
jster practiced three years in the country, and \

uloLK<lUL 01 neneu lauioaab uy snow, aim
^

the mate-
jM q ^& & gtudent and ]

ment were stopped. No boats had arrived at
j
farmer wanted.-a m

*l

aDd the
! died in 1S0G, prematurely old. Daniel Web- \

DOTer from Ca,ais for ttoee^ to the
] ^fflSSJ^Sk0^

on the raw material between the lime of its \

, l then, resigning his business to his brother, es-

1

the consequent detention of passengers,

going out of farmers hands and reton ng to . ° -
ffi the g t of |

English coal traffic was also impeded.

them in the form of cloth. The Mendenhall= ' 1
. \

_ ... . . „ . , ^-A ' = New Hampshire, then a place of much foreign =

Loom saves to its proprietors all this, besides =
1

, , =

,. . .. e i ti t n „^ '= commerce. Ezekiel had had a most desperate I

giving them a better quality ot cloth at an av- =

faithful and skdlful farmer Is

'arm. His wife to understand
poultry.
Address Box No. 3,

Providence Post Office.

3w6.

Ancient Bricks.-

The ^ February 16, 1867.

Prof. Unger, the celebra- \
w - A - Hennessey, pbopeietok.

IVER IRON
WOONSOOKET, E. I.

WORKS

era "e of tess than two thirds the cost of store 1
stru-le w;th poverty. At one time, when the

|
ted Viennese botanist and paleontologist, has

j ^^li^ESW'
'{family, as Daniel observed, was " heinously j

recently published some remarks on the bricks
jmaena

'

. 4 . , ... . .! unprovided," we see the much enduring "Zeke"i of the ancient Egyptians, especially those of}
For terms and particulars, with samples of =

1
, . '

s
. . - . . . i, „ . „ „ . . i teaching an academy by day, an

cloth, address A. B. Gates & Co., proprietors,; .
•

, ? ., /, •. *». . = ,„ . „ ... . „

ooo Ai . t »
.

' ™ *i itt." i school for sailors, and keeransr well un with his l about 3,400 years before our era. One
333 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.

IRON WORK of every description.

Boilers repaired in a thorough manner at short notice.

|
teaching an academy by day, an eveningfthe pyramid of Dashour, which was built

j snor at noeth end, neae hakeis's new mill.

I school for sailors, and keeping well up with his I
about 3,400 years before our era. One off Refers by permission to

! class in college beside. But these nreliminarv = them being examined through the microscope l Rioe, barton & Co., Machinists and Boiler Makers, worces-
... * i . i ter, Mass.

"= troubles were now at an end and both the ;
by the processor, he discovered that the mud \ bellows & whitcomd, Engineers, Worcester, Mass.

: C \V. Klmball, Esq., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory,
Springfield, Mass.

-
,

... ; Hon. L. Habeis, Woonsocket.

colds ; and colds are the forerunners of con- 1 and self-sacrifice.— M.r. Parton in the North \
tamed not only a quantity of animal vegeta- \

,,, „„ „ , , „,„.,„ ,„.„„„,

To Relieve a Cough.—This is the season for j brothers took the places won by so much toil I
of the Nile, out of which it was made, con-

( ble matter, but also fragments of many mahu- 1 a gricdltural, implements.—a. s. aenold, dealer
\ n- . .

. . . . , l Zi in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's
= factored SUbStanCeS, Whence We may conclude I and Cylinder Plows and Castings; Shares s Patent Harrows and

s | Horse Hoes. Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters,

sumption. Attend seasonably to the first, if I American Review.

you would avoid the last. For years we have | -

M M

found the following preparation the best forf Salx Your Chimnbys.—In building a chim- f that Egypt must have enjoyed a high degree
| aml Railroad Barrows, sWeis, spades'. Forks, iron Bars, <tc.

the cure or relief of a cough that we have ever }
ney, put a quantity of salt into the mortar with j

of civilization upwards of 5,000 years ago.
{

Holder'

s

^^^"oSfk. i.

tried : Take two ounces flaxseed, two ounces
f
which the intercourses of brick are to be laid, j Professor Unger has been enabled, by the aid | < - --»

stick liquorice, halfa pound brown sugar, half a j The effect will be that there will never be any ]
of the microscope, to discover in these bricks

{

R

0AD scrapers, made of old carw^f^; 1^^

pound raisins, one quart of cider. Boil the | accumulation of soot in that chimney The j a vast number of plants which at the time
[ , „_ .SSSi!!!!!,!

whole down to One pint ; strain it off and put ]
philosophy is thus stated : The salt in the por- [

grew in Egypt. The chopped straw, clearly
}
pERRY's new, first premium, lock hay cutters,

it aside for use. Whenever the cough is trouble- j tion of mortar which is exposed, absorbs moist- 1 discernible in the body of the bricks, confirms
j

32 Canal Street, Providence, R.' I.

some, take a table spoonful at a time.—Port- \ ure every damp day. The soot thus becoming j the description of the manner of making the
j

land Press. I damp, falls down the fireplace. Our readers [
latter, such as we find it in Herodotus and in

j

-"—'""""""'*""""—~"~
I should remember or preserve this little piece j the book of Exodus.

}

Theee are but three manufactories of sheet I of valuable information. | ttubbartj, blake & co.'s axes, now acknowledged...... XT ... /~v - = . ^ -rrr k ttt<i,< = -tl the best in market, are for sale in lots or br single dozens,
and bar zmc m the United btates. Une is at; «-..._-..,»_»__«„.»— \ A Challenge.—Captam W. A. Williamson f by the Manufacturers' Agents, w. e. barrett & co.,

111* '111 ill "'T?a»
* .->-»» ,-,£* l^„__ n 4- Tl„„ _ J _ Ix_ ; /\P "^fl'rtT-vI'In linn nni>nlinnn/1 t Vi Q T*/l fid Vi (Wan I—I o T*T*TT 5

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Prof. Agassiz found 1,800 varieties of fish { ing merely of a silk strin

in the river Amazon. ' 1Q the top.

A new style of bonnet has made its ap- [ of Mobile has purchased the race horse Harry
| nil_

| pearance in Paris. It is very simple, consist- 1 of the West, and challenges any horse in the i ttt e. barrett a co., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
: . . . ... , , = TT ., . q, . .

. , . .. . ; W . Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two
with a diamond set \ United States to meet him in the spring races I Horse Potato niggers, Lufkin's new side hiii Plows. Also,

. . . . ob-i n nrv\ A dt.ne or,r> I dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at
for any sum between $10,000 and $25,000. 32 Canal street, Providenco, r. l

The Faem and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of a<Ticultural writers of reputation, and the aimjof the Publisher Will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the fhrm and the fireside. Terms^$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy, 5 cents.
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RIBBON-LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.

(ZEA OUEAGUA.)

For the accompanying illustration of the

most beautiful plant of all the maize family,

we are indebted to the courtesy of B. K.

Bliss, Esq., the sovereign of New England

seedsmen. For a general and somewhat inti-

mate knowledge of the plant itself, we are in-

debted to an early Bohemian habit that has

carried us into divers corners of the world

where the Zea Curagua is grown ; for though

popularly hailing from Japan, this unique,

useful and ornamental plant, has other homes

;

in some indigenous, in others adopted ; and in

all so similar in appearance, growth, habits

and general characteristics, that, in our opin-

ion, the species are identical, only varied

slightly by climate, soil, and more by culture.

In Cochin China it has been grown a thous-

and years for food for both men and animals.

In the great Japanese island of Jesso, in a par-

allel North of 42 ° , the plant is considerably

cultivated, ripening in about three and a half

months from planting, and serves for food,

both green and ground, and is made into bread.

It is more rare in Niphon, or Japan proper

;

but common again in Loo Choo, Formosa, and

the Magellan and Ladrone groups.

On the American continent, the plant is con-

fined to an Andean belt, and high altitudes

mostly
;
extending from about the parallel of

seven s. latitude, south to that of 42 ° at least.

On the islands of Lake Zitticaca, and the plat-

eau of Cuzco, at an elevation of nearly thir-

teen thousand feet above the sea, the Zea was

grown as a sacred grain, of which offerings

were made to the Sun-deity of the ancient

Peruvians, centuries before the "Western "World

was known to have an existence. It i3 still

grown there, no longer as a sacred grain, how-

ever, but as a variety of maize that will ripen

at an altitude where the range of mercury is so

low and seasons so brief that no other variety

will mature its grain.

In the interior and upper Andean regions of

southern Chili, where the season of growth is

as short as that of Nova Scotia, and climatic

vicissitudes greater than those of our Northern

States, the striped leaf maize, Carta Formosa,

Zea Curagua, "Japanese Maize, or whatever

by courtesy we choose to call the pretty plant,

I is cultivated extensively, grows luxuriantly,

[ and the grain roasted or boiled while green,

[ and ripe, ground or pounded, and made into

| bread, is the daily food of men and women

| both civilized and savage.

I In all these far Southern mountainous regions,

i both natives and white people make a very

I good, sweet sugar of the zea, by denuding the

l canes of their foliage and ears just when the

I latter are entirely developed and in full milk
;

| the process being as simple as simplicity it-

I self—merely beating the cane to a pulp with a

I club
;
separating the juice in a rude press, and

I boiling it down to sugar, as our Northern sugar-

1 makers do the sap of the sugar maple.

I "We are not prepared to assert, positively,

1 that grown in the United States, the sea canes

] will afford sugar in sufficient quantity to make

I its culture for that purpose profitable ; but our

I belief is in that direction, and our conviction

{ is decided that the experiment ought to be

I fairly made. Admitting, however, that the

| canes will not produce sugar in remunerative

[
quantities, the merits of the zea, otherwise, are

] more than sufficient to induce our farmers and,

! gardeners to adopt it as a pet plant, and a valu-

I able acquisition to our maize list. It will grow

1 in good soil, under fair culture, as luxuriantly

| in the United States or the Canadas, as in Ja-

| pan or Southern Chili. "We have tested that

I by satisfactory experiment. Then, by closer

I
planting, the produce per acre may be made to

[
average that of any other kind of corn ; while

| the amount of first-class blade fodder will be

j double that produced by any other variety of

j maize. Cooked green, it is delicate and deli-

\
cious, and no better corn-bread or cakes were

} ever made from any meal than that the striped

| leaf zea makes. All these good qualities,

|
coupled with the great beauty of the plant,

[justify us in advising so many as we can, to

|
purchase a package of the "Japanese" seed,

I and experiment with it.

ROTATION OF GARDEN CROPS.

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

BY R. ROBINSON SCOTT, PHILADEPHIA.

The principle of the rotation of crops has

been already treated of in the columns of the

"Farm and Fireside," and in regard to the cor- i

rectness of the principle, there can be no con- i

troversy. In the esculent garden the necessity
\

for rotating the crops, if we would preserve the
j

fertility of the soil, is just as great as on the i

farm, but as the variety is greater, the proper
\

routine is not so evident. In the farm there i

are a few varieties only, and each field or divis-
i

ion of the rotation may be entirely occupied by
j

one crop. In the garden, on the contrary, we
]

cannot appropriate an entire division of the i

rotation to one article, so that the crops must j

be grouped, so as to occupy the division to
j

which their nature suits them. Thus, if the \

garden allotment be one acre or four, or any i

other less or greater amount, we should divide
!

it into four portions, exclusive of any portion

occupied permanently by such crops as aspar-

agus, rhubarb, strawberries, herbs, &c, which
remain for several years in the same place. If

of eight acres, two four-course rotations may

be adopted. "We shall suppose, for the present,

.

that the lot is one acre in extent. We divide I

it into four compartments of one-fourth of an
[

acre each ; as it is most likely to be worked by j

the spade ; and if in form of a rectangle, as itf

should be, a centre walk will separate it into I

two— and another walk at right angles will f

make the four divisions or compartments.

As there are many things required in the gar-
j

den which will only require a small bed, it is I

advisable to leave a side border all around, by f

making a narrow walk five feet from the fence,
|

this walk may be three feet wide. "We have f

thus a rectangle, divided into four main com-

1

partments, with a border walk. These we
j

shall designate as 1, 2, 3, 4. In No. 1, pota-!

toes are planted, to be followed by cabbages, j

transplanted between the rows. When the
j

potatoes are removed, the cabbages will occupy f

the ground, which, in the Fall, after the cab-

1

bages are removed, should be ridged, so as to f

expose the soil to the action of the frost in win- j

ter, and permit the free escape of surface water. I

We do not, in this article, design to give the j

routine of culture, only to designate the crops I

in the several compartments.

2. The potatoes will be succeeded the sec-

1

ond season by corn, with Lima beans in one !

portion of the division.

3. The corn will be succeeded by onions,

!

Spring spinuach, early beets, early cabbages, 1

transplanted, celery, okra;—tomatoes and egg
|

plants are also grown in this division as inter-

1

mediate or stolen crops. It may be remarked
j

that several of the above crops are planted be-
{

tween the rows of early maturing articles, so |

that they occupy the space after the removal
|

of the others. This is properly styled mixed
j

culture.
|

4. The variety of crops, as stated in last par- j-

agraph, to be followed in the fourth season by j

peas and string or snap-short beans, long beets,

)

carrots, parsnips and salsify. The early crops j

to be followed by turnips, and in the Fall, spin-

j

uach for Winter or early Spring use.

Several items which are introduced between f

the hills of other vegetables, have not been
j

mentioned, the object being to designate briefly j

the main crops in the several divisions.

It is not to be supposed that the inexperi-

1

enced cultivator can realize from the garden
j

the returns obtained by an experienced gar-

1

doner. The mere rotation will do little towards I

it, as there must be skill to apply the proper [

manure for each crop ; the rotation will con-

1

trol the selection of the quality and quantity of j

manure in each division, and each portion off

the division
;

as, for instance, where peas and
j

beans are to bt sown, the manure must be fully
j

decomposed and well mixed with the soil, as i

fresh manure encourages the growth of leaves I

and stems. Again, all deep rooting vegetables. !

such as parsnips, carrots and salsify, must be |

grown on the deepest worked soil
;

that, for j

instance, where celery trenches have been.
{

There are many further details, which will be I

in season a little later.

L H. M. Cochran, of Craftsbury, Vt., raised!
."2 bushels of good wheat from two bushels off

seed sown on one acre and a quarter of land. '

PEACH CULTURE.

Is all cases, peach trees should be planted

when of one season's growth. The time of

planting, whether Fall or Spring, is immaterial.

In very severe climates, the Spring would be

preferable ; but in all the peach-growing belt of

the United States, the choice between Fall and

Spring planting is of little account. For or-

chard planting the ground should be marked
out in furrows, about eighteen or twenty feet

apart, and the trees planted to about the same
depth as they stood in the nursery. The side

limbs and tops should be cut off, leaving a

straight stem of the desired height for forming

a head. If the trees are planted in the Fall,

this trimming and topping should be deferred

till Spring. Low heads are desirable. When
the heads begin to form, proper care should be

taken to prune out all unnecessary limbs, leav-

ing three or four limbs in proper position to

form the future tree. Shortening in about one-

half the growth for the second and third years

after planting, and keeping the inside ol the

trees clear of useless growth, is all that is re-

quired in the way of pruuing before the trees

commence bearing. The borers, which enter

the body of the tree at or a little below the

ground, should be removed from year to yoar.

Many remedies for their prevention hav« been
recommended, but experience has demonstra-
ted that the best preventive is personal inspec-

tion of each tree, and removing with a knife, or
other suitable instrument, the borers. Peach
trees will succeed in any soil that will grow
corn or potatoes, and require about the same
cultivation as those crops. No manures are

required until the trees have borne their first

crop. After the first crop, one hundred bushels

of wood-ashes, or three hundred pounds of Pe-
ruvian guano, or four hundred pounds of some
standard super-phosphate, or four hundred
pounds of bone-dust, to the acre, will restore

the trees and prepare them for the next year.—
Isaac PuUen, in Agricultural Report.

Dried Flowees and Grasses. — Recently,

while visiting a lady friend, who has great skill

and taste in drying and displaying flowers and
glasses, both in bouquets and on paper, we
were reminded of how little labor is requisite

in the practice, and of how much and lasting

enjoyment they contribute. The process is

simply care to gather the flowers when they

are perfectlyfreefrom exterior moisture, arrang-

ing them carefully and tastefully, and placing

them immediately between the leaves of a book,

where they soon dry, retaining their colors.

—

Horticulturist.

Nothing teaches patience like the garden.

We may go round and watch the opening bud

from day to day : but it takes its own time, and

you cannot urge it on faster than it will. All

the best results of a garden, like those of life,

are slowly, regularly progressive.

Cranberry Crop.—The number of barrels

of cranberries raised and sold in Harwich,

Mass., last year was 5315, and the price re-

ceived for them was $32,072.

<>

<}

(

1

<

The Hitman Stomach varies much in size—one pint is the average capacity, while there are some able to contain three sallons. This member of the
body, being made of thin and elastic material, is capable of great distension. In it the food is mixed with the gastric juice, of which, in the normal
state of man, two gallons are formed every day, and are necessary to produce digestion. All stimulants and condiments check the exudation of this
juice. Hence the food, lying undigested in the stomach, ferments and evolves carbonic acid gas, which, being absorbed by the blood and carried to the
brain, is productive of disastrous results. The use of ardent spirits and tobacco is extremely hurtful.
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The Stacfc-Wavd.
A SHORT SERMON ON HORSES.

The recent improvements in American archi- [

,

Bates and Queries,
j

| tecture have not reached the Stables, to the ex- } Messrs. Editors of the Farm and Fireside:

1 tent that could be desired. Brown stone fronts,
j I shall undertake to answer, according to

j

{high ceilings, marble mantle-pieces, costly fur-] the best of my "knowledge and belief," the
j

|
naces for warming and ventilating the dwell-

j questions asked by "X,"in the Farm and'l

I ing, may please the eye, and promote the health j Fireside for February 9th.

I
and comfort of the occupants, while the valu-

1 Firgt of fowlg . „ which ig the most profit. }

|
able horses of the proprietor are suffering from

I ablebreedt0 raise fof eggg> and wMch for |

j
the poorly constructed and poorly ventilated

j pou]try
„ For eggg) mix breeds all up together

}

I

stable. i
ag mucb as vou can—

B

rahmas, Bremen, Jer-

1

\ The fault often lies in two directions. The |
I sey Blues, Black Spanish, Hamburghs, Dork- 1

,

j
stable may be too tight, or too open. A horse

j ingg) Barnyards> and Bantams. They lay best
!

"

j
needs light, as well as air and suitable warmth

f and longegt that way_ guch has been my 0WD) ]

|
and food,-the vegetable structure hardly needs

j and the experiellCe 0f at least two hundred I

.

. I light more than he does. Pure air is essential, f

'

ttv 0 ,inPpCQf, n i nnnltrvmpn whom T have con-

1

No matter what breed you have, something
} His blood cannot become purified while the

j sulted.

poultrymen whom I have con

^

3d—Twenty fowls are as many as can be
kept profitably together.

4.—Deep ploughing, peat, muck, and ma-
nure.

5.—Peat or the best Peruvian guano.

6.—Good peat, if free from organic substance,

is worth one-half as much as common barn-

yard manure, especially on sandy soils. Bet-

ter to let it lay exposed one or two years to the

sun and frost, or it may be mixed with un-

slacked or unleached ashes, to destroy the

acidity. Rhode Island.

HOW TO MAKE MILKERS.

is necessary to reach the highest success in
) alr wMch inflates Wg lungsisfull of foul gasgeg

raising milkers. And can farmers expect ever
} from fermenting manUres. Nor is it enough

to raise good stock from cows to which, for
j tQ k the^ d if & afe gQ^ h |

-- -—-
—~-—" mm °\

anv th
"

I

the purpose of making them milkers, they
j th h ^ .

ob]icred
'

breatke- hig
'\..eath I

blld
>
and welghs one-fifth moie than any othei

{wP Wt. it, thP habit of now anv runt of a 1 V
oDligea to Dreatne nis ow n bieatn

% breed or crogg of j bulk make your market
|

t l! D Il i

°Ver
°
Ver agaiD

-
DigeSti0D iS intCrffere<i

1 fowls of that grade, j

bull they could pick up ? -

{
with) and a]1 the functions of life are impeded. |

It's a great thing to have good blood, wheth- j
Lazy grooms declare that a close, warm stable

er it be Ayrshire, Jersey or Short-Horn grades, j
helps to make a horse's coat fine and glossy in

.

but apart from this important advantage, the I winter as well as in summer. But in winter |
There is n0 such thinS in agricultural juris-

j

course of treatment in raising a milker is some- j such a coat is not to be desired. Nature pro- 1
prudence as worn-out lands. One or two, or

j

what different from that in raising a beef ani-1 vides the animal with longer hair and more of |
three perhaps, elements of fertility may have

}

mal, or an animal for labor. I it, to defend him from the cold. If the horse 1
become so far exhausted that the soil will not I

I is well groomed and blanketed his hair will be !
produce even a minimum crop of anything.;

The calf should be well fed and petted
|
smoothandglossy enough/all the year around. Jl*** to understand which of these is wanting

j

As poultry sells by weight, always, and a
1

1 fowl half Brahma, half Dorking, makes a big
j

Second. "What is the best method of re-

\ claiming worn-out lands ?
"

while young. "Well fed, to induce a rapid
I The indolent groom ought himself to be shut| ancl suPP'y if - A soil wanting more pot-

}

growth, so as to enable he heifer to come
up for twenty-four hours in the hot, steaming ! ash may not require any other constituent of}

early; petted, to make her gentle and fond of
}^ .

q wUch he ^ magterig I plant life and growth, any more than a fash-j

the presence ot her keepers. Fondling helps
; an(J^^ he ^ ^ ^ }

ionably clad individual, with the exception of
|

to create a quiet disposition, so important in I
doors of such a stable in the mornino- where I a Pair of dilapidated boots, requires an entire!

a dairy cow, and this education must begin
j horae8^ kept; amJ ^ ^^ and j

suit to make him a« fait. As a general rule,
j

when young.
j {he hartshorn are almQgt sufflcient t0 knock a } the cheapest and most direct road to maximum

]

For a milker we would have the heifer come
j man down. What wonder, then that horses 1

fertility in sick soils, is by liming first ; then I

in at two years old, and if she has been well
} g0 uged sh0uld suffer from inflamed eyes, cough, I

plowing under second growth of clover, buck-

1

kept, so as to have attained a good size, she is ! gianders, and other ailments! The wonder
3

is 1
wueat, corn &c, thorough cultivation and crop-

]

then old enough to become a cow. She will
j that they bear the abuge g0 ]oDg and gQ we]] | ping with peas, beans and potatoes—something j

give more milk for coming in early. It forms
j ^ ^ „

{ emgnt „
tQ Qur germon

'

fe
]
that pays you while the soil is gro ^ing rich.

\

the habit of giving milk, andhabit you know,
j
gimply^ ; ^ m Ventilate, I

Third.-The best, and cheapest fertilizers,
{

is a sort of second nature. An older bull is I

both fa &nd ^ ^^ ^ j next to gtable manur6) depends largely upon
j

better. We use too many young bulls. A
;^m bg bfo

.

q at certain near^ } locali)y and quality of soil . 0n all stiff; clay
j

three or four years old is;far better as a stock
; bm^ ^ ^ immediate nelghborhood I soils, in conjunction with barn-yard manure,}

getter than a yearling, and many prefer a five
} of^ go ag ^^ of |

the fiour of bgn€j if pure and procurable at}

or six years old to any other. Alter the heifer
}^ directly^^ ^ ^^ be } $65 per t0D) is begt and cheapest. On light,

}

has come in, let her feed be regular.- Clover
j ag ag ^ brQ

.

q ^ |
loamy and sandy land, lime and marl are the

j

is preferred to all others for the stall feed. A
} can ^ done in summer very well by leaving I

cheapest, probably most efficient fertilizers.}

little oatmeal induces a large flow Indian
j m diffferent tg of the I But with these, every individual thing about}

meal is rather fattening. In bad weather, give
| bam _ But & better^y

.

g ^ Tentilat01.

g } the house, barn, stables, fields and farm, should
{

her a clean, airy stall.
| in th{j highest part of the buildingj into which j

be utilized as fertilizers. Ashes, chicken gu-

}

A cow newly come in should not drink cold } ventilators (square wooden tubes) shall lead j
ano

>
soaP sucls

»
dead cats

>
doSs.

offiil of a11
j

water in cold weather, but moderately warm j from the stalls, and which can be opened or f
sorts

>
liquid stable manure, old boots, rags,

}

slop. Calves intended for raising should be I closed at pleasure. These ventilators should I
wrecked hoop-skirts, decayed fruit and vegeta-

j

taken from the cow within a few days, and } be covered with a cap, to prevent downward ! bles, stale brine, old hair, bristles, feathers
}

they will be less liable to suck when old.
} currents and the beating in of rain. By this j

every thing, compost and make manure of it.
j

Feed them first with new milk for a time, then 1 plan, the downward rain is carried off directly |
It is a sure, cheap,^ and direct road to a better

j

skim milk, then sour milk, taking care that all } from the stall without mixing with the hay in I
condition of fertility.

j

the changes are gradual, by adding only a } the loft.—Lower Canada Agriculturist. \
In turn, I inquire of "X," or any one else;

portion first, and gradually a little meal. I „ „,„ I able and willing to answer

:

Calves well fed and taken care of, with' a! Govs.—Feedfor Salable Milk.-i good hay ; j
i^«*.-What are the causes of "black-}

quart or two of meal daily iu winter, will be ! i salt hay ; 2 quarts Indian meal ; 1 quart cot- I
knot " on Plum and cherry trees ? Why, in

;

double the size at two years they would have I ten seed meal ; 1 quart linseed cake. I the cherry, does it single out the Murrillos;

attained by common treatment. I Feed for Cheese.—Clover hay, Indian meal, l
most ?—and with plums, the Gages mostly ?—

j

Heifers thus treated may come in at two \ V™ ^al, bean meal, linseed cake, bean straw, l
What is the. probable or possible remedy ?

j

years old, and will be better than neglected t
(steamed) &c. \ Second.-Can fair-sized, marketable onions;

animals at three, and one year of feeding! Feed f01" Butter.—Indian meal, cotton seed { be grown in one season from seed, south of;

saved. 1 meal, parsnips, good hay, &c. j New Jersey ?
|

Heifers dried up too early after calving, will I
Feed for Swill Milk.—Salt hay, brewer's] Third.—What variety of corn will afford!

always run dry in after years ; therefore be 1
grain, brewer's slops, turnips, carrots and po- j the best average crop throughout the Middle

;

careful to milk closely the first year, until 1
tatoes

-
}
States?

;

about six weeks before calving I
Twenty pounds of hay daily will keep a I Fourth.—Ordinary livery stable manure be-

}

, . , , „ , ! cow on her feet through the winter. I ing ninety per cent, water, and costing §3 for \

eaters are oesiraDie tor cows, anu = t» -i « t -n. - *» t> «• t :

xSeans and middlings are excellent for cows I a two-horse load, how far can a farmer aflord
jA!

in milk, but too expensive.

Hearty

they may usually be selected while calves.

dainty calf will be a dainty cow.J
• = Eleven quarts of milk will make one lb. of \

Heifers should become accustomed to be 1 butter,

freely handled before calving, and drawing the
j Tell ponnis of miit make one lb. Cheese

teats. ] „., .,.„,.„„ ,.,.,.„.„„„,„„„,..„„, „„„ „„,„„ „

They will then not be difficult to milk. Be-

!

gin gradually, and never startle them.

1 to haul it ?

Fifth.—Mutton and lamb, averaging six

I cents per pound, and wool fifty cents net, is

f wool or mutton the most profitable staple ?

I Veenet.

Small Savings.—The parings of a bushel of 1

, I juicy apples are said to yield a quart of cider! ANSWEE to "x" by anothee correspondent.
In milking cows, divide the time as nearly s" * . ; . , _,, , ,!,„,, . , „ , ., „ ,

.
° '

. , .

J
! by the aid of a hand press. The honev that = 1.—There is no such fowl as the Bramah.

as practicable between mornmg and evening, = 7* .. \, i 1 mi t> i_ <.i t. t>
. . ,

° = wastes its sweetness on the air around an acre i The name Bramah was given them by Dr.
especially at time ot early grass, that the

j of buckwheat in blossom) can be saved to the |
Bennett, of New Hamphsire, during the time

udder may not suffer. i
amount of fifteen pounds per day, according j of the "hen fever," as one of the tricks of the

Persons who milk should keep the nails cut
] t0 tne estimate of a German investigator. |

trade, about the year 1854. They had been
short; animals are sometimes hurt with sharp

} Ragg can be saved to the value of $60,000,000, | bred years previous in Rhode Island and in

nails, and are unjustly charged with restless-
; as shown by the paper statistics of this country |

Connecticut, under the true name of Chitta-

ness.
} aione. I

gong. They are an entirely distinct fowl from
To determine which cows are best for keep- }

• a
j the Cochin China, although both of Asiatic

ing, try their milk separately, and weigh their
}

Manure, whether for garden use or for hot-
}
origin.

butter—for sometimes a cow may give much
}
beds, should be accumulated. When the heap | 2.—I would raise the Black Spanish for eggs,

milk and little butter, and vice versa. '• becomes hot it should be turned to avoid injury. I and the Chittagong for poultry.

LABOR HONORABLE.

Labor is not only useful, but necessary and

honorable. It makes the framework of socie-

ty, and is the basis of civilization. In what

consists the chief difference between the civi-

lized man and the savage ? The former labors

in one way or another ; the latter is idle. Our
daily food, all the arts and_ refinements and

luxurious indulgences of life are the products

of labor, from the first tilling of the soil and
raising a primitive hut, up to the construction

of stately mansions, palaces and churches, with

all their interior decorations. Not less neces-

sary is labor in its infinite variety of diversions

for personal comfort and adornment, whether

it be in manufacture of the coarse woolen for

protection against cold, or of those rich silks

and brocades and laces, the wearers of which,

in parlor or drawing room, in court receptions

or in the ball room, too often forget the many
dexterous hands that labored to gratify their

desire for such rich display.

We know- not how far the leaven of aris-

tocracy may be fermenting in the minds of

those American citizens who, by wealth and

station, may now be uppermost in society.

They can hardly forget that most of them have

been elevated by labor—if not of their own
hands, at any rate by the labor of others, who
have plowed, sowed and reaped, spun and
wove, plied the hammer on the anvil, and kept

furnace and forge a-going to swell their in-

comes, and give them leisure, ease and enjoy-

ment.

LIFE'S AUTUMN.

Like the leaf, life has its fading. We speak

and think of it with sadness, just as we think

of the autumn season. But there should be no

sadness at the fading of a life that has done

well its work. If we rejoice at the advent of

a new life ; if we welcome the coming of a

new pilgrim to the uncertainty of this world's

way, why should there be so much gloom

when all the. uncertainties are past, and life at

its waning wears the glory of a complete task?

Beautiful as childhood is in its freshness and in-

nocence, its beauty is that of untried life. It

is the beauty of promise, of spring, of the bud.

A holier and rarer beauty is the beauty which

the waning life of faith and duty wears.

It is the duty of a thing completed ; and as

men come together when some great work is

achieved, and see in its concluding nothing but

gladness, so ought we to feel when the setting

sun flings back its beams upon a life that has

answered well its purposes. When the bud-

drops are blighted, and there goes all hope of

|
the harvest, one may well be sad ; but when

i
the ripened year sinks amid the garniture of

! autumn flowers and leaves, why should we re-

|
gret or murmur ? And so a life that is ready

\
and waiting to hear the "well-done " of God,

i whose latest virtues are its noblest, should be

I given back to God in uncomplaining rever-

i ence, we rejoicing that earth is capable of so

I much gladness, and is permitted such virtue.

{ Love of Water.—Some persons shrink

I from bathing, but when they once get used to

j it, it is indispensable. A medical writer says':

I "Let a child wash himself all over every

I morning for sixteen years, and he will as soon

I go without his breakfast as his bath."

| The currycomb should not be neglected ; its

I exercise on all kinds of neat stock and horses

} is a great preventive of disease and vermin,
1 and is productive of health.

The honor of setting up the first printing press belongs to Massachusetts. The first newspaper published in North America was the Boston News Letter, begun
in 1704 by John Campbell. The Boston Gazette, published in December, 1719, by William Brooker, and printed by James Franklin, was the second newspaper.—
Then came the New England Courant. The Boston Weekly Rehearsal and Boston Evening Post were next established by Thomas Fleet—whose mother was the
veritable " Mother Goose. " The first newspaper published in Gotham was the New York Gazette, by William Bradford, in 1725. Then came the New York
Weekly Journal, which was noted for the raciness of its advertisements.
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GOOD-NIGHT.

Good-night ! a word bo often said,

The heedless mind forgets Us meaning:
T T1b only when some heart lies dead

On which our own was leaning,

We hear In maddening music roll,

That last " good-night " along the soul.

Good-night 1 In tones that never die,

It peals along the quickening ear,

And tender gales of memory
Forever waft It near,

When BtUltid the voice—O crush of pain I

That ne'er shall hreathe "good-night" again.

Good-night I it mocks us from the grave-

It overleaps that Btrong world's bound,

From whence there flows no backward wave

;

It calls from out the gruund,

On every side, around, above,

' Good-night, good-night " to life and love.

Good-night ! O, wherefore fades away,

The light that lives in that dear word,

Why follows that good-night no day?

Why are our souls so stirred?

O, rather Bay, dull brain, once more,
' Good-night ! thy time of toil Is o'er."

Good-night 1 now cometh gentle sleep,

And tears that fall like gentle rain,

Good-night 1 O, holy, blest and deep,

The rest that follows pain ;

How should we reach God's upper light

If life's long day had no "good-night."

Fireside IJeatlmijs,

KAISING FOREST TREES.

I similar material, following Nature's method, as
j

{ they receive there the proper degree of warmth j

| and moisture requisite to their preservation,
j

f hetter than in any other situation.

! There can he no specified time given for sow-
j

! ing all kinds of tree seed, but for a general rule, I

I very soon after they ripen is the best. It is

!

I certainly not always convenient to do so, nor
j

[ is it always necessary, but with some kinds a
\

'

j
delay of a few weeks is almost certain to result

j

j in a complete failure. Some kinds of seeds re-
j

{ tain their vitality for years, while others for
j

I only a few months at most.

] The want of specific knowledge upon this
j

[
point has been the cause of many failures, and j

! will probably continue to be so until more gen-
\

{ eral information is disseminated.

I The red and silver maple ripen their seeds j

! in Spring or early Summer, about the first to
]

= the middle of June in this vicinity, and they
j

1 retain their vitality for only a few weeks. If;

| sowed as soon as ripe, they will come up in a \

I few days, and make a growth of one to three i

1 feet by the time the sugar and Norway maple i

| seeds are ripe in Autumn. These two varie-
j

i ties of maples are among the few forest tree
]

[ seeds that absolutely demand immediate plant- i

|
ing, and then they grow very readily.

—

Fullei 's
\

I Forest Tree Culturist.

! ROTHSCHILD AND WATERLOO.

Seeds should always be gathered in dry 1

weather, and those kinds which are enclosed in 1

au outer covering, like a butternut, should be 1

spread out in an airy situation till they are quite j

dry, before being packed for transportation.
j

It is also advisable to dry all tree seeds a little,
{

but it must be varied according to the size and
j

natural amount of moisture they contain,
j

Those that possess a large amount, either in
j

their covering or in the seed proper, are liable [

to heat if packed in close, air-tight boxes. Bas-
f

kets and bags, or boxes with small holes bored j

in them, should be used for the purpose, espe-
[

cially if the seeds are to remain in them for I

several days. Sheets of paper or layers of dry
|

moss, may be placed between the layers of seeds
{

to absorb the moisture, when necessary to pack |

the seeds before they are sufficiently dry.
|

These remarks only apply to the larger seeds
j

and those that naturally contain considerable
j

moisture at the time of gathering.

The smaller seeds as well as larger ones that

!

are inclosed in a dry covering, such as the j

alder, spruce and pine among the smaller, and I

beech and hickory among the larger, may be I

transported in bags, barrels, or tight boxes; all 1

that is necessary is to keep them dry while on
j

transit. I

Seeds that have a firm, horn-like covering, j

like the locust, virgilia, etc., generally retain
j

their vitality the longest, while the seeds of the
j

maple, elm, and similar trees that have a very I

porous covering, are comparatively short-lived.
|

The size of the seed is no indication of its vital-
[

ity ; the largest may perish much sooner than [

the very smallest.
f

The black walnut, horse-chestnut and but-]

temut will seldom if ever grow after the first
j

season, while the virgilia and locust, which are I

quite small, will germinate after having been
]

kept for a dozen years. The vitality of all
|

seeds may be retained for a much longer time j

than was evidently intended by nature, if they
|

are placed under the proper conditions. Ai

cool, dry, and equal temperature appears to be
j

the best adapted for the preservation of all
{

seeds. The humidity of the atmosphere has j

also much to do in enabling them to retain I

their vitality, for while a warm, moist one is
]

just suited to growth, it hastens the death of
j

the seeds. For when the germinating powers
\

of the seed have once been excited into growth,
j

it cannot be checked without injuring, if not
j

wholly destroying its vitality. A warm, dry
j

atmosphere evaporates the moisture, causing
j

them to shrivel, and thus destroys them.

Some seeds, as the chestnut, contain such a
j

large amount of albuminous matter that it is
j

quite difficult to keep the temperature and hu-

midity of the atmosphere just in the right state

for their preservation. All such seeds should

be placed in the ground, or on it, soon after

they are ripe, and covered with leaves or some

Rothsohild's greatest achievement in over- I

reaching distance and his fellow speculators
j

was in 1815. He was near the Chateau de f

Hougoumont on the 18th of June, watching, I

as eagerly as the leaders, Bonap arte and Wei- !

lington themselves, the progress of the battle of]

Waterloo. All day long he followed tliej

fighting with strained eyes, knowing that on!

its issue depended his welfare as well as Eu-
j

rope's. At sunset he saw that the victory was
j

with Wellington and the Allies. Then, with-
j

out a moment's delay, he mounted a horse I

that had been kept in readiness for him, and |

hurried homewards. Everywhere on his road
[

fresh horses or carriages were in waiting to
\

help him over the ground.

Riding or driving all night he reached Os-
]

tend at daybreak, to find the sea so stormy I

that the boatmen refused to trust themselves to
|

it. At last he prevailed upon a fisherman to [

make the venture for a reward of £80. In
j

that way he managed to reach Dover. At
|

Dover, and at the intermediate stages on the
{

road to London, olher horses were in waiting, I

and he was in London before midnight. Next

!

morning, the morning of the 20th of June, he
[

was one of the first to enter the stock ex-

!

change. In gloomy whisper he told those |

who, as usual, crowded round him for news,
j

that Blucher and his Prussians had been rout- \

ed by Napoleon before Wellington had been
{

able to reach the field ; that by himself he i

could not possibly succeed, and, therefore, the !

cause of England and her allies was lost.

The funds fell, as they were meant to fall. I

Every one was anxious to sell, and Roths-

j

child and his accredited agents scoffed at all
j

who brought them scrip for purchase. But j

scores of unknown agents were at work all j

that day and all the next. Before
,
the stock

j

exchange closed in the afternoon of the second
|

day, when Nathan Rothschild's strong boxes
j

were full of paper, he announced, an hour or
j

so before the news came through other chan-
j

nels, the real issue of the contest. Veiy soon
;

the funds were higher than they had been dur-
j

ing many previous weeks ; and Rothschild

found that he had made something like a

million pounds by his quick traveling and

clever misrepresentation. Other millions were

collected, rather more slowly, by other tran-

sact ions of a like nature.

—

Nathan Meyer Roths-

child, by H. R. Fox Bourne.

Salt Lakes and ponds are said to exist in

Dakota Territory in great numbers, and when

i
worked, will prove a source of much wealth.

I
Salt can be made at but small expense, and

| the land necessary for the evaporating vats can

j
be had for a mere trifle.

I
Working Stock, it not employed, should

i not be fed too much grain, but roots should

I be in a measure substituted, and if hard work-

= ed, feed accordingly.

A Prodigious Max.—The largest man on
I

record was Miles Darden, a native of North

Carolina, who was born in that State in 1798,

and who died in Tennessee in 1857. He was
seven feet and six inches high, and in 1 84.1

weighed eight hundred and seventy-one

pounds. At liis death he weighed a little

over one thousand pounds. In 183'J his coat

was buttoned around three men, each of them

weighing over two hundred pounds, who
walked together in it across the square at Lex-

ington. In 1S50 it required thirteen and a half

yards of cloth, one yard wide, to make a coat.

Until 1853 he was active and lively, and able!

to labor ; but from that time was compelled
j

to stay at home, or be hauled about in a two
j

horse wagon. His coffin was eight feet long, \

thirty-five inches deep, thirty-two inches across
j

the breast, eighteen across the head, and four-

1

teen across the feel.

The Art of Enamelling is of great anti-

quity, and its origin unknown. From the re-

mains found on the ornamental envelopes of

mummies, it was evidently practiced by the

Egyptians. From Egypt it passed into Greece,

and afterwards into Rome. The basis of all

kinds of enamel is a perfectly transparent and

fusible glass, which is rendered either trans-

parent or opaque by the addition of the me-
tallic oxydes. The art of coloring glass seems

to be nearly of the same antiquity as the art of

making.it, which is proved by the variously

colored glass corals with which some mum-
mies are decorated. Gorgeous specimens of

enamel upon gold were a special department

of Byzantine workmanship. The Republic of

Venice ordered for St. Marks' Church the most

costly piece that Constantinople could furnish,

and which is still preserved. It consists of a

number of delicate gold plates, upon which

the Saviour and the saints, with biblical

scenes, and the life of St. Mark are represented

in enamel of tho deepest colors.

Old Dr. A was a quack, a very ignor-

ant one. On one occasion he was called by

mistake to attend a council of physicians in a

critical case. After considerable discussion

the opinion was expressed by one that the pa-

tient was convalescent. When it came Dr.

A 's turn to speak—-"Convalescent," said

he; "why that's nothing serious ; I have

cured convalescence in twenty-lour hours."

hvat Boor Table.

Ularriajjes.
<>

In Waonrnket, 17th InsL, by Rer. J. Roydrn, Mr. JostPU L.
CABr-EXTER lei Mm. MAIMKLINE DIU1KI.IJL

In North Uxbrldei!, slta last., by Rer. J. BnrVr, STEPHK> A.
Savakv t>i (iK(iK«;i »xxa (i. Caw, bolh of Mllllmrr: AI.1IEET
C. Romp, of NortlibrldR.r, to Annie C. Wilmavh, of North
Uxbrldgu.

In North Prorlilrnc, lfilh |ml., by Rev. C. P. Wslk.r, Mr.
LUKX Hkai.y to Miss CABOLM Mii.i.itt, both of M»otoo,

In Mllford, 12lh Inst., Mr. Kdwaud W. How r. to Miss Maiiy
J. STEELE, both of M.

In WobiterMOlh Innt., Mr. GEoKnr A. Si.atee to Miss L<>.
VISA M. IIakeini;ton

; 13th Inst., Mr. Lkhtek C. SI'Eauue to
Miss Maeia C. Davih.

Io Lonsdale. 5th ult., AXDAHITB Ci.ai i.in In Miss Jane AB-
tiiuu, both of L.

In Providence, 31st ult.. by Rer. Ilemsn Lincoln, D. D., Mr.
Horace M. Ccktis to Miss Caniiaoe M. BOUTHWIOK. both
of l'uwtucket.

Io Prorldence, 17lh Inst.. Mr. Waeuen C.
P. Coffin, both of Pavrtuckct.

'ETTEE to MAX?

Deaths.

In Cumberland, 14th till., Mrrita Collar, ncc<l 70 years.

In Johnston, 14th Inst., w.villa K.. wife of Benjamin K.

Atwood, and daughter of Richard and Sylvia Searlc, aged 38.

In Wickford, 12th lnst., Capt. Benoni P. Bateh, aged 71.

In North Kingstown, 9th Inst., Aroiiiiialii Sixmu m, aged 67.

In Mllford, Mass., 10th Inst., Liberty Collins, aged 16.

In Mi'dwny, Mass.. 11th Inst., LSWTB FIBRES, need 55 ; 14th
Inst., Mrs. Lucy, wife of Jeremiah Adams, aged 71.

In Webster, Mass., Mrs. PATHS KlNQSDDBY, aged 76.

In Mansfield. Conn.. 7th Inst., Patiexoe Mever, daughter
of Ihe late Nathaniel Vlall, of Newport, aged 92.

In ClaTvllle, ISth Inst., George 1*. Gceex, aged 24.

In East Providence, 7th inst., Makv, wife of Humphrey
Kent, aged 66.

In Portsmouth, 18th lnst., Richmond Carr, aged 88.

In Mystic Bridge, Ct.. 13th lnst.. SoniiA Blake, wife of
Rev. Ebenezer Blake, of the Providence Conference, »ged 78.

In North Attleboro, Mass., 15th lnst., Elizauetu N., wife of
Samuel S. Guild, aged 43*

In Attleboro. Mass., 12th lnst., Aimv S., wife of Gilbert P.
Newman, aged 34 yearn.

In Wrenthnm, Mass., \Hh ins*,, Mrs. Nancy, widow of tbe
late George Brastow, aged 88.

The markets.

W00NS0CKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending Feb. 22, 1867.]

FARM I'RODCCTS, FUEL, Ac.

«38 I
Wood » cord $6afl 50

,
j$2u Beans V quart 13c

...$10 50at2 50 Potatoes 90c
85a90c[ Onions 90c

GROCERIES, Ac*

$lla!7 00 I Raisins 22*25c
*1 30 Molasses « gal. 75a85c
$1 60 T. H. Tea 41 20

Saleratus lOaloc \ Black Tea 80ca8l 20
Kerosene Oil 80c I Oil & gal *l 00
Cheese » Th 24c- Fluid V gal *t 00
Butter ^) lb 40, 42a45c I Candles ^ lb -25a50c
Codfish 8c

|
Eges lh doz *. 45c

Java Coffee ^ ll> 25a50e Lard t> lb 18a20c
Mackerel, new lOalSc

|
Sugar ^ lb 14al8c

meats, Ac.

Hav ton...
Straw $1 ton.
Coal V ton...
Oats \ bush.

Flour
Corn Meal...
Rv

Beef Steak 18a25c
Beef, corned 10al5c
Tongues, clear 20c
Mutton 9al4c
Veal 10a20c
Pork, fresh 12al6c

Hams 14alKc
Poultry 20a28c
Shoulders 15c
Sausages 17c
Tripe 11c
Pork, salt 15c

WOODBURN GRANGE. By William Howitt. T. B. Peter- |
son & Brothers, Philadelphia. |

There is something romantic, Ideal, fascinating In the writings
|

of William Howitt, who now stands at the head of English nov- =

elists. He may not claim that degree of originality which Is ex-

1

hiblted In the writings of Dickens or Thackeray ; or the older |

school of Richardson, Fielding and Smollett ; but for simplicity, ;

elegance and truthful delineation of English country life, he Is =

our especial tavorlte. Woodhurn Graxoe Is a tale of the I

past ; a picture of Quaker life In one of the Midland Counties of I

Britain. The Introduction Is charmingly written; the portrait-

ures life-like, the plot Intricate; and the whole story Is carried

out with a masterly hand. We confess it is one of the uest
novels published for many years. The book Is printed from the

author's manuscript, and is published here simultaneously with

the Edition In London. It Is a duodecimo volume, handsome-
ly printed and bound, as are all the works Issued by Messrs.

Peterson. The same publishers are getting out a new " Na-
tional Edition" of the complete works of Dickens, of which
we Bhall speak hereafter.

| BRIGHTON MARKET,-FEB. 19.

I At market for tbe current week: Cattle, 660; Sheep and

I Lambs, 2135; Swine,—.
= Number of cars over the different roads—Boston and Lowell,

I 28; Kitchburg, 74. Total, 102.

| Prices. Beef Cattle—Extra, !?12.75fS'.*13.75 ; first quality,

I $11.50@$12.00; second quality, $10.00<$$10.75; third quality,

| $9.00@$9.50
'- 100 lt>s (the total weight of hides, tallow anil

dressed beef.)

I Working Oxen-Sales *t $150, $200, $250(^*300.

j Milch Cows and Calves—from $45, 55, 75, lOOfSllSo.

| Yearlings $20@30; two years old $40/^55; three years old

j $60@75.
I Prices of Sheep and Lambs—In lots $3 00. 3 S5Q88 50 each

;

{ extra $3 75@5 50, orfrom 4@7^c ^ lt>.

I Hldes,9Mc ~$ tb. Tallow 7c # to.

j Calf Skins, 20c ^3 tt>.

I Beef—Extra and firet quality includes nothing butlbebe«[

I arge, fat, stall-fed Oxen ; second quality Includes the beBt gras«

I fed Oxen, the best stall-fed Cows and the best three year old

| Steers ;
ordinary, consists of Bulls and the refuse of lots.

I Sheep—Extra Includes Cossets, and when those of Inferior

! quality are thrown out of the lot.

HISTORY OF 104lh PENNSYLVANIA REGIMENT.—Bv W.
W, H. DavlB, late Colonel.

We are personally acquainted with the author of this volume;
long associated with his gallant regiment, and camped with it on
various battle-fields In the late war. Hence, this volume Is

doubly Interesting to us,—for it recalls many tearful memories,
many brotherly affections, scores of dreadful fields of carnage

;

and, also reminds us of the gratitude due to the heroic soldiers

who fought down the Rebellion. Colonel Davis has written a
truthful history of his Regiment; free from cant and politics,

and a conjunctive history of the Army of the Potomac, and of

the Department of the South, while under the command of Gen.
GUlmore. The volume is well printed, embellished with numer-
ous engravings, and should have a large sale.

MACKENZIE'S TEN THOUSAND RECEIPTS.-T. Ellwood
Zell; Philadelphia.

A cyclopaedia of art, and an almost perfect library of useful

Information to all classes Is found In this one volume. We have
; been familiar with the work for the past year, having often con-

I
suited Its pages, and always found its Information full, accurate

|

and exhaustive. Its treatise on Agriculture is worth twice Its

|

cost to farmers ; and the balance of Its contents will meet the

j
wants of every artist, mechanic, laborer, and even the profes-

j

sional classes. We do not hesitate to pronounce It worth five

: times Its cost.

j
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of choice Vegetable, Agricul-
tural and Flower Seeds, cultivated and for sale by B. K.
Bliss, Springfield, Mass.

This is the largest and finest seed catalogue we have Been this

i season. We cannot enumerate its contents, but advise our

I
readers who are In search of a correct, full, well arranged Cata-

i logue of different seeds, to remit twenty-fire cents to the pub-

lisher and obtain it.

! WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
j WHOLESALE MARKET.
1 The wholesale market has been much depressed during the

I past week, and nearly ever}' article declined. The more liber*

! ai arrival of breadsluffs, and unfavorable news from Europe,

I have added to tbe depression. The following Is a review of tho

I market In Its more Important features:

I FLOtnt [bas been presslngly offered under a stringent money

I market and liberal receipts. Prices declined from fifty to

I eighty cents a barrel, closing nominal and unsettled. The stock

I which Is large for the season, has been slightly reduced. The

| demand has been confined chiefly to local and coastwise trade.

| We quote extra Stale at $9 9U@H 40 : shipping Ohio, $10 40®

| 11 45; St. Louis extras, $11 90(315 90; southern extras, low

| grade, $10 30(311 90; trade family do, $12(»16.

I Rye Flour has been In good demand, but closes heavy.

I Corn Meal has declined, and closes heavy.

I Buckwheat Flour Is lower, and closes dull*

I Wheat.—The wheat market Is very much unsettled, and

| priceB are nominal at the close. Business bas been confined to

\ local millers, who have bought cautiously. The stock has

! slightly Increased, owing to the liberal arrivals from CaUfornla.

1 ThlB wheat has been In good demand, at $3(33 25.

| Corn has fluctuated and declined materially, under the de-

! cline In gold and favorable weather. Prices aro live or six

I cents lower than last week.

! Pork Is lower, and business has been very dull.

I Coffee.—Brazil coffee has been firm at a slight advance, but

! the business has not been heavy.

I COTTOX.-The cotton market has fluctuated. The receipts

! here and nt tbe southern ports have been light. Business has

I been only moderate during the week, closing quiet at 33(334

I cents for middling uplands and middling New Orleans.

\ crude Petroleum has declined, which has caused an im-

I proved demand. We quote at 18318^ cents.

I Whiskey has been more active, and prices are firm at31)j

cents for state, In bond.

Progress of California.—The San Francisco Bulletin says that the reports from the district assessors, as far as received, indicate a taxable wealth in the State

of more than $192,000,000—an increase upon the returns of 1865 of nearly $10,000,000. The total increase of State property values in 1865 was only $3,678,805.

An increase of $20,410,817 was reported for 1864, but the returns were meagre and incorrect, twenty-two counties, which had sustained great loss, making no re-

turns at all, so that tbe statement has no value for the purposes of comparison. In 1863 there was a decrease of $10,.»30,677, resulting from the drought mainly ;

and it is improbable that this loss had been recovered and .$20,000,000 added in one year.
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Farmers' Misce-llam^
|

FARMERS' LIBRARIES.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

cr ALEX. HYDE, LEE, MASS.

We have given your readers our views of;

Farmers' Clubs, and now we wish to add a

word respecting Farmers' Libraries. We
know it has been quite fashionable, 'in some

quarters, to decry " book farming ;

" and the

ignorance and prejudice manifested in the ridi-

cule heaped on agricultural papers and libra-

ries, are so senseless as scarcely to deserve no-

tice. But we must take men as they are, and

if some are ignorant and narrow-minded, they

are just the ones to be looked after. As

Christ came not to call the righteous but sin-

ners to repentance, so books and papers are

specially adapted to enlighten the ignorant.

—

But it is a sad truth, that those who most need

books, should most undervalue them. If we

could gain the ear of one of these declaimers

against book farming, we would like to ask

him if he thinks his limited experience and ob-

servation are worth more than the combined

wisdom which we find in books, derived from

the experience of all meu, in all parts of this

and other countries, in this and all past ages ?

Such a claim is preposterous, and we are al-

ways tempted, when we meet these narrow-

minded men, to say with Job, "No doubt ye

are the men, and wisdom will die with you."—

What would we say of the physician who

should rely solely on the knowledge derived

from his own practice, and discard the accu-

mulated wisdom of all past time and all other

practitioners? Unfortunately we have some

such dispensers of medicine, but we do not

dignify them with the name of physicians.

—

We call them quacks. But quacks are not

confined to the me.dical profession. We find

them in every occupation, and we fear as many

in agriculture as elsewhere. We know that

practice is essential in making a good agricul-

turist ; and equally well do we know that study

and practice must be combined to attain any

eminence in the first and noblest of callings.

—

What progress would the world make if the

experience of one generation was not handed

down by books to the succeeding? But we

need not pursue this train of thought further.

We sat down to recommend an association of

farmers in the purchase of books. Books are

expensive, and few can afford to purchase such

a library as all ought to have. Wherever a

Farmers' Club is established, there already ex-

ists just the association necessary. A Library

should be as much the adjunct of a Club, as

books are of a school. Those appointed to

take part in the discussions, should not rely

merely upon their own experience in order to

teach their fellows, but should study the sub-

jects for discussion beforehand ; and for this

purpose, books are necessary.

We have had some experience in Farmers'

Clubs, and are satisfied that the great hindrance

to their usefulness, is the want of preparation

on the part of those who lead in the discus-

sions. They rely too much on their own lim-

ited experience, and this is a shallow pond

from which to draw. It is good so far as it

goes, but it is too limited. Experience is the

best of school masters so far as he is qualified

to teach, but we might as well claim that an

ass is a horse, as to pretend that a limited ex-

perience is the sole requisite for a teacher, or

even for successful practice. Farmers should

study the subjects for discussion, as the clergy

study theirs when they meet in association, or

as the lawyer studies his case, before he rises

to say "May it please your Honor." If an

unstudied case were presented at the bar, we
fear "His Honor" would not be well pleased

nor the lawyer much honored ; and as every

bar has its library, so every Farmers' Club

should have its collection of books for refer-

ence. Such a collection adds greatly to the

interest of the meetings ; is a bond of union

between the members, and will perpetuate the

vitality and usefulness of the organization.

—

The small tax of one dollar annually on each

member, with an occasional donation of a few

books from some wealthy and liberal friend,

will soon furnish a libraiy, the value of which

cannot easily be estimated in dollars, as mind

bears no ratio to gold. We speak whereof we j

know, for the Club with which we have been
]

connected these eight or ten years, has now a 1

library of nearly three hundred volumes. We !

first commenced with strictly agricultural
j

works ; but having exhausted the catalogue of
j

Tilton & Co. and other agricultural publish-

!

ers, we are now introducing miscellaneous
j

books, in which the wives and children can
\

take more interest. The plan works admira-

j

bly, and we are satisfied that in no way can
j

the farming community be more easily and|

surely elevated. The books furnish thought, !

and the meetings of the Club give opportunity I

for full and free ventilation of this thought.— j

If crude notions are advanced in the books, or
{

in the discussions, they are veiy sure to be
j

hashed up and fitted for digestion before they 1

are swallowed, en masse. We should like to

!

see such a Club, and such a Library, established
|

in every village throughout the land, and we j

are certain that the snivelling complaint, now !

so common, that farmers are not appreciated,
j

and do not hold the social and political influ-
\

ence to which they are entitled, would no long-

j

er be made.
j

February, 1867.

GUESSING IN FASHING.

It is a little surprising that, notwithstanding
j

! the improvement in nearly everything apper-
j

i taining to farming, so little has been effected
I

|
towards inducing farmers to operate in a sys-

j

i tematic manner and keep record and account
j

i of their farm operations and business, general-
j

i
ly and specifically. But for one farmer who i

\
does so, ninety-nine keep all their accounts

]

i
" in their head," and consequently are rightly

;

\ termed " guess farmers," for they never know,
\

I but guess it is so and so. They don't know
j

j
whether this, that or the other crop pays best ; j

i whether they can afford to sell their produce
\

at such and such a price or not. They can't

!

tell if it is for their interest to continue such a
j

course of husbandry, use such fertilizer, cul-

j

tivate a field in such a manner, nor even at the
\

end of the year are they sure whether they
j

are on the profit or loss side of the ledger.
j

The}" guess it is about so.

Neighbor Smith came in last evening while
j

I was filling up my record, and said, as he no-

1

ticed my occupation :
j

" What you doin', book-keepin' ? "
j

"Yes, a little. Fixing up my accounts. I!

suppose you keep farm accounts, don't you ?"
j

" Me ? no. It's to much bother, I can keep !

my 'counts in my head."

" Don't you think it is better to have some-

1

thing you can rely upon ?—anybody is apt to
j

forget."
j

" It's well enough for storekeepers and sick!

to keep 'counts, but I don't see no need of a I

farmer's doin' it."
j

'

' Isn't it as much for our interest to look !

after our business as it is for the storekeeper
j

to attend to his ?
;

"Wall, yes, I 'spose so, but what's the use
j

of a feller's spending time to write down every-
j

thing about what he does ?"

" It pays Smith."
;

"I don't see how." I

Well, see here. How was your corn crop
j

this year ? j

" Pretty fair, though the frost hurt it some."
j

Shall you plant some more next year ?
j

" Sartin. I allers plant corn."
j

What for?
j

"What for? Why, because I allers do." i

Yes, I see. Now, Smith, how much did!

|
that field of corn pay you ?

"Pay me ! Well I guess about— "

That isn't it ; do you know ?
j

" Well, not exactly, but I cal'late— "

i Never mind, but really, now, do you know
\

\
whether you made or lost money in raising

j

\
that field of corn ?

" Dunno as I do for sartin." i

" Now look here, Smith. There is my 'corn-

1

j field record.' I have written down everything

j

|
connected with it, and to-day I have summed

j

! it all up and I know all about it. Here is the

!

j size of the field, the kind of soil, what grew
j

|
on it last year, when and how many times it

j

; was plowed, harrowed and furrowed, and also
j

; the amount and kind of manure used, how it I

; was put on and what I used for top dressing. !

Then here is the time of planting ; time and

manner of cultivating, how far apart where

the rows and hills, number of stalks in the

hill ; when the corn came up and what variety

it was; when it was harvested, &c, &c. And
here I have got in exact figures the cost and

price of everything connected with it
;

plant-

ing, hoeing and harvesting ; the value of the

corn, beans, pumpkins and fodder; value of

manure, rent of land, and every item set down
in full. So I know exactly how much it cost

me to raise that piece of corn, and thus wheth-

er it pays me to continue raising it under such

circumstances."

This is only an example. All other farm

operations should be recorded in somewhat

the same manner, and then there would be an

end of the continual "guessing" and "think-

ing " and ignorance in regard to those things

we should know about.

—

O. E. B., in Working

Farmer.

HOW NATURE PROTECTS PLANTS IN
"WINTER.

During the whole winter season plants are

provided by Nature with a sort of winter

quarters, which secures them from the effects

of cold. Those called herbaceous, which die

down to the roots every autumn, are now safe-

ly concealed under ground, preparing their

shoot to burst forth when the earth is softened

in the spring. Shrubs and trees which are ex-

posed to the open air, have all tender parts

closely wrapped up in buds,which by their firm-

ness resist the frost ; the larger kinds of buds,

and those which are almost ready to expand,

are further guarded by a covering of resin or

gum, such as the horse chestnut, the sycamore

and the balm of gilead.

The external covering, however, and the

closeness of their internal texture, are of them-

selves by no means adequate to resist the intense

cold of a winter's night ; a bad, detached from

its stem, inclosed in glass, and thus protected

from all access of external air, if suspended

from a tree during a sharp frost, will be entire-

ly penetrated and its parts deranged by cold,

while the buds on the same tree will not have

sustained the slightest injury.

We must therefore attribute to the living

principle of vegetables, as well as in animals,

the power of resisting cold to a ver)r considera-

ble degree. In animals we know this power is

generated from the decomposition of air by

means of the lungs and disengagement of heat.

How vegetables acquire this property remains

for future observation to discover. If one of

these buds be carefully opened, it is found to

consist of young leaves rolled together, within

which are even all the blossoms in minature

that are afterwards to adorn the spring.

A Cement fop. Ceixae Floors.—A corres-

pondent of the American Farmer writes that

persons wishing to line their cellars, and who
do not wish to go to the expense of buying

cemeut, can take coal ashes and mix with

wrater to the thickness of mortar. This can

be put on about four inches thick, after which

let it lay twenty-four hours, then stamp it with

a heavy block of wood three or four times a

day, until it is perfectly hard. It is better

than cement, as it will not crack or scale off,

and the lumps or cinders contained in the

ashes do no harm.

Good versus Pooe Animals.—In traveling

over the country, in how many fields do we
notice teams of horses or yokes of oxen en-

gaged in plowing or other work, which, on ac-

count of inferiority of size or condition, or of

being slow walkers, are able to accomplish but

a small part of what a strong, fast walking

pair could do ; and thus these farmers, in stead

of being able to take advantage of the seasons

as they arrive, are delayed in their work, and

serious losses are often the result. The same

result is true in reference to steers, sheep, hogs,

&c., for while it costs no more to keep a first

class animal than a poor one, the difference in

value, at the time of sale, often decides the

question of profit or loss ; and in regard to !

cows, it is the same ; for while one cow will i

yield enough milk to merely pay the cost of
|

keeping, another that gives double the amount i

of the first, will produce a handsome profit. I

I BRIEF HISTORY OF MOWERS AND REAPERS.

{
Most people take it for granted that reapers

|
and mowers are of quite modern invention. But

{ such a conclusion is far from being correct.

I Others have supposed that some American
I Yankee first conceived the idea of construct-

ing a machine for cutting grain with horses or

oxen. But history informs us that reapers

were in most successful operation before Chris-

topher Columbus first discovered the Western
Continent ; and that the sickle and scythe, in

some of the Oriental countries, had been
superseded by reapers that were worked by
one or two oxen in the early part of the

Christian era.

The first account of a machine to reap grain

appeared to be that given by Pliny the Elder,

who was born, it has been supposed, about the

i year of our Lord 23—more than 1,840 years

i ago. This historian says :
" There are vari-

!
ous methods of reaping grain. In the exten-

j
sive fields of the lowlands of Gaul, vans of a

|

large size, with projecting teeth on the forward

\

edge, are driven on two wheels through the

§
standing corn (oats and barley are called corn)

j

by an ox yoked in a reverse position—with

I the machine forward of the ox. In this man-
\ ner the ears, (or what we call heads of barley

i

or panicles of oats) are torn off and fall into

\ the van. In some places the stalks are severed

j in the middle by sickles, and the ears or heads

!
of grain are stripped off between two hatch-

\
les."

Palladius, an Eastern ecclesiastical writer,

j
gives the following account of reapers in A. D.

1391. He says: "In the Gallic lowlands they

|
employ a more expeditious method of reap-

! ing, requiring the assistance of a single ox

!
during the whole of harvest time. A cart is

\ constructed which moves on two wheels. A
i low box of boards is constructed on the

j

wheels, and the boards in front are lower than

j
the rest. Behind this cart two shafts, (or

|
thills,) are fastened, like the poles of a sedan

\
chair. To these an ox is yoked and harness-

i ed, with his head turned toward the cart ; and

! the ears or heads are gathered in the box, and

the driver regulates the elevation and depression

of the teeth with a lever."

The next account of a reaper is given in

proposals, submitted in Britain in 1785, for

constructing a reaper. This machine was pro-

pelled forward by a horse or ox, clipping tthe

heads of grain, and depositing them in a large

box, which was emptied when it was full into a

storeroom. In the details of this machine, a

drive wheel, pulleys, pinions, tooth wheels

and iron combs, or teeth, are spoken of.

In 1799 another reaper is spoken of as being

propelled by a horse hitched behind it, which

cut and laid the grain in a swath on one side

of the reaper. A boy could manage the ma-

chine, and with one horse could cut a swath

about two feet wide, or rather more than could

be reapedjin the same time by six men with

sickles.

In 1806 Mr. Gladstone produced a reaper for

cutting grain, delivering the straw into garols

to be bound. Drive wheels, pulleys, bands,

&c, are alluded to in the details of this reaper.

In 1807 Mr. Plucknett constructed a machine

in which the horse drew the machine instead

of pushing it forward, according to the usual

custom of operating reapers. After this period

many inventors entered the field with reapers

of an improved construction, and in 1822, Mr.

Mann, under the auspices of the Highland So-

ciety of Scotland, brought forward a new reap-

er which was worked with one horse, and

which could reap ten acres in ten hours.

In 1830 a mowing machine was produced,

and soon after that a combined reaper and

mower is spoken of. About that time the cele-

brated McCormick reaper entered the field, as-

tonishing Americans as well as farmers of the

Old World. From that time up to the present

day reapers and mowers of innumerable forms

have come into existence, many of which have

ended in a total failure, while many others

have proved themselves to be a triumphant

success, and are now resting on their own in-

trinsic merits as the ultimatum of perfectibility.

One of the novelties of the London season is

kangaroo hams, imported from Australia.

Profits of Hexs.—Truman Ingalls, Albany, N. Y., states the result of keeping sixtyfowls of mixed breeds for the past year. During the year they were
fed one hundred bushels of ears of corn, with the addition of sour milk in the months of June and July. From Jan. 1st, 1866, to the same date 1867, seven
hundred and six (706) dozen eggs were sold for $177 ;

eight dozen were set and fifty used in the family. Forty chickens were raised. The value of eggs and
chickens was $209.50. Cost of feed $60. Profit, $149.50. Mr. L estimates that the hen manure applied to corn in the hill will increase the yield of the crop

sufficient to furnish food for the fowls.
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AGRIOCLTrEE feeds us; to a great extent tt clotheH us; with-
out it we could not have manufactures, andshould not have com-
merce. These all stand together like pillars in a cluster—the
largest in the centre, and that largest Is Agriculture.—Daniel
Weusteb.

THE AGRICULTURAL PRESS.

Five-axd-twenty years ago, one of the cdi-

!

tors of the Farm and Fireside published an
j

agricultural journal in Connecticut. It was a
}

monthly publication, and, like its cotempo-

!

raries, visited its patrons but twelve times a I

year. Yet, at that period, a fourth of a cen-

1

tury ago, it did not meet the wants of agricul-j

turists. Its advice was not timely ; its pre-

}

cepts were often out of season ; its notes and !

suggestions frequently lost, or unnoticed, be-|

cause our issues were " few and far between." I

Judge Buell, a pioneer in agricultural journal-!

ism, was publishing "The Cultivator," at Al-j

bany, New York, at the same time, and labor-
}

ed under trie same disadvantages with our-!

selves. Hon. Isaac Hill, of New Hampshire,

}

was then publishing his "Monthly Visitor;"!

JohnS. Skinner was also editing "The Jour-!

nal of Agriculture," for Greeley & McElrath,

!

of Tribune fame and notoriety. These three
}

journals, with ours, were all monthly publica-f

tions ; all struggled hard for existence ; all

!

contributed, more or less, to the progress of}

American agriculture. [

But it was manifest to us, at that time, that

!

a farm journal should be published weekly, in-j

stead of monthly. "We foresaw that an agri-
j

cultural paper was wanted every week ; that
j

the farmer needed advice qftener than once a

!

month ; that he required market reports more j

frequently ; in brief, that he wanted a paper

}

hebdomadal, rather than lunar—one that!

visited him ofteuer than the revolution of the

!

moon. Those convictions, founded on ex-|

perience five-and-twenty years ago, have been

}

strengthened by later judgment. Agriculture,
}

like other arts in this countiy, has advanced
j

with railroad rapidity. We have improved;

implements of husbandry ; better facilities of}

sending our produce to market ; more valua- j

ble grades of live stock
;
superior rural in-

}

telligence and an awakened interest in every-

}

thing pertaining to country life. With all

!

these advances toward making the farming}

class more respected, intelligent, progressive
j

and prosperous, comes the demand for a live,
j

weekly agricultural journal.
}

Without intending to write derogatory of, or
j

detracting from, the monthly press, we cannot
j

but express our views of. their failings and
j

weakness. We have pleasant memories and

i

reverential respect for the old, lumbering stage-
]

coach ; but we prefer the steam car and the

iron horse for journeys—both for speed and

!

comfort. We once liked to swing a scythe,
]

and to chase the boys around a two or five

acre field of grass ; but next Summer we shall

prefer a mowing machine, with a pair of good

horses to do the physical labor of haying. And
so on through all the manifold toils and indus-

tries of agriculture. We must "keep up",

with the improvements and advances of farm-

ing ; and we cannot appreciate the mental and

intellectual progress of the age without an en-

terprising, well conducted, go-ahead, weekly

agricultural press.

The Peap. Blight.—A writer in the Oneida

Circular, who has charge of about a thousand

pear trees, gives his observations on the cause

of blight. The orchard is divided into three

parts,, on soils differing as to the dampness.

On the lowest, dampest land, not underdrained,

a large number of the trees were blighted, and

many were dead. On land somewhat higher,

and pretty well underdrained, a very few trees

were diseased, and none of them badly, while

the trees on high, rolling land, naturally drain-

ed, were perfectly healthy.

Alvln Wilklns, of Stowe, Vt., has a pair of

steers which when less than twenty months old

weighed 2,500 pounds.

FEBRUARY THAWS.

Tiiehe are a good many blessings in an hon- i

! est, earnest February thaw, that few people
]

j
ever think of. In the first place, there is a I

! large per centum of the best active principles i

i
of fertility in snow. Dissolved by the Februa- I

!
ry thaw, the greater portion of the snow-ma- i

j

nure is deposited in the soil, if unfrozen ; on
j

I the surface, if frozen
;
ready to run in at the

j

first opportunity, giving largely of its fertility to
j

winter grain, all low-growing, shallow-rooted
j

plants, and considerable to all fruit and forest j

trees. I

Another, and twenty times more extensive I

good work of the February thaw, is that it
j

quickens into the first elements of active life

;

countless millions of eggs and embryos of in-
j

sect pests inimical to grain, fruit and plants ; :

having their lodgment near the surface of the
j

soil, under loose scales of bark and in divers

!

cracks and chinks, where reached by the genial

j

temperature, they put on prematurely the rudi-
\

ments of life, and in the sudden freeze-up that

j

inevitably follows the February thaw, their

}

career is cut short, and we are rid, in this way, !

of myriads of pestiferous pirates that no human !

ingenuity or agency could effectually disturb.
}

But we can very materially aid the February
j

thaw in this last good service, and now, follow-

}

iug the thaw, is the time to set about it. Pre-

!

pare a lime white-wash, and to give it a warm, !

or a natural tree-color, add lamp-black,—

!

or, better, Rosendale Cement, a pint of crude
|

petroleum and an ounce of caustic potash to

j

every gallon of wash. Then, with wash, brush !

and scraper, go among the fruit trees. Give
j

every tree, of all sorts and sizes, a liquid jacket.
}

Dress down those with loose, rough, ragged

!

coats with the scraper, and apply the wash,
j

In this way, wTe shall paint to death, and scrape !

out into the cold to perish, millions of half!

made bugs and worms that the February thaw !

has spared, and the probability is that next sea-

}

son we shall have better fruit, freer from

!

worms.
}

FAMILY FIRESIDES. I

As we intend our Farm and Fireside to visit

!

many a family where a cheery, blazing wood

}

fire is the rule, burning up brightly in the red, !

warm complexioned brick fireplaces, instead !

of glowing anthracite, covered up in black, 1

dreary, cast iron coffins, we offer a hint or

}

j two upon the construction of country fire-
j

|
places, having in view comfort and economy.

}

Those who took in hand the improvement

!

i of fireplaces forty years ago, have played
j

}
crab

;
making slow, backward progress, until I

i in this young year of grace, 18G7, we have al- j

! most all our fashionable modern fireplaces as

j

j inferior to the old time broad Dutch, or Wes-
\

\
tern log-cabin, flat-wall affairs, as can be.

\
Just make a study of our modern "improv-;

i ed " fireplaces. Call philosophy and common

!

j sense into service, and the thing becomes an i

j absurd monstrosity. A square niche, twelve \

! inches deep, toy mantle three feet high, com-
j

j pressed "throat" three inches or less wide, j

j
creating a draught like a blffst furnace, and a j

}
mite of a dainty hearth that two common

\

}
sized cats cannot stretchout on without crowd-

j

! ing. A fire is built in one of these patent
]

}
brick boxes, and beginning to blaze up, one

j

;
right angled jamb refracts the heat in a right

j

! line over to the other ; that sends it back and
j

j
midway, the strong draught lays hold of and

j

| snatches it up the chimney, to warm the at-

;

! mosphere out side, while all the heat a room
\

} can get from such a fire-place is the little that
j

[ can be coaxed out from the coals under the
j

} fore-stick.

j A more philosophical, common sense fire-
j

| place, is one of more liberal proportions ; tak-
]

}
ing in wood at least three feet in length, with

1 a heiglrfof four feet, ample throat, depth shal-

| low at the base, deepening upwards, jambs so

}
flaring that the heat is reflected' into the room,

| instead of back and forth inside the jamb line.

I Then, with a wide, honest hearth, and a

1 bright, blazing fire, there will be a comfortable

I fireside ; a well warmed room, and a saving in

| the consumption of fuel. To such cosey quar-

f
ters the Farm and Fireside hopes to visit

} thousands of families, in divers regions where
i wood fires still burn brightly.

PROTECT THE PEACH TREES.

From this day forward to that of the final

}

departure of Arctic Jack, the peach tree re-

}

quires more careful looking after, protecting

!

and defending against frost, than in all the year
j

besides. It is not so much the severe freezing I

of December and January that cuts off the

j

fruit supply and kills trees, as it is the alternate
}

and unreasonable thaws and freezings of Feb-

}

ruary and March. Nature has provided for
{

the former exigencies, but neglected to fortify !

the trees against the latter vicissitudes.

Like humanity, heated by genial but untime- j

ly sunshine, the peach tree is tempted to early
j

imprudence and begins to assume its Summer

!

costume. Suddenly comes the changes—cold, !

biting winds, snow and almost Arctic frosts— |

the poor tree rooted fast, cannot fly to friendly
j

shelter, cannot resume its cast-aside overcoat,

}

or call back in time its discarded winter habit, j

and so suffers severely for its impulsive impru- !

dence. j

Now as the buds of fruit trees do not begin
}

to expand until the roots are warmed, and }

the consequent flow of sap excited, their best
j

security against loss of prospective fruit, and
j

probable los3 of the tree itself by these Febru- j

ary and March thaws and freezings, will be a

!

mulching of the spaa, covering the roots with
j

some suitable material in sufficient depth to

}

prevent the warmth of the sun's rays from !

penetrating to the roots and setting free a flow !

of sap until such a condition will be safe. For %

this purpose any coarse, barn-yard litter will j

answer, the depth laid on being not less than !

a foot, This should have been attended to late

}

last Fall, but as there are many instances in j

which it was not done, and as it is not yet too !

late to save the coming crop and serve the

}

trees a good turn, it is worth while to attend !

to the matter at once. Better expend the labor
j

of hauling a few loads of litter or stable ma- j

nure to each peach tree—seeing it may be used !

elsewhere in the Spring—than run the risk of!

loosing both fruit and trees by too early circu-
{

lation of sap and subsequent severe freezings. }

A REMARKABLE TREE.

DR. Stanley L. Haynes, in a short pamphlet entitled "A I

Ramble in the New Zealand Bush," tells the following remark- ;

able tree story : The pata tree iB said to have a most remarka-
j

ble mode of commencing its existence. The young plant takes !

root In the head of a caterpillar, which buries itself before it =

dies (or is killed by its strange parasite), and so enables the =

young plant to obtain a legitimate and radical nourishment =

from the soli. Dr. Haynes possesses four specimens of this lu- =

sus naturaj ; In three of them the stem grows from the top of =

the caterpillar's head ; in the other it grew straight forward be- I

tween the eyes ; on one of them two stems arise from the head. :

The caterpillars are three inches long and half an inch in diam- I

eter, and are ouite dry and brown, without indications of hav- I

ing been at all decomposed. On the contrary, the true and E

false feet and the eyeB and mouth are well preserved.—[Fbila-
\

delphia Ledger. §

The above article appears in the editorial j

columns of one of the ablest journals in this !

country. But we cannot permit it to pass!

without expressing our demur. There are}

several obvious errors or misstatements in the
|

paragraph, which the accomplished editors}

have too hastily endorsed. First, there is no

!

tree which could grow from the body of an ani-

}

mal organism. In the lower class of vegetables
{

known as fungi, or the mushroom tribe, there I

is a plant, or fungus, called by botanists

!

Sphoria Robertsa,* which grows from the head
}

of the caterpillar, or a New Zealand moth ; the

!

caterpillar eventually dies, and the fungus, far

}

from being or becoming a tree, is but one of}

the simple forms of vegetable organization— I

forming merely a long stem, covered with j

spores for its reproduction. Similar forms at- !

tack many other animal organisms ; such as |

fish, the house-fly, the silk-worm, and, it is!

even recorded that the human species are not

}

exempt from similar attacks.

The spores of these minute organisms are

}

floating about, and when they alight on an ani-

!

mal surface, from which the epidermis has

}

been removed, they vegetate and distribute

!

their root processes through the tissue ; others I

similarly attack vegetable forms ; but in no I

case (do we believe) can a seed of a higher

}

tribe of plants—such as trees, or shrubs—vege-

!

tate in an animal tissue. Such a process would j

be retrograding—would be unnatural, unscien-
}

tific, and against the laws of Divine organism. |

" Vide 11 Llndley'B Vegetable Kingdom," page 40.

THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

We have received the following, and call the

attention of all interested to its requests

:

Department of Agriculture,

Washington, Jan. 25, 18G7.

Sir : Your prompt and active co-operation

is respectfully solicited in furtherance of the

object of the following joint resolution of Con-

gress, approved January 11, 1867:

[Pcui.io Resolution, No. 2.]

"A Resolution to provide for the condition of the Cereal Pro-

ductions of the United States at the Parts Exposition, In

April next:

" Resolved, by the- Senate and House of Representatives of

the United States of America In Congress assembled, That

the Commissioner of Agriculture be, and he Is hereby. In.

structed to collect and prepare, bo far as practicable, and with

as little delay its possible, suitable specimens of the cereal pro-

ductions of the several States of the Union, for exhibition at the

Paris Exposition, and forward the same, In proper order and

condition for shipment, to J. C. Derby, agent of the United

Slates Government for the Paris Exposition, at New York

;

Provided, that It shall require no further appropriation from

the public treasury."

An exhibition such as is proposed of the fi-

nest samples of the best varieties of wheat,

corn and other cereals, would command the

admiration of Europe, as it would assuredly

arouse the pride of all Americans, and I re-

gret that this Department has not been author-

ized to make collections for this purpose until

the present time. The Exposition opens on

the first of April, and collections should be

sent in a few days from the reception of this

request is be in season for proper arrangement,

packing, forwarding to New York, and trans-

portation to Paris. You will render the coun-

try essential service by immediate and judi-

cious action in this matter.

It is desirable that small packages of the fi-

nest samples of the best varieties of such pro-

ducts of your neighborhood should be for-

warded, by mail, in packages of two pounds

or less, each distinctly marked with name, do-

nor, local name, and county and State in

which it was grown.

Such packages, addressed to the Commis-

sioner of Agriculture, can be sent without

postage from any post office in the United

States. As it will be seen, the resolution

makes no appropriation for this purpose;

therefore parcels should not be sent by express

iu any case, unless at the expense of commu-

nities repressnted.

Very respectfully,

Isaac Newton, Commissioner.

Vermont Fair.—At a meeting of the di-

rectors of the Vermont State Agricultural So-

ciety, held at Burlington on Wednesday, the

annual fair was located at Brattleboro, to be

held September 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th,

1867.

Profit of Hops.—Mr. H. H. Potter, of

Sauk county, Wisconsin, contributes an article

to the Prairie Farmer, stating that he raised

on four acres of land, St. GOO worth of hops,

estimating the hops at fifty cents a pound.

This crop on a Timothy sod.

Horse-Radish as a Market Crop.— Peter

Henderson, one of the great market gardeners

in New Jersey, states that horse-radish is con-

sidered one of the surest and easiest crops to

grow. It is planted in the spring and dug in

the fall ; sent to market in barrels, and sold by

weight. The sales are from $500 to §800 per

acre.

Sign-Painting has not reached high perfection In this

country. A good half of the "signs" to be seen, in both town

and country, are burlesques on the art. Few painters can form

perfectly shaped letters ; few understand the Idea of proportion

for propor effect ; while still fewer know how to punctuate. It

1b laughable to see periods doing the service of commas and vice

versa. Then the spelling of many painters Is wholly original,

and of course not to bo found in WebBler or Worcester. We
therefore do the public a service In pointing out a good sign-

painter. Such Is Georof. W. Smitd, Jr., of Slalersvllle. He

has recently painted a small sign for the Farm and Fireside,

which is exceedingly pretty. The vignette In the head of this

journal has been artlBtlcally copied, and would do credit to a

landscape artist. As this sign Bpeaks for Itself, we invite atten-

tion to It, In our office window.

AJJiEltT Coman Smith Is a didy authorized agent to receive

subscribers' names and money for the Woonsocket Patriot

and the Farm and fireside.

Woonsocket, Feb. 23, 1867. S. S. FOSS, Publisher.

TnE Maine Farmer's editorial correspondent

}

hears it stated that T. S. Lang has been offered }

as high as $10,000 for the famous horse Gen- I

eral Knox.

Cr?~LrciEN Robert Messenoer—or Robert Messenger,

as he sometimes writes his name-has not been an accredited

Agent for the Farm and Fireside since February 5, 1867.

S. S. FOSS, Publisher.

American Industry.—The value in gold of the annual products of the people of the United States for the year 18GG was in round numbers as follows: those

engaged in agriculture $1,609,000,000 ; manufactures, including all processes between the raw material and consumption, $017,000,000; mining, $100,000,000;

fishing, $13,000,000; hunting, $2,000,000; wood cutting, etc., $25,000,000 ; domestic commerce, $1,500,000,000; foreign commerce, $190,000,000; net annual

earnings or gross increase of money value derived from exchanging products with foreign countries, engaging in improving the face of the country and subduing

it to the purposes of society, $2,400,000,000 ; total in gold value, $6,750,000,000, the same reduced to currency, $9,458,000,000.
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Fireside Readings

,

THE OLD GRIST MILL

The grist-mill stands beside the stream,

With bended roof and leaning wall,

So old, that when the winds are wild,

The miller trembles lest it fall ;

But moss and ivy, never sere,

Bedeck it o'er from year to year.

The dam Is steep and weeded green.

The gates are raised, the waters pour,

And tread the old wheel's slippery steps,

The lowest round forevermore.

Methinks they have a sound of ire,

Because they cannot climb it higher.

From morn till night, in autumn time,

When yellow harvests load the plains,

Up drives the farmer to the mill,

,

And back again with loaded wai ns ;

They bring a heap of golden grain,

And take it home in meal again.

And all day long the winnowed chaff

Floats round it on the sultry bree ze,

And shineth like a settled swarm

Of golden-winged or belted bees ;

Or sparks around a blacksmith's door,

When bellows blow and forges roar.

I love my pleasant, quaint old mill,

It minds me of my early prime,

'Tis changed since then, but not so much

As I am by decay and time ;

Its wrecks are mossed from year to year,

While mine all dark and bare appear.

I stand beside the stream of life,

The mighty current sweeps along,

Lifting the flood gates of my heart,

It turns the magic wheel of song,

And grinds the ripened harvest brought

From out the golden field of thought.

WILD BILL'S STOSY.

A weitee in Harper s Monthly gives an interesting account

of the career of a frontiersman named "Wild Bill" during

the war. We copy one of the most remarkable of his adven-

tures, premising that he was a man of tremendous physical

strength, which had been developed and trained by his mode of

life, and that he was an unerring shot. The substantial facts of

the affair were told the writer by an officer of the regular army,

who, an hour after it occurred, saw Bill and his ten dead oppo-

nents. The story as told by Bill himself is as follows :
—

"It was in '61, when I guided a detachment

of cavalry who were coming, in from Camp
Floyd. We had nearly reached the Kansas

line, and were in South N3braska, when one

afternoon I went out of the camp to go to the

cabin of an old friend of mine, a Mrs. Walth-

am. I took only one of my revolvers with

me, for although the war had broke out, I

didu't think it nesessary to carry bath my
pistols, and in all ornary scrimmages, one is

better than a dozen, ef you shoot straight. I

saw some wild turkeys on the road as I was

goin' down and popped one of 'em over, think-

ing he'd b3 just the thing for supper.

"Well, I rode up to Mrs. Waltham's, jump-

ed off my horse, and went into the cabin,

which is like most of the cabins on the prarer,

with only one room, and that had two doors,

one opening in front, and t'other in the yard,

like.

" ' How are you, Mf3. Waltham ?
' I said,

feeling as jolly as you please.

" The minute she saw me she turned as

white as a sheet and screamed :
' Is that you,

Bill? Oh, my God! they will kill you!

Run ! run ! They will kill you !

'

"Who's a-goin to kill me? ' said I. ' There's

two can play at that game.'

" It's M'Kandlas and his gang. There's ten

of them, and you've no chance. They've jes

gone down the road to the corn-rick. They

came up here only five minutes ago.

—

M'KiudUs was dragging poor Parson Shipley

on the ground with a lariat round his neck. The

preacher was most dead with choking and the

horses stamping on him. M'Kandlas knows

yer bringing in that party of Yankee cavalry,

and he swears he'll cut your heart out. Run,

Bill, run ! But it's too late
;

they are coming

up the lane.'

"While she was talking I remembered I had

but one revolver, and a load gone out of that.

On the table there was a horn of powder and

some little bars of lead. I poured so me pow-

der into the empty chamber and rammed ' the

lead after it by hammering the barrel on the

table, and had just capped the pistol when I

heard M'Kandlas shout :

' '

' There's that d—d Yank Wild Bill's horse

;

he's here ; and we'll skin him alive !

'

" If I thought of runnin before it war too

late now, and the house was my best holt

—

a sort of fortress, like, I never thought I should f

leave that room alive."

The scout stopped in his story, rose from
[

his seat, and strode back and forward in aj

state of great exeitement.
§

"I tell you what it is, Kernel," he resumed,
|

after a while, "I don't mind a scrimmage with \

these fellows round here. Shoot one or two of
[

them and the rest run away. But all of|

M'Kandlas's gang were reckless, blood-thirsty I

|

devils, who would light as long as they had
|

strength to pull a trigger. I have been in tight
f

|
places, but that's one of the few times I said I

\
my prayers. I

;
" ' Surround the house and give him no quar-

1

| ter !' yelled M'Kandlas. When I heard that 1

f

j
felt as quiet and cool as if I was a-goin' to

{

j church. I looked round the room and saw a |

j Hawkins' rifle hanging over the bed.
j

! '"Is that loaded ?
' said I to Mrs. Wal-

j

j tham. j

| "'Yes,' the poor thing whispered. She

\ was so frightened she couldn't speak out

j loud.

{ "'Are you sure?' said I, as I jumped to

| the bed and caught it from its hooks. Al-

[ though my eye did not leave the door, yet I

| could see she nodded yes again. I put the re-

1 volver on the bed, and just then M'Kandlas

I poked his nose inside the doorway, but jump-

| ed back when he saw me with the rifle in my

f hand.

1 "'Come in here, you cowardly dog!' I

I shouted. ' Come in here and fight me !

'

| "M'Kandlas was no coward, if he was a

I bully. He jumped inside the room with his

| gun leveled to shoot ; but he was not quick

[ enough. My rifle ball went through his heart.

| He fell back outside the house, where he was

{ found afterwards holding tight to his rifle,

! which had fallen over his head.

I
" His disappearance was followed by a yell

| from his gang, and then there was a dead si-

I lence. I put down the rifle and took the re-

] volver, and said to myself ;
' Only six shots

| and nine men to kill. Save your powder, Bill,

I for the death-hug's a-comin !

' 'I don't know
I why it was, Kernel,' continued Bill, looking at

I me inquiringly, 'but at that moment things

l seemed clear and sharp. I could think

|
strong."

| "There was a few seconds of that awful

| stillness, and then the ruffians came rushing in

| at both doors. How wild they looked with

1 their red, drunken faces and inflamed eyes,

[ shouting and cussing ! But I never aimed

I more deliberately in my life.

I "One—two—three—four; and four men fell

I dead.

| "That didn't stop the rest. Two of them

| fired their bird guns at me. And then I felt a

I sting run all over me. The room was full of

| smoke. Two got in close to • me, their eyes

|
glaring out of the clouds. One I knocked

I down with my fist. ' You are out of the way

1 for a while,' I thought. The second I shot

j dead. The other three clutched me and crowd-

| ed me onto the bed. I fought hard. I broke

I with my hand one man's arm. He had his

1 fingers round my throat. Before I could get

I to my feet I was struck across the breast with

| the stock of a rifle, and I felt the blood rushing

[ out of my nose and mouth. Then I got ugly,

[ and I remember that I got hold of a knife and

I then it was all cloudy like, and I was wild, and

I I struck savage blows, following the devils up

I from one side to the other of the room and into

I the corners, striking and slashing until I knew
| that every one was dead.

I All of a sudden it seemed as if my heart was
j on fire. I was bleeding everywhere. I rushed

| out to the well and drank from the bucket,

i and then tumbled down in a faint."

I Breathless with the intense interest with

| which I had followed the strange story, all

I the more thrilling and weird when its hero,

|
seeming to live over the bloody events of the

|
day, gave way to its terrible spirit with wild,

|
savage gestures, I saw then—what my scru-

I tiny of the morning had failed to discover

—

[the tiger which lay concealed beneath the

I gentle exterior.

]
" You must have been hurt almost to death,"

[ I said.

|
'

' There were eleven buckshot in me. I carry

I some of them now. I was cut in thirteen

places. All of them had enough to have let {

out the life of a man. But that blessed old =

WEBSTER AND CALHOUN.

I was in Washington in the winter of 1830-

1 31, when I painted the portrait of John C. Cal-

! houn. During the sittings, he invited me to

as there was to be an

Dr. Mills pulled me safe through it, after a bad 1

seige of many a long week."

"That prayer of yours, Bill, may have

been more potent" for your safety than you I

come UP t0 the Senate

think. You should thank God for your de. |
interesting debate. Mr. Hayne was to speak

liverance " 1
on tne sm3ject °f " Foote's Resolutions " in reply

« To tell you the truth, Kernel," responded \
to a short sPeeck of Mr

"
Webster. I accepted

the scout with a certain solemnity in his grave [
the Citation, and Mr. Calhoun admitted me

face, " I don't talk about sich things ter the I
as one of tne many favored one8

'
Mr

"
Hayne

.people round here, but always feels sort 0f|
was most eloquent, and exceedingly bitter in

I thankful when I get out of a bad scrape." I

his remarks upon Mr. Webster's speech
;
and

l | so scathing in his denunciations of New
I 1 England and her policy, that I felt his sarcasms

j
TRUTH AT^ HOME.

j were unanswerable. I think all the friends of

1 Of all happy households, that is the happi-

1

Mr
' Webster thought so too. The south side

I est where falsehood is never thought of. All !
of the Senate were vociferous in their applause.

I peace is broken up when once it appears that I
At mSht >

1 went t0 see the fallen Sreat man
'

1 there is a liar in the house. All comfort has

!

as 1 considered him. My daughter was visit-

igone when suspicion has entered- when !
in§ Mr - Webster's daughter at the time. To

[there must be a reserve in talk, and reserva- 1
mF surprise, I found him cheerful, even play-

Ition in belief. Anxious parents who are aware I
M - He had the two girls upon his knees. I

! of the pains of suspicion, will place general

!

told Lim 1 expected to find him in another

! confidence in their children, and receive what !
room

>
pointing to his library. "Time enough

| they say freely, unless there is strong reason
j

for that in the morning," said he.

j to distrust the truth of any one. Should such I Mr. Calhoun gave me another sitting the

| an occasion unhappily arise, they must keep j
next morning. He seemed to think the great

[ the suspicion from spreading as long as possi- 1
champion of the North was annihilated. He

[
ble, and avoid disgracing their poor child j

said it was a pity he had laid himself open at

| while there is a chance of its cure by their j so many points. I needed no invitation to go

| confidential assistance. He should have their { to the Senate that morning. I went early to

1 pity and their assiduous help, as if he were I the gallery and secured a seat among the re-

| suffering from some disgusting bodily disorder, j
porters. As Mr. Webster entered the Senate,

| If he can be cured, he will become truly grate- \ all eyes were turned upon him. He was ele-

I fal for the treatment. If the endeavor fails, j
gantly dressed and apparently less excited than

I means must, of course, be taken to prevent I any of his friends. I felt towards Mr. Webster

} his example from doing harm ; and then, as 1 1 as I imagine a criminal might feel who looks

[ said, the family peace is broken up, because [ to his counsel to save him from punishment

| the family confidence is gone. I fear that, for I for some crime he is charged with. He soon,

I some cause or other, there are but few large 1
however, put me at my ease. As he proceeded

I families where every member is altogether [ with his speech, all his friends felt satisfied

J truthful. But where all are so organized and ] that victory was his. I need make no further

I so trained as to be wholly reliable in act and j
allusion to this splendid effort, as it is as fa-

| word, they are a light to all and a joy to all [ miliar to all as household words. The next

I hearts. They are public benefits, for they are j
morning, I asked Mr. Calhoun what he thought

I a point of general reliance ; and are blessed j
of Webster's reply. He said imply, but with

[within and without. Without, then- life is f
great emphasis, " Mr. Webster is a strong man,

I made easy by universal trust ; and within their ]
sir, a very strong man. "

1 home and their hearts they have the security ! webstek at home.

|
of rectitude, and gladness of innocence. -flew-*! Webgter'

s family dinners were always'

|
net Martineau.^

^ _ ] charming. We always found sumptuous fare,

I I though not elaborate. Often the great feature

MEN OF genius.
j of tlie fcast WOuld be chowder or dun-fish,

= m ,. I both of which dishes he excelled in. One day
Tasso s conversation was neither gay nor : T , . . , . . , ,, ,

:tu~_* n.-i •n.j. ... 1 1 was admiring and praising the latter, and
"

| asked him where he procured them. He said
r

?J f from his friend, Charles Cutter of Portsmouth,
Swift

j
jt

jj j said that i got m„ flsJl from the same
= wrere absent-mmded m company, Milton was ?

| brilliant. Dante was either taciturn or

I cal. Butler was either sullen or biting.

I seldom talked or smiled. Hogarth and

|
very unsociable and irritable, when pressed

1 into conversation. Kirwan, though copious

I and eloquent in public addresses, was meagre

I and dull in colloquial discourses. Virgil was

i gentleman, but they did not seem to be of the

| same quality ; but perhaps they were not as

|
skilfully cooked. Thereupon he gave a de-

tailed history of the fish, mode of curing, &c.

Then he entered into a minute description of
= heavy m conversation. La Fontaine appeared =.

, ,
. ... , TI

i,
J

,j 1 n =the way of cooking it, ending with, "Have
= heavy, coarse and stupid ; he could not speak =

, , .° •, , ,
= , ; ., , , , ; . . . .ti ^ ready good, mealy potatoes, beets, drawn but-
= and describe what he had just seen; but then; J ° '

J ' '
, , ,

i, „ , , „ l -m . -i = tei\ and oil; have it all served up hot, and
-: he was the model of poetry. Chaucer s silence i ' , „
i , , , . ,. = then send for Asnmun and me.
I was more agreeable than his conversation. = T , , . , . ,
= _ , , . , __,,,.= I had a few bottles of old Scotch whiskey,
I Dryden s conversation was slow and dull, his= , _., , „ , , . . ,.. ,

„ i- • i such as Wilson and Scott have immortalized
Cornelius m i

1 conversation was so insipid thathe never failed |

I humor saturnine and - reserved.
, , , „,,

the name of mountain dew. This™7" """""" " —*r* I beverage is always used with hot water and su-
i in wearying ; he did not even speak correctly I .

° *.

=
, * «j -

.

, . i gar. I put a bottle of this whiskey into my
i that language of which he was such a master, i

° f , . , , T
J

.
J

s T , -,1 overcoat pocket, one day when I was gomg
I Ben Johnson used to sit silent m company and • f '

J
,

I a , . . ^-a, \ '
, i to dine with Mr. Webster ; but I thought, be-

-. suck his wine. Southey was stiff, sedate, and = ,. ...... I ,,
'

\ . .
*

. , ,= fore presenting it to him, I would see who was
= wrapped up m asceticism. Addison was good i .

* . .

D
T' , ,

= .„ . . . ^ . „ . 3 , . . . ! m the drawing-room.
= company with his intimate friends, but m mix- =

I pat the bottle on the

, ... = entry table, walked into the drawing-room;
= ed company he preserved his dignity by a stifl, i / . v t

.
° „*

I , ... „ .. = and seemg none but the familiar party, said " I
i and reserved silence. Fox m conversation nev- = , x ,

° ... „
.'

, . 0 \ ,

i , . . -- have taken the liberty to bring a Scotch gen-
der flagged ; his animation and vivacity were in- = / .

4. J „
I ,

&&
., , -p. -r, ^ •

i I tleman to partake of your hospitality to-day."
= exhaustible. Dr. Bentley was loquacious, as= £IT ' ,

'
. _ • , T

I , . . ,,
J

... .,
1

, ,.. i "lam most happy, sir, was the reply. I
! was also Grotius. Goldsmith " wrote like an= 1

a * * * «.
: , „ „ -r. i

= walked back to the entry, and pointed to the
5 angel and talked like poor poll. Burke was i « «
I

s .. ... ,. , . sbottle. "Oh! said he, " that is the gentleman
\ entertaining, enthusiastic and interesting m con- f . . . ' „ °

,
= . °' . . « -, .

°
-r • , I that bathes in hot water. — Chester Harding s

I versation. Curran was a convivial deity. .Leigh I ..... ,

I Hunt was a pleasant stream in conversation, i
" r

^ ^ ^
|

Carlyle doubts, objects, and constantly demurs.
|

„& ft ?

~"™~"'™

at yQu^
| i know the names of some of your best

[ The Heat of the Eaeth.—Descending f
friends ? " inquired a gentleman of a lady.

I into the earth from fifty to ninety feet, there is j
"Certainly, " she replied ; I don't know what

I usually little or no variation ; below this line
|
my own shall be a year hence."

I it is that the internal heat of the earth is per- |

"

[ ceptible. ! In seeking a friend, is it not natural to look

I

' ' '""
| for one who possesses not only the greatest

I Now is the time for farmers to secure good
j
power but the strongest will to serve those who

I help for the Spring and Summer work. i ask his favor ? Where is such a friend as God ?

Shipbuilding.—A well-known New York ship-builder, in commenting upon the present depression of that interest, says that one of the great causes which
produce the present dullness of trade is the unprecedented and very extraordinary advance, since the commencement of the rebellion, in the prices of all

materials and labor required for the construction of vessels, ranging in those composing the principal part of the vessels, from fifty to sixty per cent., and
for labor about seventy-five per cent., to which must be added the well known fact that less daily and individual labor is returned for the increased wages
than formerly when less wages was paid.



TllC Favm and. Firesiile. jniiles, that form the unbroken body of the fam.i commerce of the world. A valuable hint from an insect.

„„,„ 1 Over this immense tract of unsurpassed land 1 —
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY. = » = _ ,

=
, ....

I countless thousands of cattle and horses and! France exports wines, brandies, silks, fancy = It has been said that the operations of the
$2.00 I-EK ANXT.M, 8TBIOTLY A.NU ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. =

I • 1 ..
. | sheep are grazing. Of cattle, the farm sends I

articles, jewelry, clocks, watches, paper, per- j
spider suggested the arts of spinning and

advertisements.—a limited number of agricultural ftj-
] to the slaughtering establishment of the same ! fumery, and fancy goods generally. I weaving to man. That may be doubtful, but

SSlTiS'SSiZl^J^Z*:"^ I
owner fifty thousand animals annually. His I Italy exports com, oil. Max, wines, essences,

j
it is quite certain that to a hint from an insect

pages, twenty-five oents per line each insertion. No! horses would supply the cavalry of a large !
dye stuffs, drugs, fine marble, soap, paintings, |

was due the invention of a machine instru-

culs are allowed In advertisements, and no unusual display.
| f ^ j f j . j. j engravings, mosaics and Salt. I mental ill accomplishing OI1C of the IllOSt Stll-

The Publisher holds the Tight to reject any advertisement = " """n -"'1"
-. => o

_ _ 1 J
-

not suitable for these pagcB. fare annually loaded and sent direct to Eu-| Prussia exports hnens, woolens, zinc, articles = pendous works ol modern tunes—the excava-

Ali i»iters, remittances, 4c, shonw be addressed to
f rope. I of iroii, copper, brass, indigo, wax, hams, j

tion of the Thames Tunnel. Mark Isambard

^
s. s. fos^ Publisher,

| Other tracts of land in other parts of the 1 musical instruments, tobacco, wines and I Brunei, the great engineer, was standing one

|
province arc owned by him to a very large ex- 1

porcelain. j
day, about half a century ago, in a ship-yard,

sent, a STAMZspeciZI nZbers of the fa™ am- S
tent

!
but 1 am speaking only of the San Jose j

Germany exports wool, woolen goods, lin-
j
watching the movements of an animal known

fireside win be forwarded to any address, on the receipt of a |
estancia, the farm occupied as the owner's I

ens, rags, corn, timber, iron, lead, tin, flax, j
as the Teredo 2,tcales—in English means the

three-cent stamp.
I residence. | hemp, wines, wax, tallow and cattle. ! naval wood-worm—when a brilliant thought

I In all that province, though not now hold- 1 Austria exports minerals, raw and mauu- j
suddenly occurred to him. He saw that this

WarifltlS ^iKtattf^S I
ing a civil offlce> nor on military duty, General [factored silk, thread, brass, grain, wax, tar, j

creature bored its way into the piece ofwood
AJ IIJM JUty

I Urquiza is yet regarded as legitimate ruler, j
nut-galls, wines, honey and mathematical in- j

upon which it was operating, by means of a

''^T^g^tT^INT^"Zo^ I
civil and military; and hardly assuming any- jstruments'

j
very extraordinary mechanical apparatus.

' I thing, there is not a department nor a precinct ! England exports cotton, woolen, glass, |
Looking at the animal attentively through a

A Buenos Ayres correspondent "ives the I
of thc province that escapes his eye. On one !

hardware, earthernware, cutlery, iron, metal-
j
microscope, he found that it was covered in

following account of his visit to the great \ week's notice he can call together an equipped I lie wares, salt, coal watches, tin, silks, and j
front with a pair of valvular shells

;
that with

estancia or monster farm of Senor Don Jose I «my of twenty thousand men, ready for any |
Hnens. [its loot as a purchase, ii communicated a ro-

de Urquiza: | cause that he should deem worthy of their] Russia exports tallow, flax, hemp, flour, 1 tary motion and a forward impulse to the

The only indication that we have reached its ! steel- The estancia of San Jose is alone in ! iron, copper, linseed, lard, hides, wax, duck j
valves which, acting upon the wood like a

border is that on each hand, at the distance of 1 the world for extent and for culture under the I
cordage, bristles, furs, potash and tar. jgimblet, penetrated its substance

;
and thai as

three hundred yards from each other, making ! owner's eye. It is larger than many of the |
Spain exports wine, brandy, oil, fresh and

|
the particles ofwood were loosened, they

an avenue of similar width, there are planted I
principalities of Central Europe, and in politics

j
dri

?
d fruits, quicksilver, sulphur, salt, saffron, [

passed through a fissure in the foot, and th< I i e

trees designed to form an 'avenue the entire I
there is not an equal surface on the globe of I

toik, anchovies, silk, and woolen goods. I through the body of the borer to its mouth,

distance to the estancia-house, eleven miles. ! greater unanimity among its inhabitants. I
Hindoostan exports silks, shawls, carpets, f

where they were expelled. Here, said Brunei

As we travel onward the cattle increase in! I opium, saltpetre, pepper, gum, indigo, cinua- j
to himself, is the sort of thing I want. Can I

numbers, and ostriches, solitary or in groups, ! Varnish for Shoes.-It is a bad plan to I
mou

'
C0CHineal, diamonds, pearls and drugs. { reproduce it in an artificial form ? He forth-

come up near us, or slowly cross- our road. ! grease the upper leather of shoes for the pur-!
Turkey exports coffee, opium, silks, dried} with set to work, and the final result of his

These birds are thus tame, because the Gen- ! pose of keepin"- them soft ; it rots the leather

!

aud Sreen fruits, drugs, gums, tobacco, wines, \
labors, after many failures, was the famous

eral has ordered that not one shall ever be ! and admits dampness more readily. It is bet- !
camel

'

s hair
'
carPets '

camlets
-
morocco and

j
Boring Shield, with which the Thames Tunnel

killed or molested. And so abundant are they ! ter to make a varnish thus : I
shawls

-
\
was excaTated

-
Tllis st01T was told by Bru-

that, as General Urquiza told me himself, he! Pllthalf a D0Und of „,,„, sbellac broken I
Mexico exports gold and silver, cochineal, I nel himself, and there is no reason to doubi its

has been offered the sum of $16,000 in silver I UD m small. m a
° '

bo(U
'

or
. !

mdiSo, sarsaparilla, vanilla, jalap, fustic, cam- j
truth. The keen observer can draw useful

for the privilege of taking them. But from
\^ it with alcoho, CJ =

t ti ht and Jtft j^ wood
> P™ent°' dr^. «* dye stuffs. ( lessons from the humblest of the works of

humanity or from fancy he spares the birds
. | ona shelf m a wann place .

°
8nake weU I , . ?

EAZ
,

IL

fPor 3

f

C°ltee
' «W«, nce

;
\

Go<1
-

Near the residence of the General there is a I several tijies a d then add a piece of eum !

hldes
'
dned meat

'

tallow
'
gold

'
cllamollcls antl

I

nermanent pneamnment of soldiers under his t , , , , , , .

3 „ ! other precious stones, sums, mahogany audi Ruskin says
:
Shakspeare has no heroes—permanent encampment oi sokulis unuu

= camphor as large as a hen's egg : shake it we , I .
6

'
J = , , , mu

immprii-itp rnmnvmrl - ... , .
' f india rubber. i he has only heroines. There is not one entirt-lmmcuiaie command.

I aud ln a few hourg ghake it a ia d dd one = l ... ^ .....
,

The residence- has received the name of San ] ounce of lamb Wack . if the alcohol is o-00d if!
ES exP°rt sugar, molasses, rum, Hy heroic figure m all his plays, except the

Jose after its chosen natron saint St .Tosenh i -,i n , , ., , ,
°

,
', I tobacco, cigars, mahogany, dye wood, coffee, I slight sketch of Henrv the Fifth, exaggerateddose, aiiti us cuos.cn paiiou saini, oi. oostpn.

; w ,ji
a)

i be dlsso ived ln tbree days ; then shake; .
'

,, 'i, ., - \. ...

The buildings are one story high, of brick, I and use lf it ts too tbick add alcohol— i
Plm '

preserves, rubber,
\
for thc purposes ot the stage, and the still

and are built around two lar»-e souares The! ' °.
. I wax, ginger and other spices. I slighter Valentine in the " Two Gentlemen ofanii die ouiu aiouuu iwo iarac squaies. ine

5 pour out two or tbree teaSpoonsful in a saucer I a . ..i i- «tr • t •
i . i i i

open space is paved with sandstone, and four I and aDpiv ft with a small paint brush If the
1

Switzerland exports cattle, cheese, butter, l
Verona. In his labored and perfect plays

sides are occupied by the apartments pertain- j materials were all "ood it will drv'in about

~

l
tall°W

'
d"ed^ Um6

'
S 'lks

'
veIvets

'
laces

' \

>'ou have uo bcro
-

0llldlo would have been

ing to the dwelling-house. The margin of the !
five minutes and Jqj b

'

e removed onlv bv !
jewelry

'
watcbes

> PaPer>
gunpowder and fancy !

one, if his simplicity had not been so great as

square, the ten feet nearest the house, is
I wearing it 6ff givine a loss almost equal to!

S°°dS - |
to leave him the prey of every base practice

covered with a finely wrought net-work of! patent leather'
°

!
East Indies export cloves, nutmegs, mace.

|
around him

;
but he is the only example even

iron, supported by iron pillars, and overspread ! Tue advalJage of this preparation aboye f PePPer
>

rice, indigo gold dust, camphor, ben- 1
approximating the heroic type. Hamlet is

with the branches of fruitful trees. f otner8 it doe
°
uot strike mt0Vbe leather and 1

zoi

1

n
'
sulPhur' ivo^' rattan8

'
sandal wood

> ^c { indolent and drowsily speculative
;
Romeo an

At the outer rano-p of the buildino-s there is i • < , I and nuts. I impatient bov. U hereas there is hardlv aii.i me outer laugc oi inc ouimm= s »= maite]t Lard, but remains on the surface and = TT c . . „ .,= ,,, <• . .
'

,

stone, near at the chapel, next the office of the I yet exc i udes tbe water almost perfectly

'

l
LxlTED State s export principally agncul- !

play that has not a perfect woman in it, stead-

secretary, then the department of two aids-de- 1 TWs same preparation is admirable for

'

%
im&l products

'
cotton

.
tobacco, flour, rice, pro- 1

fast in grave hope and errorless purpose,

camp, then the extensive array of parlors and
| na and does

V
not Boil wben toucbed> as

|™ of a11 kinds, lumber, turpentine and
j
Cordelia, Desdemoria, Isabella, Hennione,

private rooms provided for the large family
| ,amb Wack preparations do.-[M Journal \

Wea"Ug apparel
!

^ogene Queen Kathenne Perdita, Silva \ t-

and innumerable visitors.
] of Heal(h \ — { ola, Rosalind, Helena, and last, and perhaps

On entering the garden there was a beautiful !
'

- ! „. „ TT . j
loveliest, Virgilla, are all faultless.

°
,
°

..
'

\ lo Economic Housekeepers.—Bv using a!
array ol exotic plants, Irom every quarter of I A Wrinkle about the Age of Horse*— ^i i ic i e jit. x i

"

,
J

, , ... 1„ , . , ,. , ^§
hbibiili.a»uui iui aw ui xioKsns.

= large handful ot powdered borax to every ten i ^
the globe. Aviaries filled with gay birds ot

| A short time ago we met a gentleman from

l

ganons of water a savmg of about m ~

per ! Anecdote of Whittieb.—An anecdote of

sweet voice adorn the garden. I need not { Illinois, who gave us a piece of information j

°
ent of s is 'effected hi washino- Borix I

John G ' AVhittier is toia the Boston Tran-

mentionthe names of rare plants, but from
| in regard to ascertaining the age of a horse, | doeS

"

not fabrics aud has lorjo. been us

'

ed I
script as follows : On a recent occasion he was

the extreme North, from Australia, Cape I after he or she has passed the ninth year, ! t0 ciean the hair also lis a dentrifice" As good I
traveling with a friend over a New Hampshire

Horn, from Africa, Asia, and from the gardens I which was new to us, and will be, we are sure, I
tea cannot be made from hard water a medi

'

l railroad > and durHig conversation, Mr. Whitti-

of Europe, were gathered the floral treasures
j
to most of our readers. It is this : after the

j^ recommends the use of a tca'spoonful I
er

'

s lViend
'
wn0 is also a memieI °f tllC Sod

?V
that adorn each other in this winterless ch-

j horse is nine years old, a wrinkle comes on the
| ofborax t0 an ordinary sized kettle of such !

o1
'

Friends
'
told the p0et that hC WaS °U

mate, under the most exact artistic care. The [ eyelid at the upper corner of the lower lid, I water in which jt Bhomd boil The savin"- in I
way t0 coutract for a lot of oak '''"Her, which

gardens for vegetables and fruits were a study.
| and every year thereafter he has one well-de- j^ quantity of tea used will be at least one- ^

he knew would be used hl buildm= SUI1,-" ,a!> al

Here are apples, peaches, pears, apricots, nee- j fined wrinkle for each year over nine. If, for ! nflb
'

I Portsmouth, and asked him whether he thought

tarines, grapes, pomegranates, quinces, figs,
j instance, a horse has three wrinkles, he is ! ' ••• -•» -

I
it was exactly in consistence with the peace

bananas, oranges, lemons, and most of these
} twelve ; if four, he is thirteen. Add the num- ! Loc vtion of Couutey Dwellings —Obser !

doctrines of lhe Quaker denomination. With-

in measureless abundance. At tbe edge of
j ber of wrinkles to nine, and you will always | yation shows tnat

"

0 le liyin„ in

*

h

*

ouses iocv ! out sa)' inS anything calculated to decide the

the orchard there is in process of construction
{ get it. So says the gentleman ; and he is con- ! ted east or ftortheast of ravines where vegeta !

f
l
uestion

'
tUe tw0 tYiea<-^ arrived at their part-

an artificial lake about seventy-five yards 1 fident it will never fail. As a good many peo- 1 tion ^ iuxuriant aud miasma is engendered '
ius place

'
wLeu Mr' Wniltier

'
sbakinS his

'

square, and from twenty to thirty feet deep.
| pie have horses over nine, it is easily tried. If j are liable t0 a„ues aud otilCT mjaamaticdiseases' I

Iriend
'

s Hand, said : "Moses, if thee does furnish

The walls are of most substantial double work,
j
true, the horse dentist must give up his trade. ! whilJ pe0ple tivin"- on the opposite side at thc !

auX of tllat oak tiraber tuee sPoke of
>

mre
and stamped with clay between. The water I ~™ «...» n~ - 1 f. ' °

, m', ' i that it is (M sound."
. . . . ^ . .' . , •

. , 1 I same distance, are emtirely exempt. The rea- =

is to be brought about one mile irom a neigh- 1 Drtvkixo at Meais TIip snlivntp (rion.ic I . . .,. .... , !
.

°
, . .„ , , , ,

a
i

-L'Ri^Kir.cr ai uihALs. ine sainate gianas
; son ]S tbat tbe prevailing winds, during the ;

bormg river, and it will be elevated by ma-
1 are an important agency in the utilization of I season 0f decomposition are from the west and 1

To Stop a^ 0F CouomXG.-Acorrespond-
chinery. On this lake there will be a little

] food . Tbe ir office is to moisten and prepare
j southwest

'

}
eut of the London Medical Gazette states that,

steamer, where the sous destined for the navy | ; t for t]le stomach. For this purpose they se- 1
' — ! 10 c Iose tbe nostrils with the thumb and finger

will learn engineering and make mimic voy-
j crete three pints of saliva during every twenty- j Thkbe is found wisdom in tho saving of

luring expiration, leaving them free during

ages. The estimated cost of the lake is $100-
j four hours. Liquids taken during the meals ! au EnrrVl^ farmer that he fed his land before !

'"^P'ration, will relieve a fit of coughing m a

000, m silver.
| usurp (beir place while tuey do nQt discbarge | j( wag hun re;teJ u before it wag weary i short time. In addition to the above, we state,

The chapel, intended for worship by the| their fwctions . Hence drinking during the
j^ weeded it before it was foul. Seldom has I

from P*™"* knowledge, .bat to press the fin-

family, will seat about sixty persons, and the
j time of eating is to be avoided as far as possi-! so lnueh agricultural knowledge been con. I ger on the upper lip, just below the nose, wul

costly appointments of vestments, precious
| bie _ = densed in a sin le sentence

| make the severest premonitory symptoms of a

stones, silver furniture, fine paintings, pianos, |
— » - -

\ sneeze pass off harmless. We have found the

&c, altogether must have cost at least beyond] The Teeth are, if used properly, fitted to j (remedy useful many a time in creeping on

the sum of $50,000 in silver.
] last a hundred years and still be in good order, j Reaping the Harvest.—Industry is always j

game in the woods.

The avenue, of eleven miles leading up to j How is it that they so commonly fail us before
j
profitable. A Maine newspaper relates that a j

the front of the house, is suggestive of ampli- 1 middle age ? The answer is found in the I boy in that State, who some years ago amused I Beef Stock should have a litttc increase of

tude beyond, and there is the area of one bun- j
large quantities of hot liquids taken into the j himself by planting apple seeds, last year net- j meal or oil-cake when they begin to shed their

dred square leagues, or nine hundred square - mouth, and the amount of sweets consumed. 1 ted a profit of $700 from his orchard. I coats.

Milwaukee as a Manufacturing City.—Milwaukee is not only famous for its lager-beer, said by connoisseurs to be the best in the world, but has
made considerable strides in the way of iron manufactures. The Boston Commercial Bulletin condenses an exhibit of this branch of Milwaukee enter-
prise from the Sentinel of that city. From this if appears that nearly 1,500 men are engaged in iron manufactures in Milwaukee. 8700,000 arc invested,
and the annual product is valued at $1,500,000. New rolling mills are to be erected the're'this spring, which will give employment to five hundred men.
Near Milwaukee there is a large bed of the finest iron ore, which, when mixed with the Lake Superior ore, makes the best combination for rail-.
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LIEffi.

ITS APPLICATION, ACTION AND EFFECT.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY TnOMAS J. EDGE, LONDONGEOVE, PA.

Not long since, one of the agricultural jour-

nals contained a communication upon the ac-

tion of lime, in which the writer held out the

idea that the time for applying lime was not

material, but that the main, thing was to get it

on. From this opinion I must beg leave to

differ
;

for, I believe that there are certain con-

ditions of land, certain kinds of land, and cer-

tain times when the application of lime will

not only produce no visible effect, or if it does,

only an injurious one.

Many of our practical farmers, judging from

their actions, seem to have the idea that lime

is a manure, and very often a man's skill in

farming is measured by the amount of lime

wThich he uses
;

this, as I will endeavor to de-

monstrate, is a may-be wrong. In my own
neighborhood lime is convenient, and can be

obtained as cheaply as in most portions of the

State
;
and, of course, a large amount is made

use of, and is usually applied indiscriminately

to all kinds of land and to all crops. It is an

old saying that "If you will show me a man
who has quit liming, I will show you a farm

which is going down hill ;
" which, though ac-

cepted and believed by the majority, I am not

willing to admit without some qualification.

—

Lime not being a manure, can only act as a

stimulant
;
and, hence, if it has not the proper

materials to act upon, it cannot produce its

usual effect
;
poor land may be brought up by

the judicious use of lime, but only in connec-

tion with a corresponding application of ma-

nure ; the first application will increase the

amount of vegetable matter; and if this is

carefully converted into manure, without be-

ing sold or removed from the farm, an increase

in the productiveness will be the result, but if,

on the other hand, this increase or surplus is

sold or removed from the farm, it is just so

much removed from the soil
;
and, of course,

this continued removal, with or without the

use of lime, will decrease the productions of

the land.

In my opinion, land may be limed down as

well as worked down, notwithstanding the old

saying that "lime will always pay twelve per

cent. " If we apply lime, and at the same time

sell all the grain and a part of the hay, we will

sooner or later exhaust the supply of vegetable

matter in the soil (which by the action of the

lime is changed into grain and straw), and

reach a point at which the repeated application

of lime will produce no effect
;
finding out too

late that we have been drawing on our princi-

ple instead of waiting until the interest is due.

The farmer who limes, and at the same time

feeds the increase on the farm and converts it

into manure, will find that he is not only reap-

ing the interest of his principle, but also that

he is allowing a portion of his interest to re-

main on deposit.

Inasmuch as the main effect of lime is due

to its action upon the partially decayed vegeta-

ble matter in the soil, reason would lead us to

the supposition that the best time for its appli-

cation is when this matter exists in its great-

est quantity ; in our usual rotation of corn,

oats, wheat and grass, we have two psriods at

which vegetable matter abounds in the soil,

viz :—where we turn the sod under for corn,

and after we apply manure to the wheat. To
obtain the full benefit of the first of these pe-

riods, the lime must be applied before the corn

crop is planted ; and to obtain the benefit of

the other, the proper time would seem to be

with, or immediately after the manure which

has been applied to the wheat crop.

But in applying lime at the latter period,

there are other considerations to which we
must attend : where the manure is put on in

the above rotation, and lime applied imme-

!

diately afterwards, we will obtain a large
j

growth of straw at the expense of the grain
;

|

this extra amount of straw will, of course, in-

!

crease the manure pile, but by deferring the I

application of the lime for one crop in the ro-

1

tation, we may increase the amount of vegeta- j

ble matter in a form in which it will be more

'

j valuable to the manure pile ; if the lime is ap-

I plied after the removal of the wheat crop, it

! will increase the amount of hay, which for

j
manurial purposes is much more valuable than

I straw. If my reasoning is correct, the best

i time for the application of lime is either to the

i sod, before corn is planted, or to the grass af-

|
ter the removal of the wheat crop

; and it is

j not only important "to get it on," but also to

I get it on at the proper time.

j
The farm which I occupy, being adjacent to

I lime-kilns and quarries, has been well limed

\
for many years, and in my opinion did not

jneed lime; but, being determined to test the

! matter, I applied lime to one field, varying the

j
amount per acre from one hundred bushels to

j
twenty-five

;
decreasing twenty-five bushels at

| a time, and every fifth land was left without

! any. Since then the field has gone through

I the whole rotation, and has been mown twice

|
without my being able to detect any difference

I
in the product between the lands which re-

{
ceived a dressing of lime at the rate of one

! hundred bushels per acre, and those which had
! but twenty-five, nor between those which re-

j ceived the application at the rate of twenty-
i five bushels per acre, and those which received

| none at all.

j
My idea is, that after one or two liberal dress-

j
ings of partially decomposed manure, the

j

field will yield a liberal return for the applica-

i tion of lime, and if care is taken in the fornia-

j
tion and preservation of manure, will continue

;
to do so for years to come.

The next Fall I plowed down a heavy sec-

! ond crop of clover, with the intention of put-

|

ting it in with wheat ; but other work inter-

j fering, the wheat was not put in, and the re-

\
mainder of the field was accordingly pastured,

i
The next Spring the whole field was top-dressed

j

with lime, plowed and put in with corn : when
j the second crop of clover was turned under, 1

I
had a very large crop of corn ; but when the

clover was pastured off, the crop was very

moderate. This I accounted for by supposing

that when the clover was turned under, there

was a large amount of vegetable matter for the

lime to act on ; and on the remainder of the

i
field but little, or, at least, not so much ; on

one land of the pasture-clover left without

lime, the corn was quite as good as when the

lime was applied ; there was no visible effect

from the lime except where the clover was
turned under.

In the lime and chalk districts of England,

the practical farmers have a saying that "lime

enriches the fathers but impoverishes the

j

children;" this, in far too many cases, is true
j

with reference to the application of lime in our
j

own country. Lime is applied, and the in-j

creased crop removed from the farm until the
j

application produces no effect, and then, and
\

not till then, the land gets a rest from the

j

stimulating effect of lime; but in course of!

time the farm programme is enacted with the
j

same result.

Lime, like many other stimulants (whiskey j

excepted) may be made beneficial in certain

!

cases, but must be used judiciously, or the
j

after effect will leave matters in a worse state I

than at the beginning ; but " the trouble is not
j

in getting drunk, but in getting sober."

In no way can land be enriched faster than I

by the use of lime in conjunction with barn-

j

yard manure ; and in no way can the amount
j

of the latter be so quickly increased as by the
j

use of bone, either in its pure form or in that

!

of a phosphate ; on no crop will bone make an
\

effect quicker than on that of grass, and there \

is no crop better or that will increase the ma- \

nure pile faster than hay ;— all know that ma-

j

nure made from hay is worth double or treble \

that made from straw alone
;

and, hence, !

where the improvement of the land is the ob-
j

ject in view, it cannot be sooner attained than
j

by directing all the energies to the increasing
\

of the hay crop. If this is increased and fed
j

out on the farm, the increase in the other crops I

will follow in due time, and in a regularly in- j

creasing ratio, as a trial will prove to all who 1

may be disposed to experiment.

February, 1867.

The London Agricultural Gazette says that j

the attendance upon the exhibitions of the lo- j

cal agricultural societies of England is con-

1

stantly decreasing. [

[ The Power of a Growing .Tree.—Walton

| Hall had at one time its com mill, and when
j that inconvenient necessity no longer existed,

!

} the mill-stone was laid by in an orchard and
j

{ forgotten. The diameter of this circular stone

;

I measured five feet and a half, while its depth
j

I averaged seven inches throughout ; its central

;

I hole had a diameter of eleven inches. By mere !

I accident, some bird or squirrel had dropped I

| the fruit of a filbert tree through this hole on I

I to the earth, and in 1812 the seedling was seen
j

|
rising up through that unwonted channel. As

j

I its trunk gradually grew through this aperture
j

{ and increased, its power to raise the ponderous

{

I mass of stone was speculated upon by many. j

| Would the filbert tree die in the attempt ?—
j

| Would it burst the mill-stone ? Or would it
j

|
lift it ? In the end, the little filbert tree lifted

j

i the mill-stone and in 1S63 wore it like a crino-

1

{ line about its trunk, and Mr. Waterton used to

i

1 sit on it under the branching shade.

—

English \

'[paper. \

| Manuring Wheat.—S. H. Simmons writes
I

\ to the Rural New Yorker, that he tried differ-
j

j ent modes of manuring wheat, including on I

I the sod in spring before breaking up, turning
\

j
it under at the last plowing before sowing

;

j
top-dressing after plowing but before seeding,

land top-dressing early in winter when the

i
ground is frozen. He finds manuring on the

I
sod in spring to be best. This result appears

j to confirm the practice often urged of top-dress-

I ing sod in autumn for corn, and owes its effica-

I
cy probably to the perfect manner in which the

I manure is diffused among the roots of the grass.

! Advantages of Draining.— At a recent

|
meeting of the Michigan State Agricultural So-

i ciety the committee on Land Draining made a

j very interesting report in favor of this mode of

I preparing land for cropping. The following

I paragraph is especially worthy of considera-

I
tion. Thus :—"It is worthy of note that the

j
early frosts of the past season, which proved

j
so destructive generally, did not materially af-

1

I
feet vegetation in my drained lands, while it I

| was most destructive in other lands adjacent. i

j
This fact alone would seem to be sufficient to

j

j arrest the attention of farmers, and offers ad-

1

|
ditional inducements to further investigation

\

j

upon this subject."
j

Seeding Down Pastures.—The President I

\

of the Franklin Co. (Mass.) Agricultural So-j

i ciety recently read a paper before the Farmers' j

: Club of Montague, on the subject of seeding
j

land for pasturing purposes. He recommends

!

twelve pounds of clover seed, six quarts of!

herds-grass, one bushel of red top, to the acre.
j

He advised farmers to raise their own seed,
j

which they could readily do, with a little care, j

and at a considerable diminution of cost. The
|

seed need not be separated, but sown with the
[

chaff. The herds-grass should be sown from I

the 10th of August to the 1st of September.— [

Some members favored rolling the land after
j

the seed is sown, some bushing it, while others I

thought neither essential. !

Early Goodrich Potatoes.—I think I must j

tell of my success in raising " Early Goodrich "
\

potatoes the past season. I procured a half [

bushel of this variety from Bliss & Co., Spring-

field, Mass. I cut them with two eyes to the

piece, and dropped the pieces a foot apart, in

rows three feet apart. Manure spread on and
haixowed in. Hoed twice—ripe very early.

In October I dug thirty-six bushels of very nice

potatoes ; all grown from that half bushel of

seed, and all sound.

Ashfield, Mass. E. Graves.

Testing Grass Seed.—It is a good plan to

test grass and clover seed before sowing, by
putting seeds previously counted, in a small

cup filled with good soil. Cover the seeds a
quarter inch deep, and keep the soil moist and
warm. In a few days the proportion of good
seeds may be determined.

California is well adapted to fruit growing,

!

and a paper in that state, noticing a large arri-

!

val of tropical fruit from Los Angelos, includ-
j

ing lemons, oranges, citrons, &c, predicts!

that ten years hence that single country will
\

produce a handsome surplus after supplying
j

the entire Pacific coast.

Massachusetts.

jj^ARE AND BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
EELEOT VEGETABLES.

B . K . BLISS,
Importer and Dealer in Garden, Field

and Flower Seeds,

Would invite attention to\is large and well selected assort-

ment of the above, comprising the newest and most approved

varieties, both of European and Home Productions, the quality

of which cannot be surpassed. For a list of which, see his

ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE AND GUIDE TO THE
FLOWER AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

The Thirteenth Annual Edition, enlarged and im-
proved, contains 124 pages of closely printed matter, Beauti-
fully Illustrated with lot) engravings, also a splendid
frontispiece of a group of recent novelties—and a descriptive
list of Two Thousand varieties of Garden and Flower
Seeds, embracing all the new varieties worthy of cultiva-
tion introduced the past season—with explicit directions for
their culture—also a list of ONE Hundred and Twenty-
five varieties of French Hybrid Gladiolus, includ-
ing the leading novelties of the past season, with many other
Summer Flowering Bulbs—consisting of Amaryllis, tu-
beroses, Tigridias—Lilies in great variety, etc. To which
is added a list of the choicest varieties of Grapes, Strawber-
ries, Raspberries, and other Small Fruits, Bedding
Plants, etc., etc., cultivated at his gardens, with much other
useful information upon the subject of gardening generally,
which will be found useful to all engaged in the delightful occu-
pation of gardening. A copy of the Catalogue will be mailed to
all applicants enclosing Twenty-Five Cents. Our regular
customers supplied without charge. Address

B. K. BLISS,
Drawer No. 11, P. O., Springfield, Mass.

February 23, 1867. . 4w-ee-7

is
TRIPED LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.

The experience of the past season fully confirms all that we
stated m reference to this beautiful plant, when introducing it

to the public laBt spring; and we are in receipt of many flatter-

ing letters from the leading Florists in Europe, all of whom
agree that it is the finest plant for decorative purposes that has
been introduced for many years. Certificates of Merit and nu-
merous Prizes have been awarded to Exhibitors at the various
English and Continental exhibitions, not the least of which was
that of the li Royal Horticultural Society's International Snow,"
all grown from seed furnished by us last spring to our European
correspondents.

"Qosmos," Agricultural Editor of the Saturday Evening
Post, writes us that it is superior to any other for table use, as
green corn.
Packets containing about 40 seeds, 25 cents.
Prices to the Trade, in bulk or in packets, will be given upon

application.

B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.
February 23, 1867. 4t-ee-7

Connecticut*

FARMERS, ATTENTION—Will be. sold at Auction, at the
Giles Farm, South Woodstock, Conn., on Wednesday, March

6, 1867, the following Live Stock and Farming Tools. Sale to
commence at 10 A. M.
Three first class young family Cows, to drop their calves in

March ; one prime pair of Farm or Driving Horses ; one Colt ; a
set of double-team Harnesses, with other Harnesses. One
horse lumber Wagon ; 1 good Carryall ; 1 good Ox Cart, with two
yokes; Excelsior Fanning Machine; Ploughs; Harrows; Seed
Sowing Machines; Cultivators; 1 Cast Iron Roller; and many
other labor-saving. Machines that are needed on a first class
farm.

#
Also 2 bays of good Hay, and a lot of Straw: 50 bushels of

Jackson White Potatoes, and about 20 bushels of Seed Potatoes,
the earliest variety known.
Those wishing to raise early potatoes, would do well to attend

sale. Also a variety of Household Furniture.
S. M. FENNER, Auctioneer.

South Woodstock, Conn., Feb. 16, 1867, Sw-6

Ehode Island,

WE. BARRETT A CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
•Conical P lows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,
dealers in ALL kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
largest in the market. Price, 25 cents a paper. Raised

and sold by W. E. BARRETT & CO.
Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7

MAUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

WHITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and
Vf sold in small or large lots, by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

FARMER WANTED.—A faithful and skillful farmer is

wanted to take charge of a farm. His wife to understand
making butter and the care of poultry.

AddreBs Box No. 3,

Providence PoBt Office.
February 16, 1867. 3w6.

ILL RIVER IRON WORKS
WOONSOCKET, E. I.

W. A. HENNESSEY, PROPRIETOR.

Manufacturer of FLUE and TUBULAR STEAM BOILERS,
OIL and WATER TANKS, WATER PIPE and PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

Boilers repaired in a thorough manner at short notice.

Shopat North End, near Harris's New Mill.

Refers by permission to

Rice, Baeton & Co., Machinists and Boiler Makers, Worces-
ter, Mass.

Bellows & Whitcomb, Engineers, Worcester, Mass.
C. W. KIMBALL, ESQ., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory,

Springfield, Mass.
Hon. E. Harris, WoonBocket.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. ARNOLD, dealer
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's

I and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares 6 Patent Harrows and
I Horse Hoes, Cultivators. Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
I and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, Ac.
I Holder's Block, Main Street,

j Woonsocket, R. I.

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
np new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HUBBARD, BLAKE k CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best in market, are for sale in lota or by single dozens,

by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good
morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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MAMMOTH APPLES.

There are several kinds of apples, grown j

in the United States, remarkable only for their
|

size. We are not prepared to class the '
' Buck-

j

inghani Apple " among these
;
although a dis- \

tinguished pomologist, at our elbow, says
|

" they are sadly deficient in good qualities."—
j

The above engraving gives the exact dimen-
j

sion of their size, grown under favorable cir-
j

cumstances. It is, also, a perfect picture of!

them. They are oblate-conical in shape,
j

deeply shaded with crimson, and have large, ;

greyish dots. Some people think they are

)

identical with the "Meigs," " Jackson Bed

I

and the "Buncombe Apple" of the Southern
j

States. They also resemble the " Winter j

Queen," extensively grown in Kentucky.

The best specimens of the " Buckingham "
I

that we ever saw, were exhibited at the Pomo-
j

logical Exhibition held at Philadelphia in]

18G0. These specimens were grown in some

j

Western State, and attracted much attention
j

at that time.
tnmm i - t ramnmnmnm

j

The Crops in Onio.—The Sandusky Regis-
j

ter expresses itself grateful that " there is one
j

bright spot in the generally unpleasant aspect

;

of business affairs." The wheat crop through-
j

out the country looks well, and promises cheap
j

bread for the future. Besides, the amount of;

land sown to wheat last Fall is much larger in
j

many sections than formerly. i

PLAIN TALK WITH FARMERS.

NUMBER ONE\

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY HON. JAMES W. WALL, NEW JERSEY.

Did. the importance and dignity of the pur-

suit which you follow ever strike you ? From
the remotest ages it has been deemed worthy of

attention. The simplicity of ancient manners

rendered it an object not inconsistent with the

rank and situation of persons of eminence.

—

Gideon, the renowned champion and Judge of

Israel, left his threshing-floor to preside in the

public assemblies of his countrymen; and the

world-famed Cincinnatus, " {he 'prevailing

ploughman," as the Roman annalist well calls

him, left his plough to lead the Roman armies

to battle ; and afterwards denied himself tiie

honor due to his victories, that he might return

to the cultivation of his fields. I have met

somewhere, in my various readings, with the

following beautiful story, illustrative of the im-

portance attached to Agriculture by the ancient

Greeks. Aristomenes, after his unsuccessful

defence of Eina agaiust the Lacedemonians,

carried with him some sacred pledges, said by

the oracle at Delphos, " to contain the fate of

Messena." Beneath this oracular response, the

god intended to convey the great truth that the

safety of this warlike people never would be
j

secured, never would be permanent, until they

j

had turned "their swords into plough-shares,

and their spears into pruning-hooks,"— for

these "sacred pledges" were nothing morel
than plates of lead, upon which were inscribed j

the histories of i'ue worship and services of the
j

goddesses ('. res and Proserpina ; and beneath I

all this was shadowed the cultivation of Agri- j

culture and Horticulture, over which these!

deities respeclively presided. Tiie lalismauie

!

properties of these sheets, containing the his- j

tory of these divinities, consisted not in any !

miraculous power they conferred; but simply
j

in the information and benefit these warlike
j

people would derive in an abandonment of I

their bitter struggles, and a devotion to Agri-

1

culture and Horticulture. In China, to render j

Agriculture honorable, the Emperor annually,
{

at the commencement of Spring, which is the j

beginning of their year, goes to the field in I

person, in a common cart or wagon painted I

green, and in presence of the princes of the

!

blood royal, the officers of state, and the Man- \

darins of the Empire, holds the plough for a I

time. The ceremony is unusually solemn, and

!

the Emperor offers up prayers for a bountiful
j

crop and a successful harvest. Amongst the I

ancient Persians, their King sat down once af

month with a party of practical husbandmen, i

or persons engaged in the ordinary labors of 1

Agriculture
;
and, it is not a little remarkable

[

that the Persian priests represented lothede-j

votees that the most acceptable service they f

could perform in the sight of a divinity, wasf

| the sedulous cultivation of their fields; and it

] was ti well known maxim among them, that

| "he who cultivated and sowed the ground

I with care and diligence, stood a much better

| chance for Paradise than he could by the repe-

jtition of a thousand prayers." The political

| institutions of the Roman State were all calcu-

! lated to confer respectability upon the practice

jof this art. In the early ages of the Repub-

{ lie, the individual soldiers of a victorious army

[ were each put in possession of his portion of

} the conquered territory with all the solemnity

land parade of a military procession,—thereby

|
giving dignity to the labors of the husband-

I
man, by associating them with the proud ideas

! of conquest and dominion. Hence, the per-

I sons engaged in any branch of art or manu-

]
facture, or in any commercial employment,

! were regarded as an inferior class, and as hold-

j
ing a far lower rank in society than the mean-

I est husbandman, or person engaged in the cul-

! tivation of the soil. In fact one of the pun-

ishments which tiie public censors inflicted up-

on a disorder^' country citizen, consisted in

striking his name out of the list of the inhabi-

tants of the rural districts, and enrolling him

amongst the city tribes.

Agriculture has been a subject, too, deemed

of such great importance as to exercise the

talents of the most eminent writers. In va-

rious ages men have written to explain its prin-

ciples, and celebrate its excellence. Hesiod

A Little Sermon.—Sometimes I compare the trouble we have to undergo in the course of a year to a great bundle of faggots, far too large for us to

lift. But God does not require us to carry the whole at once. He mercifully unties the bundle, and gives us one stick, which we arc able to carry to-

day, and then another, which we are able to earn- to-morrow, and so on. This we might easily manage if we would only take the burden appointed
for us each day; but we choose to increase our trouble by carrying yesterday's stick over again to-day, and adding to-morrow's burden to our load be-
fore we are required to bear it.
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was the first of the Grecian poets to sing the j threw great established truths; and they will | constituents of plants, and a succession of!

praises of the plough
;
and, in a work nearly I prevail while the men who attempt to resist { crops are taken from it, each crop abstracting \

coeval with the Iliad, he has combined with [will be overthrown. To use the language of {more or less of these ingredients, the time!

the principles of the art, many curious obser- } Professor Tucker, in his Agricultural lectures j must come, if not annually restored, when all j

vations on the seasons most propitious to its [at Yale: "Farmers should pay more heed to [these ingredients will have been abstracted.— [

various employments. Xenophon expatiated [ the lessons of science as well as of practice, in
|
Now, science makes manifest to the farmer!

in his "Economics*' on the importance of Ag- j order that the two, hand in hand, may unite in [ how all these elements can be paid back to an [

riculture, and described its influence on the { educating, experimenting and explaining,
[ impoverished soil by natural or artificial ma-

j

prosperity of the arts and the advancement of I where either alone could only blindly specu- [ nures. Perhaps there is no subject upon which I

civilization. Cicero was so much pleased with
j late or blindly delve. " [ there is greater ignorance amongst farmers [

the sweet simplicity and beneficial tendency of I What is there in Agriculture requiring a man { than upon the real object of the use of lime.— I

this treatise, that he translated it into Latin
; [ to be ignorant, if he will be skillful ? Or, why

j The intelligent husbandman who spreads lime

!

and, in his admirable Dialogue on Old Age,
|
may every other class of men learn by reading [ upon his land, through the revelations of agri- j

recommends it to the great Scipio, as the most
j
and the acquirement of scientific knowledge [ cultural chemistry, is aware that by this means I

powerful inducement to persevere in his favor- j but the farmer ? These are pregnant questions, i he goes through the very process a chemist re-

1

ite pursuit. Virgil has ennobled the subject
[ and should set the minds of farmers, who have ] sorts to in his laboratory to analyse the soil—

!

with the dignity of Latin verse, and in his
j
heretofore had their prejudices excited against

j he liberates the silica, the potash and the phos- j

Georgics,— the most correct and original of
|
what they derisively style "-booh farming."

{
phates, which enable these substances the bet-!

his works,—has described, at large, the rural
j ^ yery fceerl) sarcastic writer, only a few[terto mingle with the soil, and administer to!

occupations of his countrymen, the cultivation
j vears ag0) drew tu is portrait of an anti-book- [ the demands of vegetation. He learns further, j

of the land, the season most favorable to til-
1 farmer :

—" He ploughs three inches deep, lest [that by this process he has furnished no equiv-l

lage, and the art of grazing and planting.
f ]±e should turn up the poison thaft, in his esti- ! alent for that removed by the crops, and unless

!

I might go on at some length in enumerating \ mation, lies below ; his wheat land is ploughed ] he restores to the soil what the lime has evolv-

!

facts like these ; but enough has been written [ so as to keep as much water upon it as possi- \ ed, his frequent liming will only burn up and j

to make manifest how high in estimation the
[ ble. He sows two bushels to the acre, and | exhaust it. He ascertains, perhaps, what he [

ancients held the pursuit you follow. If it has
]
reaps ten ; so that it takes a fifth of his crop to j never dreamed of before—that lime is not, in [

lost dignity and position in the estimation off seed his ground ; his corn land has never any ] the ordinary sense, a manure ; for manuring [

the moderns, is not this in a great measure \ help from him, but bears just as it pleases.— [consists, strictly, in the restoration of that to I

owing to those who have pursued it doing it
| His farm never grows any better, in many re- [

the soil in which it is deficient. Lime, howev-
[

negligently and carelessly ? Do not farmers,
[ spects it gets annually worse. After ten years \ er, is a robber, and the farmer who works

!

as a class, in our day, content themselves with j work on a good soil, while his neighbors have
[
slovenly and ignorantly, contenting himself!

using their hands more than then- heads—going
|
grown rich, he is just where he started, only j with frequent liming, will find its constant dep-

!

on from year to year without any ambition to [ his house is dirtier, his fences more tottering, I redations will leave his soil poor indeed. Let \

be wiser than their ancestors ;
trusting to ex-

j his soil poorer, and his pride and ignorance [ us take lime uncombined with anything, or
|

perience and despising any other instructress.
|
greater." Now, I admit that this portrait is [ quick lime and the carbonate of lime, or chalk. I

You are so much in the habit of holding con-
j overdrawn ; but there are features discernible [ By burning the chalk, all the carbonic acid is

!

verse with Dame Nature, and looking to her [in it, that many will recognize. My object is [expelled, and the quicklime is left behind.—
j

for instruction, that, as a class, you are very
j to endeavor, in these communications, to cor- 1 This quick lime is well known as a, caustic.—

!

apt to turn your backs upon all kinds of scien- [ rect the errors and prejudices that I find con- 1 Whenever quick lime is exposed to the air, it \

tific knowledge relating to your calling, unless
[
tinually among men who are esteemed sensible [ attracts the carbonic acid of the atmosphere, j

it happens to correspond with your experience,
j in their respective neighborhoods. I am ac- } and returns into a state of chalk or carbonate \

Now your experience, perhaps, has been de-
[ quainted with a trucker; in my own neighbor- [ of lime. When lime is added to the soil, be- j

rived solely from revelations that you think [hood, who for the first two or three years [sides furnishing the soil with the lime that ai

have been made to you while following the
[ raised good crops and made money ; but lat- { crop may require, it has a further action.—

\

plough, or watching the operations of vegeta-
j
terly, his crops have turned out poorly, and the j When caustic lime is added to the soil, by its I

ble growth upon your farms. I have not one [reason is, that his crops have exhausted the
j
causticity, it causes the vegetable matter, old!

disparaging word to say against Nature as an
[ soil of the nutriment necessary to their well

[ roots, &c, to decompose more rapidly than I

instructress, and if she could utter her thoughts, | being, and he does not know enough to put it
| they otherwise would. Hence, quick lime pro-

j

and speak to you in your own tongue, you | back by manures containing the very food the | motes the formation of humus. Then the ni-
j

would be surprised to find how often you have
j
crops he cultivates most need. And, yet, if hej trogen which decaying vegetable matter con-'j

widely erred in interpreting her meaning.— j had read the rudiments of scientific farming, f tains, is not very soluble. Now, the chemist I

Scientific men, who have all their lives investi- 1 he would have found out that raising a crop is j finds in his laboratory, that is, he takes just
[

gated the causes of things, and sought to ex-
j
only a species of slow cooking. Here is a I such vegetable matter, adds lime to it, and then j

plore the mysteries of Nature, are often at
[ compound of materials to be made. Nature

[ subjects it to heat, that ammonia is given off!

fault in their conclusions. It is not to be won-
1
agrees to knead them together, and produce

[
freely. A similar effect, no doubt, is produced

!

dered at, therefore, that the simple husband-
j the grain or fruit, if the farmer will only sup- [by the presence of lime in the soil. Then if)

man, whose observations are hemmed in by
[ ply the materials. To do this he must under- [ there are any free acids in the soil, the lime

|

the narrow boundaries of his own experience,
j stand what kind of materials he wants. Sup- 1 combines with them, and converts them into

\

should be much oftener at fault. Kindly Na-|p0se a cook perceiving that the bread was [ nutritious food. The action of carbonate of|

ture has, however, revealed much to her high | wretched, did not know exactly what was the
[ lime is the same as quick lime, saving only its

j

priests who are continually ministering in her
[
matter, and should add salt, flour, yeast or } caustic property. Now, here you have an in-

!

temple ; and her oracles have made plain to
[ bran, at hap-hazard,—yet this is exactly what [ stance how science explains to the Agricultur-

\

these, her chosen ones, things which, without [ a great many farmers do, who profess to be
[ ist the reason of things. In future communi-

j

their aid, would have remained mysteries still,
j
guided by experience and to despise book farm- \ cations, I may have something to say about

;

Does it not behoove, then, the uninitiated, to
§ ing. They find that their fields yield a small [ science as applied to Agriculture.

listen attentively to the teachings of these high-
j crop of wheat. They can't exactly tell what

j February, 18G7.

ly favored ones, who have spent their lives in I is the matter. Is the soil deficient in lime, [

acquiring that knowledge which has admitted
j sand or clay ? Is magnesia or potash wanted ? ! Care of _Any one who does not |

them partly behind the veil, and almost into [Perhaps they do not know that these things
f feel aQ inclination or capacity to take the I

the Holy of Holies of the Great Temple it-
] are requisite in a crop. As some one has well

[ ammmt of care and pains neccessary for the !

self? I would not for a moment be considered [ said :
" The land must be manured." Now, I well.being of an animal) ought conscientiously I

as denying that the art of Agriculture, like all
j manure on an impracticable soil is medicine.—

[ tQ abgtain from having Qne in charge _ A care.

!

other arts, requires for its successful cultiva- [ Of course, if the farmer prescribes, he must I fuV, tencie(j peti whether doo- or cat, is a pleas-

i

tion industry arid experience. { tell what medicine, viz : what manure. Is it
j ant additiou to a family of young . but j

But there always comes a time when the ! vegetable matter or phosphates, alumina or
| a n^iected> ai-bn>uglifr-Tip, Ul-kept one, is only I

laws of science can be engrafted, as it were,
[ silica ? Suppose a doctor says you are sick =

an annoyance !

upon the practices of experience : and this, to ! and must take medicine, without knowing i _ ',

'

. . , , 1

, , , „ * „. „ 4 . . I , , ,. . , . ., . i We should remember, too, in all our deal-

1

the great advantage of the art. Tnat time has \ what the disease is, or what the appropriate = . . , . , , =

. , , . „ , l „ , , „, , . „„ „ , » ,, , „ . . I ings with animals, that they are a sacred trust I

long since come ; and no one who has caretul- ; remedy ; and should pull out a handful of what = ° '
, £, „, ;

. a**, x.. * «n n I j.t i • 1 1, , a iii .
z
- to us from our Heavenly Father. They are I

lv regarded the history of the progress of Ag- = there was m his saddlebags, and tell you to; ,
, '

J
,

=

J
. ° , . . . _ . . .i ,,. , j „

l
- dumb, and cannot speak for themselves : they =

riculture during the present century, but must =" take the dose ? = ' ...... 1

. i- i j 'n -t i i j i a j , .«.. , -i I cannot explain their wants or lustify their con-

=

admit that it has been materially aided and ad- = And yet this illustration is by no means over- =
, % , , , , , ,

. *g i. mu- » »h t * e t- „=duct; and therefore we should be tender to- =

vanced by scientific research. The farmer of i drawn, as a representation of some farmers o is ' I

to-day is successful and prosperous just in pro-
[ my acquaintance, who spread manure on their [

wa
I

portion to the extent of his ability to add to ! lands because their fathers did it before them, I
0ur Lord says not even a little sparrow falls

]

the teachings of experience the results of scien- j without any reference to the state of the soil, [
t0 the ground without our Heavenly Father's [

tific knowledge ; and it would be very strange j the wants of the crops, or the result it is going I
knowledge, and we may believe that his eye [

if the Agricultural Art should be an exception j to produce. Now, the inquisitive farmer, who
j

takes need of the disposition which we show
j

to this rule. Additional knowledge, additional j is not too proud to peep into books, will learn ! toward those defenceless beings whom he thinks i

enlightenment never put back the progress of! what, it may be, he had only a faint idea of be- 1 worthy of his protection. \

anything
;
and, therefore, they could not have [ fore—that when a crop is taken from a perfect j

"
[

this effect upon Agriculture. There are very f soil, the crop takes away a portion of the ele- [ Didn't you tell me you could hold the |

many farmers who will receive this proposition [ ments that compose it; and a certain number \ plow ? " said a farmer to an Irishman he had!

with derision ; who sneer at the pretensions of {of crops takes away all. The crop then ceas-[ taken on trial. "Be aisy, now," says Mike. !

"Book Farming," as they derisively slight the |es to be a profitable one. If, for instance, a|"How could I hould it an' two horses pullin' j

application of science to Agriculture. For- [ soil contains so much carbon, oxygen, hydro- [ it away ? Just stop the craytures, and I'll
j

tunately, sneering and ridicule never yet over- 1 gen, nitrogen, sulphur and the other unorganic ! hould it for ye." I

^b-axb Island Saciettj,

RHODE ISLAND SOCIETY FOE THE ENCOUR-
AGEMENT OF DOMESTIC INDUSTRY.

The first stated meeting of the Standing

Committee took place on the 20th February,

in Providence. Thomas G. Potter of East

Providence, and Alanson Steere, of Scituate,

were admitted members of the Society.

The President reported the division of the

Standing Committee into standing sub-commit-

tees as follows

:

On Agriculture—Obadiah Brown, of North Providence ; John

B. Francis, of Warwick ; Charles S. Bradley, of North Provi-

dence ; Amasa Sprague, of Cranston ; Alfred B. Chadsey, of

Wickford ; Alien C. Mathewson, of Barrington ; Elisha A. Law-

ton, of Cranston; JaB. D W. Perry, of Bristol; John G. Clarke,

of South Kingstown, and Thomas G. Potter, of East Provi-

dence.

On Horticulture—Joseph H. Bourn, of North Providence;

Edward P. Taft, Cyrus B. Manchester, of Providence ;
Henry

Staples, of Barrington; Wm. B. Spencer, of Phenix; Silas

Moore, of Cranston ; Israel M. Bowen, of Johnston ; and John

Oldfield, of Providence.

On Manufactures—Elisha Dyer, Lyman B. Frieze, Royal C.

Taft, James Y. Smith, and William Viall, of Providence ; Cyrus

Harris and Amasa Sprague, of Cranston.

On Mechanic Arts—George F. Wilson, of East Providence

;

Henry J. Angell, and Wm. E. Barrett, of Providence ; and Jo-

seph F. Brown, of North Providence.

On Fine Arts—Seth Padelford and Oliver Johnson, of Provi-

dence ; Thomas G. Turner, of Warren ; Robert S. Burrough, of

Providence ; and Joseph Hodges, of Barrington.

On Zoology—Elisha Dyer, Charles N. Hoyt, and George B.

Peck, of Providence ; iBrael M. Bowen, of Johnston, and

George D. Wilcox, of Providence.

On Miscellaneous Subjects—Henry Staples, of Barrington

;

Henry J. Angell, of Providence; James DeWolf Perry, of

Bristol, and William Viall, of Providence.

Henry W. Lothrop, late Vice-President, was

elected as honoraiy member of the society.

The Treasurer proffered a bond for the faith-

ful discharge of the duties of his office, which

was accepted as satisfactory and directed to be

lodged with the President for safe keeping.

The Treasurer made a report, showing a bal-

ance of $93 20 in his hands.

The Secretary reported the books, &c, re-

ceived at the rooms of the Society, among

which were fifty copies of the Report of the

I

Agricultural Department, received from the

|
Hon. Wm. Spragae, the distribution of which

l
was referred to the Secretary.

A list of Patents issued to citizens of Rhode

Island during the year 1866, and a Meteorolog-

ical record of the year, prepared by the Secre-

tary, the Board directed to be published in the

Transactions of the Society.

Voted, That " In and In breeding" be the subject for discus-

sion at the next stated meeting, and that notice of the same be

given in the papers.

Voted, That Elisha Dyer, Obadiah Brown, Edward D.

Pearce and W. R. Staples be a committee to consider and re-

i port relative to a home for this Society.

Voted, that the thanks of the Society be presented to our

i President for his efforts in the Senate of the United States, to

i
reduce the dutieB on thorough-bred stock imported into the

i United States.

. The Board voted to adjourn to meet at the

! call of the Executive Committee on Cattle

j
Show and Exhibition, if before the next stated

\
meeting.

I The following report was received and or-

\
dered to be placed on file :

I '* The committee to whom was referred the subject of ' Lec-

I tures and Addresses before the Society during the year,' re-

I
spectfully report

:

i That a series of lectures was commenced under the most

I nattering auspices, by an address upon agricultural education

! and the formation of Boards of Agriculture, from the Hon.

i George B. Loring, of Salem, Mass., the President of the New
I England Agricultural Society, and a member of the Massachu-

I setts Board of Agriculture. The address was delivered in the

Hall of the House of Representatives of the State House, in

Providence, Tuesday evening, 19th instant, and was able, sug-

gestive and practical. It was listened to with much gratifica-

tion, by a large audience, which included many members of the

General Assembly. The committee cannot hut hope for favora-

ble results from its delivery, and congratulate the Society on

this auspicious commencement of what they intend to have

done in different parts of the State, as the citizens may require

or suggest, whenever and wherever they will assist the commit-

tee by co-operation and necessary effort to accomplish the ob-

ject of their appointment.

ELISHA DYER, for the Committee.

Another lecture or address in Providence

may soon be looked for from this committee.

Provision is made by a standing by-law of the'

Society for holding informal meetings of the

Society and others for the discussion of agri-

cultural and industrial matters in any village or

town in the State, where they may be useful.

Twenty Five years ago but three agricultu-

ral papers were published in this country. At

present there are over thirty.

The newest Yankee notion is an umbrella

with a gutter round the edge and a sprout at

one corner.

The English Cattle Plague.—There has been a sudden increase Teported in the ravages of the English cattle plague. During the week ending
February 2d there were 28 animals attacked, whilst during the previous week but one attack was reported. On the 28th of January the disease ap-
peared among the stock of a dairykeeper at Islington, in the metropolis, and during the week attacked 28 of the 46 cattle on the premises. The whole
of the animals, whether diseased or healthy, were at once killed. The outbreak is remarkable as occurring on the premises visited by the first authen-
ticated instance of the English cattle plague in June, 1865, on which occasion 46 animals were reported, and 50 slaughtered healthy, out of 123.
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• I business ranging from one hundred thousan 1
'

j of those possessions which parents arc so apt!
T-!fr»i<+i-r»i*1+i-»V'0

l+lffiStUB ,t^£auttXlJS.
j t0 gve hundred thousand dollars; also a tele- j to overrate, and so covetous to secure for their j

.VlUlTU UHUl I .

•

| graph office, which reports, from time to time,
j
offspring. Let the children be taken to pasture !

"THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY." I the price of beef, pork and mutton in two {then, as regularly as the calves and coll-, j

PIE PLANT.

couw wTtat know I
hemispheres, and sends back to the cattle

j
while we tell with some detail what the pro-1 The pie plant, or rhubarb, probably had its

The land thai ends our dark, uncertain travel, I markets of mankind the condition of affairs in [ cess will do for them. I origin in Turkev where it was first cultivated

A^tey0V^tt.'e3™<S^^
0W' l0W""

I

tWs
'
thG Sreat

.

bovine city of tue world
-

The
I Of the benefits of fresh country air to the

j
for the medicinalpropertiea of its roots. As a

AuBht or itmi country <=ouid we Bureiy know, |
" gassing " being accomplished, the cattle men

{ young organism, little needs to be said. They j
vegetable for table use, it had a very recent

Who would not g» ?
|
leave this fine Exchange, and go forth to view

j are very obvious. Pure air is the special pab- ! date. It is within the present century that it

Might we but hear |
the cattle which have been the subject of their

| umm 0f vitality. It gives life to the blood, 1 has been introduced cither in England or

The lowering anEeU' high imagined chorus,
j
conversation, and they move about in the

j an{] is sent warm and red into every fibre of j
America, but now acres are devoted to its cul-

one'r^ihlnt

1^^ tte^brfo^u*^
11

j
midst of these Prodigious herds, and inspect

j thc body. Impure air poisons life at the foun- j
tivation in the vicinity of our cities, and the

with one rapt moment given to see and hear, | the occupants of any particular pen, with as
§ tain. The frightful aggregate of infant mor- 1 use of it is rapidly increasing. Coming early

Ah, who would fear t

j
much ease as a lady examines pictures in a j tality in the great cities shows how baneful j in the spring, it fills the gap between the ap-

Wert- we quite sure I
window. The purchase completed, the cattle ! impure air is to delicate young life. Adult life j

pies of the old year and those of the new. To
To find the peerless friend who left us lonely, fare driven along, through opening pens and I is less sensitive. It can resist, and does resist i most palates thc acid is agreeable, and of its
Or thrru bv some ci-k-stiHl strciiiiiB jis pure, = , . , . - ,. . . . 5 -. . , _ . , ,_

To gaze in eyes that here were lovely only- j
broad streets, to the yards adjoining the rail-

l
wonderfully, the poisons which it inhales at } healthfulness, especially to bilhous constitu-

This weary mortal con, were we quite sure,
|
road, by which they are to resume their jour-

1 every breath ; but children sicken and die at I
tions, there is no question. The plant is pc-

Who would endure r

|
ney Qn the way tQ thege yardSj they are

| its side by hundreds and thousands every year, j
reanial, its cultivation is simple, and it can be

"" I
weighed at the rate of thirty cattle a minute, \ x man and his wife bred in the country, or I raised pound for pound more cheaply and cer-

THE GREAT BOVINE CITY. I
b

-v merely pausing in the weighing pen as they j even bred in the city, may live to a good age, jtainly than applet It i< propagated either_ {pass. The men return to the Exchange, where
j an(j enjoy comfortable health in town, while I

from the seed or by division of the root. Thc
A bullock is an awkward piece of uier- 1 the money is paid, all the cattle business being { they are called upon to mourn the mysterious j latter is preferable, as we have it ready for use

chandise to "handle;" he has a will of his
f
done for cash

; after which they conclude the
] death of every child born to them, or to watch {

much sooner and know what kind we shall

own, with much power to resist the will off affair by dining together at the hotel, or at an I w ith ceaseless anxiety over a puny brood off get. When raised from seed, the plants will

other creatures ; he cannot be cramped up in- {
excellent restaurant in the Exchange itself.

j babes that carry into their adult life the feeblest j
vary in size and quality. The soil forpie plant

to an elevator, nor shot into the hold of a ves-
j Iq this elegant Exchange room two classes I powers of mind and body. There is no ques- j is a strong, deep, rich loam. As much care

sel ; he must have two pails of water every 1 of cattle men meet—those who collect the cat- 1 tion that men and women can live in air that 1 should be taken in setting the roots as in Bet-

twelve hours, and he cannot go long without a
[ tie from the prairie States—Texas, Missouri, 1 children must die in ; or rather, that they die [ting asparagus. No after top-dressing will fully

large bundle of hay. There is also a society
| Kansas, Illinois, Iowa, "Wisconsin, Minnesota \ very slowly in an atmosphere in which chil- j

compensate for neglect in setting. As its

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, { —and those who distribute the cattle among I dren die very quickly. |
goodness depends mainly upon its rapid

with an eloquent and resolute Henry Bergh to
j the Eastern cities. One of the potent civilizers I The next benefit that comes to children at I

Sl
'owtb

>
il must have something to live upon,

see that cattle have their rights. Chicago has
j is doing business on the grand scale. By ! pasture, is free and universal exercise. Dr. !

some accumulated capital on which to draw,

learned to conform to these circumstances,
j means of this Cattle Exchange a repulsive and j Dio Lewis has contrived, with <reat ingenuity, ! ^ cow that ^alks ten miles a day to secure

and now challenges mankind to admire the
j
barbarizing business is lifted out of the mire, j a series of exercises which will bring into ac-l

enouSh foraSe t0 support lite, cannot be ex-

exquisite way in, which those three hundred [and rendered clean, easy, respectable, and j tion and development every voluntary muscle | Pected t0 furnish much milk, and so the plant

thousand cattle per annum, and that million
j
pleasant. The actual handling and supervision j 0f the human organism ; but nature is a bet-

!

tbat cxerts a" ils energies to live, cannot fur-

and a half of hogs, sheep, and calves, are re-
1 0f the cattle require few men, who are them- 1 ter counsellor than Dr. Lewis. What he !

nish larSc succulent stalks. For setting the pie

ceived, lodged, entertained, and despatched. { selves raised in the social scale by being parts
[ teaches us to do by study and pains taking and j Plant a trenck should be dug at least two feet

Out on the fiat prairie, four miles south off of a great system
; while the controlling minds

j labor, from an intelligent motive, she impels I
deeP aud filIed

'
flrst with bones, hair, leather

the city, and two feet below the level of the j
are left free to work at the arithmetic book-

{ us to do in the simple search for amusement, j
shavings or something of the slowly decaj ing

river—part of that eight miles which our trav- 1 keeping of the business. We remember with I iu every playful manifestation of life. The I
order

>
next wi*h ricl > manure, and lastly with

eller found under water in 1833—may be seen |
pleasure the able and polite gentlemen the ne- 1 boy left to play in the fields and woods will, I S00(1 earth. This requires some labor, but the

the famous "Stock Yards," styled in one of j
cessities of whose business suggested this en- { in a single day, run more miles and exercise

!

labor is amply remunerated by early and fre-

the Chicago guide books "The great Bovine
j
terprise, and who now control it. The [ healthfully more muscles than could be match- 1

c
lueut eroppings for many years. The dis-

City of the world." Two millions of dollars
]
economy of the system is something worth Jed by the "fio-ht gymnastics" of a week. !

tance of ,11C Plant from each other will vary

have been expended there in the construction j
consideration. The design of the directors is \ This he does in pure sport. Running, climb- j

wilu tuc varietv, tllc larger kind requiring four

of a cattle market, The company owning it I to keep the rent of the pens at such rates as to [ ing, riding, swimming, rowing, tossing, bat- j
01 five ieel m Which to expand their leaves,

have now nearly a square mile of land, 3±5 I exactly pay the cost of cleaning and preserv- 1 ting, jumping, wrestling, see-sawing, rolling, j
awt tuc smaller three feet. If propagated from

acres of which are already enclosed into cattle |
ing them, and to get the requisite profit only | tumbling, day after day; there is not a muscle j

roots tue stalks may be pulled for use the sec-

pens—150 of these acres being floored with | from the sale of hay and corn. One hunched j in his little body that he does not bring into j

ontl >'ear
>
care ueinS exercised to leave enough

plank. Thereisatthe present time pen room I tons of hay are frequently consumed in the I play, without a motive that urges from behind. !
for tlle P1;lnts to breathe. Manymake the mis-

for 20,000 cattle, 75,000 hogs, and 20,000 1 yards in one day. If those yards were in New
| and solely for the gratificatiorTof his greed for \

take o£ cuttinS the stalks instead of pulling

sheep, the sheep and hogs being provided with
|
England, the sale of manure would be an im- j amusement. Nowhere can he get this free and I

tDem - 1° ,lle latter mode there is much less

sheds; and no Thursday has passed since the j
portant branch of the business; but in those 1 full exercise except iu the country. It is im-! wastc ot "he juices, and the wound sooner

yards were opened when they were not full,— j fertile prairies they are glad to sell it at ten I possible in a city. A child that undertakes
j

neals- The stalks will be found much more

Thursday being the fullest day. This bovine ] cents a wagon load, which is less than the f any thing more than a walk in the street, gets j

teucler " hen half or two thirds grown than

city of the world, like all other prairie cities, | cost of shovelling it up.—[Pwrton, in the At- } kicked by a passenger, or run over by a horse ; j
wllen tte

.y uave attaint;(l their full size. By
is laid out in streets and alleys, crossing at j

lantic Monthlyfor March. \ and back-yards are largely devoted to rubbish !
cropping early and selecting thc largest stalks

right angles. The projectors have paid New j „ „ | and clothes lines.— Timothy Titcomb in Hours I

only> none may bc a"owcd to attain full

York the compliment of naming the principal
j PASTURING CHILDREN. \ at Home. {growth. In the latter part of May thc seed-

street Broadway. It is a mile long and seven- | — j \ - I
stalk will show itself, and it must be immedi-

ty-five feet wide, and is divided by a light! One of the ordinary events of spring in the! _ lately plucked, that the energies of the plant
J '

Jo
- ca.' I HE JLfOKD S 1 HAYEK.—Did VOU ever think, =

. . , i • -vr

fence into three parts, so that herds of cattle i
country is the sending off to pasturage for the

\ J .. . '
|
may not be expended in this direction. No

-„„.,.„ a e ,.t i . . ii = short though it is, how much there is m it Oh, = ,,,,,,, j. , • ,
can pass one another without minding, and = season, droves ot young cattle

;
kept in stalls i

° ' . = seed should be allowed to ripen unless required
= „,.„„„„„j, • ii = it is bcautilul ! Like a diamond m the crowns. .. „ . ., . . . .

leave an unobstructed road for the drovers, i
01 cooped up m cozy yards, fed upon husks; = for propagation. B;fore the frosts of winter

; -i | . . k *i. i i = of a queen, it unites a thousand sparkling gems =
, , , , ...

Nine railroads have constructed branches to I
aml hay through the long winter and spring,

! in ong
I
set m, the plants should be covered three or

the yards, and there is to be a canal connect- 1
they are released at last

;

and on some sweet
j teacaes all of us everv one of us tolook^

four
'
ncheS lleCI> W ',h h°rSC manure

'
wbich

ing it with one of the forks of the Chicago |
Ma>' morning are driven away in frolicsome

j ^ Qod &g^ ut!_«Our Father " ' "
!
UK'y bC forkca :lS S°°n 88 possible in thc s| ' ri "-

1

river 1 herds to the mountain pastures, where, feed- 1 T
1

. I With such cultivation a dozen roots will fur-
I . .. . , , , . , . ., • I It prompts us to raise our thoughts and our i . , .. . ., ... . . , .

Nothing is more simple and easy than the |
"g upon the tender grasses and drinking the

|
^ I -

.

n |
nish an ordinary la,,uly wait material for p,es

working of the system of these stock yards. |
hill-side water, and roaming and reveling at

x ^^ ^^ wg mugt revcreuco our heav !
tllL'

.
vcar round, for the stalks may be cut into

Thc sum of anguish annually endured in the I
wilI

>
tLey remain until the autumn frosts drive

j Father_" Hallowed be thv name " ^
SmM pieCt'S ""d dTwd UkC applCS

'
°r bC,tCr

United States will be greatly lessened when
j

them nome for food and shelter. They go out
j

'
breatues the saint

.

s reward—" Thv kin"-- \
StM

'
cooked and ,,ut i,lt0 j"Ss "S 1"^ corked,

that system shall prevail all along the line from 1
lmn

'
suaSS.v and dhty

;
they return sleek and I

come »
"

=
! when it will be found as fresh in January as in

the prairies to the Atlantic. A cattle train I
P'ump, and ready either for the knife of tUe

I ' °And°T^ubmissive obedient sniri'—" Thv ^
JUDe ' Thc l,ic I,lilnl is not only good for pics

stops along a street of pens ; the side of each !
butcher or for domestic service. It is in the j ^

carlh

'

as u ig m he ,|ycn
„ " { aud tarts, but is an excellent substitute for ap-

car is removed; a gently declining bridge f
PasUirc that the cattle and colts grow. They

j ^

-

t lir - j
pies as a sauce.

wooes the livin" freio-ht down into a clean 1 Set muscle and health by roaming and feeding j f**
a "epenaent, trusting spirit-- u.ve us

| The varieties &n unlimi(cd) aud win Joul>(

planked inclosur^, where on one side is a long
|

and sleeping in the open air.
|

1 ^ ^
°™

.
* ^ b

^
d

_ tl For „.;ve l]g our (res
I
less increase as time advances. They vary »

trough, which the turn of a faucet fills with! Now, in one respect, children need to be re- 1 „.„ *
^f

1^ S

„
P
.7

orgi\eusour )e^-
; size of lea f and stalk, in form of leaf, in acidi-

= . „ = passes as we forgive those w ho trespass against i , fl„„ p. . , . __, D„u
water, and on the other side is a manger, Igarded and treated as young animals. Theirl

ug
„ ° 1 n |ty and flavor. Downing s is very large, sub-

which can be immediately filled with hay. I particular business is to grow, and to grow! „«„„„„„: :, „n„v „ „ , j
acid and of a rich flavor. Thc Victoria is also

„, ., ,
' J =' ° ' ° = And a cautious spirit— Deliver us Irom evil. =, „ . . _ .j A ,,. . fl„„_-.,i t.j

While the tired and hungry animals are enjoy- 1 healthily and soundly. Among thc many ob- 1 ^ , t of a]j an
, .

Br.jrit_.< For I
bl" acld and not hl=h flavored

-
119 8,/e

ing this respite from the torture of their ride, ! ligations which a parent owes the child he has I ... .'
., „ ... - ' '

, .. „„, , ,, i aud productiveness recommend it to the mar-
. .

' l ° 1
= thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the =.,.„_,, „ p„. cna„ „«, mriv Prinw

their owner or his agent finds comfort in the f called into existence, not the smallest is that of! n{ forever and ever Amen " 1
gardener. For family use the earlj I rmi

Hough House .(so named from one of the chier?|>giving him, to the extent of his ability to do |
r'

' I Imperial received the first prize of the Mas-

promoters of the enterprise), a handsome ho- j so, a sound and well-developed body. With- 1
"

j
sachusetts Horticultural Society in 18G2. It is

tel of yellow stone, built solely for the accom- 1 out this, wealth is of little worth, or splendid | "Sere," said Patrick, rubbing his head with \
of medium size, pleasant flavor and very ten-

modation of the "cattlemen," and capable of { intellectual gifts, or fine accomplishments or [delight at the prospect of a present from his ! tk'r. The Cahoon is recommended as the wme

entertaining two hundred of them at once. | excellent education. Without this, he can be
j
employer, "I always mane to do my duty." ! Plant ,

having large and juicy stalks.

A few steps from the hotel is the Cattle Ex- { of comparatively little use to the world, and of | "I believe you," replied his employer, "andj —
change, another spacious and elegant edifice I little comfort to himself. With it, he can be j therefore I shall make you a present of all you j TnE Gheelet Grate Peize of .$100 has

of yellow stone, wherein there is a great room I both useful and happy. If, therefore, country | have stolen from me during the year." " 1 1 been awarded to the " Concord," by the Fmit

for the chaffering or preliminary " gassing " (as \ air and country exercise and food are essential I thank your honor," replied Pat: " and may I Committee of the American Institute, New
the drovers term it) of buyers and sellers : also I to the sound development of the child, he ! all your friends aud acquaintances trate you as I York. It was first awarded to the "lima,

a bank solely for cattle men's use, with a daily ! should have them, even at the expense of some I liberally !"
I but changed at a subsequent meeting.

Almost every one thinks it an easy matter to plant a tree, and vet facts prove that the majority of such thinkers are greatly mistaken. There is a right and a

wrong way. Briefly, the right way'is lo prepare a sufficiently wide basin, cr hole, to receive the roots easily. Keep the surface, middle and lower layers of soil

seperate ; set the tree to a depth equal to that it naturally occupied, allowing a little for settling. Spread some active manure in bottom of basin, and on this spread

out the roots carefully ; over these spread the best part of the soil taken from the basin, or, what is better, some rich compost or decayed leaves, &c. On this re-

turn the upper layer of soil, and complete the filling up with the original soil.

in



1 uj' i -i I (or perhaps three or four) of fertility which, I prised to find that it was followed by a copious { structkm of weeds and thistles, and to attain

iXl} JJlhlU*
| 0eing united by pressure, formed in the totality | and permanent supply of water. He took the { the various objects above mentioned, in ad-

- ~ »— ~"
" } a compost which, without possessing the quick, j hint and improved upon it, endeavored to catch f dition we must have the power of cultivating

MARL MAKING.
1 stimulating qualities of guano, or several manu- 1 the springs at the fountain head, and convey I without stint.

—

Canada Farmer.

Written for the Farm and Fireside. | factured, mercantile manures, is an actual ma- j them away by judicious drainage. His system | , . ™ «.. -m.

by mbs. Madeline e. kexdall, PHILADELPHIA, j nure in itself
;
good on account of the large ] consisted principally of tapping the ground \

"
.—

I percentum of potash and phosphoric acid, and j with a large auger, and he possessed extraordi- § Jjfi Jm£I£$f$»
What will our savants say of a woman s at-

1 better because an application of marl to the j nary skill in discovering the exact place for j - - —
tempt to uncover a few of the mysteries of marl

j goa wm be felt beneficially for years.
{
performing the operation. Another part of his I Teainlng oe Horses.—There are a few very

making ? Probably, that in going from her
|

rpj^
greeri marl grains, which many people, I system consisted in boring through a hard sub- i simple, common-sense rules, which if follow-

home to a marl pit, and then with the result
j and among them several men of scientific at- j soil into a gravelly or porous stratum, and let- 1 ed, will commend themselves to the horse as

of investigations, back to "our Fireside, Pu^"
| amuientS) look upon as only so much waste 1 ting the water run down in the apertures thus I well as to the trainer, viz

;

licly, that, in another instance, woman lias
| gand> are Qn m CGntrary the most valuable I formed. Many basins or hollow places have} i st . Always /erf kindly toward a horse, no

stepped out of her sphere, into that of our
j
portion of the whole bulk of material. Origi- 1 been effectually drained in this way.

j matter what he does to you, and consequently
learned "lords;" usurping their patented pre-

j ua]1^ the3e grams y^re peariy white, trans-j lu SOme places where, from the position ofjnevershow "temper." Remember, the horse
rogative. Nbn importe—believing that if a wo-

j
parent particles . and being porous, pressure I

the land, a proper fall or outlet cannot be ob- 1 knows distinctly how you feeL
man may add evidence interesting and import-

j and absorption has filled first, and then coated
j tamed, the purpose is answered by sinking I 2d. Never go near a horse if you are afraid

ant, that may aid in fixing lacts as successors to
j them whh tbe green essence of fertility com-

j suafts or wells into the porous subsoil. These [ of him ; the horse will know it and take ad-
uncertain theories hitherto held m doubt, a w o-

| mg from decomposed flsU and flesh. The mi-
j sba fts absorb all the water that can be convey- ! vantage of it, before you acknowledge it your-

man is as legitimately at home among marl as
j
croscope puts forth tbis fact t00 plamiy t0 per. | gd^ thgm frQm the surrounding fieldSj and j sel£

men, I am going to present such new features
| mi{ contra(iict ion by any mere theory or geo- 1 are a g00(i illustration of the Elkington svstem I 3d. Never undertake anything with a horse

of the material as caretul microscopic investor
j

,ogical guesg work go it is the virtue which
| Qf drainage _ j that you do not yQU can carry out

gations have revealed.
j exists m the sand of marl, or if you please, in

j A great deal of damage is done to crops j 4tb .
» Make haste slowly," teaching the

Throughout the entire marl belt, extending
j the marl grains, that given off gradually to

j every Spring and Fall by floods. In some ca- 1 animal what you want of him, as a child
from the Carolinas to the Raritan Bay, we find

j
the soil, makes its effects as a fertilizer felt so

j ses the loss arising from such disasters might
j iearns

-

lts A g c's, one letter at a time, being
the character of deposits changing according

J
long after application.

| have been avoided by a little foresight. Creeks j sure he knows each simple thin" before you
to locality and date of formation, as widely as

j I have only just entered upon a microscopic
j and streams will overflow their banks at cer- j attempt to teach another ; and repeat the les-

do the various races of humanity from divers
| investigation of marl, and as I progress, find-

j tam times, if obstructions are not removed,
| sons 0ften .

constitutional causes. In the majority of de-
j
ing out more of the character of its constiu-

j and suitable water-courses left open. Every | 5th. Reward each effort to do as you wish
posits in Virginia and Maryland, we find the

j
ents, if permitted, I shall come to the Farm

j farmer should see that the creeks^ ditches or j whether he means it or does it accidentally,
marl coarse ; in color a light, grayish brown,

j and Fireside with more practical intelligence.
] drains on his land, or commanding it, are not

j 6tu . Be sure that it is your will and not his
shading into dingy white, made up mostly ofjlam safe, however, in advising farmers that,

j obstructed by drift-wood or debris of any kind, I tliat conquers every time,
fossil shells of three or four varieties of the o r-

j in conjunction with lime, true marl, such as
{ and y there is any uncertainty on this subject, j Following these rules, you may make a horse

der LamellibrancliiaUs, of which there are
j
this from the Birmingham deposit, is a sure

j the ]and that is liable to be flooded should be I do ahnost anything, if he has not been spoiled
about 300 living, and more than 1000 fossil

j and economical fertilizer.
j
kept for pasture, and the uplands devoted to j before you get him.'

species, and the Wenile traps of the order Gas-
\ February, 1S67.' „ I tillage. Western Rural. !

teropods, of which there are over 300 fossil spe- j I _iili>l

•
|

cies. Prominent among the latter are the Yer- j LAND DRAINAGE. I
Houses' Feet Requiee Moistube.—Nine-

meius lumbricalis, a long, slender, spiral shell,
j FoE the permanennmproven:ent of land !

DEEP P^GHI1IG
j
tenths of the diseases which happen to the

formed like a patent twist auger, and pointed
I nothing is better than drainage. Soil that is I It seems an anomaly to say that deep plow- i

hoofs and amdes of the horse are
.
occasioned

like a gimblet. These fossil shells, made up
| saturaled with water during six months of the f ing will drv the land in Winter, and keep it I

by. standing on the.dry, plank floors ofjhe

almost entirely of non progressed phosphate
f year> generally bakes into hard clods in Sum- 1 moist in Summer, but such is nevertheless the I

s'able.^ Many persons
,
seem, to think, from

of Urns, are of no more value as a direct ferti-
{ merj and ^ not suitable for affording nourish- ! fact. Deep ploughed land being loosened and j

the ™?^ keeP theu' borses, that the foot

lizer than pulverized coral : but thoroughly in-
j ment to the roots of plantS) and consequentlv 1 porous, naturally passes the water off from I

of the borse was never made for moisture,

corporated with tenacious clay soils, produce
j the grass or herbage of any kind growing on I anion" the roots of the plants. In Winter the

!

and that
'
if Possible

>
14 woul(i be beneficial if

indirectly fertility as disintegraters.
|
it) becomes parched during the heat of Sum- ! surface freezes sufficiently to prevent the rain

}

the)' bad cow-hide boots to put on every time

In the marl deposits of Delaware, vie findjmer. When soil is dried by natural or arti-l which may occasionally fall, and the snow j
the7 went out. Nature designed the foot for

the shells mostly of a distinct and different or- 1 fidal drainage it becomes friable and porous, | which melts in partial thaws, from penetrating \
moist ground—the earth of the woods and val-

der and later period than those of Maryland l and in numerous little cells, retains ah- which | the soil, whilst the under part being loose and !
le
J
s

'
at the same tlnae that a covering was

and Virginia. Most common are those of the
j
invigorates the roots and enables them to

j
porous, is continually draining by gravitation, j

Siven t0 Protect 11 from stcmes ancl stumps.—

Limnsdm or Pond Snails, as the Physo liete-\ branch out in all directions in search of food. 1 until the frost penetrates to the full depth of I
Farmer,

rosirophi, PUnorbis lentsk, Limnx:i desidiosa, § The roots of the cereals, or green crops, can- 1 the land ploughed, and which it only does dur-

1

etc., all more progressed, more decomposed, j not penetrate deep into soil that is saturated { ing the absence of snow. With a good coat-| How Cabeots Affect Hop.ses.—The carrot

and the marl, of which they make up a con- 1 with water, consequently these crops are never | ing of early fallen snow, the ground never
j is the most esteemed of all roots for its feeding

siderable percentum, beginning to be valuable { so luxuriant in undrained as in drained soil. | freezes to a foot in depth, and when the snow f qualities. When analyzed it gives but little

as a direct fertilizer. I The varieties of grass which grow in wet soils j lies afl the Winter, the drainage still continues,
j more solid matter than any other root, 85 per

Coming to the marl deposits of New Jersey, 1 are coarse and innutritious, partaking of the [ In the Spring the effect still goes on, for the
| cent. being water; but its influence in the stom-

Ifind in the underlying, green strata, fossil I properties of the rush. Dry uplands, or well- j land thaws from the underside, as well as the| ach upon the other articles of food is most

shells in original form, and varieties numerous. I drained lowlands, produce the better varieties ! upper, and the drainage still continues, al-
j favorable, conducing to the most perfect diges-

Aided by a microscope of thirteen hundred
f
of grass, such as are suitable for pasture or

| though there will be a crust of frozen ground
| tion and assimilation. This result, long known

diameter's power, I have already counted, in a | meadow. If water is turned over a dry field, I above it.
'

f to practical men, is explained by chemists as

sample of green marl taken from the pits on j and suffered to remain permanently, the quali- 1 In the Summer, on the other hand, the rains
j resulting from a substance called pectine, which

the property of Samuel R. Gaskili, Esq., near
j
ty of the herbage will be changed from fine, [fall and penetrate the soil to the full depth

j operates to coagulate or gelatinate vegetable

Birmingham Station, Burlington co., New Jer- j sweet grass to coarse, sour varieties.
| ploughed. All surplus water passes off, but | solutions, and thus favors digestion in all cattle,

sey, ons hundred and seventy three varieties of{ Before the operation of drainage is com- j from the depth of the moved land enough is I Horses are especially benefitted by the use of

shells, mostly of the Mollusks—as Cytladidm
| menced, the nature of the strata should be un- 1 retained for the healthy nourishment of the

j carrots. They should be fed to them frequent-

Cycprineda, Yeneridce ancl Tellinidm families,
j derstood in order to detect the cause which |

plant. In shallow ploughed lands, the sun
j \y w ith their other food.

most of which have been fossils perhaps a hun-
| renders drainage necessary. Some soils are I heats the soil and drives off by evaporation afl

j „.,,„„„„ ,„.,.„,«,,i„.„,,„„ .„

dred thousand years; many of them extinct,
} wetby springs, which, rising in the higher | moisture. That which constantly arises fromj a Hoese's Petition to his Deivee—"Go-

and many others so minute that entire, the
j parts 0f t]le fields, spread over the surface and [ the subsoil passes readily off through the shal-

j incr ^ tne^ whip me not . coming doWn
shell appears to the unaided eye only a speck

j
keep the soil in a constant state of moisture. I low heated surface, bat in deeply pulverized

j^ mg '

nQt . on leyel ^are me
as small as the finest particle of dust.

|
Rain-water, not having a suitable fall or outlet, j land there is a considerable portion which acts

j not
'.

loQge
-m forget me no\ .

"

of hay
The largest fossil shells—all petrifactions ] or being prevented from sinking into the earth |

as a refrigerator or condenser for this evaPorat- 1 corrl) rob me not ; °of clean water, stint

found in the green marl strata of these deposits— }by an impervious subsoil, is another cause !
ing moisture. The effect of the sun cannot

| me nQt w -

tu gponge and brush, neglect me
are of the Gyprinidoe—3pecie3 a eepbala, in | which renders artificial drainage necessary. I penetrate and heat the soil to the depth of a

[ not . of soft dry bed, deprive me not ; tired

length about two inches, oval, compressed un- { In some cases, rivers or creeks are obstructed | foot. Supposing the sun heats the soil to the
] and nQ^ wagb me nQt . ^ gic]s Qr CQjd

^

derneath, cornuted, crested above, valves solid,
f by dams or flood-wood, and the water rises j

depth of four inches to such an extent that the
j mg nQt wjth bit and remgj 0h ,

jgrk me not
hinged above, cone-shaped, deeply indented in { and flows back on the adjoining plains. From j

rising moisture will not condense amongst it,
\ aQd wben you aje angry, strike me not.

"

a semicircular form at the larger extremity, j whatever source it arises, stagnant water is in- 1 the moisture passes off, and is only returned to I

The interior is chambered, divided by a mem- jjurious to vegetable life, and should be re- 1 the growing plants by the nights' dews, but in I , .

branous longitudinal wall, making the animal. I moved. \ deeply tilled soU the middle of the tilth, being
|

^"Vbeikg me edge ot a manger with tin or

- ~ z sliGGt iron "will "Drove stxx ciiect'Qs.i rcniedv to
joined above at the hinge, two labed under- 1 Various plans of draining have been invent- 1 colder than the surface, retards the evapora-j '

.

1 J

neath. These are afl fossil, found only in aled or recommended by scientific men, and 1 tion, and creates local moisture sufficient for the
j | _

practice indulged m by many horses, ot

.„ , . / , .
'-

, . . , = c i = bitina: the crib or manger,
petrified statem green marl, having no hying | sometimes plam, practical men have made use- f

use ot the plants.
I

3

representation. jful discoveries in the course of their opera- f This is shown in any co vering crop, such as f
^SSS^S^^^^^Sll^SS^^SamS^SHZ

In the same strata are also found fossil re-itions. Among the latter may be mentioned \ potatoes, peas, vetches, etc. The stems oft How to Kill a Fowl.—A writer on poultry

mains of the early Sauriaus of amphibious
|
Joseph Elkington, a farmer of Warwickshire, I these plants shade the soil and prevent the di- j

says the easiest, quickest and best way to kill

habits ; exhibited mostly in sections of verte- I England, who, in 17G4, accidentally discovered I rect action of the sun ; while at the same time I
a fowl is to open its beak, and then with a

bra?, with occasional fragments of other bones | a system of drainage, which was very much | they form a medium which entangles and con- j
pointed and narrow knife make an incision at

that generally fall into dust upon exposure to 1 thought of at the time, and very extensively
f denses the moisture rising from the soil, and ] the back of the roof, which will divide the

the atmosphere. Besides these, there are I practised in England for many years after- f they return it to the soil at every change of! vertebrae, and cause immediate death. After

shark's teeth (petrifactions), and in all the f
wards.

] temperature. For this reason the soil under ! which hang the fowl up by the legs till the

overlying strata, remains of both land and ma-
{

Elkington was plagued with a wet farm, and 1 such crops is always far moister than where a j
bleeding ceases ; then rinse the beak out with

rine animals and fishes—no traces of birds 1 had tried many methods of draining it. Once, 1 stand-up crop, such as wheat or barley, is I vinegar and water. Fowls killed in this man-

have as yet been discovered. 1 when digging a deep drain in one of his fields, \ grown, the upright stems of which allow the | ner keep longer and do not present the unsight-

Each one of these contributors to the New \ he forced a crow-bar through the bottom off moisture to pass off without condensation. |
ly external marks as those killed by the ordin-

Jersey Bank of Deposit brought an element i the trench, and on withdrawing it, was sur- 1 We cannot over-cultivate in the killing and de- 1 ary system of wringing the neck.

The Geavitt of Mountains.—The pendulum experiments now carried on in India in connection with the great trigonometrical survey, under direction of

Lieut. Colonel Walker, R. E., have led to certain new and important conclusions as regards mountain attraction. Theoretically, the nearer the observing stations

are to the Himalayas, the greater should be the force of gravity; but the reverse is found to be the fact, and the difference between theory and fact diminishes with

the increased distance of the stations from the hills. Commenting on this phenomenon Col. Walker writes: "This seems a remarkable confirmation of the As-

tronomer-rioyal's opinion that the strata of earth below mountains are less dense than the strata below plains and the bed of the sea."
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Agkicultuee feeds ua ; to a great extent It clothea us ; with-

out it we oniM not have manufactures, ami should not have com-
merce. These all stand together like pillars In a cluster—the
largest In the centre, and that largest Is Agriculture.—Daniel
Weustee.

DOMESTIC FERTILIZERS.

The effects of a proper application of organ-

ic chemistry autl vegetable physiology to the

cultivation of the soil, are obvious. Hence,

experiments in agricultural science are more

tenaciously bent in that direction. To produce

both the largest and best crops from a given

surface, is the desideratum of success.

A fertile soil is necessary to exhibit the ca-

pabilities of a crop. Many of our agricultural

plants are the result of high cultivation, in

which an artificially fertilized soil was the prin-

cipal factor. The originals of our numerous

varieties of turnip, cauliflower, broccoli and

cabbage, are wretched weeds. Different plants,

from peculiarities in their structure, draw dif-

ferently on the same stores of nutriment. Rye

will grow where wheat is unprofitable ; while

buckwheat will yield a fair crop on exceeding-

ly poor soil. A plant which is of slow, pro-

tracted growth, will organize more vegetable

matter on a given soil during a Summer time

than one which grows quickly.

The elements on which plants feed are de-

rived from the ah- and earth ; in the former, are

ammonia, carbonic acid, and water; in the

latter, are silicic and phosphoric acid, potash,

lime, and magnesia. AVater is the vehicle by

which the)' are brought to the roots as well as

circulated through the structure of plants. All

the elements necessary to the constitution of a

plant must be present. Animals instinctively

select their appropriate food from the vegeta-

ble kingdom
;
vegetables take what is nutritive

from the earth and air ; and the earth itself ap-

propriates from the water, which permeates its

particles, whatever is useful to the plant.

Now, while Agricultural science may never

be able to demonstrate to a nicety what ingre-

dients in the soil should be fostered and main-

tained, and which subdued or removed, there

are certain general principles of which none of

us should remain ignorant. It is well known
that vigorous vegetation rapidly exhausts the

soil, and that those manures which restore the

elements of which the soil has been robbed,

are the most nutritive. Some substances mere-

ly qualify the physical properties of soils and

are termed amendments ; others operate in the

main by feeding vegetation, and are known as

fertilizers. Most manures combine these sev- !

eral offices to a greater or less degree ; some

nourish directly, by supplying at once to the

growing plant the nutriment it requires ; oth- !

ers, indirectly, by making soluble the stores of

the soil, or otherwise disposing them to assume

assimilable forms, or by absorbing matter from

the atmosphere. The most permanent and

abundant manures are the excrements and

waste of animals. These are the residue, more

or less concentrated, that remains from the

oxydation of vegetables which have served as

food. And by their admixture, under the

agencies of warmth and moisture, the soil

more speedily assumes a suitable condition for

nourishing fresh vegetation.

The great practical lessons taught by expe-

rience and confirmed by science, relative to the

use of manures, are

—

save all refuse which con-

tains any of the elements of vegetation; apply

abundantly the mixed ingredients of the dung
and compost heaps.

Commercial manures should be used cau-

tiously, experimentally. Those very rich in

nitrogen will ultimately impoverish land by
virtue of the great energy of action they ex-

hibit. The nitrogen passes into ammonia,
excites a quick growth of vegetation by fur-

nishing abundance of material for cell develop-

ment, while it at the same time rapidly solves

the fixed minerals of the soil.

Stable manure is of inestimable value. It is

formed of vegetable substances, and it has on-

ly to be rendered friable and soluble to enter

again into their composition. Ashes or lime

[ should not be added to the manure heap ot the

;

stable, as they will do harm by setting free the

I ammonia. Next in value are the composts.

—

;
No prudent farmer will underestimate them.

—

i
In some out-of-sight corner should be accumu-

\
lated all the rubbish that can have the least val-

i ue as manure. Here can be thrown the sweep-

! ings of the yard, decayed vegetable matter of

|
all kinds, old plaster, soot, charcoal dust, soap

isuds, kitchen and chamber slops, etc. The

|

heap should be dug over occasionally, adding

! ashes and lime. The ashes of burned vegeta-

I
bles are worth hoarding up. They contain all

I

that the plant necessarily derived from the soil,

;
the burning process merely having expelled the

i gases which were immediately or remotely de-

! rived from the air. It is folly for the country

: to spend millions of dollars annually for ma-

i

! nures from the Chinca Islands, when on every I

j farm exists or can be produced, without cost,
\

! better and more reliable fertilizers. Let our!

;

agricultural friends remember these desultory !

I remarks. By putting them into practice they
j

! will be abundantly remunerated.

PRACTICAL ECONOMY.

Tins is something that a great many stirring,

|

driving, enterprising farmers need to learn and

I
practice in the management of farm affairs.

Rural fortunes do not come alone of energetic

industry, plowing, planting, digging, delving

and slaving. AH these united, ungoverned by

systematic economy, will only run a farmer to

ruin in his affairs, and himself, ahead of Father

Time, into eternity. Making economy in all

things our leading guide, one half the drudgery

of rural life may be laid aside, and the road to

prosperity be made easier by half, and four-

fold more certain.

In no other avocation is it possible by neglect,

alone, to have so many waste ways, all at once

draining the main channel to wealth ; so shal-

lowing it as to render navigation difficult, and

the rural mariner liable to run on the shoals

and make himself and ship a total wreck.

There is as much merit, and five times more
economy in saving property once acquired,

than there is in the perseverance and industry
j

exercised in its acquisition. Neglect in pro-!

ducing that which is property, may possibly
!

be pardoned ; but willful neglect, permitting
j

property once produced to be needlessly wast-

j

ed, is absolute wrong.

It is a late kindness to advise a lookout for i

thieves after the property has been stolen ; or
]

caution against fire after the home is in ashes.

!

So it is late, perhaps early, or between both, to
j

remind farmers in the last month of winter that
j

taking care of last year's produce, housing all
j

agricultural implements, and providing com-

1

fortable winter quarters for stock, is good ru-
j

ral economy, and well worth attending to. j

But the cause of our present complaint is of!

recent date
;

and, waiting for the season to j

come round again, the opportunity may be j

lost. By advising rural economy now, some
j

seeds, falling on good ground, may take root !

and bear fruit.

A week since, along the length of a ten;

miles' railroad ride, we counted seven fields in!

which the corn fodder of last year's growth

!

was still standing, out-door sentry in shocks ;

!

only about one-third of the whole corn-stalk

!

brigade was not standing, having been blown

j

over by winds, or beaten down by snow, lying
j

fiat, bleached, wet, water-soaked and worthless j

for all feeding purposes. With hay at $35 to
j

$40 per ton, and good corn fodder worth half!

that price, such waste is unpardonable wicked-

!

ness.

In the same distance we saw eight hingeless,

i

dilapidated farm gates ; four bams and stables

!

open in many places to wind and water; bro-!

ken down fences, hogs rooting up wheat ; j

plows, harrows, horse-rakes, and divers other

!

farming implements, rotting and rusting into

j

early worthlessness.

Such exhibitions are examples of bad agri-

j

cultural economy ; and we ask every farmer
j

j
living along that line of railroad, and all others,

\

! everywhere, to look at their wasted products,

!

! their broken down fences, their dilapidated out-

!

! buildings, their neglected implements, and
]

|"turn over a new leaf." Economy is what;

all must practice in order to prosper.

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.

Is it not strange that those who are daily oc-

j
cupied in the cultivation of plants on the farm,

;
should feel so little interest in their nature and

|
structure ? No intelligent farmer, at the pres-

j
ent day, with all the facilities which libraries

;
and associations have brought within his reach,

j

should remain content to regard the plant as

j

so much inert matter ; but should think of it

j
as a wonderful organism formed and perfected

i
by a most skillful Architect. The contcmpla-

ition of a grain of "Timothy," before being

|
committed to the soil, and the changes that oc-

|
cur afterwards, are sufficient to awaken his

|

reasoning powers. Why does the dry seed so

!
long remain unchanged, and when placed with-

;

in the reach of moisture, heat and light, so

rapidly evince vitality ? What is there in its

|

minute structure to produce such phenomena
|as those of germination and growth? The
physiologist has with much care and labor in-

vestigated its composition and structure.

—

That small seed, so like chaff, has been formed
by the parent plant, by a very wonderful pro-

cess ; and within its apparently dry coat, are

the mother-cells, upon which are impressed a

certain form, and to which are committed the

power to reproduce cell upon cell, until the

full grown plant is built up—subject, however,
to the various agencies of the soil and atmos-
phere. In the nature of that cell formation,

there lies a wide field for study, and an almost

exhaustless subject for human research. How
the original cell is formed, remains a mystery.

Where the formative power lies that builds up
a certain form, from a minute embryo, is also

a mystery—the mystery of creation. The na-
j

ture of the plant cell has been too little studied ;

!

its chemistry is a problem sufficient to tax the
!

brightest of human intellects; yet upon the!

chemical processes which take place in the!

cells of plants, depends the entire philosophy
|

of plant nutrition. We graft a scion of the

j

pear on the stock of the quince, a plant close-
\

ly allied to the pear in its nature and structure ;
!

yet experience proves that there is a dissimilar-

!

ity—the two growths unite, that is, the cellu-

j

lar structure, or cells of the quince wood, grow
I

together with those of the pear scion, brought
j

into close contact with each other. The ordi-

!

nary functions of growth or extension appear

;

to continue after a time ; but we find the pear

!

"overgrows" the quince, as the nurseryman!
terms it. The union is not perfect, not com- \

plete ; leaves and buds, and even fruits are de- i

veloped, but not with natural vigor ; in some
\

instances a little force breaks off the contact, j

as with the Bartlett, after several years of ap-
j

parent union, and the apparent union being ex-

!

posed, was no union. This is owing to a dis- j

similarity in the chemical processes by which \

the cells are built up and nourished ; each spe-

j

cies has its own formula, each series of cells

!

their own peculiar structure and wants. The
\

process by which the cell is supplied with the I

materials which it assimilates, and from which I

the plant is built up and sustained, namely En- \

dosmose and Exosmose, should be well under-

1

stood by every gardener and farmer.

Fruit Peospects.—A correspondent in New j

Jersey, writes that he has made a wide circuit j

among the peach orchards, and finds the pros- j

pect good in most of them, though some are |

much injured. He finds strawberries, rasp-
j

berries and blackberries in first rate condition, !

and promising well for the season. Apples j

and pears are also good.

Quick Time.—The mare "Lady Chapman,"!
trotted on the ice at Camden, Maine, on the I

14th of February, on a measured full mile
j

track, making the first heat in 2.28, and the
j

seconds in 2.24.

Plants of Chinese tea grown in North Caro-
j

liua, are now five feet in height and in full j

bloom. Five pounds of "Bohea" made in!

1865 from the leaves, were considered equal to j

the best imported.
f

The History of the Potato.—In a paper

j

recently read by a Mr. Crawfurd in Loudon, on
! "The Relation of Plants to Ethnology," a

I

very short but complete account was given of

;

the introduction of the potato into Europe.

;
The potato is still found on the western slopes

j

of the Andes, the tubers, however, being no

;

larger than the common filbert. Even the In-

;
dians, said Mr. Crawfurd, cultivated the potato

;
before the arrival of the Europeans. It was

I
first brought from America to Ireland, where

;
it was cultivated in 1G56 ; but it is said to have

;

been introduced into Spain and Portugal even

|
before that date. It is a well authenticated

;

fact, that Col. Mure of Caldwell, in the west
i of Scotland, within the present century, had

j
some indurated clay soil taken from a coal-pit

|

being sunk on his estate, forty feet beneath the

|

surface, which he carefully treated so as to

|

prevent its being impregnated by any floating

|

germs of seed ; and that from this piece of

|

clay several exotic plants unknown to the local

j
botany came, and also one which turned out to

be a species of the Solanum tuberosum, or po-

tato. The produce of that plant (which in

four years after its discovery bore large while

potatoes) is now cultivated extensively in the

west of Scotland. The story is a strange one,

but it is true, and has been solemnly attested

by Col. Mure, who was lately a member of the

English Parliment from Renfrewshire, Scot-

land.

WnAT is Progressive Agriculture ?—The
New York Observer answers this question in a

few words, but very comprehensively, as fol-

lows :

Under its influence spring tasty and conveni-

ent dwellings, adorned with shrubs and flow-

ers, and beautiful within with the smiles of

happy wives, tidy children in the lap of

thoughtful age—broad hearts and acts, as well

as words of welcome. Progressive agricul-

ture builds barns and puts gutters on them,

builds stables for cattle and raises roots to feed

them. It grafts wild apple-trees by the mead-
ow with pippins or greenings ; it sets out new
orchards and takes care of the old ones. It

drains low lands, cuts down bushes, buys a

mower, house-tools and wagons, keeps good
fences and practices soiling. It makes hens

lay, chickens live, aud prevents swine from

rooting up meadows. Progressive agriculture

keeps on hand plenty of dry fuel, and brings

in the oven-wood for the women. It ploughs

deeply, sows plentifully, harrows evenly, and

prays for the blessings of heaven.

The Difference.— In 1M0 the value of all

the dairy products of New-York was estimated

at a little over §10.000.000, In 1865 the but-

ter product alone, in that State, was over §00,-

000,000.

Automatic Plow.—In a late number of the

N. Y. Observer was a notice of an automatic

plow which was seen operating in a field near

the city. A two-wheeled iron truck is secured

to the plow-beam, one wheel running in the

furrow, and the other on the surface above it.

To make it run level, the furrow wheel has

several inches of diameter more than the oth-

er, which throws the plow, as it were, on an

even keel. A sway-bar regulates the size of

the furrow-slice as in the ordinary plow, while

the depth is adjusted by means of a screw.

This plow, it is said, requires no guidance,

hence is destitute of the handles common to the

others, and so perfectly does it work that a

small boy is competent to the management of

it. The trial was made in soil of a clay aud

gravelly texture, and though stones of con-

siderable size were occasionally encountered,

the plow was not thrown out, but cut a furrow

with more uniformity ihau is customary with

plows with handles, and under the guidance of

ploughmen of mature years. This implement

is said to be much used in Germany, where it

is regarded with marked favor.

TO OUR PROVIDENCE SUBSCRIBERS.

| A rOETlox of our subscribers In Providence have had much

I trouble In receiving their papers, owing to the rascality and de-

| falcatlon of Robeet Lnorex Messengee, a former canvass-

I Ing agent for the Faem a>t> FiEESroE. Every dollar he rc-

1 celved was kept by him, and he sent only a partial lilt of the

I subscribers' names. The Publisher holds himself responsible

I to furnish this journal to all who subscribed to said Messenger

= prior to Feb. 5, 1867. Such subscribers will please notify us of

I any failure In receiving their papers.

Bed Your Stables.—A horse will get tired of standing and treacling on a hard floor : so will a cow, a sheep, a man. A soft bed feels easy—gives rest. And yet

we neglect the bedding of our stables to a great extent. Injured limbsand other ailments, especially of the hoof, are the result often of a neglect here, as has been
clearly enough shown, and as any man can clearly enough see, if he gives the subject a moment's thought. Bed with straw, which is plenty, or sawdust, or tan bark,

or shavings. The dryer these materials are the better. Even- day remove the moistened bedding and replace with new. Such a floor, well bedded, adds greatly to the

warmth of a stable, and thus becomes a fodder saver. The small holes and crevices in a floor with good bedding upon them, will let little or no cold in, and drain the stable.
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The harp at Nature's advent strung

Has never ceased to play

;

The song the stars of morning sung

Has never died away.

And prayer is made, and praise is given,

By all things near and far:

The ocean looketh up to heaven,

And mirrors every star.

Its waves are kneeling on the strand,

As kneels the human knee,

Their white locks bowing to the sand,

The priesthood of the sea

!

They pour their glittering treasures forth,

Their gifts of pearl they bring,

And all the listening hills of earth

Take up the song they Bing.

The green earth sends her incense up

From many a mountain shrine

;

From folded leaf and dewy cup

She pours her sacred wine.

The mists above the morning rills

Rise white as wings of prayer;

The altar curtains of the hills

Are sunset s purple air.

The winds with hymns of praise are loud,

Or low with sobs of pain,

The thunder-organ of the cloud,

The dropping tears of rain.

With drooping head and branches crossed

The twilight forest grieves,

Or speaks with tongues of Pentecost

From all its sunlit leaves.

The blue sky Is the temple's arch,

Its transept earth and air,

The music of its starry march

The chorus of a prayer.

So Nature keeps the reverent frame

With which her years began,

And all her signs and voices shame

The prayerless heart of man.

FLOWERS IN THE WINDOW.

I " What pretty flowers !" said one of them, |

I a gay little girl of ten, who made Amy think
j

• } of her favorite little sister Sarah, whom she 1

! had left behind when she came from the coun-

1

I
try.

j

I And the children half-stopped, looking part-
j

I ly at the flowers, and partly at Amy's pretty I

1 face behind their thick-clustering leaves.— f

|
Smilingly Amy slipped off a knot of gay bios-

j

soms and scattered them suddenly among the

}

childish group. There was an eager scram-

1

bling, a merry laugh, in which Amy's was not
|

the least merry or sweet—a chorus of thanks,

f

and the children, with their fragrant treasures
j

! divided among them, ran on to school. Later f

I a little pale, ragged boy came by, selling lucifer-

1

I matches. I

| "Do you want any matches, please, ma'-|

1 ma ? " "he asked, looking at Amy through the [

| window where she sat sewing.
[

I Amy's purse came out—a tiny piece of silver
[

1 was drawn from it, and she placed it on the |

| sill outside, while the boy drew from his bas-

1

I ket half a dozen boxes of his wares, and pass-
j

I ed them up to her. As he took the silver and j

1 put it in his pocket, a little knot of mignonette
|

| and heliotrope fell into his basket. I

I "For me, ma'am?" he said, looking up |

1 wonderingly. |

I "Yes," was Amy's pleasant answer; and!

1 the surprised look, the smile, and the grateful |

i " thank you, ma'am," did her very heart good. !

I And after this, many a little cluster of bios- j

{ soms was bestowed by Amy's kindly lingers
; {

| now on a lame child who came limping by on |

I crutches, now on a poor woman, going along

I

| with her baby that crowed and clapped its lit-

}

| tie pale hands at the sight of the blooming I

| treasures ; and again, when a wan-looking |

I milliner's girl, half-pausing at the window,
j

I looked with longing eyes at the flowers upon |

I the sill—flowers that she never hoped to raise [— [in the dreary attic where she lodged ; that she =

Fob the first time since its completion, Har- |
never beheld, in the half twilight of the sun-

I

ry Waldron and his young bride went over { less, silent work-room, where day after day
j

their new house together, one lovely morning j
she was drudging her life away for a mean

j

early in June. And a charming, nice new |
pittance to buy her scanty portion of daily

|

\y house it was, with the prettiest, neatest, best f
bread.

j

arranged kitchen a young housekeeper like I The poor little milliner carried her precious
j

Amy could desire; with the coziest dining- 1 flowers with her as she went to her day's la-j

W room, the brightest and most tasteful parlor, jbor, and dreamed over them all day long of
j

the airiest and pleasantest of sleeping apart- 1 green country lanes, and broad blue skies, and
[

meilts. I free sunshine that she might only see in I

And when they had been all over the house j dreams ; and the baby played with its nosegay
j

together they came back once more to the sit- 1 with the delight with which a petted child of]

ting-room, with its pretty carpet of green and j
fortune would have welcomed its gilded and 1

oak, its delicate satin-papered walls, its simple |
costly toys ; the little lame child forgot that he

j

cottage furniture, and her smiling eyes turned to f
was lame ; while sitting down on a doorstone

{

the windows themselves, which were open, | he leaned his head upon his hand, and with
]

with their snowy curtains drawn back, and j
curious eyes studied the mysteries of every

j

letting in the soft June sunlight, and the love- j
silken leaf and bud, thinking how wonderful I

ly June air, fragrant with the odor of flowers j
they were, and remembering something he

j

in the window. Harry's hand—the careful | had heard of a kind Hand that made flowers I

hand of a young and loving husband—had |
alike for the poor and the rich,

had the arrangement of everything in and | And thus, while Amy scattered flowers, she
j

about his pretty little household, and with a [ was also sowing seed. Among her childish
'

happy heart he watched his wife's pleased [" pensioners," as Amy half playfully, half af-

eyes, glancing so bright, so satisfied, from one
j
fectionately called them, was one who passed

thing to another about her.
| her window nearly every day ; a pretty, deli-

"You like it all, Amy?" he said with a [ cate, almost frail looking child of some eleven

smile.
j or twelve years of age—a child for whose

" Oh, yes, Harry, and these beautiful flow-
j
daily approach Amy gradually found herself

ers! I shall sit by the window the whole
f watching with interest. She was poorly dress-

time."
|
ed, yet clean and tidy-looking ; the faded hues

"Yes, Amy, and they will make the room I and worn texture of her garments being only

not only pleasant to us, but to many a poor
f equaled by their fresh and spotless look,

passer-by, who sees such things rarely. 1 f Every day she came by the window ; and every

thought of it while I was placing them there. I day she received from Amy's gentle fingers a

I thought, perhaps, that it would be so pleas- 1 knot of fragrant blossoms,

ant for you, as you sit in this room, to see little
j Amy only smiled as she gave them . and

children going by and looking up to the
} tMs smile_ with the little girrs gl.ateful lookj

flowers in your window ;
and you would cut| and iow.spoken earnest thanks, were all that

off for them some of the blossoms they may
{ passed between them on these occasions,

covet. So that perhaps our flowers may make
{ T]lere was not a day in wWch tWg cMld failed

some other hearts as happy as ours."
j
t0 pass the windowSj not one day ; let the sun

Treasuring in her loving heart the words of j shine or the rain fall, she came regularly, and

her kind and thoughtful husband, Amy turn- \ never failed to receive her accustomed gift of

ed with him at last from the window. She f flowers.

remembered them the next day, when Harry
f Amy often mentioned this child in her eve-

was gone away to business, and she came into I ning conversation with Harry ; so that he

the sitting-room to water her plants. Stand- 1 came at last to make a point of asking each

ing behind their blosoming screen, she shower-
1 evening if she had been during the day to re-

ed the bright drops upon them till their leaves 1 ceive her flowers.

hung wet and glistening ; and while she watch- 1 "Do you not know her name, Amy?" he

ed the colored rays of light glancing through j asked thoughtfully once,

the dripping water, a party of merry school I No, Amy did not.

children came running gaily by.
~* " It is odd—but I never thought of asking

her," she said. "I suppose it is because there
|

are so many others who come in the same 1

way, and I should never think of asking so \

many their names, you know. But I mean to
|

ask her to-morrow, Harry. Perhaps we may |

be of use to her, or to the family if they need |

help."
|

Another morning saw the pale little girl 1

coming along earlier than usual—paler than
|

ever before, and her large blue eyes heavy I

and dim with tears. Harry had not gone to |

business
;
Amy was sewing a button on his

f

wrist-band as he sat by her at the work-table
; §

and neither of them knew the child was so
f

near, till there was a gentle knock at the street-

1

door, and Amy answering its summons, be-§

held the little girl standing there.

"Why, poor child! what is the matter? "|

she said kindly, taking one of the tiny hands
|

in her own and leading her gently into the |

doorway—"what is the matter?"

The child's face flushed painfully, and Amy's I

tender words brought a burst of sorrowful \

tears. . i

"Oh, ma'am he's dead !
" said the child.

j

"My. dear little girl," said Amy, "who is
\

dead?" j

" Oh, ma'am, my brother," replied the child I

—" my dear brother Charley ! Him that the!

flowers were always for ! Oh, he loved them
|

so much—and he won't need them any more
|

now !
" i

The tears were streaming over the child's
{

face like rain ; and Amy's own eyes were over-

1

flowing as she lifted them to her husband, who [

had come out to the dopr. I

I
" Oh, Harry—Harry !

" she said tremulous-
j

I ly. " Harry, hear her !
"

I

! "My dear," he said, gently, "bring her in ;"
[

i and each holding a hand of the child, they led [

i her into the sittiug-room."
|

I
There, with the rapid tears rendering her

;

I words broken and painful, she told the simple [

|
story that needed so little time to tell. It was \

I her brother Charley, who had been ill for so I

I long, and had died that morning ; and she had [

j come to let the lady who had been so kind to [

j him know about it.
[

I "My child," said Harry, gently, "where do|

| you live? We will go home with you." f

| And soon the husband and wife were on I

I their way to the dwelling of the child,

i It was not far distant
;

they had only the [

\ length of a few streets to walk, and in an hum-

1

| ble tenement, the home of respectable and
[

! honest poverty, they found what they were [

! seeking. I

| A plainly, poorly-furnished, yet clean and

}

|
tidy room, with a pale and sorrowing mother

j

| weeping for the treasure she had lost ; and =

I lying upon a narrow couch in the corner, that

;

I ere long he would exchange for one yet nar-
j

| rower, the rigid form of the young man—the

!

| child's dead brother—the widow's only son.
]

I The sheet that covered him was folded aside, I

I discovering a pale and wasted, but beautiful
j

| and serene face, bearing the traces of a long I

] illness, patiently borne ; the heavy, gold-fring-
j

! ed lids were closed calmly over the full eyes— [

I the fair hair smoothed away from the pleasant I

1 brow that seemed yet to wear the smile it had I

| known in life. It was already arranged for its

!

| last resting-place. The thin, white hands

!

I were crossed upon the breast, and one of them j

! held a little bunch of fading flowers—Amy's
;

1 flowers. Their perfume lingered yet around !

I the dead. He had died with them in his hand,
j

I with the request that they might go with him
j

I to his grave—with the blessing of the dying
j

!
breathing over the last of The Flowers in

j

I the Window.

A Quakee, intending to drink a glass of wa-
j

ter, took up a small tumbler of gin. He did
;

not discover his mistake until he got behind

the door and swallowed the dose. He held up

both his hands and exclaimed :
" Verily, I have

taken inwardly the balm of the world's people.

What will Abigail say when she smells my
breath ?"

A Good Suggestion.—A down-east contem-

porary advocates the establishment of semin-

aries for young ladies where spinology, knit-

ology, weaveology, cookology, &c, can be

taught—the graduates to receive the degree of

F. F. W.
;

or, Fit for Wives.

RELATION OF AIR TO LIFE.

We should like, had we space, to quote a

few paragraphs from the chapter on the rela-

tions of the atmosphere to life ; how the word
"animal" signifies breath, and animated na-

ture, breathing nature ; that by means of air

our senses of seeing, hearing, feeling and

smelhng are made possible ; where respiration

is vigorous, as in birds, life is energetic ; when
it is feeble, as in snakes and frogs, life is slow

;

how man lives in proportion as he breathes,

and the activity of the child is in proportion

to the vigor of its lungs ; and the calmness

and power of man is combined with tranquil

respiration. If the lungs be sound, strong and
active, there is magnanimity, courage, bold-

ness ; if feeble and languid, there is timorous-

ness and debility. To be out of spirits is to

be out of breath ; to be animated is to be full

of breath. When eager, we pant ; when
weary, we yawn ; when fearful, we are breath-

less or aghast. The air is the cellarage of

aerial wines, the heaven of the spirits of plants

and flowers, which are safely kept there till

called for by lungs and skin. Dirty air pro-

duces greater evil than dirty water. However
well we diet or doctor, if we do not take in

good air we cannot take on good conditions.

Plants take the poison carbonic acid from the

air. The date trees on the banks of the Nile

drink it in by their leaves ; the cedars of Leb-

anon take it in to add to their stature; the co-

coanuts grow rich on it; the lotus plant will

change it into flowers. Plants give oxygen

to the air. The oak and cedar, cinnamon tree,

rhododendron and roses, each in their daily

process of growth, unpoison the atmosphere

of the load of carbonic acid passing into it by
our breath and by animal and vegetable decay,

and each pour out a stream of oxygen so

necessary to animal life. But we must leave

this rich chapter until our next leisure.

A Subject for a Piottjre.—In a pretty

country studio, seven miles from Fontaine-

bleau, a gentlewoman was at work on a sultry

day last June, dressed as French ladies who
happen to be artists usually dress, in a blouse

and petticoat. The gentlewoman was Mdlle.

Rosa Bonheur, and she was painting cattle

and grazing ground. Suddenly the door of

the studio was opened, and without announce-

ment of any kind, a bright and charming wo-
man entered the room, threw her arms around

Mdlle. Rosa's neck, clasped a ribbon round it,

from which depended a little cross well known
in France. The charming visitor was the

Empress Eugenie. Mdlle. Bonheur had never

heard a word of this, or of this decoration be-

ing intended for her, and she sat down on a

low stool and enjoyed a good cry, while the

Empress chatted with her about her palettes,

her pencils, and the delightful trifles of her

art. Certes, the Empress Eugenie knows how
to enhance a graceful act by the added grace

of doing it well.

Spain, although three centuries ago one of

j
the leading powers in Europe, is now the most

i backward in all that concerns progressive en-

\

terprise and education. In this respect even

|
Turkey is in advance of her; for the Turkish

j children,—so the missionaries say,—can read

i and write. But in Spain, out of a population

! of seventeen millions, only three millions can

i read and write. Yet the priesthood number
! no less than 125,000. If the enormous sums
I that are expended in the support of the clergy

! were devoted to the education of the masses,

j that country would be raised from its degrada-

tion, and take its place in the ranks with

\ Protestant nations. The wealth of the priest-

\ hood is very great and displays itself in costly

j churches and convents, while anything like a

I common school system is discouraged. A free

I press does not exist, and accounts have recent-

|
ly reached us of the imprisonment of three

} editors for the expression of liberal opinions.

Grave Amusement.—The following intro-

duction to a piece of poetry in a late number
of one of the religious papers, is quite novel

to us: "The following lines were written

more than sixty years ago, by one who has

for many years slept in the grave merely for

his own amusement."

Climate of Western Texas.—Rain is quite a rarity in Western Texas. When it does come, it oftener sprinkles than pours. There are occasional

foggy days, but the sky is seldom clouded. What are known as " Gulf clouds " move very swiftly, and usually disappear by ten o'clock. This dry
atmosphere gives to the sky a peculiar brightness and beauty. The winters in this section are mild. The terrible "northers" are much less frequent
here than in other parts of the State. Last month, we are told, there were not more than two or three days when one wanted to keep near the fire.

—

This month the Western Texans are planting com and gardening.
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|
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j
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\
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|
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|
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j
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SIGNS OF SPRING.

When highways begin to get heavy,

And our hearts begin to feel light,

The former, from mud's dark elixir,

The latter, with that of delight ;

When the couch seems less like a snow-drift,

Whereon nightly, like Trojans, we sleep,

And the baby kicks ofT the clothing

Before morn, on account of the heat

;

When cowslips appear In the brooklets,

And the cowboy slips after the cows,

But Is thinking of nests in the alders,

While the farmers are thinking of ploughs;

When the sun warms the mountains and valleys,

And the birds are beginning to sing,

And the willows turn green by the river,—

0, then, we may be sure It 1b SrBIMG.

Hartford, Conn., Feb. 27, 1867.

speculative- demand has greatly subsided. The market closes !

quiet at $20 25 for old, and {21 for new mess.
{

Beef has been more active, principally to ship cast. Prices
f

are well sustained at $9<H(12 for plain old mess, and $11@18 for I

new; $12@15 for old extra, and 817@21 for new extra.
| The American Tea Com Daily.

Bacon has been more active and prices are iirmly supported. \

There Is more Inquiry for export. |

Cut meatb are more plenty ttnd prices are more easy. THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OP THE

T E _A_ T IR, _A_ ID EALEANY CATTLE MAEKET.
Cattle are higher this week, the advance being at least one- =

half cent per pound live weight. Tho cattle are of average §

quality, with the exception of a few droves of premium which j
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE (IREAT AMERICAN TEA

were not sold here. Prices range from 7a8c for ordinary to I COMPANY became fully convinced, several years ago, that

fair, 8><a9c for good to prime fat and 9#a9%c for extra. Total j
consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many and too

receipts 2'50 head. |
large profits on these articles of every day consumption, and

I SHEEP are lltfc higher; sales quick at 6a7c for common to I therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-

| good, and 1Xb&%c for extra; 8}<c for extra to premium; re- 1 PANT, to do away, aa far as possible, with these enormous

l cetpts4Q00 head.

| Hogs—Sales at T^aS^'c

;

market firm; receipts 2400 head.

WESTERN PRODUCE PRICES.

I drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these

I necessaries at the smallest possible price.

1 To give our readers an Idea of the profits which have been

l made in the Tea trade, we will start with the American houses,

| leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the Chinese

Bates and %tcms,

IS TROTTING NATURAL TO THE HORSE 1

Tr.ENTO*, N. J., Feb. 26th, 1S67.

Editors of the Farm and Fireside :

1 TliE British Isles ai'C llOt larger than the [
C1IIOAOO, Feb. 27.—Flour firm and moderately active. Wheat

I
factors.

L, . r xr T>„„.,„..l„„„: n „„,l ! in fair demand; No. 2 at $1 8Bal 85V; but little doing in No. I I"t. The American House In China or Japan makes larso
= three States of New 1 ork, Pennsylvania, ami

. , ,„ „' „ ' , v .. ,
' profits on their sales or shipments and ion r the richest re-

-:

, ., , „ :.± j,
'

. , a.
'

, = 1

;

8ales "l 42 1Sa2 19
'

Corn lirm a" lhe week
'
but t°-<lay eare

' Hred merchants In this countrv have made their Immense for-
= OlllO ; while the United States and their yet ; way and declined 6a8c; lightBales No. 1 at 79a81c, closing with I tunes through their 1 6CS In China.

I unoccupied Territories are nearly as large as j
-eiie*. but ». buyers, oats rainy active; «,ooo *^lJS^g^*£ttlBS?' up0" the forelgn

= „ .. j, . = changed hands at -lla42c. Bye In good demand and advanced: 3d Tn ,

-

I all Europe, and a great deal more lertile. ltis|
2a3c . Balea Bt according to location. Lard dull at ll^a I cases.

I happy for the Swarming millions Of Europe ] 12c. Dressed hogs quiet but steady; sales 845 bhls. VOltoteyj J£j0£^
1 dulL Mess Pork $18 50al9, with small sales. Receipts—7,500 = an average profit of about 111 per cent.

The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent In many

A friend of mine, well posted in all matters pertaining to I that. the United States, British North America,
1 bb]s flQur ^ m bughe ,a wheat ,2 00() busbels {m h0 I 5th. The Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In

horses, contends that "trotting is not the natural gait ofany
j Austra]ia gxist, tO attract them tO virgin

j S i1 ,praeI1ts_7,600 bhls. flour, 3,800 bushels wheat.
I dispute this assertion ; but what is your opinion t

A. R. L. [ soils and all but limitless land.

ANSVv-EK.—Wo arc Inclined to the opinion of your friend
;

I ,

although many horsemen will laugh at the idea. In speaking of
j

'

a horse's natubal gait they will teU you ha trots—but we be- I

lleve trotting Is an artificial or acquired faculty. In his wild I

state, the horse invariably walks or gallops. §
>

SIZE OF BROOK TROUT. I

The Markets,

W00N50CKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending March 1, 1867.]

FARM PRODUCTS, FUEL, Ac.

Wood 13 cord.

THE COAL TRADE.
The trade continues very dull, and prices are nominal. Ves- =

,

I 50Will the Editors of the Farm and Fibeside, or any reader
\ Ha7 ^ ton $38

of said journal, give the weight of the largestWk troutever
]

»£w Wtjn - • • -&^JJ
caught in the United States 1 An old A-ngllr.

Qals |^ » 85a9oc

Towanda County, Fa. I GEOCF.RIES, Ac. f

We cannot-could teU a large fish story, (our own experience) I Flolir $llal7 00 I Raisins 22a25c |

" 1 Molasses gal 75a85c ;

6th. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells It to the Wholesale
t Grocer In lots to suit the trade, at a profit of about 10 per cent.
I 7th. The Wholesale Grocer sells It to the Retail Dealer at a
; profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

| 8th. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for all the profit he
I can get.

i
sols are moderately plenty, but the snow storm of the past week

j wbe„ vm, barc a(!(icd ,„ lb<.sc nonT pro(its „ many broker.

|
has had the effect of making captains less anxious to go around

| agf.„ carla8ea
,
storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

= Cape Cod unless well remunerated. =
origlnal c08i of the Tea, It wlU be perceived what the consumer

| The freight and toll overthe Philadelphia and Reading railroad
| baB l0 pay And now we ,,rop0>c t0 6h0w wby we can ,eU B0

|
have been announced, the schedule being the same as the open-

j Tery much lower ,ban „maU d(.al(, r8

! '"S ratea of lasl 8DrinS- TheBe ralcs
. lf adhered to, will prevent

f We propose t0 d0 away w|lb a|1 these Tarloua pro|Ua and
5 shipments from Port Richmond, as the prices at which the = brokerageei cartagcs, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

Buns « quart 13c
| Lackawana coal can be furnished In New York and shipped to

| (he exce Uon of a smn„ comm | 8B ,on pa ,d for purchasing to our
1 OlaineS : th» oootiriii-H irtll nr. .IMi.t tl,n Q^lintrlL-111 onol frnm Mml

n

n 1 n I ... . . _

Onions 90c
\

er caught in this country.

but cannot give AUTHENTIC information of the largest trout ev-
j
Corn Meal * 1 30

hVB
- I Saleratus lOaloc I

„ = Kerosene Oil 80c I

. = Cheese IS It) 24c
= Butter^ lb 40, 42a45o I

= Codfish 8c
= Java CofTee 19 lb 25a50c

I Mackerel, new 10al2c
I

Y. H. Tear." $1 20 i

Black Tea 80ca$l 20 =

Oil gal *1 00 =

Fluid ¥ gal $1 00 I

Candles 19 lb .25a50c =

Kggs It) doz 40c =
.

Tue Climate of Minnesota.—The climate § Beef steak ,

. , , , l Reef, corned

of Minnesota is described by .one who has en- 1 Tongues, clear...

joyed it for many years, in substance as fol- 1 veai™.V.".'.V.'.'.V.

lows: In January the thermometer oscillates I

Pork
'
freab 12a1

^
about zero, though it is oftener above than be-

\

low it. Most years there is about a week of

!

excessively cold weather, when the mercury

the eastward wlU prohibit the Schuylkill coal from coming In
] con.esponilenu In China and Japan, one cartage, and a small

competition.-rPhiladelphla North American.
j proQt ,0 oursclves-whicb, on our large sales, will amply pay us.

".Vm.V.""'.""'^ ^ Through our syBtem of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

' = try, consumers in all parts of the United States can receive

fSpfiClrll JlOtlCfiS. 1 their Tea' at lhe same Pr'ce (wllD 'he small additional expense

= of transportation) as though they bought them at our Ware-
"'" ' ' ' " "

" i houses in this citv.
ALI.EET Coman Smith is a duly authorized agent to receive

| Some part ,e9 lnqulre of how lh(.y 8ba„ procecd l0 g(
.
t up a

Lard £ lb I"::.': : :::'..16acl8 \
'"bscnbers' names and money for the Wooxsoo KET Patri o \ club _ The an8wer „ 8lmply thl8 . Let cach per80n wishing to

Sugar $ lb 14al8c i and the Farm and Fireside. \ join |n club >ay how much lea or c0(rce bc mnd 8elccl

MEATS, 4c. I
Woonsocket, Feb. 22, 1867. S. S. FOSS, Publisher,

j ,he klnd and price from our Price L , 8li a8 published in the pa-

18a25c I Hams 14al^8c H » > " ' ,••.,..„, „,..„.„.,
I per or in our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts

WaS Swe'rV IV 1 "PL0UR °^ ^J1^ A FF.RTILIZER.-5lB. S. N. Hen- 1 pla |n iy 0n a list, and when the club Is complete send It to us by
••„--??c 5" r

Jg
c

= X! hard, Brimfield, Mass., savs: "I will acknowledge the I , .,. , . , , . . ,

..9al4c Saiisages 13c _ recelpi of ,be flour of Bone from yon last spring, which I = ma" and we wlU Put each P-^ty's goods in separate packages,
lOalOc

|
Tripe.

.
-

;
.

11c : uave tried on Corn. Potatoes, Cabbage, Turnips and Grass, and = and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need be

p.TTTT- TWATCtrVT | ly by the BOSTON MILLING AND MANUFACTURING CO., ^ what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the
BKllxHlUW 1/AxlL.rj maKlxJil. : who guarantee its rUElTY. General Agency, 8 Central Street, = members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

For the week ending Feb. 87th. |
Bostox, Mass. [3m-8

| The funda ,0 pay for ,be g00da ordered can be „enl by drilfls

" • I on New-York, by Post Ofllce money orders, or by Express, as
= may suit the convenience of the Club. Or lf the amount order-

^tj£j^*;J*J£j£j'£g t
1 ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired, send the goods by-

Pork, salt.

At market for the current week : Cattle, 622 ;
Sheep and \ ,

70.

falls to thirty or forty degrees. February usual- I prices. Beef Cattle—Extra, $i3.50(<i>,$i4.oo ; first quality,
j

lv contains a few very cold days. March is I $12.75^13.75: second quality, $n.5o®,si2.50 ; third quality,

'

V w J
1 $in.00iW.*11.00 39100 lbs (the total weight of hideB, tallow and

about the same m its general characteristics as
j aregBed beef_ )

in New England. It is the mouth of maple = country Hides, 9ia9!<c^ ft. country Tallow 707^0 ^ ft.

SUgar. April is given up tO ploughing and SOW- |
Brighton Hides, 10@10*c %> ft ; Brighton Tallow, 7^@8c

ing. Com is usually planted by the 12th of

May. The weather begins to get warm, the

mercury often rising to eighty and even ninety 1 nm i8 but a small supply of cattle in market this week, and

degrees in the Shade. June and July are Very I prices have advanced from 50 to 75c 3j) hundred from our last

hot months. In June everything grows with
j

q

'^^X-Tbere are but . few slorpa brou„hl t0 market at

Startling rapidity. July has delicioUSly COOl \ this season of the year, except Working Oxen and Milch Cows,

nights. August iS a delightful month, as COOl
j
Mojt of the small Cattle are bought up to ^B""

.

, , , t i= Working Oxen.—There is a Bmall supply in market and: , Rnant B Ptekoe
breezes are prevalent, and a cold storm is not 1 trade ig very g00d . We quote aale8 of palrs at $170 , 170, 190,

}

f

,o
™™'° ^1

,.i1Sft.
'

] Lamb Skins.

\

,$1.75 each.

i Calf Skins. 17(S20c ft

Express, to 11 collect on delivery."

= Hereafter we will Bend a complimentary package to the party
In Cumberland 20th ult., Mr T. Con. Morford, of Long ! elling up the club . Our profits are small, but we will be as

Branch, N. J., to 51lss Annie E. Harrington, of Cumberland,
j ,

In BurriUville. 23d ult., by Rev. A. A. Presbv, 5Ir. Henry J.
Brown to .Miss Prescilla SIatdew s, both of B.

n-/^ ^ f. „„„ cn« . ci, ann cirino «l os/^i = In Providence, 19th ult., by Rev. Henry Waterman, D. D.,
.2S@al.75 per Skin, Sheep Skins, $1.25®

| WltuiM Goi,nARD, of Warwick, to 5IARY Edith, eldest
= daughter of Hou. Thomas A. Jenckes, of P. ; 24th ult, by Rev.
= Charles A. Snow, 5Ir. RobertB. Swan to Miss Georgiauna
= E. Cornell, of Warwick.

liberal as we can afford. Wesend.no complimentary pack-

age for Clubs less than $30.

Parties getting their TeaB from us may confidently rely upon
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

j Custom-House stores to our warehouse.

; The Company have selected the following kinds from their
e stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clubs.
= They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company sell

: them In New-York, as the list of prices will show.
I All goods sold are warrented to give satisfaction.

In North Providence, l«th ult., Mr. Benjamin C. Benti.ey,
of Westerly, to 51iBa Henrietta Clark, of Providence.

In Pawtucket, 19th ult., Mr. Daniel H. Arnold, of Provi-
dence, to Miss Clara Jenks 5Ioies, of Central Falls.

In Centreville, 21st ult., 5Ir. John H. Nicholas to Abrie D.
Jenkins, both of Natick.

t „ J, „ ,, . ,, . n ., „ „„ . ,.„, I YOUNG HYSON (Green), 60c, 90c. SI, $1 10, best *1 25 W ft.
In North Scituate, nth ult.. by Rev. Mr. Bowen, Benjamin , 6RKEN TEAS, 80c, 90c, $1, *1 10 best $1 25 a lb!

= MIXED, 70c. 80c, 90c, best 81 » ft.

5Ir. Charles Edwin WniTE, of South
|
JAPANj $1L$1 10, bast $1 25

PRICE LIST

Unknown. September is generally honored | 200, 210a225. \ Providence, to SiisB Jennie B. Hawkins, of W.
I
OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c, 9Dc. best $1 1? ft.

,.' ufc„( n„t„I,„,. lo (Lo n,n=t oni™ \ Mn.on Cows-Sates extra $80all0; ordinary $60a75: Store I rn Chicopee Falls. Mass., 17th ult., Mr. John B. Goff, of I
"' ,

''i
1

f
r
,\
L
i'^'V^Vw-r*^? I')

,,
'ie„ on- *i .n. .„.,with a slight frost. October is the most enjoy- =^ $g5a50 priceg of MUch Cows depend allogPther upon I Springfield' wMisa Saeah a. bracket, daughter of Dea. p.

;

EI,^ I

2

S
0
" breakfast (Biacfe), 80c, 90c, si, si 10, best,

able month in the year. It is Usually UShered
] lhe fancy of the purchaser. Extra Cows are in good demand.

I

B
i^'lfo^^^i^,, mt Mr DEXTEE m Eame9 to Miss

^ GCNpOWt)ER (Green), $1 25, best, $1 50.

in by a heavy frost, which is not repeated for ! Sheep a>t> Lambs The trade for sheep and lambs has
{ EMMA D°VAnE™ail of Sher'born.

EXTEE
'

°
'

S8

I These Teas are chosen for~theu- Intrinsic worth, keeping In

, , -kt \, A TlonomKo,- = been ac'^e and there was a larger supply In market than that = ln ^Vorcester, 51ass., Henry W. Corbett, of Portland, Or- I mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure in drink-

ten Or twelve ClayS. JNOVemDCr ana UCCemUCr =
f ,ast week -eye quote sales at 5^, 6M, 7, 7^, SaSX-c 19 tb. legon, Senator elect to the 40th Congress, to Miss Emma L. \ ing them.

i i> i|. p 11 . . , - , 1. 1 1 ™ 1 *M = RUGGI FS dail"hter of DraDer Rueirles Esn of Worcester ^ Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal sat fl-

are marked by a Steady falling Of the ther-t SWINE-There Is a few Columbia County Pigs in market for =
uaugmer o, leaner Kuggles, tsq., 01 n orcesier

composed ot the best Foo-

TJ 1 „„„ n/t^h0r „nrl Murph rnin ^ which dealers are asking from 9al0e ^) ft atretail. I Jane F WmVoeD
8

',',f H
Mr

'
WlL,-IA51 F0EBEB t0 Mr8

' I Ohow Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast Is not
niOmeter, Between October and MaiCh rain ;

b x
|
Jane E. H olford, of H.

^ | recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste l or

is a great rarity. During the summer months
|

it is very frequent, and heavy dewTs fall. Snow
j

is never deeper than two feet on a level.
|

Sleighing lasts every year for two months.

* Tn Hopkinton, 18th ult., 5Ir. George M. D. Claflin to Miss

i WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK I
Josf.i-hine Carpenter.

mt u at T7C ftTTT mr A T>WT \ In Putnam, Conn., 17th ult., 5Ir. Stacy Rodgers to 5Irs.
WilULJiSaLilL mAltAJil. i 5Iary S. Mann, both of P.

Therr has been much fluctuation in the wholesale market i In Thompson, Conn., 23d ult., JOSIAH F. Greene to Miss

\ during the past week, and many staple articles have been neg. j
Martha J. Dore, both of North Oxford.

|
lected. Trade is much demoralized, and is In nearly the same = "'

»

™—

'

t condition it was after the panic of 1857.

Shanghai Fowls.—The points which ought
] Fi.outi has fluctuated considerably, and closes with a better

tO Clislinn-Uish the pure Varieties Of Shanghai j
tone - Owing to the large stock here, buyers operate cautious-

„ „ „ . . , , , s ly. Prices are about the same as last week. The stock is re-

fowls are as follows : Their general character- \ duced t0 aboul 43- 000 barrel9i whlch ls large for lhe Eeaaon._

istics are great size, roundness and shortness of] we quote extra state, $10 os@n 50 ; shipping Ohio, $10 60®

that kind of Tea, although it is the finest Imported.

I
Customers can save from 50c. to .$1 per lb by purchasing their

! Teas of the

| THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

| Post-Ofllce Box No. 6,643 New-York City.

I COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

= GROUND COFFEE. 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, best 40c. per pound.
\ Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-housekeepers, and families wno use

"""" "'" •" = large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article by us-

I In Union Village, Smithfield, 20th ult., 5fARY Passjiore, I ing our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at

I widow of the late Col. Comstock Passmore, aged 90 years and = the low price of 30c. per pound, and warrant 10 give perfect
= 10 months. :

©eaths.

satisfaction.

11 65 1 St. Louis extras, $10 95@16. =

Wheat has fluctuated rapidly, and within a few days has \

In Providence, 25th ult., Daniel BtTFFFNTON, aged 72.

In East Providence, 23d ult., Miss Sally Walker, aged 71. !

Club Orders.
Washington, Pa., Nov. 10. 1866.

body, width of breast and neck, with medium
height Corresponding tO their Weight. The | been held with more firmness, which haB restricted transac- | In Providence, 25th ult., Mr. Daniel Fish, in the 63d year I

To the Great^mp^rlcari^ Tea ^Company^

pure breeds are Close-feathered ; their flesh is I
'ions- are nominally five cents higher than last week— I

of
T

hi

^
ss

'!-
„„„ „ . m „ , , .. , = Gents : I forward"you my "fourth 'order "and c

\. . „, „ ... ' . . .. . = The demand is confined to miUers, who operate cautiously, the = In Provld—
fine m fibre, yellow and juicy, and of delicate i hold At cIose lhe market l8 1

of h,s age

a rrii ,:c i J _v™ , 5 In Pawti
BY A. E. Foster, aged 16 years.

In Quidnick, 17th ult., John A. Webb, son of Joseph C and E ln v „_„ , ^„^„l.«„„ h at
SU8AN P. Webb, aged 19 yerrs. Ill belonged to the 24th Mass. j

" » * ™j| Hyson, in PO^ackages. . . .
.
.at $1

flavor. They are prolific layers, and when at 1 quiet at $2 io@2 18 for No. 3 5iiiwaukee
; $2 20@2 so for No,

maturity furnish lartre escgs. The best breed-

1

2
! «2 95@3 06 for amber state

j $3@3 20 for white
0 00

: Canada. Barley has fluctuated considerably, and cloBes steady,

ers generally have thair broods produced early
| with a moderate local inquiry. The stock is reduced to about

in the season—not later than the last of May. i 1,700,000 buBheis, which is large.

, „ ... t " . ... I RYE has been offered freely, and declined materially, closing = c
"

1 t "
, ' vannil I. G.

All pure varieties, whether brown or white, = There Ia a moderale e/port and local demand a
['
sl ,2@ \

™* ^"l^
0"^?.-

A M Ppmr , l ^ ^ ^ - In Johnst'in, 2-lth ult., Ei.la M. I'i.ck, daughter of Alfred O.
are hardy ; males generally average trom ten = I 16 for western

; $1 12 for Canadian In bond, and $1 26@1 27 I and Cordelia Peck, aged 9.

T" ^
^
5!l

de^ce, 26th Ul1- Samuki- W -
Butts, In the 65th year

] doubled It if I had collected any, as your Teas take the lead ln
Please accept

Address by Ex
. the market, we feel lL a saving of $1 per pound. Please accept

Pawtucket, 25th ult., Mary Ei-izahetu, daughter of Ma- jmy thanks for the complimentary package.
*

;
press, Martin Luther, Washington, Pa.

j
regiment.

I In Cranston, 21st ult. Maev, wife of Daniel Searle, aged 51. i

daughter of William M.
j

) to twelve pounds When a year old, and females 1
for 8tate

" The stock on band is about 570
>
000 bushels, which Ib

| ^ In Oraflon, Mass., 24th ult., Caeeie J., daughter of Warren I

from eight to nine pounds.
: large.

OaT3 have been more active at changeable rates.

) A Child's Prater.

u'uuuiuiiimuu = the week prices declined, but have since recovered, closing with I

-A little child kneelin 0" ^
an uPwar(l ten(ieDcy- Tne stock is now about 2,500,000 bush-

1

I L. and Lizzie B. Munyan, aged U months.

Early in I 1° West Millbury, Mass., 25th ult., Amasa C. WOOl>, (of the I

I firm of A. Wood A Sodb), aged 51. =

by his bed to pray as he retired to sleep for the
] C0EN ha8 been much deprel

night, said: "Dear heavenly Father, please 1 news from Europe, and liberal arrivals from ths West. Prices : Webster Masn l^th ult Mrs
t , , , n,^„i, mn = are about four cents lower than last year, closing at good de- = of George W
don t let the lame cow nook me, nor the horse -

, - n . . , _ . , ' n
b

, .
=

" ' = mand for $1 06 western mixed in store, and $1 07 afloat, and =

kick me; and don't let me run away OUtSide | $1 07@1 09 for Jersey yeUow. The stock is reduced to 1,300,- \

of the gate, when mother tells me not to."— i
000bushela,whIchis ,aree f°r the season.

j

11 %r o
°

= Provisions have been comparatively quiet, but notwith- =

JllJ'8. bigouvney. = standing the large arrivals prices of pork have Improved. The
"

lb Young Hyson Henry Herrick at
- to Young Hyson George Murphy. ...at
1 to Young Hyson E. Dye at
2 tb Young Hyson Samuel Decker. ...at

1 lt> Young Hyson Samuel Amon at
1 lb Young HyBon Henry Wheatley... at
7 tb Young Hyson Morgan Hayes at
2> tb Young Hyson John Nattcn at
4 tb Young Hyson Mark Combs at
2 lt> Young Hyson John Allen at
8 tb Young Hyson Miss Stuart at

2 tb Oolong, best Miss Stuart at

2 tb Young Hyson O. Bavland at

2 tb Oolong, best O. Bayland at

2 tb Young Hyson J. Rictileln at

2 lb Young Hyson Mr. Guyton at

^- 2 lb Young Hyson Edward Murphy. ..at

Amy L. Siiumway, wife = 2 tb Young Hvson Mrs Murphy at 1 25
= 5 tb Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00.,

Tn Rehoboth 23d ult Samuft VULLT *«Pd 84 5 2 tb Oolong, best Separate package.
.
.at 100.

in Kenoooin, -dauit,, feAMUhi- \ iall, agea m. = g ft Groun̂ Coffee ..„ separate package... at 3o..

In Putnam, Conn., 13th ult., Mrs. Ann Spencee, aged 48. =

In South KiUingly, Conn., 13th ult., Lydia J. Kisk, aged 30. I __' ,, . , . 1V. t 00wt 1
,,

' '
b

= E3T^ We call special notice to the fact that our vesey-st. Store
In Moosup, Conn., 13th ult., William Daley, aged 5.

| la at jfoa , 31 and 33 Vesey-8t. t
corner of Church-st.—laeoe

Pateick MoEntee, aged 58.
:
houble stoee. 3m-8

In Mendon, Mass., 16th ult., Benj. Bateb, aged 87.

In Milford, Mass., 14th ult., Lcoy Adams, aged 71 ; 20th

I Pabthenia E. Davis, aged 36.
ssed, owing to the unfavorable | In Holllston, Mass., 17th ult., Samuel P. Smith, aged 62.

Shumway, aged* 31.

In Dayville, Conn., 20th ult.,

Save the Waste Bones.—There is in almost every family a daily waste of bones, that if saved and applied to the roots of the pear trees and grapevines

in the garden, would supply yearly sufficient manure for one hundred plants.

We have seen the roots of a pear tree turn from a two-thirds radius of the circle to embrace and feed upon a few bones that were buried on one side of the

tree. Hoare, in his 'Treatise on the Vine,' gives an account of the roots of the vine passing through dry clay to reach a bone, giving out no lateral or fibrous

roots until it reached the bone, but when there, sent out numerous fibres, perfectly embracing and covering it.



THE HOT BED.

Every gardener knows the value and use

of the Hot-Bed. We do not write, in this in-

stance, to instruct the professional gardener,

but rather the farmer and everybody in general

who owns a few rods of land and is fond of

early vegetables. The Hot-Bed is simple and

easy of construction. The size is immaterial.

It will depend upon the wants required. A
frame six by nine or twelve feet is a good size.

Having the frame or box ready, toward the

end of February, or early in March, (if not be-

fore) collect some stable manure, and let it

heat for. six or eight days before using. Then
select a sunny aspect—south-east is best—and

mark off a space one foot larger than the size

of the box. Over this space build the manure

precisely as though it was a hay-stack—that is,

layer after layer, even all around, until the de-

sired height is obtained—say two or three feet.

Press it down firmly, and get on the frame and

lights. Take the fork and well knock in the

aides of the bed, which will assist in preserving

a uniform heat. Let it stand a few days, and

if the heat has risen, put in six to nine inches

of good soil. Insert a " trial stick, " and when,

on withdrawing the same, it is found comforta-

bly warm, the seed may be sown.

Sow whatever you wish for early use—such

as radishes, lettuce, tomatoes, peppers, cucum-

bers, etc. All these are to be transplanted ex-

cept the radish. After the seeds are sown,

cover with half an inch of soil, press the same

gently with a board, and water sufficiently to

settle the soil. Air must be given in sufficient

quantities to keep the temperature under G5°,

without sun heat. When the plants begin to

appear, give air quite liberally every warm
clay, and ultimately take off the glass altogeth-

er—first in day-time, then in mild nights. In

this way you will have strong and healthy

plants, which may be set out as soon as the

season is sufficiently advanced. Radishes and

lettuce may be had without transplanting.

Potato Planting.— Mr. Brown, of Long

Island, has recently published an interesting

experiment touching the butt ends and seed

ends of potatoes. Last spring he planted four

rows of equal length, of two varieties of pota-

toes. In one row, with each variety, he plant-

ed only the "seed ends " of the potato ; in the

other, the opposite, or "butt ends." These

were the pink eyes and the peach blows.

—

The yield was as follows: Pink eyes, butt

ends, 217 pounds; pinkeyes, seed ends, 170

pounds
;
peach blows, butt ends, 225 pounds

;

peach blows, seed ends, 179 pounds.

The potatoes raised from the butt ends were

much larger than those from the seed ends,

and appeared to be from a week to ten days

earlier. Had the whole field been planted

with butt ends, the yield would have been

more than 500 bushels to the acre.

Clover Hat as a Cough Medicine.— I

wish to call attention again to an infusion of

red clover, as one among the best remedies we
have in treating persistent cough in children.

Make a strong infusion, strain and sweeten,

and let the child take a teaspoonful every one

or two hours. It is one of the best remedies

for hooping cough, standing next to belladonna

and stramonium.

Prize Turnip Crops.—A committee at

Guelph, C. W., awarded a prize for a crop of

61.000 lbs. of turnips from an acre of land.

The second prize was given for a crop of 60.-

330 lbs. The lightest of five other crops was
52.320 lbs. The committee recommended

planting turnips in drills 28 inches apart, and

nine to twelve inches apart in the rows.

\ NEW METHOD OF CULTIVATING CELERY.

I The following, from the Agricultural Report,

[ will be found highly interesting to gardeners,

1 as it dispenses with much labor and unsightly

1 disfiguration of garden grounds in the produc-

1 tion of this excellent vegetable.

| As the cultivation of celery is but very in-

[ differently understood, and an immense amount

I of useless labor given to its cultivation in many

I parts of the country, I will describe our prac-

| tice of it at more length than other vegetables.

I This system is suitable either for private use

| or for market or garden culture.

| The ground best suited for celery is a heavy

| loam, although it will grow freely on any soil,

I provided it is rich enough. It is a mistaken

I notion that it does best on wet soil. No doubt

it requires abundance of moisture ; but at the

I same time it is quite as impatient of a soil

I where water stagnates as any vegetable we

| grow.

| The system we now- adopt is much more

1 simple than that in general use. We entirely

I dispense with trenches, thereby saving a great

1 deal of extra labor. The crop is planted on

1 the flat surface, in the same manner as any

| other vegetable, in rows (for the dwarf varie-

I ties) three feet apart, by six inches between

I the plants. In planting great care should be

| taken that the roots are properly formed/ The

I safest plan, after planting, is to press by the

1 side of each plant gently with the foot, so as

I to compact the earth around the root until the

| new rootlets are formed. This practice should

| be rigidly observed in planting of every de-

I scription, as much disappointment is caused by

| the omission of this very simple precaution.

I After planting nothing more is required for

| six or seven weeks but hoeing between to keep

1 down the weeds. By the end of August the

I cool and moist atmosphere quickly induces a

| rapid growth, and when the plants attain the

|
height of ten or twelve inches, the earth may

| be drawn up against them, so as to cause an

| upright growth and keep the plants from

|
spreading. This time it had better be done by

1 the spade, and raised to at least half the height

1 of the plants. The final earthing up may be

1 delayed for a few days, so as to allow an in-

1 crease of growth. In two or three weeks after

1 the last earthing up, it will be blanched suffi-

|
ciently for use. This is the process required

I for what is to be used until the middle of De-

I cember. That which is wanted for late winter

I use requires but little labor, as it should never

\ be banked up. All that is required is simply

| to hoe the soil towards it, so as to induce an

1 upright growth ; then further tighten the soil

I to it with the hands, and hoe up against it soil

1 enough to keep the plant in its upright posi-

I tion, which is all that is necessary until it is

! dug up to be put away in the trenches, where-

| in it is to be kept during winter. This is per-

| formed in the following manner : Dig a trench

| or drain in a dry spot as narrow as the spade

I will allow, say ten or twelve inches wide ; and

| of the depth of the length of the celery, that

| is, if the celery is two feet long, the trench

I must be two feet deep, so the top leaves will

I be level with the surface of the ground, It

| will be understood that the celery is packed in

I this trench or drain perpendicularly, so as to

| fill it completely ; no earth being put between

I the plants, nor even to the roots, as there is

1 always moisture enough at the bottom of the

| trench to keep the plants from wilting. The

I time at which this operation is performed has

| a great deal to do with its success. In grow-

j ing this crop on a large scale in our market

I
gardens, we begin to put the first lot away in

I the trenches by the 25th of October, which is

I blanched fit for use by the middle of Decem-

fber. Our second lot is put away about the

1 10th of November, which is that used in Janu-

1 ary and February. The last lot we delay put-

I ting away as long as it is safe to risk it—say

I the 20th of November. This almost invaria-

1 bly keeps in fine order until March. Atten-

I tion to dates in this matter is of the utmost im-

I portance, as by putting it away too early the

I warm weather would cause it to blanch too

| quickly, while by delaying too long it might

| get caught by frost, which usually comes se-

| vere enough to hurt it by the end of Novem-

} ber. By the middle of December the trenches

1 containing the celery must begin to be covered

up with straw or leaves, which must overlap

the trench a foot at least on each side. The
covering must be done at intervals as the sea-

son advances to severe weather, which is be-

fore the first of January. By this time it

should have a covering of eight or ten inches.

Covered to this depth it will safely resist the

severest frosts, and the roots can be taken out

with little trouble during the winter.

Potatoes—Varieties—Yield.—In the Cul-

tivator and Country Gentleman we find a

communication from Jonathan Tallcott of

Rome, N. Y., giving his experience, during

the past season, in the cultivation of several

varieties of potatoes. The soil planted on was
sandy gravel, about one-third of which was
used for potatoes the previous year. Twelve

varieties were planted the last season and pro-

duced, per acre, as follows : Dykeman, 200

bushels, rotted about one-half. Jackson White,

150 bushels, first rate—some rot, but less than

Dykernan. Early Goodrich, 36 bushels from

half bushel seed, best yield the grower ever

had
;
product good and will be a favorite va-

riety for the next season. Ohio Russet, equal

to 200 bushels per acre
;

good potato aud not

much affected by the rot. Garnet Chili, 300

bushels per acre
;
large sized and .but little af-

fected by the rot. Fluke, a good baking pota-

to ; fair yielder, but not likely to be popular in

that region. Calico, a moderate yield and not

promising for cultivation. Gleason, yield 24

bushels from half bushel seed ; a promising

variety. White Peach-blow, yields well, but is

insipid, not a favorite. Jersey Peach-blow the

same. Carter, a superior table potato, but

much affected by the rot ; their want of hardi-

hood is against them. Prince Albert, a good
variety and yielding about 300 bushels to the

acre; its table qualities commend it for culti-

vation.

Measuring Potatoes in the Bin.—The
following rule for ascertaining the number of

bushels of apples, potatoes, &c, in bins and

boxes, is recommended as simple and accurate

by a correspondent of the Mirror and Farmer

:

for the number of "even" bushels, multiply

the number of cubic feet in the bin by 8 and

point off one decimal. For "heaped" bush-

els, multiply by 8 twice and point off two.

Canada Thistles.—Many farmers are at

considerable expense each year to prevent the

increase or to destroy thistles which not unfre-

quently locate upon valuable portions of their

farms. Geese eat thistles, and if allowed to

feed two years successively where thistles grow,

they will entirely disappear from those locali-

ties.

Messrs. Editors of the Farm and Fireside

:

Please publish the following cure for the

HOOPING COUGH :

One great teaspoonful of molasses ; one teas-

poonful of castor oil ; one ditto of paregoric.

Mix them, and take whenever the cough is

troublesome. This mixture is excellent for any

kind of cough. Farmer.

The consumption of horse flesh is increas-

ing rapidly among the poorer classes in the

different quarters at Paris. There are now
open no less than fifteen butcher's shops for the

exclusive sale of the new " viande," and there

are four restaurants where horse flesh is the

distinguishing feature of the carte. At par-

ticular places in the provinces horse meat has

become a staple article of trade.

WE. BARRETT A CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
.Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase'B Two

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkln's new Side Hill Plows. Also,
dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
largest in the market. Price, 25 cents a paper. Raised

and sold by W. E. BARRlil'T & CO.
Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7

IwHITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and
in small or large lots, by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

FARMER 'WANTED.—A faithful and skillful farmer is
wanted to take charge of a farm. His wife to understand

making butter and the care of poultry.
Address Box No. 3,

Providence Post Office.
February 16, 1867. 3w6.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. ARNOLD, dealer
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's

: and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s I'atent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden

I

and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, &c.
Holder's Block, Main Street,

Woonsocket, R. I.

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale bv
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HUBBARD, BLAKE & CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best in market, are for sale in lots or bv single dozens,

I
by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT <fe CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

PERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
the best in use, for sale bv W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

|
Massachusetts*

j ARE AND BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS,
\ SELEOT VEGETABLES.

B . K . BLISS,
j Importer and Dealer in Garden, Field

I and Flower Seeds,
= Would invite attention to his large and well selected assort-

l ment of the above, comprising the newest and most approved

= varieties, both of European and Home Productions, the quality

| of which cannot be surpassed. For a list of which, see bis

1 ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE AND GUIDE TO THE
FLOWER AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

I Tub Thirteenth Annual Edition, enlarged and im-
= proved, contains 124 pages of closely printed matter, Beauti-
| fully Illustrated with.lOU engravings, also a splendid
I frontispiece of a group of recent novelties—and a descriptive

;
list of Two Thousand varieties of Garden and flower

i

Seeds, embracing all the new varieties worthy of cultiva-
tion introduced the past season—with explicit directions for
their culture—also a list of one Hundred and Twenty-
five varieties of French Hybrid Gladiolus, includ-
ing the leading novelties of the past season, with many other
Summer Flowering Bulbs—consisting of Amaryllis, Tu-
beroses, Tigeidiab—Lilies in great variety, etc. To which
is added a list of the choicest varieties of Grapes, Strawber-
ries, Raspberries, and other Small fruits, Bedding
Plants, etc., etc., cultivated at his gardens, with much other
useful information upon the subject of gardening generally,
which will be found useful to all engaged in the delightful occu-
pation of gardening. A copy of the Catalogue will be mailed to
all applicants enclosing Twenty-Five Cents. Our regular
customers supplied without charge. Address

B. K. BLISS,
Drawer No. 11, P. O., Springfield, Mass.

February 23, 1867. 4w-ee-7

IS
TRIPED LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.

The experience of the past season folly confirms all that we
stated in reference to this beautiful plant, when introducing it

to the public last spring; and we are in receipt of many flatter-

ing letters from the leading Florists in Europe, all of whom
agree that it is the finest plant for decorative purposes that has
been introduced for many year3. Certificates of Merit and nu-
merous Prizes have been awarded to Exhibitors at the various
English and Continental exhibitions, not the least of which was
that of the " Royal Horticultural Society's International Show,"
all grown from seed furnished by us last spring to our European
correspondents.

"Cosmos," Agricultural Editor of the Saturday Evening
Post, writes us that it is superior to any other for table use, as
green corn.
Packets containing about 40 seeds, 25 cents.
Prices to the Trade, in bulk or in packets, will be given upon

application.
B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Febrnary23, 1867. 4t-ee-7

ifcnnsyluania*

M

Ehoude Island*

ILL RIVER IRON WORKS
woonsocket, r. I.

W. A. HENNESSEY, Proprietor.

Manufacturer of FLUE and TUBULAR STEAM BOILERS,
OIL and WATER TANKS, WATER PIPE and PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

Boilers repaired in a thorough manner at short notice.

Suopat North End, near Harris's New Mill.

Refers by permission to

Rice, Barton & Co., Machinists and Boiler Makers, Worces-
ter, Mass.

Bellows & Whttcomb, Engineers, Worcester, Mass.
C. W. Kimball, Esq., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory,

Springfield, Mass.
Hon. E. Harris, Woonsocket.

MENDENHALL'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTINGHAND LOOM.
In these days of Shoddy, and high priced goods, every fami-

i
ly in the country should have one.

HALF THE COST

j
of clothing a family can be saved by its use. It is simple and

i
durable, easily understood, and easy to operate. No skill is re-

i quired to weave with it beyond the simple turning of an easy
: crank.

FROM 15 TO 35 YARDS CAN BE WOVEN ON IT IN A
I DAY. FARMERS 1

;
don't sell your wool and buy Shoddy, when with one of these

i
Looms in your house the Girls can make all the clothing for

j
the family, and much better quality, at half price.

By late improvements, Rag Carpets can be woven with the i

i
Fly Shuttle.
For circulars, price list, and samples of cloth woven on the

i Loom, address with stamp, A. B. GATES & CO.,
333 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Also, Dealers in Cotton Warp, Wool and Flax Filling Yarns,
Reeds, Harness and Loom findings generally.

;
March 2, 1867. pi-w-tf

Connecticut*

FARMERS, ATTENTION.—Will be sold at Auction, at the
Giles Farm, South Woodstock, Conn., on Wednesday, March

| 6, 1867, the following Live Stock and Farming Tools. Sale to
{ commence at 10 A. M.
j Three first class young family Cows, to drop their calves in
! March; one prime pair of Farm or Driving Horses; one Colt; a
i set of double-team Harnesses, with other Harnesses. One
! horse lumber Wagon ; 1 good Carryall ; 1 good Ox Cart, with two
yokes; Excelsior Fanning Machine; Ploughs; Harrows; Seed
; Sowing Machines; Cultivators; 1 Cast Iron Roller; and many
j other labor-saving Machines that are needed on a first class
; farm.
I Also 2 bays of good Hay, and a lot of Straw; 50 bushels of
: Jackson White Potatoes, and about 20 bushels of Seed Potatoes,
; the earliest variety known.

Those wishing to raise early potatoes, would do well to attend
I sale. Also a variety of Household F'urniture.

i S. M. FENNER, Auctioneer.
: South Woodstock, Conn., Feb. 16, 1867. 3w-6

Tiie'Faem and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Kaising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better halfland his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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JERSEY COWS.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY JOHN GILES, SOUTII WOODSTOCK, CONN.

Friend Foss :—I have often been solicited,

by editors of agricultural journals and others

interested in stock-raising, to 'give my expe-

rience as importer and breeder of the Jersey

Cattle. As your " Farm and Fireside " is do-

ing a good service to agriculture and its kin-

dred arts, I accept your invitation, and give a

few facts and hints respecting the favorite Jer-

seys, or the Channel Island Cattle, as we call

them in England.

Every one knows who has visited the Chan-

nel Islands, that they are a small group in the

Channel between England and France. There

are four Islands, viz. : Jersey, Gurnsey, Alder-

ney and the Island of S.irk. The Island of

Jersey is the largest in the group. On that

Island are kept about five thousand cows.

—

The Island of Aklerney is still smaller, export-

ing only about forty head a year; Gurnsey is

still less in size. I shall confine myself to the

Isle of Jersey stock. Although the Jersey

cows ditl'er but little in appearance from cows
on the other Islands, still, to the close observ-

er, there is a marked difference, the Gurnsey
cow being longer, and the Alderney being

more thick and chunky about the head and
neck, not having that deer-like appearance of

the Jersey cow. As cream and butter cows,

they, differ but little from the Jerseys.

1st. What ought the appearance of a Jersey

cow to be ? She should have thin jaws, a

small muzzle, with a white rim around it, wide
between the horns, a full eye, and horns small,

yellow and waxey looking at the root, taper-

ing off to black on the tip of the horn ; inside

of ears, a deep orange color
;
neck, long and

slim, well filled out behind the shoulders,

straight back, and round, full barrel ; small

tail
;

tip of tail a bright, deep orange col-

or; deer-like legs, with square bag, run-

ning well forward, and well up behind;

teats of medium size, well set apart
;
bag and

teats of orange color, no matter how deep that

color is. If you want a Jersey cow, buy such
as I have described without asking questions.

If she does not prove good, I will take her at

cost price.

2d. The milk, cream and butter qualities.

—

The Jersey cow is not a deep milker. The

Ijtarticulture.

EARLY TOMATOES AND CUCUMBERS.
{

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY B. O. KENDALL, PHILADELPHIA.
j

There is nothing new in the practice—we j

, most I ever had one give in one day was nine-

1

|
teen quarts. From twelve to fourteen quarts I

I per day is good milking for a Jersey cow.— |

;
The cream from Jersey milk is not equaled by |

f
any other known breed of cows in the world,

§

:
being very thick and firm, of a bright orange I

j
color, making the most delicious butter of the |

|
sams complexion. The Jersey, like all other

|

: cows, differ in quantity and quality of milk 1 have l'ollowed it these sixteen years, telling

|
and butter. Some of them will make more j

everybody we could reach, publicly and pri-

|
butter from the same quantity of milk. The j

vately, of our manner of producing cucum-

|
average of butter is, one pound from four to [

hers and tomatoes from two to three weeks

j
six quarts of milk. A great deal depends up- 1 earlier'than can be found in our Northern mar-

I

on the feed and management. As every one j
kets. Nevertheless, it is probable that not

|
knows (or ought to know) different locations j

three in a thousand of all who have read or

i and pastures arc more suitable for butter mak- \ listened to our hints, have held them in re-

;
ing than others. The most butter per week 1 1 membrance a week. So we repeat the pre-

j have ever made from a Jersey cow was sixteen j
cept, with a hope that some few of those who

j
pounds. I have been told there are Jersey 1 read will benefit by the information afforded,

i cows that will make from eighteen to twenty-! Our Tomato practice is to scrape out two

I two pounds of butter per week. It may be so, j
dozen or so fair sized turnips to thin shells, fill

j but it has never been my good luck to see or l 'hem with rich garden mold, plant a few seeds

! own such. If I have a Jersey cow that will j
in each, place them in a box of earth, cover-

! give from twelve to sixteen pounds of butter j
"ig quite up to the top, place the box in a

! per week, I call her a good one. I sold* a Jer- j warm room. After the plants are up, water

|
sey cow to Mr. Joseph P. Ray, of Blackstone, [ when required, give light, and out-door air on

;
Mass. She had been giving about nine pounds I

all pleasant, warm days. Select the strongest

! of butter per week through the Winter. Mr. j P 1;tnt in each shell, to grow, pulling out the

! Ray assured me that last year she gave him j
others. Pinch back too vigorous shoots, urge

! sixteen pounds of butter per week, and that I
s!out

-
stocky growth by frequent slight fecd-

! four quarts of her milk would make one pound j
ings of tepid sour milk—sometimes weak soap

! of butter. He further said that this year she I
su(ls

.
a»d when the frost season is fairly past,

j had done better, giving from seventeen to j
set turnip shells, tomato plants and all in the

! eighteen pounds of butter per week. Such is ! out-door soil where they are to grow, and they

! not always the case. I once sold a Jersey that I
will go right on growing, without any hesita-

jwith us gave fourteen pounds of butter per I
tiou or standing still, as they do coming out

j week. Shortly after, I have been informed, I
from 11 hot bed.

j the cow was only giving eight to ten pounds of 1 Cucumbers we persuade forward in the same

! butter per week. This is easily accounted for. j
manner; planting them in blocks of turf iu-

I The cow had been driven to a different pas- j
stead of turnip shells, and almost always we

I ture, where the herbage is not so good for but- 1 have tomatoes and cucumbers well set on the

1 ter. She may have been consigned to the care I
vincs he("TC setting them in out-door position,

j of Patrick. Patrick likes a drink of milk, for j
Cucumbers, white, crisp, cool, tender, almost

I the stomach's sake. Taking care of milR and j
seedless

; free from all unpleasant, earthy taste,

! the dairy is consigned to Bridget. Bridget j
alul as delicate and delicious as cucumbers can

{ likes a little good cream in her tea as well as |

l)C
-
ma>' hc Educed l,y simply placing the

[mistress. Ilence, the butter fell short. The! sma11 fruit within a section of drain-tile, flow-

1 Jersey cow was condemned, and the seller ! °r rot or old bottle, with the neck knocked off,

j censured. The fault lay in bad management.
8 covering them from the sunlight and growing

]
Many other things could be said about the j

them to table size in' the dark.

I Jersey cow, such as price, best age for butter, I
•- —

1 &c. These matters I must defer until a future
f

The fruit prospects in the Middle States are
" opportunity. i

rood.

EARLY TYING UP OF GRAPEVINES ON THE
TRELLIS.

If there is anything in the theory, that great

injury is often caused by extraction of moist-

ure and evaporation when in contact with con-

tinual cold, then it is advisable to leave the

vincs lying upon the ground until after the cold,

drying winds of March have passed. As the

season advances, the circulation of sap in-

creases, and in March there is more aqueous

matter in the vine than in the month of Jan-

uary : and consequently it is more susceptible

to changes of temperature, and is more affected

by cold, drying winds; but to what extent in-

jury is caused by continual cold, drying winds

at this season, we will not undertake to say.

There are those who believe the plant more
often injured by the cold, drying winds in

March or April than by any extremes of tem-

perature during the regular winter months.

Without attempting to prove or disprove the

theory, we shall only say that our experience

for some years has been in favor of leaving our

vines on the ground until quite late in the

spring. We have some times left them even

until after they had bloomed and set their fruit,

and once or twice we have thought that we
escaped injury from frosts and from cold,

driving rain and sleet storms, by the vines be-

ing on the ground, we having plenty of fruit

when some of our neighbors, whose vines were

neatly and carefully tied up, were destitute.

—

Horticulturist.

Culture of the Rose.—There is no flower-

ing shrubs or plant requires manuring so much
as the rose, which produces such a large quan-

tity of flowers that the soil within reach of the

roots soon becomes exhausted of those ingredi-

ents which are necessary for sustaining the

health and vigor of the plant. Well-rotted

cow manure is best for the rose, and as the

plant is a gross feeder, a liberal supply will be

required. Moderate root-pruning has a very

good effect in conjunction with manuring.

TnE Baldwin, the favorite apple of New-

England, has been In cultivation more than a

century. So has the Bartlett pear, and both

have retained their character in all their origi-

nal value and purity.

LNDEnDP.ATNrNG Land : Its Effects.—Experiments in underdrawing land were made in Scotland last Year for the purpose of determining the effect
on the temperature of the soil, compared with that in the same vicinitv which was not drained. The result was that the draining raised the temperature
I.S degrees, equal to a removal ol the land from one hundred to one bundled and fifty miles south. This is an important consideration connected with
compact, heavy soils, whose retentiveness of water renders them cold and compirativelv inert with respect to vegetation. Draining land involves con-
siderable expense, but its increased productiveness soon repays this, besides assuring increased profits for the future.
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PEAS CTJXTTJBE. {

To the Editors of the Farm and Fireside : |

I send you some of the results of my own
]

experience in Pear Culture, and my observa-

1

tions on the experiments of others during a |

period of more than twenty years.
j

Before commencing to set out trees, I ob-|

tained all the information I could from books, |

and from personal interviews and correspond-

1

ence with some of the most successful Pear|

Growers in New Eagland. Oa man}- points]

there was a wide difference of opinion, so that \

I was often obliged either to follow my own
|

judgment or to resort to a series of expert-!

ments. I

The following are some of the conclusions
\

at which I arrived, after repeated trials and ex-

1

tended observation:— |

In the first place, the right location for a !

Pear Orchard, if possible, must be chosen.— I

High land, with a northern exposure, is far|

better tnan a situation fully opened to the!

South, and sheltered with hills and woods on
]

the North and Northwest. And as the range
|

of the temperature, is much greater in values \

than on hills, the trees planted in valleys are 1

very often injured by the cold succeeding the
|

warm sun, in February and March. I have!

noticed repeated instances of injury to trees 1

from this cause. . |

Success in Pear Culture depends very much |

on soiL A strong, rich loam, with a gravelly, I

porous subsoil is the best. Low, moist land,
|

with a clayey, tenacious soil, is wholly unsuit-

1

ed to the Pear. Where a farmer has no choice, \

he must resort to thorough underdraining, and
§

must use, liberally, coarse sand, to lessen the j

.tenacity of the soil, and to make it warm and
j

porous. No fruit trees will flourish when wa-

!

ter stands within a few inches of their roots.— !

When the soil is sandy or gravelly, clay and
j

peat must be bountifully supplied. If the \

above conditions are neglected or ignored, j

failure will most certainly ensue. 1

The selection of trees is by no means an unim- \

portant matter. None but those which are well
\

formed, and which have made a healthy growth
j

the previous year, should, under any circum-l

stances, be planted. Trees that are ill-shaped,

!

or stunted, as well as those which have been
j

stimulated, by excessive manuring, to a very \

vigorous growth, should be rejected as worth-
j

less. Poor trees are dear at any price. And

j

there is no greater mistake made in all kinds of \

fruit culture, than in making selections because
j

they are cheap.
j

So much has been written in regard to pre-

!

paring the ground for the trees, that a few i

words must suffice. A hole must be dug from i

five to six feet in diameter, and one and a half ;

to two feet in depth. Tnis should be filled
|

with very rich soil,—top sod from an old pas- i

ture is the best,—with at least a bushel of well

!

rotted manure for each tree. Great care must

;

be taken with the roots, that they all lie in thei r
j

natural position. The soil should be trodden
j

down firmly around each tree, and when trees

;

are planted in Autumn, which is the best time
\

for most trees, large stones may, with very

;

great advantage, be placed around the trees, to
\

keep them from being moved by the wind.— i

Many trees die by being planted too deep.— l

Tnis should be very particularly guarded
i

against. Those on Quince stocks, however,

are to be planted deep enough that the Pear

graft may be a little below the surface, in or-

der to send out roots. I think it better to leave

a hollow around the trees till they begin to

grow, and then to raise the soil around them.

Mulching in July and August is very neces-

sary, especially for dwarf trees. Peat and

spent tan are the best materials for this pur-

pose. When they cannot be had, leaves, hay

or straw may be used to great advantage.

—

Coal ashes are also an excellent mulch for all

kinds of trees.

To insure success, the ground must be thor-

oughly cultivater'. around the trees, and kept

free from weeds and grass ; this is as necessa-

ry to success in the culture of the Pear as in

raising corn. The main thing to be aimed at

and to be secured, is a vigorous and healthy

growth ; without this, there will be complete

failure. In a healthy growth, the annual

shoots must be, at least, one foot, and not!

more than two or two and a half feet in length
; j

and this must be produced in the early part of |

the seasons. This is the great desideratum in |

Pear culture, and more essential to success 1

than every thing else. A late growth is to be 1

guarded against in every possible way. More I

trees are injured by this than by all other!

causes combined. I have seldom seen Pear|

blight on trees where the soil had been wed 1

manured and refined. \

All Pear trees need stimulating manures, and 1

this should be abundantly supplied, but the ap-

1

plication should be made in the Fall rather!

than in the Spring. If the land be only mod-!
erately rich, it may be forked in around the |

trees, otherwise it should be removed. In very
1

rich alluvial land, manure may not be necessa-!

ry, and it may be advisable to check latef

growth, even to resort to root pruning or to f

pmching off the buds. Liquid manure is also I

of very great value, if applied in the months I

of May and June. I have seen astonishing re-

1

suits from this application. The amount off

stimulating manure must be determined by its
|

effects, and it must be increased till the de-1

sued vigorous growth is produced. \

The best fertilizers to be applied to the Pear

!

tree in Summer, are flour of bone, peat, mixed 1

with wood ashes or potash, and lime and salt. \

The effect of saltpetre and iron-filing has, in!

some instances, been very marked and decid-

1

ed. As lime acts only as a chemical agent, it I

should never be used with stable manure, or [

applied when trees are at rest. !

I am fully satisfied, after more than twenty j

years experience, that, by following carefully

j

the above directions, Pear Culture is as cer- j

tain, and far more profitable than the raising [

of corn or potatoes.
j

A few observations on the different varieties

!

of Pears may be furnished at some future time. I

Providence, H. I., March, 18G7. **
\

MARKET GARDENS OF NEW JERSEY.

We have, on several occasions, referred to

the wonderful agricultural changes which have
been made within the last few years on the soil

of New Jersey, and particularly at points not

far distant from Puiladelphia. Oar citizens,

as large consumers of vegetable food, are indi-

rectly as much interested in the progress of

market gardening as those immediately en-

gaged in such pursuits ; and a brief reference

to some of the developments in West' Jersey

will at once illustrate the progress of the new
settlements and the labors of those who furnish

supplies to our markets. New Jersey has be-

come proverbial for its sand-banks and barren-

ness, and yet some of the lands lying in the

districts most derided as "flat, stale, and un-

profitable " have been during late years yield-

ing immense returns to the agriculturist. The
soil is not self-recuperative, as is the case with

many of happier composition, but it has great

beds of marl near at hand, with large markets
readily accessible, and industry and science

have completed a result which is one of the

greatest of agricultural triumphs. One of the

remarkable districts is that strip of Camden
count}' lying along the banks of the Delaware,

and known in the vicinity as "Pea Suore.'" It

enjoys the advantage of being several days or

a week in advance of the season westward,

and thus earning the first golden harvests won
from the first green peas and earliest strawber-

ries. Tne soil is loose, warm, and easily

drained ; while the kindly veil of river moist-

ure shields it from the blighting frosts that

come on the wings of the west wind in tardy

springs and early autumns, and at the same
time prevents the daily heat garnered from the

sun's rays from dispersing as rapidly as it does

in a drier atmosphere. Many of the farmers

of this and neighboring regions have learned

wherein, with all their manifest disadvantages,

the golden opportunity is to be found. In their

peculiar circumstances they turn their almost

undivided efforts to the production of green

crops for the markets of New York and Phila-

delphia, and as an instance of the result, there

is on record the history of one farm upon which
the former owner was unable, with the stand-

ard crops to maintain his family, except by
eking out a scanty subsistence by cutting wood
and similar labors, but which now, by the help

of wise culture, bountiful manuring of the
|

right description, and indefatigable industry,

!

has returned from a plat of only two acres I

three hundred baskets of early potatoes, valued
\

at $1,25 per basket, and seventy-five hundred |

cabbages, selling for $10 per hundred, making |

the return from the two acres .$1,125. Citizens

!

often, and frequently with justice, murmur at

!

the sums which the market men wring from I

their necessities ; but on the other hand, the
|

gardener who, by a prudent selection of soil, I

and ceaseless care, was enabled to supply a \

large number of cucumbers by the 28th of!

June, had most certainly well earned the high I

price of $7 per basket which was eagerly of-|

fered to him. Another Jerseyman received

§

$66 for four and three quarter bushels of early |

tomatoes, and in the subsequent year $20 for
j

two baskets, which were the earliest in the
|

market. When the gourmands of the me-|

tropolis are willing to pay fabulous sums for
f

the luxury of strawberries and cream, we must

!

remember that it was not merely fortuitous!

circumstances, but ceaseless care, which ena-j

bled a happy New Jersey farmer to supply the

!

I demand by the 23d of June. Tomatoes, when \

j they cost thirty-seven cents per dozen, are cer-|

i tainly expensive eating ; but the skill which
|

| has forced them into such early ripeness has \

I risen almost to a fine art. With a well select-

!

I ed soil, and a screen of evergreens to keep off
|

j the cold winds, peas can be perfected much I

\ earlier than usual, and readily command $1,50

1

! per basket, while ten days later they may per-
{

! haps not bring even half that sum. That these
j

! great results are due to individual enterprise is
j

! proved by the fact that in the district of West

j

! Jersey one farm of one hundred acres returns

!

! a gross product of $2,000, while another adja- j

I cent and similar in all respects, containing but
]

I ninety acres, has a gross product of $7,000; i

! and a still more remarkable instance is a farm
j

! of thirty-six acres giving a gross return of!

{
$375, while an adjoining tract, embracing but

!

! twenty-five acres, rises to $2,500.

| New Jersey was formerly celebrated for it6
j

| orchards, but some of these are declining in
j

f value, not merely from old age or inattention, i

! but because many farmers consider them as too
j

! precarious in their returns, especially as they
j

I shade the ground and monopolize the soil to
j

1 the exclusion of other crops. A good fruit
j

! season occasionally cannot be remunerative in i

! a soil which can be made to yield $600 worth

| of strawberries to the acre. Such a crop is of

! course unusual, but this berry has frequently

! yielded more than $400 per acre, and forty

! acres of raspberries are recorded as having pro-

fduced $15,360. Apart from these extraordi-

l nary yields, the census returns tend to con-

! firm the verdict in favor of the small fruits and

! green crops, particularly on the direct line of

1 the railroads. From numerous instances the

! result is clearly, that although the soil is fre-

| quently well adapted for wheat, the best farm-

| ers are generally cultivating barely enough rye,

! corn, hay, and wheat to supply their own

! wants, and the necessities of their animals,

! while the rest of the land and their utmost zeal

! and attention are demanded by the require-

ments of what is opprobrious]}- styled "truck'

I and abundantlv remunerated by the speedy

! and certain return.

—

Philadelphia Press.

At a late meeting of the Massachusetts

Board of Agriculture, delegates to visit the

Fairs of the various Societies of the State were

assigned as follows :

—

Essex Society—Mr. Ward of Munson.
Middlesex—Mr. Thompson of Nantucket.

Middlesex South—Dr. Loring of Salem.

Middlesex North—Mr. Birnie of Springfield.

Worcester—Mr. Saltonstall of Newton.
Worcester West—Mr. Smith of Sunderland.

Worcester South—Mr. Davis of Plymouth.

Worcester Southeast—Mr. Porter of Hatfield.

Worcester North—Mr. Hyde of Lee.

Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin—3dr. Billings of Lunen-
burg.

Hampshire—Mr. Sanderson of PhiTlipston.

Highland—Mr. Slade of Somerset.

Hampden—Mr. Clement of Dracut.

Hampden East—Mr. Johnson of Framingham.
Franklin—Mr. Stockbridge of Hauler.

Berkshire—Mr. Bull of Concord.

Housatonic—Mr. King of Barnstable.

Hoosac Valley—Mr. Cleveland of Tisbury.

Norfolk—Mr. Knowllon of Upton.

Bristol—Mr. Cole of Williamstown.

Bristol Central—Mr. Watson of Hinsdale.

Plymouth—Mr. Hubbard of Brimfield.

Barnstable—Mr. Thatcher of Lee.

Nantucket—Mr. Ward of Shrewsbury.

Martha's Vineyard—Mr. Sewall of Medfield.

EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES.

Havtng become convinced by repeated ex-

periments that one can obtain more bushels

and better sized potatoes by planting the buts

of large potatoes than other descriptions of

seed, I tried an experiment last year, with a

few hills, to ascertain the quantity of seed

necessary to a hill. The result was in favor of

a much more liberal seeding than is commonly

practiced.

To put the matter beyond all reasonable

doubt, I have this year tried an experiment on

a more extensive scale. I planted 780 hills as

follows:—Commencing at one end, in the first

row, I put three buts in a hill, in the second

row four buts in a hill, and so on through the

piece. Every odd row had three buts in a hill

;

every even row had four buts in a hill. I dug

each row separately and weighed the product.

The result was :

—

390 hills with 3 buts yielded 140 lbs. 14 oz.

394 hills with 4 buts yielded 1569 lbs. 15 oz.

This would leave a gain of 17^ bushels per

j
acre by planting four buts in a hill instead of

I
three. Take out 10 bushels for the extra seed,

! and it leaves 7j bushels clear gain over and

I
above the extra seed.

! After finishing my other planting, having a

j
pile of mud on band, for which I had no im-

I mediate use, I levelled it down, putting it in an

|
oblong square form, leaving the mud about

! eighteen inches deep. Here I planted twelve

! rows, with six hills in a row. From necessity

! I planted smaller potatoes, five being about

! equal to four of the others. Here even- odd

! row had four buts in a hill, and every even

! row had five buts in a bill. On digging,

! 36 hills with 4 buts in a hill yielded 125 lbs.

! 4 oz.

] 36 hills with 5 buts in a hill yielded 136 lbs.

{ 12 oz.

! This would leave a gain per acre by planting

! five buts in a hill instead of four of 25^- bush-

I els. Take out eight bushels for the extra seed

! and it leaves, omitting fractions, 17i bushels

§ clear gain over and above the extra seed.

! The way I account for the discrepancy be-

I tween these experiments is this :—In my first

! experiment I commenced planting at the best

! end of the field ; and consequently, as we ap-

! proached the other end, which was poorer, the

I odd rows were on better soil than the even

rows. Had I commenced at the other end the

I result would doubtless have been more in favor

! of heavy seeding. Inequality of soil is a great

! obstacle in the way of trying accurate experi-

! ments. In my second experiment, as I used

! no manure with the mud, this obstacle was

! avoided.

The only valid objection which can be

! brought against such heavy seeding as these

!
experiments indicate, is, that the more seed

!
you put in a hill, the smaller will be the pota-

! toes. Whether this objection outweighs the

! advantage of a larger product, each one must

! decide for himself. I think I had as many

! good sized eating potatoes from four buts to a

! hill as from three ; so that the extra product

| was clear gain, if the gain was in small po-

! tatoes.

! Sprouts or Eyes.—I wish to say a word

! about the impropriety of planting small pota-

! toes, or large ones cut in small pieces. The

I root of the potato sprout or eye extends to the

! centre of the tuber. Sever the sprout or eye

! from its root, and you lessen its vigor. In

! proof of this, pare off the outside of the po-

!tato to the depth of one-tighth of an inch,

! and the inside, if planted, will commonly

! grow, but it will grow feebly. Plant the par-

I ing, and it will grow feebly, just in proportion

! to its thinness. Cut a potato as you will ; the

! smaller the piece, the more feebly it will grow.

! As to planting small potatoes, it is contrary to

l all analog}'. When farmers winnowed their

1 wheat in the wind, they kept the but of the

! heap for seed. Gardeners always prefer the

| middle head of the parsnip for seed. Thus

! with all kinds of seeds ; the largest, most per-

! feet and best ripened are always preferred.

—

! Should one go counter to the common practice

! in selecting seeds, his sanity would at once be

! called in question. Why then should potatoes

I be an exception to this universal rule ?

—

Cor-

I respondent of the New Englawd Farmer.

If anything in the world will make a man feel badly, except pinching his fingers in the crack of a door, it is unquestionably a quarrel. No man ever fails to

think less of himself after it than before, it degrades him in the eyes of others, and what is worse, blunts his sensibilities on the one hand, and increases the

power of passionate irritability on the other. The truth is, the more peaceably and quietly we get on, the better for our neighbors.' In rune cases out of
ten, the better course is, if a "man cheats you, quit dealing with him ; if he abuses you, quit his company ; if he slanders you, take care to live so that no
one will believe him.
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HEAPING.

Up, mortal, and act, while the angel of light

MeltB the shadows before and behind thee

!

Shake off the 6ofl dreams that encumber thy might

And burst the fool's fetters that bind thee.

AGRICULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.

| The rapid agricultural developmnnt of Cali-

}

| fornia fairly rivals the richness of her mineral
[

I wealth. Even now she exports large quanli-
j

! ties of wheat and wine, and the former can
f

The Stack-^ard.

DIMINUTIVE BREEDS.

f some of them from their miserable life of av-

| arice-inflitted starvaiion and suffering. Those

- 1 who would avoid this cruelty and miserable

I economy, and those who would secure animals

I that will pay, will keep their calves iriU for the
DwAliF animals arc in considerable demand,

j first ,hrec 0
"_
four months for creatures Btarv.

|
sometimes be profitably taken o the Atlantic jbut how t0 breed tlicra withfmt subjecting

] e(1 an(J stuntc(Un their vou(h wi„ never makc
1
ct.es, as we as the latter. A brief telegraph-

. tllem t0 cruel hardships is something of a puz-
j M tbrjf Lcaltb wcU

'.

formcdi and able.bodi .

soars the skylark-soar thot. ;
leaps the stream-do thou leap : j

ic report of the operations of the Commissioner
I
Z ]c. The more diminutive the poodle dog, the

j d cat;le
" ^ ,uose whlch had a , llcr sum in

Learn from nature the tpleodor of action ; I

Plow, barrow and sow, or thou never shalt reap

;

faithful deed brlDgs dirtne benefaction.

The red sun has rolled himself Into the blue,

And lifted the mifils from the mountain

;

The young harea are feasting on nectar of dew,

The stag cools his lips in the fountain

;

The blackbird is piping within the dim elm,

The river is sparkling and leaping.

The wild bee is fencing the sweets of his realm.

And the mighty-limbed reapers are reaping.

To spring comes the budding . to summer the blush :

To autumn the happy fruition

;

To winter, repose, meditation and hush,

But to man, every season's condition,

He buds, blooms and ripens in action and rest,

Ab thinker, and actor, and sleeper;

Then withers and wavers, chin dropping on breast.

And is reaped by the hand of the Reaper.

The Faim

! of the Land Office recently announced that
j more it is admired by ladies, and the smaller I

, ift

'

j
titles to one hundred land claims, containing

j the pony of symmetrical proportions the larger !
'

|
altogether 14,900 acres, in the San Francisco

| u the price that it will realize. The dwarf j Bbeedebs Association".-Tbe Association
["district, had been adjusted, and that during

j animals are not intended tor practical purposes,
j „f Breeders of Thorough-bred Neat Stock had

! the last three years twenty-five vineyards and
f for tbey are too small and puny to perform the ! 8 n,eetin- in Albanv, Feb. 14th, for the elec-

! fifty-five orchards have been planted on these
] service demanded of the particular types toj Uon of officerS) and

"

tbe result was as follows:
jproperties, 12,000 acres fenced, and 9,000 acres

| wb ich they belong. They are simply intended I Pre.ident-E. n. HroEof s_fford, ex.

I placed under cultivation. The aggregate val- 1 as toys and we dote more fondly on a pet = Tlcl: Frwidenu—J. f. Anderson, south windham, lie.
;

j.

j
ue of the permanent improvements is $100,-

j that unites beauty and sprightliness with di-l^.^^^i^^^^li
1 000, and a large amount of personal property \ minutiveness, than any other; the flwarfed size j

secretary^, k. Bagg, west Springfield, Haas.

I has been accumulated, consisting on some I is in great demand, and it is the demand that
fnmma—n. M - s™* :-°<*- Sown wiibraham. >ia«j.

= , - . .' t . . = Short-Horn, Pedigree Committee— S. W. Buffum, Wlnchea-

|
farms, in part, ot from thirty to sixty horses,

j
gives to these pretty but useless toys their I ,er, >\ u. ; s. w. Bartiett, East winaaor, ct.; r. stedman,

1 and several hundred cattle. These details are I value. It is well known that the offspring of 1 eweopw, Mass.

j
chiefiy intereslingasan illustration of the man- \ tiny parents, when kept in a state bordering

j^TuTe^T^TX*!
! ner in which the great Pacific Commonwealth

| on luxury, generally attains a greater size than I Maaa.

I is laving wide and deep the foundations of per- f either the sire or dam We can stunt an ani- i
Deron committee—h. it Sessions, south wiibraham. Haas, j

•S_ » t, ,.c , I
'

\ B. H. Andrew, Waterburv, Ct. : E. U. Uyde, Stafford, Ct.

|
manent prospenty. Prolific as her mines are, i ma l by neglect and starvation, but this regimen

[ A1Jerne7 committee-John Brook., i-rmcLton, »1 ; o. b.

j
She Wisely places her main reliance Upon the

j it tOO Cruel to find favor in Circles that boast Of! Hadwin, Worcester, Mass.; James Thompson, Nantucket,

1 inexhaustible fertility of her soil. ! Mass.

Adjourned to meet at Springfield, Mass., the

SPECIALTIES IN FARMING.

| advanced civilization. The object is to secure 1

'

I dwarfs, but not at the expense of the common I „

,

= . . , . , . _ . , . 1 2d Wednesday of Februarv next.
| principles of humanity. Besides, in re- §

\ sorting to the st .rving svstsin, we are very I _ _ „ T .

Oue farmers, who think it hardly worth their I apt to injure health and destroy a perfect I ,
UA

f
5QfE

if
Iavobable to J-atness. -It is .

. . . . , . i fact that all animals fatten faster in dimlv-hs

] CHINESE AGRICULTURE

We find a suggestion in one of the agricultur-
j

al journals that is worth notine, as to the ad-1

vantage of everv cultivator having a specially I

wuUe t0 use tlle heaPs of manure which accu-
j
proportion of parts in attaining under size,

always, to which he may devote his attention

chi-fiy, arguing that a crop thus acquires an

.

'
J. . _ j r _ „u t I Chinese, as described by a late writer:

importance which commands for it w hatever = ' J

j
mulate about their barns and feeding grounds,

j It is a general practice in breeding toy dogs to

!

;hl-

I ed places than in the full light of day. This is

a porridge |

| well known in respect to fowls. From experi-

1 mixed with gin until it attains full stature.—

I

1 ments made with sheep, conclusions have been

| reached that in a dark shed, well ventilated and

How to Judge the Chaeactee of a Horse

intelligence and attention the cultivator can I
The Chinaman does not manure the field, but

j
Bantams are bred late in the year, as the rains, I

warmed thev will make the most
command. He may, indeed, have all the va- j

the plant, with the exception ef rice. All ani- 1
frosts and snows of winter retard rather than

| &
'

n amount of food But
riety desirable for his home consumption, the j mal or vegetable substances are collected care- j

aid development. In the tropic regions, where
j ^^ -

for or breed .

use of his stock, &c, and these will give in- [
fully and turned into manure. Oily matters,

j
they are blessed with one perpetual summer,

j ^ rf auy^ . &J h not wi ;b cucu the

terest to his operations. But the one great ob- j
boms and bones are valuable, also soot, and

{
and the very air is laden with luxurious splen-

1 m
°
gt important

"

ob;ec t ;n view
ject of his attention and concern is the par- 1

particularly ashes.
j
dor, woman matures rapidly, and at an early ! _J ]

'

ticular crop he may select as a specialty. To I The Chinaman is also acquainted with the f
age, her breast expands and her limbs become j

•

this for the time being, he devotes himself, | effects of gypsum and lime. No Chinese farm- 1
supple and rounded to the fullness of beauty,

j

and is enabled to realize from it the best re- 1 er sows the seeds or cereals before they have { and present the symmetry of perfect grace.— \

gults. | been thoroughly soaked in suds and water, and I As we leave th: tropics and travel across the
]

In farming generally and planting, this is j
have commenced to germinate. Experience has |

other zones, we find that this early develop-
] BT Outwaed Appeaeaxces.—Charles L. Thay-

not uncommon. Wheat, or tobacco or cotton ! taught him that not only the development of
j
ment decreases in proportion to the nature off er writes t0 the Country Gentleman:

is made the specialty, and with good results, ! the plant is thus advanced, but also that the
j
the soil and the coldness of climate, These

j ,< j ogfer the fonowmg suggestions, the re-

except that it may happen that the general in- j
seed is sheltered from insects. During the |

facts seem to establish another—that genial
} suU of my close observation and long experi-

teresU of tbe farm are overlooked in the con- j
summer months all sorts of vegetable shreds, |

weather favors development and early maturi-
{ cnce If^ color be ] i!;i, t

.sorre i or chestnut,

centiation of attention and means upon the j
chips, or cuttings, &c, are mixed with grass,

|
ty, while cold weather has a tendency to dwarf

j uis feet . ]egs and foce wbitc_tbese arc marks

main crop. Tnis need not be, however. |
straw, tuif, weeds and soil, are then formed in

j
the growth. Cattle breeders will tell you that

j of kindness. If he is iiroad and full between

There is no inconsistency between a due atten- j
beaps, dried and ignited, so as to burn slowly

j
a late calf but seldom comes to any size, with-

1 |he eyes> uc may be depended on as a horse of

tion to general interests and a special attention | for several days, and tbe whole is thus turned
j
out it receives unusual care and tender nursing.

] good sensej and
"
capable of being lramed to

to the one or two main crops which are chiefly j
into a black mass. This manure is only used

}
It' the cold weather has a marked effect upon

j anytbing ;
as respects such horses, the more

looked to for the year's profits.
*

I for tbe seed. When the time for sowing ar- 1 calves, it is evident that it will have a similar
j

°
M tre;lt tuem> tue be tter you will be

Tint the suction is eouallv annlicable to^VeS
'
one man makes the hoIes

'
another fol-

1
effect upon all young animals that are bred in

] treated ^ rcturn. Nor will a horse of this

what i caM trackLSlSte 1 1
foWS and pUtS the SCeds m

'
a^ addS the

I

°

Pen ^ out this Process ot
'l description stand a whip if well fed. If you

Zos ion to di de the a ndon mo ly !
WaCk SUbStaDCe

'
and

'
he J

'°UDS *"d plantCd
I

rea
^

ni"g
'

"* iS dCar gCnCral priUCiP 'C
! ™nt a safe horse, avoid one that is dish-faced.

IZlToV SoeJ-it of to the MaCchu I
in thiS mann6r deVel°pS itSdf wUh SUCh fofCe

I
aPP"eS l° h0I&eS

' ™^ ™ l° h0m°d^ I He may be so far gentle as not to scare, but
small crops. Speaking ot this, the Massachu- -

%^ ft fa enab]ed tQ drive .fe rootg tllTon ,rh tbe | and other animals. Then, wben it is desired I

,

setts Plowman says

:

, hiu
little driblets. With some specialty, be it on-

ions, squashes, grapes

ing conies at about

with a little of everything.''

" There is no econoniv
z-

" ~ ° 5
'

i ue will have too much go-ahead in him to be

in tins mode of management It costs too I^ S0" and take "P the dementS * 1
1° P°nieS

'
We Sh°U'd recommend tuat

! safe with everybody. If vou want a fool, but

mucMo12* onSS I
^ Chinese farmer sows the wheat in seed-

[

— «dJj*Pme parents be selected, and
| . horse of grcat^ get . deep toy with

! beds, after it has been weU soaked in suds
j

tujt tue coIt be ured on Poor.
bleak

>
U1S''

| no t a white hair about him. If his face is a
> i ninnnfiiin Ion/1 r\w nn /->/-»l /-l naafnnn y->1i->f-fili> • —

man
rider

:

ou

never buy a

I yield a hundred and twenty-fold and more, j
Piling one to knew what process to adopt to

j largej oye^gro^ one. A black horse cannot

! which rewards them amply for the labor and !
dwarf "reeds, and to do it symmetrically, and

{ stand ueat) n0r a white one cold. If vou want
I we do not claim to be able to solve the puzzle,

j a gen ,,e hors(?j get one witb m0re or less white

|
We have simply recited a few well known

| about ,he hcad tbe morc the bctter. Se.

and enterprising farmer who cuthvated, gen-
1

j ,acts, and must leave the clear solution of the
(

,

ections lbus made arc of „reat docility and
erally, about lourteen acres ot onions. He | Always Buy Fat Beef axdPoek.—There is ! prublem to time and experience.

—

Turf, Field I gentleness."
Tot on an average, about five hundred bushels

j
nearly twenty per cent, less water in the car- ] and Farm.

j

s
wi„ n̂ some of our count]T K&deTa^

lt>he acre. He gave his time and his thoughts
j cass of a well-fatted animal than in a lean one. I

to Ug crop, made it a special study, and under-
j Did you ever notice, as I have, how much j

Bloody thoioughly. He studied the market,
j m0re tbe lean of poor beef will dry up in hang-

j

and he tndiea -he crop in every phase, look-
j in<r. than the lean of a fat animal ? and accord- j

ing aroum to see how tbe crop was coming
j

;

As an instance of success, the Massachusetts =

.

, , .. = trouble spent over it.We once knew a thriftv =Plowman says

:

| us their own experience upon the matter ?

DISEASE AND DEATH AMONG CALVES.
. | Hoeses Ovebbeachisg—Remedy.— Make

Almost everv spring or summer we hear of I
tbe shoc its natural leDgtb, or a trifle longer,

'{= i ing to Prof. Voelker a lean hosr contains eigh- = , .. , .... , , = wiili tlm inn fait nf ilm fnrwird shoe hi<rh and
out, not oni m his own nriirhhorhond but at 1

. . . .i < . ^ i
deaths among calves. The sight of calves that i

" Ilu tue toc calk 01 tac torwarcl snot ni^n, ana
" . tn uis own neignoornoon, out at = teen percent, more water than a fat one.— Cor- = . , .,- .,, . , • , = tlie hcrl rtlk low The hoof will then stand
a distance, so., to be u),le to judge of the best I r

'

lent American Farmer
|lookpuny, unthrifty, or sickly, is one wh.ch i^ heel calk low. the hool will then .tana

time to sell. 1 resuk w£ tba . Le niade 1

reSp0mlCnt Amencan armen
I not unfrequently pains the eyes and sympathies I

funher fonvard and more removed from the

money on onions. x
t was^ cpecialtv and he !

"
[ of those who have occasion to travel in the [

sllidc of lne uind (oot
'
which

>
behlS snod with

understood the crop t.,, the t

•"
' j Laxd Measure.—Every farmer should have ! rural districts. Whence come these losses and j

a low toe caIk and LiSu heel calk
'
wil1 stnke

la rod measure—a light, stiff pole-^just 1G 1-2
j
painful sights? More frequently, we think, I

tue ground before it reaches the fore foot An
~ "

1 feet long, for measuring land. By a little prac- ! from stingy, starving and unnatural modes of I
interfering horse usually strikes with the in-

Does DAnrrrXG pay?—|-Towa Republican | tice be can learn to step a rod at five paces, | feeding, than from any other cause. To en-

1

side of the noof about two inches from the toe

;

answers this question: ' W
Chauncey j which will answer vety well for ordinary iarm | able the owners to make a few extra pounds of I

therefore make tbe shoe straighter on the in-

Boriand, Esq., of Pleasant * all

^
a jeW days | work. Ascertaining the number of rods in

j
butter, the poor calves are deprived of the food I

s 'de end and rasp the hoof accordingly.—Ru-

since, and inquired

J^ .^Ss of his j width and length of a lot you wish to measure, j which Nature has provided for them, and some |

rnl êw ^orlur.

dairy this Sea?°n '

maj.g ^ M twenty^
^°rt^ ^ and mu' l'ply one mto the other, and divide by | cold substitute, in the shape of whey, skim- !

*
,

cows and wi ma _
e o\ei v\

.nsand 1 1C0, and vou have the number of acres, as lGOjmilk, or some other innutritious slop. The I Poultry Exuibitiox.—The fourth exhibi-
pounds of cheese this season.pounas

ounds already inade
n er

I
sc

luare rods make a square acre. If you wish
|
consequence of this short-sighted, mistaken j tion of the Worcester County (Mass.) Poultry

twelvc thousan PolUK ^ ^ eachc
j

10 'a-' c^ OBe acre< nieasure thirteen rods upon [ economy, is that the starved sufferers become I Club will be held in Washburn Hall, Worces-

This lacks only a rod of full mcas- 1
puny and sickly, stunted and unthrifty, and j ter, on the 26th, 27th and 23th of the present

i that death steps in, now and then, to relieve [ month.

says his cows

year.

: each side.

se.

M*xiM3 by Hobace Gkeelei°,"",~™~,"" ,""'™°™"™
• - - - — -~.~-.-~~ -__™~—

—

o-ives the boy the following excellA. poor boy, having written to Horace Greeley, asking what he shall do to become rich, the philosopher of the Tribune

1st Firmlv resolve never to owe\axirns, as rounds of the ladder to wealth :

vour stake stand by it. 4th. Comprfht. 2d. Acquire promptly and thoroughly some useful calling. 3d. Resolve not to be a rover : where you have stuck

than he spends must get rich, while he' that there is work almost even where, for him who can do it. 5th. Realize that he who earns sixpence a day more
_^£pends sixpence a day more than he earns must become poor.

r^r*—

—

'^T^
—

—

^̂ j=^^i:~
—>*»-,^„ -y-^ ^

—
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articulturs,
I night, and excessive radiation by night from

| lue products of Europe. The ill success attend- j besides. He will have a large quanity of win-

]
the out door vine ;

while as respects the plant
j

jng Tme culture,, out of doors, in the Northern j :er apples. He has just gathered from two or—

™

,

ir'
,'"'^' ,

'"'™!r"^™ I
uncier glass, no extremes of dryness or of tern-

] section of the United States East, we believe, j three grape vines, as many bushels of fine
WHY IS OTJT-D<K> 0F THE™B

j
perature are permitted to have place ?

j after mucn studyj to be almost entirely the re-
j
grapes. Some of these his wife made into mar-

| Now, we have observed that we are favored ! suit of unpropitious atmospheric conditions, | malade, and some she has preserved in paper,

Written for the Farm and Fireside,
| with an occasional season when our native I and that these are mainly results of a defici- | for use hereafter. The best and greater portion

by J. 6. lippincott, fjaddonfield, N. jersey. ! grapes from young vines are all that we desire
; | ency of moisture at the season when most I of the whole were eaten as desert, or given to

Tode correspondent, R. Robinson Scott, j the leaves are healthy, and persistent; the f
needed to check extremes of ri^at and cold to 1 children or friends, all of whom enjoyed them

whose communications are su^festive. has fa- 1 fruit plump, and fair, and the sap and sacchar- 1 which we arc so frequently exposed during the j much.

vored your readers with his°opinion on the line richly developed,—rivalling the foreign
j
days and nights of Summer. ' Moreover, it} These are some of the enjoyments drawn

possibility of grape growing out of doors. He [grape. These seasons of success in grape- 1 has seemed to us that the conclusion must be {from a plat of ground, during the season just

asserts that it remains au uncertain undertak- { growing are unmarked by periods of excessive I sound, that it will prove absolutely necessary f
closed. They were at small cost, but they

in<>- while he admits that the culture under [ dryness or absence of a due proportion of at- 1 to seek those regions where the circumstances
f

sweetened many a meal, ministered to health,

glass is no longer a mystery, or even difficult {
mospheric humidity, and no abnormal decline j favorable to the grape are ever present, and to \

anc' added to the comfort of many guests,

to any intelligent individual, and may be, and { of temperature by night has occurred in July j avoid those in which they do not prevail,—if | Why may not nearly every man have as

generally is, attended by certain and remunera- 1 or in August, and consequently no mildew or | we would make the culture of the vine '

' out { large a plat, of ground and as many comforts ?

tive results. He seems impressed with the j" rot," has been developed. The character } of doors " a permanent business.
|
Simply because he is negligent.

idea that choice of soil, and peculiar pruning {of the atmosphere, as respects moisture andf March, 1SG7. j
„ ™.

and training, are of leading importance ; and {
uniformity of temperature, remained in close }

even appears to believe that the results so far
j
approximation to that which experience has

f WIHE CULTURE.
deemed successful in Ohio and Missouri, have { shown to be the best adapted to the successful

{

been realized by the adoption of peculiar
|
growth of the grape under glass ; under which,

"

A writer in the London Medical Times |

LOW HEADS FOE FRUIT TREES.

Some writer, no matter who, gives the fol-

I lowing recommendation for the shape of fruit

methods; in many instances derived from {indeed, other things being favorable, it always
{ and Gazette sll0WS that there is no lack of aJ

trees - They are commended to all who raise

European practice. He, moreover, speaks of j
succeeds. Unfortunately, we are not favored

j m q{^ f^ Frfuice and^ j
such trees

the influence of peculiar atmospheric condi-|witha succession of seasons in which these
{ £ountrie3 of Europe and asserts that there is

1
I* [s said to be muck better to grow fruit trees

I with their heads and branches near the ground,

I than to have them branching overhead, for va-
tions and insect enemies, as though he deemed { conditions prevail to the degree or extent most

{ wiue eaoarr]i -m^ world for a] , From ffi
.

g
=

them of small moment compared with the con- { congenial to our native vine ; and failure of]^^^ there are ^ proprietoI.sof |

ditions of soil, training and pruning. ]
the crop, and injury to the vine, are the re-

j^ ^ in France> ]000 varieties of wine {
rious reasons.

We do not propose to question the correct-
{
suit

;
and if the evil re-appear, as it often does

j cultivated) 5 43^000 acres of land devoted to I lst - Tbe sun ' which is
> Perbaps, m our hot

ness of his opinions, or at least to show that
j
in a series of years, the vital energies of the {

v;neyar(js
'

an(j a

'

crop in xsG-l of 1,320,000,000 i and dry summers, the cause of more disease

they are entirely erroneous; for we believe
;
plant are sapped and a lingering if not a sud-

1 iauons 0f win" worth $100 000 000 It js
I and destruction in fruit trees than all other dis-

that all the causes to which he ascribes the
j
den death may follow.

j^ pecu!iarity ^ the vine cult

'

ure
'

that u hag; j eases together, is kept from almost literally

failure of the grape crop, and the eventual
j

The sceptical inquirer may ask, "Why does
j as it wer6) itg own zonej and iQtrucles on noth- { scalding the sap, as it does in long, naked

abandonment of the vine, have or may have
|
the native vine succeed on the Southern shore

{
-

miT else _

'
(l gge „ — a 'Bur^undian once sa id j trunks and limbs. The limbs and leaves of a

had place. But we desire to show, that while { and on the islands of Lake Erie
;
on the banks

j oAiis country
'

"the hills nourish the vine i tree should always effectually shade the trunk

minor evil influences may have marred success,
|
of the Hudson, aid on Crooked Lake, and at

] wbils t tlle arable fields below them yield corn I and keeP n c°o1 - Tne leaves only should have

there is one great and wide spread agency to { a few other localities,—not occasionally—but
{ for Drea(] and the meadows on the river bauks j

plenty of sun and light
;
they can bear and

which we are periodically exposed, and on the
j
almost uniformly succeed ? A pertinent query,

{ are pastu

'

red Dy fat beeves." If we extend our I Profit by lt If trees were suffered t0 branch

heels of which certain results always follow so
j
surely

!
True, the cultivation of the native

j view from prance to the Rhine Switzerland I out low, say one or two feet from the ground,

closely, as to induce us to consider them in the
j
grape is attended with almost uniform success

{ Austria, Hungary, Greece, Spam ancU we should hear much less of "fire blight,"

relation of cause and consequence.
j
at the above named places

;
while it is as often

{

p

ortuga ]
)
we nnd vast quantities of land fitted 1

" frozen saP blights," black spots, and the like.

To render our position more clearly under- [
a failure at points and over wide districts re-

1 for v;nicuitUre. 1 2d. The ground is looser, moister and cool-

stood, let us glance at the circumstances under j
moved from the influences known to exist at

j Jq^ ^^.^^^ Qf^^ ^ ] eFj mder a low branching tree than under a

which the vine, foreign or native, is placed un- j
tbe former but which are absent from the lat-

) seasQns . g^ yalue Qf^^ thatho]ds j
high one. Grass and weeds do not grow a

der glass, in a cold grapery. How is it loca-
j
ter. What are the_ circumstances to which

| ^ ^ from^ eatmM { hundredth part so rank and readily, and mulch-

ted as respects soil, exposure,—how trained, { success is ascribed ? Are they superior skill
{

°s the I mS becomes unnecessary.' I. , ... . ... . . c ., I which alone produces twice as much
pruned &c, different from the vine "outofjm planting,, pruning training choice of so.I.j^ ^ Qf ^ ^ 3± ^ ^ ^ nQt ha]f the tQ
doors? " Is it warmer in Summer or in Win- ]

exposure &c. ? No
!
for in these, the respec-

j gale ^ Lo^on at a ye ^ > ^
first j rack aQ(J twi and break the and shake

ter than the vine may be out of doors ? What
j
tive districts are not m accord, hough all these

| sold ^ cagks af tue tJq[ fifteen centg | off the fruU_a maUer Qf QQ gmaU conse .

are the precise conditions by which these vines 1 causes may modify, they do not appear to de- 1 , , .
.' „ \\

{
and the second at six cents the bottle. One off 4th. The trees will be much longer lived,

not 0f{nuences surrounding the regions where suc. !
tbfse is described as "stout, rough, new wine, j and more prolific, beautiful and profitable.

are differently circumstanced? Not that ofltermine s What, then are the i
;

training, not of pruning, not of soil, uui ui =
— —~ o — —

1 adanted for family use
"

fertilizing not of freedom from insects. What, I
cess is generally reached, and which are absent! 1

_ * '
1 5th. The trees are more easily rid of de-

then are" the circumstances which under gla«s I where failure is the rule ? We answer, they |
Brfore lonS tbe home supply of wine in the

| stl-uctive insects, the fruit is much less dam-

are favorable to the more tender foreign vine, I are manifestly atmospheric ; the result of Jo- j
United States will be sufficient to meet all the

j
ageci by falling, and the facilities for gathering

and which ofler the most marked contrast to ^ cation, by which conditions are attained close- j
wants of the inhabitants. The two States of|i tare much greater; there is less danger of

the conditions "out of doors " by which the^y resembling those surrounding the vine in I
California and Ohio yielded in 1860 upwards off breaking limbs.

tardier native is periodically injured? What! tbe cold grapery. The presence of a large
|

a million of gallons
;
Kentucky, the third on the

| m The trees require less pruning, scrap-

is the all-important requisite of successful 1
body of water on the west, south west or

{

f

st
* Save a return of nearly 180,000 gallons

;
j ing an(J washing) and the roots are protectd

grape-tTowinu- in the cold grapery, and what 1 nortb west, of the vineyard, by supplying the {
next

>
Indiana, 88,000, and then New York,

| from {he pjQWj wUfi^ is t00 often made to tear

is the office of a glass roof? Is it to retain 1 air with its just proportion of moisture dur- {

61
.
000

5
Nonb Carolina, 54,000

;
Illinois, 47,-

{ Qnd mutilate them .

heat by day? Surely not, for the external!^ the heat of Summer, and by preserving, { 000S Connecticut, 46^)00; Virginia, 40,000;
j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ suffl.

heat by day is often in excess of the demands {
both directly and indirectly, an equable tern- j

and ±-enns;>lvania, db,uuu.
| ^ g

.

lence ^ objectiong _ Aa app,e 0J
.

of the vine. Is it to retain heat by night ? It j
perature by day and by night, produces a state

j
— -

] che,Ty tree is nearly twice as valuable for shoot-

does answer this valuable purpose to a great 1
of things closely resembling the conditions

| LUXURIES OF A FKUIT-GAEBEN. 1 ing out low, near the ground, especially on
extent. Is it to prevent excessive drying of! artificially attained by the attentions of thej —

1 the south-west side.

the leaves and tissues, generally by an absorb- j
gardener in his cold grapery, and the grower

j Feom a row ()f currant bushes, about eight ! „ „

ing atmosphere during our parching Summer? j
of grapes out of doors, therefore, generally

{ rods ]ong> a f.dTmei. and his neighbors gathered I

It does surbserve this all important end, as any {
succeeds at the places named by our querist,

j about tWQ bushels of currants last year. The I
VlCAB 0F WraKFiELD Pear.—This pear is

experienced grower of the vine under glass
| gome readers may be ready to inquire, | currant season, from the first picking to the { sometimes called " Vicar of Wakefield," Gold-

will readily understand. And how is this af-
j
« How is it possible that moisture by night can j

last, was from June lst to August 15th, two
j

fected by the glass roof, but by confining,
j answer the same good purpose that a glass roof j and a half months. jbered

measurably, the moisture which the attentive
j ;s known to subserve in the grapery ? " We re- 1 From a row of gooseberry bushes, two rods

j

cultivator supplies to the atmosphere of his { ply lnat tue preSence of a due proportion of ^long, he gathered about a bushel of gooseber- 1 Ported the fmit from France. In the latter

grapery, and thus preserving a high, or at
} vap0r uncondensed, floating in the air over alries. |

country it has been long known as Le Cure,

least a wholesome degree of humidity around
{ v iueyard, is a powerful protector against cool- 1 From a plat of strawberry vines, four rods {

Tbe trees is of a pendant habit and is ven-

the breathing and prespiring vessels of the ten- 1 ing by radiation from the ground, as has been ! long and one rod wide, he gathered nearly I
hardy an<J productive. The color of the m

der vine ? We should not overlook the valua-
} satisfactorily determined by abundant expert- 1 three bushels of strawberries. The strawberry

] |

s yellow, with a brownish cheek. TheJF

ble services of a glass roof, by which we are
{ ment vines therefore, immersed in vapor by | season lasted about three weeks, ending about j

13 greenish white,

enabled to shelter our vines from excess of
j night are not chilled in midsummer, unless in I the middle of July.

{

rain-fall,—to supply them with the due pro-
{ certain exceptional cases, while frequently en- 1 Then his raspberries came on, and lasted

| Wine 1\Jaking in the Un^ed St-A^8 - Data

portion of water at each stage of growth, and
{ tire vineyards not so sheltered, but exposed to I about three weeks. Of these he had about j derived from the last census sho"* that in the

to dry the atmosphere to the degree best adapt-
j excessive cooling for want of a moist atinos- j balf a bushel. They stood next to the straw-

j culture of the vine Califon;'
1 bas the lead,

ed to the perfect maturation of the fruit.—
{ pherej ^ during a season of drought, are ut- 1 berries in point of delicacy. ! though some of the best sar»'^s of wine have

Tnese are, however, minor considerations when I terly ramed. The air near the Northern lakes I He has a number of cheriy trees. They I come from Georgia and ty° hl° valle7- Tue
compared with the all important condition of

{ is aiso more moist by day, and the cool waters ! yielded well last year. His family and friends I capacity of tie United/ates f°r v'ne culture

humidity around the vine during its season of
j
temper the midday heats, and thus the leaves} used a bushel or so, and the children of the | may be judged freni ^

3mSle fect that Cali-

vigorous growth.
j and other tissues of the vine are not exposed 1 neighborhood fed themselves upon them with- j fornia alone ha? 5 >

acres adapted to

Having surrounded his vine under glass, { to drying and shrivelling, and risk of entire { out stint for two weeks. {vineyards, wr°'
e aggregate of Ejropean

with all the conditions necessary to its health j check in growth. Finally, under these circum- j Soon after the raspberries were gone, his I vmeyards r^1?^
6 not t0 ex

f
eed 12'000 '

000

and development, he succeeds ; but beyond { stances an equable condition of heat and moist- { peaches began to ripen. One of the trees ri- { acres, ^^g^gg
0
-'

a

^
nual yielcl Per acre ia

the glass, be it but ten feet, with all other re-
j
ure are more nearly attained and preserved

; | pened its fruit late, and it lasted till October ; off the ^9qq o-aUons T &i

t0 ^ °f

quisites to success attendant, he fails. Then, ] the very conditions demanded by the vine, j these he has had two or more bushels. iFrar,
cJaim

°
d
°
an
\° ^

acre
-

In the South

wherefore? Is it not philosophical to suppose { whether foreign or native—which it enjoys in f All along, since the lst of August, his apples \ 5gbg of
•

e ''' anc m ^allfomia 800. The

because of unlike conditions '—and wherein
j
many European wine districts—which expert- {and pears have been ripening, and have fur-

D0Ut^ 500 OO^^h'
0
^'

J

338" 132 in
.

Cjllfornia is

are the conditions unlike but in deficiency of { ence shows it needs under glass, where evenjnished an abundant supply for his family, f
Q thino- like a' ll'

6 5 am
.

ountin° to some"

atmospheric moisture around by day and by I in this climate it attains perfection, rivalling { the cow and pig, and some to sell or give av„ °
m °T each vine '

^Management of Grapevines.—George Hushmann, of Herrman, Mo
;

, one of the most intelligent grape cultivators GbstaTcT^i/com^

I smith's celebrated novel being easier remem-

than the Rev. Mr. Rham, Vicar of

Winkfield, in Berkshire, England, who im-

latter

Cure.

i
4

struction of insects, the worst of which are the rose bug, the leaf folder and the white thrip.



Tli3 Farm and Fireside.

<+n ««nr
[
nominated technological sciences ; and rural j PROVIDE A HOT-BED. BLACKBERRY CULTURE.

lit AlUl'^l Jp-'IftSSifEt I architectni-e, forest economy, rural economy, I , ,
~

e , .1 Within reasonable reach of ' such markets
i ,, . . •

. , i Zs i wb know of no thrifty farmer who appreci- i . , .. . ,.
= rural law, and farm accounts, in the noologi- = „ , , . T , , .,, ; as any of our large cities afford Tor Iruit, black-
5 m ,

. .T sates tresli Tomatoes, early m July, who will =
J

.
b

I cal sciences. The practice ol sub-dividing the i
' *

! berry culture may be made to pay, on an
;, , . - niot provide a hot bed for the purpose ol for-; J

*, ,. . ,
'

I business ol teaching anion;' so many proles-; '
'

; average, larger and surer dividends than any
„ . m it r 1 r \ . . . . „ „ TT _ I „ , . , . g warding the plants of this and several other- .... ... , , , ,SATURDAY, MARCH 9, IS6<. ; sors, each ot whom gives his undivided atten- ;

° 1
; other berries in cultivation. Six hundred and

= . . , . .; articles, such as Eirg and Pepper plants. Many!„„ , „ , ,. , , . ,
science, secures that; . ., , , , , .." i littv dollars have been reah/cd Iron) a single

" I . . _ . . . , , , ; other incidental matters may be secured by its |
J

. _, ,7
Ac.mroc.Tmi; feeds u»: to a crcat orient It clothes hb; with- i preeminence m German universities ami schol- ; , . , _ = acre in one season, lhat was an cxtraoruin-

o,uitwec.>iini.i.Hhav,.manur«ciur.-8.aii.i8iioiiiiiiiothavecom.i . . . , ,, ,. . , . ; aid ; such as a tew choice annuals, Dahlias s . i.i
miTCP rh. B .- nil Boind t..CeihiT liki- I'lti'Tii in a cluster- ihfi i ars for which they are distinguished. =. ... . _, „ . ,<,» , = ary exception to the general rule, however.

—

KSit in the centre, anj thai lary.-si li AgricuUure.-nANiKL =
J °

§ from cuttings, &c. The first week of March 1 " .. ,
' ...

WEusrrn Cnmnnrin" the United States with the ad- = • , .• , t. • = But every acre set to best kind ot blackberrieswEusrEn.
t

comparing mo unnui d, aits wiiu tuc au
| JS the proper time m this latitude. It is pre-; . ,

J „.„ ,. „ .-•- ~
= vnni'i.'fs nresented and the nrop-ress observa- 1 ,i. , ,. , I —which we consider the Ktttautmv—well at-
= vantages prLsi.iutu, aim ine [inytss uustn^

; pared by selecting a warm location exposed to ; . . . . .

"

EUROPEAN CORRESPONDENCE. ! ble in Europe, we must conclude that there ex-
{

,

be g outl) if backed Dy a board fence or at !
tended, and properly cultivated, being brought

,' —
I ists among us a mere germ of agricultural sci- j ,„„„, _jtML a (

'.,
fee, JL. one so thc ! fairly into bearing, may be made to net £300

We have the pleasure to announce to ttie readers of the; ° .... .
= 'eael Wlllllll a It\\ 1CCI IIOU1 OIK, so mtltll IIIC i

Faiim asp Kirti-BiDEtbat we, hare engaged the services of a [ ence ; and whether the vilalily (jl this genu is
I ije^cr TUe most convenient mode of con- i

'
Xr acre '

practical agriculturist, a gentleman of talent, who will write
j t0 be blighlel by neglect, or developed by ef- ! ctrnction ia mrwnhlp hnarflfl for the frame I

II '3 WitU tllC blacltbcIT>'. however, as With

letlem from the Old World on subjects pertaining to rural af. ! „ , .
°

, , ,
, ,

U10\.IUIC noarus lor lilt, iraillL,
;

, „ „ r l )r,,nr | lf,s () f HO-ru-iillnral illduS-
fair, a, they exist in England, France and (.ennany. He will f

Will depend UpOU the Comprehensive V1CW
| which may bc keyed together When In USC.— | ,

° , ' .
''

.

'

.
,

also describe the great pauis ExrosiTiox, especially those | we take of our duty and the earnest manner I
rpne gjze raa v .

ir but three sashes three and i
tr^'

'
C culture, liberal rertilizmg ami j.i-

features of it which more directly interest the intelligent fam,.
} u, w i,i ch we enter upon the discharge of the j 1...U- ,•„„, i

"

fcet ion„ 'sii ,„. „„•,,„ I
dicious management pay best. Neglect,

er and horticulturist. Our readers may eipect some valuable ; m , ,

1
,

°
;
a nail ItCt W llIC I)) Se\ ell ICCl long, \\ 111 0C f UllC

„„ „„J „„^_,_;r.~ ^,..,,^.1 annnlim
and muresting .etter,. | same. We do not deny that our progress in 1

8ufficicnt. This will rcquire a flnmc dg,„ leet !
slovcnhness and scr.mp.ng manur al supplies,

I
agriculture, for a decade of years, has been of!

, twe,ye ajlowi a margin at top am, bot-
!
fluently bnng Hie very best berr.es into

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES. | a bright and encouraging character, but it is
{ lom a„j , cross bar between the sashes. The !

CIJIll ^"l"- ^ e saw a fair sample of the slow

m , • e, T~ ,, r,
1 a fact, just as evident, that so long as we delay j height at the back mav bo twentv-ft>ur iiiclie° ^

^^'"^ ^ blackberry culture, quite recently.

^ donation of land voted by Congress to I ' numerouS schools in which a-m-l
, , , H \

" 3
I \

'
I There was a field of six acres, perhaps, plant-

the several loyal States for the maintenance of
j ^enT '2t^Tl Sg I^ '°T T ^^ „ Jed iurows six leet apart ; the surface grown

Agricultural Colleges, is at the rate of thirty
| farming interests in particu- !,

The spo having been selected, remove abouj
int() gr;^ that will probably afford first class

thousand aores for each Senator and Represen-
1 ê ()f tbe

°
co„ ut in geueral .

I
^o fee of the soil over a space of fifteen feet

]pasturage in Sprinp and Summer, and the

tative. The grant to Pennsylvania will be
j

' shaffi, be said) V that an indi- 1 !
y e,=h, -

1

Havmg secured a quantity of stable
; cancs of Ias, sea80n

.

8 growth, with a large ma-
about seven hundred and eighty thousand

j ^ tQ uc the critical iuVesti-
! '' ter a»d ^YeSi sufficient to form a bank of

| jol
.

ity of the superannuated ones, lying all over

acres. Under the provisions of the act, the| ..^ =
eG^Q mugt^^ |

about three feet in depth, material which ,s
; ,hc gurfece of the ground iike a blown-about

expenses of the management and sale must be I
°

dis ulvant me without the smallest I
beSlnmnS t0 ferment, commence by spreading

j brush heap_scarcdy 0ne cane in forty stand-

paid out of the State Treasury. Ten per cent. I . / ' ,.'
3

'
, ., ., „„ „,„,;

= this in layers
,
shaking it out with the lork, so | : , . gammer'

8 servicer
; hope ol compensation, while a thousand envi- 1 . .. , , . , ;

in., up lor next ouiiiihli s seivn-t-

of the sum realized mav be cmnloved in the = . , , . ,. , = as to have it of equal compactness ; the leaves; T , , , , „ , , , , ,oi me sum realised may oo cmpiojctt in me
^ spirits stand ready to deprive him of any I , .. , . I It won't do, gentlemen ! Such blackberry

nurchase of lands and build im sites- but the ; , < ,e = to be spread in layers at intervals. If leaves; , ,
°

.,, „pureuasL oi idnus ami ouiiumg nira,. uulIJle
;(Cr&jMli&tlMvbe due him for a life of self-; f. , , „• , .. . ... ; culture as thai, will never pay. Better pursue

balance of the fnnd must remain int ict and = "
,. , = can not be had, they may be dispensed with, I , . , , , ,Daiance ot ttie inna must lemain mucr, anU| m . U voUou „ m. th .

l(. we , , mCT(,lv ; > J 1 '; a better practice, or else abandou the enter-
be invested in reliable securities vield'm" not = . ; but they facilitate the fermentation and regu-; ... ,» , , - ,,ue invesau in reuauie slcuhuls, )ieiuina noi

=
totern/ , c lllk, Bhow8 because they do not in-; u

3
. ... . . °. prise before yourself and berries all " come to

less than five per cent. Such revenue is to be ; , ..» ie..„ .e; m „„t.,i i
late lt

-
As soon as the llC!1P 1S of ProPer dl~ I

' ,• . .. f„„ ,,,,„r
= volve a process ol thinking! hxpenmental = . .. .. . ... *• ... . ; grief together.

faithfully aooronr ated to "the endowment; ... ' c . , ; mension, place the frame in Us position, rest-

=

= m ,
° . , ,iaiiuiuiiy appropriated to ine cnuow mciu

. bu.sbandry and tillage are of mhmtejy . . '. '

, | The course of culture that we should have
and support of at least one College, where^

. ^ agricultura, books, !

mg °" the"™ C™r Wlth
J
h
f

e
! pursued with that blackberry field, or any

without excluding other scientific and classical
j fi , h

°
b file(J and j

covering with mats or other protection o
f bavc becn t0 set tbe planl9

studies, and including military tactics, the
j thousaud times wilh no impr0vement I^ T f ™V* T n ,°?f i

1 hicbes aPart iu tUe r0W8 ' the TOWS
Ittulinn ohiert shall be to teach sneh branches of = ^ ol- 1 " 1 1

; ly cover with a lew inches ol old hot bed; ,.° . , . .
' ^ , . ,, .,leautng oujm suan oe to leacu sum urancnts oi -

,
. »

I ; five, instead of six , leet apart : having the soil

learnin"- as are related to aorienlture and the; ° '
I manure, preserved from season to season, or= ' . , .• iieainin0 as ate rciateu to a=iieunuic auu uie
5

f , e • , = well enriched, in first rate tilth, and entirely
mechanic arts, in order to promote the liberal I . „ „ v !

otlier ncU comirost and a few inches on top,
j _ , ,

. , . . . , . . ., ,
- Average PiiODUor of Grain in New York. ; „. fll

,. ,,„„„„ „„ffi,,;„n ,i,,
. = tree tiom grass ana wceas. men, along me

and practical education of the industrial classes . ,. „ .. „ „ , Q . t
= wltu "gut loamy soil, sufficiently rich, >cti

dic taT.r.PQ aav twontv feet
,i i

. p ' e,.,. „ = At tlic annual meeting of the New York State ; „„„„_„,. w]li „|. tn ,„„ th „ ,„„ fl, Allow the =
es ot rows, at distances s<.\ twenty leet

in the several pursuits and professions of lite. ';
. . .„ , Q . .

° D . . , „ , . , . ;
open—on w men to sow tue seeds. Aiio\\tne

; n—n\v jnin ttm (rrnnnrl lenot1i<. of
TT „ ,. , . '.

v . ,.!
^-cultural Society, ex-PresidentGould stated! llinafcw^Upon the policy emp oyed in the disposal o.

{ that tbe average produC[ 0f Spring wheat in
j and steam offi QJe sbouW be^ in j

cheap two mch hemlock plank, a loot wide

Uiis grant wi 1 depend its pecuniary value
|
tbat Statc, wa8 only ^bushels per acre,|

sowi SJ as tb are f eutl , sown j
set square across the rows. Then stretch and

The Eastern Suites have adopted the plan of
| that of winter wbeat> only thirteen bushels to

j vvitbo

°
t iu(io4ent I

sec'

urt: t0 U,u cd=cs ot tbtso piank-posts, small

selling their scrip at once
;
while some of the

j tbe acre . COrn, twenty-eight bushels; potatoes, | °. '„

„ ] wires—tour in number—the lower one, say

Western States advocate, in view of an in-
j n iuety-eight bushels, and hay, ninety-one hun- 1 ... 1 eighteen inches from the ground, and the others

creased revenue in the future, a gradual sale ! dredths oi a ton to the acre. This statement 1
Stook-Raising in Illinois.—Stock-raising in

j spaceJ off a foot apart . making a wire fence,

of the land. Some of the Eastern States have
j mav surprise many readers, but it is undoubt-

1

Illinois has s 'wn to enormous proportions,
j or if yQU pleasei alQDg eitber Me of

realized eio-btv cents ner ncrp for their «rrin ; n" . „ »i in • I This state furnishes New York with more live ;,„,.„ ,.,.,„rcau/xu tii,niy cems per acic ioi mcir scrip,
5 ec]]y correct. Half a century ago the Empire; ; every row.

while Ohio received but fiRy-fbur cents an acre j State raised much lar<Tcr aterage crops of ce. ! stock than all the other states combined. Dur- 1 Growing Bp wUbin thcsc wire fences thc

for hers. The average, in these instances,
{ rials tban now . but> bke all tbe elder StateS) \

™S 18GG the total'number of cattle received at
j canes are preventcd from falliug down and ob-

would be sixty-seven cents. At such price the
j gbe is making unremunerative returns to her |

New York vvas 298
'
882

-
0t tlns ll" lllbei", it is

\ stl
.uctmg lb(3 pa8Sages ; and their heads being

seven hundred and eighty thousand acres grant- [agricultural population. Her former rain crops 1

stuted upon rell;lble authority, 105,287 were|
cjippej back W-

Uh shears, they are induced to

ed to Pennsylvania would amount to $522,600. j bave reduced her potassa and phosphoric acid ;
!
revived from Illinois alone. The aggregate

| m()re stQUt) stQcky growtb) nlore prolific bear.

At the lomst rate of interest allowed (five per I the rcraedy (partially) would be the cultivation !
value of a11 thls llve slock was $33 >

223
>
723 12

> ! ing, and earlier ripening of fruit. The spaces

cent.) this sum would yield $26, 130, which | of leguminous crops, such aspeas, clover, &c. j

a"d of
J
h
^
sh,Pmeuts [rom the state were

| betweeu the rows we would keep well culti-

would be quite a handsome yearly revenue to
j The reduced average products of land in New I

373
>
302 G2

-
Tms cxulb >t gives a glimpse of

|
vated> ana maae to pay by pj^^g along the

such colleges as are already established.
j York and elsewhere, is a strong argument for j

llle S^8" 1 '0 proportions ot Illinois agriculture,
j ceutre a row of e'ither early peas or potatoes,

Europe is far in advance of this country in |
" rotation of crops." [ to bo followed by cabbages after the berry

the estimate placed upon the value of agricul- 1 „...,.,.«._ j Greasing Boots and Brutes.—Two things j
harvest is over. That is the way to make

ture as a science. There are seventy-five agri- 1 An Aged Horse. A correspondent of the ! we uave learned by long practice and personal }
blackberry culture a first-class paying business.

cultural schools in Prance, thirty-two in Prus- ! Turf Field and Farm writiu"- from Gales- 1
experience. One is that snow water will soak | We know this from several years consecutive

sia, thirty-three in Austria, thirty-five in Bava- j burgh Michigan, states that a horse owned by 1
through best boot leather when no other water

j
experience.

ria, and sixty-eight in Russia. The total num- j the Michigan Central Railroad, died in the early \
wil >- The °tuer item is that pure, neats-fbot

j ANr)
ber of schools of this character in Europe is

{ part of January, at the age of forty-four years. I
oil > two or three times applied, and well warm- 1

ria^ ravariu,lo_ in auulILMJ''

three hundred and fifty-two. Of these, twenty- j The above m'entioned°horse was probably 1
ea iu > will more effectually fence out water, I Messrs Editor* of the Farm ana Fireside:

two arc " Superior Schools," ranking with the
| tbe oldest in this country. The average Ion- 1 make dry feet, soften and preserve leather bet- j

In answer to your question about the pros-

best colleges in this country in the extent and j o-evity of the horse is not twelve years a [- Iter than any other application we have ever | Pect of the peach crop, the present year, I re-

variety of the sciences taught
;

fifty-four are I though instances are recorded of horses livin" ! tried. The same material is equally efficient 1 P>y. that in this neighborhood I have examined

"Intermediary Schools," which will compare f t0 tu
° „Te .dt a ,re of forty-seven years If the i and as valuable for greasing the hoofs and boot j

my owu and several large orchards belonging

favorably with most American colleges. The ! OWners°of horses had half the humanity which I leSs of horses during the slumpy, slushy weath- j
to others, and find thc trees well set wilh fruit

Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester, has 1 every man should possess, our noblest and best 1
er of our winter thaws

;
applied wilh a sponge, { buds

,
and m not a single instance have I

seven hundred acres, and six professors ; the j fi
.iend amon „ an imais wou ld live much lono-er 1

an<1 wel1 rubbed in, to the legs of a horse, say {
found a bud injured by the frost ot the past

Agricultural School at Grignon, near Paris, hasj tban be do
°
s Wilh pr0per care food aud! twicea week, protects him from several ills I winter. We have had one of the most favora-

seven hundred and fifty acres, and six profes- ! medical attention a horse of ordinary consti-

1

and inconveniences, making his feet and legs |
ble winters for fruit, thus far, for many years,

sors ; Brunswick has a Superior School, with ! tutioa wou]d livu rive-aud-twenty years Now 1
33 comfortable as we find our owu wilh- 1

a»d if we should have no late frosts, we shall,

thirteen professors
; in Saxony there is anotkor

j tbey
«
g0 t0 tbe dogs "

in eight or ten years.
'

\
in a dl7. weH oiled boot. Please experiment

j
probably, have an abundance of peaches the

wilh seven thousand three hundred and fifty- !
"

.,,..,°.„.„ „.™ „ land believe. |
coming Summer.

five acres and nine professors ; the Iustitute of
| A Profitable Cow.—James Hardy, ofj I

ours respectfulh

,

Agronomy and Forests, in Wurtemburg, has
j
Brunswick, Maine, made, last year, from one j

To Purchasers of Seeds.—The importance
j Brick Meeting House, Md. Feb. 2S« 1867.

eight hundred and twenty-five acres under cul- 1 cow, of our native breed, three hundred and [ of using good seeds, for the field and garden, I ' _

tivation, five thousand acres of forest, one di- 1 twenty pounds of butter, and sold two hun- 1 is understood by all persons engaged in farm-j Atmospheric Influence.—The contribu-

rector, six professors, four functuaries and twojdred and seventy-five quarts of milk, besides I ing or horticulture. Yet the market is full of
| t i 0I1 0f j. g. Lipmnoott, in this issue of the

tutors. In these colleges the system of in-
] what milk and cream were used in a family of |

poor seed, generally left on commission, with I parm and Fireside, showing the atmospheric
struction is extensive and thorough

, embrac-
j six persons. The cow was fed upon grass and |

parties not making the seed business a special-
1 inlluence on the Grape, is an article of great

ing algebra, geometry, mechanics, surveying,
j corn-fodder in the Summer season, in thehy. We therefore take pleasure in recommend- 1 va iuu . The author has made the atmosphere

leveling, stereometry (measuring solid bodies),
j
Winter, four quarts of meal per day, and what j

iug the following named firms, as being first
{ a study ; and if his ideas are considered with

and linear drawings, in the mathematical sci-
j good English hay she would eat. A dozen j class and reliable :—Messrs. Henry A. Dreer

, j tbe importance they deserve, beneficial results

ences
,
meteorology, mineral chemistiy, mine-

j such cows would yield quite a pretty little in- j D. Landreth & Son
;
Collins, Alderson & Co.

; { w in follow—not only in the cultivation of the
rology, geology and botany, in the physical

j come, at the present prices of dairy products, j C. B. Rogers ; Louis Tourny, and William
j Grape, but other fruits, in all sections of thc

sciences; organic chemistry, agriculture, abori- 1 « * » -» - I Hacker, Philadelphia ; Messrs. Henderson <&
| country. We are pleased to announce Mr.

culture, sylviculture, veterinary art, agricultu-l cS" The estimated value of farms and farm I Fleming, New York, and B. K. Bliss, Spring- j Lippincott as a rcmlar contributor to our
ral zoology, and equitation, in what are de- 1 stock in New York in 1856, was $25,000,000. 1 field, Mass. ^journal.

Deodorizing India-Rubber.-—India-rubber is useful for an infinity of purposes, but it always has an evil odor. An English inventor proposes to overcome this

defect by subjecting the rubber to the action of animal charcoal, which has an affinity for gases and smells. The mode of application varies according to the de-

scription of articles. Generally speaking, they are laid in shelves or trays in a hot chamber, with a thin stratum of charcoal beneath and on top, and exposed to a

temperature of from one hundred and twenty to one hundred and eighty degrees for from three to six hours, after which they are removed from the charcoal, hav-

ing sustained no other alteration than being rendered devoid of smell, and incapable of imparting any taste to liquids or other substances they may touch.

G. W. and S. S. FOSS, EDITORS.
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THE OLD COUNTRY WIFE.

Wrapt in the golden woof

Of her contented life,

Under the olden roof,

Sits the Old Country Wife,

Turning the pages of memory o er,

Bright with affection and love songs of yore

!

Thus from the morning balm

Till evening's purple calm,

Canning old memories u'er and o'er,

She cheerily sitteth,

And merrily knitteth,

In the calm light of the farm house door

!

She sings a defiance,

With glad songs of yore,

To the sorrows of science,

The sad things of lore,—

Her hopes, her reliance

Are not in their store,

In the search of neologies

She is not bent

—

• Her wisdom, her knowledge, is

Simple Content I

With her station content,

When content she has trod—

With her Bible content,

And content with her God 1

And^onning old memories o'er and o'er,

Contentedly sitting,

And merrily knitting,

•She basks in the light of the farm house door I

Ahl little she knows

Of the world and its woes

;

Of its follies and fashion,

Of the bleak storms of pasBion,

The phantom of Gain,

, As he stalked through the land,

With his pomp and his pain,

She sought not to clasp

;

So she felt not the grasp

Of rude Ruin's skeleton hand.

But ihe quiet within,

Undisturbed by the din

Of madness and sin,

Makes glad the dim light of the farm-house door.

Where she cheerily sitteth,

And merrily knitteth,

Conning old memories o'er and o'er 1

Thus calmly her life,

Free from sorrow and strife,

Hath spun out its quiet thread;

And thus hath she knit,

In her simple wit,

Fond loves of the living and dead.

And though old age hath silvered

Her head, and bewildered

Her thoughts of the dim days of yore

;

Yet, conning old memories o'er and o'er,

She cheerily sitteth,

And merrily knitteth,

Tn the calm liyht of the farm-house door 1

Her loved ones of youth,

With their fondness and truth,

Have passed through that farm-house door

On Deaih s drooping plume,

But their mem'ries perfume

The tranquil content of the farm-house door

;

And their musical ieet

On the golden street,

By faith she can near irum the farm-house door:

And soon through that portal,

In raiment immortal,

Shall go the goud wife of the farm-house door,

In pride, not in meekness,

In strength, not in weakness,

To join God's love

With her dear ones above

;

And we shall behold never more, a's of yore,

The Old Country Wife sitting,

And merrily knitting,

In the calm light of the farm-house door 1

SHOOTING HOGS IN THE GARDEN.

|
kept them in the street. Governor Noble pre- 1 ure, was urged to renew the attempt to draw | of true manhood or true womanhood. Mon-

| sented me with a pair, and in two vears I found [ him out. He summoned courage and said :
|
ey is easily won and lost in this land of laro-e

[myself the owner of a herd of some thirty} "Mr. Webster, (Mr. Webster looked up out of 1 resources ; and the winning and losing of it is

f
"children of the street," and of not good con- ] his cave,) I want you to tell me what was the I often owing to circumstances, rather than to

[duct. Their skill in opening gates, digging in- 1 most important thought that ever occupied
|
any qualities of mind or heart deserving re-

j
to a field under the rails, or squeezing through} your mind." Here was a thumper for him, jspect. Moreover, if he who calls millions his

[ them, went far to convince me of the reason- [ and so everybody thought at the table. Mr. f own will only carefully examine and see how
}
ing power of pigs.

j
W ebster slowly passed his hand over his fore-

j much he owes to agencies and opportunities he

[ My slow and wearisome labors were provok- } head, and in a low tone said to a friend near
j
neither created nor controlled, and how much

I ingly neutralized by a cunning old sow, who } bim :
"Is there any one here who does not } Heaven must do for him before he can manase

| about twice a week, would get in, in spite of} know me ?"
|
a single dollar of his treasures, he will learn

j nails and springs, latches and hinges. The} "No, sir, they all know you—all are your [that most of his demands for the deference of

} chills made a night excursion dangerous to me, [
friends."

\ his fellow men are false pretences; that he
i yet one midnight I heard her eating and smack- j Then he looked over the table, and you may [ claims for himself the regard due to the Provi-

| ing her chops, and could endure it no longer. I imagine how the tones of his voice would be [ dence which has favored him—meaning to

} I seized my gun, omitted formalities of toilet, [
on such an occasion, giving answer to such a

j make of him a steward of its bounty, as 'well

I and dashed out after her. Away she scamper-
}
question.

}
as confer upon him the means of liberal livin"-.

I ed down the garden, and away went I down j
"The most important thought that ever oc- } In a word, wealth should, among us. have per-

| the central alley to be ready for her return. [
cupied my mind," said he, " was that of my [ sonal worth to back it, and be attended by per-

{ She stopped, and I stopped. I could see noth- } individual responsibility to God!" Upon [ sonal modesty, before it deserves any distin-

fing, hear nothing, and it began to strike me I which, for twenty minutes, he spoke to them
}
guishing consideration.

| that I had rather the worst of it, and only }
there ; and when he had finished he got up

] „ ,„„,

! needed a spectator to appear decidedly ridicu- [ from the table and retired to his room, and

}

I lous. Just then, with a bark, she dashed by ! they, without a word, went into an adjacent [

1211 FUTURE EMPEROR OF FRANCE.

[ me on the left. I took aim with my ear, and I parlor, and when they had gathered there, some
j Thb youEg Prince Napoleon Louig Jean

| let off in succession both barrels. The squeal } one exclaimed, "Who ever heard of anything
} Joseph was b

°
orn on tbe 15[b of jrarcb lg56

| which each evoked was music to me. She left } like that
!

" [ aud is tnerefore now drawiug toward thg conl

'

I the garden and never returned; nor do I recol- [ What Mr. Webster said in advocacy of his
j pletion of Us elevemh Wh;le &m -m

I lect afterwards to have met her on the street." [ sublime thought, I do not know. No one has
[

| , , „, I ever repeated it, aud I presume no one can.

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

arms he was placed on the master rolls of the

}
French Imperial Guards, as a private in the

[regiment; for, as it was intended that he
I should receive a military education, and after-

[ wards assume a military command, it was de-

Wood ashes and common salt wet with wa- }
signed, as a compliment to the army that he

[ ter will stop the cracks of a stove, and prevent I
should, at least nominally, go through all the

} the smoke from escaping. }
gradations of the service. When old enough

Stir Poland starch with a common candle, } to begin to learn the military exercises, he

and it will not stick to the iron, and it will be } was put through them with other youths of his

much nicer. } own age, and in this way he was taught the

Alum or vinegar is good to set colors of red, [
bayonet and other drills before he was eight

green, or yellow.
f
years old.

Sal soda will bleach veiy white
;
one spoon-

j
By this time, too, he had been made a non-

ful is enough for a kettle of clothes.
| commissioned officer of his regiment and he

I Pope, Thomson, Prior, Gay, Shenstone, Gray, I
A
Sive *°m'

f

udS forfrden plimtS
>
m f°r^ \

is n<w P**ing <**P by step through the vari-

I Akenside, Goldsmith, Collins, Cowper, and I !

den
/

ards
'
when sancV-

j
°us grades toward the rank of colonel. But

! know not how many more of our best poets. ! 1^%™ T -f i „ 1
M Speda

'
attenti°U haS been Siven to his

! Johnso* had a wife, loved and soon lost her. [

a httle

f
°m'' aUC rub Wlth a

, I
mi]itary training, his education as a citizen has

= _ . , , i 1< rozen potatoes make more starch thau tresh i ,i 0 t i,PPn nP0.] p „|.pri Tj„ <! ;,-i- e, __js-,___ k
I It is almost enough to make women tremble at \

, , , I
neglected. Besides the oidinary rudi-

themsfives to -emus or I
oneS

:

tkey als0 make mce Cake
- I

ments "f instruction, he has received lessons

Take the philosophers- 1
A h0t Sh°Vel held °Ver varnished future

}
in two or three handicrafts, the last of which

! Bacon, like his famous legal adversary, Coke, 1
w* °Ut

,

the wbite s

f
ots

-
j
was the setting up of types in the imperial

'

1 seems to have enjoyed little domestic comfort, I

bl 01 »due d
f

ol™d ln skim milk and wa"
}
Printing office of Paris. The object of this

I and speaks, for, as he says, " certain grave rea-

1

te™ reSt°re old
,

C
.

la
f- „ , , , . I

may have been simPly t0 exteud bis sphere of

[sons," disapprovingly of his partner. Our }

°nS
°f _

any
j _

d
.

S
.

°
n

washed in
[ knowledge, and enlarge his views in after life

;

I UNHAPPY MARRIAGES AMONG MEN OF I

I GENIUS.
|

[ The rare concurrence of genius with domes-
[

I tic comfort is perfectly awful. Take Dante, [

I the exile, who left his wife never wishing to [

| see her more;-.-take Tasso, wifeless
;
Petrarch,

[

I Ariosto, wifeless
;
Milton, thrice married, but

}

[only once with much comfort; Dryden, wed-}

I ded, like Addison, to a title and discord ; [

I Young lived alone till past fifty ; Swift's mar- [

[ riage is no marriage
;
Sterne's, Churchill's, Co!-

[

| eridge's marriages, broken and unhappy. Then }

I we have a set of celibates—Herrick, Cowley, [

i the idea of allyin

I giving birth to it

} metaphysicians— Hobbes, Locke, Bentham,
[

} Butler—are as solitary as Spinosa and Kant.

| Tue celibate philosopher Hume conducts us to

} the other great bachelor historians, Gibbon 1

1 and Macaulay, as Bishop Butler does to some [

| cf the princes of English divinity—Hooker ca- [

I joled into marrying a shrew. Culliuworth un-

}

[
married, Hammond unmarried, Leighton un-

}

[
married, Barrow also single. I only take fore- [

} most men ; the list might be swelled with

[ monarchs and generals in marriage.

cold soap suds, and not rinsed.
| but the ability to earn a living, like an ordin-

If your flat-irons are rough, rub them with
| ary individual, has before now proved a valua-

[ fine salt, and it will make them smooth. 1-ble accomplishment for even the heir to a

}
Oat straw is the best for filling beds; it} throne. It will be remembered that a recent

should be changed once a year.
} monarch of France, King Louis Phillippe, hi

If you are buying a carpet for durability,
} exile in Switzerland, in early life, pursued 'for

| choose small figures.
} a time the ca]liug of a sclloolmaster. The

}
A bit of soap rubbed on the hinges of doors

[ young Pdnce Itoperial bears the repUtation of

}
will prevent their creaking.

[ being intelligent, good tempered, and very

I
Scoteb snuff put in holes where crikets come

} much attached to his friends and chosen com-
[ out will destroy them. = panions

{
A gallon of strong lye put in a barrel of hard I Many anecdotes illustrating the qualities at-

[ water will make it as soft as rain water.
[ tributed t0 bim from (ime tQ^ found thdr

[
Hdlf a crauberry on a corn will soon kill it.

} way into the public journalg but ag anecdoteg
Always mend clothing before washing.

j of royal chudren are not generally yery gtrik.

- »•
}
ing or very reliable, we need not repeat them

" here. In the event of the death of the Empe-A Peeil which threatens our social system, is

!

I WEBSTER'S MOST IMPORTANT THOUGHT,
Something like a quarter of a century ago, [ — 1

the men youthful H^nry Ward Beecher com- [ A correspondent of the Rochester American

}

-menced the practice of preaching and horticul- } adds the following to the host of anecdotes of}

.tui'o in the then young city of Indianapolis, l the great statesman : |

tue capital of the Hoosier State. In a recent} When Daniel Webster was Secretary of I an aristocracy of wealth. The respect paid' to }
ror Napoleon III. before the Prince Imperial

letter to the editor of the Farmer at Indianapo- } State he wrote to one of the proprietors of the ! money, the indulgence granted to money, the I
becomes of age, it is arranged that the govern-

lis, the now famous preacher indulges in a few ! Astor House in New York, saying that he } exclusiveness claimed by money, no matter }
™ent of the country shall be carried on for a

reminiscences of his early life, from which we } would reach that house on such a day, and! how it is obtained or how used,' no matter

}

time by a regency under the Empress, assisted

extract the following items of garden experi-
}
begged that some of his friends should be in- } whether it be or be not accompanied by intelli- }

b^ tue Prince Napoleon, cousin of the Em-
ence t [ vited to dine with him the same evening.

| gence or character, is an increasing evil of the I
peror

- Tne Iast nanied Prince represents the

" I was too poor to hire much labor, and
} There were about twenty 01. so at tbe table, I times. The impression is getting to be com- 1 y°ungest male branch of the Bonaparte family,

therefore my own gardener, and, being an en-
[ and M r. Webster seemed wearied by his travel I mon that riches will purchase deference, ser- !

beinS descended from Jerome Bonaparte, who
thusiast, I always planned twice as much work

] audgpeaking but Iiule; if at a]1) pkmged iut0 } vice and exemption from censure, no matter j
was for a time King of Westphalia. The

as I could possibly perform well, and so, my I a darksome sort of reverie, not well calculated ? now their possessors conduct themselves. I
branch from which the present Emperor and

garden was not very trim and clean. But 1 10 enliven his friends. This at length became I Hence the lust of gain, taking every form of! the P"nce Imperial descend is that of Louis,

things grow well in it, and that satisfied me. It
} so

'

apparent, and the situation of all so un- 1 gambling and rash speculation; and hence the !
lhird brother of the first Napoleon, and who

blight has not done the work of death, there
j pleasant, that one of the company urged upon ! assumption of superiority by many, their pre- 1

married Hortense, a daughter of the Empress
ought to be some pear trees now in their glory

} a very distinguished man present—a warm [ tensions as leaders in society, based on no. per- !
J"sepnine by her first husband, M. de Beau-

wmch I planted with my own hands. In some I fr;end of Webster—to get him into conversa- 1 sonal m jrit, but only on the fact that they are !
barnais.

sense, my garden was a missionary work. The
j ti0n. He needed to be jogged to become as } owners of large funds, or in the enjoyment of!

whole city was given over to politics and money-
[ lively as they wished. [large incomes. The domination of ignorant! The Salmon Fisheries.—In Great Britain it

making. I remember but two enthusiasts for
| This friend consented and spoke aloud to Mr. }

opulence, the demoralizing influence of unin- ! is calculated that a salmon represents a value
flowers Dr. Mears and old Mrs. Bobbs. I [Webster, asking him some questions that, instructed and vicious wealth, are imminently 1 equivalent to that of a good-sized sheep, with-
lived to see a very general taste spring up for

} ordinary circumstances and with ordinary men, }
dangerous, in a free country, especially. No- [ out imposing on any one the trouble of hous-

gardening, in part from the education and grow-} would have led to conversation, but it failed in} where, therefore, more than in a democracy, ! ing and feeding. Where proper means have
ing refinement of the city through its excellent } the present case. Tne dark Secretary of State } does the fact need to be dwelt upon that the } been used to facilitate the propagation of the

schools, and I hope also in some small measure
[ merely answered simply, and crept into his [ riches which tempt people to put on airs, spurn } salmon the increase has been very marked, the

from my labors. Daring my residence in In- [ cave again. [restraints, and yield themselves up to selfish } results in the case of the Scotch and Irish rivers

dianapolis, everybody kept pigs, and everybody 1 Again the gentleman, frightened by his fail- f caprices and impulses, are not necessarily proofs [ having beeu most striking.

.1 HI

Treatment of the Aged.—A little thoughtful attention, how happy it makes the old! They have outlived most of the friends of their early
youth. How lonely their hours ! Often their partners in life have long filled silent graves ; often their children they have followed to the
tomb. They stand solitary, bending on thoir staff, waiting till the same call sh ill re ich the n. H >w often they mu^t think of absent, lamented fa-

ces; of the love which cherished them, and the tears of sympathy that fell with theirs, now all gone! Why should not the young cling around
and comfort them, cheering the gloom with songs and happy smiles ?



1s The Farm and Fireside.

The Field.

VALUA3LE EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES,
j

Dr. Iluxiimcr, of New Castle, N. Y., fur-
j

nisbes us again with au account of some very
j

important experiments of his with potatoes,
j

and also with the tally of his crops reduced to
j

bushels per acre for each sort. We should
j

preface the specifications .of these results by
j

stating that Dr. H. is an accurate and scientific
j

experimenter and observer, and a good farmer,
j

His results have a scientific value.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS.

1. Out of 70 hills of potatoes, peeled so that
|

no eyes were visible, 35 grew. Some pi'o-j

duced very large potatoes. Tue planted pota-
j

toes remained, mostly, hard and firm till dig-;

ging time.

2. Oat of 80 hills, pieces cut without eyes, 13
j

hills grew. All of these sprouted on the cut!

surfaces, none through skin. (One large pota- j

toe, cut iu two lengthwise, sprouted on the cut!

side near, but below the skin, and there was
j

no sprout proceeding from a visible eye.)
j

3. Oat of 100 whole potatoes, 98 grew from i

the small end, and 2 at the side. With more
j

than half the number of potatoes planted
j

whole, only one eye grew, the rest remaining i

dormant.

-1. A potato does not always expend all ger-
j

rffinating power in one year.

5. We„ rot and dry rot are one and the same j

disease. Potatoes affected with the rot, will
j

rot dry when they are kept dry, and the same \

will rot wet when they are kept in a moist
j

place.

YIELD OF POTATOES IN 1 86G.

The following list is arranged in order of!

productiveness, and gives the number of years
!

the seed has been planted on the farm, and the !

amount of assorted, marketable potatoes

:

f
would not have produced crops worth harvest-

{ ing for the half of fifteen years.

The markets.

W00NS0CKET RETAIL MARKET.

Hav Tg ton...
Slriiw ton.
Coal H ton ..

Oats H bush.

Klour
Corn Meal.

.

R:

[For llic week ending March 8, 1867.]

farm rnoncoTS, fuel, Ac.

Wood W cord
KeanH quart
Potatoes
Onions

GBOCFEIE8, Ac.

..!fllal7 till I Raisins
*I 30 Molasses 4) gal
$1 50 | Y. H. Tea.

*M
tan

.$10 50al2 50
BtaSMo

Saleratus
Kerosene Oil

Cheese II 24c 1

Butter y tb 40, 42a45c
I

Codllsh 8c
Java Coffee %f lb. A 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10al2c

I

lOal.ic
!
Black Tea....

80c Oil £tgal
,...24c I Hold Weal...

Candles '$1 lb.

Eggs lb cloz.

.

Lard lb

Sugar lb..

MEAT8, Ac.

Beefsteak 18a25c I Hams
Beef, corned 10al5c Poultry
Tongues, clear 20c I Shoulders
.Mutton 9al4c I Sausages
Veal 10a20c Tripe
Pork, fresh 12al6c

I
Pork, salt

..$6a9 50
13c
90c
90c

. . . .22a25c
75a85c
*1 20

.80caifl 20
ifl 00
.$1 00

.. .25a50c
40c

....16acl8
....14al8c

,14alrc
.20a2Sc

15c
13c
11c
15c

Variety. Remarks.Years Bu. per
planted. acre.

Cuzco hti year '6&J No rot.

Monitor 1st year 263 Hotted badly.
Pinkeye Kuslycoat. .. 3d year 249 No rot.
White Peacb"B!ow...3d year 1W5 Rot.
hluke 3d year 215 No rot.

Peach Blow 3d year 200 Much rot.

Mercer 3d year 189 Much rot.
BulKley's Seedling—3d year lH>i Miieu rot.
Oaruet Chili 3d year 166 Rot.
Buckeye 3d year 150 Laten by gruba.
fcarly Goodrich 2d year 145 No rot.

Prairie Seedling 3d year 125 Rolled badly.
tarly Cottage 3d year 113 No rot.

Colebrook lBt year 109 Rot.
Blue Mercer 3d year 10a Rotted.
Gleason 1st year 95 No rot,poor location.
Jackson White 1st year 90 Rot.
nykeman 3d year 85 Little rot. .
Prince Albert 3d year 8U Rotted badly.
White Hock 3d year 75 No rut.

Rough and Heady 3d year 62 Rotted.
Larly Sovereign 2d year 57 No rot.

Early June 3d year 53 Poor location, no rot.

—

Agriculturist.

Grass Fields—How Long Can They be

Cropped Without Manuring?—This is cer-

tainly an important question with us, where so

many fields are annually cropped of their bur-

den of grass and no return made to the soil,

but the produce carried from the farm and

shipped to western markets ; after a few years

of such cropping we find our fields " running

out," as we term it ; and no wonder, for, as

the old adage has it, "how can we expect to

be continually drawing from the spigot if we
put nothing in at the bung ? " Tliere is a great

difference in our varieties of soil in regard to

"holding out" for grass. Our rocky, rough

uplands will maintain their fertility, and pro-

duce annually crops much longer than the

lower, sandy, and more friable soils, which, if

not top-dressed or cultivated every two years

or so, will soon be non-producing. The fact,

as regards the matter is, hay should never be

sold from the farm, not at least until its equiva-

lent is returned in some form of fertilizer. But
it is annually done ; so we are brought to the

consideration of the question at the head of

this article.

We have just been reading of a farmer in a

Western State who has cut and sold hay from
the same fields for fifteen years without re-

turning any manure to his acres. But, it is

added, that farmer never fed his fields; he
never allowed the aftermath or second crop to

be cut or fed off. Therein was the productive-

ness of his field. By cutting the grass early

the second crop obtained a good growth before

winter, and being allowed to remain, acted as

a mulch and fertilizer to the roots during the

cold, and decaying the next year was a good
manure for plants. If the second crop had
been cut or fed off, we venture to say his fields

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
March 6th, 1867.

At market for the current week: Cattle, 1310; Sheep and

Lambs, 6014 ;
Swine, 200.

PttlcES. Beef Cattle—Extra, $13.50@.f 14.00; first quajUy,

$12.75@$13.25; second quality, $11.50<a.f 12.50; third quality,

$ip.00@$11.00 %) 100 lbs (the total weight of hides, tallow and

dressed beef.)

Country Hides, 9w,9Xc?( ft. Country Tallow 7<<v7,!<c $ ft.
j

Brighton Hides, lOiSlOXc $ ft : Brighton Tallow, 7J4@8c I

¥ lb. |
Dry Sheep Skins, C0c@al.25; Wool Sheep Skins, .$1.75© =

$2.25 each. I

There is a larger supply of Beeves in market than there was f

one week ago, and trade has been very active. Prices remain I

unchanged from the last quotations. |

Stores—Nearly all the small Cattle tliat'are in a fair condition I

are bought up to slaughter. There is but a few Cattle sold for \

Siores at this season of the year.

Working Oxen—There Is a good demand for Working Oxen. \

We quote sales at $170, $175, $190, $200, $210, $220, $225, I

$230, $235, $250a$260 # pair.

Mll-CU Cows—Sales extra $85all5; ordinary $60a75: Store |

Cows $35a50. Prices of Milch Cows depend altogether upon =

the fancy of the purchaser. There Is a good supply of Cows in =

| market. =

| Sueep and Lamiis—The trade for sheep and lambs has i

= been active, but there was not so large a supply in market as 1

| last week. We quote sales at 5X, 6%, 6, 6>S, 63i, 7, 1%, 8, 8>.ia9 1

I cts T@ pair. |

\ Swine—There is a few Store Pigs in market, retailing at |

j 10al2c lb ; wholesale at 9Xc ft. \

I WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK I

WHOLESALE MARKET.
j

; There has been much irregularity and depression in the 1

= wholesale market during the past week. The demand has been =

| chiefly confined to domestic trade. The business done was on- =

= ly about one-fourth of the amount for the corresponding period =

I last year. Nearly all staple articles have been sold at a mate- |

= rial loss to the producers. f

: Flour has sold slowly, and under the anxiety to realize, the i

= low grades have again declined. They are much depressed at =

; the close, while family brands are quiet, but steady. The Btock \

\ is reduced, but is still large for the season. We quote extra =

i State at $9 80@ll 70 low grades; of Western extra, $9 50® \

1 10 90; shipping Ohio, $10 40@U 40; St. Louis extras, $12®16. j

1 California flour has been quite active, and with large offerings, \

l has declined. Much of this flour is of very superior quality, but =

\ is not popular with bakers, as it lacks strength. Good extras I

\ sells at $14@14 25. Southern flour has declined ten to fifteen
|

| cents a barrel, and sold slowly. I

1 Rye Floce has sold freely, and closes firm at $8®10 bbl, \

\ Corn Meal has declined and closes heavy. We quote Jer- \

| scy at $5 10®5 15, and Brandywine at $5 40(S5 45 afloat. =

\ Wheat opened steady, but to effect sales holders had to sub-
\

I mit to a decline, and there is only a moderate demand at the =

= concession. We quote No. 3 at $2 05@2 12; No. 2, at $2 18@ \

I 2 25; No. 1, $2 35; white California, $2 80@3 10; white Cana- |

] dian, $3®3 20; white Michigan, 43 20®3 30; amber State, $3 \

\ @3 08. The stock has been reduced about '00,000 of home I

| growth, while the supply of California lias been large. The =

| present stock is estimated at 2,100,000 bushels.

= Barley has been more active, chiefly for export, and the ;

i stock Is materially reduced. It is estimated at 1,500,000 bush- i

{ els. We quote Western at 82f^86c; Canada West, In bond, at \

| 92@93c, and 41 10(31 12; State, 9oC(^*l 18.

Rye has been more active and has improved Blightly. We I

\ quote Western at $1 12@1 18; State $1 28@1 32.

Oats have been quite active but at variable prices, closing |

: dull at the improvement. \

\ Corn has been pressed on the market, and under less favor- 1

I able news from Europe has fluctuated materially. Prices have I

| declined, and there is a good inquiry at the concession. =

| Provisions have improved, though not active. The stock is i

| less than was anticipated. We quote new mess at $21 38@ !

| 21 50, and old mess at $20 50.

Beef is In moderate supply and prices are firm.

Bacon has sold freely at full prices.

= Lard has been fairly active, but at lower prices,

g Dressed Hogs have advanced, and with light arrivals are in

I good demand.

I
Whiskey has been neglected, and is unsettled at the cloBe,

| Cotton has been inactive and irregular. Early in the week
I prices were unfavorable. At the close the market is firmer.

| Rio Coffee has advanced a quarter of a cent a pound. The
i stock is small.

WESTERN PRODUCE PRICES.

Chicago, March 6.—Provisions continue firm and prlc«B lend

upwards. Mens Pork advanced 12^(0, with cash Bales at 419' 25

<•> \'J 50. OuYringR of bulk meats light, hut market strong.—

Lard firm but quiet. Urvssed hogs unsettled. Hour steady

and firm for spring extras. Wheat advanced L@2c; market for

No. 2 Bpring closes Arm at $1 92 ; No. 1 ittffhg boM at 42 21 reg-

ular, and 42 27 for fresh receipts In elevator. Corn inactive

speculative demand; sales No. 1 at 78>&f<i;79^c, closing firm

with few buyers at 7y?4 c. Oats steady and quiet, closing at 41c

for No. 2. Receipts to-day, 2,400 bbls. flour, 8,600 centals

:
wheat, 15,U0O centals corn, 1,700 centals oats, 4,400 hogs. Shlp-

ments—7,000 bbls. flour, 8,000 centals wheat, 1,800 centals com,
i 1,800 centals oats.

THE COAL TRADE.
While coat has been reduced $1 ^ ton at Poltsvllle and

i
Schuylkill Haven, from the correBponding prices of last year,

i this season, the railroad opens her spring rates at a reduction

!
of only 3fcc ton. The result is, that while all the New York

I companies arc full of orders, the trade here 1b paralyzed.—

i
Coastwise freights have not yet settled to a uniform rate, and

;

may be^quoted at 42 50(52 75 ton to Boston. We learn that

|

freights and tolls by the Schuylkill Navigation Company have

I

been fixed, but not yet officially announced, as follows: from
i Schuylkill Haven to Philadelphia $1 ; from Philadelphia to New

|

York $2 20, total $3 20. Out of which they allow a drawback

I on shipments to New York of 20c 39 t<>». Anthracite coal on

i

board of vessels at Port Richmond we quote as foliowr : 44 50

i (S5 00 for white ash, and $4 75rn'a5 25 for red ash, according

|

to quality.—[Philadelphia North American.

Marriages.

In Woonsocket, Mr. Edwin F. Mower to Miss Sarah H. i

Pond, boih of MUford.

In Lonsd«l«. l«th ult., by Rev. W. W. Sever. George A.
j

Swan to Caroline S.. daughter of James S. Piuge. all of
i

North Providence. '^7th ult., in Christ church, bv the same. On-
j

ville L. Remicx to Mary S., daughter of James Anderson,
j

all of L. 2Hh ult.. bv the same. Jesse t;. Barker to Carrie I

[>.. daughter of Thom as Clarke, both of Pawtucket. 3d inst., !

George E. Eddy of SmUhiield, to Olivia B., daughter of Ste- i

then B. Swan, of North Providence.

In SlatersviUe. 18th ult., by Rev. E. A. Buck. Mr. John G. i

Bui fvm of Pouglass, Mass., to Mies Henrietta Dunn of N.
|

Hoosao, N. Y.

In Glocester. 16th ult.. by W. W. Burlingame. Mr. ALBERT i

H. Smith to Miss Hannah C. Sweet, both of Glocester.

In Springfield. Mass.. Mr. W. J. Beadiiuicy to Miss Mary E. i

Rounds, daughter of A. C. Roi~ni»s, Esq., of Milford.

At St. John's Rectory, Millville, Mass., on Sunday. 3d inst., bv i

the Rev. George Rnmney, Hem'.y N. Holkrook to Eliv.a ll. i

TUCKER, both of Blackstone.

In Portsmouth, 12th ult.. bv Rev. Pr. Geo. W. Chevers, Rec-
j

tor of St. Paul's church. Mr. I hank Hilliard. of Portsmouth, i

to Miss Nellie L. Thayer, formerly of Woonsocket.

In Pawtucket, 25th ult., Mr. Joseph H. Gardner of Paw-
i

tucket, to Miss Eliza F. Cotton of North Providence.

In Frederick, Md.. 2*ith ult., John A. Tompkins, formerly of i

Providence. R. I., to Axne, daughter of Gen. Edward Shri- i

V£K of Baltimore.

In River Point, 3d ult., by Rev. J. K. Aldrich. Mr. William
\

T. Mills, of Centrevllle, to Miss Jane D. McKay, of River
I

Point.

In Blackstone. 24th ult., Mrs. DlANNA Aldrich, wife of Mr.
j

Marvel Aldrich, aged 51 years and 11 months.

Drowned in Pawtucket, 21st ult.. James SHERRY, onlv child
j

of James and Margaret Sherry, in the 3d year of his age.
;

In Millville. 4th inst., Mrs. Dency* F., wlfeof Ertus Lamh, i

aged 61 years and 10 months.

In Burrillville, Jan. 7th, Mrs Sarah Keith, aged 86 years.

Tn Providence. 2^th ult., Mary C, widow of Capt. Rokert
j

Purkis. in the 80th year of her age: Sarah Lookwood, eld- i

est daughter of Wm. J. and Emily W. Harris, aged 30.

In Coventry, 2d inst., Gbadiad Potter, aged 32 years.

In West Dedham, Feb. 24th. Mrs. Betsey Baker, 80 years,
j

At the age of 12 she braided for herself a straw bonnet, the first
\

ever braided In the United States.

In Pomfret, Conn., Feb. 16th, Mrs. Susan Johnson, aged 70. :

In Smithfield, 27th ult.. Caroline Augubta, wife of Benja- i

min Wilhlr, in the 38th year of her age.

In Providence, 27th ult.. Edward Barnes Jackson, in the j

42dyear of his age ; 4th inst., James Coleman Bioelow, In I

the 52d year of his age. j

Iu Johnston, 28th ult., Hannah Harris, widow of Captain i

Christopher Harris, in the 72d year of her age.

In Seekonk, 4th inst., Sarah Brown, widow of the late Thi-
j

lemon Brown, in the 87th year of her age.

In Millbury, Susan Peoal, wife of Thomas Proal, aged 81.
j

In Webster, Feb. 28, Dr. J. G. Hart, aged 38 years.

In Sonora, California, Jan. 5th, of consumption, GEORGE O. I

Fay of Holliston, Mass., aged 23 years.
j

The* American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OP THE

THE PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
COMPANY became fully convinced, several yeara ago, that
consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many and loo
large profits on these articles of every day consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
PANY, to do awAr. as far as possible, with these enormous
drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these
necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have been
made in the Tea trade, we will start w.th the American houses,
leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the Chinese
factors.

1st. The American House in China or Japan makes large
profits on their sales or sbipments-and some of the richest re-
tired merchants in this country huve made their Immense for-
tunes through the'r houses In i hlna,

ad. The Hanker makes large profits upon the foreign ei-
change used in the purchase of Teas.
3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent in many

Cases.
4th. On its arrival (I Is sold by the cargo, and the Purchaser

sells to the Speculator in involcrvof l.uoo to 2,C0O packages, at
an average profit of about 111 percent.
5th. The Speculator sHls to ihe Wholesale Tea Peahr In

lines at a profit of into 15 pi r cent.
6th. The Wholesale Tea I ealer sells it to Ihe Wholesale

Grocer In lots to sutl the trade, nt a profit of about 10 per cent.
7th. The Wholesale Grocer sells It to the Retail Dealer at a

profit of 15 to 25 per cent.
8tb. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for all the profit he

can get.

When you have added to these eight profits as many broker-
ages, cartages, Btorages, cooperages, and waste, and add the
original cost of the Tea, It will be perceived what the consumer
has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so
very much lower than small dealers.

We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with
the exception of a Bmall commission paid for purchasing to our
correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and a email

profit to ourselves—which, on our largo sales, will amply pay us.

Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-
try, consumers in all parts of the United States can receive

their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense
of transportation) as though they bought them at our Ware-
houses in this city.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a
club. The answer Is simply this : Let each person wishing to

join in a club say how much tea or coffee he wants, and select

the kind and price from our Price List, as published in the pa-

per or iu our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts
plainly on a list, aud when the club is complete send it to ns by
mail and we will put each party'B goods In separate packages,

and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need be

no confusion in their distribution—each party getting exactly

what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the

members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be Bent by drafts

on New-York, by Post Office money orders, or by Express, as
may suit the convenience of the Club. Or If the amount order-

ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired, send the goods by
Express, to " collect on deliverY."

Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party
getting up the club. Our profits are small, but wo will be as
'iberalas we can afford. Wc send no complimentary pack-
age for Clubs lets than $20.

"Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

Custom-House stores to our warehouse.

FLOUR OF BONE AS A FERTILIZER.—Mb. S. N. HUB-
BARD. Brlmfield, Mass., says: "I will acknowledge the

receipt of the h lour of Bonk" from you last spring, which I

have tried on Corn. Potatoes, Cabbage/Turnips and (irass and
am satisfied that it is a very valuable fertilizer.* The pure,
DNllUBNT, unadulterated I LOUR O BONE is made sole-

ly by the BOSTON MILLING AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
who guarantee its purity'. General Agency, 8 Central Street,
Boston, Mass. [3ra-8

Massachusetts*

QOLLINS, BLISS & CO.,

PRODUCE AN1» COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
CASH ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENTS.

NEW YORK CATTLE MARKET.
| New York, March 4.—Beef Cattle—Market opened with j

= considerable firmness but grew weak, and at the close prices !

|
declined fully lc, the market remaining dull and depressed at

j

I
the decline

; prices ranged from 17#c for choice down to 13c— I

= Receipts 6130 head.

; Sheep—The market closed firm, priceB having slightly de-
j

| clined; sales at 7?£c for common, and 9'.iC for prime. Receipts ;

I 17,709 head.

| Hogs—Sales slow, with a downward tendency, at 8@8$eC— \

3 Receipts 13,903. '

| 233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

| NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.
= It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar-
5 ket. Its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

= sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-

| Ing or Injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
| stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

| permanently enrich the soil.

I Pbioe $G0 pee Ton.

1 C3?~ Send for Circular giving full particulars.

| March 9, 1667. 3m-we-9

View 'Hrsey.

QTRAWBERRY, RASPBERRY, ANDO BLACKBERRY PLANTS.
Of the best and most reliable varieties, grown with especial
care as lo purity and strength. No plants sent out but what
will give satisfaction, and at as low rates as any. Prices to
suit the wholesale—prices to suit the retail; and £l6 worth sent
tor $10, to suit those who wish familv lists. Catalogues free.—
Send for one. THUS. C. ANDREWS,

Moorestown, N. J.
March 9, 1867. 2w-p.twe-9

The Company have selected the following kinds from their
Etock, which they recommend to meet the wants of ClubB.
They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company Bell
them in New-York, as the list of prices will show.
AU goods sold are warrented to give satisfaction.

PRJC'tC J.JST :

YOUNG HYSON (Green), Wc., 90c. 81, $1 10. best $1 25 # H.
GREEN TEAS, 80c, 90c., sfl, $1 10. best $1 25 W lb.
MIXED, 70c, 80c, 90C., best 41 53 lb.

JAPAN. $1, !?1 10. bast * 1 25 V to.

OOLONG (Black). 70c.. 80c. 90c, best $1 H lb.
IMPERIAL (Green), best $1 25 59 it..

ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, 41, $1 10, beBt,
$1 20 $ lb.

GUNPOWDER (Green), $1 25. best, ^1 50.

\ These Teas are chosen for their intrinsic worth, keeping in

\ mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure In drink-
: ing them.
1 Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal satis-
E faction, and suit all tastes, being composed ot the best Foo-
| Chow Blacks and Moynne Greens. 1-ngliBh Breakfast is not
: recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for
j
that kind of Tea, although it is the finest imported.

\ Customers can save from 50c to $1 per rh by purchasing their

| Teas of the

TUE GllEAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,

NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.
Post-Office Box No. 5,643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

= Ground Coffee, 20c, 26c., 30c, 3."c. best 4Cc. per pound.
= Hotels. Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and families who uso
I large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that art cle by Ui-
! ing our rench Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at
I the low price of 30c per pound, and warrant to give perfect
I satisfaction.

Club Order*.
I Washington, Pa., Nov. 10. 1866.
; To the Great American Tea Companv,

Nos. 31 aud 33 Vesey-hU. Sew-York.
Gents : I forward you my fourth order and could have

I
doubled It If I had collected any. as your Teas take the lead la

;
the market, we feel it a saving of jjsl per pound. Please accept

|
my thankB for the complimentary package. Address by Ex-

i preBS, Martin Luther, Washington, Pa.
MARTIN LUTHER.

! 10 lb Young Hyson, in pound packages at $1 25. , . .$12 50
;

6 lb Young Hyson Dallas Jackson at 1 25 6 BO
i 2 lb Young Hyson Henry Herr.ck at 1 25.... 2 50
; 2 tb Young Hyson George Murphy at 1 25 2 60
;

1 Hi Young Hyson E. Dye at 1 25.... 1 25
!
2 lb Young Hyson. .... .Samuel Decker at 1 25.... 2 50

j
1 lb Young Hyson Samuel Aroon at 1 26..-. 1 26

j
1 tb Young Hyson Henry Whealley. . .at 1 25 1 25

|
7 tb Young HvBon Morgan Haves at 1 25.... 8 75

j
2 tb Young Hyson John Natten at 1 25.... 2 60

j
4 tb Young Hvson Mark Combs at 1 2ft 6 00

I

2 tb Young Hvson John Allen at 1 25 2 60
8 tb Young Hyson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 00
2 lb Oolong, best Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 00
2 tb Young Hyson O. Bavland at 1 25.... 2 60
2 tb Oolong, best O. Bavland at 1 00 2 00
2 tb Young Hyson J. Rlclilein at 1 25 2 50
2 tb Young Hvson Mr. Guyton at 1 25.... 2 60
2 tb Young Hyson Edward Murphy... at 1 25 2 50
2 tb Young Hvson Mrs Murphy at 1 25 . . . 2 50
5 rh Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00 5 00
2 tb Oolong, best Separate package... at 1 00 2 00
5 tb Ground Coffee Separate package. . .at 35 1 75

$84 00

We call special notice to the fact that ourVesey-Bl. Store

is at Nos. 31 and 33 Yesey-st., corner of Church-st.—laege
double store. 3m-5

Few theological definitions could bear the palm from that of a priest who having preached a sermon on miracles, was asked bv one of his congregation
walking homeward, to explain a little more lucidly what he meant. "Is it a miracle you want to understand," said the priest. "Walk on. then, foruinst me,
and I '11 think how I can explain it to you." The man walked on, and the priest came behind him and gave him a tremendous kick. "TJugh !

" roared the
sufferer, " why did you do that ? " "Did you feel it ?

rt

.said the priest. " To be sure I did," replied the unhappy disciple. " Well, then, remember this.

—

It would have been a * miracle' if you had not"
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NIGHT SOIL.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY ALEXANDER HYDE, LEE, MASS.

Theub is no question that manure is the ba-

sis of good farming. Show us the farm with

the largest piles of manure, and we will show

you the farm with the largest crops. Iti the

early settlement of our country,.the soil beiug

in an' inexhausted condition, our fathers did

not realize the value of manure, and fell into

slovenly habits in its manufacture and preser-

vation, and the childreu very naturally have

perpetuated these habits. With the altered

condition of the soil, consequent upon long

culture, the value of manure is more highly

appreciated; still, the majority of farmers fail

in their estimation of what constitutes the

great secret of their success.

We desire, in this article, to call attention to

one- source of manure, which is, perhaps,

more undervalued than any other, viz: the

privy mult. The neglect of this most valua-

ble source of supply arises partly from igno-

rance- of its real worth and partly from the dis-

agreeable odor arising from handling it. Oft-

entimes the blessings nearest home are the

most lightly esteemed. While we are sending

ships to the Pacific Ocean to bring back guano,

the- deposit of birds on the islands of that dis-

tant sea, we lightly esteem the deposits in our

own hen-houses and privies. We send to New
York to buy urate and poudrette, when we
have material for the manufacture of the same
articles on our own premises. Urate is merely
human urine in which gypsum has been mixed,
the whole allowed to stand and ferment for a
few days, the liquid poured off and the solid

part dried. Tnere is no question of the value

of this article of commerce ; but the process
of manufacture is a wasteful one, as the gyp-
sum does not absorb ail the ammonia genera-
ted in the fermentation, and the liguid portion,

which is thrown away, must contain many
valuable salts in solution. In the neighbor-
hood of our large cities, the solid excrements
from the privies are dried, and mixed with
some deodorizing substance, and sold under the

name of poudrette. Of its great value, all who
have used it are willing to bear testimony.

—

Bat in the process of manufacture there is

waste of valuable gases and opportunity for

adulteration. Way not manufacture our own
urate- and poudrette ? AVe shall then know
what we have and save nine-tenths of the ex-

pease. Tiie urine of a man is estimated to be
one thousand pounds a year, a^d its composi-
tion is

Jf
ater 933
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17
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The urea, upon which mainly depends the

value of urine, is a white, salt-like substance,

and contains nearly fifty per cent, of nitrogen,

and is therefore far richer than flesh, blood or
any of the fertilizing substances so highly

prized for their ammonia. Tne quantity of
urine voided by a man is estimated to be the

same as that of a horse, and is much richer in

fertilizing material. Tne saving of this would
be a national blessing ; and the increased pro-
ducts arising from its careful preservation and
application to the soil, would soon pay off our
national debt. As the case now is, it is most-
ly lost. In our large cities the great majority
is carried off by sewers into the sea, and the

land is robbed of a vast amount of fertilizing

material. In fish, seaweed, etc., we do not
get back one tithe of what we give. No won-
der the land is impoverished by the great tax

thus willessly paid the sea. In our villages

and rural homes the case is not much better.

—

The sea does not indeed swallow up the urea,

but in the great majority of cases, it is left to

pollute the air ; and if nature was not more
provident than man, and with every rain and
snow did not restore it to the earth, our land

would be in a worse plight than it is.

The solid excrements found in our privies

are more highly esteemed and more generally

used, but they are far from being economically
j

preserved or rightly valued. Those in our|

cities also mostly go into the sea. The Chi-
j

nese, whom we despise and aie scarcely wil-|

ling to allow a foothold on our shores, can |

teach us some lessons in saving manure from \

this source. It is a little singular that England,
j

with its great love of agriculture, should waste
j

night soil enough from the city of London

!

'alone to manure highly more than a million of;

acres. Paris is more provident, and its ar-j

rangements for saving the fecal matter are ex-
j

cellent. The business is intrusted to contract- j

ors, whose duty it is to clean the vaults of all j

who apply to them. The business is done at-
j

ter 1 1 o'clock at night. The vehicle in which
;

the night soil is conveyed, is a large, tight cask,
;

which is driven to the door and a long leather

j

hose is carried to the vault, and the air being

j

exhausted from the tube, the fecal matter, in a

j

semi-liquid state, is passed through it directly I

to the cask, by atmospheric pressure. The I

carts are required to arrive at the general depot
j

outside of the city, before daylight, where it is j

deodorized, dried and sold to the farmers.—
j

Near our large villages there is an abundance
I

of this fecal matter which can be had for the

j

mere hauling, and were it Jot for the stench, it
j

would be extensively used. This objection

!

can easily be obviated. Let every household-

1

er keep near his privy a barrel of charcoal i

dust, gypsum, coal ashes, or even sand, and ev-
\

ery day or two throw into the vault sufficient
j

to absorb the effluvia. The cleanliness of his

premises will be promoted, and a compost will

be made, which he will find little trouble in re-

j

moving. No fanner of common sense will ob-

ject to removing it, nor will he need to take a

smelling bottle with Aim either. The vault

should be so constructed that no water can run

in to dilute and leach the night soil. An ordi-

nary family of six persons will consume four

or five barrels of flour and a thousand pounds

of meat in a year, and this highly nutritious

food necessarily produces a fecal deposit of ex-

ceeding richness. The more nutritious thei

food, the richer the deposit. It requires the

!

average product of an acre of wheat to supply
j

flour for an ordinary family, and the vault of

such a family should furnish sufficient manure,
I

if rightly composted, to keep an acre of land

j

in good heart ; for the vault receives not only I

the refuse of the acre of wheat, but the refuse
)

also of all the meat, vegetables and fruit con-
j

sumed in the family. But in order to this the
j

ammonia, sulphurated hydrogen and other i

gases, must be retained by some absorbent fre- i

quently thrown into the vault, especially in

j

the warm season, when fermentation goes on

rapidly. We have found charcoal dust a cheap
|

and excellent absorbent. In the neighborhood

of charcoal pits and furnaces it can be obtain-

ed for a trifle. Dry muck answers much the

same purpose and is more abundant. What-
ever is used, should be used freely. Night

soil is too concentrated a manure to be applied

to vegetation without great dilution: If it is

to be used on a clay soil, nothing is better for

composting it than dry sand, in the proportion

of three or four of sand to one of night soil.—

In these days of high prices for farm and gar-

den products, it is a shame to neglect this

abundant source of fertility, and it will be for-

tunate for New England when the prejudice

against the use of night soil is overcome, and

a more systematic mode for its preservation is

generally adopted.

March, 18G7.

Grafting Wax—Scions—Tallow, rosin and
j

beeswax mixed in equal parts, or with a little
\

more tallow to make the wax softer, are the j

ingredients of grafting wax. Melt them to-

j

gether and then wort it. with the hands. Sci-

j

ons may be cut at any time in the Winter ; !

they should be cut before the sap starts in the
!

least. Keep them in fine soil in the cellar till

!

wanted for use.
j

The Wild Grasses of the West.—A Kan-
j

sas correspondent of the New York Tribune
j

says that wild grasses improve in quality as|

one goes West. As far West as Colorado the
j

dead grass is nearly as good as oats. In Kan-
j

sas some good farmers think the native grass as |

valuable as timothy. '=

Leather.—Curing Green Hides.—A great

many butchers, wool dealers, &c, are pur-

chasers of hides off the beef in the country

towns, and we often get from them inquiries

as to the proper and most profitable method of

curing the hide and preparing it for the mar-

ket. A great many butchers do not use proper

care in this branch, and the consequence is

that the hides will not pass city inspection,

owing entirely to the ignorance or carelessness

of the person who prepared them for the mar-

ket. The proper way to salt hides is to lay

them out flat, flesh side up, and form a nearly

square bed, say twelve by fifteen feet, folding

in the edges so as to make them lay out flat.

—

Sprinkle the hide with two or three shovelsful

of coarse salt, as the size may require—say for

a sixty to eighty pound hide, from ten to fif-

teen pounds of salt. At any rate cover the

hide well, as it need not be wasted ; then let

them remain in this from fifteen to twenty

days, after which take them up, shake the salt

out, and use it again.-

—

Shoe and Leather Re-

porter.

Protection to Roofs.—Shingled roofs soon

acquire a furze, which operating as a sort of

(tarn in we( weather, retains the water and

causes the shingles to rot early ; and when dry

it is like tinder, on which a spark falling from

the chimney will suddenly set the roof on fire.

To guard against both of thesi liabilties, take

an opportunity just before a rain, to sprinkle a

coating of air-slacked lime all over the surface

of the roof. The rain and lime will remove

the furze, making the surface clear and smooth,

and the limewater, penetrating the shingle, will

preserve the wood for many years, if the prac-

tice is occasionally renewed.

Thirty Years of Prosperity.—1 he San

Antonio (Texas) Express, speaking of dry sea-

sons and crops, has the following

:

"There is a tradition among the old settlers

of this frontier that the seasons of prosperity

in agriculture are periodical. According to

the tradition, there are ten years' drouth out

of every forty years. The section has just

passed through more than ten years of unusu-

al severe drouth. We are about to enter thir-

ty years of prosperity. Our farmers should be

' setting their houses in order,' fitting up their

fences, preparatory to the fine crops to come."

The Crops in Mississippi.—A private letter

from Camargo, Monroe county, Mississippi,

says: "The farmers have not succeeded in

getting half enough labor to cultivate their

farms, and the prospect is that the next crop

will be much shorter than the last."

A Farmer's Toast.—At an agricultural din-

ner the following toast was given: "The
game of fortune. Shuffle the cards as you will,

spades must win."

Ehode Island,

ILL RIVER IRO
WOONSOCKET, E. I.

WORKS
W. A. HENNESSEY, PEOrElETOE.

Manufacturer of FLUE and TUBULAR STEAM BOILERS,
OIL and WATER TANKS, WATER FIFE and PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

Boilers repaired in a thorough manner at short notice.

Snor at Noetii End, neae Haeeis's New Mill.

Refers by permission to

Rice, Baeton & Co., Machinists and Boiler Makera, Worces-
ter, Mass.

Bellows & Wiiitc.omb. Engineers, Worcester, Mass.
C. W. Kimball, Esq., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory,

Springlield, Mass.
Hon. E. Haeeib, Woonsocket.

MAUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

WHITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and
sold in small or large lots, bv W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867- S2 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

FARMER WANTED.—A faithful and skillful farmer is
wanted to take charge of a farm. His wife to understand

making butter and the care of poultry.
Address Box No. 3.

Providence Post Office.
February 16, 1867. 3w6.

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
largest in the market. I'rice. 25 cents a paper. Raised

i and sold by W. E. BARRETT A CO.
Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7

WE. BARRETT A CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
.Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, ( base's Two

i Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,
j dealers in all. kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at
! 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Aenold. dealer
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's

and Cylinder Plows and Castings; Shares s Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes. Cultivators. Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters. Ganien
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, 1 orks, Iron Bars™c.

Holder's Block. Main Street,
Woonsocket, R. I.

IKOAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BAKkETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. £

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

= S2 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

I TTUBBARn, BLAKE & CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
= XT the best in market, are for sale in lots or bv single dozens,
= by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BAKKhTT & CO.,
= 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Advertising: Bepartme»t
|

| Massachusetts,

j

J>
A R E AND BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS,

| SELECT VEGETABLES.

| B. K. BLISS,
jlmporter and Dealer in. Garden, Field
= and Flower Seeds,

I Would invite attention to his large and well selected assort-

I ment of the above, comprising the newest and most approved

I varieties, both of European and Home Productions, the quality

j^of which cannot be surpassed. For a list of which, see his

| ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE AND GUIDE TO THE

} FLOWER AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

| The Tiiibteentii Annual Edition, enlarged and im-
I proved, contains 124 pages of closely printed matter, Beatjti-
i folly Illuutratkd with 100 engravings, also a splendid
= frontispiece of a group of recent novelties- and a descriptive

I list of Two Thousand varieties of Garden and i lower
| Seeds, embracing all the new varieties worthy of cultiva-
= tion introduced the past season—with explicit directions for
= their culture— also a list of one Hundbed and Twenty-
| five varieties of Feencii Hybbid Gladiolus, includ-
I ing the leading novelties of the past season, with many other
= Summer m.oweeing- Bulbs- consisting of Amaryllis, Tu-
= heroses. T IGEID1AS — Lilies in great variety, etc. To which
= is added a list of the choicest varieties of Grapes Strawber-
I Ries, Raspbeekies. and other Small i edits, Bedding
= Plants, etc., etc.. cultivated at his gardens, with much other
= useful inf- rmation upon the subject of gardening generally,
= which will be found useful to all engaged in the delightful occu-
= pation of gardening. A copy of the Catalogue will be mailed to

I all applicants enclosing Twenty-Five Cents. Our regular
= customers supplied without charge. Address
= B. K. BLISS,

Drawer No. 11, P. O., Springfield, Mass.
February 23, 1867. 4w-ee-7

S
OOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

Sheeii^shToljaecd
the best known ee.medy foe

I TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT,
\ should be used by all Farmers on

jSHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

\ This pure preparation ha3 been successfully used for
= years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

| according to directions.

It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It frill improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

It kills TICKS on Sheep.

It cures SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

Vines.

For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

(t^~ ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT
POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

JAMES F. LEVIN,
23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

For sale by Kendall A Whitney, Portland, Me.; N. S.
Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; Simonds A Co., Mtzwilliam, N. H.
March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

"UERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
X the best in'use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

TRIPED LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.
The experience of the past season fully confirms all that we

= stated in reference to this beautiful plant, when introducing it

= to the public last spring; and we are in receipt of many flatter-

= ing letters from the leading Florists in Europe, all of whom
| agree that it is the finest plant for decorative purposes that has
= been introduced for many years. Certificates of Merit and uu-
I merous Prizes have been awarded to Exhibitors at the various

| English and Continental exhibitions, not the least of which was
= that of the 11 Royal Horticultural Society's International Show,"
| all grown from seed furnished by us last Bpring to our European
I correspondents.
I "Cosmos," Agricultural Editor of the Saturday Evening
= Post, writes us that it is superior to any other fur table use, as
= green corn.
I Packets containing about 40 seeds, 25 cents.
= Prices to the Trade, in bulk or in packets, will be given upon
I application.
= B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.
I February 23, 1867. 4t-ee-7

1M

Fminstjtoama*

ENDENHALL'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTINGHAND LOOM.
| In these days of Shoddy, and high priced goods, every fami-

| ly in the country should have one.

| HALF THE COST

| of clothing a family can be saved by its use. It Is simple and
I durable, easily understood, and easy to operate. No skill is re-

= quired to weave with it beyond the simple turning of an easy
: crank.
: %3£T FEOM 15 TO 35 YARDS OAN IiK WOVEN ON IT IN A
I DAY.

.

= FARMERS!
| don't sell your wool and buy Shoddy, when with one of these

j Looms in your house the Girls can make all the clothing for

: the family, and much better quality, at half price.

; By late improvements, Rag Cabpets can be woven with the
= Fly Shuttle.
j For circulars, price list, and samples of cloth woven on the

: Loom, address with stamp, A. B. GATES A CO.,

j 333 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

| Also, Dealers in Cotton Warp, Wool and Flax Filling Yarns,
= Reeds, Harness and Loom findings generally.
" March 2, 1867. pAw-tf

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—.$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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THE CONESTOGA HORSE.

We present above as perfect a picture as

can be made of as good a specimen of this fa-

mous Pennsylvania Horse as the country af-

fords. He is a noble animal, and handsome,

too—not symmetrically beautiful,, certainly, as

a turf animal, or member of a fancy stud: But

making utility the standard of good looks, the

"Conestoga" is unquestionably a very fine

looking animal. The artists—both designer

and engraver—have been unusually happy iu

presenting his servicable points so clearly.—

Any one having a respectable knowledge of

our next best friend in the animal family, will

be able at a glance to pronounce upon the

good qualities of such an animal as our en-

graving presents. Evidence of endurance, do-

cility, great strength and intelligence, are pat-

ent in every prominent feature
;

showing the

animal to be very nearly perfect as a roadster,

and unsurpassed as a draught or farm horse.

We have heard those who " talked horse
"

glibly enough, and who professed to know all

of equine ethics and economy that need be

known, speak of the " Conestoga" as being of

a particular breed or strain, having a genealog-

ical tree, and ancestral line, as the Eclipse,

Duroc, Black Hawk animals; and perhaps

three-fourths of those who actually own, and

have been familiar with Conestoga horses all

their lives, believe that they are descended

through a long line of ancestors from a famous

sire who bore the name of Conestoga. This

popular opinion is an error—of no very grave

importance, certainly, but one that it were as

well, perhaps, to correct, in view of the fact

that first clas3 "Conestoga" horses can be at

any time manufactured in a great many other

sections of the United States, at any time, and

! just as good horses as were ever born and bred

i in Lancaster county, Pennsylvania.

| The original animals of this name had many

|
makers, and were improved through many

I
equine generations before they came to be

I known as Conestogas
;
which, after all, is only

I colloquial provincialism, attached to the ani-

1 mals from a particular territory ; much in the

i manner that all flour coming into Baltimore,

I and passing inspection in Howard Street, be-

| comes arbitrarily " Howard Street Flour
;

" or

I the coffee sent from six Brazilian provinces to

! be shipped from Rio de Janeiro, becomes, per

! se, Rio coffee.

| The early inhabitants of that region of Penn-

I sylvania lying along the Conestoga river, now
i within the limits of Lancaster county, having

[ long distances, over rough, rugged roads, to

f go to mill and market, found that horses some-

| thing considerably better than the mediocre

I breed of animals which they -had originally ob-

I
tained from the older settlements iu Delaware,

1 were becoming, and unquestionably going to

I continue for an indefinite period, an arbitrary

1 necessity of their section of country. So the
]

I "Conestogans," as the first settlers of that sec-j

| tion of Pennsylvania were called, being enter-

1

I prising, and intelligent beyond their surround-
\

| ing neighbors—a characteristic, by-the-by, that

!

| holds good in their descendants—set about i

1 with such means as they had at command, to
j

1 achieve the animal their wants demanded. As
\

I they had no blooded thorough breds or ceie-

!

I brated English sires, and Flanders dams to re-
j

1 sort to, they substituted the best domestic ma-
\

1 terial they had, with such success that in the
j

I course of a few years there came into common
1 use not only in Lancaster county, but through-

"out.a large portion of middle and eastern

Pennsylvania, a better class of road and heavy

draught farm horses than could have been ob-

tained from the best imported animals.

As, however, the ancestry of the improved

"Conestoga" was in nothing superior to the

ordinary farm stock of Delaware, and the low-

er portions of Pennsylvania, other means than

mere breeding from the best they had among
I hem had to be resorted to, in order to bring

up the equine standard to what they required.

These were better housing, feeding and care,

and a more thorough system of training for

Hie service required, than our early American

farmers elsewhere were in the habit of prac-

ticing with their farm horses. So universal be-

came the rule of comfort, cleanliness, kind-

ness, warm stabling, and judicious and liberal

feeding with the settlers among whom the

Conestoga originated, that the man who tailed

to follow the prevailing fashion, and in any
manner misused, or neglected his horses, in-

evitably lost caste in the community, and be-

came a moral and social out-law. Much of

this commendable spirit of kindness to their

cattle has been a characteristic of a large class

of Lancaster county farmers ever since, down
to the present day.

As time passed, the country became settled

westward, its resources became rapidly de-

veloped, and intercourse between the then dis-

tant points demanded that means of transit

more expeditious than the primitive Penn-
sylvania four and six horse team, and heavy
canvas covered wagon, looming up along the

road like a first-clas3 sloop of war, should be

called into requisition. So public spirit in-

augurated turnpikes ; Government established

post routes, and private enterprise put on mail

| and passenger coaches to traverse the country

I at the rate of eight miles an hour.

| "The Conestogas will never do for such

I speed as these mail routes require," said the

| Lancastrians, so they set about quickening

j their gait by breeding their marcs with lighter

i built, imported horses. Faster travellers being

I the intention, the object was attained, but at

j the expense of endurance, strength and some-
{ thing of docility.

! In the rapid march of progress the iron

I horse superseded post coaches, and the an-

]
cieut, lumbering six horse teams ; so that the

! second revised edition of " Conestogas," went

|
out of demand and gradually out of existence

;

[
leaving of the earlier, and for all draught and

I farm purposes, the far better, elder race, fewer

{in number than the actual wants of the com-
{ munity required.

j
Although we frequently come upon genuine

{
" Conestogas," in all sections of Pennylvauia,

j oftenest cast of the Alleghanies, and ten times

j
during a busy day we may come in contact

| with a noble horse, bearing all the better points

[of a real Conestoga,. dragging a heavily Ioad-

1 ed dray through the streets of Philadelphia,

I
New York or Boston

;
yet the race is gradual-

! ly disappearing under the influence of a mania

;
—it is little better—for lighter, livelier, higher

! priced fancy half and quarter breeds ; well

|
enough for show on fashionable drives, but

j incapable of a tithe of the real service render-

! cd by the fine, noble Conestogas, which so

|
many fanners are foolishly discarding. We are

! glad to learn, however, from a visit to the

I region where these superior animals originated,

! that there, in a large majority of instances,

i the "Conestoga" is still a great favorite with

practical, intelligent farmers.

Nevep. Idle.—The good farmer cannot be a loafer, and thrive. Pnining, draining, killing weeds, making walls, gettin" out muck, preparing the
manure heap, cutting bushes and cleaning up around the walls

;
battening up the cracks of the old barn to keep the cattle "and horses from freezing;

giving the swine a warm pen ;
allowing no leaks, if a shingle can be found, and no broken panes for the ornamental work of old hats and rags, if a

square of glass can be obtained, are a few of the fair weather jobs which claim his attention during the recess of the harvest seasons. The foul weath-
er jobs are nearly as numerous, and their claims nearly as urgent on the attention of every tidy, thriving farmer.
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horticulture,
HILL CULTURE OF STRAWBERRIES. The $ptxmii.

1 things useful and needed to sustain life, than to
j

! employ it on things, which, like flowers, are
{

I
A quaint old friend used to remark to us that i intended only to look at and please the eye/i'"'~~~

RHODE ISLAND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. | « the best way to do a thing was good as any." j 'But why,' would we ask, ' why should not the
| yorker states the following case to enforce—

| We have long been satisfied that this would ap-
j
eye be pleased T What pleasures more pure,

j gome gengible advice ^ Rested, we
The Society met on Wednesday evening,

j pjy to strawberry raising, and that what, is term- f more warming to the heart, more improving to
j presume) by tne « display of horses" which is

6th inst., at their room in Providence, Vice
| ed hill cultivation, in connection with keeping

j the mind, more chastening to the affections,
j fast becoming tbe most attractive feature of

President Patten in the chair. The attendance
j the runners closely cut oft, is the most profita-

1 than those which come through the eye '
I our agricultural shows

:

was large
l
= ble, even for extended market culture. The f Where more luminously displayed the per- 1 .

Mr. Thomas Hanny, gardener of ex-Govern- j
crop is so much larger and the berries so much

]
fections 0f the Creator, than in the star span-

j f fXXlSW
t« V Smith evhibited a solended azalia I finer, that they more than repay the additional [ gied heavens above, and the flower spangled 1

™e ml™ne «> ieai a leally nne tast norse.

or Jas. Y. smith, exniDiteu a spienucu azaua
, j * i *

. §& = The action of the animal gave him great de-

in pot and bloom, and received a premium of j
labor. Among the largest and mosUenterpns- = earth beneath ?

j ^ n ^^ but an e|hibMon
= in"; marketers in the Country, IS A. J.U. I'm ay, | « y0Ur voiceless lips, oh flowers, are living preachers. 1 °

.
°

, . , „
Ind He says- "We have^ Each cup a pulpit, and each jfcafabook^ = of hirn among the professionals. He put up

Mr. George Nichols placed upon the table a j
of South Bend,

] heretofc

I system,

Supplying to my fancy numerous teachers
From the loneliest nook."

i i „,ntt„ri s ii.. i, i ii. i I his money and won. This gave a higher flight

prunis senensis abla, in bloom
;

this is one of
j £S^tSScorn- I Nonsense.-sheer nonsense to tell us it is use- 1 to his ambition, and induced a bolder operation,

the hardy out-door shrubs, the flowers com- I system but after ca eful and ac caljm ^ fe flowers. They add t0 the I
Success again rewarded his venture. He neg-

pact and double and as white as the
^

virgin
j

pamsons, Ti

oi^ vear ater another The ftuit 1 charms of our homes, rendering them more 1 lected his farm, imperceptibly acquired habits

snow ; it blooms as freely as the flowering al-
j

tue uest one y
| attractive aud beautifu]j alld they multiply and I

to which he had before been a stranger, and
mond, and is a great acquisition to hardy

j

ave age aouo
- 1 '

'

| strengthen the domestic ties which binds us to I spurred on by past success and the machina-

shrubs. The committee awarded it a premi-
J

"

s that tbu fruitJ | them. We would not advocate the cultivation j
tions of the crafty, whose aim it isto fleece the

11111 of $1 - ^ w i i,i„ot„, ore nroTerted from severe late snrino- 1 of flowers to the neglect of more necessary ob- f
green and unwary, placed his farm in jeopardy

M, Charles Wright, gardener to George W.
|^£*%£S?Z Ijects. Attending to°the one, does not involve \ for the purpose of raising money to stake on

,;

ruined our plantations that grew in 1 neglect of the other. Every man engaged in \
the result of a race in which his pet horse was

matted rows, while those grown in hills were I
the culture of the earth, can find time to em- { ^ contend for the prize and the mastery. The

. but slightly damaged, and yielded a very heavy ! bellish his premises who has the will to do it, I
professionals had now got the over confident

Mr. Wm. Dexter, of Scituate, presented a
| Another reason is, that the heavy tops 1 and we pity the family of the man who has not. |

tarmer m the precise position desired and the

dish of R. I. Baldwin apples. I ma down ar0Und the crown in the winter, and j
" Rob Ihe earth of its flowers, the wondrous }

result was what they intended it should be the

. - . •., ., § mprhTism of the Almio-htlv and we should i defeat oi the tarmer s horse and the ruin ot his
otectitfrom the action of the frost, while ;

mecu~msm oi mo Aimignuy, anu we snomu.
"
"ose the choicest mementoes left us that it was |

owner. The animal changed hands and so did

I the farm. It was all down-hill with the far-

I mer after this. His family was broken up and

Chapin, Esq., contributed as usual a WSv= =
,

, , „.,

leetL'of cut flowers and potted plants, and| that nearly^med our^^^Zll^^S^
was awarded $3 in premiums.

Rev. Sidney Dean presented to the Society's |
pr

Library,
" Henderson's Gardening for Profit," | those grown in the matted row form but small I

J
„ , , . . ,i„„„„„ f tt„ 0 ™.n'oriori Ao-iin if tlip - once a paradise. —Brecks JSew Book of Ftow

and upon motion a vote of thanks was given |
tops and are not thus pioiected. Again, it me! i

to the douor. 1
ground should be weedy, they are attended to I

ers-

F. ' Peckbam distributed among the 1
with much less work and care than if allowed

j transp~ing" IN THE NIGHT.
cucumber^ t0 throw out runners. The work can nearly

|

1 all be done with the hoe and cultivator, while I A fkiesd, in whose powers of observation |

I if in matted rows, it has to be done with the I we have confidence, and who is an exact ex-

1

I dispersed, while he, reckless and maddened by

I disappointment and remorse, found a prema-

ture grave.

The following gentleman were admitted to
j

membership :

|

Mr. S.

members a package of California

seeds

Dr J B Chapin, for the committee 0]3 ! if in matted rows, it nas to De Clone wren me
|
we have confidence, and who is an exact ex-[ Swelled Legs in Horses.—Many horses are

nominations, presented a list of names for the \
fingers, which is very laborious indeed." He

j
perimenter, informs us that last Spring and

{ subject to swelled legs. In old horses it arises

executive, plants and flowers, fruit, and veaeta-

!

adds that the only case in which the matted row
j
Summer he made the following experiments :—

| from congestion of the legs, which depends on

We committees, and upon motion the report I
mothod is admissable, is where the land is Ciuue

| He transplanted ten chen-y trees while in bios- 1 the weakened action of the heart incident to

was accepted and the committees elected. I
ft

'ee from weeds ani is not Uable to sti

.

YeK h'0St
I
som

>
commencing at 4 o'clock in the afternoon,

j 0
'd age . There is not much to be done for

;
in winter or spring, and while all varieties will

] and transplanting one each hour, until one in [ cases of this description. Another class of
do better when in hills, some will not succeed.

j the morning. Those transplanted during day-
j cases occurs in horses of a lymphatic tempera-

in any other way. As soon as the hills are
j
nght shed their blossoms, producing little or

| ment) and the exciting causes are high feeding
Charles p. Hartshorn, William h. Wood, William Hoffman,

j
through bearing, rotted manure or compost is

j u0 fruit, while those planted during the darker 1 and want of exercise. The horse's leg becomes

Zr,
A
J.ff°*i' a KHarring^n' Henr^ a^'urEu" I

plowed or spaded deep between the rows, and
{ portions maintained their condition fully. He | sw0Uen, hot and painful, and the horse goes

win Turner, Waiter s. Burges, George l. Nason, job Dawiey, | in addition to cutting off all the runners that
| d [d the same with ten dwarf pear trees, after

[ lame on the affected limb. The proper treat-
l. h. Eddy, wuiiam Mansir, Horace c. Burgess, wuiiam o.

j are startirlg tbe entire top of the plant is taken
j tbe fruit was one-third grown. Those trans- 1 ment for such cases is low diet and laxative

Rourke, Gorham Thurber, Amos D. Smith, 3d, John Metcalf, =
a'

mu- -11^ 1
bum u<iaeb is low uict dliu l<l.\auvu

Robert r. Knowies, William m. Rodman, Daniel a. Taylor, |
off close to the crown. 1 fiis is cieemeu veiy i planted during the day, shed their fruit ; those I medicine. In severe cases I have sometimes

Augustus H. preston, George M. carpenter, Benjamin F- 1 essential—preventing the plant from remaining
j transplanted during the night, perfected their I scarified the affected le°- but this is only ad-

jTw H^S^TirriTL I

in a dormallt state for weeks
>
and C~» new

j
crop, and showed no injury from having been

j visable in the early and 'acute stage of the at-

Greene, j. s. Simmons, Waiter s. Browneii, James r. Gram- 1 roots to be thrown out immediately, and mak- = removed. With each of these trees he re- 1 tack. Half an ounce of nitrate of potash may
mont

-

|
ing a large mass of stool by autumn. The

\ moved some earth with the roots. We are well 1 be given once a fortnight to horses that are

Mr. C. V. Kennon, moved that a committee
j matted or alternate row system here formerly

j aware that when plants are accidentally frozen ! subject to swelled legs, and where it recurs fre-

of five be appointed to report at the next meet-
j
practiced was described in some of our former

| ;n green houses, it is customaiy to render the
j quently. once a week. The swollen leg some-

ing, upon the subject of building a Horticultu- 1 volumes, and consists in keeping the rows clean
j house dark before applying cold water to thaw | times attains enormous dimensions, and the

ral Hall, and supported the resolution with
} after they are set out, and training the runners

|
tbenl) and tbat when this is not observed, they ! swelling may become permanent. I have seen

much clearness, upon the manner and mode
] along the row so that they ultimately form a

j are injured, while if entire darkness be secured
j a horse's leg swollen nearly as thick as a man's

and necessity of providing for the society a
[
thick mass in a strip about a foot or a foot and

| during tbe operation, many of them are saved, j body, and in one case which I examined after

building that will be eminently worthy of Flora
j a half wide. Rotted manure is scattered among

| But lbe experiment of our friend seems to have j death from a different malady, I found that

and Pomena.
|
them before freezing, and they are worked and

j but littie analogy to this fact, and it is entirely j the swelling was produced by the effusion of

Mr. J. E. Lester referred to the difficulties I
cultivated with the fork in spring. After fruit-

; new to K%.—~Working Fal-mer.

that usually beset Horticultural Societies. He I ing, these rows are again dressed down to about
| ,,

could see no good reason why this Society I six inches in width, and treated as before forj PRUinNG Peak Trees.—In pruning very]

should not take immediate steps in the pro- 1 another year's bearing; or else they are allowed
j
young pear trees, the object should be to en-] TnE ScEATCHES.-Jennings, in his book on

posed work. Our Philadelphia friends had I to fill with new plants the spaces between the i courage the growth of wood, in proper direc-
} « The Horse and his Diseases," says of

just erected a noble tribute to Flora ; the Bos- \
rows, after which the old rows are plowed or

|
tions. The form in which the tree is to be

f scratches

:

ton horticulturists had also built up a worthy ! shaded in—succession of new plants being thus } trained is to be first decided upon. For walls
j « Tbis disease , called also cracked heels, gen-

monument, the seal of devotion to horticultu- 1 obtained without the labor of setting out by
|
and espaliers the horizontal disposition of the

j cral]y arises from neglectj sucb as aUowing the

ral interest, and he hoped the good work !
nand. j

branches is the best
;
therefore, if the tree be a

j horse t0 stand in a flltby stall it is generally

would go on. I
When the Plants are Placed iu hil,s at eclual

I
maiden plant, it must be headed back to the

j eonrllied t0 the hind feet, and consists in a
. . I distances each way, the runners may be cut I three buds best situated for producing a hori- = „„„n:-„ „f fy,o (Hn noi-ioino- in ii ™» «p mm-o

j
lymph between the skin and .subjacent tissues.

1
—Dr. Murray in Western Rural.

Messrs. Brayton, Patten and others partici-
|

pated in the discussion, and the following com
mittee was appointed, with instructions to re- f

port at the

Smith, Royal

ton A. Hall and W. S. Patten

way, me runners may De cut
j
three buds best situated tor producing a non-

j swelling 0f the skin, causing in it one or more
"j off at little or no cost by means of a sharp

| zontal branch on each side, whilst the third,
] transverse cracks which discharge a sanious

wheel attached to the side of the cultivator. { or uppermost, is turned upright. If the tree is
j ^ thin serous and reddish) matter at times ; while

are almost dry, butnext meetino-- Messrs Jas Y l
A m0re perfeCt m°de

'
llowever

'
is t0 do the

| a year older, and has been treated as above in
j in otber cases the parts

C Taft Dr I B Chaiin Clif I
work by hand with sheep-shears—by the use off the former season, the upright has to be cut

f scurfy
,q'w o' p V '

' '
| which a ready and practiced man will go over ] one foot, or four courses of bricks higher than | For treatment, wash well with soap and wa-

I from one to two acres a day. This mode may | it was formerly. Sometimes a little deviation | ter ; take a shaving, or other soft brush, and
Upon motion of Mr. D. F. Lymon, it was

j be appbed to rows which are cultivated onlyjwill be found necessary on account of the | make a lather of soap and water, with which
voted that the society hold an exhibition in

j

June next, and the following appropriations

were made :
|

For Plants and Flowers, $150 |

For Fruit, 75 1

For Vegetables, 25 =

Upon motion of Dr. Channing, the Society 1

added Messrs. C. V. Kennon and Charles F.

| one way. I buds ; but generally the upright should be cut I mix a small quantity ofpowdered charcoal ; rub

= immediately above that bud which is nearest 1 this well in the fetlock, and let it dry, after

i the Hue of brick work along which it is desira- 1 which it can be rubbed off. Two or three ap-

I ble the horizontals should be trained. The I plications are generally successful. The col-

! buds to produce the latter will of course be I lodion and castor oil will also answer a good

I situated belowr that line ; it is proper they j purpose ; a physic ball should first be given.

There is a class of men who would pare j
should be so, in order that the shoots may grow

j

I down everything to the mere grade of utility, |
diverging upwards a little way before they I Backing in the Stables.—A celebrated

THE UTILITY OF FLOWERS.

" Not useless are ye, flowers ; though made for pleasure,

Blooming o'er fields, and wave by day and night,

From every source your sanction bids me treasure
Harmless delight.

1 '- -Hohaoe Smith.

T
4
ii

4

Phillips to the committee for reporting premi-
j wnQ tbink it tbe be;gnt 0f iVisdom to ask, when | take a strictly horizontal direction. These di-

j veterinarian says that if a person will stand

urns, with instructions to report at the next
; one mamfests an enthusiasm in the culture off rections with regard to the management of the

| for a few moments with his toes higher than

meeting.
] flowers, "of what use are they ?" With such j

upright leading shoot are applicable every year j his heels, the pain he will feel in the calves of

Mr. Brayton movsd that the committee on
| we baye nQ sympathy. We will not say with I

until it be finally stopped on reaching the top I his legs will explain to him the reason why
revising the bye-laws, report at the next meet-

] tbe late jjenry Coleman, in case such an inter- 1 of the wall or espalier. If the horizontal { horses that are tied in stalls, try to find their

ing. Adopted.
j rogat0ry being put to us, that " ourfirst impxilse j shoots be weak it will be advisable to shorten [own level by standing across the stalls, or

The Treasurer, Mr. Godding, was instructed
{ ^ to look under hishat, and see the length of his \ them about one-third. [backing as far as the halter will permit, In

to discontinue and pay all publications sub-
j\
ea rs," but we are always inclined in such cases j ""« • • ™«"«

]
many stables the floors slant considerable so

scribed for by the Society except the Farm and
\ t0 thank God that our tastes do not correspond I The Michigan Senate has passed abill appro- 1 as to throw off the urine, and the horse backs

Fireside. Iwith theirs. "Better " (say these ultra utili-l priating $20,000 for a building to be used by = in order to find the ascent on the other side of

Adjourned. Itarians) "devote our time to the culture of I the State Agricultural College. ,
I the gutter.

Danger from Texas Cattle.—It seems that the danger arising from the introduction into northern herds of Texas cattle has been underrated rather than over-

rated. Experience in Missouri, Illinois and other States, place it beyond question that the Texas cattle bring with them a deadly and subtle poison which, while in-

nocuous to them, is destructive to cattle raised in the States north of Texas. It has been called the Spanish fever. Although Texas cattle themselves show no

symptoms of the' disease, they communicate it to others. It is supposed the excretions of the Texas cattle communicate to the grass of the pastures they are fed on

a poisonous matter, which is fatal to the Northern cattle that feed after them.
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DESCRIPTION OF GOOD AND BAD MEATS.

Every housekeeper or buyer shouldbefamil

PETRIFECTION. THE LUCIFER MATCH.

"ONE BY ONE."

Thoy are gathering homeward from every land,

One by one

;

As their weary feet touch the shining Strand,

One by one

;

Their brows are encircled In a golden crown ;

Their trnvel-stafned garments are oU liild down,

And clothed In white raiment they rest on the mead.

Where the Lumb loveth his children to lead,

One by one.

Before they rest they pass through tlie strife,

One by one

;

Through the waters of death they enter life,

One by one

;

To snme are the floods of the river still,

As they ford on their way to the heavenly hill

;

To others the waves run fiercely wild,

Yet all reach the home of the nndeflled,

One by one.

"We, too, shall come to that river side,

One by one

;

We are nearer its waters each eventide,

One by one.

We can hear the noise and dash of the stream,

Now and again through our life's deep dream

;

Sometimes the floods all Its banks overflow,

Sometimes in ripples the small waves go,

One by one.

Jesus, Redeemer, we look to Thee.

One by one

;

We lift up our voices tremblingly,

One by one

:

The waves of the river are dark and cold,

We know not the spot where our feet may hold.

Thou who didst pass through in deep midnight,

Strengthen us, send us Thy stalT and Thy light,

One by one.

riant Thou Thy feet beside as we tread,

One by one

;

On Thee let us lean each drooping head,

One by one

;

Let but Thy strong arm around us be twined,

We shall cast all our cares and fears to the wind.

Saviour, Redeemer, be Thou in full view,

Smilingly, gladsomely, Bhall we pass through,

One by one.

Tbue petrifectiou is is a process of fossiliza- 1 ABOUT twenty vcars a«ro chcmis'rv abolished
liar with Dr. Lethebys descriptionof good and

| tion ^ which^ originalmold or cast of an {the tinder box, and the burnt rag that made
|
bad meats, as follow. : Good meat is neither

j organic fossi , h m^a up^ a^ of maU[. r j^^^ (<)^ r m
|
ot a pale pinkish nor a deep purple tint It

; differing from „,„ or; ^ bod Deposits on I the invention spread. The use of the match
lhasamarb ed appearance, from the ramifica-

1 , he 8urface ()f ol_
.

ecfe) afe 8omc,imes „„, with f ig n()W S1 , (
.>l;llllish( ,

(l that machincs arc m.

[lion of little veins of intercellular fat, and the
j^^ co ,nmon ,yM pctrifbctions . A | vented to prepare the splint. In New York

|
tat of the internal organs especially is firm

j
sample of^ fa^ petrffled m08sat 80mcof | one match manufectury annually cuts up a

I
hard and suety, and is never wet, whereas tha

.;^ mincral 8pring8 in western New York.- ! lerge raft of timber for matches. The English

|
Of diseased meat IS sott and watery, The feel

j Th( , ,,„.,„„,,„. ,•„,„. r„rms an incrustation \ matches are generally „,„:,„•. and thus thirty

I
of healthy meatis somewhat elastic, and hard-

| around thc 1)lant . Another variety is silicons j thousand splints are" cut in a minute. The
|ly moistens the finger Diseased meat is soft

f depositg on f and other objects ! American matches are round, and the process
; and wet. Good meat has but little odor, and I c , ,, , , . „-r i i -n 1 1 » ,
S. . ,, , ,.

'
i found near the hot springs oi Iceland. Partial ; ot shaping In inu' more elaborate, lour thous-

l this is not disagreeable ; whereas diseased meat i » ,• ,• .. . „<;,,.,,,..
I „<...,, „ i .v. |

fossihzaUon sometimes occurs, as in thc case ol
| and and live hundivd splints arc cut in a inin-

; smells 1 amt and cadaverous. Good meat bears ; ., , ... ... . i ... „ .. .

I . . .,, , ..... . . § the common clam for instance, which is often § ute. A\ < will follow a bundle of e ghteen
; cooking -without much shrinking or Iosins ; e , , .,, .. . ., .. . „ = . , „
; ,» % .: ,. , i found filled with mineral matter while the shell = hundred of thin splints, each tour inches long.
; much ot its weight ; but bad meal shrivels up i . , . . , . ... . _., I .

; • ', . .
. , „ ,

1
= remains intact. A true petrifaction is where % through its conversion into three thousand six

= aud boils to pieces : this is due to the larger pro- ; ,. . , ,
- , , , ;

°
\ ' '

. ,

1
= the inorganic structure ot the whole animal or ; hundred matches

; portion ol watery and gelatinous material, anu = , . . , . . . . =
= ' ' = plant is replaced by mineral matter. Exam-i , , .

, , , , ,. ..

I the absence of fat and true muscular substance j . . , , ... I
Without, being separated, each end ol the

1 in thc meat. Under the microscope the fibre I

p,<

;

S
°5 "l'

8^ ?"T- *

r \
^Ibundle is first dipped into sulphur. When

(should be clear and well defined, and free from |

^irely chan^l ,n their composi,on, and yo^
, h(. splin(St adhering t0 ca,h othcr ,,,

I infusorial animalcule; whilst that of diseased !f
am d th°^ ,f

m 'bM
. means of the sulphur, must be parted by what

; .
' .„.,,, = form and minuteness, so that, when viewed by = . ,,, ,

I
meat is sodden and tumid, as if it had been |

- -

I soaked in water, the transverse streaks are in-
j

A boy, sitting on the floor
Hhe microscope, the species of the tree can be I .,, , , e ,' ... ., . .

= . . . . . i with a bundle before him, strikes tin- matches

i distinct and wide apart, and animalcule abound [

determined. Another common case in point

I in it. Dr. Letheby's official station requires [
jjag )jeell c ]ia

I is the echinus, in chalk formations ; its shell 1

i with a kind of mallet on the dipped ends till

|
they become thoroughly loosened. They have

i him to prevent the sale and consumption of un-lT" "~ ,!°,^
SP^ * V**.

'nten°r
|»"«' to be plunged into a preparation of phos-

• 1 L _ = has been filled with Hint. The testaceous am- = , , , . e . . ,. .

! wholesome meat in the city of London. Were f .„„, , u , .A Phorns or chlorate of potash, according to the
I mal has the power of changing the crystals off

lit not that facility is offered by the salesmen I „ . fo J ,. „ . ..
6 ° .. J

e .. |
quality of thc match. The phosphorus pro-

= „ 1 carbonate ot lime in the construction ot its; , „ „ ,„ „. , fl.„ ... . , . „ P
I for the detection of fraud, lis subordinates; . ,, , . hA • „- . oa . ., .

o
; duces the pale, noiseless fire, the chlorate of

! would he very much crippled in their opera- !^ ?* y
hen

J J".

della '1Cd
' ^ ™* °'

\
potash the sharp, crackling illumination. Af-

I tions, and it is gratifying to be able to acknowl- !
^'st

f
,/aUon 1~ *™ b

f

C cal " Iter this application of the more inflammable

ledge this fact? To aupply more than three 1^ original rhombo.da form. i 8ub (hc matcnes ftre te(J and

I millions of people, abou/ six hundred tons of
^ fM™ ?** ^^ >*? 11

\
dried in racks. Thoroughly dried, they arc

Imeat are brought to market daily, and nearly I

Tam 8^ fM[

th<

•f
ffimolute

'
™* W^?

\

gathered up again into bundles of the same

! six hundred tons of meat unfit for consump- \
™*>™^ 14 ^supposed the sul-

1 quantity> and are^ ,0 the boyg who cut

[ tion have been condemned and destroyed dur- \^^ "T 7^ ^ 7%S tbem
'
for thC ™der wiU baVe 0"SCrVC(1 ,hat

;
. . = although the natural lorm ot the bisulphide ol ,,„„„ j:„„„j ... „„„i. ,.„,i

I ng the past six years. Much of this would = .
t

. . . ... ^
1

i
the bundles ha\e been dipped at each end.—

I . , , . .
iron is cubical, in this substitution process it is = m, „,.„„,.„ ti, n,-i-.,^i 0 ;„ ,„o„

I have certainly produced serious disease in the = „ _,. ,.„:.,„, „,.„„„ T_ <.„„ I
TUel ° are few tmDgs mole "

! community. Allowing six ounces a

Fireside B^isceUamj:,
j each person, it represents nearly, 000,000

1

I meals, and at a reduced calculation,

day tJ forced to take the rhomboidal shape. In fos-
j ufUctures tban the extraor(linary rapidity of

|
silization or petrifaction the organic matter

|^ cutting proeesa and that wbjch is connect-
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may be replaced by various minerals, such as
j ed wUh it Ths boy gtands before a bcnch)

i fairly say," in the words of the London Lancet, I
»'Psum

;

° xi^ °
f?*

°< ir°D
'

SlU"
I
the bundle in his right hand, a pile of empty

I » that nearly half a million persons would be 1

1>hate °f balyta
'

""J**
6
.
°\

snkatC
\
boxes on bis left. The matches are to be cut,

The ground intended for the hop yard should !
prevented c^ing diseased meat once by the la- i

° l^ -j^^^^ S^
\
and the empty boxes (filed by lb is boy, A

^^r^^^^-te"^'- LethCby inSPeCt0rSin °n
1 HowCot» Affects U,-Ak English j0ur-[— £

god and marked four feet each way; then ; .)
"- al

- = ml cites the "Ri-Hkli Retn'strnr rjpneril an in ! m . . . , . \, .,, . .b
., „ 4 , ufj.' 4 " I

nai cites tue uiitisu itegistrai uenciai as an- = suraclcnt exactness
;
puts them rapidly into a

with a hoe on every other mark each way dis = '

, I thoritv for the statement that the recent sudden = e c i i i i .
. . .. . . , , . . . . r = Antidote for Poison.—A plain farmer says: I

ulomy 101 me statement mai mt rectni suuucn
i sort of frame knocks the ends evenly to-

a bole about three inches deep, into wmch I
r

a . = elinncres in teninel-itm-e in London killed fours * „ ,. , ,

, , 1V . „. . . . , , l—"It is now more than twenty years since I ;
enanges m lempeiaime in l^onctou luueu lour^ ,rCther, confines them with a strap which he

drop a hop root from three tO SIX inches l0Ug;= ., ... „ = hlinrtrprt nnrl fit'tv five neranna in one wept i . ,

., ... ,- . . , i i rr,T 1 learned that-sweet oil would cure the bite of a nuncireu and nit) -me persons in one weeK. 5 tightens with his foot, and cuts them in two
then cover With dirt to make It level. The;

, ... ,, , ; The mem temnerntni-e at OreenwiVh fell from i ... , *
„ .

1 rattlesnake, not knowing it would cure other ;
luo meau icmperatme at ^recnwicu ten 11om = pal.

ts with a knife on a h
root, it it does well, will throw up a sprout; „ '. „ , . •, , , , ; 44- decrees in the week endino- on the 0041. nf-
. ' . . . . ,. , ...

'
.

1
, Ikni's of poison of anv kind, both on man and;** ue=rees m lno " eCK ending on tnc .Jtn 01

from each joint. Jiyery Other hllf on the hop I h . . , ; npeembpv last to 2 deo-repa in the first week

.

, , . , . . . I beast. I think no farmer should be without a ;
L'ecemDei last to aegices in tne nist week = ec t, n;r ovcr each end ol the frame; be grasps

row, and next l'OW entire, can be planted to; . ; nf tlie nreaent venr -ind the effect of the colrl ; , ,^ , , ... ' ,„
'

, ... ', . V . . 1 bottle of it in his house. The patient must =
01 me Pleseut ycar>

ancl me enxcl 01 mc colu
; the lett portion and thrusts it into a halt open

Corn or beans, as the hops do not reauire to be = ,, ' , , , ; is shown in the sneeeedino- week bv ™ inereisp '-

. . r . , ,'
„ .*

. , ... ; take a spoonful of it internally, and bathe the =
1S suo" n m me succeeding week 03 an increase box w h.,ch slides into an outer case, and he

Every tall each bill ; ;:.- n.„ ,i„„n.„ f.,„.„ i

mge, which he brings

I down with a strong leverage. The halves lie pro-

poled the first Summer.

of hops must have two or three shovelfuls of
j

manure put on it, to enrich the ground, and

!

protect the roots from freezing. The follow-

;

wound for a cure. To cure a horse it requires I
ln the deatlis from 1

'
437 to 1

'
89K Tue ReS" I repeats the process with the matches in his

f eight times as much as it does for a man. I
istrar sa>'S: " Few were dircctl3' ^etl t0

1 right hand. This series of movements is per-

! Here let me tell of one of the most extreme I
death

>
the majority having vital force enough

| formcd with a rapidity almost unexampled;

J cases of snake bites in this neighborhood ,!
to struSSIe aSalnst the ft'eezing cold, but not|

for^ this way tw0 hrmdlei thousand matches
ing spring t ie manure must be pitched ott

| years ago this summer, where the case I
enough to prevent them from succumbing un- }

' cut^ two thousahd boxes fiUed in a day
lrom the hills, aud the runners, it any, dug; , .. . ,. , . I der bioncbitia and other nffi'etions " Tlie ve- =

,

, . . '
, .

..' ' •" °
; had. been thirty days standing, and the patient =

uu oionciiuis ana oiner antaions. ineie ib

y

one w.
out and cut off, to prevent them from spread-

1^^ > \ ^ p^.sicians> l hcard I

turas that power of resisting cold is |
- -

ing all over the ground, and to preserve the
| carr

r
d^ ^ ^ bim Qne _ 1 greatest at the age of full bodily development,

j At one of the churches for colored people in
hills m their places. There are but few mn-| ^ & Je ^ .

g ftn antidotc |
and least when the tide of life is ebbing.

[ Memphis, recently, thc minister, having finish-
ncrs the first spring, hue a plenty afterwards.

|
for ^ ^ lt wiu cure bloat j Dr. Farr, in discussing the effects of the cold

| ed the sermon, announced that a collection
After the runners are removed, the poles can

1 :„ caule by eatiug t00 freely of fresb cbyer J weather of 1855 on the public health, came to
j would be taken up for missionary purposes.

'sasser" was accordingly sent around.

1 iu- ! When it came back to the pulpit, the preacher
apart to prevent the vines from running &om

| a low running v ine, growing in!
^ligation that the mortality by cold is twice

|
proceeded to count thc amount, and among the

one pole to the other, and to make the tops of; ', ,
J

, , . - ; the meadows, called ivy.
the poles in the yard an equal distance from

;

each other. The next thing is to plough, com-

be set, two to each hill, about one foot apart ; . .„ " " ; the conclusion that the nowcr of cold varies ae- ; n
,

' „ ... .,
'

, .
1

, ; it.will cure the sting of bees, spiders or other =
lul- <-""ciusiou uiunue pouci 01 com \ancsac

; me
at the bottom, with the top spread far enough ;

. ^ mjll _;_,___ ,____.__ ,__,____ j cording to definite laws. It was found by

j

as great under the age of 20 as the mortality at
] fractional currency, he discovered a ten dollar

j
20-40, but after that turning point the power

j Confederate bill. He looked at it lor some

Self Education.—Costly apparatus and I
of resisting cold decreases every year, and men

j time with evident disgust, and then took a calm
mencing in the centre between the rows, and

| splendid cabinets have no magical power to I
aged t)0, in comparison with men aged :)0, surf-

j look at his congregation ovcr tlie top of ins
turning the furrows from the hill until you get

j make scholars _ In all circumstances, as a man j
er lrom cold in the proportion of 100 to 1. As

j spectacles. Then clapping the uucurrent bill

near enough to each row, then turn and plough
j ^ undel. Godi tbe master of bis own fortune, so I

tbc general result of five weeks' observation it
j upon thc Bible, with indignant emphasis he

the other way
;

after that reverse the furrow,
j fa be tbe maker of Ms own mind- The Crea. ; is stated that the "danger after 30 of dying of] exclaimed, " Brederin, 1 put dis bill right dar

turning toward the hill
;
the rest can be done

| tQr hag const itutod the human intellect that it ! cold is doubled every nine years of age ;" that, j on de Bible, and let de Lord take care of dat
with Ihe cultivator or hoe, keeping the ground

j can grow only by its own action Eyery mau j
is to say, out of an equal population, for one

f man !"

clean and mellow.
| must tl)erefore, in an important sense, educate \ death by cold at 30 there were two at 3G, four j

Put the vines around the poles from right to
j himself- His books and teachers are but ! at 48, eight at 57, and so on. i Selling Gkain bi Weight.—A new prac-

left, and tie with tbe yarn ravelled from an old | hcIps . thu work ig bis ]
-

j tice in thc way of dealing in grain, went into
stocking This is full of kinks and will stretch \ .,.„ \ Bridge Crossing.

and not damage the vine as it grows. The [ A Beautlfcx Idea.—An Indian philosopher j

bridge

hops are generally ready to pick the last of
j being asked what were, according to his opin-

1

met ^
August or first of September. From ten to { ion, the two most beautiful things of the uni-jy°u?" "Pretty well, thank you, Donnelly, "j by wbicb all quanti t jts are reckoned by the
fifteen hundred pounds is the yield per acre.

] verse, answered, "The starry heavens above I
says lie. " Donnelly/' says I, " that's not my

j 100 lbs In determining the average of wheat

.
'""r

" four beads, and thc feeling of duty in our! name." " Fllit ». thcn
.
n0 more is mine Hew-

{ a busbe] j s al t0 una^ , b is system, the esti-
The American Watoii Company at al-

1 hearts." tins. So with that we looked at aich othcr agin, ! mat
tham, Mass., makes two hundred and fifty

j
—

. } an ' sure enough, it was naythcr nf us." I wheat, ibs.

watches a day, and employs seven hundred! Preserving Meat.—A correspondent of thc
j |

Corn-jta..

persons, of whom one-third are women. ! Maine Farmer says "many a housewife may I Age for Breeding..—A correspondent off '

"
] be glad to know, when she has apiece of fresh

| the Ohio Farmer thinks a sow shoidd not be 1 Perhaps our readers have not beard of thc
Christianity was born in the heaven of ; meat she wishes to keep a few days, that it ] allowed to breed until at least a year old. He ! widow who, sitting meditatively by a cheerful

truth and love
;
therefore it stoops with a spec- \ can be successfully done by placing it in a dish i thinks that until the boar and sow reach the ! fire after her husband's decease, sighed out

:

ial emphasis of compassion to the lowliest of
j
and covering it with buttermilk. I have prac-

1
age of four or six years their progeny is better | "Poor iellow, how he did like a good fire ! I

earth. ; tised the plan for years." = than from young hogs. I hope he has gone where they keep good fires
!"

dge Crossing.-" As I was going over the
j eff,et on the lst of March) by an arraugement

i the other day," said a native of Erin, " I
; amoug al , tbc leading graia dealers t | iroll; ,hout

'at Hewius. Hewins," says I, "how are f the countrv . This is caUed the cental system,

tes are made on the following basis

60 ' Barlev. Ibs AS
66 j

Oats, Ibs 35
....66|

Success in Stock-Breeding.—Who are the most successful men in breeding stock of any, kind? They are those who, in the first place, purchase the
best of the kind, of either cattle, horses, sheep, swine, or fowl, that can be obtained. In the next place, they give them thc best shelter, food and care, that
can be given

;
and these men are always successful, and make it a profitable business. Aud just in proportion as you van- from these essential points, will it

be a profit or a loss in keeping any kind of stock. The one that makes a profit is the one who gives the best care and attention to his stock. The one who
finds it an expense is the one who lets them care for themselves.
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The field,
;

"WHAT CHOPS SHALL WE RAISE ?

"Written for the Farm and Fireside,
|

BY ALEXANDER HYDE, LEE, MASS.
|

We are creatures of habit, and are inclined I

to keep on doing what we and our fathers have
j

been accustomed to do. This instinct of our

}

nature is not an unsafe one to follow if not
]

carried too far. We are no advocates of change
{

for the sake of change, and by no means should
|

jump to the conclusion that every change is an
j

improvement. " Unstable as water, thou shalt
j

not excel," was a terrible curse pronounced by
j

Jacob on one of his sons. Still, there is such
]

a thing as getting into the ruts ; and farmers, |

trom their isolated condition, are peculiarly
j

liable to this. They do not mingle with their
j

fellow men as do merchants and manufactur-
]

ers; and their opinions and practices are,
j

therefore, less the result of combined wisdom, I

than is the case with those more intimately as-

1

sociated. True, farmers read, and we do not
j

doubt their general intelligence, and we rely on
j

them as the foundation of society. Their so- f

ber second thoughts give stability to govern-
j

ment. They are the wheel horses which hold
j

the coach back when going too fast, and guide I

it at all times. But this very conservatism,

!

arising from their position, prevents them from
j

making some changes which would be improve-
{

ments. We desire to call attention to the vast
]

change which the Eastern States have under-

1

gone and are rapidly undergoing, by the in-
j

crease of manufactures in our midst, and the I

opening of new fields of agriculture in the
j

West and South, which are no. sooner opened
j

than the iron horse brings their products to |

our markets. We well remember when a ven-

}

erable Judge who had made a competency,
j

considered at that time a fortune, by specu-
j

lating in Gsnessee lands, said to one of his co-

1

temporaries :—" The young men of the next]

generation will have no such opportunity to

buy up Western lanols as we have had. " '
' The

West," in his mind, was all located in central

and in western New York. What would he

think now to rise from his grave and take the

cars and travel fifteen hundred miles west, in

less time and with less discomfort than he

formerly expended in reaching Rochester, and

find himself only in the centre of the country,

with Leavenworth, Atchison and Omaha City,

rivals for the site of the future Capital of the

United States ? The West has expanded a lit-

tle in the last half century ; and New Eng-

land, though constantly increasing in popula-

tion, intelligence and wealth, has territorially

dwindled, compared with the whole country.

This vast western and north-western territory

is a rich agricultural district. The land is level,

inviting the plow, and returning large pro-

ducts. The streams are comparatively few

and sluggish, giving few facilities for manu-

factures. New England, then, with her abun-

dant water power, seems manifestly destined for

machinery, and the West for agriculture. We
cannot compete with the prairies in producing

the cereal, and the product of the cereal, beef

and pork. These are easily and cheaply trans-

ported, and it is folly for us to undertake to

raise corn or beef extensively ; not that we

would give up these products altogether.

There is great pleasure in raising our own hog

and hominy. No hasty pudding made from

Western corn ever tasted quite so well as that

made from the small, flinty, yellow kernels of

the home farm, and we are certain no Western

pork is comparable with the sweet, hard pork,

with just a tinge of pink, that we fatten and

put up for ourselves ; but to make these, as our

fathers did, the staple products of the farm,

those which we rely upon for sale and con-

version into money, seems behind the times.

There are other products which the changed

condition of our markets renders more profita-

ble. Hay is an article which is too bulky for

long transportation, and increased attention

should be given to its production. Grass is

the natural growth of most New England

lands. It springs up indigenously, wherever it

finds a vacancy. Our fathers sowed little grass

seed, relying mainly and sometimes solely up-

on the seed that had fallen from previous crops

for restocking the land. The hay crop re-

quires comparatively little labor. Our moist
[

climate favors its growth, and the quality and [

quantity of our hay crop, with a little care,
f

can be doubled and even quadrupled, and the j

demand for a number of years has been great-

1

er than the supply, at highly remunerative
]

prices. We know we have received the max- [

im from our fathers, "never sell hay; feed it]

out upon the farm." This was a good precept
j

in its day, and is good now for farmers distant I

from market, with few facilities for getting I

manure, with which to keep up their farms ; I

but with manufacturing villages springing up
f

everywhere, and hay at $30 to $40 per ton, [

and privy manure to be had in abundance for 1

the mere hauling, and the refuse of our wool-

1

en and other factories thrown into the rivers
]

for the want of a consumer, the precept of our I

fathers, not to sell hay, needs to be reconsider-

1

ed. With a top dressing yearly, and early]

mowing, not allowing the grass to go to seed— I

a very exhaustive process—our meadows will I

start a fortnight earlier in the Spring, and be I

mown twice in a year, and improve rather I

than deteriorate, under this heavy cropping. 1

But we did not intend this to be a treatise on
]

the mode of raising hay. We may refer to it
|

again at some future time. We only suggest f

it now as one of the crops for which the alter-

1

ed times make an increasing demand. We
|

have space only to suggest one other crop, viz. \

roots. The average crop of wheat in N. E. is ]

liberally estimated at fifteen bushels
;
rye and I

buckwheat the same ; oats at forty bushels; corn]

at fifty
;
potatoes at one hundred

;
turnips at four

]

j hundred ; beets at five hundred ; and carrots ]

I at six hundred. Now, we know that roots can-
j

j not be raised without much labor, and that, j

|
too, of the back-aching kind, and we would

j

I not recommend the farmer of fifty summers
]

i to commence raising carrots unless he has I

[
young and supple backs at his service to do the j

i weeding; but who can doubt that a crop of]

| fifteen tons of carrots, at $20 per ton, will pay j

] for all additional labor and leave a margin for
]

{
profit ? Sugar beets and mangel wurzels are

]

I raised with less labor, and perhaps more profit. \

\ Potatoes are, however, the crop which we par- !

I ticularly wish to recommend among the roots. [

I A prejudice has arisen against this root of late
[

I years from its tendency to rot, and consequent I

I uncertainty ; but select the right soil and the j

] right seed, and few if any products are more j

I certain or more remunerative. Dry land, \

]
abounding in saline elements, such as ashes

]

[ most cheaply furnish, seems best adapted to this
j

1 esculent ; and some of the new seedlings, such
|

j as the Garnet Chili, and Early Goodrich, de-
]

I rived from the seed of tubers freshly imported
|

f from Chili, the native home of the potato, arej

] almost, if not altogether, exempt from disease. I

[ These varieties will bear manuring, and the i

I average crop can just as well be 200 as 100
j

| bushels. The potato is more easily grown and

j

! harvested than corn; is more nutritious than;

1 other roots, and the market is always certain
j

I and remunerative, and we confidently com-

j

] mend this crop to increased attention.

] Some may be astonished that we do not in-

;

| elude tobacco among the crops which the altered
j

I times demand, but we eschew the weed total-
j

lly. It is a great exhauster of the land, re-i

j quires much labor, is exposed to great perils

] in its production, and when produced, does
j

I more harm than good. -
j

| March, 18G7.

POTATOES.

Having raised potatoes sufficient for my
own use and commonly some to sell every year

for sixty-five years, and having tried various

methods and experiments, and made progress,

I will state what I have found to be the most

productive and remunerative course, viz

:

1st. To break up sward ground in the fall,

early or in the first part of October.

2d. To plant about .the twentieth of May or

sooner if the weather is wTarm, or later if not

dry ; to spread manure on the surface and har-

row it in immediately before planting.

3d. To plant in rows three feet and a half

apart and in hills two feet apart.

4th. To make but shallow holes for the hills

;

put but two pieces of a medium sized potato in

a hill with a small lump of lime, sufficient to

make a spoonful when air slacked.

5th. To hoe the ground well the last of June

and throw a spoonful of plaster or a handful of

ashes, or a mixture of each. Nothing more
will be needed, ordinarity, till harvest time.

By pursuing the above course, I have always

had a good yield, and my potatoes for ten years

past, have been of a superior quality, the net

proceeds fifty per cent, more than formerly by

spring ploughing. My man put more lime in

the hills last spring than I had before used, and

the potatoes are better than I ever saw before,

very smooth, of the Orono kind, not a scar or

mark upon them, and of a large size.

It is true that I am but a small farmer, or, in

fact, not a farmer, being past labor ; but I was
bred up a farmer and when young cleared up a

farm of fifty acres, and managed it with good

success: raised two hundred bushels of corn,

wheat and rye in 1801 with my own labor or by
exchanging.— William, Allen, Norridgeicock, in

Maine Farmer.

CULTIVATION OF OATS.

The frequent failures of the wheat and corn

crops should determine farmers to pay more
than ordinary attention to the cultivation of

oats. The grain being rich in oily matter, and

flesh-forming compounds, is excellent food for

horses, cattle, sheep, swine, and poultry, and

the straw, when it has been properly harvested,

is very good fodder. Experiments made in

Scotland, have proved that oat-straw is fully

!
equal to hay for animals fattening on roots. If

j
not too ripe when cut, and if saved in good

\

condition, cattle in comfortable sheds, can be

!
kept during Winter in improving condition up-

j on this straw alone. Farmers who winter a

\ large .number of cattle, should grow oats ex-

i
tensively.

In the United States, oats are used solely for

|
feeding animals, and for this purpose they are

j equal to any other grain, combining a very large

! amount of useful qualities. For horses doing

! hard work, or where great speed is required,

! oats are the best food. They are also useful

j for fattening cattle and hogs. The value of the

;
grain may be estimated by the weight of the

j kernel, the husk being comparatively useless

j as food. Late oats seldom come to perfection,

j as the progress of vegetation is arrested by ]

i draught, in some climates, and by frost in oth-

!

I ers, before the grain has filled, and a light, |

j
chaffy sample is the product, which on being

j

: ground, yields but a small quanity of meal. !

j In Ireland, Scotland, and some other Eu-
j

\ ropean countries, oatmeal constitutes the food !

j of the majority of the laboring classes, and

j

j those who live on it are able to undergo great j

I exertion, and bear up against great exposure I

i and hardships. Owing to the small amount
]

i of gluten in oatmeal, yeast bread cannot be

;

I made with it, and on this account it is eaten
\

j boiled or made into thin cakes. !

I In the United States the crop does not exceed
;

] 30 bushels per acre, except in favorable seasons

j

! and suitable soils, but 90 bushels have been

!

I raised, in some instances, and prize crops of!

I CO to 72 bushels are not uncommon. From

j

j four to eight bushels of common salt per acre,
j

I spread immediately before the seed is sown, j

I and lightly harrowed in, has been found very
j

I useful for increasing the yield of oats.

\ The total product of the oat crop of the
j

| United States in 1840 was 123,071,341 bushels,
[

jin'1850, 146,078,879 bushels, and in 1860, 172,-
j

] 643, 1 85 bushels. In the next census it will
j

1 probably reach 200,000,000 bushels. Accord-!

) ing to the last census, New York was the i

I greatest oat growing State, producing 35,175,-
j

1 134 bushels. Pennsylvania was next, produc-
j

| ing 27,387,147. Ohio 3d, 15,409,234. Illinois!

1 4th, 15,220,029. Wisconsin 5th, 11,059,270.
j

I Virginia 6th, 10,186,720. Iowa 7th, 5,887,-!

1645. Indiana 8th, 5,317,831. Kentucky 9 th,
j

1 4,617,029. New Jersey 10th, 4,539,132. Michi-

!

I gan 11th, 4.036,980. Maryland 12th, 3,959,298. !

] It is a remarkable fact that according as the
j

I cultivation of corn increases in the Eastern

!

] States, the production of oats declines. In

1 the middle and Western States the increase of

I the corn crop does not seem to have the effect

] of retarding the production of oats ; there ap-

1 pears to be room for both.

j Sowing Plaster early.—A correspondent of

j the Rural New Yorker says that for several

I years past he has been in the practice of sow-

|
ing plaster on clover in March—in some cases

j where the snow was three or four inches deep.

I The results have been more beneficial than

| when sown in May or June. He has also

| found early-sown plaster to considerably in-

j crease the barley crop. As plaster is but spar-

]
ingly soluble in water, and must be carried

! down into the soil in a state of solution in or-

j der to be used by the plants, it is obvious that

] the sowing should be early enoughto effect this

I purpose. Ifsown late, and dry weather should

[ follow, the plaster would not probably he of

] much use that year. These views are corrobo-

I rated by the experience of a number of far-

] mers. It should be borne in mind that plaster

] is not a universal fertilizer, there being many
= soils where 'it has no beneficial efiect ; Ihere^

] fore, the reader will note the necessity of ex-

f perimenting on soils where plaster has been

| hitherto untried, before investing to any extent

1 in it for such use.

] Cabbage and Cauliflower.—The cabbage

I requires a deep, rich, mellow soil, and thorough

]
working. If these requirements are met, and

I good seed obtained, there is no difficulty in ob-

| taining good solid heads. For early use, the

]
plants should be started in a hot-bed or cold-

j frame, but seed for winter cabbage should be

I sown in a seed-bed, early in the spring. Some
I varieties seem to do best if the seed is sown in

{ hills where they are to remain, and this is par-

! ticularly the case with the Marblehead varieties.

1 Sow two or three seeds where each plant is

|
desired, and then pull all but the strongest,

i When a seed-bed is made in the open ground,

] instead of selecting a warm situation, choose

] a cold, damp place, on the north side of a

I board fence, as here the black fly will not trou-

] ble the plants, and they will come early enough

I for winter cabbage or cauliflower, for we have

| often found the early varieties treated in this

I way to form fine flowers during the cold,

|
damp weather of autumn. Culiflower requires

I a very rich soil, and plenty of water, and the

] earth should be drawn well towards the stems,

}
especially late in the season, when the flower

I is about to form.

Tobacco.—A proposition has been made to

the tobacco growers in the Connecticut valley

not to plant any the coming spring, in order that

they should get a fair price for the crops of

1865 and 1866, now on hand, and that the crop

of 1 868 should go off freely, and at higher

rates than prevail now.

^xxussbttH inputs*

How to Make Corn Bread.—We find the

following recipes in the Prairie Farmer, for

making corn bread, and they are reprinted in

the hope that housekeepers will resort more
liberally to this most wholesome of all grains

for family consumption: "Scald the corn

meal in boiling hot water, just as much as will

barely wet it, knead the dough with sweet,

rich milk, and work it well and put it to bake

in a hot oven or stove ; it is important that the

stove be hot, and the baking done quickly, or

the bread will have a dry and insipid taste.

—

The dough should be formed into what the old

Virginians call "Dodgers," 2£ inches long, 1|

wide, \\ inches thick ; or it is excellent baked

on a griddle in cakes three inches in diameter.

The milk has the effect of browning the crust

handsomely."

Another.—" Stir boiling water into sifted

meal till every part is wet ; add half as much
shorts, a cup of molasses, teaspoonful of salt

and skim milk enough to mix ; bake in cheap

pans—in a brick oven—and if it remains in all

night, it is good enough to eat."

I French Rolls.—Rub an ounce of butter in-

| to a pound of flour ; mix one egg beaten, a lit-

I tie yeast that is not bitter, and as much milk as

] will make a dough of a middling stiffness.

] Beat it well, hut do not knead ; let it rise and

1 bake on tins.

The Religion of Christ is distinguished from all others by its great f'uitfulness and joyfulness in private experience. There have been

other religions that had the power of stirring up zeal, intense activity, fanaticism, and of bringing men, by cities and nations, into campaigns

of relio-ious effectiveness, such as it was ; but none other has been like the Christian in entering into the hearts of the poor, the desolate, the ig-

norant^ the wicked, one by one, and separately, and stirring up there, not simply a new life of purity, but such hopefulness, such joyfulness,

as brought all the p'owers into a very summer of growth and efficiency. All this has been peculiar to the Christian religion.
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I TIII3 FARM AX1J FIKESIUE AXU THE j

PATRIOT FOR Sl.OO PER YEAR.

For the sum of four ikh.i.auh, paid In advance, we will

NEW ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. \

The annual meeting of this Society was I.,

fetes atttl Queries.

G. W. and S. S. FOSS, EDITORS.

SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1867.

| held in ]>oMon on the

AGRloUI/rntE feeds iib ; to a great extent It clothes us
; with- =

out it we colliJ not have nmliiilaelun-H. and should inn lime i'oni. I

merce. These aU stand together like pillars In a cluster— the =

largest In the centre, and that largest is Agriculture.—Daniel =

Weustkh. =

CULTIVATION OF THE CRANBERRY

- send the Fakm and K1EE81DE and the Woonbouket Fatihot i
»™ »u LUC , th inst. The President,

]
Editor, of farm and Fireside

:

I for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, Is I Dr. Loring, presided and made a brief address, I ,

nx™° heard that Sunflower seeds are excellent for fatten-.,.,„. .
' 1 Ing chickens, will you please Inform me, through tins Fahu

congratulating the Society on its past, successj ant. fiukhidi:, if such is the case t w. u. o.

and future prospects. The election of officers

then look place, resulting as follows i

President.—George B. Loring, of Salem, Mass.
Seouetary.—Daniel Necdhnm, of Boston.

Treasurer.—J. K. Gage, Flshervllle, New Hampshire.

A Vice President and a board of five Trus

I *'2.50. THE Patriot Is an old established family newspaper,

I with the largest circulation of any country journal In Ncw

1 England. S. S. FOSS, Ponl.imiER.

Woonsockct. R. I.

MARCH.

Tins is a month of activity with farmers.
;

|
Sunflower seeds arc good for fattening nearly all kinds of

|
fowls; hut not as a regular food. Given occasionally, with

E corn and other food, they arc valuable.

I Editors of tho Farm and Fireside :

I DUOKS.—Wishing to keep a few Ducks of tho best breed, I

j
appeal to you lor advice. Which Is best, tho Rouen, or Ayles-

tY.
| The weather is unsettled.thc air cold, the winds

;
tecs from each of tne Ncw Eng!and States j

b" r* 7 A,sf
"
'''^^"'uuV'' "Vm" m"Z

of the i
blu8terinS and the Frost KlnS lloWs swa>' 111

1 were then chosen, viz. : ! Branchtown, Pa.
1L

| all Northern latitudes. Bryant never Wrote
j ] For the Middle States, we would recommend the Rouen Du

Within a few years, the cultivation

cranberry has increased to a wonderful extent. 1

mor(J trutlimU or bcttcr , lhan whon he said
We have no historical data, but we believe 1

= l 'Tnl, stormy March 1b come at last,

New England IS entitled to the Credit of first! with wind, and cloud, and ohanglng skies;

Cultivating Or propagating this valuable fruit, f
I hear the rushing of the blast,

An old sea captain, who had "roamed thef

wide world over," settled down on Cape Cod
; j

That through the snowy valley flies.'
1

The weather will not permit much

RHODE ISLAND.

I VroE President—Amasa Sprague, Cranston.

|
Trustees—Edward D. Pearee, Providence; David Pike, Itlv-

]
er Point; A. B. Chadscy, Wlckford; J. D. W. Perry, Bristol;

| ThomaB B. BulTum, Newport.

field j

and, to satisfy his curiosity, re-planted and ]
work m the first half of the month

'
ll >ro«Sh

1

,

CONNECTICUT.
Vice President—E. H. Hyde, Stafford.

Trustees—J. G. Webb, Benjamin Sumner, Woodstock ; H.

V„t S. Collins, Collinsi'llle
; Burdelt Loomis, Windsor Locks- G C

cultivated some wild vines in his garden. The i
New England or the Middle States. Yet il is

f Hitchcock New 1>re6t ;>n
'

W1 <">«^». a

soil was a light, -risly s;uul-of the drift forma- !
alMm Portant that we bavc thinSs rca(1y for

j Massachusetts.

tion—and his experiment only parlialiv suc-i active labor as tlie season advances. Thci vick PEKsiuENT-wmiam Bimie, Springfield,

ceeded. The "old salt" knew little of geol-Jg1^ industrial battle of Spring will soon
} J™*™*

H- Hpwe Bolton; o. t. nunkeit. ni,.Bdai«:

. iii - , 2 AnmtnenPP The music of the blue-bird and 1
btockbridge, Amherst; Charles C Proton, Danvera; S.

ogy ; of how the earth was made ; how glacial = commence, inc music 01 iuc uiul uuu aim . B Pllinneyi BarMtable •

action had kicked and piled it about, but hej robhl (not war-lite, but inspiriting,) is heard;
Vermont.

kept on experimenting until; he grew unusual

!

at early day dawn
i
the occasional warm sun-

j yi0E PnEsn>ESX_DailIel K in,baii, Rutland.

crops Of Cranberries; and his neighbors, ob-I shine starts the billows and osiers, and their
j

^Teustkes George Campbell, Westminster; Henry Clark, I

Duck

;

I
they are hardy for that locality ; are generally proline layers.

| eggs large, and when these ducks ar*? klllc! (V r the table, weigh

| well. Their flesh Is of fine flavor—good enough for any epicure.

| Planting Sunflower seeds scarcely requires advice- plant iu

| rows, three feet apart, with tomatoes or something eke be-

| tween tiie rows. 'Hie seeds of tho Sunflower are good for

| chickens, turkey*, Ac.

| Garden DitArNArtE.—I have a wet garden-soli a black,

| heavy loam. Sume, Springs, I cannot plant until late; In fuct,

| not until my neighbors have vegetables up. Will draining my
| garden benefit It f Connecticut.

| Certainly. Put drains in 1% feet deep—18 to 25 feet apart

;

= and. If properly constructed, you will change the nature (al-

: most) of your soil, and raise crops two or three weeks earlier.

| A rubble, or flat siono drain will do ; but we [ refer the horse-

= shoe tile.

Will Cotton Snow is Delaware ?— I have recently pur-

mo- the banks OP Rut,and: Ebcnezer BrldBe « r°mrret; D. R. Potter, StAlbansi !
chased a large tract of land In Sussex county, Delaware; and

ns success and Ihnlt, improved on his; nuioicscncL gictis me c_>u jiuu^ n
\ Thomas Saunders, BrookGeld.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Vice President—Frederick Smyth, Manchester, N. H.

MAINE.

VlOK PnnsiPENT—S. L. Goodale, Saco.

my Bon-ln-law thinks we can grow cotton, to advantage, on the

| lower fields. Will you auswer this Inquiry through the Farm

| and Fireside? HENRY G. Haines.
; Milford, Delaware, March 4. 1867.

| If your "large tract" of Delaware land fs not located In tho

= Cyprus swamps, cotton may he grown ; but not to compete

: with corn and peaches. One of tbeBe days, cotton will be sue-

= cessfully grown a good wayB North of the old arbitrary cotton

= line; but both plant and planters must first be educated to a.

servm^

method, and parlialiv perfected the cultivation I
rivcrs

'
bl

'ooks and road-sides. All this re-j

of the American ci'anbcny. I
minds us of the return ot ' Spring,

i; for lo
!

the
j

To-day we know that the alluvial forma- 1 whiter, is past, the rain is over and gone; the
j teosjeeb- Moses Humphrey, Concord

; s.w.Buffum, win-

tion is the soil on which the cranberry does 1
flowers appear on the earth

;
the time of the

]^v'^l

v%Qif^ Nilshlia
=
Q*°*& w - RM *> Bed.

J =... c , . i . i .> • „ it,„ : lora, William r. Eustes, Dover.

best. This formation includes some of the I
singing of birds is come, and the voice of thc|

most barren and wet tracts of land in the coun-

1

turtle is ueard in our land-"
|

iry. It is sand, quartz-rock, finely ground, like } All farmers and gardeners should see thatj TEB8TK~re-scth s*lmmm,l^tom<-, cohunbus Stewart, I

few imprt"'e<"mWts

pulverized and granulated sugar; in other in- 1 their implements of labor are in good repair. |
NortK Anson; Waldo t. retrce, Bangor; George w. Rtcker, I MeMre. Editors of the Farm and Fin l

stances it is the mud, or alluvium of brooks and 1 It is poor economy to work with a worn-out =

a
'

'
'

'
n erson

' So""1 Windham.
I cattle "Okk their feed."—Picaac state ihrongb your

rivers; acain, it is the debris of bogs and I plough, with a broken hoe or spade, or al 11 was voted to liereafter hold the annual I columns whauiouid be given to cattle "off their feed." w.
° z . . , '- meetintr nn (tin firct Th^Utt "E.,.1 T*. 1 have a yoke of wm-ii that ar-' i.T Un ii- I , . I wi* have tried

swamps, or the deltas of streams or ocean cur- 1 rheumatic wagon or cart. Nor will it do to j

meenn= on «'e «ist iuesday ot February. ItritatTOjWllt„
rents. These are all good soils for the cran- ! wait until the planting season arrives, before |

was also vote(1 to aPP !y for a charter. Yours, respectfully, e. c. u.

berry ; so are sail meadows, and even some up- 1 you go to the wagon builder or the blacksmith, \
Gov. Dyer, of Khode Island, moved that a i

Cn'nston
'

R
'
L

'

M""-b 7
'
18S '-

ii , , ., ,'. J. - ,, . =f i • n . rt Immmilln. «f e .. ; = This question Is rather indefinite. The cattle have probably
lands made by the drift ot the ocean, centuries [

for general repairs. Go now, without further i committee ot one irom each State be appoint-
j been over-fed or over-worked, in either c m, give them a

ago. All these deiiosits contain more or less I delay. Also, see that gates, fences and stone- 1 ed to arrange the time and place of the 1 change of food, and a small quantity j say^^a few carrots, pota

of decayed vegetable and animal matter ; skill- j walls are repaired ; not forgetting your live j
next Annual Exhibition. Messrs Anderson oft ^•o

o

0

r

d

,ura,I*-'Jf ovcr-,vork<!j
. «f™ «•««» 'v -' " M <

fully compounded by the Great Architect. |
stock, that need more care and attention in

j
Maine, Eustis of New Hampshire, Bridge of! ,

r
I March than at any other period of the year, j

Vermont, Dyer of Rhode Island, Webb of!

few hours, each day, in the orchard, j
Connecticut, Howe of Mass., were appointed!

.

I that committee. A final adjournment thralwTBaSTABix^^i-M^HiMitvtf.nnfa,Mm
,

= their Kotanirui (!--='Tiptfons und peculiar Properties. By
with drift-sand underneath, is best; and in | structive to truit, wih pay. It is too early to

|
*

v
j

Louis n.mn:. i». aitu-la a- . .... .\,.,- \-<,W.

i This is the most valuable contribution to bntanlcal scienec

| and plant history, ever Issued in this country. The author haa
: a marvelous love of nature, and of the plants and vegetables,
" which beautify the earth. Like Claudius, Hesiod, and all emJ-

Our BooK Table.

THE NEW TARIFF ON WOOL.

On Cape Cod, people will tell you the very

best soil for the cranberry is beach sand; in I
A

Ncw Jersey they will say that, an alluvial soil, j
looking after the aphis, and other insects de-

!

and in 1 structive to fruit, will pay. It is too early to j

took
l:,iace -

Michigan, on the Lake shores, they successfully j
plant out young trees, or to graft; but you]

grow the cranberry in black mud and peat. I
can prepare the land where trees are to be set

;
j

All such lands are naiwrcil to thin vine ; and in j
also secure grafts, without another day's post- 1

its cultivation, we should follow Nature. She [
ponement. In the fruit garden, make

never experiments, but sows her seeds and j
for strawberry planting; examine your 0

plants her roots always on the right soil and in \
vines

i
also set out raspberries and blackberries i

the proper place. Some people, who have I
as early as thc soil wil1 !ulm

more money than experience, will have to "go {shrubs, in the door-yard and

to school
:
' and learn vegetable physiology be- 1 sbould be trimmed up; and those shrubs in-|

yea

J-
fore they will become successful cultivators of! tended for transplanting, should have immedi-j

or Sracles -

the crafcberry. A proper selection of soil, !
ate attention. Manure from the barn-yard I „

C
.

LASS
.

1
;

clo,hlne woois-that is to say, Merino, Mesti

drainage, preparation of the bo^

maimer and lime Of Setting OUt the Vines, a §
0r ^Pread On the Surface, providing you ca"

1 [^.^
any of ,he P««=dir,g,

including sueh as have been j examined and exhausted in order to render the volumo com"

knowledge of the insects injurious and de- I USe tllC Plough immediately after. |

"°
e
°
°^'2^lnT^^ir

0
!!

16 Un''^ Sta'e8fr0mB"enoa
!
plete

-
The engravings lUustratingthe subjects, eomprise nearly

... ., i „ , , , , . „ I nr„„,p T .

A"stra,la
'
CaI,e °r Good Hope, Pmssia, : live hundred

: are all drawn from nature, and are eiecute.l In
structive to the fruit, are indispensable to sue- 1 Our almanacs and farm calendars inform us

;

°reat Canada, and elsewhere
;
and, also, including au I the highest style of art. we recommend Heodtfa Tirwrj

CCSS. ! that Spring Commences in March ; but every f

W°0lS n°' hereinafler described or designated in class 2 and 3. | ble Wokld to all lovers of plants, flowers and vegetation.

ke ready \
°^ m°St important bills passed by t

nent wrllers
-
he 1"oks at»" 'his world as an eternal handwork

;

1 the Thirtv-Nintli Pnnn-fooo ;,,„» ,1 1 • „ I as 'he land of loveliness as well as benellcence-made so, In
3Ur grape

|
~"y"'- J ^""S'caa^gusi Closed—IS the I part, by the wonderful flowers, shrubs and trees scattered over

ickbtrries I
aritt on w°o1 ancl woolens. We believe it is, f »> surface,

lit. All trees and \
substantially, the bill agreed upon by the wool I

w"ld bef<"

= j ii 1 = authors, an

aid on the lawn, ;S10" ers aM the woolen manufacturers last | and appreci

The Bil

We believe it is, |
118 surface. A previous volume of Fiouier's, entitled "Tho

before the Deluge," created a wide enthusiasm among
d this second contribution will be as well received

ppreciated.

makes thc following Classes ^ The present volume is divided Into four parts:—
'

I 1.—The Organography and Physiology of Plants.
= 2.—The Classification of Plants.

3.—The Natural Families of Plants.
1 -»v Dt.za, = 4.—The Geographical Distribution of Plants.

or meadow I can be hauled out, at once
;
deposited in heaps ! a '„

l'rZmT Z^T^,""'"7T of
,

M<,r,
?°

b
!°
od

'
lmmedl

- \
The work ls ™k '-Ka ia graphlc

-
fasci " a""6 language; tho

emote, down, clothing wools, and wools of like cbarac- I classification systematic, and the vegetable world thoroughly
le preceding, including such as have been f examined and ext
imported into the United Statesfrnm r. _ I „i„i„ Tt„

| Ayres, New Zeala

We do not propose to write an essay on this
j
intelligent farmer and gardener is guided by

j LincoinsiL,
C
dTw

b

n

n

comw
l8~tha

'
' S '° Say

' Leice8lcr
'
Colsw°"'. I

important and rapidly increasing branch of in- f
the weather,

dustry, but refer to the subject as one worth \ rather than by his almanac.

the attention of all persons owning lands natu- 1 cold and backward, have patience, wait a lit—

_ wools, Canada long wools, or the
"= 0DR MUTUAL FRIEND, by Charles Dickens. T. B. Petcr-

tlie Stale Of the atmosphere,
[
Ilke combing wools of English blood, and usually known by I

son A Bro'hers, Philadelphia. This novel is so well known and

If the SeaSOU is I

lerms uereln "3ed ;
"lso. all hair of alpacca goats and other like 1

appreciated by the admirers of "Boi," and all,novel readers,

| that it would be rather late for us to endorse its peculiar mcrila.

Clabs 3. Carpet wools and other similar wools, such as Don- !
Bul we w 'sh 10 8ay " worJ r°r tl,e cn,t' rr,ri8i "S publishers, who

ral and Suitable to the Crailbeny. There Wftle; and then, aS the Season advances, With \
skoi, native, South America, Cordova. Valparaiso native^Smyr" ^ nave 'avisbly expended money in obtaining proof-sheets of Uw

more money in the business than incredulous i niild and genial temperature, go-ahead
people suppose. No field or farm crop will pay |

a tenth tho profit that this fruit yields. And
j Sow yourt Oats.—The importance of sow

whether in New England, in the Middle States,
j

j
na, and including all such wools of liko character as have been t

Authors American Edition of Dickens' of which thin te

|
heretofore UBually imported into the United States from Turkey I 'he first volume. Musses. PBTSBHON Will issue one volumo

\
Greece, Egypt, Syria and elsewhere.

'

; Per ntonth, In uniform Btyle, on good paper, clear type and
rru , . . _. = handsome binding—making the entire edition an ornament for
IIIC tlUty On the J<irst Class, Upon WOOl 1 the parlor or librarv. Our MUTUAL FRIEND, with forty

jing oats early, is well understood by all pro-
]
valued at thirty-two cents per pound is ten fllw0 mMtrallons' was lmued toFebrua,T: and for March,™

or in the West, it will pay to cultivate the cran-
j gressive farmers. ' As soou as the ground is I cents per pound • and in addition t

'

t
^ are 10 have DAV1" GovpxBriELD

>
Wllh '"enty.five mil page

berry. On most land, where it does best, the
j sufficiently dry, so that it can be ploughed and I ad' valorem. On the Second cla<s the J

""1Eln" i°n9 -

land is almost valueless for any other purpose.
\ harrowed, oats should be got in. Early sown ! will be the same On the Third class tl

1 A manual op sctfntific and practical agr*-
The cost of the land is small; the expense of

| 0ats are ahcays heavier; and when once in, I cents per nound on wonk ™i„„i „f I

ee
|
culture. By j. l. Campbell, a. m. Lindsay a Biaekiston,

prcparino- the tract however is considcruble- .%„ , „ , i .
1-"=' l'OUna, on WOOlS valued at twelve = Philadelphia. The science of agriculture Is demanding more

t!i • f
'

conswerame
, j they are out of the way of all other work.—

=
cents

; and on those costing over twelve cents I attention m tw. country than ever before. The burdens mv
but the setting ot the vines (no after culliva-

1 We have known oats to be sown in the last of ! six cents a pound It is snnnosd that th. a I
^ poscd °n us by lhe R '',,ell 'on '

mus' be "gMened by real wealth,

tion), .and the profit of the crop, make the I February fin New lersevl and thc cron wis t o-oeo inr« »m>o, / • !u , . , I
whlch comeB ™My ''rom the cultlrallon ot lhe Tnl»

rinainpao th* ™Lt .1 .
JCUmai) (.lUiNefl J CISC) ailtl tne Cl Op Was

f
goes into effect at Once—though t he bill (if we : volume teaches the rudimentary science of farming: snch anbusiness the most lucrative in the country.-

1
remarkably good. In the New England and [ read correctly) does not state that fact I

the chemis,ry of Md soll8; ,hc s°"rce frcm
We have visited many sections of the United 1 Middle States they can be o-ot in from the last i "i

planls derlTe nourishment; general principles or vegetable

States—Cape Cod, New Jersey and the North 1 10 the middle' of March on dw soils • on wet ! i
physiology; historyoi manures and special fertilizers, practical

-tir . t. .» . , . „ . =
niKKlie OI lUaiCll, On Clry SOUS ; On VtCts y srnnrs in ml™. _ „ A , I remarks on the care of farm stock. This work was issued al

West—where this business is successfully and
j iandS) as early m April as possibie .

\

' C0UI

s

'
n caU es

' PW and sllGeP> a cor-
-; lh(. open|ng ot lh , w„. CODSPquenl,y at an „ nfavorabie time

profitably followed; but our choice (soil, 1 ]
respondent of the Maine Farmer takes a I for its publication, n deserves a liberal patronage, and sbooki

climate and market consulted), is New Jersey! j

"
"

I
^mnVl}y of good oats, boils them one hour, |

bc ln 'r° <1"ced ln M °" r eommonschoois.

Large tracts are already in cultivation there— I Elephantine Oxen.—A gentleman from! an" gives freely of the tea till a cure is effect-! chronicles of the great rebellion.—a. wincn,

extending from the Delaware river to the sea- i Bristol, Vermont, informs us that he recently I
ed - From many trials he is satisfied that the I

™'-"*iPiua.-As a book of reference, this publication i. to-
o v^u.

E J
E remrile ' f 1 = valuable. It gives a full record and digest of the evenu of tl»e

and the time is not far distant when her cran- 1 saw at that place a yoke of oxen, seven years I

rt-ml-'uy >s sale ana certain.
| war_,n chronological order-civu, political, naval and muitary.

berry crop will equal, if not surpass any of l- °hl, which weigh over eight thousand pounds. I - I Every student of history and every wmer for the press, win

. , I mi -U- v. • J i tt _ t> t, I find this volume exactly what they want for dally reference.
her cereals. I

I hey are six teet high, and measure sixteen \ High Pkice for Fowls.—Mr John S Ives [
—

"
" I and a half feet from end of nose to end of tail, j of Salem, Mass., exhibited thirteen Brahma!

™is ameri.-an farmkb-storse *»™--*t R«d-

erif the reader would extend the useful- 1 They are on exhibition, and will visit various j
fowls at a recent Fair at Worcester, which I y^iTestig^n lm^tTb^vtLLI/Ty-'vLiTco',

ness of the Farm and Fireside, let him show it I parts of the country. The owner expects to j were awarded the first premium. The thirteen I
Clncinna"' ; Zeigier, Mccurdy a Co., Phiiadeiphia.-This is a

to his neighbor, and solicit his subscription. '= make the pair weigh ten thousand pounds. = have since been sold for .$100.
I large and handsome volume. Not having read It, we withhold
' our vlewB until we can judge It as it deserves.

Gapes in Chickens.
old, put about

!

get big enoug"
people to lose a hundred a year, and yet laugh at this simple remedy, wliich Fs the better because simple?
his remedy is to put scraps of rusty iron in the water they drink. It cured those that were sick.

î B^g^^^

—

^Bi^i

Chickens.—John McKay, of Long Island, states that a sure cure for gapes in chickens is this When your chicks are about a
it a tablespoonful of powdered sulphur in their feed

; mix this in two quarts of feed, doing so two or three times a week, unti
gh to be out of the way of this disease. This receipt is worth a great deal in saving thousands of chickens yearly I have k

week
i they

known
A gentleman in Cincinnati says that
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THE INDEPENDENT FARMER.

Let sailors sing of the windy deep,

Let soldiers praise their armor,

But in my heart this toast I'll keep—

The Independent Farmer.

When first the rose in robe of green

Unfolds its crimson lining,

And round his cottage-porch is seen

The honeysuckle twining

;

When banks of bloom their sweetness yield,

To bees that gather honey,

He drives his team across the field,

Where skies are soft and sunny.

™T1 ^ . . -i iwv I
_ And as Jack Sprout looked at that moment

|

J. J^£f5Sl-UJ? ijSjJiHtSB.
I he gave awful evidence that he was physically

j

""
I able to make good his word ; for a more mag-

[

I nificent structure of frame-work and muscle
j

1 was not to be found in the town.
|

1
" Dear Jack," cried the wife, taking her hus-

[

j band by the arm. " Oh, do listen to me one
[

! moment. Freddy is not much hurt ; and he
j

I ought not to have thrown stones at Gordon's 1

I dog. You know both Solomon and his wife

}

[set 'everything by the little animal, and he I

[would not bark at the boys if they did not

|

[ plague him. If you go and find Gordon, as I

The blackbird clucks behind the plough,
\ u ,yK nQ youWJJ[ omy make matters WOl'Se. f

The quail pipes loud and clearly, s _ . , , j -i m i

Yon orchard hides behind its bough j
Oh, I Wish yOU Would drop it.

|

The home he loves so dearly; | Jack only shook his head, and smiled one of
[

The gray and old barn-doors unfold
} terrible upon tue face |

His ample store in measure, = S

More rich than heaps of hoarded gold, | of an angry man. f

a precious, blessed treasure
; | " Oh, Jack, if you would only try the effect I

While yonder in the porch there stands = '
, ;

| of kindness upon Solomon! He is a good|

I man at heart
—

" |

I Jack interrupted his wife with a decisive!

| sneer. |

I "Don't laugh at me, Jack. I tell you it|

I would be better to do so than resort to blows. |

I If you were attacked I would not blame you
f

| for fighting to protect yourself; but this is not
|

! a case that calls for your strength of muscle. j

1 There is a higher and nobler strength that you
\

| can use now." =

[
" Oho !

" uttered Jack, " you are preaching.

1 You are giving me some of your Sunday

1 School lessons. But I don't want 'em. You

{ may experience religion as much as you please

;

1 but you mustn't preach the stuff to me.

"

His wife, the lovely charmer,

The sweetest rose on all his lands—

The Independent Farmer.

To him the Spring comes dancingly,

To him the Summer blushes,

The Autumn smiles with mellow ray,

His sleep old Winter hushes

;

He cares not how the world may move,

No doubt or fears confound him

;

His littie flock are linked in love,

And household angels round him

;

He trusts to (iod and loves his wife,

Nor griefs nor ills may harm her;

He's Nature's nobleman in life

—

The Independent Farmer.

Fhesitle Tales,

JACK SPROUT'S CONVERSION.— I "Jack," spoke the wife, with stern solemni-

Jaok Speout swore a terrible oath. In fact,
j tVj "Have I been any worse since I began to

he swore quite a number of oaths, for he was
[ have an interest in religious things ?

"

very angry. It was nothing wonderful for Jack
j " ]sr0) Abby—you were good always."

Sprout to swear, even in the presence of hisf » Then why will you not listen to me? If

wife, for he was sadly given to a habit of pro-
j yQU ^m gtay wUh me now_if you wait

fane language. And yet Jack was a good hus-
1 unta yom.

~

ngel ;g cooled_and tuen g0 and
band; an indulgent father ; an industrious man

;[ gpeak kmdly tQ Sulomon Gordon, I give you
an accommodating neighbor; and he possess-

1 lemn pledgc^ you wiu feel a tbous_

ed many other excellencies of character which
j and tim8s beUor than yQU wm if you_„

might have made him a valuable member of =
, , , , ..

« . • , , , .. = But Jack would not hear his wile out. He
society, had it not been for certain loose habits = ^
,,. : , , , , . „ -, i had sworn that lie would thrash Solomon Gor-

which had marked his course from childhood.
|

His

for

customer ; so Jack naturally enough came up I

. „ , -ry j , .... | dared to strike his boy ; for Freddy was his
in the same track. But he was good looking, =

, , / ' *

i •
, , • , j = pet, and every blow that had been laid upon

and kind hearted, and genial and social, and I ,.,„,,, , , , „ n

And when Jack Sprout had regained his
| dy about last Sunday, was not more suddenly

breath, and was able to speak, he looked to see ! brought to light than I have been. Bealy and

the boy that he had saved, and he saw that it | truly, there is more virtue in kindness than in

was Andy Gordon, a bright-eyed, curly-haired, I enmity. It blesses everything and everybody.

red-faced boy, not a year older than was his ! He who bestows it, is as much blessed as he

son Freddy. I who receives it."

"Where's papa ? " asked the dripping child.
f And then the wife, with her arm placed gen-

"He is coming," answered some one in the
|
fly around her husband's neck, gently, kindly

crowd. I said

:

Jack looked up and saw Solomon Gordon I "Dear Jack, wouldn't we both be happier if

coming—Solomon, pale and terror-stricken— j we would try to live by the blessed rules laid

and with all possible haste he seized his coat \ down by our Savior ? Oh, I know that they

and boots, and hurried away. He could not
j were given by One who sought our highest

meet Solomon Gordon then.
j good, and I think we should find joy in trying

'

' Mercy ! What is it, Jack ? " I to square our lives by the golden rule.

"

Mrs. Sprout was alarmed. Her husband
j

-

And Jack witb a MsS; made answcr .»

was dripping wet, his step was tottering, his I , ,.
•-

,
' , *i„

6
. ,.i "My darling, we will try."

breathing was labored, and there was a livid
§

mark upon his forehead as though he had re- 1 '.'.'.'V.'.'.™

ceivedaheavy blow ! THE BENEFIT OF BEING KNOCKED ABOUT
"It is nothing, Abby." |

IN ™EWORLD.
"Has Solomon " ; T • j »i • e . -u

= It is a good thing for a young man to be
Pshaw! D'ye think Solomon Gordon could

j e , knocked about m the world - though Us
have done this! I have been in the river. A

j softhearted parents mav not think so. All
little boy had fallen from the bridge right into I

' ^ m if not all)
.
cerlainly nineteen-twen-

;i
'

: beneath the falls. 1 jumped in and
j tiethg of the sum total ^ enter Ufe with a sur.

1 piusage of self conceit. The sooner they are

| relieved of it the better, If, in measuring
I " Yes, alive and unhurt."

! themselves with wiser and older men than
!
" Oh thank God ? Whose child was it, Jack ?"

| themselveSj they discover that it is unwan.ant-

I
"Don't stop to ask questions now, Abby, but

| ed md M Qf ft gracefully; of their own
|
make me a cup of hot, strong tea, while Iget|

accord; wel] and good . if not> it ls desirable,
|on some dry clothes. My soul! I think I

j jor tUeir own sakes, that it be knocked out of

|
had a narrow dodge of it !"

j them _ A boy whQ ig seQt tQ a large gchool
;

Jack put on dry garments, and when he had
( goon findg hig leve] _ Higm may llaye been

brought him out."

"Alive ?"

| rested awhile he drank.his tea, and in the course [

t . . ,
'

'
. , „ „ , [ don, and he would keep his word. His temper 1

is parents had been careless and profane be- = ' ,

L
. .5. =

, . , . • , „ , i , „ t u u '= was at the boiling point, and he was lamy =

ire him ; his father had been a tough, rough ;
. . , , , , , =

- onJiiniv +<-, frnt Inn li.ii-ii-lci nnnn t li n moil Tirlir\ ll Q H -aching to get his hands upon the man who had I

so he had gained for a wife one of the very [

the child's body had made a mark of fire upon

best maidens of our town, as well as one ofl

the handsomest.

| his own heart. So he put his wife away from

I him and hurried from the house, slamming the

. door after him.
Master Freddy Sprout, aged five years, stood

j Away we]lt Jack Sm.ont witn rapidj heavy
by his mother's side, with a sadly begrimmed | gtrideg . and had Soiom0n Gordon fallen in his

and tear-streaked face, and his story was, thatj wayjugt then> he would mogt agsuredly have
Solomon Gordon had whipped him with a|

beenseyferely beaten . for though Solomon was
stick, and the boy's legs still bore a few slight

j & gtout> bold maD) yet Jack wag a yery Her_

tokens of the castigation. Two other boys
f cmes

had come home with master Freddy, and their
j Jack was destmedto get pretty thorough-

testimony corroborated that which the sufferer
i [y coc,ed off before be met the object of his

had given. Freddy, with some of his play-
j wratb Ag he approached the bridge that

mates, had been throwing stones at Mr. Gor- 1 spanned tbe river just below the falls, he heard
don's dog, and one of the missiles hurled byf loud crieg of alarrQi and upon hurrying for-
Freddy had hit the animal and caused him to

[ ward he found thal a boy bad feUen from oue
howl with pain. Of course the stone thrown

I of tbe projecting timbers into the water. He
by such a tiny hand could not have inflicted} looked oyer the railing and gaw the little feIlow
much injury upon the canine brute; but Solo-|

just coming tQ the gurface of the foalning)
mon.Gordon loved his dog, and when he sawi boi]ing flood-a curly headed boy, just about
what had been done, he caught Master Fred-

{ the age of Wg own darling Freddy-stretching
dyand gave him a thrashing

;
for, be it known,

| forth hig tmy armg m on agony of d ^ fi

I paramount at home, but school boys are dem-
i of an hour all traces of exhaustion had passed i „.;„,-„ t],„. ;j A „ . , .

= .

1 |ocraticm their ideas, and if arrogant, he is sure

I

away-
I to be thrashed into recognition of the golden

j
"I tell you, Abby, I have had a good many

j ru]e . The world is a great public school, and

|
tough jobs in my day, but I never had one like I it SOon teaches a new pupil his proper place.

I that before. A weaker man than I could never
j if be has the attributes that belong to a leader,

1 have brought out that child alive. " [ he will be installed in the position of a leader

;

|
"O, how grand it is, Jack, to use one's] if not, whatever Ms own opinion of his abil-

j
strength in such a cause. But whose child was [ ities may be, he will be compelled to fall in

[
it ? Do you know ?"

[ w ith the rank and file. If not destined to

I Before Jack could answer, the outer door
j
greatness, the next best thing to which he can

Iwas unceremoniously opened, and Solomon | aspire is respectability ; but no man can either

I
Gordon entered the apartment. Abby shrank | be truly great or truly respectable who is vain,

I back in alarm when she saw how pale and ex- I pompous and overbearing.

[cited the man looked, and how he trembled,
j By the time the novice has found his legiti-

1 for she did not notice the moist, brimming light
{ mate social statug; be tne same bigb or iow^ the

j
that shone in his swollen eyes.

j
probability is that the disagreeable traits of his

|
"Jack!" spoke the new comer, in a gasping ] character will be softened down or worn away.

f
manner,, at the same time holding out both off Most likely the process of abrasion will be

I his hands. He choked and stammered, but { rough, perhaps very rough, but when it is all

I presently gained strength to add, " O, my God,

I what can I say! Jack! Jack!" Here the

I stout man broke fairly down, and burst into

| tears.

I Jack, almost as much affected as was his

I visitor, arose and took the extended hand.

1 " Never mind, Sol. It's all right."

1 over, and he begins to see himself as others see

j
him, and not as reflected in the mirror of self-

|
conceit, he will be thankful that he has run the

I gauntlet, and arrived, though by a rough road,

[ at self-knowledge. Upon the whole, -whatever

|
loving mothers may think to the contrary, it

[ is a good thing for youths to be knocked about

it makes men of them.

Ovee-Wokkei) Women.—An over-worked

I ' No, no," cried Gordon. " It isn't right. It j
in the world

;

I never can be right. O, what can I do ? Jack, j

I if I could only go back to where I was this I

I morning! My God! I beat your child for a!

f trifling thing, and you have saved mine from f

woman is always a sad sight-sadder, a great

! a terrible death, saved him almost at the ex-

1

deai
'
tban an over-worked man, because she iff

I pense of your own life. Kill me, if you will. I
much more fertUe in capacities of suffering

(Beat me, Jack. Do anything you like, oniyl
tban a ^an

-
She has 80 maDV varieties of

I forgive me, so that this saving act of your's 1
beadache-sometimes as if Jael were driving

| shan't be always like a heap of coals upon my
|

the naU that kUled Sisera int0 her temples-

1 head
!" I sometimes letting her work with half her brain,

Solomon Gordon was just such another man |
1 was a terrible place, that seething, roaring pool, [

as Jack Sprout-warm-hearted, generous, and i

where^ waterg Qf^ great mer came pour_

neighborly; but rough, uneducated, strong- j. down from the U h dam . bnt Jack did

And then with a sudden impulse- under the!
wMle the otber ha,f throbs as if U would S°

I influence of an emotion such as he had never l
t0 pieces-sometimes tightening around the

! before experienced, Jack Sprout said : l
brows as if ber cap-band were Luke's iron

willed and impulsive.
I not hesitate. He forgot his enemy—forgot

Jack Sprout put on his hat and prepared to
| everything but the danger of the little one-

sally forth. His lips were pale and tightly com- 1 and only stopping to kick off his boots, and
pressed, and the huge muscles in his arms

j throw aside his coat, he. leaped down into the

worked like bundles of ropes.
j angry flood. He caught the boy in his arms,

-- "Dear Jack," plead his wife, " don't go out 1 and then struck out for the shore. It was a
now." I mighty conflict, but the strong man persevered.

"Let me alone, Abby. No man shall strike
j More than once those who had gathered upon

a child of mine without having a chance to
j the rocks had reason to fear that neither the

strike me. I shall go and see Sol. Gordon, and
j man nor tbe child would come forth alive ; but

I'll give him such a licking as he won't forget
| jack held his own against the mad torrent, and

in a hurry !
" And Jack closed the sentence

| finally reached the shore, where many hands
with a terrible oath.

| Were ready to help him. As for himself, a

"No, no, Jack—don't go. What good will j few minutes rest so far restored him that he

it do ? Wait until you are more cool !
"

I was able to walk ; and he had sustained no in-

" Pshaw! Go away, Abby. There is not l
jury save a few trifliug bruises. And as for

power enough on earth to save Sol. Gordon I the boy, he had come forth in safety, for Jack

from a drubbing ; and I'll give it to him before } had held him high above the water during all

the sun goes down !
" 1 the time of his struggle.

and then her neuralgias, and her back-

in which she

paroxysms

T . , ,1 • , i -t- = crown-
= "Solomon, I tell you its all right. lou=

,

I ,
'

' . _ , J, , _ ,l aches, and her fits of degression
I have no more reason to thank Goo. that I saved i . . , ,

I -r , -,tt, t . z- I thinks she is nothing, and those
l your child than I have. When I went forth ; , . ,

=
, i „ „ . I which men speak lightly of as hysterical

—

drominy house, full of wrath and madness,;
, . , „

l ,. . . , I = convulsions, that is all, only not commonly fa-
I curses were upon my hps and in my heart. I =

, , . . , , , ,
=

, , , , . , : '
., , i tal ones—so many trials which belong to her

l should have sought such revenge as the wild;„ . ... r . ^ , . ,

l . . T r. . ,
'

. . . -|- . , i flue and mobile structure, that she is always
= Deast seeks. Is it not better that 1 found your I . , . , , , . , , .

= , . . x . „ , „ , . = entitled to pity, when she is placed m condi-
I little Andy in the flood ? and is it not better =

. -, .

= , . . , . = tions which develop her nervous tendencies.

—

I
that my great strength was used m saving his im Q w mlmgjj

I life ? I forgive you, Sol, from the bottom ofl

f my heart. And now, I say, it's all right !
"

|

[
And so was cemented a friendship holy and

j Remedies fok Chilblains.—Boil some tur-

|
lasting.

|
uipS) and mash them until reduced to a pulp

;

j
Seemingly slight perturbations in the current I put them into a tub or large basin, and put the

} of a man's life sometimes work marvelous
| feet into them, almost as hot as can be borne,

[
changes for good or ill. . | for a short time before going to bed. Perse-

I "Abby," said Jack Sprout—it was late inlvere in doing this for a few nights, and the

I the evening, and they had been sitting for some { itching and irritation of the chilblains will be

! time without speaking—" I believe I am con- 1 cured. Of course this must be before the chil-

1 verted. Saul of Tarsus, that you read to Fred- 1 blains are broken.

Love of Children.—Tell me not of the trim, precisely arranged homes where there are no children: "where," as the good German lias it, "the fly traps al-

ways hang straight on the wall; " tell me not of the never disturbed nights and days, of the tranquil unanxlous hearts, where children are not! I care not for

these things. God sends us children for another purpose than merely to keep up the race—to enlarge our hearts, to make us unselfish, and full of kindly sympa-
thies and affections; to give our soul higher aims, and to call out all our faculties ; to extend enterprise and exertion ; to bring round our firesides bright faces and
and happy smiles, and loving, tender hearts. My soul blesses the Great Father every day, that he has gladened the earth with little children.
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REMARKS ON THE ORIGIN OF FRUITS AND I

VEGETABLES. !

[Written for the r'arm and Fireside. ]

The following extract, I clipped from one ofi

the daily publications of our city ; and I insert
|

it here as a matter of some interest, without j

becoming responsible for the facts, real or sup-

1

statural J^istarvf.

HAIRY WOODPECKER—SAP-SUCKER.
{Picas pubeacew.')

j To the Editors of the Farm and Fireside:

= Iii Wr.Mnfio. k. t. M-irch 7th. hv Rer. D. M. Crane. Mr. I'llll.o

? E. Thayer to Miss tit:oic<;i ANN a F. An\oi,o. both of Woon-
I socket; *uh trmt., by Rev. Robert Murray, Mr. Jamkh Bkn-
I
NBTT to Miss riAi: \n (ji>iii>Aai>, both of \Vonnsocket.

= At the Union House, Blackstonc, Vitrei, f-tli. by Charles A.
= Wljdit, Esq.. Mr. DANIEL II. CQ0K to Mrs. II atti K Paksonh,
; both Of Blackstorie.

A singular freak of this familiar inhabitant I ,
in Providence. Tiiomab h. Casuqve to si bam S. Lbtiueb.

** = both ol Providence.

I of orchards and lawns, may be worthy ot rec- 1 in Etmwood, 7th inst., Mr oxoboe r. i.nman. of siatersvuie,
" to Miss Ki.i.I'.n K. KENT, of Elmwood.

In Centreville, fith Inst., PBitttY II. Hyde to Josik M. Lit-ord.

The singularly foolish idea, often advanced, I
tleitki both ot sterling, conn,

, , . , , - a In Peacedale, 3d inst., Mr. JAMB6 K. Holland, of Westerly.
that he onlv attacks decaying trees, or those = to Miss Mae^ r.STEA»MAnoi Pea©

containing insects or grubs; and of his instinct-
{p^lMii^^A.^SS^ftK

! ivc ability to detect their locality, should be ex-
j

&tatl«^"gjj&g ;,» jffi
*** g ,

i ploded. The following facts bear upon this |
of Central Fails.

= . . x , i . , . , ,_. i = In Bellinghnm, Muss., bv II. G. Grant, Esq., Mr. Jolix VAH8
|
point. I have seen them alight upon the trunk

=; uoCosibs ioSai.li a. Aj>aub, b ,Lta o? North Belllngham.

1 inst. .Vr. AJT.TIFBT Reamjo to Miss

posed, which it may contain, eVen if that in- I

teres! should be nothing more than mere curi-I

osity.

Confessing my entire ignorance of the " pret-
j

ty pea" caUed'^ parsley/' there is a possibility
j attentively, andf,™^.^ m

that the origin ol some ot the fruits and
j^^^ ^ wUhmU fimliu . ^ i

*«*~«-

!

Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OF THE

T E .A. TBADE.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

COMPANY became fully convinced, several years ago, that

consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many and too

large prollts on these nrticles of every day consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
PANY, to do away, as far as possible, with these enormous
drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these

necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an Idea of the profits which have been
made In the Tea trade, we will start with the American houses,

leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the Chinese
factors.

the

Deaths.

'

I grub beneath the bark. That the numerous j

'

'

1 holes made by them ari

j trees is in search of insects, is simply prepos-

j

fterous. The wonder is that any one should
j

'

. 1st. The American House tn China or Japan makes largo
1 prollts on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest re-

= tired merchants In this country have made their Immense for-

iiMiiMi \ tunes through their houses In China.
= 2d. The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign ci-
: change used in the purchase of Teas.
= 3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent In many
= cases.

I 4th. On its arrival It Is sold by the cargo, and the Purchaser
Rl'TM H., wife Of Rev. i sells to the Speculator in Invoices of l.UUU to 2,000 packages, at
8th Instant, Dr. Tiiomab * an average profit of about 10 per cent.

' a«cd 35 years. 10th inst,, = 6th. 'Jhe Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer in

hubael and "Lucy Ann Bland- I lines at a profit of 10 to lf> percent.
Ing. aged 28 vears. lllli instant, Sa itAll A., wife of William i Jbtta. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale

= H. Peck, In the 37th year of her age. 12th instant. ISAAC Pit- = Grocer in lots to suit the trade, at a profit of about 10 per cent.

tv««c, «tv. Aftonout ii»foeb»fl 5 MAN - Jr- llReu 20 vears and months. 11th Instant. Mr. = '<!'• The W hob-sale Grocer sells it to the Retail Dealer at a
ULtS dlC (MILIUM UIUU.MAI. ; ClIAELES GEBEN, aged 74 vears. 12th instant, Mr. JOSEPH P. I PK>nt Of 15 to 25 percent.

„ , matous substance beneath !
aeed 66 yeara >

4 *«»« and 24
\ J^L*

Tlie K, 'la,1" r e,'U9 11 10 the CoMUmcr forM 1,10
i)ront he

report Oil the fOSSU VUieS, and the Wild grape I
, . \ . A . . . . = In Worcester, Mass., Mureh 1st, GEoiMii: II. son of William =

'

1

'

1

'

' 1

; When you have added to these ei«iit profits as many broker-
In Crompton. 3d Instant, Flora V. daughter of Jerky B. = ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

= and LOUISE M. rOSTEB, in the 5th vear of her age. = , - , - »u •• _j„ v
» «.nr , BiTT i * « - „ ,„ I original cost ol the Tern, it will be perceived what the consumer
In Millord. Mass., 7th Instant, SXEVBEX B. loui), aged 78. = . , . .

'

,

T , i- L' a \ f «. , Ja , ». , ^ = has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so
: In Webster, Mass.. March 4th, Mrs. ADELINE, wife of GEO. = . , „, ,

On this occasion be I deserted hornet S-nest 111 my orchard, and was | Feeeman, aged 5t> years. |
very much lower than small dealers.

. .
"

' ^
1

I #1« r«Ai-pfaK1«i' Vt/\i-iQ0'rl thai it rnn.iiinfd until = In West Sutton, Mass., March 8th, WlLl.AUD Hall, aged 63 I We propose to do away with all these various profits and
exhibited to the Society several specimens of I

80 comfortabl) housed that it remained until
% y,,ar8 10 llhs ; and xi , liivs

% Mopenlgegi and^ wlth

vine leaves impressed upon coal, which had !
Winter. Its depredations upon the tree were

j J"*™^S^- v^,^-;:l^^^'^,n^ "r | the exeeption or a small eommissioo paid for phasing to our

hppn tnlfPn fmm -i en-l! mine in TTps«p Dirm extensive. It had removed more than twenty ! I

'„°
I
correspondents In China and Japan, one cartaSe, and a small

oteu unveil iiuiii a euai-uime in ailssl lmiiii-
; „

, ,
I f prollt to ourselves-whlcn, on our largo sales, will amply pay ns.

stadt. Other specimens from the same lo- !
superficial inches ot bark, attention to which

|

, I caused the discovery of its retreat. Had its
| Q ||g Jil'il.Q.rJiBtS,

vegetables named in the extract, may be as|'

much matters of speculation as the grape is I
; ,

, , , , ,

1
= holes made by them around apple and other =

held to be by some ot the horticultural f

savans of Europe.

A! the last meeting ot the tattml Impen-
\ , advanced it ;

especially after the careful j
Swbet "I t !

"er- ,

t rr j • ii i a • . » i u • n • tti
:*»»»^ — , ? j ; Julia Bl.AMHN*;, danghtero r?liul

ulIIuvttcidtHrid Sucn-ty, held in Pans, 1< ranee,
| , tjons o(- Xutall.*

Doctor Thudicum, of St. Thomas's Hospital,
)

Loudon, made a very important and learned
] ,

a ' a '
10

lthe bark is at certain seasons their principal I r.'i\ unii Rtni n. clkmence, a^e<i is yeari'a'ndio liavs."

vines ot the valley ot the Khme, m Germany -
=

which report, if true, is calculated to upset j

'

some of the theories of the origin of this fruit
j

as heretofore existing.

I food.

One of these birds took up its quarters in a =

i Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

cality contained great numbers of fossil grape I
callsecl me discovery Ol ns retreat. n.u us

| _^ ^^itr^U fS. [ try, consumers In all parts of the United States can receive

husks and seeds The learned Doctor stated \
migratory mstinct been overcome by shelter

| _
\ their Teas at the same price (with the small additional eipenso

that these deposits were found lying under-

1

and l>ioximity lo foot! ? J. K. E.

nealh the bassalt ; and what may appear most
|

marvelous and startling, to at least one class of
{

philosophers is, that they are estimated to be I

above one hundred millions of years old ; and j

that these facts, and the peculiar character off Messrs. Editors :—I was astonished to see,
j Klour

the wild vines of the Rhine valley, completely
j jn the Farm mid Fireside, a word said against

j £y
™.S

!??!

contradicted the almost universal belief, that j^ robin.

the vine had come originally from Asia. He 1

gave it his opinion, and believed, that the vine | worms and insects.

•Nulall's Ornithology, Land BirdB, p. 689.

THE ROBIN.

Iam a friend to the birds, espe-||^^™ 0-,j-

leiallythe robin, as they devour innumerable

l of transportation) as though they bought them at our Ware-

| houses In this city.

= Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a

| club. The answer Is simply this : Let each person wishing lo
Wood W conl. $6a9 5tt : ;0 jn j n a C ]UD Mv now mlIcn tea or coffee he wants, and select
Beans« quart 13c = ,L ,, . . . . „ , T , , .„ .^ .

Potatoes. ..... ?Uc = the kind and price from our Price List, as published in the pa-

Onions Sue i per or in our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts
GROCERIES, Ac. : plainly on a list, and when the club Is complete send It to us by

$llal7 00 I Raisins 32a2oc I mail and we will put each party's goods in separate packages,

|{ y °H
B

Tea^
^

'I'l*'? ^
an<1 mnrk lhr! name "p"n ll"Mn

'
wllh lbc cos1, 60 ll"'re nced

ifalSc
I
Black Tea 80ca|l 20 | no confusion In their distribution—each party getting exactly

80c Oil^gal.. si (H) E what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the

W00NS0CKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending March 15, 1867.]

PAR.M l'RODUOTS, FUEL, Ac.

I Hay <0 ton $38
I Straw 53 ton ^20
5 Coal W ton $10 50al2 50
: Oats 1{) bush 85a90c

Codlisb.
= Java Colfee It).

Probably one robin, iu

was indigenous to all countries where it now I smgie season, will eat fifty times its own weight | Mackerel, new

prospered
;
and invited horticulturists to make

j of worms and insects, which are destructive to I
Beef stpak

experiments with the seeds of wild vines, par- 1 vegetation. I wish there were a thousand 1
5«f, corned':,ii r-n a« -ii= : Tongues, clear.

tlcularly those of France, as thqy might oh-
\ on my farm every season, and I would protect j

Mutton

tain resuhsimportant to horticulture. Whether
j them, as far as I could, from all harm. I have I Pork, fresh.""

of any interest or value to American horti-
j.told boys that I would rather give twenty-live I

culturists, is for them to deride.
j centSj tban have one killed on the farm, which}

Lancaster, Pa. S. S. R,

IHc
...40, 42)1450

8c
25a50c
10al2c

MEATS, Ac

18aS5c
lOalSc

Fluid Wgal. ..

Candles lb.

Kpgs Ih doz.

.

Lnfd ^ lb

".ofnfltic \
me,nners of the club can divide equitably among themeelves.

3dc | The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by drafts
,.lhacl8 r nn Kniv.Vnrk. h\* I'not lltllof» mnnn* nrilnra nr \\v Express, AS

> amount ordcr-

L,aru «io.
'T

1?'* I on New-York, bv Post Oillce money onlers. or by ExSugar 38 It) 14aI8c = * J J

,
. ; may suit the cunvemVm-e ot thn Club, Or if the amou

9al4c
10a20c
12al6c

Hams
Poultry
Shoulders.

.

Sausages. .

.

Tripe. ......

Pork, salt.

.

ORIGIN OF VEGETABLES.

Garlic came from Sicily. Beans blossomed 1

I
may

1 l il -r'
- ed cxcce(lB thirty dollars, we will, If desired, send the goods by

,"2(la2^c = Express, to " collect on dellvBry."

J^c I Hereafter we will Bend a complimentary package lo the party

I] ; getting up the club. Our profits are small, but we will be as

toe I liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary pack-

H age for Clubs less than ^ 30.

I
Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon

= getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

, ; Custom-House stores to our warehouse.
,
Sheep and :

tS?™.^i, -r <- t»i~ r- . msEnaMjM r . „, = The Company have selected the following kinds from their

= «t»"ffl*l<t*™ .» ?i i n -^, ,

4
-

,

U
\,7

!

S
q,la

i
y'i eto^- wl'icl" '"'->• recommend to meet the wants of Clubs.

T|,„ !,«„„ K»n ft,, -.more m„ ol.rm I J r,',',?, -

1

\",'7m Z V,'„ »
n a J

.'
.

*! ? ?"? i

ll "rc quality. : Xh ,.v resold at Car,-. Price*, the same as the Company sellthe robms liave been, Iol yeais, my alarm = $10.00^$11.0U ^ lOO lbs (the total weight of hides, tallow and rthem In New-York as the
'

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

I has had a good eli'ect in preserving the lives of

1 these innocent creatures.

March 13th, 1867.

At market for the current week : Cattle, 1408

;

clock in the morning ; and how pleasant it is to | Country Hides, SrtM^c ^ lb. Country Tallow 7<s>7 Vc y lb. Ifirst within sight of embryo mummies in the I

the list of prices will show.
All goods sold are warrented to give satisfaction.

Brighton Hide's, I0@10>fc $ th; Brighton Tallow, "7k,"©'8c I l> it if if I i «-r .

land of the Sphinx ; and the egg plant first I bear their. matin songs, on the elms beside the = v ». "
I

vricb list .

Wool Sheep Skins, $1.50® : TOtlNG HYSON (Green). 80c, 90c, SI. $1 10. best $1 25 W It,.

• ~. ^ In-
laid its glossy treasures under the African sun, 1 bouse, as I walk with pail in hand to the barn. I $2

D
each

heci> SklDS
'

6ic ®
and Southern Europe gave us the artichoke I 4 r »i,U timo of dav their notes arc sweet to me • I f

The been acttre. and prices remain unchanged | mixkm. tm.'-'.. '»'ue..' •.'.•;.„ imt '*t » »,

To Persia we stand indebted I .

&y
.

6 1

. ! M^l^^
ves sweeter than the tones of anv musical in-

"

l ly lh"
r';''

v
f
s
""S

10̂ West is not so good upon an average = oolono (Biacki; 7oc, 80c, 9bc. best $1 y lb.
^ J IS, Ml H.IU IU4U luu tuuts ui auj uiLiDiurtiiu = aa those of last week. There has been some tew very extra : IMPFRIAL (Green) best *1 "',

1J

a,„ ! strument I ever heard olaved bv human hands, i

''
:

'|!!''
s" 1

,'
1 b

}g
b " s

'f'i ••"J*,"'-,
Nearly hair of the western

| englis'h hkf.ak'i-ast' (Black), ioc.soc.. si, Si to, test
—Via—; jii.cti ^jittj uj uliujuu

^ cattle got into the market on Saturday, and most of them were : )jl 20 $i 11,

and the beet. To Persia we stand indebted
for peaches, walnuts, mulberries, and a score I

ot every day luxuries a,nd necessities ; to

bia we owe the cultivation of spinage ; and to I If I had a thousand cherry trees, I should be I ^S^wi^<^M^^&£%SJSS^a?S^ Beeves 1
GUNp5w

i

DER (Green), $1 25, bes t, $1 60.

Southern Europe we must bow in tearful grati- 1 winmir the robins should have half of them, !
a™"°s'h«™- '.„„„ ,„ v . n j These Teas are chosen for their intrinsic worth, keeping id

tude for horseradish. At Siberia, the victims I fK „ (
- •, i «, <• = mii i I » '

8 en * ; mind t™1"1'
eco'""1'' " h|sh dcs|

'ce ot P|ml,re drink-

of modern intemperance may shade their grey |

as^ are a Poor'
mut

>
alHl nt 101

| .
t£J^* 1^lWlMFQlS& »d Green Mixed Teas win give universal satis-

locks forever—for, from that cold, unsocial I nothing but birds to eat! | fj/i,*-
1

;
u,*:'\Ty 1r, 1',,^"e^f,n -.n ^ii',"M

farli "n -

"

I,rt snlt "" <»-'••*•'->»••: i---' "' "'" •"•»« *<">

1„ , 1 „ il „ (' tl c ,1 , , « = 5
-bo ^ pair, iheie is a good supply in market and an active = rh ,m. BUirks and Moyune Greens. I nglish Breakfast Is not

lanci came r}e, me lauiei oi mat great, lire-
= One word more tor mv feathered favorites. I ir„™ r.„.™ c i j,,. ., »— c. I recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for

water river, which floated so many jolly souls I
«"c

.

wommole™ m
>

jeainerea ontes, JOjawCot
woe?" BiAto!.^aS^K 1

that ki"d °f^ « «• the finest imposed,

on its treacherous tides, and engulphed so |
and I nave done. I have often been hoeing m

j«te
1^ ta'^^'J| Customers can save from 50c7to"si per lb by purchasing their

much of humanity's treasure. ThS chestnut, [
the cornfield, when one or more robms would

f wf
h
^Sn

a
J
,^tS

sTe
r

e
,

„
:

ac't
,

;ve
y MJ£% 'tufwIs'lSu"^ ! Teas of .be

dear to squirrels and young America, first
[ follow me all day and pick up worms from al-

1

we^ s

^
d
f1 |c

â °™miss,on
- We quote sales at 7>i, 7^,8, 8jf| the great AurKKTCAJf tea CO.,

\ \ dropped its burs on Italian soil,

dreams, while enjoying his "Berg
Who ever I

rgamolte," his I

! most every hill of corn. Who could kill a bird j
swine—None at market.

! that does this ?"Flemish Beauty," or his "Jargonelle," that I

the first pear blossoms opened within sight of j Messrs. Editors, I am a friend to all birds

the Pyramids ? and what fair school girl of the I except the crow and hawk.

NEW YORK WOOL MARKET.

NOS. 31 and 33 VF.SEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.
Post-Odlce Box No. 5,643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

Respectfully Yours,

Ebenh. Chase.

Blackstone, Mass., March, 1807.

! The last number of the New York Ship List says: "Thcrels= Groumi Cokkek, 20c, 25c, 30c, 3ic, best 40c. per pound.
= more business and prices favor the buyer, though the market is

' Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and families wno use
= still unsettled. On the high grades of domestic fleece rather = large quantities of t'offee, can economize m that article by us-

I better prices have been paid, while the low qualities are un- : log our h rench Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at

\ changed. Foreign Is held above the views of buyers. The = the low price of 30c per pound, and warrant lo give perfect
= Secretary of the Treasury has decided that the pro'viBions of I satisfaction.
= the new tariff on wool does not effect goods in bond. The sales =

= are 225,000 lbs domestic fleece at 49(e 65 cents for low to choice = Club Orders.
I fjS^n^S^^SV xx viIe**B Of" ohl

!5*J
,

?2«@S5<
c

I W ISrnWGTOX, Pa., Nov. 10. 1866.

II'LVV^ '

r T°'
''^'"ly 11

';
X,ra l"f-d.A..«.»2Ve;| To ,ho ,;r,.at A „„,n ,an Tea fnmpanv.

= 2.,.0.10 its 1 ahiomla. n.uasl,,, an. i.,0.: ...r
;

„•„«. :;, an,, ;» Ves-,- « . S'.-W-York.

pickle-eating tribe, dreams of. thanking the |

East Indies for cucumbers ? I

Parsley, that prettiest of all pretty peas, tak- j

iug so naturally to our American soil that it f

seems unite to the manor born, is only a so- j

journer among us. Its native home is Sardinia, I

or, rather, there it first secured an acquaint-

!

anceship with civilized man. Onions, too, are
{ mouthed

only naturalized foreigners in America. I had 1 ...

hoped that iu poetic justice, research would I

VI 1

prove this pathetic bulb to have sprung from j
latlies in their bonnets (or used to be v, hen

|
needed before the new clip is m the market,

the land of Niobe, but no; Egypt stretches 1 they wore them) and cover that with a layer of I

forth her withered hand and claims the onion 1 pcas pressing it down so that the peas will lay !

as her own! Maize and potatoes, thauk Ileav- % . .nM ,, , .%
en ! can mock us with no foreign pedigree. 1

ln the water
"

Thc
-V wJ1 thcn sweU andsprout,

|

They are ours to command, to have and to \
the roots growing down into the water, their i

hold, from time's beginnings to its ending, 1 fibres presenting a beautiful appearance. Setl^J, any address, it contains over one hundred and' twenty = 4 n> Young Hymn.
thniiirti Vno-ldiirl nrwl Tr/il 1 | l„«,ft. ^,,r7». - . . : varieties (hat I grow myself, besides many kiruls imported from E 2 II) Vniing Hysonlllouau jjiijjlrtlRl uuu irtiaUU OlUSlcr ON er i

j s m a window , and Vines Will grow Up Which = England and France, and procured of the most reliable seeds- = g fl, young Hyson.
COm and nmhUO " till fl.rttr n.rt Knn.flA

vci'tisemmits.

I
l 2 th Young Hyson...
I 2 tti Young Hyson...
I 1 11) Young Hyson. .

.

f 2 tb Young Hyson...
= 1 lb Young Hyson. .

.

. = 1 lb Young Hyson...
tt> Young Hyson. .

.

' praties "
till they are hoarse. I , 7 "'

, .

" ~, V"" °"
" '"*

'
". 1 men in the united states.

1
i can be conducted to the sill. The whole is i my catalogue many

Farmers and Gardeners will find in

NEW AND RARE VEGETABLES

The Taunton (Mass.) Gazette states that a|

breeding sow kept by Doct. A. Martin was f

\ 10 tb Young Hvsnn, In pound packnges at SI 25.

1 5 tb Young Hyson Dallas Jackson at 1 25..

.Henry Herrick at 1 25..

.George Murphy. ...at 1 25.

.E. Dye

.Samuel Decker.

.

.Samuel Amon. ...

.Henry Wheatley. . .at 125..

.Morgan Hnycs at 1 25..

.John N'atten at 1 25..

..Mark Combs at 1 25..

.John Allen at 1 25..

..Miss Stuart at 1 25..

2 lb Oolong, test Miss Stuart at 1 00..

= 2 lb Young Hyson O. Bayland at 1 25..

= 2 tb Oolong, best O. Bayland at 1 00.

= 2 It, Young Hyson J. Riclilein...
list of any other : 2 tb Young Hyson Mr. Guytoi at

i 2 111 Voung Hvson Edward Murphy-

1 25.
..at 1 25.

..at 1 25.

1 25..

1 26..
1 25..

1 very handsome. I
= some of which are not to be found on th

i MimMimm = seedsman.
I I offer an opportunity for all to procure their I 2 tb Young Hvson Mrs Murphy at 1 25

A lady was asked to join one of the divisions | beet, carrot, onion, and many other varieties ! •> «>
^("J™1' (j™,

1
-

-

slaughtered on the 23d ultimo, when twenty-one I of the Daughters of Temperance. She re- I
OF seed, directly from the grower.

} f & ai^i coffee

, , , . , • , i , -i . . , E - ,. rr,, . . . . I As the original Introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Marble- =

months old, which weighed, dressed, eight i plied, "This is unnecessary, as it is my inten- 1 head Mammoth cabbage. B„ st.m curi.d Lettuce, am i many;

hundredand forty pounds. Two litters of pigs I tion to join one of the sons in the course of a 1
-«' "e^" 1"' 1 '»'">•

jX^^'r^i "orPSoky I
^Wecau special notice io the fact that our vesey-st. store

, p . ,,..,„„ ro =, , „ I MsAleheadV jlass
= iB at Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st„ corner of Church-st—LAEOK

raised from this sow were sold for $108. • I few weeks." I March its, isu7. sAw i» = nounLr. stobe. 3m^

..Henry Hull at 1 00..

..Separate package...at 100..
. .Separate package. . .at 35.

.

.S12 50
. 6 50

2 50
. 2 50
. 1 25
. 2 50
. 1 25
. 1 25
. 8 75
. 2 50
. 5 00
. 2 50

|il llll

2 00
. 2 50
. 2 00
. 2 50
. 2 50
. 2 50
. 2 50
. 5 00
. 2 00
. 1 75

$84 00

FiAisKG Chickens by Hand.—L. Hildreth, of Massachusetts, says he has successfully practiced for years raising chickens by hand, taking them from the nest

as soon as hatched. " I shut up the hen two days, and she is then ready to commence laying again. I feed the yonug chickens at first with hard boiled eggs and
crackers for two or three days, then with fine feed or shorts mixed to dough. After a week I mix a portion of pork scraps broken fine in tne dough, and occas-
ionally Indian meal. They have the run of my garden, containing less than a quarter of an acre, and keep my vines and hoed crops generally clean of insects

and worms.



The Farm and Ftosixta

PLAIN TALK WITH FASMEKS.
NUMBER TWO. I

Written for the Farm and Fireside, |

DY HON. JAMES W. "WALL, NEW JERSEY.
j

I have not the slightest doubt, that there I

Trill be many farmers who may read my plain
j

talk, and say: "Where does he expect wef

are to find the time to acquire all this knowl-

}

edge he seems to think necessary for a farm-
j

er ? " My answer to that is—I know no indus- \

trial pursuit that has more leisure time on its
|

hands in which to acquire knowledge, than i

that of the farmer. Nature requires of him

}

steady and uninterrupted labor only a portion I

of the year—the rest of it, with only very few
j

.exceptions, is his; and, certainly, there arej

many hours during the long winter evenings,
j

that he might devote to the acquisition of use-

1

ful knowledge relating to his pursuit. A very |

fan- understanding of the principles upon
]

which Geology, animal and vegetable Physiol-
[

ogy, together with Agricultural Chemistry |

rest, might be acquired in those leisure mo-
j

inents, so as to be of incalculable value in the
j

future. Take the science of Geology, and oft

what incalculable value have its discoveries
|

been to the agriculturist
;
throwing great light

}

on the diversity of soils, the cause of their di-
{

versity, and the kind of materials by the ad-

f

mixture of which their strength can be im-
{

proved. Geology will inform him that the en-

§

tire surface of the globe on which he lives is
{

composed of rock overlaid with a coating of
j

thin material, which is the soil that he tills.—

}

He will further learn that the character of this
{

rock differs in various districts. In some it is I

sandstone ; iu others, limestone ; in others, slate, |

or hardened rock of clay. Thus he is furnish-
]

ed with a guide by which to obtain a perfect j

insight into the character of the soil he tills— j

for, as a general rule, the soil bears an intimate
{

resemblance to the rocks beneath it ; as the I

loose earth above is mostly derived from the I

crumbling of the rocks below. Geology fur-

1

thsr instructs him in this truth, that there is a]

natural order or mode of arrangement, in
j

which the stratified rocks are observed to rule I

in the earth's crust. The stratified rocks are
{

those which lie over each other, in separate
j

beds, like leaves. Thus you will find a stra-

f

turn of limestone, of sand stone and of slate,
j

lying over each other ; and you will learn that
j

in whatever part of the country, nay, in what-
[

ever part of the world these same rocks are
j

met with, they will always be found in the
]

game relative position.
§

How much does the Agricultural world owe
{

to Geology iu the discovery of that abundant
f

fertilizer, marl ? But independent of the prac-

1

tical results to be attained by a knowledge off

Geology, to the farmer, there is much, leaving
j

. (Cflnt its technicalities, to interest and absorb his
]

attention. He is astonished when he discov-

1

ers by its revelations, that the globe which he
j

' occupies was the seat of animal and vegetable !

life through a countless series of years, before
j

ruan made his appearance upon the surface—
]

that successive races flourished and decayed}

long before man's creation. And he finds]

confivmatioa for all this in the myriad forms
j

of once animated existences, whose remains]

have been disinterred from their graves in the
]

gypsum quarries, marl beds, and the chalk]

which enters so exclusively into the formation

}

Of the vast masses of mountain limestone.—
}

.The earth is, in truth, a charnel house, full of]

bones, sinews, shells, leaves and prostrate]

trunks—all remains of animal or vegetable ex-

}

istences that once, ages ago, flourished upon
j

its surface. So that our planet, so preyed up-
j

on, rent and shattered by various agencies, has
j

been steadily advancing through countless ages

j

to its present- improved estate ;
developing a

|

plan, the result of forethought and design,
j

grand in its outlines, beautiful in its execution
j

and benign in its results. Reaching far back
j

into the past, it anticipated the wants of ages
|

yet to come, by which the globe has been, step
j

by step, built up as an appropriate home for

• moral and intellectual beings. While our

earth was yet unfit for man's habitation, it was

occupied by animals, whose natures were

adapted to its condition; and, with a gigantic

vegetation
;
subsequently submerged ; then en-

1

tombed, and by chemical processes gradually j

converted into beds of coal, now so useful, }

while formations of rock-salt, marble, lime-!

stone, gypsum and marl were going on, to \

minister to the comfort, pleasure and prosperi- ]

ty of the coming races of men
;

furnishing \

materials for their dwellings, manure for their

}

fields, ornaments for their homes, and savor!

for their food. The design in the formation of!

the immense coal beds is one of those instances

!

of the Divine wisdom which may well cause

!

us to wonder and adore. It is no slight proof I

of the patience and majesty of the procession

!

of the Divine will, that it is only lately that

!

man has been able to understand the object of!

this great contrivance. Those huge cone-bear-

j

ing trees ; those rich and varied mosses ; that i

flowerless and fruitless vegetation so luxuriant
]

and so immense, for what were they meant ?—
j

And, then, those layers of black stone, crop-
j

ping out from the hill side, what object have

;

they ? But, now, the answer comes in the i

hum of myriads of steam engines, with a pow-

;

er equal to that of millions of men. How \

sublime the thought that here suggests itself of

man's importance, and of a creator's love,
j

when the truth springs forth from such revela-

tions, that all this creative energy and intelli-

gence were exerted to prepare a fit habitation

for the "coming man." The flint of your

mountains ; the red clay of your sea-shores

;

the marl that fertilizes your fields and makes

them wave with a golden harvest, the rich

abounding treasures of your coal-fields are but

evidences of a Divine forecast, that has thus

deposited the remains of animal and vegetable

life; which, by gradual transformation, through

decomposition, were to minister for all time to

the wants of the coming ruler, who was to

have "dominion over the fish of the sea, over

the fowl of the ah-

, and over the cattle, over

all the earth, and over every thing that creep-

eth on the face of the earth."

Such are the interesting developments that

open to the mind of the studious inquirer, the
\

wondrous truths of Geology. Surely such in-

formation as this is worth more than that ob-

tained from the "New York Ledger" and

kindred sheets that I observe so often in farm-

ers' dwellings. These sensational journals

have done more to corrupt the literary taste of

the present generation, and spoiled the appe-

tite for more solid and substantial food, than

their editors could undo, if they were to live

to the age of the patriarchs.

In my next "talk" I will endeavor to point

out the advantages to be derived from the

study of Vegetable Physiology.

March, 1867.

SAISE SHEEP-EAT MUTTON.

Good mutton, well fatted and neatly butch-

ered, is the most wholesome, nutritious, and

cheapest of meats. It grows quick, and costs

little to produce it, compared with beef and

pork. Every farmer should have a few long-

wooled Cosset sheep, at least,—Cotswold cr

Leicesters. They are little trouble, and will

keep fat on the orts of the cattle. They usual-

ly bring twin lambs, which sell to the butchers

for from $8 to $10 by the first of July. Their

fleece averages from 8 to 14 pounds, with from

1G to 25 per cent, shrink only. Their wool is

new, and will be, in the future, worth 30 per

cent, more than Merino, which shrinks from

j 45 to CO per cent., according to the family and

\ treatment of the flock. Long wool makes
I strong, excellent and durable stocking yarn,

j
though it is mostly used to make the brilliant,

i light, and lustrous Orleans goods, for the ap-

! parel of our pretty women. Two such sheep

! will yield as much profit as a common cow,

land five of them can be kept as cheap as a

I cow iu milk. Their lambs and mutton would

|
keep a farmer supplied with the best of fresh

} meat of one kind, as often as is necessary, the

}
year round, and would make an agreeable epi-

} sode to the eternal round of salt junk and pork,

I and be far more healthy than either. Those

I who eat principally salted meats show it in

I their complexion, their skin being less fair and

} smooth. Pork, at best, eaten constantly, pro-

| duces irritation and eruptions of the skin.

I We have now aplenty of sheep in the coun-

try—over 32,000,000 head (more than ever be-

}

fore, according to the population). Then let
j

all manufacturers, mechanics, and all men who

!

are interested to have good meat and the board
|

of operatives cheap and wholesome, see to it

j

that mutton-raising and wool-growing are!

properly encouraged, as a matter of health and
j

economy. Meat is a great item in the expense

!

of board of operatives, &c. If we grow our

!

own wool, we shall always have mutton plenty j

and cheap. This will affect materially the price
j

of other meat, and the whole people, including
j

the manufacturers, would probably gain as i

much by cheaper meats as they would lose by j

a protective duty on wool
;

for, encouraged,

;

both wool and mutton would be plenty and

!

cheap.

WE. BARRETT & CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
• Conical Plows, Shares 1 Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,

dealers in all kinds of Fanning Tools and Seeds, at
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Radishes in Winter.—Galignani's Messen-

ger says that radishes may be grown in a very

few days in the following manner : Let some

good radish seed soak in water 24 hours, then

put them in a bag and expose to the sun. In

the course of the day germination will com-

mence. The seed must be sown in a well

manured hot-bed, and watered from time to

time with luke-warm water. By this treat-

ment the radishes will in a very short time ac-

quire a sufficient bulk to be good to eat. If it

be required to get good radishes in winter, dur-

ing the severe cold, an old cask should be

sawn into and one half of it be filled with

good earth. The radish seed, beginning to

sprout as before, must be sown iu this half,

and the other half be put upon it, and the

whole carried into the cellar. Use lukewarm

water as before. In the course of five or six

days the radishes will he fit to eat.

The hens of all kinds of gallinaceous fowls

sit 21 days ; ducks of the usual kind, such as

Alesbury, Rouen and others, 2S days
;
geese

30 to 35 days ; Guina fowls, 28 to 30 days

;

pea-hens, 28 to 30 days.

WHITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and
sold in small or large lots, by W. K. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Massachusetts.

ROLLINS, BLISS 4 CO.,

PRODUCE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
CASH ADVANCES MADE ON OOSSIGXMENT8.

233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.
It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar-

ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-
ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to
permanently enrich the soil.

Phioe $60 rslt Ton.
CST" Send for Circular giving full particulars.
March 9, 1867. 3m-we-9

Is
OUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

SheepWashTobacco
THE BEST KNOWN REMEDY FOB

TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT,
should be used by all Farmers on

SHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

This pure preparation has been successfully used for
years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used
according to directions.

It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

It kills TICKS on Sheep.

It cures SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES ou Animals.

- It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

Vines.

£5?" For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poidticc.

ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT
POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

Sold by all Druggists aud Country and Agricultural Stores.

JAMES F. LEVIN,
23 Central "Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

For sale by Kendall <fc Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

Harlow, Bangor, Me.; SiMONDS & Co., Fitzwilliam, N. H.
March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

OTRAWBERRY, RASPBERRY, A N'D
O BLACKBERRY PLANTS,
Of the best and most reliable varieties, grown with especial

care as to purity and strength. No plants sent out but what
will give satisfaction, and at as low rates as any. Prices to

suit the wholesale—prices to suit the retail ; and $16 worth sent

for $11). to suit those who wish family lists. Catalogues free.

—

Send for one. THOS. C. ANOREWS,
Moorestown, N. J.

March 9, 1867. 2w-p4we-9

.{ ARE

Ehode Island.

IM RIVER IRO
WOONSOCKET, E. I.

WORKS
W. A. HENNESSEY, PeOPRIETOE.

Manufacturer of FLUE and TUBULAR STEAM BOILERS,
OIL and WATER TANKS, WATER PIPE and PLATE

IRON WORK of every description.

Boileira repaired in a thorough manner at short notice.

Shot at Noetd End, neae Habeis's New Mill.

Refers by permission to

Rice, Barton & Co-., Machinists and Boiier Makers, Worces-
ter, Mass.

Bellows & Wihtcomr, Engineers, Worcester, Mass.
C. W. Kimball, Esq., late Master Mechanic U. S. Armory,

Springfield, Mass.
Hon. E. Haerib, Woonsocket.

AND BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS,
SELECT VEGETABLES.

B . < K . BLISS,
llm porter and Dealer in Garden, Field

and Flower Seeds,

Would invite attention to his large and well selected assort-

j
ment of the above, comprising the newest and most approved

! varieties, both of European and Home Productions, the quality

j
of which cannot be surpassed. For a list of which, see his

|
ILLUSTRATED SEED CATALOGUE AND GUIDE TO THE

FLOWER AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Tiie Thirteenth Annual Edition, enlarged and im-
i proved, contains 124 pages of closely printed matter, Beauti-
; fully Illusteated with 100 engravings, also a splendid
; frontispiece of a group of recent novelties—and a descriptive
i list of Two Thousand varieties of Garden and Flowke
j
Seeds, embracing all the new varieties worthy of cultiva-
tion introduced the past season—with explicit directions for

i their culture—also a list of One Hundred and Twenty-
i FIVE VARIETIES OF FRENCH HYBRID GLADIOLUS, includ-
i ing the leading novelties of the past season, with many other
I Summer Flowering Bulbs—consisting of Amaryllis, Tu-
j

beboses, Tigeidias—Lilies in great variety, etc. To which
i is added a list of the choicest varieties of Grapes, Steawber-
i Ries, Raspbeekies, and other Small FEUiTSj Bedding
; Plants, etc., etc., cultivated at his gardens, with much other
i useful information upon the subject of gardening generally,

\
which will be found useful to all engaged in the delightful occu-
pation of gardening. A copy of the Catalogue will be mailed to

i all applicants enclosing Twenty-Five Cents. Our regular
i customers supplied without charge. Address

B. K. BLISS,
Drawer No. 11, P. O., Springfield, Mass.

February 23, 1867. 4w-ee-7

f

¥

¥

¥

4

s

!MAUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L

FARMER WANTED.—A faithful and skillful farmer is \

wanted to take charge of a farm. His wife to understand
\

making butter and the care of poultry. / =

Address Box No. 3, ;

Providence Post Office. ;

February 16, 1867. 3w6. \

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best andH
largest in the market. Price. 25 cents a paper. Raised ;

and sold by W. E. BARRETT & CO. :

Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7
;

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Arnold, dealer I

in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's ;

and Cylinder Plows and Castings; Shares s Patent Harrows and \

Horse Hoes, Cultivators. Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
;

and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, &c.
j

Holder's Block, Main Street,

Woonsocket, R. L

TRIPED LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.
The experience of the past season fully confirms all that we

stated in reference to this beautiful plant, when introducing it

to the public last spring ; and we are in receipt of many flatter-

ing letters from the leading Florists in Europe, all of whom
agree that it is the finest plant for decorative purposes that has
been introduced for many years. Certificates of Merit and nu-
merous Prizes have been awarded to Exhibitors at the various
English and Continental exhibitions, not the least of which was
that of the " Royal Horticultural Society's International Show,"
all grown from seed furnished by us last spring to our European
correspondents.

" Cosmos," Agricultural Editor of the Saturday Evening
Post, writes us that it is superior to any other for table use, as
green corn.
Packets containing about 40 seeds, 25 cents.
Prices to the Trade, iu bulk or in packets, will be given upon

application.
B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Febrnary 23, 1867. 4t-ee-7

I?i3ftns#krama,

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
' W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HUBBARD, BLAKE A CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best in market, are for sale in lots or by single dozens,

by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

PERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
the best in use, for sale bv W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

MENDENHALL'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTINGHAND LOOM.
In these days of Shoddy, and high priced goods, every fami-

i ly in the country should have one.

HALF THE COST

i of clothing a family can be saved by its use. It is simple and
i durable, easily understood, and easy to operate. No skill is re-

:
quired to weave with it beyond the simple turning of an easy

i crank.
V3£T From 15 to 35 yards oan he woven on it in a

i DAY".
| FARMERS!
\ don't sell your wool and buy Shoddy, when with one of these

I
Looms in your house the Girls can make all the clothing for

j the family, and much better quality, at half price.
-: By late improvements, Rag Carpets can be woven with the
i Fly Shuttle.
: For circulars, price list, and samples of cloth woven on the
i Loom, address with stamp, A. B. GATES & CO.,
: 333 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

; Also, Dealers in Cotton Warp, Wool and Flax Filling Yarns,
; Reeds, Harness and Loom findings generally.
? March 2, 1867. p.few-tf

The Farm: and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raisiug, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advanefc. Single copy 5 cents.
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COTTAGE IN THE ITALIAN STYLE.

A—Porch.
B—Vestibule.
C—Office.

D—Stair Hall.

GROUND PLAN. .
FIRST STORY. SECOND STORY.

E—Dining Room. I—Pantrv. L—Chambers.
F—Parlor. J—Porch. M—Bath Room,
(i— Kitchen. N—Roofs. N—Stair Landing
H—Scullerv.

COUNTRY HOMES.

It is a common, and a very pernicious error,

to suppose that beauty in architecture consists,

mainly, if not wholly, in something that is ex-

traneous and superadded. There are those

who never think of looking for this quality in

mere form in symmetrical proportions or fit-

ness of things. In building, they settle first

what they regard as the practical points of

shape, size, &c, and then proceed to put on
the beauty. The natural result is an excess of

ill-selected and ill-placed ornaments. Others,

seeing little value in mere decorations, and un-

conscious of the union which may and ought

to subsist between utility and beauty, forego

all considerations of taste, and rest satisfied

with unadorned ugliness. Of the two we rath-

er prefer the latter.

We shall not be understood as rejecting or-

naments. Used under the promptings and
guidance of refined and severe taste, it must
always add largely to pleasing effect. But let

it take and keep its own place. It is at best

but a secondary consideration. Not so with

beauty of form, of proportions, and of fitness.

This is always attainable, always pleasing, and

may add its grace to the simplest cottage, no

less than to the proudest palace. A home in

which these qualities are conspicuous, can

hardly fail to be regarded by ils inmates with

constantly increasing pleasure and affection
;

and this is the highest motive for their adop-

tion that can be urged. Nor is the 'gratifica-

tion which such structures afford to others to

be lej't out of the account. When a house is

to be one of many, as in a village, there is an

added obligation to make it comfortable and

agreeable. On the ground, too, of profit, it is

certain that beauty has the advantage of de-

formity. Money spent, not in useless parts,

idle splendor, meretricious decorations, but in

imparting to a house those solid and useful

I

charms to which we Lave alluded, will seldom

! fail to augment its market value ; and this is a

:
consideration that almost every one appreciates.

; To make home comfortable should be our con-

! stant endeavor. It is there that our heart's

i most sacred treasures are centered—there that

I we seek relief from the cares of business.

I PLAIN TALK WITH FARMERS.

| NO. 3.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

j BY HON. JAMES W. WALL, NEW JERSEY.

| If a general knowledge of Geology is useful

| to the farmer, still more directly useful is a

1 knowledge of vegetable Physiology.

| His whole business is with plants and ani-

j mals. How important, then, that he should

1 fully understand the laws of their being, the

I materials that compose them, and the food up-

{ on which they best thrive. Let me glance at

| only a few of the very curious things that a

|
study of vegetable physiology discloses. Let )

I me turn to the vast series of phenomena,
j

I exhibiting the intimate connection between

!

I the mineral, animal, and vegetable worlds— i

[their mutual relations in the great cycle of!

{
changes, the interruption of which would re-

j

] duce the face of the globe to the condition it
j

} was in before man appeared upon the surface.
[

1 Take into consideration the chief functions of!

i plants and animals, the sources of their good,
]

| and the character of their assimilations and j

j excretions. Thrust any plant into the fire, |

I and observe first the crackling and spitting in-

1

|
dicating the dissipation of the water filling its j

I
pores and sap vessels. Notice then, that it

j

! takes fire and burns until nothing is left but a !

;
diminutive heap of ashes. Now let the chem-

j

I
ist analyze for you these ashes, and they will I

! be found to consist of the mineral substances, I

j
which the plant has during its growth abstract-

j

;
ed from the earth, and which though minute

j

|

as compared with the original bulk of the f

|
plant, constitute a large amount in the aggre-

1

j
gate of a thick and serried crop. Thus a crop I

j
of potatoes abstracts from the soil about two j

;
hundred pounds of mineral matter per acre, I

\
while a crop of the beet roots, it is said, with- j

\
draws about five hundred pounds ; and off

|
turnips, still more. Now this large amount of j

j
mineral material is derived from the soil of]

I which it has become a constituent part, by that
]

j
long process of the wearing away of the rocks I

;
beneath, or that has been washed down from

[

! the mountains into the valleys.

! The organic constituents of the plant burnt j

;
away by the fire, consist chiefly of carbon,

]

! hydrogen and nitrogen—the substance of the I

i ash made by burning was inorganic, or that j

I which constituted the food of the plant, neces-

!

jsary for its vitality. Now whence does the!

i plant derive these ? A moment's consideration I

! will explain. Our atmosphere, it has been dis-

!

I covered, consists of a definite mixture of oxy-l

j
gen and nitrogen ; in addition, there are pre- j

I sent, as unfailing constituents, ammonia in I

! minute quantities and carbonic acid, that gas I

i which gives effervescence to our sparkling

!

I
wines, but when breathed is so deadly a poison I

i to animal life. Under the benignant influence !

i of the sun's rays, however, this gas is highly!

j favorable to vegetation; and it is from the!

j amount in the atmosphere, that the vast mass j

j of vegetation derives almost entirely its supply i

! of carbon ; therefore you will perceive that
{

\ plants perform a most important function in j

j the animal economy, by removing a deleterious!

I
clement in the atmosphere, that might other-

1

' wise prove injurious to man. According to %

j Liebig, the atmosphere contains 8085 billion

] of pounds of carbon, a quantity amounting to

I more than the weight of all the plants, and

! all the strata of mineral and brown coal exisl-

! ing on the earth. You will see, as you proceed

j with your investigations, how close the analogy

} is between man and the vegetable. There is a

| circulation of fluids in vegetables, answering

[
to the circulation of blood in the man. There

I is nutrition and absorption, as there is in the

i human frame ; and as textures and secretions

| are formed out of the blood of man, so are

{ they formed out of the sap in vegetables.

—

= Man lives by food, so do vegetables
; man re-

! spires, so does the whole vegetable kingdom.

| There is vital heat in both. Man requires re-

|
pose and quiet sleep ; the sleep of plants oc-

! curs once in twenty-four hours. 'When dark-

[ ness comes on, the flowers close, the leaf stalks

j bend either up or down, so that the flattened

! surface of the leaf is either elevated or de-

j
pressed, and the leaves fold themselves to-

}
gether. Some plants, too, like men, are noc-

|

turnal in their habits, awake in the night and
asleep in the day. And then there is another
form of sleep, in which plants resemble a
species of the ower animals, that is, sleeping

in the winter time. With us, in our climate,

almost all plants at the end of autumn become
quite torpid until sprung.

The distinction, too, of sexes amongst the

plants, has been definitely established. The
plant, or one part of a plant, is female, and
the other male ; and there are male and female
organs of reproduction. The female organs
have the power of forming within them a little

substance called the germ. The male organs
have the power of forming within them a sub-
stance which, when applied to this germ, im-
pregnates or fertilizes it. The result of the

impregnation is, that this germ is converted
into a seed. This seed is a vegetable in minia-
ture, and if placed in the ground, put into such
condition where it can have perfect health,

and be supplied with appropriate food, it will

become a perfect plant. These organs of re-

production in a plant are always situate in the

flower. Sometimes, as in the willows, one
tree has male flowers, and male flowers only.

In othercases, as in^the vegetable" marrows,
each plant has both male and female flowers?

But in the generality of plants, both male and
female organs are coutaiuetl in the same flower.

This, for instance, is the case with the com-
mon buttercup of your fields. If you examine
one of these familiar flowers, you can easily

recognize within the five bright yellow leaflike

parts, two distinct sets of bodies or organs.

Around the center, but not in it, are a number
of long stalks with yellow heads: these organs

arc |called stamens, the stalk's filaments, anil

the head's anthers. These sfanieus, are the

male organs of reproduction in the buttercup.

In the inside of the yellow heads or anthers,

if you examine closely, you will find a num-
ber of minute yellow bodies secreted. They
form a fine dust called pollen : this pollen is

the fertilizing substance of the male. When
the anther is fully ripe it bursts, and the pollen

is scattered abroad. Almost buried within the

stamens and quite in the center of the flower,

with the aid of an ordinary magnifying^glass,

_
The Western wheat prospect is very encouraging. A very large breadth of ground was sown last Autumn, and, notwithstanding the unfavorable

circumstances of early frosts, it stood well and showed firm rooting. The abundance of snow during the present winter, also, is an element of satis-
faction iu the matter, and unless the warmer seasons of Spring and Summer should develope unforeseen evils, we may reasonably expect to have an
excellent crop the present year. Such a result will give great pleasure to the consumers of flour, who are becoming weary of paying two or three times
the former price for a barrel of flour.
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you can perceive a number of green grains.
{

These are carpels, or to speak more plainly,
}

ovariums or seed vessels. These become im-

1

pregnated by the pollen, and thus a seed is I

formed capable of producing its kind. But
[

before the germ is separated from its parent]

flower, a quantity of matter intended for its |

future food is stored round it; starch andi

gluten and albumen all encompass it. Then,
]

when a sufficient amount has been collected,
{

stored up, and the seed rendered perfect, the
{

parent flower dies, the carpel splits, and the =

seeds are free. f

The way in which these seeds are scattered I

is very curious. Many seeds are furnished f

with wing-like expansions on each side, which,
[

catching the wind, are wafted to places far dis-

1

tant from that which their parent occupied,
j

Others, as those of the dandelion, are provided 1

with very downy appendages, which the slight-

1

est breeze blows from place to place. Other |

seeds are swallowed by birds, and pass unact-

1

ed upon, through their digestive organs.— 1

Others again, fall into running streams, and I

are so conveyed to great distances ; and even f

the sea is engaged in carrying to any near I

coral reef an ample supply of vegetation. So !

that'calm race, the flowers, all loveliness and j

tranquility, whose life is beauty, and whose
{

breath is perfume, play no idle part in Nature's
{

work-shop ; for to them is in reality committed I

the task of perpetuating not only vegetable
j

but animal life. Upon their active industry!

depends the life of every bird that soars in air, |

of the cattle on a thousand hills, of every in-

1

sect that crawls in the dust, and of the life of
j

man himself. As England's laureate poet well j

asks :
}

" Who is it that could live an hour, |

If Nature put not forth her power

About the opening of a flower? " |

March, 1867. I

OPEN AIR GRAPE CULTURE^-NO FAILURE,
]

Written for the Farm and Fireside, §

BY B. KOBINSON SCOTT, PHILADELPHIA.
{

I estimate the cultivation of the indigenous
[

grape as one of the most important and inter-

1

esting topics which your journal proposes to
]

elucidate. I was recently struck with the re- j

port of a discussion purporting to be held be-

§

fore the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society,
{

in a western New York paper, generally care-
j

ful in the authenticity of its articles. The re- 4

port was to the effect that Grape Culture, in
]

this region, in the open air (or vineyard cul-

1

ture) was quite an uncertain undertaking, and I

in some cases a complete failure. One case in \

point was quoted. The parties who gave this
\

as their conviction, were not those whom we
|

might designate as uninformed or casual ob-
{

servers. They were, on the contrary, those [

who claim to be informed specially as to fruit
j

culture in their section.
[

Now, in view of the extensive interests in- j

volved, the large outlay incurred for years past
|

by hopeful and confident amateurs, and the I

general desire on the part of farmers, and even j

citizens with city yards or rural lots, to plant

!

grapes, in larger or smaller numbers, we could |

not pass this decision calmly by, as the settled
]

judgment of even the majority of intelligent
]

cultivators in Eastern Pennsylvania.
j

I had promised to furnish hints for your pa-
j

per on such topics, and thought this was one
\

eminently calculated to awaken interest and =

promote increase of knowledge. Hence, the
j

subject of Grape Culture, as a remunerative
j

business, and its difficulties, was not entered \

upon in any dogmatic spirit, nor with any pre-

1

conceived theories or hobbies by which the
j

general subject was to be measured; nor yet|

with the idea that I possessed any more than j

my share of knowledge of the subject ; but
j

with the single hope that by calm, deliberate in-

i

quiry truth might be developed.

But the pursuit of such knowledge is not
|

without its difficulties; first, the printer, or;

some one else, destroyed the text of my dis-
j

course, by dropping an innocent negative, and
j

so befogged the critic, and mortified the writer,
j

As I had designed to follow up the topic, I

made no formal correction of the error. It
j

becomes me, however, for my own sake, to

:

make my position clear, and to state definitely I

that I am not one of those who believe that I

"Out-door Grape Culture " is a failure, even in \

this region of our common country
; though, 1

from the evidence before me, I cannot deny that
j

the profits are to a certain extent uncertain. I

Having stated my deliberate conviction, it is [

not my desire to occupy one more line of your j

valuable space. I must, however, add that I j

have never refused attention to the importance |

of "atmospheric moisture," as an essential!

agent in luxuriant growth. I refuse, however, I

to admit that it is everything, or even more !

than any of the many essentials to health and f

luxuriance in the grape. Atmospheric humidity,

§

depending on a just balance between heat

!

and cold, or the absence or presence, in ex-

1

cess, of disturbing currents, has been regarded I

by me for years as a clue to many vegetable f

diseases caused by parasiticfungi, and diseases!

of the epidermis and plant tissues ; but as our
]

practical men say, of what benefit to us is this ]

theory? How do you propose that we shall!

remedy these effects, the causes of which are

}

beyond our control ? Then the Scientific man I

has the worst of the argument, and he labors I

and waits. I

Again, I do not believe that the European I

systems, so deeply grounded in the vine cultiva-

!

tors of our large wine districts, are the causes o^

!

the moderate success that has been attained. I j

believe, on the contrary, that the more closely
]

we approach the "close pruning" system of!

Europe, the farther we are from success ; and I

that we have only partially succeeded, because =

necessity has taught the importance of the [

modification of that practice. And again, even
\

the famous Kelly Island region, so well adapt-
j

ed by its climatic peculiarities, is not without \

discouragements, if I may credit what I read.
]

But enough of this ; I have stated, and I again
j

state, that we may yet hope to see the culture
j

of the indigenous varieties of the grape a sue-
j

cess, if the true causes and principles are care-

1

fully studied and digested, and the practice
|

based upon them is duly carried out. If we I

must only plant the vine in favored localities,
|

with steady atmospheric humidity, such as
]

the lake districts, then, indeed, as far as the
j

masses of our people are concerned, the cul- ]

ture is a failure. But we have no such gloomy
j

forebodings ; as in the past, so in the future,
j

The grape, carefully planted and skillfully |

managed on the trellis of the cottager, and in I

the vineyard of the Vigneron, will yield its j

refreshing fruit by laps-full ; at times reduced

!

by un oward atmospheric influences beyond)

man's control. To secure this end, however,

!

nature must not be too far thwarted—our for-

!

ests must not be all laid prostrate, nor must I

greedy man lay too much of a burden on the I

camel's back.
;

March, 1867.
|

The Peeseevation of Fetjit Teees.—The!
Farmers' Club of the American Institute, of I

New York, recently held a meeting, at which
j

a discussion took place on the best method of

!

destroying curculio on fruit trees. One of the
;

members stated that if a hole was bored in the I

body of a tree and filled with sulphur, it would
j

so infect the tree that no insect or worm would
j

live upon it. Upon some doubt being ex- \

pressed as to its efficacy, he said that he had j

tried the remedy and spoke from experience. !

The chairman remarked that, if this be a sure i

preventive, it was worth millions to the coun-
j

try, and we need never lack a supply of fruit

!

in the future. i

Fetjit Teees.—A correspondent of the Sci-i

entific American says that fruit trees should be i

allowed to shoot out their branches near the!

ground, protecting the trunk and the soil from
j

changes of temperature and the loss ofmoisture.
I

He thinks it never was intended that fruit
j

should grow out of reach. It is stated that
j

fruit trees, especially apple trees, bear better
j

when the top branches are cut awray and the
j

limbs are permitted to grow lower down on

|
the trunk.

In planting trees, vines, or anything else,

j never expose the roots to the air. Sun-light is

j
almost fatal, even when they are moist. A

i thin covering is a great help.

PRUNING "WHEN TRANSPLANTING. I

"We consider it important to shorten back all
{

fruit trees, shrubs and vines, when transplant- I

ing. It lessens, by reducing the number off

buds, the demand for supply on the roots as

!

soon as that laid up in the bud is exhausted, I

and it gives increased vitality and vigor to the \

remaining buds, by giving to them the supply
\

that would have been devoted to those removed,

!

had they been left to remain. There is, how-

1

ever, room for study in the practice of heading-

!

in, because of the vigor of growth and power \

of producing strong, new shoots being much
\

greater in some sorts than others. The peach, \

for instance, may be cut back to within two

!

feet of the crown, leaving not a limb or twig,
j

and yet the tree in the ensuing fall will be
{

found, under good cultivation, to have made f

four or five strong shoots, each as many feet
\

long, and with abundant lateral branches. !

Pursue the same course with the apple, and |

nine times out of ten the result will be only a \

few feeble shoots of four to six inches, with a I

dead tree the following spring. The pear, when

!

worked on the quince, will bear much more se- j

vere pruning back than when on the pear
\

stock ; and further, some varieties will endure I

more severe pruning than others. The grape, !

when cut back two or three buds, grows vigor-

}

ously ; but if left unpruned, it struggles a year j

or two, produces a few imperfect bunches, and I

is dead. These are some of the many varia-

1

tions that an observing horticulturist will no-
j

tice on short practice, and which will soon
j

cause him to feel confidence in transplanting

j

trees at any age, provided he be allowed to
j

prune them back according to their age and
j

habits.

—

Horticulturist.

To Raise Pansies Feom Slips.—The soil

|

should be rotted cow manure, and leaf mold :
j

a little sand, if the compost is a little stiff.—
j

When the bed is prepared, it should be -water-
j

ed through a fine hose. The cuttings should be
j

taken from short-jointed, unbloomed shoots, j

from- the center or sides of the plants. Cut

j

close under a joint, and do not use old shoots.
;

Take off the lower leaves. Insert the cuttings
|

in the soil, and press the earth firmly around
{

them, water, shade from the sun, and when j

they begiu to grow, pinch off the tops of the I

shoots to encourage their making strong and
j

bushy plants. Spring is the best time for propa-
j

gating.
j

Fireside MisceUamj*
j

ORIGIN OF THE HUMAN RACE.
j

A leabned German professor, meeting with j

a parson of the church, remarked that "the!

Christian teaching as to the divine origin of;

the human family might do very well for old

!

women and children ; but that men of learn-
[

ing know that the human family is merely a 1

development of an inferior animal." "What!
was that animal ? " inquired the parson. "It!

is perfectly evident," said the professor, " that I

the origin of the human family is an inferior j

animal, because the present generation pos-j

sesses many advantages unknown to our an-
j

cestors, such as the use of electricity, of mag-
]

netism, the power of steam, &c. If we go j

back, consequently, a dozen or twenty gen-
j

erations, we must come to a mere animal as ]

the origin of the present race of man." "1 =

; am surprised," said the parson, "upon being;

asked a question, instead of answering it di- j

\

rectly, that you only inflate your original prop- i

osition. Tell me directly," said he, with]

]

more than his wonted animation, " what ani- j

\

mal do you maintain to be the primal origin of i

Uhe human family?" The gaunt and learned;

|

professor, evidently taken aback and confused,
]

|

said, with great hesitation, "The primal ori-l

j gin ? Why, sir, the primal origin of the hu-
]

j
man family is the—is the—yes, sir—is the mon- ]

jkey." "Now, I admit," said the clergyman,
j

|
with a profound bow, "that you are a per-]

;
fectly competent judge as to your own pa-

;

iternity, but I deny that you are any judge]

;
whatever of mine." The laughter on the part

]

j
of the by-standers, at the expense of the pro-

j

j

fessor, was so uproarious that the gravity of]

ithe parson required him to beat a hasty re-!

i treat. !

THE SUNNY SIDE.

We advise everybody to live on the sunny

side of their houses. The room in which the

family spends most of its time should be on

the side on which the sun can find its way into

it. Let the parlor, if it be seldom used, be on

the shady side. We observe that there is not

a cottager so ignorant that she will not set her

plants, if she has taste enough to grow them,

in the east window in the morning, and at

noon carry them to a south window, and in

the afternoon put them in the west window.

But perhaps she is careful to keep her children

in the shade, and her precious self, so far as

possible, out of the rays of the sun. The
plants, in obedience to natural law, are kept

healthy, while the children and mother, being

kept in the shade, suffer in consequence.

Light is beginning to be considered a great

curative agent. The chief advantage in going

to the country is to get into the sunshine, and

to be in the pure breezes. If we desire merely

to keep cool, we should stay in the shady city.

People talk of "hot walls" and "burning

pavements ;
" it is much hotter in the country,

for the breezes that play there in midday only

bring heated air in from out doors. But in the

city the breeze brings air in from the shady

side of the street, and the lower rooms of a

city house are much cooler in midday than the

exposed houses of the country.

Parents can do nothing better for their puny,

j sick boys than to put them on a farm for two

j
or three summers, and let the sun bathe them

|
the livelong day. They will, by such a life,

j

grow rapidly, and become tough, brawny and

]
broad. We have seen this tried to the highest

i advantage in more than one instance under our

\
advice.

NEVER GIVE UP.

Many a premature death has occurred in con-

i sequence of giving up. The sick person be-

j
comes discouraged, thinks he is going to die, and

\
dies. Friends think they have done all they

j could, death is inevitable, and let disease take

j
its course. There can be no doubt but that in

|

many such cases hope still cherished, and the

persevering use of means, might have saved

useful life.

So also in the struggles of active life. The
first speech of Disraeli in the House of Com-
mons, was a complete failure, his speech it is

said being stifled in the derisive laughter of the

House. He thus closed : "I shall sit down
now, but the time will come when you will

hear me." Numbers have sunk into insignifi-

cance under a less rebuff. Disraeli was made
of sterner stuff. Though it took him seven

years to recover from his disaster, he redeemed

his promise, and on becoming chancellor of

the exchequer, "clad in the same garments he

had worn at the time of his renowned failure,

delivered to a closely crowded assemblage the

most brilliant and the ablest budget speech

that had been heard there since the days of

William Pitt."

Every one should feel that he is immortal till

j

his work is done. " Try again," is as good for

i the adult as for the child. If convinced that

j
our cause is wrong, the sooner it is renounced

] the better. Cease to do evil ; but when con-

\

tending for the right, admit no defeat as final,

i We learn sometimes more from a failure than

! a success, and turn it to better account. Such

|
should ever be our aim. Use all honorable

|

means, rely on the ultimate triumph of right,

i persevere in the effort to deserve success, and

j
failure will never be inscribed on your life

j work. The irresolute and half-hearted have

i
no good to expect, for that would only be a

|

premium on imbecility.

Many persons, especially ladies, are igno-

|
rant of the proper place in which to drive a

j
nail in a wall when desiring to hang a picture,

j
&c. Examine the wainscoting around the bot-

|

torn of the wall, and when you find the head

\
of the nail that has secured it to the wall, im-

j

mediately over it, from the bottom upwards,

will be the only place wherein to find a firm

footing for the nail.

They are going to make a Governor out of

a farmer in California. His name is John Bid-

well.

The Season in Paeis.—A Paris letter says : "The forward state of everything in the vegetable kingdom is most remarkable this year. Everywhere, under the

influence of a really spring temperature, plants are springing up, fruit and other trees are putting forth their buds, and the meadows already wear a verdant aspect.

In the gardens of Paris and the environs, peaches and apricots are in flower ; the weeping willows and other trees which adorn the vicinity of the Pont Neuf and
the banks of the Seine, adjacent to the capital, are very forward ; and lilacs, if the present mild weather continues, will shortly be in full bloom. Even the chesnut

trees which have been transplanted to the park of the Universal Exhibition, exhibit the same degree of precocity.
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THE FARMER'S FIRESIDE.

Around the fire, one wintry night,

The farraer'i rosy children Bat;

The fagot lent Its blitzing light,

And mirth went round, and harmless chat.

When, hark! a gentle hand they hear

Low tapping at the bolted door,

And thus, lu gain their willing car,

A feeble voice was heard Implore

:

11 Cold blows the blast across the moor,

The sleet driveB hissing in the wind;

Yon toilsome mountain lies before,

A, dreary, treeless waste behind.

" My eyes are weak and dim with age

;

No road, no path, can I deBcry;

And these poor rags ill Btand the rage

Of such a keen, Inclement sky.

" So faint I am, these tottering feet

No more my palsied frame can hear;

My freezing heart forgets to beat,

And drifting Bnows my tomb prepare.

Li Open your hospitable door,

And Bhield me from the biting blasts

;

Cold, cold it blows across the moor,

The weary moor that I have passed."

With hasty steps the farmer ran,

And close beside the fire they place

The poor, half frozen beggar man,

With shaking limbs, and pale blue face.

The little children flocking came,

. And chafed his frozen limbs In theirs

;

An busily the good old dame
A comfortable mess prepares.

Their kindness cheered his drooping soul,

And slowly down his wrinkled cheek

The big round tear was seen to roll,

And told the thanks he could not speak.

The children then began to sigh,

And all their merry chat was o'er

;

And yet they felt, they knew not why,

More glad than they had felt before.

The Hairy;.

HOW TO MAKE BUTTER.

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

BY ORAIG BIDDLE, ESQ., PHILADELPHIA.

A cow, considered in reference to this ques-

!

tion, is a machine for the manufacture of
|

cream ; milk and fat are mere refuse produc-
j

tions, incidental to the operation. To have
\

good cream, we must have a good machine, 1

and must feed it with a material capable of I

beiug converted into the article we desire.
j

The same machine which makes " shoddy,"
j

turns out the finest broadcloth ; the difference
]

of result is produced by the different materials, 1

with which the machine is supplied. It is pre-

j

cisely thus with a cow
;
you may have the best

}

breed in the world, but if you feed with
|

" shoddy," you can only expect "shoddy " to
j

be produced. No milkman who has any char- !

acter to support, ever resorts to the gross ex-

1

pedient of watering his milk; he waters his{

cow, and precisely the same result is produced. I

A cow fed on swill exclusively, will give a |

product quite as thin and blue as can be de-
[

sired, and the labor of pumping is saved.— I

During the Summer season, when cows are at
{

pasture, butter is almost invariably good ; dur-

1

ing the Winter, when they are fed in stables, I

fine butter is the rare exception. This is mere 1

difference of feed. A farmer who lives on the
|

refuse of his farm himself, can with difficulty
j

be persuaded to feed its choicest productions |

to his cattle. They fare, generally, like himself,
f

and are only supplied with that which cannot 1

be sold. Most writers on these subjects cater I

to the wants of farmers ; and are always en- j

deavoriug to recommend cheap mixtures which I

are to obviate the necessity of expensive feed-

1

ing. This is absurd. A cow can exist on straw,
j

and can probably enjoy life on straw and turn-

1

ips ; but with such food can do nothing for 1

her owner. I

In our climate Indian meal is the perfection
j

of AVinter food. Plenty of good hay, and a I

peck of Indian meal every day, mixed with

}

parsnips or carrots cut up in small pieces, iff

fed to your cow, will give you as fine Winter}

butter as can be produced. Of course, this]

food can be modified with fair results ; but the f

more you deviate from it, the less satisfactory I

will be the product. You may substitute for

}

some of the meal, ground oats, or middlings, |

or chaff; j-qu may substitute turnips for the 1

roots we have mentioned
;

you may give sec- j

ond class hay, and yet have butter which is j

marketable. If you wish, however, really fine =

= butter, don't be seduced from the path we have

I indicated ; resist the flattering notices of oil

I cake ; do not be deluded by cotton seed ; scorn

1 turnips ant', repudiate musty hay.

I Having now a good cow, well fed and well

I taken care of, we are prepared to say a few

I words in regard to the comparatively unim-

1 portent process of converting cream into but-

! ter. There is a secret connected with this

1 operation which we now wish to confide to

1 our readers, for upon it the whole success of

[ making fine butter depends. It is cleanliness.

I Not that cleanliness, the absence of which

1 would be a reproach ; not the cleanliness at-

= lending most household operations, but cleanli-

I ness t o a degree of intensity almost bordering

I on the absurd. The churn, the pans and the

1 butter bowl, should be scalded after every use

! of them, and all towels and straining cloths

i boiled thoroughly before being used again, In

I cleaning, use soda in preference to soap. When I

I the milk is brought in, fresh from the cow,
|

! the first thing to be done, is to strain it through !

j a cloth or wire sieve, or better, through both. 1

I It should then be poured into shallow milk I

|
pans and placed in the milk vault. At the |

I end of twelve hours it should be carefully
j

I skimmed, as little milk being taken up as possi-
j

| ble, and at the expiration of twelve more hours I

I skimmed again ; twelve hours later it should I

| be skimmed for the third and last time, even
f

| more carefully than before. Should the milk, |

I however, have turned sour before the third
[

j
skimming, it would be better to omit it. The !

| cream from the various skimmings should be

!

I placed in a vessel and stirred thoroughly twice
]

! a day until churned ; this preserves a uniform j

i consistency throughout. As soon as you have [

| sufficient cream collected, churn—the sooner
j

i the better. In no event, keep cream longer

!

I than three days. The length of time required
j

| to produce butter depends a great deal on the !

! temperature of the milk ; if allowed to become
]

! very cold it will take some hours. As soon as |

j the butter is formed in small lumps, work the !

I dasher back and forth until the pieces become !

! united into lumps of some size before remov-

1

I ing them. As soon as your butter is taken j

! from the churn, work it thoroughly with the !

! spoon iu the butter bowl, salting it at the same
j

! time to your taste. Let it now remain two |

j hours and work it thoroughly again
;

by this
|

j time the salt will cause the butter milk to run I

:
freely. After two hours more, work it thorough- !

I
ly for the third and last time ; form it into I

i shape and print it. The object of such I

j

thorough working is to get rid, entirely, of the
j

butter milk ; the smallest quantity of which,
\

remaining, makes your butter rancid. Don't I

wash it out ; it is easier, but it injures the !

flavor of your butter. I

There may be cheaper ways of making but-
[

ter—there may be other ways quite as good as |

the one we have described—we have only un- j

dertaken to tell our readers of one mode
;
by f

pursuing which we can guarantee them butter I

of the very highest quality.

March, 18C7.
j

Dairy Products of Vermont.—The quanti-

}

ties of butter and cheese shipped from St. Al-

1

bans ( Vt. ) depot during the year 1 8GG were : I

Of butter 2,017,10.5 pounds, and of cheese 8G2,-f

475. The shipments for 18G5 were: Butter

|

3,035,257 pounds; cheese 1,175,2G1 pounds.!

These figures, at the first glance, would indi-
[

cate a startling decrease in the dairy produc-

1

tions of Franklin county for I860, compared

}

with the preceding year. But the St. Albans !

Messenger says the abrogation of the Recipro-

1

city treaty in March completely cut off for the [

year an importation of butter for shipment
j

which had been quite extensive. In 18G4, when !

Canadian importations were included, the ship- !

ments were: Butler, 2,474,854 : cheese, G23,-|

210 pounds. Hence it appears that the butter
j

production of Franklin county alone inlSGGf

was 145,000 pounds in excess of any previous!

annual production combined with importations I

from Canada ; while the deficiency in cheese is

}

only 40,000 pounds. I

A man in Massachusetts, who got $20 return
j

for each of three cows, got §40 each by send-

!

ing the milk to a cheese factory. !

Lime in Dairy Soils.—During the discus-

1

sions at Saratoga, last fall, on dairy farming, j

several of the speakers remarked that the best I

dairy regions were in those parts of the coun-j
lbal fi"»>-culturc in this country has recently

FISH-CULTURE IN THIS COUNTRY.

Mr. Genio C. Scott writes to Wilkes's Spirit

try where the soil is free from lime; and oth-|
I sustained a heavy loss. Four thousand ora of

fers asserted that good, long-keeping butter I*'
10 Rhme sa,mon werc """taP* t0 Mr

'
Sc,b

! could not be made from limestone lands. This !
GlWn

'
Mumfbrd, N. Y., by the chief engineer

! position was disputed by a few of the speak- \

" l tb °
,

R1"" <; works at Sirnsburg, as a present

I crs on that occasion. X. A. Willard stated in
!
from the French Government. These were

Bariatts patters.

STRAW AS FOOD.

his recent able and interesting address before ! ^
pt S,XteC" dayS ln t,le New York Cu9tom-

the New York State Agricultural Society at!"
0"86

,

al" wh™ covered were entirely

- Albany, that the best dairy farms in England j

spo
'
ud

;

Tbc
.

product of tbcse 0C(t would *»
i ', ... , .. i stocked two rivers.
1 were those resting on the oolite formation, s

I which is strictly carbonate of lime, like com- ! Americans are beginning to understand the

1 mon limestone, but more easily disintegrated [ value of fish-culture. Mr. Seth Green writes

I and worked up. We allude to this statement! that he has on hand "young trout enongh to

! for the purpose of inviting further attention to ! stock all the ponds and streams on Long Is-

! both sides of this question, as it may yet prove 1 land." Mr. Aaron Vail has been nearly or

1 one of much importance to decide.

—

Coun-
j
quite as successful. Over a dozen fish nurser-

! try Gentleman. j ics arc in operation in thc States of Maine and

]
New Hampshire. But although we are only

]
beginning to appreciate this art, it is neverthe-

j less a very old one. Mr. Scott says that it was
j

'

' either lost, or confined to the Chinese and

]
the monks of an Alpine region for many cen-

Be careful of the straw. It is not very long I
turies

>
Ulltil two French fishermen discovered

since straw was regarded as worthless upon j
lf

>
and th<;>' were forthwith liberally rewarded

half of the farms in the country. Of late !
for tbe invention by the French Government

;

years a different opinion has prevailed, and it !
and although it is not quite twenty years since

is now generally recognized as an important 1
fish culture received its first encouragement in

assistant in the wintering of stock. Mr. Hors- j
Francc, yet game fishes of luxury there, are as

fall, a great authority on agricultural matters, j

cheaP as the coarse fis"es are here. In France

says,—" I am satisfied that the most economi- \

the lal)°rer, whose wages are not more than

cal use of food rich in albuminous matter, is i

ualf the Price commanded in the United States,

to feed it with straw or other materials which I
may enj°y an occasional meal of salmon and

are deficient in this element." Mr. Mechi, an- |Sreen peas; while here, none but the wealthy

other great authority, says, "I have long since
j

dream of indulging the expensive luxury."

adopted straw as food, and should consider

!

myself foolishly unprofitable to waste it use- 1 T , T-. „. , „ .

,

J
, . , - , „ m ; Its Dark.—The following beautiful senti-

lessly in open and wet farm-yards. Ihes .„ „ „ . . „ ,, , ^ .„ ,w i i t.a. u i t
,= ments are from Meister Karl's Sketch Book,

Rural World says, "Straw \\men early cut and i „„,...,., ilXT . . . „ _ .
'

, . ,, I
entitled the "Night of Heaven." It is fu of

properly cured, not dried, has somewhat the = . . . „ . ,1 J
' '

|
touching tenderness

:

quality of clover. But, oh, how neglectful

;

are we about the curing of straw, when it is!
is dark when the honest aQd honorable

one of the finest employments! There is aj
man sees tne results of years swept cruelly

fragrance about such straw, and a pale green I

awa>' b>' ,hc knavish, heartless adversary. It

tint, which makes it a valuable and most pleas-

1

1S dark when hc feels the clouds of sorrow

ant fodder." Straw may be fed with advan-

!

gather round and knows that the hopes and

tage to all kinds of stock. It is excellent to !
^PPmess in others are fading with his own.

mix with meal or feed with carrots, beets or]
But 111 tllat bour the memory of past integrity

turnips. If straw was properly economized, !
wJ1 be a true consolation, and assure hhn even

hay would be much cheaper. I

bere on eartb of gleams of light in Heaven.

j
" IS dark when the dear voice of that sweet

HOW TO Ge7wARNING OF EARTHQUAKES j
child once fondly loved is no more heard

IN JAPAN. !

arouud m murmurs. Dark when the pattering

|
feet no more resound without the threshold,

Earthquakes have been so prevalent of late
{
or ascend step by step up stairs. Dark when

in India, that they are now a topic of popular ! some well known air recalls the strain once oft

conversation. Many of our readers are, doubt- ; attuned to childish voice now hushed in death !

less, unaware of the fact that the Japanese j Darkness ; but only the gloom which now
have, for centuries past, been cognizant of a

j
heralds the day-spring of immortality and the

very simple mode of warning against these ] infinite light of Heaven."
sudden, often dangerous phenomena. They

{

long ago discovered that the magnet loses its j

attractive power a short time previous to a! An Anecdote of Dean Swift.—The ec-

shock, and they have in every house a simple ! centric Dean Swift was walking in the Phrenix

apparatus, consisting of a magnet suspended I Park, in Dublin, when a thunder shower came
by its own force to an iron bar, over a disc, or j

on, and he took shelter under a tree where a

hemisphere of bell metal, on which it falls ac-
{
party were sheltering also—two young women

cordingly, and alarms the inmates, who have |
and two young men. One of the girls looked

time to leave the walls before they are shaken.
]
very sad, till as the rain fell her tears fell. The

This plan could be easily adapted to a public j
Dean inquired the cause, and learned that it

alarm, we think, the weight of the falling mag- ! was their wedding day, they were on their

net being adequate to ignite a percussion fuse |
way to the church, and now her white clothes

on a loaded cannon. We wonder it has never j
were wet and she couldn't go. "Never mind,

been tried in civilized countries, where earth- 1 I'll marry you," said the Dean; and he took
quakes have of late been so prevalent. "Mag- } out his prayer-book, and there and then married
netic storms" have recently been observed by

j
them, their witnesses being present. And

medical practitioners in Europe to be forerun- j
to make the thing complete, he tore a leaf

ners of epidemics, cholera especially ; and we j
from his pocket-book, and with his pencil

too, have often noticed that continued earth- } wrote and signed a certificate, which he handed
quakes are the harbingers and attendants of } to the bride. It was as follows

:

epizootic pests. Is it unreasonable to suppose
|

that concentrated gases of poisonous virulence |

are discharged on the surface of the earth dur- I

ing these violent convulsions of nature ? 1

" Under & tree, In stormy weather,

I married this man and woman together.

Let none but Him who rides the thunder

Sever this man and woman asunder.

E ' Jonathan Swift,

.„ ,.,„„,„ ,„ Dean of St. Patrick's."

Origin of the Term "Grain," as a Measure
]

of Weight.—A grain of corn or wheat, gath- 1 A Food Pr z?.—Madame Guerineau, sister

ered out of the middle of the ear, was the ori- ] of the celebrated traveller Lalande, has handed

gin of all the weights used iu England. Of [to M. Drouyn de Lhuys, as President of the

these grains 32 well-dried were to make one I Society of Acclimatization, a sum of four

penny weight ; but in later times it was thought { thousand francs to found a prize in memory of

sufficient to divide the same penny weight into ! her brother, to be awarded to the traveller

twenty-four equal parts, still called grains—be- 1 who, by his discoveries, shall have done most

ing the least weight now in use—from which { towards improving the food of the human
the rest are computed. | race.

;
Who is Old ?—A wise man will never rust out. As long as he can move and breathe, he will do something for himself, his neighbor, or for prosperity. Almost

to the last hour of his life, Washington was at work. So were Franklin and Young, and Howard and Newton. The vigor of their lives never decayed. No rust
marred their spirits. It is a foolish idea to suppose that we must lie down and die because we are old. Who is old ? Not the man of energy ; not the day-laborer
in science, art, or benevolence ; but he who suffers' his energies to waste away and the springs of life to become motionless ; on whose handsVhe hours drag heavily,
to whom all things wear the garb of gloom.
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The Field.

POTATO CTJLTUEE.
j

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY THOMAS J. EDGE, LONDONGROYE, PA. |

From the Eastward course of the potato bug,
{

this crop is annually becoming one of more in-

1

terest to Eastern farmers, upon whom will'!

soon devolve the necessity of raising for West-

1

era consumption, inasmuch as our entomolo-

1

gists give the potato bug twenty years to reach
j

the longitude of Philadelphia. I

Iu treating the subject, I propose to divide
j

it into several parts
;

as, for instance, the prep-

j

aration of the ground, kind of seed, manure, |

after culture and digging. 1

The kind of soil which seems best to suit the
|

potato, is a rolling, mellow soil, inclining to

!

the South ; the soil should be deep and mel-

1

low, either natural or made so by culture. If |

planted on level land, they are more liable to I

rot, and other things being equal, will not make
j

as good potatoes, nor as large a yield as on
|

ground sufficiently rolling to give free vent to 1

water. The best article can only be produced 1

from poorish land, made good by a liberal sys-

1

tern of manuring ; for while heavy, rich land j

may produce the largest yield, from a given |

area, it is at the expense of the quality of the I

crop. 1

In order to be less impeded by sod in the f

preparation of the ground, I usually select the
[

corn ground of the preceding year for potatoes ; I

for it presents no impediment to deep plowing

}

and subsoiling
;
and, at the same time, furnish-

1

es a large amount of undecayed vegetable mat-

1

ter in the form of corn-stalks and roots. The j

sod turned under the previous year, when plow-

f

ing for corn, is entirely or nearly decayed ; and I

also furnishes nourishment for the crop. For j

this crop I would, if possible, subsoil deeply, f

for my experience has convinced me that no

!

other crop will so well repay a thorough prep-

1

aration of the ground. Some object to this
j

operation because it doubles the expense of}

preparing the ground. So it does ; but I have I

often found that it will double the crop also ; I

and it needs but little argument to prove that
j

it is better to double the crop from one acre |

than to obtain the same amount from two
{

acres, with twice the manure and seed, and
{

nearly the'sams amount of extra labor in |

harvesting. I

By subsoiling, I do not mean to bring the j

subsoil to the surface, but merely to stir and
]

loosen it up ; for this purpose use a Mapes'

)

B. subsoil plow, following a common plow

!

every furrow. Many object to subsoiling, be-

!

cause they keep but one team, and cannot hire I

one during the busy season, at the time of po-

1

tato planting. To such I would recommend
{

the plan of plowing the field in narrow lands, I

for by so doing, a round can be plowed on each I

land before the team is changed to the subsoil I

plow ; and the same number of rounds may j

be subsoiled before it is necessary to change i

back again. It "takes more time," it is true
; !

but we must remember our national question j

"will it pay?" and not "how much does it
|

cost ?" If you have neither time nor teams, it I

would be better to cultivate but half the ground,
j

as above. For the operation of subsoiling,
j

oxen will be found better than most horses, on
j

account of their patience and steady draft
; j

although I have performed the operation very j

successfully with horses ; but on my ground it

tries their patience to the fullest extent—to say

nothing of that of the plowman himself.

The Mapes' subsoil plow, if properly used,

will, when following the common plow, fully

fill up the open furrow with the pulverized sub-

soil before the next furrow is thrown over :

thus thoroughly loosening up the soil to the

depth of at least one foot
;
though in soil free

from stone, by turning a furrow eight inches

deep, with the common plow, I have found no

difficulty in running the subsoil plow from six

to eight inches deeper ; thus making a, loose,

mellow soil, to the depth of from fourteen to

sixteen inches.

If barnyard manure is to be made use of

( of the propriety of which I will treat here-

after), it must, of course, be covered by the

common plow, and laid between the sur-

face soil and the lower subsoil ; but if artificial

manure is to be used, it should be applied be-

fore anything further is done, in order that it:

may be thoroughly incorporated with the soil,
j

With artificial manure, my opinion is similar
j

to what I have expressed with regard to the
j

preparation of the ground ; viz. :—that it is
j

better to concentrate the application of the
j

manure, as well as fhe labor of preparing the
j

ground. |

The next operation will be that of making!

out the rows, which can be best done by
j

"back furrowing" the whole field; that is, by I

going "backwards and forwards" across the
j

field, throwing two furrows up together into a
j

high mellow ridge ; care must be taken that [

the earth of the second furrow is not thrown I

over the crown of the ridge into the preced-
j

ing furrow ; but a little practice will make
]

both team and plowman expert in the opera-

!

tion ; thus we will have the whole field or
j

patch marked off into mellow ridges, each of
j

which will leave an open furrow on each side
j

of it ; the distance apart of the furrows and
j

their regularity will, of course, depend a great
j

deal on the expertness of driver and team ; I

but after repeated measurement, after my own, j

and other teams, I find that the furrows do not
j

vary much from thirty inches apart, and the j

ridges about sixty. j

If the potatoes are to be planted in hills, the [

most expeditious plan to mark out the rows in I

the other direction will be to attach three or I

more chains to a stiff pole
;
placing them the j

proper distance asunder to correspond with!

the width of the rows ; a man at each end of]

the pole, by walking across the field, will mark
j

it out much faster than can be done in any

!

other way; and, at the same time, will not]

disarrange the rows or ridges ; the last mark i

of the preceding "pass" will, of course, serve!

as a guide for ths next " pass." With regard
j

to the proper distance apart, I would say that

!

after a fair trial of greater or less distance, 1

1

prefer the rows thirty inches apart ; and the
j

hills three feet apart in the rows ; or in other
j

words, thirty-six inches by thirty
;
though the

\

distance must in a great measure depend upon
;

! the kind of potatoes under cultivation. For the
j

j
Cuzco, Early Goodrich, Monitor, the above !

;
distance will be found to be much more crowd-

1

i ed than Mercers at two feet square
;

planted I

|
thirty-six inches b}' thirty,the tops of the Cuzco, I

i Goodrich, or Monitors will occupy the whole i

! ground ; wliile those of Mercers, planted two !

! feet square, will not occupy the whole space,
j

!
The more prolific in tops, the greater distance

j

I the hills should be apart.
;

i The next subject must necessarily be the se-
j

! lection of seed, which is also one of much
j

I difficulty ; for it is impossible, or rather im- i

j
proper for one correspondent to cry up any

)

\ one variety as the one, to the exclusion of the
j

j tastes and fancies of others, and other locali-

i

| ties ; thus around Boston the Jackson Whites

!

! seem to be the standard
;

when, near New I

j
York, the Peach Blow claims its superiority ; !

! the Philadelphia market-man sets the highest

!

j value on the Mercer ; while his friend at St.
j

I Louis holds on to the Buckeye, and wonders
|

I that the Yankees don't know enough to plant

j

! it. In fact, it is but another illustration of the
I

I old proverb, " one man's meat," &c.

| Each farmer must, of course, humor the
j

| market for which he is raising, though a differ-

:

I ence in yield may much more than make up a i

I difference in price
;

thus, in my own experi-
i

! ence, while I cannot raise more than one hun-

j

1 dred bushels of Mercers per acre, I can raise

| three hundred and twenty-five of Cuzco, or

]
Monitors, without any extra manure or cultiva-

] tion ; so that for me, even at half price, the i

I Cuzco and Monitor are most profitable ; while

! with others the case may be different.

1 With regard to planting whole seed or cut

§
seed, large potatoes or small, and other differ-

1 ent modes of cutting, I will defer for another

f article ; or I shall pass beyond the bounds

| proper for one correspondent. I shall say noth-

\
ing further with regard to the preparation of the

I seed than that I would drop the sets, and not

i lay them down as some do, in such a careful

[ manner. I have sometimes seen careful (?)

| farmers place every set cut side clown with the

1 utmost ease : and then turn every third furrow
j

| down on them; but not till fifty per cent of
\

-- the cuttings had been turned by the feet of the

plowmau. A little more care in the prepara-

tion of the grouud, and less in the planting,
]

will tell better on the crop.

The most expeditious plan is to drop the I

set from a bucket. If the bottom of the
j

fuiTow is in proper order, it will not roll far
j

from where it strikes the ground, or if in a I

few cases it does, the foot will readily put it!

in its place. A ter repeated experiments, the I

only difference which I can see between laying
j

the sets down and dropping them, is that in j

the first case the sprouts come through the

!

ground with more regularity, but I never could
j

find any difference in the crop; but I know!
that twelve hours' work at each method will i

cause a material difference in the feelings of!

the back of the operator. !

Having placed the sets in the furrows, the

!

next operation is the covering; this I do by!

horse power in thu following manner : six
\

rows at a time. If I have been sufficiently ex-

!

plicitin my description of "back-furrowing," it!

will readily be understood that between ever}'
j

pair of ridges we leave two furrows separated j

by a flat piece of soil which has not been dis-

!

turbed by the marking-out plow ; this furnish-
j

es a footpath for the horses without disturbing j

the seed in the furrows. For a coverer, use a

!

piece of scantling six inches square, by sixteen
j

to eighteen feet long ; attach a horse to each

j

end, and you will find that they will be able to \

take three ridges between them, and cover six
j

rows by walking upon those flat spaces ; if one i

passage does not level the ridges down enough,

!

the horses, when they arrive at the end of the

I

row, may be turned back over the scantling

j

and repeat the operation. Some will probably

!

object that this will not cover the seed deep j

enough. With regard to this, I would say!

that I would greatly prefer to cover as shallow
;

as possible, and finish the covering by the after
j

working. !

As soon as the most forward of the sets!

show themselves, the field should be well har- j

rowed two or three times, in order to thorough- i

ly destroy any weeds which may have started i

with the potatoes. Many of our potato grow-
j

ers do not seem to understand (judging from
j

their mode of procedure) the importance of!

this operation. If it is properly done it will !

make the labor of after cultivation fully fifty
\

per cent, less, and keep the grouud loose and

!

free from weeds. Even if this thorough har-

i

rowing does in a great measure keep down the i

weeds until the tops, by their shade, can fight
\

their own battle, yet the repeated hoe harrow-
\

ing should by no means be neglected ; for no i

crop will pay better for keeping the soil loose

!

than the one we have under consideration.

After trying various patented implements, I

have found nothing betterthan a common plow

drawn by speedy horses, run directly under the

row, turning out the potatoes at one operation.
;

After picking up all that are ou the surface, a

i

hoe-harrow run once on top of the row will
j

uncover the remainder. If the ground is in
j

good order, and not too wet, Soger's Potato

;

Plow will do its work well ; but a few stones

or clods will so disarrange its operation that

the time lost will more than make up for the \

use of the common plow.

The time of digging cannot, of course, be
)

fixed in a journal having so wide a circulation i

as the Farm, and Fireside ; for the time pro-
j

per for one locality will not suit another. My
\

rule is to dig as soon as the most forward tops are
j

dead, and, on no account defer it after twenty-
j

five per cent are dead ; for as soon as the tops
j

die, the potatoes begin to deteriorate in quality,

!

and if a wet Fall should follow, there is great
j

danger of rot and disease. As I usually fol- i

low potatoes with wheat, I, of course, get

them up as soon as it will be safe, and not be

too late with the wheat crop.

March, 1867.

Hoyey's New Minorca Melon.—A new;
and fine variety of the true Minorca melon, in-

j

troduced originally into Canada, andgrown and

j

acclimatized there, so that the finest specimens
\

have been produced in the open air in thati

northern climate, are now attracting univer-j

sal attention, and have been exhibited at the
|

Provincial Show, carrying off all the prizes.
\

These melons attain the enormous weight of
\

20 to 30 lbs., and last year a gentleman in Bur- :

lington, Vermont, raised six melons from two
seeds, the smallest of which weighed 20 lbs.,

and the largest 26J. They are of a round or

roundish oval shape, and yellowish skin, very
thickly netted all over ; and the flesh, which
is very thick, is red, very rich, sweet and de-

licious. It succeeds under ordinary cultivation,

and for the market or for exhibition purposes,

is a fine acquisition.

Eaely Sebec Potato.—Much attention has

been given to the improvement of the potato

;

several excellent seedlings have been intro-

duced. Among all these, however, the Sebec
]

has proved the most reliable, being earlier than
the Goodrich, producing quite as abundantly,

and of superior quality. It is similar in gen- .

eral appearance to the Jackson White, and is

undoubtedly a seedling from it, as it was found,

we believe, in a field where these were grown.
It matures fit for the market in from 60 to 65

days.

—

Hovey's Magazine.

Imeoved Farming Implements.—The New
York Evening Post, remarking on the great

improvement recently made in farming imple-

ments and machinery, gives some observations

made in the West by way of illustration. A
corn field containing one hundred and sixty

acres was plowed, planted, and cultivated

without subjecting the farmer to the trouble of

going on foot at all. The ground was prepared

by the use of a rotary spader, on which the

operator rode; was planted by a two-horse

machine, the driver seated upon a box ; when
hoeing time came, a cultivator performed the

operation without involving the necessity of

pedestrian exercise. When the corn is ripe it

is cut and laid in rows by a two-horse machine
—thus completing the cycle of machine corn-

raising. On the farm of which this corn-field

formed a part, there was a field of timothy

comprising seven hundred acres. It is the im-

proved farm machinery which has rendered

such extensive farming operations possible and
profitable at the same time.

Unfermented Mantee.—Many excellent

farmers have an idea that manure to be most
efficient in raising crops should be well-rotted

;

but this is a mistake. Manure loses a veiy

heavy per centage of its real value by decom-
position. Fresh manure, dripping with animal

urine, hauled directly from the stable on the

land and plowed under, is worth nearly double

that which has decomposed to a saponaceous

consistency. When it is convenient for farm-

ers to haul their manure on corn-ground from
the stable as fast as it is made, it saves handling

it twice, and forwards the work in busy spring

time. No fears need be entertained that the

atmosphere will carry off the strength of the

manure if left on the surface. The only dan-

ger to be apprehended by this method, will be

in case of the ground being frozen and cover-

ed with snow and ice when the manure is ap-

plied ; if upon sloping land, the virtue of the

manure might wash away ; but on level land

there is no exception to this plan of operation

during the entire fall and winter season.

—

Oer-

mantown Telegraph.

Destroy Cateepillab Eggs Now.—The
Maine Farmer says that during this month the

eggs of the apple tree caterpillar—which may
be found encircling the ends of the small twigs

of trees—can be much more easily and com-

pletely destroyed than at any other time of the

year. They can be readily seen, and by choos-

ing a warm day for the operation, with a light

ladder upon which to ascend the tree, and a

small basket in which to put the twigs con-

taining the nests, the work can be performed

most satisfactorily.

Weather Signs.—A rosy sunset presages

good weather ; a ruddy sunrise, bad weather.

A bright yellow sky in the evening indicates

wind ; a pale yellow, wet. A neutral gray col-

or at evening, is a favorable sign ; in the morn-

ing, an unfavorable one. The clouds, if soft,

undefined, and feathery, betoken fine weather

;

but if hard, sharp, and definite, foul weather.

Deep, unusual hues in the sky indicate wind or

storm ; more delicate tints bespeaks fair weath-

er.

The Forests of Maine.—The Maine Farmer calls the attention of the people of that State to the great value of its hemlock forests. The
writer assumes that there are five million acres of land m that State covered with hemlock trees • that each acre will vield tweutv cords of bark •

that the astringent salts or-tan in eachicord of bark, when extracted, is worth sixteen dollars
;
making sixteen hundred million dollars, as the vail

ue of this single -item of the wealth of the forests of the Pine Tree State. He also expresses the belief that this imperishable extract can be deliv-
ered in Boston at five dollars, leavmg a net profit of eleven dollars per cord on the bark.
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j

PRESERVATION OF THE FORESTS.

AGBIOll.nlti: feeds us ; to a gnat extent It clothes us ; with- :

cut it we ciiil.l nut have manufactures, and should not luive com- =

merce. These all stand together like pillars in a cluster— the =

largest In the center, and that largest Is Agriculture.— D.v.niki. I

WE11STKB. =

VE6ETAELE MOLD.
{

An intelligent correspondent asks our " opin-

1

ion of forest leaves as a fertilizer?" Had he!

inquired if carbon, oxygen, hydrogen or am-

1

monia were essential to vegetable and animal!

existence, he could not have asked a more per-

1

tinent or self-evident question. The inquiry

}

covers a wide field ; and to reply in detail, we
j

might wander back to the origin of soils, tell-

1

ing bim that all soils were formed by the con-

j

glomerate debris of rocks ; of a mixture of or- !

gauic or inorganic matter, sand, gravel, clay ]

and the remains of plants and animals. Iff

the earth possessed no mold, vegetation would !

not flourisb to a great extent. We sbould have
j

Byron's terrific poem on ' 'Darkness" illustrated
; j

and though the sun was not extinguished,
j

and the stars ditl not !

" Wander darkling In the eternal space, =

Kayless and pathless, and the icy earth

Swing blind and blackening in the moonless air," =

we should, nevertheless, have a comparatively I

unproductive eartb, and its present population j

would sutler from famine, and her "cattle on
j

a thousand hills" would have to go without!

full feed.
j

Au able writer says:—"Mold is the half-!

way house between the living and the dead.'f

That tells a great truth—after deducting the I

poetic license. Vegetable mold covers the' j

whole surface of the earth. It is the mantle !

that hides her nakedness ; that feeds her myri- !

ads of plants ; that fertilizes her valleys an d j

hill-sides, and is the great friend to the agri-

]

culturist. This vast accumulation of mold
]

comes in part from forest leaves that annually 1

fall to the ground, that rot or become decom-l

posed. Of course, the value of all mold de-f

pends on its chemical composition, also in the I

extent to which its substances are retained. |

When mixed with mere earth fl

rocks—either by nature or by the plougshare, I

it makes the soil friable, renders it porous, and I

promotes fertility. Tbe color of mold, always j

dark, aids the absorption of solar heat ; it also 1

drinks up the dews (the earth's perspiration), I

and is ever greedy for showers.

Vegetable mold, in its virgin state and I

strength, overflows with fertility. But it be-

comes exhausted by constant tillage
; just as

a man's pockets get drained of cash by fre-

quent purchases. But the farmer who under-

stands his profession, keeps up his stock of

vegetable mold by ploughing in green crops

;

by putting a luxuriant crop of clover under the

surface soil, thus renewing the original deposit

of mold and carbon. Buckwheat is often

" ploughed in " for the purpose of renovating

worn-out, soils. It is beneficial, as are all green

crops ; but clover has more nitrogen than buck-

wheat, or even rye or wheat straw.

To return to our friend's inquiry, we reply

that forest leaves make a capital fertilizer

—

better than stable manure, or the fertilizers of

commerce. The leaves of some plants and

trees possess more fertility—after decomposi-

tion—than others. A thin, barren soil will

only grow stunted plants and trees, frequently

small pines, and like species ; while heavy,

loamy land will produce the oak, hickory and

chestnut. The leaves from the latter produce

the best mold. Every farmer should collect

all the forest leaves possible, put them into

the compost heap and use liberally. We shall

resume this subject by and by, and give our

views on the best method of collecting the

wealth of our forest leaves, and how to manu-
facture vegetable mold.

Back Numbers.—We have complete sets of

the Farm and Fireside, from the commence-

ment. New subscribers can secure back num-

bers, or commence at any time.

The Michigan Legislature is considering the
j

subject of preserving the splendid forests of|

that State. They supply so many lumber mar-
j

kets that vast tracts are being stripped, and j

her scientific men are of the opinion that ad-

]

verse climatic changes are being thereby in-]

duced. The crops are deteriorating in quality,
j

pernicious insects arc abundantly develop- j

ing, the winters are more severe, and the fer-
j

tilizing rains less frequent. These changes are
]

partly attributable to the denudation of the
j

foresls. European experience confirms the
j

idea that the destruction of forests tends to
]

sterility

.

It seems somewhat contradictory that while
j

in the populous districts trees are planted and
j

tended with a sort of reverence, and money]

lavishly appropriated by the city authorities for!

the creation and extension of wooded parks,
|

" those breathing places for God's poor," the I

pioneers of the West are hewing down the
]

forest trees without mercy or discrimination, i

It is no wonder that the savans of Michigan i

have taken the alarm. Argument is no longer]

necessary to convince even the semi-intelligent

]

classes, of the important part that forest trees

!

perform in the great play of hydro-vegetable j

harmonies; attracting the rain clouds, break-]

ing the fierceness of the winds, and drinking
]

in with their millions upon millions' of leafy;

lungs, the deleterious gases in the air, and
]

throwing out in their stead, abundant supplies
]

of fresh, invigorating, life-inspiring oxygen, f

and in scores of other ways contributing to {

man's health and comfort. They are Nature's 1

silent alchemists, working day and night in ]

the great laboratory of the universe. !

It is a pity that our forest sanctuaries are
{

no longer invested with that reverence which ]

was bestowed upon them by the ancients, who
j

believed that each tree had its attendant 1

nymph, and never dared to fell a tree without

!

having first offered up an ejaculatory prayer to
{

the gods to forgive them the sacrilegious act.
]

If such reverence was superstitious, it was!

also poetical, and saved to them their forest ]

trees. America has been, and is yet, noted for
[

its vast, tracts of forests—deep, impenetrable, [

awe-inspiring forests. In those far Western j

wilds the poet has sought inspiration for his

!

muse, and the landscape painter bewitching !

limnings for his canvas. But unless laws are

j

I interposed to prevent the destruction of these \

j
forests, which destruction is, in our estimation, i

\ a wretched piece of vandalism, they will be !

j among the things that were, our soil rendered I

I sterile and its physical surface shorn of its

!

! fairest ornament.

] NEW ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
j

] The Executive Committee of the New Eng-
j

! land Agricultural Society, have decided that i

the next Annual Exhibition shall be held in [

Cranston, near Providence, R. I., on the 3d,

4tb, 5th, Gth and 7th days of September next.

This Exhibition will be in connection with that

of the " Rhode Island Society for the En-

couragement of Domestic Industry," from

which the invitation to the New England So-

ciety came. Col. Amasa Sprague has tendered

the free use of his new Trotting Park, in

Cranston, for the Exhibition. It embraces an

area of seventy-five acres. The buildings, for

spectators, officers and animals, are all new,

thoroughly built, and well adapted for the pur-

poses required. The building for visitors will

seat five thousand persons, with protection

from both sun and rain. Those who have

seen this Park, affirm that it is not surpassed

in the United States.

As this Exhibition will be larger and better

than any ever before witnessed in Rhode Island,

we trust her citizens in general will aid the

enterprise in every manner possible. The
reputation of the State demands it.

California Wheat.—We are indebted to

C. B. Rogers, Philadelphia, for samples of

California Spring wheat. It is remarkable for

its weight and productiveness—weighing full

sixty-fite pounds to the bushel; and on the

; Pacific shore yielding eighty bushels per acre !

\
If it will do half as well as that in the Middle

! States, it should be sown by all our farmers.

LOUISIANA A WHEAT-GROWING STATE.
}

Already efforts are being made to reorgan-
]

ize the industrial interests of the South. Noth-
j

ing is wanted but promptness and persever-

]

ance, allied with good judgment and better se- j

curity to life and property, to inaugurate in I

that loealtity an era of prosperity which will

]

far surpass the wildest dreams of the old sla- {

very propagandists. The native resources off

the South are abundant, and their proper de-

f

velopmcnt will furnish profitable employment,
]

for centuries, to millions of intelligent work- ]

ing men. The people are awakening to a con-
]

sciousness of this fact
;
they will no longer re-

{

ceive, in explanation of their poverty, the ri-

1

diculous doctrine broached by the politicians,
|

that it arose from being systematically plun-|

dered by the North for years.

Judge Robertson, of Louisiana, has recently
]

made an elaborate report upon the resources
]

of that State. Its most interesting feature is
]

the expressed conviction that Louisiana is pe-

j

culiarly adapted to the cultivation of wheat,
j

He recommends caution in the selection off

seeds, stating that the Mediterranean varieties!

would be most adaptable. The Judge is quite
[

sanguine, and if the golden vision he antici-

1

pales opens up to view, the rest of the agri- ]

cultural world will heartily rejoice, instead off

becoming tinctured with jealousy. We sub-

1

join a statistical and prophetic abstract of the I

report. §

" Wheat with us should be planted in Sep-

!

tember, October or November. It is a beauti-

;

ful season for preparing the ground. It may

!

then be reaped in the last half of April and

!

May, a time usually selected for making brick, !

on account of its fair weather. The daily quo-

!

tations show that Southern flour, raised in
j

Missouri, Tennessee and Virginia, brings from
j

;
three to five dollars more per barrel than the

j

I
best New York Genessee flour. Louisiana and

\

j Texas flour is far superior to the Tennessee,

j

! Virginia or Missouri, owing to the superior;

! dryness, and the fact that it contains more glu-

i

! ten and doe's not ferment so easily. Southern
\

! flour makes better dough and macaroni than!

j Northern or Western flour ; it is better adapt-
\

\ ed for transportation over the sea and keeps I

] better in the tropics. It is, therefore, the flour
j

; that is sought after for Brazil, Central Ameri-

!

! ca, Mexico, and the West India market, which
j

j are at our doors.

! A barrel of strictly Southern flour will make
]
twenty pounds more bread than Illinois flour,

]
because, being so much drier, it takes up more

] water in making up. In addition to this vast

j superiority of our grain, we have other ad-

vantages over the Western States in grain-

! growing. Our climate advances the crop so

]
rapidly that we can cut our wheat six weeks

] before a scythe is put into the fields of Illinois

;

j and being so near the gulf, we avoid the de-

;
lays in shipping and the long transportation,

] the cost of which consumes nearly one-half

j of the product in the West. These advanta-

j ges, the superior quality of the flour, the ear-

i lier harvest, and the cheap and easy shipment,

] enable us absolutely to forestall the West in

I the foreign demand, which is now about 40,-

]
000,000 of bushels annually, and is rapidly in-

1 creasing, and also in the Atlantic seaboard

] trade.

I Massachusetts, it is calculated, raises not
! more than one month's supply of flour for her
! vast population. New York not six months'
! supply for her population, and the other At-
j lantic States in like proportion. This vast dc-

! ficit is now supplied by the Western States,

! and the trade has enriched the West, and has

] built railroads in every direction to carry to-

] ward the East the gold-producing grain. We
jean, if we choose, have a monopoly of this

| immense trade, and the time may not be far

! distant, when, in the dispensation of provi-

]
dence, the West, which contributed so largely

] to the uprooting of our servile system and the

I destruction of our property, will find that she

I
has forced us into a rivalry against which she

! cannot compete, and that she will have to draw
j not only for supplies of cotton, sugar and rice,

] but even for breadstuff's from the South."

{ Pennsylvania Agricultural College.—
! The Trustees of this institution met at Harris-

I burg, recently, and appointed a committee to

! procure an experimental and model farm, to

! contain one hundred acres, in the Eastern part

] of the State, and one in the Western, in per-

! suance with the law rccenlly passed by the

i Legislature.

] This idea may be a good one, but we hope

| the principal College, in Center county, will

! not be ignored by the haste to start new, ex-

]
perimental farms. There is such a thing as

] putting "too many eggs in one basket."

LARGE_TROUT.

A correspondent of the Turf, Field and

Farm, recently asked the fishing editor of that

journal, if brook trout ever grew to the size of

" eight pounds ? " The editor replied that he

once captured a trout in the Androscoggin riv-

er, weighing " nine pound*." Further, lie

stated that brook trout had been taken weigh-

ing "fifteen pounds! "

Now, we cannot quite believe this. Brook

trout never grow to that size. There are many
varieties of the North American brook trout

—

four of which ought, long since, to have been

classed as distinct species. We have caught,

in the ponds and rivers of New England, some

very large trout; but they were pond trout

—

every one of them—dull, dusky brown along

the back; sides, muddy olive; some without

specks; others, dimly flecked with dull ochre-

colored spots, sometimes shading with green-

ish red.

The genuine brook trout is marked with bril- •

liant vermillion specks; a mottled horn color

j

along the back
;

sides, silvery white, and near-

: ly pearl white on tbe belly. It is entirely dif-

! ferent from pond, trout—this latter species may

:
grow to the weight of "fifteen pounds," but

|
we would rather see them than to take any

j
body's word for it. We know that true brook

i trout, tS. pontinalis, rarely reach over three

|
pounds.

NORWEGIAN LABORERS IN TEXAS.

! A prominent Norwegian gentleman by tbe

[ name of Paulsen, now a resident of Northern

]
Texas, left this country for his native land, on

| the first of this month, for the purpose of se-

i curing a number of his countrymen as farm

! laborers in Texas. He expects to arrive at Gal-

I veston with them, about the first of September.

iThe Norwegian laborers are strong, robust,

I large boned men and women, and generally

| honest, sober and industrious. They are raised

] in humble circumstances, obey orders prompt-

! ly, and are "worked" in Norway, sixteen hours

I out of the twenty-four.

1 The contract with the planters for these Nor-

|
wegian men and women is for two years, and

lis as follows:

—

I First year the agency expense (sixty -five dol-

] lars in specie, or its equivalent in greenbacks),

I clothing and food, and thirty dollars in specie

| to the laborers, men and women the same.

| Second year, one hundred dollars and food

! and clothing for the men, and seventy-five dol-

| lars a year and food and clothing for the wo-

! men.
1 For mechanics the price is somewhat high-

1 er than for field laborers ; and such particular

I servants as can command higher prices at

{home, must receive a belter recompense than

| above enumerated.

1 We see in this movement much that will

1 prove advantageous to the "lone star State.'

[The planters will be rewarded by increased

I crops through the labors of this hardy race,

| and not have their sensitiveness shocked by an

|
importation of what they used to call "North-

I em white trash."

I Plant Yocit Peas.—The latter part of

! March, in the Middle States, will do to put in

! peas. They require a low temperature to grow

] them to perfection
;

and, the sooner they are

! planted, after the frost is out and the ground

1 settled, all the better. There are many good

1 early varieties, among them are the Daniel,

jO'Rourke, Extra Early, and Tom Thumb.—
I We confess to a preference to the first; and

{they are generally the first to be had in our city

! markets. An advantage of the Tom Thumb

I variety is, that they require no brush or stakes

;

I they grow on a small space—in rows fifteen

inches apart—and are suited to nearly all soils.

Our New England friends will not think of

planting or sowing peas before next month.

Jack Frost don't frighten peas much, yet there

is little gained in putting them in until the

earth gets wanned up by the Spring sunshine.

Fine stable manure is a good fertilizer, and so

is bone dust, for every variety of peas. Far-

mers do not sow as many peas as they should
;

they are profitable as a field crop.

CaT Hiram Woodruff, the well known horse

trainer, died last week, at his residence on

Long Island.

Literary Activity of the Year.—During the past year there have appeared 4201 new books and new editions. Religious books and pamphlets, 849 ;
biog-

raphical and historical, f04; medical and surgical, 160 ;* poetry and the drama, 2:i2 ; novels, 3!H) ; minor fiction and children's books, 544
;

travels, topography and
geography, 10.5; annuals and serials, (volumes only), 225: agriculture, horticulture, &c, (14; English philology and education, fOG: European and classical phil-

ology, and translations, 101
;
law, 84 : naval, military and engineering, 3'J

;
science, natural history, &C., 147: trade and commerce, 79; politics and questions of

the day, 1G7; illustrated works, 85; art, architecture, &c., 34; miscellaueous, not classified, 359. Total, 4204.

—

The Bookseller.
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Twas a wood-brown house, near a mountain stream

That sung and danced in the sun's bright gleam

;

Near by was a grove, where all day long

Were heard sweet notes of the wild-bird's song.

There was the home of my childhood's hours,

There I sang like the birds, and gathered flowers.

As I wandered free as a wild gazelle,

0 ;er sunny hill and shadowy delL

That wood-brown house seemed a palace fine.

Draped o'er with many a clambering vine

:

Where the morning sun peeped in to see

The family group on bended knee.

The perfumed breeze from the sighing pines

Crept softly through the flower-decked vines,

To kiss the baby's cheek, so fair,

And play with its locks of golden hair.

The sweet, sweet dreams of those early hours,

Were bright and fair as the summer flowers

;

But I dreamed not then, in my childish glee,

Of tbe woes the future held for me.

'Twas there a mothers pure love blest

That little group in the family nest

:

And her cheerful smile, and tender care.

And a father's love made earth seem fair.

In that brown house, there was ample room
For the children to play, and the friends to come

;

But Death soon came with his icy kiss.

Andmy mother passed to a world of bliss.

Ere long, my father slept by her side,

And the children were scattered far and wide

;

And I am homeless, sad and lone,

While strangers dwell in that dear old home.

Fireside Tale.

" THESE WOMEN."

"These women!
"

Tiie young man said it in scorn, in his pride

of strength, his "force of will, possession of ad-

vantage, and power in law
;
forgetting his in-

numerable needs ; needs to come, if not then

felt.

"These women! I wish they'd stay at

home where they belong. Shops and stores

are no places for them. I never want them
round a shop. I wouldn't work with them."

A young woman, hunting for employment,

was just closing the door. She heard the first

words, " these women !
" spoken with such

scorn.

These women! Why, are they not God-

made ? Are they not the mothers, sisters,

wives and daughters of the lordly men, and

should they not be cared for, for their sake ?

If not, men suffer as well as they ; each sin

coming home in vengeance—each and every

sin.

The young woman heard it. and turned away
more crushed by oppression than she had be-

fore been by want.
" These women !

" she repeated halt-bitterly,

realizing a man's burdens pressing upon her, a

man's duties and necessities. She had not only

bread, and clothes, and shelter to earn for

herself, but a family to support, a mother, and

young sisters, and brothers—men that were

to be !—to provide for. And what was she to

do,—woman as she was? She had strong,

active muscles, a ready brain, a pliant will, a

steady purpose, every element of success,

why could she not employ them all in re-

munerative toil?

Are not these what bring gold to men ? Why
not to women?

Just because they are women ; because of a

prejudice, left of the old days of Egyptian

darkness only now passing, not yet past, when
women were the meanest slaves of men, their

meanest task-servants, kept as their dogs, even

a soul and immortality denied them.

Did you ask what became of the young
woman? I only know she turned away,

blushing with shame, tearful with sorrow.

The man who made her blush and weep, saw
as much as that, and laughed sneeringly

—

laughed and went on in his work.

Had not that young man a wife ? His wife

was only his servant, her life an appendage to

his ; she lived only as he permitted her, fol-

lowing his ways in wifely duty.

But, at last, in a little cradle that rocked be-

fore his hearth, there smiled a pretty, blue-

eyed child into his face, that stirred his heart

most strangely ; the keen, flashing eyes soften-

ing, and then growing slassy with their tears.

That little, cradled thing, only a girl, andf

because she was a girl, too,—had opened a|

fount of tenderness hidden even from himself. \

There was his face, his lip, and eye, and fea- \

tares ; and a woman's nature, a woman's desti-

1

ny with it. |

The strong man looked steadily into the |

j
little face, looked and thought what had been

j

j
done for woman, and what might be, till all

§

i womanhood changed for him
;

looked, and I

I
set his teeth, and knit his brows, and pledged

f

! his strength to spare her, to shield, and shel-

1

! ter, and nurture her.
|

Then, the thought crossed his mind, had the
|

i
women he had scorned ever been as pure and

|

j beautiful as the child that moved him so—and I

| what had changed them? Who had laid rude, 1

j
wronging hands upon them ? |

j Then, lifting his strong arm as if in pledge, |

I he made a silent oath that never harm nor hard-
{

! ship, never scorn nor shame, should blight or
§

I sadden one woman's life—his daughter's.— 1

1 Years and years he kept his oath. He toiled
|

| early and late to provide for her a future with-
j

| out want. But can any man do what he will?
|

I Is the future his ? Can he spare a fate ? Not
{

1 even his own ; much less another's.

1 The strong man fell a prey to sickness. The
j

{muscles shrunk and withered, the blood lay!

| cold in his veins. He could not lift himself.
]

I Weak as the weakest woman he lay, depend-

j

1 ent for everything upon a woman, his daugh-

!

Iter. He had no other child; his wife was]

1 dead. The earnings of his strength had been
j

1 scattered to the winds.

| It is hard for a man to be dependent on a

1 woman, any man on any woman, but most of

I all for the man who has scorned the woman

frule. But, by the great law of retribution,

| the hour of dependence is sure to all such.

!
" Mary, is the meal out ?" said the sick man.

| "Yes, father; why?"

I "No matter, child."

I
" You want some gruel, father, don't you ?"

I The man turned in his bed, and Mary turned

I her face away from him, and busied herself

I about the room.

| A minute or two went slowly by, and then

I the sick man spoke. The girl had not cour-

1 age. She had so often heard her father say

I that she should never earn her bread, certainly

I never earn it in shops and offices, like men,

1 that she did not know how to tell him of the

| stern necessity that she should do it now—try

| to do it. She had been sewing slop-work,

! wearing out her very life over it, without be-

I ing able to supply her barest wants with her

I earnings. It would not do. The point of

1 starvation had come ; not even meal for gruel

I in the house. Her father had to propose it.

| "Can't you get work in a shop, Mary?

| You'll earn more."

| "Perhaps I could, father; I've thought of

lit."

| "I guess you'll have to, till I get well."

1 "Shall I go out and look for work now ?"

f
" Perhaps it's as good a time as any."

| Mary went. She smiled in her father's face

I as she left him, saying a pleasant good-bye.

1 But the father could not smile. His eye

Iwas glancing forward to see his cherished

| child going anxiously from shop to shop,

I climbing the long, wearying stairs, tremblingly

1 making her way into the great shops where

1 coarse men would stare into her face with rude

| and curious gaze. He heard the short, un-

I feeling "no," repeated again and again in an-

I swer to the question,
'
' Can you give me work ?"

I What made him see another face just then,

| a face he had not seen for twenty years, had

1 never seen but once, a young woman's face,

1 somewhat like his daughter's, but there were

1 tears in the eyes, such as seldom were in hers ?

1 And then he heard something like his own

| voice in a sneer, " These women !

"

I The spirit of a wronged woman had come

! to him and hung brooding above him, threaten-

I ing him in his own daughter. " She'll get no

| work, poor thing !
" he groaned. "She went

|
smiling and hopeful, but she don't know men

I as I do. She don't know life
!"

| An hour had at last gone by. It seemed as

| if it never would be gone.

| Who says time flies? Why, sometimes it

1 seems as if it never would get round the little

1 circuit of the clock. Flies! flies! when it

takes so long to carry us through our little |

span of life ? \

But time did move, and got through an hour;
|

and then another, more slowly than the first, 1

till it was getting dark, and a tired footfall |

sounded on the steps. |

The door opened, and with a great weight |

aud pain at his heart, almost a despair, know-

1

ing well how vain is almost every woman's |

effort, how poor a woman's chance in every I

thing, even in toil—a chance that every man |

would throw from him in disdain—the poor

!

father tried to smile a welcome, tried to say \

cheerfully, " What success ?"
j

"None, father ; I could find nothing to do."
|

"I feared it."
j

And then he heard a voice like an echo, say- [

ing, "These women!" and he responded,!
'

' Aye, these women ! God help them ! What i

can thej- do ? "
[

"HI go again to-morrow, father," said the!

daughter. j

No answer, for the man knew well that the
{

to-morrow was far away when work by which
j

she might live would be given to woman.— I

And he had helped to keep it far away. !

To-morrow come ; the daughter again went j

forth to find some work by which she might

!

earn bread. She went forth to be again re-

;

fused, and because she was a woman—nothing
j

else. There was work for men, for boys even

j

—but none for her. She urged her claims.

"We don't employ women;" or "We'd|
rather have men;" or a blunt and careless

" no " met her ^everywhere.

What would become of her ? What become

1 of her father ?

So faint, hopeless, and borne clown with the

1 heavy questionings why God makes fife so

1 hard, she dragged herself to her home, to her

I father's bed-side, dreading to hear again the

1 question, "What success?" answered as it

| must be.

| She had not to hear it. The dying man
| riveted his eyes on the poor worn child and

muttered, " I knew 'twas no use. Let us die

together ! O God, let us die together !

"

1 Then the eyes, still riveted, grew dim
;

I breath after breath came quick ; and when the

I poor girl had whispered something about beg-

| ging a little meal for gruel, a morsel of bread,

1 he did not hear her. He was past want

—

I dead.

| And his dying prayer seemed to have been

1 answered. Not many weeks and his unsodden

|
grave was opened to receive his daughter's

f corpse. She for whom in her woman's lot

I there had been so little opportunity in this

[poor life, had entered on the better.

—

Watch-

1 man and Reflector.

^iseeUamj.

THE DEATH OF A CHILD.

| It went in the morning—a bright and radi-

| ant morning, many went yesterday, more to-

1 day, and there are clews to be shed for the de-

I partures of to-niorrow. And can it be won-

| dered that pleasant summer mornings should

|
beguile them into going ? Is it a marvel that

1 they do not wait for the burden and the noon,

I but follow the lark, and her song over the ruin

I of the rainbow ? That those words so beauti-

Iful, they should make so true, "and joy

1 cometh in the morning."

I Going in the morning ! A glorious morn-

| ing—when the sky is all in beauty, and the

| world is all in bliss ; ere the dews have gone

I to heaven, or the stars have gone to God

!

1 when the birds are singing, and the cool winds

| are blowing, and the flowers are out that will

1 be shut at noon, and the clouds that are never

1 rent in rain and the shadows inlaid with crim-

1 son, lie away to the west.

I We have sometimes seen a little coffin, like

| a casket for jewels, all alone by itself in a

|
huge hearse melancholy with plumes and

I gloomy as a frown—and we have thought not

| so should we accompany those who go a little

|
way in the morning. We have wondered why

| they did not take the little coffin into the car-

|
riage with them, and lay it gently upon their

1 laps, the sleeper there lulled to slumber with-

1 out a bosom or a cradle. We have wondered

| what there was for tears in such a going—in

s the early morning from home to home—like

fair white doves with downy wings emerging

from nether night and fluttering for entrance

at the windows of heaven. Never has there

been a hand wanting to take the wanderer in

and shut out darkness and the storm.

Upon these little faces it never seemed to us

that death could place his great seal ; there is

no thought of the charnel house in those

!
young listeners to that invitation whose ac-

j
ceptance we are bound not to forbid ; there

i should be morning songs and not sighs ; no

j tears nor clouds, but bright clew and bright

i dawnings together.

j Fold up the white robe
;

la}- aside the for-

j gotten toy ; smooth the little unpressed pillow,

| and gently smile as yon think of the garment,

j of the harp of gold, and of the fair brow with

I its diadem of light ; smile as you think no
I years can make that memory old. An eternal,

1 guiltless chiid, waiting about the threshold of

| Paradise for the coming friends from home.

| Here the glad Hps would quiver with anguish

;

{ the bright curls grow grizzly and gray ; the

I young heart weary and old ; out there, change-

| less as the stare, and young as the last new

|
morning.

I The poet tells of a green bough rent by the

| tempest from the tree, and swept rudely along

| the breast of an angry river, and a mother

| bird with cries of grief fluttering beside it, for

I her nest and nestling were there. Ah ! better

I to be wafted away from the earth than thus

! they should drift around the world in a storm,

j —B. F. Taylor.

| CTJEIOUS FACTS ABOUT WATEB.

I The extent to which water mingles with

| bodies, apparently the most solid, is very won-

! derful. The glittering opal, which beauty

1 wears as an ornament, is only flint and water.

1 Of every 1200 tons of earth which a landlord

] has in his estate, 100 are water. The snow-

I capped summits of Snowden and Ben Nevis

j have many million tons of water in a solidified

| form. In every plaster of Paris statue, which

1 an Italian carries through our streets for sale,

! there is one pound of water to four pounds of

I chalk. The air we breathe contains five grains

I of water to each cubic foot of its bulk. The
1 potatoes and turnips which are boiled for our

i dinner have, in their raw state, the one seventy-

I five per cent, and the other ninety per cent, of

1 water. If a man weighing 140 pounds were

|
squeezed in a hydraulic press, seventy pounds

1 of water would run out, and only thirty-five of

1 dry residue remain. A man is, chemically

{ speaking, forty-five pounds of carbon nitrogen,

I diffused through five and a-half pailsful of

| water. In plants we find water thus mingling

{ no less wonderfully. A sun-flower evaporates

j one and a quarter pints of water a day, and a

| cabbage about the same quantity. A wheat

1 plant exhales, in 175 days, about 100,000

I grains of water. An acre of growing wheat,

| on this calculation, draws and passes out about

| ten tons of water per day. The sap of plants

| is the medium through which this mass of

1 fluid is conveyed. It fomis a delicate pump,

up which the watery particles run with the

rapidity of a swift stream. By the action of

the sap various properties may be accumulated

to the growing plant. Timber in France is,

for instance, dyed by various colors mixed

with water, and sprinkled over the roots of

the tree. Dahlias are also colored by a similar

process.

How to Frix the Ice House Cheaply.—
Although past the season for doing this work,

we give the gist of a correspondent's communi-

cation on this subject, that our readers may
thereby profit in the future:—"A great im-

provement upon drawing ice from two to four

miles, I found, is my method of making it in

the ice-house. I bring water in a pipe into the

house, and make it faU in spray before a win-

dow on the north side during the coldest weath-

er. I have succeeded in making a solid cake

of ice 10 by 10 feet and four to six feet thick.

Country Gentleman.

Paeis Gaedexees now employ toads in the

hot houses to consume insects, and cocks and

hens in the gardens to eat the slugs
;
only to

prevent the poultry from scratching up the

flowers, they are accommodated, or inconve-

nienced rather, with list slippers.

The Peactice of Medicine.—There are times, unquestionably, when pills are good things ; but generally, pillows are better. We are of opinion that the former
have often got a little credit which fairly belonged to the latter. "When a man is ill, the doctor tells iiim to go to bed and be contented; probably he gives him
a little taste of physic ; but quiet, a recumbent"posture and temporary abstinence are, in very many cases, the successful remedial agents, after all. Giving
pills is the way the doctor has of turning the key upon his patient, keeping him at home, establishing healthful bodily functions, and opening his mind to good
advice.
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TH i: p.vitM AXi) rnct:sii»i: a\d the
rATUlUT FlHt $1.00 PER YE A. K

.

For the Bum of FOUR dollars, paid in advance, we will

send the Farm and KIEK81DE and the Woonsooket Patriot
j

for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, in
\

83.50. Tin: Patriot is an old established family newspaper,
i

with the largest circulation of any country journal in New
j

England. S. S. FOSS, Publisher,

Wuonsocket, R. I.

The iJj&arUets. Hhode Island.

WO0NSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending March 2.1, 1867.]

I-'AltM I'ltODCJOTS, FUEL, Ac.

Hay ^9 ton
Straw ton
Coal i? ton
Oats IpI hush

S38
$211

..$10 5tlal2 50
SonSOc

Wood W cord. .

.

Beans ^ quart.
PotalocB
Onions

...$fc'a!> SO
13c
90c
90c

DISEASE OP THE EYES.

The horse is furnished with what is termed

by anatomists, a third eyelid, which is known
among horsemen under the name of the haw.

Its use is to clear the surface of the eye of any I

dust or other irritating particles which may
;

lodge on the surface of the eye. It occasionally i

happens that from chronic inflammation of;

the eye, small tumors form on the haw
;

they
j

cause great irritation and impede the move-

1

mcnts of the eyelids, especially the upper one.
j

In a case of this kind which came under my j

treatment, I removed the tumor with the knife,
j

and by a subsequent application of caustic pre-
j

vented its reproduction.

The little fleshy body, situated at the inter- j

nal angle of the eye, is termed the caruncula
I

laerymalis, and, in cases where it becomes en- i

larged, it will be necessary to reduce it by

j

excising the superfluous part. But the eye is
i

a delicate organ to operate on, and in cases of!

this kind the assistance of a regularly educated

veterinary surgeon is required.

Taming Bees.—The whole art of "taming

bees" is embodied in the following :

—

1st. A honey bee filled with "liquid sweets"

will not sting of its own accord.

2d. Bees, when frightened, will generally fill

themselves with honey, and if given liquid

sweets will invariably accept them.

Bees may be frightened thus

:

1st. By blowing upon them the smoke of

spunk, tobacco or cotton rags.

2d. By confining them to the hive, and rap-

ping the sides of it lightly with a small stick.

At first, the bees will try to get out, but find-

ing that impossible, they will then rush to their

stores and fill themselves with honey.

—

Bee

Keepers' Text Book.

Flour
Com Meal
Rye
Saleratus
Kerosene Oil

Cheese W It)

Butter ^ lb

OodllBh
Java Coffee V lb.

Mackerel, new—

GB.OCF.IUE&, Ac.

$Ual7 oo I Raisins
'* Molasses 33 gal..

V. H. Tea
Black Tea
Oil cal
Fluid$ gal.

.*1 30
*1 50
10al5c

80c
24c

..40, 42a45c
8c

",!(

10al2c

Candles » lh.

Hi dotEggs II» doz. ..

Lard %) lb...
Sugar It).

MEATS, &c.

Beef Steak
Beef, corned. .

.

Tongues, clear.
Mutton
Veal
Pork, fresh

...18a36c

...loal.-.c

20c
....9al4c
...10a20c
...12al6c

Hams
Poultry
Shoulders.
SausageB.

.

Tripe
Pork, Bait.

llali-c

20a28c
15c
13c
11c
15c

w.

Marriages.

In Lonsdale. 19th inst., bv Rev. W. \V. Sever, Owen M.
'

l

THAYER to Audelia, daughter of the late Sterry Jencks, =

all of Smlthfield. =

In Providence) 16th inst., George W. Harvey to Miss S

Aaiey E. Phillips, both of North Providence.
j

In Attleboro', 17th inst., Mr. William E. Dunham to Miss =

Mary Frances Clark. \

In Carolina Mills, 17th Inst., Mr. Leander "W. TUCKER to =

Mis3 Amy C. Blanch aiit>. \

In Hopkinton, Mass., 13lh inst., Mr. CllARLEB Leland of =

Upton, to Mrs. MARTHA FOEBL'SH of Hopkinton.
In Milford. Mass., Mr. DeWitt C. GLEASON to HOPKSTILL I

C. HoLititooK; 12th inst., Charles A. Dewey, Esq., to MARI- I

etta N. Th ayer, both of Milford. I

In Danielsonviile, ct., 2nd inst., Mr. Arnold Adams to Miss =

Catherine Fitzgerald, both of Killingly.

In Thompson, Ct., Feb. £2, Mr. Lucius E. Truesdelt,, of \

Warren. Mass., to Miss SARAH E. Mills of Thompson; March =

7th, Mr. Francis E. Burnett, of Dudley, Mass., to Miss Mary =

A. EABOA1X, of Thompson. \

In Mansfield, Ct.. 3d inst., Mr. Isaac C. Barrows to Miss i

ArsTANiA E. Jacobs, both of Mansfield; Feb. 25th. Henry:
\\

. LARKHAM to Miss EMILY J. Johnson, both of Mansfield. :

In Worcester. 13th inst.. by Rev. E. W. Virgin, Peter Bec- =

SO to Miss Almeda Tainter, of Millbury.
j

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
March 20th, 1867.

|

At market for the current week: Cattle, 1365; Sheep and =

Lambs 6219. Swine, 350. = March 23, 1867.
Prices. Beef Cattle—Extra, $13.50(3^14.00; first quality, E

$12.7o@$13.25 ; second quality, $11.50**12.50; third quality, i

jiKi.OMtn $11.00 y 100 His (the total weight of hides, tallow and \

dressed beef.) =

Country Hides. 9*0 Wc $ lb. Country Tallow 7@7#c lb. 1

Brighton Hides, 10@10><c $ lb; Brighton Tallow, 7ij@8Q =

¥ lb. =

Dry Sheep Skins. 62c (n>, $1. Green Sheep Skins, 62e@ s

$1 # skin. Calf Skins. 18 to 20c. \

The quality of the Western Cattle, with the exception of a :

few lots, is not so good as that of last wedk. The trade has not
\

been very active. There has been some few very extra Cattle :

sold as high as \\y.c ^ lb, but most of the best Beeves brought E

13^(ai4c 19 It). I

Stores—There are but few Stores brought into market at this =

season of the year. Most of the small Cattle are sold to slaught- =

er. that are in a fair condition. , I

Working Oxen.—Sales at $164, $165. $175, $180, $190, $200, ;

$•210, $215, $225, $2511. $265, $270* $275 per pair. Working:
Oxen have sold better for the last few weeks than any other I

stock in market. E

Milou COWS—Sales extra $80al00 ;
ordinary $50 @ .$75.— =

Store Cows $35a50. There Is a good supply of Milch Cows in =

market, and a fair demand. \

Sheep and Lambs.—The supply Is larger than that of last \

week. Prices are y.c 3j? lb lower. We quote sales of lots at :

6>£, 7, 1%, 7%, 8, 8M, 8#, 9 @ 9%c ^ lb- . and $3.75 to $11 ^ =

head. i

Swine—Wholesale, 7 cts. ^ tb; retail, 7)0 @ cts. ^ lb. =

Fat Hogs—200 at market; prices cts. lb. There is not =

much call for Store Pigs, the trade is not very active, and there :

is but a few in market.
\

WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK \

WHOLESALE MARKET.
}

GENERAL ADVANCE IN PRICES. j
March 23, 1867.

Breadstuffs have been excited and active, and prices have f ,

materially advanced. The demand has been very general, and \

a part has been for investment. We notice a material reduc- !

tton in the stock of flour, which iB now estimated to be under i

three hundred thousand barrels. The daily reduction in the i

stock is about eight thousand barrels in excess of the receipts. !

This fact has occasioned the excitement.
Wheat has also been excited, and prices have advanced from

j

fifteen to twenty cents a bushel, closing very strong. The stock ;

Is reduced, and is estimated at less than 1,600,000 bushels. I

Corn has been active under a speculative demand and more j

favorable news from Europe. Prices have advanced ten cents j

a bushel, closing strong. The stock has been reduced to about j

2jOOO,0O0 bushels, which is one of the causes of the excitement,
j

"Rye has advanced very rapidly, the increase reaching from
j

fifteen to sixteen cents a bushel, and is generally withheld from
j

the market at the close.
j

Oats have been much excited, and advanced about five cents
j

a bushel.
Pork has been active, and advanced two dollars a barrel on

j

new mess, and a dollar and a half on old mes3. The sales of !

the week, for present and future delivery, reached forty-three!
thousand barrels. !

Lard has improved slightly, and closes strong.

j

llf E. Ii LBRETT A CO.,

Manufacturers of

MEAD'S PATENT CONICAL PLOWS,

]
SHARE'S HORSE HOES, WOOD'S AND WIGHT'S PLOWS,

j

GARDEN BARROWS,

CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,

STORE TRUCKS,

IMPROVED HINGED HARROWS, CULTIVATORS,

Road Scrapers, Ox Yokes, and Plow Castings;

And Wholesale Dealers In

\
Hoes, Shovels, Axes, Scvtbes, Forks, Snathes, Cradles. Horse

Forks, Hand and Horses Rakes, Hay Cutlers, Corn
Shelters, Vegetable Cutters, Picks/Bars, ("anal

Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete;

And Agents for

Kniffen's, Union and Perry'8

MOWING MACHINES,

j
Wbltcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder in

the market. Prices low and Terms Cash.

[Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OP THE

T ~FL _A_ ID IE _

Office, 32 CANAL STREET.

Pkovihenci:. R. I.

we-lf

E. BARRETT & CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.,

Now offer at the lowest cash trices,

2000 Sacks Prime Red Top.
500 Bags Prime Herds Gra^s.
500 11 Western and Northern Clover.
1500 Bushel Prime R. I. Bent, for Pastures.
300 Seed Barley.
100 " Spring Rye.
3000 " Bedford Seed Oats.
100 " Early Goodrich Potatoes.
200 " " Sebec Potatoes.
200 " Late White Peach Blows.
100 " tl Harrison Potatoes.
300 " Seed Peas.
100 " R. I. White Cap Corn.
100 " London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans.
200 " Buckwheat.
200 " Millet and Hungarian.
White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Sets, and a com-
plete assortment of

GARDEN SEEDS,

Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels dry ground Bone for
Manure, together with ail kinds of Farm Implements and
Machinery.
Send for Circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse

Hoes—and don't forget the, number,

32 CANAL STREET, 32.
Providence.

NEW YORK WOOL MARKET.
[From the New York Ship List of the 16th.]

The market is still unsettled, though sellers have the advan- =

tage. Business has been upon a basis of the advance pre* i

viously noted, and not In excess of present wants. There has:
been a slight improvement in the goods market, and to this ex- j

tent the demand for wool has improved. The sales Include I

200,000 lbs. State and Western fleece at 48(^75 cents, as ex-

!

tremes; 200 bales pulled, 44(H) 52c; 25,000 lis super Lambs =

pulled. 42c ; 150 bales Sheepa pulled, 44fHj,52c ; 100,000 fljB Texas, '

26(«j,32c; 200 bales Mestiza, reported 33c ; 150 do. 32@44c—the j

latter price for extreme choice; 75.000 lbs California unwashed
j

spring clip, 26@32c; 75 bales Kalmuc (Russian), on private;
terms: small parcels Donskol, 32@36 cents (gold); one or two

|

invoices do. to arrive ; 18,000 tbs domestic Noils, on private
|

termB, and 25,000 tbs Canada combing, 72 cents. The market j

closes steady.

Philadelphia and Mew Ijfork

RHODES' SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
For Soi.uiti.E Phosphoric acid. Valuable for

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS.

Manufactured by

Potts k Klett, Camden, N. J.

Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Evan Pugh, late Presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this

Manure is now so fully established, It is unnecessary to say

I more than that it 1b

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,

j and Is in fine condition for drilling.

Farmers, when purchasing, would do well to get the 1

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE.

YARNALL & TRIMBLE,

General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.

418 South Wharves,
>_

419 Peuu. Street, j

PHILADELPHIA. =

|

THK PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
\
COMPANY became fully convinced, several years ago, that

I
consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many and too

I
IarE« profits on these articles of every day contumptlon, and

[therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
|
PANY, to do away, as far as possible, with these enormous

\
dralnB upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these

\ necessaries at the smallest possible price.

|
To give our renders an Idea of the prollu which have been

j made in the Tea trade, we will etart with the American houses,

I leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the Chinese
| factors.

j 1st. The American House In China or Japan inaken Urge
; profits on their sales or shipments— and some of the richest re-
E tired merchants In this country have made their immense for-
= tunes through their houses In China.
! 2d. The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign ex-
= change used in the purchase ol Teas.
I 3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent In many
= cases.
= 4th. On Its arrival It Is sold by the cargo, and the Purchaser
= sells to the Speculator In Invoices of l.utu to 2.000 packages, at
i an ayerase profit of about lu per cent.
= 5th. 'Jhe Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In
: lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.
= tith. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells It to the Wholeinle
: Grocer in lots to suit the trade, at a profit of about 10 per cent.
= 7th. The Wholesale Grocer sells It to the Retail Dealer at a
= profit of 15 to 25 per cent.
= 8tb. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for all the profit he
i can get.

| When you have added to these eight profits as many broxer-

|
ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

| original cost of the Tea, It will be perceived what the consumer

| has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so

| very much lower than Bmall dealers.

= We propose to do away with all these various profits and

| brokerages, cartageB, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

I the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to our

|
correspondents In China and Japan, one cartage, and a f mall

| profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will amply pay us.

| Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the ccun-

| try, consumers in all parts of the United States can receive
= their Teas at the same price (with the smnll additional expense

| ecirdiaHr xi) as iltU(h Irf-y tttilt Ifci mamr flsic-

| houses in this city.

I
Some parlies inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a

| club. The answer is simply this : Let each person wishing to

| join in a club say how much tea or coffee he wants, and select

| the kind and price from our Price List, aB published In the pa-

= per or In our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts

I
plainly on a list, and when the club is complete send It to us by

= mail and we will put each party's goods in separate packages,

| and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need be
= no confusion in their distribution—each party getting exactly

| what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the

I
members of the club can divide equitably among Iherorelves.

I The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by crafts

| on New-York, by Post Office money orders, or by Exrrefs, as
I may suit the convenience of the Club. Or If the amount order-

| ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, If desired, send the goods by

| Express, to collect on delivery."

I Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party

l getting up the club. Our profits are small, but we will be as

| 'beral vec»n afford. We ettd no ccmpHiccnfaij jsck-
= age for Clubs less than $20.

| Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon

|
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

; Custom-House stores to our warehouse.

I The Company have selected the following kinds from their
; stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clubs.
= They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same aB the Company sell
them in New-York, as the list of prices will show.

| All goods sold are warrented to give satisfaction.

PRICE LIST :

YOUNG HYSON (Green), 60c,, 90c., SI. $1 10, best $1 25 » lb.
GREEN TEAS, 80c, 90c, $1, *1 lu. beat .*1 25 39 lb.
MIXED, 70c. 80c, 90c, best $1 « rb.
JAPAN, *1. $1 10. bast ftl 25 V ft.
OOLONG (Black); 70c, 80c, 90c, best *1 W n>.
IMPERIAL (Green), best *l 25 *> lb.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 8Cc, 9Cc, SI, *1 10, best,

SI 20 «f rb.

GUNPOWDER (Green), ,$1 25, best. $1 50.

March 23. mi

At Walpole, 13lh inst., Joun S. Stetson, only child of
Joshua Stetson, aged 25 years.

In Concord, N.TL, March 17, Rev. Jaook Saxhorn, the well
known Methodist clergyman and presiding Elder, aged 79 yrs.

At Windham, Ct., 17th inst.. Annie Roiuiinm Eddy, wife of
Prof. Henry A. Balcam, and daughter of the late J. W. Eddy,
of Newport.

In Willimantic, Ct., 4th inst., CLARIS6A M., wife of John G.
Keigwin, aged 34 years.

In Killingly, Ct., 8th inst.. SUSAN, wife of Col. Wm. Alexan-
der, aged 71 years; 9th, ROXANA Tabor, aged 71 years.

In Nillville, March 16, COLOE Cook, wife of the late George
Cook, In her 76th year.

In Pawtucket, 12th instant, Mrs. Annie Bradford, wife of
Albert N. Almy, in the 26th year of her age. On the 13th in-
stant, Annie Etuelyn, daughter of Albert N. and Annie B.
Almy, aged 7 months.

In Fruit Hill, 13th instant, Miss Elizauetii C. Millar, \

aged 57 years.

In South Scituate, 13th instant, suddenly, Albert H. I

Knight, in the 47th year of his age.

In Providence, 14 instant, Albert Coelirs, In the 61st year I

of his age. I8th instant, J. Fisher Billings, formerly of =

South Walpole, Mass., in his 3&th year. 17th instant, JOHN =

By waters, aged 57 years.
\

In Foster, 9th instant, Fanny, wife of Elijah S. Robinson, !

aged 35 years.
j

In Anthony Village. 18th Instant, Celtfda Walker, widow !

of Stephen Walker, aged 64 years.
j

In Peace Dale, 8th instant, Peter Sherman, aged 43 years, j

In Newport. 11th instant, Raymond P. Dukfee, aged 66 ;

years. 14th, John Bowman, aged 41 years. Mr. Bowman en- j

listed in Co. G. 4th R. L V., October 30th, 1861, at the forma- ;

tion of the company, and served his full term of three years.

In Worcester, 15th Instant. Lewis Smith, aged 63 years. ;

13th instant, George S. only son of N. S. and Mary Taft, i

formerly of Milford, aged 17 years.

In Hopkinton, Mass., 10th instant, Mrs. Mayward Hayden, i

aged 64 years.
j

la Oxford, Mass.. 9th instant, Melissa^Densmore, aged 23
years.

NEW YORK LIVE STOCK MARKET.
NEW YORK, March 18. i

Beef Cattle—Market \i@Uc lower; receipts 5248 head Quo- :

tations 13@17%c, averaging market dull. I

Sheep in good demand at 8@9Kc; receipts 11,559 head.
Hogs active and %c higher; live %%@ti?ic; receipts 14,233!

head.
I

BOSTON SALE OF STOCKS.-March 19.

$2j000 American Gold 134
.$5,000 U. S. coupon, 6s, 1881 1093„'

$1,600 U. S. 7-308—1st series 106
$2,100 U. S. 5-20S-1865 108
$1,000 U. S. 10-40S 98

$10,000 Boston, Hartford and Erie 7s 46
10 Boston Water Power Co 24 3i
17 Eastern HE 108'ii
5 Northern Railroad, N- H 107M
6 Old Colony and Kail River R. R 97
25 Vermont and Massachusetts R. R 56
20 Western Railroad 13S

100 Vermont Central Railroad, old Block 13^

Massachusetts.

/GREGORY'S SEED CATALOGUE, will be sent gratis to I

KM any address. It contains over one hundred and twenty =

varieties that I grow myself, besides many kinds Imported fromj
England and France, and procured of the" most reliable seeds- =

men in the United States. Farmers and Gardeners will find In =

my catalogue many :

NEW AND RARE VEGETABLES, \

some of which are not to be found on the list of any other
seedsman.

j

I offer an opportunity for all to procure their
j

BEET, CARROT, ONION, AND MANY OTHER VARIETIES j

OF SEED, DIRECTLY FROM THE GROWER.
As the original introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Marble-

j

head Mammoth Cabbage, Boston Curled Lettuce, and many
;

other new vegetables, I invite the patronage of the public.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,

Marblehead, Mass.
March 16, 1867. 3w pAw 10

jfJlEXT-BOOKS ON BOTANY.
By Prof. ASA GRAY, of Harvard University.

I the conservatory of flowers in the national PRorA-
GATING GARDENS AT WASHINGTON IS ARRANGED AC-

; CORDING TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF THESE BOOKS. I

These books present the latest and most accurate principles:
and developments of the science, and have been recommended =

by almost every eminent Botanist in the country.
For comprehensiveness of acope. exactness and clearness of j

description, accurate and scientific analysis of plants, and =

beauty of Illustrations, they have no equal.

THE SERIES CONSISTS OF
j

How Plants Grow.—Containing a Popular Flora, or an \

arrangement and description of common plants, both wild and :

cultivated. Illustrated by more than 500 drawings from nature. :

Lessons in Botany and Vegetaiile Physiology.—Illus- j

trated by over 800 wood cuts ; to which is added a copious glos- \

sary, or dictionary of botanical terms. \

Manual of Botany.—A comprehensive Flora of the North- I

ern States, east of the Mississippi, including Virginia and Ken- =

lucky, arranged according to the Natural System. To which !

is added Garden Botany, and 14 beautiful plates, illustrating I

the genera of ferns, grasses, etc.
Lessons and Manual.—This work, in one volume, Is the !

one most used as a complete class-book bv students of botany, j

Structural, and Systematic Botany and Vegetable i

Physiology.—Being a fifth revised edition of the "Botanical j

Text Book," Illustrated by over 1,300 wood cuts, to which is j

added a full glossary or dictionary of Botanical Terms.
Manual of Botany, with mosses and Liverworts.—

I

With 22 plates, illustrating the general cryptogamia. :

Flora of the Southern States.—By A. W. Chapman, I

M. D. The plan of this work is nearly the same as that adopt- :

ed bv Prof. Gray, and presents a systematic arrangement of
j

the Phienngamous and higher Cryptogamous Plants of all the 1

Stales Bouth of Kentucky and Virginia, and east of the Missis- I

Bippl._
|

Sj? Liberal Terms given on bookB furnished for examlna-

:

tion or Introduction, bend for Catalogue. Address the Pub- !

lish«rs.

J. B. LIPPENCOTT <fc CO., I IVISON, PHINNEY, BLAKE- !

715 A 717 Market Street, MAN A CO.,
Philadelphia. 1 47 A 49 Green-st., New York, j

March 23, 1867. lw-ee-11

rpAKE YOUR CHOICE !

GROVER A BAKER OR WHEELER A WILSON

$55 MACHINE,
For EIGHTEEN new subscribers to the New York Observer.— I

j

More than FIVE HUNDRED already given awuv. ~. n l : ri
: Bample copies and circulars. j

SIDNEY E. MORSE, JR., & CO., 37 Park Row, N. Y.
March 23, 1867. lw-ee-11 i

These Teas are chosen for their Intrinsic worth, keeping In
j
mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure In drink-

;
ing them.
Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal salls-

|
faction, and suit all tastes, being composed of the best Foo-

I
Chow Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast Is not

|
recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for

;
that kind of Tea, although it Is the finest imported.

Customers can save from 50c. to $1 per lb by purchasing their

j
Teas of the

THE GREAT AMERICAS TEA CO.,
NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Post-Olllce Box No. 5,643 New-York Clly.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

Ground Coffee, 20c, 25c, 30c. 8£o., best 40c. per pound.
; Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and families who use
I large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article by u#-
; ing our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at
E the low price of 30c. per pound, and warrant to give perfect
: satisfaction.

Club Orders.
I Washington, Ta., Nof. 10. 1866.
: To the Great American Tea Company,
= Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., New-York.
: Gents : I forward you my fourth order and coold have
= doubled It If I had collected any. as your Teas take the lead in
i the market, we feel it a saving of 41* per pound. Please accept
: my thanks for the complimentary package. Address by Lx-
' press, Martin Luther, Washington, Pa.
" MARTIN LUTHER.
= 10 tb Young Hyson, In pound packages at $1 25 #12 50
\ ,5 tb Young Hyson Dallas Jackson at 1 25 6 50
= 2 tb Young Hyson Henry Herrlck at 125 2 50
E 2 tb Young Hyson George Murphy at 1 25 2 50
E 1 lb Young Hyson E. Dye at 1 25.... 1 25
E 2 tb Young Hyson Samuel Decker at 1 25 2 50
E 1 tb Young Hyson Samuel Amon at 1 25.... 1 25
= 1 tb Young Hyson Henry Wheatlev. . .at 1 25 1 25
" 7 It) Young Hyson Morgan Hayes.' at 1 25.... 8 76
" 2 tf, Young Hyson John Natten at 1 25 2 50
" 4 ft Young Hvson Mark Combs at 1 25 5 00
= 2 tb Young Hvson John Allen at 1 25.... 2 60
\ 8 lb Young Hvson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 00
= 2 fh Oolong, best Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 00
1 2 tb Young Hyson O. Bavland at 1 25.... 2 60
= 2 tb Oolong, best O. Bayland at 1 W) 2 00
= 2 tb Young Hvson J. Rfch'lein at 1 25 2 60
I 2 th Young Hvson Mr. Guvton at 1 25 2 50
1 2 tb Young Hi-son Edward Murphy. . .at 1 25 2 60
= 2 tb Young H'vson Mrs Murphy at 1 25 . . . 2 60
: 55 tb Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00 5 00
= 2 tb Oolontr. best Separate package... at 1 00 2 00
| 5 tb Ground Coffee Separate package...at 35 175

$84 00

We call special notice to the fact that our Vesey-st. Store

is at Nos. 31 and 33 VeBey-st., corner of Church-st—large
DOUBLE STORE. 3m-8

Definition of a_Gentlem:an.—A gentleman is but n fjcntte-msLn—Jio more, no less; a diamond polished that was a diamond in the rough ; a gentleman is gen-
tle ; a gentleman is modest ; a gentleman is courteous ; a gentleman is slow to take offence, as being one that never gives it ; a gentleman is slow to surmise
evil, as being one that never thinks it ; a gentleman goes armed only in consciousness of right; a gentleman sulijeets his appetites : a gentleman refines his
tastes; a gentleman subdues his feelings; a gentleman controls his speech; and finally, a gentleman deems even- other better than himself.—Bishop
Doane.



Stacli-fard.
CHEWING THE CUD.

Ruminating animals gather their food rapid-

Massachusetts,

[. As regards the profitableness, or the best
\

! method of feeding store hogs, much depends I

— ~ " 1 on the circumstances of the feeder, as it is gene-

1

SWINE, THEIK BREEDING AND MANAGE-
j rall better to feed what one has than t0 b }

v, give it a few cuts with the teeth and swal-
{a™

I feed, and a hog will eat almost anything. You I .

loW lt
.

lt

&f
to

,

an.'^nor receptacle where
[

l , , , .. . . 1 , , . l it is moistened : this is very essential if it be --

Written for the Farm and Fireside, = should never Stmt a pig SO SS to retard his
, ,

.

J
= KIOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

by joiin dimon, pomfret, oonn. j growth ; for if you do, y ou lose all you give I

dry hay
-

.

When th" an
1

lmal has Mled hlmself
' I

&
—

! him. Unless an animal is gaining every day, !

he mastlc
f
tes

.

the food ,hus stored away in
!

It is with pleasure that I take up the pen to
j ^ owner ig

.

keepi him _ Bgef | his stomach, raising it cud by cud. When a
j

write an article for an agricultural paper of my
| aresa

.dtob-^ d for^ to {
portion is completely masticated it passes to]

native State, to be read by my acquaintances,
j^^^ feed^ be obtained off ^ j

another receptacle and the progress of diges-
]

friends and kindred. I suppose that I should
j^ ^ q{ my ueighbora consider them ! Hon goes on. Thus an ox if left to himself, I

have selected a more delicate subject for W ! the most econonliwil feed t0 DUVj and manv j
will raise and masticate all his food thus stored

]

first, but as I have "swine on the brain " to-
; tnnQ aTnlllal ,v fpr1 ,„ wtnrlham ™nfv !

awa}' m his stomacb - If he be pushed and |
s h e e p ,

animals and plants.

SheepWashTobacco
THE ItEST KNOtt"N REMEDY FOE

left to himself, I ticks, scab, vermin and foot
should be used by all Farmers on

I tons are annually fed in Windbani county.
worked hard, and does not have time to masti-day, it is of swine that I shall write.

| For fattenmgi j prefer Indian corn and Barley 1

"V
\L"

*— " "T" 7 I ™s pure preparation has been successfully used for

1st.

—

Breeds. As regards breeds of swine,
j meai mixed in equal quantities, having if I eate, he falls off in flesh, his health is poor,

]
years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

1 must masticate each mouthful before he swal-

An hungry ox let into a meadow will
j

It will not injure the most delicate animai.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

It kills TICKS on Sheep.

It cures SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

The I
ViDes -

JAMES F . LEVIN,
23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

For sale by Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

i Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; Simondr & Co., Fitzwilliam, N. H.

! March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

there are at the present time in this country, to
j und t ther then close up say for the j

Ms digestion is incomplete. The horse, on the
j

-

my knowledge, seven, and but seven, distinct
j last two weeks> on c]eal. com meal , with the |

contrary, however much in a hnrry he may be,
|

breeds, viz.:— 1 exception of an occasional feed of old corn,!

Yorkshire, a rather large, not coarse, white | which has a tendency to harden the pork. I °^S
.

lt

breed, from Yorkshire, England.
j But whatever vou fatten with, it will be better I

fiU ulmselt m twent>' mmutes
-

whlIe a horse
I

Chester Co., or Chester White, a large,
j to commence to fatten early, and one year with [

would waatat least aa "our and twenty min-j

rather coarse breed of white hogs, which have
( another, it will be most profitable to kill early. .

originated within a few years in Chester co.,
| There may, however, be an occasional excep-

!

ox
'
tbe oeer, sheep, goat, chamois and rabbit,

] ^ For foot-rot it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

no<mninTita 1*- t ,- 1 i Tj i s being the natural prey of ferocious beasts, are =
Pennsylvania.

}
tion to this, as to all general rules. Betterhavej . » -

1 * mmU i„ whirt tn ! est one pound of this Extract will make twelve
Essex, a middle sized breed, very beautiful- \ the hogs fattened and ready to kill as early as 1

entlmvea wlm me tMla st°macn in wmtn io
? GALL0NS of Wash) and contains the strength of EIGHT

ly formed, of a satin black color, from Essex,
| the weather becomes sivfiiciently cool 11

to keep 1
hastQy store away the food wlthout masuca-

;
pounds of tobacco, as prepared by farmers.

Eng., and comparatively new in this country. ! the pork fresh "
till consumed say from N<M ti(m; fMs may perhaps be regarded as a wise

| sold by all Druggists and country and Agricultural stores.

They dress white, are good feeders and thrifty
; j vember 1 Oth to December 1st, sure. Butcher- 1 Pr('™ion of nature

-
enabling them, to sally

j

are also much more hardy than some other
j ing hogs is a job that almost every farmer 1

forth where the food is plenty, and in a short
j

breeds, and are said, by those who have given f dreads. Scalding is rather a nice point for

!

time fiU themselves and retire to a Place of
[

them a trial, to be the very best breed for the
j those who do not understand it ; but it is a very |

safety to ruminate their food at their leisure.

farmer. I am at present experimenting withjeasy matter to have a "good scald" every} "

them, having recently purchased five thorough
] time, if you only know how. My rule is, for 1 Profits of Coaese-wooled Sheep.—A cor-

[
Qollins, bliss & co.,

breeds for breeding purposes. |two good hogs, have just eight pails of boil- f respondent of the Country Gentleman, in giv- 1 pro duce and commission merchants
Suffolk, a small breed, white, beautifully

]
ing water; be sure that it boils, and to this I ing some excellent hints in regard to the carej cash adtasces made ox consignments.

formed, easily kept, not over hardy, but good| add one and a half pails of cold water, and 1 of sheep, states indirectly the average number! 233 state street, and. rail central street. Boston

to cross with larger breeds; always crossing,
j Uge immediately. If a little powdered rosin, [ of lambs raised from forty sheep, and the price |

by putting a Suffolk boar with the larger sow.
j 0r a little wood ashes be added, all the better. [ they bring, also the weight and prices of his I

Berkshiees are a medium sized, speckled
) with such a scald, I will warrant a black Essex

j fleeces, from which it appears he realizes about j ke?
is '

breed, and are highly prized by some. I have
| hog to dress white and clean. I have more 1 1 $275 per year from 40 head of coarse-wooled

never given them a trial, but think I should
j w jsh to say on swine, but rather than make

j sheep.
prefer the Essex.

| my contribution too long, will, if agreeable, f
"" " "" price $60 pee ton.

Lincolnshiees are a white breed, with long, 1 write more at some future time. I Product of Four Cows.—The Massachu-

straight bodies, round carcasses, fine skins,
| March, 1867. } setts Plowman states that a farmer in the west-

aud few bristles. They are said to be a very
| | ern part of that State sent to Boston, during

good breed for crossing, and some like them
j « CoLOEADO FowLS."-This new description I

one yeal-
>
as the Product of four cows

'
butter

well as a breed.
| of fowl ig creating quite a sensation in the vi- 1 for wWch be received $399.98, besides supply-

\
,

Chinese swine are small in limb, round taj^
0f Newton, where the birds first made I

ing a family of six persons, and the company
j

^aupay-s superior tomato.s*™™*^*.,
body, short in the head, covered with very fine

| theh. appeal.ance some few weeks since Their 1 ^e family had during the year, with all the| Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal street, Providence, r. i.

speckled bristles with an exceedingly thin
j cMef pecu]iarity is their color. They are of !

butter and milk they needed
- \VUaaat w^rnn*^ ttJTJ. *ama ^4

skm. The pure Chinese hog is too Plicate
| bri u h d h

e

Dair we inspected I T ~ _ ms w"e t0

and susceptible of cold ever to become a really
j^ m^ gorgeous than an Italian sunset. I ,

S™ ™ ™™ P
'
Hay-,^"—"™''

profitable animal in this country. They are
j Hea hnciJ ^ understand state that these 1

d
f

mformS the
f
ame F

f
m
f
r that eqUal PartS

! ™™v * ™-
very fine and small, and will fatten readily on j , , ,

.
'

,
,

t,
. [

of garget-root, alum, and tobacco, steeped to- 1

,, ... ,. „ , rr, .. fl„„v ;„ t i
uuus <lle ^P 1 to *-U*UbL Luen ^ULUl, auu uu.l <ll -

fh •„ t , „n jflB p„ nr „„„„ ;„ = T> ARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
a small quantity ot food. Their flesh is not

| certain they turn white, while the pow-I 5^ '
will cure the sniffles or nasty nose in

| JJ^ m the market . price.^ce^ paper. Raised

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.

. its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-
ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

permanently enrich the soil.

C3?~ Send for Circular giving full particulars.
March 9, 1867.

Bhade Island.

sheep. It should be forced up the nostrils with i
an^ s°w by

1
= Providence, Feb. 23, 18b7.

W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.
tf-7the best pork, as it is often too fat and oily.|

er of transmitting" the brilliancy of their plu-I
The pigs make excellent roasters at three

j mage igdoubtfu ,_ A dollar a piece, however, j

& synnSe- |-~
weeks or a month old, but the sows are bad

j h b offered for the eggs. A resident off . v cM 4nA „.„imr,rf f t,„ t I A' in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of conical, Wright
nnrspiM nnrl no a hi-pprl thpir nrc T think 11 n- = = ^ 01C1 anil expeiienceQ tanner Says that = and Cylinder Plows and Castings; Shares s Patent Harrows andHUUUS, anu dS a Ulteu luey ate, 1 lUUlA, uu - Aubumda]e pr0poseS at the next hen ShOW tO I o wpllp(1 i„w„ i_ „!,„„,, „„„ hp p ffpnt„ a^„ p ,lrprl I Horse Hoes. Cultivators. Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden

lirofit-iblp for our farmers I . . * , ., =
sweiiea jaws in sueep can De errectually cured = and Railroad Banws, shovels, spades, Forks, iron Bars, *c.

V ' '

f
exhibit a pair of Prussian fowls whicn he war- ! by rllbbirjg the inside of the jaws and mouth ! Holder's Block, Main street,

Much has been said about the profits of
j rants will be as blue as State street after a heavy

j with a misture made of alum and salt, equal!
Woonsocket, r. i.

swine. As to their profitableness or unprofit- 1 decline in the stock market.—Boston Journal. I .,„,..„ nf „„„,,
\

e . tj,
'

. c . . = = pailS 01 eacn. = TJOAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
ableness, no farmer m the Eastern States can = \ = Jtt we barrett & co.,

afford not tO keep them, on aCCOUUt Of their! „ I" 1

' '
' ~" " "| 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

laho- in nvirmfertnrino- manure if for no other i Mr. W. C. Schofield of Coventry, \ t.
,
has = Wool From Australia.—The product of!laOO. jn manUIaCtUllng manUie, U 101 nOOtner= -.

. = T^XTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking

reason. Perhaps we sometimes keep too many, I

two Leicester ewes which, foi the past three
| wool in Australia is very large, and hitherto

| L up new land, made by w e barrett *oa'

and, again, lose money on what we do keeP ,
!years >

have each brought him tw0 lambs each
I
a11 of !* exPorted has been sent to England.

| t°——^2*±
by neo-lect or inattention to supply them with I year- He sold the lambs for SIXty dollars aud

!
Tne Australian merchants, however, intend I TTubbard, blake & co.-s axes, now acknowledged

working material and feed. No manufacturer, 1
the w°o1 for twenty- His four lambs this >'ear

!
to ^ an experiment, and are about to send a

j&^S2S£> igL^

however skilled, can manufacture goods of |
weighed 59, 60, 57 and 50 pounds. He has al-

f
ship load of wool to New York, to see if a}

anv kind without proper materials to work 1
80 eiSht cows

>
trom wbich he bas made

'
slnce

I
market for tbat staPle can be opened in the j tjerry's new, first premium, look hay cutters,

wuh, i. e. stock. Keep the pigs and store hogs !
the first of APril

-
1200 Pounds of butter

'
alld

i
United States. j

* ihe bestin use, for sale^^ b^barmtt j^ca..^

at work, and give them plenty of stock to work I
reared four calves

-
The butter brouSht bim

I
'

! i

for the Farm and Firesid^
with such as muck loam straw old hav &c !$490 - 22 - So says the Vermont Farmer. I "Dan Rice. "—This powerful stallion, who !

t

WltU, SUCU as mUCk, 10dm, StiaW, OKI nay, O^C. , E a,,... = X\T E. BARRETT & CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Paten

Keep a part of them on the stable manure inl - = took the second piemium m the $1000 purseat = VV .conical Plows, shares' Patent Horse Hoes, chase's Two
1 «• L'""-" 5 = , TT0 ,.tf_„/| 'Nrnt;„„nl IT . u • , , u „ , = Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,

the barn cellar or sheds. A successful breeder! Poultry House.—Eo-gs, and hens too, will!
iianiora national Jrloise i< air last £ all, has

| dealers in all kinds of Farming Tooi^andSeeds^at

should have well fenced lots of suitable size j be scarce, if the poultry" house is infested with j
been P«rchased at high figures by Mr. Sprague

|

* * '.P..!*"*

Pour boilino- water over the roofs. I

of Rhode Island. Oliver Marshall, of Boston, | \jjmrE French turnip,. of the purestjdnd, raised and

il the best in market, are for sale in lots or bv single dozens,
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

for the sows and pigs to run in, with plenty of ! vermin.
! offers to match him against any stallion in the !

sold in small or large lots, by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

tjennstjluania.

grass in Summer. It will then be necessary | and indeed, into every crack of the building, 1

to keep the sow rung, to prevent her rooting up [ if you can, then wash clean with strong soap !
country, mile heats three in five, in harness,

|=
the sward and destroying the feed. jsuds, and when this is dry, whitewash the j

and trot 111 Rhode Island.
j

For breeding purposes, I should select my j
whole.

|
=

stock from a large litter, and the very best in 1 Catch the fowls and rub a little grease <in- 1
A sweet potato brought from Fayal is now ! titendenhall's improved self-acting

the litter, havino- reference, of course, to the ! der the wing, on the head, and touch vanous [
on exhibition at the rooms of the Massachu- !

m hand loom.

breed I wished to propogate, and should breed I places on the body with it. The fowls will I
setts Horticultural Society on Tremont street,

j h\l
l^to^fJSZ^'gh priced g00dB

'
every faml"

from parents not akin. In crossing a small !
amply repay you for keeping their houses scm- 1

It was raised on the Azore Islands and weighs
| half the cost

with a lsiro-P hrppd let the female be of the ipulously clean. I thirteen and a quarter pounds, and is thirty ! of clothing a family can be saved by its use. it is simple andwitnaiaige Dreeu, let, tue icmait, ue ui tae^i j !,,.„;„ n;mimf„P„„.. = durable, easily understood, and easy to operate. No skill is re-

large, and the male of the smaller breed. Take! """ I
mcnt-h 111 t-UUUlllieience.

j
qmred to weave with it beyond the simple turning of an easy

much pains with the breeding stock of swine ;
1 Care op Cows.—It is necessaiy to see that | 1 cw- feom 15 to 33 yaum can be woven on it in a

it will pay better in the end. I prefer my ! cows are well fed and have a little extra atten- ! Sheep, in Germany, before being sheared, [
' farmers:

breeding stock to be upwards of one year old, | tion. A little corn-cob meal tends to keep up 1 are carefully cleansed. They are soaked and I
£°n' 1

|
e" y

°""°u5a°Je
b
vJIE

s
,"

0,,I>Y
' ***i>Jij one^of these

and when vou once °-Pt a really valuable breed- 1 a healthy tone of the system. Even though 1 rubbed in vats of very warm water, with pot-

1

the tandfc and much better quality, at half price.
J a " J =',„.. -., ...5 , . „. ,. ' * i Bv late improvements, Rao Caepets can be woven with the

in"- sow that will raise two -rood litters of ten 1 the hay may be ot a poorer quality, they will = ash. Atter cooling, water is sprinkled over ! fly shuttle.
0 0

. , = . ... - . .. , A, t- >= ,, , . . . , = lor circulars, price list, and samples of cloth woven on the

to twelve pigs each year, and is gentle and | eat it with a better relish when they are healthy
| them until the wool is white, and they arc |

Loom, address with stamp, a. b. gates a co.,

clever, I should keep her as long as she would [ than when poor. It is a miserable economy
]
then kept in a clean and warm shelter until 1

333 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

do well, rather than risk a young one. ! that pinches the food of domesticated animals_ I dry enough for shearing.

Also, Dealers in Cotton Warp, Wool and Flax Filling Yarns,
= Reeds, Harness and Loom findings generally.
= March 2, 1867. piw-tf

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corp3 of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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ORNAMENTAL TREES FOR THE LAWN.

THE "VEEPING LARCH."
WniLE we" do not propose to devote an undue amount of space to the ornamental depart-

ment of gardening, desiring rather to promote the family comfort of the farmer by inducing

him to give a little more of his attention to the production of choice esculents and healthful

fruits—yet the moral effect of neatness and beauty must not be overlooked or undervalued.

What is more pleasing to the visitor to the farm homestead, than a neat, though circum-
scribed lawn

; ornamented with a few select and appropriate trees ? As the mode of pre-

paring the lawn has already been furnished, let it be decked by such objects of beauty as the
" Weeping Larch," an illustration of which accompanies this article. In recommending this

choice tree, which is by no means commonly met with, we design it as a special attraction to

the margin of the lawn ; in close approximation to the front of the mansion, which we suppose
of modern, attractive style.

The Common Larch, of which there are both American and European varieties, is well
known by its bright green, needle-leaves, bursting forth at the advent of the first warm days
of May, from what would seem dead twigs to the common eye. The common Larch is re-

markable for its erect trunk and symmetrical branches ; while the Weeping Larch is quite
pendulous, hanging its long rope-like branchlets to the ground, from an erect stock eight to ten
feet high. These weeping forms are sports, accidentally produced and perpetuated by budding
on the common stock

; the bud is inserted near the summit of the stock, and requires a little

more skill to ensure success than budding fruit-trees. The tree, when well managed, is one of
the most graceful of our Weeping Lawn Trees.

The Field,

"WHAT CROPS SHALL WE RAISE V
Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY W. H. WHITE, SOUTH WINDSOR, CONN.

In No. 10 of the Farm and Fireside we
have given us the opinion of one of its cor-

respondents on this question. Perhaps—with-
out a perhaps—it is for the best that our farm

population is made up of men of various opin-

ions and ideas in relation to what crops shall

be raised ; were it not so, where would be the

profit in farming ? Supposing every one should

agree, and act upon the idea, that it was best

for all to raise a certain set of crops, and those

only, where would they find a market? And
if no market, or a glutted one, where would
be the profit ? No, I believe with the majority,

that we should raise the crops which our land

and soil are best suited for, and can be turned

to profit in the shortest possible time. It is a

:

known and acknowledged fact that the pro-

j
ducts of the agriculturists are less frequently

j
turned over in their hands than the products

!
of any other occupation. The farmer plants

!
and sows, and makes but one exchange in the

;year, and often not that; while the merchant,
i manufacturer, etc., is constantly exchanging
i from one hand to the other, and from that to

I

his cofler.

The soil of New England, in general, is a

jhard yet variable one, and having been long

I
injudiciously cultivated, by former generations,

! the present generation find their ingenuity and

;
energies largely taxed in order to produce pay-

i
nig crops, and keep up the fertility of the soil.

; Much of the soil is so sterile that it cannot

I
well be tilled, and is suitable only for grazing

1 or wood ; other portions are well suited for

I arable culture, capable, under the hand of

! skilled labor, of producing good crops of auy

;
kind of produce capable of being grown in

I this climate. Now, should one occupving soil

;
suitable only for grazing, attempt to raise to-

i bacco, he would in all probability meet with

! failure ; or should the one occupying the best

!
arable soil, occupy it principally for grazing,

j or raising, with the majority, one set of crops,

! he would be unapt to succeed in obtaining the

;

greatest profit.- Some may object to raising

; tobacco from principle
;
might they not as well

! object to raising, beyond what is needed for

|
domestic use, rye or potatoes ? because they,

i or their products, are made an article of abuse,

j
So we might object to raising many products

! of the soil, as well as of the loom, and other

i manufactures that we could well get along

;
without ; and many of them we should be

I

the better off without. Tobacco and liquors,

! abused in their use, are the cause of much
I evil, especially the latter. Of the two, tobacco

! is much the least, for who ever heard of any

i one committing a crime uuder the influence of

I tobacco alone?

j Land worth only $25 to $50 per acre, can

! be cropped with crops that would pay a better

|
profit at $40 or $50, for the products to the

;
acre, than that which will bring $200 to $400

j
per acre, at a much larger product. We all

} know that the more valuable land will pay a

I less proportional profit planted to corn than

| the cheaper ; for often the cheaper will pro-

| duce nearly as many bushels to the acre as

I the higher priced, the great difference in value

| being in their location. Roots, potatoes etc.,

I are very justly recommended as valuable crops

I for the farmer to raise, by your correspondent,

! and we could wish to see them very generally

| raised to feed to stock, to give variety and

I lengthen out our fodder crops. I think that

1 the prejudice against raising potatoes on ac-

1 count of their rotting, is not the only objection

| why they are raised in less area than formerly.

jThe fact is, the potato has been cultivated in

I such a negligent, unnatural way in former

= years, that we are now suffering the penalty

I in diseased and diminished productions. I can

I recall the time when, with, rather negligent

I culture, no uncommon product was three or

I four hundred bushels per acre of good mealy
I potatoes; now it is rare that as many as two

| hundred and fifty bushels are produced, with

I the best culture on the best soil. An instance

| to illustrate this occurred with one of my
I neighbors : during the past year he planted one

| and a half acres in potatoes and obtained four

! hundred bushels. How was it done ? I hear

[you ask. First, he is one of the most skillful,

I
careful farmers among my acquaintance; he

I believes .that changing seed from one locality

I
and soil to another is beneficial, and that a

]
crop needs a soil Btovi d with plant food on

[
which it may draw. The ground planted had

] been manured high and set to tobacco for two

]
years previous, and the soil was well tilled

I
with manure finely divided, and in excellent

]
condition to impart the necessary pabulum to

I the potatoes. Now compare this with what
! the same land would have produced as skill-

|
fully cultivated and planted to tobacco. Wei

[ manured, it would have grown thirty-seven

I hundred pounds, while the extra cost of ma-
Inuring, cultivating, etc., would not have been

| over $200 per acre
;
say for the one and a half

j
acres, $300. Now for the results ; the pota-

! toes could possibly have been peddled out at

eighty cents per bushel, which would give for

the four hundred bushels, $320, as the whole
product of the land, setting aside the expense

of production, etc. The thirty-seven hundred

pounds of tobacco would have sold at the least

for twenty-five cents per pound, amounting to

$925, and coming in one lump, it does not

"go for shoe strings," or come in driblets.

Deduct the $300 extra cost of manuring, cul-

ture, etc., and we still have $(!25, and at the

close of the season the soil is in much better

condition for grain, grass, or any other crop

than the potatoes left it.

One advantage in growing tobacco success-

fully, results in higher farming, for it can be

grown in no way except on proper soil and

with high culture ; and high culture on one

crop begets it on another. As to its being a

sure crop, we know from experience in the

Connecticut Valley, that it is as sure as any

crop we raise. Although the labor is great,

and much of it disagreeable, yet the money it

brings is as useful and good to us as if pro-

duced in a more agreeable way. In conclusion,

allow me to say I am no stickler for raising to-

bacco, never having used it or fancying the use

of it in others ; but give us any other crop or

series of crops that will give the same profit,

and we are ready to abandon tobacco. I

would add, we plant too many acres to the

various hoed crops, sow too many acres to the

various cereals, and mow too man)- acres for

the help we have, and the return we make to

our soil. It is better to grow on five acres

what ten now produce, which I verily believe

might be the case, than to go over the ground
we do, and get the products we get ; aud as

for abandoning any one crop for fear the West
or auy other section can furnish it cheaper, I

think it poor policy—better improve our cul-

ture and thus compete with any section for

our home market. The West is already fall-

ing off, or seeking new channels for her sur-

plus productions, and as the country grows
older, populous cities rise and the surplus that

! now reaches New England will greatly dimin-

j
ish. Manufactures will rise up, demanding a

;

greater supply of agricultural products, thus

i
diverting a large proportion of products which

i
have heretofore sought Eastern or other mar-

!
kets. It then becomes a wise and prudent

;

people not to abandon, or blindly rush into

I
the production of any one, or staple article of

! agricultural production, but to endeavor to

j
amend aud increase our productions, and to

i diversify our products and pursuits ; for we

i

find that that people are the most surely pros-

i perous whose pursuits are the most diversified.

March, 18G7.

Top Dressing.—The Ploughman is in favor

;
of top dressing grass land either directly after

I
the crop is taken off' or later in the Fall, if the

[dressing be barn-yard manure or compost,

i
But if it be plaster, thinks it should be done in

j
a wet time in April.

I Kemedv for Moles. Cut apples or pota-

I toes in pieces about the size of a pea, and roll

j them in strychnine or arsenic. Then make

| several small holes where the moles run, and

! drop one or more of the pieces in each hole.

I In a short time the moles will disappear.

The Tallow Tree.—This tree, indigenous to China, has recently been introduced into India, and there are now tens of thousands of trees on the
government plantations. The tree fruits abundantly, both in the Dhoons and on the plains, and trrows with creat rapidity Many trees raised from
seeds planted eight years ago, are now at least two feet in diameter. Dr. Jameson prepared from 'the seeds of Die fruit one hundred pounds of tallow,
half of which has been given to the Punjab railway, in order to have its qualities as a lubricant of axles tested. This tallow burns with a ciear. inodor-
ous flame, and without smoke. The leaves of the tree are valuable as a dye, and the timber, being white and close-grained, is fitted for printing blocks.
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PEAR CULTURE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

Tbe Farm m& Fimiite-

S. S. FOSS,

Woonsocket, R.

i first set is often as necessary as in grape cul- = horse racing as they do into politics or faro i
™e fakm anb fikesiiie aktd the

5 j o r
. ° " i FATBIOT FOK S4 »» PEK TEAR.

I ture. Some varieties require this thinning
]
dealing, or the purpose of making money. =

' - much more than others. In the Passe Colmar, = We have none of that national pride in im- ] For the sum of fotjb dollabs, paid in advance, we will

iFisue Glout Morceau, Winter Nelis, Marie 1 proving the breed of horses which marks some j
*|
en<* PAEM^D fieesede and the woonsooket patbiot

= 6 ' >
7

: , - = for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, is

I Louise and some others, it is absolutely neces- ;
European nations. Ihe owners ot our last

| S2 _50_ TnE PAXEIOT i9 an oW established family newspaper,

I sary in order to have fair fruit. ! stock " are principally men who have made
f
with the largest circulation of any country journal in New

I have tested more than fifty different va-[ Dwarf trees,or those on quince stocks, should jfortunes suddenly, and not always by the most j

Englan<1
-

rieties of pears in different soils and with va-| be protected against high winds by stalks, j
unexceptionable means, and the height off

ried culture, and were I now to set out a pear [ trelliS) or some support, to prevent their being I
whose ambition it is to possess a " two-forty " |

-

orchard, I should select the following :- I sbaken . When they are thus cared for, the j
that can " beat the world." This comprehen-

;

For Summer Pears, I should choose Beurre j dwarf trees are not only productive, but long-
{^ Pbrase simply means who can out-trot

j

'

Dearborn's Seedling, Bloodgood and j lived. I have trees on the quince stock that }
New York

;
for a horse that can do that need i

the Fourth, ! have been in bearing more than twenty years, j
not fear competitors from any other part of I

localities. ! and show no signs of decay or loss of vigor. \
tbe globe. A fast horse, as soon as his quah-

1

a former Communication I intended to 1 ties are discovered, is at once made a betting j
a butteifly, and let it fall upon a piece of glass.

or 1 JLt will be seen on the glass as a fine golden

Giffard,

Tyson. The Rostiezer, Henry

and the Ott are preferred in some

^awuus patters,

REVELATIONS OF THE MICROSCOPE.

Brush a little of the fuzz from the wing of

The Rostiezer is a very fine early pear, but it | In _

isabado-rower. It is difficult to keep the tree I say that I seldom had seen pear blight where
f

machine and is expected by fair means

in any symmetrical shape. The Bloodgood is
j
thewood was well matured and ripened, instead

j 2s^^not^etr I each particle of the dust will reveal itself as a
also variable in different localities. I have I of « when the soil was manured and refined ,

When he is^t^,tb^sh«^is n^o^f«

found it always one of the very best early I Were I to select only five varieties, I should i
tame, but ioi gam. ihe men who gather f j

dry I take the following : -Belle Lucrative, Bartlett, I
around the winning post see nothing of the ,W pnek, so as to draw a small drop of

y
= ° — — flanks, the swelling veins, the dis- 1 blood; mix the blood with a drop of vinegar

Slide the glass under a microscope, and

reveal itself as a

Give your arm a

pears. It succeeds admirably on warm,

(I

Autumn .fears is very large, ana
j

1

10 seieci ten vaueue., A >~ ^ . I beagtg but fix tbeir the dollars in- i under the microscope. You will discover that

l by difference of culture and soil, [ Giffard, Belle Lucrative, Bartlett, Pratt, Louise |
beasts bu fix their gaze

:

upon the dollars in i

• Tfl? u t~ ,w;,W-R™r,Brl'Tpr«.v rinphPOT u'AriTOiilpme Fio-ue solved m the stakes and the bets. A horse is =
tlle leQ mattei oi tne Diooa is ioimeu oi lnnu-

etimes quite difficult to decide ; Bonne d Jersey, Duchesse cl Angouieme, *

i

Due, , ,l m«nih1« «rlnh.iW or flislra wWh rhnnn-i,™

•

I

I Pratt, Urhaniste and Beurre d'Anjou. Were \
quivering

The list of Autumn Pears is very large, and j I to select ten varieties, I should choose Beurre j
tended nostrils, the flashing eyes of the noble I

^ater^and place u. upon the glass shde

varies so much 1

that it is sometimes quite aimcuu 10 uai^puuucu^t^^u^u^,
7 w-T i valued onlv for what he can win and few of ! merable globules or disks, which, though so

which is the best. I should make the follow-
,
Beurre d'Amou, Lawrence and Vrcar of Wmk-

; ^IZIlZ i^l I
a* to be separately invisible lo the naked

mgselection:
Bonne de Jer 1 Providence, B. I., March, 1867. I the breed in blood, physique and speed, purelyjeye, appear under the microscope each larger

Belle Lucrative, Bartlett, Louis Bonne aeJei-^
I for the love of the animal. [ than the letter of this print. Take a drop of

sey, Beurre Bosc, Figue, Pratt, Seckel, Urban-
1

" "
"

" I
'

1 water from a stagnant pool or ditch, or slug-

iste, Duchess d'Angouleme, Flemish Beauty, [ Plant Peas Deep.-The theory recently ad-
; 0f course there are honorable exceptions to \ gigh brook) dipping u ft

.om the green vegetabie

Beurre Diel, Marie Louise, Onondaga, Merri-
{
vocated of planting peas very deeply m the

| lb ;s rule. Hiram Woodruff took pride in the
j matter on the surface _ 0n boiding the water

am, Andrews, Dix, Doyenne, Boussock, { earth, in order to prolong the bearing capacity
] borSe as an animal, and not as a mere machine

| tQ the it will look a litfle milky . but Qn
Clapp's Favorite, Sheldon, Beurre Superfin,

|
of the vines, has been well tested and found to

| for bettmg, and some few others of our sport-
1 placing ^e'smallest drop under the microscope,

Noveau Poiteau, Soldat Laboureur, Buffum,
| be correct. A farmer ploughed a furrow beam

j
ing fraternity follow his example, while many

j you wi]1 &n& u swarming witb bundreds of
DesTongres, Passe Colmar, Howell, Beurre [deep; then scattered the seed peas at the bot-

j
private citizens of wealth and leisure who

[ strange animalg tbat are swimming about in it

Clairgeau, Doyenne Sieulle, Eyewood. |
torn, after which he turned a deep furrow upon

|
never bet or make matches, are owners of ani- 1 witb the greatest vivacity . Tbese an imalcules

The above are not all equally good. Many j them with his plough, covering them to the
j mais tbat are a credit to the nation. Bonner's

] cxist in sucb multitudes that any effort to con-
of them succeed well only in favorable situa-

j
depth of twelve or fourteen inches. They

j b0rses, for instance, are admitted to be the
| ceiye of tbeir numbers bewilders the imagina-

tions, and under the best culture. The An-
j
pushed their way up through the thick mass of

j tastest trotters in the world. To such men we
j tion _ Tbe mvisible un iverse of created beings

drews, Sheldon, and Flemish Beauty do not { earth very soon, and, instead of turning yellow
j are principally indebted for the improvement j 1S tbe most woncierful of all the revelations of

keep well, and have a tendency to rot at the j at the bottom, and dying after the first gather-
j tbat bas been made in breeding and training

j (he microscope During the whole of a man's
core. Clapp's Favorite sometimes shows the] ing, they blossomed and bore until he was| dm.ing tbe past thirty or forty years, and I ex istence 0n the earth, while he has been fight-'

same tendency. The Flemish Beauty, Beurre
|
tired of picking the pods. If such a result

| wbicb is sbown in tbe increased speed of our
j ing) taming and studying tbe lower animais

Clairgeau, Beurre Bosc, Marie Louise, An- ] will uniformly be realized from the plan, pea
] trotters. In 183-1 there was great excitement I wb;cb were visibie to his sight, he has been

drews, Dix and Tyson require to be double
j
culture may be more profitable than hitherto,

jm sporting circles because Ned. Forrest made
| surrounded by these other multitudes of the

worked on quince stocks. The Dix when onj -
| a mile on the Centreville track in 2:31 and in

| ear)b
.

s mbabitants without any suspicion of
its own stock does not bear till it is fifteen or i The Clint0n grape deriVed its title from I

tbe match between that horse and Daniel D.
| their exigtence , In endless variety of form

twenty years old, but double worked on quince,
j having been p

i anted in a village ia New York, I
Tompkins, for .$10,000, in 1838, on the Hunt-

j and structure they are bustling through their

comes into bearing early and produces very
j gQ named The geckel pear derived its name |

ing Park course, the time ranged from 2:40 to I
aclive iiveS) pursuing their prey, defending their

fmefruit. There are several other varieties that
| ft

.om a tfee grown on land) below tbe city of ]
2:52. Now, with little Flora Temple's 2:193

] pergongj waging tbeir warg; prosecutmg their

did well with me, although they have been dis-
] Pbiladelphia, which belonged to the London} to harness, and Dexter's 2:18 to saddle, such] amourS) multiplying then- species, and ending

carded as unprofitable. The Gansel's Berga-
1 Land Companyj wbo sold a iot on which the j

time would be laughed at on the road.
| tbeir careers ; countless hosts at each tick of

mot, when in

^
atU

f^'^^f^^^^ 1 tree stood, to a great sportsman, called
| ^ E d and horge raci . g a fla_|

the clock passing out of existence, and making
pear in the whole catalogue and m my gaid^p

lDutcll Jacob „ From him it passed tc r.j^^ Tbere tbe ruleg of th; t ,jrf are 1
way for new hosts that are following in endless

was always very fine ; but it requires very
( Secke]> and nQW belongg tQ the Girard Egtate _

{ ^^ ^ , succession. What other field of creation may
warm, rich soil and very high culture. Un

| Thig account wag giveri by Bishop White in |

cold, moist land it is worthless. The Beurre
j lg35 _

d'Amalis is a luxuriant grower and very pro-
j

In England and France horse racing is a na-

| tional sport. There the rules of the turf are
{

I stringent and are strictly enforced. The noble-

1

1

! men and men of large wealth who are its pa- 1 yet >
b^ some inconceivable methods,

j trons covet honor rather than money, and spend
j

veaIed to our knowledge ?

I fortunes in improving the breed of horses, and |
• — «....»...»».».»-.

be re-

ductive, but the fruit is hardly second-rate in
j fc j u treeg vineg or anything else, !,

quality. It is one of the best early baking
j nev

*
08e

°
the ro

'

ot t0^ air gUI1lht i I^l'mS T ^ "'S" ™m
\ ,

ul

,

l"c^ j
How to « Caioh CoLD."-Dr. Thomas, writ-

pears; TheBeurreCapiaumontisalsoavigor-!^^
6

^ ^°^™h^ "ome blackleg trans-
[illg on tUs gubject) gayg: ., Nearl

ous grower and productive. It is the most
j^ f0S ', B a^ help I^m l° hf ^ SS WeU aS

,

he
r >

!^ ftom five o'clock to six during the win-
' 1 * V S g P -

I
but as a general rule, their races are conducted

j ter montbg; j bad to turn out from awm
I
with the utmost nicety of honor, and the na-

) room t0 g0 through all weathers, lecture for an

did pear It resembles the Vicar of Winkfield I The Longworth Wine House in Cincinnati
j
tion takes a pride in them. Trotting finds

] bour in a tbealre beated by a gtove and ligbted

in shape, but is much larger, and vastly supe- 1 offers premiums to the amount of $500 for the [ small favor with Englishmen and Frenchmen,
j by gagj and tben retum again to my home _

rior in quality. Because the fruit sometimes j
best wine grape of the country,

cracks, and the tree is liable to canker, it has i i::r,:w~^

been rejected by most cultivators. I havej
3^:8 ^Uff

beautiful pear grower, but in quality not first
]

rate. Van Mons Leon le Clerc is also a splen-

"

j
who would look with indifference upon the

| "yyhen I felt a fresh cold beginning, I tried in

; I greatest achievements of Flora Temple and
\ vain tQ account for it) untU j accidentaUy saw

[Dexter, as compared with the running in an|
in Copeiand's dictionary, that the most fertile

found it invariably very fine. By the applica- ! * * +
I
ordinary race. It would be weU if we could

j cauge of a cold wag coming from a moigt cold

tion of salt, potash and lime eve^

trees were vigorous and healthy, and the fruit \ SP0ETS 0F XHE TTrfiF IN THE UNITED 1
1

animates ine innmcn 01 jiuiope,
, plained to me the reason of my frequent suffer-

of the very best quality. The Beurre d'An- 1 STATES. 1
80 as to secure at once an improvement in the

j^ for j had invariably gone mto my bot

iou is one of the best, if not the very best, off —
[
breed of our norses, as well as m that of their

[ r0Qm gtraight from the co](J _ ^ of CQUrge)

the late Autumn or early Winter pears. ! The death of Hiram Woodruff removes ; owners ;
but it is idle to expect that we can

j goon cbanged my babit . I dawdied in the hall

The following Winter Pears I have found I
from the American turf one of the few men

j
ever make a "national sport " of horse racing, l wMle takbng off my great coat> perambuiated

A upon trial, to be worthy of cultivation :—Law- 1 who have united with the calling of a horse I yachting, or anything else here. The condi-
j the roomg whicb bad no fire in them> went up

\( rence Winter Nelis, Glout Morceau, Easter ! trainer and a jockey tne reputation of an up-
] tion of the country and the character of our

j and down gtairs and the like> ere j went tQ my

I Beurre, Beurre Gris, d'Hiver, Dovenne, d'A-frigbt, honorable man. It is conceded by all
j
people render it impracticable. We migbt|

gtudy) wboge temperature was also reduced.

If lencon, Beurre Langelier, Delices d'Harden- 1 to whom the Nestor of the trotting course was
|
with as good prospect of success, attempt to;

gince then T agree wift a Men^ who gayg

pont Vicar of Winkfield, Josephine and !
known, that m his sporting engagements he I revise the jousts and tournaments of the mid- 1 , that &^ comesfrom catching hot ; and I am

Beurre d'Aremberg. The Beurre d'Aremberg I
acted with an integrity and fairness that would

f die ages, as some of the Southern chivalry did S
digpoged t0 think there is a strong analogy be-

is variable and does not succeed well unless j
not shame the business transactions of a sub- 1 a few years ago, before they drew upon them-

[ tween a cbilWain on a cbild
.

g t0es and a cold

double worked on quince. The Vicar of Wink- 1 stantial merchant. The customary tricks and
| selves the hard knocks of actual war. We are

} ^ a pergon
,

g n0S6j throat and lungs."_Xa?ic^.

field is valuable for its productiveness, and for I
deceptions of the sportmg fraternity were

j a practical, dollar-loving, people, and the only I

its being a fine cooking pear. It is hardly] never practiced by him. Wnen he made a
| national sport we shall ever thoroughly enjoy

|

second rate in quality The Easter Beurre is 1 match he intended to win it if he could, and f is that of making money. Now and then, I E. C. C. Kellogg of Hartford, the inventor

oneof the best late keeping pears, but it is dif- 1 tbose who lost money upon a horse entered or
| when our Yankee yachtmen accomplish some j of the " lever " gun, has just invented an

ficult to ripen It must be kept i'n a very low I
driven by him, felt satisfied that they had not

] bold achievement, or when an enterprising
j
alarm night bell for druggists, physicians, etc.,

temperature as near forty degrees as it is pos- 1 been made the victims of a fraud.
j Yankee sportsman wrests the laurels from the

|
which can also be used as a burglar alarm,

sible to keep it. The Glout Morceau is poor I It is to be regretted that we have not a j brows of the foreigners upon their own boasted
j
By an arrangement of clock work, when the

when youn"- or allowed to over-bear. ! greater number of men like Hiram Woodruff \
turf, a thrill of national pride is felt from Maine |

door bell is pulled an alarm is set off in the

Careful pruning is very necessary to the j upon the turf in this country. But, unfbrtu- 1 to California, and we fancy ourselves a nation
j
room of the sleeper, and the gas turned on

healthy and symmetrical growth of pear trees. I nately, among the horsemen of the United 1 of sailors and horsemen. But as a general
j
and lighted instantly, and without fail. Mr.

This is best done in the Spring, just as the sap I States swindling is the rule and honesty the j
rule, the people of the United States believe in

|
Kellogg has one of these novel contrivances in

begins to flow It is often desirable to cut in j exception. The ' reason of this is that our | dollars rather than in glory, and will occupy
f
operation at his own house, but so arranged ,

at least one third of the annual growth of |
" sports " are for the main part gamblers, poli- 1 their time with no sport that does not yield a { that instead of lighting the gas, it uncaps and

young trees. Thinning out the fruit when Iticians and other "fast" men, who go into 1 return of hard cash.—New York Herald. I lights a fluid lamp.

An Infernal Machine foe War.—Gen. Daulle, of the French engineers, gives'an account of a cannon with divergent tubes to throw musket balls. The number

of these tubes will be in proportion to their calibre, so arranged that at a distance of 600 metres the balls will be spread over a space of 15 metres, and at nearly

equal distances from each other. The charge of powder propels two balls at once from each tube, the trajectory of which will be the same as that of a large pro-

jectile from the same cannon. Thus a field-piece will be capable of holding 16 tubes, and discharging 32 balls at once, which at a distance of 600 metres will strike

upon a space occupied by fifty men in two ranks, those in the second rank being liable to be struck by the same balls.

^
i

i*r fr
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' A COUNTRY IDYL.

NOT AFTER THE MANNKR OK TENNYSON.

L
Old Janus opens up the year,

Fehbuary snaps her lingers:

Next laggard Maroii comes on his way,

Vexed tbat tho snow still lingers.

EE.

Fair Apcil, smiling through her tears,

Loiters In capricious Bhowerfl,

While bonnle May comes at her heels

To strew the fields with flowers.

in.

Odorous June wheels into line,

And with the wand of fairy,

Brings Nature's fairest smiles to Tiew,

And butter to the dairy 1

IV.

Thus Spring and Summer pans around

To September and Ootoiier;

From "Apple-Bees" the swains go home

Quite questionably sober I

V.

To close the circuit of the year

Come November and December;
Old Hallowe'en anil Christmas Day

—

* Ah 1 who does not remember!

VI.

Thus year after year goes round

In country and In village

;

And the abundant crops reward

The band of careful tillage.

vn.
The farmer walks his quiet way,

And daily grows more wealthy

;

The children Heaven grants to him

Grow up supremely healthy.

• Vm.
'Tis he who leads an envious life,

Esteemed by friends and neighbors;

He earns the daily bread be eats,

And whistles as he labors.

IX
Out of his untold abundance

He does not stint in giving

;

What other life is there, we ask,

So truly worth the living!

F. II. f

Woonsocket, R. L, March 23, 1867.

I term from the animal kingdom. The analog^
f

| between the vegetable ami animal kingdoms is]

'

! more striking than is generally supposed. As!"

\ the parent animal impresses its characteristics!

j pon its progeny, so the seed gives character!

A COOL FARMER.

THE TAXES OF FARMERS.

{ contrary to bis expectations, after seeing it

at
{
weighed, stayed to see it unloaded. But a

WHAT A SPIDER EATS.

Fireside it^isceUamju
, | We have seen and heard of cool proceed-

|
ings ere this, but the conduct of the Vermont

„ „„ . I agriculturist was positively "iced." lie once
line following is very important to farmers, I „„m n <• i . • , ,. ,.

f to the future plant; and as it is possible, by M and the decbtoi I»T6Mcmtly been given by!
J ' '

! careful study of the laws of breeding, in thej^ Commissioner of Internal Rcvem]c
I course of a number of generations finally to

[ Washington .

1 produce a race of animals far superior to the I I
few forkfuls were off, when a bouncing rock

[common breed, and that will very surely trans-!
1st. Farmers will not be required to make

| rolled from off the load; then another, and

I mit the superior points, so it is possible, by a j

retU™ of Pr
??

uce consumed in their own im-
j
(hen a third, came bang upon the floor.

I careful selection of plants from which to raise !

me(lliltc families.
\ "What's this ?

" queried the buyer in a loud

! seed, aud a proper selection of seed when! 2d
'
Tho farnlOTS ' Profi,s from the sa,e of Iive

!
voice.

I raised, in the course of time, to produce a !

st°ckare to be found by deducting from the
|

" Most all herd-grass this year," replied the

! variety of grain or vegetable that shall excel !
S™ss rcceiPts for animals sold

'
tbe purchase

{ deaf man.

! all its antecedents.
| money paid for the same. If animals havef "But, see here," continued the other, point-

! As instances of this improvement in the j If"
l08

!
A^ th° ye" b/ dea'h » robbCry

>
1

inS t0^ boulders which lay arrayed in judg-

! animal kingdom, we need only refer to the ! J"
5 P«rC'^e ~,' Pald «» ««* animals may

| ment against thc dishonest hay .man> «« wnat
6_, _ • ... , , T = be deducted from thc gross income of the farm. ; does all this nman » "

= Short Horn cattle and South Down sheep. In =
&

!
UOLS a" 11118 mean 1

I the vegetable world, we have just as striking !
3d

- No deductions can be made by the farm-
[

" Shan't cut nigh so much hay this year as

1 examples in the Stone Mason cabbage and the !
er for the value of services rendered by his mi- 1 1 did last," replied the dealer in herd-grass.

I Stowell sweet corn. The Stone Mason cab-!
nor children, whether he actually pays fori Just as he had finished thc last sentence.

Ibage is the old Flat Dutch carefully propagated !

such services or not. If his adult children
{
down thundered a rousing chunk of granite,

! from choice specimens, cutting off most of the !
work for blm and receive compensation for

[
making a deep indentation in the barn-floor

! side shoots, and thus Throwing all the energy j

their labor
>

tbey are to be regarded as other! with one of its sharp angles.

I of the plant into the leading culm, which

!

bired laborers ln determining his income.
f

"I say, neighbor N." screamed tbe pur-

! alone is allowed to produce the seed. Let this f
4tb

- Money Paid for labor
>
except such as is

]
chaser of granite, " I want to know what

! process be continued for a few seasons, and l
used or employed in domestic service, or in j

these are ? " pointing to the boulders, and the

! the characteristics of the plant become com-! the Production of articles consumed in the
f
big lump of granite.

! paratively fixed
;

or, as we may say, the !
fam51v of tbe producer, may be deducted. i Old N. took up a mighty forkful of the herd-

I vegetable becomes thorough bred. Not that it j
5tb - No deduction can be allowed in any! grass, gave it a toss into the hay-loft, then

! can not degenerate; the tendency to degeuer-

!

case for ,he cost of unproductive labor. If [leaning upon his fork, ejecting his huge quid

! ate is manifest alike in the animal and vegeta- !
house servants are employed a portion of the

j
of tobacco and replacing it with a fresh one,

I ble kingdoms. Let the Durham cattle mix! timem productive labor, such as the making { he took a view of the fragment of a stone wall

! promiscuously with other stock, and their fine I
of butter and cheese for sale, a proportionate ! that lay before him, and with one of the bland-

|
points would disappear in less time than it

[amount of the wages paid them may be de-[ est smiles he replied.—" Them's roclcs."

I took to produce them. Descent is always I
ducted.

\

I easy, but ascent is laborious. !
6tb - Expenses for ditching and cleaning new

J

| | land are plainly expenses for permanent im- [

I All our fruits and vegetables furnish proof of
[ pr0vement, and not deducted. !

order to to. test what a spider could do

. ! careful cultivation and selection of seed. The
j 7tu -phe whole amount expended for fertili-

!

in tne Way of eatinS. we arose about daybreak

I
wild parsnips, beets, carrots, etc., are unpal-

[ zers> appiied during the year to the farmers' !
0ne mornirjS to supply his fine web with a fly.

-"{atable, and the wonder is that any one ever[ land; may be deducted, but no deduction is !
Atfirst

'
however

>
the spider did not come from

[thought of converting these tough, unsavoryfallowed for fertilizers produced on the farm, j

his retreat
>_
so we peeped among the leaves,

1 roots into delicious esculents. How soon they
[ >pne cost 0f seed purchased for sowing and !

and tnere discovered that an earwig had been

I
will degenerate we also see, by letting them [ piantmg may be deducted. !

cau.?bt, and was now being feasted on. Tlie

{grow among the grasses and weeds, and be j 8tu . K a person sells timber standing, the l

spider at once left the earwig, rolled up the

[self, sown for a few seasons. The parsnips
j prontg are t0 be obtained by estimating tue [

flv
'
and at once returned to his " first course."

| not only become unpalatable, but positively
j value of tlie land after the removal of the tim- \

This was 5:30 a - m - At 7 a - m -- tbe earwig

The time for sowin- seeds is close at hand, I P°isonouS; stiU
'
we have heard h stoutlv

I ber, and from the sum thus obtained deducting !

had been demolished; and the spider, after

and we desire to call attention to the import- 1 maintained that the seed of the wild parsnip is
j tne estimated value of the land on the first day I

resting awhile, came down for the fly, which

ance of a right selection. To the majority

!

as Sood as that of ttfe titivated variety. We
] of January) 1862> or on the day of purchase, !

be fa"ished ^ 9 a
-
m

'
A little aftcr uine we

of farmers and gardeners a carrot seed is

!

mignt as wel1 afflrm that smellage seed is as
[ if purchased since that date. !

suPPue(J hlm with a daddy-longlegs, which

a carrot seed, and the only questions asked I
Sood as tbat raised from ce,erv

'
orthat a scrub

I 9th. Where no repairs have been made by I

™ s eaten bv noou
-

At onc °'clock a blow-

are "Is it of last year's growth? and of the 1
bul1 is as Sood to breed from as one of Thorn's

[ the tax-payer upon any building owned by him !
"y was greedily seized

;
and with an appetite

long orange variety?" °We are particular I
thorough-breds.

j during the preceding five years, nothing can be !
aPParently no worse for his previous indul-

about our stock, and examine carefully pedi-i As an illustration of the right selection of j deducted for repairs made during the year for|?
ence

'
be commenced on the blow-fly. Dur-

grees ; but the general impression is, that seeds !
seed, we may be permitted to refer to our in- [ which his income is estimated. \

lnS tbe da)'> and toward the evening, a great

are not of sufficient importance to demand ! dividual experience. Years since we werej 10th. A farmer should make return of all {

midSes bad been caught in the web. Of

much thought or care. This is a great mis- ! called upon to arbitrate in a case in which it [ his produce sold within the year, but a mere I

we counted one hundred and twenty, all

take. The
=

success, or failure of a°crop, de- !
appeared .that a farmer, having a quantity off executoiy contract for a sale, is nota sale ; de- j

dead
'
a°d ^t prisoners in the spider's net.

pends much upon the seed. We have planted ! Kuta Baga plants which, instead of producing [ livery, either actual or constructive, is essen-

!

b00" a ler dark
' Proyid «jd with a lantern, we

cabbages side by side in the same field, with ! roots, ran to seed; and thinking it was toojtial. The criterion by which to judge whether [

W^ ;^ t0 examme whether the spider was

no perceivable difference in their soil or mode |
bad to lose his ground and labor, harvested

[
a sale is complete or not, is to determine I

SU enn
f

at a 1 lrom ^digestion, or in any

of culture, and one patch has headed well and I the seed and sold it to a seedsman in a neigh- ! whether the vender still retains in that charac- !
° Way

'
m bls Previous meals

;

instead,

tbe other proved worthless. We could only \
boring town. The consequence was that the | ter a right over the property; if the property !

h°we^' of bemg tbus affected, he was em

account for the result from the fact that the! vicinity next year was stocked with rootless, j were lost or destroyed, upon which of the par- 1
Ploved m rolling up together the various httl

successful patch had the benefit of starting \
'°ng necked, worthless ruta-bagas, and the

[
ties, in the absence of any other relation be

from Gregory's thorou"h bred seed, and the !
damage was not easily computed. Such ignor- [ tween them than that ot the vender and ven-I

other had°a nameless origin, but was' probably [
ance in this nineteenth century is inexcusable

; j
dee, would the loss fall,

from a degenerate plant. The variety in both !
indeed, no century could plead ignorance as an [

1 excuse, for one of the first things taught in the ! I'r is a fact that most old women who live |
A sngnt rest ot about an hour was followed by

,
! Bible is that God made the herbs (vegetables), j

in cottages, know better how to rear chickens
j

a most industrious web-making process, and

} yielding seed after their kind. "As ye sow, ! than any other persons; they are more sue- j
before daybreak another web was ready to be

I cessful, and this may be traced to the fact that] used in the same way. Taking the relative

!
they keep but few fowls, and these fowls are !

size of the spider and of the creatures it ate,

SEEDS.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY ALEXANDER nYDE, LEE, MASS.

little

is retreatgreen midges, which he then took to h

i and ate.

This process he repeated, carrying up the

[lot in detachments, until the whole was eaten.

patches was the Flat Dutch.

There is cheating in all trades—except the [

farmer's—but the temptation to cheat is greater I
-

in some than in others-whiskey always ex-
j

so sbaU ye also reaP-'

cepted. The seed business seems more liable
j

In order to be positively sure of our seed we
[ aUowed tQ rUQ^ in the tQ roU ^ ; aud applying this to a man, it would be soine-

than almost any other, to the tricks of trade.
)
must raise it ourselves. Of the annuals, we l

the asheg) tQ a h the fi and to ick j wbat as follows : At daybreak, a small alliga-
It requires great moral firmness to throw away

j
may with little trouble, save seed. The bien-

}^ crumbg Qr morselg ^ m ^ | tor . at 7 „_ m-> a lamb . at 9 a m>> & yQung
old seed which has been nicely packed andjnials require a little more labor. By going

f
grounj )

and are nursed with the greatest care ! camelopard ; at 1 o'clock, a sheep; and dur-
labeled. It is like turning oft" an old horse,

j into a field of corn and selecting the earliest
j and indulpsnce- [ mg the night, one hundred and twenty larks.-

We don't like to part with him merely because [ aud plumpest ears from stocks having two § „„ I Chamber's Journal
he is old, without some equivalent. As the

j
ears, we may, in the course of time, originate

] Punctuality.—A punctual man is rarelv a \ —
jockey mixes a little arnica with the food of the

[ a variety that will be both early and produc-
[ p00]. man aQd ncver a man Qf doubtful crcdit [ Judge , who is a very able Judge of the

OU horse, to give him breath and plumpness,
[
tivti In like manner, the first fair cucumbers, ! Hig sma]i' accounts are frcquently settled and i

SuPreme Court of one of the great States of
so the seedsman may mix a little fresh seed } and the first plump pods of peas etc., of the [ ue never meels^ ^gj^u in rai

'

sin(r m
'

oney ! this Union, when he first came to the bar was
with the old, to give it the appearance of life. ! annuals, should be raised for seed. If time I

tQ pay ,arge demands Sma„ dobfs ne^ected i
a verv Sundering speaker. On one occasion,

Age, however, is not the great objection to
j and space do not allow the setting out and

} ruin credi j anJ wuen
'

a^ bag ^ t

=

a( hc [ when he was pleading a case of replevin, in-

most of our seeds. Some, as the squash, I careful culture of the biennials, we must pur-
{ wiu find m

'

mgdf at |he bottom of a hilj he ! volving the right of property to a lot of hogs,

pumpkin, etc., are all the better for the ma-
j chase of some one in whom we can place con-

[ cannot ascend ' ! he addressed the jury as follows

:

turity of years, as they run less to vine and! fidence; but let no one plant cabbage stumps! ~L .„ „ •
j "Gentlemen of the jury, there were just

more to fruit
;
and most seeds will germinate 1 promiscuously, and save the seed from the! ^T the Pittsburg rolling mill, recently, a I twenty-four hogs, gentlemen—exactly twice as

nearly as well when two or three years old as j latest shoots, and the next year expect a
j p]ate was ron cd 12 inches thick, 12i feet long ! many as there are in that jury box !

"

when fresh. There is, of course, a limit to
j
premium crop. It is against the law insuch| and 41 feet broad, and weighing 12* tons. I

The effect can be imagined.

their vitality, and this limit is pretty well de- ! cases made and provided.
{ This is said to be 'the thickest plate of iron I — —

fined, and should not be exceeded.
j j ever roUed m the United States, perhaps inj The Gardener's Monthly says that most of

The great trouble with our seeds is, they are \ Litharge mixed with lard is recommended \ the world, and is to be used as a target in test- ! the failures in planting raspberries and black-

not well raised, or thorough bred, to borrow a 1 as a cure for chilblains.
1 mg heuvy ordnance. f berries, arise from planting too deep.

Jolly.—An English paper calls attention to the fact that the slang sense in which the word "jolly" is often used is, after all, not slang. In
" John Trapp's Commentary on the Old and New Testaments," published in London Uvo hundred years ago, is to be read, " All was jolly quiet
at. Ephesus before St. Paul came thither." A century earlier, says a writer in Notes and Queries, the word is thus used by North, in the trans-

lation of Plutarch's Lives: "It (the wind, which some call cacias) bloweth a jolly cool wind.'' So, without knowing it, our fast young men
use this convenient word in its most classical sense.
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EARLY VEGETABLES. |

Written for the Farm and Fireside, |

BY R. 0. KENDALL, PHILADELPHIA.

After having dieted through six months off

winter, on bread, beef, mutton, pork and po-

1

tatoes, with turnips occasionally, and now and
{

then a dinner of corned beef and cabbage,

;

early Spring vegetables become necessities,
f

not only of appetite, but of the system.

In the Spring months, after warm weather
|

begins to set in, say from about the middle of I

March to the first of June, in all these mid-
§

land regions, from the Alleghanies Eastward
j

to the sea, there is, in both humanity and ani- I

mals, a greater relaxation of nervous tension
; f

more disarrangement of the circulatory 'sys-

1

tern, and more active efforts of nature to re-

f

organize the animal structure, than at any
|

other season. Hence, our appetite, and crav-

1

ing for early vegetable food. Cattle take
f

greedily to green grass, and humanity, with an
j

equal relish, to all green things that come from
j

vegetable gardens. Nature, through the appe-

1

tite, teaches both man and brutes, that a diet

)

mainly made up of green vegetable material,
f

at such seasons, is the most proper, and ablest |

assistant in reorganizing, and rendering vigor-
j

ous the entire system. I

It is the opinion of eminent physiologists,
]

and our ablest physicians, that if, as a rule I

throughout the United States, we could but
j

hurry on our Spring productions so as to bring |

to our tables nice, fresh crisp vegetables in
[

variety, from fifteen to thirty days earlier than
f

we are in the habit of having them, there \

would be a reduction of ten per cent, in our f

annual bills of mortality ; while we should all |

be twenty per cent, better men, women and I

children physically, and of course something
[

better morally and mentally—for invalids, and I

even grunters, are not apt to be over amiable [

persons.
[

Now, if this hypothesis be correct, and it \

has a rational look, the better status is well I

worth an earnest effort to attain. Let us see if I

it is within the reasonable reach of popular |

practice—accessible to all. A tolerably fa-|

miliar acquaintance with practical chemistry
f

as applied to plant growth, some philosophy,
\

what common sense I can bring to bear, a |

little theory, and considerable practical ex-

1

perience, convinces me that it is—or at least to
[

all who hold even a small comer of Mother
[

Earth, and have the energy and ambition to [

make the trial. i

It is not probable that in all instances we
[

shall be able to reach the thirty days' limit ; I

but in a great many localities we can
;
and, 1

1

believe, make the general average fifteen, while i

New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Balti-
j

more, [as well as all other easily accessible I

cities and towns of the Atlantic States, may
j

have their markets, and their citizens their
j

tables, supplied with good, crisp, fresh, and
j

wholesome vegetables, three weeks earlier than i

has been the custom. I

Beginning Northward and Eastward, Rhode
;

Island has, in the islands of her Narragansett
j

Bay, and the region round about Newport, ai

garden territory with a climate almost Italian,

!

that energized, and Nature's good intentions i

seconded by human agency well directed,

;

would supply the markets of every city and
j

considerable town within fifty miles of tide

water, from Boston to New London, with

j

most sorts of ordinary vegetables, fully three

weeks earlier than they are now supplied.

Connecticut has enough of sunny Southern

slopes, and warm sheltered nooks, to provide

in like manner for every table within her bound-

aries. New York and Philadelphia would

draw their supplies mainly from New Jersey

and Delaware ; while Baltimore could be am-

ply provided for from the two lower counties

of the "Eastern Shore," the detatched Virginia

territory east of the Chesapeak, from St.

Mary's and the "Piney Woods" of Anne

Arundel counties, besides having a large sur-

plus to spare to interior markets.

The methods in which this bringing forward

the season of Spring vegetables can unques-

tionably be accomplished, are various ; but all

tending to the one consummation ; all within

the capacity of every man of ordinary com-

1

mon sense and sufficient energy and industry. f

The first step is to select suitable garden sites, [

having a shelter from chilly North and North- [

west winds, a warm Southern exposure, and
[

kind, genial soil. Then prepare the ground
j

by general fertilizing, under drainage, and f

faithful Fall plowing. As a rule, such sites
j

thoroughly drained, may be plowed and put
j

in fine tilth fifteen days earlier than the average
j

of all our vegetable gardens and "truck farms" I

under present conditions. At least ten clays
]

can always be gained, and we can very so on \

bring up the other five, or eight, or ten, by
|

carefully selecting the very best seeds, roots
j

and plants of all the earlier sorts of vegetables
j

to begin with, and then pushing them forward I

by quick, special fertilizers, and attentive care
j

and culture, saving from everything of the
j

first crop, the fairest, earliest, and best seeds
j

for the next planting.
{

This is no mere speculative theory. We
§

have been testing the practicability of it, and}

find the results entirely satisfactory. These
[

ten years, we have had on our table, of ourj

own growing, all the usual Spring vegetables, I

as—cucumbers, peas, beans, beets, onions, f

tomatoes, squash, green corn, &c, on an aver-

1

age, three weeks before a single sample of any I

one of them was to be found in any market in \

New York or Philadelphia, unless grown
[

under glass. We resorted to no glass or fire
{

heat—no conjuring or witchcraft—nothing be-
j

yond just such means as have been briefly
j

glanced at, aided only by an ordinary garden i

hoi bed. Besides, our garden had none of the
j

natural features which are deemed essential 1

for early production—inclining rather away
j

from, than towards the sun, lying low, and the I

soil originally a cold, wet, tenacious clay.

If we had grown such nice crisp cucumbers,
[

peas, beans, corn, tomatoes etc., to sell, andj

had them fifteen to twenty days before they j

made their first appearance in the market, we |

could have commanded our own prices from
j

first class hotels and restaurants, and legions f

of customers able to gratify their appetite at f

any price. What we could have done, any I

one else, having a suitable patch of ground,
]

and the will and energy, can do. |

Allotted space does not admit of entering

}

into particulars, and modes of special culture
; ]

but' if permitted the opportunity, we shall
j

have hereafter (not in the next world), but
j

at an early day, great pleasure in communica-

1

ting to the public something more of our ex

perience in growing early vegetables.

March, 1867.

BONE DUST AS A FERTILIZER.

An intelligent farmer, living in the Western
\

part of Connecticut, writes the following :

—

" When entering upon the cultivation of our

!

present farm, we asked our predecessor what I

fields would give a crop of potatoes without
\

the application of fresh barnyard manure, as
j

we feared the application of such in inducing

;

" the rot." A five-acre field was named. We
carefully planted and cultivated it, and found

no rot among the potatoes, but the yield of the

whole field did not supply the tables of the

farm for the year, so exhausted was the land.

In the Autumnwe plowed and sowed the same

field with rye, applying twenty-five bushels of

i bone dust to the acre. Such was the im-

|
mediate effect of the application, that when

I
the rye was grown, a man of ordinary stature

| would be concealed by the crop in walking

|

through the field. Grass seed was sown with

\ the rye. A good crop of hay was taken the

I
first year it was mowed. But the second year,

j
when turf was well established, sixteen tons

i of hay were taken from the five acres. After

i mowing it four years, it was plowed and

i planted to corn, giving a h«avy crop without

I manure. Such is our experience in the use of

I bone as manure. Twenty to twenty-five

j bushels of bone is a good dressing to the acre,

i and is worth from two to three times the cost

I of stable manure brought from the city. Bone

I dust should be applied to and left as near the

{ surface as may be, and be suitably covered.

| We usually sow broadcast after the harrowing.

I The second course of the harrow will cover

! near the surface."

THE PROCESS OF VEGETATION.

One of the most remarkable things in the
|

general government of nature, which is con-

1

linually going on, is the manner in which cer-l

tain plants accompany man in all his wander-
|

ings, and are only found in the path of his i

footsteps. The nutritious grasses he has vol-

!

untarily carried with him round the world,
j

Of these, barley is the most widely spread, be-
j

ing known from the utmost boundary of cul-

ture in Lapland down to the elevated plains I

near the equator. But man has also invaria-
i

bly been compelled to take along with him a
I

whole rabble of weeds, thorns and thistles,
j

These plants seem to attach themselves to the

lord of creation and follow him wherever he
goes and makes a habitation. They always
settle around his house, near his stable, or

luxuriate on his dunghill. Travellers can thus

trace, as the celebrated Augustin St. Hilaire

did in Brazil, by the mere presence of weeds,

even in the midst of a desert, the place of

abandoned and utterly destroyed settlements.

Stranger still is it, that the different races of

men have different kinds of weeds following

in their wake, so that a careful observer can,

in travelling, see at once, by merely noticing

the prevailing weeds, whether Europeans or

Asiatics, Germans or Slaves, Negroes or In-

dians, have dwelt at certain places. It was
not without good reason, then, that some of

our Indian tribes called the common plantain

in their language "the white man's footsteps."

A simple but distinct vetch marks in like man-
ner, even now, long after the entire abandon-

ment of the land, the former dwelling places of

Norwegian colonists in Greenland ; and the

deadly nightshade has followed the gipsies

from India throughout all their wanderings.

Bayard Taylor in his "Trip to Colorado,"

noticing the profusion of sunflowers—not. an

indigenous growth—says "from Fort Riley to

the Rocky Mountains, wherever a wagon has

made a rut in the soil, there springs up a rank

hedge of this plant. The pig-weed, horse-

weed, and duiura stramonium are also rapidly

advancing westward. I found them some dis-

tance this side of Fort Ellsworth." So it

seems that weeds, like human vices, ever mark
the conquest of men over the realms of na-

ture.

WASTE OF COINS.

Fireside MisceUamf

1 REASON WHY BEES WORK IN THE DARK.

j

| A life-tlme might be spent in investigating
j

I the mysteries hidden in a bee-hive, and still
j

I half of the secrets would be undiscovered.
!

I The formation of the cell has long been a eel-
j

f ebrated problem for the mathematician, whilst
j

| the changes which the honey undergoes offer
\

I at least an equal interest to the chemist. !

I Every one knows what honey fresh from the

!

{ comb is like. It is a clear yellow syrup, with-

1 out a trace of solid sugar in it. Upon strain-

I ing, however, it gradually assumes a crystalline

[
appearance—it candies, as the saying is, and

I ultimately becomes a solid lump of sugar. It

| has not been suspected that this change was ;

| due to a photographic action ; that the same

\ agent wThich alters the molecular arrangement

of the iodine of silver on the excited collodion

plate, and determines the formation of cam-
phor and iodine crystals in a bottle, causes the

syrup honey to assume a crystalline form.

This, however, is the case.

M. Scheibler has inclosed honey in stop-

pered flasks, some of which he has kept in

perfect darkness, whilst others have been ex-

posed to the light. The invariable results

have been that the sunned portion rapidly

crystalizes, whilst that kept in the dark has

remained perfectly liquid. We now see why
bees are so careful to- work in perfect darkness,

and why they are so careful to obscure the

glass windows which are sometimes placed in

their hives. The existence of their young de-

pends on the liquidity of saccharine food pre-

i sented to them, and if light were allowed ac-

i cess to this the syrup would gradually acquire

j a more or less solid consistency ; it would seal

j
up the cells, and in all probability prove fatal

\ to the hive.

—

Quarterly Journal of Science.

The life of coins is said to be much briefer

now than before the introduction of steam for

passenger travel. The real cause of the in-

crease of wear in Europe probably arises from

the fact that coins are not saved and secreted

as they were formerly. Now they are sub-

jected to constant attrition by being carried in

pockets and passed from hand to hand. On
the average, one hundred old English shillings

would not make more than eighty new ones.

The mode of manufacturing coins is opposed

to their longevity. The plain disk metal is

very soft when placed between the dies. Com-
pression hardens the recessed surfaces, while

the raised surfaces are left in a state very near

]

their original softness. Unfortunately, the

raised portions of the coin are just those most

|

exposed to attrition. It has been proposed to

I
raise the rim of the coin so as to protect the

j

figures within. This plan might make the de-

|

nomination of the coin legible for a longer

|
time, but would not diminish the actual wear,

i Our copper and nickel coins never bear the

j
intrinsic value they represent, so that there is

j
really but a trifling loss by attrition. Gold and

j silver coins, on the contrary, are originally

j worth their nominal value, and any plan to

j better protect them from wear, when they

j again come into general use in this country,

! should be .favorably entertained by the General

i Government.

How to Dry Beef.—The New England

|
Farmer says:—"The best dried beef we ever

! ate was at the table of E. D. Rust, Esq. , now
\ of Brandon, Vt., and was prepared as follows

:

j For 100 pounds of beef make a brine of nine

\
pounds of salt, two pounds of brown sugar,

! one quart of molasses, two ounces of saltpetre,

I two ounces of saleratus. Mix them well to-

i gether in water," then boil and skim. When
I this is cool, pour it over the meat, being careful

! to have every particle of it covered with the

! brine. Let the beef remain in the brine until

f
the seasoning has struck through it, then take

| it out, wipe it dry and hang it up. Some per-

\ sons hang it overhead in the kitchen, for a

! week or two, and then in some place more out

| o the way. When sufficiently dried it may
I be inclosed in bags so tight that no insect can
= enter, and be kept in a cool, dry place. If

j
desired, it can be smoked for a day or two, or

j longer, as hams are smoked.

"

! Adorn Your Homes.—Some one writes both

j
gracefully and forcibly :

' 'I would be glad to see

j more parents understand that when they spend

\
money judiciously to improve and adorn the

\
house and the grounds around it, they are in

j effect paying their children a premium to stay

| at home as much as possible and enjoy it ; but

[ when they spend money unnecessarily in fine

I clothing and jewelry for their children, they'

f
are paying them a premium to spend their time

j
away from home—that is, in places where they

! can attract the most attention and make the

[ most display."

I
The Capillary Principle.—Mill stones are

I split by inserting wedges of dry wood into

I crevices; on being wetted, the water is taken

I up by the pores of the wood and the stone is

I rent asunder. One of the most curious ap-

|
plications of this principle is found in the pro-

1 cess of currying leather or rendering it soft

| and pliable, by filling its pores with oil. This

f cannot be done directly by merely smearing

I the surface, but a way is prepared for the oil

| by wetting the skin with water and then rub-

! bing on oil.

j The Encroaching Ocean.—The New-'Jer-

f
sey geological report shows that the Atlantic

1 Ocean is steadily and rather rapidly encroach-

I ing upon the land on the coast of that State.

I At Cape Island, the surf has eaten inwards full

[ a mile in the last ninety years. Along the bay

I shore of Cape May the marsh wears away at

1 the rate of a rod in two years. One of the

beaches upon the coast is mentioned as having

moved inward more than one hundred yards

in the last thirty years. It is also the opinion

of the oldest observers that the tide rises

higher upon the eastern New Jersey uplands

than formerly.

¥

¥

f

I
4

Resist the Beginning.—The Arabs have a fable of a miller, who was one day startled by a camel's nose thrust in the window of his room. "It's very cold

outside," said the camel ; "I only want to get my nose in." The nose was let in, then the neck, and finally the whole body. The miller began to be extremely

inconvenienced by the ungainly companion, in a room certainly not large enough for both. " If you are inconvenienced, you may leave," said the camel ; "as for

myself, I shall stay where I am." The moral is that when temptation occurs, we must not yield to it. We must not allow so much as its "nose " to.come in.

—

Everything like sin is to be turned away from. He who yields even the smallest degree will soon be entirely overthrown.
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Brunei how to tunnel the Thames; the pendll-f may keep your Windows filled with a SUCCeS-j |
basis of the present work, was written more than twenty years

lum was suggested by the vibrating of a chan- 1 sion of gay flowers from Christmas to May. I

—»-.».™.

^ I

*S
The author of this volume is an associate editor of the "Conn-

delier in a cathedral, etc., etc. I You will have speedy growth, symmetrical!
Agkioultukax REPORt.—We arc indebted

f lry Gentleman," and is a practical man on pomologies! mat-

„ , , . .
, „ lform Hfl, folorino- and PvnnisitP nprfnmp 1 to Senator Anthony for the Report of tliel 1"3 -

Had the author's name been withheld, we should hav»

We have been induced to make these re- =
l°lm

>
rlLa coloring, and exquisite periume. = ,

1
| pronounced his work -the experience of a veteran In frnltcnl-

marks somewhat disjointed though they are I Every day will bring a new charm to reward I

Commissioner ot Agriculture tor the year lSGo.
| lure we freely and ccrdiauy endorse the volume, as system-

in order to induce our readers to acquire habits I
your care. Delicious cerulean blue, softestP conta™ »^y valuable experiences and

j

a«t^=... book of great^e ,„ aU persons

of constant and careful observation To "nail |
rose, pale lilac, glowing magenta, pale yellow, j

suggestions. It would, ultimately, put money,— _
a lie" floating in the currents of newspaper- 1 snowy white ; double corollas, and single co - j

m '"e national treasury it these Agricultuial
| THE RT(

.
IT hl-sband: by Mrs. j. h. riudell. Phibdei-

dom-to explode a theory or unmask a hum- ! "Has with their soft rich petals, and waxen ! f^
olts ^cre paced in the hands ot every

|
Phia: Peterson 4 Brothers.

bu—to are the results of repeated expert- 1 bells, all growing together and harmonizing in !
larmcr who would leacl {hcm

- I °
r °ur

,

n
'^,

leU ™ ,he3r c»nco
'
£
f^J»

uuo L" o" 1- lul- lesuiis ot rcpeaieu caijcii - ' °
. . , I _ read an agricultural Journal-even If as good asthe Jasaia-*!'

ments—to narrate what has been observed in I
their framework of living green." l fireside—but they say their wives and daughters manage to

this place or in that, or upon this subject or I Commend us to flowers. The universal heart I WooL.-The maufactureof knit woolen 1
economize time sufficient to read novels. W'li, then «

1 ' 1 J = =
<

= recommend "The Rich Husband," (and very few country girts

upou that—to do any, or all of these things, {of man blesses them. They are wreathed
{
goods has been greatly stimulated in this

| object to that kind d This volume gives a fresh picture of En*-

isto contribute to the accumulating fund of j around the cradle, the altar, and the tomb, j
country by the high cost of importation since 1

11,h society, and is very readable. Welsh and Engueh ntrai

truthful knowledge. What practical farmer] The Persian in the East delights in their per- j the war, and it is now estimated that 400 sets
{

sceneI7 are i>"e wordpainted. ce

can, not give us, now and then, something of { fume, and writes his love in nosegays, while I of machinery and 40,000 hands are employed
j david copperfieli) . bT ruiE1Jts dickds. Phiiadei-

the character enumerated, for publication ? j the Indian child of the far off West, clasps I in this branch of industry in the United States, |
pWa: t. b. Peterson *'Brothers.

While we are justly proud of the array of! his hand in glee as he gathers the abundant I producing goods to the value of about $20,-1 People who "begin life on their own account, and don-tutc

. •> . u • ' I i u • i lu .- Ml . r , a . . . rr,. t„ -r, , , , = lt,"wiUhaveto doas Eavld CopperOeld did, and then-wait
contributors who aim to elaborate particular i blossoms—tue illuminated Scriptures of the

| 000,000 per year. The New England and i f^r -omelh |ng to lurn „p,« as did >ir. siicawber. Bnt don't

subjects, we would like to have a steady influx I prairies. The Cupid of the ancient Hindoos i Middle States nearly monopolize this business, I wait, reader; secure this second volume of the author's AmeTi-

of little " tit-bits " of information, no matter if I tipped his arrow with flowers, and with us I New York taking the lead with the extensive I
can edlllon of ^^t;^'^™. wTJ = 1 v 1 = ° = five Illustrations from original designs by H. K. Brown. Each

they may at first sight seem valueless, or the ; orange blossoms are the bridal crown of to-day. > mills at Cohoes. I TOiume is sold for si.ss, which u very cheap.

Grapes Named after Ladies.—The following is taken from a new work entitled "The Market Assistant," by Thomas F. DeVoe: "The Isabella Grape,

which thrives best and is most productive in the neighborhood of New York and other places, was introduced by George Gibbs, Esq., of Brookh n, Long Isl-

and, from North Carolina, about the year 1814. His wife, Mrs. Isabella Gibbs, who took a prominent part in its"further cultivation, was complimented by hav-

ing her first name given to this fine, large blue grape. The Diana grape also took its name from Mrs. Diana Crehore, Massachusetts ; and the Rebecca from Mrs.

Rebecca Peake, of Hudson, New York.
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Tlie Fireside Muse!
CHILDISH WISDOM.

'Twas the hour of prayer, and the farmer stood,

With a thankful heart and a lowly mind,

And prayed to the Author of every good,

That the Father of all would be very kind,

And blesB his creatures with raiment and food;

That the blessing each day might be renewed

;

That every want might find relief,

And plenty for hunger, joy for grief,

Be measured out by the merciful One,

To all who suffer beneath the sun."

The prayer concluded, the godly man
Went forth in peace to inspect hiB farm

And by his side, delighted, ran,

Glowing with every healthful charm,

A little son, a sprightly boy,

Whose home was love and whose life was joy

;

And they rambled over the grassy fields,

And the father said, " the harvest yields

A plentiful crop, my son, this year,

My barns are too small for the grain, I fear."

And they wandered on through row upon row
Of plumy sheaves, and at length the child,

With earnest look and a rosy glow

On hiB shining cheek looked up and smiled,

And said, " My father do you not pray

For the poor and needy day by day,

That God, the good, would the hungry feed?"

"I do, my son." "Well, I think as you plead"

—

His eyes waxed bright, for his soul shone through it—

" That God, if he had your wheat, would do it.''

A FRANK ADMISSION.
1 golden sand that glistened in the sun, and there } off at the horizon, where the sun was sinking

I were those standing upon it who raised a glad 1 red. I _,
'

, =
, , , , . , . , „ ., = „, ., m . . I Billy Ross is a great temperance lecturer,

= cry as he approached, and stretched forth = Then the mother said to the heather:; ,
,

, .„ ° •.
1

, .

'

=
;,., , , § n -nri - t v. i , , „„ i and at Rushville, Illinois, was preaching to the

= white hands to help him upward. § Where can it be that he has gone ? = , . . '..
.

' £1 . ,
6

= . i m . , . . . -
,T , c I young on his favorite theme. He said :

—

1 He went with them till he came in sight of} The heather pomtea upwards with her fin-
j „^^ when l^^ & ^

| the city. The walls about it were of crystal,
I

gers.
1 mustn't be afraid to speak right out and an-

| the gate of gold, encrusted with precious gems, I - The wind was sitting wailing upon the hill-
j^^ When look ^ ^ aU

| and it swung upon hinges of pearl. One who } top, and the woman said: "Perhaps thou
|^ fae ^ ^^ ^ ^

1 had white flowing wings guarded it, and he
j

canst tell me ot this land.
I ever think who owns them all now ? Your

j smiled upon the poor herdboy as he passed }
Then the wind arose, and_ soared high,

, do ^ ?
„

I through. I
higher, till it was rolled up in the crimson

|

I As soon as the gate opened, the glory of the I
clouds. \

I place burst upon the boy. I
"H must be tbat wav," said the mother,}

j There was a throne, and the King sat upon j
" but alas

>
il is out of my reach

!
" I

j it. The throne was white, like the clouds we I
So she sat down upon the hill-top, and the]

I sometimes see, and the King looked not like j
bitinS frost came and touched her sharply.

[
t then ?

„

I any other, but was grand and great, yet simple I
Just then tbe white-haired pastor of the vil-

1 (( Wo „

'

= as a little child

"Yes, sir," shouted a hundred voices.

" Well, where will your fathers be in twenty

years from now ?
"

"Dead! " shouted the boys.

"That's right. And who will own all this

We will

"

jlage passed that way aad seeing the lonely
j tt

' ^ m ^
: Numbers of beautiful ones stood on every [

woman he stopped. Thou art wise, she
| ^ gtreet ^ ^ drunkards

{hand, all having white wings, and wearing I^ 5
me where his beautiful land is, j*^*^ ^ ' ^ for

! crowns upon their golden hair ; while beneath I that 1 mav Joln my child.
| gomebod tQ treat tbem , »

! their brows their eyes shone like violets under [
Then the old man, taking pity because off „ Yeg

' ^ of them „

1 banks of snow. They held green branches, l
ber ignorance, told her of the world beyond, \

1 which they waved softly, and kept up a sound I
and bow il might be reached by Christ, who is

j (

I of singing that was like the noise of manyj tlie " way and the life." "Go to thy home,'

1 waters, and yet so sweet! There were harp- 1
said tbis Sood maD

>

" and through faith ir

, I ers, too, with harps of gold, and they never I
Christ tbou shalt one day see thy boy."

'Yes,

' Well, where will they be in twenty years

! from now ?
"

Firesitb Tale,
1 wearied.

The air was radiant with a sun that did not
j

The mother arose, comforted, and went to =

her home. And through patience and faith 1

" Dead !
" exclaimed the boys.

"And who will be the drunkard then ?
"

"Us boys!"

Billy was thunderstruck for a moment, but

I recovering himself tried to tell the boys how

THE HERDBOY'S DREAM.

BY EMMA M. JOHNSTON.

The herdboy was out upon the hills, with j
streaml ran through them like healthy veins.

1 scorch, and filled with a perfume that did not j

she waited
,
when soon there came to her the

| tQ ^ & fefe
! oppress. And there, lying a little way off, I

AngeI of Defath
- I

I were the greenest fields—such fields as were |
" Come

!

" be said
>

" tbe land is not so far
|

I never before seen, so soft and cool, and clear |
off

i
and the boy awaits thee."

j

Then he took her up, for she was very un-

1

his herd. The Summer was over, and Au-N over these fleids the white lamb^' whiter
j

easy
;
and when she opened her eyes, lo! she

j^ ^^.^^""t^
tumn's cheek had flushed and faded into decay. !

tba* ^ow, lay cropping the golden-hearted
|
saw the beautiful land, and the herdboy sUnd-

i cheeseg ^ om are u in size>

All the glories of the forest had departed ; the
j

lilies - tbat ™*W^
j

mg to^ ^.-Methodtst ff<me Journal.
|
many of t]lem of the style^n as loaf or

leaves that had mellowed into gold, the leaves | The herdboy gazed and listened : the music
|

that had burned into crimson—all alike had \ was such as fills the heart with tenderest long-

1

withered, and silently, softly sought their j
ings.

1

graves. The hills looked bleak, for the grass I Then the King stretched forth his hand to
j FARMERS,

and flowers had said go'od-by, and faded away, j the boy, saying: "Welcome! this is thy f
—

Only the purple heather still bloomed, and the I home. Yonder are my little lambs : thou shalt j
Adam was a farmer while yet in Paradise,

| air mav be thoroughly excluded,

breeze swept over it, as if looking and calling I care for them, and I will care for thee." • I and after his fall, commanded to earn his bread I aers are moistened with this composition, and

for the things of Summer. I Again the herdboy looked at the lambs, and 1
by the sweat of his brow.

. | then carefully pasted over the surface of the

It was very lonely, as well as bleak, out up- 1 was'satisfied, as if he had his heart's desire
;

\
J°b -

the honest, upright and patient, was a
j
cheese . Tuey are tnen aUowed to dry; when

on the hills; the little village lay in the dis-ifor they were very lovely, and not at all like
|

farmer
'
aud bis endurance has passed mto a

| the cheese are packed in cases and are ready for

tance, too far for him to hear the sounds of life ! the rude herd he had long tended. I
proverb.

| shipment. Large profits are realized on these

which came from it. Everything looked dull! And it seemed that at this moment the!
SoCrateS WaS a fermer

' ^ yet ^dded to

|

shipmentSj and we can not see why American

EXPORTING CHEESE TO NEW MARKETS.

The English do a large export trade in

I truckle cheese, weighing from 10 to 15 pounds.

I In order to have these cheeses keep during

I so long a voyage, they are encased in bladders.

I In addition to the bladders, a composition is

I used for rubbing over the cheese, so that the

The blad-

] 1 his calling the glory of his immortal philoso-
[ dealers do not enter into a trade that would

j
phy. I pay them largely.

St. Luke was a farmer, and divides with
| While in England,

it seemed that at

and sad ; even the sky was mournfully clouded, j music swelled higher, the air grew more fra-

1

'

its blue and gold shadowed by sombre grey, i grant, the light more radiant. The boy felt 1

'

The herd roamed noiselessly about, cropping \ bis heart to swell, and before he was aware heL SL T* T'wT T> ^ * ED§land
' ^ ^ SeaS°n

'

the heather, or looking with steadfast, wistful! had joined in the song, and was lost in de.
| Prometheus the honor of subjecting the ox for

.

learned that English dealer^were shipping

eyes far off, as if they saw some hidden Sum- ! hght 1 „
Se 0t^ , a , „ I

Americaa cheese to various points of Europe,

mer, some land of eternal bloom that human! But suddenly the song waxed lower and |
Cincmnatus was a farmer, and the noblest

j
Asia , tbe Cape, and South America

; and it ap-

eyes might not discern. ! lower, and grew faint, and then ceased ; the [

R°man °f them
f' , t

.

'"
. ,1 P

eared strange that American dealers should

„ , . i .t . a * , ,
!„'= Bums was a farmer, and the Muse found = be content to let others have a monopoly in

The herdbov lav unon his back looking ud § city laded and disappeared : and opening his =
. ,

' ... , ,. , ...
^ ^ vl^ic, ii^ vc u muuupuij.me iiLiuuoy iay upon ma uacK, iuua.m0 up j ' f '

1
.

0
= him at the ploush, and filled his soul with =

tbese marksts
at the changing clouds, and listening to the I

eyes, the herdboy found himself lying upon 1
.

-
1

1

,

= ooetry.
I

The American cheese trade has now be-
Washington was a farmer, and retired from I COme an important branch of commerce with

to the! eyes, the herdboy found himself lying nponl

softly-sighing breeze, as it kept up its hurried j
the hill, with his face to the sky, and his herd

{

P°^
7^ ;r

search over the hills. His was not a very ! scattered about on every hand,

happy life ; he was ragged, and often foot-sore
| He arose, for the sun was sinking low, and

and weary ; the herd sometimes proved trouble-
]
blowing his horn, the herd came slowly up,

some, and the man who owned them was not j and then they wound down the hill and took

kind. The boy's father was dead, and he
] the path homeward. *

lived with his mother in the little German vil- j That night, as the herdboy's mother sat | +;

lage.

the boy went without his breakfast. His feet
| told her of the beautiful land he had visited,

weie always bare, and all his good mother's! "Alas, my child!" she said, "there is not
patching could not keep his clothes decent, j such land ! There is surely no better land [

the highest earthly station to enjoy the quiet of
j Britain, but it ought to be extended into new

rural life, and present to the world a spectacle
j
markets, and with proper enterprise on the

of human greatness.
j part 0f our dealers might be made to pay them.

To these names may be added a host of} JJUca Herald.

I others who sought peace and repose in the cul- 1

They were poor, very poor, and often
,
ending his jacket, he lay before the fire^^X, |J^T^^^tt^

{scholastic Jefferson, the fiery Randolph, aH
j twice it8 own: ieagth, in a second. At this ve-

= found an Eldorado of consolation from life a
| loc - ^ locomotive drivillg wi^el, six feet in.

Yet he was a patient cheerful boy and none ' th,n tins " § *f
tr°UWeS

'^ T- 1

T
1
diamete,'> makes four evolutions in a second,

x et ne was a patient, cneenui D03
,
ana none , than this. = lawns that surrounded their homesteads. i in .

' ,
t . t , ,. ,

whistled more gaily, nor blew such a merry! But he said he had seen it, and, moreover, I _ !
tbe Pist0n rod thus traversing the- cyhnder

!
eight times. If a horse and carriage should

blast upon the horn.
{ was to go there, some day.

And not many nights a

hard lot, and wondered if life would always ! his bed, a knock was heard at the door.

l.,"l-.i.--,s.w iir .,., ,m .,-,,,-! And not many rights after, as he lay upon « '

'

I the most perfect alimentary substance in na-
! opened at the post eighty rods from the cross-

I ing, the train will advance nearly one hundred

I feet before the sound of the whistle traverses

Thus thinking, all at once the sky changed
{ me not alone, my child

!

and finally melted away ; the heather looked} But the boy answered : " I pray thee dear
} ture. Dr. Rush says it affords the greatest!

covered by a mist, the herd seemed far, far off;
j mother, let me go." I quantity of nourishment in a given quantity of I ' .

his eyelids fell-the herdboy slept.
j

When the mother saw the child's longing, I matter. Sir John Pringle tells us that the I

the dlStaDCe t0) and 13 heard at
'
the Cr0SSmg-

He slept, yet still he continued to think, j she bowed her head ; and the old man put
j
plague has never been known to visit any I

And he was wandering after his herd, when} forth his hand and touched the bo}', and he f country where sugar composes a material parti -^ certain farmer (a pillar of the church)

suddenly there came a dark rolling river, and j
passed away. } of the diet of the inhabitants. I

had a fine field of wheat, which, being a little

all at once the herd plunged in. Then he fol- j Ah! then the poor mother wept, and could { jlate, was threatened with an early frost. In

lowed them. ! not be comforted, because she knew not this [ A blundering or wilful compositor and 1 the emergency he went into his closet and

And after he had been some time in this I
land to which her child had gone. She wan-

{
proof-reader on the Davenport (Iowa) Gazette | wrestled in prayer with the Lord for its pres-

black flowing water, he found himself upon j dered out upon the hills, where the boy had so ! recently caused that journal to appear with } ervation. In his prayer he stated the facts

the borders of a beautiful land, and as soon as j often trod, and asked the herd if they could j the following despatch :
" The Committee of ( fully, and how the wheat would be affected by

his feet touched the shore, he thought no more ! tell her where the land lay to which her trea- ]
Ways and Means have decided to put Chase } the frost, and wound up his petition in these

of his herd. 1 sure had gone. } and Butler on the free list." It should have | words : " Not, Lord, that I would dictate, but

The bank leading up from the river was of
=

= And the herd lowed softly, and looked far 1 read, " cheese and butter." I merely recommend and advise.'"

Legal Advice.—An old barrister was giving advice to his son, who was just entering upon the practice of his father's profession—" My son," said the counsellor,

"if you have a case where the law is clearly on your side, but justice seems to be clearly against you, urge upon the jury the vast importance

of sustaining the law. If on the other hand, you are in doubt about the law, but your client's case is founded on justice, insist on the necessity of do-

ing justice, though the heavens fall." " But," asked the son, "how shall I manage a case where law and justice are dead against me ? " "In that case," replied

the old man, "talk round it !

"

I miles an hour, an express train approaching

be so. He wished very much that he could
|

When it was opened, the shadowy figure of\^^TZ^ol Ittrring" I

^

d
" 1^ f^wnS IXgo to some land where Summer did not fade,

j
an old man entered : it was the Angel of

\ £re ^und on that gh an(1 also commUnicat- \T^TJ^-VZ ™™ mJ£Z
nor herds roam. Then he thought of his f Death. i ino- other useful information whereby the fish ^

of ciossmg if the hoist moved no

mother, and he knew he would not wish to } And going to the bed whereon the boy lay, ! =

°
ia more comn]etelv and efficiently carried !

' tUaa * ' } ^ 7*
m0V6

leave her; still he wished there was some } he said? " I am come to take thee to the bean- 1
completely and efficiently carried

j
tQWard -

t more than fiye hundred ^ wmch

pleasant country where both might go, and be
j tiful land." !

' — - » -
|

&c
}
accomts for the many accidents at such

happy. I Then the poor mother wept, saying: "Leave! Nutrition or SuGAE.-Dutrone calls sugar I

points
-

When the locomotlve whistle is
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TEEMS OF ADVERTISING.
f

A limited number of advertisements will be published In the
\

Farm and Fibeside. Price, fifteen cents a line each Inser- \

tlon. Advertisements are eel up In a uniform style.

Ularrtages.

Philadelphia Sttciettj,

A POTATO CONVENTION.

The Philadelphia Society for promoting Agri-

1

culture lieki an adjourned meeting on the 22d
{

inst., the object being to discuss the merits of!

the different varieties of tire potato. \

Dr. Thompson, Chairman of the Committee I

on Potatoes, stated that the meeting had been
j

called for the purpose of considering the best I

mode of cultivating the potato and improving}

its quality. I

Among the specimens exhibited was a seed- [

ling Mercer, planted among Monitors, which, I

it was stated, partook more of the taste of the
[

Monitor than of the Mercer. They boil very
j

white and mealy.
{

Mr. Thomas J. Edge, of Londongrove, Ches-

1

ter county, who raised the specimens, stated
]

that the}- were the product of a seedling raised j

from the seed-ball taken off a Mercer vine,
j

which owing to the circumstances, must have |

been fertilized with Monitor pollen. He |

thought the potato was a hybrid between the
j

Monitor and Mercer, and hoped the Society
j

would give it a name. I

Specimens of a seedling potato -were sent by I

Mr. S. Chamber, of West Chester.

A member suggested that they be named the I

Chambers potato. [

Mr. Harrison thought it would be premature

to name the potato, as it resembled another

kind which he had seen. The presumption is

that the potato is a seedling, but it may not be

a new variety.

Dr. Ellwyn said it would be important to get

a biography of potatoes, for the purpose of

ascertaining where they came from and their

quality. He was satisfied that potatoes changed

their characters with the soil and climate.

Mr. Harrison gave an account of the origin

of the various potatoes now grown, during

which he said that the Early Goodrich and the

Harrison potatoes wTere the most productive.

Mr. Fort stated that he had obtained the

largest crop by cutting the potatoes, and plant-

ing in furrows two feet apart.

Mr. James Thornton stated that so far as

his experience went, he gave his decided

preference to the Early Goodrich, as the best

early potato that can be planted.

The i^arhets,

In Woonsocket, March 21, by Rev. D. M. Crane, Charles E- I

Reach to Ellen M. Carr, both of Woonsocket.

In Burrlllvillp, 24th Instant, Mr. Benjamin Whlteley to Mrs. f

[ Alice A. Presbrey, of Pascoag.

In Putnam, on the 1.1th Instant, by Rev. C. Wlllclt, Mr. Ver- \

i
m>n T. VYetherell, to Miss Eliza J. Hyde. I9th Instant, Mr. !

i
Joseph Morse to Mrs. Almlra M. Barber, all of Woodstock.

\

In Holllston, March 12, by Rev. A. F. Herrlck, Mr. Edwin D. |

i Pond to Miss Caroline A. \\ are, both of Mcdway.
In Pomfret, March 12th, by Rev. H. F. Hyde, Joseph W. I

;
Gardiner of Exeter, R. I., to Hannah F. Spencer of Pomfret. i

In Danlflsonvllle, March 15th, Albert C. Wilson of Worcester, |

Mass., to Miss Jennie C. Bemls, of Daniclsonville. March 14th, \

Mr. Henry K. James, to Miss Cornelia C. Crandall.

At South Attloboro, Vt., 17th, William Dunham to Mary =

Francis, daughter of Rev. G. Clark, the olllclatlng clergyman.
\

Heaths,

In Woonsocket, March 21st, Mrs. Khoda D., wife of John i

Bartlett, Esq., aged 67 years.
j

In Providence, R. 1., 24th Inst., Mrs. PriclUa Smith Foster,!
wife of Samuel Foster, and Bister of Hon Amos D. Smith and i

ox-Gov. James Y. Smith; 21st inst., suddenly, Louis F. Pren- i

tlce, son of Daniel A. and Mary S. Prentice, aged 18 years.
j

In North Providence, 20th inst., Eliza H., wife of Joseph
|

Brown, Jr., In the 2bth year of her age.

In Central Falls, 23d InBt., Ardelia C, wife of B. E. Borden,
j

Eb<i., aged 53 years.

In Centredale, 15th inst., Eliza A., wife of Cornelius M. Ca-
j

pron, in the 24th year of her age.

In Pawtuxct, Warwick, 25th inst., Hon. Henry Butler, In
j

the 35th year of his age.

In Coventry, 21st inst., Samuel W. Arnold, in the 77th year of
j

his age.

In North FoBter, Albert T. Williams, in hiB 38lh year.

In Chcpachet, 20th Inst., Miss Mary Hawkins, aged 80 years,
i

In Kingston, R. I.. 22d inst., Susan Rebecca, wife of J. Henry
Wells, in the 30th year of her age.

In Franklin, Mass., 19th inst., Edward A., only son of Geo.

M. and .Martha J. Gillmore, aged 3 years, 7 months and 2 days.

In Upton, March 16, Henry A. Whitney, aged 25 years.

In Milford, March 22, Hattie R, Ormes, aged 18 years.

Ehoxte Island*

\ JURMERS AND GARDENERS, ATTENTION

SUHBTlTUTIi FOE PERUVIAN GUANO.

| BAUGH'S RAW BONE SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

= the itest and cheapest Manufactured Fertilizer in the United
j

i States, for Wheat, Rye, Barley, Oats, Cora, Potatoes, Buck- j

= wheat, Tobacco, Hops, Turnips, and all Garden Vegetables,
1

I Small fruits, and every Crop and Plant. Particularly recom-
j

= mended to Cultivators of Strawberries, Raspberries, Black-

j

= berries, and all small Fruits, as far superior to any other Fertil-
j

= Izer In market. j

= Pamphlet of 90 pages, " How to Maintain the Fertility of
j

American Farms," giving full information in regard to the use :

of Manures, Ac, sent free, on application to

JOSEPH HODGES A CO., Agents,

it, hoimier, } Providence, R. I.

j. w. persons,
i"

March 30, 1867. lw-we-12
j

B£W fork.

New Books ! New Books !

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending March 29, 1867.]

Hay # ton $38
Straw $ ton $20
Coal » ton $10 50al2 50
Oats 39 bush 85a90c

FARM PRODUCTS, FUEL, &C.

Wood 33 cord $6a9 50
Beans quart 13c
Potatoes 90c
Onions 90c

grocerieb, Ac.

Flour
Corn Meal *l 3D
Rye $1 60
Saleratus I0al5c
Kerosene Oil 75c
Cheese » tb 24e
Butter $ ib 40, 42a45c
Codtish 8c
Java Coffee ^ tt> 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10al2c

$llal7 00 I Raisins 22a2oc
"* Molasses ^ gaL 75a85c

Y. H. Tea *1 20
Black Tea 80ca*l 20
Oil # gal SI 00
Fluid %J gal $1 00
Candles «lb 25a50c
Eggs It) doz 30c
Lard ^ lb 16acl8
Sugar ^ lb 14al8c

MEATS, Ac.

Beef Steak 25a30c
Beef, corned 12al6c
Tongues, clear 25c
Mutton 12al6c
Veal 16a20c
Pork, fresh 12altic

Hams lfialSc
Poultry 20a28c
Shoulders 15c
Sausages 18c
Tripe 12c
Pork, salt 18c

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
March 20th, 1867.

At market for the current week: Cattle, 1789; Sheep and
Lambs 4788. Swine, 2200.
Prices. Beef Cattle—Extra, $13.50@$14.00 ; first quality,

$1 2.75. 13.25; second qualilv, $ll.U0fff $12.1)0 ; third quality,
$10.00<a<$11.00 100 lbs (the total weight of hides, tallow and
dressed beef.)
Country Hides, 909^c # tt>- Country Tallow 7fS.7)tfc lj? lb.

Brighton HideB, t0(£10*<c # lb; Brighton Tallow, 73tf@8c
# lb.

Wool Sheep Skin B
, $1 25@$275. Dry Sheep Skins, 62c@

$lWskin. Calf Skins, 18 to 20c.

The quality of Beeves at market is not much different from
that of last week. Extra Cattle command l ull as high prices,
but on the ordinary grades there Ib a slight decline and trade is

not active.

Stores—There are but few Stores brought Into market at this

season of the year. Most of the small Cattle are sold to slaught-
er, that are in a fair condition.

Working Oxen.—Sales at $185, $190, $162, $210, $215, $250,
$275, $2*5, 8290, $255, $310 ; one extra pair, $510. fci

MlLOH COWS—Sales extra $80al00; ordinary $60 (3. $75.—
Store Cows $35a50. There is but a few good Milch Cows in
market.
Sheep and Lambs.—The supply is smaller than that of last

week. Trade not very active. We quote sales of lots at

4%, 5M, 7, 7^, 8^, 8#, 9@ 9^c ^ lb. ; and 9 to 9^ ^
pound.
Swine-Whhlesale, 7<§ 8 cts^lb.; retail, 5 L.f(f8M cts ^ lb.

There Is but a few Store Pigs iu the market, and not much of a
demand for them. Fat Hogs—2000 at market; prices, 9©9}£
per pound.

FARMERS, GARDENERS AND LOVERS OF COUNTRY
LIFE\

Published and For Sale by

ORANGE JUDD & CO.,
[4:1 Park Row, New York.

GARDENING FOtt. PROFIT ;

IN THE MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.

BY PETER HENDERSON.

A new, finely Illustrated work on Market and Family Garden-

! Ing, and the first ever prepared by a Market Gardener In this

j country. The author Is well known, and he here records his

j
successful experience of eighteen years.

The Louisville (Ky.) Journal says of this work

:

I
" We know of no manual on any Bubject that surpasses this.

: Every part of it displays the hand of a man thoroughly at

; home with his Bubject; It Is full of Bound, excellent sense, cx-

I pressed in clear and concise language. We say a grsat deal
j when we say that Mr. Henderson is as complete as a writer on
I gardening as he is a practitioner in his gentle but laborious art."

j William Saunders, Esq., of the Department of Agriculture,

= Washington, writes:

E "It is the moat practically useful work of any on the same
|
subject. In these days of book-writing, it is refreshing to meet

\ a work that has common sense and practical experience for its

I basis. 1

j Hon. Horace Greeley thus speaks of this book in the New
= York Tribune

:

= "Reaping for Boys.—This work would probably not be

[ selected by moat boys as the book for their money, wherein
= they would evince their usual greenness. There are marvels of

\ transformation and rapid production recorded therein, which
\ might well shame the dull fancy of the author of Alappin or of
= Kaloolaii. To know that a few rods of good land may well
: employ and will surely reward the constant labor of a stout

! man—that there are choice gold-fields all around us for those
= that ' know how to dig'—that $1,000 may be wisely and profit-

ably expended in draining, subsolling, fertilizing, and deeply
= pulverizing a single acre—that he who would get rich by gard-
= ening must pile on manures by the hundreds of tons—that great

crops always pay ; half crops never—such are a few of the im-
ortant truths Buccintly set forth and tersely enforced in Mr.

_Ienderson's little volume. There is no theory about it—one
who has made himself rich by market-gardening, plainly tells

our young men how they can get rich as easily as he did, and
without wandering to Californiaor Montana for it either."

Price, $1.50.

written. An additional list of varieties, including synonyms,
j

has been given, and Important additions have been -made al-
j

through the volume. Garden culture Ib treated as well as that
j

of the vineyard, and the book Is equally adapted to the owner {

of a single vine, or the one who has thousands of vines. Well
j

Illustrated. Price, $1.60.

THE AMERICAN
IIOUTICULTURAL ANNUAL, for 1S67. \

A Year Book for the Gardener, the Fruit Growi k, I

ANP THE AMATEUR.

It is a beautifully illustrated volume of 168 pages. It con-

j

tains an Almanac and Calendar for each month, giving hints
\

for work in the various departments, with useful tables, and an j

article on Growing Grape Vines from cuttings, by William Pat-
j

rick; How Horseradish is Grown for Market, by P. Hender-

i

son ; Home Decorations, by A. Bridgcman ; The New Apples of j

1866, by Dr. J. A. Warder; New or Noteworthy Pears, by P.
j

Barry ; Small Fruits in 1866, by A. S. Fuller; Rarer Valuable
j

EvergreenB, by T. Median, with valuable contributions by oth-

i

er writers. Price, fancy paper covers, 50 cts. ;
cloth, 75 cts.

j

THE AMERICAN

AGRICULTURAL ANNUAL, for 1SG7 .
j

A companion volume to the Horticultural Annual, and con-

j

talning, besides an Almanac with hints about work for each
;

month, an Essay on Draining, by Col. George E. Waring, jr. ; j

articles on the Culture of Sorghum, by Wm. Clough ; Some of
j

i
the Newest and Best Potatoes, by Wm. S. Carpenter; How to

j

!
Train a Horse, by S. F. Headley ; Essential Features of a Good

j

j

Barn, with Plan, by Dr. F. M. Hexamer; Recent Scientific;

|

Progress in Agriculture, by Prof. S. W. Johnson, of Yale Col-
j

\

lege ; The Culture of Wheat, by Joseph HarrlB, and other valu-
i

;

able essays upon subjects of Interest to agriculturists. Finely!

j
Illustrated. Price, fancy paper covers, 50; cloth, 75 cts.

HINTS TO HORSE KEEPERS.
\ By the late HENRY WILLIAM HERBERT, (Frank Forrester),

i Beautifully Illustrated.

A Complete Manual fob the Horseman.

[
This is unquestionably the most comprehensive and valuable

I work of Its size to be found upon the subject treated. The
I " Hints " are intended to include every subject of interest to

j those who, for pleasure or business, own or use a horse.

\ Price, $1.75.

NEW ROOK OF FLOWERS.
\

By JOSEPH BRECK, Practical Horticulturist.

j
We have no work which is bo Bafe a guide to the novice in

= gardening, or that imparts the necessary Information In a style

[ so free from technicalities. Not the least interesting part of

I the work is the author's personal experience, as he tells not

[
only how he succeeded, but the mistakes he committed. Beau-

\ tlfully illustrated. Price, $1.75.

The Miniature Fruit Garden.
By THOMAS RIVERS.

The Culture of Pyramidal and Bush Fruit Trees.

Directions are given for growing Dwarf Apples, Pears,

Cherries and Plums, Figs and Filberts. Nothing is more grati-

fying than the cultivation of Dwarf Fruit Trees, and this work

| tells how to do it successfully, in City Yards or extensive Gard-

| ens. Price, $1.00.

! Sattnders' Domestic Poultry.

1 BY S. M. SAUNDERS.

= This Is a new edition, revised and enlarged; It contains,

\ with other articles, complete Instructions for Breeding and

| Fattening Fowls, and Preparing for Exhibition at Poultry

\ Shows. An account of Poultry Breeding on a large scale, as

| practiced In the neighborhood of Paris, is given in an appendix.

| Price, paper, 40cts; cloth, 7octs.

PEAT AND ITS XJSES
AS FERTILIZER AND FUEL.

| A New Work on Peat. By Prof. S. W. Johnson,

| of Yale College.

f An invaluable work to those having Peat or Muck Swamps,

| or who wish to know more of this subject, which is now inter-

= estlng so many farmers and land owners. It gives a full his-

| tory of Peat, Muck, etc., telling what they are, where found,

| and how to estimate their value. Price, $1.25.

COPELAAD'S COUNTRY LIFE,
| BY ROBERT MORRIS COPELAND.
= A Compendium of agricultural and Horticultural

| Peaotical Knowledge.

| An elegant octavo volume, bound In beveled boardB, and con-

| taining 926 pages and 250 engravings. It is adapted not only to

| those owning large estates, but contains directions for the best

I
arrangement of the smallest Plots, down to the City Yard, the

\ Roof or Window Garden, or the simple Flower Stand.

| Price, $5.00.

\ 23?~Any of the above will be sent, post-paid, on receipt of
the price.

ORANGE JUDD & CO., 41 Park Row, New York.

March 30, 1867. Iw-12

Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OF THE

T IE -A- TRADE.

Massachusetts.

is

QARROT AND MANGOLD WURTZEL SEED. \

I raised the past season a fine lot of Long Red, Yellow
Globe, and White Mangold Wurtzel Seed, and will send either
variety, poBt-paid, to any address, for $1.00 ^? lb.

Also, Long Orange Carrot Seed, of my own growing, for
$1.25 tb, I here offer an opportunity for all to procure Seed
direotly from the grower.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.

March 30, 1867. 6w-ee-12

THE PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
COMPANY became fully convinced, several years ngo, that

consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many and too

large profits on these articles of every day consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
PANY, to do away, as far as possible, with thr'«e enormous
drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these

: necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an Idea of the profits which have been
I made In the Tea trade, we will start with the American houses,

: leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the Chinese

I

factors.

1st. The American House In China or Japan makes large
I
profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest re*

i tired merchants in this country have made their Immenxa for*
i tunes through their houses In China.

2d. The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign ex-
;

change used In the purchase of Tent.
3d. The Importer makes a profit of IJO to 50 per cent in many

j
cases.

4th. On its arrival It Is sold by the cargo, and the Purchaser
i sells to the Speculator in Invoices of l.WJU to 2,000 packages, at
! an average profit of about 10 per cent.

5th. Ine Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In
! lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

6th. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells It to the Whohralo
; Grocer In lots to suit the trade, at a profit of about 10 per cent.

7th. The Wholesale Grocer sellB it to the Retail Dealer at a
|
profit of 15 to 25 per cent.

! Sth. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for nil the profit ho
j can get.

When you have ^dded to these eight profits as many brokcr-

|
ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

: original coBt of the Tea, It will be perceived what the consumer

\ has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so

\ very nruch lower than Bmall dealers.

= We propose to do away with all these varloiiB profits and
= brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

i the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to our

i correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and a small

| profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will amply pay us.

| Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

; try, consumers In all parts of the United States can receive

! their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

; of transportation) as though they bought ihtm at our Ware-

| houses in this city.

| Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a

I club. The answer is simply this: Let each person wishing to

! join In a club say how much tea or coffee he wants, and select

: the kind and price from our Price List, as published in the pa-

; per or in our circidars. Write the nairn-H. kind, and amounts
j plainly on a list, and when the club Is complete send it to us by

| mall and we will put each party's goods in separate package*,

! and mark the name upon them, with the cost, 60 there need be

| no confusion in their distribution—each psrty getting exactly

I what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the

| members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

| The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be stnt by drafts

I on New-York, by PobI Office money orders, or by ExprcfB, as

I
may suit the convenience of the Club. Or If the amount order-

I ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will. If desired, send the,goodB by
= Express, to " collect on delivery."

\ Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party

\
getting up the club. Our profits are small, but we will be as

! liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary pack-
; age for Clubs less than $30.

1 Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon

|
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

| Qustom-House stores to our warehouse.

= The Company have selected the following kinds from their
| stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clubs.
§ They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same aa the Company sell
= them in New-York, as the list of prices will show.
: All goods sold are warrented to give satisfaction.

j PRICE LIST :

\ YOUNG HYSON (Green), 60c, 90c, 81, $1 10. best $1 25 W lb.

I GREEN TEAS, 80c, 90c, $1, $1 10, best $1 25 # Ib.
l MIXED, 70c, 8Uc, 90c, best $1 a lb.
= JAPAN, $1, $1 10. bast $1 25 ft).

| OOLONG ( Black ), 70c, 80c. 90c, best $1 It).

! IMPERIAL (Green), befit $1 25 M It..

1 ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c. 90c, SI, $1 10, best,
5 $1 20 W ft.

| GUNPOWDER (Green), $1 25, best, $1 50.

| These Teas are chosen for their Intrinsic worth, keeping In
; mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure In drink-
\
ing them.

\ Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal satis-

\ faction, nnd suit all tastes, being composed ot the best Foo-
E Chow Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast Is not
i recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for
;
that kind of Tea, although it Is the finest Imported.

\ Customers can save from 50c. to $1 per lb by purchasing their

j Teas of the

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Post-Office Box No. 5.64Z New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

Ground Coefee, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, best 40c. per pound.
! Hotels, Salooufl, Boarding-house keepers, and families who use
:
large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article bvus-

! ing our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at
; the low price of £0c per pound, and warrant to give perfect.
! satisfaction.

GRAPE CULTURIST.
NEW EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

JlY ANDREW S. FULLBR.

Mr. Fuller's work met the general want of a plain and practi-

cal treatise on grape culture. As it was baBed upon established

principles, It at once took rank as a standard work. MoBt of

the treatises that have appeared since are nothing more than

Fuller modified and diluted. When the structure and mode of

growth of the vine is once understood, all systems of training

become plain, and one may be followed as readily as another.

Mr. Fuller gives this knowledge of the vine most clearly, and

Illustrates it so plainly that no one can fall to understand it, and

for this reason hiB book has become remarkably popular, and

has not been, nor Is It likely to be superseded by any other

work on the same Bubject. The teachings of the work are all

from actual practice, and the IlluBtrationB are mainly from

growing vines. To bring this work up to the times In respect

to varieties, a considerable portion of the matter has been re-

\ JJY MAIL, PREPAID.

1 CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

1 New Strawberries, Grapes, Ccrrasta, Roses, Bulbs,4c

I B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
= ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., Is now sending out by
f mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, so as
| to reach any part of the Union In perfect safety, a complete as-
= sortment of" the finest

{ GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,

GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,

j FLOWERING PLANTS,

I Bulbs, Lilies, Ac, &c. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and
= Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, Ac, will be sent bv freight
= paid to Boston. Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for ci)Ul-
i vatlon In wet land, or In upland and Gardens, where it pro-
E duces at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre ; with directions for
| cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will be sent to any
I address. Now is the best time for Planting. The best way to
1 obtain good Fruits and Flowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to
= the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. WholeBale Catalogues to
1 the trade. Agents wanted.
" Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12

Club Orders.
Washington-, Pa., Nov. 10. 1566.

To the Great American Tea Company,
Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., New-York.

Gents : I forward you my fourth order and could hare
doubled it if I had collected any, as your Teas take the lead is
the market, we feel it a saving of $1 per pound. Please accept
my thanks for the complimentary package. Address by Kx-
press, Martin Luther, Washington^ Pa.

MARTIN LUTHER.
10 IT) Young Hyson, in pound packages at $1 25 $12 60
5 lb Young Hyson DallaB Jackson....at 1 25 6 50
2 tb Young Hyson Henry Herrick at 1 25.... 2 60
2 Ib Young Hyson George Murphy....at 1 25 2 5*
1 tb Young Hyson E. Dye at 1 25.... 1 25
2 lb Young Hyson Samuel Decker at 1 25 2 59
1 fb Young Hyson Samuel Amon at 1 25 1 25
1 fb Young Hyson Henry Wheatley. . .at 1 25 1 35
7 rb Young Hyson Morgan Hayes al 1 25 » 75
2 tt) Young Hyson John Natteh at 1 25 2 50
4 Ib Young Hvson Mark Combs at 1 25 5 00
2 lb Young Hyson John Allen at 1 25. ... 2 60
8 Ib Young Hyson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 00
2 lb Oolong, best Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 06
2 lb Young Hyson O. Bavland at 1 25 2 60
2 lb Oolong, best O. Bayland at 1 u0 2 00
2 lb Young Hyson J. Richlein at 1 25 2 6t
2 lb Young Hyson Mr. Guyton at 1 25 2 60
2 lb Young Hyson Edward Murphy...at 1 25 3 50
2 lb Young Hyson Mrs Murphy at 1 25 ... 2 60
5 Tb Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00 6 00
2 tb Oolong, best Separate package... at 1 00 2 00
5 lb Ground Coffee Separate package. ..at 35 1 75

$84 00

P7~ We call Bpcclal notice to the fact that our Yesey-st. Store

is at Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., corner of Church-st.—largz
DOUBLE STORE. 3m-8

Sorrow.—Sorrow sobers us, and makes the mind genial. And in sorrow we love and trust our friends more tenderlv, and the dead become dearer to us, and
just as the stars shine out in the night, so there are blessed faces that look at us in our grief, though before, their features"were fading from our recollection. Let
not man dread it too much, because it iff good for him, and it will help to make him sure of his "being immortal. It is not in the bright happy day, but only in
the solemn night, that other worlds are to be seen shining in their long distances. And it is in sorrow—the night of the soul—that we see farthest, and know
ourselves natives of infinity and sons and daughters of the Most High.
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A STJPEEIOS TOMATO.

This is a fair representation of " Maupay',?
\

Superior," one of the best tomatoes of re-|

cent introduction. It originated with Messrs. !

Maupay, of Rising Sun village, Pa., and isi

a cross between the old fashioned Scarlet
|

and the Fejee Island variety. This fruit is
j

of a beautiful deep red color, round in form,

and perfectly smooth. This smoothness of

the skin is a desirable characteristic, as little

or rio waste occurs, as in other varieties-

Its size is medium, the flesh exceedingly

solid, and has but few seeds.

The Magazine of Horticulture, for March,

speaks highly of the Maupay Tomato—an authority not to be disputed. We advise the lovers

of this fruit to procure a few seeds, or plants (obtained of most respectable seedsmen), and

try it the coming season. If the seed cannot be found at seed stores, send to Messrs. Maupay

& Hacker, 805 Market street, Philadelphia.

The Slack~*iJarcL

DISEASES OF HOESES AND CATTLE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY L MIOHENEE, OAKVEESVILLE, PA.

In looking over a recently published book,

purporting to instruct farmers how to treat

their domestic animals, in case of sickness and

accidents, I was impressed with the belief that

it would be about as useful as are the books

which are written on law, with the title of

" Every man his own Lawyer." Such books

may be read, and the reader be left about as

ignorant of the principles of law, or of medi-

cine, as if he had never read them, or most

certainly of their practice.

Even if such books have been written by men
of enlarged experience and skill in their pro-

fession, particularly iu writing on medical sci-

ence, they are too brief to give an idea suffi-

cient to practice upon, or to understand the

modus operandi of medicine.

All intelligent people know that in order to

qualify a person for the practice of law, of

medicine, or any of the mechanical arts, it is

necessary to go through a course of instruction

arid study for years, before they embark in any

of those responsible professions, (although it is

no uausual thing for persons professing to be

veterinary surgeons, to be palmed upon the

community after having taken office instruc-

tions for a few wetks) ; and even then it takes

a great deal of experience to enable them to

discharge the various branches of their pro-

fession with credit to themselves and advantage

to their employers.

If such a course of preparation be necessary,

which includes the careful reading of the most

elaborate and scientific works on Anatomy,

Physiology, Pathology, Materia Medica, The-

rapeutics and Surgery, before being qualified

for the> practice of medicine, what benefit can

a person receive from reading one of those

small works, that does not contain one hun-

dred per cent, of the information that is neces-

sary to enable the reader to diagnose the differ-

ent diseases and treat them successfully ? But,

suppose these books to have been written with-

out a proper knowledge of pathology and of

the- modus operandi of medicines—and their

prescriptions to be be carried out by men who
make no pretensions to any knowledge upon
these subjects, and we may easily imagine how
disastrous would be the result.

For instance, one of the above class of wri-

ters gives the following instructions to farmers

for the treatment of pneumonia (inflammation

of. the lungs) in horses. He says: "the first

,
thing to be done is to bleed largely, or until

th& horse shows signs of fainting ; then give

two drachms of tartar emetic and 30 grains of

digitalis,, at a dose, and repeat every three or

sir hours ; and if no better in twelve hours,

repeat the bleeding and continue the medicine."

No conscientious veterinary surgeon, who un-

derstands the operation of these powerful

medicines, would dare to give them in such

large and repeated doses, because he knows
that they would in most cases prove fatal.

In one of these books alluded to, we are

directed to treat cows for inflamed udders (or

acute mammitis), by applying a warm drawing

poultice, and hasten the formation of puss as

fast as possible ; and for chronic mammitis,

("caked bag") to apply cold applications.

Both of these recommendations are grossly

unscientific and absurd.

By employing warm poultices in acute mam-
mitis we would draw more blood and fluids

into the already over-charged vessels of the

bag, injuring them as milk secreting vessels,

and rendering the cow worthless for dairy

purposes. On the contrary, the treatment

should be such as science approves and com-

mon sense dictates ; such treatment as will al-

lay inflammation and remove congestion from

the mammary glands. Cooling, evaporating

lotions will accomplish this ; and if the hard-

ness is not entirely subdued, rub emollient lini-

ments faithfully into the parts, and give inter-

nal absorbents.

For chronic mammitis, instead of cold appli-

cations, as the writer recommends, in which

there is always a cold, sluggish and inactive

state of the vessels of the part, the applica-

tions should be of a warming and penetrating

character, which would greatly assist and ex-

cite the vessels to the removal of the obstruc-

tions which have been formed in the udder.

These external remedies must also be assisted

by internal medicines—those best known to

medical men to exert a specific influence in

promoting absorption from the mammary
glands.

March,, 1S67.

Killing Ticks on Lambs.—All concur that

dipping lambs in a decoction of tobacco,

strong enough to kill ticks, is the most ef-

fectual mode of removing these parasites from

the flock. The time of our correspondents'

dipping them varies from two or three days to

two weeks after shearing the dams. We pre-

fer the latter time, so that all ticks on the ewes

shall have had time to get (as they will), on

the lambs.

—

Exchange.

Sheep prefer upland pastures, and a great

variety. It has been proved that the pasture

has a greater influence than climate on the

fineness of wool. Fat sheep yield heavier and

coarser fleeces. The fine flocks of western

Pennsylvania, when taken to the prairies of

western Illinois, in the same latitude, will in a

few years change their character. The quan-

tity of fleeces and the size of the sheep will in-

crease, but the fineness of the wool will not be

retained.

To Dye Soaelet.—Take one and one half!

i oz. cochineal, one and one half oz. solution of
\

I

tin, and one oz. of cream of tartar, and dis-

1

I solve in a brass kettle, with water sufficient to j

\
cover one pound of wool. As soon as dis-

!

I solved put in your wool, or woolen hanks, and
j

\
boil them one hour. Than take out and rinse

j

\ well in three or four cold, clear waters. After I

! dying the scarlet, the same dye will dye a little
j

;
more wool a light salmon color.

To Dye Green.—Dissolve one oz. of indigo)

j
in six oz. of sulphuric acid, by letting it stand j

i twenty-four hours or longer. Then put this
\

\ solution in a large iron pot, filled with a strong
j

\ decoction of red oak and hickory bark, in
j

\ which has been dissolved half a pound of !

j
alum. Put in your three pounds of wool, or

j

;
woolen hanks, and boil three quarters of an

!

\ hour. Then rinse well in three or four cold,
j

\ clear waters. After dying your three pounds
j

! of wool a deep green, the same dye will dye a
j

little more wool a very light green.

Advertising: Bepmimetii

Ehoxte Island*

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Arnold, dealer
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's

and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hity Cutters, Garden
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, Ac'

Holder's Block, Main Street,

Woonsocket, R. I.

"^y E. BARRETT & CO.,

Manufacturers of

MEAD'S PATENT CONICAL PLOWS,

SHARE'S HOJJ6E HOES, WOOD'S AND WIGHT'S PLOWS,

GARDEN BARROWS,

CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,

store trucks,

improved hinged harrows, cultivators,

Road Sceapees, Ox Yokes, and Plow Castings;

And Wholesale Dealers in

Hoes, Shovels, Axes, Scythes. Forks, Snathes, Cradles, Horse
Forks, Hand and Horse Rakes, Hay Cutters, Corn

Shelters, Vegetable Cutters, Picks, Bars, Canal
Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete;

And Agents for

Kniffen's, Union and Perry's

MOWING MACHINES,

Whitcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder in
the market. Prices low and Terms Cash.

IS
JOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

THE BEST KNOWN EEMEDY FOK

CKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND t'OOT ROT,

i
should be used by all Farmers on

SHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

C^" This pure preparation has been successfully used for

i years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

I according to directions.

It will not injure the most delicate animal,

j
It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

! It kills TICKS on She*ep.

IWcures SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals,

j It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

i
Vines.

j
S~S~ For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

j ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
j GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT
j
POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

! Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

j JAMES F. LEVIN,
I 23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

j For sale by Kenrat>t. & Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

i Hablow, Bangor, Me. ; Simonds & CO., FitzwiUiam, N. H.

! March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

March 23, 1867.

i CANAL STREET,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

we-tf

W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Now offer at the lowest cash prices,

2000 Sacks Prime Red Top.
500 Bags Prime Herds Grass.
500 " Western and Northern Clover.
1500 Bushel Prime R. I. Bent, for Pastures.
300 " Seed Barley.
100 11 Spring Kye.
3000 " Bedford Seed Oats.
100 " Early Goodrich Potatoes.
200 " " Sebec Potatoes.
200 " Late White Peach Blows.
100 " t; Harrison Potatoes.
300 " Seed Peas.
100 " R. I. White Cap Corn.
100 " London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans.
200 " Buckwheat.
200 " Millet and Hungarian.
White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Sets, and a com-
plete assortment of

GARDEN SEEDS,
\

Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels diy ground Bone for \

Manure, together with all kinds of Farm Implements and =

Machinery. =

Send for Circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse =

Hoes—and don't forget the number, §

32 CANAL STREET, 32.

\ RHODES' SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

| THE STANDARD MANURE
I

' Foe Soluble Phosphoric Acid. Valuable foe

j EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS,

j Manufactured by

[
' Potts A Klett, Camden, N. J.

| Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Evan Pr/GH, late Presl-

i dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of thia

: Manure is now so fully established, it is unnecessary to say

E more than that it is

I FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITX,

= and is in fine condition for drilling.

ES^~Farmers, when purchasing, would do well to get the

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE..

YARNALL & TRIMBLE,

j General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.

March 23, 1867.

Providence. 418 South Wharves,
419 Penn. Street,

March 23. 1867.

PHILADELPHIA.

3m-ee-ll

!R
OAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by

W. E. BARRETT k CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HUBBARD, BLAKE & CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
|

the best in market, are for sale in lots or by single dozens, .

by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT A CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

j

FERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS, i

the best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I. ;

HITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and
sold in small or large lots, by W. K. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

IMAUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

MENDENHALL'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTINGHAND LOOM.
In these days of Shoddy, and high priced goods, every faml-

j ly in the country should have one.

HALF THE COST

j
of clothing a family can be saved by its use. It is simple and

j
durable, easily understood, and easy to operate. No skill is re-

I
quired to weave with it beyond the simple turning of an easy

• crank.
,

i From 15 to 35 yards can be woven on it in a
• DAY. FARMERS I

j
don't sell your wool and buy Shoddy, when with one of these

j Looms in your house the Girls can make all the clothing for
i the family, and much better quality, at half price.

By late improvements, Rag Caepets can be woven with the
;

Fly Shuttle.
For circulars, price list, and samples of cloth woven on the

! Loom, address with stamp, A. B. GATES A CO.,
333 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Also, Dealers in Cotton Warp, Wool and Flax Filling Yarns,
j
Reeds, Harness and Loom findings generally.

;
March 2, 1867. pAw-tf

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
largest in the market. Price, 25 cents a paper. Raised

and sold by W. E. BARRETT & CO.
Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7

Massachusetts,

i QOLLINS, BLISS A CO.,

! PRODUCE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
j

CASH ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENTS.

233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.!

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.
It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar- i

ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

:

sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn- i

ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much \

stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to \

permanently enrich the soil.

Prioe $60 per Ton.

Send for Circular giving full particulars.
March 9, 1867. 3m-we-9

GREGORY'S SEED CATALOGUE, will be sent gratis to I

any address. It contains over one hundred and twenty I

varieties that I grow myself, besides many kinds imported from !

England and I- ranee, and procured of the most reliable seeds- I

men in the United States. Farmers and Gardeners will find in !

my catalogue many ;

NEW AND RARE VEGETABLES,
some of which are not to be found on the list of any other \

seedsman.
I offer an opportunity for all to procure their !

BEET, CARROT, ONION, AND MANY OTHER VARIETIES
|

OF SEED, DIRECTLY FROM THE GROWER.
As the original introducer of the Hubbard Squash Marble-

'

head Mammoth Cabbage, Boston Curled Lettuce, and manv i

other new vegetables, I invite the patronage of the public :

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
\

,,„„„, , c 10B„ Marblehead, Mass. !March 16, 1867. 3w pAw 10 :

Jtjjeur fork

| J
HICKLING A CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.
i
On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome

l
and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars 1 Without

I
regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-

i factory 1

500 "Solid Gold Hunting Watches $250 to $750
500 Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 500
500 Ladies' Watches, Enamelled 100 to 300

! 1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 300
! 1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250
! 3.000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200
! 5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 250
! 5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150
i 5,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250
i 5,000 Gold Ladies" Watches 50 to 250
: 10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75
! 10.000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100
' 25,000 Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50
i
30,000 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75
Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing

;
but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.
Messrs J. Hickling & Co.'s Great American Watch Co., New

;
York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifi-
cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed in sealed

:

envelopea. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their
certificates, upon payment of Ten Dollars, whether it be a

: Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
! certificates entitles you to the article named thereon, upon pay-
; ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less
i than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that
! this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,
I
which may be participated in even by the most fastidious I

A single Certificate will be sent by mail, post paid, upon re-

: ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele-

; gant premium for $5, sixty-six and more valuable premium for
i $10, one hundred and most superb Watch for $15. To Agents,
: or those wishing employment, this is a rare opportunity. It is a
:
legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Gov-

:
eminent, and open to the most careful scrutiny. Try us I

i

Address, J. HICKLING & Co.,

149 Broadway—Near P. O.
City of New York.

i

March 22. 1867. 11

WE. BARRETT A CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Paten
.Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,
dealers In all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corp3 of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothiflg will be published offensive to good

morals. Iu all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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THE JTJCUNDA.

THE STRAWBERRY.

To speak of the value of the strawberry to

the fruit grower, and the facility with which it

may be cultivated by the merest novice in

horticulture, would be but a " thrice told tale."

We shall content ourselves, therefore, at this

time, in view of limited space, to say to farm-

ers and others who desire to promote the com-
fort and enjoyment of their families, provide

a good strawberry bed, of at least half a rood

in extent—only the eighth of an acre. How
•many patches, of much greater extent, are an-

nually lost by being receptacles of weeds and

rubbish ? If land is scarce, one-sixteenth of an

acre will produce ample strawberries for a

moderate family, if carefully planted and culti-

vated. If the planter is a novice, let him
choose the Albany

; it will grow and produce

good crops without any care. If a little skill

and attention is to be given to the fruit, let him
choose the Hovey and Large Early Scarlet, or

Jenny Lind; one will ripen early, the Hovey
a little later. Two varieties are sufficient for

any farmer ; but if more and fancier varieties

are desired, get the Russel, French, Fillmore,

or even the Agriculturist. All our readers

have heard of the Triomphe de Gand
;
and,

more recently, of the Juchnda. The last two
have been lauded over the entire length and
breadth of the land. Their praise is in every

fruit-grower's mouth (if not the fruit itself).

The Triomphe de Gand was introduced from \

Belgium, about twelve years ago ; we culti- i

vated it as early as 1 85G ; it was then discarded

by Messrs. Hovey, and others, as inferior to
|

older sorts
;
recently it was revived, and has

j

had extensive culture. 1 is, in some localities,
j

and with careful treatmei i, a good and hand-!

some fruit. The Jucunda is not yet so fully
\

known, but is, undoubtedly, a valuable varie-l

ty. It was propagated by J. Knox, Pittsburg, i

Pennsylvania. No plants were sold until 1 8G.r)
j

—consequently those vines are but just coming i

into bearing. This variety was formerly culti-
\

vated by Mr. Knox under the name of " Si vi n I

Hundred." It has been endorsed by several I

prominent horticulturists as a vine of great
j

promise. The engraving, above, gives a tme
j

representation of the Jucunda, when culti-
j

vated on genial soil, and well cared for.

The best season for planting, we think, is in
|

the latter part of Summer, in a favorable spell
j

of weather. Some cultivators recommend to j

plant in the very driest time : this may be
j

practicable, as they affirm it is; but the unin-
j

itiated are not willing to believe it. By plant-
]

ing in Summer, the plants will bear a fair crop
j

the ensuing season. Plants put in in Spring,
J

may bear some fruit the same season ; but not i

as a general rule. Select strong runners, nev-

j

cr old plants. The runners should be prepared
i

the Summer previous, by being layered, or
]

stopped, as it is termed, by breaking off the ex-
j

tremity of the runner, after the first joint, and !

laying a small stone on it, or drawing the soil

up to the young plant. Strawberries are now
generally planted in rows, varying from two to

three feet wide, according to the ideas of the

cultivator. If wide rows are adopted, the

plantation may be kept longer in good bearing

condition, by keeping the soil clean and well

worked, removing the superfluous runners,

and keeping the plants more in hills. Some
extensive cultivators do not allow a plantation

to remain more than three years until renewed

;

this is a wise method, as the soil is thereby re-

newed and a rotation of crops carried out.

—

Fabulous accounts daily meet the eye, of the

product per acre of a strawberry plantation;

none of these are worth repeating, as the

product will depend mainly on the treatment.

CRANEERRY CULTURE.

Edltiirii of Kami and Flri'Side:

In your article on the Cultivation of the Cran-

berry in the issue of March 16th, you say that

" in Michigan, on the lake shores, they suc-

cessfully grow the cranberry on black mud and
peat. Such lands are natural to this vine, and
in its cultivation we should follow nature."

We would like to know, in New Jersey, if

this is so, because we have been informed, by
men who have resided for twenty years in that

Slate, that they are only a natural growth. I

agree with you that the mud bottom is nature's

place for them ; but it must be covered with

coarse sand, and the land drained. In Michi-

gan the land is mixed with mineral and other

fertile matter that would destroy the benefits

| of sanding by causing an overgrowth of other

|
plants. The mud in the bogs of that State is

| washed from a soil which, though sandy, is

|
fertile enough to grow heavy crops of wheat,

|
without manure ; and if drained, produces, as

I a consequence, a heavy growth of grasses and

|
plants that would smother the cranberry vines.

I After ten years of experience in improving

;
a natural bog, I know that unless the bog is

! made dryer by draining, newly planted vines

i grow so slowly that it takes years (about six

;

years) before the vines produce a full crop.

|
By draining, the same result can be brought

|
about in half the time—say three years. This

j
is difference enough to prevent such men as

|
would enter into cranberry culture from com-

! mencing the undertaking. But if this drain-

! age increases the growth of grasses and other

|

plants so much, they would prefer to submit

j
to the slower growth, and leave it wet, as the

;
lesser evil of the two. We know, from our

j
own experience, that it is the wetness oi bogs

|
that prevents the growth of trees, bushes and

! grasses that would otherwise occupy the

!

" Thousand acre Cranberry Bogs" we hear of

! in that country, the vines of which have here

j
and there a bunch of berries growing upon

I them, between " wind and water," as the West-

j ern men say.

i Cranberries grow in very wet places, sup-

; ported on the sphagnum or water moss; remove

|
the moss, and they would live out a miserable

i existence. Turf or plow the same place, and

plant vines, and they would not grow at all.

A Paris letter says: The French arc wonderful gardeners
; their little patches of ground are not idle 'a minute, and they produce berries three

times a year off the same plants. I had excellent strawberries here as late as the third of October. They don't let their fruit trees cover up the
ground, but spread them out flat on walls, in the shape of fans. And magnificent fruit they have, too. drapes are as common here as weeds are at
home, and the same white grapes you raise in hot-houses, and pay a dollar a pound or more for, vou can get here more than von can eat at one time, for
five cents. The pears are very fine, costing about two cents each.
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Natural vines in wet places are frequently in-

}

debtee! to this moss for their existence. To
|

follow nature then, you must first grow the
{

moss, and afterwards the cranberry vines,
j

This would be more tedious than growing!

shade trees for the next generation. It is true,
|

they can be planted in the growing moss, and
]

at some indefinite time may produce a crop, if
j

not overgrown by grass, bushes, &c.

During the ten years in which I have worked I

my natural bog, I have endeayored to observe f

the wants of this vine from its natural growth ; I

and acting upon such observations, I have in-

1

creased the vines to a large extent, and have I

gained much experience. It has been drained
; j

some of the mud bottom has been covered with I

sand ; and some of the more sandy ledges have \

been turfed, plowed and planted. The returns I

for the money invested would have been ten [

times more than they were, had not the early
[

and late frosts often destroyed the crop on the
[

mud bottom to a greater or less degree. Once |

or twice in May, after the buds had swelled
|

largely, the frost destroyed all of those on the !

mud bottom, excepting those on the sandy |

ledges and on the parts covered with sand, f

Several times in September, from the third to [

the eighth of that month, the frost destroyed \

the berries before they were ripened, those on
j

the sandy and sanded portions again escaping. !

Therefore I assert, that cranberries on a mud I

bottom which has not been sanded, are a very

j

uncertain crop ; but when the mud bottom is I

sanded, the crop is more certain than the gene- \

rality of farm crops. I intend to cover all my
j

mud with sand as soon as I am able to. Once, !

before sunrise, I saw the frost both on the
j

sanded and unsanded mud ; but before noon =

the berries were softened on the one and not j

on the other. My theory, in explanation of
j

this fact is, that the sandy surface being a bet-
j

ter conductor of caloric than the mud, the I

thawing took place before the sun effected it
\

suddenly, the fruit thereby being saved. I

A mud then, such as we have in New J«rsey,
\

and the coarse, clear sand, are requisites, and !

we may safely drain them to bring the vines
[

into bearing in reasonable time, and to protect \

the buds and fruit from the late and early frosts,
j

So far as we are informed, Michigan has not
j

these requisites. Cape Cod, perhaps parts of |

Long Island, and the pines of New Jersey, are]

the only places of any consequence in the
j

United States that have them. South of this, 1

we have good reason to suppose, that, as the
j

month of September increases in warmth, the
\

berries soften, so much in ripening, that they be-
j

come but an inferior article, and cannot corn-!

pete in the market with our more Northern
\

berries.
j. !

From these causes, and also from '^he fact!

that only a small percentage of our acres are
j

fit for the more profitable culture of this berry, I

we have confidence in making the necessary
j

heavy outlays in cranberry culture. One thing I

more; I leveled down a knoll, or a slightly;

elevated piece of coarse land, and put it upon
j

the surrounding mud bottom, making all \

of one level, and planting the space in cran-

f

berry vines, which have now been in bearing =

two years. The mud part, covered with sand,
j

is producing berries at the rate of two hundred 1

bushels per acre ; and has a nice, close cover-

1

ing of plants that are not too large. The

!

sandy place, from which the knoll was re-

j

moved, produces only about fifteen bushels I

per acre, and has a sparse and dwarfed growth
[

of vines. This fact shows the difference be-

1

tween clear sand and soil, with a good propor-

f

tion of vegetable matter in it. This is the ex-

1

perience on all the plantations or savannahs in I

this neighborhood ; the soil is sandy, and more
j

or less mixed with vegetable matter. In my !

case, the soil was all moist alike, but savannahs j

are not so, the parts that are more elevated suf-
{

fer with the drought, and dwarf the berry as a

!

consequence. The proportion of mud and I

sand, the drainage, flooding, irrigating, &c, 1

are nice points in cranberry culture. Our eyes
j

must be kept open constantly to observe the j

habits and wants of this little vine, so differ-
;

ent in its habits from any other cultivated
j

plants with which we are accustomed, or we
j

shall make sad mistakes.
j

James A. Fenwiok.

Pemberton, IT. J., April, 18G7.

RHODE ISLAND HORTICULTURAL . SOCIETY .
[

The regular monthly meeting of the Society
|

was held on "Wednesday evening, March 27th, I

at Providence, Vice President Wra. S. Patten I

in the chair. 1

The committee appointed to consider the]

question of a new building, reported that it |

was inexpedient to make any attempt to build j

at this time ; that the quarters now occupied =

were probably best adapted for the purposes of!

the Society at present. The report was ac-
\

cepted.
!

The committee appointed to revise the by-
j

laws, and particularly to inquire into the expe-
j

diency of doing away with the plan of num-

1

bering contributions, reported that the last col-

1

lection of by-laws of the Society was the code
j

adopted in 1754, and printed in 1855. Since I

that time many material alterations have been I

made, many of which were but imperfectly I

known. Upon an examination of the records

!

a satisfactory code was found to be in exist-
j

ence, though some alterations had now become
j

desirable. The committee presented a draft I

of the constitution and by-laws, embodying

i

some changes which they had deemed useful. j

These were taken up by sections, adopted in I

part, and the remainder laid on the table until

!

the next meeting.
j

On motion of Mr. Godding, a vote of thanks

;

was tendered to the Hon. S. S. Foss for!

gratuitously sending to the Society his journal!

entitled the Farm and Fireside.

Mr. Bourn, from the committee on that sub-

!

ject, presented the report of the committee -ap-

!

pointed to recommend a list of premiums to
j

Ge awarded at the June exhibition. The re-

!

port was adopted after sundry amendments

!

had been made.

The following gentlemen were admitted

!

members on the usual terms : Lawrence Towne, i

J. H. Bongartz, E. W. Billings, Avery Wilkin-

!

sou, J. L. Sherman, C. E. Boon, W. Jackson,
j

T. M. Rounds, Emilio Castillo, Jno. H. Hart,
I

Albert Garfield, Edward B. Perry, Daniel An-
j

gell, Jr., Bailey E. Borden, Alvan F. Stevens,

!

Rev. I=aac Cheesboro, Thos. G. Potter, Jo-!

seph H. Paine, Win. H. Reynolds, Thos. J.

!

Carpenter, Joseph AVm. Rice, Frederick Bur-!

gess, Jno. M. Rounds, Win. J. Andrews, Free-

!

born Coggeshall, E. H. Manchester.

On motion, the thanks of the Society were

!

presented to Hon. Isaac Newton for donations
j

of reports.

Among the contributions presented were the

!

following

:

From C. Wright, gardener to G. W. Chapin,
]

collection of cut flowers ; one Azalia in pot ;

!

a specimen of Arisloloochia Braziliensis, and

!

a new geranium, General Grant. A premium
!

of $5 awarded.

From W. S. Hogg, florist, a specimen of!

Rogeira Thursiflora, and a specimen of Deut-

1

zia Gracilis, each in full bloom. A premium!

of $3 was awarded.

From Thomas Hannay, Madennilla Magni-
]

fica; Azalia, Queen Victoria. A premium of

|f awarded.

The display of plants and flowers was large,

and the specimens manifested great luxuriance

of growth.

Pp.EMHT Ms fob Geape Growers.—The Lo
worth Wine House at Cincinnati offers three-

premiums for superiority in grape-growing, as

follows : A silver pitcher, two goblets and
waiter, to cost not less than $350, as the first

premium ; a silver cup, to cost not less than

$100, as a second premium ; and a silver cup,

to cost not less than $50, as the third premium.
The first premium to be given to the best gene-

ral wine grapes of the whole country.

The second premium is to be given to the !

best variety of grapes for wine purposes in the
!

State of Ohio, provided it is not awarded to

!

the grape that receives the first premium, in

!

which case it will be given to the second best

!

wine grape in the country. The third premi-

!

um to be given to the best table grape, for gene- !

ral purposes, in the country. The fruit is to !

be exhibited at the coming fall consolidated

!

exhibition of the American Wine-Growers' As-
j

sociation of Ohio and Cincinnati Horticultural
|

Society, in eraantities of ten lbs. or more, with
!

samples of the wines from the competitors for !

the first two premiums if practicable. i

^Tarittus patters, \

THE ROBIN. !

To the Editors of the Farm and Fireside : |

I was not astonished to hear a word said [

against the robin, as Mr. Chase was, in the I

Farm and Fireside. When he has had the
j

trouble with them that I have had, he will
|

agree with me. I bought a farm ten years ago, 1

and at that time was a great favorite of the I

robin's ; so much so, that I gave a robin-

f

shooter fifty cents not to shoot one on my I

farm. Now I will give him one dollar to shoot f

every one that stops with me. There were a 1

lot of young cherry trees on the farm, and 1

1

thought that I would have an extra variety by |

grafting them. I went to work and grafted =

them, at some expense and much trouble, and \

the third year they bore cherries that were I

worth six dollars per bushel, and have borne I

ever since ; but we have not had cherries 1

enough for our family. |

I set out strawberries, and raspberries, and f

grapes of various kinds. When the cherries
f

and strawberries are gone, the robins take to I

the raspberries, then the Delaware and Diana \

grapes, and by that time they are fattened for
[

the Southern sportsmen. C. says that he- has |

seen them pick worms from almost every hill |

of corn. I never saw them eat any other but I

the easter worm, which never did any harm. I

I never saw them eat the caterpillar, canker 1

worm, curculio, borer and such troublesome 1

worms and insects. The robin is our worst
j

enemy ; if he has been so to any others, |

please let us know through the Farm and Fire- 1

side. |

J. W. MATHEWSON. |

Johnston, B. L, April, 1867.

OUR CABINET OF CURIOUS THINGS.

There are many curious things that occur in,

or form a part of, the natural world. Many
of them seem almost incredible, but we must

believe them, because of the uneiuestionable

probity of the naturalist who relates them. For
instance, would 1 you believe that there are

TREES WHICH GROW SHIRTS?

Probably not ; and yet Humbolt gives the sub-

joined account of trees of this character. 'We
saw," says he, "on the slope of the Cerva

Dnida, shirt trees fifty feet high. The Indians

cut off cylindrical pieces two feet in diameter

from which they peel the fibrous bark without

making any longitudinal incision. This bark

affords them a sort of garment which resembles

a sack of very coarse texture, and without a

seam. The upper opening serves for the head,

and two lateral holes are cut to admit the arms.

They have the form of the ponchos and monos
of cotton which are so common in New Gra-

nada and at Quito. " We opine that such shirts

will wear well ; and if not easily to be washed,

a weekly scraping would answer the same

healthful purpose. A singular discovery, which

is accredited to Mr. Jesse, is that of the antennal

LANGUAGE OF INSECTS.

Bees and other insects are provided, as every-

boely knows, with feelers or antenna?. These

are, in fact, most delicate organs of touch,

warning of dangers, and serving the insects to

hold a sort of conversation with each other,

and to communicate their desires and wants.

A strong hive of bees will contain thirty-six

thousand workers. Each of these, in order to

be assured of the presence of their queen,

touches her every day with its antenna?. Should

the queen die, or be removed, the whole colony

desert the hive. On the contrary, should the

queen be put into a small wire cage at the bot-

tom of the hive, so that her subjects can touch

and feed her, they are content, and the busi-

ness of the hive proceeds as usual. Wasps and

ants, and other insects, exercise this antennal

power of communication. If a caterpillar is

placed near an ants' nest, a curious scene will

often arise. A solitary ant will perhaps dis-

cover it, and eagerly attempt lo drag it away.

Not being able to accomplish this, it will go up
to another ant, and, by means of its antennal

language, bring it to the caterpillar. Perhaps

the two are unable to move it. They will then

separate and bring up re-inforcements out of

their community by the same means, until a
j

sufficient number are collected to enable them '

to draw the prize to their nest. Appropriate to

this, would follow an

INTERESTING BIRD ANECDOTE.

A swallow had slipped its foot into the noose

of a cord attached to a spout on one of the

colleges in Paris, and by endeavoring to escape,

had drawn the knot tight. Its strength being

exhausted in vain attempts to fly, it uttered

piteous cries, which assembled a vast flock of

other swallows from the large basin between
the Tuilleries and Pont Neuf. They seemed
to crowd and consult together for a little while,

and then one of them darted at the string and

struck at it with its beak as it flew past ; and

others, following in quick succession did the

same, striking at the same part. After contin-

uing the combined operation for half an hour,

they succeeded in severing the cord and free-

ing their companion, after which followed a

congratulatory j ubilee. The French naturalist,

Dupont de Nemoure, who relates this anec-

dote, was a witness of it. We will close the

doors of our cabinet for the present, with some-

thing about

THE LONGEVITY OF AXIMALS.

Cuvier considers it probable for whales to

live to the age of one thousand years. The

dolphin and porpoise attain the age of thirty.

A male canary will live twenty years; but

only ten years, if mated. Parrots and pelicans

are long-lived. An eagle died in Vienna at the

age of one hundred and sixty years. When
Alexander the Great had conquered Phorus,

king of India, he took a large elephant which

had fought valiantly for the king, named him

Ajax, and dedicating him to the sun, let him

go with this inscription : "Alexander, the son

of Jupiter, hath dedicated Ajax to the Sun."

This elephant was found, with the inscription,

three hundred and fifty-six years afterwards.

We once heard of a trunk belonging to the

same owner for nearly four hundred years.

We were incredulous about the matter at the

time, but it just now occurs to us that the

trunk in question must have been the one be-

longing to Mr. Elephant Ajax.

THE HONK'S MODEL FAR?,! IN ALGEIRA.

The ITois Agricole contains an interesting ac-

count of the Trappist Model Farm at Cheragas,

in Algeira. In 1843 Marshal Bugeaud granted

the Trappists one thousand two hundred hec-

tares of land, on which, two years afterwards,

three hundred thousand francs were expendeel

by the Order in buildings. The stock of ani-

mals on the farm is now magnificent. The
Trappist cows each yield sixteen quarts of

milk a day, in a country where Ihe native cows

do not yield more than goats ; and the sheep

and pigs are equally fine. A large quantity of

honey is also produced at Cheragas. There

are in the establishment one hundred and eight

monks, of whom twenty-two belong to the

choir, and ten a*e priests. Twenty lay work-

men are constantly employed at the convent,

and every poor or sick wayfarer is entitled to

claim or receive work there. When the Em-
peror visited the establishment he discovered,

to his surprise, that upwards of a dozen of the

monks had been soldiers of the Imperial Guard.

They explained to him that, after the severe

discipline and simple fare of the French army,

the Trappist rule, ascetic as it is, did not ap-

pear harsh to them.

Fools.—The King of Persia once ordered

his vizier to make out a list of all the fools in

his dominions. He did so, and put his Maj-

esty's name at the head of them. The King

asked him why, to which he immediately an-

swered: " Because, you entrusted a lac of ru-

pees to men you don't know to buy horses for

you a thousand miles off, and who'll never

come back." "Aye, but suppose they come
back?" "Then I shall erase your name and

insert theirs."

Engraving on Glass.—A French chemist

has for years been very successful in engrav-

ing on flint glass by acids. He has now suc-

ceeded in preparing an ink with which, using

any pen, ineffacable characters may be traced

on glass.

Over one million rats were drowned by the

late freshet in Cincinnati.

Canaries.—Many a person has seen a pet canary or other bird in a state of perturbation, plucking at himself continually, his feathers standing
all wrong. In vain is his food changed, and in vain is a saucer of clean water always kept in his cage. If the owner of a net in such difficulties
will take down the cage and look up to the roof thereof, there will most likely be seen a mass of stuff like red rust. That reel rust is nothing more
or less than myriads of parasites infesting the bird, and for which water is no remedy. By procuring a lighted candle and holdino- it under every particle
of the top of the cage, till all chance of anything being left alive is gone, the remedy is complete. The pet will brighten up after his "house warming."

1
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The Firesitle Muse.

A GRAND OLD POEM.

Who shall judge a man from manners!

Who shall know him by his dress!

ranpers may be 111 for princes,

Prlncej fit for something less.

Crumpled shirt and dirty jacket

May beclothe the golden ore

Of the deepest thought and feeling-

Satin rests could do no more.

There are springs of crystal nectar

Ever welling out of stone ;

There are purple buds and golden

Hidden, crushed, and overgrown.

God, who counts by souls, not dresses,

Loves and prospers you and me,

While he valueB thrones the highest

But as pebbles In the sea.

Man, upraised above his fellows,

Oft forgets his fellows then
;

Masters, rulers, lords, remember
That your meanest hinds are men

;

Men by labor, men by feeling,

Men by thought, and men by frame,

Claiming equal rights to sunshine

In a man's ennobling name.

There are foam-embroidered oceans,

There are little weed-clad rills

;

There are feeble, Inch-high saplings,

There are cedarB on the hills.

God, who counts by souls, not stations,

Loves and prospers you and me ;

For to Him all vain distinctions

Are as pebbles in the sea.

Toiling hands alone are builders

Of a nation's wealth or fame

;

Titled laziness is pensioned,

Fed and fattened on the same

;

By the sweat of othera' foreheads,

Living only to rejoice

;

While the poor man's outraged freedom
Vainly lifteth up its voice.

Truth and justice are eternal,

Born with loveliness and light,

Secret wrongs shall never prosper

While there is a sunny right

;

God, whose world-heard voice is singing

Boundless love to you and me,
Sinks oppression with Its titles

As the pebbles in the sea.

1 among you who can make it clear to me that
]

I he is not under subjection to his wife."

"I Peas were valuable, the parishoners of St.]

[ Opportune were poor, and, as a rule, confident I

| in their marital supremacy, so that there were
j

|
many applicants for the prize. But the cure,

]

f trained by the duties of the confessional, was
|

] a keen hand at cross-examination, and under
]

I his home thrusts and pertinent questions, claim I

| after claim was upset and the candidates sent!

] away abashed and discomfited.

| At last came a porter, an obstinate, sturdy
{

|
fellow, who was confident that he at least, had

j

I the whip-hand of his wife. The cure ques-
]

j tioned him closely, but all his answers were
[

]
straight-forward and satisfactory. Even upon

]

[the rock which had upset the pretensions of I

| many who had seemed in a fair way to land
[

I safely, the cabaret, he did not split. No, he
j

I went to the wine shop or stopped at home, got 1

| drunk or kept sober, just as he pleased. His
[

I wife had not a word to say to it.

I
" Well," said the cure, "lam glad that Ij

| have one man in my parish who knows how to
]

| be master in his own house. Come to-morrow
j

] morning and fetch your peas."

| So the next day the porter came to the cure's I

[ house with a small sack, which he began to fill.
[

| "You should have brought a larger one,"]

] said the cure. I

]
"Well, now," replied the porter, pausing in

j

I the task, "I should have done so, only my]

] wife would not let me."

I " Ha !" cried the cure, " let my peas alone, ]

1 my man !
"

]

THINGS WISE AND OTHERWISE.

THE DATE PALM.

Fireside #$isceilamf.

THE CURE AND THE PEAS.

| The Date Palm at an early period of history
]

] must have engaged man's attention in an emi- ]

] nent degree. It grows, to begin with, in a
]

, ] tract of country where atmospheric moisture 1

'

] of any kind is so scanty that its leaflets, unlike ]

] those of other Palms, are constructed so that 1

] at their base they form little receptacles, and |

1 thus catch every drop of moisture. It has no ]

I branches like other trees, or as the Gingerbread ]

There was once a cure of St. Opportune,
j Palm (Hyphcene thebaica), with which it is]

who was very different from the conventional
] occasionally associated. It has several fea- ]

ideas of a priest, being tall, thin, and delicate
j tures in common with man which no explana-

j

looking
;
a man with a stoop, though he was { tion could remove from the minds of primitive

]

still young, and much given to study. He
] people. ts body is covered with hair, like j

lived in an age which has long passed away, ] the body of man ; its head, once cut off, would
]

yet he was behind it, for he held most anti-jno more grow again than that of a human be-j
quated opinions upon the obedience which is]iug; the male and female are represented by ]

due from wives to their husbands, and seemed
j different trees, and it is well known that the

{

to consider that what St. Paul had said uponi female would die an old maid unless some ]

the subject was to be taken in its strictest
| bachelor should take compassion on her. Add]

sense
;

that no allowance could be made for I to this that the whole population at that time j

the changes which had taken place in the man- ] relied upon dates as their staple food, as is still
j

ners and customs of different nations, but that j the case in those countries. Moreover, take
j

all infringement of the rules laid down by the] into consideration that impression produced!
apostle for the guidance of those in the holy

] up0n au unimaginative people, when, after ]

state was sinful.
] travelling for days in dry, dusty, waterless des-

j

He found his exhortations treated with un- ] erts, with nothing in sight but gray drifting
\

becoming levity, and thereupon, became, of] sands and skeletons of animals perished on]

course, more and more earnest upon the sub- [the road, they suddenly entered a grove of]

ject, till, at last, he laid rather too much stress j Date Palms, affording water, shade, fuel, food
;

upon this one offence, to the overlooking of j and repose. They must have been made of;

others. But he did not become unpopular up- ] stern material if all this had made no lasting
j

on this account—rather the reverse ; for the ] impression upon them. As they lay- under the
j

men naturally felt great respect for a pastor | trees and saw the evening breeze gracefully I

who pleaded their cause so eloquently, and im- ] playing with the feathery leaves which formed j

pressed upon their wives that submission to I bold arches over them, gilt by the last rays of

;

their will was their first and most solemn duty, { the setting sun, and soon to be silvered by the
]

while the women of his congregation were ] rising moon—a forcible appeal must have been
i

glad to have slight attention paid to the con- 1 made to the religious element of their compo-

fession of other sins of which they were ]
sition, and these Palm groves must have ap-

ashamed, and the full vials of clerical wrath ] peared to them places peculiarly suited for the

poured upon one which they had the consola- [ purposes of worship. And such indeed was

tion of feeling assured was shared by their en- ] the case. Palm groves, and those of the Date

tire sex. ] in particular, were deemed peculiarly sacred.

But that which vexed the good cure was the j As civilization advanced, and regular temples

bonhomie with which some of the husbands ] were built, the architect naturally took for his

among his parishoners submitted to the rule of
f
type, what must ever have been associated

their wives, and the blind infatuation which j with his religious feelings—the Palm grove.

—

caused others who were equally tame to fancy] Gardener's Chronicle.

that their will was law, and that the very wo- ] -

men who led them by their noses were their] Pictures under the Sea.—A Frenchman
devoted slaves.

] nas obtained clear submarine photographs at a

Provoked at these facts especially, he one ] depth of three hundred feet, by means of the

day addressed his congregation, after the ser- ] electric light thrown through water-tight lens

mon, thus : "My garden has been remarkably ] windows upon the objects to be photographed.

fruitful this year, especially in peas. Magnifi- ]

cent peas they are—the best I have yet seen
; ] Mankind have been learning for six thou-

and I here offer a prize of as many peas as he ] sand years, and few have learned yet that their

can carry away with him to any married man = fellow beings are as good as themselves.

Why do annual flowering plants resemble I

whales ? Because they only come up to blow, i

The oldest business in the world—the nurse-

ry business.

Botanists are said to distinguish (foj-wood

by its bark.

Mushrooms grow most rapidly in the rain.

Is that the reason they are umbrella shaped ?

A man weighing one hundred and lift)

pounds contains only two and a half pounds

of perfectly dry residuum. As the Scriptures

tell us that "all flesh is grass," this residuum

must be concentrated hay.

The Japanese, it is said, have the art of]

feeding turtles and other Crustacea on aurum\
potabile, or some other liquid preparation of]

gold, which gives them a most gorgeous and i

gilded appearance. Several of these gold tur-

1

ties and crabs are to be sent to the Paris Expo- ]

sition. We have our suspicions as to theve-]

racity of this newspaper squib. ]

Why can persons occupied in canning fruit
]

stow away more of it than any one else ? Be-
]

cause they can. ]

Millionaires.—New York boasts of her]

millionaires, among whom the wealthiest are

!

set down as follows :

Wm. B. Astor is sixty-five years old : worth ]

fifty millions ; a round faced, pleasant man-
]

nered gentleman ; owns two thousand dwell-]

ings, and is a lenient landlord.

A. T. Stewart is sixty, thin, nervous, digni-
]

fled ; worth thirty millions, and liberal in ]

cases of benevolence which appeal to his sym- j

pathies.
{

Commodore Vanderbilt is white haired, red]

cheeked, seventy, worth forty millions, drives
]

a fast horse, keeps a fast boat, controls two ]

fast railroad companies with fast men, and]
gives away his money very lavishly.

August Belmont, twenty million, coarse, ]

stout, and very German.

George Opdyke, five millions, fifty, but looks ]

younger; an agreeable gentleman. James]
Gordon Bennett, five millions, seventy-three

]

years old, dignified in manners, broad Scotch ]

accent, benevolent to the poor.

Durability of Timber.—In situations so
]

free from moisture that we may practically I

call them dry, the durability of timber is al-
j

most unlimited. The roof of Westminister

Hall is more than 450 years old. In Stirling

Castle are carvings in oak, well preserved, over

300 years of age. Scotch fir has been found

in good condition after a known use of 300

years, and the trusses of the roof of the
j

basilica of St. Paul, Rome, were sound and
j

good after 1000 years of service.

—

The Builder.
\

A Significant Fact.—Domestic animals
i

that live out in the open air Winter and Sum-

i

rner are freer from colds than those that live in

warm stables, and men who are much ex-i

posed, and constantly breathe air at low tem-

perature, are less liable to colds and influenza

than those who live constantly in warm rooms.

As we stand by the sea-shore and watch the

huge tides come in, we retreat, thinking we
will be overwhelmed

;
soon, however, they

|

flow back. So with the waves of trouble in

! the world
;

they threaten us, but a firm resis-

! tance makes them break at our feet.

A notorious toper used to mourn about not

i
having a regular pair of eyes—one being black

;aud the other light hazel. "It is lucky for

;

you," replied his friend, " for if your eyes had

I
been matches, your nose would have set them

; on fire long ago,"

! Not less than a thousand people in New
] York live by fortune telling and other such

; methods of saining a livelihood.

The Stach-^artl.

HOW TO SAVE A RENNET.

Let the calf live as long as you can, at least,

until the cow's milk gets fit to save, for, if

killed too soon, the rennet has no strength.

Let the calf go without food not less than

twelve hours, nor more than eighteen hours,

before killing. During this time keep it in a
clean place, where it cannot get hay, straw or

other solid substances to cat and foul the Btom-

ach. When killed, take out the stomach, empty
it of whatever it may contain—curd or any-
thing else—turn it wrong side out, and care-

fully pick, scrape or wipe off with a cloth, all

dirt or hairs, but neeer rinse it. When cool,

rub it thoroughly with salt, spread it on an
earthern dish, and set it in a cool dry place to

cure, frequently turning it over. Or, it may
be stretched on a twig, bent in the form of a
bow, or on a crotched stick, and hung in a
cool, dry place to cure. The sooner the sto-

mach dries, the better; but, remember that

heat spoils it, while cold improves it. If the

calf's stomach has a whitish appearance, it is

pretty sure to be healthy. If it looks high col-

ored, red or inflamed, or has a spotted appear-

ance, it should be thrown away, as worse than

useless—for it will spoil all the rennets that

may be soaked with it, and cause the manu-
facture of a lot of poor cheese. The stomach
of a weak, sickly calf should never be saved,

for it is almost sure to be unhealthy. It is of

the greatest importance that these directions

should be closely observed, for in no other

way can prime rennets be obtained, and with-

out prime rennets, it is impossible to make fine

flavored, or strictly fine cheese.— Utica Herald.

\
Hollow Horn—Hollow Tail.—Is hollow

I tail a disease, or a result of poverty ? Is

|
splitting and salting, or cutting off proper, or

lis it barbarous? This disease sometimes is

] called the horn ail. Solon Robinson, in Facts

! for Farmers, says:—"A cathartic of epsom
I salts, sulphur or linseed oil combined with

j
ginger, is better than to mutilate the creature.

I Some of the most cruel acts ever perpetrated

| by man have been the cutting and searing of

]
sick animals, and dosing them with horrid and

]
hellish medicines. And yet the Old School

] doctors used to treat their human patients in

] the same way. It is likely that a thousand

1 animals have been killed by doctoring where

]
one has been cured, and then i! probably lived

I in spite of the medicine. Please iry hay,

]
corn, oats, and curry combs—and don't forget

] clean warm stables and beds of straw."

1 Salt for Gapes.—Every one has had their

]
say about the gapes ; now let me tell you
how we manage this matter. Formerly we
fed the young broods with corn meal dough,

losing more or less with the gapes every sea-

son. Latterly we have salted the dough, and

nowr raise some two hundred chickens per sea-

son, without losing one from gapes or any

other disease. The chickens are bright, vigor-

! ous and healthy, and always commence laying

j

early in the fall. Now we have some forty

i
hens, which give us an abundance of eggs.

! Farmers should not hesitate to adopt this plan.

I

—Buckeye, in Country Gentleman.

Hog Cholera in Illinois.—We learn from

i
the Illinois Register that the hog cholera pre-

|
vails to a considerable extent in various parts

|
of that State. A letter from St. Clair county

isays that "although the cholera is not as fatal

! as it was two years ago, yet it causes serious

I loss. There is hardly a farmer in this district

! but what loses from one to five a day from

;
this cause. The cholera also prevails among

|
the chickens and turkeys." From Fulton

! county a similar report ; and in other locali-

ties, especially where there are "stlU-fed"

I hogs, it is quite prevalent.

"I'm afraid you'll come to want," said an !

old lady to a young gentlemau. "I have:

come to want already," was the reply: "Ij

want your daughter."

<HT Hon. Oakes Ames, with some associates,
j

intend putting up a fertilizer manufactory at
j

Falmouth, Mass.. with a capital of one million
\

dollars. '

Gaeget in Cows.—Give a large tablespoon-

ful of saltpetre as soon as you perceive any

signs of garget. If that does not stop it with-

in forty-eight hours, then give them another

dose. Some have practiced this way of curing

garget for more than twenty years, and it has

never failed to cure. It should be pulverized

and o-iven in a mess of bran or meal mash.

A Bank Incident.—Some time since, by the robbery of a trunk from a bank in New York, parties sustained a heavy loss of government bonds. The

officers of the bank took the trround that they not onlv used proper caution in caring for the trunk, but that a theft in the day time from the vault was an utter

impossibility. To test the truth of this assertion an expert detective was informed of the statement and requested to test its accuracy. He entered the bank

in open day, obtained a trunk from the vault and carried it into the street, and then sent for the Cashier, in order that he might have positive testimony that bank

vaults were not so well guarded as they might be.

^T"i— — —

—
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Written for the Farm and Fireside, =

BY HON. JAMES W. WALL, NEW JERSEY.

In my last communication I gave the paral-

1

lei between animal and vegetable life, to show 1

how many points of resemblance there were
; |

and yet their antagonisms are no less singular. ]

For instance : the vegetable produces neutral
{

azotized substances, the animal consumes them. 1

The vegetable decomposes carbonic acid, wa-

1

ter and the ammoniacal salts, the animal pro-

1

duces all these. The vegetable disengages oxy-

1

gen, while the animal absorbs it. The vege-l

table absorbs heat and electricity, while the
j

animal produces them. In the closing part of =

my last communication, I spoke of the germi-

f

nation of the seed of the vegetable. Let us I

now briefly consider the beautifvrl develop-

1

ments connected with the simple growth of an j

individual plant. You place an apparently
j

dead grain in the soil ; it is Spring. If the i

soil is sufficiently warm and porous, so as to f

give access to the oxygen of the air, 'it will I

soon begin to swell, and the first effort of vital

!

force begins. The seed coats burst ; the up-

!

per extremity, known by botanists as the plu-

1

mule, extends itself upwards. This plumule 1

is the young plant in miniature, and if you ex-

1

amine it with a microscope, you can discern
]

the leaves and buds, though on a very small j

scale. At the same time the embryo increases
j

downwards, and sends forth what is called the
[

radicle or root in miniature, into the earth. [

As the plumule rises above the earth, then the I

miniature leaves appear, called cotyledons, I

which acquire a green color as soon as they 1

reach the air. These miniature leaves act as f

lungs, and by them carbonic acid is conveyed I

downward to the root, and carried by the circu-

1

latory process in full progress in the young j

plant. And soon you may notice the impulses I

of a new life ; and as the radicle sends out its 1

feeders, or spongioles, below, which gather in |

the sustenance the rains wash down through I

the soil, the plant thrives and performs the i

functions for which it was called into being. j

Another curious fact developed by vegetable I

Physiology is, that two plants of a different |

species, although they must be closely allied, 1

can produce one plant resembling both parents, |

called a hybrid ; and so animals of a different j

species, but closely allied, may produce off-

1

spring resembling both its parents, and blend-

1

ing in it their peculiarities. Such an animal

!

hybrid is called a mule. The hybrid race of]

vegetables is frequently produced artificially by I

flower-gardeners. This crossing is accom- [

pllshed by the introduction of the pollen off

one species into the ovarium of a different spe-

1

cies, although it must be nearly allied to it. 1

This plant may flower, and again produce a |

fertile seed ; but in the third generation, or at
f

most at the fourth or fifth, it will invariably I

become ban-en, and its seeds will not grow to |

perfect plants. The same is true in regard to I

animals where the same crossing is attempted. I

It ma}7 be confidently asserted that every- f

thing in the material wrorld is not only subor-

1

dinate, but specially created to minister to the 1

service of man. Vegetables perform two very j

important functions. As we have seen, a I

quantity of carbonic acid gas is constantly is-

1

suing from man and all animals, into the at-

1

mosphere. Now this gas is very poisonous,
j

and if not removed from the air, all the higher 1

animals would very speedily perish. Vegeta-

1

bles have the power of taking this carbonic
[

acid gas from the atmosphere, and of convert-

1

ing the carbon of it, into part of their own!
structure. Then, while animals and plants

!

are composed of the same elements, we shall
j

afterwards find a great difference to exist be-

j

tween them as to the sources of their elements,
j

or their food. Vegetables can take the elements
j

of which they stand in need, where these ele-

1

ments are subject to chemical laws, that is,
j

from the inorganic world. Thus, guano and
j

farm yard manure contain nitrogen, phospho-
j

rus, soda, lime, &c. ; and properly prepared
j

soil therefore contains all the elements whose
j

combinations form the different structures of]

plants. Now where these substances are
j

brought to the roots of plants, which are analo- ;

gous to the mouths of animals, these roots can
j

take them in, then combine them, so as to form
\

stem, leaves and flowers.

But it is quite different with animals. They
j

cannot convert inorganic matter into their own
j

structures. If the chemical elements of which
]

an animal is composed, are put into its

j

mouth in an inorganic state, they may be I

swallowed, but they are never turned into its j

texture, but either poison it, or are excreted.
]

The food of animals must consist of the ele-
j

ments of which they are composed, "viz. : in a
j

state of subjection to the laws of life, and not I

of chemistry ; or in other words, of flesh or j

vegetables before putrefaction. The impor-l

tant function which vegetables serve in con-

1

verting the inorganic matter placed on the

!

earth's surface into a state of food for animals \

is thus made apparent.

The science of vegetable Physiology may, in

j

truth, be said to reveal to him who studies it
j

in a proper spirit, the sublime and exalted mis-
j

sion of the whole vegetable economy, which j

economy singularly enough, though of the

;

earth earthy, symbolizes in the immutable laws I

of vegetable life, the spiritual ordinance of that I

which is yet to be in the great Hereafter. It, j

in truth, makes manifest

" How Creation's soul is thrivance from decay,

And Nature feeds on ruin ; the big earth

Summers in rot, and harvests through the frost !

To fructify the world ; the mortal now
Is pregnant with the Spring flowers of To Come,

And death Is seed time of Eternity."

It reveals how the immutable laws of vegetable
]

nature decree that death shall proceed out of]

life, and life out of death—that the living ani-

!

mal shall draw its vitality from the dead plant,

]

and the living plant from the dead animal—

;

that decomposition must be but the commence- j

ment of recomposition, and putrefaction only
]

the symbol of renewed production. The brave

]

apostle to the Gentiles, preaches this beautiful
]

truth in that sublime passage, which has so
j

often comforted the stricken mourner, as weep-

]

ing over the grave of his beloved, he hears
j

with wildly beating heart, that fearful miserere

j

of the last service of the church, "Earth to]

earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust." "But]

sorns will say, how are the dead raised up, and

i

with what body do they come? Thou fool!!

that which thou sowest is not quickened, except
j

it die."
j

April, 1867.

LIQUID MANURE-ITS VALUE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside, I

BY J. L. HERVEY, TUFTONBORO, N. H.
j

It seems to be entirely overlooked by many
]

farmers that in letting their liquid manure run
]

off, they lose the most valuable part. In this
]

connection I shall take the liberty of illustrat-
]

ing the value of liquid manure, by extracts
]

from well known authors.

When it is considered that with every pound
]

of ammonia that escapes, a loss of sixty j

pounds of corn is sustained—and that with]

every pound of urine, a. pound of wheat might]

be produced, the indifference with which these]

liquid excrements are regarded is quite in-
]

comprehensible. Iu most places only the I

solid excrement, impregnated with liquid, is
]

used ; and in many instances the dung heaps
]

containing these are protected neither from
]

rains nor evaporation. The solid excrements
]

contain the unsolvable ; the liquids contain all
j

the solvable phospate3 ; and the latter contains

likewise all the potash which existed as organic

salts in the plants consumed by the animals.

—

Liebig's Organic Chemistry.

Liquid manure consists in a great degree of

urine of various animals, which, during its de-

composition, exhales a larger quantity of am-

monia than any other species of excrement.

Now, all kinds of corn contain hydrogen,

and consequently, any manure which yields a

ready supply of ammonia must cause a fuller

development of those parts of the plants which

are of the greatest use to man. Even the

kind of animal manure usually employed in

this county, owes its efficacy, so far as it is de-

pendent on the ammonia present, to the urine,

rather than to the solid excrement of which it

] is made up ; and hence becomes materially

] deteroirated in this respect, when the more

]
liquid portions are allowed to drain off from

! it.

—

Danby's Lectures on Agriculture.

The quantity of liquid manure produced by I

one cow annually, is equal to fertilizing one f

and a half acres of ground, producing effects

}

as durable as do solid manure ; a cord of |

loam, saturated with urine is equal to a cord of I

the best solid dung. If the liquid and solid I

evacuations are kept separate ; and the liquid 1

manures soaked up by the use of loam, it has [

been found that they will manure land in pro-

!

portion by bulk of seven liquid to six solid, j

while the actual value is as two to one. One 1

hundred pounds of cow's urine afford twenty-
j

five pounds of the most powerful salts which
}

have ever been used by farmers. The simple I

statement then, in figures, of the difference in
j

value of the solid and liquid evacuations of a j

cow, should impress upon all the importance

!

of saving the last in preference to the first.— I

Dana's Muck Manual.
\

Urine is always a most valuable manure. I

No farmer should permit it to run to waste, !

but should so prepare his cattle yard by loam
j

or swamp muck, and by plaster, as to save j

these invaluable products of his stable. As I

the urine is commonly mixed with the solid [

excrement in the barn cellar or cattle yard, it ]

increases the value of this manure, it promotes
]

its decay, and adds its own salts ; but if the
j

whole is exposed to the influence of atmos- ]

pheric agents, it facilitates the actions, and
j

aids in depreciating its value, hence it is
j

generally, wholly lost. The farmers ought to

]

know this, and to be apprized of the fact, that
j

at least one half of their manure is wasted.— j

Gray's Elements of Agriculture. I

EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES. j

To the Editors of the Farm and Fireside :
j

Having been requested by several of my
j

friends and neighbors to publish in your ex-

j

eellent journal a list of the special manures I

which I use in the cultivation of potatoes, I
]

cheerfully comply with their wishes. j

I use as a top-dressing for potatoes, a mix-
j

ture of fifty-six pounds of sulphate of soda, j

fifty-six pounds of sulphate of magnesia and
]

fifty-six pounds of salt per acre, sown broad-

!

cast as soon as the sets are planted. My po- j

tatoes so grown have been abundant in
]

quantity and excellent in quality, and have \

almost entirely escaped the potato disease.
j

I have also found muriate of potash an ex-
]

eellent manure for potatoes, sown in the drill j

at the rate of two hundred pounds per acre. !

I speak of these as a top dressing ; the best
]

manure to plough in before planting, is well
j

rotted stable dung. The following manure

j

will be found to produce good crops of po-
j

tatoes : Salt, two hundred pounds, muriate =

of potash, muriate of ammonia and phosphate I

of lime, one hundred pounds each
;

spread

!

evenly over the surface, and ploughed in.—
]

This manure has the property of producing

]

a stout good haulm, and the plants retain their
j

foliage longer than when stable manure is em-
j

ployed. With this mixture alone, potatoes

!

have been grown at the rate of three hundred I

bushels per acre. experimenter. [

. Valley Falls, B. I., April 2, 1867.

The Grain Trade of England.—A long
]

while ago Great Britain raised enough grain i

for her own consumption and had also an ex- j

cess to export. Afterwards, however, the j

necessity for importing grain became appar-
]

ent, and in the five years ending with 1835,
j

the imports of grain exceeded the exports by

!

an annual average of 871,110 quarters of 28]

pounds each. The excess of importation has j

gradually increased every year until in 1866 it
]

was 10,2-11,122 quarters. Great Britain now]
is dependent upon foreign nations for a large I

portion of her supply of grain.
]

Three pairs of cattle, fattened by Roswell
j

Hubbard of Hatfield, were sold in the Cam-

!

bridge market, Wednesday, for nearly $1800.
j

The largest ox lacked but 90 pounds of 3000,
j

and the pairs weighed, each, 5705, 2100 and]

4790 pounds. They were the finest cattle in ]

the Cambridge yards, and have not been sur- i

passed by any received this season.

Hon. Andrew D. White of Syracuse, has]

|

been chosen President of the New York Agri-
j

cultural College, known as Cornell University, j

The jjtese,

EPIZOOTIC AMONG HORSES IN NEW JERSEY.

GASTRITIS MUCOSA.

Editors of the Farm and Fireside:

A few years ago the farmers of Massachu-
setts were terribly frightened by the "cattle

disease," and now the farmers of New Jersey
are greatly alarmed by a "cattle epidemic"—
although the latter seems to attack horses only.

Why is it that this disease is not properly

classed and its right name given ? Simply from
three causes : first, farmers are not sufficiently

posted in regard to diseases of their stock ; sec-

ond, the cattle doctors are not always ac-

quainted with the disease, and some of them
would rather mystify than enlighten us

;
third,

the publishers of cheap veterinary books issue

them without regard to their reliability or

character, thus injuring the scientific veterina-

rian, and sacrificing the stock of our farm
friends.

So much then, by way of preface, before
coming to this new epidemic in New Jersey.

—

"Epidemic"

—

epi, upon, and demo, the peo-
ple : a disease upon the people ! Such is not

the case,, for the people of that State are not

so afflicted. But an epizootic disease has at-

tacked their horses, etc. From the symptoms,
as detailed in the New York daily journals of
the 25th ult., by Mr. G. W. Stille, it must be
the disease mentioned and named by Dr. Rob-
ert McCltjre, in his "Diseases in the Ameri-
can Stable, Field and Barn-Yard." Said dis-

ease is spoken of on pages 88, 89, 90 & 91,

and is there called "Gastritis Mucosa." We
make a few extracts in relation to it

:

Gastritis Mucosa is a disease very common
in the Spring of the year, assuming always an
epizootic form, and is closely allied to the epi-

zootic catarrh, sometimes called typhoid influ-

enza. The one disease attacks the lining mem-
brane of the windpipe, the other, the mucous
membrane of the stomach and bowels, or in

other words, the digestive organs, more than

the respiratory. Gastritis Mucosa is a fatal

disease, if treated by low diet, bleeding, blis-

tering and physicking, because it always as-

sumes a low standard of vitality, or. great

weakness. Hence the horse so affected, and so.

treated, has no chance for his life whatever.

Symptoms.—The horse has no cough and
the breathing is not disturbed. The breath

and mouth are not hot nor dry ; but often the

mouth is so slimy as to look as if the horse

was salivated. The legs soon swell, or become
rounded, or filled, as they are often called.

The swellings are not inflammatory nor painful

;

they contain lymph or plastic matter from the

blood, which disappear as they came, when
the strength of the horse gets up again, and
the disease subsides. The appetite is entirely

suspended from the commencement of the dis-

ease.

Treatment.—The first day of the disease give,

every four hours, twenty drops of the tincture

of aconite root in a little cold water ; next day
give the tincture of nux vomica in fifteen drops,

eveiy four hours till the horse is well, which
will be about the sixth or seventh day, and
sometimes sooner. If, however, he does not

improve, and his appetite become restored,

give powdered carbonate of ammonia and gen-

tian root, three drachms of each to a dose,

morning, noon and night, in addition to the

tincture of nux vomica. These medicines are

mixed with cold water, and administered by
drenching. Let the horse have as much cold

water to drink as he wants. Green, or soft

feed, should be given from the first day, if the

horse will eat it. Pure air and good ventila-

tion should be insured to all sick horses.

Dupytem.

Number of Milch Cows.—The number of

milch cows in the whole United States, from

1790 to 1860, has remained a constant number,

being 27 cows to 100 inhabitants. The pro-

portion of cows in the older States, according

to the population, is constantly decreasing,

while the western and new States keep up an

excess of the proportional number. Massachu-

setts has 12 cows to the 100 inhabitants. Ore-

gon has 101, or more than one cow to each

person. These facts go to show that the daily

business is not likely to be overdone.

The cheapest transportation is that upon the ocean. Upon the ocean a barrel of flour can be carried more than half way around the globe for what it

costs to transport it by railway from Chicago to Philadelphia. A cargo of wheat lately arrived at Philadelphia from San Francisco. It came around Cape
Horn, and the freight was about the same as it would have been if the load had been carried by the cars from Chicago. Each mile of railway, with its pro-

portion of rolling stock, is equal in cost to a ship. On the road the wear and tear is rapid
; on the ship, slow ; and the cost to man the road is greater than

the cost to man the ship.
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Aobioui.ti'RK fe.eds us ; to a great extent it clothes us ; with- =

out it we ci ml' I not have manufaetures. and should not have com- !

merce. These all stand together like pillars in a cluster— the
{

largest In the center, and that largest is Agriculture

—

DaN'IKL
|

Webstkb. §

OUR CURRENCY.
j

No class of our citizens arc exempt from the |

evils of an inflated and an inconvertible cur-

j

rency ; and the depression of business now ex-
]

pcrienced in all sections of the Republic, is I

caused, partially, by the inflation of paper mo-l

ney. We shall not speak of the origin, nor of I

the necessity of the Government to issue the
j

present kind of currency. Its issue was inde-

1

fensible, except as a public necessity. The ex-
\

tent of that necessity was the inordinate de-

1

mands of war ; and now that strife and blood- j

shed have terminated, we sec no reasonable

!

justification for continuing or perpetuating a]

currency that destroys the laws of value, that j

deranges business, that cripples and paralyzes I

every branch of industry. \

The Thirty-Ninth Congress evaded this great
j

financial question—the most important that 1

came before it. It spent and misspent much
{

valuable time on political questions and parti-
j

san propositions, but ignored a subject vital to [

national prosperity and progress. Inflation had
j

more friends in that body than contraction, or

!

the gradual return to specie payment. We re-

1

gret this, because all classes, all parties, aud all
\

industrial pursuits are interested in matters of I

currency; and, in our opinion, it was the im-j

perative duty of Congress to assist in diminish-
j

ing the immense volume of paper money.

We would not ask a sudden contraction, for
j

that would probably injure some classes, and
j

might also prove disastrous to certain kinds of]

industry. But we are quite positive that a!

continuance of our present currency would be

a perpetual injury, a permanent disturbance of

the great law of value, an equivalent to general

ruin and bankruptcy by and by. To carry

!

along, indefinitely, our burden of paper money
; j

or to keep it afloat ten years, would guarantee
j

a decade of stagnation, would perpetuate the

;

present unreasonable prices, and make specu-
]

lu.tors and gamblers grow fat. We cannot car-

ry so terrible a load of inconvertible paper

money without prolonging our own misery

;

nor can we continue this exhaustive drain upon
our manifold industry without great peril to

the Nation itself.

Our agricultural population works harder to

earn a dollar than the mechanical, the commer-
cial, or the professional classes. The hard,

calloused hand, the brown, weather-beaten

face, the bent and crooked back, all testify to

this truth. While other classes make hundreds

and thousands of dollars by skill, cunning or

speculation, the farmer earnshis solitary dollar

by the sweat Of his brow and the strength of

his sinews. Besides, the products of his toil,

and the farm on which he spends his strength

and manhood, are the last to be benefited by
inflation. The product of his industry is com-
paratively small, and the rise on his real estate

never approximates to that on the goods and
wares of the merchant or manufacturer. For
this reason farmers are the least interested in

an inflated currency. A fixed, permanent rep-

resentative of value, in the shape of money,
either gold or silver, or a currency exchange-
able for them at equal rates, is what our agri-

cultural friends need, and should demand. I

Abandonment of the Cental System.—

!

The Boards of Trade of St. Louis, Buffalo, To-
j

ledo and Cleveland, have voted to drop thej

cental system of measuring grain, aud return I

to the old method. It is hinted that the true
j

secret of the desire to get back to the bushel is
j

the fact that the cental is too much in the in-
j

terest of honest dealers and consumers. Wej
do not believe that, after so short a trial, the j

merits and demerits of the system have been
j

justly decided upon. It is true that the new
j

system is hard to understand, but time would
;

remedy that, and dealers in grain are not sup-

j

posed to be more obtuse than other people.

AN ACTIVE MONTH.
j

Ai'itir. is a busy month—the season of sow- \

ing and planting the hardier seeds and vegeta-
f

bles in the Middle States; and also in the New
\

England States, on naturally dry or thoroughly
;

drained soils. Of course, we expect some
[

rough, windy weather and cool nights, with
j

perhaps an occasional slight frost. But the
j

season is nowr advanced sufficiently for garden
j

and farm work ; and we would impress on our I

friends the importance of early sowing and
j

planting—provided the season is not unusually j

backward, or the land too wet.

Sowing oats, Spring wheat and other seeds,
j

should be attended to at once ; then the work i

in the garden, nursery and orchard will follow. I

The farmer and gardener should keep in mind 1

the first principles of cultivation—a thoroughly j

drained soil
;
perfect pulverization in plough-

1

ing and harrowing ; an equal intermixture off

manures or fertilizers with the surface soil.
{

These are essential to success. All soils, in- \

tended for field or garden crops, should be j

ploughed twice (the last time cross-wise), and
[

then harrowed. This will put land in good
|

condition. Next manure liberally ; don't be [

miserly with your land, or it will retaliate in I

short crops. Land in fine tilth, and generously i

manured, cannot fail to return remunerative
j

crops, provided the after culture is thorough I

and correct.
j

Attend to the garden. People generally,
j

and farmers especially, neglect their esculent \

garden ; but it is of great value to a family,
\

and is half of its support at certain seasons of i

the year. Asparagus beds require early care
; j

manure should be dug or forked in, and all the j

decayed vegetation raked off. A shower of!

old brine, or salt water, will help it, for it is i

a species ofmarine plant, and likes an ocean-:

like stimulant. Rhubarb beds, also want at-
j

tention ; such as spading up the earth and j

|

raking off rubbish. Put out onion sets im-
]

j

mediately, also sow seed. They will stand i

j
cool weather, and if the soil is dry, the earlier

]

I set out, or planted, the better. Lettuce may
j
be transplanted from the hot-bed to the open

]
garden at once. It will grow, even if the

{ season is backward ; and a dish of lettuce

[ relishes well, besides being conducive to

I health.

| Not much progress can be made in ornamen-

[ tal gardening, thus early
;
although ornamen-

i tal trees may be trimmed, shrubbery cropped,

] and walks and borders repaired. Flower beds

{ can be prepared, ready for warmer days.

1 Of field crops, not much can be advised be-

I fore the middle or last of the month. -It is im-

| possible to tell when is the proper time, to a

]
day or week, to plant field crops. Latitude

f does not always settle this matter
;
.yet there is

| a difference of two or three weeks, in vegeta-

|
tion, between the New England and the Mid-

I die States. However, sow your seeds and

|
plant your fields as early as the season and the

| soil will admit After an experience offive-and-

]
twenty years, we pronounce in favor of early

i planting.

I The Cattle Plague.—An eminent lecturer

I relates the history of the disease from the fourth

|
century to the nineteenth, showing that it

|
arises in the steppes of Russia; that thence it

I spreads westward, through Poland, Moldavia,

\
Holland, and by importation into England; that

I it is the most fatal disease that has ever yet

[ seized living beings ; that where it arises, ninety

|
per cent, of the cattle affected with it die

; that

{ in some cases the collections of cattle all die,

|
and that there is no cure for it ; but that its

|
prevention and arrest can be accomplished by

|
the use of carbonic acid, a white crystalline

{ solid recently discovered.

| The American Journal of Horticulture
for April has been received. It contains more
than sixty original articles, a few of which are

illustrated, and all of them concise, seasonable

and practical. Its typographical appearance

is faultless, while the paper upon which it is

printed is of the best quality. It is published

by J. E. Tilton & Co., Boston, at three dol-

lars per annum.

Mr. John Dimon, of Pomfret, Connecticut,

informs us that on the 10th of February last, a

South Down Ewe belonging to him, dropped a

lamb that weighed eleven pounds.

THE CROP PROSPECTS IN THE SOUTH AND
[

WEST.

A correspondent of the Selma Times speaks j

encouragingly of the prospects for a crop in
j

Central Alabama. The planters have their lands j

all bedded up and in condition, or very nearly
j

so, to receive the cotton seed when the time j

comes. The rains had caused a temporary :

suspension in corn planting. It is feared at
j

Iluntsville that the recent frosts have injured
j

the fruit crop of Northern Alabama very seri-

1

ouslv, as peaches, plums, &c, were in full
j

bloom.

In North Carolina all the early peaches,
j

apricots, &c, are believed to be killed by the
{

cold. More than the average breadth of wheat j

has been sown, and its appearance is quite
j

promising.
j

The people in the Western and Northern I

portion of Texas are making extensive pre-

1

paratious for farming, and are confidently ex-

1

pectingan abundant harvest.

Maryland farmers are hopeful, as the)

: weather wise in that State have noticed that
j

i when a heavy fall of snow occurred about the
j

I
time of the full moon in February, large crops j

j
and an abundance of everything were sure to f

j
follow. |

! The Orange crop in Florida promises far to j

! surpass the yields of former years. The largest I

! groves near St. Augustine will bear nearly
[

! one hundred and fifty thousand oranges each,
j

! The editor of the Dayton (Ohio) Journal
j

I says that a fruit-grower who returned home on
j

I Friday frcin a journey through portions ofj

[Miami, Clarke and Greene counties, states that

I wherever he had an opportunity he examined

| ths fruit buds, and found them sound in the

{
proportion of at least eight out of ten.

j The Cincinnati Gazette says all anxiety

j about the wheat crop may now be dismissed,

j as that crop is in good condition and doing

I well. A Louisville paper says not only in

|
Kentucky, but in Tennessee also, the' wheat

I crop is more extensive than is usually seen,

I and promises an abundant yield. The Illinois

j Stale Journal learns that the wheat in Sanga-

| mon and adjoining counties looks finely, better

[ than during the corresponding season for

[ several years past. The winter and spring

[ thus far have been favorable for wheat, and

I farmers are expecting a large crop.

= The Carbondale (111.) New Era reports the

1 prospect of a good peach crop in the Southern

[ portion of the State as encouraging.

{ The Leavenworth Times says that the great

[ snow storms will retard the crops in Kansas.

|
Europe, we must acknowledge, is far ahead

I of this country in its endeavors to produce and

I
maintain a system of rational and intelligent

|
agriculture. Germany is taking the lead, and

[ has established what are called agricultural

I Stations, comprising an experimental garden

I
and a complete analytical laboratory. The

{
chemist, provided with assistants, institutes, on

| the spot, such experiments, and tests such theo-

[ retical problems, in reference to agriculture,

] as would seem most prolific with benefits to

\ the farming community. To instruct the far-

j mer as to the difference between robbing and

I
tilling the land, to teach him to understand and

| take a lively interest in the practical experi-

| ments above alluded to, travelling teachers have

} been appointed, connected with these agricul-

| tural Stations, whose office it is to impart use-

f
ful knowledge to the masses by lectures aud

f conversations. Thus every one may gradu-

| ally be prepared to receive and profit by the

I rich stores of science open to every intelligent

1 farmer.

! Our country is so extensive aud our farms

{are so large, which facts, together with the

I
comparative sparseness of the population, ren-

I der such institutions unnecessary for the pres-

{ ent. When one field is exhausted our farmers

]
rely upon another, aud the crops find as yet, so

| much natural sustenance in the soil, as agene-

]
ral thing, that artificial aids are not extensively

j
resorted to. The time will come though, when

I farming will be carried on only on intelligent

} and scientific principles j double the crops will

| be raised on a given area, and infinitely better

[ in quality. Then surely the "days of specie"

1 will be restored "and the sky rain porridge."

THE PEACH TREE BORER.

An exchange warmly advocates the budding

of the peach on the plum stock, as a safe

guard against the borer. We do not believe

in this ; neither in the supposition that this

process adds to the hardness of the fruit bude.

The borer has been known to attack the plum

stock, and may attack the peach above the

place of union. Dwarf peach trees may be

produced by budding on the diminutive mira-

belle ; but the practice of working the peach

on the plum is not favorably regarded by emi-

nent fruit culturists.

Mr. Thomas, in his "American Fruit Cul-

turist," says that the Peach-worm or grub,

(JEgeria exitiosa), cuts into the bark, ( and

never far into the wood), just below the sur-

face of the ground. The nectarine and apricot

are also subject to its attacks. Its presence is

indicated by the exudation of gum at the root,

mixed with excrementitious matter resembling

|
sawdust. It is very easily destroyed by scrap-

i ing away the earth at the foot of the trunk,

|
and following the worm to the end of its hole

I
with a knife, beneath the thin shell of bark,

i
under cover of which it extends its depreda-

i tions.

I
The perfect insect of the peach worm is a

1 four-winged moth, resembling a wasp iu form,

| but totally distinct, and in its character and

I habits closely allied to the butterfly and miller,

j It deposits from early in Summer till Autumn,

| at the foot of the tree, its exceedingly minute,

I whitish eggs, which soon hatch, and the

I larvae or worms enter the bark. The next sea-

I son they encase themselves in a sawdust-like

I cocoon, in their holes under the bark ; and

\ emerging as perfect insects, lay their eggs and

| perish. Mr. Thomas says that the perfect in-

} sect is very rarely seen, but niay be secured

| by watching the pupa develope under a glass

| or gauze case.

I To exclude the insect we recommend hcap-

| ing air-slacked lime, wood or coal ashes, or

| even earth, in the Spring, allowing it to re-

j main until Autumn. It is said that to encase

[the foot of the tree, during the Summer, in

I stout oiled or painted paper, effectually pre-

I vents the deposit of eggs in the bark. To
I drive nails into the tree or to bore holes in it

I and impregnate it with sulphur is absurd, hav-

I ing no natural or scientific probabilities tosup-

| port it. After the grub is once domiciled,

I there is no way so effectual as the slow pro-

I cess of direct extermination. Capture the

I rascals in their bark encasements and visit

I summary vengeance upon them. Early in

[ Spring and early in Summer put your trees

I under careful surveillance. In extensive peach

j orchards this may be tedious and laborious,

| but a daily tenacious discharge of the duty

I will accomplish much serviceable work.

11

'A

TnE Science of Entomology is beginning to

be appreciated ; and the men who used to be

considered natural born fools (though fortu-

nately harmless ones, by way of qualification),

because they spent their time searching in rot.

ten stumps and quagmires for bugs, are now
esteemed for their devotion to science, and
have more flattering epithets applied to iheur.-

There is a great deal of utility in the researches

of these men ; of late years their attentions

have been more particularly directed to such

insects as are supposed to be injurious to trees,

plants and crops, thus benefitting the agricul-

turist to a great extent by their investigations^

To learn to distinguish noxious insects, and

know how to exterminate them or limit their

depredations, is certainly a matter worth pay-

ing attention to. Sometimes insects which the

farmer supposes to be injurious, are just the re-

verse ; and upon close examination, it will be

found that they are an army of scavengers, de-

vouring by wholesale the real enemies of the

fruits and crops. Not a few farmers are prac-

tical entomologists ; what we mean by that is,

that though ignorant of scientific nomenclature,

they know which insects arc to be regarded

with favor and which with suspicion. They

have learned this by personal observation. We
call attention to an illustrated entomological

article on our fourth page, and would be

pleased to publish others of a similar character.

Fresh herring are abundant in the Norfolk

market at twenty-five cents per dozen.

Scientific.—To test oil as to its explosive qualities, fill a tumbler three-fourths full of moderately- cool water, then pour half a teaspoonful of oil into it, and
stir them together

;
then hold a lighted match over the tumbler, and if it takes fire from the vapor before the flame comes in contact with the oil, then it is dan-

gerous, as good oil will not thus ignite, and indeed will not bum readily when the flaming match has been thrown into it ; while that which has been adulterized
with benzine will emit a vapor which is nearly as explosive as gunpowder, and the oil will then burn freely. Kerosene ou^bt always to be tested in this wav
before using. ° J }



THE KING OAK.

The forest sward was his palace floor,

The sky was his vaulted roof;

And around his throne his giant court

Stood solemnly aloof.

Young in the past and lawless clays

When force was right divine,

And steel-clad fingers griped the blades

That made a monarch sign.

He had known all the still long summer heats,

The wood-dove sweet to hear,

The insect hum, the fern that reached

The antlers of the deer.

He had known grim winter's frozen blasts,

The rattling branches1 sound,

The cold beams of the far-off sun,

The woods in fetters bound.

He had loved the soft-returning Spring,

Under whose gentle spell

The grass sprung up, the leaf came forth,

White blossom and blue bell.

With a kingly joy in winter drear,

With the storm he wrestled high;

But he ever welcomed the herald ray

That shone when Spring drew nigh.

It touched the gloss of velvet moss

Upon the old oak's breast

:

It peeped into the squirrel's haunt,

And found the thrush's nest.

It woke the sprites of fern and flower

Whose sleep had lasted long;

Dispersed the cloud, let loose the brook,

And filled the woods with song.

Old oak 1 long centuries of time

Hast thou beheld depart;

Be they repeated, ere decay

Shall reach thy mighty heart.

Fireside Tale,

THE MINISTES OF MOifTCLAIE.

BY LOUISE CHA2TDLEB MOTJLTON.

It was no use ; the letters danced before his

eyes, the whole world seemed wavering and

uncertain, in those days. He laid his book

down, and began to think of the great trouble

which was shutting him in. When the black

specks first began to dance between him and

his paper, months ago, he had not thought

about the matter. It was annoying, , to be

sure, but he mast have taxed his eyes too

severely. He would work a little less by

lamplight—spare them awhile—and he should

be all right. So he had spared them more

and more, and yet the black specks kept up

their elfin dance ; and now for weeks the con-

yiction had been growing on him slowly that

he was going to be blind. He had not told

his wife yet—how could he bear to lay on her

shoulders the burden of his awful calamity ?

O, it was too hard I

And yet was it too hard? Dared he say so ?

he, God's minister—who had told other suf-

ferers so many times that their chastenings

were dealt out to them by a Father's hand,

and that they should count all that brought

them nearer to Him as joyous, not grievous ?

Yet speaking after the manner of this world,

his burden seemed greater than he could bear.

What could he do—a blind, helpless man?

He must give up his work in life—let another

take his ministry—sit helpless in the darkness.

Heaven only knew for how long. Could he

be resigned ?

Then, suddenly, a flash of hope kindled his

sky. There might be help for him. This

gathering darkness might be something which

science could remove. He would be sure of

that, at least, before he told Mary. And then

lie became feverishly impatient. He must

know at once, it seemed to him—he could not

wait. He called his wife, and told her, with a

manner which he tried hard to make calm,

that he was going out of town the next morn-

ing on a little business. She wondered that

he was so uncommunicative—it was not like

him—but she would not trouble him with any

questions. She should understand it all some

time, she knew—still she thought there was

something strange in his way of speaking.

The minister strove hard for the mastery of

his own spirit, as the cars whirled him along

next morning towards the tribunal at which

he was to receive his sentence. He tried to

think of something else, but found the effort

vain ; so he said, over and over, as simply as

a child, one form of words : .

"Father, whichever way it turns, O give me

[

I strength to bear it."
[

\ Holding fast to this prayer, as to an anchor,
|

I he got out of the cars and went into the streets.
j

I What a curious mist seemed to surround all
j

{things! The houses looked like a spectral 1

[
through it—the people he met seemed like

[

[ghosts. He had not realized his defective!

1 vision so much at home, where it had come
|

| on him gradually—and all objects were so
j

[ familiar. Still, with an effort, he could read
[

I the signs on the street corners, and find his

}

[way. I

I He reached, at last, the residence of the dis-
j

I tinguished oculist for whose verdict he had
[

I come. He found the parlor half filled with
[

I people, waiting like himself. He was asked
[

! for his name, and sent in a card on which was
[

| written, "Eev. William Spencer, Montclair."
[

j Then he wailed his turn. He dared not think [

1 how long the time was, or what suspense he
j

| was in. He just kept his simple child's prayer I

I in his heart, and steadied himself with it.
|

I The time came for him, at last, and he fol-

[

I lowed the boy who summoned him into a little
[

f room shaded with green, with green furniture,
[

I and on a table a vase of flowers. The still-

[

I ness, and the cool, scented air refreshed him.
[

[He saw dimly, as he saw everything that[

I morning, a tall, slight man, with kind face and
[

I quiet manners, who addressed him"by name,
j

[ invited him to sit down, and then inquired
]

| into his symptoms with such tact and sym-

1

[ pathy that he felt as if he were talking with a
[

! friend. At last the doctor asked him to take
[

1 a seat by the window and have his eyes ex-

!

lammed. His heart beat chokingly, and he[

I whispered, under his breath,— f

| "Thy will, O God, be done; only give me
j

1 strength." [

1 Dr. Gordon was silent for a moment or two
[

! —it seemed ages to Mr. Spencer. Then he
[

| said, with the tenderest, and saddest voice, as
j

j he felt to the uttermost all the pain he was in-
j

}
flicting,— !

I "I cannot give you any hope. The malady
|

| is incurable. You will not lose your sight en-

[

Itirely, just yet; but it must come."
{

I The minister tried to ask how long it would
j

[ be before he should be blind ; but his tongue
j

| seemed to cleave to the roof of his mouth,
j

f
and he could only gasp.

(

[ Dr.. Gordon understood ; and answered, [

]
kindly, that it might be a month, possibly two.

{

| He stood up, then, to go. He knew all
[

I hope was over. He paid his fee and went out |

I of the room—out of the house. It seemed to
[

| him thiugs had grown darker since he went in. [

| He hardly knew how he found his way to the
[

I cars. It was two hours past his dinner time,
[

| and he was faint for lack of food, but he did
[

I not know ii. He got to the station somehow,
[

I and waited till it was time for the train to start
[

I for Montclair. All the way home he kept
[

! whispering over to himself— "One month,!

I possibly two,"—as if it were a lesson on the]

[
getting by heart of which his life depended.

\

[ He heard the conductor call out "Montclair,"
\

[ at last, and got out of the cars mechanically.
[

[ His wife stood there waiting for him. She
\

| had been anxious about him all day.
[

|
"0 William !

" she cried, and then she saw
|

[ his face and stopped. There was a look on it
]

[ of one over whom some awful doom is pend- !

I ing—a white, fixed look, that chilled her. She
[

[took his arm, and they walked on silently,!

[ through the summer afternoon. When they

I reached home, and she had taken off her bon-

1 net, he spoke at last :

—

[ "Mary, come here and let me look at you.

] I want to learn your face by heart.

"

| She came and knelt by him, while he took

iher cheeks between his hands, and studied

| every lineament.

I
" Are you going away ? " she asked, after a

I
while, for his fixed, silent, mysterious gaze be-

[ gan to torture her.

[
"Yes, I am going—into the dark."

|
" To die ? " she gasped.

1 "Yes, to die to everything that makes up a

I man's life in this world," he answered, bitterly.

|
" Mary, I am going blind. Think what that

[ means. After a few weeks more, I shall never

[see you again or our children, or this dear,

I beautiful world where we have lived and

I loved each other. The whole creation only an

empty sound forever more ! O God ! how can
j

I bear it ? "
j

" Is there no hope ?" she asked, with a curi-
j

ous calmness, at which she herself was!
amazed. !

"None. It was my errand to town to-day
j

to find out. I have felt it coming on for!

months, but I hoped against hope, and now— j

I know. O Mary, to sit in the darkness until
j

my death-day, striving for a sight of your

!

dear faces ! It is too bitter ; and yet what am j

j
I saying ? Shall my Father not choose His

j

j
owrt way to bring me to the light of Heaven ?

j

I I must say, I will say, His will be done."

! Just then the children came running in—

j

! boyish, romping Will
;

shy, yet merry little

I May.

j
"Hush, dears," the mother said, softly,

j
"papa is tired. You had better run out again."

|
"No, Mary, let them stay," Mr. Spencer in-

1 terposed, and then he said, so low that his

| wife's ears just caught the whisper—"I can-

j not see them too much in this little while

—

\ this little while.

"

! 0 how the days went on after that ! Every

I day the world looked dimmer to the minister's

| darkened eyes. He spent almost all his time

[
trying to fix the things he loved in his memory.

[ It was pitiful to see him going round over

[
each well-known, well-loved scene—noting

I
anxiously just how those tree-boughs stood

[ out against the sky, or that hill climbed to-

[ wards the sunset. He studied every little

I
flower, every fern the children gathered ; for

[ all creation seemed to take for him a new

|
beauty and worth. Most of all he studied the

[ clear home faces. His wife grew used to the

I dim, wistful eyes following her so constantly
;

[ but the children wondered why papa liked so

I well to keep them in sight—why he did not

[ read or study any more.

[ There came a time at last— one Sunday

[ morning—when the brilliant summer sunshine

} dawned for him in vain.

|
" Is it a bright day, clear ? " he asked, hear-

[
ing his wife moving about the room.

[ "Very bright, William."

[ "Open 'the blinds, please, and let the sun

! shine in at those east windows."

I Mary Spencer's heart stood still within her,

f
but she commanded her voice, and answered,

[ steadily

—

:

|

'
' They are open, William. The whole room

[ is full of light."

f "Mary, I cannot see it—the time has come

| —I am alone in the darkness."

[ "Not alone, my love," she cried, in a pas-

[ sion of grief, and pity, and tenderness. Then

[ she went and sat down beside him on the bed,

f and drew his head to her bosom, and com-

[ forted him, just as she was wont to comfort

[ her children. After a time her tender caresses,

[her soothing tones, seemed to have healed a

[ little his bruised, tortured heart. He lifted

! up his head and kissed her—his first kiss from

[ out the darkness in which he must abide—and

[ then he sent her away. I think every soul,

[ standing face to face with an untried calamity,

[
longs to be for a space alone with its God.

[ Three hours after that the church-bells rang,

[
and, as usual, the minister and his wife walked

[ out of their dwelling—as usual, save that now
[he leaned upon her arm. In that hour of

! seclusion he had made up his mind what to

[ do. They walked up the familiar way ; and

I she left him at the foot of the pulpit stairs,

[ and went back to her own pew in -front. He
[ groped up the stairs ; and then rising in his

I place, he spoke to the wondering congrega-

[ tion

:

[
"Brethren, I stand before you as one on

[ whom the Father's hand has fallen heavily. I

I am blind. I shall never see you again in this

[ world—you, my children—for whose souls I

[ have striven so long, I have looked my last on

[
your kind, familiar faces on this earth—see to

[ it that I miss none of you when my eyes are

I unsealed again in heaven. Grant, O Father,

[ that of these whom Thou hast given me I may

I lose none."

[ There was not a tearless face among those

I which were lifted toward him, as he stood

[ there, with his sightless eyes raised to heaven,

[ his hands outstretched, as if to bring down on

I them the blessing for which he prayed. Some

[ of the women sobbed audibly, but the minister
; was calm. After a moment he said

:

"My brethren, as far as is possible, the ser-

i vices will proceed as usual."

Then, in a clear voice, in which there

|
seemed to his listeners' ears some unearthly

I
sweetness, he recited the one hundred and

! thirteenth psalm, commencing

—

" Out of the deep have I called unto Thee,

! O Lord
;
Lord, hear my voice."

Afterwards he gave out the first line of a

I hymn, which the congregation sang. Then he

! prayed, and some said who heard him that the

I eyes closed on earth were surely beholding the

j beautiful vision, for he spoke as a son beloved,

i whose very soul was full of the glory of the

| Father's presence.

I The sermon which followed was such an

[ one as they had never before heard from his

j
lips. There was in it a power, a fervor,

{ tenderness which no words of mine can de-

| scribe. It was the testimony of a living wit-

[
ness, who has found the Lord a very pleasant

[ help in the time of trouble.

[ When all was over, and he came down the

[
pulpit stairs, his wife stood again at the foot,

[ and he took her arm and went out silently.

\ He seemed to the waiting congregation as one

[ set apart and consecrated by the anointing of

[ a special sorrow, and they dared not break the

[ holy silence round him with common speech.

[ The next afternoon a committee from the

f church went to the parsonage. Mrs. Spencer

[ saw them coming, and told her husband.

[ "It must be," he said, " to ask my advice in

[ the Choice of my successor."

[ "I think they might have waited one day,"

[ she cried, with a woman's passionate impa-

\ tience at any seeming forgetfulness of the

[ claims given him by his years of faithful ser-

[ vice.

I The delegation had reached the door by that

[ time, and the minister did not answer her.

[ She waited on the men into the study, and left

[ them there
;
going about her usual task with

[ a heart full of bitterness. It was natural, per-

[ haps, that they should not want a blind minis-

[
ter, but to tell him so now, to make the very

[ first pang of his sorrow sharper by their thank-

i lessness, it was too much.

I An hour passed before they went away, and

[ then she heard her husband's voice calling her,

[ and went into the study, prepared to sympa-

[ thize with his sorrow. She found him sitting

§ where she had left him, with such a look of

I joy, and peace, and thankfulness upon his face

[ as she had never expected to see it wear again.

[ "Mary," he said, "there are some kind

I hearts in this world. My parish want me to

1 stay with them, and insist' on raising my
[ salary a hundred dollars a year."

I
" Want you to stay with them ? " she cried,

= hardly understanding his words.

[
" Yes, I told them that I could not do them

[justice, but they would not listen; they believe

[ that my very affliction will give me new power
[ over the hearts of men ; that I can do as much

! good as ever. They would not wait a day,

[ you see, lest we should be anxious about our

[ future."

[ "And I thought they were coming, in inde-

[ cent haste, to give you notice to go," Mrs.

[Spencer cried, penitently. "How I mis-

judged them! Shall I never learn Christian

[charity?'-

[ So it was settled that the minister of Mount-

[ clair should abide with his people.

I For three years more his persuasive voice

[ called them to choose the better way ; and

[ then his own summons came to go up higher.

I In those three years he had sown more seed

[ and reaped more harvests than some men in a

[ long life-time. He did his work faithfully,

[ and was ready when the hour came for him to

| go home. Just at the last, when those who

! loved him best stood weeping round his bed-

I side, they caught upon his face the radiance of

j a light not of this world. He put out his

[ hands with a glad cry

—

I "I see, I see! Out of the dark, into the

! light !

"

1 And before they could look with awe and

f wonder into each other's eyes, the glory had

[begun to fade, the outstretched hands fell

I heavily and they knew that the blind minister

{was gone, "past night, past day," where for

1 him there would be no more darkness.

Royal Couetesy.—A peer, when dining with Queen Victoria, was challenged by a royal duchess to take wine with her. He politely thanked her, but

declined the compliment, stating that he never took wine. The duchess immediately turned to the Queen, and jocularly said :—"Your Majesty, here is Lord—,
who declines to take wine at your Majesty's table." Every eye was turned to the Queen, and not a little curiosity was evinced as to the manner in which

the abstainer would be dealt with. With a smiling and graceful expression the Queen replied : "There is no compulsion at my table." This may be regarded as

an example of true courtesy.
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The Farm,

THE WAGES OF FARM LABOR.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY ALEX. HYDE, LEE, MASSACHUSETTS.

;
for a gradual contraction, but tile balance of { WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YOBKj

I power in our Government is under Western in- }
WHOLESALE MARKET.

> fl„.nn„ mi^-u -nA..nnA ;» ^ The following arc th»- principal feature of the wholesale !
iflucnee. Shock! our currency be reduced, it

| duriog the Pro.eni week

1 1 on; 1 • orh.

irlnoa tint npponcarilv Cillnw tint tvnwt will I l:utl"n has somewhat Irrecn'.ar. and Hoses very dull

;

ClOCS not liecessaill) IOIIOW lll.ll \\,lgl>
5 buyers and sellers differing In their vie*.. We quote mlddlln/

We therefore advise all farmers who 1 K?U8 al
'M* ceMs

<
° ni1 New 0rle""" IVx" s tl0 - 31*

I decrease.

J Great American Tea Company.
We quote middling

;

ihave improvements to make, not to delay lor a I ..T 1"-' «otir market ha. been variable, and clow. i«n, active.
THE IMMENSE PROFITS

OF THE

We hear it often asserted by farmers that
j

wages are so high they cannot afford to hire I

labor, and so the farm is neglected, except so
j

far as the proprietor and his family can work
{

it. This, it seems to us, is a "penny wise and
j

pound foolish" policy. True, wages are high,

but are they comparatively as high as produce '!
\

Hon. D. A. Wells, Commissioner of the rev-

1

enue, estimates the increase of wages of all em-
]

ployes, including farm laborers, since 1800, to |

be fifty per cent., while prices at wholesale in
j

the same time have risen eighty-five per cent. 1

At retail, the price of the necessaries of life j

must have doubled in the same time. This I

estimate is doubtless an approximation to the j

truth, and shows conclusively that the farmer

|

who is unwilling to hire labor at an advance of]

50 per cent., while his produce sells at an ad-1

vance of 100 per cent., does not understand!

Calculating profit and loss. The fact is, the
j

farming interest is at high tide, and the dis-j

cerning and enterprising farmers see it, and put
j

forth their energies and push the capabilities of I

the soil to their utmost extent. "There is al

tide in the affairs of men, which taken at the
]

turn, leads on to fortune." The short-sighted,

!

looking at present outlays, and heedless of j

future returns, neglect the golden opportunity
j

and either remain stationary, or lose ground,
{

while their more enterprising neighbors are|

wafted far in the advance.
{

If any one has reason to complain, it is the f

laborer. Labor never appreciates till after the

products of labor appreciate. The present

high rates, both of labor and its products, are

doubtless due in a measure to our redundant

currency, and many have deferred all works of

improvement til! prices should recede, by a

return to a specie basis. The inflation of prices,

however, is not all due to the discrepancy be-

tween gold and paper, as is manifest from the

fact that prices have not receded as paper has

come nearer to a par with gold. Whoever ex-

amines the prices current in this country for

the last half century, will find a gradual but

steady increase. Ivu that there have not been

fluctuations, and some ebbing as well as flow-

ing; but on the whole, there has been an ad-

vance. We well remember when beef, pork,

butter, cheese, hay and grain, were sold, on.au

average of year.:, for less than half what they

have commanded for the average of the last six

years.

The discoveries of the precious metals in

Australia and California have stimulated pro-

duction hi all parts of the world. Prices of

farm labor have doubled in England as well as

in America, and there the currency has re-

mained on a specie basis. The Englishman

who formerly received a shilling, or one and six

pence for his day's work, now receives two and

three shillings. Even sleepy India has felt the

impulse, and labor in that distant and lazy

country has been stimulated to increased exer-

tion by increased pay. Here let us say, that it

is a great blessing to a couutry when its labor

is amply remunerated. The United States arc

favored in this respect above all other nations.

America is the paradise of laborers, and they

know it, ami consequently have nocked here

from all parts of the earth. We may talk in

our Fourth of July oral ions about Liberty at-

tracting the foreign emigrant to our shore.

This sounds well, but if the rewards of labor

had not been greater here than in oilier coun-

tries, we fear our population would have been

much less than it is. Our rapid increase in

population and the equally rapid development

of our resources, are more due to the high

rates of wages than is generally supposed.

What a stampede was made for California when
it was announced that a laboring man could

there earn ten dollars a day. We hope the time

is far distant when labor will receive less remu-

neration here than it does now, and those

farmers who are waiting for wages to fall be-

fore they commence farm improvements, may
have to wait longer than they calculate.

There is no prospect of our paper currency

being rapidly reduced. The mighty West is

opposed to any reduction. New England goes

Prices are firm. The stock Is reduced to ab'.nt 230,000 barrels.

more economical time. When that economical I
p™p''« i» ti.»« the receipt" wiuoeitor<*«»«ie- '

= come. We quote superfine Slate at $9.70 to II. ill; shipping :

time comes, money will probably be as scarce i J*
10

,- *"'§6 '" *is.«• : st^Loula extra*, 813.86 to sw.ra
j

' ' J r J • California flour, $15 to $16.25. -

as labor is plenty. We wish we could say I
Rye flour is easier at $7.50 to $8.25 j .

= » heat has been n moderate request, but prices are firm at : /....nt...v e„u,. ^..nF in ^».i u..n i «,.„ »v«t
Something to disabuse the Sentiment, far tOO I *2-4« to *3.« for No. 2 M.lwaukee'; A t s'late. $ :t.15. |

COMPANY became ftdlt convinced, .e,cral year, ago that

°
t

' s Barley closes linn and Is in fair demaml for export and home | consumer** of Tea and ( Once were paying loo many and too

Common, that there is any antagonism between I use at y.5 cents for Canada West, In bond, and .$1.18 to 91.26 f Ian,e profits on thew Articles of every day consumption, and
* for do free z ° r

labor and capital. The interests of the em-l Rye I. la moderate demand at $1.86 for western In store. \
therefore organized

T E -A- T IR. _A_ ZD E -

THE PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

= , Mt Corn has been much excited, and cl-mcn vivnx at *1.18J$ ror = PA>
= ployer and employed are One, and they should J mixed in store, and $1.2U to $1.20J6 for old Western mixed =

d
.

I allont.
kins upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these

To Rive our readers an Idea of the profits which have been
feel this Cardinal truth, and act accordingly. I Oats are firm and active at 66>S to 67Xc for old Chicago, and I necessaries at the smallest possible price.

t , . tf 1 1 - L .= 72c. for state In store. . I To olve our rcadei
In maklllg Contracts for labor, It IS SUppOSC'd; The Pork market has been ralrlv active, but prices are a= , "

'

.. . c. , rru , = shade easier, closing heavy at $24 lor new mess, and $22.75 for = made In the Tea trade, we will start with the American houses,

that both parties are benefited. The employer \ „id mess,

wants intelligent and faithful labor, and the |

emyloyed wants a just compensation for his I

services. They are partners, mutually bene-

j

lUarnages.

I 3d. The Importer mafcts a prolit of 30 to 50 per cent In many
cases.

| leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the ChineE©

= factors.

| 1st. The American House In China or Jnpan makes large
I profits on their cnles or shipments—and some of the richest re-

\ tired merchants in this country have made their Immense for-
= tunes through their houses In China.

fifing each other, and any attempt on the part I I JLESmSSZ m.rcha.eo?
e
Tea?

Hl" "pon "'" forelgn "*
e ..I. ii r ' In Woonsocket, March 80th, by Rev. D. M. Crane, Mr. Zelek =

th
.

a
t ..?" . Si „ , „„•";

Of the capitalist to grind the face Of the poor | Darling to Miss Sarah l oster, both or Mahchaug, Mass.

lolinr/ir rve ofiif vfont f„ itli fnl nocp /,„ fKa - In Pawtucket, 26th nit., Mr. James F. Coleman to Miss Eliza = 4th. On Its arrival It is sold bv the cargo, and llie Purchaserlaoorei, 01 any tvaui 01 iauuiuiuess on Uie
% c_ Potter| t,0tV0f; Pawtucket. I sells to the SpeciUalor In Invoices of 1.0M to 2,000 packages, at

part Of llie employed, is ll vaunting Selfishness, I In Springfield, Mass., 29th nit., Mr. James Downer to Bridget I
an average prolit .,f alrcnit lu per cent.

,

, , . ;» *;». , , ,! I Sullivan, both of Woonsocket. i 5th
.

I he Speen.a or f ells to the W holeiale Tea Dealer In

sure to O erleap itself The hired man should I ,„ North Attleboro, 20th ult., Dr. O. C. Turner to Battle A. [ ^{yftStortS tS^S&r .ell. it .0 the Wholesale

identify himself with his employer and work =
slll"nton, both ot Attleboro. • Grocer in loteto Bull the trade, al a prom or about in percent.

J
= In Grafton, bv Rev. Mr. Blscoc, Emory C. Stone of Shrews- ! 7th. The Wholesale Grocer sells ft to the Retail Dealer at s,

Willi the same fidelity as thougll worklU'I for = bury, to Susie H. Harrington of o. : March 28th, by Rev. G. = prolit of \n to 26 per cent,

. - ,
°

. : Robbins, Edwin A. Howe to Alvcsla K. Wood, all of Oral'lon. i fth. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for all the profit he
himself. In no otuer way can he hope to rise

| In SuUon , March 6lb> w. ScoU M[irtin t0 0n.
IIlcr JImv,CV| ]

can get.

to the -position of a contractor. "He that is !
both °r Easl L'°"-Ias

-
'

I
when you have Bdded <0 thMe T,G"r pron,B

n

'an s- brck"-
r

r m m , 1 „ , , „„ , „,„„„„„ ,„ „„„„ = ages, cartafjr^p, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

faithful in the least Will be faithful also 1U|- • '»•»" - -
| original cost of the Tea. it will be perceived what the consumer

much." i J^-CQ-tllS. | has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can seU so

r\ a.i ai i ii „ „,i = ren* much lower than 6man dealers.
On the Other hand, the employer needs tO

f | Wepr0po.e to do away with all these various profits and

feel a fatherly interest in h'lS Workmen, should I eJ^^h'^&2T
«liet of thTlate^WM

1

ptlne"a4d i«
1 brokeraS<!S

'
cartages. storaEes, cooperages, and waste, with

Study their comfort, and furnish every facility \ In Pawtucket, SRh ult., Snsan. wife of Jeremiah Slocnm! I
thc eICCPlloa of a SEaU c™™!ssion paid for purchasing to onr

i
. = aged 67 years ; 29th ult., Philander Baker, in the f,!Uh vear of = correspondents in China and Japan, one enrtape. and a small

lor their intellectual and moral advancement. Ihisa^e; 28th ulC, Mr. Jonathan S. Sldeboltoin, In the o-ith vear = pront to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will aniplvpnv UB.

In thus promoting their interests, his own, will I Si. a"5* ; 3°lb """ Mr' Thomas B
'
K"tt

'
ln the 26th yQ" °f

I T">-»«g" <"»b*m of rapplylng ciubs throughout the c'oun-

most effectually he promoted. We are re- I In Coventry, 29th ult., AUeraon Stone, Esq., in the 79th year I
tp". consumers in all nans of the United Slates can receive

. . = of his age. : their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

jolced at the agitation of the question of the
| in t'pton, March 16, Henrj- A. Whitney, aged 25 years. | of transportation) as though they bought them at our Ware-

houses in this city.

James = Some parties Inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a
any taith in "StTlKeS or legislative enact- = H . Hill, in the 22d year of her age.

| cl„b . The answer is slmnlythl.: Let each person wishing to

i mentS, tO regulate these matters ; but the dis- I „,
In

,-*gte*<»?<
1 ", tb

,
t^Oeome Foster, aged £2.vears. 2-ith,

\ j0in ln a club Bav aow m„ch lea or coSr<x he wants, and select
= ' 0 ' : Charlotte, wile of Jonathan Dav, aged 73 years. = , „ , _

.

j CUSSiOU tends tO public enlightenment and a I In Killingly, Conn., loth ult., widow Abelena Terry, aged 91 I
price from our Price List, as published In the pa-

= = years
-.'

. = per or In our circulars. V rite the names, kind, ami amounts

|
hetter understanding of the Unity of interest

| Jn ^ausfieU) ConnM Ch ioe Turner. aged 78 7eara | plainly on a list, acd when the club Is complete 6end It to us by

between Capital and labor. "When public | :^In North Woodstock, Conn., 2d instant, Khoda Brown, aged I raa[I anJ w'c *® Pul cacIj Party's goods in separate packages,

^ • . i v V ; ^ | , „ r = 78 years. e and mark the name upon them, with thc cobL *.o there need be
opinion becomes euliiniteued, tub hours ol =

i ,f ° ' = '"'»> •'» Hitiiimmi >» * • n .im*!!! .„ ; no confusion In their distribution—each party getting exactly

labor Will become adjusted tO Otir physical j
'

"j what he orders and no more. Thc cost of transportation the

capacity, and the workman will receive his! $ rl it <\v11 ^IHlY i3(fVnn vhvt"fvn I I
members or the club can dlrWe equitably among themeelrea.

1 1 ^ ' J ;
'

^* - '
1 1 L * I The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by drafts

| on New-York, by Post Olllce money orders, or by Express, as

1 may suit the convenience of the Club. Or If thc amount order-

I ed exceeds thli ly dollars, we will, if desired, send thc gc-uds by
1 Express, to " collect on delivery."

I Hereafter we will send s complimentary package to the party

I getting up the club. Out* profits arc small, hut we will be as

I liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary pack-

| age for Clubs less than *io0.

j O A ; i^jyiirt.j muiuu . * "J"-" —V J ..... .

hoill'S aiid wajres of laboi-

, llOt that Vi'C have! In Milford, March 22, Hattie It. Ormcs, aged 18 years.

„ ,. . , .. .1 In Pheuix. 27th ult., Ellen J. Hill, daughter of the late J
any taith in "strikes or legislative enact- = u. mil, in the »2d year or her age.

iv-rn receive his
j xsmti B^nai'twcnt. \

just reward without the interl'erence of the |
- '

legislative power. |

April, 1867. |

Eholdje Jsland.

», , {rjjjUSXESS AND GARDENERS, ATTENTION

THIv FAB3I Al'I) FIBKSIBI! ,1K9 'I ISE 1 SUllSTlTtiTE F03 pebttvias GUAXO.

PATBIOT FOIZ Si.Oi> I'jGK T£AIE. I BAUGII'S RAW BONE SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

I the best and cheapest Manufactured Fertilizer In the United I
Parties getting their Teas from ua may confidently rely upon

~ For the sum of four doi.t.ae3, paid in advance, we will |
Slates, for Wheat. Rye, Barley, Oats, Corn, Potatoes, Buck-

f
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

send the Fabm a>o> Fireside and the Woo.nsooket Patriot
j SmluSmlts^na eyery Cropland ^lanl'' ""Slar^y'rccom'- 1 L

'

llstom-IIo,l!;c '» '"f warehouse.

for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, is | mended to Cultivators of Strawberries, Raspberries, Black- 1 Th„ rom„anv v lr„ select-TThi follnirlre kinds fv.,n, fkrti
$2.50. TUB PATRIOT is an old established family newspaper, 1

perries, and all small Fruits, as far superior to any other Fertil-
\^ willl h il,,'y

"
comntend to '»ml 'STcSSZ

with the largest circulation of any country journal in New
§
'^ys0 , LuBl MANUFACTURING CO.'S POUDRETTF.

j K^T«^*^l»^^t

|SeSrJfllA.
C*m,W **"

Pamphlet of 90 pages, "How to Maintain the Fertility of = All goods sold are warreated to give satisfaction,
mcrican Farms," giving full information in regard to the use I

England. S. S. FOS3, POBLISnER,

Woonsocket, R. I.

The Markets.

= Americi
: of Manures, Ac, sent free, on application t<i

• I JOSEPH HODGES A CO., Agents,
' = j. uorxiES. ) Providence, R. I.
s B. W. PERSONA. ( March SO, 1867. Sw-wc-12

PRICK XJSI' ;

= YOUNG HYSON (Crcen), 80c., POc., SI. 41 10. best $1 25 ~S ft.

WOONSOCKET EETAIL ICAEKET.
|

[For the week ending April 5th, 1867.]

PARXI PRODUCTS, FUEL, Ac.

Wood V. cord $6a9 50 1

Beans $ quart 13c =

Massachusetts.
I IMPERIAL (Green), best jl K • 11 .

! ENGLISH BREAKFAST t Black). 60c. JCc.
= SI 20 W lb.

! GUNPOWDER (Green). 51 ii, best. .$1 50.

; Hay y ton 438
I Straw ton 420
= Coal ton $10 50al2 50
| Oats y bush 85a90c

GROCERIES, Ac.

I Flour 411al7 00
\ Corn Meal 41 30

Potatoes.
Onions

..90c =

.90C :

FRUIT TREES,

GRAPES, SMALL FRUITS,
ORNAMENTALS, Ac.

I Rye.
= Saleratus
l Kerosene Oil
= Cheese 11,

I Butter ~$ lb

\ Codlish

| Java Coffee \il lb.

.

= Mackerel, new. ..

.

.$1 50
lUalSc

75c
24c

..40, .12al5c
8c

25a50c
10al2c

= Beefsteak 25a30c
E Beef, coroed 12al6c
I Tongues, clear 25c
= Mutton 12al6c
I Veal 16a20c
\ Pork, fresh 16a2dc

: These Teas are chosen for their intrinsic worth, keepinp in
= mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure In drink-
i ing them.
I Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal satls-
faction, and suit all tastes, being composed ot the best Foo-

WE have imported from foreign growers, anil personally se- = chow Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast Ib not
lected at the largest New England and New York N'ur- = recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for

0<,a°5c = Rer7 Establishments, the choicest stock which we could lind = that kind of Tea, although It is the finest imported.

Molaases "rf ea'i 75'o1",c
'' season, and now offer to purchasers a general assortment of ! -

Y.H. Tea......;;.".".'.'.'.\$l 20 I I Customers can save from 5Cc. to 41 per lb by purchasing their

Black Tea SOcaJl 20 1
NURSERY STOCK,

j Teas of the

9,i1 ,^?
eal ". ^} 9°. = °rst class In quality, complete in variety, and extensive in: TTiV /3 7? VA T A 1*F r.

%
I? 7 f J V 7'7T f rnFluid^gal 1*1 00 -; q ,„inl iiv, „t very low. rates. A descriptive catalogue of .10= ' 11 ' l' JiJ A1 X.J./f..l^ Ji.l IV.,

.25a50c = pages mailed to applicants. Sample of the collection may be 1 NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.
30c : seen at our salesroom, basement of 28 A 30 Water street, Bos- I

•16acl8 : tun. Orders faithfully executed. ;

•KalSc i BENJ. T. WELLS A CO. j
-= Importers A Nursery Agents,—Office, 7, Water St., Eos- I
' TON.

April 7, 1867. 4w-wc-13.

Candles '<tf

Eggs tb doz.
Lard ^j) lb...

Sugar lg lb.

Hams 16al«c I

Poultry 20a2*c =

Shoulders 15c
f.

Sausages 18c = t*y
Tripe 12c i K

..18c fPork, Ealt.

MAIL, PREPAID.

CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

3EIGHI0N CATTLE JIAEKET.
April 3d, 1867.

I New Strawberries, Grapes, Currants, Roses, BrLiis.Ac. I

Post-Officc Box No. 5.643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

Ground Coffee, 20c, 25c, SOc, S5c, host 40c. per pound.
I Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and families who use
E large quantities of Coffee, can economize, in that article by us-

\ Ing our French Breakfast and Dinner Cuffcc, which we eell at
= the low price of SOc. per pound, and wurrant to give perfect

i satisfaction.

C?ni Orders.
Washington, Pa., Nov. 10. 1366.

f.
To the Great American Tea Company,

= Nob. 31 and 33 Vesey-.st., J«t

market for the current week: Cattle, 1456; Sheep and = ESTABLISHMENT, 1'i.ymoutu, Mass., Ib now sending out by = doubled it ir Ihn'd'collected"nv
lis 4541. Swine, 1400. ! mall prepaid, packed with great care In gutta percha silk, so as ; ^ mnr^ t .i vvf, f,. (.| j t a saving *<

ices. Beef Cattle—Extra, 4i:i.r,0^ $13.75 ; first quality, = to reach any part of the Union ln perfect Eafely, a complete as- = mj thanks for the compUmen

GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,

= At
H Lambs
r Price
! 412.5li.rf $13.25; second qualUv. 411.iMJW412.ini; third quality, I sortment of the finest

i 410.00(;!4U.OO ^ 100 lbs (the'total weight of hides, taUow and \ „„ , „,„r„. DIr.
: dressed beef. ) • = GKAt ES, alKAUBLltltlha,
\ Country llides,8><059c 11). Country Tallow 6Mlcf 7c ^ lb. I

= Brighton Hides, 9%®V)<:. *3 Hi ; Brighton Tallow, 7>£©8c =

1 ^J1*- ^t „. . - n- „ „i „. . 1 FLOWERING PLANTS,
s Drv Sheep Skins, 75c.(<?*l 25. Green Sheep Skins, $1 25® =

= 42 25 ^? skin. = Bulbs, Lilies, Ac, Ac,

I Calf Skins, 18 to 20c. $ lb. ; Shrubs, Evergreens,
"'

f.
The market for this week is not so active as that of last. The | paid to Boston.

= supply from the West is not so large by several hundred
: and the quality Is poorer. Prices have fallen off % of
I per lb. and trade has been dull. We have not heard
\ Beeves being sold for over 14*£c per pound, and but
\ that price. I obtain good

1 ••' I Gents : I forwirrd"you~n'iy^'fourYh 'ord'er 'a'nd could have
, as your Teas take the lead in
f $1 per pound. I'leaee accept

my thanks for tbe conipllnu-utarj* package. Address by hx-
= preEs, Martin Luther. Washington, Ta.

MARTIN LUTIIEF..

at$l ii..
at 1 25..
at 1 25..
at 1 25.

.

at 1 25..
at 1 25..

at 1 :

NEW LARGE CURRANTS. I

= 10 lb Toun? Hyson, in pound packages. . .

.

= 5 lb Young Hyeon Dallas Jackson..
f 2 IS Young Hyson Henry llerrick...
= 2 lt> Young Hyson ("force Murphv..

..E. Dye

. .Samuel Decker.

.

oung Hyson Samuel Amon.. ..

son Henry Wheatley.
son Morgan Hayes...
son John Natte'n
von Mark Combs
son John Allen.

,

• : - 11} 1 UlliJg 11} auj I . .

tc Fruit and Ornamental Trees and ; I
Y
.
oun8 I'yaon.

.

Hedge PlantB, Ac. will be sent bv freight 5 f «• i?™8 gJ?P» •

.at 1 2fi..

.at 1 25..

.at 1 25..

.at 1 25..

.at 1 25..

.at 1 25..

.at 1 00.

.

.nf 1 86..

.at 1 00..

.at 1 25..

.at 1 25..
at 1 25.

Stores—None at market, except Working Oxen and Milch i the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to = § i!" Xouns "/"I" Mas Stuart...

I Cows. Ithelrade. Agents wanted. 1 ; ' Oolong, best MlsaStuar...
I Working Oxen.-Sales at $175, $171. $200, $210. *215, If 212, ! Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12 '= 2 lb Young Hyson O.Boyland...

I $225, $232. $213, $244, $255 and $265 per pair. There Is a I ! H* SoloB8ube*' SnSWS*"'
= food supply in market, and the demand Is active. I = ; ft Yoimg Hyson J. Richie n

i MILOU COWB—Sales extra $80al25; ordinary $60 (S, $75 = /CARROT AND MANGOLD WURTZEL SEED, i ; ! ' «,ulg Hyson Mr. Goyton...

1 Store Cows $35ao0. There is some very nice Milch Cows in i \j ; 2 , \ .rang Hyson Edward Murph.

= market. I I raised the past season a fine lot of Long Red, Yellow ! | ' X
0

!'cs
'J)'

8?"- • • v,M" "SSr* ?f m
= and Lambs.—The trade is dull and prices not much different = Globe, and White Mangold Wurtzel Seed, and will .end either 5 5 ! ' Oolong, best Henry Hull..... ....at »
= from those of last week. We quote sales of lots at 5;i, 7, = variety, post-paid, to any address, for $1.00 ft. = - g Oolong, best Separate package.

.
.at i uv.

.

= lif and9c per ^. Mostof the Western Sheep were taken at a = Also", Long Orange Carrot Seed, of my own growing, fori 5 Groiuid Coffee Separate pacaage.

= commission. = $1.25 "tf 11). I here offer an opportunity for all to procure Seed I

= Swine—Whhlesale, 8?{(S9 c ts^l lb. ; retail, 10(312 cts 'tf Ib. \ lilltEOTI.V FROM TUE GROWER. =

= There is but a few Store Pigs in the market, and not much of a \ JAMES J. H. GREGORY, = We call special notice to the fact that onrVesey-st. Store

1 demand for them. Fat Hogs—1100 at market ; prices, 9@9X I Marblehead, Mass. I is at Nob. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., ccrner of Church-6t.—I.ARGB
= p er pound. = March 30, 1867. 5w-ee-12 = pouiile store. 3m-9

35..
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The History of Trousers.—Trousers were worn by the Oriental nations—Medes, Persians, Assyrians, Parthians—and by the principal Western
nations of Europe known to tbe ancients, especially Dacians and Gauls. The first women who assumed this dress were the Amazons ; but even these

ladies modestly limited tbe time of such masculine habiliments to the period of warlike expeditions, after which they resumed the customary attire of
their sex. These garments were made of skins, or richly wrought cloth, sometimes fitting tightly to the limbs, and" sometimes loose and hanging in

folds oyer the shoes, like the Turkish trousers. Tbe Greeks never wore them at all ; nor did thc Romans until thc time of the Emperors.



The Wuvm ami Firssids.

THE "PEyONOTTJS NOVINARIITS."

1 Group of Eggs.
2 Pupse.

3 Mature Female.
i Thorax and Proboscis.

Batumi Upstart^

OBSERVATION, AND WHAT MAY BE
LEARNEB FROM IT.

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

BY. J. STAUFFER, LANCASTER, PA.

A distinguished writer says:—"All the

works of our Creator are great, and worthy of

our attention and investigation ; the lowest in

the scale as well as the highest ; the most mi-

nute and feeble as well as those that exceed in

magnitude and might." Nor ought those

whose inclination or genius leads them to one

department, to say to those who prefer another
—" we have no need of you ;

" for each in his

place, by diffusing the knowledge of his ob-

servations, adds to the common stock of previ-

ous discoveries, contributes to promote the

good of others, and science generally. In

conformity with this sentiment, I will proceed

to notice my observations, in their time and

order, as they were made and noted down.

In the latter part of May, lS6i, I observed a

group or circular patch about an inch in di-

ameter, of small cylindrical cells, closety

packed, similar to a honey comb ; these were

attached to the side of a lath supporting a

grape vine. On inspection with a magnifying

glass, I noticed that each cell was contracted

at the outer end, with a somewhat dished (or

convex) enlargement, with radiating lines, like

a small sack tied up. I then had no idea what

insect brood was hatching, but suffered them

to remain for further observation. On the 6th

of June, I noticed a group of minute insects,

like small ants, perhaps eighty in number,

around the group of eggs before noticed (of

which I counted 120). Most all of them were

now open, and the young fry were huddled

together in a dense group. My previous knowl-

edge of entomology enabled me to recognize

that they were the pupse of some species of

Eemiptera heteroptera, some of which, like the

common squash bug, chinch-bug, and the like,

are well known as depredators on the labors of

the gardener and farmer. On inspection, I

observed that they elevated their abdomen,

which from a light yellow soon turned into a

deep orange color, as also the last joint of

their antenna? ; otherwise the head, legs and

thorax were jet black.

Desiring to study their habits, I suffered them

to remain; they continued on the spot that

gave them birth. I noticed, also, that they

became less in number from day to day, as

they increased in size, with quite a number of

carcasses of their companions adhering to the

lath. This excited my curiosity—first : what

do they feed upon ? why remain stationary ?

On close inspection I noticed them sparring

with their antenna? like fencing masters, kick-

ing out their hind legs, as some others put out

feelers to observe the position ; in short, 1

found them all eager, without respect to con-

dition, to guard against, and to take the ad-

vantage of, one another. And as soon as,

either by fair or foul play, one succeeded to

implant the harpoon, concealed in his proboscis

into the abdomen of one of his fellows, all

kicking and struggling would fail to dislodge

the antagonist until the juices were fairly

sucked out of its victim, and nothing but a

skinny carcass left. I noticed that while one

!
was regaling himself on his unfortunate fellow,

i another, taking advantage of his unguarded

j position, would stealthily come up behind

I

him, and maneuver adroitly to overcome the

; vigilance of the conqueror, who would now
I
raise up one leg and extend it on this side and

I then on the other, to guard his rear ; or turn

i to the other side, which would expose him to

j the attack of some other equally greedy villain,

lit frequently happened that while one was

! regaling himself on one of his mates, another

j
companion was treating himself on the juices

i or product of both.

! Thus their numbers decreased day after day,

j and the survivors fattened on the juices extract-

;
ed from the carcasses of their own brood ; as

j
they became more developed they became more

i skillful and vigilant, and it was truly amusing,

i and a lesson of patience and tact for a general,

j to see their wary approaches, the continual

j

activity with their feet and antennas, their

;
cautious and circumspect movements. I saw

j three occasionally engaged in a triangular

j
fight, each intent to make the lucky or fatal

\
plunge into the fat, inflated abdomen of its

I fellow. By the 20th of June, there were only

i about ten survivors ; these were remote from

I each other
; becoming disgusted with the un-

|
availing maneuvers to entrap each other, they

;
began to disperse to seek less cautious game,

j such as aphids, flies and smaller insects that

i infest vegetation. When fully matured, they

\ are of large size, one to one and a hal f inches

\
long, and no one can fail to recognize the fe-

\
male, with a thin circular crest, raised verti-

j

cally in a longitudinal central position on the

I
thorax, regularly toothed, and, as termed by a

\ cabinet maker, who captured one in the act of

I
stealing varnish, as having a circular saw on

\ his bade. The varnish was no doubt intended,

! as they use the gummy exudations from trees,

i for a layer upon which to glue their eggs,

j
They proved to be the eggs and pupre of the

\ Pryonotus novinarius, also called Arilus in

I Westwood. 1 find no mention of this genus

\ in the writings of Harris or Fitch. Kirby and
j Spence, in their introduction to entomology,

{page 92, (ed. of 1846), speaking of insects of

\
this order, say :—" Yet I can assure you, upon

I good authority, that Beduvius serratus (Pry-

j onotus serratus Latr.) commonly known in

! the West Indies by the name of the wheel
|bug," (Westwood adds, so named from the

I
singular prothorax circularly elevated, and

j toothed like a cog-wheel) "can, like the

I electric eel, communicate an electric shock to

j the person whose flesh it touches." The
[
authority referred to,. is that of Major General

|
Davis, of the Royal artillery, well known as a

| most accurate observer of nature, as well as a

|
most indefatigable collector and admirable

1 painter of insects and natural objects.

{ Oar insect, now quite common about Lan-

|
caster, Pa., is very much like the West India

|
wheel-bug in form and appearance ; but as to

! having electric action, I know not. But this I

{ do know, that if they strike their lancet into

|
your flesh, the blood will flow, and no doubt a

|
shock (to the nerves) will follow. I saw the

I fact illustrated as to the flow of blood, on a

json of mine, but as to the electric shock I

! made no inquiry. I usually handle them with

1 a pair of forceps, but whatever their conducting

I power may be, I discovered no electric shock

on any occasion, even when taken between

|
the thumb and finger, across the abdomen

j
Thus I became acquainted with the habits of

i this insect. The result of my observation is

I not flattering to the social qualities of the

\
young brood, in their blood-thirsty, fratricidal

I
fattening on each other, so that the most

;
crafty, vigilant, and powerful are the survivors.

I Alas ! we see too much of this condition of

j
things in human nature, and cannot adduce

| this as an example, but simply as a fact in

I natural history.

! The parent is evidently at fault when the

|
eggs are placed in a situation that affords no

[food or provision for the young brood, who
I are brought forth without parental care or pro-

| vision made, and are governed solely by ap-

|
petite, to feed and fatten on each other. I ap-

|
prehend that this case was an exception to the

|
general rule, having since found groups of eggs

I
on the branches of trees infested by plant lice—

I when the young may disperse earlier and

|
gratify their appetite on more docile victims,

j
Nevertheless, this latter is a surmise ; the for-

j mer a fact as I observed it.

| April, 1867.

{ A Bird Show.—At the annual bird show at

I the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, England, 'on

I the 9th ult,, nearly one thousand one hundred

]
specimens were exhibited, including a jack-

! daw, all white ; an almost equally singular

[specimen of the hedge-sparrow genus, all

| white ;
and an Australian magpie* which has

|
a tenor voice that, with a little musical culture,

I might be turned to profit as an exhibition.

HITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and
sold in small or large lots, by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

AUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
largest in the market. Price. 25 cents a paper. Raised

and sold br W. E. BARRETT & CO.
Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7

WE. BARRETT & CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
•Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,
dealers in ALL kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

| Massachusetts*

I JgY MAIL, PREPAID.

\ CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

l New Steawbebeies, Gbapes, Cueeants, Roses, Buliis,Ac

I B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
i ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., is now sending out by
= mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percba silk, so as
= to reach any part of the Union in perfect safety, a complete as-
= Bortment of the finest

I GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,

1 GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,

1 FLOWERING PLANTS,

| Bulbs, Lilies, &c, Ac. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and
| Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, &c, will be sent by freight
= paid to Boston. Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for culti-

\ vation in wet land, or in upland and Gardens, where it pro-
! duces at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre ; with directions for
cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will be sent to any
address. Now is the best time for Planting. The best way to
obtain good Fruits and P lowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to
the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to

the trade. Agents wanted.
Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12

Ehode Island,

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Arnold, dealer
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's

= and Cylinder Plows and Castings; Shares s Patent Harrows and
= Horse Hoes, Cultivators. Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
| and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bar3, Ac.

I Holder's Block, Main Street,

I Woonsocket, R. I.

\ Jfl
E. BARRETT & CO.,

| Manufacturers of

| MEAD'S PATENT CONICAL PLOWS,

| SHARE'S HORSE HOES, WOOD'S AND WIGHT'S PLOWS.

I GARDEN BARROWS,

j CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,

I STORE TRUCKS,

| IMPROVED HINGED HARROWS, CULTIVATORS,

I Road Scrapers, Ox Yokes, and Plow Castings :

i And Wholesale Dealers in

= Hoes, Shovels, Axes, Scythes, Forks, Snathe3, Cradles, Horse
= Forks, Hand and Horse Rakes, Hay Cutters, Corn
| Shellers, Vegetable Cutters, Picks, Bars, Canal
l Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete;

I And Agents for

Kniefen's, Union ant> Peery's

I MOWING MACHINES,

H Whltcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder in

I
the market. Prices low and Terms Cash.

Office, 32 CANAL STREET,

QOLLLNS, BLISS & CO.,

PRODUCE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
CASH A1>VANGES MADE ON CONSIGNMENTS.

233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

NONP ARIEL FRENCH GUANO.
It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar-

ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-
ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

permanently enrich the soil.

Price $60 pee Ton.

Send for Circular giving full particulars.
March 9, 1867. Sm-we-9

IS
-10UTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

SheepWashTobacco

March 23, 1867.
Providence, R. I.

we-tf

WE. BARRETT & CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R.T.,

Now offer at the lowest cash prices,

2000 Sacks Prime Red Top.
500 Bags Prime Herds Grass.
500 tl Western and Northern Clover.
1500 Bushel Prime R. I. Bent, for Pastures.
300 " Seed Barley.
100 " Spring Rve.
3000 " Bedford Seed Oats.
100 " Early Goodrich Potatoes.
200 " " Sebec Potatoes.
200 " Late White Peach Blows.
100 " *' Harrison Potatoes.
300 " Seed Peas.
100 " R. I. White Cap Corn.
100 " London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans.
200 " Buckwheat.
200 " Millet and Hungarian.
White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Sets, and a com-
plete assortment of

GARDEN SEEDS,

Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels dry ground Bone for
Manure, together with all kinds of Farm Implements and
Machinery.
Send for Circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse

Hoes—and don't forget the number,

32 CA^*AL STREET, 32

= the best known remedy for

I C:v3
, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT,

| should be used by all Farmers on

fSHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

I This pure preparation has been successfully used for

f years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

| according to directions.

jj It will not injure the most dedicate animal.

I It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

| It kills TICKS on Sheep.

| It cures SCAB on Sheep.

| It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

1 It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

| Vines.

i C5?~ For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

I E^~ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
= GALLONS of Wash,' and contains the strength of EIGHT
I POUNDS of TOBASCO, as prepared by farmers.

I Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

JAMES F. LEVIN,
| 23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

| For sale by Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

I Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; Simonds & Co., Fitzwilliam, N. H.

March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

U. HICKLING 4 CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.

March 23, 1867.
Provii>exce.

li

OAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

XTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HUBBARD, BLAKE & CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best in market, are for sale in lots or bv single dozens,

by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

PERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
the best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

i
On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome

i and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars I Without
i regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-

| factorv

!

500 Solid Gold Hunting Watches $250 to $750
500 Magic Cased Gold WatcheB 200 to 500
500 Ladies' Watches, Enamelled 100 to 300

: 1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 300
! 1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250
I 3,000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200
! 5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 250
I 5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150
! 5,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250
= 5,000 Gold Ladies

- Watches 50 to 250
I 10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75
i 10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100
; 25.UO0 Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50

; 30.000 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75

; Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing
= but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.
I Messrs J. Hickling & Co.'s Great American Watch Co., New
= York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifi-

1 cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed in sealed
= envelopes. Holders are entitled" to the articles named on their
= certificates, upon payment of Ten Dollars, whether it be a
: Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
: certificates entitles you to the article named thereon, upon pay-
i ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

= than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that

: this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,
I which may be participated in even by the most fastidious I

= A single Certificate will be sent by mail, post paid, upon re-

\ ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele-

\ "ant premium for $5, sixtv-six and more valuable premium for
= $10, one hundred and most superb Watch for $15. To Agents,

I or those wishing employment, this is a rare opportunity. It is a
= legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Gov-
= eminent, and open to the most careful scrutiny. Try us 1

= Address, J. HICKLING A Co.,
= 149 Broadway—Near 1*. O.
I City of New York.

March 22, 1867. 3m

The Farm and Fieeside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good
morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year,*m advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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THE HIGHLY - BRED TROTTING STALLION, " BELMONT ECLIPSE, "

BRED AND OWNED BY WINTHR01' \Y. CHENERTj BELMONT, MASSACHUSETTS.

s- We take pleasure^ in] presenting the}above (

cut of the splendid blood stallion "Belmont'.

Eclipse" a fast trotting son of the celebrated
\

imported four mile race horse "Balroicnie."

PEDIGREE.
"Belmont Eclipse." Chestnut colt, foaled In 1839. Got by

j

Imp. uBalrownle" (winner of the "Doncaster Stakes," the I

"Pontefract Gold Cup," and "Caledonian St. Leger," and sire
j

of "Capt. Moore," "Sunshine," "West Roxbury," "Fleet
j

Wing," <fec.,), out of "Meg Merrllles" by "Leroy," dam by I

"Black Snake," and he by "Lee Boo," (sire of "Old Squaw,"
j

dam of the slashing black gelding "Lancet").—"Balrownle," I

by "Annandale," out of "Queen Mary" (dam of "Blink Bon- ;

ny," winner of the "Derby" and "Oaks," in 1857,) by "Gladi- !

ator," dam by "Plenipotentiary" (winner of the "Derby," In
;

1834,), out of "Myrrha" by "Whalebone" (winner of the "Der- i

by," in 1810,) by "Waxy" (winner of the "Derby," in 1793,);

by "PotSos" by "Eclipse."—"Annandale," by "Touchstone" I

(winner of the "St. Leger," In 1834,), out of "Rebecca" (dam \

of "Alice Hawthorne,") by "Lottery," dam by "Cervantes,"
\

out of "Anticipation" by "Bennlnborough (winner of the "St. j

Leger," 1794,), by "King Fergus" by "Eclipse."
\

" Belmont Eclipse," as will be seen by the
j

above pedigree, unites the very best racing blood
\

of tlie English turf, on the side of his sire, with
i

the blood of one of the best-bred trotting fami-\
lies in America, on the side of his dam. He

j

is himself a splendid specimen of the high-bred
j

trotting horse. His color is a rich golden chest-
j

nut; he has a clean, neat head; strong, oblique
j

shoulders
;
short, strong back and loins

;
very

j

long hind-quarters; powerful, well-let-down
j

hocks; flat, wide, sinewy legs; faultless feet;!

and has throughout a full share of bone and
j

muscle.

This horse stands 1G hands high, and weighs;

1,075 pounds; is good tempered, tractable,!

and possessed of remarkable speed and endur-

1

ance. When exhibited at Agricultural Fairs

he has, in every instance, taken the first pre- j

mium in his class—four first prises having been f

awarded to him, including that of the New I

England Agricultural Society, at their Exhibi-

1

tion held at Concord, N. H., in September, I

18G5. I

"Belmont Eclipse" has never been trained!

for the trotting course, having been used ill the 1

breeding stud every season since he became |

three years old. He has, however, trotted a}

mile in 2.37A, and in his exercise can show a!

2.30 gait. His get, some of which are coming!

four years old, all have the trotting quality in
|

an eminent degree, combined with superior!

form and elegance of style.

The absurd fallacy that the mechanism of!

the thorough bred horse is such as to preclude
j

the possibility of his acquiring a fast trotting!

gait, has been thoroughly exploded, and, at the
|

present time, the prevailing idea amongst turf-

1

men and horse breeders is, that a large infusion I

of thorough or racing blood, is absolutely re-

1

quisite in breeding first class trotters.
|

* -

It is not argued that every thorough bred
{

will make a trotter, or sire of trotters, but it is

!

claimed that a class of trotters as fast as "Lady !

Palmer," and as lasting as "Capt. McGowan,"
j

may be bred by makingjudicious and discrimin-

!

ating selections of breeding stock, both male

!

and female, from those thorough bred families
|

which have plenty of size and bone, and show
j

a disposition to trot; especially those having!

good knee action, as it will be found that some
j

thorough breds, that show superior trotting j

action in the hind quarters, do not bend the!

knee aright in the trot.

FLOUR AND MEAL MAKING.

Written for the Farm and FireBlde,

BY lilOIIARD C. KENDALL, PHILADELPHIA.

Modern mills for grinding grain, though in

principle very nearly what they were when the

Sons of Midian were millers, have, however,

been very greatly improved in quality and ca-

pacity. If the Elder Pliny tells us the truth,

in his day it required two men and three strong

oxen a whole summer's day to reduce to flour

a Roman bushel of wheat—a measure of about

eighty-three pounds.

The Romans, Jews, and all nations of which

by historic record any. knowledge is transmit-

ted to us, had mills for grinding grain con-

structed upon the first principle of all modern
mills, only the bed-stone was a cone, instead

of being flat surfaced, and the "runner" con-

cave, shutting down over the "nether mill-

stone" like a cap, or one bowl turned over an-

other; the grain being fed in by the miller in

handfuls, and the runner turned at the rate of

one revolution in two minutes, either by man-
ual or animal power applied to levers, inserted

into the runner.

Of course, there could be no "fancy brands,"

extra family, or superfine flour turned out by
mills running at so low a velocity. The ma-
terial was simply mashed grain, of which no
light bread or cake could be made, with all the

lightening in Jerusalem or out of it, and
therefore the practice of eating unleavened

bread among the ancients, was one of neces-

sity.

| In the United States, for a good many years,

! Cologne or Cocalico millstones from four and a

j half to five feet in diameter, and driven at the

I rate of about one hundred and thirty revolu-

! tions per minute, were considered the best

{ standard size and velocity for flour making.

! Science and experiment taught us that a dimin-

} ished breadth, and increased speed was better.

{ So we went on, reducing the size of millstones

| gradually by inches and half inches, and dri-

|
ving them at greater velocity, until we have

! the standard size about thirty-six inches, and

[ the speed from two hundred and twenty to

| three hundred and fifty turns per minute. In

I some instances burs are driven as high as four

| hundred revolutions; but that is an unrcason-

[ able and injudicious velocity, as heating of

I the surface and consequent danger from lire,

! and bad grinding as well, is the result.

j
Now, a pair of fairly dressed French burs,

|
three and a half feet in diameter, will do the

! most grinding and make the best of flour when
; the runner is driven at the rate of about two

j
hundred and eighty revolutions per minute

;

! as at that rate, if the bed-stone is permanently

j secured and exactly level, and the runner so

;

nicely balanced that there is not an atom of

i dip or "wabble" to it, no heat will be generated

;

;
and if the draught of the furrows is correct

i

and the delivery sufficient, the flour or meal

| will be discharged quite cool; and unless it

i
does that, there is. something wrong in the

i

grinding. I have seen, in some of our first

; class flouring establishments, "fancy family
: flour " discharged from the burs for hours con-

to the Eastern head-dress called lulipan or
aving taken some goods to a Dutch merchant,

The Tulip was first obtained from the Turks, and was called Tulipa, from the resemblance of its caroll.i

turban, and hence comes our name of tulip. Moore alludes to this similarity in Lalla Rookh. A sailor

had a herring given him for his breakfast, but seeing what he supposed to be a kind of small onions lying on the counter, the tar took a handful, which
he ate with his fish. They proved to have been tulips, of such value that it was estimated a magnificent breakfast might have been given to the heads
of the Dutch government "for less expense than the tulip bulbs which the sailor took with his herring.
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secutively, so hot that it was uncomfortable to
{

hold in the hand. That was "low grinding ;"|

the way to get a barrel of "Extra Family," out
|

of about two hundred and twelve pounds off

wheat ; but not the way to make flour that f

will give us the most nutritious, light, audi

wholesome bread. i

In flour making, as in many other arts and 1

useful avocations, good judgment and practical f

common sense must second science in order to =

produce satisfactory results. These requisites!

being too frequently wanting, the utter ignor-

1

ance of the philosophical principles of milling I

supplies their place, making much inferior flour
[

from first class grain. I

A single field of wheat, of a few acres, the \

field having a rolling surface, some high, some I

low, and some intermediate land, may give a |

half dozen different qualities of wheat ; some |

having more of gluten, some of starch, some
j

of other elements, all alike in appearance, but f

in grinding readily discovered by the compe-

1

tent miller, who, in flouring such grain, fre-l

quently finds it necessary to regulate his burs I

five times, it may be, in running off forty
|

bushels. The experienced miller can tell by
j

touch, good or bad flour, as it comes from the |

burs, in the dark, with both eyes shut ; and his 1

surest test is also the best guide for those who =

purchase flour, and who are always liable to I

be deceived by appearances. |

Place a thimble full of flour in the palm of
[

the hand and rub it gently with the finger of |

the other hand. If the flour smooths down |

under the finger, feeling silky and slippery, it \

is of inferior quality, though of fancy brand, |

high-priced aud white as the virgin snow-drift.
|

It has been either too low ground, or made I

from grown, damaged, or perhaps wheat hav-

f

ing an unusual per centum of gluten—murdered I

with dull burs, and will never make good, j

light, wholesome bread. But if the flour rubs
]

rough in the palm, feeling like fine sand, and F

has an orange tint, purchase confidently. It t

will not disappoint you. Such flour, whatever
]

may be its branded reputation—though in price
{

it may be at the lowest market figure—will |

make good, light, nutritious bread. |

There is a popular prejudice against "Spring [

wheat," arising from a belief that its flour is I

of inferior quality, and will not make as good I

bread as that of winter varieties. This is an I

error that ought long since to have been cor-

1

rected. Properly ground, good Spring wheat— f

as the genuine Odessa, Italian, and French T.,

!

will make as good a quality of flour, and the
[

flour as good bread, cakes, and all kinds of j

pastiy, as the average of prime Winter grain, f

But to grind Spring wheat properly, the miller
|

must be master of his trade, as well as possessed
j

of practical common sense, and considerable
j

ingenuity. As the Spring wheats contain, on
|

an average, about nine per cent, more of gluten j

than the Winter varieties, and nearly so much
|

less of starch, the pair of burs and process of
j

grinding that will turn out "Family Extra," I

from ordinary Winter wheat, will half ruin that
[

made from the best Spring varieties that ever I

grew. I

That wheat which contains the largest
[

amount of gluten grinds the hardest, and soon-

1

est induces heat in grinding ; and to grind such I

wheat as it must be, in order to produce the I

best flour it is capable of yielding, there must I

be clean, sharp burs
;
quick draught to the fur- j

rows, free delivery, and high velocity, in order I

to get the material ground and out from under I

pressure in the least possible time. The same [

conditions and rules of grinding, apply as|

well to Winter grains that contain an unusual 1

per centum of gluten ; or are grown, shrunken, I

damp, or foul with "cheat." I

In corn milling, three quarters of all the |

meal made is wantonly man-slaughtered by!

being rather smashed, than ground, and rubbed 1

down into fine flour between dull mill-stones,
j

driven at too low velocity. To make goodf

corn meal, such as will make best bread, cakes [

and puddings, the mill-stones should be close,

!

solid surfaced ; the furrows cut deeper than i

for wheat, the draught greater, free delivery, \

running without an atom of "wabble," andj

both bed-stone and runner must be kept clean
j

dressed, so as to cut the com into granules!

like sharp sand, rather than mash it into a mass I

of fine flour, as is too universally the custom. \

April, 1867. 1

PLAIN TALK WITH FARMERS.—NO. 5.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY HON. JAMES W. WALL, NEW JERSEY.

Geology, and vegetable physiology, are not

!

the only sciences, in this remarkable age in

!

which we live, that minister to the instruction
j

and wants of the agriculturist. Agricultural
j

chemistry comes in to teach him the nature of!

the various elementary constituents of bodies,
j

and the laws which regulate their combination i

in the organic and non-vital world ; while
i

animal and vegetable physiology instruct him
j

in the constituents of organic, or vital beings,
j

Chemistry discloses to him the existence of;

deleterious gases in the atmosphere
; while

j

vegetable physiology most beautifully demon-

j

strates how the leaves of the plants are the

lungs by which they breathe, and appropriate

the carbonic acid of the atmosphere, which is

retained and absorbed by them as part of their

structure, while the oxygen, so necessary to

man's vitality, is excreted into the air by them

as useless. So thus by an arrangement, the

wisdom of which is apparent, the vegetable

and animal kingdoms are made to contribute

mutually to each other's support : nay, they

are essential to each other's existence. Destroy

the animal reign, and the vegetable would

speedily perish for want of its proper nutri-

ment. Eradicate the vegetable cover of the

earth, and the very air we breathe will lose

that element by which life alone continues.

Chemistry reveals how certain elements of

the inorganic world contain nitrogen, phos-

phorus, soda and lime ; while vegetable phys-

iology clearly demonstrates how the living

organisms of the plant, when these substances

in the shape of natural or scientific ma-

nures are brought to its roots, through these

vegetable mouths drink in the liquid nourish-

ment that the rains wash down, which by Na-

ture's secret process goes to form stem, leaves,

and flowers. Vegetable physiology developes

for the agriculturist the great truth—that what

the blood is to the life of man, so the sap in

vegetables is the vital current, the nourishing

fluid, which, circulating through their veins

and arteries, is necessary for the maintenance

and increase of their frames ; and as this nour-

ishing fluid is being constantly consumed, and

must receive fresh supplies, agricultural chem-

istry reveals the elements that enter into its

formation.

It analyzes the sap of the vegetable, and

finds it to consist of all the elements of which

the individual plant is composed ; while car-

bon, hydrogen and oxygen materially enter

into its formation. Then vegetable physiology

most beautifully makes manifest, how plants

derive all these gases from the atmosphere

;

their carbon from its carbonic acid; their

hydrogen from its moisture, and their nitrogen

from the gleaming lightning, that shedding its

lurid glare during the passing thunder shower,

gives down this important element, which

coming in contact with earth's organic sub-

stances, produces that vigor in vegetation

which is the sure accompaniment of the Sum-

mer shower. So that, in fact, the electric

magazines of the skies, aided by earth's sub-

stances, are continually engaged in the manu-
facture of those nitrate^ of potash, soda and

lime, that form such important ingredients in

our best manures.

Chemistry has taught the agricultural world

the value of substances for manures, which

heretofore have been deemed worthless. It

has shown why plants grow upon a soil that

is well manured, because such manure has

added to the soil the elements that enter into

the structure of the plants, nitrogen, phos-

phorus, sulphur, potash, soda and magnesia.

It has taught the agriculturist, that where the

natural manures fail, artificial compounds may
be resorted to, giving to the soil and the

plants, something in which the first was de-

ficient, and the latter was craving for nourish-

ment. It has taught the characteristic dis-

tinction between animal and vegetable ma-
nures—that the former contain a much larger

proportion of nitrogen than the latter ; and in-

structs you how to best treat animal manure,

so as to hold and preserve that nitrogen, or

the volatile ammonia which decay evolves

from it, and upon which most of its virtue de-

pends. Chemical analysis, perhaps, will show

you that your soil is deficient in sulphur or!

soda. Guided by this, you apply a top dress-

!

ing of sulphate of soda to your wheat, and
j

the full grain in the ear almost bends to the
j

earth with its weight. Tou find that the land
|

you are about to lay down in grass, is deficient

j

in nitrogen. You top dress it with a prepara- I

tion of nitrate of soda, and a rich luxuriant

!

crop greets the advent of your sweeping!
scythe.

j

Already the system of scientific cultivation
j

is being guided and directed materially by the
j

light of chemistry. By taking' advantage of
j

varieties produced naturally, by endeavoring!
to produce others by art, and forming hybrids, j

an immense number of varieties have been

j

brought into existence ; each possessing pecu- j

liarities of great interest and importance. On j

the maratime cliffs of England, there existed!

a little plant with a fusi-form root, smooth]
leaves and a flower similar to that of the wild

j

mustard, with a saline taste. By scientific!

cultivation there have been produced from!

that insignificant plant, all the broccoli or

kales, at least a dozen varieties ; all the early i

savoys, and the whole family of turnips. !

Now although it is not fair to suppose that

!

cultivation can ever produce from a single

plant so many varieties, as have sprung from

this brassica, much is being done, and more
can be done in this direction. Scientific culti-

vation, aided by chemistry, is now bending all

its energies to produce varieties, which shall

extract as much as possible from the soil in

|

the shortest possible time ; in other words,

varieties richest in nutritive matter, and com-
ing speediest to maturity.

April, 1857.

CARROTS AND THEIR CULTURE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY W. H. WHITE, SOUTH WINDSOE, CONN.

It needs no argument to convince the pro-

gressive, wide awake farmer of the value of

the carrot in feeding to stock ; and of its econo-

my as a field crop. Many object to growing

root crops on account of the back-aching labor
j

necessary in their production. By taking ad-
\

vantage of improved implements, very much

;

of the most objectionable and back-trying la-

;

bor may be dispensed with. The seed sower,
j

scuffle hoe and carrot weeder, will greatly aid
j

in dressing out the crop at first ; and a large j

part of the after culture may be performed
j

with the horse shoe or cultivator. Clean, j

thorough culture, on suitable rich soil, is the
j

great secret in carrot, as well as in all other

!

root culture. As a market crop they are valu- j

able, as well as an excellent feed for horses,
j

milch cows, and other stock. « When fed to
j

cows giving milk, in moderate quantities, they
j

cause them to give milk yielding a rich yellow
j

cream, producing butter of the color made j

when cows are turned on early grass ; the

!

quality and quantity being very much better
j

than that produced when the cows are fed with
j

almost any other feed. Carrots contain an j

acid called pectin, the gelatinous principle of;

certain vegetables, which, acting upon the con-

j

tents of the animal's stomach, greatly assists

j

the process of digestion. For this reason they
\

are valuable as feed to horses kept on dry feed
j

or grain, giving a healthy, sleek, shining ap-

j

pearance to the skin and coat, as well as im-

!

proving their digestion. Often when horses

j

are kept on hay and grain alone, considerable

j

of their food is passed in the whole state
;
by

;

feeding carrots this difficulty is obviated. !

By liberal manuring, on good soil, with well

j

rotted stable manure, and an application of!

300 or 400 pounds of superphosphate, together

j

with thorough culture, one thousand to twelve
;

hundred bushels per acre may be grown,
j

With a less liberal manuring and fair culture,
j

six hundred to eight hundred bushels per acre i

may be grown. The cultivation is a simple
j

: process, requiring no particular art or skill

j

above producing good crops of other roots and I

vegetables. The best soil is a rich loamy one,
j

!
which should be thoroughly broken up and

!

i loosened to the depth of 16 to 18 inches, by!

! thorough plowing and subsoiling, mixing in

j

! well rotted manure in liberal quantities. The
]

;
deep working is necessary to grow smooth,

j

! long, taper roots, instead of " fingers and toes,"
j

' as is often the case in more shallow worked i

ground. Harrow and make the soil thoroughly
fine; lay off the drills two to two and one
half feet apart, for field culture ; and eighteen

inches for garden culture. Into the drills strew

your superphosphate, and cover about two in-

ches, or a little less, with a Share's planter ; on
these ridges drill in the seed half an inch deep.

The best seed planter will be found to expedite

planting, distributing the seed, and covering

more evenly than by hand. About two pounds
of seed is required to the acre. The proper
time for planting is from the middle of May to

the first of June. For garden or early culture,

the Early Horn will be found the best. For
winter or field culture, use the Long Orange.
The Altringham is thought by many to equal

the Long Orange. On the whole, I think the

Long Orange is as good as any kind we have.

As soon as the plants are up, go through with
the scuffle hoe, destroying all weeds

;
you can

do it more effectually with the scuffle, than

with the common hoe, and thin the plants to

from four to six inches apart in the row.

After which keep the cultivator or horse hoe
in motion, to keep all weeds down and the

ground loose, using the hand hoe as frequently

as necessary, thus greatly helping on the

growth and vigor of the plants. The harvest-

ing I defer to the appropriate season. Try a
small patch, if for no other purpose than to

feed to the milk-giving cows, and see what a
difference it makes in the butter during winter,

when the cows are kept upon dry fodder.

April, 1867.

The California Agricultural Society requires

that a first-premium work horse shall be be-

tween fifteen and sixteen hands
;
quick, lively

ears ; broad between the eyes ; round barrel

;

short loins; well up in the shoulder; deep

chested
;
square quarters ; flat legs ; short be-

tween the knee and pastern, and hock and
pastern ; hind legs well under him

;
speed

equal to eight miles an hour on the road, and
at least three miles at the plough

; with suffi-

cient blood to insure spirit und endurance.

Unwholesome Beead.—An eminent physi-

cian, speaking upon the vital subject of bread-

making, advocates the use of unbolted flour.

He says that by leaving out the bran we injure

the bread, and lose a portion of azote as well

as a considerable amount of the phosphates,

both of them of the utmost moment, even

when bread is but a partial ingredient in the

general nutriment, but much more so in the

case of hard-working men and women, when
it constitutes the principal sustenance. Owing
to the absence of the bran, habitual constipa-

tion among those who mainly consume such

bread ensues. And owing to the partial ab-

sence of nitrogen and of the sufficient phos-

phates, the body is not adequately supported.

The result is, that dyspepsia and debility wide-

ly prevail.

The Cincinnati Price Current published last

week the annual report of pork packing in the

West. It says: The total number of hogs
packed, is 2,425,251, against 1,705,955 last sea-

son ; the general average weight 232 1-7

pounds against 231 3-10 pounds last season,

and the yield of leaf lard 29 1 pounds against

31 1-7 pounds last season. The shipment of

hogs East, over the Baltimore and Ohio, and the

Pennsylvania Central Railways, during the

season were 612,184 head, against 40,562 head
last season. The great increase was over the

Pennsylvania Central.

A Chicago man who had not been out of the

city for years, fainted away in the pure air of

the country. He was only resuscitated by put-

ting a dead fish to his nose, when he slowly re-

vived, exclaiming: "That's good—it smells

like home !

"

Two correspondents of the Rural American
say that a few seeds of the Palma Christi, or

castor bean, scattered about their haunts, will

destroy ground moles.

An Association proposes holding a State

Agricultural Fair in Baton Rouge, La,, during

the week beginning Monday, May 6th.

Foegetfulness of Studious People.—Dr. Stuckley once waited upon Sir Isaac Newton a little before dinner time ; but he had given orders not to be called

down to anybody till his dinner was upon the table. At length a boiled chicken was brought in, and Stuckley waited till it was nearly cold, when
being very hungry, he ate it up, and ordered another to be prepared for Sir Isaac, who came down before the second was ready, and seeing the dish
and cover of the first, which had been left, lifted up the latter, and turning to the doctor said, "What strange folks we studious people are! I really
forgot I had dined."
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SEED POTATOES.

Written for the Farm anil Flreilde,

BY THOMAS J. EDGE, LONDONGROVE, PA.

I and deteriorate the potato. Experiment will
j

1 demonstrate that iu all kinds of potatoes there I

'

I are two distinct classes of eyes, which in a §

'

f perfect potato can readily he distinguished from j

I each other. Some kinds of potatoes, of which f

Various patters.

THINGS WISE AND OTHERWI3E.

WHIMS OF MONOMANIACS.

|
The whimsical ideas of monomaniacs arc

1 innumerable. There was once an English

|
clergyman, the Rev. Simon Brown, who died

In China the physician who kills a patient I .,,

! the Cuzco, Mercer and Pink Eye Rusty Coat 1 has to support his family. Quite a number of!
"" h

,

!.

hc
t

c 'm™u 'm «';it his ''<"< «< «"« was

I may be taken as a type, arc not regular through- 1 families woidd be supported under such a law, !

an
!f ,

hy a special fiat ol the Divine

It is proper, before going into particulars as
[ ^

, c ^ rfect imens boing j m this ,.„„„„., |
will A patient in the « Retreat ' at York,

=

A subscription is being raised in New York j

^and, '"ought he had no soul, heart orto the propriety of planting cut seed, to con-
j sma]k,r ft{ Qne c

'

nd ,han „ie othcr . tUe tbick |

sider the claims of the different kinds now un-|

dor cultivation* in this locality. Our standard
| or large end is that which, in growing, is at-

[ for a monument to the late well-known horse- j

lungs. A soldier, wounded on the field of

j
Austerlitz, was struck with a delirious convic-

I tached to the root or stalk, and, for distinction, ! man, Hiram Woodruff. We can endorse this ! .

market potato has for many years been the f
b(j w ,he r0Qt end _ Thc smal ,er cnd 1 movement Mr . Woodruff was 0ne of thc {

tl0n that " WM hM *° W-made model of his
h 5

I former self. ' You ask how Pere Lumbers is,"

| he would say ;
" he is dead—killed at Auster-

failed to give a satisfactoty yield, though it s^ jlitz; that which you now see is a mere ma-
. , .. . . v ; , , e = vide a potato in tnrte pieces, Dy two cuts anient = A piece of Lake Superior quartz, weighing = „,,•„ lv> „,1n ;seems to keep up its high standard ot quality

; | aug]es tQ ^ ^ may distingui8rj them [

but as quantity is an important consideration, it

j ag Uossozn cnd> middle and root cud . These,

"

Mercer, but from some unexplained cause, it
\ contains a chse bunch of sba)fow eyes, which I few men in this country who essayed to give \

has for some years, except in favored localities,
j haye hem ,ed the blossom cyes . If we di.

j d; it and character to the turf
P~ M 3 *. _ ~A-wr* n n/illnCn A^/Mtf> . .. .1.1 I I w .1 l.i'li if ..(ill . . 2

•

. of Lake Superior quartz, weighing
| cbiue made in his likeness." Dr. Mead tells

has been smelted at Eau Claire, Wis- 1
U3 of aQ 0xford g[udeut) who ^

• I consin, and found to contain 5 ounces ot silver. = ,,,„.,.„, K„n „,„„ f„_ .... , . ,

.

seems doomed to surrender its place as potato | j d j at tbe same time |
;

funeral bell to be rung for him, and went bun-

king to some of its younger rivals, who though
j , , ' circumstances will show I 7 , n , 7? t i ?? i

i
self to the belfry t0 lnstruct ,llc riaScr8 - He

bevalu-| returned to his bed only to die. A Bourbon
i prince thought himself dead, and refused to

i
success, but that it required two overseers to

j he wag a seven AWng and adverti^d

|
watch each monkey and keep him at work,

j bimsclf thug . „
If my wife presemg me for

—0 — j 0 , o-
i anU un(ier tne same circumstances, win snow = and a u ,lb-

;ncbes 0
not fully known, are making a strong appeal

j differont results . Xbe blossom eyes wU l break \ u „ tbereabouts I

to public favor by their large yields and im-
j
through^ ground^ and in tbe course of I

A gouthcrn
'

Seedlings, the Monitor and the Buckeye.
| the sprouls from the root end, after several I

Thus far the Monitor, Peach Blow, and Buck-
1 flays have elapsed. I know that in the above

"

eye, seem to be the most formidable rivals of
f I am not advocating a new idea, for it has been

{ A LorticuUnral wa„ of our acquaintance says \ <

tbe Mercer, which, though they do not com-
j known for some time, and some to whom 1

1 be ;s endcavoring lo discover a plan l0 extract ! P?^," „, • mT£ n M u~mand as high prices as the latter, make it upj bave mentioned the fact have said "yes Ij^
beatg from musical compositions. He I^ ^ ,

US

°*J
"

'° .

'

°"f'^ 1

in greatly increased yields. Of the Jackson | kn0w it and have tried it, but coukLsee no dif-
1 r . ... ... fgoose-pie; and Dr. Farreday, of Manchester,

AVhite, the pride of the Boston market, we \ forenoe iu thc yield of the three kinds, and do I

\ states that they are worth trying for, as iu I had a patient who thought he had swallowed

man who

!
thought he had, with others, been guillotined,

1 and when Napoleon was Emperor their heads
lthy 10

1 were restored, but in the scramble he had got

I the wrong one. A newspaper editor fancied

! he was a paragraph, and as he lay in bed, de-

all together, or

I some cases it only takes two to fill a measure. I „,„ , Tn -p„ r; e tl.„_„ ii,.„ f1 „
know but little, in our locality. The Peach

j not believe there is any."
1 We compe! ied tbe aforesaid wag to " beat " a I

Blow, so highly prized in the New York
j Lest there should be those among the readers | retreat.

market, after many trials, has been discarded
| of {he Farm and pireside wbo , from the same I

here, as not being adapted to our heavy soil. \ bave adopted the same reasoning, I ! dates when she°finds herself 'out of dale.
For the same, or some other reason, the Buck-

j would gay; try it for tbree yearS) kecp the three \ The effort to raise salmon transferred from j

eye, while it is satisfactory with regard to
j kinds geparate evely year) and raise seed from

[ England to the rivers of Australia, has proved I bated wbetber°he should riseyield, is not so in respect to quality.
j each kind for Uiree or four sea3on8. and there

{ entirely successful. The work was done by
j sentence by sentence

What we seem to need, is a potato which
j wm be some difference, and so great a one, that

j the Acclimatisation Society. I

while it shall possess the productiveness of the I n0 one will hesitate which seed to select for
| a Missouri blacksmith has prepared a horse-

1

Goodrich Seedlings, shall have the quality of
[ future planting. I do not wish to say posi-

j sboe for the Paris Exposition, made of raw ore ! Neatness of English: Dairymen*.—Mr. Wil-

the Mercer. This we might suppose would be
|
tively that this is the reason of the productive- ! from the Iron Mountain. Half the shoe is 1 lard gave high praise to the English dairymen

the result of a hybrid of the two, and this I ness of the Goodrich Seedling ; but I do be- 1 finished, and the other half shows the ore as it j
for tlie perfect neatness and cleanliness of their

idea I have put into practice by thc products \ lieve that any kind may be increased in pro-
j ig dug from the mine. I dairies. Nothing in English cheese making

of a seedling Mercer hybridized by Monitor \ ductiveness by the continued use of blossom
| One thousand emigrants pass through Co- 1 struck him with so much force and admiration

blossoms. It beiug only three years from the I eyes. 1 lumbus, O., on their way West every week. | as the cleanliness with which everything is

seed ball, it is of course too soon to know I One point in the chain of argument I have} TnE dove was tbe nrst newspaper carrier, I
conducted. The milking is very carefully pcr-

whether it will fulfil the above requirements
j omitted ; if a potato is planted whole, as a! when 0M mQm ;t wen(. ou{ and fetched a leaf I

formed in thl Pai1*- The dailT is located out

will I
for Noah. It contained a paragraph on the!

of the reach of bad oc1ors
>
or «>ytMng likely

1
1 to taint milk. The milk rooms have stone

or hot.
{ general thing, the blossom eyes only

Last season I had under cultivation Eirly
j
grow. I do not give it as an invariable rule,

j ^eaJhe*7hottfyki7mm*hat the" heavy"rain had \

Goodrich and Cuzco of the Goodrich Seedlings, | for it has its exceptions ; but it will usually be %

aubajded \
floors, the joints ot the flagging cemented, so

the Monitor, raised by Bulkley, the Mercer, { true, and by planting whole seed, we usually [ } that no slops or decomposed milk can find an

the Nova Scotia Mercer from improved seed, I will get sprouts from blossom eyes, which, I ^ Subterranean City Discovered in Cen- 1 entrance. The utensils and everything about

and the Early June. The result of my ex- 1 from some cause, will sprout to the exclusion
j TIiAL A^sia. Foreign journals report that a I

the dairy are kept as clean as the table and

periment, has been to leave the two latter out j of the other eyes. f subterranean city has been discovered in the I crockery of the most fastidious housewife,

of my list for next year, for a want both in
j Iu tbe old fashioned mode of planting, it

[ vicinity of Fort No. 1, on the Sir-Daiya river, I
This feature of cleanliness, the speaker said,

quantity and quality. The Monitor and Cuzco
| was custrmary to cut the potato into pieces of I in Turkistan. Kirghisian settlers having un- 1 lie found wherever he went, from the Royal

have maintained their reputation for produc-
] two eyes eacbj and 0f course, the blossom eyes I dertaken to furnish bricks to Major Yuni, the !

Dairy, at Windsor, and radiating from thence

tiveness, and the former has more than main-
j wcre pianted with the others ; and when seed I Russian commandant of the fort, brought him | all through England. He believed it was this

tained its boasted quality ; while the latter,
] for tbe next season was selected from the pile I such curious specimens of the required article |

cleanliness and the untainted condition of the

from the fact that they were not dug until
| at large) there was but little if any deteriora- 1 that he was led to inquire whence they had 1

m]\k, together with the even temperature of

after they had taken second growth, have not! tion . but wben the too common plan of
j procured them. On their taking him to the j

the curing rooms, that were the leading causes

come up to their standard. The Monitor has
j savmg sma --

or middle sized potatoes for seed,
j
place, the existence of a subterranean city off of the fine flavor which is characteristic of

this season proved itself quite as good in quality
j was adopted, a deterioration invariably took j vast extent was soon apparent to the astonished j

some of the English cheese,

as the Mercer, but I think it is much more in-
j place) wb

-

cbj sooner or later, led to a com- j Russians. The place seems to have been or- 1
"

"

fluenced by the season than some other kinds
; | plete cbange 0f seed. Now, as the blossom

j
iginally built on the Lake Avel, but by the re-

j Fish ln Cold Water.—Waters too salt are

those raised in a dry season being better than
; eyes produced the earliest and best potatoes, [ ceding of the water is now at some distance

j adverse to the fattening and thriftiness of fish,

the product of a damp or wet season; and| and the smallest and worst were selected for } from its shores, and in the course of time has 1 probably also to their increase. Witness the

those raised on rolling, loose ground, better than
| seed) ;s ft uot reasonable to suppose that the } been covered up by sand and alluvial deposits.

] pitting of oysters and mussels, the ascent of

those from heavy, wet soils. The Early Good-
j benefit to be derived from blossom eyes was [Whether it belongs to the ancient Parthian, | rivers by fish to deposit their spawn, and a

rich, from its being essentially an early potato, [

-

ost; and tbat the seed was from second and
f or, comparatively speaking, modern Dshungar- [ score of other similar facts. Warm seas "pro-

does not seem to come into competition with
| tbird c

-

ass cyeSj and therefore imperfect ? j ian period of Turanian history, has not yet j duce but poor fleshed fish. Maury even tells

other kinds, but compared with them as to
| Having said tbis much m fayor of wbo]e j

been ascertained. A guard has been stationed
j us that the fish of the sea afford, perhaps, the

yield, it has a decided advantage.
\ my statements w jn. perhaps be thought I

on the spot to protect the mysterious city
| best indication as to the cold currents in it.

This season their relative productiveness has I contradictor)', if I now advocate cut seed, and j from depredations, until the arrival of further I The Atlantic cities and towns of America owe

been: the Cuzco three hundred and fifteen,
] say that I always cut the seed for my main I orders from the Government of Orenburg.

| their excellent fish markets to the stream of

Monitor three hundred and five, Early Good- 1 crops, only planting that of my experiment! j cold water from thc north, which runs along

rich tliree hundred and twenty-five, and Mer-
1 p

-

ot wbo
-

e My rule is to cut the potatoes into I Hedge Plant.— The Norway spruce is I
the coast. The temperature of the Mediterra-

cer seventy-two bushels per acre. Of the
j ba ives 0r quarters, according to the size of the

j
strongly recommended for a hedge plant by I

nean is four or five degrees above the ocean

lot, the Monitor and Mercer had the same
j pota t0

,
aiming to have from one quarter to j several of the Western horticulturists. It does j

temperature of thc same latitude
;
and the fish

treatment, which was rather better ( with re-
] one tb ird 0f a pound in a hill. ! not shade the ground so much as the Osage I

there are most indifferent. Ou the other hand,

gard to manure) than was accorded to the
j J£. my artrument above is correct, there are I Orange, is perfectly hardy and a beauty for-! the temperature along the American coast is

others, and for this some allowance should be
{ undoubteciiy more blossom eyes in a' large po- 1 ever. On the grounds of Ellwanger & Barry, j several degrees below that of the ocean, and

macle
-

I tato than we need in a hill, and hence I have I
Rochester, N. Y., is a beautiful Norway spruce j

from Maine to Florida, tables are supplied with

No one seems to doubt the productiveness
j adopted tbe ;dea and carried it out

-m practice) j hedge that will turn any stock, from horses | the most excellent of fish. The sheep's head

of the Goodrich Seedlings, and nine tenths off
tha( . if j can attam a few blossom eyes iu eacb \ and cattle to a rabbit. In setting a hedge, use \ of this cold current, so much esteemed in A ir-

those to whom I have put the question, are off . M j am doiuir ag weffl ag tf j lantcd tbe |
plants from two to three feet high, placing |

ginia and the CaroHuas, loses its flavor, and is

the opinion that this productiveness is at- 1
wbole q \ tbem tbree feet apart

-m tbe row .

tributable to the fact that they arc new kinds,
) Aftef several careful experimeutg) T can de-l years they will form a beautiful

having been only a few years from the seed I^ nQ difference in &e product from wbole 1 be dgc.
This may or may not be one reason, but [ geed &nd^ mt ag abovGj bay . ^ ^ |

baU."

Newspapers in Constantinople.—Aji American missionary thus writes: "The increase of newspapers published here, and iu other principal cities

of Turkey, and the number of persons who read them, are among the most noticeable signs of the times. In this city, two years ago, it was a rare oc-

cu rrence to see a newspaper in the hands of the natives passing up and down the Bosphorus or Golden Horn, in the steamers which here take the place

of the street cars of Boston and New York. Now it is almost as common a sight as in those cars. Newsboys throng our thoroughfares with their

pa pers—in Turkish, in French, in Greek, in Armenian, &c. Ten daily papers are published at Constantinople.

Y

f

In four ! considered worthless, when taken on the warm

compact ! coral banks of thc Bahamas. The same is thc

! case with the ether fish. In the cold water of

! that coast they are delicious ; in the warm wa-

certain it is that all new seedlings ( as I know
| from both"kinds and kept them°separate ; 1 1 Holding up Milk.—Mr. L. Morton informs

j ter on the other edge of the Gulf Stream, their

to my expense) are not noticeable for pro-| am nQt t ready tQ gay positively, but so far j
the Kural American that when his cows trouble

j flesh is soft and unfit for the table.

ductiveness. |
j cafl detcct uoue I

him in this way he reaches his hand up and |

In my opinion, we will find the secret in an-
1 ^prn j^gg^ !

places the ends of his fingers on the backbone,
j _v blue tulip, for which vast sums were of-

other cause. Goodrich from the first, made use |
' „„ .»,„,..,...™ [forward of the hips, and presses down hard I fered during the tulipomania a century ago,

of whole seed, believing that cutting had a ten- \ At this season of the year, take extra care I for a minute or so, and they will always give j bas been produced by a French gardener, and

dency to weaken the stock, decrease the yield i of breeding ewes and lambs. I down. '- wjvj be on exhibition at the Paris Exposition.
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PEAR CULTURE—STANDARD TREES.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,
|

BY R. ROBINSON SOOTT, PHILADELPHIA.
|

Feom the results arrived at by many experi-

f

ments extending over a wide extent of coun-
]

try and a period of many years, some of them
j

conducted under the most unfavorable circum-

1

stances and with the least possible amount off

knowledge of the subject, it appears to be the
j

accepted belief that the Dwarf Pear, or the
}

"pear on quince," is shortlived. Several, nay |

many, of the most skillful fruit growers still
f

value the dwarf tree, and are not prepared to
[

coincide in the unqualified condemnation of]

their favorites, so that we shall still hear and
j

read of the choice dwarf pear trees of such
j

cultivators as SI. P. Wilder, Hovey &Co.,|

Ellwanger & Barry, and others; while lessf

fortunate and careful cultivators talk of them
j

as humbugs, and, with a cunning shake of the
j

head, decline even to discuss what little merit
j

attaches to them.
f

We turn, then, to the pear on its own stock
; {

and here, too, we find that skill, care and judg-l

ment are required to ensure success. It is by
]

no means necessary to wait from seven to four-

1

teen years, after planting a standard pear tree,
j

till fruit is produced. We have known trees
]

of the Seckel to bear in four years, from the
{

bud. On the other hand, strong growers, like

}

the Vicar of Winkfield, and Duchesse d'An- j

gouleme, may be ten years, if left to chance, 1

before even a few fruit are produced, and yet
{

be in a state of vigorous growth. This is the |

disadvantage with the standard.

The most useful and convenient form of tree 1

is the low pyramid. Select a young, upright
{

stock, regularly branched on all sides, and trim
}

it up to a height of about three feet from the |

ground, shortening in at the same time the I

shoots, leaving one leading shoot in the center,
}

slightly shortened. By attention, at the proper I

season, when the wood is soft, early in Sum-
j

mer, the tree may be preserved in shape merely
j

by pinching with the finger and thumb. Such 1

a tree, if on a well drained loam, or loamy
j

clay, will produce fruit sooner than many are
j

disposed to admit. When planting, we may |

as well plant choice varieties, adapted to the
j

section of country—varieties well known and
{

fully tested (for there are many such to be had),
j

as spend time, money and labor with sorts I

which may have one or more qualities to re-

}

commend them, or which are highly extolled
\

by a neighbor who " thinks he knows a good
j

pear," but does not know very much about it I

after all.
]

We do not think it necessary to say how a
}

tree should be planted. We have been read-
]

ing in every rural paper, for the last twenty
{

years, how to plant a tree. In every nursery-
j

man's catalogue, scattered broadcast by every j

tree peddler, there are good and sufficient di-
j

rections to plant a tree. Is there any portion
{

of the land the tree peddler has not penetrated, 1

where the Farm and Fireside has reached ? Iff

so, let the unfortunate or fortunate inhabitant
|

inform us at once of the existence and loca- \

tion of the " deserted village." |

Do not plant deeper than the collar of the 1

tree ; do not let the hole be so small that any
j

of the fibres will reach the sides of it
;
spread

j

the fibres, if the tree have any—some trees,

!

when planted, have few or none. Cover the
;

roots first with fine soil, gradually sifted in

;

among them ; and finally press the soil firmly,
j

and secure the tree from swaying to and fro.
j

Plant such pears as the Bartlett and Seckel
; j

there can be no question about these ; next try

!

the Urbaniste, Beurre d'Anjou, Louise Bonne
j

de Jersey, St. Michel Archange, Duchesse
j

d'Angouleme (which, though generally grown

on the quince, will do well on the pear stock).

If more Summer varieties are wanted, take the

Beurre Giffard, Bosteizer, Brandywine, Ott

and Ananas d'Ete.

If very large winter fruit is wanted, try

Beurre Diel, Vicar of Winkfield and Easter

Beurre ; but we might go over a list of a hun-

dred choice varieties, while you only want a

dozen. As in the case of the dwarf sorts, let

us recommend twenty-five unmistakable va-

rieties for the several seasons, as follows

:

Summer.—Beurre Giffard, Brandywine, Ros-|

teizer, Ott, Bartlett, Julienne.
j

Autumn.—Beuure d'Anjou, Beurre Superfin, [

Buffum, Doyenne Boussock, Flemish Beauty,

}

Belle Lucrative, Louise Bonne de Jersey, St.
|

Michel Archange, Seckel, Urbaniste, Beurre}

Hardy, Beurre Clairgeau. I

Winter.—Sheldon, Beurre Diel, Lawrence, I

Doyenne d'Alencon, Glout Morceau, Easter
j

Beurre, Vicar of Winkfield.

A few words respecting picking and keeping j

the fruit may not be superfluous. The Sum-

j

mer pears ripen so rapidly and are so soon past
|

maturity that they are frequently found, at the \

bottom of the tree, quite dry and tasteless.
[

This is especially the case with the early Sum-

1

mer sorts, such as Giffard, Rosteizer and Ott.
j

These should be picked about a week before \

their season of maturity, or just as soon as
|

the stem will readily part from the twig by I

using a little force
;

experience, alone, will I

teach this point. The Bartlett ripens later,
{

and is so well known that it requires no re-

1

mark. The Autumn varieties mature at inter- f

vals, from the season of the Bartlett till Octo-
j

ber—the last being the Duchesse d'Angouleme, I

which we have not included in the list, as it I

does so much better on the quince. The Buf-

1

fum, if not carefully watched and ripened in
}

the house, is very deficient in flavor. Belle =

Lucrative also requires attention ; these should |

all be picked from ten days to two weeks be-

1

fore maturity ; that is, before being in a fit con-

1

dition for eating. The Winter varieties, a few f

of which mature early in December, such as
j

the Sheldon and Lawrence, require no extra |

care ; but the late Winter sorts, such as the
j

Vicar and Easter Beurre, frequently fail to ma-

}

ture their juices, and, to a great extent, disap- j

point the hopeful amateur. We have heard it I

stated that from a crop of a vigorous tree of
j

the Vicar, amounting to several bushels, fruit-

1

ing for several years past, not one pear has I

been ripened fit for the table ; and this is the I

common experience with the Easter Beurre
j

and others of its season. They are generally f

picked too soon, or shaken from the tree. 1

They should be carefully picked after the first I

sharp frost
;
put in barrels and headed up, I

leaving them on the side, in a dry place out
f

doors ; or in an open shed till severe frost, ap-

1

pears ; then put them in the cellar and bring j

them into the house as wanted, ripening them
j

in a moderately warm room.

April, 1867; |

Written for the Farm and Fireside.
|

IS IT SO?
|

"The Preservation of Fruit Trees.—The j

Farmers' Club of the American Institute, of|

New York, recently held a meeting, at which j

a discussion took place on the best method off

destroying curculio on fruit trees. One of the j

members stated that if a hole was bored in the |

body of the tree and filled with sulphur, it I

would so infect the tree that no insect or worm

}

would live upon it. Upon some doubt being 1

expressed as to its efficacy, he said that he had f

tried the remedy and spoke from experience.
f

The chairman remarked that, if this be a sure
|

preventive, it was worth millions to the coun-

I

try, and we need never lack a supply of fruit
j

in the future." I

The foregoing extract I cut from the edi-

}

torial columns of the "Public Ledger," of Phil-

j

adelphia. I agree with the remark of the j

chairman, that if this is a sure preventive, it j

will be "worth millions to the country ;
" but

j

at the same time I must confess that I have no I

confidence whatever in the assumed fact. j

In connection with this extract, I here in-{

sert a question, and remarks thereon, from =

page 20, Vol. LI. of the "Practical Entomo-I

ilogist," published in Philadelphia. "The fol-l

lowing is from the proceeding of the New |

! York Farmers' Club, published in the New
\

|
York Tribune, Oct., 23, 1866 :

"

" Apple Tree Borers.—John Thompson,
j

;Jr., Rochester, N. Y., proposes to extirpate!

j borers by boring three or four holes with a I

j
large gimlet into the sap wood of the tree ; I

! then put into each hole a grain of blue mass, |

j
fill up with sulphur, and cork ; and finally seal |

i over with wax. The idea is to medicate the \

\ sap, so as to make it disagreeable to the in-

1

i sects." He says: "By the use of sulphur I!
i have found a way to check them." I

i " Blight in Pear Trees.—Besides insert-!

ling the sulphur, I drove about a dozen cut!
1 nails into the body of each tree. I Intend to j

I try calomel upon my peach trees." i

And why not try jalap too ? And rhubarb ? f

And ipecac ? Be careful not to give too large I

a dose of blue mass or of calomel, or you may f

salivate your trees. Clearly, Mr. Thompson, |

Jr., does not read the Practical Entomologist.
|

In continuation, we may reasonably ask: If}

it be true that this kind of treatment would f

medicate the sap so as to make it disagreeable
[

to the insect, would it not also medicate the

}

juices of the fruit, so as to make it disagreea-

1

ble to man ? And what is the difference
|

whether we have fruit so medicated that it j

cannot be eaten, or whether we have none at|

all, unless we might want to embark in a pat-

1

ent pill speculation ? But suppose the sulphur

!

and the mass did so affect the tissues of the
|

trees as to prevent the borers from destroying

}

them, how could it possibly affect the curculio, |

whose approaches are from the outside ?
|

When the female curculio refuses to deposit !

her eggs in fruit, because of its medicated con-

1

dition, you may be sure it will not be fit to put
j

into the stomach of a human being—except!

perhaps a moiety, as a medicine. The nail I

remedy is as "old as the hills," and has long}

since been exploded. If any one, however,
[

has any confidence in the remedies, let them j

try them. s. 8. r.
j

Lancaster, Pa., April, 1867.

ABOUT PRUNING.
}

The best implement to prune with is the
j

thumb nail and fore finger. This implies that |

all pruning should be done at early stages in
|

the growth of the tree—done constantly on I

the new, tender growth—and that the tree!

should be trained gently and watchfully upj

from the first bud to its ripe maturity. The
{

next best implement is the pocket knife ; and "j

that means that no branches that are useless,
}

superfluous or out of place, should be allowed
j

to grow larger than small twigs. The knife!

wounds the tree, but it is so slight and so I

nicely done, that it heals quickly and without
j

much injury to the vitality of the plant. The j

necessary implements, oftentimes, are the saw,

j

mallet and chisel
;
they are like the surgeon's j

knife and saw, tools that must be used to save

!

life and future usefulness, because there is no I

alternative. He is unskillful and ignorant who 1

trains a tree from the beginning, and finally i

must resort to these. I

The first object in pruning is to give shape |

to the tree—to grow and distribute properly
j

the bearing wood. This is the sole object dur-
\

ing the first years of the tree's growth. To j

make this wood healthy and hardy it should
j

be grown slowly ; hence the pruning should i

not be severe, but timely and moderate. An-

j

other object in pruning, at a later stage in the \

life of the tree, is to produce fruitfulness. j

This is best done by pinching or pruning in
j

the middle or latter part of Summer, which I

checks the wyoody growth and turns the power j

of the tree to the development of buds for
j

fruit.

It is a frequent practice with farmers to

j

prune closely early in the spring. With old
j

trees this system tends to produce a thrifty
j

growth of wood, and sometimes is thereby
j

beneficial
;
young trees treated in this way j

produce too much wood, and will not bear

j

fruit as readily. The obvious rule, then, is : j

prune old trees early, to invigorate them and
\

produce new bearing wood ; but prune young
j

and thrifty trees in the growing season, to in-

j

duce fruitfulness.

—

Rural New Yorker.

Chicken Guano for Apple Trees.—It is
\

well known that the Yellow Bellefleur is a very i

shy bearer in many locations. Mr. Cheese-
j

man says that he has found that a liberal mulch

of chicken guano applied about the tree has

caused abundant crops of excellent fruit, while

other trees planted the same time, not so treated,

have borne but little, and of inferior quality.

A Useful Hint.—The Gardeners' Monthly

cautions its readers who are about transplant-

j

ing raspberries and blackberries, not to plant

j them too deep, as most of the failures result

I from this cause. Raspberries and blackberries

i will not root out from the cane, as most things
j

I

will from their stems, the buds have to come

I
from the crown or roots ; and several inches of

I soil to come through is too much for the buds

i —they will sooner die first.

The FieitL

POTATOES AND PUMPKINS.

To the Editors of the Farm and Fireside

:

I noticed in the Farm and Fireside of March
3d, a statement made by a farmer in Rome,'N.
Y., as to the yield and quantities of several

varieties of potatoes raised by him last year.

I think such statements of great value and shall

obtain two varieties of said potatoes, the Early

Goodrich and the Prince Albert. I think it

pays well to change the seed of potatoes, even
if it is not carried more than three or four

miles. This may seem a simple suggestion to

most farmers, but can harm no one, as those

who think it of no value will not heed it. We
are endowed with organs of speech, and pow-
ers of thought and natural capabilities; and
is it probable that a child would never speak a

word, or utter a human sound, if it never heard

a word spoken. So we must learn one from
another what we do know. Now, as farming

is at the foundation of all other business, why
not learn from each other, and so be able to

till the soil to the greatest advantage ?

I raised last year five varieties of potatoes,

the Davis Seedlings, White Snow Ball, (Maine

variety), Chenango, Chili, and the early Blue.

The Snow Ball and Davis Seedlings yielded the

best and rotted the least. The best preventive

I ever tried against the rot is dry ashes ; a

small handful being thrown upon the potatoes,

after they are dropped. I have left a row
through the field without ashes, and when I

dug them, this row would be affected by rot,

while the ones which were ashed had scarcely

any diseased potatoes among them. I have

often sowed ashes on the vines when wet,

about the time the blast generally strikes them.

I wish to say a word about pumpkins. Last

year I raised about five tons of pumpkins, on
about one and a half acres of land, planted

among corn. While the vines were small I

sowed on a small quantity of plaster three

times, early in the morning, when the vines

were wet. This kept off the bugs, and added
much to the growth of the pumpkins. Had I

not used any plaster, I think I should not have
raised half as many.

E. Chase.
Blackstone, Mass., April, 1867.

GRAIN STATISTICS.

It may be interesting for those who believe

that agriculture cannot be as favorably prose-

cuted in the East as it is in the West, to know
that while the yield of wheat in Massachusetts

averages fifteen bushels per acre, that of Ohio
and Iowa is but eight ; that while corn averages

twenty-nine bushels in Massachusetts, it only

amounts to twenty-eight in Iowa and thirty-

five in Ohio ; that oats averages twenty-three

bushels in the former State to twenty-five and
twenty-seven in the two latter ; that rye aver-

ages eleven bushels in Massachusetts, ten in

Ohio, and thirteen in Iowa ; and that in po-

tatoes, Massachusetts produces ninety bushels

to sixty-eight and sixty-seven in her rivals.

While the quantity of grain inspected at

Chicago last year is reported at 56,851,669

bushels, the exports of the leading bread-

stuffs from the United States during the

j
fiscal year ending June 30, 1866, were as fol-

|

lows : Wheat, 5,570, 103 bushels
; wheat flour,

12,183,050 barrels; Indian corn, 13,516,651

! bushels; corn meal, 273,275 barrels. An ad-

j
ditional illustration is thus furnished of the in-

\
significance of the foreign market for the pro-

!
ducts of the Western prairies. The Garden

!
City alone concentrates annually a larger quan-

\
tity of breadstuffs than all the nations of the

!
world, in ordinary seasons, purchase from us.

W. S. Carpenter, of New York, has trans-

! mitted to the Paris Exposition, one hundred

j and fifteen different varieties of Indian corn,

; each of which has a name. The most re-

}
markable ear in this collection contains 1,290

i grains, arranged in twenty-two rows, and is

j
known as the Western Gourd seed.

M. L. Sullivant, is preparing to set four

I hundred miles of Osage Hedge on his new
! farm in Livingston Co., El., one hundred and

5 twenty miles of which will be set this Spring.

Pennsylvania Products.—The three great staples in the production of which Pennsylvania is pre-eminent, are coal, pig iron and petroleum. The product of
coal in Pennsylvania during the year, is estimated in round numbers at sixteen million tons, or one-fourth more than in 1860 ; and its value at the markets of first

delivery was at least $80,000,000. The product of petroleum during the year, is given at nearly ninety millions of gallons, valued at over $17,200,000. The
product of pig iron during the year is given at six hundred and forty-six thousand tons, valued at over $31,000,000. The aggregate value of coal, petroleum and
pig iron, for the year, was $158,231,243.
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"ffl 5t "-llsiEi ^tPt t> t? S T VxX! I tiie practical fron\ the theoretical. If too far! PLANT TREES.
f
land, for there the young trees have been ad-

Jp (f^wi'i* QllPJ i && & J. £1 &
. j ativanCed in years to attempt to follow this I { vanccd too rapidly. They have been pushed

_ ,„ I advice, be sure to instill habits of watchfulness j
Tl,E g°nial season has come—the season of

j ahead «< for a market .» arc perhaps healthy,

G. W. and s. S. FOSS, EDITORS. [ and correctness in your children. It will bej burstlD£ buds
>
emerald grasses and 6inging

j but are ten(]er and sappy, and will not thrive

I of incalculable benefit to them, no matter what I
birds

- 11 is the season, also, of unusual activity
j aftcrwards ou ordinary soils. Again, look for

SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 18G7. {avocation they may eventually conclude to I
and labor on the farm

>
iu ,h '' garden and the

| v igorous trees, with good roots, strong and fi-

wjiif'' .<v ,.j .
i.j-.m,,d^

| adopt. The men who succeed are those who j
nursery' There is no lack of employment for

j brous ;witu the wood wc] , hardened, and the

ageioultuke feeds ua
;
io a (rrcat extent a cioihes u>

;
wiih fare honest, punctual, systematic; who are I

tbos(! who " earn their bread by the sweat of
j bark 8m0otli, clean and healthy-looking. In

n^rc^xSeaS's^ and discriminating in the minutest

!

tbe brow-" Wc ba™ Ploughing, sowing,
j gelecting ground for fruit trees, choose a good,

wSrEE
he cen"!^, and """ large8' U A«r"!uUu™-DAN"!L

1 details of business. f
manuring, planting and pruning to attend to

; j dry soil . if tbc land is uaturuny wet, under-

Z=Z====^^ I I
also thc transplanting of fruit and ornamental

j drain it> or if it is thia and shallow, sub-soil it.

SYSTEMATIC FARM ACCOUNTS. I BE SURE OF THE FACTS. 1^ TuC falmer 0r gardeuer who overlooks
| Qf 8j, ualionS) partics musl judge for themselves.

I j
this latter duty, neglects one of the most im-

j Low land is subjcct t0 frosts ; as a general ad-

TnKKB is not sufficient importance attached | Oor contributor "S. S. R.," in his article {
portant duties of his profession. The diversity

} v
-

lCL^ pUt your trees on m i,idl'm- high land,

to the keeping of farm accounts. Many far- [headed "Is it so?" in this number of ourfof soil and climate in this country, gives us
| though n0\ at thcexireme summit. If adjacent

mers cany ou their farming operations, year 1 journal, shows up in a ludicrous light some I
remarkable facilities for the cultivation off

to a pond or larwe river, all the better. All

in and year out, without making any daily or f
practices that arc in vogue, and which have I fruit

;
and no man who owns a farm, garden,

j hodies ofwater mitigate the severity of Winter,
even weekly entries ( except of dollars and I not even probabilities to recommend them. As {or even a house-lot, should omit setting out

f and c00] the extreme heat of Summer. In re-

ceipts received or paid out), referring to specific f we remarked a week or two ago—facts are {
fruit trees. They cost but little, require small 1 „ard to scientific transplanting, and the after

operations and their results. They cannot tell I fundamental things, and if not correctly ob- 1
attention, yet return us delicious and health-

[ culture, they require more space than we can
how the account stands with their farm. They } served, the conclusions based upon them must j

giving food, and add considerably to the value
f Spare Veteran tree planters require no ad-

do not know whether there is more profit in j be wrong.
[
and attractiveness of our homes.

j vice> and amateurs shouid consult book author-
raising hay or corn, potatoes or cabbages, cattle {

More than one pretender has published aj Many persons, intelligent ones, too, live on
|
ity. Remember, however, to plash trees

or hogs—or whether anything pays. Even the I volume, the scientific conclusions in which j farms or country-seats all their lives, but never | this Spring.
aggregate of yearly expenses, paid out as { seemed unanswerable, and yet were but based | set out a tree. They neglect this duty because ! - - -

money or its equivalent, is not known to some;
j
upon asserted facts. One such book, not many

|
they think " it takes too long for trees to grow I Department of A.GBI0TJ1 itue —Reports

though the income law, which has been in f years since, occasioned serious alarm for the land bear fruit." Prodigious philosophers ! I from Washington slate that the Hon Isaac
operation for the last five or six years, has

|
safety and honor of the Bible and of Christi-

j
Suppose those who "came before us "-our [ Newton will be removed from the' head of

compelled the majority of farmers to keep and
|
anity. But soon a geologist, then a botanist,

j ancestors—entertained the same selfish no- ! tllis Department Petitions are said to have

of their sworn statement, or from cupidity,
|
of London and Paris were once confounded by

|
village or city market. Instead of the abun- f Amou"gThose"mVnti^

displayed ih their anxiety to present all the de- 1 the question : "Why a vessel cdntaining a j dance of apples, peaches and pears ; the pro- 1 brook of Vermont • J A GrinneU of Massa-
ductions admissible under the law.

{
given amount of water would not be increased

j
fusion of plums, cherries and other delicacies I chusctts, and Orange Judd of New York.

'

Of
Merchants, and other business men, keep an j '» weight if a fish weighing a pound were put

j
in the way of small fruits, we should " go hun- 1 course, the applicants are as "thick as black-

accurate account of the details of their busi-

j

into "•" Wuile other philosophers were pro-
j
gry " for those luxuries ; and the noble orchards I bu-d s in a cornfield • but which one of the

ness. They take frequent inventories, and j
pounding their learned theories, another one,

j
which beautify our farms and diversify the j aboVe named applicants would make a more

keep up such a rigid supervision over the 1
moro wary tllan tue rest

>
tried tbe experiment

|
landscape would become curiosities, and the f efficient Commissioner than Mr. Newton ? We

several departments of their business, that
j

for himself, and solved the mystery. He found
j
little garden of the poor man would be a com- \ are fearful that " the loaves and fishes" are

they know which are profitable and which are j
that the water weighed exactly one pound

j parative desert, a wild, a solitude to himself
| wbat some of the applicants are after,

unprofitable. By entering more largely into
j
more with tne fish than without it

! j and family. This error, mist ake, or stupidity \ _
the former, and relinquishing, or applying the I Fontenelle gives another illustration. In I in not planting trees because they are slow mi „ ~ _., „ ,.

'
. ,

'
,

°'
, . ,

°. I < ma m j . . . . 1 . . . .. . . = Sale op Stock.—The Burlington County
proper correctives, to the latter, their business § lt>93 the report was spread abroad that a tooth = coming to maturity, or trail-bearing, is not = ^T - x . . „ , „ . . .„ , , , .,

, ... .
' _,..,,=. ,\ . ,

1
. „ = .. . ., „ , . „

D
'

, I (New Jersey) Agricultural Society will hold its
steadily increases and prospers. This is the ; of pure gold had grown m thc mouth of as valid; it is the excuse of the idle man, the = i , , . . , , „ .

/ » . . . . , „ ^ . I , .;, „ ,. ; , c , a I. ! first annual sale of farm stock, at the Fan-
reward of their watchfuluess—of their sys- = child in Silesia. Horstius, Professor of Medi- = apology of the sluggard, and the subterfuge, ; „ , ,, , TT „ ., ... „ , r..,„,. , . _ , I . . fT • OTT , , * . a »~,

, ,
' i Grounds, Mount Holly, on tlie eighth of May.

tematic method of doing business. To such = cine in the University of Helmstadt, wrote a = evasion and shift of those who live upon the = TT ' , , , ^ = , .

*

.. •.,.,.«,„,,,, ,,, i, i j- . ... , „ =i u c xi_ : Horses, cattle, sheop and other stock will be
men the epithets ot "sharp and " shrewd = learned disquisition upon the matter. Two = labor of others. = . , .,

, , m . . , , . § ,
'

, . , . i i sold at auction, under the superintendence of
are not derogatory Their shrewdness is a

|
other savans attempted to explain the miracu-

J
We cannot jump from diaper to broadcloth

; j tho Society , at an expense to the owners of five
legitimate and protective result of their at-|lous occurrence. Then the learned Libarius| we cannot make prize-beef out of juvenile ! per Cent Hay Tain and straw will be re-
tention and pains-taking

|
followed with his opinion. But during this

j
calves; we cannot slide from depravity to I nis;hed at cost

'

'

What is to prevent farmers from being j
time a goldsmith was sent for, who discovered

] righteousne ss, nor can we raise .or propagate I We are favorably impressed with this kind
equally as accurate and acquiring similar

|

tbat a^ of gold leaf had been skillfully ap-
1 tree fruits in a day or a year. But, by proper

| of sale lor farm stock. If persons having stock
shrewdness ? Why should they not be able to \ Plled to an ordinaiy tooth

!
The goldsmith

j
planting, skillful culture on favorable soils, we I for sa ie will offer them at these annual gather-

present their balance sheet and minute detail 1
should have come first, and the philosophers

j
can obtain fruit in a comparatively brief time. | intrs and the Society manage thc business with

of operations ? "It is too complicated," says

!

last
-

The inference is, that we must see clearly
| If we do not live to enjoy the returns for our I strTct honor and fidelity we do not see why it

one. That is a mistake; the only require-

|

and carefully in order to philosophize safely
j
labor, somebody else will^erhaps your *hil-

j be made a success-advantageous alike
ments are, observation, ability to write, and a I

and sure|y- wheu a singular theoiy is pre-
1 dren or grand-children, or maybe a foot-sor e f t0 tbe owners of slock and to the Society,

knowledge of the most simple operations in |
sented to us, we should examine for ourselves, ! and travel-weary beggar may rest beneath the

!

arithmetic. "I cannot spare the time," says j
as fer as possible, to ascertain whether the facts

[ broad, bending branches of your orchard ; he I

another. Under this plea we often neglect !
uPon which

'

lt is based are real or pretended.
| may satisfy the gnawings of hunger on your'l

Baths for Houses.—A veterinarian announ-

profitable things for unprofitable ones. A few |
- - —

j fruit, and thank the Great Father of all, that j

ces
'
m the Ne™ York journals, that he has

minutes spent in an evening in making up esti- 1 Sale of Blooded Stock.—Last week Jacob j
you planted, watered, pruned and protected !

established an infirmary " where Turkish baths

mates, may convince us that many hours off E. Kreybill, of Lancaster County, Pa., a I the trees that continued to bloom, blossom and |

ar
f
administered to horses." This is not a new

hard labor are being sadly misspent in some j
young farmer noted for his attention to im- 1 bear good fruit while the grass and the daisy 1

entirely, for Roman history' speaks of

particular direction. "It is not important," [
ported stock, disposed of some of his Durhams I nod over your mouldering ashes. |

bathing establishments for horses. A hot air

remarks a third. Above ell others, he needs I at public sale. The prices of cows ranged ! The profits of orchard or tree culture aret
batb

'
for SOme aD 'mal diseases

>
ma>' be bene "

to be undeceived. The answer to the second ! from $61 to $210, averaging $110,50 each ; ! increasing every year
'

With -ood manage-

~

l
&cM

''
and ,be borse deserves the most skillful

objection will apply equally as well to him. f
the prices of heifers ranged from $51 to $202, Iment thefruits of the orchard will often brin* 1

treatment aud tbe u,ost generous attention in

It is important, in a number of respects, and I averaging $99 each ; the bulls brought from I more than the productions of the field Few i
sickness

'
B^ and b>'' some Gothamite will

essential to steady, unfluctuating success, [ $54 to $200, averaging $100 each ; the calves ! orchards if on good soil and properly cared 1
probably open a smokluS hazaar for the equine

No man can be considered to have reached I
brouSbt from $21 to $101, averaging $70 each,

j for, will 'fail to net one hundred dollars per !

P°P ulat

i

I

i

on
'

'h? d^ and omnibus nags will

the rank of a first-class farmer, who does not
j

0ne splendid calf, called the Grand Duke, was
j acre—often twice or thrice that amount. The |

8 S tlmC '

keep an accurate account with his farm. We |
withdrawn from the sale by the proprietor,

j demand for fine fruit is increasing annually, I

know of one farmer who has kept an accurate
j

after having heen bid up to $350
! | and there is no danger of over-stocking the I

Eari y Transplanting.—The earlier in the

account of his farm operations for fiftien years. !
- •»• •••

| market. But if there was little marketable

!

season ^ kinds of trces aud shrubs, except

In his blank book, or diary, he exhibited to us j Progress of the Rinderpest.—The Secre- ! value in orchard fruit, it should be cultivated I
evergreens, are transplanted, thc more sure are

the operations and yield, income and expense,
f
tary of State has received a dispatch from the | for its health-giving properties—for yourself, |

tbey t0 Srow aud do well
>
because of the ne--

of each separate field; the profits of the or- j United States Legation at the Hague, dated I your family and your friends. Go on the prin- 1
cess'ty of the broken roots being healed and

chards
; the cost of each stock animal raised

;
[March 26th, in which it is stated that the Rin- 1 ciple of increasing domestic comfort ; of per-

!

new ones formed
>

before warm suns and

poultry statistics, etc., etc. Of course, a few I derpest has spread into Belgium and France. | petuating good health ; of adding something I
sh°wers burst the buds and cause the leaves to

of these estimates, from their difficult sur- j The report of its progress in Holland, up to I to the pleasure and happiness of those who are I

draw nourishment from them. All newly

roundings, were but approximations, but they
j
February 20th, shows a decline, though not to I dependent upon you. Generosity to posterity, j P

lanted trees should be mulched.

were near enough for all practical purposes, j
much extent. The number of cases during I to those who may toil on the same farm, who! ~~ "

In this book were also entered memoranda off the first six weeks of this year, was 18,000, j
may sow thc same fields, who may gather the I

A Good Example. — William Clark, of
experiments on various manures and their ap-{and the deaths 7,1 70

; slaughtered 4,442—mak- 1 harvests after you have gone, and who are at 1
Northampton, Mass., has offered to give each

plication; observations upon atmospheric hu- f
ing a total loss of stock of 11. CIS.

f last laid beside you under the same identical 1 family in town, who did not possess one, a
midity

;
diagrams for grape arbors, garden j

...» - _ „ 1 soil you have all cultivated, should not be for- [ Concord grape vine, and a committee of the

beds and young orchards
;
gleanings from agri-

j Now is the time to exterminate the caterpil- 1
gotten. We all belong to one great family or |

horticultural club has been appointed to ascer-

cultural readings, etc. It was a perfect epito-
j

iars . The little twigs and ends of limbs on I
brotherhood, of whom God is the Great Father. !

tain the number of vines needed.
me of individual " haps, mishaps, and expe- 1 which are placed the belts of caterpillar eggs, !

Spring is a favorable time to transplant fruit |
-— - —

nences."
I should be cut off and effectually destroyed by ! trees in the New England and Middle States. { Raspberries that were left unprimed last

If thousands of farmers would do this, while
] burning. These little egg belts can easily be I

!n the South, below thirty six degrees, the ! fall should be at once attended to, and all the
they would greatly benefit themselves, intel-

1 seen. ! Autumn is probably the best period to set out I old wood and young, slender, weakly shoots
lectually and pecuniarily, they would also ma- 1 j fruit trees. Not so in the North ; now is the I cut out. Leave four to six good strong canes
terially aid agricultural journals in their lauda- 1 Plant corn for table use as soon as the j best time, in our opinion. In selecting trees, I to each hill, but head off their tops about one-
ble endeavor to sift facts from suppositions— 1 wdather will permit. '= avoid purchasing from nurseries of very rich I fourth of their height.

Our Tobacco-Smokers.—The descendants of the Anglo-Saxons are well-known to be the most inveterate smokers of the human family. While six Aborig-
ines content themselves with sharing the whiff of one pipe, six pipes will scarcely keep one Yankee in steaming operation. At a late analyzation of tobacco at
the Academy of Science m Pans, it was announced that American tobacco contained eight per cent, of nicotine, a deadly poison : Havana tobacco contained
three per cent.; and Chirgarora tobacco, grown in the Indies, no nicotine whatever. The natives of the Indies are constant smokers of the Chingarora, and nev-
er suffer the ills which follow the use of tobacco of other climes.
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THE PLANTING OF THE APPLE-TREE.

BY W. O. BEYANT.

Come, let us plant the apple-tree I

Cleave the tough greensward with the spade
;

Wide let its hollow bed be made,

There gently lay the roots, and there

Sift the dark mould with kindly care,

And press it o'er them tenderly

;

Ab round the sleeping infant's feet,

We softly fold the cradle-sheet,

So plant we the apple-tree.

What plant we in the apple-tree?

Buds, which the breath of summer days

Shall lengthen into leafy sprays

;

Boughs, where the thrush with crimson breast

Shall haunt, and sing, and hide her nest.

We plant upon the sunny lea

A shadow for the noontide hour,

A shelter from the summer shower,

When we plant the apple-tree.

What plant we in the apple-tree?

Sweets for a hundred flowery springs,

To load the May-wind's restless wing3

;

When, from the orchard-row, he pours

Its fragrance through our open doors

;

A world of blossoms for the bee—
Tlowers for the sick girl's silent room

;

For the glad infant sprigs of bloom,

We plant with the apple-tree.

What plant we with the apple-tree?

Fruits that shall swell in sunny June,

And redden in the August noon,

And drop, as gentle airs come by

That fan the blue September sky ;

While children, wild with noisy glee,

Shall scent their fragrance as they pass,

And search for them in the tufted grass

At the foot of the apple-tree.

And when above this apple-tree

The winter stars are quivering bright,

And winds go howling through the night,

Girls, whose young eyes o'erflow with mirth,

Shall peel its fruit by cottage hearth:

And guests in prouder homes shall see,

Heaped with the orange and the grape,

As fair as they in tint and shape,

The fruit of the apple-tree.

Each year shall give this apple-tree

A broader flush of roseate bloom

—

A deeper maze of verdurous gloom

;

And loosen, when the frost-clouds lower,

The crisp brown leaves iu thicker shower.

The years shall come and pass ; but we
Shall hear no longer, where we lie,

The Summer's songs, the Autumn's sigh,

In the boughs of the apple-tree.

And time shall waste this apple-tree.

Oh, when its aged branches throw

Thin shadows on the sward below,

Shall fraud, and force, and iron will

Oppress the weak and helpless still?

What shall the tasks of mercy he

Amid the toils, the strifes, the tears

Of those who live when length of years

la wasting this apple-tree?

"Who planted this old apple-tree?"

The children of that distant day,

Thus to some aged man shall say

;

And, gazing on its mossy stem,

The gray-haired man shall answer them

;

"A poet of the land was he

—

Born in the rude, but good old times

;

'Tis said he made some quaint old rhymes
On planting of the apple-tree."

Fkesicle Tale,

[ Tlie subjoined is one of those pretty Ger-

man legendary stories, which, while intended

for the young, convey earnest lessons to older

people.]

THE WOODEH CUP.

CHAPTER 1.

It was almost midnight; the full moon
looked down on the German hills, covered

with vine-yards, on the broad fields of corn,

on the little village just at the outskirts of the

Black Forest, and the old well—the haunted

well, just within its shadows.

The old well had long been the village well

;

but it had long been dry, and had become, so

said the villagers, the pathway through which
the gnomes who dwelt below the earth, went
to and from their abode.

This particular race who frequented the

well, came at last to be distinguished from the

other gnomes and fairies, so abundant in Ger-

many, and were known by the name of Spirits

of the W ell. They were kind and obliging.

If a poor man lost his money, he need but go
near the well, and he would find lying there,

perhaps not exactly what he lost, but some-
thing that would in someway compensate him
for it ; and if any one missed his way in the

forest by night, he had only to look straight

down before his feet, to see a little hopping
creature, hardly distinguishable in the dark-

ness, but which, if followed, would guide him I

aright. I

It was almost midnight, as I said, whenj

Crispus, and his brother, and his sister Nellie
j

—three golden-haired, blue-eyed, adventurous
j

children—came creeping across the fields to-

j

ward the well. They had stolen out of their
f

father's house, after he had shut up his shop, |

and packed away his boots and shoes and awls,
j

|and gone to his bed, believing the children
|

|
safe asleep in theirs. They reached the well,

{

: and looked down.
|

"We must wait till the mOon rises higher
{

i and shines down there," said Crispus; "then!

i we will see the gnomes, and hear them sing

!

j

perhaps. " 1

As he spoke, the moonlight began slowly to |

; creep down the sides of the stone walls, [

j
lower and lower, until it glimmered far down

j

! in their depths. As the children gazed, they |

! were startled by a laugh behind them. They f

\
looked round ; there stood an odd-looking little

{

j
brown man, no more than a foot high.

"You are bold children,'' he said, "but|

j
you are good. I know you. You never tease 1

j
the dog or the cat

;
you like to give carrots to

j

I the horse ; and I have seen you carry water to I

! the poor, thirsty cow. Such tenderness men j

;
sometimes laugh at ; but the day will come I

j
when these hard-hearted men, who scruple 1

I not to inflict pain even on the poor dumb

!

i brutes, will cease their laughing and laugh no \

\ more forever !
"

{

i His eyes kindled like fire when he spoke ; I

| but he smiled again benignly, and proceeded in I

! a softer tone : |

"If you will get into the bucket and come
}

! down into the well with me, I and my bro-
{

i
ther gnomes will do our best to entertain you ; \

j

and, moreover, make you a present of what- \

\ ever you choose."
|

"O, yes," cried Crispus, eagerly, for the I

i benevolent face of the gnome, added to his f

I

own curiosity, banished fear. "Yes, let us|

|

go-"
j

His brother and sister hesitated a moment, f

|
but assured by his fearlessness, they nodded

{

\ their heads in assent. I

"But the bucket will not hold us all," saidi

|
Crispus, "and the chain is old and rusty—it,

|

i might break." |

"Never fear!" answered the gnome, and I

i he laughed .heartily. "Only get in; youl

i would be safe with me were you held up by I

! nothing but a spider's thread." So theyj

;
climbed into the tall, iron-bound bucket, and I

! down they went. I

It was quite dark when they stopped, with a
|

Ijog, at the bottom, and the gnome helped}

! them all out ; but in another instant they were 1

;
dazzled with a burst of light like noonday—

|

i the little brown man had opened a door in the |

I side of the well, and led his companions into I

: a magnificent hall. The ceilings arched up-

1

\
ward higher than the tallest forest trees, the I

j
walls seemed made of gold and precious

j

;
stones, and it was filled with thousands off

! little men and women, all busily at work.

In one place they were making golden hair. I

j
They would take a lump of pure ore, and beat [

; it on their tiny forges, and then draw it out {

j into long, fine, bright curls,

j
" This will be charming," said one, "when!

j she goes to see her lover in his dreams."
|

| In another place they were making a coach, I

|
and harnessing snow white horses to it.

;
"The king wants a new coach," said they, j

j "We are going to take this one and show it

!

: to his coachmaker, when he is asleep to-night, [

; and it will surely be his model."

{ In another place a few were fixing wings on I

! their shoulders. "There is a poor boy in I

i danger of shipwreck to-night," said one of I

j
them ; "his mother sits crying ; we must fly |

I over the seas, and when the ship goes down,
f

I we will seize him by his brown curls, and!

j
bring him safe ashore."

j So there was no end to the variety of oc- j

|
cupations there. The three children were be-

1

jwildered, but not frightened; for as they!

I passed along, each gnome turned and smiled j

|
kindly on them and bade them welcome.

'

I After a while, he who had brought them I

I there said :
" It is time for you to go home

; j

| but first I will redeem my promise; choose

f

|
each of you what you will, and it shall be f

i yours." I

Crispus's brother spoke first ; "I see yonder a

great castle, with woods and parks ; I would
like that or one like it."

"You shall have it," replied the gnome.
The sister spoke next : "I would like that

diamond necklace, and that coach and horses."

"You shall have them," answered the

gnome.

Lastly Crispus spoke : "Good gnome ! you
are wiser than I

;
give me whatever is best

for me, whatever will make me happiest."

'

' You are a sensible boy, " quoth the gnome
;

and with great ceremony he presented to Cris-

pus a little wooden cup.

" What !
" exclaimed the boy, "is this all

?

An empty wooden cup ?
"

"Not empty," said a voice, "look within."

And behold ! Crispus saw a drop like water

at the bottom.

" Drink that," said the gnome.

And when he had done so, Crispus said, " I

am contented with my present; it is the best,

or you would not have given it to me."

Once more now they were all three put into

the moonlight. Then the little man took

them all on his back, and scampered across

the fields to their father's house, and put them
safely into their beds. They were very tired,

and soon fell asleep ; and the next day, the

first thing Crispus did was to look at his cup.

"My brother and sister had grand things

promised to them," thought he; "I wonder
what I am to do with this wretched wooden
cup ! I will put it in the kitchen ; it is no bet-

ter than other cups."

But as he looked, he saw, as on the previous

night, a single clear drop in the bottom, and
as before, he drank it.

"I am well satisfied with my cup," ex-

claimed he ;
" there is some magic in it—time

will show."

Many a long talk did the three children have

about their adventure at the well ; and in vain

did the other two try to drink from the mysteri-

ous cup. They might hold it upside down as

they pleased, the drop clung to the bottom
;

they might try to touch it, it disappeared with-

out wetting their fingers. Only Crispus could

enjoy it ; and the moment he sipped it out,

another one filled its place, as bright as ever.

They made several more expeditions to the

well, but they saw only the moonlight stream-

ing down into the darkness, and heard only

the night breeze stirring the long grass. So at

last they gave up going there, and in time

ceased talking of the occurrence, and seemed
all to have forgotten it except Crispus, whose
wooden cup was his remembrance

; and oft-

times, when worldly matters were wrong with

him ; when his old father was peevish, and
his customers' feet were hard to fit, (for he

had taken up his father's trade), when bad
debts made their fare and fire scanty, after

stitching shoes all day, he had to stitch up the

holes in his shabby garments by night—under

all these inflictions, often and often would he

sip up the little drop in the bottom of the cup,

and be as merry and light-hearted as ever.

CHAPTER II.

In a far off country, over the ocean, events

were transpiring which were soon to change

the fortunes of the cobbler's house. In amag-

nificent chamber in a great marble palace, an

old man lay dying. One thought only had
engrossed his whole life—to hoard up riches

;

but as he lay now under his silken coverings,

attended only by strangers and menials, some
images came flitting across his memory he had

not found time to entertain in his days of

health.

"My poor old brother," said he, "I doubt

if he be living yet. But he had two boys, and

the youngest is my namesake. Yes, he shall

have all my money."

And thus the matter wras settled ; and all his

possessions—his ships and merchandise, his

houses and lands, his gold and jewels—were

all poured, like a fairy gift, into the humble

cottage of the poor old cobler.

"This must be what the gnomes promised

you," whispered Crispus to his brother, when
the news came. "Now you will take our sis-

ter to your grand castle, and then she will have

the diamond necklace' and ride in the grand

coach which they promised to her ; while I

| must stay and take care of my old father, with

[
only my wooden cup."

1 With that he sighed, and took up his cup
;

[ the drop was very large and bright at the bot-

1 torn, and he drank it ofi.

! "Nevermind," said he; "it is not castles

[ and diamonds that make people happy. Who
1 knows but I may be the merriest of the three,

! after all?"

I So the brother and sister departed to their

| grand home, and to riches without stint or

| measure'. They found some things, too, which

I they had not bargained for—lawsuits and los-

| ses, vexations and mortifications from abroad,

1 and strife and contentions at home, for poor

I little Nellie had found a husband who liked

| better to spend her money than to love her.

!
" What care I for all this splendor," said she,

I as she walked over velvet carpets. " I am not

! half as happy as when I played with the

1 flowers in our homely garden, or sat on my
| father's work bench while he made the shoes

!"

I Ah, poor Nellie, you found pleasant things,

1 too, sometimes ; and might have enjoyed them,

1 had you not always been pining after some-

|
thing pleasanter still

!

| "Let us go and see Crispus," said the grand

| brother one day to her ; for he was a gentle-

| man now, and Crispus wTould scarcely have

[known him. "Let us see how he and his

I wife live."

1 So, after a journey of many days, in great

|
style, with coaches, and footmen and outriders,

| they arrived at the cobbler's cottage.

1 Their old father had long been sleeping in

I the church yard, and Crispus had taken his

[ place, to mend, as he had done, all the shoes

I in the village.

| He had a wife now, and some rosy children,

| but he had never been able to grow rich
;
and,

| though he seldom was troubled about the mat-

|
ter, yet when the grand company arrived that

|
day, he looked at his pine table and bare floors,

|and wooden chairs and benches, and the brown

|
crockery on the shelves, and their hard beds,

1 and said,
'
' What a fool I was not to take sorne-

I thing better from the gnomes." Then he

| looked at his wife and children ; such red,

I rough hands she had, and such scanty skirts,

| and that tight little cap on her head, and the

I blue woolen jacket she wore. " What a fright

|
she must seem to my sister," thought he.

I He had but one resource, and he turned to

f
it ; it was his wooden cup. He drank off the

| bright drop, and looked about him.

1 "Welcome to you," said he to his brother

I and sister, " Come in ; we are poor, but come

|
in ! You shall have the best we have got

;

I and we are merry and happy, if we are poor."

I Just then his wife came along, with her

]
bright, smiling face, and the little children.rang

| out a merry laugh, which made one laugh to

| hear it ; and Crispus thought he had never seen

| them look so beautiful. The wooden chairs

f
were soon drawn to the table, and they sat

| down to a nice supper, prepared by Crispus's

1 wife. What if her .hands were red and rough ?

| Hands which make a humble home happy are

I beautiful, even in the sight of angels.

1 Thus they spent the time in pleasant talk

;

| and when they were about to depart, the

I brother said to Crispus, "I cannot offer you

!
anything, for you seem to have all you want."

1 "Not exactly, " said Crispus, ' 'No one has all

1 he wants. But I have what will make up for

I many deficiencies, and what I would not give

| away—no, not for allyour possessions. I have

I what the good gnome gave me—the best he

[ had to give—the drop of contentment in the

j bottom of my little wooden cup."

1 Puke Aie.—A little sink near a kitchen door-

1 step, inadvertantly formed, has been known,

I although not exceeding in its dimensions a

i single square foot, to spread sickness through

| a whole household. Hence, everything of the

| kind should be studiously obviated, so that

1 there be no spot about a farm-house which can

| receive and hold standing water, whether it be

I the pure rain from the sky, the contents of a

1 wash-basin, the slop-bowl, or the water-pail.

| The effect of wind blowing against a square

{ chimney, it is reported, is twice as great as

I when it blows against a circular chimney of

I the same dimensions. The form of the latter

1 diverts the strength of the wind.

Personal Influence.—Blessed influence of one true loving human soul on another ! Not calculable by algebra, not deducible by logic, but mys-
terious, effectual, mighty as the hidden process by which the tiny seed is quickened, and bursts forth into tall stem and broad leaf, and glowing tas-
seled flowers. Ideas are are often poor ghosts ; our eyes cannot discern them

;
they pass athwart us in thin vapor, and cannot make themselves felt.

Hut sometimes theyare made flesh; they touch us with soft hands; they look at us with sad eyes, and speak to us in appealing tones
;
they are clothed

in a living soul, with its conflicts, faith, and love. Their presence is power, they shake us like a passion, we are drawn after them with compulsion.
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APRIL.

I hear through all the solemn pines

The south wind's pleasant flow,

And Bee the clouds, like happy things,

O'er fieldB of aznre go,

While all tho sorrow from the earth

Seems melting with the boow.

The robin and the blue-bird sing

O'er meadows brown and bare

;

They can not know what wondrous bloom

Is softly budding there;

But all the joy their hearts outpour

Seems pulsing in the air.

And we will sing, though all our days

Seem dark with pain and Iobb ;

We know that Sorrow's furnace heat

Consumes alone our dross

;

We know that one dear Father's love

Gives both our crown and cross.

Oh, while beneath the snow-drlU buda

The flower we love the beet,

And on the wind-tossed bough the bird

Still builds its happy nest,

Praise God for all the good we know,

And trust Ulm for the rest I

AGRICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

The Little Falls, N. Y., dairymen, find that
]

calves fed on scalded whey, are more thrifty!

than those fed on whey not scalded.
f

The Burlington (Vt.,) Press says that the|

farmers around the country are tapping the |

trees in their sugar orchards. The sap runs I

freely, and there is promise of a good sugar I

season. |

The Farmers' Club, at Little Falls, N. Y., I

in a late discussion were nearly unanimous in
|

the opinion that it does not pay to raise roots I

on a large scale for cattle feeding, at present
f

prices of labor.
f

Dr. Smith said at a late meeting of the j

New York Farmers' Club, that on the banks
f

of the Nile there are multitudes of towers}

some ten feet high, on which are placed doves' \

houses, solely for the manure, which is gath-

1

ercd and used for melon growing—the finest
j

in the world being raised by this means.

At a recent meeting of the State Conven-f

tion of fruit-growere, at St. Paul, a very dis-

1

couragiug view was taken of fruit-growing
; |

not even the Duchess of Oldenburg and Tran-

1

scendent Crab, could get the endorsement of!

the meeting, both of which had been supposed

!

to be perfectly hardy, and had received the en-

1

dorsement of careful observers.

It is reported by California papers that!

Josiah Sturgis, a farmer of Costa Rica Co., in 1

that State, will this year plant one hundred

I

acres of land, in the Diabolo Valley, with lo- =

cust trees.
{

It is said that in New Jersey there are about
j

one thousand eight hundred acres of land de- f

voted to the cultivation of the cranberry, and I

valued at nearly a million and a half of dollars,
j

A large proportion of this land is located in 1

Ocean county. \

The well-known farm of Daniel Webster,
{

at Franklin, N. H., is offered for sale. Thej

place contains about 350 acres of land, and

!

the furniture used \>y Webster can be bad with i

the house if desired. I

A man could afford to get fat out in Texas.

!

Fine beeves are selling there at fH to $15 ; i

sheep $1,50 each, and pork 2i to 5 cents per!

pound.
j

Sir. H. H. Potter, of Sauk county, Wis-

!

cousin, contributes an article to the Prairie I

Farmer, stating that he raised on four acres of!

land, $4,G00 worth of hops, estimating the!

hops at fifty cents a pound; raised upon a!

timothy sod.
j

The tobacco now on hand in the counties of!

Halifax, Pittsylvania, Franklin and Henry, in
|

Virginia, and Rockingham and Caswell, in!

North Carolina, is estimated to be worth $12,-!

000,000. The crop of Pittsylvania alone, is
j

placed at $3,000,000. These estimates are!

based on careful researches.

A large number of cattle have died in vari- i

ous parts of Kansas recently, in consequence

of the severe weather, and lack of feed ; the

weather is reported, however to have mode-
rated greatly in that section, within the last

few days.

Edwin Hammond, of Middlelmry, Vt., re-}

jcently sold six ewes lo go to the West, for}

|
$<;,ooo apiece. j

j
At the annual meeting of the Wisconsin

j

j Horticultural Society, the following list of five j

j varieties of apples was adopted : Red As- j

! trachan, Duchesse of Oldenburgh, Fameuse,
|

j
Tallman Sweeting, Golden Russet. For a j

! second five : Fall Stripe, St. Lawrence, Perry
j

! Russet, Red Romantic, and Willow-twig.

; Samuel Thobse of Thorncdale, Dutchess

}

j county, N. Y., has just sold to James 0. Shel-
j

I don of Geneva, a noted cattle-breeder, forty i

j
head of choice Short-Horns, his entire stock,

}

! with the exception of two bulls. The price I

! paid was about $1000 each, and -it now makes
\

\ Mr. Sheldon the largest owner of fine Short j

I Horn stock in the county.

I The two-year-old South Down wether, that

I

! took the first prize at the last New York State
;

j
Fair, was recently killed, and weighed, when !

1 dressed, 125 pounds. i

j Standard of Chaeity.—Men measure their
j

[ charities by a peculiar standard. A man who !

I has but a dollar in his pocket would give a i

! penny for almost any purpose. If he had a
j

! hundred dollars, he might give one
;

carry it
j

j
higher, and there comes a falling off. One

! hundred would be considered too large a sum
for hiln who has ten thousand, while a present

of one thousand would be deemed miraculous

from a man worth one hundred thousand—yet

the proportion is the same throughout, and

the poor man's penny, the widow's mite, is

more than the rich man's high-sounding and

widely-trumpeted benefaction.

At a religious meeting among the blacks, a

colored preacher requested that some brother

should pray. Thereupon, half-witted Mose
commenced a string of words entirely without

meaning. At this the pastor raised his head

and inquired, "Who dat praying? Dat you,

brudder Mose ? You let somebody pray dat's

better acquainted wid de Lord."

Dp.. Boynton mentions five square feet as the [

smallest possible allowance of space for each \

sheep in its winter quarters. [

Theee is a prospect that the cotton crop of}

the present year will be much larger than that
j

of 18GG, and not much below the average crop !

raised previous to the war.

Baked Plt/m Pudding.—One quart milk,
j

six soft crackers, four eggs, half pound of rais-
j

ins, salt and spice. Bake from three to four

!

hours. Make a good sauce for this pudding, j

The markets,

W00NS0CKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending April 12, 1867.]

FARM PRODUCTS, FUKL, Ac.

H»y T§ Ion $38
Straw 19 ton $20
Coal M ton $10 50al2 50
Oata § uiuh 8oa90c

Wood ^3 cord $Ca3 GO
[

Beans quart 13c |

Potatoes 90c :

Onions 90c I

llfti; fori,

j Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OF TUE

T E _A- T JR, _A_ D E -

OKOCnitlES, Ac.

Flour $llal7 00 |
Ralalni

Corn Meal $1 30
Rye $1 50
Salenttus lUtiloc
Kerosene Oil 75c
Cheese » lb 24c
Butter $ lb 40, 42a45c
Codllsh 8c
Java ColTee $ lb 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10ai2c

22a25c
Molasses ^ gal 75a85c
Y. H. Tea *1 20
Black Tea 80ca*l 20
Oil W gal $1 00
Fluid ^ gal $1 00
CandlesW lb 25a50c
Eggs lb doz 30c
Lard y lb 16acl8
Sugar ^ It) 14al8c

MEATS, Ac.

Beef Steak SSaSOc I

Beef, corned 12al6c
Tongues, clear 25c
Mutton 12al6c1
Veal 16a20c
Pork, fresh 16a20c

Hams 16al8c
Poultry 20a2£c
Shoulders 15c
Sausages 18c
Tripe 12c
Pork, Bait 18c

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
April 10, 1867.

At market for the current week: Cattle, 1113; Sheep and
Lambs 4017. Swine, 1200.
Prices. Beef Cattle—Extra, $13,750*14.50; first quality,

$13.00(5)913.60; second quality, i:11.7b©$12.50; third quality,

$10.50(3$11.50 100 lbB (the total weight of hides, tallow and
dressed beef.)
Country Uldes,8X'<?9c 39 lb. Country Tnllow 6M(^7c lb.

Brighton Hides, 9^(iill)c. # lb; Brighton Tallow, 7Ji@8c

Wool Sheep, $1 75@$2 25. Greeu Sheep Skins, $1 25@
$2 25 skin.
Calf Skins. 18 to 20c. lb.

There is a light supply of Cattle this week from all sections,

and the quality upon an average is better. Prices have ad-
vanced from to of a cent per pound.
Working Oxen Sales at $160, $170, $190, $226, $255, $275,

$290, $300, $310, and $250 per pair.
MtLOll Cows—Sales extra $100al25; ordinary $69(3>$75.

—

Store Cows $45a50. There Is some very nice Milch Cows In

market.
Sheep and Lambs.— We quote sales of Sheep at 5, 6, 7. 7 1

,,

8, 9 and 10c per There Is a light snpply in market, and the
prices are higher than last week.
Swine—Wholesale, 8@8X cts ^) lb.

;
retail, Sy@l0 cts y lb.

There Is but a few Store Pigs in the market, and not much of a
demand for them. Fat Hogs—700 at market; priceB, 9(ii9;<:

per pound.

WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
WHOLESALE MARKET.

There has been a great deal of excitement in tlie wholesale
i breadstuflV market during the past week, and prices of (lour

have advanced from fifty cents to a dollar a barrel. PriceB are
tending upward at the close.

The wheat market has also been excited, and prices have ad-
; vanced from fifteen to eighteen cents a buEhel tor Spring, and
; from ten to fifteen for Winter wheat. The demand has been
i
largely speculative. The stock la materially reduced. Oats

i
have been more active, and advanced from three to four cents

j a bushel, closing Btrong at seventy cents for good Western, and
i
seventy-live cent9 for State. Corn has also been excited, and

j the transactions have been large both for export and invest-

j ment. Rye has been in good request, and haB advanced from
j
eighteen to twenty cents a bushel, closing strong at $1,50 for

j Western in store. Fork has been freely offered, and declined
j about a dollar a barrel. The stock proved to be larger than was
j
anticipated. Cotton has declined, and closes steady at £8 cents

j for middling uplands,and 29 cents for New Orleans. Whiskey ib

i more active and improved, Western eelling freely at $1!,30^ to

j
$2,31.

In Worcester. April 7th, Lester S. Wilson to Nellie E. Welh-
erell, both of Woonsocket.
In Pawtucket, 4th instant, Mr. Walter S. Gardner to Miss

Mary E. Robinson. Mr. James F. Coleman to Miss Eliza C.
Potter.
In East Providence, 1st Instant, Mr. Daniel Wilmarth to Miss

Susan Ida Mann, both of Attleboro.
In Grafton, April 4lh, Henry A. Fairbanks to Anna M. Kin-

dera, both of Westborough. March 28th, Cyrus R. Allen of
Mlllbury to Mrs. Mary A Bigelow of Grafton." April 2d, Henry
E. Brooks to MiBS Irene J. Humes, both of G.
In Attleborough, 5th ultimo, by Henrv K. W. Allen, Esq., Al-

fred I. Keats of Wreutham, to Katharine Kruk of Attle-

borough.

THE FARM AND FIRESIDE A\D THE
PATRIOT FOR S4.0 9 PER YEAR.

For the sum of four doli.aeb, paid in advance, we will

send the Fakm and Fireside and the Woonsocket Patriot
for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, is

$2.50. The Patriot Is an old established family newspaper,

with the largest circulation of any country journal in New
England. S. S. FOSS, PUBLI6HEK,

Woonsocket, R. I.

Onv Booh Table.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES, by CHARLES Dickens. Philadel- j

phia: T. B. Peterson A Brothers.
j

If there was wanting evidence to prove the increasing popu-
j

larity of Dickens's novels, we should enumerate the different I

editions now going through the press by four separate publish-
{

ing houses. Messrs. Peterson have,a priority (in connection
j

with Harper A Brothers) in publishing the author's American
j

edition; but Ticknor & Fields,'.and also Hurd & Houghton, are!

printing and publishing the same works in monthly volumes—
j

notwithstanding the Messrs Peterson and Harper & Brothers I

paid Mr. Dickens for manuscripts and advance proof sheets of
j

all his worka.

The April instalment Is " A Tale of Two Cities,", the time of
j

the first French Revolution, and a" wonderful tale it is ; written
j

In Dickens's graphic style ; illustrated with sixty-four illustra-
j

Hons by Mc Lenan, and bound in green morocco cloth. The
;

paper in this volume Is superior— an improvement on the issues
\

of "Our Mutual Friend :1 and "David Copperfield." Price
i

$1,25.

SCHOOLDAY DIALOGUES. Compiled by Alexander Clark,
j

A. M. Philadelphia : J. W. Daughaday & Co.

A three hours' ride by railway was'measurably shortened by i

the perusal of thlB volume. It Is admirably adapted for schools ; j

the selections are judicious, ranging from the humorouB to the
;

pathetic; and the general arrangement good. Teachers and
educators will find this a work of much value. The compiler

is the editor of the "Schoolday YiBitor"—the very best monthly

for the little folks, published.

Ujeaths.

In Providence, March 28th, Col. Joseph Whcelock, formerly
proprietor of the " Union House," Blackstone, aged 62 years.

In Worcester, 8th instant, Mrs. Eliza D. Aldrich, wife of
Ezekiel Aldrich Esq., formerly of Woonsocket, aged 64 years
and 20 days.
In Sutton, April 3d, Wm. Henry, son of William and Mary

King, aged 27 years.
Ia Bristol, 3d instant, Nathan Bardln, Esq., aged $9 years,
In Hampton, Ct., 2Uth ultimo, Coh Samuel S. Mosely, aged 80

years.
In Smithfield, 2d inst., Aurelia, widow of Welcome Sayles, in

the 85th year of her age ; 6th inst., James, son of the late Jona-
than Arnold, aged 48 years.
In Foster, 25th ult., Alexander Peck, aged 83 years; Solomon

Bennett, aged 73.

In Valley Falls, 7th inst., Mies Evelina Cook, in the 77th year
of her age.

In Pawtucket, 30th ult., Mr. Thomas B. Pratt, in the 2fith year
of his ace; 28th ult., Mr. Jonathan S. Sidebottom, in the 54th
year of his age.
In Upton, 24th ult., Hepzibah W. McFarland. aged 85 years.
In Milford, 29th ult-, Jeremiah Speedy, aged 27 years; Mrs.

Margaret S. Harrington, aged 22 years and 12 days.
In Hopedale, 4th inst., \\ alter B., son of Thomas Dixon, aged

2 years and 3 months ; Mary J. Southwick, aged 33 years and 9
months.

TEEMS OF ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisements will be published in the

Farm and Fireside. Price, fifteen cents a line each Inser-

tion. Advertisements are set up in a uniform style.

EhoxU Island,

j\T E W SEEDLING POT A TOE.
COOKE'S RATTLER,

anew and very superior Seedling, grown by Joseph J. Cooko,
Esq., of CranBton, and now offered for sale as the best late
kind in the market. It is a rusty coated, light red, round,
great yielder; white and perfect Inside, and a splendid Table
Potatoe. Price, $3.00 per bushel. Sold onlv by

W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
Providence, r. I.

April 13, 1867. Htf

T ADIES, ATTENTION I—A Su.K DRESS Pattern, or a
±J Sewing Machine, sent free, for one or two days' service,
in any town or village. Also, a gift sent free, by addressing
with stamp, W. FISK \ CO., 17 State Street.

Boston, Mass.
April 13, 1867. 4w-we-14

THE PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
COMPANY became fully convinced, several years ago, that

Consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many and too

large profits on these articles of every day consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
PANY, to do away, as far as possible, with these enormoua
drains upon tho Consumers, and to supply them with these

;
necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an idea of the profits which have been

|

made in the Tea trade, we will Btart with the American houses,

i leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the Chinese

! factors.

1st. The American House in China or Japan makes largo
j
profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest re-

|
tired merchants In this country have made their Immense for-

j
tum-B through their houses In china.

2d. The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign ex-
;
change UB'-d In the purchase of Teas.

2d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent In many
j cases.

4th. On Its arrival it Is sold by the. cargo, and the Purchaser
• sells to the Speculator In Invoices of 1.00U to 2,U'U packages, at
an average profit of about 10 per cent.
5th. The Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In

lines at a protit of 10 to 15 per cent.
6th. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells It to the Wholesale

: Grocer In lots to suit the trade, at a profit of about 10 per cent.
7th. The Wholesale Grocer sells It lo the Retail Dealer at a

I profit of 15 to per cent.
E 8th. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for all the profit he
j can get.

j When you have added to these eight profits as many hroker-

[ ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

= original cost of the Tea, It will be perceived what the cocsumer

[ has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so

j
very much lower than Bmall dealers.

= We propose to do away with all theee various profits and

\
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

\ the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to our

| correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and a small

\
profit to ourselves—which, on our birge sales, will amply pay us.

= Through our syBtem of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

; try, consumers in all parts of the United Slates can receive

I their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

| of transportation) as though they bought them at our Ware-

| houses In this city.

| Some parties inquire of us how they Bhall proceed to get up a
\ club. The answer Is simply this: Let each person wishing to

= join in a club say how much tea or coffee be wants, and select

= the kind and price from our Price List, as published in the pa-

| per or In our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts

| plainly on a list, and when the club Is complete send it to us by
\ mail and we will put each party's goods in separate packages,

| and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need be

| no confusion in their distribution— each Fa >"ty getting exactly
i what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the

I members of the club can divide equitably amoog themselves.

|
The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by drafts

| on New-York, by Post Office money orders, or by Express, as

j
may stilt the convenience of the Club. Or If the amount order-

j
ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will. If desired, send the goods by

I Express, to " collect on delivery."

|
Hereafter we will send a complimentary package lo the party

|
getting up the club. Our profits are small, hut we will be as

]
liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary pack-

| age for Clubs less than 530.

I Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon
\
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

| Custom-Kouse stores to our warehouse.

|
The Company have selected the follo'whig^kinds from' their

= stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clubs.
i They arvaold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Comi any sell
= them In New-\ork, as the list of prices will show.
|

All gooda sold are warrented to give satisfaction.

I 1'RICE LIST :

\ YOUNG HYSON (Green), 80c, 90c., $1. $1 10, best SI 25 r? ft
i GREEN TEAS, 80c, 9Uc, $1, $1 1U, best 81 fife » flS

V
I MIXED, 70c. 80c, 90c, best $?M 4.

^
\ JAPAN. $1. $] 10, bast $1 25 «7 ft.
; OOLONG (Black), 7Uc, 80c, 90c, best $1 lb.
= IMPERIAL (Green), best $1 25 W ft.
I ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c;, 90c, $1, $1 10, best,
= $1 20 39 Ib.Qgg&fc — "Si

i GUNPOWDER (Green), $1 25, best, .$1 60.

j TheEe Teas are chosen for their intrinsic worth, keeping in
E mind henlth, economy, and a high degree of erasure In drink-
= ing them.
= Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal satls-
= faction, am! suit all tastes, being composed or the beBt Foo-
= Chow Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast Is not
: recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for
I that kind of Tea, although it is the finest Imported.

| Customers can save from 50c to §1 per ft by purchasing their

| Teas of the

{
TUE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,

| NOS. 31 and 33 YESEY-ST., corner of CHURCn.
Post-Ofllco Box No. 5,643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

\ Ground Coffee, 20c, £5c, 30c, 35c, best 40c. per pound.
= Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and families who use
: large quantities of Coffee, can economize In that article by us-
= Ing our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at
= the low price of 30c. per pound, and warrant to give perfect

I
satisfaction.

Club Orders*
I Washington, Pa., Nov. 10. 1866.
To the Great American Tea Company,

Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st.. Kew-York.
Gents : I forward you my fourth order and could have

doubled it If I had collected any, as your Teas take the lead In
the market, we feel It a saving of jgl per pound. Please accept
my thanks for the complimentary package. Address by Ex-
press, Martin Luther, Washington, Pa.

MARTIN LUTHER.
10 ft Young Hyson, In pound packages at $1 26 S12 50
6 lb Young Hyson Dallas Jackson at 1 25 6 60
2 ft Young Hyson Henry Herrick at 1 25.... 2 50
2 ft loung Hyson George Murphy at 1 25 2 60
1 ft Young Hyson E. Dye at I 25 1 25
2 ft Young Hyson Samuel Decker at 1 25 2 50
1 ft young Hyson Samuel Amon at 1 25 1

1 ft Young Hyson Henry Wheatley. ..at 1 25 1 25
7 ft Young Hyson Morgan Hayes at 1 25 8 75
2 ft Young Hyson John Natten at 1 25 2 50
4 ft Young Hyson Mark Combs at 1 25 5 00
2 ft Young Hvson John Allen at 1 25 2 50
8 ft Young Hyson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 00
2 ft Oolong, best Mtes Stuart nt 1 00.... 2 00

!
2 ft Young Hyson O. Bayland nt 1 25.... 2 50

i
2 ft Oolong, best O. Bayland at 1 00 2 00

!
2 ft Young Hvson J. RIchlein at 1 25 2 50

i
2 ft Young Hyson Mr. Guyton at 1 25 2 50

j 2 ft Young Hvson Edward Murphy...at 1 25.... 2 60
\ 2 ft Young Hvson Mrs Murphy at 1 25 ... 3 50
I 5 ft Oolong, best Henrv Hull at 1 00 5 00
I 2 ft Oolong, best Separate package. ..at 1 00 2 00
I 5 ft Ground Coffee Separate package...at 36 1 To

$84 00

We call special notice to the fact that our Vesey-st. Store
I is at Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., corner of Church-6t.—i.ap.ge
DOUBLE STORE. 3m-8

A-Klng Arrested.—King Henry ViiL used to walk his rounds by night in and about the city of London. One night on going his rounds with his large walk-
ing-staff, to see that the constables did their duty, he was stopped by one of them near London-bridge, who demanded what he did with such a weapon at that time
of the night, upon which the King struck him; but the constable, calling the watchman to his assistance, his Majesty was apprehended, and carried to the Poultry
Compter. ' He lay confined till morning, without either fire or candle ; but when his rank was made known to the constable, he came trembling with fear, expect-
ing nothing less than to be hanged, but the King applauded him for doing his duty, and made him a handsome present.



Tbs W&xm tmA Fireside.

The $pi'<mj..
|

HOW DO BEES TRACK HONEY ?

In the second edition of "The Bee Flora ofj

Germany and Switzerland,'' its author, Dr.

;

Alefield, undertakes to show, by very plausible
j

reasoning, that bees, when in quest of honey
j

or pasturage, are guided, not by the sense ofj

smell, but by that of sight.

Little as might be objected to this theory so
j

long as it regards only individual bees in search j

of honey, there still remains the query, how
|

do other bees become apprised of the discov-
j

ery, and by what means are they guided to the

;

spot where the blossoming field, or the acessi-
j

ble honey-pot is found ? In my view, Dr. Ale-
j

field should have answered this query ;
and as

j

he has not done so, I submit the following
j

solution: i

Every observant bee-keeper is aware that i

the returning honey-laden bee is bee-sniffed as I

she drops on the alighting-board, or passes
j

through the crowd at the entrance of her hive,
|

and is at times even very officiously overhauled
j

and pertinaciously detained by the vigilant:

guards there stationed. Whether or not she
j

gives up to them any portion of her gleanings,

matters not. She is examined and diligently

watched, and when she re-issues, after storing

away her contributions to the common fund,

the guards, now on the 11 qui Vive," eagerly

brush the dust from their eyes with their front

feet, and keenly scrutinize the direction of her

flight. Before losing sight of her, one of the

guards follows in hot haste ; a second pursues

in the same airy path, and is rapidly succeeded

by a third and fourth ; and thus, in due order

and succession, they arrive at the place where

the first prospecting explorer accidentally dis-

covered the coveted nectar or exposed honey-

pot.

This view is sustained by the facts

—

1. That the bees of one colony in an apiary

will sometimes long frequent a spot, or even

rob a hive, before those of a neighboring col-

'ony will seem to be conscious of the game, or

participate in the spoil. There must conse-

quently be some mode by which the bees of

the same colony are conducted to the place

frequented. And the explanation I have given

seems to be the most simple and natural.

2. That during the gathering season, the

bees do not leave their hives in masses in the

morning, but separately, one after another, in

Indian file, passing on in a sort of "goose

march " in the air to their journey's end ; and

the time of march being once established, bees

of other colonies, not yet conversant of the

way, may join in the procession to the quarry,

and become partakers of the common spoil.

—

American Bee Journal.

Bees Robbing Pasture.—A dairyman once

remarked that he did not like the community 1

for dairying, on account of the bees which |

were pastured, the country keeping bees large- i

ly. This was a new thought, and opened the |

eyes of the by-standers, but it is true neverthe-
j

less. The saccharrine principle is an impor-
j

tant element in herbage. The white clover, j

which is one of the main reliances of the dai- !

ryman, is seriously robbed of its treasure by j

these roving thieves, at the expense of the
\

sweetness of the mill?, and the sugar generally j

necessary to a cow's benefit. It is a small mat-
j

ter, and overlooked, but has its force.— Cor.
j

Sural World.

Pbofitable Bees.—A writer in the Rural

New Yorker, who had seven swarms of bees

last Spring, foots up his profits thus : 9 new
swarms at $5, $4-5 ; 150 pounds white clover

honey at 30 cents, $45 ; 50 pounds buckwheat
honey at 25 cents, $12,50; total, $102,50 or

nearly $15 per swarm.

An Ohio farmer says that King birds when
they capture a bee, first catch him between

the feathers on the top of the head, retain the

bee for a short time, and then free him, and
the second capture is in the bill and then swal-

j

lowed. While the bee remains in captivity on
j

the top of the head, it stings into the thick
j

tuft or scalp, thereby losing the sting.

Bees Lost in Spuing.—Mr. Quimby, in his

work on bees, says that to prevent bees leav-

ing the hive in such numbers in the Spring,
j

"a wide board should be set up before it, ati

least as high as the entrance in the side, to pro- j

tect it from the sun. But if it grows so warm
j

that the bees leave the hive when thus shaded,
|

it is fair evidence that it will do to let them
j

sally out freely, except in case of a new snow,
j

when they should be confined to the hive.

The hive may be let down on the floor-board,

the passage in the side covered with wire cloth,

and made dark
;
raising at night again, a little,

for ventilation.

It has been recommended to enclose the

whole hive by a large box set over it, and

made perfectly dark ; with means for ventila-

tion, &c. For large families this would do

well enough, as would also some other meth-

ods. But I would rather take the chances of

letting them all stand in the sun, and issue at

i pleasure, than to have the warmth of the sun

\

entirely excluded from the medium sized fami-

. lies."

The Egyptian Bee.—The American Bee

I
Journal says that through the agency of the

I
"Society of Acclimation," at Berlin in Prussia,

! the variety of the honey bee prevalent in

j
Egypt, has been imported and introduced in

j
Germany. Mr. Vogel of Custrin, in whose

i
charge the imported colony was placed by the

j

Society, has been successful in multiplying

I stock, and preserving its purity, and several

;
young queens have been sent to England. It

j is stated that arrangements have been made to

j
bring this variety to this country at an early

I day. It differs from both the common and

j the Italian bee in size and making, and is stated

| to be quite as gentle in temperament as the
j

\ latter, while the breed is more easily kept pure.

!

! Manubing Teees.—Too many, in applying i

j manure to their fruit trees, forget the position
\

I
of the roots, and apply within a foot or so ofj

|
the body. If they were to carefully remove I

I the soil, they would find that trees of vigorous
j

| growth, and from seven to ten feet high, have |

|
roots, that are really the main sources of nour- j

I ishment, varying from six to ten feet from the
j

I body. The application of manure, therefore,
j

t to give the best results, should be distributed

!

\ around the tree at a distance of from five to
j

I eight feet from the trunk. In positions where I

! the turf is desired to be maintained, cut and
j

I roll it back, put on the manure, fork it in very i

[lightly, and then replace the turf.

—

Hbrticul-l

| turist. .

\ Massachusetts' Agricultural College.— j

| Work on this institution, which is located at
j

t Amherst, was resumed last week.

|
Advertising; Bspartmmii

I Mh(x&$ Island,

| E. BARRETT & CO.,

| Manufacturers of

| MEAD'S PATENT CONICAL PLOWS,

1 SHARE'S HORSE HOES, WOOD'S AND WIGHT'S PLOWS,

| GARDEN BARROWS,

| CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,

STORE TRUCKS,

IMPROVED HINGED HARROWS, CULTIVATORS,

Road Sorapees, Ox Yokeb, and Plow Castings;

And Wholesale Dealers in

Hoes, Shovels, Axes, Scythes, Forks, Snathes, Cradles, Horse
Forks, Hand and Horse Rakes, Hay Cutters, Corn

ShellerB, Vegetable Cutters, Picks, Bars, Canal
Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete;

And Agents for

Knltfen'8, Union and Peeey's

MOWING MACHINES,

Whitcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder in

the market. PriceB low and Terms Cash.

Office, 32 CANAL STREET,

Peovidenoe, R. I.

March 23, 1867. we-tf

IF
ARMERS AND GARDENERS, ATTENTION I

\ JgY MAIL, PREPAID.

SUBSTITUTE FOE PEBUYIAN GUANO. | CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

BAUGH'S RAW BONE SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME, | New Steawbebeies, GEAPES, Cueeants, Roses, Bulbs.Ac.

the BEST and cheapest Manufactured Fertilizer in the United
States, for Wheat, Rye, Barley, Oats, Corn, Potatoes, Buck-
wheat, Tobacco, Hojis, Turnips, and all Garden Vegetables,
Small Fruits, and every Crop and Plant. Particularly recom-
mended to Cultivators of Strawberries, Raspberries, Black-
berries, and all small Fruits, as far superior to any other Fertil-

izer in market.

Also, LODI MANUFACTURING CO.'S POJJDRETTF.

Pamphlet of 90 pages, "How to Maintain the Fertility of \

American Farms," giving full information in regard to the use :

of Manures, &c., sent free, on application to \

JOSEPH HODGES & CO., Agents, E

j. hodges, ) Providence, R. I. •

n. w. teesons. S March 30, 1867. 3w-we-12 •

W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Now offer at the lowest cash prices,

2000 Sacks Prime Red Top.
500 Bags Prime Herds Grass.
500 " Western and Northern Clover.
1500 Bushel Prime R. L Bent, for Pastures.
300 " Seed Barley.
100 " Spring Rye.
3000 " Bedford Seed Oats.
100 " Early Goodrich Potatoes.
200 " " Sebec Potatoes.
200 " Late White Peach Blows.
100 " " Harrison Potatoes.
300 " Seed Peas.
100 " R. I. White Cap Corn.
100 " London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans.
200 " Buckwheat.
200 " Millet and Hungarian.
White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Se'.s, and a com-
plete assortment of

GARDEN SEEDS,

Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels dry ground Bone for =

Manure, together with all kinds of Farm Implements and =

Machinery. =

Send for Circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse 1

Hoes—and don't forget the number,

= B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
= ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., is now sending out by
=.mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, so as
= to reach any part of the Union iu perfect safety, a complete as-
: sortment of the finest

I GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,

GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,

FLOWERING PLANTS,

Bulbs, Lilies, 4c, Ac. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, Ac, will be sent by freight
paid to Boston. Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for culti-

vation in wet land, or in upland and Gardens, where it pro-
duces at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre; with directions for
cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will be sent to any
address. Now is the best time for Planting. The best way to

obtain good Fruits and Flowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to

the Grower. Send for ft Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to
the trade. Agents wanted.
Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12

QOLLINS, BLISS & CO.,

PRODUCE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
CASH ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENTS.

233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.
It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar-

ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-
ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

permanently enrich the soil.

Peice $60 pee Ton.

£E^~ Send for Circular giving full particulars.
March 9, 1867. 3m-we-9

32 CANAL STREET, 32.
Providence.

funnsuluania.
we-tfMarch 23, 1867.

HUBBARD, BLAKE * CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best in market, are for sale in lots or by single dozens,

by the Manufacturers' Agents. W. E. BARRETT A CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

JERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
. the best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

AUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
largest in the market. Price, 25 cents a paper. Raised

and sold by W. E. BARRETT & CO.
Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

MENDENHALL'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTINGHAND LOOM.
= In these days of SnoDDY, and high priced goods, every faml-
= ly in the country should have one.

j HALF THE COST

= of clothing a family can be saved by its use. It Is simple and
E durable, easily understood, and easy to operate. No skill is re-

E quired to weave with it beyond the simple turning of an easy
E crank.
= B^™ FEOM 15 TO 35 YARDS CAN BE WOVEN ON IT IN A
: DAY.
\ FARMERS I

E don't sell your wool and buy Shoddy, when with one of these

E Looms in your house the GiBLS can make all the clothing for
= the family, and much better quality, at half price.
= By late improvements, Rag Caepets can be woven with the

i Fly Shuttle.
= For circulars, price list, and samples of cloth woven on the

E Loom, address with stamp, A. B. GATES & CO.,

| 333 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

| Also, Dealers in Cotton Warp, Wool and Flax Filling Yarns,

= Reeds, Harness and Loom findings generally.
= March 2, 1867. p&w-tf

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Massachusetts,

FRUIT TREES,

GRAPES, SMALL FRUITS,
ORNAMENTALS, &0.

WE have imported from foreign growers, and personally se-

lected at the largest New England and New York Nur-
sery Establishments, the choicest stock which we could find

this season, and now offer to purchasers a general assortment of

NURSERY STOCK,
first class in quality, complete in variety, and extensive in E

quantity, at very low rates. A descriptive catalogue of 40
\

pages mailed to applicants. Sample of the collection may be =

seen at our salesroom, basement of 28 &-30 Water street, Bos- \

ton. Orders faithfully executed. I

BENJ. T. WELLS & CO. =

Importers & Nursery Agents,—Office, 7, Watee St., Bos- \

ton. i

April 7, 1867. 4w-we-13. \

= "tJOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

SheepWashlbbacco

RHODES' SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
Foe Soluble PHOsruOEio Aoid. Valuable foe

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS.

Manufactured by

Potts & Klett, Camden, N. J.

Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Evan Pugu, late Presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this

i Manure is now so fully established, it is unnecessary to say

i

more than that it is

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,

I and is in fine condition for drilling.

£3^" Farmers, when purchasing, would do well to get the

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE.

YARNALL & TRIMBLE,

j
General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.

418 South Wharves, ? piitt innPHTA
419 Penn. Street, \

PHILADELPHIA.

\ March 23, 1867. 3m-ee-ll

WE. BARRETT A CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
•Conical Plows, Shares* Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,
dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Aewold, dealer
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's

and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, &c.

Holder's Block, Main Street,
Woonsocket, R. I.

j
THE BEST KNOWN BEMEDY FOB |

jTICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT I

should be used by all Farmers on 5

ISHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

I

I This pure preparation has been successfully used for =

j years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used =

i according to directions. 1

i It will not injure the most delicate animal. 1

i
It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool. 1

j It kills TICKS on Sheep. |

I It cures SCAB on Sheep. §

| It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals. |

| It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and |

\ Vines. i

| For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice. I

1 E^~ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE \

| GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT |

| POUNDS Of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers. |

I
Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores. =

| JAMES F. LEVIN, I

| 23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts. i

| For sale by Kendall <fe Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S. I

\
Hablow, Bangor, Me. ; Simonds & Co., Fitzwilliam, N. H. |

I March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9 I

I QARROT AND MANGOLD WURTZEL SEED. \

1 I raised the past season a fine lot of Long Red, Yellow S

= Globe, and White Mangold Wurtzel Seed, and will send either I

I variety, post-paid, to any address, for $1.00 ^ lb. I
E Also, Long Orange Carrot Seed, of my own growing, for I

= $1.25 tb. I here offer an opportunity for all to procure Seed =

= dieeotly feom the geowee. =

I JAMES J. H. GREGORY, f
= Marblehead, Mass. \
= March 30, 1867. 5w-ee-12 =

J
HICKLING & CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.
On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome
and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars 1 Without
regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-
factory I

500 Solid Gold Hunting Watches $250 to $750
500 Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 500
500 Ladies' Watches, Enamelled 100 to 300

1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 300
1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250
3,000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200
5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 250
5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150
5.000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250
5,000 Gold Ladies' Watches 50 to 250
10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75
10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100
25,U0O Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50
30^00 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75
Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing

but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partialitv shown.
Messrs J. Hickling A Co. 's Great American Watch Co., New

York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifi-
cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed in sealed
envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their
certificates, upon payment of Ten Dollars, whether it be a
Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
certificates entitles you to the article named thereon, upon pay-
ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued lees

than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that
this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,
which may be participated in even by the most fastidious

!

A single Certificate will be sent by mail, post paid, upon re-

ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele-

gant premium for $5, sixty-six and more valuable premium for

$10, one hundred and most superb Watch for $15. To Agents,
or those wishing employment, this is a rare opportunity. It is a
legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Gov-
ernment, and open to the most careful scrutiny. Try us

!

Address, J. HICKLING & Co.,

149 Broadway—Near P. O.
City of New York.

March 22, 1867. 3m

WHITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and
sold in small or large lots, by W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good
morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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THE WHITE CHESTER BREED OF SWINE.

The White Chester Breed of Swine is not an |

original, hut a "made-tip" breed, being a I

cross between the best native stock of Chester I

count)-

,
Pennsylvania, and a Bedfordshire I

boar, imported by Captain James Jeffries more 1

than forty years ago. They are "easy feed-

1

ers," and return a greater weight and value for I

the food consumed, than any breed known.—>[

When properly cared for, they have been 1

known to gain a pound per day until they were

!

two years old. They have attained a weight
[

of over nine hundred pounds, and five hundred j

to six hundred pounds is very common. The f

stock is well distributed over the country, be-

1

ing most familiarly known in some localities
f

as the "Chester County Whites.''

The most, approved and desirable points of
j

the White Chester breed of swine, are length
j

and depth of carcass, breadth of back, small j

bone, very small head in comparison with the

!

size of carcass, full ham, shoulders full and
j

well pushed towaids the head, leaving little or|

no neck, heavy jowl, dished face, Jhin skin,
j

straight hair and straight back. "I haveal-}

ways found," says Paschall Mollis, "that a}

hog with a dish face, short nose, small head,
j

and breadth between the eyes, is right nearly 1

everywhere else, and is an easy and quiet feed- j

er. On the other hand, a long nose, and a
f

long and large head, indicate, in a general way,

!

a hard and uneasy feeder and a great consumer. "
[

While it must be admitted that the good I

points and properties of the Chester county f

breed are not so confirmed and .established,

!

that like will always beget like, there is yet,
]

taking the best samples, so full a development
f

of nearly perfect figure, quiet habits, and fat-
j

tening tendencies, as to make a capital ground-

1

work, which some energetic farmer may use |

as a starting point, as Bakewell, and Ellman, I

and Webb did with sheep, and bring up the
j

White Chesters to a still higher standard and a j

more determined type. The hog is often the
j

poor man's main reliance, and if his weight at f

a given age can be doubled on the same]
amount of food, a vast benefit will be confer-

1

red on the economic interests of the masses, I

and a large addition to the aggregate wealth of I

the country. 5

ABOUT BUYING COWS.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY CRAIG BIDDLE, ESQ., PHILADELPHIA.

The most essential thing for a purchaser to

know, is, what it is that he wants to buy.

This may seem a very commonplace observa-

tion, but more than half the disappointments

in purchasing arise from an ignorance of that

fact. A person wishes to buy a horse, or a

cow, or a country place : he goes into the

market for it, without having for a moment
considered, what sort of a horse, or cow, or

country place he requires. If he is fortunate

enough to fall in with honest people, he may
buy a good article ; but ten to one, it is not the

article he wants. Experience teaches us more

to decide between the good and bad, than be-

tween what we want, and what we don't waut.

Every child knows good cake from bad cake;

but very few, what sort of cake is good for

them. It is that which experience teaches.

In speaking of cows, it is not possible to say

what is the best cow, unless we know for

what purpose she is wanted, and where she is

to be put. Neither nature nor ait, or both

combined, have been able to unite in one ani-

mal the highest excellence for cream, milk and

beef ; one or the other of these qualities will

preponderate, and it is this fact, that makes it

necessary that we should decide in advance,

for what particular purpose we desire a cow.

If we do not desire any one of these qualities

in excess, we can then, of course, seiect an

animal that combines them all in the greatest

degree.

A breed of cattle, is one that propagates its

like. A good, common cow is not so likely to

transmit her good qualities as one which is re-

cognised to belong to a distinct breed. It is

this power of transmission, which constitutes

its peculiarity. You can by judicious cross-

ing, keep up a fine race of animals, as is con-

stantly done by skillful English breeders ; but

you cannot create a breed. The animals, like

the mulatto, will either die out, or return to

one or the other of the original types. Ill our

country, where all emigrants who brought cat-

tle at all, of course brought their best, we con-

stantly meet with "common cows" having

the highest degree of excellence. This arises,
;

probably, • from a judicious, but accidental;

cross. If we could rely on perpetuating this
;

stock, it would be all that could be desired
; ;

but here, as we have said, the difficulty begins. j

The offspring is much less likely to take after!

the mother, than in a stock or breed of fixed
;

qualities. !

Opinions, of course, vary very much as to
|

|
the value of different breeds. Our own object !

\
has been to obtain the best quality of milk,

;

combined with a reasonable quantity. For

j

|

this, in our opinion, no animal equals the

!

Aldemey cow. The cattle bearing this name
j

\
came from the Islands of Aldemey, Jersey !

\

and Guernsey ; and are more properly called

j

|

" Channel Island cattle." They, however,
j

pass generally in England, under the name of;

Alderneys. They are called generally " Jersey
|

cattle" in New England, the importations be-1

ing mainly from that Island. This change of!

name does not recommend itself to us, as our

j

proximity to the State of New Jersey, called
j

ordinarily "Jersey," creates a misunderstand-

!

ing when speaking of the Island of that!

name.

Of the three Islands, I prefer the "Geurnsey
j

Cattle." They are not so deer like, in appear-
j

ance, but they are larger cattle, with larger!

teats, and more easily milked, and when dried
j

off can be made to weigh a very fair weight, j

The Jerseys generally are smaller, more deli-!

cate, and are more attractive to the eye of the !

gentleman than the farmer.

These cattle are beginning to be pretty well

!

known, and are the subject of frequent articles

!

in our agricultural Journals. If I can add j

anything to what has been said already about

!

them, in the Farm and,Fireside, I will do so in j

a future number. !

April, 18G7.
]

[Note.—We shall be happy to publish any-
j

thing from a gentleman so well qualified to

!

write on improved breeds of cattle.

—

Editors'-

of the Farm and Fireside.~\
j

A EOMAN FARM—THE FARM OF CAMFO j

M0RT0.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,
j

BY HON. JAMES W. WALL, NEW JERSEY.

TnE great farm of Campo Morto, covers the
]

very ground in the territory of Ccriolanus and !

of Autium where the world renowned Corio-
j

Ianus gained by his sword his glorious sur-

j

name. This farm consists of seventeen thou- !

sand acres ; four thousand of which is arable
j

land ; a little over five thousand, permanent
j

pastures and meadows, and the balance forest.
j

The arable land is divided into four lots, which !

are subject each to a different rotation of crops

!

and fallows, according to the nature of the
j

soil. One wheat crop is succeeded by two or
j

three years' fallows, or the wheat crop is fol-
]

lowed by oats and beans ; or last!)-, alter the

!

oats harvest in the second year, the ground is
j

sown with Indian corn or beans, after which

!

it is left fallow for one year, and then sown
j

willi wheat again. The wheat crop, in gen-

;

eral, returns, as I was informed, nine for one

;

I

the other grains and beans, about fifteen. The

;
cultivation of the farm requires about sixty-

> five ploughs, and three hundred and twenty

oxen ; two hundred and fifty bullocks are

kept fattening for the market, besides above

eight hundred cows and calves, and about one

hundred buffaloes. One hundred horses are

required for the cattle drivers and servants of

the farm, who are always mounted, as well as

the carts &c, and two hundred and fifty mares

and colts to keep up that number. Two thou-

sand sheep graze on the farm. The agents

and servants permanently employed amount to

one hundred and eighty. About four hundred

laborers are engaged from October to June,

and about eight hundred in harvest time. The
former are paid from twenty to thirty cents a

day ; the latter, about forty. They come
down chiefly from the mountains of the

Abrazzi and Sabina. The rent paid to the

Chapter of St. Peters, who are the proprietors,

amounts to about six thousand a year in our

money. The whole produce of the farm is

valued at about seventeen thousand dollars.

But the expenses attending this great establish-

ment swallow up so much of this sum, that

the real profits of the farmer consist in his

commercial and banking speculations, which

he carries on by means of the produce of the

farm.

Harvest commences about the fifteenth of

June, and threshing, which immediately fol-

lows, is terminated by the tenth of Jul}'.

From the speed with which the laborers work,

one might suppose they were making an as-

sault
j and indeed no assault can be more

formidable; for those poor workmen, who
are accustomed to the pure air of the moun-
tains, instead of the malaria, to which num-
bers become victims every year. After the

first of July, nature seems in a state of decay

on the plains : the deserted pasturage is

scorched up, and the roots alone of some lig-

neous plants are the only remains of ex-

tinguished vegetation. The trees appear to

have undergone the action of fire; the earth

becomes dust, and rises in continual whirl-

winds
; not a living creature is to be seen ; no

bird interrupts the silence of the fields; the

sky is clear and strangely azurcd ; but the dis-

tant view of the horizon presents that ex-

quisite harmony of color, which great painters

have been able to represent.

April, 1SG7.

New Tomatoes.—Hovey's Magazine names
eight new varieties of the tomato, all brought

to notice within the past year or two, several

of which possess many excellencies. Keyes'

Early Prolific, which originated in Worcester,

Mass., seems to stand foremost on the list.

The plant is dwarf in its habit and can be

planted near together. The fruit is of medium
size, round, quite smooth, and free from ribs,

and of a very brilliant color. The flesh is solid,

of the color of a blood orange, and of a brisk

flavor, inclining to sweetness. Seeds not half

the. size of the Tilden, and few in number.

I It has been ascertained that well cured hay,

I weighed in the field, July 20, and then stored

\ in the barn until February 20, had lost 27A per

1 cent, of its weight. It is, therefore, better to

I sell hay in the field at $15 a ton, than from

I the barn at $20 in mid-winter.

Beet Sugar.—A company is about being organized in New York, with a large capital, for the purpose of establishing a beet sugar manufactory at

the West, where beets are cheaply raised. Such an establishment has just been started at Chatsworth, Illinois. The Prairie Farmer says ninety barrels

of sugar were received from this factory, at Springfield, on the 2Gth of March. It is estimated that by proper attention to this matter, eighty millions of
dollars which we annually send away for sugar, might be saved, employment given to thousands of persons, and the national debt earlier cancelled.

—

If this estimate is correct, the matter is worthy of serious consideration.
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SPRING SEEDING.

{ the plants will need airing, and to be covered
}

j up at night. When the nights become warm, f

I the covering is left off entirely. In this neigh-

1

! borhood we make the beds from the first to I

STARTING SWEET POTATO PLANTS.

We believe it is conceded on all hands that j
the middle of April. '

clover is best sown in the Spring, and this is ]
» —

-

the best Spring you ever saw for putting in red
j ACTION OE LIME ON SOILS. I

clover and now is just the time to put it in. I —
f

Red clover, as an alternating crop, is, and is j
The distinguished chemist Boussingault has

j

to be, the great regenerator of our soil. As a I just read before the French Academy of Sci-
{

forage crop, it is unrivalled by any of the class j
ences, a paper on the employment of lime in

j

of legumes, to which it belongs, being not j
agriculture. It has not yet been published, but

j

strictly one of the grasses. There is nothing j
M. Barrai gives the following as the substance

}

better than red clover for a Summer hog pas- j
of it, which we translate from the Journal

j

ture ; no kind of hay better for cows and j
d'Agriculture Practique

: [

horses than clover, properly cured, and no
j Lime introduced into an arable soil sets at |

better green crop to plow under for wheat
| liberty a certain quantity of azote in the state I

land. A good deal more might be said about
j 0f ammonia . the azote elements were before |

red clover, and how nicely it comes in with
j united ;n insoluble combinations not assimila-

j

sheep raising, and we advise all farmers hav-
j Die t0 piants ; the action of the lime sets them

j

ing land suitable for this crop, to pitch right in
j fre£!) an(j permits a part of the capital buried 1

now and sow lots of red clover.
j in the soil to be utilized for the nest crop. If j

There are a variety of opinions about the j this was the whole effect of lime, of which the
f

propriety of raising oats as a general farm
f
experiments of Boussingault afford evidence, 1

crop ; but many farmers will continue to culti- 1 small doses of it at once ought to be counseled, f

vate oats, and the grain of oats wT
ill very pro- 1 because the quantity of ammonia produced [

perly continue to be a staple feed for horses
f does not increase in proportion to the quantity I

and sheep, wherever it can be had. The best ] of lime used. But as heavy limings produce |

time to put in oats is as early in the Spring as 1 incontestable effects in certain cases, it must 1

the ground is fit to be worked, and earlier
f
consequently be admitted that lime exerts an 1

than farmers generally think best to work land { action of some other kind upon the elements j

for other Summer crops. Oats may be sown [ of the mold. Boussingault thinks that certain I

in the mud, if the mud is of a kind that will
[
minerals, such as potash and silica may be libe- [

not turn to brick by the operatiou. | rated in the soil by the lime ; that other sub-

1

Now is the time for sowing the seed 0f| stances injurious to plants are destroyed or]

Kentucky blue grass in open fields. For a |
modified by the same agent, and that to these

{

permanent pasture, no grass is more generally [ effects is added, moreover, a physical action,
[

esteemed and no cultivated grass that will |
changing the constitution of the land. The

j

stand by, like the Kentucky Blue grass. In |
action of lime is thus excessively complex, j

Northern Ohio this grass never shows the [
and its good effects can only be explained by

[

luxuriance which it attains in its best state, in ]
studying attentively the special circumstances

|

the latitude of Southern Ohio and Kentucky, j
under which they are produced. The grand

}

where it is truly the glory of the field and the |
fact proven by the present researches of this

j

wealth of the fanner.—Ohio Farmer. j
agricultural savan is, that there exists in this

j

„ ,„„„„„„„,„„;,„„„„ „,.,. I mold, as well as in the form of organic matters, \

| a host of substances completely inert for vege- j

j tation until the moment when some proper
\

J. W. C, Lower Pennsneck, Salem county, [
agent renders them assimilable by plants. The

j

N. J., who last year grew 170,000 hills of } continuance of experiments upon the method
j

sweet potatoes, gives the readers of the Agri- j
devised by Boussingault can alone clear up

j

culturist his method of raising the plants for 1 these excessively complex facts, and point out I

setting : I
to our agriculturists the most effective process. [

Select a high piece of ground, sheltered | The discovery of methods which conduct to

!

from cold winds by a fence or bushes, and dig j truth is often the greatest service that can be
\

a pit fifteen inches deep, five feet wide, and j
rendered to science and to art.

{

two feet in length for each bushel of tubers— I - „„„,„„ , , „„, j

ten bushels requiring a trench five feet wide j

and twenty feet long. Upon the margins of
|

the pit, set on edge boards, six inches wide,
{

and hold them in place by driving stakes in- j
The Vermont Farmer gives a very interest-

!

side of the pit, and banking earth against j
ing report of a discussion by the members of

them on the outside. Fill the pit twelve j the Farmers' Club held at Brandon, on the
j

inches deep with coarse hay or cornstalks, or j
comparative merits of farming on large and

j

other litter, and dampen it by the use of one
f
small farms. Judge June claimed that labor

[

pail of water to every three feet in length of 1 on a farm should be concentrated upon a small

the bed. Upon the litter place four inches of j
piece of land, and not spread over a large

good horse manure, level off well and then j tract ; to work a little here and a little there,

put on four inches of light sand soil, and it is j was not profitable. The work was diluted,

ready to receive the seed potatoes. I became weak, and but little was accomplished.

We differ here in one practice. As to time j Witness the result of concentrated labor near

of planting, some plant immediately, and f
Boston and New York, where every foot is

others wait for the heat to rise in the bed. 1 1 made to produce a large crop. The farmers of

prefer to plant the day the bed is made, as j
England, by concentrating all their labor upon

there is no delay nor loss of heat in case a j a small piece of land, produce immense crops,

cold storm should come. Lay in the whole \ It is better for a man to bestow all his labor on

potatoes as close as may be, without their j two acres than to put the same labor on ten

touching one another, and cover them with ! acres. The product of a well cultivated field is

light soil about two inches deep. When this j
worth more by the bushel than a poor crop-

is done, the bed will be filled within two j
weighs more and has more heart. He said the

inches of the top of the slats on the edges
;

j old proverb that that " which was worth doing

now cover the whole with hay, allow it tp be j at all was worth doing' well," was true of farm-

one foot high on the edges, and four feet high \ ing. Stephen Girard was a far seeing man,

in the center. After the bed has been pre- 1 and by watching the operations of government

pared thus it may be left to itself for a few j was enabled to so shape his business as to

days, but in three or five days it must be
f
take advantage of the high tide every time,

examined ; make a hole in the hay and thrust ! and amassed an immense fortune. So should

in your arm ; if the temperature is more than j our farmers watch the movements of govern-

blood heat, leave holes open here and there in f ment and the markets, and so shape their stock

the hay. If the heat increases, turn the hay { and crops as to have their dishes right side up

over and air it ; and if this does not moderate j
every time. Among other things, study to be

the heat sufficiently, remove the hay alto- 1 ready to supply the wants of the community,

gether. If the sun shines hot after the hay I Every State should raise its own breadstuffs,

has been removed, we put rails across the bed | and thereby in a great measure prevent the

and throw on a little hay, to prevent damage j hard pressure in the money market. At one

from too great an increase of heat. In eight 1 time it was all wool, wool, and everybody

or ten days after the heat starts, the hay may j
went to raising wool, and sending their money

be left off entirely in the middle of the day, as = out West for flour. The consequence was that

, [ CULTIVATION OF SMALL FARES THE MOST
PROFITABLE.

the price of wool went down, and many farm-

j

ers went down too, with wool on their hands

!

and mortgages on their farms. !

Sugar Culture in Louisiana.—We copy!

from the Price Current a list of the sugar plan-

!

tations of Louisiana, and the products thereof!

the last year. It has been compiled by our

!

friend, Mr. Young, with his usual care and ac-
j

curacy, and is believed to be very nearly com-

!

plete. The estimates for the entire crop range

!

from 40, 000 to 42, 000 hogsheads. Of the num-
j

ber of acres planted this year, we have no i

positive information, but it is known to be
j

much greater than last year, and the coming
crop estimates range from 80,000 to 100,000

hogsheads. As high as $200 per arpent has in

some instances been paid for seed cane by par-

ties wishing to resume the business of sugar-

making. The Price Current's estimate of last

year's product of molasses is 65,000 barrels.

—

N. T. Picayune.

Rotation of Ceops.—Never plant twice
j

successively on the same ground. Change |

your seed every year, and if possible get them \

from another section of the country. I

The IfauUrtj-^Ta^il
|

•* FEEDING POULTRY. I

Onions are said to be an admirable food for
j

fowls, or rather an adjunct food. If given j

regularly, it is said that they will prevent the|

attack of the more ordinary diseases of poul-
j

try. Meat is said by some to be an essential
j

food for poultry, especially in winter, when
[

they cannot get the worms they pick up in
j

Summer. Others, again, maintain that thej

habit of giving meat to poultry is productive f

of grave evils—the cause of many of the worst
j

forms of disease which affect them. By these
j

authorities it is called unnatural food, inas-j

much as the digestive organs of the birds are !

not fitted to assimilate it. There must, we I

|
think, be some mistake in all this ; for we

j

i

know of a surety that fowls devour, wh en
{

i they can get it, and entirely of their own ac-
j

i cord, an enormous quantity of animal food ;
i

j here it is not cooked ; the game found in na-

j

! ture's garden is raw. If meat is an unnatural

j

! food for poultry, they certainty have a most

;

j
unnatural appetite for it. Throw in one lump

j

j of meat among a lot of fowls ; if not literally
j

! a bone of contention, it is something vastly

;

j like it, so eager are all to get a grab at it. We

;

! believe the habit of giving much food in a
j

| short space of time to poultry is a bad one.
j

j If you notice their habit yon will perceive that
j

j the process of pickiug up their food under

i

1 ordinary, or what we may call the natural
j

I condition, is a very slow one. Grain by grain
j

| does the meal get taken, and with the aggre-

!

I gate no small amount of sand, small pebbles,
j

I and the like, all of which,
.

passing into the

j
crop, assist digestion greatly. But in the

1 "hen's wife " mode of feeding poultry, a great

I heap is thrown down, and the birds allowed to

I "peg away " at such a rate that their crops are

! filled too rapidly, and the process of assimila-

I tion is slow, painful and incomplete. No
| wonder that so many cases of choked craw

[are met with under this treatment.

—

Mark
| Lane Express.

I To have the poultry-yard profitable, the

I fowls' should not be kept until they are old.

j There is no objection to preserving a favorite

I cock, so long as is it active and lively, but hens

I after three years will not produce as many eggs

| as those of one or two years. Much, how-

I ever, is depending on the breed kept, so far as

I good layers are concerned

I Some of the early-laying hens will begin to

| show a desire to incubate, and if early chickens

I are desired, it is best to humor this propensity

1 and let them sit. See that they have selected

I a safe warm place, where they will not be dis-

I turbed by other hens depositing their eggs to

| the general fund. Eleven to thirteen eggs, as

I
fresh as possible, should be given her, and a

1 date, twenty-one days in advance, should be

1 marked in a conspicuous place on the nest-

I box.

The unnatural practice of fattening poultry

by cramming is very common in France, and

is described as follows : The fowls are closefy

confined in dark pens, where they cannot

move, and get but little air. Aided by the

light of a lamp, the poultryman takes three

fowls at once, ties them altogether by the feet,

and resting them on his knees, forces paste

pellets down their throats every twenty-four

hours. The finer specimens of poulardes

(hens) attain a weight of upwards of eight

pounds, the cocks, thirteen pounds ; and these

weights are sometimes exceeded. Another

mode of artificial feeding termed entonnage, is

by causing the fowls to swallow, by means of

a funnel inserted into the mouth, farinaceous

substances in a liquid state. In some in-

stances, "vermmieres" are established in

France for the purpose of- breeding maggots

from putrid flesh to feed poultry on. It might

not be wise for epicures to enquire too par-

ticularly into the origin of some of their favor-

ite viands.

Martin Doyle, the cottage economist of

Ireland, in his " Hints to Small Holders," ob-

serves that a few cocks and hens, if they be

prevented from scratching in the garden, are

useful and appropriate stock for a cottage, the

warmth of which causes hens to lay eggs in

Winter— no trifling advantage to children

when milk is scarce. The French, who are

extremely fond of eggs, and contrive to have

them in great abundance, keep their hens so

warm that they have fresh eggs even in Win-
ter. Now, in our country, in a gentleman's

fowl yard, there is not an egg to be got in cold

weather, but the warmth of the poor man's

cabin insures him an egg even in the most un-

genial season.

It has generally been supposed that there

would be a great difficulty in rearing chickens

hatched in February and March, on account

of the cold; but, with proper accommoda-

tions and conveniences, it is found more

certain than those hatched in June. Many
persons fail in raising chickens for want of a

little attention to them at this season of the

year.

A correspondent of the Germantown Tele-

graph says that when he finds a hen on the

nest that he does not want to set, he puts her

in a large coop where it is light, and pvlts a

rooster in with her. There is no setting done

in that coop in the day time, and in two or

three days the hen may be let out, and will

soon go to laying again.

The Vibrations of Sound and Color.—
The deepest note which the human ear per-

ceives as a continuous sound, it is said, is pro-

duced by sixteen vibrations a second; the

most acute by forty-eight thousand vibrations.

The extremes of color, it is said, are red and

violet, the former being given by 45S, 000,000,-

000 vibrations of light per second, and the

latter by 727,000,000,000 vibrations.

Transplanting Trees.—Mark the North

side of trees with red chalk before they are

taken up, and when set out have the tree put

in the ground with its North side to the North,

in its natural position. Ignoring this law of

nature is the cause of so many transplanted

\ trees dying. If the North side is exposed to

i the South, the heat of the sun is too great for

\
that side of the tree to bear, and therefore it

! dries up and decays.

A New Gas Light.—An ingenious, but cer-

i tainly not very inviting mode, of procuring gas

! for illuminating purposes has been proposed in

i
France. A French chemist estimates that a

i human corpse of ordinary dimensions, by a

\ process of combustion in retorts, may be made

j to yield 7500 cubic feet of illuminating gas, at

I a cost of about $1,60. This process is certainly

\

making light of death.

The sugar crop of Cuba is estimated at from

! 15,000 to 20,000 hogsheads larger than last

year.

Combustible Paper.—It is stated by a London newspaper that there is a common reddish-yellow paper which, in some circumstances, is as dangerous as gun-

powder. It takes fire by the smallest spark, and burns like tinder. When once lighted, if left alone, it is sure to be consumed completely. All the yellow and

buff paper out of which envelopes are made, partakes more or less of the same character. A spark of fire, or the stump of a lighted cigar, falling in a

waste basket containing yellow envelopes, with other kinds of paper, would have a good chance of setting the whole on fire, causing a general conflagra-

tion. If this is true, people should be cautious and not allow this kind of paper to accumulate in or around their premises.
'
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The Fireside Muse;

ROBIN'S RETURN.

There's not a green blade yet

Whereupon a breeze could play

;

The bare brown earth Is wet

With the rain of yesterday

;

But out on the apple bough

A sound more sweet than rain !

Hark to the overflow.—

Robin's come again.

Snow on the mountain side,

Never a leaf on the tree,

Never a spray to hide

A nook where a nest may he

;

Only a hint, 'tis true,

That hope Is not In vain,

A sky more soft and blue,—

Robin's come again.

0| Robin, he can sing

Where not a flower can thrive

;

Musician of the Spring.

The blithest thing alive

;

The March winds softlier blow

Over the dreary plain,

A sunnier day or bo,—
Robin's come again.

The while he caroleth,

Our hearts are lighter grown,

We almost feel the breath

Of violets new-blown

;

He sings the songs we knew,

The earliest, gladdest strain

;

Oh, old friends are the true,—

Robin's come again.

I tice, we do not understand thai she is offered
}

i by her owner for sale.
[

A cow six years old with a record like the
j

: above is by no means dear at the figures
j

! named, since, if the principle that like begets

}

llikc holds true, one could hope to get a line
j

I of dairy stock that would command the admi-
{

; ration of the world, and fill the owner's nock-
j

; ets with a good supply of greenbacks.— Ulica]

! Herald. f

^Tarkras Matters.

The Stack-^TartL

A ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR COW.
j

A Correspondent iu a late number of the
j

Cultivator and Country Gentlemen, gives anf

account of a remarkable cow owned by Mr.
j

Scammon of Stratham, N. H. If the state-

f

ment given of her be true, her annual product
j

of milk and butter is one of the largest, if not

}

the largest, on record.
{

Most of our readers will remember the cele-

f

brated Oaks cow—one of the so-called native I

breed, and bought out of a drove in Massachu-

}

setts for a mere trifle. It is stated, on the au-j

thority of the Massachusetts Agricultural So-
j

ciety, that this cow, in the first year after being
j

bought, and with ordinary keep, made ISO I

pounds of butter. The next year she hadf

twelve bushels of corn meal, and then gave
j

300 pounds of butter. The next year she had
{

thirty-five bushels, and gave more than 400

1

pounds. The next year she had a bushel a i

week, and all her own milk skimmed, and she
]

then gave from the 5th of April to the 25th of

}

September, 480 pounds, besides sucking her[

calf for five weeks. It was an extraordinary
j

yield, but it seems the Scammon cow takes!

the lead by at least 130 pounds. The cow is [

of the Ayrshire breed, of a pale yellow color, [

and was raised by Mr. S. When she was six [

years old, an account of the butter made from
j

her was kept. The number of pounds real-j

izedwas G10, and her milk 14,540 pounds

—

being almost 40 pounds per day through the

year, and nearly 1 2 pounds of butter per day

through the year.

This is really a most remarkable yield, and

•will require strong proof to be generally be-

lieved. Making the liberal allowance of ten

pounds of milk for one of cheese' the product

of this cow for the year would be 1,454 pounds

of cheese, and about three times as much as

the average of first class dairies in Oneida or

Herkimer counties, and at least twice as much

as the average of the best.

Estimating that cheese is worth 18 cents per

pound, this cow would give her owner the

snug little sum of $2GL,72 in cheese per an-

num, to say nothing of whey for feeding

swine, or if the butter be put at 50 cents per

pound, we would have her annual product

amount to $305.

A statement is made of Mr. Scammon's

management in feeding. The cow gets good

hay and generally two quarts of meal per day

when she gives milk. In Summer he gives her

four quarts of meal per day until July, then

decreases to two quarts, and after haying turns

her out to grass, and gives no more meal.

Green stalks are fed in season. The cow goes

dry one month before calving. The meal is

given to keep the cow in flesh rather than for

increasing the quantity of milk. Mr. S. states

that the meal increases the milk but little,

though it adds to its richness. The price put

upon this cow is $1000, though, from the no

Rrr.Es for Cow Management.— Cows
j

should run dry six weeks before calving; if
j

milked closely towards calving, the calves will i

be poorer. I

A cow newly come in should not drink cold j

water in cold weather, but moderately warm \

slop. Calves, intended for raising, should be |

taken from the cow within a few days, and i

they will be less liable to suck when they are I

old. Feed them first on new milk for awhile,
}

then skim milk, taking care that all the changes
j

are gradual, by adding only a portion at first.
j

Hearty eaters are desirable for cows, and 1

may usually be selected while calves. A dainty
{

calf will be a dainty cow.
§

Heifers dried up too early after calving, will I

always run diy about the same time in after
j

years—therefore, be careful to milk closely the!

first year, until about six weeks before calv- i

ing. • I

Spring cows should come in while they are
]

yet fed on hay, and before they are turned to I

grass, which will be more likely to prevent 1

caked bag and milk fever.

Diseased Potatoes—Effect on Cattle.—
|

John Haynes, Londonderry, N. H., writes N.
|

! H. Mirror and Farmer concerning the bad
j

! effect produced on cattle by feeding them with
j

I
rotten or partially decayed potatoes. An ac-

!

! quaintance of his fed his cows with them and
]

I lost three of the number in a short time. Vari-
j

1 ous opinions, as to the cause of the death ofj

! the cows, were expressed, but no one thought [

| of imputing it to the potatoes. A post mor-

;

! tem examination found the first and second
j

I stomachs in a healthy condition, but the stom-

1

! ach of the third was discovered to be distended,
]

I and one-half or more of its contents perfectly
j

I dry and adhering to its walls, the result of in- i

I flammation and the cause of death. Subse- j

I quently Mr. H. fed his cow a few bushels of
j

! diseased potatoes—a peck per day—when she

!

I
was attacked in the same way as were those of;

[ his neighbor, when antidotes for poison were
j

i administered with success. There can be no
j

I doubt that, in both cases, the effects produced
j

| were the direct results of feeding diseased po-

;

| tatoes to the cattle. Owners of stock would
]

[ do well to make a note of this.

i Beans foe Sheep.—In a late number of
j

| the Country Gentleman, Mr. J. Winne, in giv-
j

|
ing his experience in feeding sheep with beans i

I says :
j

|
"They are a feed, however, that must be fed i

| very carefully at beginning, and until the

!

1 sheep become accustomed to them. An over
j

1 feed of beans at any time will cloy them
I

! sooner than any grain I have ever fed ; I at-
j

| ways mix them when I commence feeding,
j

I with oats, buckwheat or shorts for the first

| three or four weeks, and gradually lessening

[ the light feed ; and although I have been feed-

I ing my sheep ( the most of them ) this Winter

[over four weeks, and have 1,700 bushels of

f
beans, I am still obliged to mix in some light

| feed to keep them all right."

j Points in a Good Milker.—A correspond-

! ent in the Country Gentleman says

:

\
" In selecting a milker, look well to the

1 udder. Before milking it should be wide and

]
broad, not hanging down like a sack ; and

I hard and shiny, nearly destitute of hair, and

I what there is should be fine, short and bright.

I After milking, the udder should be soft, and

1 apparently a skin bag. If, after milking, the

I udder is hard and full, it shows that it is flesh,

{not milk, that distends it."

1 The veterinary editor of Wilkc's Spirit of

[ the Times recommends the following for

I scratches in a horse : Take sulphate of zinc,

1 one drachm, glycerine two onnces
;

apply

= every morning.

RUSSIAN-AMERICA.
|

The following is the substance of informa-

!

tion in regard to Russian-America, derived I

from Professor Baird of the Smithsonian In-[

stitute

:

Means or Information.—Has had two ex-|

plorers in that field between one and two years, I

who returned last Autumn, bringing a collec-f

tion of specimens of natural history, extend-

1

ing from the British possessions to the shores I

of the polar sea,

Climate, Temperattre.—The coast from |

Prince of Wales' Island to the entrance of 1

Behring's Straits, during the Winter months is
j

about the same as at the city of Washington,
j

Little snow, much rain. During the Summer
{

months very foggy.

Timber.—Whole country, well up to the I

northern coast, heavily timbered, chiefly hard
j

pine forests ; small trees up to the very shores. I

Some of the islands heavily limbered with pine
\

forests and dense underbrush ; some of them I

destitute of timber, and covered with grass off

luxuriant growth.

The soil on the west coast produces excel-
{

lent barley and roots, such as radishes, turnips, [

and esculents, such as lettuce, cabbage, &c. f

Animals.—Furred animals, such as sea ot-l

ter, river otter, sable, furred seal, mink, foxes, [

black, silver, red, &c, in great numbers. Pied
[

i
deer in the south, reindeer in the north.

Fish.—Herring, salmon, halibut and codfish [

\
abound in exhaustless numbers. Behring's sea !

i
and northward, great whales are verynumer-j

j
ous. I

Minerals.—Surface washings of gold have I

: been discovered on head-waters of streams, on
j

I east side of coast range of mountains. Geo- [

! logical developments the same on west slopes.
[

I Native copper has been discovered iu vari-
j

! ous places on the coast, and in the vicinity of
j

[
Copper river.

j

j Iron ore of excellent quality, and believed

[to exist in exhaustless quantity, now being

[ smelted and worked by Russian artisans in re-

[ pairing ships, &c. Coal is found in large

[
quantities, used by the Russians for naval pur-

j poses, similar to New Brunswick coal, not equal

[ to Cumberland coal. Recent discoveries have

[ been made of what is believed to be a better

i quality of coal, not yet tested.

[ Inhabitants.—Five or six thousand Rus-

j
siaus

f
and fifty or sixty thousand Indians and

[ Esquimaux. The Esquimaux inhabit the coast

[ on the Northern Sea, are industrious, peace-

[ able, and tractable, and live by hunting and fish-

I ing. The Indians inhabit the interior, are

I peaceable, and live by hunting, fishing and

j
trapping.

The Woodpecker's Foresight.—The wood-

pecker in California is a storer of acorns. The
tree he selects is invariably of the pine tribe.

He bores several holes differing in size, at the

Fall of the year, and then flies away, in many
instances to a long distance, and returns with

an acorn, which he immediately sets about ad-

justing to one of the holes prepared for its

reception, which will hold it tightly iu its posi-

tion. But he does not eat the acorn
;

for, as a

rule, he is not a vegetarian. .His object in

storing away the acorn exhibits acute fore-

sight, and knowledge of results more akin to

reason than to instinct. The succeeding Win-

ter the acorn remains intact, but becoming

saturated with rain, is predisposed to decay,

when it is attacked by maggots, who seem to

delight in this special food ; it is then that the

woodpecker reaps the harvest his wisdom has

provided, at a time when, the ground being

covered with snow, he would experience a

difficulty, otherwise, in obtaining suitable or

palatable food. It is a subject of speculation

why the red-wood cedar or the sugar-pine is

invariably selected ; it is not probable that the

insect, the most dainty to the woodpecker's

taste, frequents only the outside of wet trees

;

but so it 1=, that in Calaveras, Mariposa, and

other districts of California, trees of this kind

may be frequently seen covered all over their

trunks with acorns when there is not an oak-

I
tree within several miles.

—

A. B. Barton.

The crops in Texas are looking remarkably
:

well.

A GARDEN OF ACCLIMATION.

A correspondent of the Agricultural Re-
port, for February, writes from Little Valley,

New York, as follows:—

"I notice in your annual report of 1SG5

that you recommend the establishment of a

government garden of acclimation, from
whence the lama, cashmere goat, and im-

proved breeds of domestic fowls might be dis-

tributed to different parts of the country. I

highly approve this suggestion, and would
name several native animal which I think
should be among the first to claim attention,

viz : the American elk or great wapili deer,

the beaver, the Hudson Bay sable, the mink,
and otter. For fifteen years I have been ex-

perimenting to ascertain if some of our native

wild animals could not be domesticated and
become valuable additions to the wealth of

the country. I commenced with the ell-, and,

although attended with some difficulty, for the

want of experience in the commencement, t lie

result has been a success, having bred and

raised forty elk on my farm. Four years

since I commenced experimenting with the

mink, and, as with the elk, I found that it re-

quired some experience or skill to manage the

wild ones taken from the woods until they

should rear their first young, but with the

second generation the difficulties were over-

come, and it proves comparatively easy to

raise them in large numbers. The great de-

mand for these furs has nearly annihilated the

race. My success with the mink, and the in-

formation obtained in relation to the beaver,

Hudson Bay sable, and otter, give me great

confidence in the ultimate success with these

fur bearing animals."

TIMBER AND RAINFALL.

According to Rentesch, a German author-

ity, the proportion of forest or woodland re-

\
quired for au agricultural country, in order to

I secure it a regular and sufficient rainfall witli-

| out violent storms, is twenty-three per cent, in

I interior regions, and twenty per cent, near the

[ coast. This estimate relates to Germany.

! The same writer estimates that five per cent.

1 of timber is sufficient for England. An Eng-

| lish authority, Sir Henry James, regards this

[last estimate too high for England, deeming

| 2.5 per cent, of timber sufficient. "It is prob-

[ able that the percentage of limber required in

{ Germany is less than would be necessary in

I the level regions of our own section, as moun-
I tains exert an important influence upon the

I amount of rainfall.

1 The following interesting account of the in-

I fluence of timber upon rainfall arid springs is

I taken from Boussingault's Rural Economy :

I "The Wolf-spring in the Commune of Sou-

[ bey, France, furnishes a remarkable instance

[ of the influence of woods upon fountains. A
I few years ago this spring did not exist. At

1 the place where it now rises, a small thread of

1 water was observed, after veiy long rains, but

[ the stream disappeared with the rain. The
I spot is in the middle of a very steep pasture,

! inclining to the South. Eighty years ago the

I owner of the land perceiving that some firs

| were shooting up in the upper part of it, de-

[ termincd to let them grow, and they soon

[ formed a flourishing grove. As soon as they

{ were well grown, a fine spring appeared in

I place of the occasional rill, ami furnished

j abundant water in the longest drought. For

|
forty or fifty years this spring was considered

I the best in Clos-du-Doubs. A few years since,

j the grove was felled, and the ground turned

[again to a pasture. The spring disappeared

[ with the wood, and is now as dry as it was

[ ninety years ago."

s

j The fireside is a school of importance: it is

1 important because it is universal, and because

[ the education it bestows, being woven iu the

I woof of childhood, gives form and color to

i the whole texture of life.

I Scratch the green rind of a sapling, or wan-

jtonly twist it in the soil, and a scarred or

| crooked oak will tell of the act for years to

I come. How forcibly does this figure show the

[necessity of giving right tendencies to the

I minds and hearts of the young.

Duration of and Time fop. Sleep.—Mothers and nurses should endeavor to accustom infants from the time of their birth to sleep in the night preferable to the

day, and for this purpose they ought to remove all external impressions that may disturb their rest, such as noise, light, etc., but especially they should not obey

every call for taking them up and siving them food at improper times. Alter the second year of their age, they will not instinctively require to sleep in the fore-

noon, though after "dinner it may be continued till the third or fourth year, if the child shows a particular inclination to repose ;
because, till that_ time

half of its time may safely be allotted to sleep. From that period, however, it ought to be shortened for the space of one hour with every succeeding ye
the full

ear.
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ABOUT THE GRAPE VINE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside, =

BY J. STAUFFEE, LANCASTER, PA. \

Is your issue of March 30th, headed " Neces- j

sity of Observation," you remark, among other
{

things, that your object is to induce your read-
j

ers to acquire habits of constant and careful
j

observation—to give the results, and contribute
{

to the fund of truthful knowledge. It occurred
{

to me to give you a few facts respecting the f

grape vine, that seem to me not generally un-

1

derstood, or by no means satisfactorily ex-j

plained. I will give the facts first, then the|

inferences. I

A neglected vine, prostrate among the grass,
j

slightly supported by branches 1 rimmed from I

an adjoining apple tree, was found in Sep-j

tember to have some fine, large bunches of]

grapes of a delicious flavor. Personally in-

1

terested in the matter, I considered this grape
|

too valuable to suffer to remain in such a con-

f

dition. Late in the season, with the aid of an
{

experienced vine dresser, I had the vine care- j

fully taken up and transplanted to a good loca-
j

tion near the dwelling, both for shade and con-

1

venience. Here it grew profusely,- making

}

rather more new wood than to me seemed nec-

1

essary ; but as a grateful shade over the cistern,
j

I suffered it to spread. It flowered profusely, f

but not a solitary fruit was developed that sea-

1

son, nor ever after, to my knowledge. Some
j

of my knowing friends, to whom I showed I

the vine in full bloom, declared it to be a male
[

or staminate plant. How came it so ? Previ-
[

ous to transplanting it yielded abundant fruit j

for some years, as the former owner of the
|

premises declared to me, and my own observa- f

tion and enjoyment of its fruit confirmed,
j

Stating this circumstance to Mr. Abel Keise,
j

of Manor township, Lancaster co., Pa., he [

informed me that he experienced precisely the I

same result, having found a vine in his fields,
f

supposed to have been carried out among chip-

j

dirt, bearing a most delicious grape. This he |

carefully took up in the Fall and transplanted !

it near his dwelling, where it flourished, flow-
{

ered, but remained barren, a male vine ever
{

since ? Why ?
{

I have a vine now, raised from a raisin seed, j

that flowers ' annually, but never bears any
j

fruit. The parent must certainly have borne
j

fruit, or else there could be no seed ; but it is
j

called a flowering vine. As a counter fact, Dr.
j

Wm. B. Fahnestock, late of Lancaster, Pa.,
{

assures me that he had what was called a male f

grape vine in his yard for many years. One 1

Summer he emptied the blood drawn from his
]

patients (bleeding was somewhat in vogue yet),
{

at the roots of the vine ; to his surprise, the
{

vine bore fine grapes after that, and he inferred
j

that bullock's blood, applied to the roots of bar-
j

ren vines, would induce them to bear. It might I

be worth trying. I give it as I received it.
|

This latter case (since I cannot doubt the ve-
]

racity of my informant) perplexes me as to the
j

theory I felt inclined to adopt, from subse-
j

quent microscopic investigations, respecting |

the wood of bearing and non bearing vines and I

branches. 1

The grape vine is somewhat peculiar, as it
|

yields often on the same vine perfect flowers, 1

that is, having both pistil and stamens on the
]

same flower (hermaphrodite) ; others of the
|

flowers are staminate only ; others again, pistil-

1

late only, hence termed polygamous, and when
j

only of one kind, either male or female organs,
j

they are termed dioecious. This diversity, I|

am inclined to believe, is caused by a suppres- j

sion of one or the other of its organs, by local j

or accidental circumstances ; and that its nor-

1

mal character is that of a hermaphrodite plant. 1

Under this impression, I collected branches
j

bearing various kinds of flowers, cut thin slices
{

from them, and subjected each kind to a close !

inspection under the microscope, to see whether
j

I could detect any change of condition in the
j

tissues or woody fibres. I came to the conclu-

1

sion that those branches which bore perfect [

flowers had both a healthy pith and medullary
|

sheath. The staminate only showed a defect-

1

ive pith or central axis, discolored or rather \

yellowish. In those that were pistillate only,
j

the medullary sheath seemed discolored ; and :

I branches that bear no flower stalk may be de-

1

i fective both in the pith and medullary sheath, I

| and such I am inclined to believe is the case. I

1 I will not attempt a discourse on structural
f

I botany and the science respecting the floral i

! organs modified or metamorphosed, or the al-

1

ternation of the floral organs, as comporting
|

with the science of Phyllotaxis, when the
|

leaves are opposite or verticillated and alter-

1

nate, on the assumption that the arrangement
|

of the leaves show a spiral formation or dis-

1

cursating in verticals, &c. Nevertheless, it. 1

may be interesting to some of your readers to
f

know some of the expressions and opinions I

of men of high repute, as regards the pith off

plants and its functions. The medullary sheath,
|

surrounding the pith, has rays which seem to
]

serve to keep up the communication between |

the pith and the bark, which, single or com-

j

bined, may bear a certain relation to the science I

of Phyllotaxis, as well as to the suppression or I

change in the floral organs, as intimated. i

The pith seems only a modification of the I

original pulp, and the same hypothesis that ac-
§

counts for the formation of the one, will apply I

to the other, but the pith and pulp, or paren-

1

chyma, are ultimately converted into organs I

essentially distinct from one another, though j

phytologists have been much puzzled to assign
j

to each its respective functions. A vulgar er-

1

ror prevailed at one time, that the function of [

the pith was that of generating the stone off

fruit, and that a tree deprived of its pith would |

produce fruit without a stone. This goes quite |

too far, but nevertheless has a significance that
j

is worthy of further investigation. The pith |

may be considered analogous to the heart and 1

brain of animals, as advocated by Malpighi,
j

who believed it to be a kind of viscera in which \

the sap was elaborated for the nourishment of [

the plant, and for the protrusion of future buds, j

Magnol thought that it produced the flower and j

fruit, but not the wood. Du Hamel regarded
{

it merely as an extension of the pulp or cellu-

1

lax tissue, without being destined to. form any I

important function in the process of vegeta-

!

tion. Linnams was of opinion that it produced

!

even the wood, regarding it not only as the f

source of vegetable nourishment, but as being

!

also to the vegetable what the brain and spinal

!

marrow are to animals, the source and seat off

life. Thus eminent physiologists disagree.
|

Mr. Lindsay of Jamaica, suggested a newopin-l

ion on the subject, regarding it as the seat of]

the irritability of the leaves of the Mimosa ; !

and Sir J. E. Smith says he can see nothing to 1

invalidate the arguments on which this opinion |

is founded. Plenck and Knight regard it as I

destined by nature to be a reservoir of moisture \

to supply the leaves when exhausted by excess I

of perspiration.
j

I refer briefly to these remarks to show that [

the peculiar function of the pith is not satis-
j

factorily ascertained. It may safely be af-|

firmed that the pith is essential to vegetation |

in all its stages, and may be considered to be
j

an organ of elaboration, both as respects the [

sap and fi unification, and that the medullary j

sheath, surrounding the pith as the stamens do

}

the germ, is intimately connected with the f

functions of the pith, as it is with that of the |

bark and pyllotaxis.
f

If my observations will prove to be univer- j

sally correct, that those branches of the vine j

that bear perfect flowers will show a healthy I

condition of both the medullary sheath and j

pith ; and those having stamens only, to have I

a healthy sheath and defective or unhealthy I

pith ; or when pistillate only, then, in that [

case, the central axis or growth of the pith I

proves healthy and the medullary sheath de- f

fective. This proving so, then an intimate re- j

lation is necessarily established. But as my I

article is already longer than intended, I shall j

close
;
my object being rather to call the atten- =

tion of grape growers to the subject of male l

and female grape vines, than to give a disserta-

1

tion on the physiology of the grape vine. My I

object is to collect facts, from which legitimate I

deductions may be drawn, and hope to hear I

from others on the subject.

April, 1867. I

The decision of the " Greeley Committee,"
f

awarding the first prize to the Concord Grape, |

is approved by the Iowa Horticultural Society, t

THE FOREIGN AND NATIVE VINE COM-
PARED.

JWritten for the Farm and Fireside,

BY J. S. LIPPENCOTT, HADDONFIELD, N. J.

In a former paper we endeavored to show

that the native grape vine, in the open air, and

the foreign vine under glass, were placed un-

der diverse conditions ; and that these arose

simply from their atmospheric surroundings;

differing wTidely in the proportions of watery

vapor held therein.

It is well known to intelligent growers of

the European vine, that it is not the cold of

our Winters, nor the heat of our Summers, in

the middle latitudes, at least, of the United

States, that offer the greatest impediment to

the growth of the Black Hamburg, Chasselas,

&c, out. of doors in the open border. In sea-

sons in which the due proportion of moisture

is present, good crops of these fine varieties

have been grown in the open air ; but if the

next season has been dry, the leaves have

fallen ; the fruit has 'shrivelled ; and fre-

quently the year following has found the plants

injured beyond recovery. Even the most

favored aspects in the city of Philadelphia,

will not permit the continued growth of the

foreign vine out of doors, as we have learned

by personal experiment, in several instances.

Most of our native varieties, when grown in

the vineyard, exposed to drying winds of our

Summers, or to the sudden cold of our varying

June, July and August nights, suffer in the

same manner as does the foreign vine, as we

have observed by comparison of effects upon

both, under the same influences, side by side.

The constitutions of the European and Ameri-

can grape vines have much in common. They

open their buds under the same temperature

in Spring, require the same increments of

Summer heats for their healthy growth, the

same Autumnal warmth for the perfect ma-

turation: They also demand the presence of

greater or less proportions of moisture around

them at critical periods, and a considerable

quantity at all times
;

though, in these re-

spects, the foreign vine is not disposed to en-

dure extremes so well as does its less refined

brother of the West ; and the less refined,

the more enduring among our natives, as is

shown by the comparatively healthy growth of

the Concord and Clinton, and the pre-eminent

sensibility to atmospheric changes exhibited

by the Catawba, the Delaware and the Re-

becca.

In Europe, the vine has been known for

ages to have been peculiarly the growth of

definite climatic conditions, and its zones have

been pretty accurately defined.* The same

appears to be the case with American native

vines, and its zones, t if successful culture

could be as clearly defined, were the con-

ditions of moisture in the air the same as those

of Western Europe, or as constant in their

proportions, and the climate as equable, or as

free from extremes here as in the Western

States of Europe. Even in the " Land of the

Vine," all seasons- are not alike propitious, and

it is sometimes seriously injured, but never is

it so utter a failure as with us. If the vine

fails for one season in Europe, it may be suc-

ceeded by a season of extraordinary yield, re-

pairing the loss of former years. But here the

loss of the crop is accompanied by loss of the

leaf, and consequent enfeebling of the plant,

so that it seldom bears again.

The season of 1863 was very propitious to

the vine in many parts of the United States,

and held out promises of success in the growth

of many new varieties of grapes. The vines

were young, had grown admirably even, in

consequence of a combination of circumstances

highly favorable ; a greater product of superior

grapes was exhibited than had ever before glad-

dened our eyes, or filled us "with visions of

the to be." The three following years told an-

other tale over a large part of the interior of

the Northern States. The favoring circum-

stances did not attend at our bidding; the

vines having grown well the preceding season,

did their best in 1864
;
they observed the call

of temperature to the degree pre-arranged for

their awakening
;

they spread their leaves and

opened their bloom at the appointed time and

•See Agricultural Department Report for 1863, pp. 490—491.
TSee " " " 1862, pp. 200-203.

promised still better than in the past ; and that

promise would have been fulfilled had there

not come on the wings of the Westerly wind

a blast which struck the tender leaves, shrunk

up their expanding growths, lapped up with

its thirsty tongue the life-sap of their vessels,

and brought death into the little world of life,

and with it the seeds of mildew and rot, which

rioted on the small relics of vitality, and our

hopes vanished like the mist into thin, dry

air. The next season found the finest Dela-

wares, Rogers, &c, entirely destroyed, even

to the root. The vines that survived were

again prostrated by the unpropitious seasons

of 1865 and 1866. Until of ours, very few are

now living, or if living, have made any growth;

except the Concord and Clinton, which we
consider scarcely worth retaining in our

grounds.

It maybe asked "how do you know that

the air was thus dry, in each of these seasons,

and that this dryness was the tending or pre-

disposing cause of our failure ? " We answer

that the dryness or moisture of the air, can be

as readily determined as can its temperature

be ascertained. We can tell not only whether

it is very dry, or very moist, but what propor-

tion of moisture is present : and, farther, can

determine not only how much the vapor may
lighten the air, by rendering it buoyant, even to

taking the pressure off the barometer to the

one-thousandth of an inch, but can as readily

weigh the amount in our scales and tell to the

one-hundredth of a grain, how much exists in

each cubic foot of the atmosphere around us,

at any time, and as often as we choose to ex-

periment on and calculate it. All this has

been frequently done, and that done hundreds

of times during the Summers of 1864 and 1865
;

and they thereby proved to have been very

dry. Moreover, this dryness, when in ex-

treme, was shown to have happened before or'

during the access of damage to the vines, §

Now, if such seasons visited us but at long in-

i tervals in the interior districts, we would not

i
have so much cause to deplore them ; but un-

j

fortunately, these extremes of dryness and con-

sequent sudden reduction of temperature, this

accompaniment, is no. new thing over a greater

part of the Northern States, East of the

Rocky Mountains. This periodical dryness of

the air appears to be the rule ; is the difficulty

we labor under in our climate as respects the

cultivation of the grape in the vineyard. It

no doubt serves many useful purposes. It

may enable the farmer to grow a crop of

Indian corn in much higher latitudes than he

could otherwise perfect it, as it is an accom-
paniment also of high heat. It may enable him
to bring to perfection many other semi-tropical

plants in districts where they could not be
grown, such as the sweet potato, sorghum,

&c, but it renders our climate one of ex-

tremes, and unfits it, when these extremes

most prevail, for the profitable culture of the

I
vine, either foreign or native.

In another paper we may exhibit an array

i

of facts and experiences
.
showing that there

|

are extensive districts where the vine may be

j
cultivated with promise of success ; and that

! it may not there be considered a.failure, though

j
I apprehend that the interior districts, removed

|
from the influences which temper then- ex-

j
tremes, will never prove worthy of being

|
classed among the wine regions of America.

5See Gardeners' Monthly, vol. viii., 1866, pp. 191—223
; also,

Report of Agricultural Department for 1865, pp. 530—533.

April, 1867.

Cold Grapery.—April is usually the month

\
for uncovering and putting up the vines. In

i order to insure an even breaking of the buds

along the whole length of the vine, it is not

|

put up in place at once, but is suspended so

(hat the upper end shall bend dow-nward, and

the whole vine hang in the form of a bow.

This counteracts the tendency of the ' upper

buds to get the advantage of the lower ones.

When all have taken an equal start, which can

be secured by altering the curvature of the

vine, and the shoots have grown 2 or 3 inches

long, the vine may be put in place. Fork

over the inside borders, and syringe the house

thoroughly. If any injury has happened to

the vines m winter, the vine must be cut back,

and a strong lower shoot selected to be trained

in place of the vine cut away.

—
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Never Idle.—The good farmer cannot be a loafer, and thrive. Pruning, draining, killing weeds, making walls, getting out muck, preparing the manure heap,
cutting bushes and cleaning up around the walls

;
battening up the cracks of the old barn to keep the cattle and horses from freezing

;
giving the swine a warm

pen
;
allowing no leaks, if a shingle can be found, and no broken panes for the ornamental work of old hats and rags, if a square of glass can be obtained, are a

few of the fair weather jobs which claim his attention during the recess of the harvest seasons. The foul weather jobs are nearly as numerous, and their claims
nearly as urgent on the attention of every tidy, thriving farmer.
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PEACH PROSPECTS.

Information from Delaware leads us to be

Kent county, have

From New Castle

| Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.—
{ The new hall of this society will be completed

]
by the middle of May. It is a magnificent

structure, located on South Broad street, Phil-

AGHiari.TUBE feeds us; to a gr.-ut extent it clothes us; with-

out It we conM not have man a factures, and should not have corn.

Plant a few rows of peas at intervals of ten
j

I days apart throughout the month. You canflicve that peach buds, in Kent county, have
]

(thus continue the supply for family use or for
j
been partially destroyed. Prom New Castle

j a(lelpllhl) adjoiriing tbc Academy 0f Music,

f the market for into the Summer. Sow radish }
county, we have more favorable reports ; also

| The building ig 7 - feet wide> and 200 fcet in

! seed weekly, so that you may have them crisp. [ from the Eastern shore of Maryland. W e
; depfll TJjfl hM^ ^ om rf ^ finest in

| If you have celery plants grown, and of suffl-
j
know that it is customary for similar reports

j^ country_wel] adapled t0 hor1icu itura i dis .

plays, also for concerts, particular attentioni cient size, set litem out

I

wood from goo^berrie8jind_cun^te;_dig in
J

peach, ab^ this season oMhe ycar^ But the
|
hav5ng been given t0 vemi ,ation and acoustic

effect.

The dedication of this building will be in

d

the

RICE GROWING ON THE PACIFIC.

wkustbe.
I around the bulbs some well-rotted manure.— I above information can be relied upon.

"

'!lf you desire to form new beds, insert yourf Coleman's Rural World, published at St.
{

I cuttings ten or twelve inches apart, in rows {Louis, Missouri, tells a gloomy tale of peach
j^ ~

j;d

~~'
t

"^"
29ai

"

o(\h
"

a

"

t montb'.'a gran

No State has made greater progress in j two feet apart. The Cherry and White Grape |
prospects in that State; but speaks favorably

| ,Horticultural Bazaar will bc opened for tb

agriculture within the past ten years than ! Currants are the best. The Houghton and j
of the coming crop in Southern Illinois. Thci

,e Qf ^.^ flowere and vegctablc8 .

California. Her grain fields are a marvel even j American Seedling Gooseberries never mildew,
j
following extract is from the abo\ e named

\ Thig ^ , )( , un(]er (he especial^ aud

to her own citizens, and her wheat crop pro- 1 Finish up all the preparatory work in the
j

Journal, April 1st

ea hnfiuence of the ladies of the society, who are

mises to be more valuable than her gold pro- 1 flower garden. Have plenty of roses, espec- \
The peach buds North of the latitude of St.

\ 6amesfly at work t0 render tbis one of lbe

ductions. The superiority of her wheat has I
ially the ever-blooming sort; cut back well at |

Louis are generally destroyed. We under-
| mogt extensiye . ind niagn ificent Horticultural

made a demand for it even in the Eastern ]
planting. The China sorts bloom all Summer, j

stand that at Alton there are hopes of a part
j^^ hM |n (| ,.„mim% Aid and con.

States, and immense cargoes are received every I Transplant hardy.annuals, but if the nights are f
of a crop. ^ ear the city of St. Louis, and1^^^ are solicited from an our noral

month in our Atlantic cities. In Europe, Cali- \ still cool, keep the tender ones under glass.- j
particukrly on old trees standing in meadows,

| ^ [Me producers .

fbrnia wheat commands a better price than ! Set out bulbs of Gladiolus and Japan Lilies.- { one half of the buds are unhurt Seedlings
|

whe.it ™vn iii Encland France or Russia i If the soil of the borders is poor, fork in some 1
sustained very little damage.

jWheat grown m ^nglana,J! ranee or Kussia
| Toung orchards 'in the vicinity of St. Louis S Fkuits of Secf.ssion.-Li Georgia, in 1866,

This fact is rather flattering to the pioneer farm- , rich o post
quite seriously damaged, and will probably ! the value of land was estimated at $108, U2,-

ers on the Pacific, and alike complimentary to i
it ) ou nave not piuueu voui ,arum iruii i j & >

e
'%,.<,, „„,, Hl . ..„,,,., nf nrnn„r ...

American agriculture i trees, and if they really need pruning, attend I
produce no perfect fruit, as the Curcuho will

|
024, and the total value of all property, real

ce. If your trees received from the I take what the frost has left. The buds are I
and personal, at $222,183,787, a decrease Since

'

shrivelled bury them root andimore than half killed in Southern Illinois. ! 1800, of $148,444,135, without taking into con-

the cultiva-I branch, until the bark becomes plump. If any! On the morning of the 14th of March, at
j
sideration the value of the slaves who were

'Farmer," published at \ bave started in the package, cut them back se- 1 our residence, five miles west of St Louis,
|
emancipated.

But the Califomians are not satisfied with j
to it at once,

raising the best wheat in the world, and are I nursery are

now turning their attention to

tion of rice. The
In 18U0 the total value of prop-

Thisl crty, in Georgia, including the slaves, was $1,-

A failure of crops caused creditors to

I force sales. One of the sales thus made was a

I plantation of GOO acres for $G00. Before the

residence,

says a species of "high landlverely. Cions may be cut if the buds have |
the thermometer stood 4° below zero.

. „ , , , T • t x i° i i not «rortprl firsfrinir mav hp Acme as soon as i degree of cold would not have affected the 1 008,4S;>, 1<j.>.

rice" (probably a Japan variety), has been =
not started, watting ma) oc uone as soon as a

i rii_m(T *„ fc-.,],,™ «M in mw mv
. • , iT . p.i a t t mIip hurls hpcrin tn swell Root crafts can now i buds—but tor several days of warm weather, = 1 went) -h\ e larms na^ e heen sola in one sec

grown at Antioch, and other parts of the State, |
the Duels oegin to s^ en. iwot grans can now J

- '
\ .. _ A ,Bham - for il.e low nrire of *l ner

and ur.es the importance of rice growing to ! be planted in nursery rows. Old orchards can I
about ten days before which had so expanded

|

ton of Alabama, for the low price of $1 per

the agriculturists on the Pacific slopes. We 1 be rejuvenated by generous cultivation and
j
the most forward buds, as to render them ah I acre

have no doubt of the practicability of this en- 1
manuring.

j

easy Prey t0 the fl
'ost

tcrprise, and are satisfied that on the table |
Feed your horses regularly, and work them

J

lands, the crop would be a remunerative one. j
regularly, allowing them long "noons." Bed } Cotton Chop fob 18G7.-A gentleman of

j £ ^
In addition to a favorable soil, they have a I cows that are near calving, freely

;
give roomy l intelligence and observation, recently returned! " J

Chinese population familiar with the culture of I
stalls; a good sunning daily, and some roots if

j
from a tour through South Carolina, Georgia, |

rice- a class that is satisfied with small wa^es ! possible. Encourage milk secretion in new | Alabama and Mississippi, informs us that a! Delaware Ageicultceal College.—The

a mere subsistence and a promise of having 1 milch heifers by milking thrice a day. Give { much larger extent of land -has been planted j State of Delaware, with commendable energy,

their bones carried back to China. In the rice- 1 ewes at yeaning time warm sheds and sunny
|
with cotton this Spring, than at any period ] is placing her Agricultural College in a right

fields of our Southern States, it is necessary to \
yards. Be on the look out for chilled or feeble | since 1861. He says thousands of planters I position. The board of Trustees of the State

Hood the crop at certain stages of growth ; and I
lambs. [who were discouraged by the abolition of 1 College, at Newark, have proposed to convey

so they would have to do in California if they 1

"
'•

" |
Slavery, and thought cotton planting destroyed | to the State an interest in the buildings,

cultivated the same variety. Small crops can j Tue Robin in Judgment.—In nursery le- 1 b7 freeing the bondmen, have materially
j
grounds, library etc., on condition that the

be grown anywhere south of the 35th parallel,
| gends the absorbing question used to be, "who j

changed their views, and have extended their | State shall vest the donation from Congress in

provided it is properly irrigated. " Highland I killed Cock Robin ? " The question at present, [
operations in cotton. Instead of freedom in- ] said board of trustees. The Legislature ac-

Rice," like " Upland Cranberries," we suspect, j with us, is whether the robin is more " oma- 1 j
urinS tue productive industry of the South,

j
cepts the proposal, and thereby establishes the

are profitable crops in the columns of an agri-
j mental than useful"—whether " his room is to |

the agriculturists there will find it will promote
j
institution in a central locality. The first

cultural journal ; but not very remunerative to | be preferred to his company." Mr. J. N. Mai-

1

their prosperity, and add immensely to the ag- 1 meeting of this Board will be in July next,

the practical grower—unless it may be in Cali-
j tin, of Barrington, R. I., writes to us that he jsreSate wealth aud prosperity of the nation,

j when we may anticipate a reorganization of

fbrnia.
|
agrees with Mr. J. W. Mathewson in consider- [ ]

the college, and progress thereafter.

This idea of growing rice on the high lands I iug the robin a nuisance and a pest. Other | Prevention of Ceuelty to Anlmals.—Thel

of the Pacific territory, impresses us once more | contributors range themselves pro and con in
|
Pennsylvania Legislature has incorporated a!

'W'oiik on the farm, when rightly directed,

with the diversities of our country ;
of the ! the issue. Mr. Elisha Slade, of Somerset, [ society to prevent cruelty to animals. This is

j
jg fu ;| 0f in terest and produces satisfactory

varieties of its soil; of its multitudinous geo-lMass., says, in the Agricultural Reports for | a cheerful item to the humane and merciful.
{ resuits The farmer is not only a consumer,

logical formations; of its different climates 1 1 8G.5 : "I know that the robin (Tardus Migra- \ Similar societies exist in various States, their I but be js a
is0 a producer, and therefore a bene-

aud of its wondrous extent and fertility. Here,
|
tortus) devours innumerable quantities of flies

|
object being to enlist the sympathies of people

] faclor 0f the human race. The prosperity of

in the New England and Middle States, we are | and their maggots." Our contributor S. S. R., | who are cognizant of cruelty to dumb beasts— I (b js gantry greatly depends on the develop-
subject to greater extremes of heat and cold

j of Lancaster, Pa., has lately turned his atten- 1 over-driven horses, over-worked and abused I ment 0f agriculture. Paralyze this arm and
than they are East of the Rocky Mountains. } tion to insectiverous birds. Can we not en- { animals of all kinds. Let the wicked and un-| wnat WOuld be the result? The wheels of the

While we have frost, snow and almost Arctic I gage him, in this trial, as an attorney in behalf | merciful owners and workers of horses, mules, j manufacturer would stop, the merchants' doors
winds, our neighbors on the Pacific have days | of master Robin ? | cattle, &c, be severely punished. No poor, 1 vvou ]d be dosed the sails that whiten every

of genial sunshine, pattering showers and] { sorrowful, abused horse will say neigh to this !{ ftvcnue 0f commerce would be furled, and
garden luxuries. Again, while we are making

j LanguiShing Evergreens.-No body likes I \ prosperity would bc at an end, uot to be revived

ld
! to see the evergreens around their dwellings I Sale of a famous Short HoRN.-George P.

j until the revival of that power which creates

| languishing. In such cases it will be found, jPlunkett, of Hinsdale, Mass., has purchased off the wealth of the world, viz., agriculture,

sporting
; uiion exammatiorj) tbat tbe ground is too dry I Samuel Thorn of Duchess county, N. Y., the i

sun-shades and palm-leaf hats, and are grateful
| aud „ Evergreens thrive best in moist, I

"6th Duke of Thomdale," for $5000. Tnis I

for the shadow of a building or the shade of |

the forests. No nation has greater diversity of
{

climate or of productions. In the language of
j

wood fires, our friends on the Gulf of Mexico 1

,

are luxuriating on tropical fruits ; are

The QnxcE on the Thors.—Acorrcspond-
I
loamy soil, such as is natural to the mountains I bull stood at the head of a herd of forty which

| rf^ of^ excb describes a speci-

j
where they grow. The evil can be obviated

j
bas just been sold at an average price of over

j ce d qq thc Thom ag being
z . v ; _l t • . _1_ - iT> 1 r>l"lA »Mii' rvnimn 1 nn/1 i ci nnncidor/jil tli/j Iwii-'t - *

j by trenching, and working in peat or muck. |
$1000 per animal, aud is considered the best I

flowery oratory, "Gods great ploughshare is]
The American AcricuitUrist says that the soil I Short Horn ever bred in the United States.

running all the year round in these United
f

States—subsoiling and ameliorating our fields
{

and covering them with golden harvests."

1 riched with manure
The Cceculio.—It seems to be the belief]

of Dr. Trimble, Dr. Asa Fitch, Mr. Walsh, I

! should be kept cultivated around all hedges I

1 12 or 15 feet high, and C or 8 inches through

[the stem, the quinces being at the top and

1 centre of the tree, protected from marauders

}
and evergreens for several years after planting,

| ft Blossom.—Peach and Apricot trees were
j by tbeir position and the thorny defences of

|
and when well established, should be well en-

j m full blossom in the vicinity of Philadelphia, j tb(. ir adopted parent II is Baid the Thorn is

|
on the 12th of April. The Spring has been

j neyei. attacked by the barer, that dreaded ene-

a
- -

| rather backward, but the fruit prospect is ! m_ 0e lbe frU it grower.

Large Sale of Short-Horned Cattle.— iS00^
_ _ ^_ _ _ \

Paring Potatoes.—Many persons, in pre-
and others familiar with the habits of insects I

infesting our fruit trees, that the curculio breeds !

Jam
f

O. Sheldon, of Geueva,N. Y., recently I
^jtree villages in Maine have this Spring !

in the cherry, and the great bulk of the eggs I

Purchased of Samuel Thornes Duchess county,
[ hase(1 from (me n fiml m^ g j

paring potatoes for cooking, pare off a thick

so deposited will come to maturity unless arti- [^ Y- forty h
f
ad

*f
Short-Horned cattle, for

|^ ^ of^^ A j slice from the surface, instead of digging out

.{the eyes. Prof. Blot, in his lectures oni tan
ficially destroyed. For tbis reason cherry

I forty thousand dollars. This is the largest

;

1 single sale of this breed of cattle that was ever |

Third Annual

!

lliat

trees, standing alone in out-of-the-way places, f

should be cut down, and all punctured fruit
|

made this country.

should be destroyed. j—™— -»-•
j Emplre Sheep Fair.—The

Clubbing with the Farm and Fireside.— I Fair of the " New York State Sheep Breeders

In reply to the numerous inquiries from our 1 and Wool Growers' Association," is to be held
{

friends of the Press, we state that we will club 1 at Auburn, May 8th and 10th. Premiums are j

our journal with theirs, at one dollar and fifty j offered on fine Delaine wool lambs ; also on

commendable interest in fruit tree planting is I

{
being developed all over the country. j

potato, says this skinning process is all wro'l/gi

I as the strength of thc vegetable lies near the

Wash for Trees.—The Horticulturist says I surface—the starch growing less abundant as

one pound of potash to six gallons of j
the center is approximated. The starch, near

[ water is a good wash to apply to trees on I the surface, contains the nutriment—which is

whose bodies or limbs are insects, moss, etc." j uot more thau seven or eight per cent.

..,...„ I balance being mainly water.

The California Farmer says that

-the

nursery =

cents per annum,

with the volume.

Subscriptions to commence I long-wooled and middlc-wooled sheep.

i prizes range from three to forty dollars.

The ! men are doing a good business in that State, as I Georgia papers say that the wheat crop in

there is a general desire to improve everywhere.
;

that State was never more promising.

Move Towards a Better Life.—Do not keep your boys corn shelling all the long winter evenings. Make your farm a place that your sons and daughters

cannot help loving. Cultivate the trees—they are God's messengers. Don't say that you care nothing for looks. You do care, else why did you build that two-

story white house, with blinds, and cupola into which you never go? Or why did you, years ago, carefully brush your coat and pluck up your shirt collar when

you were starting, on a Sunday evening, to visit that cood woman who now shares your hotne? It will cause your wife to be more contented, your children

to remain more m the bouse, and contribute immeasurably to your own happiness. Such is the experience in homes of this character.

-^t Jjg^-^g:



Ths Farm Fimixte,

The Fiuesitb Muse.

SABBATH IN THE COUNTRY.

The creaking wagon's in the shed,

The busy flail is heard no more

;

The horse is littered down and fed,

The harness hangs above his head,

The whip behind the door.

Hia leathern gloves and hooked bill

To-day the woodman throws aside
;

The blacksmith's fiery forge is still,

The wooden wheel of the old mill

Sleeps on the mill-dam wide.

The miller's boat is anchored where

Far out the water lillies sleep

;

You see their shadows mirrored there,

The broad white flowers reflected clear,

Within the mill pond deep.

The harrow's in the garden shed,

Hoe, rake, and spade are put away;

Unweeded stands the onion bed.

The gardener from his work hath tied

;

'Tis holy Sabbath day.

Upon the wall the white cat sleeps,

By which the churn and milk-pans lie

;

A drowsy watch the house dog keeps,

And scarcely from his dull eye peeps

Upon the passer-by.

And sweetly over hill and dale,

The silver-sounding church-bells ring;

Across the moor and down the dale

They come and go, and on the gale

Their Sabbath tidings fling.

From where the white-washed " Sunday school"

Peeps out between the poplars dim,

Which ever throw their shadows cool

Far out upon the rushy pool,

You hear the Sabbath hymn.

Wimkle Tale.

HOE OUT YOUR ROW.

BY MRS. N . M ' 0 0 N A V G H Y.

*v ' The youngest son stood with his fair bride f

upon the threshold of the old farm-house. He I

was the last of four brave boys who had gone
]

forth from that humble roof t o work their way I

up manfully to a place of honor and useful-
]

ness in the world. Perhaps there was a little I

dimness in the old man's eye, and may be a ]

little tremor in the old man's voice, as he spoke 1

the farewell words. But he took from the old I

side cup-board his parting gift—a bright, new f

hoe—and as he placed it in the hand of the
]

youth, the accompanying admonition sounded §

cheerily on his ear, " Hoe out your row." I

It was the fourth time a similar presentation
[

had been made in the old homestead.
]

"Everybody will find his row to hoe in this
{

world, George—and sometimes it's a mighty

}

tough one ; but it is only cowards that shirk it. j

' Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it
|

with thy might,' and never forget to look up."
]

The old man wrung the hand of his son, l

and stooped down to kiss the cheek of his |

fair, new daughter ; while mother busied her-

]

self with the dozen "last things," which!

every one but a mother forgets. The linger-

1

ing farewells were all said at last, and the old f

coach rolled away with the two hopeful, sunny
{

hearts entering life's bright and beautiful Sum- [

mer. j

The old homestead seemed deserted and
]

drear as a last year's nest. The aged pair sat j

down by their own hearthstone alone, as when
j

they begun life together. How these old walls I

had rung to the sound of childhood's mirth,

and childhood's step, and in later years had

echoed with the tread of manly feet. Now
they must live more in the buried past.

But to George and Ellen lite seemed ail one

bright future, with the rainbow of hope arch-

ing all their plans and projects.

Their Western home was an humble one,

and plenty of work for willing hands within

it. The young farmer's chief capital was his

strong arm and stout heart, and the sound

working-day principles he had been taught

from childhood. Sometimes he grew dis-

couraged at the prospect of paying for the

land he worked—but he was sure to meet

with hearty encouragement and words of

cheer from Ellen ; a glance, too, at the part-

ing gift of his father, as it stood on the mantle

in the family room, was as good as a sermon

any day. There it stood, ever ready to give

encouragement or admonition, as the case

might be. Strangers might think it a curious

ornament for a chimney-piece, but it was soon

regarded as one of the household treasures.

I Dust or rust were never suffered to mar its
j

I brightness. I

' ! "Ellen, it is no use trying," said George,]

I one evening, quite despondingly, as he turned I

I away from some figures he had been making
j

| on a scrap of paper, "I can't make out the I

I payment this week, and I may as well give it I

|UP-" i

1 Ellen looked up cheerfully Irom her work, |

I and nodded toward the mantle.

I "I have hoed and hoed, but this row is too I

| much for me. The wool will pay the next in-

1

I stallment, and the crops the next ; but where
j

! these fifty dollars are to come from, that I need I

I in addition to what I can make out, is more
j

I than I can see." 1

j "Sell the cow, George," advised Ellen ;|

["you were offered fifty dollars for her, you|

jknow." |

| "But what can we do for butter, and cream
|

j in our coffee, and all that ? "
]

! " Do without for a time, dear. A home is{

| a great deal more important to us now than I

[ any table luxury. Besides you shall not suffer.
|

1 These little self-denials, you know, are almost
j

| unavoidable, if we would fairly hoe out ourf

| row. " I

I George, like a sensible man, took his wife's
j

I advice, and the satisfaction he felt, as he paid ]

| down the money promptly and took his re-
j

! ceipt, far exceeded that which any table en-
j

1 joyment could afford him. [

„ | Ellen ransacked her memory for economical ]

"

j sauces and gravies, to take the place of old I

j Debby's golden butter and yellow cream
; |

., I and she never forgot to stir a well-beaten egg I

! into the pot of coffee, so improving its rich-

1

f ness that George scarcely missed the favorite

}

]
luxury.

|

Steadily onward he hoed his row until the 1

place was all his own. The old home had put ]

on a new face out-doors and in. There were
]

shrubs and rose-bushes in abundance in thej

once tangled and briar-grown door-yard, and ]

a fine young orchard was blossoming on the
]

sunny slope towards the South.

There were files of agricultural papers on
j

the broad shelf of the little library, and a|

choice selection of miscellaneous books above f

them. There were little tasteful appointments
[

here and there, about the cheerful sitting-

]

! room, but the bright hoe was never displaced
[

I by any gem or crystal. The pretty shell-frame
[

I
pictures might look down upon it, if they

]

! chose ; it could not be looked out of coun-
]

\ tenance. I

j
George was respected and known by all bis 1

j neighbors, and the stranger who shared but ]

I for a night the generous hospitality of his
j

\ broad hearthstone, went away to speak, years I

! after, of the pleasant hours he spent there
; ]

! and the kindly attentions of the gentle wife,
]

I whose wide heart took in every suffering, sor- [

I rowing one on earth. The blessing of the [

! Lord was upon the household, and it is that
|

[ alone " which maketh rich, and He addeth no 1

i sorrow with it." ]

i Years sped apace, when one ruddy October,
]

| a circular autograph letter went round the cir-

j

| cle of brothers, bidding them all come to the
j

I golden wedding. And the call gathered them i

I in from their distant homes.
j

I There was a racket of merry, youthful I

I voices, as the grandchildren romped through I

] the old halls ; but grandfather's face was brim- i

I ful of smiles ; and grandma's pet and name-
\

[sake, gentle, dignified Grace, took the reins of!

I government into her hands, so all moved on I

I most harmoniously, relieving mother of all
j

I care, and leaving them to chat to their heart's
|

| content.
j

I Carrie was the daughter-in-law who lived

i

f nearest home, so the care of the feast fell
|

I upon her. " Grandma must not stir from her
j

1 rocking-chair " until all was upon the table,
j

| Indeed, it would be hard for her to accomplish
j

] much with so many little run-aways under her
\

I feet all the time, whose manifold perfections!

j must continually be observed and commented
j

I on.

1 The evening lamp was lighted, and a little

] fire was burning in the open fire-place, as all

I were seated in the old home room.

! William, the eldest born, stepped forth from

| the little group, and, advancing to his grey-

I haired father, said

:

I " It is twenty-two years since the first of us

went forth from this roof to make his way in [

the world. As each, in turn, took his de-[

parture, you presented to him a bright, new I

hoe, with the injunction, "Hoe out your|

row." How well we have followed your di-1

rections and the lessons of industry, persever-

1

ance, Christian integrity and self-denial, you
]

have always taught, by your words and byf

your life, it remains for you to judge. As aj

token that we have not forgotten your teach-

1

ings, in the name of my brothers and myself, |

I present this hoe to you," and with a bow he I

laid it down upon the little round stand before
j

him. 1

The old man dropped his head, and the thin
]

hairs fell about his temples as he simply said,

]

with choking voice : I

" God bless the hoys! "
f

"Mother," said Balph, advancing to her]

side, " we all know that you would not desire
]

any gifts of jewels and golden ornaments,
]

such as are common on these occasions. But
]

we thought the contents of this little box
]

might add some comforts to your life, which
]

we should delight to bestow, if we were not ]

so widely separated." He placed in her hand
]

a beautiful gilt casket, containing four of the ]

broadest pieces the mint turns out, with a
]

liberal sprinkling of smaller yellow coins from 1

the little grandchildren. ]

"Now, father," said Dominie Ned, as he]

walked up to the stand, "I must give you my
]

wedding present
;

" and he laid before him his ]

beautiful copy of the Testament and Psalms,
[

printed in very large, clear type, so grateful to |

the failing sight of age. In bright, gilt letters
]

on the side were stamped these words : !

" I love Thy commandments above gold
; ]

yea, above fine gold." ]

"Now, perhaps we had better sing our]

evening hymn ; and after worship, let the I

little ones tramp off to bed." I

The patriarch knelt among his flock, and!

the prayer, from his full heart, for God's bless- ]

ing upon them, was as if he had entered with-

1

in the veil. There were tears on many cheeks I

when they rose, and a subdued tone ran even ]

in the "good-nights" of the merry children. ]

Then all drew up about the fire, and told I

over tales of other days. William told how ]

he bad hoed out a pretty hard row in the new ]

place, where he had sought to establish him- f

self as a physician. But after due waiting, |

the " first patient " came at last, and the sec-

1

ond, and so on, until now he was "the old]

physician " of the place, with two young men
]

in the office with him. ]

Dominie Ned ( otherwise Bev. Edward ]

Kent ) detailed some of the " Shady Side " ex-
]

periences of his first charge ; but they were ]

pleasantly relieved by the many "Sunny Side "
]

incidents his wife took care to suggest as he
]

went along. ]

George and Balph compared farm-notes, ]

and altogether, the evening passed as only i

such gatherings, by such a hearth stone, ever
[

can. It is only such training that can produce ]

such results.
]

If you wish your boys and girls to grow up

:

useful, honorable and happy, teach them faith- i

fully "to hoe out their row."

—

Peterson's Mag-
\

THINGS WISE AND OTHERWISE.

Lee, Beauregard, Johnston and Longstreet

have a new mission—submission.

An exchange calls Bussian America a ripe

apple ready to fall into the hands of this coun-

try. A Seward cede-ling, we suppose.

The sweetest thing in the botanical line is

the following definition of flowers: "Floral

apostles, that in dewy splendor weep without

woe, and blush without a tingle of shame."

A reporter at an agricultural meeting stated

that glycerine had been recommended for the

"roofs of houses," to keep them from splitting

in cold weather. He ought to have said " hoofs

of horses."

A Milwaukee paper tells of a butcher in that

city, who killed a cow a few days since, and

found a live mud turtle in her stomach. The
shell was much eaten by the acid of the stom-

ach, and the turtle lived but a few hours after

its release.

There is a whole sermon in the saying of

the Persian : "In all thy quarrels leave open

the door of reconciliation." We should never

forget it.

Artists have adopted different emblems of

charity. We wonder none of them ever

thought of a piece of Indian rubber, which
gives more than any other substance.

Speaking of the Spring fashions, a tailor

says there is not much change in gentlemen's

pants. There is less than usual in gentlemen's

pockets.

Josh Billings has been paying some attention

to agricultural matters. He says :
" Ifyu want

tu git a sure crop, and a big yield for the seed,

sow wild oats."

Several thousand small stills, each capable

of making from one to three barrels of whis-

ky per day, were made in Cincinnati last year,

for the South. "My country, I love the still."

The revenue detectives will find something to

do down there.

A question for Botanists. Do the "roots"

of words produce "flowers of speech ?
"

Ode to America—The Alabama claims.

A rare combination—Dollars and sense.

An oil painting of Flora Temple, among
the effects of Hiram Woodruff, was sold at

auction for $305.

A Virginia paper publishes an obituary no-

tice of a horse.

Fireside ^iseeiktttj.

At Indianapolis recently, an "intelligent"

contraband was told by his employer to take

the carriage and call for the young ladies of the

family, who were at an evening party, and in-

structed him to go to the door, ring the bell and

inquire for them. About midnight he returned

alone, and on inquiry it was ascertained that

he had taken the dining room bell, and, driving

to a strange house, sat in the carriage and rang

his bell, as he had seen the milkmen do. Fi-

nally, concluding that no one was at home, he

returned.

The Secrets of Health.—The secrets of

health are six : First, Keep warm. Second,

Eat regularly and slow. Third, Maintain reg-

ular daily bodily habits. Fourth, Take early

and very light suppers. Fifth, Keep a clean

skin. Sixth, Get plenty of sleep at night.

—

Hall.

MANNERS AND MORALS.

Manners easily and rapidly mature into

morals. As childhood advances to manhood,
the transition from bad manners to bad morals

is almost imperceptible. Vulgar and obscene

forms of speech keep vulgar and obscene ob-

jects before the mind, engender impure images

in the imagination and make unlawful, desires

prurient. From the prevalent state of the

mind, actions proceed, as water rises from a
fountain. Hence what was originally only a

word or a phrase, becomes a thought, is

meretriciously embellished by the imagination,

is inflamed into a vicious desire, gains strength

and boldness by being always made welcome,
until at last, under some urgent temptation, it

:

dares, for once, to put on the visible form of

action ; it is then ventured upon again, more
frequently and less warily, until repetition

|

forges the chains of habit ; and then language,

i imagination, desire, and habit bind their vic-

i
tirn in the prison-house of sin. In this way

;

profane language wears away the reverence

! for things sacred and holy ; and a child who
j
has been allowed to follow, and mock, and

j
hoot at an intemperate man in the streets, is

j
far more likely to become intemperate himself

j than if he had been accustomed to regard him

j
with pity, as a fallen brother, and with sacred

;
abhorrence as one self-brutified or demonized.

|
So, on the other hand, purity and chasteness

j
of language tend to preserve purity and chas-

! teness of thought and of taste
;

they repel

j
licentious imaginings

;
they delight in the un-

! sullied and the untainted, and all their tenden-

\ cies and aptitudes are on the side of virtue.

—

i Horace Mann.

Longfellow, says that "Sunday is the gold-

en clasp that binds together the volume of the

week."

A Long Will.—A gentleman in Western Virginia, not largely blessed with this world's goods, recently dictated his will, dividing the articles

he possessed among his friends, giving to one his coat, another his shoes, another his hat, &c. The will covered over two sheets of foolscap

paper, and the total value of the articles bequeathed did not exceed fifty dollars. The Justice of the Peace was occupied for nearly four hours

in drawin CT up the " last will and testament," and when he had completed the task the dying man thanked him kindly, and assured him he

would have paid him for his trouble and labor had not all that he owned been given away by the article just drawn up.
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&meval Misccllamj.
{ the fibres will be changed, so as to present the

j

I ends instead of the side as a cutting edge, j

I By grinding in this manner, a finer, smoother
]

I edge is set, the tool is ground in less time, j

I holds an edge a great deal longer, and is far |

I less liable to " nick out " and break. Farmers
j

! will do well to bear these hints in mind, and j

[act accordingly always in grinding scythes,
j

and knives of reapers and fodder- j

FLOWERS.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

Maple orchards are of great value to farm-

ers. More attention should be paid to grow-

ing young maples by nursery culture or other-

wise. They readily start from the seed.

The Boston Post says Vermont farmers I

cu"er
-
v

: cut tcrs
waste manure enough every year to pay for

]

the breadstuffe that the State gets from thej

"West. |

A farmer in Vermont thinks milkweed may j In your flower-beds, if the plants sickened |

be made useful for soiling cows. He says the j last year, change the soil. Renovated earth is
j

cows cat them eagerly, and he is of the opin- j
renewed health to consumptive flowers. Sow

[

ion that they increase the milk. j annuals as soon as the ground is warm. Too
j

Upwards of 30,000 barrels of flour are ship- j early sowing and deep covering rots seed very
|

ped from California monthly—paying the Pa- j often. This is frequently the cause of one's
j

cific Mail Steamship Company for freight, j seed being " bad." Prepare flowers in their
j

$100,000. I
Winter quarters for the Summer campaign, by

j

A gentleman, residing near Rochester, N. Y., I
inuring to the air before setting out finally.

|

raised carrots at the rate of 1,381 bushels to] Set out when all danger of frost is over,
j

the acre. He planted them in drills one loot I
Don't set out a plant with a diy ball ; but wa-

j

apart, thinned them to lour inches in the drills, j ter well in the pot an hour or so before,

and cultivated them carefully throughout the
{ Arranging flower beds affords room for a \

season.
{
display of taste. Narrow thin beds as a rule,

|

It is estimated that there are thirty-two and
j have better effects than thick or heavy ones. |

one-half millions of sheep in the twenty loyal 1 Edgings to beds are common. The evergreen
|

States and two territories. It is supposed that
j Ivy is good—so is Periwinkle. The varigated, I

the annual number of lambs will be over twenty
j large-leaved Periwinkle is a treasure. Daphne f

four millions. ! eneorum is also good—for large beds, Shrub-
j

Mr. Sullivan Fisk, of Compton, C. E., last [land Pet Rose Geranium is very effective.!

season raised 525 bushels of Davis Seedling | The old tribe Scarlet Geraniums make splendid f

potatoes from one acre of ground. Thirty [ American bedders, Lord Palmerston and Stella
j

loads of manure were spread on oat stubble in
] are two of the best, but yet scarce and high |

the Fall, and plowed in. In the Spring, the] priced. Lanata, Rosamond, Christine, "Really I

land was again plowed, harrowed, and fur-
j
good," Chance and Lallan, 'are six of the best]

rowed about three inches deep, and three and ! bedders. The old Harkaway is an enormous |

a half feet apart. Large potatoes were cut
] bloomer, though for the single flower poor ]

into three pieces each, and one piece dropped ] enougU ; it is one of the best bedders.

—

Gar-\

in a hill, the hills being fifteen inches apart. I dener's Monthly. \

They were hoed twice in a thorough maimer. ]
-

Vermont sent 22,i)G8 cattle, 107,013 sheep,] A Beautiful Sentiment. —Shortly before]

and 3360 swine to the Boston markets last
] the departure ol the lamented Heber for India, I

year. The Rutland Herald says that Boston
] he preached a sermon which contained this

]

gets more for her meat markets from Vermont
] beautiful illustration : I

than from all the other States combined, ex-
j (1 L;fe bears ug on ];ke ,he stream of a mighty i

cepting the Western State?.
] riyer_ 0m. boat at first gUdes down tne m ighty I

The Pittsburg Commercial, speaking of the
] chalmei_through the playful murmurings of]

backwardness of the season in that section, I the nm, brook and the wmdings of its grassv ]

says that there is still promise of abundant
] borders The trees gued their blossoms over |

fruit crops. Similar reports come from many] om. yoU]Qg headg . lhe flowerg seem tf) offi,r j

sectious of Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Western New
| themselves t0 the youug hands . we are happy !

York, New Jersey and Delaware.
| in hopej and grasp eagerly at thc beamies }

The Norwich Bulletin says that a fruit grow-
j arouud us> but tbe gtream hurries on> and &m \

er in that vicinity, last week shipped to New
] om. hands are empty_ 0ur course m youth ]

York 10 quarts of strawberries, for which he
j and manhood is alollg

a

deepel. and wider flood)
j

received $i per quart.
I among objects more striking and magnificent. I

Potatoes were selling in Skowhegan, Me.,
} We are anmlated at the moving pictm

-

es and!
for S5 cents per bushel on Thursday last, for

I enjoyment and industry all around us; we are!
Western markets. In Eastport they were sell-

j excked at some short-lived disappointment.]
ing for 00 cents last week.

] T|l(? stream bears us on> and our jovs aud our {

The orange trees of Louisiana are hanging
] griefe are aIjko left behind us _ Aye may be |

full of blossoms; every branch and twig is
I shipwrecked, but we cannot be delayed;!

crowded to its utmost capacity. If no acci-
] whether rougll or slllooth, the river hastens on !

dent happens by way of frost or drought, the
]m the roav of the Qce£m is in Qur earg) aud lbe ]

orange trees next Fall will groan under the
] tosging of tbe wayeg h beneath om.^ an(J ]

weight of their golden fruit.
] the flpod3 are uftcd up a ,.ound ^ and we take |

The richest sugar regions in Louisiana have
] QUr icave of earth aud jtg inllabitalltS) until of {

been ruined by the recent floods.
j Qm. MmQ yoyage tUere ig nQ witnesg gaye tbe ]

Wheat sold in Cleveland, Ohio, on Wednes- 1 Xurinit" and Eternal " ^

day and Thursday, at §3,50 per bushel, the]
j

highest price ever obtained in that city. At |

the same time com was held at £1,00 per! Anecdote of Handel.—Handel, whose di-

]

bushel, and oats at 0-1 cents. I
vine compositions seem to have proceeded

j

1 from a heart glowing with the fire of a seraph, i

! was, notwithstanding, what some would call

;

1 rather a gross mortal, since he placed no small i

Moke than half the wear r.ud tear, break-
]
happiness in eating and drinking. Having re-

j

age, and bother of dull tools, comes from a j ceived a present of a dozen of superior chain-

;

lack of proper knowledge and practice infpagne, he thought the quantity too small to;

grinding. All steel, however highly refined, i present to his friends, and therefore reserved
]

is composed of individual fibres laid length- ] the delicious nectar for a private use. Some
j

wise in the bar, held firmly together by co-jtime after, when a party was dining with him,

j

hesion, and in almost all farm implements of] he longed for a glass of his choice champagne,

he cutting kind, the steel portion which forms ] but could not easily think of a device for leav-

the edge, is from a section of a bar, laid in ]
ing the company. On a sudden he assumed a

and welded to the iron longitudinally ; so that ] musing attitude, and, striking his forehead

it is the side of the bundle of fibres, ham- 1 with his finger, exclaimed, "I have got one

mered and ground down, that forms the edge. |
taught! I have got one tought!" meaning

Hence, by holding on the grindstone all edge- ]
" thought." The company, imagining that he

tools, as axes, drawing-knives, knives of reap- ] had gone to commit to paper some divine

crs, scythes, knives of straw-cutters, &c, in ! idea, saw him depart with silent admiration,

such a manner that the action of the stone is 1 He turned to his friends, and very soon had a

at right- aDgles with the plane of the edge, or, I second, third, aud fourth fought. A wag, sus-

in plainer words, by holding the edge of the ]
pectiug the frequency of his St. Cecilia's visits,

tool square across the stone, the direction of 1 followed Handel to an adjoining room, saw

him enter a closet, embrace his beloved chain-

!

pagne, aud swallow repeated doses. The dis-

1

cover.- communicated infinite mirth to thej

company, ami HnmUCs (oughts became pro-

j

verbial. 1

$4amages,

In Woonsocket, April 18th, by Rev. Robert Murray, Mr.
Jnmen D. Jackson to .Mian Elizabeth A. Loonilfl. both ol' 'Bhu-k-
slone: A| r;i l.'itli. by the name, Mr. 1 In units J. Dobson to Ml-s
Elizabeth E. 1 rench, both of Hlnekslone.

In Providence, 10th Inst., by Rev. Heman Lincoln, Mr. Geo.
S. Vlbbert to Miss Jennie White, all of Providence.

In l'awtucket, 10th Inst., Mr. Albert LeKevre of Providence,
III., to Miss Harriet Rachel Whiting of Hehoboth, Mass. ; 4th
Inst.. Mr. \\ alter S. Gardner to Miss Man- E. Robinson, both of
Pawtucket.
At Anderson Court House, S. C, 31st ult., Mr. Thomas R

Harking, formerly of Pawtucket, to Annie, daughter of Gov-
ernor Orr ol" booth Carolina.

In Webster. Mass.. April 3d, bv Rev. Mr. Kendall, Mr. Wil-
liam H. risk of North Scltnate, R. L. to Miss Man- E. Paulk
of Dudley; March 2!', Albert E. Davis to Miss Abbv J. Mun-
yan ; April 1 1th, Francis Edmunds to Miss Anna Barnes

In Mlllhury. 11th Inst., Mr. E. W. Tnisk of Leicester, to Miss
M. Louisa Cutting of Mlllhury.

In Putnam, Conn., April 6th, Mr. Erastns N. Perrin to Mrs.
Cordelia A. boUensbee; Mr. James W. Burton to Miss Sarah
Harvey, both of Putnam.

In Woonsocket, 11th instant, John Bartlett, aped 68 veare.
lali instant, Horace D.. onlv son of Daniel N. and Electa B.
Paine, aged 26 years. [Funeral this day at half past one o'-
clock, F. M., In the Onc,reKatlonal church. Globe Bide. Rela-
tives and friends are Invited to attend. llUi inBlant, Da7ld.
only eon ol h r. S. A. Aldrich, aged — vears.
In Smlthtield, 13th instant, Mrs. Dian'na Brown, aged 49 veare.
In Etna, Minnesota, March 31st. Ansel P., son of Dea. Hurd

Holman, of Korestdale, K. I., in the 21st vear of his age.
In Burriilvjlle, Lhe Itjth instant, Mrs. Martha Cook, widow of

the late Nathan Cook, aged 63 years, 11 months, and 2-1 davs.
[Kun.-ral Iriday at 11 o'clock, lrom L'nion Church. Mohegan.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend. New York na.pt-i s
please copy.
In Lonsdale, on the 14th instant, Onslow Earle, youngP6t

eon of Jeremiah and Mary A. Robbins, aged 1 year, 2 weeks
and 4 daye.
In Valley Falls, 7th instant, Miss Erellna Cook, in tbe 77th

year of her age.
In Pawtucket, 10th instant, Mrs. Vienna Keene. in the 73d

year of her age. On the 2Uth ultimo. Philander Baker, in (he
;>utU year of his age. On the 31st ultimo. Miss Lucv Steele,
daughter of Henry and Sarah Cook, aged 26 years. 15th inst.,
Stephen R. Clark, aged 67 yearB.
In Providence, 14lh instant, Marietta, wife of Dr. Peleg

Clarke, formerly of Coventry, in tbe 79th year of her age. 11th
instant, Dr. John Tripp, aged 50 vearB. 15th instant. Emma
Torrey, daughter of Rev. D. H. and Louisa B. Ela, aged 10
months. 16th instant. Isaac H. Cadv, aged 67 years.
In Sutton. April 7th, Nathaniel CtTenev, 77 years.
In East Douglas, April 11th, Charles Hutchius, Esq., in his

52d year.
In Killingly, Conn., March 26th, Eleazer MoffltL aged 71

years. March 19th, Miss Susannah Carpenter, aged b'6 years.
In Putnam, Conn., March 25th, Carrie Hazard, daughter of

Jns'-pli and .Mice Haz/.itrd, aged 21 years. March 2Uth, wile of
Daniel Whitmore, aged 45 years.
In Lisbon, Gtl, 29th ultimo. Silas Reade, aged S3 years. He

was the fifth generation that has lived and died on the same
farm— the lirst settler, Josiah Reade, having purchased the land
of Owaneo, the brother of Uncas, in 1695.

In Bucksport, Me.. 31st ult., Mr. James Buck, father of Rev.
E. A. Buck, of Slatersville, aged 79 years, 6 months.

Jr

liB Markets*

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending April 19, 1867.]

FAEM PRODUCTS, FCET., AC.

Hay ^ ton $38 |
Wood $ cord. . .

.

Straw ef ton $20 I Beans quart..
Coal $ ton $10 50al2 50 Potatoes
Oats ^ bush 85a90c | Onions

•GROCEUIES, Ac.

Raisins

.

..$6a9 5U
13c
9Uc
9Uc

Flour filial? 00
Corn Meal .*1 30
Rye $1 50
Saleratus lUaloc
Kerosene Oil 75c
Cheese^? Tt) 24c
Butter %y lb 40. 42a45c
Codtish 8c
Java Coffee ^ lb 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10al2c

Beef Steak
Beef, corned 12al6c
Tongues, clear 25c
Mutton 12al6c
Veal 16a20c
Pork, fresh 16a20c

Molasses gal
Y. H. Tea
Black Tea
Oil ^ gal
Fluid ^ gal
Candles $J lb

Eggs lb doz
Lard ^ lb

Sugar ^ lb

meats, Ac.

:5a30c
|
Hams
Poultry....,
Shoulders
Sausages
Tripe
Pork, salt

22a25c
75a85c
91 20

.e0ca.*l 20
*1 00
|l (10

. ...2oa50c
30c

16acl8
14al?c

..16al*c
...20a28c

15c
18c
12c
l€c

GRINDING TOOLS.

ERIGET0N CATTLE MARKET.
April 17, 1P67.

At market for the current week: Cattle, 1418; Sheep and I

Lambs 3000. Swine, 80U.
Pricks. B.-.ef Cattle-Extra, $13. sjil3<» $14.50; first qualitr. \

$12.UU.n$ 13.50 '.second qualitV, $11.7;i<* #12.00; llurd qualitV. i

S10.505 $11.75 %? 100 lbs (the total weight of hides, tallow and i

dreBBed beef.)
Country HidPs.8><fSPc ^ lb. Countn- Tallow K\'(a 7c tt). I

Brighton Hidea, H;j.aluc. ^ lb; Brighton Tallow, 7>,(ar-c
i

Sheep S'tilKS, 75!ai$l 25 a piece.
Calf Skin*. 13 to~2oc. ^ tt).

Working Oxen.—Sales at $325, #290, #265, .*250, #2-0, #200, i

and $190 per pair. There is a large lot in market, and on ac-
j

count of tli.; stormy w.-^ther, prices are not so good.
Ml LOU COWS—Sales extra #l00al25; ordinary #60(^>$75.—

i

Store Cows $45aOO.
Sheep and Lambs.— We quote sales of lots at 7>£,8 , 9, 10c.

j

per ; some iambs at ^ 6.75 ^ heail ; 49 corsets at $1 1 ^ head.
;

There is a huge sunplv in market. Prices same as last week.*- !

Swine—Wholesale, h(S.S'.<- cts lb. ; refill, 8M<*10 cts ^ lb.

Fat Hogs—8C0 at market"; prices, 9><@10c. per pound.

WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
WHOLESALE MARKET.

The excitement in flour has continued, and there has been a
further advance of fifty cents to a dollar a barrel. The ad-
vanced prices have checked consumption. The stock has been
slightly reduced, and with the moderate arrivals in prospect the
tendency Is upward at the close. A good business has been
done in California and Oregon Hour, which Is becoming popular
with the trade. Rye (lour nas been in brisk demand at a mate-
rial advaiiC'*, and la now largely taken as a substitute for wheat
flour. Corn meal has ruled quiet, but the supply Is limited.
Prices are well sustained.
Wheat has fluctuated somewhat, although prices am higher

at the close, particularly for white wheat, which has been taken
freely. We notice large sales of California and Oregon at #3,-
25 to*$3.40. closing at the extreme rates. The stock here Is re-
duced to about one million bushels Round wheat. There is also

;
considerable inferior Spring here which Is unsalable. Rye his

I

again advanced, with a large business, and closes strong. The
;
stock is reduced to «2o.ooo bushels, which is large forthe season

i

of the year. Barley has been In fair demand, and sold at ir-
' regular prices. Bonded has Improved, while free has declined.
i The stock is reduced in less than 600,000 bushels.

Oats have been in brisk demand, and advanced materially.
;
The stock is now about 1,550,000 bushels. This Is an unusual

! supply for this season of the year.
Corn has been In active demand, and the market has been

! excited at limes. The market closes buovant. The stock Is re-
I duced to about 1,670,000 bushels.

Pork has been offered freely, fluctuated rapidly, and has de-
I cllned. At the concession the demand baa been quite spirited.
i It closes at .$22,80 for mess. Beef has advanced, and the stock
• Is almost exhausted.

31iM.t* l>orh.

Great American Tea Company,

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OF THE

T IE ^ TRADE.
TriE PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

COMPANY became fully convinced, several years ago, that

consumer* of Tea and Coffee were paying too many and too

large proflts on these articles of everyday consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
PANY, to do away, as far as possible, with these enormous
drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these

necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our renders an Idea of the profits which have been
made In the Tea trade, we will start with the American houses,

leaving out of the account entirely thc profits of the Chinese
factors.

1st. The American House in China or Japan mAkei large
profits on their enles or shipments—and some of lh« richest re-
tired merchant* In this country have made their Immense for-
tunes through tbelrhousea in china.

2d. The Banker makes large proflta upon thc foreign ex-
|

change used in the purchase of Teas.
3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 60 per cent In many

|
cases.

4th. On Its nrrlval it Is sold by the cargo, and the Purchaser
;
sells to the Spemlator in invoices of 1,000 to 2,000 packages, at

|
an averace proiit of about 10 per cent.
5th. The Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In

i
lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.

Clh. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells It to the Wholesale
Grocer In lots to enit the trade, at a profit of about 10 per cent.

7th. Tbe Wholesale Grocer sells It to the Retail Dealer at a
;
profit of 15 to £5 per cent.
£th. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for all the profit he

| can get.

When you have added to these eight profits as many broker-

;
ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

I original cost of the Tea, It will be perceived what the consumer

|
has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so

[
very much lower than small dealers.

We propose to do away with all these various profits and

|
brokerages, curlages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

I the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to our

j
correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and a small

I profit to ourselves—which, on our large saleB, will amply pay us.

Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

;
try, consumers in all parts of the United States can receive

\
their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

| of transportation) as though they bought (htm at our Wsre-
: houses In this city.

\ Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a
! club. The answer is simply this: Let each person wishing to

|
join in a club say how much tea or coffee he wnnls, and select

| the kind and price from cur Price List, as published in the pa-

j
per or in our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts

5 plainly on a list, and when the club Is complete Bend It to ub by

j
mail and we will put each party r

s goods in separate packages,

: and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need be

\ no confusion in their distribution—each party getting exactly

j w hat he orders and no more. The cost of transportation lbe

I members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

|
The funds to pay Tor the goods ordered can be sent by drafts

| on New-York, by Post Office money orders, or by Express, as

j
may suit the convenience of the Club. Or if the amount order-

\ ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, If desired, send the goods by
| Express, to u collect on delivery."

= Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party
= getting up the club. Our profits are small, but we will be as

\ liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary pack-

|
age for Clubs less than #30.

I Parties getting their Tens from us may confidently rely upon

\
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

| Custom-House stores to our warehouse.

! The Company have selected the following kinds from their
i stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clubs.
i They are sold nt Cargo Prices. theBame as the Company sell
= them in New-York, as the list of prices will show.
= All goods sold are warreuted to give satisfaction.

J'KJCE LIST :

\ YOUNG HYSON (Green), 60ft, 90c, $1, $1 10, best #1 25 W tt).

: GREEN TEAS. 80c. 90c, #1. #1 lo. best #1 25 W tt).

= MIXED, 70c, 80ft. 90c, best 81 « tt).

l JAPAN, #1. #1 10. bast #1 25 # ft).

i OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c. 90c, best #1 W tt).

= IMPERIAL (Green), best #1 25 W tt).

\ ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, 41, £1 10, best,
= $1 20 » tt).

\ GUNPOWDER (Green), $1 20. best, #1 50.

j These Teas isre chosen for their Intrinsic ^vorth, keeping in
: mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure in drink-
l ing them.
r Our Blacks and Oreen Mixed Teas will give universal satis-
: faction, and suit all tasti-3. being composed or the best Foo-
: Chow Blacks and MoVune Greens. English Breakfast la not
: recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for
= that kind of Tea, although it Is the finest imported.

| Customers znn save from 5Cc. to $1 per tt) by purchasing their
' Teas of the

TUJB G1U:aT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Post-Ofllte Box No. 5.643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

GftocNP CoriT.R. 20c, 25c.j ZCc, Sic. best 40c. per pormaV
Hotels, Saloons. Bi.ardint-house keepers, and families who use 1

large quantities of Coffee, cmi economize In that article bv us-'
ing our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at
tbe low price of ^i'c ja r pound, uud warrant to give perfect
satisfaction.

Ctith Orders.
Washington, Pa., Nov. 10. 1866.

To the Great American lea Companv,
Nob. 31 and 33 Yesey-st., New-York.

Gents : I forwurd yon my fourth order and could have
doubled It if I had collected any. asyour Teas lake the lead in
the market, we feel it a paving of df per pound. Please accept
my thanks for the complimentary package Address by Ex-
press, Martin Luther. Washington, Pu.

MARTIN LUTHER.
10 tb Young Hyson, in pound packages at $1 25..
5 fb Young Hyson Dallas Jackson....at 1 25..
2 tt> Young Hyson Henry Herrlck at 1 25..
2 tb Young Hyson George Murphy.... at 1 25..
1 lb Young Hyson.. K. Dye at 1 2f
2 tt) Young Hyson Samuel Decker.
1 tt) Young Hyson Suinuel Amon at 1 2i

1 tb Young Hyson Henry Whcatlcy.. .at 1 25..
7 tt) Young Hy.son Morgan Hayes at 1 25.

2 tt> Young Hyson John Natten...
4 tt) Young Hyson Mark Combs..
2 tt> Young Hvson John Allen
8 lb Young Hyson Miss Stuart
2 fb Ookiog, bvtt Miss Stuart....
2 tt) Young Hjfion..;...0. Bayland....
2 tt> Oolong, best (). Bayland....
2 tt> Young Hvfon J. Richleln
2 tt) Young Hvson Mr. Guyton.....
2 lb Young Hvson Edward Murphy. ..at 1 25>,

2 It) Young Hvson Mrs Murphy ai 1 2F
5 tb Oolong, best Henry Hull a; 1 Go
2 lb Oolong, best Separate package. . .a*. 1 00

I 25...

..at 1 25..

..at 1 25..

..at 1.25.--.

..at 1 £5.--.

..at iron...

. .at L 35* .w

..at 1W..-

..at 1 -25-—

I 5 tb Ground Coffee Separate package. 86.

$12 50
6 50
2 50
2 60-

1 25
2 50 .

1 25
. .1 25"

. A 75

. 2-60

. 5J*
J

00
- 00
2 60
2 00
2 50
2 50
2 50
2 50
5 00
2 00
1 76

$84 00

We call special notice to tbe fact that, our Yesey-st. Store
is at Nob. 31 and 33 Vcsey-st., corner of -Church-al large
IKU-IILE BTOZE. 3m-8

Snor.T Dresses.—The new short dross is thoroughly feminine. It frees women from all the obstacles to walking and ont-door exercise without of-

fending their taste or their scruples. It i> simple, compact, requires but Utile material, few skirts, and those small and narrow, relieve^ the body of all

superfluous weight, and in conjunction with the admirable thick soled walking boot> now in Yogue, furnishes a costume for the street as nearly perfect

as one can expect to get. A generation of short dresses would enable our American women to grow, and nurse their own children, and prove a great

step towards a universal millenium.



Fertilizers.

ANIMAL MANURES.
j

Written for the Fann and FireBide, =

BY ALEXANDER HYDE, LEE, MASS.
j

We use the term animal manure in a re-j

stricted sense, as including flesh, fish, skin, j

hair ; in short, every thing that exists in a state j

of animal organization, but excluding animal
j

droppings. The latter are very generally prized I

and saved ; the former are as gonera'ly under-
j

valued and neglected. If an animal dies on

j

the farm, the first question in the majority of!

cases is, not how shall we make the most of;

the carcass, but where shall we bury it past

!

resurrection ? By burying, the owner seems
j

to think he has clone his whole duty to the
j

beastly remains, and forgets that by so doing
|

he has robbed his farm. The farm has sup-

1

ported the animal, furnished the carbon and I

nitrogen for its flesh and the phosphate of lime I

for its bones, and is at least entitled to the lega- i

cy of its carcass when dead. Some farmers I

are so slovenly as not even to bury their ani-
j

mals, but leave them on the surface of the \

earth, to be the prey of dogs and carrion birds, i

and to poi'ute the air. We have seen many a \

dead lamb hung up in the crotch of a tree, a I

speaking advertisement of the thriftlessness of j

the shepherd ; for the iamb saj's to every pas- i

ser by, as plainly as a dead lamb can say it: [

"See what an owner I have ! By his careless-
\

ness I died, and he does not know enough to
[

make use of me when dead." j

Let us consider for a moment, the composi-

1

tion of flesh and blood, and then we shall un-

1

derstand better the waste there is going od all \

around us. Johnston, a most reliable authority, [

gives the analysis of dry deef as follows, omit- §

ting fractions: I

Carbon 52. f

Hydrogen 8. \

Nitrogen 15. I

Oxygen 21. =

Ashes 4. |

Total, 100. I

Thus we see that with every hundred pounds
j

of dry horseflesh we lose fifteen pounds of ni-

f

trogen, the most valuable ingredient in barn
{

yard manure, of which the flesh contains about j

seven times as much as the manure. Both
j

lose in drying about 75 per cent, of their weight. I

Johnston estimates that fourteen pounds off

flesh are equal to one hundred pounds of barn I

yard manure. The skin and hair are still more I

valuable, as the former contains sixteen times, j

and the latter thirty two times, as much nitro-
j

gen as common manure. The bones, also, are [

exceedingly rich in organic matter, and are
|

readily sold to the manufacturers of bone dust I

and phosphates at $20 per ton, and when I

properly manipulated and adulterated are r-e-

1

sold for 200 per cent, advance.

The loss we are sustaining from the single i

article of dead horses, to say nothing of other I

animals and the refuse of our slaughter houses j

and abattoirs, may be approximately calculated I

from the following facts. It is estimated that j

we have in the United States ten millions of I

horses, and that their average age is ten years.
|

Consequently about one million die each year, j

and as we do not, like the Parisians, eat horse j

flesh, these are mostly buried, or worse still, !

left to "waste their fragrance" in the open air. \

It is a moderate estimate that each dead horse I

properly composted, will make five loads of
{

manure, worth $2 per load. If this computa-

1

tion is correct, we lose annually, by burying
[

our dead horses, ten millions of dollars. By

}

neither burying nor composting we lose an in

computed and an incomputable number of

valuable lives, victims to the miasma which !

arises from the decaying carcasses.
j

The flesh of animals, as we have seen, is a \

valuable manure in itself, too rich, indeed, for
j

a direct application to the soil. Hence the
j

necessity of composting it with muck, charcoal

j

dust, soda, etc. By its rapid decay it has the
j

valuable property of hastening fermentation in i

every thing with which it comes in contact that

is capable of deorganization. This singular

effect, which the chemists call catalysis, ren-

ders flesh a most valuable ingredient in the

compost heap. The best mode of preparing

the compost is to spread two or three loads of

dry muck on the ground, covering a space ten

feet square. On this spread the dead horse,

cut up into pieces of ten or a dozen pounds

each. Over the whole spread three or four

loads more of muck. In six weeks of warm

j
weather the pile will be ready for shoveling

I over, and if the ammonia exhales too rankly,

|
spread a barrel of gypsum on the heap as it is

|

worked over. The plaster is a great addition

j
to the value of the compost, whether the flesh

I

is completely decayed or not. After shoveling,

i
a renewed fermentation will take place, and in

three or four weeks the compost will be ready

for use, and will be found to make roots, grasses

\
and grains grow with wonderful luxuriance,

i If labor is too expensive for taking so much

i

pains with the compost heap, the dead horses

may be thrown directly upon the ground, in

!
some bye place, and covered thoroughly with

muck or sods, and thus left for a year, and

then shoveled over. In either case, some vigi-

lance must be exercised to keep the dogs from

exhuming their favorite food. In shoveling

over the pile, the bones may be thrown to one

side, and either used under fruit trees, vines,

etc, in transplanting, or placed in a hogshead

and covered with wood ashes, which, being

wet occasionally, will reduce them to a pulpy

state, fit for the compost heap.

We speak after much experience with this

kind of manure, and know whereof we affirm.

For many years our farm has been the recipi-

ent of most of the dead horses of the neigh-

boring village, which the owners were glad to

give to us for the hauling, and in some cases

did their own hauling. Each horse, with one

day's labor of a man, can be made to furnish

ten dollars worth of manure, provided a muck
swamp is within convenient distance. Sods

from the road-side will answer nearly as well

as muck, and leaf mold from the forest is bet-

ter than either. All crops are benefitted by
the application of such a compost, but as it is

particularly rich in nitrogen, the grasses and

grains derive special advantage from it. Mead-

ows, covered with a top dressing of it in the

Fall, will show a deep green early in the Spring,

and in June or July will roll out a swath of

grass, so thick bottomed that it reminds one of

a fleece of wool.

If dead horses can be transmuted into grains

and grasses, why have not our farmers a power
more valuable than the fabled philosopher's

stone ?

The subject of animal manures requires our

serious attention ; it is an exhibition of care-

lessness to allow such valuable fertilizers to go

to waste.

A Clergyman was lately depicting before a [

deeply interested audience the alarming in-j

crease of intemperance, when he astonished I

his hearers by exclaiming : "A young woman I

in my neighborhood died very suddenly last j

Sabbath, while I was preaching the gospel in
j

a state of intoxication !
"

1

By warmth and judicious feeding, says Mr.
j

Bement, a hen may be made to lay as many j

eggs in two years as she would under ordinary
|

circumstances in three ; and every one knows, I

that a fowl fatted at two years old; is much
]

more tender and palatable, than one that is j

older.
|

The English papers are warning the public
j

against counterfeit sovereigns. The counter- i

feit sovereign in Mexico has already had warn-
\

E. BARRETT A CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.,

Now offer at the lowest cash frioes,
;

2000 Sacks Prime Red Top. ;

500 Bags Prime Herds Grass.
\

500 " Western and Northern Clover. I

1500 Bushel Prime R. I. Bent, for Pastures. 1

300 " Seed Barley.
\

100 " Spring Rye. I

30U0 " Bedford Seed Oats.' !

100 " Early Goodrich Potatoes. I

200 " " Sebec Potatoes. \

200 " Late White Peach Blows. !

100 " " Harrison Potatoes. =

300 " Seed Peas. I

100 " R. I. White Cap Corn. I

100 " London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans. i

200 " Buckwheat. \

200 " Millet and Hungarian.
White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Sets, and a com-

1

plete assortment of :

GARDEN SEEDS,
j

Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels drv ground Bone for •

Manure, together with all kinds of Farm Implements and
\

Mac hinery. I

Send for Circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse !

Hoes—and don't forget the number, f

i gOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

Sheep^shlbbacco

32 CANAL STREET, 32.

| THE BEST KNOWN REMEDY FOR

I TICKS, SCAB, TERM IN AND FOOT ROT
| should be used by all Farmers on

jSHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

C3?~ This pure preparation has been successfully used for

;
years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

|
according to directions.

It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool,

j
It kills TICKS on Sheep.

It cures SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals,

j It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and
I Vines,

March 23, 1867.
Providence.

we-tf I For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

E. BARRETT A CO.,

Manufacturers of

MEAD'S PATENT CONICAL PLOWS,

SHARE'S HORSE HOES, WOOD'S AND WIGHT'S PLOWS, !

GARDEN BARROWS,
\

CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,

STORE TRUCKS,
\

IMPROVED HINGED HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, I

Road Scrapers, Ox Tokes, and Plow Castings;
j

And Wholesale Dealers in
j

Hoes, Shovels, Axes, Scythes, Forks, Snathes, Cradles, Horse :

Forks, Hand and Horse Rakes, Hay Cutters, Corn I

Snellen, Vegetable Cutters, Picks, Bars, Canal I

Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete; =

And Agents for ;

Kniffen'b, Union and Perry's \

MOWING MACHINES,
\

Whltcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder in =

the market. Prices low and Terms Cash.

, Office, 32 CANAL STREET, j

\ ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
\
GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT

\ POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

; Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

j
JAMES F. LEVIN,

23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

\ For sale by Kendall A Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

\
Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; SiMonds A Co., Fitzwilliam, N. H.

]
March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

March 23, 1867.
Providence, R. I.

we-tf

ROLLINS, BLISS & CO.,

PRODUCE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
CASH ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENTS.

233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.
It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar-

ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-
ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to
permanently enrich the soil.

Price $60 pee Ton.

55?™ Send for Circular giving full particulars.
March 9, 1867. 3m-we-9

HUBBARD, BLAKE A CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the beet in market, are for sale in lots or by single dozens,

by the Manufacturers1 AgentB, W. E. BARRETT A CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

PERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAT CUTTERS,
the best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

! QARROT AND MANGOLD WURTZEL SEED.

j I raised the past season a fine lot of Long Red, Yellow
j Globe, and White Mangold Wurtzel Seed, and will send either
i variety, post-paid, to any address, for $1.00 ^ lb.

: Also, Long Orange Carrot Seed, of my own growing, for
! $1.25 tb. I here offer an opportunity for all to procure Seed
i directly from the grower.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
I Marblehead, Mass.
j

March 30, 1867. 5w-ee-12

!MAUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I. ftennsylnania.
BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The beet and!

largest in the market. Price, 25 cents a paper. Raised i

and sold by W. E. BARRETT & CO. i

Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BARRETT * CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, It. I.

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and
sold in small or large lots, bv W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

WE. BARRETT A CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent
•Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows-, Also,
dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Massachusetts,

IKS' SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
Foe Soluble Piiospiioeic Acid. Valuable foe

every description of crops.

Manufactured by

Potts & Klett, Camden, N.J.

Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Eyan Push, late Presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this

Manure is now so fully established, it is unnecessary to say

more than that it is

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,

and is in fine condition for drilling.

S^? Farmers, whe» purchasing, would do well to get the

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHA.TE.

YARNALL & TRIMBLE,LADIES, ATTENTION I—A Silk Deess Patteen, or a E

Sewing- Maoiiine, sent free, for one or two days' service, §

in any town or village. Also, a gilt sent free, by addressing E General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware,
with stamp, W. FISK 4 CO., 17 State Street, I

. ..„-..«<w
Boston, Mass. I 418 South Wharves, ) PHILADELPHIA.

April 13, 1867. 4w-we-14 E 419 PenD, Street, i

u„. ^ mmmmm | March 23, 1867. 3m-ee-ll

FRUIT TREES,

GRAPES, SMALL FRUITS,
ORNAMENTALS, Ac.

M&w fork.

WE have imported from foreign growers, and personally se- =

lected at the largest New England and New York Nut- r T
sery Establishments, the choicest stock, which we could find = J .

HICKLLVG & CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.

I
Advertising; Bepartment,

|

Elunie Island,

SEEDLING POTATOE.
COOKE'S RATTLER,

a new and very superior Seedling, grown by Joseph J. Cooke, i

Esq., of Cranston, and now offered for sale as the best late
j

kind in the market. It is a rusty coated, light red, round,
\

great yielder ; white and perfect inside, and a splendid Table !

Potatoe. Price, $3.00 per bushel. Sold only by I

W. E. BARRETT A CO.,
Providence, R. I. I

April 13, 1867. 14tf
;

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Arnold, dealer
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's

and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Snares s Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, Ac.

Holder's Block, Main Street,
Woonsocket, R. I.

NURSERY STOCK,
first class in quality, complete in variety, and extensive in

quantity, at very low rates. A descriptive catalogue of 40
pages mailed to applicants. Sample of the collection may be
seen at our salesroom, basement of 28 & 30 Water street, Bos-
ton. Orders faithfully executed.

EENJ. T. WELLS & CO.

Importers & Nursery Agents,—Office, 7, Water St., Bos-
ton.
April 7, 1867. • 4w-we-13.

JJY
MAIL, PREPAID.

\ CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

I New Strawberries, Grapes, Currants, Roses^ Bxjlbs,&c.

! B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
= ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, MASS., is now sending out by
= mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, so as
I to reach any part of the Union in perfect safety, a complete aB-
= sortment of the finest

" GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,

GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,

FLOWERING PLANTS,

Bulbs, Lilies, Ac, Ac. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, Ac, will be sent by freight
paid to Boston. Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for culti-

vation in wet land, or in upland and Gardens, where it pro-
duces at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre ; with directions for
cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will be sent to any
address. Now is the best time for Planting. The best way to
obtain good Fruits and Flowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to

the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to
the trade. Agents wanted.
Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12

: On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome
i and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars I Without
i regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-

factory 1

500 Solid Gold Hunting Watches $250 to $750
500 Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 500

500 Ladies' Watches, Enamelled 100 to 300
i 1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250- to 301)

i 1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250
i 3,000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200
i 5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 250
I 5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150
i 5,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250

I 5,000 Gold Ladies' Watches 50 to 250
i 10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75
i 10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100

I 25,000 Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50

30j000 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10" to 75

Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, 'costing
' but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.

Messrs J. Hickling A Co.'s Great American Watch Co., New
i York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifl- .

: cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed In sealed

i envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their

; certificates, upon payment of Ten Dollars, whether it be a
; Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
! certificates entitles you to the article named thereon, upon pay-

! ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

i than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that

i this is no lottery, but a Btraight-forward, legitimate transaction,

j which may be participated in even by the most fastidious I

j A single Certificate will be sent by mail, post paid, upon re-

i ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele

I cant premium for $5, sixtv-six and more valuable premium for

j $10, one hundred and most Buperb Watch for $15. To Agents,

i or those wishing employment, this is a rare opportunity. It is a
= legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Gov-
i ernment, and open to the most careful scrutiny. Try us

!

= Address, J. HICKLING A Co.,

! 149 Broadway—Near P. O.
= City of New York.
; March 22, 1867. 3m

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts. It

has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of eveiy-day value to its

readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive to good

morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms— $2,00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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[Written for the Farm and Fireside.

J

FARM IMPLEMENTS. - ARTICLE FIRST.

(the eagle plough.)

In no direction has inventive genius made more rapid strides than in the production of im-

proved agricultural implements. In no other branch of mechanism lias common sense so

fully fraternized with philosophy, or science seconded so ably the suggestions of practical

utility. To such as are living witnesses of agricultural progress, permitted the privilege of

being reviewers, looking back over a period of forty years, the march of improvement in all

manner of farming implements seems rather the art of some invisible magician, than the

bona-fide handiwork of human genius.

There are still among us many thousands who have to-day, vividly in memory, the old

awkward wooden "glut," arbitrarily called a plough
;
having its origin in pre-historic times;

little improved during all the ages in whicli tillers of the soil were obliged to accept it as a

necessity, because there was "under the whole heavens " nothing better. Not entirely out of

sight in the past are the ancient " reaping hooks "—sickles, for some reason never known, wa

called them
;
clumsy cradles, to be laboriously swung by stalwart arms

;
huge iron hoes, hav-

ing awful eyes ; two slicks tied together with eel-skin thongs, or hempen strings, we called

flails, for threshing gram
;
scythes, hand-rakes, and primitive pitchforks, constituted our best

hay making paraphernalia. No horse-power mowers, reapers, rakes, seed drills, subsoilers

;

but planting potatoes in hills, covering and cultivating with hand-hoes
;

old, antiquated har-

rows with ponderous frames, like the broadside of a modern mill-flume ; no horse hoes, culti-

vators, planters, and potato-diggers, but all main strength and manual labor
;
horses, the

country gentlemen ; men and boys the agricultural drudges. What a reversion of labor !

what a rapid revolution in agricultural economy !

Could there be gathered together all our ancient agricultural implements, outre and unique

in their old fashioned simplicity, each one duplicated by its modern substitute, and all placed

side by side on public exhibition, the " show " would lie worth a pilgrimage of the width of

the continent, to all practical farmers of modern times. Contrasting the awkward old wood-

en wed^e of forty years ago, permit us to place on exhibition two ploughs of modern inven-

tion and improved pattern, both of which, if not the best, are foremost among the very best

of the hundred improved ploughs manufactured and competing for public favor. For all

! that the object of the implement is the performance of heavy work, and making at one mo-
! tion, a deep, disintegrated soil. The sub-share, securely attached to the beam, first turns

I over a sod furrow from five to six inches deep; the main plough following, going down six

| to eight inches deeper, looses, lightens, and lifts the sub-soil, turning a portion of it over the

| surface left by the lesser plough. Though of comparatively light draught, the weight of work

|
performed by the "sod and sub-soil plough," makes a strong force a necessity.

{
Passing from the plough to its popular companion implement, we shall say that of all the

I modern modifications of the old-fashioned toothed harrows, we like the Geddes' Folding

I Hakrow better than any other. Its construction combines convenience, lightness, strength

| and durability. They are made of several sizes, adapted to various requirements, all hinged

| in the center, so that either side can be folded over upon the other, the draught central and

I the number of teeth varying from fourteen to thirty.

(MICHIGAN SOD AND 8TTB-S01L PLOUGH.) [

ordinary work, where two horses are required, the Eagle Plough ought to be among all
|

farmers' first favorites. It is strong, simple, and scientific in principle
;
durable, not liable to

}

breakage or disarrangement, and of unusual easy draught. There are several sizes of this
\

superior plough manufactured, all of which are eminently self-sharpeners, being provided
|

with a detached steel point, twenty inches in length, secured by running up into the interior |

of the plough, fastened by a single set-bolt, adjustible in length, and reversible by changing I

sides and ends, as required by the wear of the parts in use. The size represented in the en-
[

graving, is the one most proper for all two-horse service.
f

As a companion plough to the "Eagle," but peculiarly adapted to duties beyond the capac- |

ity of this lighter implement, we present to the consideration of the agricultural public, the |

Michigan Sod and Sub-soil Plough. The very name of this admirable implement indicates
\

its capacity to perform a double service, and its actual performance clearly establishes its
j

claim to all its titles. The cut so fairty represents the meritorious points of the "Michigan- j

der," that few words in the way of explanation are necessary. We may, however, observe
1

(geddes' folding harrow.)

Although the universal use of the harrow is "ancient and honorable," having the sanction

of the majority of agriculturists in all civilized countries, there are many who do not believe

that its use is altogether warranted by sound philosophy, or productive of a condition of the

soil most conducive to fertility. Certainly the harrow levels surfaces and breaks up sods,

but does it disintegrate, loosen, separate particles, acreate, in the sense supposed generally,

and which is an actual necessity of quickening sown seed, and insuring the most vigorous

growth of plants? Let us see if we can see about that something that is sensible.

An indispensiblc element of fertility in most soils is clay. Very well ; then by compress-

ing in the hand and manipulating a small quantity of clay soil, containing sufficient humidity

to insure the growth of plants, or by stirring it round and round with a stick, as we do mush,

we unite instead of separating particles, forming a plastic mass, inimical to fertility. That in

degree is precisely what dragging the twenty or thirty teeth of an ordinary harrow back and

forth through the surface soil, does on some soils. But as the covering of seeds sown by

hand, and breaking into a finer condition of comminution clods left by the plough, by some

means, is a necessity, the use of the inevitable harrow, until some better implement to sup-

ply its place shall become so popular as to be brought into universal use, must be resorted to.

The operation, however, ought to terminate in most cases, with once going over and through

the ground.

For this service, because of its convenience, we prefer the "Geddes' Folding Harrow."

—

But in another paper upon implements, intended to follow this, there will be presented a cut

and description of a new novelty, that ought to, and one of these days will very likely, super-

sede entirely the use of all the old-fashioned toothed harrows. We shall describe this, and

other improved farm implements, in a course of articles extending through the planting, hay-

ing and harvesting seasons.

The Muscat Hamburg Grape.—We have noticed for a few years past, that this grape

was attracting mo re and more attention as an indoor variety, and we how find that it has the

endorsement of some of our most experienced growers. Robert Buist, Esq., of Philadel-

phia, who is so well-known as one of our pioneer nurserymen and fruit-growers, speaks of it

in the highest terms. He says it is equally well adapted to a cold or forcing grapery; its

fmit is the color of the Black Hamburg, oval in form, and bunches frequently twelve inches

by nine. In Muscat flavor it is equal to die Muscat of Alexandria, and is two weeks earlier

than the Hamburg. This is surely giving it a character that cannot be overlooked, and must
soon bring it into general cultivation.— Germfintoicn Telegraph.

In One's Place.—If there be one man before me, who honestly and contentedly believes that, on the whole, he is doing that work to which his

powers are best adapted, I wish to congratulate him. My friend, I care not whether your hand be hard or soft ; I care not whether you are from
the office or the shop ; I care not whether you preach the everlasting gospel from the pulpit, or swing the hammer over the blacksmith's anvil; I

care not whether you have seen the inside of the college or the outside—whether your work be that of the head or that of the hand—whether the

world account you noble or ignoble ; if you have found your place, you arc a happy man. Let no ambition ever tempt you away from it by so

much as a questioning thought.

—

Dr. Holland.
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HIGHWAYS.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY ALES. HYDE, LEE, MASSACHUSETTS.

Good roads are a good thing for all, but es-

pecially for farmers, and are a pretty correct

index of the thrift of a community. New
Eugland farmers, with markets close at their

doors, or good roads to transport their produce

the short distance requisite to find a market,

can poorly appreciate the drawback which

long transportation, over corduroy roads,

makes upon the profits of Western farming.

We once visited some friends in Wisconsin,

and had to travel some fifteen miles from the

railroad station to reach them. On inquiring at

the livery for a horse, and stating the distance

and direction we wished to go, we were coolly

informed that one horse was not sufficient to

carry one person through the sloughs we
should be compelled to traverse. We accord-

ingly hired two horses to transport one hun-

dred and sixty pounds fifteen miles, and before

we arrived at the end of our journey, (it was

in April), concluded our two-horse power was

none too much. The sloughs, as they call

them in Wisconsin, (in our vernacular, the

marshes), we found the surest part of the jour-

ney, for they were generally corduroyed, and

our horses and vehicle were so sustained by

the logs that there was no danger of their

sinking out of sight. Our friends we found,

with plenty of good land about them, and hay

and hominy in abundance, but with little ready

cash. They complained that although the

crops were good, the transportation was so ex-

pensive it did not pay to carry them to market.

One friend iuvited us to come and live where

wheat grew luxuriantly and hay could be had

for the mowing. "No"—said another—"you
had better stay where you can sell, or at least

give away, what you raise."

An Eastern owner of a farm in Illinois once

inquired of his tenant the price of corn at the

nearest R. R. station, and the cost of trans-

portation per bushel ; and the reply was,

"com is selling at fifteen cents, and it costs

eighteen to get it to market." The owner ad-

vised the tenant to sell, but added " be sure

and not let the cost of transportation exceed

the bill of sale."

We state these facts, to show the value of a

near market and good roads. Our roads are

good in comparison with those of new coun-

tries generally. But is there not a large mar-

gin for improvement ? In too many places we
still find them made of muck or surface soil,

full of vegetable matter, first rate to grow po-

tatoes, but making a slough of despond with

every rain. Horses as well as men protest

against such "road metal," as the English call

the material of which a road is made. There

is a place for every thing and every thing

should be in its place ; the place for muck is

not in the road, but in the hog pen or barn

yard. We have much to learn as a com-
munity, in the art of road making. It is an
old art, as the old Roman roads, older than

the Christian era, and now in good condition,

testify; and it would seem we might learn

more than we have, by the experience of so

many nations and centuries that have gone be-

fore us. Every nation goes through pretty

much the same experience with its roads,

building them at first when and how tem-
porary necessity may demand; and after-

wards, as population, wealth and intelligence

increases, locating them more conveniently,

and building them more permanently. Some
of our old roads are so located over hills as to

give the impression that our fathers were so

ignorant as to suppose that the distance around

a hill was greater than over it ; or in other

words, that the bale of a kettle is longer lying

down than standing up. We do not suspect

them of any such ignorance. They probably

built the steep hill roads to get a hard road

bed and to avoid the wet low lands, and it was
good policy, if they had not the means to

McAdamize the marshy places ; for it is much
easier for a horse to pull a load up an ascent

with something substantial for feet and wheels
j

to rest upon, than on a level, where no sure
;

fulcrum can be found for feet ; and the friction i

from the mud or sand is a greater obstacle to
j

be overcome than the gravity of the load.

If we do not wish to take lessons in road
j

building from the Appian Way of Julius i

Caesar, or the military road over the Alps of
j

the first Napoleon, two most enduring monu-
{

ments of the energy and skill of these mighty I

conquerors, we surely can learn something from
]

the civil engineers who have constructed our
j

rail roads ; the three great objects aimed at by |

these engineers are, a direct course, a low
j

grade, and a dry road bed. In securing the j

first, all abrupt curves are avoided. If neces- j

sary to change the course, the momentum of I

the train is not impeded by a short turn. In
\

the right angle forks of our common roads,
[

the vehicle must in reality be stopped, and !

then started again in another direction, and |

thus much force of motion lost. The advan-

1

tages of a low grade are too obvious to need j

alluding to, but it would seem that the j

prophecy "the high places shall be brought!

low and the valleys exalted," is slow in its
|

fulfillment on our carriage roads. What we I

wish to call particular attention to is, the dry
|

hard road bed over which the wheels can roll
[

with little friction. This can only be secured i

by a well turnpiked road, allowing the water

!

to run readily to either side, and a good hard !

pan or gravel material of which to construct it. j

Our railroad contractors often take off the sur-

1

face soil before dumping a load of permanent
j

road bed, but our common road builders fre-

1

quently use no other material. In many
\

thoroughfares McAdam's principles are the

!

most economical in the long run, costing some-

j

thing in their first adoption, but fully paying
]

for all cost in the greatness and permanency of!

the benefit. There is one other little matter to I

which we wish to call attention and that is, !

the mounds made across some of our hill roads

j

to turn the water into side ditches and thus

;

avoid washings or gulches. These mounds j

make increased elevation in ascending the hill

!

I

and in descending, wrench a horse and vehicle
j

greatly by the sudden stoppage. They are j

entirely unnecessary, if the road is properly
j

turnpiked. The science of road building is
j

yet in its infancy in our country. With the j

best of material from which to construct our
j

highways, we have comparatively few good

!

roads. We rejoice to know that increased at-

j

tention is being paid to this subject, and we j

commend it especially to the attention of the I

agricultural community.
j

(BREAKING HORSES.
j

Some may object to the term breaking as sng-

1

gestive of the tragical and terrible. Well, that
|

is about what you want to describe when you ]

speak of processes in vogue. Colts run wild
[

till they have attained nearly their full strength I

and have acquired very positive ideas about f

personal freedom and the rights of horses !
f

Then all at once the man who has been pass-

1

ing himself off as their owner, (a. point not|

conceded by the "party of the other part,")!

takes it into his head that he is in pressing need I

of their service, and sets himself at once vigo-

1

rously to work to get it. I will draw a veil |

over what fbllows ; it is always sad to see 1

brutes contending. I beg leave to add— |

First—That colts should be handled and I

made tame from the very start. f

Second—They should be accustomed to the |

harness and made to draw light loads when
j

two or three years old, but never put to severe I

business till they are seven or eight. |

Third—A broke horse should back as well
j

as draw ; should obey the rein promptly, and be |

made to avoid a slouching gait ; should always |

stop at the word, should be familiar with rail-
j

road engines in full blast ; and be accustomed 1

to things about his heels; show no repugnance 1

to the country's flag, and accept a military es- ]

cort with perfect composure. No horse is 1

educated—" broke " if you please—till he has
j

been made familiar with all these things. No ]

horse should ever be sent out to work his way f

in the world till he is incapable of taking fright
|

at anything. I have seen a cavalry horse hold ]

perfectly still, and not even wink, when a blud-

1

geon was swung furiously within two inches I

of his head. I

Fourth—All, except heavy draft horses,
j

should be trained for riding. They should]

obey the rein, walk, trot or gallop, as desired, ]

and keep the gait they are put on till required 1

to change. There is an ease and regularity of j

motion observable in circus horses that greatly I

assists the rider, and makes pastime of what is
}

nearly allied to torture when the animal is in a |

crude and undisciplined state. Horseback
f

riding should be vastly more common than it
{

is among men and women, boys and girls. I

Fifth—Now is the time to break colts and !

steers, before the busy time comes ; it is hard
j

to practice the cardinal virtue in horse-break-
j

ing, patience, when we are in a hurry. |

Sixth—Rarey was a saint, or something of]

that sort.—H. T. B. in Rural New Yorker. I

The Field.

QUANTITY OF SEED PER ACRE.

We give the following for reference

:

Grain Drilled.—Wheat, one and a half to

two bushels
;
rye, one and a fourth to one and

a half
; oats, two and a half to three

;
barley,

two and a half to three
;

barley and oats, one
bushel of oats to two bushels of barley

;
peas,

two to three bushels
;
buckwheat, half to two-

thirds of a bushel
;
corn, in hills, six to eight

quarts; in drills, for fodder, two to three

bushels; broadcast for fodder, three to four

bushels ; broom corn in drills, half to three-

fourths of a bushel
;

beans, one to one and a
half bushels.

Grasses.—Timothy, eight to twelve quarts
;

orchard grass, one and three-fourths to two
bushels; red-top, twelve to sixteen quarts;

Kentucky blue grass, two bushels; white
clover, four to six quarts ; red clover, six to

eight quarts; millet, half to three-fourths;

lucerne, eight to ten pounds.

Vegetable and other Seeds.—Beets, four to

five pounds per acre
; carrots, two pounds

;

ruta-baga, three-fourths to one pound ; to-

bacco, two ounces
;

cotton, two to five bush-
els; turnip, one to two pounds

;
onions, three

to four pounds.

England has about four hundred steam

ploughs and cultivators in operation, saving

the labor of about twenty-five hundred horses.

Blood Spavin in Hoeses.—The following]

|

recipe I have never known to fail in curing an ]

actual blood spavin on horses. Take equal |

\

parts of alcohol and spirits turpentine, put to- j

j

gether in a glass bottle ; then take a lump of ]

|

verdigris, as much as will dissolve in the li- ]

\ quor, and roll it up in a cabbage leaf and roast

}

|
it in the hot embers, the same as potatoes ; ]

I
then take it out and put it into the liquor;!

j
shake well before using ; and then take a pail

]

i of cold water, dip your hands into it, and rub I

j
tne spavin thoroughly before using it ; then |

I
apply the medicine. Put it on once in two I

j
days, until you have applied it four or five 1

i times ; then dress it once in two days with the

!

j
following oils, and heat them in the same I

;
length of time each time : Two ounces oil of I

j spike, one ounce oil of turpentine, one ounce ]

I oil of amber, half an ounce oil of origanum, I

I
mix together ; then wait a few days and if not |

\
cured, go through the same process again. If]

j
there is any fever it may take off the hair ; if I

j
so, apply a little soft grease or oil the next day

[

|
after applying it.

—

Rural American. \

Backing in the Stables.—A celebrated

veterinarian says that if a person will stand

for a few moments with his toes higher than

his heels, the pain he will feel in the calves of

his legs will explain to him the reason why
horses that are tied in stalls, try to find their

own level by standing across the stalls, orback-

ing as far as the halter will permit. In many
stables the floors slant considerable so as to

throw off the urine, and the horse backs in

order to find the ascent of the other side of

the gutter.

Cukes foe Poll Evil.—J. E. Cole, Steuben

Co., N. T., says he never failed to cure poll

evil by first "washing the sore clean with

warm soap suds, and then sprinkling on a tea-

spoonful of saleratus once a day until a cure

is effected, which will be speedy."

L. P. W., Troy, Pa., says, " take four quarts

of mandrake roots, boil them in water to get

a strong decoction, then add one pint of hogs'

lard and simmer it down to a salve. This is

rubbed on once a day and heated in with a

warm shovel. I have tried it for twenty years

and never knew it to fail."

—

Rural New Yorker.

STRENGTH OF THE BEETLE.

This insect has just astonished me by its

vast strength of body. Every one who has

taken the common beetle in his hand knows

that his limbs, if not remarkable for agility,are

very powerful ; but I was not prepared for so

Sampsonian a feat as that I have just witnessed.

When the insect was brought to me, having no

box immediately at hand, I was at a loss where

to put it till I could kill it ; but a quart bottle

full of milk being on the table, I placed the

beetle for the present under that, the hollow at

the bottom allowing him room to stand up-

right. Presently, to my surprise the bottle

began to move slowly and glide along the

smooth table, propelled by the muscular

power of the imprisoned insect and continued

for some time to perambulate the surface, to

the astonishment of all who witnessed it. The
weight of the bottle and contents could not

have been less than three pounds and a half,

while that of the beetle was about half an

ounce so that it realty moved a weight 112

times its own. A better notion than figures

can convey will be obtained of this fact by
supposing a lad of fifteen to be imprisoned un-

der the great bell of St. Paul's which weighs

12,000 pounds and to move it to and fro upon

a smooth pavement by pushing within.

—

Prof.

Goss.

Me. J. Clay, of Buxton, Me., who recently

visited the West, makes the following estimate

for the Maine Farmer of the cost of a prairie

farm. One hundred and sixty acres will cost

at $5, the lowest estimate, $800. To fence this

with posts and boards (and it must be fenced

to save the crops) will cost $1 per rod, making
for fencing $640. Then it will cost as much
or more, to build a house and barn there as

here, say $1500—making the whole cost $2,940,

before a single furrow of the tough sod is

turned.

A decoction of the leaves of common
chamomile will destroy every species of in-

sect, and nothing contributes so much to the

health of a garden as a number of chamomile

plants dispersed through it. No green-house

or hot-house should ever be without it, in a

green or dried state ; either the stalks or flow-

ers will answer. It is a singular fact, that if a

plant is drooping and apparently dying, in nine

cases out of ten it will recover if you plant

chamomile near it.

Laege Colts.—George Foster, of the town I

of Weare, N. H., has a colt 11 months old that
j

weighs 610 pounds. The colt was sired by the

!

Abdallah horse of Wilton. Arctas Blood, Esq.,
j

of the city of Manchester, in the same State,
j

has one by the ' same horse, coming two this !

Spring, which weighs 900 pounds. These are
j

large colts, and hard to beat for weight.

In ascending into the air the heart-beats in-

crease five for the first three thousand feet,

seven more for the next one thousand five hun-

dred feet, eight for the next one thousand five

hundred, and five for each one thousand five

hundred feet of ascent after that. This is an

average increase of one beat for each one hun-

dred yards of ascent.

Peices.—A comparison of present prices with those of the beginning of last year, shows that breadstuff's have advanced on an average about thirty-
five per cent., while dairy products and beef and pork have declined twenty per cent., and groceries about ten per cent. A comparison of the prices of
March, 18G6, with those of March, 1865—when the war terminated—exhibited no material change. The manner in which prices have thus kept up,
strongly contrasts with the rapid decline which followed the termination of the war of 1812. On Saturday, the day on which peace was announced,
sugar sold at $29 per hundred weight ; on the following Monday it was freely offered at $12.50 per hundred weight. Tea fell from $2.25 to $1 per pound.
Tin declined from $80 to $25 a box. On that day specie sold at 22 per ct. premium ; on the next Monday at 2 percent.—Boston Commercial.
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Tlxe Firesitb Muse.
THERE'S "WORK ENOUGH TO DO.

The blackbird early leaves Ita nest,

To meet tbe smiling morn,

And gathering fragments for Its nest

Prom upland, wood, and lawn;

The buBy bee that wings Its way

'Mid sweets of varied hue,

At every flower would seem to say

—

There's work enough to do."

Tbe cowslip and the spreading vine,

Tbe dalBy In the grass,

The snow-drop and the eglantine,

Preach sermons as we pass;

The ant within Its cavern deep,

Would bid us labor too,

And smiles upon its tiny heap—
"There's work enough to do."

To have a heart for those who weep,

The sottish drunkard win

;

To rescue all the children, deep

In Ignorance and sin

;

To help the poor, the hungry feed,

To give him coat and Bhoe,

To see that all can write and read,

" There's work enough to do."

The time is short—the world is wide

And much lias to be done

;

This wond'rous earth, and all its pride,

Will vanish with the sun 1

The moments fly on lightning wings,

And life's uncertain too

;

We've none to waste on foolish things—
" There's work enough to do."

The planets to their Maker's will,

Move onward in their cars,

For nature's wheel Is never still

—

Progressive as the stars!

The leaves that flutter in the air,

The Summer breezes too,

One solemn truth to man declare

—

" There's work enough to do."

Who then can sleep when all around

Is active, fresh, and free?

Shall man—creation's lord be found

Less busy than the bee?

Our courts and alleys are the field,

If men would search them through,

The best the sweets of labor yield,

And "work enough to do."

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

FABMEKS' GKINDSTONES.

TiiEP.E is no tool so essential to the farmer

!

as a good grindstone ; and a very correct idea
\

may be Conned of the management of the
\

farm, by the appearance of this homely but;

useful article. If the neighboring saw ori

edge tool factor}', has furnished one of its cast i

off " hubs," which is hung on a wooden

j

shaft, and suspended in the crotch of a tree, or I

in a fence comer, you may rest assured that \

such a farm will not produce four hundred

j

bushels of potatoes, or forty bushels of wheat i

to the acre. But such cases are rare, now-a-
\

days, as this article has kept pace with the
]

wonderful improvements in mowing machines i

and farming implements generally. The old I

fashioned, unfluished stone, with square hole

and uncertain grit, has been superceded by

the finished stone, with self-adjusting shaft,

friction rollers and treddle ; so that one person

can turn the stone, and grind any ordinary tool

without assistance.

In olden limes, the only grindstones in use

came from New Castle, in England, and al-

though very good for some purposes, they

were not suitable for farmers' use, the grit be-

ing too coarse. The Nova Scotia stones were

next introduced, and found to be a great im-

provement on the New Castle. The Ohio

grindstones are very largely used by the far-

mers and others throughout the West ; al-

though our Pennsylvania farmers prefer a

good, blue, Nova Scotia stone ; but recently

a most excellent article has reached us from

the shores of Lake Huron, having a fine, sharp

grit, leaving a fine edge, and cutting pretty

fast.

Hoping these remarks may induce our far-

mers to give this important tool the attention

it deserves, a few hints how to put it in order

may not be out of place.

First.—Always keep your grindstone under

cover, as exposure to the sun's rays hardens

the grit and injures the frame.

Second.—Don't let the stone run in water, or

s tand in water when not used, as this causes

soft places where none exist ; but allow the

! water to drip from a water pot (an old white j

1
lead keg will answer), fixed above the stone,

j

! and stop it off when not grinding.

|
Third.—Clean off all greasy or musty tools |

! before sharpening; as grease or rust chokes!

j
up the grit ; and always keep the stone per-

j

I fectly round by razeeing it off when necessary ; ]

i and finally, every farmer should have a good I

! grindstone of his own, always ready for use, I

! and no one should be so improvident as to f

; waste the cost of a stone by running to his
j

I neighbors to grind his tools.
]

|
Ocrmanlowti, Pa., April, 18G7.

\ INFLUENCE OF WATER ON THE PEODUC- j

1 TION OF MILK.

{ In a communication to the French Academy I

1 of Sciences, Mr. Dancel discusses the influence \

I of liquid food and water upon the quantity off

{ milk secreted by herbivorous animals. It is
j

l found that by inciting cows to drink large
[

I quantities of water, the quantity of milk yielded j

| by them can be increased several quarts per
|

I day, without materially injuring its quality ; !

[ the amount of milk obtained is approximately 1

|
proportional to the quantity of water drank,

j

| Cows which, when staii-fed with dry fodder, |

|
gave only from nine to twelve quarts of milk I

I per day, at once produced from twelve to four-
j

| teen quarts daily, when their food was mois- f

I tened by mixing with it from eighteen to twen-

!

I ty-three quarts of water per day. Besides this
j

| water taken with the food, the animals were I

j allowed to drink at the same intervals as be- ]

| fore, and their thirst was excited by adding to I

| the fodder a small quantity of salt. The milk
j

I produced under the water regimen, after hav- !

! ing been carefully analyzed and examined as I

I to its chemical and physical properties, was
]

1 adjudged to be of good quality ; excellent but-

1

| ter was obtained from it.

! The precise proportion of water which can |

| thus be given to cows with advantage, is a
j

1 point not readily determinable, since the ap- f

[
petite for drink differs very considerably in dif-

j

1 ferenl individuals. But by observing the de-

1

Igree of the appetite for drink, in a number of I

\
cows, by taking note of the quantity of water j

I habitually consumed by each of the animals
]

I in the course of twenty-four hours, and con-
j

] trasting this quantity with that of the milk
{

I produced, Dancel asserts that any one can see
j

I that the yield of milk is directly proportional j

1 to the quantity of water absorbed. He asserts,
{

I moreover, in as many words, that a cow which 1

1 does not habitually drink as much as twenty1
j

1 seven quarts of water per day, and he has met i

f with such, is actually and necessarily a poor \

! milker; she will give only from five and a half
j

] to seven quarts of milk per day. But all the
j

| cows he has seen which drank as much as 1

{ fifty quarts of water daily, were excellent j

j milkers, yielding from nineteen to twenty-three !

[ quarts or more of milk. In his opinion the
]

= quantity of drink consumed by a cow is a valu-

1

| able test of her worth as a milk producer.

1 In the main, these experiments do but illus- j

| trate with greater precision, facts which have j

1 long been familiar to practical men. The j

= nurse, when suckling the human infant, does

!

I not naturally consume much more solid food I

| than before, but of liquids she drinks much I

|
larger quantities. After a cow has begun to i

1 give milk, she drinks far more water than be-
j

I fore ; the quantity of water consumed increas-

j

|
ing, according to Dancel, from between eleven j

I and eighteen quarts per day, or even less, to j

| twenty-seven, thirty-six, or forty-five quarts or
;

| more—at least for the breed of cattle upon
j

| which he has experimented.

I As Dancel justly urges, however, the princi-

!

i pic here laid down has hitherto not been suffi-
j

1 ciently recognized by men of science, in many
j

1 of the experiments which have been underta-
j

I ken for the purpose of comparing the value of!

I different kinds of fodder, and of determining
j

| the influences which they severally exert upon j

] the production of milk.

I Though presented as a physiological disquisi-

!

|
tion, and by no means without value from the

\

I physislogist's point of view, Dancel's paper;

1 will be more likely to attract genera attention
j

| from its bearing upon the vexed subject of i

= adulteration. If the accuracy of the proposi-

tion be admitted, that by inducing a cow to}

drink every day twenty odd quarts of water
j

more than her accustomed ration, several ad-

1

ditional quarts of milk can be Obtained from!

her, and if the practicability of the operation!

be accepted or proved, then the question at
|

once arises as to whether or no the method !

now under discussion will be in any way pre-

!

ferable to the time honored custom of adding !

a certain amount of water to the milk after it
[

has left the cow. The customary method, at j

first sight certainly seems to be simpler than !

the plan now hinted at, of pouring six times

!

the needful quantity of water down the cow's]

throat ; but it is well-nigh certain that the mill' j

thus indirectly " extended," a la Dancel, will
[

be superior iu quality to milk watered to the
j

same extent after the milk has been taken from |

the cow. Not only will analysis be likely to |

exhibit a far closer approximation to the com-!

position of ordinary normal milk, in the for-]

mer case than in the latter, but we may be sure ]

that milk diluted within the animal, will re-]

ceive a certain share, at least, of that elabora- ]

tion and commingling of its ingredients which f

is as yet inimitable by man, and which sol

widely distinguishes organized matter from!

that which is unorganized. The milk of the
]

water-soaked cows must still be regarded as |

milk—not as adulterated milk. Milk of qual-

!

ily somewhat inferior to the ordinary it may ]

be, in spite of M. Dancel's opinion of the con-

1

trary, but it is still the animal secretion, milk, |

and not a mere mixture of milk and water.
{

Here, as in a host of other cases of so-called I

adulteration, it would be well if dealers would!

only adopt some system of just adaptation of!

price to quality
;
just as in the Russian mar-]

kets one may choose between first, second,

!

and third quality eggs, according to the length

!

of his purse and the delicacy of his taste.

CATTLE RAISING IN SWITZERLAND.

Land for cattle raising in Switzerland is not
j

sold by measurement, but at a value corres-l

ponding to the number of cattle it will main-
\

tain. Much of the grazing or pasture land in

!

Switzerland is found on the summits of the in-
]

ferior Alps. In fact, the]word "alps" means;

flat table lands almost always found on the top

!

of these mountains. By long usage, the word;

has come to be considered as applying to the
j

whole elevation—particularly by foreigners.
;

The Swiss customs regarding the pasturing of;

cattle upon these "alps" are novel, and may:
be interesting to our readers.

The cattle are pastured upon the lower pas-

ture until about the first day of June in each

year. The "alps" are then ready to receive

them, and on a certain day, determined be-

forehand, and announced through each Canton

(or county) they are driven in a body to the

different higher pastures. This is always made
a time of rejoicing, and the day set apart for a

grand fete. As a general thing, the different

" alps " are owned by different villages as cor-

porations, and not by individuals. Many of

them are walled in by a rude stone fence,

though many are left in a perfectly natural

state. The number of cattle that each "alp"

can maintain varies from fifty to a hundred,

perhaps fifty is nearer the average.

On the summits of these alps arc buildings

in which the " vachers " or cattle-keepers live.

These are called "chalets," and are long, low

and picturesque in their appearance. The
roof is loaded with heavy stones—a very

necessary precaution at elevations more than a

mile high—and, besides, is often bound clown

to the rocks by cables. There are, usually,

three rooms—one long and narrow, with a

passage-way through the middle, with stalls on

either side, into which the cattle are driven at

night, or during stormy weather—another

j

where the cheese is made, and the third, small,

|

and used for various puqwses.

There are usually four " vachers " on each

:
"alp." They remain with the cattle during

I the whole season—June to October—have the

: exclusive charge of them, and are accountable

\
for all their increase or product. Once each

;
month the different owners make a visit to the

1 " chalet" and witness the morning and eve-

ning milking of their cows and note the

amount. Cheese is made at these '
' chalets

"

twice a day and the accumulated amount is

weekly sent to the valley below. The life

led by these "vachers" is an exceedingly

pleasant one, provided they happen to be on a

favorable "alp," but in the majority of cases

the life is one of considerable clanger.

The storms that rage about the summits of

these high mountains arc often terrific. The
mountains are often enveloped by dense clouds

charged with electricity and accompanied by
terrible winds. During these storms the cattle

are sometimes lost and the "vachers" must

look them up at great peril to their lives, when
as is often the case with the sheep and goats,

they have fallen down some precipice and

lodged upon some projecting crag. Many of

these "alps" are like the roof of a house and

car. only be tenanted by goats. In these cases

! boys are hired to watch them, at the ridicu-

;

lously small sum of two dollars for the season,

i They literally live with their herds sleeping

; with them and having no shelter save what

! they can find under some kindly projecting

! rock.

I The total product of these cattle is immense.

;
In the one item of cheese alone the annual

! export amounts to many hundred thousand

I dollars, and this after Switzerland has been

;
supplied. The amount of cheese consumed

]
by the Swiss is very great, it being a staple

] article of diet, even to the extent of being to

! them what the potato is to an Irishman. The

]
export of cattle is also quite large, often reach-

] ing seventy-four thousand head. The number

I of cattle fed upon these "alps" and in the

I lower pastures is nearly one million.

| A singular custom is observed in the Cathol-

I ic church, and is illustrative of the hold

] the priests still have on the people. Once

I every season the priests go from alp to alp and

1 "bless" the "vachers" and their herds; on

| the clay that ceremony is performed the milk

] is made into one large cheese, and is most re-

| ligiously set aside for the church. On a given

jday the "vachers" descend with this enor-

| inous cheese and meeting at some designated

] spot, march with them on their shoulders to

| the church where they deposit them before

} the altar, receive again the priest's blessing,

! and then return, assured that they and their

! flocks are safe from harm.

1 The Swiss make a kind of cheese from goat's

] milk which is used in the place of butter and

I is most delicious. Another kind with a name

| as unpronounceable as its smell is unbearable,

] is a great favorite with the common people

! and is really good when once fairly past one's

! olfactories.

I Very little butter is made in Switzerland

—

] not enough even for domestic use. A small

! amount is annually imported. What is made

! is never salted, and that which is imported in

I a salted condition is not considered fit for the

! table.

The Swiss have another domestic animal

! which always seemed to me to be a cross be-

] tween a calf and a grey-hound. This they

|
facetiously call a pig, but one must have an

I organ of faith fully developed to believe them.

| On meeting in the woods one with his long

! legs and long red hair, one looks instinctively

| for some friendly tree that he may secure

] safety from the unknown animal, which how-

I ever, like the ass in the lion's skin, soon be-

! trays his genus by his voice.

1 A Good Cow.—Daniel O'Connell once saved

] a cow thief from hanging, though the fellow

f was condemned to transportation. He after-

} wards returned to Ireland, and made himself

{known to O'Connell, and in requital for his

] services as counsel, he said he would impart a

{valuable secret. "If your honor wants to

] steal a cow go ou a dark, rainy night, and take

| a cow that stands out in the field, and sure ye ll

] get a good one. The weakly ones, yer honor,

! always shelter under the hedge if the weather

] is bad."

I Fop. every friend a man loses for truth's sake

1 he trains a better.

Immigration.—It is a suggestive fact that the immigration of millions of foreigners has not, as native laborers once feared, proved a serious compe-
tition, reducing the rate of wages. On the contrary, it has advanced great public works which have opened new and wider fields of industry and
has pushed the native laborer into the artisan ranks and tbe sphere of skilled labor, with higher wages, more exercise of mind, and less of muscle
than before. When it is remembered that in 18G0 there were 4,136,175 foreign residents, and at least 5,000,000 at the present time, or one-seventh

of the population, and a still larger proportion of the actual labor of the country, this result must be acknowledged to be convincing evidence of the

great resources and vast power of labor asorption possessed by the United States.
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A VISIT TO THE VALLEY OF CHAMOUNI,

THE SUMMER OF 1854.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY HON. JAMES W. "WALL, NEW JERSEY.

IN!

tin the long progress of ages, these glaciers
{
glacier could produce such consequences, what

[
rounded, so that the -water can readily rind its

! have been tornied. j
might not be the devastation, if the whole four

j
way to the drains. If the soil is clayey or

We descended to the level of the glacier after I
hundred, large and small, should be placed in

j
loamy, give it a few inches of gravel, or even

a short rest in the Pavilion of the Montanvert. I
a similar position. Taking the glaciers as

]
coarse sand, and you will have a fine and pleas-

! When you arrive upon it, the appearance is, j
from three t0 fifteen miles long on the average,

j
ant passage-way. If the soil is sandy, it needs

I for all the world, as if by some magic spell, a ! one t0 three miles wide, and from one to nine
f
an addition of clay to correct it, and this will

1 racing roaring torrent, rushing headlong in its I
hundred thick, the calculation has been made, I correct it so that good roads may be had over

i course' had been arrested in mid career by the !
tbat about thirty millions of cubic fathoms off the lightest sandy soils."

The valley of Chamouni is the area pro- 1 breath of the Ice King. Still as the glacier
j

K»™ transported down the mountain ravines
j

„
vided by nature for the perfect exhibition ofj appears to human vision, that vast icy bed is

|

every year.
| Change of Name.—The Entomological So-

Mont Blanc. Its space, except where occu- 1 in continual motion, moving downward toward j

booking up at the huge arches.lumps of
j dety Qf PhiladelpMa has changed its name to

pied by roads, by its two soapy colored rivers, I
the valley into which it intrudes some consider- 1

stone
.
IarSe ancl sma11 were continually talhng,

| the American Entomological Society. This

and by the streams that rushing into them, in- 1 able distance. It moves on with a steady flow,
j

now Ponging into the stream,
.

now clattering
j ohange ig one that ghould haye been made be_

tersect it like net work, is chiefly occupied by ! although no eye sees its motion ; but from day
j

lnt0 the hollows ot the moraines, indicating
j^ ag ^ wi[ , gerye tQ giye national reputa_

small, bright farms, each with its nest-like ho day, and year by year, the secret, silent }
the ceaseless movement of the mighty mass

j t
.

Qn tQ & mogt ugeful Society . the only one of

homestead, dotted sometimes with dark groves [
cause, whatever it may be, produces the cer- {

a0OT e.
_

it was rather a warm evening
;

but
j

.

{s kind ^ the United gtateg _ Itg energies are

of trees, only now and then relieved by alder j
tain, sure effect. The avalanche feeds it, and }

the vicinity ot this huge mass of ice produced
\ deyoted to the advancement of entomological

bushes and the dazzling gleam of the scarlet I
swells its flowing tides ; and at night, when| ac°o1 .

descending current of air, and it be-
1 science tbrougbout our country, to the investi-

berries of the mountain ash. We found most I the mountain life is almost still, when its {

came quite chilly^ How striking, too, was the
j Qf^ charaeter and habits of msects,

excellent quarters at the Koval Union Hotel, I
countless veins are frozen up, and the murmur f

contrast in view a cataract ot ice barred ap- f wM<jh are disseminated through the pages of

and those comforts so refreshing to travellers I
of its thousand rills is hushed to rest, the gla- j

P^ntly by a dam ot rocks, a torrent rushing
j the practical Entomologist> a montbiy journai

who have endured the fatigues of so rough a ! ciers' great pulse alone beats heavily and slow. ]
fl

'om beneath, a waterfall tumbling in crowds
j

.

ggued undef ;tg auspices at 50 cents per annum .

journey- as that from Geneva to Chamouni. [
Nothing is more curious than the transporta- }

of spray from above. Within a few feet ofj

The next morning, looking directly up to the j tion of immense masses of rock into the valley }
the frozen mass, grass was growing with fir

|

"

summit of the Monarch of Mountains from my I by this constant movement of the glacier ; and j
trees bordering it, until lost behind the bend

f
Manure Should be Well Mixed with the

chamber windows I could scarcely realize that I at the foot of the Mer de Glace, known as the !
towards Montanvert. It was in truth Winter

j
Soil.—Prof. Way, in his lectures before the

it would require eighteen hours of steady climb- ! Glacier des Bois, may be seen huge masses of j
frowning in the face of Summer to resent the

j
Royal Agricultural Society of England, said

ing with a night's rest between to accomplish i l'ock that have been thus strangely transported j
intrusion into his territory, yet held in check I his experiments showed that the soil was no

its ascent At noon while lo'okin°- at some I
iuto the valley by the unseen but never ceasing !

by Summer's warm and glowing breath. Far I idle spectator of what took place in it
;

that it

.
'

. , j . _.", ',. j ; c
'

t ! motion i in the distance, looking upward along the gla- 1 was not a mere meeting place for the roots of
adventurers who had started the day before to niouon. = >

_
a i

_

o &
%

. s*
, , , „ T , .i = -tin , • •. , -c i v = cier, rose the tall Aiguilles, with their lofty pm- = plants and the food they were to crow upon,

reach the lofty summit, I began to have a more = Where the glacier presses its terrific plough- , . , .
b ' :„ . .

= i-"»"«> "^j "F" .

,. . . J.
!

. , . , t A , * »i ii .i -i j i nacles tipped with the rosy hues of the sun- 1 but that it was actually the stomach of the
perfect realization of the immense height of = share into the valley, it turns up the soil and j,. , , ,

,. . T I
, „ ."

.

J
„

, m , , , . , i j *u 4- ^ • 1 1 , ., , = light that had long left the valley. It was a = plant. Or he might go further, and say that
the mountain. They had lust reached the top, = wrinkles in advance the green sward of the =

fe
,.

,

a J
,

F ai. ^ 0 su luium, «iu j

. , . . , I , , .
, , , , . A scene of beauty, once seen, never to be erased = nature had actually given to the soil the

having started on their return ; but with a tele- = meadows, brings among the fields the blasts of = „ •
, I

"-""v.u J6 v

° , ., u i I Ttr- t ,, . ... .. itrom the tablets of the memory.
scope of considerable power, you could only = Winter, overthrowing everything in its tremen-

\ _

J

discern three dark spots about the size of moles, I dous progress. It would be impossible fully I
" — t " ' """"" ~~

moving down the snow covered sides of the | to describe the sublime wildness of the scenery I ^J,yggJ^,g ^J^isCfillatHl
mountain. The second morning after our ar- [

surrounding the Mer de Glace. Beneath your i i7

rival, we started for an excursion to the Mer
j
feet, far up amid the eternal snows—below you, I

de Glace. It is attained by the ascent of some ! where the heat of the valley has at last checked
j

three thousand feet above the level of the val- j the progress of the glacier, rise the frozen i

ley, which some three hours' climbing on the
j
waves, some as high as twenty or thirty feet.

| of Sciences and Arts contains an interesting ac-

1

part of your trusty mules, enables you to reach,
j
Around on all sides, ten and twelve thousand

|
count, written by Payson W. Lyman, an Am- 1 Starch in Potatoes.—Dr. Nessler, of the

It is exceedingly steep in some parts, but not
j
feet above the sea level, the needle shaped

j herst College senior, of the remarkable union 1 Duchy of Baden, has shown by analysis that

in the least difficult. A gradual ascent, bor- 1 rocks that give such grand effect to the scenery
j 0f two elm trees. This double tree stands

j ( ile nutritive value of potatoes varies with their

dered on each side by masses of rock detached | of the valley, are piercing the skies. Oq the
| about a mile from the little village of North I and in favor of increased bulk. Potatoes

THE DOUBLE TREE AT CHESTER, MASS.

{ function and office which in animals is per-

| formed by the gastric juice and the chyle

—

1 that of preparing and digesting the food of

I plants. This is perhaps somewhat fanciful,

| but that it is very advantageous to thoroughly

I incorporate manure with the soil, no observ-

The March number of the American Journal \

I ing farmer can doubt.

1

1 size,

by some strong convulsion from the mountain \ left you have the Aiguille du Dru, behind it
j Chester, in a narrow ravine, near a branch of] about two inches in diameter contain 17-2 per

sides, brings you to the Fountain of Claudine, j the Aiguille Verte, on the right, the Aiguille
| the Westfield river. Its two parts rise from j tent, of starch, and those about the size of

where, in the opera of Lerida, the heroine has j du Moine and the Aiguille du Bochard, while { the ground at a distance of about 30 feet, one I Walnuts 14-6 per cent. We infer that full

her first interviews with her lover. During
j
around extends a rampart of colossal rocks,

] 0f the trunks betng 2$ feet in diameter, and
j growth is necessary to full development of

our ascent we had, through the open places in | whose crumbling summits attest the influence
j
nearly 100 feet high, and the other somewhat | gtarch.

the forest, most enchanting views of the val- 1 of many thousand seasons, and whose sterile ! smaller. At a height of about H feet, an arch I
— •

ley with its different villages, surrounded by
j
grandeur has an imposing effec'. upon the

j
springs from the larger tree, and extends over

|
-r^ dry air 0 f Minnesota produces some

trees and cornfields stretching along the banks j
mind. Our descent from the Montanvert was

] to the other, which it reaches four feet from
j curious results. Not Ion" a<>o a gentleman

of the Arve. On arriving at Montanvert, the ! much more rapid than our ascent, for in two
j the ground, where it is firmly united and joined

] now livino- in Minneapolis" brought a piece of
scene changes entirely. Instead ot a fertile j

hours we reached, without much fatigue, our
{

j

n a living connection, through which the sap j black walnut from the East which had been
plain, you find yourself on the brink of a preci- ] hotel. That same evening we visited the j apparently circulates freely. Its appearance is

| used there for years as a stand for a mantle
pice, overhanging a scene worthy of the Arc-

f
source of the Arve, a rapid torrent issuing

| as though, at some early day of their history,
j clock [ind the ciock was covered by an oval

tic regions, a large valley of eternal ice and \ from a vault of ice under the extremity of the I a branch of the larger tree wras bent over and j „.]ass tue bottom of which fitted iuto a o-roove

snow. The Mer de Glace is immediately be- } Glacier des Bois, the lower part of the Mer de
]
grafted into the smaller, and tradition confirms

| \n tn

'

e stand _ The wood had never shrunk
low you, in shape almost a circular basin or

j
Glace. This remarkable fountain head of the [ the supposition. More remarkable, if any-

{ and was SUpp0sed to be thoroughly seasoned
;

ampitheatre, and seems, to my recollection, to
|
valley stream, is one of the finest sights in

]
thing than the union of the trees, are the three I but in less tuan s;x months in the new atmos-

be imbued with even more beauty than gran-
j
Chamouni. We soon reached the moraines { separate, upright trunks which have grown up j puere it had undergone a change which had

deur ; for its floor is formed of sheets of wav- { of rock and stone brought down from the
| from the conjoining arch. These are respect-

{ shivered the "lass to atoms,
ing ice, which, except that it is broken here ) mountain in the course of ages by the action ] ively H, 11 and 6 inches in diameter, and their I

and there by the glistening blue of a crevice, | of the glacier. Then we clambered over these
}
aggregate weight is estimat ed at 4-tOO pounds. I

has all the freedom of actual motion. The | immense deposits to the edge of the ice which | About midway between the two original trees, I
The Industrious Beaver. The Garden of

• rocks circling it, splintered into fantastic varie- 1 rises like a huge wall, and listened, in the still-
j a beech tree is growing, but before reaching j

P^nts in Paris now possesses a beaver from

ties of summit, harmonize remarkaby in color j ness of the evening, to the mighty straining
j the arch it divides, and includes it in its |

Caiiada
?
tp which comfortable quarters have

with the ice, and are dwarfed by the dizzy | and crushing noise that came from the huge
}
branches, without touching or in any way sup-

!

been assigned on the banks of the rivulet

heights beyond them ; and the Aiguille du Dru, I mass above. The Arve here rushes from three
\ porting it. The entire combination is very! wnicn intersects a part of the menagerie,

rising in the shape of a cone of pale brown, ] low arches at the foot of a dark blue cliff of
j curious and interesting to naturalists, but like |

Desirous of meeting the wishes ot the new

looks like the spirit of beauty shedding its in- { ice, turbid and foaming: and as the eye peers
j most of the home wonders, has never attracted i

comer in every possible respect, the admims-

fluences on all beneath it. The Mer de Glace, j into the darksome vaults above, the imagina- { very wide attention. !
Nation had provided a hut for it

;
but the

or Ice Sea, is full fifty-four miles long, and in j tion begins to picture the terrible aspect of the I
- -•

]
Canadian stranger, having inspected the prem-

some places three miles wide. The thickness I interior. We crept as near as the stream] Road-Making.—The following hints uponjises, and not found them to his taste, has

or depth of the glacier varies according to the j would permit, and leaned over the rocky ram- j this subject we find worthy of considera- 1
pulled them down, and with the materials

surface; the average is from eighty to one] parts to gaze and listen. The whole scene 1 tion; and as in the Spring much time is de- j
built up a new mansion in his own way, using

hundred feet ; but in some places, owing to I around was of the most impressive character. I voted to repairing and making roads, we give 1
his tail both as a trowel and hammer.

the hollows in the rocks beneath it, may be as j The water here rushes swiftly, and with great } them for the benefit of farmers and others : }
»»» —-

much as four or five hundred. This great Sea ] noise from its source deep in the heart of the I
" In road-making, one great requisite is the ] Buckwheat Cakes.—Hall's Journal of

of Ice is formed from the two streams that I glacier. At times the volume is largely in- 1 ready and total removal of all water. There ] Health says buckwheat cakes, properly baked,

pour forth from different sources in the higher [
creased, and often the sudden checking of the I cannot be a good road where water stands by | are very healthy and nutritious. They should

^jpS- | stream has been the cause of terrible devasta- 1 the side of it or on it. If the ditches have no } be put on a soap stone griddle, over a good fire,

The origin of these glaciers is from the ac- 1 tion. Some years ago, the arches at the foot }
ready outlet, the road bed will soak up the } and turned once only, and the sooner they are

cumulation of snows in the upper valleys. In j of the glacier being worn by the water, fell in, j moisture more or less by capillary attraction, j eaten after baking the better and healthier they

the Spring and Summer these masses become j and the fragments becoming frozen, choked | and thus remain rutted and muddy. It is vain j are. When turned over more than once, like

saturated during the day with rain water, or 1 up the glacier river. The waters thus im- j to think of having a good road on a subsoil } wheat cakes, they are spoiled, and instead of

imbibe the moisture of their exterior, which | peded accumulated rapidly, until at a point j
filled with stagnant water. Even on side hills, | being the most nutritious of food, become the

has been liquefied by the rays of the sun. j
many hundred feet above the former vent, they j if water remains on the upper side, it will in- j most indigestible. Some housewives, not

During night or on the approach of Winter, I burst through in a tremendous cataract, and |
jure the road by passing under. Provide then, I knowing this fact—which is really a chemical

the remnant is frozen into a mass of porous j with a deafening roar, tumbled headlong upon j if possible, for the thorough drainage of your | one—spoil this favorite food. Soap stone grid-

ice, which is again covered by a coating of j the valley, sweeping trees, fences and dwell-
]
roads, either by surface or covered ditches. { dies require no grease, and never burn the

snow the next Winter, and thus, by degrees, '= ings before it for miles. If the action of one See that the road-bed is eveuly and slightly " cakes.

Beautiful Prayers.—The prayers are beautiful that reach the throne of God. The fervent prayer of the righteous man availeth much and is beauti-

ful. The prayer of the widow and fatherless, who have no helper save He who heareth the orphan's cry, is indeed beautiful. The prayer of the infant

who takes God's promise in his " most implicit grasp," as he does his mother's hand, is beautiful. The prayer of the lowly saint, unlettered and ungram-
matical, is beautiful. The prayer of the poor nian, when "God heard him and delivered him out of all his trouble," was beautiful. The prayer of the

publican, who smote upon his breast, and said, " God be merciful to me, a sinner," was beautiful. The prayer of Stephen, when amid the storm of

stones he cried, before he fell asleep, " Lay not this sin to their charge," was beautiful.
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Aomooi.TFRE feed« m;loi great eilent It clothes ub
;
with- ;

out It we could not have manufactures, and should not have com-
|

merce. These all stand together like pillars in a cluster-tbe
|

largest In the center, and that largest Is Agriculture. Daniel
|

WEUBTEII. ^ I

ORNAMENTAL THEES. I—
|

Nothing improves the lawu, or the front
j

yard to a house in the country, more than a
j

judicious selection of ornamental trees. They j

are not only an adornment, but a permanent
]

improvement to the rural homestead. Even
j

the cheap house, the plain cottage, rough, un- ]

painted and constructed without architectural
]

taste, are improved by contiguity of shade I

trees. The landscape is ideal and picturesque
]

only by fruit and forest trees; and the chief!

charm to country houses, in our estimation,
j

is the ornamental trees which stand grandly
j

around them.
]

Evergreens, among other varieties, should
j

not be overlooked; and as they thrive in

|

nearly all descriptions of soils, are not liable
j

to failure. Among these we would recom-j

mend the Norway Spruce, Austrian Pine,
j

White Pine and Hemlock Spruce. These are
]

all beautiful trees. They grow large, con-]

seqnently should not be planted nearer than

!

ten feet from the walk or road, else they will
]

require trimming, which destroys their natural
]

grace, fullness and beauty. Among dwarf
|

evergreens, we like the Siberian Arborbetoe,
j

the English Yew, and the Irish Juniper. The
]

best time for transplanting these trees is a]

mooted question. Some prefer the Fall of the
]

year, while others select the Spring. Thomas
]

Meehan, in his book on Ornamental Trees,
{

says, "Autumn planting is preferable under!

most circumstances
;
yet it can be done in any

]

season of the year." He adds:—"I have]

planted every month for experiment sake.
j

The worst period is just after the tree hast

burst forth its leaves in Spring." This is true
;

j

but there is little danger to success if properly
]

transplanted. We have set out evergreens in
]

April, May, and even in June, and rarely lost
j

a tree. In the Northern States June is re-

]

garded as a favorable time. Select smallish
]

trees, plant on dry, or drained land, and with
{

proper transplanting, they will generally live
]

and grow vigorously. I

AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
}

It is announced (not officially), that the
j

Pennsylvania State Fair will be held at Norris-

1

town, in September. The grounds have been !

used for the State Agricultural Society before,
]

and are well adapted for the exhibition. As

!

the selection is not a central location, we regret
j

that the officers of the Society overlooked the
j

claims of Philadelphia. If the object is not to

!

accommodate contributors within the State,
{

the next thing should have been to select a

!

place that would net the largest revenue to the
j

Society. Philadelphia has ample accommoda-
]

tions for an army of agriculturists ; and her

!

resident citizens and visitors would patronize
|

the exhibition as liberally as any other section. !

The New York State Fair will be held at j

Buffalo, from the 1st to the 4th of October. !

Buffalo is an out-side selection ; and a great
{

disadvantage is, that temporary buildings will

j

have to be used. Western New York, how-
j

ever, has claims for the exhibition, as it has
]

been several years since the State Fair was held !

at the point now selected. Besides, the West-

]

ern portion of the Empire State claims some j

of the finest herds of improved cattle, sheep |

and horses, as well as many worthy and emi-

1

nent breeders of farm stock. I

The time of holding the Ohio State Fair will

!

be September 23d to the 26th. The place Day- I

ton, the youngest and one of the most enter-

1

prising cities of the Buckeye State. All the
]

principal railroads center at Dayton ; con-

1

sequently the facilities for transporting stock ]

to the Fair grounds are good. This consider- j

ation is an important one, and should be re-

1

membered by all executive agricultural com- j

mittees. :

THE RHODE ISLAND SOCIETY FOR THE EN-

!

COURAGEMENT OF DOMESTIC INDUSTRY.
]

The stated meeting of the standing commit-
{

tee on the 17th inst., was attended by seven-

1

teen members. I

The Treasurer made a report, showing a
j

balance of $62,30 in his hands.

The Secretary reported a list of articles re-

}

ceived at the rooms of the Society since the

last stated meeting of the Board. Among
these was a large number of the Annual Re-

ports of the Agricultural Department, for the

years 1864 and 1865, from the Hon. Thomas

A. Jenckes. These are for distribution among
]

persons engaged in agricultural and horticultu- i

ral pursuits. The transactions of the New
]

York State Agricultural Society in the year]

186"), and the thirty-ninth Annual Report of]

the Ohio Mechanics Institute, 1867, received j

from those Societies, had been added to the

!

library. [

The standing sub-committees reported their

!

organization as follows :
]

On Mechanic Arts—Geo. F. Wilstm, Chair-
]

man ;
William E. Barrett, Secretary.

On Fine Arts—Seth Padelford, Chairman
; ]

Joseph Hodges, Secretary.

On Zoology—George D. Wilcox, Chairman
;

;

Charles N. Hoyt, Secretary.
j

On Miscellaneous Subjects-Senry Staples, j

Chairman ; William Vial], Secretary.

The Executive Committee heretofore ap- j

pointed for the Cattle Show and Industrial Ex-
j

hibition, reported progress on the duties as-i

signed them. It has been resolved to hold
j

such an exhibition at Providence in the Au-
j

tumn, in connexion with the New England
j

Agricultural Society, the programme of which I

will be completed shortly. In view of this,

!

the Board voted to adjourn to meet at the call \

of this committee.

Mr. Dyer presented a model of a gate, an i

improvement on Harrah's patent gate, in this, i

that the bars that form the gate are horizontal I

when the gate is closed.

"In-and-in Breeding," the subject proposed!

for discussion, was discussed at length by E. I

Dyer, E. A. Lawton, C. Harris, G. F. Wilson,

;

J. B. Francis, John Holden, A. B. Chadsey,
j

Obadiah Brown, William Viall and J. H.
j

Bourn. The diversity of opinion on that sub-:

ject held by the speakers, was not entirely re-
i

moved by the discussion. That diversity was
j

manifested by the remarks made, and appar-

!

ently justified by facts detailed. The general

!

impression seemed to be, that if pursued be-
j

yond the second generation, "in-and-in breed-
\

ing " was decidedly injurious ; before that it
j

would be less exceptionable, it accompanied
j

with great care in the selection of animals to j

breed from.

Twenty-two new members were added to
j

the Society.

The March Report of the Agricultural

Department has been received. The stock

tables are interesting, and show indications of
j

increased attention to the breeding of farm

animals. The fact is daily becoming more ap-

parent that stock-growing is a more profitable

branch of agriculture than grain production,

especially in localities distaut from market.

The indications for a good wheat crop are

generally favorable. The snows of the past

Winter, and the general uniformity of cold

weather, prevented winter-killing in a great

degree.

Challenge Accepted.—The challenge put

forth by the owner of the great Kentucky

mare, Lady Thorn, to trot four races at $1000

a side each race, against any horse living, at

mile heats and two mile heats, in harness, and

mile heats and two mile heats to wagon, has

been taken by the owner of the renowned trot-

ter Dexter.

ST The Ohio Wool Dealers' Association,

which met at Cleveland, 18th inst., estimated

the clip of wool for I860, at 75,000,000 of

pounds. That's "pulling the wool over our

eyes," considerably.

Many people who failed in mining in Ne-

vada have made fortunes in farming.

"BUCKS COUNTY FOWLS."

A Delaware correspondent, who is evi-f

I

dently well posted on domestic poultry, says I

i
that "after a trial of four years, I have dis-

1

carded the Buclcs County fowls, as very un- %

profitable." As this correspondent fails to in-

1

form us why he bred this kind of fowl—whether I

for eggs, or for the table—we are not inclined I

to endorse his sweeping conclusions that they
{

are "very unprofitable."

If we were to select a lot of poultry for I

good layers, it would not be the " Bucks Coun-I

ty fowl," but the Black Polands, Bolton Grays j

or the Dominique variety. To raise for mar- [

ket, the "Bucks County fowls" will bear re-

1

commendation. They lay large, cinnamon col-

1

ored eggs—from twelve to sixteeu at a litter—

|

but are rather poor sitters. Hence their eggs I

should be put under some other variety of!

hen. Our Delaware friend thinks the " chick-

1

ens are not hardy." On this point, we are not I

qualified to answer. Much generally depends

!

!
on the feeding, the locality, and the attention

]

\
given to young fowls. ]

For capons, we consider the " Bucks County
|

I
fowls " very superior. Their great size, vora-1

; cious appetite, fine flavor of their flesh, qualify !

i them for this purpose. At maturity capons]

j
of this breed will weigh from seven to ten !

j
pounds each ; and we once saw a pair that

!

! weighed ocer twenty-one pounds ! In the Phila-
]

j
delphia markets they have a good reputation, !

! and we have yet to hear of farm-yard fowls I

\ that excel them for the table.

CLIMBING PLANTS.

I No class of plants are more interesting and
]

j useful in the hands of the tasteful gardener, 1

I than the climbers, for covering arbors or fences, I

! shading windows, etc. First in importance

!

! among these is that old favorite, the 'Convol- ]

! vtjltjs Major, or Morning Glory, an annual of |

j
easy culture, and consisting of many varieties,

]

! differing in color, as rose, purple, striped, etc. !

! The seeds may be sown early in Spring, and ]

! support must be provided before the plants
j

I show a disposition to climb. |

I The Cobea Scandens is one of the most i

! beautiful of the climbers. If grown iu a hot-
\

\ bed and transplanted in May, it will make a
]

I
growth of from twenty to forty feet, and afford

]

! a delightful shade. The flowers are bell-shaped,

!

I large and purple. The leaves are fine, and the I

! tendrils, which are very delicate and thread-

1

I like, attach themselves to anything within

!

] reach. If the plants are set out in a large pot

}

I or box, thejr may be taken up and removed to f

I the house in the Autumn, and will there flower,
|

! making a most admirable Winter ornament.
]

] The Cobea should be planted iu a warm situa- ]

j
lion, if possible. I

I The Ipomea, or Cypress Vine, is another ex-
{

[ cellent climbing annual, that, like the preced-

j

I ing, needs a warm situation. The seed may be ]

I sown in the open ground during the latter part

!

I of May, but it is far better to grow plants in a
]

j hot bed, and transplant about the first of June. !

] The Coming Weathej;.—French scientific !

] men predict that the Summer of 18G7 will be !

! cold and wet like that of 18C6, and they base I

! the prediction on the fact that immense masses

!

] of ice have broken or are about to break away
|

! from the extreme North, producing cold and ]

! vapor. These prognostications, however, arc ]

| not much to be depended upon ; for it will be
]

! recollected that last Fall, the absence of the j

{ usual quantity of small fruits, nuts, &c, andj

! various signs besides, augured a very mild Win-

!

! ter, especially in the West. Everybody's re-

!

! collection will tell whether it was so or not. !

] The Executive committee of the New York !

] State Agricultural Society have resolved to ]

; hold their next annual exhibition at Buffalo. !

[The trial of implements is to take place at I

Utica in May.
}

The Farm ami Fireside in Stonthly Parts. !

SOIL FOR THE FLOWER GARDEN.

TnE best soil for the garden is a mellow

loam, but almost any fair soil can be made
suitable by draining, deep digging and enrich-

ing with good stable manure, or compost

made of stable manure, leaves, sandy loam,

etc. If the soil is heavy, sand and ashes may
be applied with advantage. The compost or

manure, if well mixed with the soil, will mel-

low it, and work a decided change in its tex-

ture in a few years. The thorough prepara-

tion of the soil is a very important matter, in

fact, the foundation of all good culture, and

must not be slighted. We would recommend
that the ground should be dug and mellowed

thoroughly eighteen inches deep. This may
be considered troublesome, but it must be re-

membered that in the garden everything must

be grown in the highest perfection to afford

pleasure. If we would obtain flowers such as

are described in the journals that treat of gar-

dening, and are figured iu colored plates, we
must give them the very best of fare. This is

the reason why some arc disappointed. They

read descriptions of choice things, and pur-

chase seeds at a high price, but at. the time of

flowering they find they are not what they an-

ticipated. The description which induced

them to buy was of flowers well grown
;

they

have given theirs no more care than they

would a cabbage or a hill of com : hence the

difference.

A FRUIT EL DORADO.

It would seem that the soil and climate

of Florida is especially adapted lo fruit

culture. Solon Robinson says thai a man

w ould be pretty sure of a fortune from a nur-

sery established immediately at St. Augustine,

or rather preferably, at Jacksonville ; for the

country is rapidly settling with people who

will want to plant a few oranges, lemons,

limes, citrons, shaddocks, guavas, bananas,

peaches, and ornamental trees and shrubs,

which no one knows, now, where to obiain.

Thousands of wild trees have been trans-

planted from the woods to gardens the present

year. In some places tracts of wild oranges

have been bought, and the process of convert-

ing them into sweet fruit commenced. The

common way of starling an orange orchard is

to go to the woods and dig up some orange

trees, which arc found abundant in some lo-

calities, and cut off the entire top, and bring

home the stump with a few roots to plant.

The sprouts start directly, and when large

enough can be budded with any variety of the

orange family, which is very numerous, in-

cluding all sorts of oranges, lemons, limes,

shaddocks, and citrons. There is no fiuit so

easy of propagation, for the seeds of each sort

produce its like. The buds take readily, and

produce fruit in lour or five years—from the

seed in eight or ten years.

Great Sale of Thobough-bbed Devon

Stock.—Mr. E. S. Penniman's sale of Thor-

ough bred Devon Stock look place at his resi-

dence in Woodstock, Conn., April 18, 18G7,

when he sold his entire herd of Thorough-

breds. The sale was well attended by gentle-

men from different parts of New England, and

the bidding spirited. Mr. John Dimon, of

Pomfret, Conn., was the largest purchaser, he

having purchased one half of all the Thorough-

bred stock offered for sale, among which were

some of the finest Devon Cattle in New Eng-

land, several of which were "herd-book" pre-

mium animals.

The Agricultural Commissioner.— The

Senate spent two hours in discussing the

no mination of H. L. Capron of Illinois as

Commissioner of Agriculture, and postponed it

until December uex!. The opinion was ex-

pressed in the debate that the agricultural so-

cieties throughout the country should unite on

a good man for that place, and that the Presi-

dent should nominate the one agreed on.

] Hereafter tho Farm and Fieesibe can be had In Monthly
} Mr. PARDEE of Illinois, has found that lime

|
Parts, in neat corers at twentynve cents each. Those for

] , k j m ga , t br jne £0WU broadcaSt, has kept
1 January, t ebruary, March and April are now ready. For sale : .

*
=
by au newsmen. 1 insects from strawberries.

The world is crazy for show. There is not one person in a thousand who dares fall back on his real, simple self, for power to get through the world,
and exact enjoyment as he goes along. There is too much living in the eyes of other people. There is no end to the aping, the mimicry, the false airs

and the superficial airs. It requires rare courage, we admit, to live to one's enlightened convictions in these days. Unless you consent to join in the general
cheat, you are jostled out of reach, there is no room for you among the great mob of pretenders. If a man dares to live within his means, and is resolute
in his purpose not to appear more than he really is, let him be applauded. There is something fresh and invigorating in such an example, and we should
honor and uphold such a man with all the energy in our power.
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MisceUamj;,

I was play- 1 miles North of the Dubuque and Pacific rail-

]
way, and about one hundred and fifty miles

The lake is from two

I than I ever had before at the club table, 1 1 and the cars rushed on at a fearful rate. The I

I found it put steam on. After so many glasses ! same man who had spoken to me before was
f

~ [ I wanted to talk ; after so many more I did. j standing near me. I heard some question. I „„.„„ , ,

„,',,'
;, , IIJIIIIM ,

'

'

'
'',]

:

""!
I seemed like somebody else, the words! How many miles an hour were we making ?

j A 'WESTSRIT WONDER.

\ were so ready. My little ideas came out, and j
I didn't know. '

j

I Were li=tened to I made sharp hits ; I in- 1 Rattle, rattle, rattle ! I was trying now to I
The greatest wonder m the State of Iowa,

^dulo-ed in repartee- I told stories; I even [slacken the speed of the San Francisco. 1 j
and perhaps any other State, is what is called

i came to puns I ' heard somebody say to I
could not remember what I should do-was it |

the " Walled Lake," in Weight county, twelve

t I this or that ? Paster or slower" '

n.,i

s Granby :
-.

I "By George, that's a man worth knowing, j
mg with the engme like a child.

i I thought him dull at first." Yet I knew it t Suddenly there was a horrible roar—a crash! I

West ot Dubuque city.

I was better to be quiet Ned Guelden, with his ! I was flung somewhere. I was in the water. !
*° three feet Mgker than the earth's surface.

1 ten words an hour than the wine made wit I [By a miracle I was sobered, not hurt. 1 1
In some pkces the wall is ten feet high

;
width

I
wag | gamed the gbore . i stoocl upon the gl.ound 1 at the bottom fifteen feet, and at the top five.

\ I was sure of it when three months after I ! between the track and the river's edge, and I
Another fact is the size of the stones used in its

! stumbled np stairs to find Jo waiting for me I there gazed at my work. j
construction

;
the whole of them varying m

i ... , , . , , . = _,. . . „ , . i weight from three tons down to one hundred
= with her baby on her breast. \ The engine was m fragments and the cars m= , ,
= ,,_ , , , . . „ = T„ i<T= ,. . j ^ , . , , , i pounds. There is an abundance of stones m
l " 1 ou ve been deceiving me, said Jo. 1 § splinters ; dead and dying, and wounded were \ , , , ., . ,

I ^ . .. 4 . T Z a 7 -\ i , , ., I YV eight county ; but surrounding the lake to
= suspected it, but I wasn t sure. A scientific = strewn around—and men, women and chil- = . , °j. /' . ., .f
1

i f 7 1 »I ii n i " !, , j t l ^ m, = the extent of five or ten miles there are none.
= club couldn t smell like a bar-room. = dren—old age and tender youth. There were =

I " Which means I do," said I, wavering in \ groans and shrieks of despair. The maimed I

No one can form an idea as t0 the means em -

I the middle of the room like a signal flag at a j cried out in pain ; the uninjured bewailed 1 Plovea t0 brinS them t0 the sPot >
° 1' wno con-

I station and seeing two Joes. | their dead ; and a voice unheard by any other !
st™cted it. Around the entire lake is a belt

"l "And look like one," said Jo ; and went j was whispering in my ear "Murder !
"

I
of woodland, half a mile in width, composed

1 and locked herself and baby in the spare bed- 1 The uewg had £0ne t0 A and le came j
of oak with this exception the country is a

I am an engineer. For since road was I room. ! throno-in- down to find their friends Thei
r°lhng prame

-
Th8 iKeS mUSt taVS be<m

laid, I've travelled oyer it every day, or nearly ) One club night, as I was dressed to go, Jo I dead stretched on the grass. I went with I
Pla«ted there at the time of the building of the

every day of my life. j stood before me. \ some of the distracted t0 £nd their lost oaes.
j

of 1856 there was a great

For a good while I've had the same engine j

11 Ned," said she, " do you think a thing so
j Searcbing for an old man's, I came to a place I f

t0m
'

a

f
he 1Ce ™

f
e

'
ake bl'?ke

t
.

the
.

WaU

in charge—the San Francisco—the prettiest j
much like a bottled up and strapped down de-

j under the treeg; and found five bodies Jying.i
in sevei at places, and the taimeism t

TRAILING ARBUTUS.

Sweet surprise for April

!

Met me on a day,

My friend, smiling, laden

With May flowers, ere the May

;

Sweeter blossoms never grew,

May and morning, sun and dew.

Whence their breath, like music?

Whence their flush, like dawn ?

Whence that soul of Spring time,

Have they softly drawn?

Wherefore should they folded be,

In such tender mystery?

For their old, dear sweetness,

And their beauty rare,

For the shore they grew on,

And the name they bear,

In my loving memory
I hold them, for these and thee.

Fireside Tale,

AN ENGINEER'S STORY.

engine on the road, and as well managed, if I \
mon as steam is, is fit to put into the hands of

| there m all t]leir r;gid bon^r—an old woman,
j

| ty were obliged to repair the damages to pre-

say it, as the best. j a drunken man? And some day, mark my
j a young on6) a h

~

hy and two tmy children ;
j
vent inundation The lake occupies a ground

It was a south-western road, running, so we \
words, the time will come when not only

j Is it fency_was it pure fancy, born of my |

sullace ot two thousand eight hundred acres

;

will say, from A. to Z. At A. my good old I
Thursday night, but all the days of the week

| anguish_they looked nke_oh , Heaven! theyirj 1

t
] - gT ™ twenty-five feet

mother lived ; at Z. I had the sweetest little [ will be the same. I've often heard you won-
f were old mother my wife my children ; !

,
6 wate

5 ^ clear and cold
j

sott, sandy and

wife under the sun, and baby; and I always [ der what the feelings of an engineer who has
[ &n cold and dead .

[
loamy. It is singular that no one has been

had a dollar or two nut bv for a rainy day
"

1 1 about the same as murdered a train full of peo- 1 ,. ,
'

, t,
.

t
. , J »We to ascertain where the water comes from,

nauauouaroi two put oy 101 d, lamj "fl- . i How did they come on that tram?—what =
,. nr whp7.p : T vpt : t

:„
fl

iwav= r i P!lv arld
was an odd kind of a man. Being shut up

[
pie, must be, and you'll know if you don't stop

,^ bad bro(^ t^ abQut , m Qne could [

^here 3oes, yet always

with the engine, watching with all your eyes ]
where you are. A steady hand and a clear

j j j gcreamed j d d my j

"

and heart and soul, inside and out, den't make 1 head have been your blessings all these years. | . , , , I . .

jDon't throw them away. Ned, if you don't
,S^^^^^e-^^^^E'S^ I ^^fSS^^SS'^^S^'^^SS

My wife's name was Josephine, and 1
1

^e, don t rum yourself
| f„ of ffiy^ 0Q my innQCent^ j^21^ nor ev'en that

called her Jo. Some people called me un-j My little Jo. She spoke from hei heait,
\ I called them by name . there was n0 ansWer. | wMch the ^atuary would admit to be

sociable and couldn't understand how a man I and I bent over and kissed her.
I There never could be—never would be. And [

a fault-

[ less piece of clay, kneaded up with blood.
could feel friendly without saying ten words j

" Don't be afraid, child. I'll never pain you
] ag j comprehended this, onward up the track

j But that ig tn
an hour. So, though I had a few friends— I

again " '

I thundered another train. Its red eye •gteatal»tutoe
k
bnt a s^h^ahe^iatVe'nmsi

dear ones, too-I did not have so many ac-| And I meant it
;
but at twelve oclock that |onme . I flung myself before it ; I felt it crush

j \n^m!lie\y know, justly to appreciate
; a beauty

quaintances as most people, and did not care
j
night I felt that I had rorgotten my promise

| me t0 atoms ,

| ligbted u
'

p in conversation, where the mind
to have. The house that held my wife and

j
and my resolution.

I
" His head is extremely hot," said some-

; gh; g it were through its casket
;
where,

baby was the dearest spot on earth to me, ex- [
I couldn t get home to Jo. I made up my

; body. | fa^ Qf ^ = „^ d
cept the old house that held my mother, up at

j
mind to sleep on the club sofa and leave the

|
t opeued my eyes and saw my wife.

j b]ood ke in ber cbeeks and so distinctI
A -

! f
la

?
e for

,

g0°.
»eX * day -

Already I felt my
| „ How do you feel

?
" said she ; "a little

] h tbat we m;gbl almost say her bod^
I never belonged to a club, or mixed my- j

brain reel as_ it had never before. In an hour
| better ?

«
|

„ Aa^^& &^ ^ hemtj
self up with strangers m any way, and never 1 1 was m a kind of stupor.

| j was so rej 0iced and so astonished by the I wb;cb tbe more we know tbe more we ac_
should, if it hadn't been for Granby. You see] It was morning. A waiter stood ready to

| sigbt of her tbat j COuld not speak at first. I

Granby was one of the shareholders, a hand- 1 brush my coat
; I saw a grin on his face

;
my

j ghe repeated the question,

some, showy fellow. I liked to talk with him I
beart seemed ready to burst

;
my hand trem-

j

and we were friends. He often rode from Z jbled; I looked at my watch ; I had only just'

to A, and back again, with me, and once he | Aye minutes to reach the depot

!

said

:

" You ought to belong to the

Club, Guelden."

"I never heard of it," said I.

"I am a member," said he.
'

Jo's words came to my mind. Was I fit to j

Scientific j take charge of an engine ? I was not fit to
j

| answer. I ought to have asked some sober 1

j man. As it was, I only caught my hat and \

We meet j rushed away. I was just in time.

I cuse ourselves for not having before discovered

| those thousand graces which bespeak that their

I must be crushed to pieces," said I, " for
| owner has a soul. This is that beauty which

[ the train went over me ; but I feel no pain."
} never cloys, possessing charms as resistless as

"There he goes about that train again," said] the fascinating Egyptian, for which Antony

|
my wife. " Why, Ned !

"
} paid the " bauble " of the world—a beauty like

I tried to move—there was nothing the mat-
j the rising of his own Italian suns, always en-

1 ter with me ; I was in my own room, opposite
j chanting, never the same,

me a crib in which my two children weref , „,„„„„,.

I asleep, beside me a tiny bald head. My wife I

once a fortnight, and have a jolly good time,
j The San Francisco glittered iu the morning

} and children were safe! Was I delirious, or|

We want thinking men like you. We have | sun. The cars were filling rapidly. From my
| WBaj could it be ?

some among us now. I'll propose you if you
|
post I could hear the people talking—bidding

j
a%0 « criedl, " tell me what has happened

!

like." | each other good-bye, promising to write and
f »it

'

s niue o'clock," said Jo. "You camel
I was fond of such things, and I had ideas

} come again. Amongst them was an old gen-
j bome in gucb a dread fui state from the club

"

Clovee.—Clover differs entirely from the

| cereal plants in this respect, that it sends its

1 main roots perpendicularly downwards, when

I no obstacles stand in the way, to a depth

which the fine, fibrous roots of wheat and bar-

that I fancied might be worth something. But
| tleman I knew by sight—one of the share- i

tbat j comdn't wake you.
I ley fail to reach : the principal roots of clover

You were not fit to = , _ . . . ...
then an engineer don't have nights or days to

| holders-he was bidding two timid girls adieu.
} ma e gteam and rigk pe0ple

'

s iives . The I ,f °f,
mt

°
cre«Pln

f
sb00ts

>
wh

J™^
i . •. - — 1— i — I send forth fresh roots downwards. Thus clo-

ver, like the pea plant, derives its principal
himself, and the club would have one evening

j
« Good-bye, Kitty—good-bye Lue," I heard

j gan Franc iSCo is half-way to A., I suppose,

| him say :
' don't be nervous. The San Fran- 1

s
a fortnight from Jo. I said

"I'll ask her. If she likes it, yes.

" Ask whom ?" said he. 1 Guelden the most careful engineer. I wouldn't
\ And Jo began to ciy.

'
' Jo. " said I. | be afraid to trust every mortal I love to their [ It wag a dream . on]y an awful dream . But |

"If every man had asked his wife, every
j
keeping. Nothing could happen wrong with

j j had ]ived through it as though it were a re-j

man's wife would have said, ' Can't spare you, | the two together.'

my dear, and we should have no club at all,"
| I said I'd get through it somehow, and Jo f

said Granby. j shall never talk to me again. After all, it was I

"I shall miss you, Ned; but you do love | easy enough. I reeled as I spoke. I heard

|

such things, and then if Granby belongs, they
| the signal. We were off.

j

must be superior men. " I Five hours from L to D ; five hours back. |

"No doubt," said I. j On the last I should be myself again.

"It isn't everybody who could be madeaj now. I saw a red flutter, and never s™| 0CGUr ain . It never has. And if the San I

member," said Jo. » Why of course, you
j
what it was until we were past the down tram

j Fraucigco eyej. comeg tQ ie{ tbe verdict wiu j ^
must say yes." I at the wrong place. Two minutes more and

| e

11

So I said yes, and Granby proposed me.
f we should have had a collision.

Thursday fortnight I went with him to the | told me. I laughed. I heard him say res-
]

rooms. The real business of the evening was I pectfully : }

the supper, and so it was every evening. | "Of course, Mr. Guelden, you know what
|

I'd always been a temperate man. I ac- j
you are about

tually did not know what effect wine would

1 and you have been frightening me to death I . ', , , , , ., . , „ .,

5„v„„ ovmno nr, thp Hnfi nnr1= . , , „ „
6 ° i food from layers below the arable surface soil

;

= Cisco is the saiest engine on tne line, ana = ,_:<.), „ rWarifnl talk =
: 1 1

land the difference between the two consists

1 mainly in this—that the clover, from its larger

| and more extensive root surface, can still find

= a sufficiency of food in fields where peas will

i
3- 1^-

. , , T „„ T I no longer thrive. The natural consequence is,
" Is there a Bible m the house, Jo ? said I. = .. .

° , ., . , .. ,

., 4 T = that the subsoil is left proportionably much
" Are we heathens ? asked Jo. = , , ., ,

" hi mome t Jo"
= poorer by clover than by the pea. Clover

Give it me t s moment, o.
| geed> Qn acc0vmt of its small size, can furnish

She brought it, and I put my hand on it,
| f!.om ;ts own mass but few formative elements

I knew ^
and took an °atl1 <-

t°° solemn t0 be rePeated | for the young plant, and requires a rich arable

uessed!
116^ tha

!
wh
f

hacl haPPened neyer should
| SUrfaCe" for its development; but the plant

| takes comparatively but little food from the

When the roots have pierced

Somebody I
"~> as i4 has 80 often

'
" Tne enSmeer was

j through thiS) the upper parts are soon covered
r drunk

!
| w;tb a corky coating, and only the fine root

' "
•

| fibres, ramifying through the subsoil, convey

Whether your life is to be long or short, j
food to the plant.—Liebig.

| let it be a life in earnest—a life that shows re- 1 «i

Then I was alone and wondering whether I j
ligion, not as something among other things,

j Woman will be always pure if man will be

have on me but coming to drink more of it
1 should go faster or slower. I did something ! but as absolutely everything ; always true.

Women as Teacheiis —In an article on the success which has attended the Female School of Art, the editor of one of our exchanges says

:

; < We would also draw attention to the fact that all the teachers of the Female School of Art are women. We are aware that it is a favorite

theory of the majority of people that women, as teachers, are necessarily, always inferior to men. If we are to judge by results—the sole popu-

lar test now-a-days—we find that, at least in this instance, thoroughly educated and competent women have proved themselves perfectly success-

ful instructors As elements of success in the teaching of women, when compared with that of men, we think there may be taken into account

their <reater patience and attention to detail, and their smaller tendency to make favorites in teaching their own sex."
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AGRICULTUEAL ITEMS.

The cranberry vine on Cape Cod, Mass.,
j

so far as appearances indicate at this early;

date, are doing well. There are over a thou-

j

sand acres set with vines on the Cape, and
j

with a fair yield they would supply the market
j

of the State, and already many have received
j

fine returns for their labor and expense.

Capt. Robert Bayley of Newburyport, Mass., i

has a fnschia which has now five hundred and!

sixty flowers; It is but ten months old.

It is proposed to grow corn instead of cotton
j

in the Southern States this year, as the only
]

means of self-rescue from famine.

Burnt clay and charcoal in equal proportions j

make a sure remedy for scours in calves and
j

P'gs.

The Agricultural Commissioner, in his;

March monthly report, just received, has il no
j

doubt of the efficacy of copperas mixed with
|

the salt given to hogs as a destroyer of;

trichina.'' This belief is based on his success
|

with this treatment in destroying ordinary in-

;

testinal worms.

Should all animals except the cow die, the
j

loss could be borne. Should she alone die,
j

you would have mourning. She should be;

treated as tenderly as one's wife. Keep her
j

clean, feed her well, and respect her. Think
j

of a cow standing all night in a fence-corner,

;

and her back covered with ice and snow.

The most extensive paper making establish-
j

ments in the world are at Vienna, and the

stock used is said to be wholly corn-stalks.

A husking machine was lately exhibited in

New York, which it is believed will enable

American farmers to utilize this material to a

greater degree than heretofore.

The Monthly Report of the Agricultural

Department for February, gives a statement

by which it appears that the annual yield of

milk in the famous dairies of Ayrshire, Scot-

land, is 425 gallons per cow. The Hon. Za-
\

dock Pratt, (if New York, in a dairy of 80]

cows, reports the yield at 584 gallons.

Last year California imported .52,0011,000 lbs.

of raw sugar. Now they are going to make

beet sugar, and have sent to Europe for seed.

No farm is complete without a good garden.

There should be a succession of vegetables

that there may be full supplies through the

season. "When the first peas are well up the

second crop should be planted ; beets should

be planted at different times, and sweet corn

every two weeks from May 1st to July 1st.

" Ramie " is a new Southern staple, from

Java. It will grow in the Southern half of

Georgia, will yield five crops a year of eight

hundred pounds each; twenty-four hours af-

ter being cut it is laid out in long bands of

pure white fioss, ready to spin. It is planted

like sugar cane, once planted, always is

planted, grows twenty feet high, sells for twice

the price of cotton, and is stronger and finer
;

will lie exhibited at Paris and astonish the

world, if only half is true.

The Connecticut farmers are turning their

attention to the cultivation of sorghum in

place of tobacco, the latter being very slow of

sale.

There is a general impression among New
England farmers that they can raise their wheat

much easier than they can buy it, and there

will be a considerable breadth of it sown this

season. *

Great Sale of Mules.—We arc informed

that Mr. James Buckalew, of Jamesburg, N.
J., recently sold a lot of five hundred mules to

the Delaware and Raritan Canal Company for

ninety thousand dollars, anl took a single

check for the amount and put it in his pocket

!

We occasionally hear of -arge sales of stock

in the West, but if any of the great prairie

farmers of that region can show us something
equal to the above, we shall be glad to make
a note of it. Mr. Buckalew is now finishing

off a cranberry bog of one hundred and fifty

acres.

—

Country Gent.

How to have Mealy Potatoes.—It is diffi-

cult to get good potatoes, and harder still to get

them cooked so that they may come upon the

table mealy and fit to eat. At this season off

the year, particularly, and until the new crop j

comes, almost all potatoes when boiled are apt!

to be water soaked and soggy, and we are sure I

the lovers of this esculent will thank us for giv- j

iug them a receipt for having mealy potatoes]

every day in the year,—not a fancy one made
{

to order for a cook-book, but one that has stood
j

and will stand the test of constant practice. It

!

is very simple, and involves only a slight in-
j

crease of trouble and labor over the ordinary j

method of cooking. Pare the raw potatoes
j

and let them stand an hour or so in a basin of
j

water in which a pinch of salt has been added, j

Boil quickly, when done, drain off the water
[

carefully, and replace the potatoes upon the j

stove, in the same vessel in which they were

!

cooked, to dry for five or ten minutes. When
[

ready to serve, take each potato and squeeze it
]

gently,—but not enough to destroy the form,— j

in a dry napkin, and place immediately on the
j

table. The squeezing in the napkin takes out I

all the water and leaves the potatoes that were

;

before wet and heavy, dry, mealy and delic-
j

ious.
|

The Head Tukned Round.—A crazy man
j

was found at a grindstone sharpening a large [

butcher knife, and every now and then examin-
\

ing the edge to see if it was keen.

" What are you doing here?"

"Don't you see? Sharpening this big;

knife." !

" Yes, but what are you going to do with it
j

when sharpened ?"
!

" Cut old Ben Brown's head off, to be sure."
j

" What ! you won't kill him, will yon?"

"Oh, no ! I'll only cut his head off and stick
j

it right on again hind-side before, just to let i

the old fellow look back upon his past life !
j

It would take him all the rest of his life to re-
]

view." I

What a queer idea the lunatic had in his
j

head ! And what if it were so, that every
j

man when he reached a certain age had his
]

face turned round, and was obliged to spend

;

the rest of his days in looking over his past

j

life. Wouldn't there be strange sights ? j

Love's Stratagem.—A funny story is going:

the rounds in Paris : A lady in the first so-
j

ciety was recently obliged to dismiss her nurse
j

on account of an excess of firemen and private
j

soldiers too often repeated. After chosing as a
j

successor to this criminal a very pretty girl,
j

the lady explaining why the first was sent;

away, enjoined it on the second not to do like-
j

wise. She admitted that she shouldn't. "I can
]

endure a great deal," said the lad)", "but;

soldiers about my kitchen I won't endure."]

After a week or eight days, the lady came one
]

morning into the kitchen, opened a cupboard,
j

and discovered a youthful military character, i

" Oh, ma'm !" cried the girl, frightened, "I]

give you my. word I never saw that soldier
j

before in all my life ; he must have been one

]
of the old ones left over by the other girl !

"

Many trees will be purchased this month,

j
and we would give a word of caution against

;
the common practice of ordering large trees.

]
A small, well grown tree with an abundance

j of small roots, is greatly preferred to a tall,

;
much branched one with its large roots

;
chopped off in the digging. Some of the best

; Western orchardists prefer trees one year from

! the bud or graft, to any other. Heel-in at once,

j trees that arrive before you are ready to plant

;

}
bury their roots well in a sandy place, and

j they may remain for weeks without injury.

Twenty-three Wueat Crops from the

I Same Soil.—An English country gentleman

I has been experimenting for twenty-three suc-

| cessive years on the same land, in wheat cul-

1 ture. He has fertilized with farm-yard and

I with artificial manures, and the average yield

f
per acre in bushels has been thirty-five for the

! former, and thirty-nine for the latter. For

! the last three years the yield of wheat has ma-
1 terially declined.

A little boy in Wisconsin was being put to
{

bed the other night about dark, when he ob-|

:
jected to going so early. His mother told him j

! the chickens went to bed early, and he must!

do so too. The little fellow said he would, ifj

his mother would do as the old hens did—go I

to bed first, and then coax the chickens to
j

come. I

Iknr V?orl{.

XII V. FA1EM AND FIRC8II>K AM) THE
PATIUUT FOE S4.O0 I' 13 It YEAB.

For the sum of FOra NOLl.AUS, paid In advance, we will

fiend the Farm and Fibeside and the Woonbookkt 1'atkiot

for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, Is

$2.50. The Patriot Is an old established family newspaper,

with the largest circulation of any country journal in New
Encland. S. S. FOSS, PuiH.IBIinit,

Woonsocket, R. I.

Carriages.

In Lonsdale, 23d Inst., In Christ Church, by Kev. W. W. Sever.
William Wood to Sarah A., daughter of the fate William Jordan.

In Millville, April 20th, by Wlllard Wilson, Esq.. Mr. Joseph
Ottinger of Millville, to Miss Salena Bray of Slatersville.

In North Scltuale. 18th Inst., bv Rev. W. H. Bowen. George
N. Steere, of Wlckford, to Miss Annie E. Potter, of North
Scltuale.

In Medway, April 17lh, by Rev. p. Sanford, Pea. Wm. L.
Weeks, of Marlborough, to Miss Ellen F., daughter of Mr.
Clark Walker of Medway.

In Webster. Mass., April 13th. by Rev. C. W. Beding. Mr.
Horace Gay to Miss Louisa M. Heath.

Beaths.

In Gloucester 19th Inst., Nancy B.. wife of Joshua Bowen,
and daughter of the late Nicholas Bussey, aged t>9 years.

In Hopedale, April 4th, Marv J., wife of Pliny B. Southwick,
33 yrs. 9 mos.

In Grafton, Mass.. 22d Inst., Percilla Goddard, wife of the
late Parley Goddard, aged 95 years.

In Uxbrfdce, Mass., on the 22d inst., Mr. Josinh CummJngs,
aged about 55 years. He was a man of kind heart and gene-
rous sympathies ; a good neighbor and true friend. His fune-
ral took place on Wednesday, with Masonic honors.

In Providence, 23d hist., Dexter Randall, in the fiOth year of
his age.

In Franklin, April 13th, Miss Julia A. Dean, in the 59th vear
of her age.
In Hollfston, April 13th, Mr. Daniel E. Wilber aged 54 years,

member of Co. B., Mass. Volunteers from that town.

In Medway, Herbert Amsden, aged 20 years.

The Markets.

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending April 26, 1867.]

FARM l*HOr>UCTS, FUEL, &C
Hay ton. .

.

Straw ^3 tun.
Coal ^> ton. .

.

Oats Ig bush.

Flonr $16, 18al9 2(1

Corn Meal *1 30
Rye $1 50
Saleratus 10al5c
Kerosene Oil 75c
Cheese it, 24c
Butter ^ lb 40, 42a45c
Codllsh 8c
Java Coffee ^ lb 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10al2c

MF.A1
Beef Steak 25a30c
Beef, corned 12al6c
Tongues, clear 25c
Mutton 12al6c
Veal 16a20c
Pork, fresh 16a2Uc

$38
|
Wood cord...

$20 Beans £f quart.

.

.$10 50al2 50 Potatoes
85a90c | Onions

GROCERIES, Ac.
Raisins

$6aS 50
13c
90c
90c

'J2a25c
Molasses 39 gal 7oa85c
V. H. Tea SI 20
Black Tea SOcaAl 20
Oil ^ gal $1 00
Fluid $ gal $1 00
Candles*) lb 25a60e
Eggs lb doz 30c
Lard lb lCacl8
Sugar 5£ lb 14al8c

I, Ac.
Hams 16al8c
Poultry 20a28c
Shoulders 15c
Sausages 20c
Tripe 12c
Pork, salt 18c

ERIGHT0N CATTLE MARKET.
April 24, 1867. I

At market for the current week: Cattle, 1282; Sheep and i

Lambs 4207. Swine, 1750. !

Prices. Beef Cattle—Extra, $15. (o) $15.50; first quality,!
SH.oOid $14.75; second qualilv, $13. 75"i $14.25 ; third quality, I

S13.00M $13.50 %) 100 lbs (the total weight of hldeB, tallow and !

dressed beef.)
Country Hldes,8>6 (3;9c %J tb. Country Tallow Ry.itt 7c 33 lb. '.

Brighton Hides, 9;$<S10'c. » ib; Brighton Talluw,

S Ib. I

Wool Sheep Skins, $1 7.0m $2 25, green ; Sheep Skins, $1 25 !

@ 2 25. :

Calf Skins, 18 to 20c. ^9 tb.
j

5 Prices have advanced nearly if not quite a dollar a hundred
j

from last week's prices.
Working Oxen Sales at $145, $160, $175, $19(1. $20(1. $210,

j

$230, $195. $270, $295 and $325 per pair. There iB a good sup-
;

ply in market, and a very firm demand.
Milch Cows—Sales extra at$85all0; ordinary $65@$75.—

i

Store Cows $35a50.
Sheep and Lambs.— We quote sales of lots at 4, 4J., 6, 6^, I

7%, 8}$, 9a9Xc «3 lb. Trade is quiet, and the supply not so i

large as last week.
Swine-Wholesale, SyMtyi cts y lb. ; retail, 7(S9M cts ^? lb.

Fat Hog6—1000 at market; prices, 9(rt.9,!.iC perpound.

WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
WHOLESALE MARKET.

Most staple articles, except com and cotton, have been quiet
during the past week. The former advanced materially, while
the latter declined rapidly.

Flour has sold slowly at Irregular rates. Low grades have
declined and sold at reduced prices, while choice brands have
been in diminished supply, and sold at better rates. The stock
has been diminished slightly.but we lind the assortment'of real-
ly good brands Is very poor. There has been more done for
export, both for the West Indies and British Provinces, at the
concession. The trade has operated cautiously.
Wheat has fluctuated somewhat, and common qualities have

declined, closing very heavy. Choice qualities are held firm,
and are in limited Bupply. The stock is reduced to about 1.150,-

U00 bushels, chleOy Spring. Much of this is of very inferior
quality.
Oats have fiueluated rapidly, particularly the common qnall-

'. ties. At the close &U kinds are linn. The stock Is reduced tu

i about 1.250,000 bushels.

Rye had declined considerably, but at the close there is more
j firmness. The stock Is reduced to about 26n,uuo bushels. The
|
demand is fair.

The corn market has been much excited. Prices have lm-
;
proved, but fluctuated with the variable news from Europe.

: The advance during the week was about two ceuts a bushel,
j The demand baa been large by speculation, although fair for
! home use. The stock is reduced to less than 1,200,000 bushels.
; At the close the market Is strong.

Pork has been active, but at lower rates. The receipts have
j been liberal.

Beef, under light receipts and an active demand, has ad-
j vanced. The stock of good beef Is nearly exhausted.

Cotton has been much depressed by the unfavorable news
j from Europe. The decline during the week has been two and
j a half cents a pound.

Groceries have been quiet without material change.

Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OF THE

TE_A_ T 3rt J\. D E .

THE PROPRIETORS OK THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
COMPANY became fully convinced, several years ago, that

consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying loo many and too

large proflta od these articles of every day consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
PANY, to do away, as far as possible, with these enormous
drains upon the Consume™, and to supply them with these

necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our reader* an Idea of the profits which have been
made in the Tea trade, we will start with the American houses,

leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the Chinese
factors.

1st. The American House In China or Japan mattes larce
profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest re-
tired merchants in tbls country have made their Immense for-
tunes through their houses In China.
2d, The Banker makes large profits upon the foreign ex-

change used in the purchase 01 Teas.
3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent In many

cases.
Ith. On Its arrival It Is sold by the cargo, and the Purchaser

sellB to the Speculator In Invoices of 1,000 to 2,000 packages, at
an av erage profit of about 10 per cent.
5th. 'I be Speculator sella to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In

lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.
fth. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale

Grocer In lots to suit the trade, at a profit of about 10 per cent.
7th. The Wholesale Grocer sells It to the Retail Dealer at a

profit of 15 to 25 per cent.
Plh. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for all the profit he

can get.

When you have added to these eight profits as many broker-

ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

original cost of the Tea, It will be perceived what the consumer
has to pay. And now wc propose to show why we can sell so

very much lower than small dealers.

We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and watte, with

the exception of a Bmall commission paid for purchasing to our

correspondents In China and Japan, one cartage, and a small

profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will amply pay us.

Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

try, consumers In all parts of the United States can receive

their Teas at the same price i with the small additional expense

of transportation) as though they bought them at our Wan -

houses in this city.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a
club. The answer Is simply this: Let each person wishing to

join in a club say how much tea or coffee he wants, and select

the kind and price from our Price List, as published In the pa-

per or in our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts
plainly on a list, and when the club Is complete send It to us by

mail and we will put each party's goodB In separate packages,

and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need be

no confusion in their distribution—each party getting exactly

what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the

members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by drafts

on New-York, by Post Ofllco money orders, or by Exprefs, as

may suit the convenience of the Club. Or if the amount order-

ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, If desired, send the goods by
Express, to 11 collect on delivery."

Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party

getting up the club. Our profits are small, but we will be as

liberal a 1
: we can afford. We Bend no complimentary pack-

age for Clubs less than $30.

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

Custom-House stores to our warehouse.

The Company have selected the following kinds from their
stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clubs.
They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company sell
them in New-York, as the list of prices will Bhow.

All goods sold are warrented to give satisfaction.

PKICE ilST ;

YOUNG HYSON (Green), fcOc, 90c, 81, SI 10. best $1 25 » ft.

GREEN TEAS, 80c, 90c, $1, $1 10. best $1 25 « ft.
MIXED, 70c, 80c, 90c. best *1 ft.

JAPAN, *1. $1 10. bast 81 25 r? ft.

OOLONG (Black). 70c. 80c, 90c, best $1 ?9 ft.
IMPERIAL (Green), best $1 2T» H ft.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c. 90c., $1, 81 10, best,
$1 20 # ft.

GUNPOWDER (Green), $1 25. best, $1 50.

These Teas are chosen for their intrinsic worth, keeping in
tnind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure in drink-
ing them.
Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal satis-

faction, and suit all tastes, being composed ot the best Foo-
Chow BlackB and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast is not
recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for
that kind of Tta, although it Is the finest Imported.

Customers can save from 50c to $1 per ft by purchasing their

Teas of the

THE GREAT AMEBICAN TEA CO.,
NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Post-Offlce Box No. 5.043 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

Ground Coffee. 20c, 26c, 3Cc, 2£c, best 4Cc per pound.
!
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-housekeepers, and families who use

i
large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article by us

i
Ing our 1' rench Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell a-

i
the low price of 30c. per pound, and warrant to give perfect

i
satisfaction. t

Club Orders,
Wa61ii>gton, Pa., Nov. 10. 1866.

j
To the Great American Tea Compan v,

Nob. 31 and 33 Vesey-st.. Sew-York.
Gents : I forward you my fourth order and could have

. doubted It if I had collected any, as your Teas Lake the lead in
: the market, we feel It a saving of £1 per pound. Please accept
; my thanks for the complimentary package. Address by Ex-
• press, Martin Luther, Washington, Pa.

MARTIN LUTHER.
1 10 ft Young Hyson, In pound packages at $1 25 512 50
; 5 ft Young Hyson Dallas Jackson at 1 26 6 50
I 2 ft Young Hyson Henry Herrick at 1 25.... 2 50
| 2 ft Young Hyson George Murphy....at 1 25 2 £0
[ 1 ft Young Hyson E. Dye at 1 25 1 25

| 2 ft Young Hyson Srunuel Decker. ...at 1 25. ... 2 50
5 I ft Young Hyson Samuel Amon at 1 25.... 1 2o
: I ft Young HyBon Henry Wheatley...at 1 25.... 1 25

| 7 tb Young Hyson Morgan Haves at 1 25.... 8 75
: 2 tb Young Hyson John S'atten at 1 £5.... 2 50

4 ft Young Hvson Mark Combs at 1 25 6 00
i 2 ft Young Hvson John Allen at 1 26 2 50
E 8 Ib Young Hyson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 00
= 2 ft Oolong, best Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 00
= 2 ft Young Hyson O. Bayland at 1 25.... 2 60
= 2 ft Oolong, best O. Ba'vUnd at 1 00 2 00
E 2 ft Young Hvson J. Rfchlein at 1 25 2 50
I 2 ft Young H'vson Mr. Guytun at 1 25 2 50
; 2 tb Young Hyson Edward Murphy. ..at 1 25.... 2 60
= 2 ft Young Hyson Mrs Murphv at 1 £5 ... 2 60
; 5 ft Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00.... 6 M
I 2 ft Oolong, best Separate package... at 1 00 2 00
= fi ft Ground Coffee Separate package. ..at 35 175

| $84 00

\ We call special notice to the fact that our Yesey-st, Store
= is at Nob. 31 and 33 Vesey-sU, corner of Churcb-st.—large
= T'OCULE bTORE. 3m-8

Sprouts and Eyes.—The root of the potato sprout or eye extends to the center of the tuber. Sever the sprout or eye from its root, and you les-

sen its vigor. In proof of this, pare off the outside of the potato to the depth of one eighth of an inch, and the inside, if planted, will commonly
grow, but it will grow feebly. Plant the paring, and it will grow feebly, just in proportion to its thinness. Cut a potato as you will, the smaller

the piece, the more feebly it will grow. As to planting small potatoes, it is contrary to all analog}'. "When farmers winnowed their wheat in the

wiud, they kept the but of the heap for seed. Gardeners always prefer the middle head of the parsnip for seed. Thus with all kinds of seeds; the

largest, most perfect and best ripened are always preferred.

—

New England Fanner.
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Sheep JJteVcmthi},

CAKE OF SHEEP AWD LAMBS.

High prices for wool and mutton are not all

that is required in order to make sheep raising

profitable; other circumstances go as far in

making up the profit as these. Especial care

ia required, particularly at the lambing season
;

a little negligence now will take very much
from the profits. The ewes, previous to lamb-

ing, should be judiciously fed, neither stinted

nor pampered, as where such is the case the

labors of the flock-master will be compara-

tively light. The young will come into the

world, vigorous and active, requiring little or

no care, except such as is afforded by the ewe.

Attention should always be given to some few

points which experience will teach ; but some
who lack that experience will, perhaps, be

benefitted by the following practical sugges-

tions :

The flock should at all times bs encouraged

to tractability ; and especially at this season.

Gentleness and kindness, together with the

bribe of a few handfuls of oats or corn, scat-

tered among them when visiting their yard,

will make their master welcome, and noticing

any which may be near j-ou kindly, also, pro-

motes good feeling; by a little attention in

small matters you will teach a flock to follow

you to any desired place. Ewes with young
are often injured by their efforts to escape

when being driven into an enclosure ; and
especially is this so when the flock has not

beeu gently cared for and handled previously.

Sheep being well protected by a thick cover-

ing of wool, suffer less from the cold than

other stock, provided it is not stormy. They
require a more free circulation of air than

other stock, and for this reason should, in

clear and pleasant weather, be allowed the

range of a large yard or field during the day.

There, if the weather be mild, they will drop

their lambs with greater certainty of their do-

ing well, than when confined in pens. The
field for their range at this time should be dry

and free from ditches and sunken places,

where the sheep may be liable to get cast.

Cold nights, and rainy weather, they should

be sheltered, as a few hours exposure to cold

and storm may destroy many young lambs.

Their sheds should be roomy and weil ven-

tilated
; and no more than twenty-five or

thirty head should be together in an enclosure,

as moving about is apt to injure the lambs, or

the dam may be crowded away, and the lamb

be unable to suckle.

Keep pens clean, and without too much
litter to entangle the lambs. Remove any
tags, or any other filth from the udder. An
early and good supply of food from the dam is

essential for nourishment, and the medicinal

effect it has upon the young lamb. It is not

best to interfere with the process of parturition

generally, as nature will usually afford relief
;

but sometimes, in case of extreme exhaustion,

very gentle assistance in conjunction with the

efforts of the animal, will be found to be

necessary—it should be of the gentlest kind.

If the dame refuses to own her lamh, hold her

for the lamb to suckle, and confine them in a

small, separate pen ; one or two trials will

usually be all that is necessary, before the

dame will acknowledge her parentage. In

case a good ewe loses her lamb, she should be

supplied with one from a twin pair. If no
lamb be given her the miik should be drawn a

few times to prevent inflammation. Abun-
dant nourishment should be provided for the

larhb3, by giving the ewes good pasture ; if

this be short, make it up by a daily feed of

grain.—W. H. White, in Rural American.

DIARRHEA IK SHEEP.

Sheep are more subject to diarrhea than

any of the domestic animals. They are es-

pecially apt to suffer from it when their usual

diet is changed. When sheep are changed

from a dry kind of regimen to an almost ex-

clusively turnip diet, or indeed to any other

kind of watery food, diarrhea is produced,

which frequently proves fatal if the weather is

i cold. It is also a symptom of several blood

\
diseases, as nature endeavors to throw off the

! virus from the system by means of the in-

;

! testinal surface. Many medicinal agents are i

! also eliminated from the system in this way,
|

i and if salt or any similar substance enters too j

j
largely into the composition of the food, it

!

! may be removed from the system in this i

j

way :

! Half a drachm of sulphuric acid to a quart
j

j of cold water, divided into three or four doses

;

|
and given the same number of times daily, j

lis very effectual in checking diarrhea inj

j
sheep. When the fceces assume a more solid

j

\

consistency, its administration shoud be sus- j

j

pended.
j

B. E. Chase, of Salem, N. H., gives the!

i
following remedy for stretches in sheep, in I

the Country Gentleman of April 4th

:

"Red peppers, four good sized ones, cut in
\

small pieces, put into a pint of hot water, and
j

let it stand on the stove twenty or thirty min-
j

utes—then strain off the water, and pour it

!

down the sheep's throat as hot as it will do to
j

give it—has cured two sheep this Winter—one j

very bad, could not stand—gave the second

!

dose in half an hour, which cured her ; the

!

other had one dose and was well in less than
\

an hour—have not seen any symptoms of it I

since."

Dogs and Sheep Bells.—An experienced

;

breeder of sheep says, that a number of sheep

!

in any flock wearing bells will keep away \

dogs. He allows ten bell sheep to every bun-
j

dred. When sheep are alarmed they run to-

!

gether in a compact body, and the ringing of i

all the bells frightens the dogs. In Great Brit-

;

ain and Ireland bells are used by almost every

;

owner of sheep. They are useful for keeping

!

off dogs and foxes, the latter being very de-j

structive to lambs where this precaution is not
j

taken.

—

Canada Farmer. \

Sheep in Cabp.oll Co.—There are many
young sheep and some old ones dying, and it

appears in our country no cure is known.

The sheep become scabby and foul at the nose,

which is the forerunner of a fatal disease. I

hope some one will suggest a cure, for the

benefit of our sheep-raisers.

—

Ohio Farmer.

C. C. B., of St. Albans, Vt., suggests the

following as the best method of wanning

chilled lambs: "Put half a dozen hot bricks

in a bushel basket, cover them with fine straw,

and put the lamb on the straw."

"Shepheed," in the Country Gentleman,

reports the sheep trade in Western Vermont

in a flourishing condition. He informs out-

siders in want of sheep that they need not

come to Vermont thinking to buy good sheep

any cheaper than in former times.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisements will be published in the

Faem and Fieeside. Price, fifteen cents a line each inser-

tion. Advertisements are set up in a uniform style.

$tUrertisittg; Bepartmeni

Uhade Island.

IW.
E. BARRETT & CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Now offer at the lowest cash peices.

2000 Sacks Prime Red Top. j

500 Bags Prime Herds Grass. I

500 " Western and Northern Clover.
1500 Bushel Prime R. I. Bent, for Pastures.
300 " Seed Barlev. j

100 " Spring Rve.
3000 " Bedford Seed Oats.
100 " Early Goodrich Potatoes.
200 " 11 Sebec Potatoes.
200 " Late "White Peach Blows. \

100 " " Harrison Potatoes.
300 " Seed Peas.
100 " R. L White Cap Corn.
100 " London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans.
200 " Buckwheat. 5

200 t: Millet and Hungarian.
j

White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Sets, and a com-

;

plete assortment of
GARDEN SEEDS,

j

Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels dry ground Bone for
j

Manure, together with all kinds of Farm Implements and
j

Machinery.
Send for Circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse !

Hoes—and don't forget the number,
j

32 CANAL STREET, 32.

j ROLLINS, BLISS & CO.,

jPRODUCE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
I CASH ADVAJNOES MADE ON CONSIGNMENTS.

I 233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston,

j New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.
I It is claimed that this Fertilizer is snperior to any in the mar-
I ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

j sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-
I ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
I stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

I permanently enrich the soil.

I Peice $60 pee Ton.

1 C^" Send for Circular giving full particulars.

| March 9, 1867. 2m-we -9

FRUIT TREES,

GRAPES, SMALL FRUITS,

Peovidence.

ORNAMENTALS, &o.

WE have imported from foreign growers, and personally se-

lected at the largest TJew England and New York Nur-
! sery Establishments, the choicest stock which we could find
: this season, and now offer to purchasers a general assortment of

NURSERY STOCK.

j first class in quality, complete in variety, and extensive in

i
quantity, at very low rates. A descriptive catalogue of 40

;
pages mailed to applicants. Sample of the collection may be

I
seen at our salesroom, basement of 28 & 30 Water street, Bos-

i
ton. Orders faithfully executed.

BENJ. T. WELLS & CO.

Importers & Nursery Agents,—Office. 7. Watek St., Bos-
i TON.

j

April 7, 1867. 4w-we-13.

!

JJY MAIL, PREPAID.

CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. AENOLD, dealer |

in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's = new Steawheeetes, Geapes, Ctteeants, Roses, Bclbs,<6c
and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows and =

Horse Hoes. Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden:
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels. Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, &c.

Holder's Block. Main Street,
Woonsocket, R. I.

March 23, 1867.

W SEEDLING POTATOE.
COOKE'S RATTLER,

a new and very superior Seedling, grown bv Joseph J. Cooke,
Esq., of Cranston, and now offered for sale as the best late
kind in the market. It is a rusty coated, light red, round,
great yielder; white and perfect inside, and a splendid Table
Potatoe. Price, $3.00 per bushel. Sold only by

W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
Peovidence, R. I.

April 13, 1867. 14tf

j "^y E. BARRETT & CO.,
\

: Manufacturers of

| MEAD'S PATENT CONICAL PLOWS,

j SHARE'S HORSE HOES, WOOD'S AND WIGHT'S PLOWS,
j

! GARDEN BARROWS,

j CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,
\

\ STORE TRUCKS,

IMPROVED HINGED HARROWS, CULTIVATORS,

I
Road Schapees, Ox Yokes, and Plow Castings;

| And Wholesale Dealers in I

1 Hoes, Shovels, Axes, Scythes, Forks, Snathes, Cradles, Horse !

j
Forks, Hand and Horse Rakes. Hay Cutters, Corn

Shelters, Vegetable Cutters, Picks, Bars, Canal !

;
Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete;

;

And Agents for !

Kniffen's, Union and Peeey's

MOWING MACHINES, I

j
Whitcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder in \

the market. Prices low «fid Terms Cash. \

Office, 32 CANAL STREET,

B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY ana SEED
ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., is now sending out by
mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, so as
to reach any part of the Union in perfect safety, a complete as-

sortment of"the finest

GRAPES. STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,
GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES. ROSES,

FLOWERING PLANTS,

Bulbs, Lilies, &c, Ac. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, Ac, will be sent by freight

paid to Boston. Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for culti-

vation in wet land, or in upland and Gardens, where it pro-
duces at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre ; with directions for
cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will be sent to any
address. Now is the best time for Planting. The best way to

obtain good Fruits and Flowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to

the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to

the trade. Agents wanted.
Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-I2

QARROT AND MANGOLD WURTZEL SEED.

I raised the past season a fine lot of Long Red, Yellow
Globe, and White Mangold Wurtzel Seed, and will send either
variety, post-paid, to any address, for $1.00 Hi.

Also, Long Orange Carrot Seed, of my own growing, for

$1.25 lb. I here offer an opportunity for all to procure Seed
D1EECTLY FEOM THE GEOWEB.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass,

March 30, 1867. 5w-ee-12

March 23, 1867.
PEOYXDENCE, R. I.

we-tf

WE. BARRETT & CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent i

•Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two i

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also, I

dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L

HUBBARD, BLAKE & CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
j

the best in market, are for sale in lots or bv single dozens, I

by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT A CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

;

Massachusetts.

LADIES, ATTENTION !—A Silk Deess Patteen, or a
Sewing Machine, sent free, for one or two days' service,

in any town or village. Also, a gift sent free, bv addressing
with stamp, W. FISK & CO., 17 State Street,

Boston, Mass.
April 13, 1867. 4w-we-14

j JJHODES* SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
FOE SOLCBLE PHOSPHOEIC ACID. VALUABLE FOE

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS.

: Manufactured by

Potts & Klett, Camden, N. J.

i

Endorsed and recommended by Dr. EVAJi Pugh, late Presi-

j
dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this

;
Manure is now so fully established, it is unnecessary to say

i
more than that it is

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,

and is in fine condition for drilling.

Cj?"
-
Farmers, whea purchasing, would do well to get the

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE.
YARNALL A TRIMBLE,

General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.

418 South Wharves. ?

IS"
OUTH nOWN CO.'S PATENT March 23, 1867.

419 Penn. Street, S

PHILADELPHIA.
3m-ee-ll

SheepWashTobacco yiew fork

JERRY'S NEW. FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
. the best in use, for Bale by W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

MAUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had nf
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L

| THE BEST KXOW>' BEMEDY FOE

iTICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT
\ should be used by all Farmers on

fSHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

\ C^" This pure preparation has been successfully used for

| years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

\ according to directions.

I It will not injure the most delicate animal.

I It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

I It kills TICKS on Sheep.

I It cures SCAB on Sheep.

1 It cures aU SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

| It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

I Vines.

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and |

largest in the market. Price, 25 cents a paper. Raised =

! and sold bv W. E. BARRETT & CO. =

i Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7 §

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by

32 CanliS^t^^l^R'. I. I
Sold^ aU and Country and Agricultural Stores.

For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

0^~ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT
POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking I

up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT & CO., i

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I. I

JAMES F. LEVIN,
23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

iw
itfitiiiHiuiii «. mnnmimiii.iiw "»•<•<»'"»• « I for sale by Kendall & Whitnet, Portland, Me. ; N. S

HITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and = ,, RaTi™r Mp • Simonda * Co Fitrwilliam N H
sold in small or large lots, bv W. E. BARRETT & CO., = HAEI.ow, Kangor, Me., biMOM>i» & CO., t ltzwiiiiam, w. H.

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. L : March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

| J
HICKLING & CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.
i On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome
i and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars ! Without
i regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-

i factory 1

i 500 Solid Gold Hunting Watches $250 to $750
500 Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 500

! 500 Ladies' Watches, Enamelled 100 to 300
; 1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 300
i 1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250
j 3,000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200
I 5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 250
I 5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150
i 5,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250

! 5,000 Gold Ladies' Watches 50 to 250

; 10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75

j
10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100

: 25,000 Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50
j
30,000 Assorted Watcheg, all kinds 10 to 75

j
Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing

! but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.
! Messrs J. Hickling & Co.'s Great American Watch Co., New
j York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifi-
! cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed in Bealed

|
envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their

i certificates, upon payment of Ten Dollars, whether it be a
! Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
! certificates entitles you to the article named thereon, upon pay-
I ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

I than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that
I this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,
I which may be participated in even by the most fastidious

!

! A single Certificate will be sent by mail, post paid, upon re-

1 celpt of 25 cents, five for $1. eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele

I gant premium for $5, sixty-six and more valuable premium for
I $10, one hundred and most superb Watch for $15. To Agents,
j or those wishing employment, this is a rare opportunity. It is a
i legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by 'the Gov-
: ernment, and open to the most careful scrutiny. Try us

!

= Address, J. HICKLING & Co.,

i 149 Broadway—Near P. O.
! Citv of New York,
i March 22, 1867. 3m

The Farm: and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts.

It has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value

to its readers. The Literary Department is intended to instinct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive

to good morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single

copy 5 cents.
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" BOCCONIA J^POISriC-A.-"

One of the most rare and beautiful flowers I

introduced into this country, the present year,
j

is the Bocconia Japonica, a perfectly hardy

!

plant, growing to the height of five to six feet.
f

It looks a little like the old, handsome Bocconia j

Cordata ; but surpasses it iu point of beauty, [

robustness, rapid growth, size and even shape

!

and color. It is claimed to b>: perfectly hardy !

—requiring no protection in Winter—and bios-

!

soma from August to September. Its dark
j

green leaves, sinuated and thick, resemble the

}

oak-leaf ; arc very large, obtuse, cordate in
\

form, sombre green above, glaucous below, or
\

underneath.

The effect of this beautiful plant in the
j

house-yard, or on the lawn, must be fine. Its!

flowers, surmounting its long spikes, are sur-
j

passingly beautiful. A friend, who has seen it
j

growing in Japan, pronounces it ornamental, I

.showy, and even on its native soil commands I

universal admiration. The seeds of the Boc-
j

cgj»7a Japonica are not yet in the market ; but

!

Mr.'Henry A. Drecr, of Philadelphia (one of;

ourbbest seedsmen and florists), has secured a

j

quantity of the seed. So rare a plant must
j

find many admirers in this country.

,Thb^e being little danger now of a "cold

snap," it is a good lime for those who have

not already done so, to set out their tomato

plants. -Select those well-grown and stocky,

plant them firmly, and water and mulch them
until they show no symptoms of delicacy.

Written for the Farm and Fireside. |

NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS EOF. HAY.

" He that by the plow would thrive.

Himyelf must either hold or drive." 3

i

To the fanner, May is a busy month, mid |

upon his labors in preparing his soil and plant-
\

ing his seed, in a great measure depends bisf

success for the season. In the New Eugland, f

or Northern stales, usually little seed of the I

hoed crops finds its way into the ground before \

the first of May. In favorable seasons peas

!

and a few early potatoes are put in, but the[

bulk of crops have their seed put in from the !

first to the twenty-fifth of the month. Usually
j

little is gained to the advantage ot the crop in
j

planting, till the soil gets warm, and dried!

enough for the seeds to germinate immediately,
f

and commence a vigorous growth, not to be
{

checked by cold, unfavorable weather. But to
j

defer all planting till the soil is in the best !

condition will throw the whole into a very j

crowded stale, so that it would be impossible j

to do the work as thoroughly as it should be. [

Much work thai should have been done in I

April is frequently deterred, or crowded into
|

May ; such as hauling manure, plowing &c. j

By good planning, procuring sufficient help,
|

and the best implements, the planting of gar-

1

den and field crops may be rushed through in a i

few dam but it is best not to do it with such at

rush as not to do it thoroughly, form) aftercare]

can compensate for neglect in tlii> stage. Let 1

every acre planted be prepared in the best =

possible manner by thorough plowing, harrow-

ing, and good manuring, to put the soil in the i

best possible condition to produce the greatest
{

amount. If it costs twenty-five dollars to [

grow an acre of corn that will yield thirty

!

bushels of corn worth thirty dollars, and by I

expending five dollars extra for super-phos- !

phate you can grow forty bushels worth forty I

dollars, your profit on the acre is doubled, the
j

five dollars extra expended giving, instead off

twenty per cent., one hundred per cent. It I

costs but a fraction more to do the work on an
j

acre which will yield seventy-five bushels of I

shelled corn, than one which will yield only !

forty bushels
;

yet the profit is several times I

as great; it would then seem a matter off

economy to expend fifty dollars in raising one j

acre which will yield seventy-five bushels,
j

rather than expend fifty in growing two acres j

that will yield only sixty bushels. This result |

can be accomplished by a judicious course of]

thorough culture and good management, and I

even more. The successful cultivator will j

seek to direct his labors to act in unison with j

the efforts Nature puts forth, the soil being the i

laboratory in which by the aid of the air, sun j

and rain, the food of plants' is prepared, and j

transmitted upon the call of the plants grown j

therein. The knowledge how to best turn j

these results of the willing servants of man to
j

advantage, comprises one great secret of sue-

1

cess that the skilled culturist possesses over!

the unskilled, or uninformed one. The ob- j

servant and studious, learn to work with Na-

!

ture, while those of a different turn often find j

themselves opposing Nature, to their disadvan-

1

tage. It is then wise to seek information from
j

all available sources ; and in the suggestions §

that follow I shall attempt to bring before the j

mind of the reader subjects for attention, and [

also give some practical details, gained from !

experience and observation.

Accounts.—No person can bo said to have a j

full knowledge of his business who does not I

keep an account of that business in all its de-

1

tails. A system of farm records and accounts,

!

kept so as to be referred to at any future time. I

will furnish a fund of information and study
j

that can l>e gained in no other way. Improve-

j

nients can be very much more readily entered j

into when a definite knowledge of previous

!

transactions are correctly understood. This j

subject of farm records should receive the at- !

tention of every farmer
;
by it he is enabled!

to know what crops or stock are profitable, and !

the reverse; andean act in accordance with!
this knowledge.

|

Beans—are a valuable crop, cheaply and !

easily raised, requiring land less fertile than for j

corn, and do not make large demands on the 1

soil. Where tillage is needed with light drafts
j

on the soil, the bean fills an important place. 1

There are several varieties of the white field j

bean, each of which have their advocates as a 1

favorite. Plant the last of the month, iu soil I

in good,. l ut not high, Condition, in hills two!
feet apart to two by three, according to the!

variety, some large growing kinds requiring

!

larger space than smaller.

Bi-'.s—when properly managed pay a better;

profit on the capital employed*"than any other
j

stock ; their habits and care is a study which !

in details requires too much space for these

notes. Much valuable information may be

gained by reading " Quimby's Mystery of the

Honey Bee."

Broom Con ,—Prepare the ground by heavy

manuring, deep plowing and thorough pulver-

ization. Plant at the same time of Indian

corn in rows four feet apart, and two and a

half feet apart in the row ; dwarf varieties,

rows nearer ; use plenty of seed and thin to five

or six plants to the hill at weeding.

Buildings.—See that they are all kept in

good repair and well painted. Painting ma)'

be done now or iu the Fall. For rough wood
work, a cheap paint may be made of water,

lime and skimmed milk, colored with dry

ground colors to suit the fancy.

Cabbage—are profitable either as a garden

or field crop. In the vicinity of ready mar-

kefs they are made to pay, when skillfully

grown and marketed, six hundred dollars or

more per acre. Deep soil and abundant ma-
nuring are requisites. For early, the plants

should have been started in a hot bed
; open

ground will answer for medium and late crops.

Ashes and plaster, or air-slaked lime sprinkled

on the young plants, will keep off the fly. Set

out the plants when they attain a good size,

strong, stocky plants make the best crop, in

hills eighteen inches to two and a half or three

feet apart, according to the variety and size of

growth. Transplanting is best done in a moist

or wet time; but by puddling the roots, and
watering, they may be set any day towards

night. Varieties are numerous, early and late

;

for early, Jersey Wakefield, Early and large

York, Early Ox Heart, Early Winuingstadt,

Early Flat Dutch ; for late, Marblehead Mam-
moth, Bergen Drumhead, Premium Dutch,

Stone Mason, the Savoys, and Red Dutch, are

the most approved varieties in the order

named.

Cuttle.—See that they are well kept. A
daily allowance of grain and a few roots will

tend to keep the system up, and gradually ac-

custom them to the change in the season, and

from hay to grass. Turn to grass when suffic-

iently started to give a good bite without too

close cropping. Use working oxen with care,

as the season is apt to produce languor and

weakness. Good keeping on hay and grain,

with careful usage, sire as good seasoning

agents as any.

Corn.—"Plant deep while sluggards sleep,

if you would have corn to sell and to keep."

If the ground is wet and cold, little is gained

iu planting early in the month, as frequently

the seed will rot. Planted when the ground

is warm it immediately vegetates and grows

without " let or hindrance," and gets the ad-

vantage of grass and weeds, saving much
labor in after culture. Prepare the ground

thoroughly by deep plowing and heavy ma-

nuring—(see preceding remarks on manuring

corn). We in New England plant in hills

about three and a half feet apart ; cover deep

and tread, as the most effectual remedy for

bird pulling.

Dairy.—Sell, or fat that cow the cream of

whose milk bothered you so last Fall in not

making butter ; or that other one which went

dry four or five months and made white, oily

Ant of our violets—white, blue, or yellow—repay transplanting to the garden, or cultivation in the house, if set in soil of loam and leaf-mold,
and kept cool and shady, except when near blooming. But the dark, purple English violet, which has been frequently made to bear double flowers,
is most generally seen among parlor plants

;
or the Neapolitan violet, whose flowers are larger anil exceedingly fragrant, though of a light color.

—

These foreign flowers are raised from division of the root, or cuttings taken in June, and covered with a tumbler, and afterward set in a soil of saud,
loam, and decayed leaves or other vegetable mold. Tiie pots should be well drained with sherds. They need water often, usually twice adav ; but
very little at a time

;
if the water is allowed to remain about their roots Ihey will die. Our native violets should be kept damp always, but not wet.
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butter. Keep only good ones, for it costs as

much to keep one which will produce only

fifty dollars, as one that will give one hundred

dollars income ; while the profit in the latter is

fair, the former gives little if any. The labors

of the dairy are much lightened when every

convenience is provided in the milk room

;

this should be cool, well ventilated, free from

dust and all offensive odors, with pure fresh

water convenient. Cleanliness is one of the

first essentials in every thing pertaining to

milk and the dairy.

Fences.—See that all are in order, or put so,

before turning cattle to pasture. It is better

to spend a week's time now in putting up

fences, than to have your cattle break into the

corn field in July, and spoil a field of corn,

and be obliged to leave the hay or grain, as a

shower is coming up, to turn them out and

fix up the fence—to say nothing of the bad

effect it has on the cattle, learning them to be

uneasy and get unruly.

Flax.—Sow as early as the weather and soil

will permit. Prepare the soil well and make it

as fine and even as possible, to give an even

quality.

Garden.—Do not, in your anxiety to get in

the field crops, neglect this, the most profitable

part of the farm, but give it the attention

necessary.

Grass Seed—may yet be sown, with grain

thinly sown, where impracticable to have been

done in April.

Grafting.—So simple and useful an opera-

tion as this should be more generally under-

stood, and practiced by farmers generally, and

then we should see orchards of fine trees and

nice fruit more, and scraggy trees and knotty

fruit less, common. Spend an hour or two in

seeing an expert graft, and then try your hand
and see how readily you can do it.

Sired Help.—Remember they are no more
than human while you are requiring them to

be faithful. The master's hat in the field will

do more than many of those who hire out by

the month. Use them well, giving commen-
dation for faithfulness, and you will be re-

warded by cheerfulness and increased faithful-

ness.

Horses.—Keep stabled, well groomed, and

feed according to the labor required, during

work season. See that no galls are occasioned

by the ill-fitting harness. The horse is na-

turally a healthy animal ; most of his diseases

come by improper treatment.

Hogs.—Keep them growing and at work by

supplying them material to make manure.

Manure.-—Apply all you have made to the

arable soil ; and purchase fertilizers to give

the crops a start. The greatest benefit is de-

rived from mineral and artificial manures,

when applied in conjunction with farm ma-

nures.

Meadows.—Keep all stock oft', not allowing

them to trample over, or graze them ; a dress-

ing of flour of bone, super-phosphate, sal

nitre, etc., will repay you with a much in-

creased yield. Bare spots may be scarified,

top-dressed and re-seeded to advantage.

Oats—should have been sown in April

;

sown now, the yield will be less. Sow early

in the month where ground is to be stocked

;

they will make an excellent fodder crop when

cut before full maturity, cured, and stored like

hay.

Pasture.—Let the feed get a fail
1

start be-

fore turning in the stock, as it is better for

both.

Plowing.—Land in moderate fertility will

often produce better crops, if well and

thoroughly plowed, than land in good heart

poorly plowed. Use a good plow, and turn

the furrows straight, and of a uniform width

and depth.

Potatoes—should be planted as early as

possible, if not already done
;

plant on dry

ground whole tubers a size below that for the

table
;
prepare the ground properly. Saline

manures are the best for the potato ; fresh

farm manure is injurious rather than other-

wise.

Sorghum.—Plant in warm, well prepared

soil about the fifteenth of the month, in rows

four feet apart, and two and a half feet in the

row. Cover lightly, not over half an inch, j

with fine, light soil. Rank, strong manures!

are not suitable for this crop. The regular}

sorgho makes the nicest syrup. |

Tools.—Have only the best make, and light ; ]

give each hand his tools, and hold him respon-

]

\
sible for their good use ; if broken, lost, or

{

j

damaged from carelessness or exposure, charge I

|
them to him. Have a place for every one and j

I see that they are in place when not in use, and I

I well cleaned before being put away. H |

My Riverdale Farm, April, 1867. I

Pruning Blackberries. — Persons having }

I cultivated the New Rochelle blackberry, are I

j

possessed of sufficient knowledge to under-

1

I stand the fact that the longer they allow the
{

l canes to remain unpruned, the lateral branches
]

! are proportionably shorter, and the fruit small-
f

! er. To obtain the largest-sized berries and the ]

i largest quantity too, cut back the leading canes |

I to not exceeding four feet in length, and ]

! shorten-in also the lateral branches. This j

i will be found to increase also the breadth of I

the stool, affording more bearing room, and ]

\

generally to result in greatly improving the
|

|

crop. It is not too late yet to shorten -in, ]

where it has been much neglected, as we often I

i see it in some of the gardens, &c.

In July the young wood, which by that]

time has grown over the tops of the old, bear-

]

ing canes, should be clipped, especially the ]

lateral branches. It will have the best effect |

upon next year's crop.

—

Germantown Tele-l

graph. I

The Long Island Races.—The first trot of I

the season on the Fashion Course, on Long
]

Island, occurred on Friday of last week, and |

attracted a large assemblage of turf men and
j

owners of fast horses. The purse was $100, {

mile heats, three in five, in harness, for horses ]

that never trotted for money. There were
]

fourteen entries, five of which started ; Has-

1

sard's gray gelding, driven by Dan Mace, won [

in three straight heats in 2.41^, 2.37^ and 2.37, [

beating Belle of Rockland, Rapid, Lady Ken-

]

dall and Income. The latter was withdrawn I

after the first heat, being out of condition, and I

was only started to make the race. A match ]

for $200, mile heats, in harness, between Bud
j

Doble's lake mare, Grace Darling, and J.
f

Copp's black mare, was won by the former in I

two heats, in 2.48^ and 2.50.
j

The tobacco trade of the country is grow-

1

ing in importance. As an evidence of the fact, |

the Louisville Courier announces that Robin-

1

son and Willett, the well-known extensive]

manufacturers of that city, are doubling their
f

capacity for producing their favorite brands off

tobacco, which are so largely sold to the deal-

1

ers of Philadelphia and other Northern cities. [

This establishment, even before the improve-

!

ment, ranked as the most complete of its kind
j

in the country.
j

A plan has been invented in Washington I

for letting the farmers know when a storm is I

coming during harvest, so that they may have
}

time to protect their hay and grain which they ]

may have cut. The telegraph is to give intel- ]

ligence of the approach of the storm, and a ]

cannon, fired three times at each county seat,

}

is to warn the farmers when to stop mowing 1

and reaping, and to go to raking and covering I

their crops.
j

Continue to plant garden corn at intervals

of twelve days up to July first. This will in-

sure you a daily supply until October. Sto-

well's Evergreen corn is a good sweet variety,

is a certain grower and produces largely.

It is estimated that the United States will

lose $10,000,000 of internal revenue in Louisi-

ana this year, by the destruction of the co tton

and sugar crops by inundations.

He who, being master of the fittest
,
moment

to crush an enemy, magnanimously rejects it,

is born to be a conqueror.

The Jjtaustskeeper,

Written for the Farm and FireBide. |

BREAD MAKING.

Among the thinking and working women of
j

America there is a class whose benevolent feel-
]

ings have often prompted the question—" how |

shall we do the most good in the world ? " and I

agitating this question among themselves, they ]

have formed sewing societies, held fairs, and|

adopted various plans for raising money fori

philanthropic purposes. Still another and!

more pertinent question, suggested to woman I

by the physiologists and sanitary reformers of
|

the age, is, how shall we improve the quality
{

of our bread, so that there shall not be so great
[

a demand for rich pastry and confectionery, I

thereby promoting the health of our families ? |

To this queiy the simple and natural answer I

would be, give more attention to the bread, I

and less to the pies and cakes, or "piesan' j

cakes," as they are sometimes aptly termed]

for brevity. There are some, doubtless, who I

have well-nigh attained perfection in the art of]

bread making, and invariably place upon their ]

tables the very best of bread. Their success ]

is no secret. They will tell you first, of the ]

care they have always taken that their yeast I

should be fresh and sweet
;

secondly, of the |

brisk kneading to which they have subjected
]

it, and, lastly, of the caution requisite in bak-
]

ing, that it shall be neither doughy and under-

f

done, nor burnt and over-done.

Those who make their own yeast will find

}

the following a good rule, inasmuch as it will j

insure them good bread, without milk or]

shortening, and at a saving of flour:—Take!

three or four potatoes of good size and quality, ]

boil and mash them fine, till they are entirely I

free from lumps ; then pour sufficient boiling ]

water to them to make a thick batter, in which
]

put two or three tablespoonsful of sugar, and ]

a liberal sprinkling of salt ; boil a few moments, ]

and when cool add some fresh yeast. In a few 1

hours this will be ready for use, and as there I

are no hops in it, you can use much more of j

it than of distiller's yeast—even double the ]

quantity—and have your bread ready for the ]

oven in two or three hours after moulding. =

Excellent bread has been made from such yeast,
§

with water alone for wetting, and as potatoes ]

are cheaper than flour you can well afford to ]

use them liberally and thus save flour ; but in
]

warm weather you must make it often, which ]

can be done with very little trouble, by boiling j

an extra quantity of potatoes when preparing
j

them for dinner.
|

As there are a diversity of tastes, and to fur- ]

nish an agreeable and healthful variety of bread ]

for your table, make a part of your bread of]

unbolted wheat or Graham flour. This kind ]

of bread is recommended by all physiologists ]

as being more healthful than bread made of]

fine or bolted flour, and those who once be-

1

come accustomed to its use will hardy be will-

!

ing to do without it. But many say they can-

1

not make good bread of this kind of flour, and ]

this is sometimes not so much the fault of our

}

housewives as of the flour dealers, who are I

not particular to sell freshly ground flour. I

Therefore see that your flour is fresh and sweet,
]

which you can readily ascertain by tasting of ]

it when you make your purchases. Some

}

years since, when the unbolted, or Graham ]

flour was not so generally used as at the pres- ]

ent time, and when it was often difficult to ob-

1

tain that which was fresh, many families were ]

in the habit of buying their wheat, and grind- ]

ing it in hand-mills constructed for family use.*]

Thus they were always sure of having fresh ]

meal. Now, however, there is so great a de- ]

mand for this kind of flour that it seldom be- ]

comes stale in the dealer's hands. f

There are so many recipes for making va-

1

rious kinds of bread that there is no necessity |

of being confined to one kind, nor is it neces- ]

sary that we learn from a French professor I

how to prepare palatable and healthful dishes. ]

Upon the tables of our New England Farmers ]

may often be seen very good bread made of ]

rye, or rye and Indian meal, in various pro- ]

portions. A good rale for the latter kind is 1

this : Four cups of Indian meal, two cups of 1

rye, two-thirds of a cup of molasses, one quart

(wine measure) of cold water, and one small

teaspoonful soda, also salt in sufficient quantity

Bake or steam three hours.

Observation and practice will lead us to per-

fection in the art of cookery. Some valuable

hints might be gathered from the women of a

former generation, many of whom were re-

markable cooks, and their bread, baked in the

old fashioned brick oven, was perfectly deli-

cious. In that age the breakfast and supper

of the children was brown bread and milk,

and they throve well on this diet. But alas

!

Ihose days are gone. Our venerable grand-

mothers are passing away, and we vainly sigh

for one taste of their own nice loaves just from

the brick oven. We may never regain that

keen relish for food which youthful sports and

an exemption from care gave to us in former

years, but the matrons of to-day can exercise

their culinary skill, even as did their mothers

before them, that the art of bread making may
not eventually be regarded as among the " lost

arts."

At our agricultural fairs an opportunity has

been afforded women for a display of various

kinds of bread, and premiums have been

awarded to those who have excelled in this

branch of culinary skill. But, while we have

noticed, on the tables of these Societies, bread

of a superior quality, we have sometimes ob-

served that which was apparently inferior, and

we have inferred that the latter class of con-

tributors had become so accustomed to poor

bread at home that they did not know or real-

ize what good bread was. When, however,

the two kinds of bread were placed side by

side upon the tables, an appreciating public

could readily note the difference between poor

and good bread. mrs. j. s. geoege.

Woonsocket, JR. I., May, 1867. .

Jelly Cakes.—One cup of sugar, one egg,

a little salt, one pound of flour, one grated

nutmeg, one teaspoonful of soda ; add warm
milk sufficient to make a stiff dough ; roll out

like thick pie crust ; bake in a quick oven, and

when done, spread it thick with some good

fruit jelly, and strew some powdered sweet al-

monds over it.

Gingerbread.—Flour, one pound four ozs.;

butter, four ounces
;

pulverized ginger, one

and a half tablespoonful
;

pulverized cloves,

one and a half tablespoonful ; dissolve one

tablespoonful of soda in a little warm milk;

then add it, and also molasses sufficient to wet

up the dough. Bake in a quick oven.

Congress Cake—Flour two pounds, sugar

half a pound, butter half a pound, cream one

teacupful, best brandy half a pint, four eggs,

soda one scruple ; flavor with orange-flower

water ; mix into a stiff dough with warm wa-

ter ; form into loaves, and bake in a moderate

oven.

Black Pudding.—Six eggs, one teacup of

butter, one of sugar, one pint of molasses, one

teaspoonful saleratus, a little nutmeg, and

flour enough to make a batter ; bake in a hot

oven half an hour.

Wine Sauce.—One and a half cups sugar,

half a cup of butter, beaten well together

;

then add a glass of wine, two tablespoonsful

of flour, wet with cold water to prevent lump-

ing, then add a teacup of boiling water, and

let it stand a few moments on the stove, then

pour it in the butter and sugar and beat it up,

grate some nutmeg in it and serve hot.

To Keep Meat Fresh.—The following

plan is recommended : Cut the meat in slices,

pack in a jar in layers, sprinkle with salt and

pepper, just enough to make it palatable.

Place on the top a thick paper or cloth, with

salt half an inch thick. Keep this oh all the

while. Meat, it is said, can be kept three

weeks in the Summer in this way, and the ;

last will be as good a3 the first.

Sawdust—its use.—The New England Farmer devotes considerable space to a consideration of sawdust and its uses as a fertilizer, and the manner of
treating it preparatory to its application to the land. As a preliminary, it forms a soft and excellent bedding for stock, while it absorbs and retains the
larger portion of the urine, which would otherwise run to waste. Besides, it forms a more cleanly bed for stock than most other kinds, and to farmers
in the vicinity of sawmills, is easily attainable. Though slow in decomposing, its retentiveness is such as finally to impart to the land on which it is used,
increased liveliness and strength, if packed down closely and occasionally watered for some time before being applied to the land. Properly prepared
before being used, it may be placed in or used as a top-dressing for meadows in the Spring, though it is probably more effective when turned under.
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The Fireside B^use.

THE DREAM CHILD.

Oft, In the dreamy twilight hour,

I sit, and In my arms I hold

A little child, whose eyes are blue,

Wfcosa hair Is sunny gold.

He looks up in my face, and I

Look fondly, proudly down on him,

And, with sweet tears of happiness,

I feel my eyes grow dim.

The child's so like my heart's best love

!

He haa the self-Bame noble face

;

In every gesture, every smile,

A likeness, too, I trace.

And oh ! how dear, how doubly dear

ThlB makes my baby-boy to me!

I fold him closer to my breast

And klsB htm tenderly.

But, as the twilight fades, so fades

The smile, the eyes, the shining hair.

Ah, me 1 I dreamed—the night brings truth,

I clasp the empty air,

And mem'ry coming back repeats

" Heav'n gives to thee no little one '.

"

I fold my arms and strive to say

" My God ! Thy will be done !

"

—Galaxy for May.

The Stxxck-^artL

RAISING CALVES.

For the first ten days the young calf is al-
j

lowed the milk of the cow exclusively. The

;

milk of the newly calved cow, as every dairy-

1

man knows, is not fit during the first week for
j

dairy purposes, and is the only suitable nour-

;

ishment for the delicate digestive organs of its

young. For a few days after this period,

about two or three quarts of milk at a meal

should still be given, gradually adding some

other food in the shape of gruel, and at thei

same time diluting the milk with water, so as

to obtain the requisite quantity of fluid. Some
recommend whey, where it can be procured.

The gruel is made with a mixture of linseed-

meal or oil-cake, powdered fine, and meal of

various grains, barley, oats, and a little wheat

flour. The proportions recommended by Mr.

Henry Ruck, in a paper read by him at one of

the meetings of the Cirencester Farmers' Club,

(England) are as follows:—Into a six gallon

bucket pour two gallons of scalding water, stir

into this seven pounds of ground linseed cake

;

then add two gallons of hay tea, which should

be fresh and sweet ; next add seven pounds of

mixed meal ; add sufficient cold water to fill

the bucket, and well mix together. Two
quarts of this gruel, diluted with two quarts of

cold water, will be about the right quantity,

and of the right temperature, for one calf at

one meal. The food should be given at regu-

lar hours, and twice a day
;
morning and eve-

ning will be found sufficient. The hay tea,

which seems to be an excellent preparation, is

made every morning by filling a small tub

with good hay, and pouring on scalding water

;

this should be used in the evening, fresh scald-

ing water added, covered down, and used the

following morning. After the first fortnight,

when the calf begins to chew the cud, the

chief difficulty and danger are over. As the

calf begins to eat, the quantity of gruel should

be gradually diminished. Solid food should

be placed before them, to train and encourage

them to eat, which they will very soon learn

to do. The best material for this purpose is

good sweet hay, with a small supply of

crushed corn and crushed oats. In addition

to this, mangold wurzel will be fonnd servicea-

ble, and is very much relished by the young
animals.

—

Canada Farmer.

CARE OF SHEEP AND LAMBS.

Jonathan Lawrence, of St. Johnsbury, Vt.,

in the New England Farmer, says :
" I take

my lambs from the sheep about the first of

September. The sheep have the Fall months
to recruit in. When they come to the barn,

and are put upon dry feed, I give them roots-
rutabagas I like best—at least every other day,

at the rate of one bushel to 50 sheep. Chang-
ing from green to entirely dry feed induces

disease. I give a variety of feed
;
hay, straw,

(poorly threshed) corn fodder, and a little oats,

corn, or other grain in meal. I give them salt

and sulphur, using about one pound of sul-

I phur to one bushel of salt, and have no trouble
j

| with ticks. About three weeks before lambing
j

• 1 1 give them cooked food—potatoes or turnips— \

I with meal mixed ; or wet meal without roots,
j

|
giving it quite wet. This feed will make milk

j

I for the lambs when they come,

f
When the sheep begin to lamb I put two or

j

! three in a small pen for a few days, and if the
j

| lambs need it, I give them a little cow's new !

\ milk until they get smart and strong, when I
j

I put them in the yard, leaving the small pen for
j

I others. I increase the wet feed after they
j

I lamb, and continue it until they can get a good
j

! bite of grass. The great error is in stopping
j

| the feed when the sheep begin to leave the

j

] barn. They will then refuse hay, and their!

I milk will partly dry up ; the lambs will get
j

I stunted before the grass is good, and they never I

[
fully recover from the effects of 1 bis neglect, i

j A few dollars' worth of feed and attention at
j

| this point will pay ten-fold, besides the satis-

j

| faction of seeing thrifty growing lambs and
j

|
hearty, healthy sheep. I have not lost a sheep I

| by sickness or disease for the last five years. "|

1 MAINE WORKING OXEN.

I TnE market reporter of the Boston Weekly
j

| Advertiser thus discourses upon store cattle

| and working oxen from Maine :

The demand which has lately arisen in New
York for working oxen from Maine has con-

siderably agitated the hitherto quiet waters of

this branch of the market. Years ago, old

market men say, the cattle from Maine were
generally quite small and inferior. But of

late there has been great improvement made
by the introduction of some of the best Eng-

lish blood. Durham, Hereford, and Devon
bulls, in particular, have been introduced by

public spirited individuals and societies, and

so great a change effected in the stock of cer-

tain localities of the Pine Tree State that its

reputation for producing animals suitable for

the yoke and for the feeder's stalls has passed

the boundaries of New England, and created a

demand for this stock in the valley of the

Hudson as well as in that of the Connecticut.

How much the breeders of blooded cattle in

Maine may be indebted to the modern style of

reporting the Brighton market, for the wide

extension of the well deserved reputation of

their improved "store" cattle, it may not be-

come us to express an opinion. Very justly

the New York Tribune reporter remarks, that

farmers in want of oxen are getting as par-

ticular about "style" as are those buying

horses. They don't want the homely looking

animals at a much less price, though equally

good to work. We are very much of that

mind, too ; for ought not a man to be paid

something for having to look at and handle an

ungainly pair of cattle during their natural

lives ? We mentioned a week or two ago the

sale of a pair of four-year old steers raised by

Mr. Burleigh of Maine, but did not learn the

buyer's name at that time. We are now
happy to make the record. They were bought

by Daniel S. Wood, a farmer of Tewksbury,

Mass., for five hundred and ten dollars, and

every week we see similar evidences of a

growing taste for beautiful oxen. We rejoice

that it is so. The sculptor's art has been

highly honored. What is the skillful breeder

but an artist,—not in cold stone or dead paint,

but in living, breathing, conscious, intelligent

and plastic nature ?

The modern farmer may aspire to more

noble honors than ever wreathed the brow or

immortalized the names of ancient painters

and sculptors. And would it not be well for

the agricultural papers of our country to adopt

|

as a motto the sentiment of Webster expressed

I
to the foreman of his farm, when he wrote,

i

" Hereafter let our talk be of oxen ? " Not

j
only honor, but money, urges improvement in

j
farm stock.

| Mr. McCombie, an experienced grazier and

I feeder, near Edinburg, says, any one who
{ turns cattle out to grass that have been fed

]
through the Winter upon cake, corn, brewers'

[
wash, grains, or potatoes, and kept in hot

' stables or close strawyards, will be miserably

disappointed in any expectation of profit, f

The mode of feeding has been unnatural, and
f

before the animal begins to improve three !

months will have passed. A few weeks feed-

1

ing of cake or corn may not absolutely ruin a
j

beast for grazing ; but the less artificial food!

they get during the Winter, if afterwards to be I

grazed, the better ; and when kept upon the |

food above specified for several months, they
]

are perfectly unfit for grazing.

BREEDING OF COLTS—FALL VERSUS SPRING,
j

We have often been asked the question as
j

to whether there are any disadvantages at-
j

tending the breeding of Fall colts, over and
]

above those attending the same, when foaled
j

j
in Spring. I

The advantage of breeding colts in the Fall
j

i of the year, may and does amount to a good
j

i
deal in the estimation of some breeders, but |

! more, we think, to sporting-men.

|
First.—Because of the supposed advantage |

j
gained in the few months added to the age,

j

! but not counted,—over that of the Spring
j

| colt. We have said supposed, because it U

}

j more apparent than real, when the disparity
j

i of constitutions, stamina and longer life, are
|

j taken into consideration. And above all, per-
{

j
haps we should have said, and consequently !

; more free from the various forms of disease
[

i which are so intimately connected and de-

j

j veloped during the process of training of Fall
j

I colts, and which, from the superior stamina of!

! the Spring colt, they in a great measure, if not I

j almost altogether, resist and escape.

| Second.—Breeders having many mares, and
]

! to more evenly divide the time and labor be-

1

! tween the seasons, have mares to colt in the I

j Fall, and others do this because more work can I

! be exacted from the mare, in the season when
j

j work on the farm is most wanted to be done. !

I These advantages are just as objectionable as |

I those of the first, because in addition to these, f

! we observe a cold, and peevish sensibility, and
j

|
greater liability to coughs, chest, or lung dis-

]

j ease, thus fully accounting for the shortness off

[ their lives, over those animals foaled in the
j

I Spring.
j

! Third.—We are told that a Fall colt has
[

I another advantage, not possessed for, or by!

[the colt of the Spring, viz., the early Spring}

I grass being at once available, when the Fall

!

I colt is taken from the milk of its mother,
j

I This last supposed advantage of the Fall colt,
|

! over that of the Spring, may be set side by
f

[ side, and compared by the superior milk se- !

[ cured to the Spring colt, by and through this !

[ very Spring grass being converted into superior !

| food ;
whereas, the Fall colt has to ruanu-

j

j facture—digest—it for himself, and the milk
|

| from dry feed given to the mother, is not
j

j equal to that from green feed. Thus the Fall !

! colt is first fed with milk from dry feed, and
|

{ next has to feed upon, and digest for himself!

I dry feed, which he is not so able to do as his
|

! fellow of the Spring. Hence, his large belly,
j

f
coarse muscular fibre, and the kalikofora off

! the bone, when laid under the microscope, do
\

| not present so fine, or compact a tissue, as the !

! colt of Spring. In the above facts lay the
j

! answer, or reason why Fall colts do not stand

| training—more liable to disease, as spavin,

! throat affection, and somatically brought to-

! gether, may be called the colt with a weaker

| constitution than that of the colt of Spring.

] In conclusion, may we not rightfully ask,

! whether a mother is not more able to carry her

! young within her womb, during the Fall and

! Winter months in its embryo state, than she

! could carry almost a full grown foetus during

\ the heat and fatigue of animal life in Summer,

! at least in our climaie, for it must be remem-
! bered that the more mature the young is within

] the womb, the greater the drain upon and ex-

{ haustion of the mother. These facts have not

I escaped the notice of the erudite British statis-

| ticians, for they declare that animals and child-

] ren born in the latter part of the Summer, are

! not likely to be long-lived.

! What a lesson docs this teach, when such is

[ the result in the Islands constantly tempered by

{ the genial influence of the gulf stream, whilst

in this latitude we,have such extremes of weath-

er.

—

Author of Diseases in t/ie American Stable.

^Tariaus patters.

AN EXCITING SPECTACLE.

One of the most marvellous sights ever

witnessed, is a herd of wild horses, in full and

fiery march along the pampas of South

America. The tall grass at the approach of

thousands of eager and impetuous feet, waves

to and fro like the waves of the sea. Grand
as a whirlwind, yet in the most regular order,

the herd hurries on, their manes flowing like

flags and their tails erect like banners. At the

head of a vast triangle gallops, as leader, guide

and champion, the strongest horse of the herd.

Behind him in lines mathematically straight

—

far more straight and unbroken than a cavalry

regiment—and gradually extending till they

reach their extreme length, at the base of the

triangle the most powerful horses occupy as

guard. In the middle as most needing help

and shelter, are the foals and their mothers

;

but slill as a portion of the strictly symmetri-

cal lines. This is beautiful, even if—apart

from the splendor and energy—there was

nothing more than an illustration of the infalli-

ble geometry of instinct. The spectacle, how-

j
ever, has other admirers besides the gaucho

\ and the travelers, as they rein in their steeds

: for a moment to gaze. Above, however, are

j
the loathsome vulture and the voracious eruba

;

I
and keeping pace with the mighty cohort of

I
the wilderness, is the pitiless jaguar. Onward

I—ever onward—that cohort sweeps. But one

I
of the weaklings in the very heart of the tri-

! angle stumbles and falls, and then another.

\ Yet their more stalwart brethren pause not,

I even for an instant, to succor the unfortunates.

! Concerned only that the line may not waver,

|
they furiously tramp on them as if rejoicing

I to prepare a repast for the insatiable spoiler,

j What sin have the weaklings committed?

!Ti;e sin of being weakling—the sin, of all

! things, which nature and man never pardon
;

! the sin which enrages animals against those of

{ their own kind, and which drives soldiers at

! cities taken by assault, to expend all their

! vengeance and madness, not on such as, with

j stout hands and stout breasts still resist, but on

[ women, little children, on the aged, on the

! utterly defenceless.

! In the early part of the reign of Henry VIII.,

I
not a cabbage, turnip, or other edible root grew

! in England. Two or three centuries before,

! certainly, the monasteries had gardens with a

|
variety of vegetables ; but nearly all the gardens

[ of the laity were destroyed in the wars between

1 the houses of York and Lancaster. Harrison

! speaks of wheatcn bread as being chiefly used

I by the gentry for their own tables ; and adds,

f that the artificer and laborers are "driven to

! content themselves witli horse-come, beanes,

f oats, tares and lentils." There is no doubt but

! that the average duration of human life was at

! that period only half as long as it is now.

| Vegetable Poem.—A poetical young gar-

! dener, somewhere in the South, while despond-

1 cnt from the effects of the late unseasonable

]
weather, gets off the following:

! "Onion garden bed reclining

j Beets a youth his aching head

;

! Cauliflowers ! lo, weeds confront me :

! Lettuce hence, he sadly said.

] Carrots out the stoutest manhood,

! Peas my wearied soul doth need
;

Bean O ! strife for me hereafter,

I Else my heart will go to seed."

I The Crop Prospects.—It is generally re-

! marked by travelers that the wheat crop looks

|
splendid all over the West. There was never

I better promise of an abundant yield; es-

! pecially is this the case in Northern Indiana,

| where an unusually great breadth of land has

] been devoted to staple cereals.

I A day of Innocent amusement may be a

| Sabbath to the soul. There is not necessarily

! much difference between a holiday and a holy-

! dav.

Gp.AFrrsG Wax.—Doctor Ward gives a recipe for making grafting wax, such as he uses in his own nursery : One part of tallow, two of
wax, and four of rosin. The consistency of the wax will be affected by the weather. If too stiff, he would add tallow, if too soft, rosin.

—

He would use the wax warm, and apply "it with a brush
;
put on in this way it was more durable, and a better protection to the graft.

Different methods are suggested for keeping the wax warm during the operation of grafting, such as surrounding the vessel of wax with hot

water, or a quilt of batting. Another recipe is to melt together two parts of rosin, two of black pitch, one of white turpentine, one of tallow,

and one of beeswax. This is Watson's recipe—it is applied melted, with a brush.
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PLAIN TALK WITH FARMERS—NO. 6.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY HON. JAMES W. WALL, NEW JEF.SEY.

I la France, there are numerous schools assisted
]

| by the State, where young persons can obtain
|

•
1 instruction in agriculture, both practical and

j

I theoretical. The principal in situation, of the I

i kind, is at Grignon, where one of the old royal
]

! palaces, and the domain attached to it, con-
[

]
sisting of nearly two thousand acres of arable,

{

In my previous communications I think I ! pasture, wood and meadow land, have been re-
j

have made apparent the necessity that exists |
linquished by the State. The simple statement

j

for every farmer that takes a pride in his pro- 1 of the character of the lectures delivered at
j

fession to cultivate in a greater or less degree, j
this institution will convey a practical idea of

j

a knowledge of those sciences that have done, I its importance. The lectures are upon the fol-
j

or are doing, so much for agriculture. I have j
lowing subjects, as I have taken them down

j

sketched for you in faint, imperfect outline, f
from the prospectus of the Institution : 1st,

j

the high vantage ground your noble profession §
The natural principles of husbandry, and the

j

obtained in ages past, to make still more mani- j
management of a farm. 2nd, The principles

j

fest to you in~this high noon of the nineteenth { of rural economy as applied to the employ-
j

century, that the farming profession lags be-] ment of capital and stock in a farm. 3d, The]

hind in this country, or follows with a limping | most approved method of keeping farm ac-j

step, instead of being in the vanguard of them j
counts. 4th, The construction of farm build-

j

all. The reason of this is, that you, Virgil's j
lugs, roads, and implements used in husbandry,

]

"country kings," the independent yeomanry I
5th, Vegetable Physiology and Botany. 6lh,

|

of the States, who should call no man master, j
Horticulture. 7th, Foreign Science. 8th,

j

have closed your eyes to the immense influ- [ The general principles of the Veterinary Art.
j

ence your intelligence, your numbers, your so- j
9th, The laws relating to property. 10th, Ge-

j

cial position, and your important interests j
ometry as applied to the measurement and sur-

j

would enable you to wield, if you would only 1 vey of land. 11th, Geometrical drawings of
j

determine to exercise it in a proper manner. j
farming implements. 12th, Physics as ap-

j

In fact, as far as regards encouragement to ! Plied t0 agriculture. 13th, Chemistry as ap-
{

the farming interest, we are far behind Conti-IPliwi t0 the aual>' sis of soi!s
-
m^ures, &c.

j

nental Europe. Here every interest seeks for f
Uth

-
Cel'tain Seueral Principles of Mineralogy

]

protection, clamors for it, and the political

!

and Geol°gy- 15tu
,
Domestic medicine as|

hustings are made the theatres upon which j
aPPlied t0 the use of husbandmen,

needy politicians play their parts as the paid] Indeed, there is scarcely a couutry in Europe,
j

and interested advocates of such interests ; but j where the important art of agriculture is not
{

the great agricultural interest is comparatively ]
sheltered and encouraged by State patronage.

]

neglected. The legislation of the past has f I know I may be met by that enemy of pro-

]

done comparatively very little for the agricul- ]
gress, the oft-repeated objection that encour-

j

tural interests of the States. This omission has ]
agement of this nature is hostile to the spirit

]

mainly grown out of the neglect and indifi'er- 1 and genius of our institutions, and should be I

ence of the classes most injured by it. The | left to the perseverance and energy of private I

past you cannot redeem ; but the future is with j
enterprise. I have lived long enough to be

{

you—the men of the plough, the men of toil, 1 fully satisfied with the falacy of this political

!

the cultivators of the soil you own
;
you can, I postulate. I have lived long enough to feel]

with the awakened power which has so long I grieved at the tendency of our State govern-
[

slumbered within you, mould and shape, and I ments to become mere political machines de-

1

direct the future legislation of our States as ] voted to the business of advancing this or that

}

you choose. The hammer of Odin is in your j
parlizan ; for making laws for the benefit off

hands, and as the stroke of that of the Teutonic I
private, or what is infinitely worse, election-

{

mythology is said to have produced convul- j
eering enterprize. Now, the great object of]

sions on the earth's surface, so political power I a republican form of government, I take to
j

in your grasp, if wielded in a high and holy [
be, tlie regulation of public affairs, in accord- \

purpose, will shake terribly that inert, useless j o.nce with the wislies of tlie people, and in con- 1

legislation which has so long cursed our States, \formity with the real interests of the government.
{

When I think of your numbers in the land, 1 1 believe that theoretically, the aim of all gov- j

your immense power in every township and j ernments should be the conservation of hu-
j

district, I honestly believe that by a perfect ! man rights, and the continued preservation of, ]

concentration of action, your strength would I
and protection to, the interests of the common I

be greater than all the industrial pursuits com- 1 weal ; and I know of no better description off

bined. But now your power seems to be like I those rights than that contained in the Declara- j

that of the elephant in the menagerie. The 1 tion of Independence, in the order of "life,]

politicians use you and abuse you—they pierce \ liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Now, I

you with sharp goads, and ride upon your f upon you, the farmers of the country, depends
j

trunks with impunity. Whereas, if you were I
a correction of the evils that have thus grown I

only once fully alive to the fact of your real j
up in the legislative history of the country.

]

power, how you could crush them at a single l Crafty politicians call you " the bone and sin-

1

blow, or trample them as dust beneath your I tws of the laud," and you are to them all this,
j

feet. I have seen enough to enable me to make I
for they make you "hewers of wood and]

the observation, and had experience enough of I drawers of water," to assist in all their schemes. [

their corrupt machinations to give it weight, I You can cease to occupy this position if you ]

when I declare that the injury done by dis- ! will. You have the numbers, and the local I

honest, plotting politicians in a State can ] influence if you choose to exert it, and can
]

only be compared, to use Swift's words, " to] send men to your legislative halls who will]

the ravages of swine in well cultivated fields." [ build up permanently the agricultural interests
]

On the other hand, an honest farmer who, by I of your country, and open up its soil to more

!

skillfully draining, manuring and planting, has I thorough geological research—men who will [

increased the intrinsic value of an acre of land, I establish agricultural schools, endowed with!

is worth more to the country than all the poli- 1 State patronage, and promote, by all honora- j

ticians that were ever spawned ; for whoever I ble and judicious means, the cultivation of!

can make two ears of corn, or two blades of I those sciences that have already done so much
j

grass grow, where only one grew before, de- 1 for agriculture, by the expansion of its field j

serves better of mankind, and has done more I of operation, and the wondrous increase of its
j

essential service to his country, than all the 1 means of usefulness.
j

politicians combined. |
May, 1967. I

In monarchical Prussia, they boast of five j

'

Agricultural Academies, whose object it is to 1 It is said that a barrel of flour can be pur-

instruct practically and scientifically the pupils I chased in Paris, sent to Liverpool by rail and

destined for agriculturists. To these institu- }
steamer, and thence transported in a sailing

tions belong nearly nine thousand acres, all ] vessel to Boston, at less expense than it can be

under scientific cultivation. Then they have ] purchased in the latter city,

established eighteen private academies where I
_™^™,».._

the first rudiments of agricultural science are ] At one haul of the seine in Albemarle Sound,

taught to those who desire to prepare them- 1 on Thursday last, 45,000 herrings and 18,000

selves for entrance into the Higher Colleges, i shad were landed.

ONION CULTURE AS A FIELD CROP.
f

The soil best adapted to the growth and [

perfect maturing of the onion, is rather a]

heavy loam, but should not be inclined to
j

bake, or form in heavy crust upon the surface
{

after heavy storms. It is desirable to have the

;

soil in fine tilth, not predisposed to weeds,
]

and in a high state of cultivation. The sur-
{

face should be quite level, to prevent injury to

!

the growing plants by washing, which is not I

unfrequently the case during heavy showers. I

It is well to prepare the ground in Autumn as
]

far as may be, as it gives an opportunity to
{

sow the seed earlier, and the crop is more

j

likely to mature perfectly than after Spring j

plowing. No pains should be spared to have

!

this work done in good season, and in the best

;

possible manner, before the seed is put in the i

ground, as it will save labor and expense in

!

the after culture. Fertilizers should be lib-j

erally applied, and well mixed with the soil. :

Perhaps there are none better than barn yard

j

or hog pen manures, well fined
;

still, if the
j

soil contains considerable vegetable mold, or I

nitrogenious manures, a good crop may be!

produced by an application of wood ashes,
j

Should the crop look unpromising, it may be
\

improved, as a general rule, by an application
|

of Peruvian guano, or ashes, as late as July.

The seed should be sown as early in the

j

season as the ground can be made fine, and

!

the work can be done more perfectly in a cool,
I

dry day, than it can in damp, foggy weather.

S. E. Harington's convertible sower, distrib-

utes the seed evenly, covers it perfectly, and is

unquestionably the best machine for sowing
onions now in use. The Yellow Danvers, for

field culture
;

still, the early red, or the silver

skin are very good for that purpose. If sown
in drills fifteen inches apart, five pounds of

seed is sufficient for an acre, provided the

onions are to be sold by the bushel or barrel

;

if they are to be bunched, a larger quantity
j

should be used. The common hand hay rake
j

may be used to advantage, as soon as the I

plants are fairly up, back and forth diagonally
j

across the rows.

This operation destroys very many small

j

weeds and loosens the soil, while the young I

plants are but very little injured by the hard
j

usage on account of the large supply of roots

j

peculiar to the onion. Next in order comes

i

the hand cultivator between the rows, and the
j

hand weeding, which should be repeated at:

such times during the entire season as may
|

be necessary to keep the soil in fine tilth
j

and the crop free from weeds. If the crop

!

matures perfectly, and the onions are of a I

good quality, they may remain some days be-j

fore harvesting. Care should be taken, how-
ever, not to leave them in the ground until a

j

new set of roots have started, for this very

much injures their keeping qualities. The
pulling may be done very rapidly with a rake

or potato hook, after which they should be

allowed to remain in the sun a few days, be-

ing frequently turned, when tops should be re-

moved, and they are ready for market, or to

store in an airy shed or well covered loose

cribs in the field.—JV. E. Homestead.

HOME-MADE SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

Abel Chandlek, of Concord, gives the fol-

lowing directions through the Country Gentle-

man for making what he calls "Home-made
Superphosphate of Lime :

"

If any one doubts the value of phosphoric

acid for growing Indian Corn, he had better

make a few pounds, then he will be sure it is

of good quality, and give it a trial, and if he

does not find it to give corn a good start, and

push it ahead all through the season, when

only applied with the seed, then he may be

pretty well assured that his land is rich enough

in phosphoric acid already, and does not need

any more. It can be very easily made. Put

j
a few bones in a hot fire—the kitchen cooking

i stove is as good as any—and burn them till

j

upon breaking one it will be of a white or light

gray color. After they have become cool,

break them up and grind them on a flat stone

or anything else more convenient, only be sure

they are ground as fine as flour, if possible.

Weigh this fine powder—bone ash—and put it

into an earthen-ware bowl or dish, or an old

wooden water pail, and add enough cold water

to it to make it thoroughly wet ; then set it out

doors, and for each pound of the diy bone
ash, carefully add three-quarters of a pound of

sulphuric acid—that is, for four pounds of dry

bone ash add three pounds of sulphuric acid

—

it will foam and steam like slaking lime, and
must be continually stirred with a stick till it

is done steaming.

If there was not too much water put to the

dry bone ash, it will now be about of the con-

sistency of paste ; after standing a day or two
with frequent stirring, it will become nearly

dry enough to handle, and will have become
quite hard, unless very often stirred ; at any
rate there will be many hard lumps in it, which
must be ground up fine again, at the same
time adding enough dry wood ashes or dry

loam, to make it dry enough to handle. It is

|

now ready for use. Put a large tablespoonful

\

in each hill of corn at the time of planting,

i
aud if it acts as it has on my corn for four

j

years past, it will cause the com to come up

j

quicker and better, with a broad, dark green

\

leaf, and push it ahead all through the season,

j
and make it ripen at least ten days earlier than

j
anything else that can be put in the hill—ex-

cepting, perhaps, good old manure. It will

I
not injure the seed in the least, even if it is

i
covered with it, for there is neither nitrogen or

I ammonia, or common salt in it—ammonia to

j

give it a " smell," and salt to make it so strong

j as to kill the seed if it comes in contact with it.

SAVING AND APPLYING BONE DUST.

"If there is any one practice among Ameri-

j
can farmers for which they deserve sharp re-

j bu!;e, it is for permitting such immense quanti-

j
ties of bones to be exported for the improve-
fment of the agriculture of foreign nations.

|
Thousands of tons of bones are collected an-
nually in Chicago, Buffalo, New York, and

|

other populous cities, and shipped to European

j

countries, to fertilize the land for raising turn-

j

ips, wheat, fat cattle, and sheep. Aud yet

!
American farmers in stupid quietude look on
land say, 'It don't pay to collect bones, and

j

apply them to the soil !

'

It will pay. They have not tested the ap-
plication of ground bone. There is not a

|
meadow nor a pasture in the land—with very

|
few exceptions— that will not be greatly

! benefited by a dressing of ground raw bone,

i

Thousands of acres of the best farming land
i in New England is in a low state ofimpoverish-

|

ment, for the want of a liberal dressing of raw

|

ground bone. Such fertilizing matter is the

j

very life of the soil. European farmers under-

j
stand and appreciate this fact. They know it

\
pays to ship bones from America to enrich

j
their farms.

"

GROWING TURNIPS WITH CORN.

Me. Barnes ofWestmoreland, Oneida coun-

jty, N. Y., has a novel way ofgrowing turnips

I with corn, which we do not remember to have

! seen described before. He plants his corn

[ three feet four inches apart, each waj', which

j makes four thousand hills to the acre, and ma-

j nures in the hills with well rotted manure,

j He uses about ten loads of manure to the acre,

I and while loading up the manure in the yard,

! turnip seed is scattered over the load two or

j three times, or in other words, when a third

i of the load is put upon the wagon, a few seeds

! are sprinkled over it, and so on for every third

I of the load. The manure is then carted to the

] field and placed in the rows where it is to be

{ used, and the corn planted. He states by this

] method that about every hill will have its tur-

]
nip plant, which grows well with the corn,

] and yields at the rate of one hundred and fifty

] bushels to the acre of roots, without any detri-

I ment to the corn crop. The turnip plants be-

I come firmly established by the time the corn is

! fit to cut, and after that make most of their

I growth, advancing with great rapidity.— JJtka

I Herald.

Not all the riggers, spinners, and weavers in the country can beat a spider in his work. Its web is a wonder of strength and lightness. See how reg-

ular and straight the threads, and how beautifully they are fastened to the cross pieces. They never come undone. A puff of wind, you might suppose,

would blow it away But no ; the breeze sweeps through it and over it, and there it hangs, not harmed at aU. It is not careless or hurried work, we are

sure. The spider takes time to do its work well. It is also a persevering little creature. It does not get easily discouraged. Children try to do a thing

once or twice, perhaps three times, and if they do not succeed, they say it is no use, and give up. Not so with the spider. If you sweep its web away

again and again, again and again it goes to work and weaves another.
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AGEIOCLTCRE feeds us; to a great extent It clothes us; with-
out It we could not have manufactures, and should not have com-
merce. These all stand together like pillars In a cluster— the
largest In the center, and that largest Is Agriculture.—Daniki.
Weubter.

SHOULD FARMERS BE EDUCATED FOR
FARMING '

The intelligent reader may exhibit certain

facial expressions—perhaps may smile—while

reading the title of this article. He smiles be-

cause the question is absurd to him ; he knows

that every profession should be educated;

that no man, no matter how great his natural

abilities, can successfully prosecute a business

without thoroughly learning its rudiments

;

without knowing its fundamental principles,

then pursuing it with constant research and

diligent application. Yet if he goes into the

country, to any farming community, and asks

the savant of the neighborhood the simplest

question in agricultural chemistry, vegetable

physiology, scientific husbandry or animal

physiology, the chances are that he will re-

ceive crude, inaccurate or vei'J indefinite in-

formation.

If a man "put out his shingle" as an at-

torney or counselor at law, without legal ed-

ucation or acquirements, we should not be

Bate in consulting him relative to any great

question of law, involving titles to property
;

the absolute rights of individuals ; of titles by

succession, marriage or judgment; of execu-

tory contracts, or anything in relation to

deeds, wills or testaments. If a fellow, itch-

ing for money or notoriety, offers his services

to the public as a physician, without studying

materia medicu, we would avoid him unless

we wished to meet that " lean fellow that

beats all conquerors"—wished to close "life's

fitful fever'' and journey to that land "from
whose bourne no traveller returns." Such

characters we denounce as charlatans, quacks

and impostors, and -advise all our friends to

avoid them.

What material difference, in qualification, is

there between the dull, uneducated agricultur-

ist, and the pseudo, spurious disciple of

Blackstone ? or the false, counterfeit follower

of Galen ? We can see none. The ignorant

farmer may be honest, industrious and a good

member of society ; but he is laboring in the

dark ; is attempting to cultivate the soil with-

out knowing anything of geological origin, of

organic chemistry, of vegetable physiology,

ihe agencies of heat, light, electricity, the food

of plants, and little or nothing of scientific

agriculture. And yet he expects to thrive,

increase his domain and lay up something for

the evening of life. Plodding along, without

knowing the rudiments of his occupation,

without scientific training, without applying

the fundamental principles of progress, he

finds agriculture an "up hill business."

If the farmers of this country were as in-

telligent as they might be
;

using science as

an aid; understanding the relation of the

plant to its sources of nourishment ; what is

necessary to make all soils fertile ; what
chemical properties are essential to crops,

with all labor sharpened with observation and

experience, they would become the wealthiest

class of the country—the lords of the soil—the

true chivalry of our glorious empire of agri-

culture. But we shall never see all our far-

mers thus intelligent—most of them will re-

main fossils—but to those who have a taste

for improved husbandry, scientific cultivation

of the soil, and who never weary of progress,

we say go ahead ! You will reap the fruits

of your intelligence, add to the aggregate of

national prosperity, and leave memories writ-

ten indelibly in the golden harvests of your

homesteads.

The Farm and Fireside in Monthly Parts, |

Hereafter the Farm ant> Fibb«it>b can be had In Monthly I

PartB, In neat covers, at twenty-five cents each. Those for I

January, February, March and April are now ready. For sale I

by all newsmen. 3

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF SOILS.

;
It is of more importance that a farmer should

]

i understand the physiology of the soil he cult i- i

I
tivates than at first sight seems apparent. It is

j

|
just as necessary to successful farming as a|

! knowledge of the physiology of the human I

I
system is necessary to medical success. The

]

j

physician must prove his proficiency in such
{

i knowledge before he is justly entitled to his 1

\
diploma ; and as soon as his diagnosis decides

j

the nature of the disease, lie can tell the subse-

f

quent symptoms the patient may have, and [

knows precisely what medicines to prescribe.
[

Soils are as much subject to deterioration as
f

the human frame
;
they may have diseases fori

which there are scientific remedies; to neglect I

attending them may result in Ihe death of ster-|

ility.
|

A scientific farmer examines a soil possess-

1

ing all the elements of fertility, which never-
j

thelcss seems barren. He finds that there is I

not enough of impalpable powder to exert a|

direct influence upon vegetation by entering |

into solution with the water and acids, fori

plants consume only such food as is in a liquid I

or gaseous form. The farmer is the physician
; [

he prescribes breaking up of the soil and a |

loosening of the elements which are locked up,
j

as it were, iu an insoluble condition. Another 1

is an instance of actual sterility; he shakes his I

head ; it is a bad case ; violent remedies are I

necessary to restoration. His prescription 1

would be something like the following :

"Per acre, lime, fifty bushels; manure, forty I

loads, with quan. suf. of loam and phosphates, j

composted in the Fall and applied early in the
j

Spring.
j

Mem.—Under drain, plow deep and twice
j

during the year; diet at intervals with any
j

kind of well decayed manure."

But we have carried the comparison fart

enough ; the farmer should have a correct f

knowledge of the soil before he presumes to
f

prescribe. Iu entering upon a farm for culti-

1

vation the first investigation should be as to f

the composition of the various soils of which
f

its surface is composed. These form the basis I

of all intelligent operations. There are light j

and heavy soiis
;
clayey, sandy and limy soils ; !

loamy, marly and alluvial soils
;

vegetable
|

molds and sub-soils. These several soils can-

1

not be expected to perform the same functions, I

be adapted to the same kind of crops, or equal-

j

ly reward the hand of skillful labor. |

From a cursory examination he should glide j

to a careful, critical examination. There are f

other important essentials in soils, among \

which are : §

1 . —Consistency. Clayey soils have the great-

:

est degree of consistency, sandy soils the least. =

Both extremes arc unfavorable for general 1

vegetation.
|

2.—Color. Brown and red soils are consid-

1

ered the best, and are termed warm soils
;
yel-

1

low and gray are cold in their nature ; black 1

generally indicates peat or deep vegetable
\

mold.
{

3.—Depth. Deep soil gives the roots of!

plants a wider range, retains moisture better I

iu seasons of drouth, and is not so readily \

saturated in rainy weather. |

4.—Humidity. Too great moisture is as in-
j

jurious to soils as extreme dryness.

5.—Position of Surface Soil. Sandy soils
j

are most fertile when flat and situated lower 1

than the surrounding country. On the de-

1

clivities of hills such soil is of less value, as it \

is liable to become parched by drouths and I

washed away by rains. Clayey soils, on the 1

contrary, especially where the subsoil is impel*-

1

meable, are favorably situated when on a hill-

1

side. Southern and Eastern exposures are!

favorable to early vegetation.

So we might go on ad infinitum—referring

!

to chemical analysis of soils, management of i

soils, improvement of soils, etc. But these

!

were not comprehended in the design of this I

article. We simply wished to show the im-i

portance of every farmer having a knowledge j

of the various soils he has under tillage ; and I

that to understand what food is necessary to j

keep the soil in a healthy condition comes un-

1

der the province of agricultural physiology. =

WOONSOCKET AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At their meeting on the Unit., this Society

unanimously adoptc.l their ni w charter pro-

cured from the Legislature.

Spencer Mowry, Daniel B. Pond and Arlon

Mowry were appointed a committee to draft

by-laws.

The Society re-organized for the ensuing

year by electing Stephen N. Mason, President

;

John A. Bennett, John Currier and Daniel B.

Pond, Vice Presidents ; William H. S. Smith,

Secretary
;
Charles E. Aldrich, Treasurer ; and

John Currier, Auditor of Accounts.

The President appointed Newell A. Boutell,

John Currier and Bradbury C. Hill, a com-

mittee to secure from Libbeus Gaskill a lease

of the " Race Course," with privilege to pur-

chase the same at a price to be fixed in the

lease.

On motion it was agreed that a Fair be held

at Woousoeket during the Autumn, and that

the proceedings of this meeting be published

in the Farm and Fireside.

Rhode Island Horticultural Society.—
This Society will hold their Twenty-third Sum-

mer Exhibition in the City Hall, Providence,

on Wednesday and Thursday, the 2Gth and

27th days of June next. The schedule of

premiums embraces grapes, pine appies,

peaches, strawberries, plants and Bowers,

ornamental leaf plants, cut flowers, bouquets,

(school children as competitors) and vegeta-

bles. A number of articles are also embraced

under the head of "President's Premiu-iw."

The awards will amount to upwards e; t.a .e

hundred dollars, and contributors whi gre-'u,'

aid the committee by furnishing a li-.l e>.

articles on or before Mondav the 24:h o; j

The earliest tomato plants should be short-

ened by taking off a few inches of their tops,

so soon as they have set their first fruit, which
will cause it to ripen more rapidly. Stir the

soil frequently and keep it free from weeds.

Support the plants with branches or u little

trellis, as you would peas, to keep the fruit

from the ground. The plants, too, when sup-

ported, run less to vines, and are much more
fruitful. One dozen plants properly supported

will yield more and better fruit than three times

that number will when allowed to rest on the

ground.

Michigan Wool Exhibition.—The Western

States, having a tariff that suits them, are be-

coming the wool producers for our Eastern

manufactories. Within the last decade, the

farmers in the North West have increased their

flocks to a vast extent ; and have also improved
the character of their wool. On the 7th, 8th,

and 9th of this month, Michigan holds a State

exhibition of sheep and wool at Jackson. The
premium lists are liberal, and as the railway

companies of the State offer to carry stock,

wool and attendants free, there will unques-

tionably be a fine exhibition.

"Kino of the Tubp."—The famous horse

Dexter, that has trotted a mile in two minutes
and eighteen seconds, is challenged by Mi'. L.

L. Dorsey, of Louisville, Kentucky, who offers

to bet $10,000 that his horse, "Rolla Gold
Dust " will beat the little " King of the Turf."

;
' Gold Dust " is seven years old this Spring,

fifteen and a quarter hands high, color brown
bay, and last Fall trotted a mile inside of 2.22.

He is now in training at Buffalo, NewT York.

Keeping down the weeds is not the only

good result attained by hoeing. The soil is

thereby kept friable and porous
;
opened to

the atmosphere and the fertilizing gases, and

a new, fresh, cool surface is presented for the

absorbtion of moisture. Hoe deeply' ; a mere
scratching of the surface is not enough. Do
not fail to eradicate every weed.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

|
According to Mr. Lawes' estimate, the ma-

j
nure from a ton of wheat straw is worth

I $2 06, while that from a ton of clover is worth

j $9 Cf

.

{ The coming wheat crop will be the largest

j ever grown on this continent.

I
The strawberry basket trade has been very

i brisk in Bergen county, N. J.

| At the Beet-root sugar manufactory at

jStuttgard, in Germany, sixty-five thousand

|
tons of beets are annually converted into su-

jgar.

{ Bees arc destroying the fruit and grape buds

| iu New Albany, Indiana,

j
The locusts have already begun to hatch in

|
Kansas and another scourge is anticipated.

I A cabinet containing distinctive samples of

|
wool is now a feature at the Treasury Depart-

{ ment.

j The Michigan State Wool-Growers' associa-

I tion will hold a shearing festival at Jackson

I city on Mouday next.

1 Among the large yields of potatoes recently

I reported, is one from Canada, to the effect

[that two peach blows, cut into sets, produced

| two bushels of large, sound potatoes.

| A Wisconsin farmer has a pig which

|
weighed one hundred and ten pounds when

|
sixty-five days old. It was a cross between

! the Suffolk and Irish Grazier breeds. The rest

| of the litter were nearly as large.

} It is stated that L S. Diehl has been com-

|
missioned by the Agricultural Department to

j
go to Asia to make an investigation upon the

|
subject of Asiatic goats.

i
Soaking cows' teats for a few minutes in a

j
very strong decoction of white oak bark ; also

j
rubber rings that tit tight enough to stay on,

)
are recommended by the New York Rural, to

! prevent cows leaking their milk.

)
The price of farm labor has increased about

I GO per cent since the outbreak of the rebellion,

1 which is less than the advance in the cost of

I living, but greater than the advance in the price

I of farm produce.

I Florida produces lemons that weigh over a

|
pound, and are twelve inches in circumference.

|
These mammoth lemons are obtained in East

]
Florida, and on the Southern coast islands, by

1 grafting the lemon cutting on the native sour

{
orange tree. The fruit is equal in flavor to the

j best West India lemons.

I The Annual Shearing Festival of the North

| Kennebec (Me.) Wool Growers' Association, is

1 nounced to take place at Waterville on Tues-

|
day, June 4th.

| Mr. Edward Todd, agricultural editor of the

] New York Times, has been appointed by the

j Commissioner of Agriculture to report on the

|
Agricultural Implements of the Paris Expo-

1 sition, and will sail for France about the first

I of June, to fulfil the object of his mission.

I The New York State Agricultural Society

| will hold "a Plow and Harrow trial," at Au-

j burn on Tuesday next.

j
H. B. Burritt, Waucunda, 111., writes that

{
he believes horn ail to be generally caused fey

[inaction of the liver, and that he has ad-

I ministered sulphate of iron as a remedy with

I success. One tablespooniul every day, dis-

{ solved in warm water was the amount given,

j If given in season one or two doses will effect

! a cure.

I Pulverised charcoal given occasionally is a

I preventive of the putrid affections, to which
i fowls are very subject.

John Giles, the noted cattle raiser, has re-

moved from South Woodstock, Conn., to South

Framingham, Mass., where he will continue

to breed the Jersey cattle.

j Increase of Live Stock.—The .late report

j of the Commissioner of Agriculture stales that

1 there were on the first of February in all the

I States, a total of 5,401,263 horses, valued at

I $429,271,818; 882,386 mules, valuedat $76,-

}
094,954

; 11,318,952 cattle and oxen, valued at

{$249,351,682; 39,385,386 milch cows and

}
sheep, valued at $132,774,660; and 24,693,-

;
534 hogs, valued at $134,111,424. These fig-

j ures, as compared with those of last year, re-

f veal a decided increase iu (he number of live

j stock.

I
A National Horse Fate is to convene at

' Trenton, N. J., on the 1 1th of June.

Influence of Wives.—It was not all a dream which made the wife of Julius Ca:sar so anxious that he should not go to the Senate chamber on the
fatal Ides of March ; and had he complied with her entreaties he might have escaped the dagger of Brutus. Disaster followed disaster in the career ofNa-
poleon, from the time he ceased to feel the balance-wheel of Josephine's influences on his impetuous spirit. Our own Washington, when important ques-
tions were submitted to him, often said that he would like to cany the subject to his bed-chamber before forming his decision ; and those who knew the
clear judgment and elevated purpose of Mrs. W ashington, thought all the better of him for wishing to make her his confidential counselor. Indeed, the
great majority of men who have acquired a good and great name, were not only married men—but happily married—both paired and matched.
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Tits Fireside Hiusf.

WORK.

Down and up, and np and down.

Over, and over, and over

;

Turn in the little seed, dry and brown.

Tut- oat the bright red clover.

Work, and the sun tout work will share.

Anu the rain in its time will fall.

For nature she worketh everywhere.

And the grace of God through all

With hani on the spade he^r: jz. ;_.t ; :;

Dress the ground and till it

;

Turn in the little seed, brown and dry.

Turn oat the golden millet

;

Work in the house and your house shall be duly fe d

:

Work, and rest shall be won

:

I bold that a nan had beuer be dead

Than alive when his work is done I

Down and up, and up and down.

On the hiH top, low in the valley.

Turn in the little seed, dry and brown.

Turn om the rose and lire

:

Work with a plan, or without a plan.

And your ends they be shaped true,

Work, and learn at first hand like a'man

The best way to know what is to do.

Down and up till life sha3 close.

Ceasing not your praises

:

Tarn in the wild white winter snows.

Tnm cat the sweet Spring daisies.

Work, the snn your work will share.

And the rain in its time win fall,

For nature she worketh everywhere.

And the grace of God through alL

Firesub Tale.

THE WRTTUfG ON THE WALL.

BY M. O. JOHKSOX.

"Tor little mischief: What ere you up to

now? Til teach you better, you naughty,

naughty child ?
"

It was on the mother's lips to say this ; and

for a moment, in her heart to act in accord-

ance wita i:. Bat a better thought came into

her mind and she paused an instant, keeping

back the histy words. It cost her an effort,

-for she wo3 young, impetuous, high-spirited, a

Terr nice housekeeper ; and here was her bo}-

Willie, of two or three years, busily engaged

in drawing a " horse and can," as it seemed to

his ae:ive fancy, on the parlor wall. To his

mother's eye, the delicate, pretty wall paper,

with its rose-buds scattered on a white ground,

was no improved by the young artist's handi-

work I: was provoking, when the girl was

sick, and she had all the work to do, and had
only lef: him five minutes, with playthings

and a picture book, to keep him out of mis-

chief, to think that he should stray into that

one forbid len place, and do a forbidden thing,

just where it mattered mosL Bat she conquered

her ansry feelings, and laying her hand gently

•on the child's shoulder, wiih the other she

took away Ms pencil, and said calmly, though

gravely

:

".Willie, don't you know that was naughty ?

Manima toll you not to write on the walL"
f

The boy had raised his little hands, to plead
j

for his pencil, but he dropped them instantly, f

while a look of surprise and pain swept over!

his face. His lip quivered as he met his mo-

1

ther's eyes, and the tears roiled down, as he I

said, earnestly: I

"Oh, mamma: Willie did forget. Willie
|

so sony, mamma !
"

j

Mrs. Lawson felt in her heart that the child's 1

words were true ; and. grateful for the better f

thought that had come to her—the strength I

that had been given to rule herself, she took \

her boy in her lap and spoke gently, tenderly,
j

to him, wiping away his tears,

i "Willie, dear, you must try to remember,
j

You don't want to do what papa and mamma I

don't like, and spoil our pretty house, doj

!
you ? "

I

Willie looked up in amazement. " Don't j

; yon link Willie's hort be pritty, mamma ? " he i

• asked. i

Two months had passed away, and an awful

!

shadow brooded over the hitherto happy!

home. There were anxious vigils, and sad;

silence, and a wrestling of prayer by Willie's i

bedside. The doctor came and went with a
j

few words, and a face carrvins with it more :

f of svmpathy than of hope or encouragement.

1 Willie had been healthy, and bis mother,

; I thoush young, was careful and judicious : but

I with no note of warning, by some unseen and

I unsuspected door, that tenible disease, that

I onlv those who have seen it can imagine,

I croup, had entered. Ah : in that trial time,

I when prayer swelled up from anguished hearts,

| and love could scarcely feel weariness, doing

I ail that human love might do, by day or night

|—in that hour, again and again the recollection

| cf the litde scene in the parlor, only two

| months before, when she had never even

| fancied such an experience as this, thrilled the

! mother's soul with thanksgiving. She knew,

| then, that if she had been unjost or impatient

I with her child, the remembrance would in this

I dark hour be her keenest pang ; it seemed to

I her that every hasty word she had spoken to

I her boy, every impatient feeling even, came

I back at this time. But the dreaded cup

I passed, and Willie seemed twice forgiven,

j when father and mother held him to their

|
greatful hearts, in the glad certainty of re-

I covery.

1 Afterwards whenever Mrs. Lawson's eye

| rested on Willie's rude picture, which still re-

1 maiaed—for though she, at first, had intended

I to erase it she had been so busy before Willie's

| sickness that it was forgotten—it seemed a
watchword, a reminder, a talisman that quieted

wrong feelings, and brought into her heart

love and gratitude.

For years it remained there : and when new
paper was needed, Mrs. Lawson herself so

carefolly removed the strip traced by baby
fingers, that it was not tom, and laid it in her
drawer as a precious tiling. By that time,

seven little ones gathered round her fireside,

and that picture had been a medium of eood
to them all, though they knew it not.

There Willie found it when grown to man-
hood.

It is Christmas Eve. Peace and good-will

abide in the comfortable, well-ordered home of

the Lawson family. The dark-winged angel

has sometimes overshadowed that home, but

never borne any away. All are gathered now
beside its fire, save one. Willie, the first born,

is a painter, studying his profession in the land

of beauty and art—sunny Italy. But he is

well, expected home before this festive season

shall return, and a long letter this evening re-

ceived, and replete with hopeful affection and

earnest purpose, seems the thing next best to

seeizc him.

But scarcely is the letter read, when they

are surprised by the arrival of a package con-

taining a Christmas gift, which, to their hearts,

must ever be beyond all price. It is a picture,

delicate and rich in coloring, graceful in

design, of a little child drawing on a wall

Fastened to one corner of the frame, is a tiny

note, inscribed simply "Mother."

All gather eagerly around Now the pic-

ture is held in every light, examined and

talked about in tones of loving enthusiasm :

but "mother" sits silent, till one of the

younger children addresses a remark directly

to her—"I wonder, mother, why Will chose

i this subject ? It is beautiful : but it seems a

\
little strange to send us from Italy just what

ihe might find any day in our neighbors'

! houses.

And then " mother,' with eyes a little un-

I steady, told, for the first time to them, the

! story of the child's " writing on the wall."

A Lady was once declaring that she could

not understand how gentlemen could smoke.

"It certainly shortens their lives," said she.

"I don't know that," replied the gentleman

:

" there is my father who smokes every blessed

day. and is now seventy years old."

•• Weii." was the reply, "if he had never

smoked, he might have been eighty."

A ctsical journalist says the reason so

many marriages occur immediately after a

great war is, that bachelors become so ac-

customed to strife that they learn to like it,

and after the return of peace they enlist in

ma'.rimonv as the next thing to war.

B-atural Hist&ri}. ~k

1 SOMETHING ABOUT BIRDS. I

I De. Telmble having made the subject ofl

1 birds and insects, as they relate to the garden
j

I and orchard, a matter of special study and ob-

j

1 servation, the following extracts from his ad- \

| dress in rtlation thereto, as reported in the j

{ Newark Advertiser, cannot fail to interest all \

1 parties, and especially those who would pro-
j

| tect the birds, as the fruit-grower's co-workers,

!

|
notwithstanding they eat some fruit ; for it |

| should be remembered that they feed more or
j

| less on insects and their larvae for many months
\

| of the year, while it is comparatively a short
j

|
space of time that they peck at fruits of the I

| different species and various varieties. Would

;

| it not be better to employ persons for a few \

1 days to keep them away from fruit plots, than

;

I to engage in their indiscriminate destruction ? \

| So it seems to many who have considered this I

| matter in the light of rural and horticultural
j

|
economy.

| Of the Baltimore Oriole, that beautiful bird
j

| and charming songster, Dr. Trimble said,

j

|
"they are becoming numerous, and when they

!

1 first arrive they feed on leaf-curling caterpillars,
j

1 so injurious to fruit and ornamental trees and
j

1 shrubs ; also upon the canker worm, that de-

;

I structive pest, and later in the season upon the

j

1 drop-worm. He stated that by the aid of the I

I microscope he had been able to prove posi-

1

I tively that the orioles feed upon that terrible
j

1 enemy of the fruit-grower—the curcnlio : that i

| a small portion of a head, supposed to be that

;

| of a curculio, was found amongst the commi-
j

| nuted contents of the crop of one of these
j

1 birds, and the microscope enabled him to count

j

Ithe 147 lenses in one of the eyes—the exact
j

1 number known to ma^e the eye of this par-!

I ticular species of the curculio.

| Hie Downy Woodpecker is one of the most i

f valuable birds of our country. It knows where
j

{ to find, and is busy in searching out, the apple
\

I worm—the second in importance of the insect
j

| enemies, which, with the curculio are the chief!

| cause of the ruin of the fruit business, es- \

1 pecially in our State.

f Hie Little Chick-a-dee also feeds upon the
j

1 apple-worm, but finds it accidentally, and not
\

I by boring for it, as does the downy wood-

1

|
pecker.

1 The Cedar Bird, sometimes called the Cherry
j

| Bird, (Canker Bird) said the Doctor, is a gross

;

I feeder, consuming immense numbers of canker
\

| worms and of injurious insects. This bird
j

I and the yellow bird, or finch, resemble each
j

1 other in one respect, both remaining in flocks, \

| till midsummer, and are thus on hand in great
j

I numbers when their services are most required : ;

1 while most other birds are at home attending
j

1 to their domestic duties. The cedar birds are
j

I found in New York and Philadelphia in large I

I flocks in June, after the worms, and if they
j

I could be properly protected by closing the I

| parks, so that they should not be frightened I

I away by the people, they would do much
j

1 towards ridding those cities of these pests,
j

| The yellow birds, in immense flocks, are found
j

I in wheat fields where the midge is so destruct-

| ive. They are in pursuit of the larvae of these

I flies in the heads of the wheat, while the grain

I is in the milk : and farmers sometimes have

l.supposed these birds are the cause of the

1 trouble, not knowing that they are their best

1 friends.

1 The Warblers include nearly forty species of

| small birds, and are exclusively insectivorous,

1 most of which are very beautiful, and many of

| them sweet singers. In the Spring they feed

| on plant lice, as found in orchards ; in the Fall,

f as they emigrate to the South, they stop and

I feed on the late brood of Palmer worms that

| so infest our elm and maple trees, thus becom-

I ing exceedingly fat.

| The WhippoorwiU is a nocturnal bird, and its

I beak is so formed that it takes in moths as a

| net takes in fish. The eyes of flies enable

I them to see all around them, and the muscular

1 force of their wings is so quick that they can

1 dodge the rain drops in a shower; yet the
'* swallow and the house martin feed almost e

clusively on winged insects, which are taken

on the wing by these serial feeders.

The foregoing are good and substantial rea-

sons why birds should be preserved. Others

will be given hereafter. Let these suffice for

the present ; and there can hardly be a doubt

that, when all the reasons for preserving birds

are weighed against the lew for destroying

them, they will be permitted to live, and sing

to delight the lovers of Nature, as well as to

destroy vermin.

Firesitb B^iscellantj,.

THINGS WISE AND OTHERWISE.

Nursing colds, cleaning yards, planting early

peas, dress-making, house cleaning and keep-

ing one's temper, are the principal domestic

duties of the season.

" One might have heard a pin faU," is a pro-

i verbial expression of silence, but it has been

I
eclipsed by the French phrase, "You might

i have heard the unfolding of a lady's cambric

!
handkerchief"

At an agricultural dinner the following toast

iwas given: "The game of fortune—shuffle

|
the cards as you will, spades must win."

What perfume is most injurious to female

i
beauty ? The essence of thyme (time).

"We see," said Swift, in one of his most

I sarcastic moods, "What God thinks of riches

i by the people whomhe gives them to."

The motto of a new Virginia paper is,

—

i "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty—the

i price of the Expositor is three dollars a year."

Why is the early grass like a penknife ? Be-

\ cause the spring brings out the blades.

Squibs os Soxo Titles.—"You'll remember

! me "—When my note is protested.

"In darkness I wander."—Take a lantern

i
and go straight on.

" We met by chance."—At Crosby's Opera

j House.

Murmurs of the tied—married people's com-

;
plaints.

To curb a fast young man—bridal him.

Female gymnastics—jumping at an offer.

Favorite airs of mammas having marriageable

•laughters—millionaires.

A serpentine mathematician—the adder.

The oldest case of lunacy—time out of mind
A social posy—the dandy lion.

An Irishman says he can see no earthly rea-

son why women should not be allowed to be-

come medical men.

A cigar may draw wisdom from the lips of

a philosopher, and stop the mouth of a fooL

Why is an author a queer animal ? Because

his tail comes out of his head.

Give strict attention to your own affairs

—

and consider your wife one of them.

A pin has as much head as a great many au-

:

thors, and a great deal more point.

John Minor Botts recently recovered a horse

I
which was stolen from him during the war

:

I
whereupon the New York World remarks :

—

]

" If Botts was disconsolate without the horse,

: how happy was the horse to be free from

! Botts :

"

A Geaphic Descriptiox of Chtsa.—A coun-

try where the roses have no fragrance and the

women no petticoats : where the laborer has

no Sabbath and the magistrate no sense of

honor : where the roads bear no vehicles and

the ships no keels ; where old men fly kites

;

where the needle points to the South, and the

sign of being puzzled is to scratch the anti-

podes on the heel ; where the place of honor

is on the left hand and the seat of intellect is

in the stomach ; where to take off your hat is

an insolent gesture, and to wear white gar-

ments is to put yourself in mourning ; which

has a literature without an alphabet and a lan-

srnase without a grammar.

Is the depths of the sea the waters are still

;

the heaviest grief is that borne in silence ; the

deepest love flows through the eye and touch

;

the purest joy is unspeakable ; the most im-

pressive prayer is silent : and the most solemn

preacher at a funeral is the silent one whose

lips are cold.

Why does Lvdias Rubbee Eeass Pescil Masks feom Paper ?—It is explained thus : The pencil mark consists of carbon rubbed off from the

black lead of the pencil ; Indian rubber also consists mainly of carbon : and when the carbon of the rubber is brought in close contact with the car-

bon of the pencil mark in the process of rubbing, the smaller quantity of carbon in the pencil mark is attracted by the larger mass of carbon in the

rubber, and thus removed from the paper. Black lead or plumbago, which forms the marking portion of the pencil, is a mineral substance, com-
posed chiefly of carbon, but with a very small proportion of oxide of iron. Indian rubber is a vegetable substance, which exudes from a tree, and
is a compound of carbon and hydrogen, in the proportion of ninety parts of the former to ten of the latter.
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TROUT IN TANKS.

Now that the subject of fish culture is at-

1

trading very general attention, almost any j

facts relating to it are of greater or less value, I

I send you a short extract from Morris's
j

American Anglers' Book (published in 1 8G5),
j

which I am sure will be of interest to many I

of your readers.
]

"A singular evidence of the number of!

trout that will thrive in a small space can be I

witnessed at Hallertown, a few miles South of j

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Owen Desh, who I

keeps a hotel there, has a trough iu his yard I

which is twenty-four feet long by two wide, !

with a depth of water not over eighteen I

inches. In this limited space he generally has

!

from six to eight hundred trout from nine to j

twelve inches long. He has even kept twelve
]

hundred in the same trough and all in aj

healthy condition, where they grow rapidly |

and get fat on a small quantity of curds fed to {

them once a day. * * * The trough in ques-
j

tion contains seventy-two cubic feet of water,

!

and when it has seven hundred and twenty f

trout in it, there are just ten fish to a cubic
j

foot. This useful aquarium was established I

many years ago by Mr. Desh's father. Trout |

seldom die in it. The spring which supplies I

it, rises in the garden a few yards above, aud 1

would flow through a hole an inch and a half!

square." I

It is not every one that can go into trout
{

breeding or feeding on any considerable and

!

systematic scale, if he has the disposition,
j

But there are few Vermont farmers or land

!

owners, who have not on their premises the j

means for supplying their own tables with tine
{

brook trout, fatted by themselves or their!

children—to whom ( these last, at least ), the |

care of the fish would be a daily recurring and
j

increasing pleasure.
{

Doves as Fakm Stock.—In many portions

1

of France it is said to be the practice of land
j

holders to make it a condition in their leases I

to tenants that they shall provide a pigeon- f

house, or dove-cot, and keep it well stocked
j

with these birds. The reason for the con-j

ciition is that these birds do a great amount of f

good in eating up the seeds of noxious plants, j

such as chess, cockle, and the like. They do
j

not live on well grown grain when they can \

find that which is shriveled, as well as the

f

seeds of weeds and grasses. They are busy

I

workers among the offal of the barn-yard, but

!

do not, like the barn-yard fowls, scratch up

I

gardens and play the mischief generally. It I

is a general remark among French farmers, !

that in districts where the pigeon is the most

j

abundant there the wheat fields are the clean-

!

est and the crops the most prolific.

A NEW WRINKLE IN HORTICULTURE.

At the last meeting of the Agricultural Soci-

1

ety of India the Rev. Mr. Firmingham com-
]

municated a plan by which the stones of fruit
j

may be reduced or made to disappear, and the
]

pulp be increased in size and improved in flav-
i

or. At any time during the cold season select
j

a branch that is to be used afterwards for in-

arching. Split up carefully somewhat less than

a span long. From both halves of the branch

thus split, scoop out cleanly all the pith ; then

bring the split halves together again, and keep

them bandaged till thoroughly united. At the

usual time, the beginning of the rains, inarch

the branch thus treated upon suitable stock,

taking for the place of union the portion of the

branch first below where the split was made.

Upon a branch of the tree thus produced a sim-

ilar operation is performed, and so on in suc-

cession ; the result being that the stone of the

fruit becomes less and less, after each succes-

sive operation. This process has been applied

likewise to the grape vine at Malaga ; and

plants thereby have been produced which bear

the finest fruit, without the slightest vestige of

a seed within them.

®ur Mntxk Table*

The peach crop of Illinois promises, to be
j Great American Tea Company.

large this season.

Marriages.

Tn East Douglas, April 25lh. by Rev. W. T. Brigs*, A. A Iger
j

of Woonsockel, to Etta Thayer of East Douglas.

In Wi-bster, April 13th, Horace Gay to Loulfa M. Heath.

In Southbridge, April 13th, Wm. Henry Harrison Cheney to j

Mary K. Lyon, both or Sonthbritlge.

In Worcester, April 30, Frank A. Muzzy of Worcester, to!

Lizzie M. Joslinof Thompson, Ct.

Heaths.

A man* with a large family was complaining

of the difficulty of supporting all of them.

—

"But," said a friend, " you have some who are

big enough to earn something now." -'The

difficulty is, they are too big to work," was the

answer.

The San Francisco times of the 27th ult.,

carefully considers the chances of a good

wheat crop, and concludes that "California

will gather at least an average harvest the

present season, ensuring, in view of the

breadth of land sown, a large aggregate of

cereal products, aud consequently a good deal

to spare."

Tobacco Fair.—The Kentucky State Agri-

cultural Society will hold a Tobacco Fair at

Louisville on the 12th and 13th days of June

next. Hundreds of hogsheads of that staple

will be on exhibition in competition for the

premiums.

False Lips, it is stated, are actually worn
by some ladies of Philadelphia. They are

made of pink india rubber, are attached to the

lips in a manner which defies detection, and

give a pretty pouting appearance to the mouth.

The Old Patroon: ok the Great Van;
Broek Property.—By James A. Maitland :

j

Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Brothers.

A local novel is generally more interesting

than one with its scenes, incidents and charac-

ters in foreign lands ; hence this story of

American life—although written by an Eng-
lish author—has peculiar claims upon us.

We have read Maitland's "Wanderer," and

"The Diary of an old Doctor," but were not

satisfied with his style for a popular novelist.

This last production. The Old Pathooj;, reads

well ; refreshes our memory of Knickerbocker

customs : exhibits the gaudy side of New
York fashionable life ; the haunts of vice in

its great commercial capital, and hits off

some other peculiarities of American civiliza-

tion. We cannot call this a brilliant novel;

yet it is full of pathos, satire, and far better

than three fourths of modern tales.

Sorghum and its Products. An account of
Recent Investigations concerning the value of
Sorghum in sugar production, together with
a description of a new method of making
sugar and refined syrup from the Plant.
Philadelphia : J. B. Lippiucott & Co.

The partial failure of the American sugar

crop prior to the late Rebellion, and the al-

most total extinction of the business through

the war, turned the attention of progressive

agriculturists to some other plant that would
produce sugar. In 1854 the Government im-
ported some Chinese sorghum seeds, which

;

were distributed to various parts of the coun-

|

try for experiment. They were not particu-

\
larly successful—mainly, perhaps, because we

I did not understand its culture; nor of the

i
proper method of making syrup and sugar

j
from it. In 1857 an importation of African

;

sorghum, or imphee, lead to further experi-

;
ments. It has been found to grow well in

;
" the Summer isotherm of seventy degrees

;

"

;
this line runs through Southern Connecticut,

|New York, Northern New Jersey, Southern

I
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana and

j
Missouri. It has also been found to thrive

j
well down to the cotton and cane regions.

;
The volume before us treats of Sorghum and

I its culture, as indicated in its title. From
1 a hasty perusal, we are much pleased with Mr.

I
Stewart's views and investigations. He fairly

j exhausts the subject, and throws much light

|
and practical information on the culture of

I
this sugar producing plant. We have faith

I that it can be made a productive crop, as it

I will grow anywhere, almost, where corn is

1 raised. We recommend the volume to all

1 agriculturists.

In Smithfield, noar SUtenvtlle, 26tta tilt., Susan, wife of
Joseph Almy, In this 701U year of ber age.

In RurriUvllle, 22U ult., Stephen E. Bllgh, In the D7th year of
hla age.

In Foster, 224 ult., Anthony Shlppce, aged 86 years.

In Greenville, Margaret Greer, In the 2olh year of her age.

In Central Falls, 2«th ult., Albert E. Adams, In the 31st year
of his age.

In ClayvlbV, on the 2!>th ult., Esther Jencks, widow of Joseph
Jcncks, aged Ho years and V mouths.

In Uxbiidge, April 22d, Mr. Joslah Cummins, aged 69 years
and 6 months.

In PurttlCket, 22d ult., Olive Cheney, in the 87th year of her
age; 17th ult., Ella I. Thompson, aged 15 years.

In Coventry, 27th ult., Mr. James Briggs, In the 73d year of
his age.

^In Milt'ord, April 21st, Henry CofTey, aged 18 years.

In Hopkinton, April 23d, Mr. J. Jones Lorlng, aged 57 years

In Providence, 23d ult.. Nathan W. Lazell, in the 32d year of
his age; 2>ilb ult., Caroline M., wife or Mr. B. G. Briggs, aged
39 years.

In Oxford, April 28th, Charles, son of Edwin S. Ball, aged 19
years.

In Danielsonville, 27th ult., Increase Barrows, aged 72 rears

;

19th ult., Ephralin Keecb, aged 69 years; 2l»tb, Melinda M.
Brewster, aged 61 years.

In Hampton, April 18th, Mrs. Hannah Clark, widow of the
late Jonathan Clark, Esq., of Hampton, aged 90 years.

In Mansfield, Conn., April 16th, Penl6on Grant, aged 78 yrs.

;

April 23d, Elizabeth McClean, aged 25 years.

The Markets*
W00NS0CKET KETAIL MARKET.

[I-'or the week ending May 3,1867.]

FAEM PRODUCTS, FOEL, Ac
Hay ^? ton $38
Straw qr/ ton $20
Coal 5? ton $10 50al2 50
Oats

tj) bush 85a90c

GROCERIES, Ac.

Wood a cord $6a£» 50
Beans ^ quart .- 13c
'otatoes.
Onions..

.

..90c

.90c

Flour $16, 18al9 20
Corn Meal $1 30
Rye *1 50
Saleratus I0al5c
Kerosene Oil 75c
Cheese W tb 24c
Butter %? tb 40, 42a45c
Codlish 8c
Java OolTee ^j? tb 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10al2c

Beefsteak 25a30c
Beef, corned U'alrtc

Tongues, clear 25c
Mutton 12al6c
Veal 16a20c
Pork, fresh 16a2Uc

Raisins 22a26c
Molasses %3 gal 75a*5c
Y. H. Tea $1 20
Black Tea SOcajfc'l 20
Oil # gal ,?1 00
Fluid gal -*1 00
Candles lb 25o50c
Eggs lb doz 30c
Lard ^ lb lOaclb
Sugar ^ lb 14alSc

MEATS, AC,
Hamfl It'alec
Poultry SOaifec
Shoulders 15c
Sausages 20c
Tripe 12c
Pork, salt 18c

| THE FARM AND FIKESIBE AXD THE
| PATRIOT FOIt 84.OO PER YEAR.
| For the sum of four dollabs, paid in advance, we wll

= send the Fabm axi> Fieesibe and the Woonsoceet Pateio

\ for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, is

I $2.50. Tiie Patriot is an old established family newspaper,

| with the largest circulation of any country journal in New

j
England. S. S. FOSS, Pttuli6UER,

5
,

,

Woonsocket, K. I.

I BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
\

| May 1, 1867.

§ At market for the current week: Cattle, 2048: Sheep and =

= Lambs 6503. Swine, 2550. j

= Peioeb. Beet' Cattle—Extra, !$13.75(?P ?r'14.50 ; first quality, =

| $i:i.0U(rt ^ 1-3.5U ; second quality, $12.25(3 £ 12.75 ; third qua. !tv. s

= $11.50(».$12.00 y 100 lbs (the total weight of hides, tallow and =

= dressed beef.) =

I Country Hides. 9^9^'c r? lb. Country Tallow 7@73tfC W ft. 5

| Brighton Hides, 10@10><c. ^ tb ; Brighton Tallow, 'Si£8;-_c |

| ^ It). :

= Sheep Skins, 25<« 50; Wool Sheep Skins, $2 (?? 2 50. =

= Calf Skins, 20c. ^ It). i

= There are more cattle in the market than the demand re- I

I quires, and prices have fallen off full as much asther advanced i

= one week ago. We have not heard of any Beeves'belng sold !

= for more than 15c %J lb. :

1 Working Oxen.—Sales at "$740, $550, $260, $275, $285, $300, !

I $310, $315 and $340 per pair. There is a good supply in mark- I

= et. and not a verv firm demand. =

i Milch Cows—Sales extra at$90all0; ordinary $6"0@$80.— \

I Store Cows $48a53.
j

§ Sheep and Lambs.— We quote sales of lots at 3y, 4, 6, 6' ;. I

= 8^, 8?. a9c ^9 tb. Trade is not so active, and the Bupply I

= larger than last week. Prices have declined y. and i
ac ^ n .

"

I Swine—Wholesale, 5?^f»7 cts ^ lb. ; retail. 7 (««'.«. cts %J lb. !

I Fat Hogs—1900 at market
;
prices, 8®8>^c, per pound. !

j THE WOOL MARKET.
= The wool market, says the Price Current, has been extremely \

| dull, and prices, although nominally -unchanged, favor buyers.
\

I The stocks arp reduced to a very low figure. The auctlon*"sale I

! in New York has attracted much of the attention of the trade, i

I and there has been very llttte business doing. The sales com-

i

= prise 20,000 lbs. % blood, and flno at 60(V?fi2e. ; 3000 lbs. Penn- i

= sylvanla % blond, 60c. : 2000 lbs. Pennsylvania V. blood. 54c. ; :

= 3500 Ohio }tf blood, 53c; 12,000 lbs. Pennsylvania bh-od. :

= 54c. ; 22,000 lbs. Pennsylvania hi blood, 52c; 4000 lbs. Ohio!
= fine, heavy, 55c. ; 4 IX) lbs. extra tub, 60c. ; 15,000 extra tub. 61c. ; !

i 3U00 Its tub 57c. ; 4000 tbs good tub, 5R(958c. ; 3000 lbs Ohio y. I

= blood, 56c. ; 5000 ths Ohio ^ and 5$ blood, 55c ; 15,000 tts Me- !

= rino pulled. 49rt?51c ; 20.000 tbs No. 1 pulled, A0(S 45c. ; 10.000:
= lbs No. 1 pulled. 45c. ; 4000 tha Illinois fleece, heavy, 47c ;

3IK) i

I Pennsylvania sheep pelts, $1,55; 16,000 tls mixed Ceece, on I

= private terms.

! WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
WHOLESALE MARKET.

| During the past week thn flour market has been more active,
i

E and there has been a decided reaction in the low grades, and
j

\ all kinds have improved. Trade and family grades are in small
! supply and close firm. Low grades olose active and higher.

I Early in the week the wheat market was comparatively
I quiet, but subsequently the war news from Europe and a ma-
I terial advance In gold caused a rapid rise in prices. The high i

I rates asked have checked the demand.
g Barley has been In fair demand, chiefly for export. At the :

= close It is quiet, but prices are tlrm.
= Oats have been In more active demand, and prices rapidly

i

= improved, but are easy at the close.

I Corn nns been In active demand, and the market much ex-
= cited. The request was partly speculative, thouch brisk for '-x-

= port. The stock has been reduced to less than 950,000 bushelfl.
= At the close prices are much easier, and unsettled.
= Pork has been In fair demand at variable prices. The arri-
= vals have been moderate. Prices are about $6 a barrel less
= than at this time last year, while tho slock Is about the same.
= The market closes easier.

| Beef has been in better demand, and with the small itock
| prices are firm, and the tendency Is still upward.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING.

; A limited number of advertisements will be published in the
i

I Faem and FXBBBXDX. Price, fifteen cents a line each inBer-
\

* tion. Advertisements are set up in a uniform style.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OP THE

XE-A- TRADE.
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

COMPANY became fully convinced, several yt-fcra ago, thai

consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too u;any and too

large profits on these articles of every day consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
PANY, to do away, aa far aa possible, with thf >e enormous
drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these

necessaries at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an Idea of the profits which have been
made in the Tea trade, we will start with the Anurlcan houses,

leaving out of the uccount entirely tho profits or ibe Chinese -

factors.
1st. The American House In China or Japan n.akfs large

profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest re-
tired merchants in this country have made their immense for-
tunes throurh their houses In China.

3d. The Banker makes large profits upon the furefgn ex-
change used in the purchase or Teas. v-*i—

3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to W per cent In many '

cases.
4th. On its arrival It Is sold by the cargo, and '.!.«• Purchaser

sells to the Speculator In Invoices of LOOU to J.t 91 j
ackages, at

an ay erace profit of about 10 per cent.
5th. The Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In

lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.
6th. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells It to the Wholesale

Grocer In lots to suit the trade, at a profit of about 10 per cent.
7tb. The Wholesale Grocer sous It to the Retail Dealer at a

profit of 15 to 25 per cent.
8th. The Retaib r sells it to the Consumer for all the profit he

can get.

When you have added to these eight profits as many broker-

ages, Cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

original cost of the Tea, it will be perceived what the consumer

has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so

very much lower than small dealers.

We propose to da away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, Btorages, cooperages, and waste, with

the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to our

correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and a small

profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will amj ly pay ns.

Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

try, consumers in all parts of the United States can recelTe

their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense

of transportation) as though they bought ihtm at our Ware-

;
houses In this city.

Some parties inquire of us bow they shall proceed to get up a

i club. The answer is simply this: Let each perern wishing to

j

join in a club say how much tea or coffee he watts, and select

j the kind and price from our Price List, as publlched in the pa-

j
per or in our circulars. Write the names, kind, ar.d amounts

;
plainly on a list, aud when the club is complete 6end It to us by

; mail and we will put each party's goods in separate packages,

j and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need be

! no confusion in their distribution—each party getting exactly

I what he orders aud no more. The cost of transportation the

;
members of thi- club can divide equitably among themceivea.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by drafts

j on New-York, by Post Office money orders, or by ExprtFi, as

I
may suit the convenience of the Ciub. Or if the amount order-

! ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, If desired, send the goods by

I
Express, to " collect on deJivery."

Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party

! getting up the club. Our profits are small, but we will be as

! liberal ai We can afford. We send no ccmpKmentary pack-

j
age for Clubs leas than $30.

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon

;
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

\
Custom-Honse stores to our warehouse.

The Company hare selected the following kinds from their"

j stock, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clnbs.

; They are soli at Cargo Prices, the same as the 0 mpany sell
.

j them in New-York, as the list of prices will show.
I All goods sold are warrcnted to give satisfaction.

PRICE LIST :

! YOUNG HYSON (Green), S0c, 90c, $1, $1 10. test *I 25 ^ tb.

E GREEN TEAS, 80c, 90c, $1, 41 10, best 81 25 t? Ib.

MIXED. 70c, 60c, 90c, best $1 « Tb.

\ JAPAN, *1, $1 IU, bast *1 25 ~<$ Tb.

I OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c, 90c. best $1 ^ ft.

\ IMPERIAL (Gr.*en,, best $1 25 ^ tb.

! ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, il. $1 10, best,

5 $1 20J9 tb.

= GUNPOWDER (Green), §1 25, best, $1 50.

These Teas are chosen foe their intrinsic worth, keeping In
: mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure In drink-

I ing them.
i Our Blacko rnd Green Mixed Teas will give universal Falis-

: faction, and suit all tastes, being composed of .the best Foo-

| ('how Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast is not

j recommended, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for

[ that kind of Tea, although it Is the finest Imported.

Customers can save from 50c to $1 per lb by purchasing their

Teas of the

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Post-Office Box No. 5,643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

GrtorjM' COFFEE, 20c, 25c, 30c, S5c, best 40c per pound.
Hotels, Saloous, Boarding-house keepers, and families who use
large quantities of Coffee, can economize In that article by us
ing our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell a*

the low price of £0c. per pound, and warrant to give perfect
satisfaction. t

Club Orders.
Wabuingto*, Pa., Nov. 10. 1866.

To the Great American Tea Company,
Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., New-York.

Gents ; I forward you my fourth order and could have
doubled it if I had collected any, as your Teas take the lead in
the market, we feel It a saving of 81 per pound. Please accept
my thanks for the complimentary package. Address by Ex-
press, Martin Luther, Washington, Pa.

MARTIN" LUTHER.
13 tb Young Hyson, in pound packages at $1 25 $12 50
5 It) Young Hvson Dallas Jackson....at 1 25.... 6 50
2 lb Young Hyson Henry Herrlck at 1 25.... 2 50
2 tb Young Hyson George Murphy at 1 95 2 60
1 lb Young Hyson E. Dye at 1 25.... 1 25
2 tb Young Hyson Samuel Decker at 1 25 2 50
1 tb Young Hyson Samuel Amon at 1 25 1 25
1 tb Young Hyson Henry Wheatley. . .at 1 25— 1 25
7 Ib Young Hyson Morgan Hayes at 1 25 8 75
2 Ib Young Hyson John Natten at 1 £5 2 50
4 tb Young Hyson Mark Combs at 1 25 5 00
2 lb Young Hyson John Allen at 1 25 2 50
8 rb Young Hvson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 00
2 tb Oolong, b'est Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 00
2 tb Young Hvson O. Bayland at 1 25.-.. 2 50
2 tb Oolong, best O. Bayland at 1 UU 2 00
2 lb Young Hvson J. Richleln at I 25 2 50
2 Ib Young Hyson Mr. Guyton at 1 25 2 50
2 lb Young Hvson Edward Murphy. ..at 1 25 2 50
2 tb Young Hyson Mrs Murphy at 1 25 ... 2 60
5 lb Oolong, best Henry HuU at 1 00.... 5 00
2 lb Oolong, best Separate package... at 1 00 2 00
5 lb Ground Coffee Separate package. ..at 35 1 75

00

EjP~ We call special notice to the fact that ourVesev-st. Store
is at Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., corner of Church-st.—laboe
double jsTOBE. 3m-8

Reflection.—It canuot be that earth is man's abiding place. It cannot be that our life is cast up by the ocean of eternity to floa: :i moment upon h s

waves and sink into nothingness. Else, why is it that the high and glorious aspirations which leap from the temple of our hearts ar 1 in ver wandering
about unsatisfied? Why is it that the rainbow and cloud come over us with a beauty that is not of earth, and then pass off, and leave aa to muse upon
their faded loveliness ? "Why is it that the stars, which hold their "festival around the midnight throne," are set above the grasp of our limited faculties,

forever mocking us with their unapproachable glory ? And, finally, why is it that brighter forms of human beauty are presented to our view, and then
taken from us—leaving the thousand streams of our affection to flow back in Alpine torrents upon our hearts ?



X36 The Farm and Fkesixla

Farm a#tl &&yxlm ,

MINOR MANURES, &C.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY H. KOHLY, MINERAL POINT, MISSOURI.

Allow me to point out to my brother farm-
j

ers a way to make a good and cheap fertilizer
i

worth, if my theory and olfactory nerves do

not deceive me, as much as many fertilizers

sold in the trade, pound for pound. It is sim-

ply wood ashes sprinkled liberally and daily in

the hen houses, under the roosts on the floor.

The wood ashes should be mixed with burnt

bones, broken fine, which is a very easy ope-

ration when they are burnt. Every week

clean the hen house thoroughly and barrel up

the manure out of the rain. Fifty fowls will

yield easily a barrel per week, fifty-two barrels

every year of a fine compound of potash,

phosphate of lime and fixed ammonia—the

very things to bring about the formation of

valuable nitrate3. There need be no expenses

for it, at least in the West, where wood is

plenty and loads of white bones are to be picked

up all over and around every farm. Besides,

the fowls relish and are benefited by these

broken bones.

Another way to increase your quantity of

manure, practicable almost everywhere, is to

rake up the pile of wood chips to be found

m almost every yard at the close of the Win-
ter. Baild a heap with alternate layers of

chips and bones, horns and hoofs ; set fire to

it in the center, like a charcoal pit ; cover it

with- dirt thick enough to have a close combus-

tion! for several days, till it dies out. When
you open the pit you will have more or less

ashes and wood charcoal, both valuable as

manure or stimulants ; also bone charcoal, a

very precious fertilizer which I am surprised

not to see more used in this country. In

France it is highly valued for all kinds of

crops, especially on new or acid lands.

For the last few years every other man has

had his own plan for defecating saccharine
j

juices previous to evaporation, or has had a

filter of some kind, patented or not ; and yet

!

the most of the molasses and maple sugar is

i

brown, black and dirty. This can be avoided
j

entirely, and accomplished in a most perfect
j

way, by treating the said saccharine juices i

or sap with sub-acetate of lead. This salt has
j

the valuable properties of combining with
j

and precipitating every vegetable matter
; j

gum, ehlorophyl, starch, tannic acid, &c,
j

sugar excepted, leaving, in fact, nothing but
j

the sugar in suspension in the water or sap.
j

This is no discovery of my own ; it can be
j

found in almost every French elementary book
j

on chemistry. I tried it with perfect success, j

submitting the sweet liquid afterwards to the
j

sulphuric acid test, without detecting the least I

trace of lead. If some practical chemist would
j

take hold of it, experiment and report, it might
j

prove useful to an immense number of sorgho j

sad maple sugar manufacturers. I know that

j

parties interested in the sale of patent, magic

j

filters will try to raise a prejudice on account of
j

3S?tS of lead being poisonous ; but if the process
j

z* piWStl to be innocuous, truth and science |

wSm»»»mi masters of the field. I

Mag„tfflt.
j

Hen, Manues?.—This is a most valuable arii-
\

cle, and possesses a value almost equal to that
j

of the best guano, even when mixed with half
j

its bulk of garden mold. By mixing the ex- i

crement of hens with muck, or well decom-
j

posed peat, and saturating the whole with

urine, or diluted sulphuric acid, a compound

of great energy will be found, and which,

tt'&en applied to the purposes of vegetable en-

richment in the ordinary way, will insure the

best and tnost salutary results on any crop.

An English farmer recently remarked that

he fed his land before it was hungry, rested it

before it was weary, and weeded it before it

was foul. Seldom, if ever, was so much agri-

cultural wisdom condensed into a single sen-

tence.

ON PLANTING GARDEN SEEDS.

In planting various kinds of garden seeds,

many persons manifest a great want of judg-i

ment in regard to the proper depth that seeds
j

should be covered. The error is more fre-|

quently in planting them too deep than other-

wise ; the depth that seeds should be planted,

varies with the kinds, and in some degree with

circumstances. Large seeds of strong grow-

ing plants, such as peas, beans, com, &c,

should be planted deeper than small seeds of

delicate growing kinds like carrot, lettuce,

parsley, celery, &c.

To insure speedy vegetation, seeds require a

due degree of moisture, heat and air. If the

seeds are not covered sufficiently deep, par-

ticularly after the warm weather sets in, they

lack moisture and fail to vegetate. If planted

too deep they do not receive the requisite

amount of heat and air, and they either rot,

or the young plants exhaust their strength and

vigor in forcing their way into the open air.

Such plants as the radish, cabbage, turnip

and the like, readily absorb moisture, and if

the weather is warm, come up in a few days

after planting. Such varieties as the parsnip,

carrot, celery, parsley &c, with the most

favorable requisites of vegetation, are generally

a long time in coming up and must be planted

early before warm weather sets in, or they are

liable to fail altogether.

As a general rule the seeds of delicate plants

should be covered about half an inch deep,

more or less, according to the lightness of the

soil and the season of planting, as it regards

the prospect of moisture. The seeds of beets,

several of which are enclosed in a single head,

capsule or seed vessel, require considerable

moisture to cause them to burst forth, and if

not planted early they should be soaked thirty-

six hours, the water should be turned off and

the seeds kept moist for several days before

planting. Sach varieties as peas, beans, okra

and similar kinds require a covering of earth

from one and a half to two and a half inches.

With regard to the depth that seeds should be

covered, it is a safe rule to cover them with a

depth of soil about equal to their own thick-

ness. This cannot always strictly be done,

i

but it should be aimed at as nearly as possi-
j

ble for early planting,and in late planting should I

be covered deeper. f

Foreign Agriculture.—The last published
j

report of the Agricultural Commissioner gives I

some interesting statements in regard to f

foreign agriculture. In Great Britain, last |

year, with seventy-seven millions of acres of]

land and twenty-five millions of people, eleven
j

millions of acres were devoted to cereals, i

France has one hundred and seven millions of
{

acres and thirty-seven millions of people, and 1

she had thirty-nine millions of acres devoted j

to raising cereals, and fifty-eight millions off

acres devoted to grass growing and grazing. I

In Austria, with one hundred and forty-five f

millions of people, there were twenty-six mil-

}

lions of acres of cereals cultivated last year, f

while Italy, with twenty-four millions of peo-

1

pie, devoted twenty-seven million acres out]

of sixty-eight millions to cereals. The cul-

}

tivation of the potato is carried on most ex-

f

tensively in France, that country having pro-

1

duced t'cvo million bushels last year, while |

England produced four hundred and ninety-]

eight thousand, and Ireland produced one
]

million bushels.
|

""""'""*""""™"°™~""~
|

Sheep should have a greater variety of food
]

than any other domestic animal. Linnaeus 1

found sheep refused only HI species of plants
]

out of 517 offered them. The first food in the
f

morning should be good soft hay. \

It is said that in a single county in a Western

State, infested by the potato bug, 500 acres of

potatoes had been wholly destroyed, and the

owner of one farm estimated that he had 100

bushels of these insects on his grounds.

30UTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

Eharle Island. Slieep^sliTjbaGeo

E. BARRETT & CO.,

Manufacturers of

MEAD'S PATENT CONICAL PLOWS,

SHARE'S HORSE HOES, WOOD'S AND WIGHT'S PLOWS,

GARDEN BARROWS.

CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,

STORE TRUCKS,

IMPROVED HINGED HARROWS, CULTIVATORS,

Road Soeapkes, Ox Yokes, and Plow Castings;

And Wholesale Dealers in

Hoes, Shovels, Axes, Scythes, Forks, Snathes, Cradles, Horse
ForkB, Hand and Horse Rakes, Hay Cutters, Corn

Shellers, Vegetable Cutters, Picks.*Bar3, Canal
Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete;

And Agents for

Knitfen's, Uniox ant> Persy's

MOWING MACHINES,

Whitcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder in

the market. Prices low and Terms Cash.

Office, 32 CANAL STREET,

March 23, 1867.

Peotidenoe, R. I.

we-tf

: TIIE BEST KNOWN REMEDY FOE

|
TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT

j should be used by all Farmers on

jSHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

Cj?~ This pure preparation has been successfully used for

i
years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

i according to directions.

It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

! It kills TICKS on Sheep.

It cures SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

;
It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

I Vines.

539" For FOOT-ROT it Is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

j S3?" ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
\ GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT
j
POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

JAMES F. LEVIN,
! 23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R.

Now offer at the lowest cash teioes,

I.
i \

2000 Sacks Prime Red Top.
500 Bags Prime Herds Grass.
500 " Western and Northern Clover.
1500 Bushel Prime R. I. Bent, for Pastures.
300 " Seed Barley.
100 " Spring Rye.
SOOO " Bedford Seed Oats.
100 u Early Goodrich Potatoes.
200 " " Sebec Potatoes.
200 " Late White Peach Blows.
100 11 " Harrison Potatoes.
300 " Seed Peas.
100 '• R. I. White Cap Corn.
100 11 London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans.
200 " Buckwheat.
200 " Millet and Hungarian.
White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Sets, and a com-
plete assortment of

GARDEN SEEDS,

Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels dry ground Bone for
Manure, together with all kinds of Farm * Implements and
Mac hinery.
Send for Circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse

HoeB—and don't forget the number,

32 CANAL STREET. 32.

March 23, 1867.

Peotidenoe.

For sale by Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

| Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; Simonds <Jc Co., Fitzwilliam, N. H.

| March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

| JJY
MAIL, PREPAID.

| CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

| New Strawberries, Grapes, Currants, Roses, Bri.us,4c.

I B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
= ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., Is now sending out by
5 mall prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, so as
= to reach any part of the Union in perfect safety, a complete as-

| sortment of the finest

= GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS.
= GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES. ROSES,
| FLOWERING PLANTS,

I Bulbs, Lilies, &c, Ac. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and
= Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, &c, will be sent by freight
= paid to Boston. Also, the Trtte Cape Cod Cranberry, for cultl-

I vation In wet laud, or In flplaod and Gardens, where it pro-
= duces at the rate of 400 busitets to the acre ; with directions for

| cxiltivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will be sent to any
| address. Now is the best time for Planting. The E«fst way to
i obtain good Fruits and Flowers, nnd Seeds, is to send direct to

| the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to
§ the trade. Agents wanted.

| Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12

. i

j^K W SEEDLING POTATOE.;
COOKE'S RATTLER,

anew and very superior Seedling, grown by Joseph J. Cooke, :

Esq., of Cranston, and now offered for sale as the best late
j

kind in the market. It is a rusty coated, light red, round,
j

great yielder ; white and perfect inside, and a Bplendid Table;
Potatoe. Price, $3.00 per bushel. Sold only by I

W. E. BARRETT & CO., =

Providence, R. I. =

April 13, 1867. . 14tf
\

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Arnold, dealer!
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's :

and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows and :

Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden :

and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, &c. \

Holder's Block, Main Street, :

Woonsocket, R. I. I

WE. BARRETT A CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent j

.Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Home Hoes, Chase's Two :

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkln's new Side Hill Plows. Also, j

dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at :

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I. j

IPennsuluania,

j RHODES' SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
Foit Soluble Phosphoric Aon>. Valttable few

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS.

i
Manufactured by

Potts & Klktt, Camden, N.J.

i
Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Evan Pr/Gn, late Presl-

I
dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this

j
Manure is now so fully established, It is unnecessary to say

: more than that It is

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,

i
and is in fine condition for drilling.

^"Farmers, when purchasing, would do well to get the

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE.
YARNALL & TRIMBLE,HUBBARD, BLAKE A CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged =

the best In market, are for sale in lots or by single dozens, I

by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT A CO., = General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. r =

LADIES, ATTENTION 1—A Silk Dress Pattbkn, or a |
Skwinq Machine, sent free, for one or two days' service, =

in any town or village. Also, a gift sent free, by addressing = •

with stamp, W. FISK A CO., 17 State Street, i

BOSTON, Mass. I

April 13, 1867. 4w-we-14 I

March 23, 1867.

418 South Wharves,
419 Penn. Street, \ PHILADELPHIA.

Mew Iforh,

WHITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and I

sold in small or large lots, by W. E. BARRETT A CO.
Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

iJ.
HICICLING A CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.

>EP.RY'SNEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
. the best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

MAUPATS SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
largest in the market. Price. 25 cents a paper. Raised

and sold by W. E. BARRETT & CO.
Providence, Fe.b. 23, 1867. tf-7

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made bv W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Massachusetts*

It is said insects will be less destructive in

an orchard well cultivated, than in one that is

left to grass.

QOLLINS, BLISS & CO.,

PRODUCE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
CASH ADVANCES made on consignments.

j233 Stale Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL l-'RESCH GUANO.
It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any In the mar-

; ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

j sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-
! ing or injuring those of the moBt delicate nature. It is much
; stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

I permanently enrich the soil.

Peior $60 rnn To v.

I G3?~ Send for Circular giving full particulars.
March 9, 1867.

; On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome
i and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars t Without
i
regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis<

i
factory 1

500 Solid Gold HuntiDg Watches $250 to $760
500 Magic CaBed Gold Watches 200 to 500
500 Ladies' W atches, Enamelled 100 to 300

i 1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watchea 250 to 300

I
1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250

i 3,000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200
l 5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 260
i 5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150
i 5,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250
: 5,000 Gold Ladies' Watches 50 to 250
: 10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75
10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100

• 25,000 Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50
i 30,000 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75

Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing
i but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.

Messrs J. Hickllng & Co.'s Great American Watch Co., New
; York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifi-
; cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed in sealed
; envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their

j certificates, upon payment of Ten Dollars, whether it be a
; Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
I certificates entitles you to the article named thereoD, upon pay-
r ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

i than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that
i
this is no lottery, but a Btraight-forward, legitimate transaction,

j
which may be participated in even by the most fastidious

!

.. A single Certificate will be sent by mail, post paid, upon re-

;
ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele

;
gant premium for $5, sixty-six and more valuable premium for

i $10. one hundred and most superb Watch for $'15. To Agents,
j or those wishing employment, this is a rare opportunity. It Is a
I
legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Gov-

i eminent, and open to the most careful scrutinv- Try us

!

i Address, J. HICKLING & Co.,
S 149 Broadwav—Near P. O.

City of New York,
j March 22. 1867. 2m

3m-we-9
ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Oar Wheels, for sale by

W. E. BARRETT & CO.,
S2 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

The Faem and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature aud the Arts.

It has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of evcry-day value

to its readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the fanner's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive

to good morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of ihe farm aud fireside. Twins—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single

copy 5 cents.
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Written for the Farm and Fin-aide.

FARM IMPLEMENTS.—ARTICLE SECOND.

Several years ago, when that man whose eccentric philosophy and sound practical sci-

ence did more towards promoting a better condition of agriculture than any other man who
has ever lived among us—when Professor James J. Mapes first proposed the utility of under-

draining dry land, as a preventive against drought:— ".Why, the man is absolutely mad!"

cried the astonished agricultural savans, and all the rabble echoed the cry :
" Yes, surely the

man is crazed." Subsequent experiments, and practical experience have proved that the pub-

lic was rather an agricultural ass, than the professor a mad man.

So, too, when the same stout champion of progressive agriculture presented to the public,

and proposed the general use of one of his inventions, the

MAPES' SUB-SOIL PLOUGH,

as an implement deserving of consideration, the same appreciating public were ready again

with their derogatory remarks. But, by and by, it began to be bruited abroad, a fact that

none could contradict, that by the under-draining of his hard, high, dry soil, and the use of

his sub-soil mole plough, that the public had been so ready to hoot at as utterly ridiculous,

Professor James J. Mapes was actually producing at minimum cost, maximum crops—such

as no soil anywhere in this country had ever yielded—of grains, fruits and all sorts of vege-

tables. Then, that many headed thing, public opinion, again acknowledged its error, and

confessed judgment in favor of the successful professor; and gradually there came a score of

pretenders before the public, each one claiming to be the inventor of the " Subsoil Plough.''

We happen to know, however, that the idea and invention originated with Professor Mapes

;

and his name will continue to be associated with the efficient implement as its inventor so

long as there remains an English combination of letters by which to make the words

—

Mapes' and Phugh.

The office of this useful implement is to operate beneath, without disturbing the surface,

as the mole burrows
;

lifting from a depth of from twelve to twenty inches, upward and out-

ward from the center
;
promoting fertility by aeration and changing the relative position of

particles; performing at the same time the double office of drainer and disintegrator. For

working between rows of cabbages, beets, carrots, etc., promoting vigorous growth by loosen-

ing the soil underneath, the mole plough is an invaluable implement. We know of a good

many instances where pastures having so "run out" that an acre would scarcely graze a

single sheep, and meadows so exhausted that half a ton of hay per acre was the yield : the

one restored to a luxuriant growth of grass, and the other made to produce two and a half tons

of good hay per acre, by simply running the Mapes' Mole Plough twelve inches below the

surface, in lines three feet apart, without disturbing the sod, and dressing the surface in the

Fall with from five to eight dollars' worth of plaster and super phosphate to the acre.

There are two kinds of the Mapes' Sub-soil Plough, the one represented in the cut, having

a cast iron foot, all in one piece, with chilled steel points, the foot so made that it can be

readily reversed, bringing a new point into use when the first one becomes worn. The
other is of wrought iron and steel, not reversible. Both are simple, strong and durable im-

plements.

KNOX'S HORSE HOE.

An improved agricultural implement, that in its way has contributed largely towards
relieving tedious hand culture, and increasing at a cheaper rate almost all root and vegetable

crops that require hoeing, is the horse hoe, in its varieties aud modifications, one of the most

practically serviceable being the Knox's Horse Hoe, which is so clearly represented in the

engraving as to obviate the necessity of any extended description. It may be well, however,

to explain that the central scarifier behind is a sort of Hat foot, with an angular cutting edge

in front ; and being so set as to just skim the surface, acts admirably, shaving off weeds and

leaving them to perish on the top of the ground. The two small side ploughs can be readily

transposed so as to throw the earth either from or towards the rows of vegetables, as may be

desirable.

Improved as the Knox's Hoe has beeu since its first presentation to the public, it might be

still further improved and its serviceable capacity increased by simply hinging the side bars,

and so arranging the cross bar that the width between the two ploughs can be increased or

lessened, to accomodate the space between rows of vegetables, from four feet down to two.

Returning to the harrow question, there is a new invention—not quite a harrow, coming

rapidly into favor—-a perfectly practical implement, combining the qualities of both the plough

and harrow
; performing its work admirably, acting not only as a thorough disintegrator and

pulverizer of the soil, in its ordinary light draught ; but loaded, so as to go through the

ground nearly to the frame ; it becomes at the same time both plough and harrow
;
turning

a serial breadths of furrows each way from the center, while as it goes through the ground

its many mould boards of cast iron break up all clods, leaving a broad track of perfectly

pulverized soil.

THE SHARE'S COULTER HARROW,

as this admirable implement is called, is not nearly so well represented as it deserves, by the

engraver: and it may assist the understanding of those to whom the machine is quite new,
to remark that the frame is made upon the extension plan, so that it may be quite closed for

convenience of carriage ; and that the feet, instead of being mere teeth, as in ordinary har-

rows, are regular little ploughs, so set that when the implement is fully expanded they turn a

series of over-lapping furrows, answering in all instances, where the ground is free from
stones, stumps and roots, the purpose of a plough, doing five times the amount of work in the
same space of time ; and following at light draught, after sown grain, covers the seed ten
times more effectually than can be done with any of the ordinary toothed harrows.
May, 18(J7.

THE CURRANT.

Of all the small fruits that grow in the temperate latitudes, the currant is the most reliable

and costs the least labor, and for this veiy reason it seems to be the least appreciated. The
various forms in which the currant may be used, its agreeable flavor and healthful qualities,

entitle it to higher consideration than it generally receives, and should induce its more uni-
versal cultivation. In the first place, being adapted to use when green, it is one of the earli-

est fruits available. By the time it is half grown, if stewed in a swimming supply of water
and sweetened to the taste, its mild, fresh tart forms a refreshing relish upon the breakfast or
tea table, and is to the taste, what the first notes of the early Spring birds are to the ear—

a

prophecy of good things to come. Strawberries are delicious, and red English raspberries

are luscious, and the full ripe currants, served up raw, with sugar well moistened with water,
stepping in just when tiiese step out, are scarcely less grateful to the palate; and with a little

care in leaving the later bunches, the luxury may be continued from four to six weeks. And
except in cases of organic disease of the stomach and bowels,—when the seeds must be
avoided—they are a most healthful fruit, the acid having the effect to counteract bilious and
malarious tendencies, and the expressed juice, properly prepared, makes a harmless and
refreshing beverage in most cases of sickness.

There is said to be great difference in different kinds of currants, in respect to yield and
quality. Undoubtedly there is some difference in varieties. The white and black currant

does not seem to yield as well as the red, and some reds seem, at least, to produce better

than othei-s. But much of this difference in the red currant, we apprehend, is owing to cul-

tivation. Ground cannot be too rich for the fruit, nor kept too clean. The mode of propagat-
ing is well understood by most people. A hill of old currant bushes taken up, may be divided
into a half dozen to a dozen settings, which will produce fruit a year or two earlier thau cut-

tings. But when these cannot be obtained, cuttings of last year's sprouts,—which from old
hills should be mostly removed—cut any time before the buds start, and set early in good
mellow, rich ground, will take root The lower end of the cutting should be cut square with
a sharp knife. The top should be cut back to a good stray bud. Dig and set the shoot—not
force it into the ground. The latter process is liable to tear the bark from the end and pre-
vent its taking root.— Wisconsin Farmer.

their days pass
is no pleasure that
and take our din-

and one shoe—the
other one having been used as a boat, tdl it had gone down with all hands, out of soundings. How poor our DerDv days our Greenwich dinners
our evening parties, where there are plenty of nice girl-, are alter that \—Michigan Journal of Education.
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FARMERS' HOMES.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BT ALEXANDER HYDE, LEE, MASS.

We know of no country where the homes

of the laboring classes, and especially of the

farming community, are equal to those of New
England. There is an air of neatness and

comfort about them which we look for in vain

elsewhere. We find better land and better

barns in other countries, but our houses, our

homes, as a whole, are superior. This is

doubtless the result of a higher civilization,

the legitimate fruit of intellectual and moral

culture. It may seem vain glorious for us to

say so, and we should not venture on the as-

sertion, did not the testimony of foreigners

universally strengthen the conviction of our

own observations. Lord Morpeth on his visit

to America was struck with admiration of

the comfortable homes of the farmers of New
England. The English system of large landed

proprietors farming out then- lands to tenants,

is not conducive to the cultivation of the

home feeling, nor to permanent improvements.

The signification of the word farm in Great

Britain, is land leased, and a farmer is a mere

tenant of the proprietor. Our New England

mode of dividing the land into small tracts,

each owned in fee simple by the occupant, is

far preferable, stimulating not only to the

better cultivation of the soil, and the erection

of better buildings, but what is of far higher

value, to self respect, and the love of home

and country. As far as lordships are con-

cerned wre are far better off in this country

than the English, for we have a hundred land-

lords to England's one, and the genius of our

institutions favors the idea of every man's be-

ing not only a landlord, but a nobleman. The

New England system of small farms is also far

preferable to the Southern mode of large

plantations. At the South, with a thousand

acres of land, we find one man with many

servants, while here, with the same amount of

land, we have at least ten men, who by their

intelligence and virtue are worthy of thej

name. As a consequence we have ten houses

!

at the North to one at the South, and villages,
j

schools and churches in like proportion. The
j

Southerner, as he travels North for the first
j

time, is struck with nothing so much as with

j

the multiplicity of villages, farms and school
j

houses, and whoever has traversed the;

•Potomac and Connecticut valleys, must have
j

contrasted the paucity and poverty of the

homes in the former, with their multiplicity

and comfort in the latter.

But however much reason we have to con-

gratulate ourselves upon our pleasant and

comfortable rural homes, there is a margin

for still further improvement. The spacious,

painted, tidy farm houses, surrounded by

lawns and groups of trees, though as we
affirm more numerous in New England than

in any other land, are not as numerous as we
could wish. We also pass many large, well

built houses, evidently the homes of thrifty

farmers, but with a bleak, desolate air, for the

want of a few shade trees, or a green velvet turf

around them. We never pass such a house

without wishing to stop, and say to the pro-

prietor, that at the expense of a few dollars

we can make the market value of his house

many hundreds more,and add intrinsically to its

worth as a place of abode, if he does not

desire to sell it. A few elms and pines, which

two men can transplant in a day, will give a

cheerful aspect to many a desolate looking home.

It is a mistaken idea that we must purchase

Norway Spruce, or Scotch Larches with which

to adorn our grounds. There are no better

ornamental shade trees in the wide world than

are to be found in our own forests. We do

not sufficiently prize the blessings that are

near us, and are apt to overlook the beauty of

the objects to which our eyes are accustomed.

We remember well the time when we saw no

special beauty in the graceful deep-green foli-

age of the hemlock. The truth is we had

been accustomed to see it all around our path,

from childhood, and to hear it spoken of with

contempt, and we thought it must be con-

temptible, but we are grateful that we have

outlived such childish notions. We wish also

to say in passing, that in building our houses,

even the most elegant ones, we need not go to

the West Indies for mahogany, nor to Florida

for yellow pine. One of the best built houses

we ever saw, was made entirely from the wood
of our native forests. The floors were con-

|
stnicted with alternate narrow boards of

beech and maple, and merely oiled, were as

handsome as any carpet could make them.

Birch, butternut, chestnut and cak, all con-

tributed their share in the different rooms and

needed no paint to make them beautiful.

Why should we paint and grain in imitation

i

of different woods, when we can have the

original grain of the wood brought out by oil,

in a style no paint can perfectly imitate ?

We are glad to notice an improved taste in

j
the matter of rural homes. To the lamented

Downing we are greatly indebted for this im-

i
provement. Though dead, he yet speaks by

j

his books, and through those whose taste was
i educated by his genius. Before Downing's

j day, however, the glaring red house, once so

j common in the country had very generally

|
given place to the more attractive white one,

]
with its green blinds, and we now have the

I still more agreeable, light stone colors, which

|
please the eye and harmonize with nature. In-

i stead of the large, square, stone or brick chim-

i
ney, which formerly claimed its third of the

;
best part of the house, we have more light and

j

graceful structures which answer every pur-

i pose, except it be as ballast for the house.

The idea is still too prevalent that it is only

the forehanded farmer who can indulge his

taste in the construction of his home and its

surroundings. There is room for the exercise

of taste in building a cottage or even a shanly,

as well as in the mansion. Some of the hum-
blest abodes strike the eye of the traveller with

pleasure. There is an indescribable something

about the premises that leads us to think that

it is the home of intelligence and virtue. It

may be a porch over the door, a vine climbing

by the side of the window, a flower plot in

the yard, or a few pine trees tastefully dis-

posed, so as to cheat Winter of its gloom,

which suggests the idea of a cozy, comfortable

home.

We wish to add only one caution. Do not

plant so many trees around the house as to

shut out the glorious sunlight. The trees are

beautiful and their shade refreshing ; but noth-

ing can compensate for the life-giving influ-

ences of the sun. We would like the sun to

shine into every window of our house. Cheer-

fulness and health depend much on sunshine.

Patients in our hospitals recover more readily

on the sunny, than on the shady side of the

building. There is no trouble in disposing

trees in groups, so that we can have sunshine

and shade in due proportion. Place the house

some distance from the highway, if possible

on an eminence, so as to overlook the sur-

rounding country, and by all means have a

grass plot, if not a lawn, in front of it. Noth-

j
ing is more pleasing to the eye than the green,

! velvety carpet of grass, with which nature

i covers and adorns the surface of the earth.

iLet this grass plot be so enriched, that the

\
grass will start with the first April showers,

| and will resist the action of the Autumn frosts,

\ till the mantle of green is exchanged for one

|
of snow.

We cannot cherish the home feeling in our

i children too carefully. Every thing that tends

i to render home cheerful and pleasant, will also

| dissuade them from the haunts of vice and

j evil company. Farmers have sometimes failed

j in this respect, and no wonder the complaint

\
is heard " we can't keep our children at home,

I they will go off nights, and seem disgusted

j with the old homestead." The fault probably

j
is not so much with the children as with the

i
parents. Make the homestead more attractive,

| interest the children in adorning it with trees

;
and flowers, let the garden and orchard fur-

i nish their comforts for the table ; if possible,

j let pictures adorn the walls and music enliven

the hours, and above all let cheerfulness be

| the presiding genius of the home, not only in I

j its exterior and interior arrangements, but more

}

[.especially in the hearts of the parents, and our |

| word for it, the children will always leave the I

j
parental roof with regret and return to it with

[

[pleasure, and a generation will arise whose!

| love of country will be equaled only by their I

[ love of home.
j

j
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TOBACCO FOE ANIMALS AND PLANTS. [

[ I have found by experience that a strong [

! decoction of tobacco will destroy vermin on 1

[ either animals or plants. I have used it ex-

1

\
tensively during many years, for destroying I

I ticks on sheep and lambs ; have dipped thou-

1

| sands of them in tobacco water, made by boil-[

]
ing coarse damaged, cheap tobacco, or stems

|

| and waste, in water, and have found it an I

[ effectual cure for the scab, which disease is |

| caused by the working of an insect or mite in I

| the skin of the sheep. It is a sovereign |

| remedy for the blue lice on cattle and horses, j

j Tobacco water will destroy the aphis, or]

I plant louse. Gardeners find their green-house [

i plants need to be submitted to a deluging of i

I this wash occasionally, to place them in a con-
[

[ dition to become healthy and vigorous. When j

|
applied to fruit trees, of course waste tobacco

[

[
is used ; add one pound of copperas to five 1

[
gallons of the wash. Plug tobacco contains |

I copperas in quantities sufficient to kill any [

I animal, that has not accustomed itself, by [

[ slow degrees, to its use. |

[
Almost every tree or plant is infested with I

I an injurious insect, peculiar to itself, which [

|
preys upon its substance, and will, if in suffic-

[

[
ient numbers, destroy its vitality. The hop, in I

j sections infested with the hop aphis, is fre- I

I quently either wholly or partially destroyed ; I

[
when, by one or two thorough applications off

{ tobacco water, by means of a force pump or 1

I garden engine, as they commence their work, I

! the whole aphis army might be swept away. I

| When the vine is trained low, upon seven feet I

[ stakes and twine, a garden engine is unneces-

1

[
sary, as the wash can be applied as effectually,

[

I and with less waste, with a common large 1

j hand syringe.
§

[ Tobacco smoke will stupefy any animal, I

|
and, used in a sufficient quantity, has a fatal |

I effect upon all which plug tobacco will de-
[

| stroy. Indeed, there seems to be but one |

[ animal—mammalia—upon which tobacco, in

!

I either shape, does not have an immediate fatal [

I effect. However, if that animal would other- \

I wise be infested with insects, even trichinceous
[

I in their nature, in the mouth, tobacco will 1

[
keep them away. Perhaps that is their case, f

| If a sheep or calf is covered with a rubber I

[ or leathern spread^ or thick blanket, and a 1

| smoke of tobacco is made under this covering, |

I in half an hour or less, every tick and 'nit will I

I be destroyed. Currant worms may be served [

{ in the same manner. This is not only an
|

{ effective remedy against vermin, but a good |

I use for a most obnoxious weed.

—

Cor. Country I

| Gentletnan. \

I TJnderdr a.ining Land.—Experiments in un-

1

! derdraining land were made in Scotland last
j

| year for the purpose of determining the effect |

I on the temperature of the soil, compared with |

1 that in the same vicinity which was not drained.
f

I The result was that the draining raised the 1

\ temperature 1.5 degrees, equal to a removal of |

! the land from one hundred to one hundred and

!

! fifty miles South. This is an important con- |

[ sideration connected with compact, heavy \

[soils, whose retentiveness of water renders I

[ them cold and comparatively inert with respect I

[ to vegetation. Draining land involves con-

1

j siderable expense, but its increased productive-
[

[ ness soon repays this, besides assuring in-

1

I creased profits for the future.
|

1 A new cow-milking appliance has been in-

1

[ vented and exhibited in Boston. It is made |

1 of rubber and worked by an easy motion off

[ the hand, draws the milk from all the teats at I

[ once in a most calf-like manner, making pauses I

[ at intervals like a calf swallowing. By its aid
[

1 a cow can be milked in about two minutes. I

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

A State Wool-growers' Association is to be

organized in Maine on the occasion of the an-

nual "shearing festival," at Waterville, on the

4th of July.

Donald G. Mitchell—" Ike Marvel"—has
gone into business as landscape artist, and

proposes to prepare designs for the improve-

ment of country property, parks, county seats,

etc.

The Germania Beet-sugar Company, at

Chatsworth, LU., have used one sixth of their

last year's crop, and made eighty thousand

pounds of sugar.

The Wisconsin State Horticultural Society,

at its recent meeting at Madison, offered two

premiums on cultivated forest trees—one, of

one hundred dollars for the best ten acres, and

another of fifty dollars for the best five acres

—

to be planted the coming season, and the awards

to be made at three years old, or in 1870.

A correspondent of an exchange thinks he

has discovered the cause of smutty corn in the

use of muck in composting manure.

A cow belonging to Charles M. Marr, of

Union, Maine, dropped a bull calf, April 9th,

which weighed 120 lbs.

A gentleman near Rochester, N. Y. , has a

plantation, some thirteen years old, of the veri-

table "Big Trees" of California. They are

growing finely, but it seems a long time to

wait two or three thousand years for the ma-
turity of a tree.

The Western farmers are sowing flaxseed

very extensively the present season.

An ointment made of sulphur and lard is

capital for itch in horses.

The New York Gazette estimates that one

million of eggs are consumed each month in

that city. The Fifth Avenue Hotel consumes

about one barrel each day, and the Astor House

about four thousand each day. A woman in

Fulton Market sold 175,000 in ten days.

Maine has fourteen millions acres of uncut

timber.

There are, doubtless, says the Galveston

(Texas) Civilian and Gazette, more than 5,000,-

000 head of meat cattle in Texas.

Prof. Breunglesser, of Berlin, has, by feed-

ing poultry on certain preparations, succeeded

in making hens lay eggs, the shells of which

are of any required thickness, and so strongly

impregnated with iron as to seem as if cast

from that metal. A number are exhibiting at

the Paris Exposition.

The Bucolic Department at Washington is

just now distributing foreign flower seeds.

The cheese factory at . Tully, Onondaga

county, N. Y., is making six cheeses a day

that weigh ninety pounds each.

Wheat is scarce in Minnesota, and the Gov-

ernor of the State is about issuing a proclama-

tion urging the noc-shipment of any more

wheat until after harvest.

Ceop Peospects for 1867.—The New York

Commercial publishes upward of two columns

of reports on crop prospects, comprising one

hundred and ten accounts from different locali-

ties, North and South, all of which, with but

four or five exceptions, unite in representing

the prospect as being most encouraging for

both cereals and fruits. In Blinois, Indiana,

Kansas, Tennessee, and especially Missouri, a

very large yield of wheat is anticipated. The
farmers of these and other States devoted a

large area to this cereal last Autumn. Owing
to a backward Spring, less ground than usual

will be devoted to tobacco in Kentucky, while

the tobacco growers of Connecticut and Massa-

chusetts are gradually turning their attention

to other products. The reports from the

Southern States are encouraging. Considerable

more territory appears to have been devoted to

seed last Fall than is generally supposed. A
Chattanooga paper asserts that there will be

more wheat harvested in Eastern Tennessee

than during any previous year. Prospects

were never better in Virginia. The same is

true of Georgia. Though there is suffering

now, the prospect is that the Southern people

will have abundance of food as soon as the

harvest is gathered.

Cheerfulness at the Table.—Children in good health, if left to themselves at the table, become, after a few mouthfuls, garrulous and noisy;

and if within at all reasonable and bearable bounds, it is better to let them alone
;
they eat less, while the very exhiliration of spirits quickens

the circulation of the vital fluids, and energizes digestion and assimilation. The extremes of society curiously meet in this regard. The tables

of the rich of England are models of mirth, wit, and bonhommie ; it takes hours to get through a repast, and they live long. If anybody will

look in upon the negroes of a family in Kentucky, while at their meals, they cannot but be impressed with the perfect abandon of jabber and
mirth ; it seems as if they could talk all day, and they live long.

—

Hall's Journal of Health.
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THE LESSON OF THE WATER-MILL.

Listen to to the water-mill

Through the UveJong day,

How the clicking of Its wheel

Wears the hours away.

Languidly the Autumn wind

Stirs the greenwood leaves

;

From the Held the reapers sing,

Binding up their sheaves.

And a proverb haunts my mind

As a spell Is cast—
11 The mill cannot grind

With the water that Is past."

Autumn winds revive no more

Leaves that once are shed ;

And the sickle cannot reap

Corn once gathered.

And the milled stream flows on,

Tranquil, deep, and still,

Never gliding back again

To the water-mill.

Truly speaks the proverb old.

With a meaning vast—
" The mill cannot grind

With the water that Is past."

Take the lesson to thyself,

Loving heart, and true I

Golden years are fleeting by.

Youth is passing too.

Learn to make the most of life,

Lose no happy day

;

Time will never bring thee back

Chances thrown away.

Leave no tender word unsaid,

Love while love shall last

—

"The mill cannot grind

With the water that is past."

Work while the daylight shines,

Man of strength and will

!

Never does the streamlet glide

Useless by the mill.

Wait not till to-morrow's sun

Beams upon thy way;

All that thou can'Bt call thine own
Lives in thy " to-day."

Tower, and intellect, and health

May not always last

—

" The mill cannot grind

With the water that is past."

Oh, the wasted hours of life

That have drifted by!

Oh, the good that might have been,

Lost without a sigh !

Love that we might once have saved

By a single word;

Thoughts conceived, but never penned

;

Perishing unheard.

Take the proverb to thine heart,

Take, and hold it fast

—

" The mill cannot grind

With the water that is pa9t."

I From experience and theory, I am satisfied ! those portions of the field which were expected
j
field free from trees. Let them run and pull

t that theoretically, drilling is best ; but that in I to do the best will often seem to remain sta-
j
and haul till they are tired of it, and will walk

"j practice hill culture will yield me the best re- 1 tionary for from one to two weeks, and then |
side by side and feed together. Then take off

I turn both per acre and for labor bestowed on j resume their growth. May it not be the case {
the rope and they will ever after lead with the

[ the crop. I say that drilling is theoretically I that these better portions arc in better order 1 docility of a child, even though the first oc-

1 best, because it is evident that it is better to] and "good covering" unintentionally induced ] casion may be years afterwards. It is much

! have three stalks evenly distributed over four! deeper planting? ]
easier than for a man to be jerked around all

1 feet of the row than to have them all in hills
|

t am Well satisfied that we would be amply j
daF bya wild lieifer^or steer, and more effec-

But can we attain this result
] repaid for a more careful observation of the

!

We have tried it and know.

—

Hanchex-

II.) Mirror.
j four feet apart.

I in practice? I must answer in the negative
; ] iawa which govern the growth of our cereals, j

tc
'r W-

| by using sufficient seed and thinning out the
j and if not out of place, I may in a future

\

I plants myself, I can come reasonably near to
j number give the result of my observations up- 1 V0BN AM> Pokk.—-Twelve and one-half

lit, but if I have ( as I often must do ) to trust I „n wheat and oats from their sprouts to a ! bushels of corn given to a hog will make him

| the thinning out to hired help, I will not come
j growth of five or six inches.

I very near the mark desired.

| There are other items which in practice 1

1

! have found to be against drilling for corn ; it I

[ is more difficult to keep free from weeds ; re- f

1 quires more hoeiug and hand weeding ; it is I

I more tedious to cut, as I find my men will cut [

| three acres of hill corn in the same time they I

I require to cut two and one quarter of drilled
}

| corn ; and as a last objection, and one which ]

I is most always overlooked in casting up the
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BREEDING AND FEEDING PIGS.

BY THOMAS WOOD, CHESTER CO., PEXX,

! one hundred pounds net larger
;

hence, corn

1 selling at fifty cents per bushel, and pork at

I $0.25 just pays. At $6.50 or §7.06 per hun-
•

! dred you get from fifty-two to fifty-six cents

}
per bushel for your corn.

= Another point in favor of feeding. If you
"

] live ten or fifteen miles from your market, the

I hauling of two, three, or five hundred bushels

j
of corn costs you considerably more than it

] does when fed to your hogs. The manure
It is well to increase the quantity and qual-

j will pay for feeding. If properly cared for,

Ibalance, the drilled corn will produce the I
ily ofa sow '

s feed a week or 80 before pigging,
] offitl will pay you for the killing. It is better

I largest stalks and look the best, when probably I
as il tcnds t0 increase the flow of milk for the

} to feed than sell both hogs and corn.

I at the same time it will not produce as much|y°unS; but she should be fed sparingly onj - -

I or any more corn than an adjoining field [
15Snt food for a da>' or two after

>
tben as

I
Stock-Feedixg-Raw and Cooked Food.

I planted in hills. If we could only get the j
much g°od nourishing food as she will eat, for

] —The question as to which is the most profita-

1 stalks regularly distributed, there is no doubt [no sow can furnish milk enough tor the in- } ble for feeding stock, raw or cooked food, still

I that drill culture is the best, but for reasons I
creased demand of a large and growing family

]
engages the attention of the agricultural press.

I above given I have adopted hill culture after a I
with scanty feed, nor even with any amount] The majority of voices are in favor of the

1 trial of both, under the same or similar cir-l
can she fulnish a sufficiency of nourishment

j cooking process. A Kentucky farmer fed raw

I cumstances. I
for six to ten P'SS -

Therefore, if you wish
] COrn for a given time to his hogs—weighing

I Where hill culture in squares is adopted, I
the P'S3 to become properly developed, they

j them at the time of commencing the experi-

1 the covering will usually be done with hoes, \
must bB supplied witb milk or other food, as

j ment, and again when a change was made to

land great care should be taken to cover it 1
soon as ,bey wiU eat - A sow should never I cooked food. The result was five and a half to

I evenly and not too deep. Many are of the I
be allowed t0 Set Poor while suckling. Feeding

] seventeen and a half—a large balance in favor

I opinion that it makes but little difference in I
P'SS plentifully whilst young, that they may

j
nf cooked food after deducting the expense of

I the general result, whether the corn is onc or j
grow up and be properly developed—will pay ! preparing the latter. Even one-half of the

I three inches deep. Experiment will convince I
twenty per cent, better than at an advanced

j above difference would justify the feeding of

I any one that this idea is a mistaken one, and I
aSe -

]
the cooked material in preference to that in a

I hoping that some of my readers will try I
1 generally allow my pigs to remain with

j raw 6tate.

I similar experiments, I will give the result ofl tbe sow tiU two months old
>
and 1 tbink Lt

I=r===rm^^^~^^-^^^^ "^K
""""~~rr:

I one which I have tried for the two past sea- 1
best to leave one or two on a few days after] The distance at which trees should be set is

I sons, which, though only tried with corn, I
tbe otbers are taken off, to relieve the sow.

j a matter upou which people often make mis_

1 may be applied equally well to wheat, oats, or j

Care sbould be taken t0 bave eacb sow alone
] takcs . When transplanted into an orchard

I any plant producing a jointed stem. I
before pigging that she may be reconciled to

| the trees look small, and it seems like a waste

! In the experiment alluded to, the different j
her garters and become perfectly quiet and

j
of ground to plaCe them twenty-five or thirty

Irows were all treated alike (except in the I

contented If co d weather, a dry warm shel-
; fcet apart . But in a few years, if the trees do

::: I depth of planting), and were planted as nearly If'
18 •^•spcnsable

;
if warm weather they

|,weU) the thing looks differently. We have

I as possible at !he same time with seed from I

d° ?el at m aU °Pen 1(

f
0T fieW

' I
seen orchards where the condition of the trees

I the same portion of the ears. That planted I

™th b"' h" beddlnS S
wben m

,

ucb b«er is
]
would have been improved by removing every

••'•!

one inch deep came through in eight and I

allcnV
'ed

'

,

the P'SS »™ n,os
^ ^ .

l° ? 1 other tree. It is necessary to the full health

I three quarter days ; the next rows were each I

smothered or overlaid, particularly if a tat,
j aml vigor of ,he tree> that when it has at_

I onc planted half an inch deeper than the pre- ]

laZy old S0W
-

I
tained its ful1 size

-
the rays of the sun may

] ceding one, and the last one was put in six] H°gs
>
as a general thing, will grow, thrive i have free entrance to every part of the top.

I inches deep. The last five rows came through I
and fatten well confined, in not too close pens, I Apple trees, on strong, rich soil, should not be

Inasmuch as one of the correspondents of ] iu nine and one quarter, ten and one halt; I
aU their da>'s

>
if the sty is kePl clean and well

]
set less than twenty-five feet apart. This will

the Farm and Fireside has already given the I eleven and three quarters, twelve and one ]
ventilated, with occasional throwing to them

j
give sixty-nine trees to the acre,

principal items iu tbe preparation of the ] quarter and thirteen days, respectively. That I
a little charcoal, ashes, old lime, rotten wood,

j

ground for this crop, it would seem as if there I planted six inches deep came up very pare and I
mortar, soda or fresh earth. Such things they

j
Test for Starch or Grape Si gars.—Piric

could be but little left for me to say, and I unhealthy, and after lingering three days, I
3eem 10 need and relish very much

;
they help to ! acid, one of the derivatives of phenol, formed

hence I would draw the reader's attention to ] died. Many will no doubt think that the last I
kceP tbeir stomachs in tone. But pigs very

j
by the action of nitric acid on phenic acid, is

the after work on the crop, viz": putting in | three or four were greatly exaggerated cases ; I
much enjoy a range of a lot or pasture

;
it

]
of a yellow color. A few drops of a solution

the seed and cultivating. I so they were, but they were important in I
tends to their health and comfort. I have

]
of piric acid in 250 parts of water is added

With regard to plowino- for corn, there are ! carrying out the end I had in view. j
often bad bogs t0 do wel1 on Pastnre from lbe

j
,0 a solution of this kind of sugar (glucose)

u„ ti • i. .1 * i n „i : „ I ^ < i .i . e. ' middle of May till October, with occasionally i containing a little caustic soda, and heated tomany who think that by shallow plowing on a i Careful examination will show us that, after =
J
. _ .

3
-: „. . . . ....
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tough sod, they can obtain the best crops of] the point of the sprout has reached a distance \

a little salt and no feed; but I believe some 100°. The mixture when boiled assumes a

corn, or rather can obtain better crops than by ! of one and five-eighth inches from the grain,
1 feed with the pasture during the Summer will j blood-red color, a result from the formation of

„
' - .. , 1 pay well, as it will aid in their growth. ! picramic acid. A solution of cane sugar (su-

deeper plowing; this is one of the many ideas = it commences to form the first fruit; andex- = ' J
'

b
s
r

. . f >

connected with practical agriculture which I periment will demonstrate that if this point is |
For tbe last eight or ten years I have cooked

]

crose), added to a solution of picric acid, does

depend so much upon local circumstances, I more than half an inch below the settled sur- ]
feed for my bogs. I have a steamer fixed up

|

not produce this change of color,

such as depth and quantity of the soil &c,
j face, the stalk will send out a new set of roots

j

and can boil and make one or two hogsheads
j ^ ^ .

^^copper bT dissolved in ammo-
which make it impossible for one correspond-

] from it ; the same experiment will demonstrate I
of musb at a tirae

-
1 cook food as a matter

|
a solvcnt wiu 1)C 0btained not onlv for

ent to lay down rules for the government of { that while these new roots are being formed, ]
of economy, believing about one fourth the| ^ ^ '

d . *
f a]1

the readers of any one agricultural paper, how- 1 Which will generally be about the time the first !Sram is saved thereby. I generally feed of} S
. * '

1

ever small its circulation. Hence, when I say ] two leaves are fairly formed, the plant, as far I
corn two parts and oats one part, ground to-

j •
,

'
'

f

.'
11

that for all crops I prefer deep plowing, I do
j as perceptible growth is concerned, will re- 1

gether, and feed considerably of whole corn,
] _

u " °> °®"V ™!" l^Uo
not wish to be understood as laying it down aa I main stationary for from one week to ten days, \

particularly in the Fall, before it gets hard and
[ ^ .. ' ,

'
,' .

>
"

t

a rule for the government of all or any, except
j when it will again grow as usual.but will sel- j

dry. Feed when cooked, should be allowed to
j ^oof is add "o beformed

those on a similar soil. In a moderately damp
{ ,]onii except from local causes, overtake its ]

get nearly cold before being given to the pigs,
j eouallv imnortant if cotton fabrics b.

season, on a well limed sod, I have raised as
]

ieSs deeply planted companion. Corn planted I
In sbort let us have the best breeds, the best

}

good corn by shallow plowing as where this
j four and a half inches deep, took two of these j

breeding, and the best feeding, to insure a
]

;

operation was performed to a greater depth ; 1 stationary spells, but after it recovered, the ] Sood stock of any kind.

but as I find deep plowing to be most certain | aclj0ining com, planted but two inches deep, ]

to yield me a crop, I always prefer it to a sys-
] was two fcet high, which difference not only] How to Break Cattle to Lead.—Take ] „ ~

tern which I have found precarious. ] w'as preserved, but was materially increased, [ two animals of about equal size and strength j The lumber season has been a good one on

Much has been written, and perhaps much ] and the deeply planted was further behind. ] and tie them together with a strong rope by 1 the Penobscot waters, notwithstanding the

more will be written, upon the comparative I Mv experience is, that upon no account ! placing one end around the horus of one ani- ] lateness of commencement. The quantity of

advantages of drill and hill culture, and yet, ] should corn be covered more than from one I mal and the other end around the horns of the
]
logs cut is somewhat larger than during the

judging from recent articles, the matter is no 1 inch and a half to two inches deep, and of the
]
other, and make them fast, as for leading or 1 previous Winter ; but a greater proportion is

nearer a definite decision than it was ten ! two, I would prefer the former depth. Many [ tying up, leaving three or four feet of rope be- 1 on the smaller streams, and the drive will

years ago. ; have complained that after coming up properly, - tween the inner horns, and turn them into a ; probably be less.

and

:s be

I saturated with the solution of wool, they will

{ be enabled to take the dyes—such as lac dye

\ and cochineal—hitherto suited to woolen goods

Depths of the Sea.—The soundings for tbe transatlantic cable have enabled comparisons to be made of the different depths of the sea. Gen-
erally speaking, they are not of any great depth in the neighborhood of continents; thus the Baltic, between Germany and Sweden, is only li'n feel

deep; and the Adriatic, between Venice and Trieste, 130 feet. The greatest depth of the channel between France and England, does not exceed 300

feet, whilst to the southwest of Ireland, where the sea is open, the depth is more than 2000 feet. The seas to the south of Europe are much deeper

than those in the interior. In the narrowest part of the Straits of Gibraltar the depth is only 3000 feet, while a little more to the east it is 3000. Dr.

Young estimates the average depth of the Atlantic at 25,000 feet, and of the Pacific at 20,000.
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©-rape Culture*

' AS IN THE PAST SO IN THE FUTURE.'

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY CBITICTJ8.

I the track. You have not made a reconnoi-

1

1 sance of the field of operations. You have
]

"

I judged of the Summer by one swallow; youf'

I have brought home but one brick as a speci-
]

1 men of the city you have visited ! What
|

The ^xxultrtj-^TartL

DOMESTIC POULTRY.

I are but few flocks of hens that have shown a

| record like this, in the production of eggs and
'

1 poultry, with not remarkebly high prices for

I the products sold. Allow me here to say that

The season for commencing operations in j 1 really believe a good flock of hens can be

! guarantee had we that success in one or two { the poultry yard is fairly upon us, and we pro- 1 made to do even better than this.

I years would ensure us continued favors, or
j y0se to treat generally on the subject of the

f I will now gjve you an account of what a
Oub new American grape vines have one

j tuat Bacchus had at length been propitiated
]
management of poultry without reference to } sister of the writer did, in a small way. Liv-

advocate who is disinterested
;

one whose
j by our many sacrifices ; alas ! unwilling sacri-

{ breed or description. Buds may now fairly
j mg in the village it was not practicable, or at

hopes lead him to believe we shall find fruit
} nceSj and therefore undeserving of reward ! }be considered as safe from the influence of

| least not admissible, to keep many hens, as

where "we have been seeking these ^ three
j But you have not tried the experiment to a j the weather, therefore we shall not speak of I they ran at large and had access to the garden

years, and found none." " Let it alone," says
jm .

ggue , Wag nQt hg ofM rebuked because ! the management of house raised stock, but of
] at all times, doing but little damage however,

he, as did the dresser of the Vineyard in the
] hg wQuld cu(. down the ba]Ten flg tree , And j the farm yard and free roving. First of all

j The number kept was three. Two of them
parable of the fig-tree

;
" let it alone this year,

j haye wg yet B0Ught fruit more than three years ? | comes the subject of feed. Poultry should I were of a large breed ; the other was part Bol-

also, till I shall dig about it and dung it, and
j gha:1 wg re_plan

°
our vineg) for the nrgt p ianted I

never be over fed ; the habit of throwing in- 1 ton Gray, and was a small hen. The two
if it bear fruit well, and if not, then after that

j^ knQW nQ revival ? No
,
say we, we shall 1

discriminately all kinds of garbage in large
j

iarge ones laid, one of them, one hundred and
thou shalt cut it down." We, too, have been

| content ourse ives with a few trained beside I
quantities, where a limited number of fowls } thirty, the other, one hundred and fifty eggs;

seeking fruit these three years and have found
j^ dwe]ling) or esgay t0 raise a few grapeg on j

are kept, is highly injurious. In a large farm j the small one laid one hundred and ninety

none; but alas! our vmes have given up the
j treUigeg capped witn horizontal shelters to pro- 1 yard and stable premises they require b^ The time included was one year,

ghost, and all the digging needed is to dig)^ them from the frogt that gQ often fellg j
beyond that afforded by their own industrious ! These biddies had not a comfortable place to

them up. And we are not alone
;

nor is this
j u frQm {he keeD) cold heaven," on our tender 1

foraging. A spoiled liver, or other meat from I winter in, and therefore did not lay much dur-

failure any new thing. Who ever heard of a
j ^^ gummer .

'

or we gball seek I the butcher, boiled and cut from occasionally,
] ing the winter months. It would be well per-

successful vineyard of Isabellas, or Catawbas,
j fevored by Hgaven with moist, j is excellent. Then some chopped cabbage or

f haps to speak of the cost of keeping a hen 'one
in the interior of the Northern or Middle

j ^ tempei.ed days aud nightS) Wnen I
mashed boiled potatoes, with a little corn and ! year. As near as I can judge (without actual

States, that continued in bearing many yeare ?
j our L es ,hall not be withered bytiie West! wheat screenings, or other grain, and a few

J experiment) it will cost about $1,25 a year,

Or did not thoroughly disappoint the P,am:e
>'- i wind 0r pass away with the Summer clouds. I

pounded bones, lime or oyster shells, with {where one has to buy all he gives them. If

except in very few favored localities extremely :-^ & metaphor> in these we may find I
^hich t0 cover the eSSs . wiu complete the diet,

j
kept on a farm,' it would be natural to suppose

exceptional? Ah 'but these vineyards, of which
;^ ^^ ^ guc

'

cegt, and wMe thege ! Feed regularly every morning, and always in
j they could be kept much cheaper; or at least

so much has been promised, so much ex-
j

-

nfluenceg play around ug^ ghallm {0 gIW ] the same place. The hens will be found in j if allowed to run at large a part of the season,

pected, are not Catawbas, nor Isabellas
;
they

j rf ^ and ^ promige j wait|llg for tneir breakfagt; and almost before
] In regard tQ the different breeds or the best

have passed away to the limbo of forgotten
| fortunately never be realized. We j

they have finished will run off to the nests for
} breed tQ k tbere rg t be

, ma
things, and we have now the exquisite Dela- = .

J
<. . . "relief 1 a -

* „ ,
6

'

.
*

8 ' _. a ti h t
5 say taat without the favoring circumstances =

reuei.
\ conflicting opinions. Some prefer one breed,

ware, the choice Diana ana J~TCCa
l
W
Jp. IwMdi present the Summer extremes, so de-| Where large numbers of poultry are kept

} gome another . SOme, a large and some, a small
nc^ing of the Adironctoc and tte reire^ be renewed to prevent

j breed _ j have kept at least a dozen different
Iona !

" Three years ago, all that was said oi
\foriunatdy neyer be made good _ We s&yfortu. j it getting tainted ; this requires labor and ma-

1 breedg within tbe lagt ten or fifteen yearg _ T]ie
such varieties, was true my menu, oi tne^^

for ^ ^ }f ^ ^rials. Now, there is only one material which
j bj.ggd j now keep I greatly prefer to any I have

earlier named varieties as mey men con-
p^ gucceggM vineyardg gbould be thus abused ,

! combines all the requirements for the floor of
j had heretofore, and will mention some of their

ducted themselves ;
but heir behavior has

f^ .

g rather ^ bg a blegsing | a poultry home, and with which Providence
| g00(J quaMdeS( They are a hardy breedj and

changed for the worse
; '^

e^ . I than otherwise. Observations made in this 1^ supplied us bountifully, namely, earth. It
| are extra layeis. Early hatched pullets will,

sadly "demoralized in the ligntoi present
}^^ hag taught ug ^ nQ ad_ ; is composed of aU the necessary materials to

| with good cart; lay earl in the and CQn.
experience it will not do to speak_ot them as

{ ^^ from^ general uge eyen |
the animal economy of the poultry ; it is of a

] tinue laying thr0ughthe winter, providing they
m their mfancy ;

nor to expect ot tnem since
| rf^ ^ ^ citlzens> The specious j

deodorizing nature, and, when tainted with| haye good care) comfortable quarters and a
they have sunerea trom contact witn m

«| & ent mt tbeir temperate use w01 stay I
the manure, becomes a valuable fertilizer. In

| plenty of the right kind of food. They are
world, what the mnocency of their childhood

f^ rf iutoxicationj ,s abQUt ag absurd as |
fact, it is often unfortunately forgotten thai

] aIso good ^ters and excellent mothers. If
promised

. . . , ! the proposal to prevent the development of ! the manure of poultry (Guano proper) is one
j tbey wish to sit

,
they are not bad to break up ;

We, the American people, do not appear to =
, • i of the most valuable manures for the flower « \ n ,

'
, n • .„„„„:/) = brigands and highwaymen by weak training in = 01 tue mosi vaiuauie manures lor me uuwtr

% bear confinement well ; are superior for the
resemble the iSourbons, oi wnom was sa

,
| larceny . As virtue will endure no taint, j

gardens, strawberry beds and the green house.
| table> and do not scratch nearly as bad as some

"We, on the contrary are ever learning,some-
1 ev„ rows apace by itsown inher-l^t, therefore, the yards where poultry are

| breedg . j must say they are the most elegant
thing new and forgetUng every old lesson

,
{ tend;nci so temperauce will bear no !

necessarily confined, be frequently raked and I
0f f0rm and beautiful of plumage, of an^ of

How much the rise and growth of^ he presen
| ^ J ^ ^ and ^ j

swept, and fresh earth, gravel and sand sprin-
j tbe hen g ieg . j speak of^ Game^

grape mama resembles every other great.
| ^ ^ fruit yfe m'ay regret the loss of our P^d, or if not, let it be raked, that a new top

j 1 gbaH keep no otherg unlegs j find a^
movement ot the Kind mat nas

Collec- 1 grapes, as wine we may prove to lae tlie greater |
m»y be presented in the morning when the

j
breedj wbich is doubtful.

'

How ! gainers as we have loss thereof Tne consola- j
fowls leaYe their roost - Cleanliness is one of

j

to savor itself of i
the chief necessities to poultry. Clean sand i

among us, is apparent to those whose i

tion extends over a generation only.

. 1 tion may be said, by some,
many vineyards of the foreign vine were

=

planted, how many thousands of experiments I^ur SraPes •

tried in almost every State in the most favored
[ t

jsee Farm and Fireside, page

regions of the United States ; to end in utter] jfa^ lg67_

failure ! How many hundreds of thousands j
' > t-

of dollars sank from want of correct and com-
]

plete acquaintance withthe distinctive pecu-[
dr ,

.

, f
. iMAm ,..m

liarities of the wine chmates of Europe, and
|

Open Air Grape Cul- \

Two Labge Trout.—While in Messrs. An-

! in which they can dust themselves is absolutely! An Intelligent Hen—The Washington

! neccessary, and should be left within range off (Ga-) Gazette has the following

:

| their quarters. I Danbury, March 28.—Mr. Editor: I war-

! Ashes for them to dust in should also take j

rant that I have got the most intelligent and

!the place of the dry earth in Summer, and j
peculiar fowl either in Wilkes or Lincoln coun-

I they should have meat in some form, the most
j

ties- She is quite a large sized hen, between
" the common dunghill fowl and the Shanghai.in Maiden I available of which is the pressed cakes or 1

ities oi iuc wmC ^ I Lane, New York, we were shown the photo - 1 greaves from the tallow manufacturers. I
My Mttle daughter can take the hen upon her

our countrv, and wherein they dinered. Howl , , , ... . , . 1° li

manyyearl passed in wMch disappomtment
j ^^^™^ M

' Fowls should always have their liberty at|^^
. = one of our Northern rivers. As many of our

| day hK&^ and food ghould neyer be allowed f

^etsy

succeeded disappointment, before the enthusi-

astic projectors would believe that the climate
|

was unfavorable, that the extent of tempera-

1

ture, the sudden changes yu Summer, were

destructive and could never be overcome

North-west friends are disinclined to believe !

j knees and pat her on the back and say " sing,

' (for that is her name), and she will be-

to be about in profusion. This rule applies to
j

|
gin to sing as requested. She will then say,

'sing loud, Betsy," and she will then sing at
=
that the trout grows to a greater size than five!

aU deg
.

tiong offood . Supply liberally !
t
,

Inr kiy nnvmrk wfi will state the wpio-ht of I ... „ .. . , = the verv top ot her voice, which is very loud
= oi six pounas, we wm state me wei=ut ot

= facilities for roosting in hen houses or under-: - 1 '
. „,

| these two, as additional proof to what has
j coyer . fhe birdg cbooge tUeir perches, and!

# How many Zn ente'red^as wi^y into "grow- 1
P
^

vi°USly Said *at tU^ °°S °n
\ should not be driven in, or compelled to occu-

j

| this subject are erronious. One weighed seven =

ing the native grape North, South East andj^
tbree.fourth dg

-

West, regardless of the differences of climate,
j and ^ fourth

the heights or exposure, soil or circumstances
; j p

planted Catawbas and Isabellas, Powells,
}

Elsinboroughs, Alexanders, &c, to reap—
\ New Mode of Labeling Trees.—At a re-

py certain quarters, never forgetting that a \

! for she has an excellent pair of lungs. She

jwill say, "sing soft, Betsy," and she will

! change from the loud tone to a very soft one.

! And to cap the climax, in the way of obeyingand the other eight
| . f wealth on a small scale lies iu the ma- ! .

, .
,

,
,

nonhds Field Turf nnd '- , „ , , j -= and pleasing the children, my little neice putpounos. r imi, l urj ana
d 8weepmgs 0f tue hen house and un- =

r
. \ .

' J

I . , .-^.ij , „ = Betsy in a chair the other day, and began to
\ der roosting sheds.— Turf, Field and Farm, i .1 . . .

'

I
° •"

| pat her on the back, saymg at the same time,
..»,.,«-»-...-.«.»-

I " lay me an ege, Betsv." Betsy sang a very
what !-Wine by the pipe-to sit under their ! ^w ^ labeling r rees.-ai are-

1 will ^ pAY TQ KEEp HENS ,
| gbor goft^ an(J^ stQod ^^^

own vines, where none could make them !
cent meeting of the Society of Arts (Institute

|

afraid? No, verily ;—but disappointed hopes 1
of Technology ) Boston, the Hon.

and empty cellars and pockets. The climate [
Wilder maue a statement relative to

M. P.
] c. Steward contributes the following to the

\

a new
| Maine Farmer

:

and to the great delight of the children, there

! lay in the chair an egg. She will follow my
I wife all over the house, yard, and garden, just

fought against them, and they again sue- j
method of labeling trees, accidentally dis-

j
A lady friend kept, in the year 1864, forty

j like a pet dog> and will sing or not, as she is

cumbed. I covered by him. In the use of zinc labels,
j
hens, realizing from the sales of eggs an^

1
directed to do

Nothing daunted, comes a new generation— !
which were the most durable in character, an ! poultry the sum of $150 ; in the year follow- j

lr6C 6
'

Jas W Babksdale
Youns America will solve the problem. Our |

indelible ink was used, but not having the ink
} j^g, 1865, she kept fifty hens, the sales of eggs

]

fathers did not adapt their varieties to the[ at hand on one occasion, he wrote upon the
] and poultry amounting to $155. The sale of

j

climate We will find some hardier kinds, ! zinc .
witn a lead pencil. This writing, al-

1 egg8 aione amounted to $125. Again, in thej A Correspondent of the Waukesha Free-

ripening in shorter seasons, more enduring oft though it could be rubbed off when first made, | year 1866, from fifty-seven hens she sold $150 1 man tells of a hen belonging to him which has

extremes less inclined to' mildew, less dis- 1 Srew more distinct and durable with age, and! worth of eggs and poultry. The number of
f
a mania for adopting the chickens of her neigh-

posed to'rot We will grow our own grapes |
after several years could not be erased except

| chickens raised was not over forty in each
]
bors, and in this way succeeded last Summer

and drink our own wine ; we will supply the j
by scraping

| year) and t think not so many, with the ex- 1 in bringing under her care and rearing sixteen

foreign market: we can do it and we will! Has j

"" —»————
I ception of one year. These hens ran at large

[
chickens. Her course was, upon seeing a

it not been prophesied that " we shall export j A New York naturalist protests against ! most of the year, and the garden connected
j
strange chicken, to run to it, brood it, then

our poetry and wine," and are not the name of ! naturalizing the English sparrow in this coun- 1 with the house was not materially damaged, } pet it with the daintiest morsels she could find
;

prophet and poet still the same—must not the | try. In Europe it is regarded as a nuisance,
j
although but slightly protected. The account

[
in this way she seldom failed to win and fasten

prophecy be fulfilled—and are not we the ! and it has been estimated to destroy ten mil- 1 given above did not include the use of eggs }
upon herself the affections of "any little wan-

en to do it ? Enthusiast, again you are off
1
lion bushels of wheat in France annually.

1 and poultry in a small family. I think there dering chick that came in her way.

Grafting Rhododendrons.—The best time to graft rhododendrons is towards the end of August, or early in September, when the shoots have ripened.

The "shoots of stock and scion should be of equal thickness, or as nearly so as possible. It is best performed by what is known as side-grafting,—putting in

the grafts near the soil. The head of the stock should be cut off six inches above the union, leaving some leaves on it. To this the graft may be tied.—

After grafting, place and keep in a close cold frame until the union is complete, which will be the case in six or eight weeks. Then give air and harden

off. In Spring, the part of the stock above the graft may be cut off neatly immediately above the point of union. The grafting may be done in Spring,

just at the time growth commences, but success is not so certain in Spring as late in the Summer.
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AGEIOUI.TUEE feeds in a great extent It clothes uh ; with I

oat It we could not have manufactures, and should not have com* :

merce. These all stand together like pillars in a cluster—the
[

largest In the center, and that largest Is Agriculture.—Daniel |

Whiistkk, ;

TERRITORIAL ACQUISITIONS.

Twenty odd years ago we bad a Congress
j

of radicals who thought our territorial boun-)

daries were rather limited, especially in the|

direction of sundown. They wanted an addi-
{

tion to our vegetable and animal kingdom
; j

they desired more of the atmosphere that sur-

1

rounds the globe in the Northrwest ;
they de-

{

manded the sun to shine an hour or so longer, §

each day, on this great Republic. Those mani-j

fest destiny gentlemen had no idea of changing
j

the physical geography of this continent
;
they I

simply asked, in the settlement of the North-
[

western boundary question, that we should
]

have possession of a portion of British Colum-

1

bia, Ixtending to Fifty-four-forty North lati-f

tude. If this demand was not acquiesced in,
{

they said fight—in brief, their political war-cry
j

was "Fifty-four-forty, or fight."

The recent purchase of the Russian posses-
j

sions, running down on the Pacific coast, from
j

somewhere in the vicinity of the North pole

!

to fifty-four-forty North latitude—a territory I

large enough for an empire—with a population I

of nearly a hundred thousand Russians, Indi-l

ans and Esquimaux, and a country producing
]

barley, rye and various esculents, timber,
j

minerals and valuable furred animals, besides
j

salmon, herring, halibut and codfish in in-

!

exhaustible quantities, is not to be sneezed at, l

even if a portion lies within the Arctic zone. I

This acquisition will gratify " manifest destiny"
j

men in all parts of the nation ; and the aban-

1

ment of this continent by Russia, simultane-

}

ously with the withdrawal of France from
j

Mexico, makes us believe the area of freedom
j

will be still further extended until
{

" The whole boundless continent Is ours "

It will not be many years before Great Brit- i

ain will sell, or be forced to relinquish to us,
|

her possessions north of the Columbia river ; I

then we shall have all the coast line from the
]

Northern boundary of Mexico to Behringj

Straits—an immense fishing ground for Brother f

Jonathan, whether he throws his fly for trout
]

and salmon or harpoons whales, seals or sea-

1

serpents. The Canadas will also drop into our 1

hands in due time, like ripe fruit in mid Au-I

tumru After that we must swallow Mexico—
§

a cathartic that will purge us a little, but will 1

not harm us in the least. Laugh at us, reader,
j

if you like ; but these are prophetic facts, and
f

they will be " fixed facts " before this Republic j

sees its two hundredth birthday. Look at {

what we have done, in the way of annexation, |

since 1 787—the period when the Constitution I

(a somewhat forgotten code !) was adopted. {

In 1803 we purchased Louisiana and the I

great Mississippi valley, ofFrance, for $15,000,-

]

000. Napoleon I. was short of cash at that j

time, and so sold his American possessions, f

and with the fifteen millions equipped armies I

that overran Europe and won the Star of Aus-

1

terlitz. (That was his business). In 1819, {

Spain felt poor and sold us Florida lor $3,000,- I

000. It was the tail end of this continent then, ]

and is now ; but being the land of song and
j

romance, where Narvarz, Ponce de Leon and I

De Soto sought the fountain of youth, we

!

bought it and got a real bargain. In 18-45 we
j

annexed Texas, a territory large enough for 1

half a dozen States ; and in 1854 we purchased j

Arizona from Mexico. So we go on, making

!

territorial acquisitions one of the fundamental j

principles of Republicanism. We cannot stop 1

annexing contiguous powers, even if we don't j

require them or want them. Destiny says we

!

must go on and possess, people and develop
|

this entire continent. 1

CONTRIBUTIONS SOLICITED.

The Farm and Fireside is rapidly winning!

its way to appreciation and success. In typo-

1

graphical appearance and press-work we aim f

to make it faultless, and can be justly proud in
f

those respects ; while the original and selected
j

articles are brought under a careful surveil-
{

lance as regards their reliability, seasonableness
]

and merit.

We feel grateful for the manner in which our I

friends have responded to our call for such or-[

iginal contributions as come within the scope
j

of our journal
;
yet we very much desire to in- {

crease the resources and influence of the same,
]

in this respect. In view of this we solicit or-
j

iginal contributions from all quarters. Surely I

every farmer has had something taught him by
j

experience that would be acceptable to us and
j

useful to his fellow laborers.

The kind of articles we prefer above all oth-
j

ers, are those that are short, succinct, and to f

the point
;
embodying facts, detailing observa-

j

tions, narrating experiences, ifcc. Our journal
[

is devoted to the interests of the farmer, and to 1

him we look not only for pecuniary support, I

but for assistance in the way of weekly contri-

1

butions. Do not be deterred from doing so by
j

a fear that you may betray a want of scholar-

1

ship. We will with pleasure give the articles j

an acceptable and readable shape. We hope our I

agricultural friends will respond to this appeal ; I

by so doing they will afford us much pleasure,
f

cultivate their powers of composition, and ben- \

efit the busy, practical world in which they live
[

and move. I

TRIAL OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
\

An exhibition and trial of farm implements I

commenced on the 7th of May, at Utica, New \

York. This exhibition is under the auspices 1

of tho New York State Agricultural Society. I

What the result will be, if the trial is honest I

and impartial, will be seen in the improved |

agriculture of that State. If improved ploughs, |

harrows, seed-drills, mowing-machines, reap-

ers and kindred inventions will do more
work in a given time, and do it better than

the old fashioned implements, then millions

of dollars will be saved to the country. Simi-

lar exhibitions, or trials of agricultural imple-

ments, should be held in every State.

The following are the premiums offered at

the New York trial for plows.

A gold medal is offered by the Society for

the best plow in each of the ten classes, as

follows : 1st. For a sod plow for stiff soils.

2d. A plow for stubble land La stiff" soils. 3d.

A sod plow for sandy soils and light loams.

4th. A plow for stubble land
;
which will cut a

furrow twelve inches deep, with three horses,

which will raise the lowest soil to the surface

of the furrow ; for a plow which will turn a

furrow of this kind, not less than five inches

wide, the Society offers as a prize i:s large gold

medal. 511). For a Michigan sod and trench

plow. Gth. A subsoil plow, in connection

with an ordinary plow. 7th. A ditch plow
for opening drains. 8th. A machine for exca-

vating ditches for under-draining. 9th. A
steel plow for alluvial and uncturous lands.

10th. A swing or side hill plow.

Guinea Fowls.—A wise-acre contributes an

article to the Country Gentleman on the profit,

habits, <i:c., of the Guinea fowl. Among other

crude things, he says "Guineas will never be

cross and pugnacious if the eggs are hatched

under the Guinea hen. If the eggs are set un-

der a common hen the chicks will always be

cross to other fowls, &c." This is first-class

nonsense, as every ornithologist or fowl breed-

er knows. We like Guinea fowls, but they are

pugnacious from nature, and will quarrel with

all poultry of timid character. If a common
hen could hatch chickens from duck's eggs, or

chicks from brick-bats, we might believe the

contributor of the Country Gentleman—not be-

fore.

ORCHARD CULTURE.

The orchard should be just as much a sub-

1

ject for cultivation as any other part of the I

farm. By cultivating an orchard, we do not I

mean the growing of crops in it ; but on the j

contrary, the giving up of the soil exclusively to j

the trees, and yearly top-dressiDg it with muck, I

leaf-mold, and carbonaceous- matter generally. 1

To select a favorable site, to thoroughly pre-

1

pare the soil, to purchase none but the best of I

trees, to plant them in the most careful and I

approved manner, together with pruning, train-!

ing and low-branching, are necessary requis- I

ites; but the subsequent enriching of the soil I

at intervals must not be neglected. Fruit tree6

1

draw their nourishment from the soil, and it I

is just as necessary to the perfection of fruit to
{

keep up the supply of nourishing elements in j

the soil of the orchard as it is necessary in the
j

soil of the field. |

In our estimation, the raising of field crops I

in the orchard is an absurb and injurious falla-

1

cy. No man likes to do double physical duty
; j

and to attempt to make a given acre yield aj

crop of apples and a crop of corn or wheat,
j

in the same year, whilst not directly in opposi-

1

tion to the law in physics that two things can-i

not occupy the same space at the same time,
}

is an attempt at something almost like it so far 1

as the elements of plant-life are concerned.— |

It will invariably be a failure, resulting in one
j

or both of the crops falling short in quantity |

and quality. Why do we assiduously try to f

keep our strawberry beds free from weeds ? I

Because wo are afraid the weeds will rob the f

strawberries of the elements necessary to fruit
{

perfection. Why then crop our orchards and 1

look for a full yield of ripe, delicious apples ? I

It is lolly to expect it. We have changed the
{

direction of the eliminative power. As well 1

might we cram our heads with the "learned
j

lumber cf pedantry " by taking out our brains I

to make room for it. |

The trees are barked by the plow or team ; I

they are more liable to be blown over or to I

lean "deviously." In order to get under the

{

trees with the horses, they are trimmed " up I

higher;" and when the trunks of apple trees!

are high and exposed to the scorching rays of |

the sun, the sap becomes heated and the fruit

{

sickly. Apple trees should not be trained high I

—the storms have less effect, the rays of the 1

sun will not lay on the trunk, and the fruit will I

be fairer. In the month of August the apple j

makes its main growth. Then it is that it]

most needs that moisture and sap which the I

field crop is lavishly robbing it of. Your Bald- \

winds and Newton Pippins are both small and !

dwarfish, and you wonder why so many are
j

drooping and dropping.

We know that this matter of cropping orch-

1

ards is a mooted question ; that while grain I

crops are generally acknowledged to be injuri-

1

ous, many consider root crops to be beneficial. 1

Probably the reason the latter are beneficial, j

is because they require so much manure to j

make them profitable. We would like to hear
j

from some of our correspondents on this ques-

1

tion, as our remarks have been made with that

i

view as much as any other.

Protection foe Cherries.—A distinguished
j

fruit grower informs us how he keeps cherry- [

eating birds from his trees. He has a number 1

of small bird-boxes hung on the trunks or I

large limbs of his cherry trees. These boxes
f

are occupied, every season, by the little wrens, I

which are remarkably pugnacious birds. No f

sooner does the cherry-bird, robin or other;

fruit-pilferer, come to the trees, than the wren

offers them battle ; and if not victorious, suc-

ceed in driving off the thieves.

This protection, by the wren, may answer

: in some sections of the Middle Stales, where it

j
breeds. But in the New England States they

;
are not numerous enough to stand guard over

i
the cherry orchards. Bells, and scare-crows,

j
offer but slight protection from the bold, im-

j
pertinent fruit brigands.

Sale of Ai.dernbys and Ayrsiiires.—At
the sale of James II. Wall, Jr., at Clappville,

Mass., last week, the following prices were ob.

tained for Alderney and Ayrshire cattle:—

"Jenny" and calf, six years old, §390, to

Moses Ellis, Framingham
; "Fannie," six

years old, $210, to Mr. Ellis ;
" Beauty," three

years old, $225, to John Brooks, Princeton.

The above were imported by R. S. Denny.
"Nina," two years old, $85, and "Beauty,
2d," fifteen months old, $90, to J. D. Wheeler,

Grafton; " Beauty," four years old, $105, and
"Jennie, 2d," eleven months old, $75, to Mr.

Ellis ;
" Fannie 2d," nine months old, $36, to

D. J. Baker. Ayrshires: "Princess'' and
calf, five years old, $142,50, to T. W. Wel-
lington

;
"Grace," five years old, $147,50, to

B. F. Curtis, Auburn; "Countess," six years

old, $110, to G. M. Hunt.

Speaking of grape matters on Lake Eric Is-

land-, W. E. Sibley says in Rural New Yorker,

that the Winter has been quite favorable, and

grape vines were never in better condition at

this season. Peaches, also, are all right, and a

fruitful year is generally expected.

Colored Fruit Plates.—We return thanks

to D. M. Dewey, Rochester, New York, for a

variety of beautifully executed lithographs of

fruit. That of the Vicar of Winkfield pear,

and the Diana Hamburg grape, are exceedingly

fine.

©ur Bank- Talile,

The Poultry Book : comprising the breed-

ing and management of profitable and orna-

mental poultry ; their qualities anil character-

istics
;
by W. B. Tegetmeier, F. Z. S., with

colored illustrations by Hakrison Weir, and

numerous engravings on wood. London and

New York : George Routledge &, Sons.

The raising of poultry, as a branch of rural

economy, has been carried to great perfection

in Europe. Crowned heads, and gentlemen of

great wealth, have for many years devoted

much attention to the various kinds of domes-

tic fowls
; keeping the distinctive breeds pure

;

getting up national poultry exhibitions; as-

certaining which kinds are the most profitable

as layers, or for market ; and not overlooking

the ornamental varieties which add much to

the attractiveness of rural homes.

The volume before us is unquestionably the

most magnificent book on poultry ever pub-

lished. It is a royal 8mo volume, splendidly

printed and bound, with life-like illustrations,

(oil colors), by Harrison Weir, and is edited

by Tegetmeier, poultry editor of "The Field,"

published in London. An examination of the

work fully satisfies us that the Editor has ac-

complished a "labor of love;" has produced

an exhaustive treatise on gallinaceous birds

;

ample in its details and of the most practical

character. In addition to this, many eminent

poultry producers of England have contributed

valuable articles; together with a treatise on

the various diseases of poultry. Although we
are indebted to England for this valuable book,

it is none the less applicable in this country
;

from which we can leirn a vast store of poultry

information. It is far in advance, in ability

and illustration, of all its predecessors. Price

$9,—well worth the money. See advertise-

ment in this issue of the Farm and Fireside.

Great Expectations : By Charles Dickens,

with twenty seven full page illustrations from

original designs by John McLenan. Philadel-

phia : T. B. Peterson <fc Brothers.

This is the fourth volume of the author's

American edition, and reflects credit on the

publishers, who generously paid Mr. Dickens

for advance proof sheets of his works. Per-

sons desiring a neat, handsome collection of

Boz, should purchase this edition. Price $1.25.

The Farm and Fireside in ilonthly Parts.

Hereafter the Farm and Fibksit>e can be had in Monthly
Parts, In neat covers, at twenly-nve oents each. Those for

January, February, March and April are now ready. For sale
by all newsmen. •

Hemp may be sown at any time this month.
\

Use 4 to 6 pecks of heavy, bright seed, for i

broad-cast sowing. Be thorough in keeping

!

the grass down.

The strikes in England have now extended

to the farm hands, who are probably the worst

paid laborers in Great Britain.

COMMISSION TO LOCAL AGENTS.

Wk wihh to cmjiloy a local agent In every town In the United

Stales. Ev ery subscriber for the Faem and Fiueside may
act as local agent for the same. For every yearly subscriber

the commission Is fifty cent*, or twenty-five cents for each half

yearly subscriber.

I

I

II

Tf

<0

Respect for Money.—It may be a most immoral and unpoetical sentiment, but those are always the best people who have a carefulness, and a wise
respect for money. Not per se—not the mere having it or amassing it, but the prudent using of it—making it our servant and not our master. As a test
of character, perhaps, £. s. d. is one of the sharpest. A man who is indifferent and inaccurate in money matters, will be rarely found accurate in other
matters. He may have large benevolence externally

;
you will see him throw half a crown to a beggar, and subscribe to every chai ity list in the Times

;

but ifhe forgets to pay you that five shillings he borrowed for cab hire, you may be quite sure that the beggar's half crown and the twenty pounds in the
printed subscription will have to come out of somebody else's pocket instead of his own.—Mrs. Craiq.
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THE BROOK.

HY GEOKGE S. BURLEIGH.

Tbe brooklet dancing through the glen,

With willowB bending over,

Has blessings for the sons of men,

A boon for every lover:

Of her the poet learns to sing

His tenderest canzonetta;

Here maidens come such love to bring

As makes all love its debtor.

The dusty lad in tattered frock,

The rough and sturdy farmer,

The traveler leaning on the rock,

Have here an equal charmer.

The frolic boys from school and mill,

The gay and rosy misses,

Drink health and pleasure from the rill

In all her rippled kisses.

The violet on the mossy brink.

The bluebirds in the hazels,

Repay with song and sweets the drink

That stings not though it dazzles.

And oh! forgiving every slight

Of wretched souls who leave her,

She bathes away the stains of nigh t

And cools their burning fever.

The whiteness of the simple soul

She welcomes and enhances,

And shames the votaries of the bowl

With pure, inviting glances.

Ho ! fill your beakers from the brook—

The white urn of the Naiads

;

And life shall take as fresh a look

As to the turf their play adds.

f was the assurance, the positiveness of faith,
j

I The young man looked up at the choir, and
j

| among the array of beauty there, his keen eye
j

f
detected the singer. Her face was upturned,

j

f her eyes were closed, and the light from the
j

| window overhead seemed to change into a

!

I spiritual radiance as it fell around her.

| After the closing of the ceremony, the young

;

I man waited at the foot of the narrow stairs

;

f leading from the gallery. The singer wasj

|
leaning upon her father's arm, and her eyes

\

I were still closed.

1 She was blind !

I The young man startled at first when this

j

I fact dawned upon his mind, but as he took
[

| another glance at that sweet face, his heart

I went out toward her with yet a warmer glow.

[ It was an oval face, and spiritually fair;

I the skin was almost transparent, and the velvet

I lips were tinged with vermillion. Her form

| was well developed, every motion expressive of

I grace, and the beauty of her attire consisted in

I its simplicity alone ; almost any other fabric

I or arrangement would have been at antago-

[ nism with that trusting, child-like face. Her
I dress was of plain calico, unadorned by jew-

| elry, while a shawl of a sort of neutral tint was

\ thrown negligently over her shoulders, partly

I concealing her full ripe bust, and covering but

| to the elbow the plump, snowy arm that rested

1 within her father's.

It was a touching sight to see those two

women weeping in each other's arms, just as

if that friendship had been a friendship of

many years. Ella's face was beautiful, but of

a different style from Miriam's. It was full of

freshness, and verging as close upon boldness

as any face dare verge and yet be thoroughly

feminine. It was an intellectual face, classic

and prominent in its outline, with tempting

lips, black eyes, and hair dark and luxuriant, a

vexation to the white fingers that daily es-

sayed to bring it into a semblance of staid-

ness.

And Ella did learn to love that sweet girl for

herself alone. She was so kind, so beautiful,

so trusting ! Ella grew better from her com-
panionship ; and Miriam guided her in just

the same quiet way, seemingly passive and yet

positive withal, that she guided Ernest.

The latter was very happy ; his aristocratic

friends wondered at his choice, but that was

nothing to him. He loved his wife, and the

warm, gushing manner in which she recipro-

i
cated it, was more than life to him.

Often, in the stili Summer evenings, her

|
voice would steal out on the ah-

,
echoing in

j
the groves and floating among the shrubbery

i with more witchery than it did along the

j
frescoed dome of the cathedral at Rheims.

j
some, commodious, well lighted and ventilated

;

! in fact there is nothing that could be improved

j about them to my eye. Now we come to the

| trotters, and at the head of them stands the

j stallion Dan Rice, than whom a nobler looking

I horse never stood on lour feet. He is a large

I brown horse, very handsome and very fast, as

| all your readers must know. He weighs at

{this time in the neighborhood of 1400 lbs.,

|
and when in condition last Fall, after the trot-

[ting season was over, he weighed 1150 lbs.

| Next I was introduced to Shiptimber, a large,

I handsome and powerful bay horse, by Rysdyk's

|
Hambletonian, and one, I think, that will do

|
honor to the noble horse from whom he de-

I scends. Then there was a very large, power-

f ful gray mare, whose name I forget, but it

| matters little, as she will make it known her-

| self before Fall. I did not inquire her sire,

f but she shows the Messenger blood enough to

|
prove that it has not degenerated in her. Next

[ I was shown a fine looking chestnut mare

| named Cranston Girl, four years old, out of

} Geo. M. Patchen and a fine Morgan mare,

| raised by Mr. S. ; she shows power and will

[ doubtless make herself known. The next one

I was a handsome sorrel, called Morning Star,

\ by Andrew Jackson, four white feet, a very

|
large, powerful horse, and I am inclined to

I think a hot one to come across.

Fireside Tale.

THE BLIND SINGER OF THE CATHEDRAL,
j

BY F. H. STATJFFER. |

A stranger stood within the cathedral at I

Rheims. He was leaning against a pillar, per-

1

fectly motionless except occasionally drawing
]

a glove, which he held in one hand, idly
j

through tbe other. His attitude was expres-
j

sive of gracefulness, and his face was calcu-
[

lated to make one turn and look at it again,
f

even in casually meeting him on the street. It
f

was a youthful face, and to a certain degree,
{

childish; and yet there was something about I

the thin lips expressive of will and energy.
j

His forehead was high and white, gleaming
j

out from a mass of raven hair ; his eyes were
j

dark, bedewed with a sort of languor ; such

!

eyes as always speak the truth, and deepen
j

into a warmer glow when they meet your own.
|

Though richly dressed, there was nothing of
{

the fop about him. He wore no jewelry be-
j

yond the small diamond ring that shone upon
f

the ungloved hand. I

His eye was drinking in the scene around
f

him. The paintings, the work of the famous
{

artists of the olden time—the massive doric

}

pillars, the richly frescoed ceiling, the tessel-

1

ated aisles, the narrow pews of polished wal-

f

nut, the pulpit of porphyry, ornamented with
|

Latin inscriptions and cherub faces—the win-

1

dows of stained glass, the somber organ with
j

its high fluted front ; as he calmly surveyed
j

these, and felt the holy presence that filled the
j

place, a beautiful placidness rested upon his |

features,' and more than one girlish face was
f

turned at furtive moments towards his. |

The ceremony was drawing to a close, and i

the deep, solemn tones of the organ floated

!

through the church. It was a master hand}

that touched the keys. Music seemed to as- i

sume personification in that dim old room, i

Now the tones were loud, reverberating—then

j

low, soft, flute-like—and ever and anon chang-

ing from allegro to
a
andame, in which the im-

provised indrotuctories seemed more enchant-

ing than either.

The playing was superb—and yet it was not

that which made him bend his head more at-

tentively, and a brighter light to irradiate his

face. It was the soprano voice in the choir

that was touching his heart with its exquisite

sweetness. He seemed to hold his breath lest

the smallest intonation should be lost. And a

clear, distinct, melodious voice it was. Oth-

ers had listened to its witchery, and had felt

their worship touched by s, better inspiration.

It rose and fell in a sort of easy voluptuous-

ness. AVhen it trembled, it was the tremor of

pathos, and when it changed to a rigidness, it

Ernest Harcourt, the young stranger, was|

seated beside the blind singer of the cathedral. |

One arm was thrown confi dingly around his 1

neck, while the face upturned to his wasj

lightened with the new life that had been ]

born in her soul. They were in an artist's
f

studio, and a face, a very prototype of thef

blind girl's, that rested against (he easel, told |

the story of hours of such communions.

"Miriam, my beloved! " spoke the young]

man, "you must be my wife. You must!

come to my home."
j

"And my father, Ernest? O' I cannot
j

leave him !
"

[

" He shall come too. My home shall be [

your home and his." [

" Ernest, I know I love you. I cannot see
j

your face ; I caunot see jour eye kindle when
|

you speak ; but I can hear your voice and feel j

your warm caress. There is, too, a spiritual
j

essence about you that draws me toward you,
j

and that tells my instinct, and assures my rea-

1

son, that you are all that is noble and true,
j

But, think of it, Ernest ! I—but a poor, igno- j

rant blind girl—a veiy child !

"

"For this do I love you above aught else,
j

You are not ignorant. I have sat at your feet

;

for hours, a quiet, listening pupil. You have
j

revealed to me how beautiful I can make my

!

life. You have turned my aspirations toward

j

| all that is noble and grand. Floating idly on
j

! the sea of life, a reckless, aimless voyager, did
\

I you not come to me and direct me into the
|

| beaten channel—becoming to me compass,

;

j chart and guide ? You are blind ! Should I
j

Inotloyeyou all the more for that? Let my
[eyes be your eyes. I will be sight unto you,

j

I the same as you have been spiritual sight unto

I me."

I
" But your family, Ernest. What will your

| sister say when you bring home a fragile,

1 blind, portionless girl ?
"

i "My sister Ella is a woman, Miriam—kind,

|
loving, appreciating—subject to delicious trans-

1 ports, happy in her organism, and a dreamer

I of beautiful dreams. Had you not one re-

| deeming quality, she would love you for my
1 sake alone."

Again Ernest Harcourt stood on the veran-

1

dah, while the stage described a half circle in I

front of the door. He had been absent for a
j

month, and his sister Ella again met him at
{

the door. There was something very warm in |

her greeting, and her eyes twinkled with al

more than common meaning. |

" How is Miriam ? " he asked.

" Quite well. She is waiting for you in the
{

parlor. " |

She led the way into the room. Miriam was |

sitting on the sofa. The lashes of those closed |

lids were lying like a shadow upon her fair I

cheek. Ernest came up to her and took her [

hand. I

"Well," he said, kindly, "how is my little
j

blind wife ? "
I

" Very glad to see her dear husband !

"

He started at the significance of the words— j

but more so when a pair of sweet brown eyes
j

flashed their radiancy into his face. They
j

were welling in liquid light—on fire with a j

freshness come to them after years of dull, i

heavy darkness.

"Miriam, Miriam, how is this?"

Ernest knelt at her feet ; he took her joy- j

fully in his arms and covered her cheeks and
j

lips with kisses.
|

"All I know is,
1 that whereas I was blind, I

I now see.

"Blessed be God for this! " cried Ernest. I

" Miriam's blindness was brought upon her|

through sickness, when she was about seven
}

\

years old," said Ella. "When I became I

j
aware of this, I consulted Dr. M , the cele-

1

I
brated optician. He examined her eyes and I

! said that he could restore her sight, and he has I

]
done so." I

j
" Ernest, do you love me more now ? "

j

Miriam took his hand and looked up into

}

i his face. 1

"No, not more—but I am so happy—

{

j
happy for your sake, Miriam."

f
" Ella, this is my wife !

"

1 This was all Ernest Harcourt said. The

I driver was unstrapping the trunks from the

1 boot, and was placing them on the graveled

I walk. Ernest was standing on the verandah,

I with his beautiful wife leaning on his arm.

I " Welcome home, my sister. I can speak

I those words with a willing heart to any bride

| my dear brother would bring to his home."

I " Thank you, thank you, Ella ; and before

I many days you shall say it for my sake. O

!

| how kind and sweet your voice is ! I wish I

= could see your face and look into your eyes !

"

$$iscena#tj*

A VISIT TO SPRAGUE'S STABLES AND RA-
CING COURSE.

A Correspondent of the Turf, Field and

j
Farm thus describes Amasa Sprague's establish-

i
ment and stock at Cranston, Rhode Island :

—

" His place is beautifully situated about four

; miles from Providence, in the town of Crans-

j
ton, and of easy access by horse cars. I first

! visited the barn, which is the handsomest and

j most perfect edifice of the kind it has ever

I
been my luck to see ; it is built entirely of

i brick, and has everything that can be thought

I
of for the comfort and care of the noble horses

i it contains. It is finished off inside principally

! with oak, though some of the wood is grained

I in imitation of oak. The stables are haud-

From the private stables of Mr. S. I went to

see those where he keeps his work horses, of

which he has some 175, all ranging from 13 to

14,000 lbs. on an average, and I think they

can not be equalled as a class by any lot of

horses of the kind, belonging to any establish-

ment or city. There are ten matched teams,

from four to six horses each, and they must be

seen to be realized.

Then there are cattle stables, with as fine a

lot of cattle as you but seldom see—hog pens,

&c. From thence we visited the engine house,

where Mr. S. has two veiy fine steam engines,

so that in case of fire everything is at hand

;

the house is as perfectly arranged as that of

any of the city fire departments, and every-

thing is at readiness for a call at day or night.

From thence we drove over to the track. I

can hardly find words sufficient to express

what I think of the track. In general, it is

the most perfect one of the kind that has been,

and I think ever will be made in this country.

It is all enclosed by a handsome board fence,

painted slate color. The track is a mile around,

and is to be as perfect as art can make it ; the

home stretch is magnificent and the bends per-

fect, and I think any horse, no matter how
gaited, that can't trot fast Jiere, can't trot at all.

It is an exact mile, neither an inch too long

nor too short, so that there can never be any

complaint made in that way. Of the build-

ings on the track, I will only say they are un-

equalled. The grand stand is a model of archi-

tecture, being some 350 feet long, all covered

with a handsome slated roof, and capable of

seating some 5000 persons. In the rear of the

seats are the ladies and gents' rooms, compris-

ing dressing rooms, water closets, &c, all to

be fitted up with the very finest of modern im-

provements, and underneath, extending the

whole length of the building, is the dining

hall, cook rooms, etc., which wil be fitted up

in a style of unrivalled magnificence. Above

the main building rises a sort of tower, where

will be the club rooms—all in a style hereto-

fore unthought of in this or, I think, any other

country. The other buildings now erected

are three stables, of handsome and commodi-

ous construction
;

also, two sheds, exactly re-

rembling them in outside appearance, to drive

into. I can only say, in addition, that this is

destined to be the most perfect track in the

countiy.

A Frenchman has invented a new stopper

for champagne bottles, the intention being to

enable a glass of champagne to be drawn from

i a bottle without injury to what remains in the

i bottle.

The lumber, turpentine and rosin trade of

Pensacola, Fla,, is worth 3,000,000 per annum,

and a new railway connection promises to in-

crease the amount.

Discovery of a Sii-k Plant.—The Department of State has received information from the United States consul at Lambayque, Peru, that an im-

portant discovery has been recently made in Peru of the silk plant. Preparations are being made to cultivate it upon an extensive scale. The shrub

grows three or four feet in height, 'and the silk is enclosed in a pod, of which each plant gives a great number, and is declared to be superior in fineness

and quality to the production of the silk worm. It is a wild perennial, the seeds small, and easily separated from the fibre. The stems of the plant pro-

duce a lono- and very brilliant fibre, superior in strength and beauty to the finest linen thread. Small quantities have been woven in the rude manner of

the Indians, and the texture and brilliancy are said to be unsurpassed.
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IMAGINATION.

An English fanner became possessed with

the idea that he had the rinderpest. His fam-

ily doctor tried to laugh him out of it ; this

only served to confirm his vagary ; he then

consulted an old physician of considerable ex-

perience in human nature as well as in medi-

cine. The physician made many inquiries of

his patient, entered fully into the case, and at

length sent him to an apothecary with a sealed

prescription, which the mau of the pestle and

mortar read to the astounded patient. "This

man has got the cattle plague ; take him into

the back-yard, and shoot him on the spot, ac-

cording to the act of Parliament." This

brought the soft-headed farmer to his senses,

and he was quite well in a moment.

Illness is sometimes imaginary, but in such

cases it does no good to deride or scold ; so it

is sometimes with what is called nervousness

;

it is useless to make light of it ; the feeling of

suffering is the same as if it were real, and in

such cases sympathy is oftentimes a more

efficient remedy than derision or impatient

epithet. "Bear ye one another's burdens" is

a moral medicamendum of great efficacy. The

wits of physicians are often called into requi-

sition, and impromptu remedies are sometimes

as efficacious as they are amusing. A titled

lady once became possessed with the idea that 1

a mouse had ran down her throat while she [

was sleeping with her mouth open. Her 1

physician seeing at once how matters stood,
j

advised her to call next day
;
meanwhile, he j

produced a mouse, and arranged it in his coat I

sleeve so as to be made proper use of at the I

desired moment. With a great show of pre- j

paiatiou, he adjusted an instrument to distend
j

the mouth, and placed a small mirror in a

;

situation as if to reflect the image of what
j

might be seen. "Hold on, be steady, I «ee [

the tail," and with a tremendous jerk, he pro-j

duccd an innocent little mouse, gingerly held
]

between thumb and finger by its caudal ex-

1

tremity, to the infinite gratification of his
|

titled patient, who, placing a magnificent fee
j

in the doctor's hand, withdrew with a moun-

1

tain-weight removed from her mind, which

}

otherwise might have crushed it.

A rich old toper imagined that a bottle was
|

attached to his nose, and that if it were bro-

}

ken, it would let all the blood out of his body
; |

hence his whole time was spent in guarding I

his nasal appendage from harm. A rough =

surgeon of great eminence was consulted.

" Go to Jericho with you," and with an ap-f

propriate action, smashed a bottle into a thou-i

sand pieces: "there's the bottle, but you see

]

it had no blood in it." The patient's whims]

were humored, and the mind saved. But it is
\

useful to observe, that it is only those who i

have nothing to do, persons of elegant leisure, \

who are cursed with these imaginary evils. j

Blessed is the ordinance that man should live I

by the sweat of his brow.
j

The Raising Tree.—The Island of Fierro
j

is one of the largest in the Canary group, and
j

it has received its name on account of its iron !

bound soil, through which no river or streams j

flow. It has also but very few wells, and these
]

not very good. But the great Preserver and
j

Sustainer of all, remedies this inconvenience

!

in a way so extraordinary that He gives in this
j

an undeniable demonstration of His wonderful
j

goodness. In the midst of the island there
j

grows a tree, the leaves of which are long and

narrow, and continue in constant verdure Win-

ter and Summer, and the branches are covered

with a cloud which is never dispelled, but re-

solving itself into a moisture, causes to fall

from its leaves a very clear water, in such abun-

dance that cisterns placed at its foot to receive

it are never empty.

We have received a copy of the " Transac-

tions of the Rhode Island Society for the En-

luragement of Domestic Industry " for the

lje
r 1866. It embraces valuable reports and

j}j
istical tables of more than ordinary inter-

Eloquest Passage.—The finest thing Geo. 1

D. Prentice ever wrote is this inimitable pas-
[

sage : "It cannot be that earth is man's only
{

abiding place. It cannot be that our life is aj

bubble cast up by the ocean of eternity to
{

float a moment upon its waves, and sink into
}

nothingness. Else, why is it the high and I

glorious aspirations which leap like angels I

from the temple of our hearts, are forever I

wandering unsatisfied? Why is it that the]

rainbow and cloud come over us with a beauty
]

that is not of earth, and then pass off to leave
j

us to muse on their loveliness ? Why is it f

that the stars which hold their festival around
j

the midnight throne, are set above the grasp ofj

our limited faculties, forever mocking us with !

their unapproachable glory ? And finally,
]

why is it that the bright forms of human
j

beauty are presented to our view and taken
]

from us, leaving the thousand streams of our
j

affection to flow back in an Alpine torrent
j

upon our hearts ? We are born for a higher
j

destiny than of earth. There is a realm !

: where the rainbow never fades, where the
\

! stars will be spread out before us like the is-
]

|
lands that slumber on the ocean, and where

!

i

the beautiful beings which pass before us like j

j
shadows, will stay forever in our presence."

j

The Roman Bed-Time.—An immense ma-i

|

jority of men in Rome never lighted a candle,
j

i unless sometimes at early dawn. And the

j

;
custom of Rome was the custom also of all

j

! nations that lived around the great pond of the i

i Mediterranean. In Athens, Egypt, Palestine,
j

! Asia Minor, everywhere the ancients went to
j

i
bed, like good boys, from seven to nine o'-

j

i
clock. The Turks and other people, who sue-

1

i ceeded in the stations and the habits of the
j

j ancients, do so at this da}'. The Romans,
j

j
therefore, who saw no joke in sitting round a I

i

table in the dark, went oft to bed as the dark- i

I ness began. Everybody did so. Old Numa I

j

Pompilious himself was obliged to trundle off!

i in the dark. Tarquinius might be a very !

I

superb fellow ; but we doubt whether he ever
]

|
saw a farthing rush light. And though it may |

be thought that plots and conspiracies would ]

i flourish in such a city of darkness, it is to be [

considered that the conspirators themselves
]

had no more candles than honest men ; both j

parties were in the dark.

Pennsylvania Agricultural College.—
j

\ Frederick Watts, of Carlisle ; H. N. McCallis-
j

j

ter, of Bellefonte ; James Miles, of Girard, !

\
Erie county ; John Frazier, of the Agricultural

j

; College, and Daniel Kane, of Uniontown, I

I have been appointed a committee to establish
j

\ the three experimental and model farms auth-
j

[ orized by the recent Act of Assembly. They
j

i
will meet at the Agricultural College on the

j

j
15th inst. The farms are to contain one hun-j

|
dred acres, and be located in different parts ofj

I
the State. The committee invite proposals of

I

I the terms upon which such farms will be con-
j

;
veyed to the institution for the purpose men- j

j
tioned.

|

Old Trees.—There are trees in England

| that are computed to be about two thousand

years old. The Totworth Chestnut is said to

be not less than eleven hundred years old. In

the time of King John, who reigned more

than seven hundred years ago, this tree was
spoken of as the old chestnut.

TnE peach-growers of Delaware and Mary-

land, as well as of New Jersey, anticipate full

crops, and the shippers of peaches to the New
York market have made arrangements with the

railroad companies to send seventy -five cars of

peaches daily during the season.

The Agricultural Department is in receipt of

information from all sections of the country,

that the wheat crop this season will be the

finest produced in this country for many years.

TEEMS OF ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisements will be published In the

I
Farm and Fieesidb. Price, fifteen cents a line eacb Inser-

tion. Advertisements are set up In a uniform style.

THK FARM AND FIRESIDE AXI» THE!
PATRIOT FOK 84.OD PER YEAR.

For tbe sum of four dollars, paid In advance, we wil f

send the Farm ami Firehide and the Woonsooket Patrio
{

for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, is I

S2.50. Tim Patriot is an old established family newspaper,
|

with tbe lurgest circulation of any country journal In New \

England. S. S. FOSS, Publisher, |

Woonsocket, R. 1.
|

Marriages.

In Uxbrldge. April 88, bv Rev. Rusiiton D. Burr, Edward L. =

Smith of Burrlllvllle, to Georgia Ella A. Rhodes of Uxbrldge. |

In Grafton, April 30, by Rev. G. RobblnB, James A. Richard- I

son of boston, to S. Emma Prentice of Grafton.

In Mllford, April 20, by Rev. L. Crowe!!, Mr. Charles A. I

Grant, Jr., to Miss Jennie Robinson, both of Medway.
In Westfonl, April 28lh, bv Rev. S. J. Whlton, Mr. James H. I

Burrili to Miss Mary E. Buxton, both of Weslford.

In West'Brookfield, May 1st, bv Rev. W. M. Hubbard, as- I

slsted by Rev. S. Dunham, Mr. William A. Sturdy of AUleboro, =

Mass., to Miss K. Jennie Pelrce of West Brooklield.

Heaths.

In this town, April 29th, Aimer Aldrlch, In the »Jlnt year of his
age.

In Burrillville, 5th Inst., Syria Shearman, aged 65 yearH, 4

months and 12 days.

In Mllford, May 2d, Miss Eda Chapln, aged 76 years.

In Hopklntnn, April 27, Mrs. Julia, wife of Mr. Daniel
Eaines, aged 65 years.

In Wilkinson ville, April 20, Mrs. Sally Newton, relict of Capt.
William Newton, aged 89 years.

In Grafton, April 30, at the residence of Maj. John Meridian,
Mrs. Sally Daggett, wife of the late Hon. Ebenezer Daggett of
Attleborov.gh, aged 88 years.

In Upton, May 1st, Deborah Taft, aged 67 years.

In Wrentham, April 30, Henry W. Barnes, aged 27 years,
formerly of the 18th Mass., Vols.

In Klllingly, Ct., April 24, John Farrows, aged 89 years, 3 mos.

In Putnam, Ct., April 27, Robert H., youngest son of Ed-
mund and Harriet \\ ilkJnson, aged I year and 3 months.

In Anthony Village, 6th Inst., Joseph Matteson, of Coventry,
aged 68 years.

In Oxford, April 28th, Charles, son of Edwin S. Ball, aged 19
years.

In Grafton, May 6th, Joseph Adams, aged 80 years.

Iu WilkinRonvillc, May 6th, Grace Brown, aged 86 years.

The Markets*

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending May 10,1867.]

FARM PttODCOTS, FUEL, SiC.

Hav $ ton $38
Straw ^ ton $20
Coal JjJ ton $10 50al2 50
Oats $ bush 85a90c

GEOCKKIEB, Ac.

Wood W cord $6a9 50
Beans 1$ quart 13c
Potatoes 90c
Onions 1.00

Flour $16, 18al9
Corn Meal $1 30
Rye , $1 50
Saleratus. lUal5c
Kerosene Oil 75c
Cheese W lt> 24e
Butter $ lb 40, 42a45c
Codfish 8c
Java Coffee 3? tt> 25a50c
Mackerel, new 10al2c

Beefsteak 25a3Uc
Beef, corned 12al6c
Tongues, clear 25c
Mutton 12al6c
Veal 16aS0e
Pork, fresh 16a20c

Raisins 22a25c
Molasses 1$ gal 75a85c
Y. H. Tea $1 20
Black Tea 80ca$l 20
Oil ^ gal $1 00
Fluid %i gal $1 00
CandleBW lb 25a50c
Eggs It) aoz 30c
Lard ^? lb 16acl8
Sugar •$ lb 14al8c

MEATS, &C.
Hams 16al»c
Poultry 20a28c
Shoulders 15c
Sausages 20c
Tripe 12c
Pork, salt 18c

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
May 8, 1867.

At market for the current week : Cattle, 1326 ; Sheep and i

Lambs 2164. Swine, 330U.

Priors. Beef Cattle—Extra, 814.60® $16.00 ; first quality, i

$13.25@$14.00; second quality, $1 2.50(0" $13.00; third quality. 1

$ll.O0in?$25.00 $i 100 IbB (the total weight of hides, tallow arid
j

dressed beef.)
Countrv Hides, 9iai0c <$ 11). Country Tallow 6V(3tfc W IK i

Brighton Hides, 10@10Xc. # lb; Brighton Tallow, 7^@8c I

$ lb.

Lamb Skins, 50c each ; Wool Sheep Skins, $2 25@ 2 50.

Calf Skins, 20 (S>. 22c 39 lb. Sheared Sheep Skins, 25c each. !

There Is not so many Beeves in market as there was one
j

week ago, and the quality of the Western Cattle Is not so good
j

upon an average. Prices have advanced from I5&50C. from i

last quotations.
Working Oxen—There is hut a few pairs in market, and not i

much of a demand for them. Holders are asking from $150 to i

$325 per pair.
Mlloh Cows-Sales extra at $80atl0; ordinary $60(S>,$80.— i

Store Cows $48a55.
Sheep and Lambs.— We quote sales of lots at 41^, 7, 7^", ;

SJtf, 9a9J<c lt>. Trade is active, and ihe supply ie small.— '

Most of the Sheep were taken at a commission.
Swine—Wholesale, 6^(SSyj cts lb.

;
retail, 7 % 9cts lb.

Fat Hogs—2900 ut market; prices, 8J£@B)£c. per pound.

= WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK i

1 WHOLESALE MARKET.
% The excitement and activity in breads tuffs continues. Flour I

= has sold freely at an advance of 25 to 75 cents per barrel. The !

= very limited receipts and rapid depletion of the stock creates!
I much apprehension for the future.
= It Is believed the consumption of wheat flour has fallen off I

= forty to fifty per cent. At the close the tendency is strongly up-

1

| ward. Prices here are much below those in the interior.

| Rye flour has been active, and has advanced 25 to 30 cents I

= per barrel, and is now largely used as a substitute for wheat.J
= Corn meal has improved, ami is quite scarce.
= Wheat has been in active request, and prices have improved !

= slowly, reaching a point unparalleled in the hlBtory of the trade, I

; We notice rapid depletion in the stock, which is" now reduced:
E to about 800.000 bushels.

j

= The new feature in the trade is the Importation of wheat =

5 from Liverpool. The quantity of wheat in transitu from Call- j

• fornia Is stated at half a million of bushels. This is becoming I

I very popular with the trade, and haB advanced from 10 to IB =

| cents per ImBheL It Is salable at $3.40 to 3,55 per buBhel. i

= Rye has been In active request and has advanced about ten I

= cents per bushel, closing buoyant. The stock 1b reduced to !

| about 225,000 bushels.
: Oats have been in active consumptive and speculative re- \

\ queBt, and have advanced 5 to 7 cents per bushel. The stock is I

5 reduced to about 900,000 bushels, which is liberal. At the close I

i the market Is quiet.

I Indian corn has been In active request, and with light receipts ;

\ of old, prices have been unduly stimulated by an active specu- ;

| lative demand.
= Pork has been quite active, but at variable ratps. The (Ie- i

= mand has been more general, and there was rather higher i

= prices than this day week.
| Beef has again advanced and Is very firm at the close. 'j

BOSTON SALE OF STOCKS.-May 8.

I American Gold 136X ; United States Coupons, May, 136k •

= United SUtes 7-30s, 1st series, 106

}

n ; United Slates 5-20s 1864*

| 106>.i ; Hartford and Erie RR 7h6*><; Ronton Water Power
= Co. 32; Boston and Worcester RR139; Hartford and Erie RR
= 14X; ("upper Falls Mining Co. 22; Frankiinl7; Aluicz b 3) 5-
= New York and Boston Air Line RR 6s 44y, \ Pewabic Copper

Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PKOFITS
OF THETE^ T IR, _A_ D E .

THE PROPRIETORS OK THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA
COMPANY become fully convinced, several years »eo, that
consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying loo many and loo
large proQts on these articles of every day consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM.
PANV, to do away, as far as possible, with these enormous
drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these
necessities at the smallest possible price.

To give our readers an Idea of the profits which have been
made In the Ten trade, we will start with tbe American houses,
leaving out of the account entirely the profits of the Chinese
factors.

1st. The American House In China or Japan makes large
profits on their sales or shipments- and some of the richest re-
tired merchants In this country have made their iiuu.ei.te for-
tunes through their houses In China.
2d. The Hanker makes large profits upon the f-.relgn ex-

change used In the purchase of Teas.

caB^'s
Im|Jortt' r nm!leB a profit of 30 to 60 per cent In many

4th. On Its arrival It Is sold by the cargo, and the Purchaser
sells to the Speculator In Invoices of 1,000 to 2,100 packages at
an av crage prollt of about II) per cent.
6th. The Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In

llneB at h pnillt of 10 to 15 per cent.
6th. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells It to the Wholesale

Grocer In lots to suit the trade, at a pnillt of about 10 per cent
7th. The Wholesale Grouer sells It to the Retail Dealer at a

prollt of 15 to 25 per cent.
8tb. The Retailer sells It to the Consumer for all the profit he

can get.

When you have added to these KioitT profits as many broker-
ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the
original cost of tho Tea, It will be perceived what the consumer
has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so
very much lower than small dealers.

We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and wuste, with

i the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to our
correspondents In China and Japan, one cartage, and a small
profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will amply pay us.

Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

j

try, consumers In all parts of the United Stales can receive
their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense
of transportation) as though they bought tntm at our Ware-
houses in this city.

Some parties inquire of us how tbey shall proceed to get up a
club. The answer Is simply this: Let each person wishing to

join in a club say how much tea or coffee he wants, and select
the kind and price from our Price List, as published In the pa-
per or In our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts
plainly on a list, and when the club Is complete send It to us by
mall and we will put each party's goods in separate packages,
and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need be
no confusion in their distribution—each party getting exactly
what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the
members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by draftB
on New-York, by Post Office money orders, or by Express, as
may Bult the convenience of the Club. Or If the amount order-
ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired, send the goods by
Express, to " collect on delivery."

Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party
getting up the club. Our profits are small, but we will be as
liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary pack,
age for Clubs less than !f:i0.

Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the
Custom-House stores to our warehouse.

The Company have selected the following kinds from their
slock, which they recommend to meet the wants of Clubs
They are sold at Cargo Prices, tbe same as the Company sellthem In New-York, as the list of price* will show.

All goods sold aro warrented to glve^atlsfactlon.

PRICE LIST :

I2S5S '' YS°N (Green), 60c, 90c, SI, fjl 10. best $1 25 Id lb.GREEN TEAS, 80c, HOC, (1, $1 10, best if 1 25 S lb!MIXED, 70c, 80c, 90c, best 41 M lb.
P

JAPAN, SI. $1 10, bast SI 25 W ft.
OOLONG i Black). 70c, 80c, DCc, best $1 » lb.
IMPERIAL (Green), best $1 25 $ lb.
ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, SI, SI 10, best,

$1 20 ?9 ft.

GUNPOWDER (Green), $1 25, best, $1 60.

These Teas are chOBCn for their Intrinsic worth, keeping In
mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure In drink-
lng them.
Our Blacks and Groen Mixed Teas will give universal satis-

faction, and suit all tastes, being composed of the best Foo-Onow Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast Is not
recommended, excepting to those who hare acquired a taste for
that kind of Tea, although It Is tho finest Imported.

Customers can Bave from 50c to $1 per ft by purchasing their
Teas of the

THE GItJiAT jlSIEltlCAA- TEA CO.,
NOS. Bl and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Posl-Omco Box No. 5.W3 New-York Clly.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

Ground Corpus, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, best 40c. per pound
Hotels, Saloons, Boardlng-house keepers, and families who use
large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article bv us
lng our Irench Breakfast and Dinner CofTee, which we tell a-
the low price of 30c per pound, and warrant to give nerfecl
satisfaction. ^

Club Orders.
'

.. „ . .
Wabuisotox, Pa., Nov. 10. I860.

To the Grent American TeA Company,
Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., New- York.

, "S?1
! ,

:

. ,1 ,
f,
;
r»™ r<i„ you my fourth order and could have

doubled It If I lipid collected any, as your Teas take the lead In
the market, we feel It a saving of $1 per pound. Please acceptmy thanks for the complimentary package. Address bv Ex-
press, Martin Luther, Wushlngtou, Pa.

MARTTN LUTHER.
10 ft Young Hvson, In pound packages at$l 25....S12 60
5 ft Young Hyson Dallas Jackson. .. .at 1 25. ... 6 60

;
S.ft Young Hyson Henry Hcrrlck at 1 26.... 2 60

:
i lb Young Hyson George Murphy at 125 2 60
1 ft Young Hyson E. Dye at 1 25. . 1 25

i 2 lb Young Hyson Samuel Decker at 1 25 2 60
: 1 lb Young Hyson Samuel Amon at 125 125
: 1 tb Young Hyson Henry WheaUey. ..at 125.... 123
; 7 ft Young Hyson Morgan Hayes at 1 26 8 75
: 2 ft Young Hyson John Natten at 1 25.... 2 50
; 4 lb Young Hyson Mark Combs at 1 25.... 5 00
i 2 ft Young Hyson John Allen at 1 25 2 50
; 8 lb Young Hyson Miss Stuart at 125 10 06
; 2 lb Oolong, best Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 00
I 2 ft Young Hyson O. Bayland at 1 25 2 50
I 2 ft Oolong, best O. Bavland at 1 00 2 00
j 2 ft Young Hyson J. Rlchlein at I 25 2 50
I 2 ft Young Hyson Mr. Guyton at 1 25 2 50
i 2 ft Young Hyson Edward Murphy. ..at 125 2 60
1 2 lb Young Hyson Mrs Murphy at 1 25 ... 2 60
a 5 ft Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00 5 00
I 2 ft Oolong, best Separate package. ..at 1 00. ... 2 00
= 6 ft Ground Coffee Separate package. . .at 35 1 75

! $84 00
We call special notice to the fact that our Yesey-st. Store

I is at Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., comer of Church-sl.—LARoE
• DOUBLE bTORE. 3m-8

Cheerful Persoks.—God bless the cheerful person, man, woman, or child, old or young, illiterate or educated, handsome or homely. What the
sun is to nature—what God is to the stricken heart which knows how to lean on Him, are cheerful persons in ihe house and by Ihe wayside. They go
unobtrusively, unconsciously about their silent mission, brightening up cars, omnibuses, ferry-boats, with the happiness beamin"- from (heir faces.—
We love to sit near them ; we love the glance of their eye, the tone of their voice ; the little children find them out, oh ! so quickly, amid the dense
crowd, and passing by the knitted brow and compressed lip, glide near and lay a confiding little hand on their knee, and lift their clear, youug eyes to
their confiding faces.
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Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY COSMO.

We kti3w one dairyman living within forty

miles of Philadelphia, who sells all his butter
j

in town, averaging, at a guess, one hundred
;

pounds per week the year round, always dis-
j

posing of his slock as fast as he can pass it

j

out to customers, at an advance of five to ten I

cents per pound above current market rates ; I

simply because purchasers prefer paying extra
j

prices for a superior article, to buying ordinary i

grease at any price. If that same dairyman
j

were to increase his slock to one thousand, in-
j

stead of one hundred pounds per week, main-

1

taining the quality at his present standard, he
j

would dispose of it just as readily, only of I

course the larger quantity would require a i

longer time in dealing it out.

Now as there are at a moderate calculation,

!

within the limits of the five counties next \

nearest neighbors to the city, two thousand !

families who make butter for market, averag-

j

ing say thirty pounds per dairy, if all of these
j

would but exercise the will to make butter |

pretty nearly as good as that from the dairy of!

our model Montgomery County " Country
j

Gentleman,"—they can do it by pursuing the I

same practice, and its achievement will cost
j

no more, pound for pound, than it does to
f

make "grease." There would be a handsome I

increase of their profits, and what a glorious !

butter millennium there would be iu Philadel-

1

phia. j

As we know, from enough instances in every !

one of the counties named, to establish the 1

fact beyond all dispute, that just as good but-

j

ter can be made in all the "region round]

about " Philadelphia as was ever produced in 1

Orange, or any other county anywhere in this f

world, what is to hinder all other dairy men
j

and women our way from following the lead, j

and making Pennsylvania East the butter peer i

of the "Land of Goshen! " Nothing but the]

ambition and determination to do so. Our!

pastures are as rich as those of the Empire, or |

any other State. Our dairy stock is equal to
}

the average elsewhere, the yield of milk as f

large, the material as rich in butter elements,
|

and unquestionably there is quite as much in-

f

telligence among our dairy men and women j

as can be found jitnong butter makers any-|

where else. |

What then, it will be asked, is the reason so
{

large a proportion of the butter made in the I

near neighborhood, and marketed in Philadel- i

phia, is of so inferior a quality? Let us tell
|

the whole truth in reply, and determine to do |

better. j

"Don't care

"

—is the mother of mischief in
[

butter making. No sloven, ever did or will
{

make a pound of good butter. The arbitrary
[

requisites of first class butter are always,
f

first—good cows. Then scrupulous cleanli-j

ness in. every thing from milk pail to market f

tub—a clean, cool place for milk—pans bright,

}

sweet, clean, and large enough, so that with I

six quarts of milk in one, the depth will not 1

exceed four inches. Cream does not rise |

readily from a great depth. Skim always be-

1

fore the milk gets sour and coagulated ; skim I

as cleau as possibly, and as clear from milk, j

Never pour warm water into the chum to I

make the butter come quick. It makes grease I

come first. Work the butter by hand and!

paddle. All butter workers so far, only break I

up the "grain" and make salve. Some salt I

butter to sell salt. That is a mistake. Most I

people imagine that butter is salted to save it.

!

That is a greater mistake. Butter worked I

until free from butter milk will keep always
j

as well without salt as with it. The little salt \

usually put into butter is not a fifth part i

sufficient to save"'t. The office of salt is only
j

to flavor butter. So don't make it half salt. I

It won't sell well so high seasoned. A dessert j

spoonful to a pound is plenty. Work the but-

1

ter over first in small lots, say five pounds,
j

You cannot get the butter milk out of larger
j

batches. Second working, clip, spat, hand 1

and paddle, in pound lumps. Never wash

butter. You will wash ten times more worth-

lessness into than you wash out. Only wet

the hand and paddle in clean water, to prevent

sticking.

Observe these rules strictly, and every body

can make good butter just as easily as bad,

and just as cheaply, and obtain the ten to

twenty cents per pound more that really good

butter will always readily bring than strong

salvy grease. The inducement ought to be

sufficient to bring out a great deal more good

butter.

May, 18G7.

|

^thjtsrtismij department, |
SOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

Mha&e Island. SheenWashTobaceo

How to Coen Shad.—As there is no greater

relish for breakfast than a corned shad, we
give the following method of corning them :

The shad should be first cleaned and then

thrown into a strong brine, where they should

remain about three hours. They should then

be taken out and packed in salt, with one

ounce of saltpetre to about ten pounds of salt.

Disinfecting Agents.—Either of the follow-

ing will answer the purpose, while they cost

but a trifle

:

1. One pint of the liquor of chloride of

zinc, in one pail of water, and one pound of

charcoal of lime in another pail of water. This

is, perhaps, the most effective of anything that

can be used, and when thrown upon decayed

vegetable matter of any description, will ef-

fectually destroy all offensive odor.

2. Three or four pounds of sulphate of iron

(copperas) dissolved in a pailful of water will,

in many cases, be sufficient to remove all of-

fensive odors.

3. Chloride of lime is better to scatter about

damp places, in yards, in damp cellars, and

upon heaps of filth.

; E. BARRETT A CO.,

} Manufacturers of

MEAD'S PATENT CONICAL PLOWS,

|
SHARE'S HORSE HOES, WOOD'S AND WIGHT'S PLOWS,

I

GARDEN BARROWS,

j CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,
;

STORE TRUCKS,

IMPROVED HINGED HARROWS, CULTIVATORS,
\

j Road Sceapeeb, Ox Yokes, and Plow Castings
;

; And Wholesale Dealers in !

\
Hoes, Shovels, Axes, Scythes, Forks, Snathes, OradleB, Horse

j

! Forks, Hand and Horse Rakes, Hay Cutters, Corn
i Shellers, Vegetable Cutters, Picks, Bars, Canal

Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete; i

And Agents for

Knifykn's, Union and Peeey'b !

MOWING MACHINES, I

I
Whitcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder in I

the market. Prices low and TermB Cash.

OFflOB, 32 CANAL STREET,

March 23, 1867.
Peovidenoe, R. I.

we-tf

!W.
E. BARRETT & CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R.I., =

Now offer at the lowest cash prices,

THE BEST KNOWN EEMEDY FOK

TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT
Bhould be used by all Farmers on

SHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

This pure preparation has been successfully used for

years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used
according to directions.

It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.
It kills TICKS on Sheep.

It enres SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

It kUls all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and
Vines.

5^" For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

B^ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT
POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

Sold by all DruggistB and Country and Agricultural Stores.

JAMES F. LEVIN,
23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

For sale by Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

Haelow, Bangor, Me. ; Simonds & Co., FitzwiUiam, N. H.
March 9, 1866.

; 2000 Sacks Prime Red Top.
\ 500 Bags Prime Herds Grass.
= 500 " Western and Northern Clover.
' 1500 Bushel Prime R. I. Bent, for Pastures.
: 300 " SeedBarlev.
: 100 4i Spring Rye.
3000 " Bedford Seed Oats.
100 » Early Goodrich Potatoes.
: 200 " " Sebec Potatoes,
i 200 " Late White Peach Blows.
: 100 " " Harrison Potatoes.
300 " Seed Peas.
1 100 " R. t. White Cap Corn.
100 " London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans.

1 200 " Buckwheat.
1200 " Millet and Hungarian.
I White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Sets, and a com-
I plete assortment of

GARDEN SEEDS,

I Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels dry ground Bone for

I Manure, together with all kinds of Farm Implements and
;
Machinery.
Send for Circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse

i Hoes—and don't forget the number,

4m-we-9

32 CANAL STREET, 32.

Beef Oakes.—Take the best sirloin of beef,

one pound ; boil it until soft ; boil also a beef

tongue until soft. Take one pound of tongue,

chop it and the sirloin very fine, with quarter

of a pound of suet, and a quarter of a pound

of raisins. After you have made them as fine

as you can, add pepper and salt to taste, also

one teaspoonful of cloves, one teaspoonful of

allspice, one onion chopped fine, one table-

spoonful of flour. Mix all well together, form

into cakes, and fry in butter.

March 23, 1867.
PBOVIDENOE.

JJY MAIL, PREPAID.

CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

New Stkawbeueies, Geafes, Cubeants, Roses, Buxbs.Ac.

B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., is now sending out by
mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, so as
to reach any part of the Union in perfect safety, a complete as-
sortment of the iinest

GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,
GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,

FLOWERING PLANTS,

Bulbs, LilieB, Ac, Ac. Fmit and Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, Ac, will be sent by freight
paid to Boston. Also, the Trne Cape Cod Cranberry, for culti-
vation in wet land, or in upland and Gardens, where it pro-
duces at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre ; with directions for
cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will be sent to any
address. Now is the best time for Planting. The best way to
obtain good Fruits and Flowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to
the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to
the trade. Agents wanted.
Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12

IN EW SEEDLING POTATOE.

|

COOKE'S RATTLER,
= TV

a new and very superior Seedling, grown by Joseph J. Cooke, 1

Esq., of Cranston, and now offered for sale as the best late =

kind in the market. It is a rusty coated, light red, round, =

great yielder; white and perfect inside, and a Bplendid Table =

Potatoe. Price, $3.00 per bushel. Sold onlv by =

W. E. BARRETT & CO., =

Peovidence, R. I. §
April 13, 1867.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. Abnoi-d, dealer;
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's i

and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares s Patent Harrows and 1

Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden I

and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, Ac. I

Holder's Block, Main Street, §

Woonsocket, R. I. |

Lajrge Root Crops.—We notice in the Re-

port of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

that the farm connected with the Deer Island

House of Industry raised extraordinary root

crops. An acre in mangolds produced 73 tons

of roots, carefully weighed, and 5 tons in tops,

by estimate. This acre was planted with po-

tatoes in 18G3, carrots in 1864, onions in 18G5,

and with mangolds in 1866. The manure,

each previous year, had been 20 cords of com-

post of sea kelp and stable manure. In the

Fall of 1 865, it was heavily coated with sea-

weed (Lamiimria) and the weed plowed in

and re-plowed in the Spring of 1866. The

seed was sown in drills 30 inches apart. Mr.

Payson, the manager of the farm, estimates

the value of mangolds as equal to sugar beets,

and the yield as one-third greater. The rota-

tion and the adaptation of marine manures to

mangolds, are noticeable points in this state-

ment. On the same farm and with similar

treatment, 29 tons of carrots were grown to

the acre. Our shore farmers who neglect sea-

weeds and root crops are not living up to their

privileges.

WE. BARRETT A CO., Manufacturers of Mead's Patent =

•Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, ChaBe's Two !

Horse Potato Diggers, Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also,
j

dealers in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at •

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I. ;

HUBBARD, BLAKE 4 CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged j

the best in market, are for sale in lots or by single dozenB, I

by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT A CO., !

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. :

LADIES, ATTENTION I—A Silk Deess Patteek, or a I

Sewing Maohine, sent free, for one or two days' service, I e
in any town or village. Also, a gift sent free, by addressing =

"

with stamp, W. FISK A CO., 17 State Street, =

Boston, Mass. =

April 13, 1867. 4w-we-14 |

WHITE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and I

sold in small or large lots, by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,
"

ffinnsulvrania.

HODES' SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
Foe Soluble Piiosiuiobic Aon>. Valuable foe

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS,

sd by

Potts A Klett, Camden, N. J.

Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Evan Pugii, late Presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this
Manure is now so fully established, it is unnecessary to sav
more than that it Is

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,

and is in fine condition for drilling.

fSTavmers, when purchasing, would do well to get the

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE.
YARNALL A TRIMBLE,

General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.

March 23, 1867.

418 Sonth Wharves, )

419 Penn. Street, (
PHILADELPHIA.

3ra-ee-ll

Mew fork

Feb. 23, 1867. 1 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

HICKLING A CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.

JERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM. LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
. the best in use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

MAUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Firing Guns by Electricity.—The well-

known method of firing gunpowder with a

platinum wire made red hot by a galvanic cur-

rent has been applied to guns in France. The

only novelty being in carrying two small elec-

tric batteries in the stock, the two connecting

wires of which emerge near the breech, and

are so arranged as to be connected when a

current is required to explode the powder.

BARRETT'S EXTRA EARLY CABBAGE,—The best and
largest in the market. Price. 25 cents a paper. Raised

and sold by W. E. BARRETT A CO.
Providence, Feb. 23, 1867. tf-7

EXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking
up new land, made by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

Massachusetts*

I ROLLINS, BLISS & CO.,

j
PRODUCE AN1> COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

OASII ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENTS.

233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.
It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar-

j
ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

i sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-
: ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
i stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

I permanently enrich the soil.

Pbiok $60 PEit Ton.

B3^~ Send for Circular giving full particulars.

March 9, 1867. 3m-we-9

I On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome
= and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars I Without
E regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-

I factory 1

I 500 Solid Gold Hunting Watches $250 to $750
I 500 Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 500
i 500 Ladies' Watches, Enamelled 100 to 300
I 1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 300

| 1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250
H 3,000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200
5 5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 250
1 5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150
1 5,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250

| 5,000 Gold Ladies" Watches 50 to 250
1 10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75
1 10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100
= 25,000 Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50
| 30^00 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75
= Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing
I but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.
I Messrs J. Hickling & Co. 's Great American Watch Co., New
1 York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifi-
I cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed in sealed
= envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their
i certificates, upon payment of TenDoUara, whether it be a
| Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
| certificates entitles you to the article named thereon, upon pay-
I ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

1 than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that
1 this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,

| which may be participated in even by the most fastidious

!

I A single Certificate will be sent by mail, post paid, upon re-

\ ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele

I cant premium for $5, Bixty-six and more valuable premium for

| $10, one hundred and most superb Watch for $15. To Agents,

| or those wishing employment, this is a rare opportunity. It is a
= legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Gov-
= ernment, and open to the mcst cai eful scrutiny. Trv us

!

| Address, J. HICKLING A Co.,

5 149 Broadwav—Near P. O.

| City of New York.
= March 22, 1867. 3m 4

I
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J
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OAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale bs
W. E. BARRETT A &

32 Canal Street, Providence, \

R

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts.

It has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of every-day value

to its readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the fanner's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive

to good morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single

copy 5 cents.
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THE KILMARNOCK WJEKPI^NTG WILLOW. BUCKS COUNTY FOWLS.
Wrlttt*u for tho Farm and Fireside,

BY OliAIG BIDDLE, ESQ., PHILADELPHIA.

[
possible state of fertility to produce 'the best =

I
results. Thus far I proceed in first sowing!

[ the seed for an early crop
; the treatment for a|

I late crop being similar in nil respects, except!

I treatment of the plants, which -I will not no- 1 TnB chickens which pass under this desigua-

I tice further at present. Between the first and \
tion are not a distinct breed. For many years

! third week in September, the Fall previous to I
!t "as been thc effort of the formers in the vl-

|
planting, sow the seed in well prepared bedsl cinily of Philadelphia to supply the market

| in drills 8 to 10 inches apart and one-half to I
wi,u liirSe and finc VOd&f- To do this, they

I one inch apart in the drills: in the course oi l have not confined themselves to any one breed,

j four or five weeks the plants will be ready to j
By persisting, year after year, in retaining thc

|
transplant into cold frames, two or three inches I

largest and best fowls to breed from, they have

I apart, where they are to remain during Winter. 1
generally bed successful in having a good

1 They will need a little more care in protection !
stock

-
When tlle3' " is11 to change it, they ob-

j than lettuce or cabbage plants, thus wintered. 1
tain from their neighbors a number of eggs,

! If this trouble is not agreeable, they may be 1
and tluls obviate the danger of too close brei *J-

[ started in a hoi bed or forcing house in Janu- j

'mS- The fowls are all mongrels, and conse-

faryor February and hardened off; as above j
quently their qualities are very dissimilar:

I mentioned. i some arc great layers—some good sitters and

I Planting, ifcc—As soon as the soil and weath-S cal'eful mothers, and in a large stock this is

| er will admit, without indicating more than \
rather durable, as each one is allowed to do

I ten or fifteen degrees of frost to follow, prepare I
wfl at it is most fitted for.

! the ground by heavy manuring, and well rot- !
I( has been said tbat many years aK° the

! ted manure will answer, thorough deep plow- !
larSc "Malay chicken " was introduced into

I iug and fining the soil by harrowing, $c. Lav 1
Bucks county, and by being crossed with the

| off the rows and Ji:lls according to the growth j

"binary fowls of the locality, ttawo large

! of the variety—some kinds require to be plant- !
chickens originated. This may, or may not be

led 15 by 24, while others require 18 by 30

1

so
'
but the main reason of their continued

j inches of space. Transplant in every way as j Sood q"anties arises from breeding only from

I vou would a cabbage, using care to do the I

tbe nnest specimens.

I work thoroughly well. The more frequently! Persons, therefore, who get a large pair of

j they are hoed and the ground stirred the better I
chickens from Bucks county, expecting to

I they will head: therefore do not spare using |
raise from them a breed of chickens with any

} the hoe among them. The early crop will be
j

wel1 markcd peculiarities, will be likely to be

This is a very graceful weeping lawn tree, with broader foliage than the common weeping
f ready for market in July, or earlier, and re- !

mistak en. Thc variety must be kept up by

willow
;
and, like the larch, is obtained by budding or grafting on a stock of the requisite

height and proportions. Budding is the mode of propagation generally adopted—the strong

growing Goat Willow, suitably trained, being the stock generally employed. Many inex-

perienced budders fail to succeed at first in budding the Willows.

This variety, like the Larch, was introduced from Scotland; the name of thc locality is

familiar to all admirers of the great Scottish poet, as the place where a much dreaded person-

ification was once seen. We trust the graceful "Kilmarnock Willow "will not harrow up

any such form to the fertile imagination. These trees are-termed deciduous ; that is, they drop

their leaves in the Autumn ; but are, nevertheless (when well managed), graceful ornament-

al trees for the lawn and landscape.

I quires very careful handling in gathering and j
constant selections from the finest specimens.

! marketing. The surplus loose leaves should be !
Amencans generally have no fancy for pure

[pulled off, and if the plants are carefully j

l)recd8 of anything. Whether this arises from

! packed in boxes, they are much more safelv I
the fact that the people themselves are a cross

I and easilv marketed, where it is designed to I
of a" naflon9

'
1 wiU not nretend to say i

bot

| market the crop. The Winter crop for family
{ the first idea they have in connection with any

I use should be stored in the cellar, by setting !
animal is t0 ™prove it—that is,to cross it with

j thc roots in fresh earth or soil, where some- 1
some othel

-
There is no place where it is so

I times, if not fully developed, they will perfect j
difflcult to get anything, from a horse to a

" d on to be thorough-

It requires great care
! growth ; but the rule is only in the exception ; I

chicken, that can be relied on to be thorough-

—
I however, they keep much fresher and better !

brcd
-
aaln our country.

! forcing house in January or February, and the I
with the roots in fresh soil or earth, than other-

j^ great skill to keep up a stock of anything

,
° . * ' ., r

= = in its entire purity, and with the best disposi-
= plants picked out into boxes or the the sou of; wise.

;
.

.
,

I another hot bed, two or three inches apart,! A half an acre or so will be found to be a
{

™ ° d° so
>
ma

»>
^ple a..- discouraged by

Bdt few of our rural agriculturists are aware I and gradually hardened off, till the weather I very remunerative crop, when successfully!
.

L ° u c nc "ens it jou have a

i great variety, it is particularly troublesome.

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

CAULITLOWEBS-THEIK CULTUEE.

go together,

[{except in the Spring of the year, when the

breeding season ap

separated and their progeny warranted pure.

This simplifies the matter a great deal ; but

whether the fowls come up fully to the war-
rant, I very much doubt.

May, 18<;7.

of the excellence and value of this delicious
f becomes such as to be safe to plant in the open |

grown early, in the vicinity of market, andj*
sed 1 t 11 • f 1

vegetable, and fewer still attempt its culture ; 1 ground ; thc plants being so nearly hardy, if | marketed : as 5000 to SQ00 plants may bet*
auy 3

.

ree
.

crs
„
e

.

a

and many who make the attempt do not sue- ! properly hardened oil thev will stand several j
grown on half an acre, and they will sell for!

ceed from some cause or other. There are
j degrees of frost without, injury, and little dan- I from $12 to $15 per hundred. A few desira-

{

none of the Brassica tribe of vegetables which Igur is apprehended in transplanting in this lati- j ble sorts, which you will rind described in the
j

are superior, if equal in delicacy, to this vege- 1 tude the last of April or early in May—further \
descriptive seed catalogues of seed dealers, are :

]

table. Of the. same family as Broccoli and] South earlier. It is necessary to have the j
E.uly Erfurt and Early Paris; for succession

j

Cabbage, it requires nearly the same culture, f plants become well established and firmly root- [
crop, Wellington, and perhaps others. I name

j

As it is not so generally known as most of our { ed before hot, dry weather, in order that they I these as the most general for market crops.
]

garden vegetables, ancl its culture not as gene- 1 head or flower well. If not thus treated, they f
As the plants come to maturity, and are obliged

} Peat-Gas.—At the Troy Gas Works, New
rally successful, I propose to give some general 1 will need copious and frequent watering, as [to be harvested near together, it is better to

j York, the experiment of substituting peat for

rules for culture, preservation, &c.
j moisture is essential to their well doing. The I

have different varieties ripening in succession. 1 coa i m the manufacture of gas has been tried

To begin with, good seed is thc first requi-
j
many failures arise mainly from a non-com- \

Unless harvested as soon as the heads are fully
] with success. One huudredand fifteen pounds

site ;
for if the seed is not from good stock no

j
pliauce with the foregoing suggestion. A late

j
developed they are very liable to run up to

{ „f Jried peat, taken from a bed not more than
afterculture can compensate for the fault, or

j crop may however be grown, but with less |
seed, and thus their value as a table vegetable

j three feet below the surface, yielded seven
give satisfactory results. Where this crop is

j
certainty, by sowing thc seed in the open { is destroyed. EL j hundred and eighty-four feet of gas, or five

grown for market it is generally grown as a
|
ground during May. and transplanting in July

; ]
My Riperdale Ftmih, May, 1 8G7. | and eighty one-hundredthe of gas to the

first crop, to be ready for marketing in June or | often, however, the hot, dry weather of Au- j

— - "
j
pound, while from the best coal used at thc

July
;
for a garden crop it is generally planted

j
gust and September causes a failure, or a par- ; It is reported that in some sections of New ! works the yield of gas does not exceed four

later. As a first or early crop, the seed should | tial one, unless means for irrigation are had j York State thc peach blossoms have been so
j feet and forty-one-foundredths to the pound.

|
badly frozen by the cold weather as to cause

j The cost of peat is much less per ton than

a soil in the highest » them to fall from the trees. ! that of the coal usually employed.

be sown in the Fall, and thc plants wintered i and used.

in a cold frame; or be started in a hot bed or
S

The cauliflower requires

Feeding Fowls.—There is nothing gained by feeding your laying hens as though you were fattening them for market. Especially will this remark
apply while they are running out. This thing of over-eating is hurtful to anything that eats. It is natural for a fowl to be on the look-out the most of
her time, and swallow a grain at a time as it is found, and thrive best living in this manner. Feed fowls a little at a time, and often. Grown fowls
should not be fed less than three times per day. I find if I over-feed fowls, they go off in some corner and sit down and chill, if thc weather is cold

;

whereas, had I given them half as much, they would continue moving round, feeling well, and seemingly getting that exercise that their nature requires,
by keeping their blood in healthy circulation. By this means the hens are better oft', and a great per centage of eggs saved.

—

Seam r's New Poultry Book.
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FENCES.
|

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BT ALEXANDER HYDE, LEE, MASS.

There are few things more annoying on a
j

farm than poor fences, and costly as is a good
j

fence, it is much more economical than a poor
}

one. Whoever has found his oxen " strayed}

off " just at the moment when he needed them
]

to get in a load of hay, or after a hard day's I

work has spent the evening in looking for
j

missing cows, or on rising in the morning has
}

discovered his neighbors' cattle treading down
\

and destroying his piece of premium corn,
[

knows the vexation of spirit which a poor I

fence causes. It is not merely the loss of time
|

and money which such a fence produces, but
j

the disappointment of one's plans, the suffering
j

of the feelings, the loss of self-respect, and the
j

ill will between neighbors ; these are the great
}

evils for which money is no compensation.
|

As far as our observation goes, poor fences are
{

the cause of half the trouble between neigh-

}

boring fanners, and are certainly a great draw-
{

back on the profits of the farm. The subject
[

of fencing therefore demands attentive con-
{

sideration from all who have a regard to good I

neighbors and an eye to profit. How and]

where to construct the fences is the first ques-

}

tion with every purchaser of a piece of land.
}

In the first place, let him count the cost. Few

}

are aware how expensive fencing is. If a |

farm contains an hundred acres, all lying to-

1

gether in the form of a perfect square, the
}

most economical one for fencing, the cost of I

enclosing it with a board fence at the low |

price of one dollar per rod, will amount to over I

five hundred dollars ; and if such a farm is }

divided into four equal lots, by fences running j

through the center at right angles with each
j

other, the cost will exceed seven hundred and 1

fifty dollars. The purchaser of a quarter sec- I

tion of government land will pay, at govern-

1

ment price, two hundred dollars for his one t

hundred and sixty acres, and the expense of

}

fencing will exceed three times this amount, j

Allowing that his neighbors will pay for one I

half of this, still the stubborn fact remains 1

that the fence costs much more than the land, 1

and there are many farms, even in our favored j

New England, that may be bought to-day for
}

less than the fences have cost. The question j

how and where to build our fences, is therefore
j

of some importance, and grows more import-

1

ant as fencing material becomes scarce.

Where the land abounds with stone, there I

is no question but that a stone wall properly 1

constructed, is the cheapest and most economi- j

cal fence, for in this case we carry out the ad-

1

age of "killing two birds with one stone."}

Not only is a permanent fence built, but the

}

land is freed from an incumbrance. There is

}

no reason why a wall should not last for sue- ]

cessive generations, but we see no such per-

}

manency in most of the walls hitherto built. |

They are crumbling and sprawling about as

}

though they possessed the power of motion, }

and were not subject to the general law of the j

inertia of matter. The trouble is, that most
{

of our walls have been laid on top of the |

ground, and often in wet places, so that the

}

settling of the stones, and the frost, have

}

speedily demolished what seemed at first a

}

nice piece of work. If this surface soil were }

first removed, we should have a good material

}

for the compost heap, and a good bed for

}

the wall. Some recommend that a ditch j

be dug to a depth that the frost will not I

penetrate, and filled up with small stone as a

}

foundation for the wall. This may be neces-

}

sary in some places, but generally, if the sur-

}

face soil be removed and the bottom stones of

}

the wall placed on the hard pan, the founda-

}

tion will remain sure. Walls should never be

}

built except where a permanent fence is re-

!

quired. On the boundary lines, they serve the I

double purpose of fences and " ancient land
j

marks," which Solomon cautions us against I

removing. |

The perishable nature of all wooden fences,
|

exposed as they are to the weather, and more

}

or less to the catalytic influence of decaying =

vegetable matter in the soil, has led to the de-

sire for a more permanent structure of iron,

and it was thought for a time that in iron wire

we had found a cheap and permanent substi-

tute for the post and board, and the unsightly

crooked rail fences. The experiments thus far

have not resulted in favor of the wire. The

wire fences, so extensively constructed by the

side of our railroads and on our farms, have

mostly given place to the old structures of

wood. The wires were found soon to become

as crooked and as unsightly as Virginia rails,

and less serviceable. A cheap and at the

same time comely iron fence is so desirable,

that we do not feel disposed to abandon further

experiment, and hope some Yankee will yet

devise a pattern that will give satisfaction, and

thus save our timber for more fitting uses. For

ornamental grounds, we have iron fences that

are all that can be desired, except in cost, but

for the present, on our farms, we must be con-

tent, when stone are not found, with rails and

boards. Tne former made of split chestnut,

and well laid up from the ground, make an

efficient and enduring fence, easily put up and

removed and easily repaired. We can testify

that chestnut rails will last for half a century,

for those that we laid over in our boyhood,

looking at that time venerable from age, are

still, after the lapse of forty years, doing good

service. The objeetion to rails laid in the usual

crooked Virginia fashion is that they occupy

too much land, and if laid straight, with mor-

tised posts, are a deformity to the landscape.

The latter is an inferior objection in the eyes

of most farmers, but is worthy of considera-

tion. No one would like a rail fence in front

of his house, and why not ? "Because it does

not look well." Very true; and when does it

begin to look well ?—at five, or ten, or fifty

rods distance from the house ? We never saw

a rail fence that laid any claim to beauty, ex-

cept the beauty of utility, no matter where

laid.

The post and board fence is much more
comely, occupies less land, and if the parts

are placed on stone and braced, is very endur-

ing. The cost of a board fence in most locali-

ties is more than that of one constructed of

rails, but if the land is valuable, the increased

expense may be more than compensated by

the land saved.

What we desire especially to call attention

to is, the unnecessary amount of fencing on

most of our farms. Our fathers seemed, in

some instances, to have a mania for cutting

up their farms into small lots. Lumber was
cheap and fence building served seemingly as

pastime to them. The fashion was to surround

every house with a fence, whether as a barri-

cade against cattle or Indians, we hardly know.

Often three or four fences led from the house

and barns to the road, giving a " pent up Utica'

appearance to the whole premises. We have

a distinct remembrance of the back-aching

process of carrying the cocks of hay, on long

poles from the large door-yard of our father's

premises, as there was no gate to it large

enough for a cart to pass through. Why this

large front yard should be so sacredly inclosed

with an expensive fence, we never knew. Our
childish impression was that it was a sort of

inner sanctum, which the foot of an ox or a

horse should never pollute. We are glad to

notice that these barricades around our houses

have gone out of fashion, and that the inner di-

vision fences of our farms are fast diminishing.

They are expensive, occupy more land than is

generally supposed, for a plow cannot well run

nearer than eighteen inches to them, are very

inconvenient in cultivation, and in passing

from one part of the farm to another; and, last-

ly, are unsightly, even in their best state. A
farm cut up into small lots always reminds us

of the old fashioned bed-quilts which our

grandmothers used to piece up, and so fond

were they of the little triangles, squares and

pentagons, that they would sometimes cut up

whole cloth into little pieces, and then sew
them together again. This sewing doubtless

served a good purpose in keeping our mothers

and aunts out of mischief, and inducing habits

of industry, but it is not worth while to ravel

out a stocking and then knit it up again for the

sake of being industrious. If we must cut up }

our farms into piece work, let us at least imi-

}

tate our grandmothers in making the lots into }

squares, and not into trapeziums and other}

inconvenient forms, such as Euclid never}

dreamed of, and a common surveyor is puz-

[

led to describe.
j

May, 1867. j

GARDENING FOE WOMEN.

I There is nothing better for wives and I

}
daughters, physically, than to have the care of I

} a garden—a flower plot, if nothing more. I

I What is pleasanter than to spend a portion of 1

}
every passing day in working among plants

}

I and watching the growth of shrubs, and trees,

}

} and plants, and to observe the opening of}

I flowers, from week to week, as the season ad-

1

1 vances 1 Then, how much it adds to the en-

1

}joyment, to know that your own hands have}

}
planted and tilled them, and have pruned and }

} trained them. This is a pleasure that requires

}

} no great riches nor profound knowledge. The

}

} humble cottage of the laboring poor, not less I

} than their grounds, may be adorned with pot

}

} plants, which in due time will become redo-

}

I lent of rich perfume, not less than radiant with

}

} beauty ; thus ministering to the love of the I

| beautiful in nature. \

1 The wife and daughter who loves home, and

}

I would seek ever to make it the best place for |

} husband and brother, is willing to forego some I

} gossiping morning calls, for the sake of hav-
}

|
ing leisure for the cultivation of plants, and }

1 shrubs, and flowers. The good housewife is

}

1 early among her plants and flowers, as is the

}

I husband at his place of business. They are }

I both utilitarians, the one it may be in the ab-

1

I stract, and the other in the concrete, each as }

1 essential to the enjoyment of the other, as are }

I the real and ideal in human life. The lowest 1

1 utilitarianism would labor only for the meat I

| that perisheth. Those of higher and nobler

}

I views, would labor with no less assiduity for

}

} the substantial things of life, but would in ad-

1

} dition, seek also those things which elevate

}

} and refine the mind and exalt the soul.
}

1 The advantages which woman personally |

} derives from stirring the soil, and snuffing the
}

|
morning air, are freshness and beauty of}

I cheek, and brightness of eye, cheerfulness of}

}
temper, vigor of mind, and purity of heart. I

} Consequently she is more cheerful and lovely }

} as a daughter, more dignified and womanly as

}

I a sister, and more attractive and confiding as a

}

I wife. |

} Hence the fruits and products of garden

}

I culture, as they relate to woman, when viewed

}

}
objectively, are but small, relatively, as com-

}

I pared with the benefits secured in regard to j

} herself, as the center of social refinement and
}

I enjoyment, amid such a world as ours. A

}

I husband who revolves round such a center, }

} cannot but be a good neighbor, a useful citi-

1

} zen, a kind father, a loving and confiding com-

}

} panion. Do not, then, mothers and sisters, i

I the latter wives in prospect, neglect the gar-

}

! den. I

pinched at the point, as soon as they begin to

make a second pair of leaves. And after three

or four months the little shortened branches
may be themselves by degrees cut off. The
leaves, however, are rather precious at first,

as helping greatly to advance the growth and
to feed the plant.

On a Summer's evening the plants may be

watered thoroughly overhead^with a fine hose

or syringe, and if preserved from the frost or

damp and kept in a light place, they will be-

gin to be shrubby by next Spring, when per-

haps one or two might be let begin to flower.

They last for many years when once well

trained, and are very useful from their Winter
flowering.

—

London Gardener's Monthly.

SULPHURING TREES.

All homceopathists are familiar with the

extraordinary virtues of sulphur as a remedial

agent in all the ailments that human flesh is

heir to, but its " sphere of usefulness " (to use

a rather cant phrase) is extraordinary still fur-

ther. Since Claude Bernard has destroyed

one of the grand distinctions between the ani-

mal and vegetable kingdoms, by showing that

all animals produce sugar in their livers as de-

cidedly as if they were beets or sugar-canes,

we shall be more ready to share the benefits of

our medicaments with our vegetating fellow-

creatures. It has long been known that sul-

phur exercised a most beneficial effect on the

health of the grape-vine, and M. Rouband has

now discovered that it is equally useful for

sick orange trees. During twenty consecutive

days he "sulphured " his trees, taking care to

perform the operation before sunrise, and

he found that all symptoms of the disease

gradually disappeared, and the plants mani-

fested new activity of vegetation. The olive

tree is equally benefited by this treatment.

It is probable that many other plants, especi-

ally those whose maladies are due to the pres.

enceof minute worms in the bark (a disease that

finds its human analogy in that known in the

polite world as scabies, for which sulphur con -

stitutes the standard treatment), would be

saved from early decay by this remedy ; and

those florists who would find a serious diffi-

culty in getting up before sunrise to wait upon

their plants, may be glad to know that after

sunset is a moment equally propitious.

Culture of the Rose.—There is no flow-

ering shrub or plant requires manuring so

much as the rose, which produces such a large

quantity of flowers that the soil within reach

of the roots soon becomes exhausted of those

ingredients which are necessary for sustaining

the health and vigor of the plant. Well-rot-

ted cow manure is best for the rose, and as

the plant is a gross feeder, a liberal supply will

be required. Moderate root pruning has a

very good effect in conjunction with manur-

ing.

| TREE MIGNONETTE.

} A few seeds of the large-flowered Mignon-

} ette should be sown, and the pot should be

I kept in a window till the young plants appear.

I Veiy little watering is sufficient at first, and a

} little moss or a piece of paper is a sufficient

} shade till the seeds have sprouted, just by way
} of preventing much watering. A North win-

| dow, or still better one Northeast or Northwest

} is the best place lor the seedlings during the

} Summer months. They must be thinned at

| once to three, and after a week or two, only

} one should be left. A little earthing up is ex-

} tremely useful, as the young plants seem

I somehow apt to get twisted round. As soon

} as one stem is tall enough to require tying, it

} should be fastened loosely to the stick await-

]
ing it. And from the first every appearance

} of flower buds should be at once cut out with

la pair of sharp-pointed scissors. The little

i side branches also should be stopped, that is,

The Black Knot.—It your trees are in-

fested with this pest, cut them down, and ask

your neighbors to do the same. It requires

some nerve to do it, but there is no other alter-

native. A single case may be removed with

the knife, but if they are abundant, better at-

tack them at once. You will only be vexed

by seeing a new crop in tenfold numbers if

you delay the operation, however hard it majr

be to do it.

Among the large vegetables on record grown
in California, are the following : A mangel-

wurtzel that weighed 118 pounds, a cabbage

head of 53 pounds, a turnip of 26 pounds, a

sweet potato of 15 pounds, a carrot of 10

pounds, an onion of 47 ounces, and a pump-
kin of 260 pounds.

California is exchanging plants with the

Sandwich Islands. A few months ago a col-

lection of California plants was sent to Hono-
lulu, and recently the compliment was re-

turned in the shape of a variety of palms,

mangoes, bannanas, alligator pear, ratan and

lillies and other flowers, sent to San Francisco

for free distribution. This is a movement of

the agricultural societies.

Farm Lands in California.—Land is plenty and cheap in California. The government offers sixty acres as a gift to every man who will live on and
cultivate it for four years, or it will sell him land at $1 25 per acre and he can live on it or not, as he pleases. There are thousands of acres of fertile

soil within a hundred miles of San Francisco, waiting for men to accept them as gifts. The abundance of unoccupied public lands tends to keep down
the price of private lands, and the best farming land in the State is not worth more than $100 per acre.

_
The average value of the cultivated land is about

$20 per acre. Want of facilities for getting to market has delayed the settlement of the agricultural sections of the State, but the construction of railroads

will remove this obstacle, and it is believed very soon.
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THE FAHMER.

The farmer U lord of the cattle

;

The farmer Is king of the soil

;

Though his brow may be darkened by sunlight,

Hie hands may be browned by bis toil.

lie looks o'er his fields and his orchards,

With joy, when his day's work Is o'er,

For he knows the seed planted in Spring tlmo,

In Summer will ylold a rich store.

He Bees Qod in nature around him ;

The flower that blooms on the plain,

Though dying in Winter—in Summer
Will blossom In beauty again.

The corn that li dropped in the furrow,

By Bunshinc expands into birth-

Its rich ears of gold in the Autumn,

Add beauty and grandeur to earth.

The grass that is withered and dying,

The trees, though now leafless and bare,

Will spring Into life and new verdure,

Which proves Immortality there.

The seed that is sown by the wayside, %

Whether of tares or of wheat,

Takes root in the soil that surrounds it,

And starts into life while we sleep.

Nothing Is lost, or Is wasted,

That lies *neath the richly turned sod

:

The " Beed time and harveBt shall fail not,'*

If you trust in the promise of God.

" By the sweat of thy brow shall thou labor,"

Though weary, faint not, but endure

—

A crown of the faithful awaits thee,

For God and His promise Is sure.

WASHING WOOL IN GEEMANY.

German wool is equally quoted as the stand-

ard for cleanness as well as fineness. It will

not be amiss to give some idea of the pains

taken in some of the best districts, to wash

the wool before shearing. It is taken from a

very valuable paper on German Agriculture,

in the last Patent Office Report :

—

Washing Sheep at Alerufh, in Hungary.—
The process of washing is done under the

roof, and, accordingly, no sudden or rainy

weather can interfere with it. Before the

shower bath is administered to the sheep, their

dirt and pitch has been dissolved or loosened.

For this purpose a soaking vat is put up, which

is covered and tightly put together of strong

plank or boards. It is filled with hot water,

equal to eighty four degrees Fahrenheit ; the

sheep are then placed in two lines and con-

stantly handled until the yolk and dirt are dis-

solved, which ordinarily takes from fifteen to

twenty minutes. The solvent effects of hot

water are increased by adding a few pounds of

potash, and also by the lye arising from the

natural oily matter of the wool. The sheep,

being well soaked, are placed under sheller,

where they have to wait their turn of the

shower bath, in order that the animal, now so

much heated, may not pass immediately from

the hot soaking vat into the shower bath, this

being from sixty-one to sixty-three degrees

Fahrenheit. The water is let upon the sheep

through a hole, with a strainer upon the end.

It falls with considerable velocity, and is

brought to bear upon all parts of the sheep

until the wool is of a snowy whiteness. The

sheep are then driven to a warm, dry sheller

and shorn as soon as the wool is dry, gene-

rally about the sixth day. On an average,

forty sheep are thus washed in an hour."

A FARMEii wrote as follows to a distin-

guished scientific agriculturist, to whom he
\

felt under obligations for introducing a variety
j

of swine :
" Respected sir—I went yesterday

to the cattle show. I found several pigs of

your Bpecies. There was a great variety of

hoga, and I was astonished at not seeing you

there."

The inventor of the Bessemer process of

converting pig iron directly into steel, enjoys

an income of half a million a year.

Christianity was born in the heaven of

truth and love ; therefore it stoops with a

special emphasis of compassion to the lowliest

of earth.

THE CHAMELEON.

{ ITS CHANGES OF COLOR AND MANNER OF

TAKING FOOD.

| Mr. Coucn, an English naturalist, had ex-

\ cellent opportunities for observing the changes

j of color and modes of taking food in the

! chameleon. The one in lvs possession meas-

{ ured ten inches in length, of which the tail

! was four and a half inches. Its eyes were

| black and lively, and the pupil deeply seated

| in a hole scarcely larger than would be made

; with a pin. The movement of each eye was

1 independent of the opposite, and they were

j rarely directed at one object except when the

t creature was intent on seizing prey. The

I movements were very slow and deliberate, es-

j
pecially when on the ground. Its color was

[subject to continual change, but if a creature

\ that rarely retains the same hue for ten min-

| utes together can be said to possess one which

j
may be termed its own, it was dusky brown,

lor almost black, nearly approaching to the

| darkness of soot. The light was of more im-

I portance to it than the heat, and when bask-

1 ing in the sun, even the mouth was opened to

I receive the influence. A dingy black was its

1 common color when thus enjoying itself.

I Both sides did not always adopt the same

I colors, for while the one towards the light was

I dark brown the other side would perhaps be

I light yellow, with white spots. On one oc-

I casion when the stick on which it rested was

[ touched gently, without waking it, it became

! instantly covered all over with minute brown

| spots. On another, when the color was alto-

I gether yellow, a book was held so as to cast a

I space on the anterior part of the body, while

! a candle was held within four inches of the

j hindmost portion ; and then presently the

| illuminated part changed to a light brown,

I while the shaded portion remained as before,

[ and when the screen was removed the exact

| limit of the shade was visible. The general

] belief in its faculty to live without food or

I drink, and to subsist wholly upon air was

| proved to be incorrect. It required water

| about once in a fortnight, and was very fond

j of flies. It not only took all that came in its

! way, but would seize them as fast as children

I would bring them ; and it even became so

| familiar with the act as to take them repeat-

f
edly from the hand. It was thus easy to

I
measure the distance to which it was able to

| dart its tongue in seizing its pre)', which was

| found to be six inches—or rather more than

| the length of its body. The fly would adhere

] to the tongue by means of a tenacious mucous

I with which it was covered. On the approach

I of cold weather its activity was greatly les-

I sened, and it slept a greater portion of the

I time. The sunshine would always reanimate

{ it, but artificial heat produced little effect. Its

\ color was varied, and when at last it was

I found dead, the general hue of its surface was

I dark.

| Mr. Nordenskiold, the distinguished Swe-

I dish geologist, announces a discovery of bitu-

{ minous gneiss, a real organic substance formed

I of the remains of plants or animals, imbedded

| in layers of gneiss and micha schist. He con-

] sidered infiltration impossible in the case, and

1 the inference is that organic life existed on the

f
earth far back in what has hitherto been con-

I sidered the azoic age. Thus the savans keep

| upturning their own foundations.

I A Frank Man.—The most agreeable of all

companions is a simple, frank man, without

any high pretensions to an oppressive great-

ness ; one who loves life, and understands the

use of it
;
obliging alike at all hours ;

above

all, of a golden temper, and steadfast as an

anchor. For such a one we gladly exchange

the greatest genius, the most brilliant wit, the

profoundest thinker.

A Yankee captain was caught in the jaws

of a whale, but was finally rescued, badly

wounded. On being asked what he thought

while in that situation he replied : "I thought

he would make about forty barrels."

BEES IN BRETAGNE, FRANCE.
.

I Bees occupy a prominent and important I

| position in the household in Bretagne, where |

j
they are regarded and treated as members of;

1 the family. All interesting occurrences affect-
j

|
ing the welfare of the family are formally an- ;

| uounced to them. When a child is born, the
}

I father, accompanied by the eldest son, ( iff

| there be one old enough to walk ), arrayed in j

|
his best Sunday dress, proceeds to the apiary,

j

I and passing from hive to hive, announces the f

I glad tidings, and decorates each hive with a f

f
scarlet scarf. When a marriage engagement is

j

I made, the fact is announced in like manner, I

I the lady conducting her betrothed to the 1

|
apiary, and presenting him to each colon}-

, j

f On the wedding day each hive is decorated
j

I with crimson trappings
;

and, on the follow-

1

| ing morning, the bridal-wreath is suspended I

| on the stock which the owner regards as the |

| best, and is left hanging there till sunset. I

\ When this has been done, the young husband I

| feels assured that his wife will /Tove to be a j

|
very frugal and industrious helpmate, and that

;

{happiness and prosperity will attend them j

! through life.

| But the bees are not expected to take an
]

I interest alone iu the joyful events of the
j

1 family. They are also apprised in due form j

| of any mournful occurrences. Every death is !

I announced by a messenger arrayed in black, 1

[ with crape trailing from his hat and left arm ; I

[ and every hive also is immediately invested in
J

I crape, which remains there so long as the
j

[ family themselves wear mourning,unless mean-

1

I while some joyous event occur, requiring to
|

I be communicated by message, when the crape ;

I is removed, and the crimson trappings sub-

1

; stituted. |

| The origin of these singular customs is un-

1

[ known. Probably they arose from a regard I

I to the great value and importance of bee-cul- 1

= tilre in the district, especially of Lower Bre- j

i tagne. The immense plains there covered
|

| with blooming heather at the proper season, |

I supply the bees with inexhaustible pasturage, [

| and thousands of hives are seen there every
j

I Summer, without the guardianship of any |

I superintendent. Yet robbing or theft is al- i

1 together unknown there.

—

Bee Journal.

CHICORY.
|

At no time in the history of this plant, has [

it played so important a part in commerce as
]

to-day. All the coffee sold ground is adultera-

j

ted with it, and it gives to ground peas and f

ground bread crust, which browned, are con-
j

verted into much of the " East India," " Rio,"
j

and other brands of "coffee" found at the \

grocer's, that flavor so essential to the good
]

reputation of all these several imitations of;

Mocha. Chicory is a perennial plant in its
j

native localities, growing wild iu various parts
{

of Europe. It is hardy, and thrives well upon |

feeble and light soils. It is cultivated exten-
j

sively in Europe for cattle food, and especially I

for its root, which is used as the substitute fori

coflee. For the purpose of soiling, it is classed j

as among the most valuable and remuuera-

{

tivc crops. The leaves arc highly useful for;

sheep and swine, and are eaten with avidity I

by neat cattle, although some writers consider I

that they impart an unpleasant flavor to the \

milk of cows. In Lombardy aud the South of;

France, chicory constitutes a large proportion
]

of their choicest meadows, and is described as

f

imparting to them a most brilliant aspect by i

its gorgeous and luxuriant vegetation. The
{

plant grows to a gigantic size, and yields an I

immense harvest of highly nutritious fodder !

for both soiling and haying. When intended
{

for grazing or hay, chicory should be sown
j

early in the Spring. The plants are allowed !

to stand until they attain their perfect growth, j

but should be cut previous to flowering, and !

treated in the curing like any other succulent I

vegetable. Chicory is the plant earnestly |

recommended many years ago by Arthur j

Young, to the English farmers, for introduc-

;

tion to their husbandry in reference to its

!

valuable qualities for grazing. We believe, \

however, that its cultivation in England is

!

quite limited. Chicory is cultivated in Flan-

ders and Germany for the root, and it is for

this culture that it is especially valuable in this

country to-day. In this culture it is planted

in drills, with the rows a foot or eighteen

inches apart, and the plants at thinning being

left witli a space of about six inches between.

About four pounds of seed arc required for an

acre. In this tillage the land should be plowed

or trenches dug, and be rich and mellow. A
strong and heavy soil is the most favorable

for the production of roots. Chicory requires

very similar treatment to the carrot or parsnip.

In appearance the root is not nclike the latter

vegetable. It commonly grows from one to

two feet in height, although its filaments pene-

trate much deeper. The roots should be taken

up in September, when they will have reached

the size of a small carrot. They arc cut into

pieces and dried in a kiln, and are then ready

for market. When intended for use they are

roasted and ground. The roots of chicory are

also used in t lie manufacture of beer as a sub-

stitute for hops. They contain a strong bitter

which may be extracted by infusion. The
majority of the chicory sold in this country is

imported
;

indeed, it is possible that about all

the chicory now being incorporated into the

pea mixture in order to impart the " Old Gov-

ernment Java " flavor, is of foreign growth,

and we call the attention of our farmers to

the fact that the crop will pay well, if properly

attended to.

IMITATING AN EMPEROR.

The following anecdote exhibits the late

Emperor of Russia iu a new character, as well

as records one of the most happy escapes from

an awkward position that wit and presence of

mind might afford :

Some years ago there was a celebrated comic

actor at St. Petersburg, named Marlinoff. He
had the most extraordinary powers of imita-

tion, and was so great a favorite with the pub-

lic as sometimes to venture interpolations of

his own, instead of following the advice of

Hamlet to hia players, "to speak no more

than is set down for them."

The Emperor had a high chamberlain, or

person filling a similar office, named Po-

loffsky.

Whether for fun or malice, Martinoff, while

performing, contrived to let fly some puns

against this great man, which were warmly re-

ceived by the audience.

The consequence was, as soon as the play

was over, the actor found himself in the cus-

tody of a guard of soldiers, who took him to

prison, where he was told he was to be con-

fined for a fortnight.

Not content with this, Poloffsky cither told

the Emperor himself, or contrived that it

should come to his ears, that the player had

actually had the presumption to indulge in

imitations of his imperial majesty.

On his liberation, Martinoff went to court,

to pa}' his respects as usual, and the Emperor

told him of the accusation, which he denied.

"Well," said the Emperor, "if you never

did so, let us have an imitation of myself now,

We know you can do so if you choose."

This was an awkward and dangerous posi-

tion for the poor actor, who felt he should get

into trouble for tailing short or overdoing the

character.

Still the autocrat was determined, and there

was no escape.

Suddenly a bright thought struck the actor,

and drawing himself up, he assumed the exact

hearing and manner of the Emperor, and in a

voice so like his, that it made every one present

start, said

:

"Poloffsky, give Martinoff (himself) a thou-

sand silver roubles!
"

" Stop !
" said the Emperor. " I have heard

quite enough. The imitation is admirable,

but the entertainment promises to be loo ex-

pensive. Give him the roubles, Poloffsky

;

and now mind, sir, let this be the last time

you ever dare to mimic me, here or else

where."

It is, of course, unnecessary to say that .Mar-

tinoff was too glad to pocket the money and

escape so well.

Save the Soap Suds.—" I say now that are is a wicked waste, neighbor Flandry?" "What! uncle Enoch ? Dunno as I quite understand
ye." " Why, throwin' out and wastin' that way, all them soap suds the way your gals there is doin." "What is soap suds worth, uncle
Enoch?" "'Bout a hundred dollars, what your folks'll make 'tween now and spring. Ourn was worth more'n that last winter." " Why, what
in natnr do you do with soap suds to make 'em worth that, uncle Enoch ?" " We save every mite of our suds and dish water for the garden and
truck patch, splashin' it over the ground 'bout once a week all Winter. It's good for gooseberries and currants, and kills a powerful lot of bugs,

and beetles, and pesky worms, and fattens the ground more'n a hundred dollars' worth besides."

—

Saturday Evening Post.
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dried, brown, raisin-like fruit, containing the I the gathering. The vintage season is some-

]
Emerging from this subterranean hall of

_
tr '

1 largest quantity of rich, saccharine matter. | times in September, generally in October, and
j
supposed knowledge and qualifications on the

SKETCHo"f TIhThoCKHEIMER VINEYARDS.

!

Tne second quality are those bunches which 1 has been in December, regulated entirely by
j
part of its visitors, we came to the banquet

.

—
taken ]

have had the most exposure to the sun. And j the character of the seasons and maturity of] room where the fruits and flowers expressed
he o^ owing in resting

;

s ec
_
ls

_
e
^| the third, those having less* and more imper- 1 the fruit. From the first vineyards of our | most eloquently the loss to our fair friends and

rom t e ransac ions o e o e s an
| fec^ ripened Tne purpie grape ;8 considered ! gentlemanly host, we went to a more favorite j our host's intended delicate compliment and

Industr inth

en™™^m_ [the best for eating. The wine grape is the I and celebrated one, called "Victoria" in {extreme disappointment. " The bill of fare

"

us ry in e year
.

j sma^ veyow;sn brown fruit, almost transpa- ] honor of Queen Victoria, who honored the | was one of luxuries in fish, meats, game and
Nashawaug, West Killingly,June 18, 1866. j rent In its perfection. The vines are planted { late Mr. Pabstmann, senior, with her presence 1 dessert. Fiye kinds of his choicest wines, the

MyDearSik:— I in regular rows, four feet wide and eighteen
j
and patronage, in commemoration of which, j rarest of others, and cordials, including the

A long dull rainy day in the country offers ' mcues aPart - Three buds or shoots are set
j
a tasteful stone monument was erected at the

j
most reclierche of all stimulants, the " Legure "

the opportunity of doing what! I long since I
out

'
and tne two most thrifty selected for cul-

j
time of her visits in 1851 and 185-1, by the |

from a French monastery, tempted the temper-

proposed to you, as a matter of g'eneral interest [

tivation - Tney are trained upon stakes about { road side. As we walked we came to one of j
ance proclivities of your correspondent most

to wine-growers' and as an act of just ac- j

four feet hign i
weeded or dressed five times I those primitive customs, to which reference is

j
sorely, and but for coffee, "the deponent

knowledgment to the very gentlemanly pro-

1

in a season - Two branches on each vine, of
j
made in the Bible. Two half-grown boys or 1 further saith not

!
" Last of the feast, roasted

prietor of the " Victoria Hockheimer Vine- = tne Previous year's growth, are selected for] young men, with heavy soled boots were
j
chestnuts and new wine from the press were

yards." And although more time has elapsed
~

% bearmS> the others beinS removed. Mr. Pabst-
j
crushing the grapes (brought from poorer

|
brought in, as our host informed us that it

since the exercise of °his courtesy, and my re- \
mann '

s vineyards are monuments to his father's
}
vineyards), in a large tub, by constant tramp- { would be considered a signal breach of eti-

cital of it, than I intended or anticipated and 1

an(i to his own Patient >
persevering effort and

]
ing, literally treading out of the wine-press.

]
quette if these were ever omitted in the offer-

the draft upon my memory may not be as fully !
skiI1 - Tne soil is PrePared four feet deep by I In the bottom of the tub were square holes] ing to guests during the vintage season in

met and honored as I could wish, yet you are j
trenching successively the whole field, using 1 through which the pulp was forced into others

j
every wine district.

well aware of this being my first leisure mo- !
freel>

r of fertiUzers with the soil
. (that from the

!
below

>
and tne process was incessant so long

j At the table our national affairs received the

ment, and will sustain my appeal for any omis. f
cows being sonsidered the best,) and top dress- 1

as the supply lasted, or muscle did not fail,
j liveliest discussion and warmest sympathy,

sions or inaccuracies being gently regarded. |
ing six inches with clay. The vines are con- {This Victoria Vineyard is receiving the most] and the German heart, here as everywhere,

On the 20th of October last accompanied

'

X
sidered as beinS at maturity and bearing in the { careful and scientific treatment from Mr.

f beat in strongest pulsations of love and loyalty

by the Consul General of the United States at
f°Urth yCar S Srowth -

Tuey are planted by
I
Pabstmann -

New modes of cultivation, pre-
j to the principles of our noble Institutions and

Frankfort-on-the-Main Hon Wm Walton i
makinS boles with an iron rod

>
near]y as deep

I Paration of soi1
'
use of different fertilizers,

f Republic ;
and if ever treason appeared deeper

Murphy and Dr Lacy of California I lefJ as tne soil has Deen prepared.
]
crushing rollers, presses, and everything con-} dyed in infamy it was when its demon-like

Frankfort for Mayence (about two hours ride
The manner of placing them so as to en- 1

nected with the highest perfection of pro-
\ nature and action was portrayed by foreign

per rail-way,) to meet by appointment, Mr.! 8ure the most sunliSht is rcSulated bX thej^tion and quantity is receiving his unre-Ilips .

Henry Pabstmann of Mainz in a visit t0 1 overseer or proprietor, who places his stakes |
mitting attention

;
and, as he remarked, "his

|
Dinner over, we wended our way to the

Hockheim, on the east bank' of the Rhine 1
at the half hour Past meridian, in order to ob- 1

ambition was not the accumulation of wealth,
j
railway station for Castel, opposite Mayence,

and nearly' opposite the city of the proprietor's I serve the fauirig of the shadow, and selecting
]

but a reputation for skill and success that] with the most delightful reminiscences of a

residence. It was intended, (as was after-

1

the opposite as the best exposure ibr the vine. I
should challenge competition or rivalry." {"well spent day." Mr. Pabstmann subse-

wards ascertained by our host's generous ana; j The value of any year's vintage is regulated I Returning by the Duke of Nassau's proper- j
quently informed me that he had purchased

delicate hospitality,) that the ladies of our I
by the quality of the grape and not by the {ties (vineyards), to another of more recent |

the product of the garrison stables of four

several guests should have been of the party i productiveness. The value of the wine being [
purchase, but of ancient use, which our host |

hundred cavalry horses at the cost of forty

but only one of them "homeward bound "
I
from five and a half florins per dozen ($2.33), { was preparing, the mode of preparation was 1 kreutzers per day, and was also interested in

accompanied us, and from motives of pro-

1

to seven, eight, and ten florins per bottle, | shown to us by trenching and filling as before f the formation of a company for collecting the

priety, declined to interfere with the otherwise = ($2 - 97 and $4.25 per bottle), and this fact j described. The subsoil was a compact clay- }
night-soil and sewerage of the city Mayence,

strictly male gathering. We met at the vine- 1 shows the absurdity of supposing any given j bed, and the roots of the old vines had formed 1 in iron tanks for subsequent composting and

yard, Mr. Chr. Ad. Kupferberg, an extensively 1 wine t0 be °f uniform value or quality. The j almost a net-work over it as they had sought f
use. These circumstances prove my com-

and honorably known merchant of Mayence. I
poorest of all may be as legitimately " Hock- j

its moisture but could not penetrate it. An |
ments upon his industry, perseverance and

The vineyards were about a mile south of the I
heinier," costing twenty-five cents per bottle,

{
easy walk brought us to the bachelor establish- I

skill, and justify the sincere wish for his most

village, and situated most favorably upon the i as tae Victoria Hockheimer of Mr. Pabstmann j ment of mine host. And as the expression 1
thorough and triumphant success,

western slope of the hill forming the river I
worth four and a half and five dollars the bot-

[
may not be devoid of interest to many of your ] Here I must leave Mr. Pabstmann and his

bank. At the entrance of the vineyard, large |
tle- In fact, notwithstanding this gentleman's

j
fair friends, it may be remarked " in passing "

j Victoria Hockheimer. I shall reserve an ac-

wooden tubs were placed, having cast iron ! ^S11 reputation for integrity and veracity, he ; that it is a reproach to their sex that it can be { count of Mr. Kupferberg and his sparkling

fluted rollers over them, for the purpose 0fj has been (and I think is ?iom>), subjected to an
j
used, as he has a full "physique," is young,

| Hock and Moselle for the recurrence of other

crushing the grapes (but not the seed) to pulp, |
onerous expense and difficulty in defending a

[
intelligent, refined and courteous. Our first

j leisure moments, and I shall be less surprised

as they were brought in the peculiar wooden |
suit brought against him by the United States

[
inspection was of the press-room where the

] to hear of your effort to avert another rainy
vessels, so universal upon the continent for j

Government, through the Collector of San
j
fresh pulp from the vineyards was constantly

] day, than I am at my present presumptuous
carrying burdens, strapped over the shoulders I

Francisco, for destroying the customs revenue,
j
being brought. An ingenious machine for

] intrusion of so much matter upon your time
of the carriers, male and female. As soon as |

He shipped to San Francisco, in 1865, ten thous-
]
separating the pulp from the stems was {and attention. Your consolation is, that I

a tub is filled, it is taken immediately to the

!

and bottles of his wines, invoiced at 5J florins
]
worked by hand. It was a long cone-like

] shall not probably visit any other vineyards
press to preserve the freshness of flavor and | Per dozen, which was the price at which he

[ wire screen (like a coal-screen), turning upon 1 immediately ; my apology is, pen, ink, and
quantity of juice. Entering by steps the en- ]

had sold large quantities of the same at home,
j
a shaft, in an obliquely horizontal position,

} paper available, in the country,' during a thirty-

closure, the vintagers—women neatly dressed \
~the wine not beiug the " Victoria Hockhei-

j
the small end or bearing being raised and

] six hours South-east storm,

and attractive in person—were observed, stoop- 1
mer," but still Hockheimer wine. He paid

{
dropped in revolving, by passing over a star-

{ With assurances of esteem, I am,
ing over the vines, as the grapes were most I

seven thousand florins duties and expenses,
§ gear, and jostling the stems through the wires,

f Very respectfully yours,
skillfully cut in bunches and placed carefully j

making the cost of the shipment about twelve
] the pulp passing out of the smaller end, being | Elisha Dtee.

in small baskets, (containing perhaps a half- ! thousand florins ($5000), or fifty cents per
j shovelled in at the upper and larger. There I Hon. W. R. Staples, Secy. R. I. Socy. E. D.

peck) flat and round, to prevent the bruising or |
bottle. Some sagacious connoisseur hearing I were four large four-inch screw lever presses I I, Providence, R. I.

crushing of the fruit. Our approach being I
of if> aQd having probably paid three and four

{ of ordinary form and make. The wine vaults ! „„„„
observed, a peculiar song or shout of welcome I

dollars per bottle for his Hockheimer, im- 1 were our next objects of inspection, and we
{

greeted us, and girls bearing baskets of the 1 mediately announced the fact and supposed | entered them by a stone stair-way some fifteen I

<tJUALITY 0F Chapes.—Mr. R. G. Pardee, a

most luscious fruit, came to us, wiping our \
fl

"and, and the result has been a most aggra- 1 steps down, and found them large, airy, well 1

successful grower, considers the Dela-

boots with grape leaves, and offering with! vated and expensive litigation to Mr. Pabst- ! arched ventilated apartments of an agreeable 1

Wal'

e grape d®cldedly supenor to a11 others m
cheerful smiles the tempting grapes. A smalll mann in making the statement of the facts

] temperature. There were two hundred casks, !

&gV
.

eeable "chness and flavor, melting pulp,

douceur to each was given, that no jealousy or I
afld defending his reputation, which as he re-

1

0f a capacity each of fifteen hundred bottles
; ]

a acceptableness for the table. The Iona

rivalry might be caused; and the same con- 1 marked, " was of more value to him than any { each one marked, numbered and registered !
P

.

°6X
'

°n llst
'

co™denng it

sideration in taking fruit from all, was ob- 1
vintage of his choicest wines." So much for

j with the most exact scrupulousness. Upon a I
superior to the Diana or Catawba. The Diana

served, although two or three of them were |
the conrwiseurs of imported wines! ]long table were samples of twenty-three of

]
^^"^

°

Uo*ed by the Israella -

prettier and more attractive than others. This] The average yield of a vineyard is not far! these casks, in fine clear glasses, awaiting our
] tg^er'neshed^'oT

1

th^ blaV^ra n̂ceremony over, we came to the vintagers, and I from 1500 bottles per German aker or morgew I examination and criticism. Here was the I ,

n " eS 6 &
? T

Sr
,

ap
,?

8
'
llpenm°

™i.<.imr.™™«j™'n.M • t *r « , * . , .
°
-...5^! r„TT 1 1. a

'- about three weeks before the Isabella, superiorwere impiessed with their appearance of cheer- 1 of forty thousand square feet, (equal to about f
place for Hockheimer connoiseurs. As to any

\ flayor t it an(j t tll Hartf rd Prolifi
fulness and intelligence. The fruit is most hhirty- nine thousand square feet English ). I ability on our part of tasting, or expressing an 1 !?

a
T°

r 0
!_ .

a
°.

t ? ^
6
_

a
°^

,

1

,

01 C '

„A™;ti„ „„< „i » .u , , , . =™, „ j, '.. ,
5 ; „ x> , l The fifth on his list is the Concord, although

adroitly cut close to the vme, by a long, thin, I The average return of profit on the capital \
opinion it were worse than folly. But we ob-i.^

flavor it will not bear riti ismsharp knife, and handled with extreme care. [ employed is from three to four per cent, an- {served Mr. Kupferberg, mine host, and his 1^
p0

Rgbecea^Anna ^and ^llen'^H^rid^heAny that is defective is not gathered until the I nually on the vintages of ten successive years. I principal agent and taster, referring more fre-1 '.
3 y n

best is collected. During the gathering, the I The pay of the overseer of every ten akers is i
quently to the aroma or fragrance, than to [

cons^rs dehcious white grapes However,

vintager's songs lighten the labor, and are pe- 1 about twenty-five florins per aker yearly, I the taste, which they characterized as being |

°
'.

° * y J P tbe 1uahtv of grape8 re"

culiar in composition and melody. The over- 1 (about $100), and no perquisites. The women I "smooth, rough, bottle-taste, etc." No arti- !
qU 'reS a Vely °'Ce

,

discrimination and taste

c s * - jj|}q success oi culture varies Otlier tciidc~
seer constantly discharged a carbine pistol, to ! receive twenty-four kreutzers per day (sixteen \ ficial fermentation is adopted ; no clarifying 1

keep away the birds, and possibly to remind | cents), during the vintage season, and the ]
except the natural effect of atmosphere, re- ]f°™™ abieto 'ud^eas MrP d

mg

us of his presence and position, of which we f
wages of the laborers in preparing a vineyard 1 pose, and extreme care in bottling. Mr . |

° e as a e 0 Ju Se as r
-

ar ee-

would otherwise have been indifferent. As ! from forty to fifty kreutzers per day, ( twenty- { Pabstmann related an amusing anecdote of a I
-,....„.—. „..,,-„„ „..-„„„-

the baskets were filled, they were emptied into ] seven to thirty-four cents). During the fruit | New York dealer who was in urgent need of 1 Hon. Lewis F. Allen has published a series

the tub-like appendage on the back of the at- f
growing seasons the Communes support a I some wines. He purchased some of him of I of articles in the Buffalo Express, showing up

tendants, and carried to the crushing rollers
f
requisite number of guards, who are on duty 1 ordinary quality, and without waiting for I the capabilities of Grand Island and the banks

at the entrance. Great care in selecting the [day and night, discharging fire-arms to pre- 1 natural effect, put mustard seed into the casks, 1 of Niagara river for grape culture. He thinks
grapes by the vintagers is necessary, as on each j vent the depredations of birds and robb ins.

§
shipped it home and astonished his friends and I the earliest varieties of American grapes will

vine there may be three different qualities and I Without this precaution I was assured the | Mr. P. by his advertisement of his " sparklin g j
grow and ripen anywhere along the river after

values of fruit. The first and most rare is the
«
yield of the vineyards would not be worth i Hockheimer." i reaching a point six miles north of Buffalo.

TEEMS OF ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisements will be published in the

Farm ihd Fiebsidh. Price, fifteen centB & line each inser-

tion. Advertisement* are aet up in a uniform style. The jour-

nal has won its way to appreciation with remarkable rapidity,

and will be found an excellent advertising medium.

COMMISSION T0_L0CAL AGENTS.

We wish to employ a local agent in every town in the United

States. Every subscriber for the Fabm aitd Fieesidb may
act as local agent for the same. For every yearly subscriber

the commission Is fifty cents, or twenty-five eents for each half

yearly subscriber.

IN MONTHLY PAETS.

Hereafter the Farm and Fireside can be had in Monthly

Parts, in neat covers, at twenty-five cents each. Those for

January, February, March and April are now ready. For sale

by all newsmen. Bound at the close of the year they will form
a neat and attractive volume.
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INDIAN CORN.

%^ •* t» -Kto •* ^ ri Ifteij et*lt? I sooner—but whether manure is buried three
j

^tt^Efft $J1J=> 3Utmfc5>iW4!i.| orsix inches bdow ^ surfece) make3 but |

...... .„„___„.. | little difference on naturally wann and well
j

! cultivated soil. Corn roots will find all
j

I fertilizers, at either depth, long before harvest. |

| As to modes of planting, we are firmly in j

! favor of having the rows run North and I

AoBioi;LTCBEreedBOB;ioii(n-eatciwntitciothc«ua-, with- j South
;

laying the land olf in two directions, I

out It we could not have manufactured and should not have com- I ... i , , , i? \

merce. TheBe aU Btand together like pllhire In a cluster-lhe I at right angles tO each Other, and planting =

lanrest In the ceuter, and that largest Ib Agriculture.—Daniel = , „ i .1 -ci I

WEM8TEB. •
» » | where the furrows cross each other. For i

TlTJrr~'-l"-l""
" """

-

" "'
i small varieties of corn, three and a half feet

}

1 apart for the hills, ( for New England and the
j

I Northern part of the Middle States ), but for
]

The corn crop is by far the most valuable | the large varieties of corn, four feet is a better |

one grown in this country. It is cultivated
{ width. All corn must be far enough apart to

j

over a larger extent of territory, thrives well
j run the plough and cultivator, and to give

|

under various degrees of latitude and returns
j access of light and heat to the soil. The ab-[

more money to the agricultural community j sorption of the manure and plant-food are thus j

than any other cereal. How important, then,
j equalized. Besides, the cultivation of the j

that the land on which it is cultivated be
j cr0p is made more perfect, the soil is broken, j

mechanically and chemically prepared—drain- 1 stirred and pulverised around every side of|

ing and sub-soiling—deep, thoroughly plough- { the hill by this system of cross-ploughing or
j

ing—abundance of manure ; then the seed put
j
cultivating at right angles. Grass and weeds I

in at the right time, in a proper manner, and
{ are also more perfectly eradicated than they j

the after culture timely and thorough. | cau be by the plough or horse harrow running I

The Spring has been late, but a seasonable 1 in one direction alone.
j

time for corn planting in the Middle and New
England States, is from the tenth to the

twenty-fifth of the present month. There is
j

nothing gained by planting this crop before I

i GEOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF NEBRASKA, j

Tub Commissioner of the General Lund Of-

1

the soil is warmed up ; before the tempera-
j flce) has, with the sanction of the Department 1

tnre is sufficient to make the seed germinate
] 0f the Interior, appointed Dr. S. V. Hayden, j

rapidly. The source of heat is from the sun
;

]
professor of geology and mineralogy in the 1

and no soil will absorb much solar heat when
| University of Pennsylvania, to make the geo- j

saturated with water. Hence, there is noth-
j
logical examination of Nebraska, authorized

]

ing gained in planting corn before evaporation I by the second section of the act approved I

has carried off the Spring rains, and the I March 2, 18G7. Dr. Hayden's party will con- j

temperature of the soil is sufficient to expand
j sist of himself and assistant, who is also a

!

and germinate vegetable seed. But when the
j
paleontologist, with three collectors and labor-

1

season is reasonably advanced, and the land is
{ ers. That part of the State lying south of the j

dry and warm, get in your corn witlwut delay.
j Platte river will be examined first, from the

j

Late planting makes late harvesting; and as | fact of its being occupied by the limestones of]

there are only one hundred, to one hundred I the terne coal measures. Careful search is to I

and twenty days between Spring and Autumn
j be made for the localities, depth and extent of j

frosts, "delays are dangerous."
| that valuable mineral. Explorations are also)

We shall not give special directions in plant- [ to be extended along the Missouri river to f

ing this crop, as our journal is not an agri- f Sioux City, as there is reported to be a bed of
j

cultural nursery sheet, (like some of the pom- j coal out-cropping from the rocks of the chalk j

pous agricultural monthlies), but a paper in- j formation near the Omaha Reserve. The fol-

1

tended for mature and full-grown farmers ; I lowing extract is made from the Commissioner's
j

men of experience and judgment; yeomen j instructions :
" The State being chiefly a farm-

j

who understand the practical art of agricul-
}
ing country, your attention is invited to an ex-

j

ture, but are never too full of knowledge to I animation of its soils, subsoils, and their
j

reject " timely hints." We have said one of
j
adaptability to particular crops, and the bestj

the most important things in planting corn is I method of preserving and increasing their fer-
j

thorough ploughing. No true farmer will j
tility ; and as a large portion of Nebraska is f

dispute this. Corn roots extend over a large I deficient in timber, the introduction of suita-

1

surface, and will seek food from all portions ] ble forest trees should be the subject of your
j

of the soil broken by the plough. Again, j
examination." I

many seasons are subject to droughts, and { Mr. Hayden has been quoted in the writings
{

that, generally, is at the time when the ears j of Lyell and Dana, the geologists, and was the f

are maturing. A safe-guard against drought, j first to discover the remains of fossil horses on |

is a well drained soil, sub-soil ploughing and j this continent, it having been previously be-

1

frequent culture of the growing crop. 1 lieved that the horse had not existed here in I

We prefer the inverted sod, Spring ploughed, j
remote times.

j

if a dry, mellow soil. If a stiff clay land, we 1
— —

should have ploughed it last Fall, so that the
{

" I went by the field of the slothful, and by j

Winter frosts could aid in breaking it up
; j the vineyard of the man void of understand-

1

giving it time for the sod to rot and mingle
} ing) and 10 ! it was all grown over with thorns,

j

with the soil. Some grass lands' are very j and nettles had covered the face thereof, and j

tenacious—such as the blue grass, on lime- { the stone wall thereof was broken down."
|

stone land in the Middle States. On alluvial
j It would appear that we slothfu i j

ploughed land in New England, or on most
} farmers in Scriptural times also. Farms an-!

loose soils which contain considerable organic
} swering t0 this description can be seen almost 1

matter, Spring ploughing answers, and gen-
j anvwhere in a day

<

s ride . A slothful farmer is

!

erally need not be broken up much before the
j an unjust steward . his moral right to pursue

!

time of planting. But remember this great
j hig occupation mav he questioned, if he neg-

1

fact, no soil can be made too mellow, nor be
j ,ects tQ giye it that reaROnable attention neces- j

kept too mellow during the growth of the
j gary to 8UCCess . For the man " void of under-

1

croP-
|
standing," we would recommend weekly in-

;

As to the best way to apply manure, there i
staiiments of the Farm and Fireside. Should \

is a great diversity of opinion. It is impossi-
{ that fail) his^ might be considered hopeless,

j

ble to give instructions applicable to all sec- 1 j

tions. A great deal depends on the land j I

cultivated ; a fertile soil will do well with sur- 1 Feeding Diseased Potatoes.—Opinions

face manuring ; more cold, sterile land re- [ seem to differ in reference to feeding diseased

quires 6ome stimulant in the hills— ashes,
j
potatoes to stock. Some claim that the effects

poudrette or super-phosphate, in addition to j are of the most injurious character, while

stable manure. In surface manuring, expert- 1 others deny this to be the case. Wm. B. Mer-

ence teaches these facts. If manure is spread I ry says, in the Maine Farmer, that he fed four

on a light, sandy, or loamy soil, we should I hundred bushels of rotten potatoes to his cattle

turn it in deeper than on a naturally moist or { last Winter, giving them nothing else but

wet soil. Manure decomposes sooner near j wheat straw. He declares them to be in as

the surface—also acts on the growing crop i good flesh as cattle that are fed on hay.

ROTATION OF CROPS. !

A correspondent inquires of us:—"Onj
what principle is the rotation of crops founded, I

what are the benefits of such roiation, and j

which is the best system of rotation?" To]
answer these questions fully and thoroughly j

would take up more space and time than is f

consistent with acknowledged editorial brevity,
j

However, we will answer them in the order 1

named, as briefly and succinctly as we can, so f

as to render elaborateness unnecessary, if pos-

1

sible.

1. Rotation is founded upon the correctly [

ascertained principle that different classes of j

crops require different proportions of the va-j

rious substances which are indigenous to soils, I

or which abound in the various fertilizers ap-

1

plied with the view of euriching such soils. \

Thus crops may be made to succeed each other |

with the least possible injury to the soil, and !

with the greatest economy in the use of ma-

1

nures. It is believed that the grain crops curry j

off the largest part of the phosphates; but I

there will yet remain in the manure considera-
j

ble quantities of other substances, which the

!

grain crops did not so particularly require, !

such as potash and soda ; of these the root
{

crops, such as turnips and potatoes, are won-

1

derful absorbers ; then it is claimed that there I

is enough lime, etc., left in the soil to warrant
]

a good crop of hay.

2. The benefit is found in the abundant yield \

of the several species of crops and the saving |

of manures
;

or, in other words, the most ad-

1

vantageous consumption by each successive

!

crop of all the means for its growth within its j

reach. Rotation also tends to husbanding the
j

resources of the soil, and insures the destruc-

1

tion of obnoxious weeds and insects. A field j

cropped with wheat for successive years be-
{

comes worn out for that particular grain, and 1

troublesome weeds, chess and red root, &c, I

increase in provoking abundance. Pastures
j

left unplowed for a number of years become l

luxuriant with buttercups and ox-eye daisies, j

A disproportion of Spring crops facilitates the
j

spread of the wild mustard, &c, and the in-

[

crease of grubs, wire-worms, etc. Rotation
j

is unmistakably a valuable auxiliary to clean
\

cultivation. j

3. The system of rotation is simple, evi-

1

dently is founded upon natural laws, and re-
j

quires no additional expenditure or labor ; it
\

costs no more to cultivate crops which are
j

made to succeed each other judiciously, than !

to cultivate those arranged in the worst manner
possible. It is impossible for us to state which

system of rotation is the best, or to recom-

mend any particular system. That must be

determined by experience in each section of

country, under the various circumstances of

I
climate, soil, location of soil, and value of

\
crops. The one prominent thing to be remem-

{
bered is, that there are several distinct classes

I
of crops, considered with reference to the sub-

i stances which they take from the soil, and

;
that these classes of crops should bear a part

I
in every system of rotation. The principal of

! these are grain crops, root crops, and grass

! crops.

I New Yoek Sheep Exhibition.—A corres-

;
pondent, who visited the Empire State annual

|
Sheep and Wool Fair, at Auburn, last week,

| informs us that the exhibition was slimly at-

1 tended—probably on account of the extreme

I inclemency of the weather. There were two

I hundred pens erected for stock ; but not one

[ half were occupied. However, there were

| some fine flocks, and many of the leading

1 sheep breeders of the State were present.

I Among the prominent bucks were " Dew
| Drop," valued at $5,000 ; "Blucher" at $10,000

! and " Kilpatrick," whose owner, it was stated,

| refused for him $12,000 in gold ! People who
| own this kind of stock, must have a thorough

! contempt for common sheep and paper

I money.

CROP PROSPECTS.

Feom an extensivo correspondence, embrac-
ing all the New England, the Middle and three

of the Southern Slates, we have flattering indi-

cations of more than an average prospect for

fruit this year. If buds, blossoms and young
fruit are evidences of plenty, we are safe to

state that up to the middle of May, the pros-

pect was never more encouraging. The past

Winter, with its great quantity of snow, pro-

I tected the roots of fruit trees ; and the late

;

Spring has kept back the flow of Bap, and thus

! prevented the too early inflorescence of the

;
trees. We know it is rather unsafe to predi-

|

cate fruit crops in May ; for there are late

! frosts, severe winds and storms, ami even

;
Summer droughts to intervene before fruit is

i
matured, or ready for market.

From New Jersey, Delaware anil Maryland

! —the two latter the great peach-grow ii.g terri-

; tories of the Middle Stales, (which supply that

! section, and also New England ), we have re-

;
liable information of good prospective crops.

;The frost of the 3d inst., did some damage,

I but not material. Strawberries, raspberries,

! and similar small fruit, were not sufficiently

! advanced to be injured. Apricots, although of

I limited culture, promise well. Pears and ap-

! pies, from all sections, give promise of abun-

| dance. The average of our correspondence is

I five for "good prospects," tocmeof "iudiffer-

!ent,"or "slim chances." On the whole, we

I
conclude the average indications are better

| than most years, for fruit.

I The wheat fields never looked better. Not

I that every field looks well, but our information

! is decidedly favorable, extending over a terri-

! tory comprising fourteen States. The agri-

I cultural press at the West, ( from which we
1 have no private information ), corroborate for-

i mer reports of the magnificent appearance of

| Winter wheat. Spring variety, also, look s

I fair. Barley, rye and oats are mentioned as

|
looking well, although much of it is but just

I coming up. All these cereals have much to

1 contend with, in the form of insects and

1 weather, before harvest. Consequently, i t

j will not be safe to base our calculations on the

I aggregate yield of these crops at present. But

{
general indications and prospects are favorable.

] The high price of grain, the past year, has

j stimulated farmers to sow more than the usual

| number of acres ; hence it will be safe, unless

1 the Summer is remarkably unpropitious, to

1 promise generous crops of fruits and cereals

|for 18G7.

THE FAIR AT CRANSTON.

The Fourth Annual Fair of the New Eng-

land Agricultural Society will be held on the

grounds of the Narragansett Park Association,

at Cranston, near Providence, on the 3d, 4th,

5th and 6th days of September. Arrange-

ments have been made with the various Rail-

road Companies to run their care, containing

stock, &c, directly to the Fair grounds. A
number of the most celebrated horses in the

country will compete for the premiums, which

amount to nearly ten thousand dollars. The

track is that projected and laid out by CoL
Amasa Sprague, and is pronounced by thr

best of judges to be in all respects superior to

any track in the country. Five thousand per-

sons can be seated under cover; the stable

room on the grounds is commodious and airy,

and an ample supply of pure spring water will

be provided for every department.

{ Colonel James Gleason, of Pennsylvania,

j has been appointed general superintendent of

! the experimental farm by Commissioner New-
1 ton of the Agricultural Bureau.

I Tampa, Florida, must be an excellent piace

!to go to market in. The people recently

]
opened a new meat market, at which the quo-

| tations for beef were : Fore quarters, 5 cents

1 a pound
;

roasts, 7 cents ; beefsteak, 9 cents.

| GiTA member of the Ocean County (New

{Jersey), Fruit Grower's Club, says he has

| experimented with saw-dust as a mulching for

|
peach trees, and finds it valuable. He spreads

I the saw-dust on the snow, in Winter, and this

I has a tendency to keep the trees back, out of

I the way of early frosts.

America no Place for Fools.—In a lecture lately delivered before the London Farmers' Club, Mr. James Howard, the well-known manufacturer
of implements, of Bedford, England, made the following pointed remarks concerning his experience in a recent visit to the United States : He said

he had been profoundly impressed with the happiness, prosperity, energy, intelligence and self-government of the American people. He wondered
that so many people were willing to remain in the Old World, without a chance to rise, with hardly a chance to exist. If the United States were
crowded as England is, the population would be nearly a thousand millions. In reply, however, to the question whether he thought large and opulent
farmers would do well to send their sons to America, he said that the first memoranda he made in his diary, was " that America was no place for fools.

"
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THE APPLE TREE IN THE LANE.

It stood close by where on leathern hinge

The gate swung back from the grassy lane,

When the cows came home when the dusky eve

Its mantle threw o'er hill and plain
;

Its branches, knotty and gnarled by time,

Waved to and fro in the idle breeze,

When the Spring days wove a blushing crown

Of blossoms bright for the apple trees.

Its shadow fell o'er the crystal stream,

That all the long, bright Summer days,

Like a silver thread 'mid the waving grass.

Reflected back the golden rays

Of the noon-day Bun, that madly strove

To drink the fount of the brooklet dry,

But the light clouds showered tear-drops down

Till the glad brook laughed as it glided by.

Never were the apples half so sweet,

Golden russets striped with red,

As those that fell on the yielding turf

When shook the branches overhead.

A trysting place for youthful friends

Was the apple tree in the days of yore,

And oft we've sat beneath its shade,

And talked bright dreams of the future o'er.

And when the warm October sun

Shone on the maple'B scarlet robe,

We gathered apples sound and fair,

And round as our own mystic globe.

The stately hemlock crowns the hill,

The dark pines rise above the plain-

But the one we prize far more than they,

The apple tree in the pasture lane.

Long years have passed, and cows no more

Come home at night through the grassy lane

;

Where the gate swung back on leathern hinge

I stand and gaze on the far off plain.

No more we list to the music low

Of the crystal stream as it ripples on,

And the apple tree in the pasture lane

Is but a dream of the days bygone.

Wiresitta Tale,

KITTY ELLIOT.

BY M. O. JOHNSON.

"Charlie, Charlie! the Swiss Bell-ringers

i

are to perform this evening. I have been long-

;

ingfor you to come home to tell you about it."
j

With this greeting, little Kitty Elliot, the]

wife of a year, sprang to meet her husband.

!

She was a pretty lady, with a fairy-like form,
j

tiny hands and feet, a fair complexion, and

;

cheeks just tinged with rose-color, blue eyes,
j

and golden hair, which she still wore as in I

childlfood, in long curls around her neck.
j

"There is the bill, Charlie," she said, as she!

tossed it across the diuing table. "I heard;

them when they were here while I was a little
j

girl. Of course I don't recollect much about!

it, but I know I was pleased. And yon see it
j

must be much better now, with their new bells
j

and long practice. Then those dear little chil-
j

dreu in costumes ! They surely will look very
j

pretty indeed. Oh, Charlie ! I do long to see

;

and hear them !
"

j

Charlie made no reply. His silence, and the
j

serious expression of his face did not quite suit!

Kitty, and she asked anxiously, a doubt having!

for the first time crossed her mind

—

" Cannot we go ? You know baby always!

sleeps all the evening, and mother is never bet-

;

ter pleased than when she has the care of her."

" All that I know," Charlie answered ; "but

I know, too, that baby's mother has not been

out after sunset since her arrival, and a chilly

Autumn evening is not the best time for such

experiments. If it were pleasant, the case

would be somewhat different ; but the wind is

east, the atmosphere very damp, and there is

every appearance of a storm coming on. It

would not be prudent for you, darling !

"

"Ob, Charlie! I am perfectly well. It

could not do me any harm. I can wrap up as

much as you please. Don't be so mry particu-

lar."

"I think Charlie is right, dear,"' said Mrs.

Elliot.' " I would gladly take care of baby, if

it were safe for you to go ; but you could

scarcely avoid taking cold, especially in coming

out of a warm hall, after sitting with your

things on."

"Wait, Kitty, and think it over by yourself

this afternoon," said Charlie. " We wont talk

of it any more just now."

Think about it when alone, Kitty certainly

did; but as her feelings led her thoughts, her

husband found her, when he came home to tea,

still eager to attend the concert, and confident

she should not take cold.

The little wife was not without good princi-

ples, and a strong affection for her husband,

but she was scarcely eighteen, an only and pet-

ted daughter, and it was not strange that she

was sometimes thoughtless. She would not

wilfully persist in wrong when she saw it as

such ; but at times, as in the present instance,

her impulses blinded her judgment.

At tea, she waited for Charlie or his mother

to revert to the concert ; but they did not, and

she again urged the subject, though with some

embarrassment and a heightened color. The

weather was even more unpleasant than at

dinner time.

After trying ineffectually to convince her

that she ought not to go, her husband said

kindly, but gravely : "Kitty, I have thought

the matter all over many times, and though

very reluctant to disappoint you, it is my set-

tled conviction that it would be very imprudent

for you to go. I shall not command you—

I

hope never to do that. If you go, I shall at-

tend you, to take care of you so far as I can
;

but you will go with my serious disapproval,

and grieve me very much."

Kitty's only reply was a gush of tears, and

she retreated to her chamber. She was not

usually so childish ; but she was passionately

fond of music, and her feelings had been in a

state of excitement all the afternoon. This

was the first time her husband had crossed her

will, and she really was not, as she thought,

perfectly well. This Charlie knew; and he

wisely checked the impatience that arose in

his breast, and exercised towards her the ut-

most gentleness. Well was it for both hus-

band and wife, that her lot was cast with that

of one so strong to rule himself, so thoughtful

in his care, so patient with another's weakness.

It was in vain that Kitty said to herself—

"I can go well enough ; it will not hurt me;
and when Charlie sees that it does not, he will

be satisfied.

"

She rocked her babe to sleep, but with less

delight than usual, and she sang in trembling

tones. She felt an oppression about her heart,

that she could not throw off. She commenced
the " wrapping up " she had spoken of, trying

to convince herself, as she went on, of the im-

possibility of taking cold ; but she became

more and more uneasy. A consciousness that,

she was doing wrong, grew still more vivid.

Suppose she should take cold ? She would not

believe it—but it might be possible
;

suppose

she should? She might be very sick—she

might die ; and what then of her babe—her

innocent, helpless babe—her faithful, affection-

ate husband ?

" Have I a right to risk all this ? " she asked

herself, " for the pleasure of an evening ? And
even if I escape a cold, this will be the first

step in a dangerous path—that of acting in op-

position to my husband. Will the enjoyment

be worth its cost ? Shall I not lessen his con-

fidence in me ? I prize that confidence beyond

the wealth of worlds ; and I know that thus

far it has been entire. Can this affection re-

main unchanged ?

"

She turned and bent over her sleeping child.

As she rested her hand on the little crib, the

gleaming gold of her marriage ring caught her

eye, and the thought of all her husband's love

and kindness, interwoven with every hour

since that emblem first encircled her finger,

swept over her with a mighty influence. How
could she give him so much pain ?

As the young mother silently pressed her lips

on the infant brow, her resolution was formed,

i
She threw aside her wrappings, and bounded

I down stairs. Her husband was standing be-

\
fore the fire, with a look of sadness in his face,

I
such as she had never before seen there. She

I
glided to his side, and clasping her arms around

! his neck, hid her face in his bosom, and whis-

|

pered—" Charlie, forgive me !—I will stay at

home."

He pressed her to his heart, and lifting her

j
face, smoothed back the curls from her brow,

I
and kissed away the tears that glistened on her

|
eyelashes, saying tenderly, though half play-

\
fully

—" I could not afford to risk losing you,

i my little beauty."

That night, Kitty's prayer was offered with
j

j

repentant feeling, and gratitude that she had
\

been withdrawn from what she truly termed
j

|

" a dangerous path." In after years, the inci-
j

j dent was not forgotten, nor its lesson disre-
j

j

garded.

—

Arthur's Borne Magazine.

A SWARM OF BEES ON A MAN'S FACE.

A Correspondent of the London Field gives

the following interesting narrative

:

In June, 1854, Mr. Simmonds, a farmer re-

siding at Brookland Farm, Weybridge, was

dressing in order to attend the rent audit at

Woburn House. Before putting on his coat,

he perceived from his window an unusually

large swarm of bees, filling the air with their

cloud and noise. It was, in fact, as he after-

wards ascertained, two swarms that had come

out of two distinct hives, and had united in

the air. He ran out in his shirt sleeves, and

without his hat, to see where they would

alight. The bees, after making some circles

in the air, led him off to the bank of the river

Wey. Thinking that the bees might cross

the river, and perhaps escape, he adopted a

plan not uncommon with bee-masters, name-

ly, that of throwing dust into the air among

the bees. This often makes them settle

quickly. They did settle quickly, and this

more so than he expected, for in a short time

the whole of one of the largest swarms he had

ever seen, settled upon his head, face and

breast. They hung down in front like a great

beard to the bottom of his waistcoat, Had
he not been well accustomed to bees, and per-

fectly collected, his situation would have been

a very dangerous one
;

for, had he at all irri-

tated this mass of armed insects, he would no

doubt have received a sufficient number of

stings to have placed his life in peril. He was

obliged to close his eyes slowly and to keep

his mouth shut. Then, in order to prevent

their entering his nostrils, which they endeav-

ored to do, he slowly thrust one hand through
j

the mass, and with his two fore-fingers man-
j

aged to keep drawing and pushing them away
j

from his nostrils as they tried to enter, he
j

breathing all the while as softly as possible. j

This was necessary, as bees are generally irri-
j

tated by being breathed upon.

He then began to consider what course he I

should take. -He was some distance from his
|

house, and no one near him, or within call,
j

His first thought was to walk slowly into the

;

river Wey, and gently sink his head under the
j

water, and then throw off the swarm. But a
j

moment's consideration dissuaded him from

j

that attempted remedy. He could not have
j

disengaged them all, for many were between
j

his neckcloth and his skin, and still more were

!

crawling down his back. He found that if he
j

walked he could not help disturbing the hang-
j

iug mass, and that every little agitation, how-
j

ever slight, caused a hum and a hiss from

!

some thousands. He then remembered the i

account given in Thorley's work on bees of a

!

swarm settling on the face and neck of a ser-

;

vant maid, who escaped unhurt by the care
j

and advice of her master, he, without irritat-

j

ing the swarm, having hived it from off her
j

with a hive well smeared with honey. To
avoid agitating the swarm, Mr. Simmonds

slowly knelt down on the grass and remained

!

perfectly still. He then found a number of

bees were gathering in a mass under the waist-

1

band of his trousers, iu the hollow of his back,

to which spot the others were drawing, indi-

i

eating that the queen was there. Fearing

therefore, that the tightuess of the waistband

—rendered tighter whenever he breathed— i

might crush, or at any rate irritate this part of;

the swarm, he slowly unbuttoned the front of
j

his trousers.

It is not. easy to conceive a more helpless

!

condition than that to which Mr. Simmonds
j

was now reduced. He that was the master of;

forty hives, from which he could usually levy
j

what spoils he pleasad, killing his thousands I

at his pleasure with a brimstone match, was
j

now completely in the power of one detach- '

ment of his own army, and was reduced to

the most suppliant position. Even to call for

help would have been dangerous, as the bees

near his mouth would have been undoubtedly

irritated, and would have probably entered his

mouth. At this moment he heard a railway

train on the Chertsey Branch Railway, from

which he was about fifty yards. It fortunately

happened that the engine driver was known to

him, and had a little commission from him to

sound his railway whistle if he saw anything

wrong among his cows and sheep.

The engine driver seeing Mr. Simmonds on

his knees, with one arm extended as if for

help, and something odd hanging from his

face, sounded his whistle. This was heard by

Mr. Simmond's wife, who, supposing thai some

cow was ill, sent her son and a farming man
out into the fields. They soon found Mr. Sim-

monds in the predicament above described.

In addition to the hanging mass, there was a

cloud of bees still flying around him, so that

to approach him was not the most agreeable

office. However, they came near enough to

hear him speak, which he did very gently,

merely saying, " bring a bushel hive well rub-

bed with honey, and some bricks."

While they were gone at the top of their

speed for this, he remained perfectly still. The
tickling of the bees feet on his face was almost

unbearable, and the danger of irritating those

that were down his neck and back was immi-

nent.

The most difficult part he had to perform,

however, was that before mentioned, of dis-

suading the bees, with the aid of his two fore-

fingers from getting up his nostrils. These

bees were not in a good humor, as they were

breathed upon, and were also deterred from

doing as they pleased, and one bee showed his

displeasure by stinging Mr. Simmonds at the

fork of his two fore fingers. This was not

pleasant of itself; but was a serious occur-

rence, as it might be the prelude to a more ex-

tensive attack. He avoided making any start

when he was stung, and continuing to push

away as gently as possible those that were
near his nostrils. This was the only safe place

to breathe from, as it was necessaiy to keep

his mouth perfectly closed. Of course, the

few minutes that elapsed before the return of

his son and servant seemed a terribly long pe-

riod to Mr. Simmonds, as during the whole of

it he remained as motionless as possible on his

knees.

On their arrival, the hive was placed on

three bricks, with its mouth downward, and

Mr. Simmonds slowly laid himself on his

breast on the grass, with his head close to the

hive. The honey soon attracted the bees

nearest to it, and a slow movement of the bees

took place, till at. length the whole swarm
gradually gathered itself under and within the

hive, except a few patches of bees, which, in

walking away, Mr. Simmonds easily disen-

gaged from his dress with his hand, and made
them join their companions. Mr. Simmonds
thus escaped from not only a very disagreeable

but a perilous situation. It occupied two
hours from the time that the bees alighted on

their master to the time of his release.

The Power of a Growing Tree.—Walton

Hall had at one time its own corn mill, and

when that inconvenient necessity no longer

existed, the mill stone was laid by in an or-

chard and forgotten. The diameter of this

circular stone measured five feet, while its

depth averaged seven inches throughout; its

central hole had a diameter of eleven inches.

By mere accident some bird or squirrel had

dropped the fruit of the filbert tree through

this hole on the earth, and in 1812 the seedling

was seen rising up through that unwonted

channel. As its trunk gradually grew through

this aperture and increased, its power to raise

the ponderous mass of stone was speculated

upon by many. Would the filbert tree die in

the attempt ? Would it burst the mill stone ?

Or would it lift it ? In the end, the little fil-

bert lifted the mill stone, and in 1863 wore it

like a crinoline about its trunk, and Mr. Wa-

tertown used to sit upon it under the branch-

ing shades.

—

English Paper.

New Fire Arms.—It is announced that the new French cannon, the construction of which is supposed to be a profound secret, can be fired 40 or .50

limes a minute. It carrries with accuracy 2000 yards, and is so light that two men can easily lift it. France is partial to breach-loading cannons, but

England is discarding them. England is experimenting with needle guns, but her delay in deciding, whilst other European nations are rapidly arming

with breech-loaders, is complained of by the London newspapers. The Chassepot rifle, the new weapon adopted for the use of the French army.

to unite all the best qualities of an offensive weapon—long range, facility of management, great precision and great penetrating power. It

round? without becoming overheated; it discharges 12 balls a minute, and is lighter than the ordinary infantry musket.

is said

can fire 60
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AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

TnE Poughkeepsie Eagle says reports from
j

the interior of Dntcliess county intimate that
j

the fruit crop will be prolific.

Butter is selling in Buffalo at from twenty-
j

five to twenty-eight cents per pound, and eggs
j

from fifteen to sixteen cents per dozen.

A man in Exeter, Mass., has a hen with two
j

pair of wings. I

The Illinois Legislature has passed a law
j

imposing a penalty of $;400 lor the bringing of i

Canada thistle seed into that State.

The Department of Agriculture is now en-
j

gaged in sending seeds to the South, in accor-
j

dance with the recent law transferring $50,000
]

of the fund for the Freedmen's Bureau to aid
i

in relieving the destitutiou of seeds of all de-

j

scriptions in the Southern States. The distri-
\

button will be made through the regular cor-
j

respondents of the department in the various
j

sections of the country. Requests by indi-

viduals for small parcels of the seeds will be

promptly attended to. This distribution will

be productive of much benefit to the South.

In Russia horses are chiefly bought and sold

at great horse-fairs, which are held annually

in various parts of the country. There are

every year 380 of these fairs, at which the

number of animals sold is estimated at 263,000.

J. Harris says, in his "Walks and Talks,"

that while it is true that improved breeds of

cattle will not do so well on very little food as

will the " natives," it is also true that the " na-

tives " will not stand high feeding as well as

the improved breeds. Those who want to

feed high so as to get a large quantity of rich

milk must get cows with a good share of im-

proved blood.

The wool clip in the United States in 1800,

amounted to 137,000,000 pounds. It is esti-

mated that there are in the United States 1000

woolen mills, containing 0000 sets of carding

machines, with the capacity of manufacturing

170,000.000 pounds of clean material.

A 1'atal sheep disease prevails in Iowa. Post

mortem examinations reveal parasites in the

stomachs of the sheep.

Dr. Ayer, of Lowell, advertises choice Al-

derney cows for sale. He should keep none

but the Ayer-shire.

Agriculture in New Jersey.—A writer

refers to the wonderful effect of the little vol-

ume entitled Ten Acres Enough, written by a

Jerseyman, in inducing emigration to that

country, and especially to the Western part of

New Jersey

:

Much of the hitherto neglected lands of

New Jersey are being cut up and sold in small

tracts, to be devoted chiefly to fruit growing

and market gardening, and it is both surprising

and gratifying to learn that very fair crops

have mostly been obtained from those lands in

the shape of vegetables and fruits, after they

have been manured and properly cultivated for

a short time. We think that much of the

middle and Southern portion of this State, as

well as of the State of Delaware, and of the

Eastern shore of Maryland, will eventually be

devoted to supplying the markets of our large

and rapidly increasing Eastern cities with

fruits and vegetables, as the soil generally in

the localities named is so aptly adapted to this

kind of culture, and the growing wants of an
increasingly populous country must certainly

some day demand it.

Abe the Salts of Manure Lost by Filtra-

tion ?—Prof. Way says, as the result of his

patient experiments, that salts of ammonia
will not filtrate through clay; but that much
of this fertilizer in solution will escape through

a silicious sand. This might induce a belief

that a sandy soil contains no aluminous earth ;

a sandy soil rarely contains less than ten per

cent, of alumina, which is all sufficient to

enable the soil to hold its organic matter until

it is absorbed by the roots of growing plants.

A sandy soil that will not form a crust after a

shower, undoubtedly loses some of its nascent

ammonia, which passes off from the loose snr-
j

face in the form of gas, but when in solution
|

the soil retains it for the use of plants.

Permanent Meadows.—The editor of the 1

Cultivator and Country Gentleman recently
j

fell in with a farmer whose practice is to cut f

the grass on his meadow land and send the f

product to the New York market. He sup-j

plied the land with nothing in the shape of |

manure, and had not for the last fifteeu years,
[

but added by way of apology and explanation,
j

that he never allowed the aftermath to be fed

!

down at all. On this he relied for the invigo-

{

ration of the land subjected to this continued f

process of hay cropping.

TnE Detroit Post has news from nearly all f

the "State of Michigan concerning the grain}

and fruit crop, which, with but slight, varia- [

tion, is favorable. It says : "From all quar-|

ters the good condition of the wheat is noted, I

and hopes of an abundant harvest and a con-

1

sequent decline from the present enormous I

price of wheat and flour, may be indulged in [

with very much confidence."
f

Soot as a Fertilizer.—Every occupant has
|

! soot at command, whose presence in stove-

1

!
pipes, or chimneys is, not unfrequentb/, the j

I
cause of fires, occasioning the loss sometimes I

of both property and life. This agent for evil I

is one of the most valuable manures, and I

nothing but the most culpable carelessness |

and indifference will suffer it to remain a stand-

1

ing menace to life and property, when it can I

be easily removed and turned to good account §

in the field or garden. Twelve quarts of soot I

in a hogshead of water will make a powerful

!

liquid manure, which will improve the growth
{

of flowers, garden vegetables, or root crops. |

In either a liquid or solid state it makes an |

i excellent top-dressing for grass or cereal crops. 1

The markets.

W00NS0CKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For tli<! week ending .Vay 1", 1867.)

kaum r&oncoTB, VUKL,Ao.

HR7 V ton *38
Straw U tun $20
Coal M loo $11) 60al2 60
Oat« ft buna boa90c

Wood W cord $t>a9 50
Beans quart Lie

Potatoes 1.00
Onions 1.00

OROOKIIIE8, AC.
Hour $16, 18al9
Corn Meal $1 80
Rye $1 60
Salerntufl loaloc
Kerosene Oil 64c
Cheese W tt> 2Jc
Butter $ ft 40, 42a45c
Cndllsh 8c
Java Coffee if ft 25a5llc

Mackerel, new 10al2c

MKA1
Beefsteak 26a30c
Beef, corned 12al6c
Tongues, clear 25c
Mutton 1 Sal 6c
Veal 16a20c
Pork, fresh 16a20c

rtalslns 22a26c
Molasses W gal 60a95c
Y. H. Tea $1 20
Black Tea Hlca*l 20
Oil ?9 gal *1 00
Fluid %i gal $1 00
Candles M lb 25a50c
Kggs lb doz 30c
Lard W lb 16acl8
Sugar ^ lb 14al8c

l. Ac.
Hams 1 Halite

Poultry 20a28c
Shoulders 16c
Sausages 20c
Tripe 12c
Pork, salt 18c

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
May 15, 1867.

At market for the current week: Cattle, 1242: Sheep and
Lambs 2484. Swine, 2457.

Pbioes. Beef Cattle—Extra. $14.50(ff $15 00; first quality,

$13.25irt$14.(IO; second qualllv, $12.50'»$ l.t.UO
; third qualitT,

$11.00@$12.25 y 100 (lis (the total weight of hides, tallow and
dressed beef.)
Country Hides, !"»,10c $ lb. Countrr Tallow fiy.rff 7e ^) 11,.

Brighton Hides, 10@10Xc. M tb; Brighton Tallow, 7>4<28c

Lamb Skins, 50e each ; Wool Sheep Skins, $2 25®, 2 50.

Calf Skins, 20 @ 22c ?! lb. Sheared Sheep Skins, 25c each.
There Ib not a large supply of Beeves In market, but enough

for the demand. Prices remain about the same as they were
last week.
Working Oxen—Sales at $175 to $300 per pair. But a few

pairs in market.
Milch Cows—Sales extra at $80all0; ordinary $60@$75.—

Store Cows $48a53.
Sheep and Lambs.—The supply Is small. Most of the West-

ern were taken at a comml3slen. Sales at 8tol0c 2) 11).

Swine—Wholesale, tiVtoB'.cts (3 lb. ; retail, IX & Sets $ lb.

Fat Hogs—2357 at market; prices, 7%(5'8 1
.,c. per pound.

WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
WHOLESALE MARKET.

Flour has continued to arrive very sparingly, and low grades
have advancad from fifty to seventy-five cents a barrel, with
still an upward tendency. High grades are commanding from
$18 to f21.SU a barrel, higher prices than have been known
heretofore. This has greatly restricted sales, which are esti-

mated to be from 40 to 50 per cent below the average.
Corn meal has been offered more freely, and with a mode-

rate demand prices have declined and favor the buyer at the
close.

Rye flour, on the contrary, has been in active demand at
much higher prices. The advance is from fifty to sixty cents a
barrel.
Wheat has fluctuated somewhat, though at the close prices

are higher. The stock of Winter wheat is almost exhausted.
Current prices are higher than ever before obtained in this

market, as follows: $3,60 to 3,75 for white Michigan or Califor-
nian.
Rye has improved under a firm demand, closing firmer at

$1,65 to 1,70 for Western, and $1,76 for Canadian and State.

Oats have been In active demand, partly speculative. Prices
have advanced from three to four cents a bushel, closing tame
at the Improvement.
Corn has been offered very freely. Arrivals from the South

and West by rail have been unusually large. Trices are ten to

twelve cents lower, and nominal at the close. The stock of
new is accumulating.
Beef has ruled firm, with a steady demand.

P O IT I II ANNUAL FAIR OF THE

NEW ENGL1ND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rhode Island Society for the Encourage-

ment of Domestic Industry,

ON THE GROUNP8 OF THE

NAURAGANSETT PARK ASSOCIATION,
CRANSTON, near Frovipenoe, R. L,

Grass never looked better at this season

than it does now in New Hampshire, and the _

same is true of all the New England States, j On Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,!

There will be a large hay crop if the season

continues favorable.

[Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OP THE

T E -A. TRADE .

|
THE PROPRIETORS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

} COMPANY became fully convinced, several y*ars ago, thai

! consumers of Tea and Coffer wen; paying loo many and loo

\
large profit* on these articles of every day consumption, and

[therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
\ PANY, to do away, as far as possible, with these enormous
\ drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them wlib these

| necessaries at ihe smallest possible price.

I To give our readers an Idea of the prof.tB which have been
| made In the Tea trade, wo will start with the American houses,

| leaving out of the account entirely the profits of tbe Chinese

I factors.

I 1st. The American House In China or Japan makes large
I profits on their sales or shipments—and sonu* ui the richest re-
E tired merchants In this country have made their Immense lor-
i tunes through their bouses In China.
5 2d. The Hanker makes large profits upon the foreign ex-
: change used in the purchase of Teas.
= 3d. The Importer makes a profit of 30 to 50 per cent in many
= cases.

\ 4th. On its arrival It is sold by the cargo, and the Purchaser
f sells to the Speculator In Invoices of 1.000 to 2,000 packages, at
E an av era^c profit of about 10 per cent.
I 5th. 'Jin* Speculator sells to the Wbolerale Ten Dealer In
I lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.
I bth. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wholesale
= Grocer in lots to suit the trade, at a profit of i-.bont 10 per cent.
§ 7th. The Wholesale Grocer sells It to the Retail Dtuler at a
= profit of 16 to 25 per cent.
I 8th. The Retailer sella It to the Consumer for all the profit ho
= can get.

i When you have added to these kiuht profits as many broker-

= ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

\ original cost of the Tea, It will be perceived what ihe consumer

I huB to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so

| very much lower than small dealers.

| We propose to do away with all these various profits and
: brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

| the exception of & small commission paid for purchasing to our
= correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and a small

| profit to oursolves—which, on our large saleB, will amply pay us.

\ Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-

l try, consumers in all parts of the United States can receive

§ their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense
= of transportation) as though they bought ihtm at our Ware-
l bouses in this city.

| Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a
= club. The answer Is simply this: Let each person wishing to

| join in a club say how much tea or coffee he wants, and select

; the kind and price from our Price List, as published in the pa-

| per or in our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amounts
= plainly on a list, and when the club is complete send it to us by

| mall and we will put each party's goods In separate packages,

I and mark the name upon them, with the cost, so there need bo

; no confusion in their distribution—each party getting exactly

| what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the

| members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

| The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by drafts

I
on New-York, by Post Office money orders, or by Express, ns

I may suit the convenience of the Club. Or If the amount order-

]
ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will. If desired, send the goods by

| Express, to " collect on delivery."

| Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party

|
getting up the club. Our profits are small, but we will be as

| liberal as we can afford. We fiend no complimentary pack-
= age for Clubs less than $30.

I
Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon

\
getting them pure and fre6h, as they come direct from tbe

\ Custom-House stores to our warehouse.

\ The Company have selected the following kinds from their
| stock, which they recummend to meet the wants of Clubs.
= They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company sell
: them in New-York, as the list of prices will show.
| All goodB sold are warrenled to give satisfaction.

! FRIfjE LIST ;

i YOUNG HYSON (Green), &0c, 90c, 81, $1 10, best $1 25 V ft-
i GREEN TEAS. SUc, Hdc, ffl, $1 10. best rfl 25 *f n>.
= MIXED, 70c, 80c, 90c, best jfcf W tb.

JAPAN, $1, $1 10, bast $1 25 ^ fb.

OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c, i»0c, best $1 M |h.

IMPERIAL (Green), best tfl 25 y tb.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c, 41, £1 10, beBU
$1 20J? It>.

GUNPOWDER (Green), $1 25, best, $1 50.

SEPTEMBER 3d, 4th, 5th and 6lb, 1667.

Loss of Cattle by the Crevasses.—It is
j

estimated that not less than five thousand
\

cattle, besides sheep and hogs, have been
j

drowned in the Mississippi and Atchafalaya i

We are surprised to see children wearing Bhoes with ragged
holeB at the toes—wasting their parents* money and endanger-
ing their health, when for a trifle more, shoes with copper Tips,
or the new and beautiful silver Tips, can be had which never
wear out at at the toes, thus preventing these two seriouB evils.

-[N. Y. Post.

Marriages*

Massachusetts Agricultural College.—

!

The trustees of the Agricultural College at
j

Amherst have voted to erect at once a presi-

dent's house, at a cost of $16,000, and the

two botanical buildings will cost $13,000.

Eight acre9 of the farm have been under-

drained, and will be prepared for the botani-

cal gardens. This season about 25 acres of

corn and potatoes will be planted, and the

oats have already been sown on 22 acres.

New Hampshire has $3, 000, 000 invested

in horses, $4,500,000 in cattle, $5,500,000 in

milch cows, $2,000,000 in sheep, and $674,-

000 in swine.

In this town, May 1st, by Rev. D. M. Crane, Mr. John M.
Metcalf to Miss Lizxie H. Bright, both of Franklin, Mass.,
also, May 3d, Mr. Albert Frankling Ward, to Miss Sarah R.
Williams, both of Woonsocket.
* In Providence, May 14th, by Rev. Heman Lincoln," Mr.
William H. Brilton, of Worcester, to Delia R., daughter of
WUlard Thayer, of Bellingham.

In Worcester, May 11, Edwin Taft of Milford to Miss Sarah
L. Hadley, of Upton.

In Webster, May 6th, George Moore to Ellen Paul.

In Thompson, Ct., May lBt, Charles A. Howard of Worcester,
Mass., to Lucinda Davis, of Thompson.

Heaths.

In Slatersville, the 4th Inst., Albert M., only child of Albert
and Maria E. Hyer, aged 15 years, 11 months and 10 days.

In New England Village, May 11, Mrs. Elvira M. Snow, aged
67 years.

In Webster, April 30, Mrs. Rosana Wood, aged 31 years.

In Oxford, April 28th, Charles Ball, aged 19 yeare.

In Milford, May 7. Levi Smith.

In Etna, Minnesota, 31st of March, Ansel P., Bon of Dea.
Ansel Holman, in the 21st year of his age.—[Corrected.

THE PREMIUM LIST WILL AMOUNT TO NEARLY

91O,O0O.

Arrangements have been made with the various Railroad
Companies, to run their Cars, containing Stock, Ac, directly
to the Fair Grounds.
There are ample accommodations within the grounds for

Horses and Live Stock, and onu uf the best .Mile Tracks for fast
time in the world.
A large number of the most celebrated horses in the conntry

have been promised as competitors for the very liberal prem-
iums that will be offered, and the best breeders of full blood
cattle and horses have determined to make this the finest and
most extensive exhibition of Live Stock that has ever been held
in New England.
A detailed Programme of Premiums, Ac, will be distributed

at an early day.

GEO. B. LORING, of Salem, I WILLIAM SPRAGUE, of So.
President, Kingston, R. I., President,

DANIEL NEEDHAM, of Bos- 1 WM. K. STAPLES, of Provi-
ton, Secretary, I dence, Secretary,

of the N. E. Agricultural Soc'y-
I

of the R. I. Society.

THE NARRAGANSETT PARK,
which has been projected and laid out by Col. AMASA St'TtAGTTE,
is an enclosure of about eighty acres of land, beautifully locat-

ed in Cranston, near PROVIDENCE, R. I., and accessible
both by Steam and Horse Cars. The grounds are surrounded
by a substantial and ornamental fence, twelve feet high.

THE GRAND STAND
;
Is unsurpassed in architectural beauty, by any structure for
similar purposes. It is about three hundred and fifty feet in

: length, and contains Drawing Rooms for both LadieB and Gen-
I tlemen; Restaurants, with cooking apparatus attached; Com-
: mittee Rooms; Exhibition Rooms; Club Rooms; and accom-
i modatlon, undkboovek, for seating over five thousand per-
: sons.

THE STABLES.
Forty commodious and airy stabteB have already been erect-

: ed, and othera, together with good and substantial sheds for all

; live stock that may be received for exhibition, are In process of
; completion.

WATER.
An ample supply of pure Spring Water will be provided for

;
every department, and the best of hay, grain, Ac, for feeding.

THE TRACK
;
has been constructed on the most Improved plans, under the

i supervision of skilled engineers, and is precisely one mile in
! length, three feet from the pole, and it is pronounced by the
I best judges to be in all respects superior to any track in the
j
country.
May 17, 1867. 19tf

| These Teas are chosen for their Intrinsic worth, keeping in
: mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure In drlok-
= ing them.

f Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal satis-
= faction, and suit all tastes, being composed of the beBtFco-
= Chow Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast Ib cot
= recommeuded, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for
| that kind of Tea, although It is the finest imported.

| CuBtomere can save from 50c. to $1 per lb by purchasing their

i Teas of the

I TBE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Post-office Box No. 5,643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

i Geouisd Coffee, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, best 4Cc. per pound.
| Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keeperp. and families who use
= large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article by us-
= Ing our iTench Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at
= the low price of 30c. per pound, and warrant to give perfect
: satisfaction. .

= Club Order*.
i Washington, pa., Nov. 10. 1866.
= To the Great American Tea Company,

Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-sl., New-York.
I Gents : I forward you my fourth order and could have
= doubled it If I had collected any, as your Teas take the lead in
= the market, we feel it a saving of $1 per pound. Please accent
= my thanks for the complimentary package. Address by Ex-
= press, Martin Lu'.her, \\ aahingtou, Pa.
| MARTIN LUTHER.
= 10 tb Young Hyson, In pound packages at $1 25 $12 50
; 5 th Young Hyson Dallas Jackson at 1 25.... 6 50
= 2 tt> Young Hyson Henry Herrlck nt 1 25 2 50
= 2 ft. Young Hyson George Murphv at I 25 2 bO
l 1 lb Young Hyson E. Dye at I 25 1 25
| 2 lb Young Hyson Samuel Decker at 1 25 2 &0
f 1 ttj Young Hyson Samuel AmoD at 1 25.... 1 25
= 1 th Young Hyson Henry Wheatley. . .at I 25.... 1 25
= 7 tb Young Hyson Morgan Hayes at 1 25 8 75
= 2 tb Young Hyson John Natten at 1 26 2 50
= 4 tb Young Hyson Mark Combs at 1 25 5 00
= 2 lb Young Hyson John Allen at 1 25.... 2 50
= 8 lb Young Hvson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 N
= 2 tb Oolong, best Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 00
= 2 Ib Young Hyson O. Bayland at 1 25.... 2 60
1 2 lb Oolong, best O. Bayland at 1 W 2 00
i 2 tb Young Hyson J. RlchleJn at 1 25 2 60
= 2 m Young Hvson Mr. Guyton at 1 25.... 2 50
= 2 tb Young Hyson Edward Murphy. ..at 1 25.... 2 60
= 2 tb Young Hyson Mrs Murphy at 1 25 ... 3 50
= 6 tb Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00 5 00
I 2 tb Oolong, best Separate package... at 1 00 2 00
5 6 lb Ground Coffee Separate package. . .at 36.... 1 75

] $84 00

I tF" We call special notice to the fact that onr Vesey-st. Store
I is at Nob. 31 and 33 Vesey-Bt., corner of Church-st.—labge
3 DOCULE 8TOEE. 3BD-8

Rain.—"What makes it rain? Rain is caused by two or more clouds of unequal temperature uniting into one. A quantity of air at the temper-
ature of 32 degrees weighing one hundred and sixty pounds, contains one pound of moisture or water. At 50 degrees it holds two pounds ; and
at 86 degrees four pounds. One hundred and sixty pounds at 32 degrees uniting with one hundred and sixty pounds at 86 degrees, would form a
mass of three hundred and twenty pounds, whose temperature would be 59 degrees and which would contain five pounds of water.

But three hundred and twenty pounds at 59 degrees will hold only four pounds; therefore one pound of it must fall to the earth in the
form of rain.
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Tbfi Field.

HOED CROPS AND LABOB.

| parent hardness. In equal weights, the leaves
| X f1 1Tpr+UtrrfV ¥!>rr»rfiYYPrr+ 1 S

| contain seven or eight times as much silica as
j

QUVVVU§m$ MVJl&VTmmX* j

»

t the joints, and four or live times more than |
" ' " —

j the spaces between the joints. The portion} J&hodtf Island.
Hoed crops are the most costly in labor of [of the plant least rich in silica is the lower

j

any which the farmer grows. Therefore they |
part of the stalk, at precisely the place where

j \y * barrett & go.,

should be the most profitable. The greatest j the stiffness and rigidity are most necessary. }
Manufacture™ of

difficulty which the farmer in this country has I If, then, silicated manures be offered to the |
mead's patent conical plows,

to contend with, in order to make his business j
wheat plant, the larger portion of the as- j

share's horse hoes, wood-s and wight's plows,

profitable, is the price of labor. And as he j similated silica will accumulate in the leaves
j

is obliged to bestow a great deal of this on his j and not in the stalk
;
and, as a consequence of

j

hoed wops, he should take care, by judicious I
this excessive development of the leaves, it

j

management and use of the products, to make j follows naturally that grain highly charged
j

this outlay of capital remunerative. How to j
with silica, might fall down and lodge, while

j

do this should be a subject of much thought. j
grain exposed to similar conditions, but less

j

Corn and notatOPS are thp two most laro-plv I
rich in Sil 'Ca

'
might Stand firm aD<i SUffer n° ^ Hoe8 '

Shovels, Ales, Scythes, Forks, Snathes, Cradles, Horseoorn ana potatoes are tne two most largely =

I F
'

orkBi Hand and Hor8e RakeSi Hay CutterSi 0orn

grown and important of this class of products, i
narm

-
f

One rule which will apply to both, which the | It has long been noticed that, other things
|

wise farmer wlil act upon, is to obtain as large I being equal, those samples of grain of which
j

a yield as possible from each acre planted. ! the leaves are most highly developed lodge
j

This will diminish the amount of labor inl flrst - ™a '1S surprising, for in this case)

= UOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

SheepWashTobacco

GARDEN BARROWS,

CHASE'S TWO HORSE POTATOE DIGGERS,

STORE TRUCKS,

IMPROVED HINGED HARROWS, CULTIVATORS,

Road Scrapers, Ox Yokes, and Plow Castings;

And Wholesale Dealers In

Forks, Hand and Horse Rakes, Hay Cutters, Corn
Shellers, Vegetable Cutters, Picks, Bars. Canal

Barrows, Sugar Mills, Grindstones, Plain or Complete;

And Agents for

Kkiffen's, Union and Perry's

MOWING MACHINES,

5 THE BEST KNOWN EEMEDT FOE

|TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT
should be UBed by all Farmers on

"SHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

| This pure preparation has been successfully used for

I years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

| according to directions.

= It will not injure the most delicate animal.

| It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

| It kills TICKS on Sheep.

I It cures SCAB on Sheep.

| It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

| It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

| Vines.

| For FOOT-ROT it is a Bure cure, used as a poultice.

I !E^~ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
I Whitcomb's Patent Horse Rake, and the best Hay Tedder In

| GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT

Prices low and Terms Cash.

Office, 32 CANAL STREET,

Providence, R. I.

we-tf

! POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

| Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

4 CO.,
PROVIDENCE,

Now offer at the lowest OASn I'RioEa,

proportion to the product obtained. Every I
the foot of the stalk remains shaded, and, as

[

bushel will therefore cost less than when the I
a consequence, soft and feeble, while the ener-

j

yield is small. The next important point is to f
vated stalk is forced to carry an excessive load,

{

get the best return for the crop. As corn is I
which presents a great surface to the crushing

j March23i 1867 _

the great reliance of the stock feeder in this !
pressure of rain and wind. On the other ]

country, and as manure from stock is essential I
hand, it is notorious that the wheat grown * barrett

to grow continued large crops, it is obvious j
uP°n Poor land rarely lodges, and the ex-

j

that skillful feeding to stock is the most re- I
planation of this fact is evidently that, in the

j 2om^ prime Red Top

muuerative disposal that can be made of the j
absence of vigorous leaves, the stalks, besides

;
soo Bags Herds ora,^^

corn crop. Hence good breeds, ample shelter, ! havmS no S^&t load to carry> hecome I mo Bushel Pr^R.^Bent, for pastures

and proper care are indispensable adjuncts. !
hardened by the action of sun and air.

j
loo

In short, if labor has cost you too much, re- 1 The practical lesson suggested by these ex-
j
ioo

solve to plant less ground, but raise more per I
periments is that, in order to prevent the lodg-

j
200

acre. This can easily be done if you will I

'mS °f grain, the farmer must, for the present
j
300

only set about it. Next, determine that your I
at least, look rather to the improved methods

j {jft

corn shall produce more pounds of meat per I
of sowing, by means of which light and air

1

1™

, , , , . „
r

* crinll »'lwsiv<t hp frpplv admirrprl to thp Stalks = White Dutch Clover, Orchard Grass, Onion Sets, and a com
bushel than heretofore. This you can accom- 1 snau always De neeiy aumiueu 10 tne biaiAb,

plete assortment of

.-i , . ,. . , . „I#u>,n tn inv plipmipsil qnprifir which haq VPtJ GARDEN SEEDS, I Bulbs, Lilies, 4c, 4c. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and
phsh bv a timely and judicious selection of l

than to any cuemicai specmc wmcu nas yet;
I shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge plants, 4c wiu be sent by freight

^'JlPpn SUiro-PSted In the COUrSe Of time means « Raised for us with great care. 200 Barrels drv ground Bone for \ paid to Boston. Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for culti-

? Manure, together with all kinds of Farm Implements and = vation in wet land.^or^ ta upland and Gardens,^where^it^pro-

Seed Barley.
Spring Rye.
Bedford Seed Oats.
Early Goodrich Potatoes.
" Sebec Potatoes.

Late White Peach Blows.
" Harrison Potatoes.

Seed Peas.
R. I. White Cap Corn.
London Hort. and Concord Pole Beans.
Buckwheat.
Millet and Hungarian.

= JAMES F. LEVIN,
, | 23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

= For sale by Kendall 4 Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

| Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; SIMOND8 4 CO., Fitzwiliiam, N. H.

| March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

| JgY MAIL, PREPAID.

! CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

[ New Strawberries, Grapes, Currants, Roses, Bulbs.Ic.

I B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
i ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., is now sending out by
\ mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, so as

| to reach any part of the Union in perfect safety, a complete as-

= BOrtment of the finest

\ GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,
GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,

FLOWERING PLANTS,

improved breeds of stock, and more skill em-
nlnvpd i-i hirrllino- rhpm >Jr. fl>rmpr ch^Ll'may perhaps be found tO induce the deposition I Machinery.""

" '
| duces at the rate o'f 400 bushels to the acre; with directions for

piO\e(l la UaLUling tuem. JNO iarmer SUOUlCl ; •' ^ 1 1 = gemi for circular of Mead's Conical Plows and Share's Horse I cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues wiU be sent to any

be satisfied if he cannot improve every year i of strengthening ingredients at those parts off How-and don't forget the number, :•'•••<•••• >• - 1

1

-
*—

=-.

on his past methods. Thought and energy ap- 1 the stalk where strength is most needed,^ but
} canal street, 32

I until that time arrives it will be best to follow 1

} the lesson taught by the natural growth of the I March 23, 1867.

Providence.

POTATOE.:

plied to your business will do this.

The potato crop is usually sold for cash, I

„ , • ,„,-, „„ ,
'= wheat plant, and not to depart too far trom= • •

and Shis produces no manure for the land, s ' ... ...... ixTB-w seedling
For this reason it is a very exhausting crop, |

the physical conditions wh.ch are essential to
f
N F

and no farmer can persist long in growing it |

its healthy development

largely without impoverishing his land. Onac-I
count of their bulk potatoes cannot be grown { The New York produce exchange refuses to

j fffi^ffic?*^
• !:,! "

= obtain good FruitB and Flowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to
= the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to

= the trade. AgentB wanted.
Plymouth, Mass., March ;

COOKE'S RATTLER,

S a new and very superior Seedling, grown by Joseph J. Cooke, s

i Esq., of Cranston, and now offered for sale as the best late \

\ KIND in the market. It is a rusty coated, light red, round,
'

HICKLING 4 CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.

BARRETT 4 CO.,
Providence, R. I.

14tf

profitably a great distance from market. On \ follow the Western boards of trade in giving =

the right sort of land, and near market, they | up the cental system in the measurement of! ipriilft.MP. '

„„„„„,„

usually produce a good deal of money per [grain, and proposes a national convention off » gricultural implements.-a. s. aenold, dealer |

acre; and potato growers should devote part | the authorized bodies to settle the difference. !^ Cyuffi
u
p'owsIn&

\ Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden |
imtiminMifiF | and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, 4c. 5

'

! Holder'B Block, Main Street, I

I Woonsocket, R. I. I

On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome
| and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars ! Without
regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis.

^MO^Solid Gold Hunting Watches $260 to $750
500 Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 500

500 Ladies' WatcheB, Enamelled 100 to 300

1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 300

1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250

3,000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200

5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 250

5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150

I 5,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250
= 5,000 Gold Ladies' Watches 50 to 250
= 10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75

WE. BARRETT 4 CO.. Manufacturers of Mead's Patent = 10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100

.Conical Plows, Shares' Patent Horse Hoes, Chase's Two I 25,000 Hunting Silver Watches 2o to 50
: Horse Potato Diggers. Lufkin's new Side Hill Plows. Also, = 30,000 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75

CHEERFUL WORK.—One Of the mOSt Vallia- dealerB in all kinds of Farming Tools and Seeds, at i Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing

„„„„.,,.„, <~ 1 A „v.„„ l D 7 -»r = * 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I. > but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.
manuies to their land cheaply.—Ruml j.,ewi^\s and one of the most infectious examples^ ' Messrs j. Hickiing 4 co.'s Great American watch Co., New

Yorf <>.)< = . . , . . p , £ 1
"'" "' '"" ' "*

= York City, wish to immediately dispose of the_ above
f

magnifi-

of the proceeds of the crop towards the pur- [ „„„,

chasing of manure to renovate the land. I

"

Plant less, manure more, and your labor will [

bring greater profit. Potato growers, being |

near the lines of transportation, could convey |

INFLUENCE OF SILICA ON THE
OF GRAIN.

1 LODGING

'

= Which Can be Set before the young IS that Of = TTUBBARD, BLAKE 4 CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged = cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed in sealed

= „ , ,. „, , . i XI the best in market, are for sale in lots or bv single dozen = envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their

: Cheerful Working. Cheerfulness gives elastic- I by the Manufacturers' Agents, W. E. BARRETT A CO., ' = certificates, upon payment of TenDoUars, whether it be a

\ ity to the spirit. Spectres fly before it ; cliffl-
82 Canal Street, Providence, R.

= CUltieS CaUSe no despair, for they are enCOUn- = "\imiTE FRENCH TURNIP, of the purest kind, raised and = than *10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that
= ,..,, , ,. . , . . ! W sold in small or large lots, bv W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.,

"

Teaks ago it was shown bv chemical analy- = tered with hope, and the mind acquires that = Feb . 23, 1867. 32 Carial street, Providence, r. i.

is that the straw of the cereal grasses, and I happy disposition to improve opportunities j

,„.«™,1„„T„ „*.™ I which rarAlv fails of syiccpbs Thp. fprvpnt. !
-pERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HA
X the beet in use, for sale byparticularly wheat straw, contains a very con- \

which rarely fails of success. The fervent
|

siderable quantity of silica. Since the plants j
spirit is always a healthy and happy spirit,

j

thus rich in silica are exceedingly hard, stiff j
working cheerfully itself and stimulating oth-l™'

and rigid, it was a not unnatural inference that

!

ers to work. It confers a dignity on even the
j

J-*i
b ^ lg67

the strength of the wheat plant was likely to I most ordinary occupations. The most effect- [ „„,',„„ra,„.

be nearly proportional to the amount of silica j
ive work, also, is always the full hearted work,

j BI^Tm tS^^lSL.^™*SV^.ta^S3 \

contained iu it. The opinion was, in fact, | that which passes through the hands or the
j Feb 23 1867

quite generally received that it is from lack of j
head of him whose heart is glad. | \ [

,'„1'
,1

silica in its stalk that the spear of grain is-
J = XU up new land, made by

weak and liable to fall down. I . „ . „ ,,. ,„! 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I. I

I A Captain of a vessel, who professed himself |

been thrown out that I

_, upon . .

= Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
I certificates entitleB you to the article named thereon, upon pay-
i ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

= than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that

! this Is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,

f which may be participated in even by the most fastidious i

E A single Certificate will be Bent by mail, post paid, upon re-

= ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele

gant premium for $5, sixty-six and more valuable premium for

_ $10, one hundred and most Buperb Watch for $15. To Agents,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R.' I. I or those wiBbing employment, this is a rare opportunity. It is a
= legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Gov-

* i ernment, and open to the most careful scrutiny. Try us 1

... HAY CUTTERS,
W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.,

AUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT 4 CO., I

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I. =

W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.
tf-7

Address,

March 22, 1867.

J. HICKLING 4 Co.,

149 Broadwav—Near P. O.
City of New York.

3m

Jpennstjltfania.

= TJXTRA HEAVY PLOWS, for road work and for breaking 1 T> HODES'
= H, W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.. = J-^

'
I a Quaker, being insulted by one of his crew, 1

""

grain might be prevented from lodging by| said . » Friend I will not strike thee, nor kick j

dressing the soil with some one of the soluble
| tnee . but (holdmg a handspike over his head) l

preparations of silica, and so furnishing to the
1 1 wiu let this bmet of wood fall on thee," and 1

QOintm, bliss & co.

Massachusetts.

SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
1 Foe Soluble Piiospiiohic Aoid. Valuable for

I EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS.

I Manufactured by

1 Potts 4 Klett, Camden, N. J.

,,l rtv,f fi, a o„>^^,^ a^,l ^QPMflr0 tnm 5„ « - i
^ 1 Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Evan FUGn, late PreBl-

gi owing plant tne supposea aesiaeratum in a
| let the handspike fall on his head, which I produce and commission merchants. I

denlor the Pennsylvania Farm school The character of this
= Manure is now bo fully established, it is unnecessary to say

CASH ADVANCES MADH ON" CONSIGNMENTS. f

m0re ,haD " 18

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,

\ and is in fine condition for drilling.

£S""Farmers, when purchasing, would do well to get the

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE.
YARNALL 4 TRIMBLE,

readily assimilable condition.
j knocked him in the SCUpper. '< Now, friend,

|

The distinguished French agricultural chem-
j if thou art content, go unto thy duty

;
per-

{

ist, Pierri, has recently subjected the whole } adventure the billet falleth again."

question, to the test of experiment. He finds 1 „„„ „ |

that the ideas and hypotheses above mentioned

are not borne out by facts. As the result ofi
The wings of a gnat flap 900,000 times in |

233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.
|

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO
It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar-

uumerous analyses, he finds that of the differ-

1

1 a minute, to produce the sound that heralds
| ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in- :

f his coming.
cnt parts of the wheat plant the leaves con-

1

tain far more silica than the smooth portions
|

of the stalk, and the stalk much more than I The latter part of a wise man's life is taken I

the knobs or joints, which prove to be com- 1 up in curing the follies, prejudices and false j

paratively poor in silica, in spite of their ap- ; opinions he had contracted in the former. i

I sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn- | General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware

: ing or injuring thoae of the most delicate nature. ItiBmuch= 413 South Wharves
I stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a lesa quantity to I > m ^ 419 Penn. Street,

permanently enrich the soil. :
March 23, 1867.

PHILADELPHIA.
3m-ee-ll

Peice $60 PEE Ton".

63?" Send for Circular giving full particulars.

March 9, 1867.

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BARRETT 4 CO.,

5 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the Arts.

It has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of eveiy-day value

to its readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing will be published offensive

to good morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interests of the farm and fireside. Terms—$2,00 per year, in advance. Single

copy 5 cents.
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BRAHMA FOWLS.
BRED BY H. G. WHITE, SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

This breed of fowls is acknowledged to be the best for general purposes. They possess size, beauty and hardiness, and are good layers. Plumage light, legs yellow, eggs large, flesh tender.

ALDERNEY CATTLE.

Written for the Farm anil Fireside,

BY OP.AIG BIDDLE, ESQ., PHILADELPHIA.

TnE cattle bearing this name come from the I

islands of Alderney, Guernsey and Jersey.
[

These islands are in the English Channel, very
j

near to the coast of France, much nearer than
)

to England, yet they belong to the latter power. I

When William the Conqueror gained the
{

crown of England by his victory over King

!

Harold, at Hastings, he was Duke of Nor-

}

mandy, in France, and sovereign of that pro-

f

vince. The consequence of his becoming
|

King of England was, that Normandy formed
{

a part of the British Dominions, and these 1

islands on the Norman coast, being part of
j

William's territory, became English property I

at the same time. They have continued so f

ever since, although when Normandy was 1

taken by France great efforts were made to I

obtain them also. They have never lost en-

!

tirely their original language, or changed cer-|

tain peculiarities in their mode of government, I

and in their laws derived from their Norman 1

ancestors. Alderney is the smallest island of I

the three, not being over eight miles in circura-

1

ference, and containing little over a thousand 1

inhabitants. Jersey is the largest, containing I

about thirty-nine thousand acres of land, and [

sixty thousand inhabitants. Guernsey has!

about sixteen thousand acres, with a popula-

1

lion in 1852 of thirty thousand.

Why the cattle should have taken their \

name from the smallest of these islands, which I

does not contain a hundred cows, is not very I

clear. In some of the Eastern States of our |

own country, they have been called after the I

island which exports the largest number of!

them, and are known as "Jerseys." This

change confounds them with the cattle of New-

Jersey, and we here retain the original name.

Whether the cattle of all these islands are ol

the same origin is a mailer of great discussion,

and the islanders Themselves are so jealous of

the merits of their respective cattle that they

would almost believe that there was a different

pair from each island put into the Ark, and

kept distinct until landed on their island.

There is a difference in the cattle of each

island, but it is readily accounted for by differ-

ence in locality, difference of food and care in

breeding.

Jersey, as we have said, is the principal

island, aud has a very extensive commerce
with all parts of the world. Among its ex-

ports, cattle form a considerable portion, and

are therefore much better known to jobbers I

than the cattle of the adjacent islands. Great 1

care is taken by the exporters to keep tneni up

j

to a certain " fancy " standard in their appear- I

ancc. If a heifer's borns grow wild, which
|

they are sometimes apt to do, they have an in-

1

strument for screwing them into a handsom
j

shape. Then there are certain colors more or
|

less fashionable. At one time "mouse" color

is the prevailing taste ; at another, some other

color is in the ascendant, Their beauty has

been improved undoubtedly, that is, if a grace-

ful figure, delicate limbs; and very thin skin is

beauty in a milch cow. The Guernsey peo-

ple, not breeding bo much for sale, believe that

" handsome is as handsome does." They do

not breed their animals so fine, nor care so

much about points of mere fancy. They have

been breeding them too fine in very many
cases in Jersey ; and th'iy have all the marks

of in and in breeding to an injurious extent.

The lines of beauty, in a breed of cattle de-

signed to fatten, may be preserved ; but when
.you take from milking cattle their large bellies

and flat sides you depreciate their value. The
people of Jersey are beginning to see this,

themselves ; for I read in an article written by

a gentleman just returned from that island,

that they are now breeding a larger animal.

The peculiarity of this breed of cattle is in

the quality of their milk. There have been

various analyses of this. The one which I

have most convenient was made in France,

and, compared with that of the cattle belong-

ing to " the Agricultural Institution at Ver-

sailles," which possesses a numerous and mag-

nificent collection of all the important races,

both native and foreign. The following is the

result :«—

Alderneys, Cows of the Institute,

Butter, 81 32
Azotizcd matter, .36 34
Sugar and salts,. ..54 54

S- lid matter, 171..

Water, 829.

. 1 20

.880

1000 1000

So that the milk of the Alderney contains 40

parts more of butter than the best cows of the

Institute. This analysis was made under the

direction of the Institute, with great care, and

by chemists who hadpreviously analyzed three

hundred different specimens of milk; so that

it is doubtless perfectly accurate. This state-

ment is more satisfactory than those which we
ordinarily meet with, which give the amount

of butter made from certain quantities of the

milk of different cows. It is difficult to make
these experiments correctly ; so much depends

on food, treatment, and honesty, that they are

generally of little value. No one, however,

can ever have possessed a good Alderney cow
without discovering the superiority of the rich-

ness of her milk. She may not come up to

the wonderful stories that are sometimes told

of these cattle, but her cream will make butter

richer, quicker, aud in larger proportion than

any other cattle.

Mr. Coleman, in his "Agriculture," in which

he gives the result of his European experience,

says that at a farm he visited near Liverpool,

they had tested the milk of some breeds in

point of richness of cream, with the following

result:

—

Yorkshire and common cows at 8 per ct
Ayreshire, 15 do.

Alderney, 25 do.

In the journal of the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety, volume 2nd, page 420, we have the re-

sult of a comparison with a Kerry cow, tested

with a hwtometer

:

—
May, Alderney, 25 Kerry, 10

June, " 20 " 10
July, " 23 " —
August, " 16 " 13

:? quarts of Alderney cream gave one pound,

eight ounces of butter—of the Kerry, one

pound, four and one-half ounces. The falling

off in the Alderney was attributed to her hav-

ing cast her calf, and being old hi milk, while

the Kerry was fresh.

These cattle are well adapted to this country.

They have been bred in the neighborhood of

Philadelphia, continuously, since the year 1840.

There had been an occasional importation of

a single cow before that period, but at that

time, through the efforts of the late Nicholas

Biddle, they were brought into general notice,

lie, and after him, Mr. Philip Physick, were

the owners of stock which subsequent impor-
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tations have not excelled. The climate, with I

the same care given to an ordinary stock, |

seems to suit them perfectly. The published
j

statements of their yield, in different parts off

our country, far exceeds anything ever claimed I

for them at home. I have seen a yield off

thirty-six quarts a day, sworn to as the pro-

f

duct of an Alderney cow in Maryland, and
{

have heard eighteen pounds of butter claimed
|

to have been produced from the milk of one |

cow in one week. Of such I have no experi-

1

ence. Col. Le Conteur, the most celebrated [

breeder of Jersey stock on that island, in an |

essay printed in the transactions of the New I

York Agricultural Society for 1850, says a cow
j

of his gave nineteen quarts of milk, daily, in
j

May, and made eleven pounds and thirteen f

ounces of butter a week—that some of the
{

best cows give twenty-six quarts of milk in j

twenty-four hours, and fourteen pounds off

butter a week, but that such are rare. Good
]

cows, he adds, afford twenty quarts of milk,
j

daily, and ten pounds of butter a week, in the |

Spring and Summer months. Duncan, in his
]

History of Genessee, says the supposed gene-

}

ral average that a cow will yield, throughout I

the year, is one pound of butter, or eight quarts
j

of milk during twenty-four hours. In Sum- =

mer, many instances have occurred in which i

cows have yielded fifteen pounds of butter a \

week. I

The cattle from these islands vary, like all j

others. There are many very good and many I

quite indifferent. It is therefore not enough I

that the animal should be an Alderney cow to
j

make her superior to all others ; she should
j

have in addition, the marks characteristic ofi

all fine milking stock. f

There is no animal which makes a better
]

cross. No dairy farm should be without an i

Alderney bull. The cross with the good milk-
{

ing stock of the country, makes a most supe-
j

rior animal for dairy purposes. The quality 1

of milk is improved, very often without di-

}

minishing the quantity.

The same parties who made the analysis, I

which I have quoted before, also analyzed the
|

milk of a cow which was a cross with some i

cattle from "La Vendee," in France. The re-

1

suit was as follows :
j

6BA.DE COW.

Butter, 1 78 |

Azotized matter, [- Solid matter, 31 |

Sugar and salts, ) 53 I

Water, 838
j

1000 I

Thus the cross with the Alderney stock, |

showed only three parts less of butter than the I

thorough bred ; and forty-six parts more than
j

that of other fine stock.

Mr. John R. Penrose, whose farm is in Ches-
j

ter County, Pa., states in Morris' Rural Regis-

1

ter, that a grade Alderney of his, from a mo-
j

ther of no merit, gave before she was two

!

years old, eight and a half pounds of butter I

in seven days. After her second calf, in four-

}

teen milkings she made sixteen pounds and l

one ounce. She was again tried, and with |

extra feeding made in seven milkings, or three I

and a half days, nine pounds, scant one ounce. 1

I have no doubt that by judicious crossing!

we can produce here, the very finest stock of i

dairy cattle. Their milk may not be quite so f

rich as that from the pure animal, but it can 1

be very much increased in quantity, so as to |

fully make up the difference. In most cases,
j

the large yield quoted in this country, as from I

Alderney cattle, is due to a cross on some fine

}

milking stock. The three quarter and seven-

1

eighths bred cattle, are often very handsome, j

and cannot be told from the thorough-bred.
{

In fact, they will always take the premium j

over the thorough-breds among judges ac-

1

quainted with other stock, but of no experi- j

ence in this. The fancier of "short horns," f

or"Devons," or "Herefords," will vote fori

the cow with the roundest form and handsom- j

est shape. 1

The Alderneys are extremely precocious. 1

1

have known them giving milk at one year and 1

two weeks old, and at thirteen and fourteen
|

months old, repeatedly. In fact, it requires I

great care to prevent their becoming with calf |

at four or five months old, if allowed to run '=

with the herd. You cannot make farmers be-

1

lieve this, yet it generally happens. It is not
f

judicious to allow them to calve so young. If]

they drop their calf when two years old, the j

milking qualities will be sufficiently developed
j

without interfering injuriously with their

!

growth. I have delayed then- calving until
\

three years of age, but found that while I had
j

a much fatter animal, it was obtained at the j

expense of milking qualities. Somewhat, of!

course, depends on the calf, it may be so well!

grown and thrifty, as to justify a little earlier
j

"coming into profit; " or it may from some!

cause be a little backward, so as to require a,!

month or so of delay ; but I think as a gen-
{

eral rule two years is about the right age for |

this locality. !

They keep in profit many years. I have

;

generally found it paid to keep on milking I

them until sixteen years of age. Of course,
j

in this calculation, the value of the calves is I

taken into consideration.

They rarely run dry, but can be milked from
\

the time they calve till they calve again. It is \

well, however, for the sake of the calf, to let
j

them go dry a month before calving. This,
j

in cows well kept, is ample. Those who have !

had a struggle with life to gee through the
j

Winter may require a longer time to recuper-

j

ate. If they are obliged to build up their own
j

system, as well as that of their young, it may j

be necessary to make no other demands on!

them. For a fell fed animal, that is, an ani-
j

mal always kept in good condition, which
j

should be the case with milking cattle, a
j

month is quite sufficient. There is no habit

!

more important to impress upon cattle than i

that of continuous milking. In many cases!

the fault of a cow going dry, after five or six
j

months milking, lies at the door of the person \

who milks her. All cows will not milk I

equally long ; but the length to which any
j

cow will give milk can undoubtedly be ex-
{

tended by judicious and persistent milking,
j

An unskillful hand will often dry up a cow by

j

not milking perfectly clean, in an extraord-j

iuary short period. The process of nature is
{

too exact to allow anything to be wasted, and

j

what is not demanded of her soon ceases to !

be supplied.

The French system of very minute divisions

!

of land prevails in the Channel Islands, and the
j

farms vary in size from one acre up to ten or

!

twelve acres of land. The cattle are not allow-
j

ed to roam like ours, but are "tethered" to a!

stake driven into the ground, which is moved

;

as necessity requires. The bulls are kept con- j

stantly stabled, and are generally slaughtered
j

when three years of age.

I have, I think, touched upon all the points
j

in regard to these cattle likely to interest the
{

readers of the Farm and Fireside. I have en-

!

deavored neither to exaggerate their merits nor j

to conceal their faults. Of the cattle from the !

three islands, I, myself, prefer the Guernsey. =

They are very much less known than the Jer- j

seys, which are exported every where by pro-

j

fessional dealers, who buy the cheapest ani-

!

mals they can. Many of them are utterly 1

worthless, either for milk, cream or beef.— I

There are fine cattle in Jersey, and very fine I

cattle have been imported from that island into j

this country. Perhaps, after all, the difference !

between the animals from the three islands de-

!

pends more on the difference between the indi-

!

viduals of the race, than the race itself. That \

is to say, if one is fortunate enough to have one
\

or two good cows from Jersey, he is apt to |

think they must have the best cows on that
|

island ; on the other hand, if he has Guernsey
]

cows which satisfy him, he thinks that is the !

true home of the animal. Be it as it may, it is j

very certain that a good cow from any one of I

the islands cannot fail to give satisfaction. j

Mr. Henry D. Inglis, in his work on the !

Channefjslands, where he spent two years, says

!

of the Jersey butter, " it is not superior to that i

of the best English dairies ; the superiority of
|

the Guernsey butter I fully admit. 1 do not j

know that I have ever seen such butter as is in j

the Guernsey market." This he does not pre-!

tend to account for, as it may be attributed to

!

various causes ; the Guernsey people of course
]

give the credit to their cows. '

What I have said of these cattle, it is per-

haps proper to state, is founded upon a trial of

them for twenty-seven years.

May, 1867.

We give additional extracts from the

"Transactions of the Rhode Island Society

for the Encouragement of Domestic Industry

in the year 1866.":—

SPARKLING HOCK AND MOSELLE WINES.

Nashawatjg, West Killingly)
July 2nd, 1866. >

MydeaeSie:—
A day's recreation, preparatory to the enjoy-

ment of the calm, quiet, noiseless (?) celebra-

tion of our national holiday, affords me the

opportunity of executing my threatened sec-

ond intrusion upon your attention, by a con-

tinuance of the account of the manufacture of

the Rhine Wines. And, for variety sake, I

shall send you a German translation of a pub-

lished account of the establishment of Mr.

Chr. Adv. Kupferberg of Mayence. I have

not vividly in memory the communication

upon Mr. Henry Pabstman's Hockheimer vine-

yards, etc., but in them, I think, I made refe-

rence to Mr. Kupferberg, as being one of the

most intelligent, courteous, and highly re-

spectable merchants of Mayence.

In his wine vaults, (at the time of my being

with him in October, 1805,) he had six hun-

dred thousand bottles of sparkling Hock and

Moselle wines, (besides a large quantity in

wood,) of various grades and value, but none

of an inferior quality. His wines have a most

extended and honorable reputation ; his business

connections being with almost every country,

but more particularly with England, where he

has established a branch of his house. He
had quite an extended correspondence and
traffic with the United States, and mentioned

the names of many of the New York mer-

chants, as well as those of the other large

cities. In referring to the action of the Col-

lector of customs at San Francisco, in refer-

ence to Mr. Pabstmann's Hockheimer wines,

he said he could not but admit that the im-

mense frauds upon our revenue, by the im-

porters of Champagne wines, justified a sus-

picion as to the importations of wines from

other countries, and stated that the amount of

claims our government had made upon the

manufacturers and importers of Champagne
wines, through their agents in this country,

present and retrospectively, amounted to the

sum of $1,750,000 for the past six years; the

result of which had been the almost total an-

nihilation of the importation of the pure wines

of well known and responsible wine growers.

In reference to his own productions, he said

his greatest obstacle in the prosecution of his

business, was, (as that of his friend and neigh-

bor, Mr. Pabstmann,) in the putting on the

different foreign markets for sale and compe-

tition, wines produced in the same region of

country, which, as the productions of poorly

cultivated vineyards, and the most inferior

qualities were sold properly perhaps, as the

wines of those districts, yet were of so inferior

value, as to force from the markets the higher

and more costly wines of the same localities,

but pf the most superior qualities and value.

It was not as amusing as instructive to hear

the discussions and experience of these intel-

ligent, responsible manufacturers upon the

enormous frauds practiced upon communities

everywhere, (but especially in the United

States,) in these transactions of inferior wines

by unprincipled men, through the easy credu-

lity of pretended connoisseurs and dealers.

The knowledge and discrimination necessary

to a recognition and appreciation of the higher

grades of wines was the result of investiga-

tions, and familiarity of causes and effects,

which an extended experience and observation

could alone acquire.

It was a conviction of the correctness of

Prof. Engelbach's (at Giessen,) assertion that

there was not a fruit whose flavor could not be

counterfeited in the laboratory, nor a flower

whose fragrance could not be chemically pro-

]
duced, and in corroboration of which, we

! tasted liquors of each peculiar flavor ; smelt

| of perfumes identical with the most familiar

i flowers, but all of which had never passed the

! threshold of his laboratory,

j On the left bank of the German river Rhine,

! not far from the health-giving mineral sources

|
of the town of Wiesbaden, in sight of the

I vineyards of Hockheim, where the celebrated

! wine grows, there lies the time-honored town

[ of Mayence, rich in recollections that date far

| back to the Roman epoch, well known by the

!
industry of her citizens, who once counted

|
among their compatriots the benefactor of hu-

{ inanity, John Gutenberg, the inventor of the

1 prinitng press. At present Mayence is the

[ chief seat in Rhine wine, the most important

!
branch of which trade, viz : the manufacture

! of sparkling Hock, has reached a high degree

I of development in that very town. Whilst

j
but a few score of years ago the preparation of

{ sparkling wine had been monopolized by the

{
French in the Champagne, it is pleasing to see

|
that industry transplanted now to the vine-

|
covered banks of the Rhine, and to notice the

|
extraordinary impetus which it has acquired

I in recent times. Among the several larger

|
establishments for the preparation of sparkling

| wines on the Rhine, that of Mr. Chr. Ad.

]
Kupferberg in Mayence excels pre-eminently.

I * * * * *

I The establishment is situated on the terrace

| south of the Rhine. The picturesque view
{ that terrace presents, renders it one of the

! finest points of the Rhenish region. * *

I
* * * * Here the wine is first

| fetched up in casks by means of a large crane,

f
from the depths of the cellars in order to be

|
immediately filled into the bottles, which di-

}
rectly afterwards are corked carefully, tied and

I closed tightly with wire. The bottles that

! have been filled are then piled up in large

|
heaps in a horizontal position ; fermentation

! then gradually takes place in the wine, carbon-

! ic gas being formed and uniting with the wine.

| When this fermentation sets in with violence,

1 the wine bursts its prison with a loud report,

|
and woe to the by-standing workman, if he

! does not wear the customary wire mask at the

! moments when the fragments of the broken

! bottle are hurled into his face. The cellars,

{ that almost form a labyrinth doubly vaulted

}
one over the other, are provided everywhere

j with running water and a systematic ventila-

\ tion, and almost magically lighted with gas.

j
***** We may note

j
here still a few facts worthy of remark. After

i fermentation of the wine has been completed
jin the bottles, the dregs settle, promoted

j
through the frequent shaking of the bottles,

! which are now brought into a more upright

j
position. Then another important operation

{
follows, which is called the disgorging process,

j
and which consists in the expulsion of the

1 sediment through a rapid opening of the bot-

tles. To the wine, thus completely cleared by
this manipulation, there is now added, by the

help of a cleverly constructed machine, a new
I ingredient in the shape of liquor, i. e. a union

! of sugar dissolved in wine with cognac. This

I addition is made in such a manner as to agree

! with the taste of the different countries and

| the requirements of the various climates. The

! wine, it is true, is now perfectly prepared in

| the bottle; yet the latter has still to pass

!
through many hands before it is in a fit con-

1 dition for exportation. The workman, with

! the aid of a machine which works with great

| precision, closes the bottles with a cork which

I
bears on the lower side the mark of the wine

! manufacturer, whilst another workman binds

! it with strings, and a third one fastens it with

! wire. Other hands provide the bottles with

I tinfoil and labels, wrap it up in paper, and

| complete its outer appearance. For exporta-

| tion the bottles are lastly stuck into straw en-

!
velopes and packed up in boxes.

I Elisha Dyee.

1 The best preventive for mildew in grapes is

|
vigorous pruning and cultivation, and the ad-

! mission of light and air. Exotic grapes are

= especially liable to attacks of mildew.

" Axe Grinding " is a term borrowed from one of the most charming stories told by Benjamin FTanklin. A little boy going to school was ac-
costed by a man carrying an axe. The man calls the boy all kinds of pretty and endearing names, and induces him to enter a yard where there is a
grindstone. ' Now my pretty little fellow, ' says he with the axe, ' only turn the handle and you'll see something pretty. ' The boy turns and turns,
and the man holds the axe to the stone and pours water over it until the axe is ground. Straightway he turns with stentorian voice and fierce gesture
on the boy :

' You abandoned little miscreant,' he cries, ' what do you;mean by playing truant from school ? You deserve a good thrashing. Get
you gone, sirah, this instant !' ' And after this,' adds Franklin, ' when anybody flattered me I always thought he had an axe to grind.'
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The Fireside Muse,

UP IN THE BARN.

Old Farmer Joe steps through the doors

Ab wide to blm Its gates of Thebes

;

And thoughtful walks about the doors

Whereon are'plled his Winter stores,

And counts the profits of his glebes.

Ten tons of timothy np there,

And four of clover In the bay

;

Red-top that's cut, well mlddlln' fair,

And bins of roots, oblong and square,

To help eke out the crops of hay.

A dozen head of cattle stand

Reflective In the leaf-strewn yard

;

And stalks are stacked on every hand,

The latest offerings of the land

To labor long maintained and hard.

Cart loads of pumpkins yonder lie

—

The horse Is feeding In his stall,

The oats are bundled scaffold high,

And peas and beans are heaped hard by,

As If there was some festival.

At length Old Farmer Joe sits down—
A patch across each of his knees;

He crowds his hat back on his crown,

Then clasp his hands—so hard and brown—
And, like a farmer takes his ease.

11 How fast the years do go 1" says he

;

11 It seems, In fact, but yesterday,

That In this very barn we three-

David, Ezekiel, and me

—

Pitched in the Summer loads of hay I

David—he sails a clipper now

:

And 'Zeklel died In Mexico-
Some one must stay and ride to plow,

Gear up the horse, and milk the cow—
And who, of course, but little Joe.

I might have been— I can't tell what

!

Who know about It till he tries ?

I might have settled In some spot,

Where money Is more easy got

;

Perhaps beneath Pacific's 6kie9.

I might have preached, like Parson Jones

;

Or got a living at the law;

I might have gone to Congress sure

;

I might have kept a Water Cure

;

I might have gone and been— oh, pshaw

!

Far better is it as 'tis;

What future waits him, no man knows;
What he has got, that sure, Is his

;

It maked no odds if stocks have riz,

Or politicians come to blows 1

Content is rich, and somethln' more

—

I think I have heard somebody say

;

If it rains it's apt to pour;

And I am rich on the barn floor,

Where all Is mine that I can raise.

I've plowed and mowed this dear old farm,

Till not a rod but what I know

;

I've kept the old folks snug and warm—
And lived without a twinge of harm—

I don't care how the storm might blow.

And on this same old farm I'll stay,

And raise my cattle and my corn

;

Here shall these hairs turn wholly gray;

These feet shall never learn to stray

;

But I will die where I was born I"

And Farmer Joe pulled down his hat,

And stood upon his feet once more

;

He would not argue, after that,

But like a born aristocrat,

Kept on his walk about the floor.

| rary bandage upon their cheese while curing.

| It is a stout linen cloth, which is drawn tightly

"
| about the cheese as it comes into the press,

j Some have eyelet holes worked into the ends
j

I of the bandage, and it is secured tightly about i

| the cheese by being laced up. These ban- [

j
dagos are always removed when the cheese is

|

I sent to market. f

| The Cheddar dairymen use nothing upon
[

j the rind of the cheese for the purpose of hard-
[

[ ening it. The salting is done in the curd, and j

I the cheese goes to the curing room, and with [

| the exception of bandaging does not, in curing,
|

! undergo any process materially different from I

I the practice at American factories. There are I

1 other descriptions of English cheese which arc I

| not salted in the curd, but receive the salt from f

{ the outside by rubbing it in with the hands. |

I Small cheeses are sometimes dipped, soon I

1 after coming from the press, into scalding
j

I brine, for the purpose of making a firm, hard j

I rind. |

1
Dipping the cheese several times into wood 1

| ashes lye, we have been told, would give a rind
j

1 impervious to flies, but we never saw the pro-

1

| cess put in operation.
§

I The dark color sometimes seen upon Eng-

1

i lish cheese, referred to by our correspondent, I

| is made from a kind of paint of Indian red, or I

1 Spanish brown and beer. It is rubbed on with I

I a woolen cloth. As soon as the state of the \

I
paint will permit, the edges and sides of the I

I cheese are rubbed hard with a cloth at least I

| once a week. I

= Dutch cheeses are colored with a preparation I

\ of toumesol, extracted from a plant that grows I

f wild in France in great abundance (proton i

|
tinctorium). The paints are ground in a mill, I

| the juice pressed out, and into this old hemp-

1

I en rags are thrown until soaked full, when
|

I they are hung up to dry. They are then ex-

1

| posed to the vapor of lime, dissolved in urine, f

{ which gives them a violet color. Quite a com-

1

1 merce is carried on between France and Hoi-

1

\ land in these rags. The cheese is rubbed over I

i with these rags, which gives them a dark red f

f
color. It is said the tournesol preparation has I

f the virtue of preserving the cheese against the I

I attack of insects. The coloring matter does
f

I not penetrate the cheese, but remains only on I

| the rind. f

I A color may be obtained from pure annetto
|

\ cut with potash. We cannot see any good re-

1

I suiting from these preparations. They cer-

1

[ tainly do not improve the flavor or quality oft

| the cheese. Nor can we see why cheese paint-

1

I ed up in this way should command better |

i sales, but it seems they do in some markets,
j

I and if the people will have them and are will-

!

j
ing to pay for them, we suppose dairymen 1

I must conform to the requirements of the trade. " |

WANT OF DECISION.

A ore at deal of labor is lost to the world for

the want of a little courage. Every day sends

to their graves a number of obscure men, who
have only remained in obscurity because their

timidity has prevented them from making a

first effort, and who, if they had only been in-

duced to begin, would in all probability have

gone great lengths in the career of fame. The
fact is, that in doing anything in the world

worth doing, we must not stand shivering on

the bank, thinking of the cold and danger, but

jump in and scramble through as well as we
can. It will not do to be perpetually calculat-

ing risks and adjusting nice chances ; it did all

very well before the flood, when a man could

consult his friends upon an intended publica-

tion for a hundred and fifty years, and live to

see its success for six or seven c enturies after-

ward ; but at present a man waits and doubts,

and consults his brothers, and his uncles, and

his particular friends, till one day he finds that

he is sixty-five years of age, and that he has

lost so much time in consulting first cousins and

particular friends, that he has no more time to

follow their advice. There is so little time for

over-squeamishness at present, that the oppor-

tunity slips away. The very period of life at

which a man chooses to venture, if ever, is so

confined, that it is no bad rule to preach up

the necessity, in such instances, of a little vio-

lence done to the feelings, and efforts made in

defiance of strict and sober calculations.—Sid-

ney Smith.

Ureteral B^iscellamj;,

HARDENING AND COLORING THE KIND OF
CHEESE.

Thep.e is a strange fancy among consumers

of cheese for bright colors. Many seem to

suppose that a highly colored rind is an indi-

cation of good cheese, as a natural yellow is

of good butter. Color of the rind is no indi-

cation of a good cheese, but should rather be

regarded as a contrary indication. A white

oak block may be painted as beautifully as

the best cheese without making it a whit nearer

cheese than before. It is important to give

firmness and tenacity to the rind to prevent its

cracking in handling, and to use every pre-

caution to make it impervious to insects. The
Utica Herald has the following remarks upon
the various processes of coloring and harden-

ing cheese rinds, some of which, should the

rats read them, will be likely to render this

part of tlie cheese rather unpopular with the

sly gentry', as baits to inveigle them into per-

manent quarters.

" English cheeses have no bandages upon
them when they go to market, and in several

varieties none are used while curing in the

dairy. The Cheddar dairymen use a tempo-

|
Underdraining Land.—Experiments in un-

1

j
derdraining land were made in Scotland last |

I year for the purpose of determining the effect I

jon the temperature of the soil, compared with. I

j that in the same vicinity which wa3 not l

! drained. The result was that the draining I

i raised the temperature 1.5 degrees, equal to a I

j
removal of the land from one hundred to one I

hundred and fifty miles South. This is an im-

1

portant consideration connected with compact, |

heavy soils, whose retentiveness of water ren- |

ders them cold, and comparatively inert with
\

respect to vegetation. Draining land involves 1

considerable expense, but its increased pro- f

ductiveness soon repays this, besi des assuring |

increased profits for the future.

Sharing in Rothschild's Fortune.—Dur-

1

ng the stormy days ot 1818, two stalwart
\

mobocrats entered the bank of the late Baron

Anselm Rothschild, at Frankfort. " You ]

have millions," said they to him, "and we f

have nothing; you must divide with us."

I

"Very well; what do you suppose the firm j

of Rothschild is worth ? " " About forty mi

lions of florins." "Forty millions, you think,
j

eh? Now, then, there are forty millions off

people in Germany ; that will be a florin a j

piece. Here's yours."
|

Fruit in Northern Indiana has been injured
j

by fros t. Strawberries, grapes and currants I

are looking badly.

NAPOLEON IN POVERTY.

The following original letter, written by the 1

founder of the Napoleonic dynasty to Talma,
j

long before he was Napoleon the First, is pub- j

lished in a London journal

:

" Mim Cher Talma—I have fought like a!

lion for the Republic. But, my good friend
j

Talma, as my reward I am left to die with !

hunger. I am at the end of all my resources. |

That miserable fellow Aubry (then Minister off

War) leaves me in the mire when he might do |

something for me. I feel that I have the power I

of doing more than Gens. Santerre and Rossig- j

not, and yet they cannot find a corner for me {

in La Vendee or elsewhere, to give me em-

1

ployment. You tire happy
;
your reputation

j

depends upon yourself alone. Two hours!
passed on the boards bring you betore the 1

public, whence all glory emanates. But for j

us soldiers, we are forced to pay dearly for
\

fame upon an extensive stage, and, after all, I

we are not allowed to attain it. Therefore do j

not regret the path you have chosen. Remain
j

upon your theatre. Who knows if I shall ever \

appear again upon mine. I have seen Mauvel
j

(a distinguished comedian)
; he is a true friend. I

Barras, Presitlent of the Directory makes fine |

promises, but will he keep them ? I doubt it. \

In the meantime, I am reduced to my last
|

sou. Have you a few crowns to spare me?

I

I will not refuse them, and promise to repay |

you out of the first kingdom I win by my

!

sword. How happy were the heroes of Ari-

1

osto; they had not to depend upon a Minister I

of War. Adieu. Napoleon." !

A Friendly Horse.—A few days since, asj
we were leaving our residence on our usual t

morning visit to the office, a sorrel horse be-

1

longing to us galloped up and caught our arm, I

and made an attempt to pull us in the direction
j

he wished to go. He then left, and went off!

in a quick gait towards a pasture on a farm j

about a quarter of a mile distant from our I

residence. In a few minutes he approached 1

lis again, making an unusual noise and seemed j

by his actions to desire us to follow him. This 1

we did, and when we reached the pasture we I

observed the mate of the horse entangled in !

a bridge which had broken through with him. !

After we had extricated his companion from I

this dangerous position, the horse which had

!

given us notice of his companion's danger, j

came up and rubbed his head against us, show- j

ing great signs of satisfaction.— Christian Ad- !

5 toeate. i

THE CROPS IN DELAWARE.
;
Editors of the Farm and Fireside

:

i Cork, wheat and peaches arc our chief

j

staples ; and a good crop of all is the farmer's

; height offortune—the failure of all, his extreme

j
bad luck.

The last Winter, and the present Spring,

i have both been remarkable. During the former,

j

more snow fell, and remained on the ground,

|
than had been known for many years ; and the

|

latter has been equally distinguished for its

\

many cold and long continued rain-storms,

i
To these there seems no end ; even at the

j

present time, May 18, half the corn is not

\
planted ; and many fields that in former years,

| at this season, were "dry as ashes," are now
soaking in water.

Notwithstanding all this, the wheat looks

very well, and promises an early and excellent

harvest. Of course, this must be restricted to

the high land; for on low, springy or marshy

places, the water has almost mined the crop.

But, as this low land is not often sown in wheat,

the injury will be but slight compared with

the whole breadth in.

The peach crop is also promising ; and al-

though at this early day we cannot speak with

certainty, we still hope to supply Philadelphia,

New York and the Eastern markets with an

abundance ofthis luscious fruit. The excep-

tion to the general yield will be found along

the Bay shores of the State, where the orchards

have been most exposed to the bleak, piercing

North Eastern winds. Delaware.

Dover, May, 18G7.

TIME PASSING.

Have you ever seen those marble statues in

some public square or garden, which art has so

finished with a perennial fountain, that through

the lips or through the hands, ^|ear water flows

in a perpetual stream, on, on, on forever ; and

the marble stands there—passive, cold, making

no effort to arrest the gliding water ? It is so

that lime flows through the hands of men, swift,

never pausing till it has run itselfout ; and there

is the man, petrified into a marble sleep, not

feeling what it is which is passing away forever.

It is so, just so, that the destiny of nine men
out of ten accomplishes itself, slipping away
from them, aimless, useless, till it is too late.

And we are asked, with all the solemn

thoughts which crowd around on approaching

eternity, what has been our life, and what do

we intend it shall be ? Yesterday, last week,

last year—they are gone.
,
Yesterday, for ex-

ample, was such a day as never was before, and

never can be again. Out of darkness and eter-

nity it sank again forever. It had a voice call-

ing to us of its own. Its own work, its own
duties ; what were we doing yesterday ? Idling,

wilding away the time in idleness and luxurious

literature—not as life's relaxation, but as life's

business—thrilling our heart with the excite-

ment of life—considering how to spend the day

most pleasantly ? Was that our duty ? Sleep,

brethren ; all that is but sleep. And now, let

us remember this, there is a day coming when
that sleep will be rudely broken, with a shock ;

there is a day in our future lives when our

time will be counted, not by years, not by

months, nor yet by hours, but by minutes, the

day when unmistakable symptoms shall an-

nounce that the messengers of death shall have

come to take us.

Baths for Animals.—Dr. Charles Shepard,

one of the founders of the Turkish bath in

America, related in a recent speech, s«me re-

markable facts and experiences of the Turkish

bath in Europe. In Ireland, for instance,

where the bath has made a great progress,

there is an estate-owner who has Turkish baths

not only for his own family use, but also one

for his horses and cattle. Herein he has saved

the life of more than one of his valuable

horses, having cured one of the lockjaw.

Several of his cows owe to it the prolongation

of their lives. One calf was given over to

die by the herdsman, but by his direction was
carried through the bath to a complete recov-

ery ;
" and when I was there," says the doctor,

" it was the finest looking cow in the field. I

also had the pleasure of seeing his favorite

pony take a bath."

Pride.—Well-tempered pride is the best feeling of our nature. It is as far from vanity as the antipodes. The one concentrates our powers and
collects us in our strength like a colossus. The other dissipates ittelf in catching the gaze of others, and throws out its seducing tricks like the flimsy
threads of the venomous spider. A truly proud man never will be mean. A vain man is essentially mean. A proud man moves through life erect
in his own worth. He is like a stately ship, lifting its broad sails before a fair wind, or stemming iinwrecked and unbroken the adverse tempest
The vain man creeps and flutters—now a caterpillar in the dirt, and then a painted moth humming around the light, burnin " himself in the flame
and finally dying in the stench of his own worthlessness.

—

J. G. Pereival.
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MANURING COEN IN THE HILL.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY THOMAS J. EDGE, LONDONGF.OVE, PA.

It is very evident that the practice of ap-

plying some kind of stimulant to corn in the

hill is becoming more appreciated, every year,

and is more practiced than it was five or six

years ago ; but there still is, and probably al-

ways will be, a great difference in opinion as

to the most economical application when first

cost and effect are taken into consideration.

Much in the result will depend upon the

kind of corn planted, for on some of the early

maturing kinds a dash of artificial manure, in

the hill, will produce little or no perceptible

effect ; but when applied to the Peru corn, or

other later maturing kinds, the effect is as-

tonishing ; for this kind of com our season is

usually most too short
;

causing it in many
cases to produce too large a per centage of

"nubbins," or soft, imperfect corn; while a

light dash of some stimulating manure, ap-

plied to the hill, just after the corn is up,

seems to give it a start which practically

lengthens the season for two weeks, or more

;

and that which otherwise would form nubbins

to make mature corn. There is but little

doubt but the conflicting statements which we
see printed, with regard to the benefit to be

derived from hill manuring, may be traced to

this fact—that the main benefit of manuring in

the hill is to give the corn a start, which gives

it more time to harden up and perfect the later

ears ; and hence when applied to early ripen-

ing corn, as the King Phillip, or Yellow Flint,

it produces but little effect ; but when applied,

even in small amounts, to Peru corn, or as it is

oftener styled, Chester county corn, it will of-

ten add from ten to fifteen per cent, to the

yield of sound corn.

Another open question, in connection with

manuring in the hill, is whether the manure
should be applied in the hill, under or with

the grain, or on top after covering. In my
opinion, this must in a great measure depend

upon the manure used ; for if it contains a

large percentage of alkaline salts, it may be so

soluble and alkaline as to prevent the germina-

tion of the seed. I have made use of ma-
nures on top of the growing hill which I

should, for the aboflje reason, be very sorry to

apply in contact with the seed. Many brands

of phosphate contain a large amount of " Du-
pont's Salt," which will "burn up " the young

germ and thus do much more harm than good.

A good home made phosphate, without an ex-

cess of sulphuric acid, I would not hesitate to

apply in" contact with the seed ; but like the

bachelor's ideas on marriage, the dangers are

so great that it were far better to apply them

only on top of the well covered grain ; thus

avoiding the whole danger and obtaining the

benefit at the same time.

Some strongly recommend common ground

plaster as a manure for com in the hill.

Where plaster will produce an effect it may do

well for the corn, but I have never yet been

able to see that it would produce any effect

for me, although I have repeatedly used it,

not only on com, but also on grass, without

any visible effect whatever.

As a class, there is probably nothing better

than some of our best brands of phosphate

applied at the rate of a good handful to two

hills of four feet square com. If applied in

this amount it should of course be scattered

for some distance around the young corn ; but

in no case would I put it outside of a ten

inch circle, having the corn for its center
;
my

reason for not scattering it more is that I think

its main benefit is to be derived from so ap-

plying it that it may stimulate the growing

plant while it is throwing out its first and

second leaves. If you will examine a hill of

com when the stalks have completed their

second pair of leaves, it will be found that

their roots extend considerably beyond our ten

inch circle, and therefore are gathering all the

nourishment needed. Careful experiment and

observation has convinced me that at no time

j can the plant attain more benefit from a small I

! amount of manure than from the time it
j

j shoots through the ground until it forms its
|

| second leaves. I

I Some object to manuring corn in the hill bo-
j

| cause "it is too much like stuffing an animal
j

| one week and starving him the next ;
" and

j

I that by this plan we furnish the young plant i

! with highly concentrated food for a short time
|

\ and then force it to obtain a supply which is j

1 scattered over a greater space of soil. This
j

I
may be the case ; but by applying our ma-

j

j
nure in this way we strengthen the young I

j
plant at a very critical period, and make it

j

! much more able to forage for itself when it be-

j

| comes needful to do so, or when the supply of i

I manure is exhausted. I have recommended

j

I
super-phosphate as a good article for hill ma-

j

|
miring ; but it is by no means needful to go

j

I into the market for our manure ; there is

!

{
nothing better than the manure from our poul-

j

! try houses, mixed with soil or plaster, and ap-

I plied in the same manner, but in rather larger
j

| amounts than the phosphate of commerce.

| I have also used the following mixture with

[ very good effect, not only upon corn in the

j hill, but also upon grass and wheat. At any

[ convenient time during the Fall, procure from

[ fifteen to twenty bushels of good lime
;

place

l it under shelter until it falls into powder, or

j becomes " air-slaked," and then mix it with

|
common coarse salt, in the proportion of three

! of lime to two of salt ; and turn it over a few

[ times between the time of mixing and using

| in the Spring, and you will have an article

j which, when applied to a field of com, at the

| rate of a moderate handful to the hill, will

I make its mark quite as plainly as any phos-

I phate which I ever used. It is important that

|
it should be mixed at least three or four

I months before it is used ; for its effect is gen-

I erally understood to be due to a series of

|
chemical changes which can take place but

j
slowly

;
and, hence the mixing in the Fall. I

[
have tried the mixture, when three months

j
old, alongside of a small amount mixed just

i before it was applied ; and while the latter

I
produced no visible effect, the former produced

|
as great results as when the best brand of

|
phosphate was used, at the rate of two hands-

j full to three hills. I am not chemist enough
j

j
to understand the changes which take place in

j

[
the compound ; but am farmer enough to see

j the effect produced by the mixture,

j
May, 1867.

Written for the Farm and Fireside.

j CORN DRILLS vs. HILLS.

j As com is one of the most important crops

I that we cultivate, it should be our chief study

|
how to get the largest possible yield per acre.

|
From experience, in this part of the great

I American corn-field, we (I mean the farmers)

I are satisfied that by drilling in our com we can

I
come nearest the desired result. The same

|
amount of labor bestowed, is more efficient in

\ drill than in hill culture. We will suppose a

I field prepared for planting, the one half we

| score for planting in hills ; and in the same

i time we can drill and plaster the oilier half.

[ Item : time gained, rows straight, covered

! evenly. The first half is yet to be dropped in

I hills and covered with the hoe. Item : time

j lost, grains zig-zag in the furrow, covered some

|
deep, some shallow, and extra labor for plaster-

I ing. Now, we are on the same level again, as

I to time, with this difference : it took more time

I and labor for the hills, and that in the drills is

| the larger, because it had the fertilizer in the

I ground, where it should be, to push it along.

—

I We now go to harrowing : the plants in hills

| will probably be in this form

—

in drills can be covered, weeds choked down
and new soil thrown round the plant, all by

machine ; but in hills, a line of surface will be

untouched and uncovered unless you do it

with the hoe, by hand. If you choose to put

in plenty of seed, and take to pulling, you

have the same chance in drills, only let the

machine drop plenty of seed, and when fairly

started, pull the weakest plants; it will cer-

tainly pay. Now we are even again ; but the

yield (other things being equal) will be much
larger in the drilled half, at least such was the

result of similarly conducted experiments.

—

But plant as you choose, have plenty of good

seed, put it in carefully, and cultivate till the

breaking plants tell you to stop. You may
then reasonably expect com, and, with a fav-

orable season, a good crop. i. g. e.

Aaronsburg, Pa., May, 1867.

ROOT CROPS AMONG CORN.

To grow successfully one hundred bushels

of com on two acres of land, the ground

should be plowed in the Fall, in coarse fur-

rows, and left as light as possible without drag-

ging or rolling, and should be old stubble

ground. This will give the frost a chance to

kill, by freezing the worms which have bur-

rowed for the Winter. In the Spring plow

fine, running the furrows always east and west.

Mark out, or otherwise, the rows, running

them north and south always. Cultivate as

often as it will answer to do so—that is, as

soon as grass and weeds begin to show much.

Plant every other row in the field to cabbage,

ruta-bagas, or carrots. This will give a good

circulation of air between the rows of corn.

Beside the corn crop, a valuable supply of

roots is thus grown for Winter feed for cattle

and horses. It costs but little more to raise

from one hundred to one hundred and twenty-

five bushels of com to the acre, than it does

to grow ten or twenty as usual. One hundred

and twenty-five bushels have been grown to

the acre, each alternate row being cabbage.

The way to do it is, to keep ths soil light and

loose, especially if a dry season, as land stirred

draws moisture through the night. Never roll

the ground for corn crops. A good free circu-

lation of the sun and air is the life of the crop,

and with the roots well covered the farmer

will be richly paid. A farmer who once

adopts the practice of planting his corn in

north and south rows, with every other row
in small crops—potatoes, cabbage, carrots,

ruta-bagas, or parsnips—will never go back to

the old way of all corn in the field and pota-

toes outside, and a few cabbages and other

roots in small beds in the gardens. Such prac-

tice helps men to starve their stock for want

of roots in the Winter, and mortgage them in

the Spring to the lice, murrain and crows.

WOOD ASHES FOR MANURE.

o o
o

o
o o

o o
00

1 while the drilled will be thus-

We readily see, in the former, that we have to

keep our distance from some, in order to escape

rooting out others. In the latter we can come

up close to all on both sides ; and in after cul-

ture, with cultivator, horse-hoe, or scraper, it

is the same. The surface between the plants

S

\

I We recommend the farmer carefully to save

} for use in the Spring all the ashes he can col-

j lect from the home consumption of fuel during

| he winter; and where he has opportunity, to

|
procure from other sources a supply, leached

} or unleached, of this valuable fertilizer. If

I people knew from experience the worth of

| this simple manure, there would be no ashes

I wasted, neither would there be any to sell, ex-

I cept by those who have no soils to improve,

I or no crops to raise.

I To retain all their virtue, it is highly impor-

{ tant that ashes should be kept dry ; for water

I will dissolve a large proportion of the most

| valuable salts, yet even leached ashes need not

j be thrown away as of no account ; for though

| far inferior in fertilizing qualities to unleached

I ashes, they are by no means useless. One
I very important result of the employment of

{ this manure in the growth of cereals is the in-

I creased strength and luxuriance of straw there-

I by promoted—a result due to the presence of

{ silicates, on which so much of the stiffne ss of

I the straw depends. Other ingredients, essen-

I tial to both straw and grain, are furnished by
{this important fertilizer. Ashes are valuable

| also for promoting the growth of grass ; an

| Prof. Liebig rec ommended sowing them broad-
* cast on meadows to increase the hay crop.

! ADVANTAGES OF PULVERIZING THE SOIL.

I The effects of pulverization or stirring the

| soil are numerous.

! 1. It gives free scope to the roots of veget-

I ables and they become more fibrous in a loose

; than in a hard soil, by which the mouths or

|
pores become more numerous, and such food

\ as is in the soil has a better chance of being

I" sought after and taken up by them.

I 2. It admits the atmospheric air to the

j
spongioles of the roots—without which no

I plant can make a healthy growth,

j 3. It increases the capillary attraction or

I
spongelike property of soils, by which their

i humidity is rendered more uniform ; and in a

! hot season it increases the deposits of dew,

I and admits it to the roots.

I 4. It increases the temperature of the soil

| in the Spring, by admitting the warm air and

I tepid rain.

i 5. It increases the supply of organic food.

! The atmosphere contains carbonic acid, am-

j monia, and nitric acid,—all most powerful

I fertilizers and solvents. A loose soil attracts

I and condenses them. Rain and dew, also,

I
contain them. And when these fertilizing

I gases are carried into the soil by rain water,

1 they are absorbed and retained by the soil for

t the use of plants. On the other hand, if the

[ soil is hard, the water runs off the surface, .

I and instead of leaving these gases in the soil,

1 carries off some of the best portions of the

I soil with it. Thus, what might be a benefit

I becomes an injury.

! 6. By means of pulverization, a portion of

| the atmospheric air is buried in the soil, and

| it is supposed that ammonia and nitric acid

ire formed by the mutual decomposition of

I this air and the moisture of the soil—heat also

{
being devolved by the changes.

I 7. Pulverization of the surface of soils

1 serves to retain the moisture in the subsoil,

| and to prevent it from being penetrated by

I heat from a warmer, as well as from radiating

| its heat to a colder atmosphere than itself.

1 These effects are produced by the porosity of

I
the pulverized stratum, which acts as a mulch,

I especially on heavy soils.

[ 8. Pulverization, also, has the combined

I
effect of several of the preceding causes, ac-

I celerates the decomposition of the organic

[ matter in the soil, and the disintegration of

I
the mineral matter ; and thus prepares the in-

I ert matter of the soil for assimilation by the

i plants.

i Weeding Potatoes with Sheep.—It may
I not be known to farmers in general that it is

! a common practice in some of the potato

j growing districts to turn flocks of sheep into

I the potato fields for the purpose of eating

| down the weeds. The sheep will not touch a

! potato vine. This pasturing with sheep is

I very advantageous when the crop is a late

|
planted one, so that the hoeing can not be

I completed until the haying or harvest is

I finished. At the growing season it is the plan-

I ter's aim to keep down the grass and weeds so

! that they may be covered with dirt by the

I cultivator and hoe, when these are used.

Pasturing with sheep will attain this object.

I Early planted crops, the cultivation of which

I is completed in the first half of the Summer,

[frequently become grassy and weedy before

I the time of digging—when the size of the tops

I precludes cultivation. In this stage the sheep

[ are economical weeders. It is hardly neces-

I sary to mention that the feed thus given to

I the sheep makes a double profit, inasmuch as

I it costs absolutely nothing, wThile labor is saved

I and weeds prevented from seeding.

I Value of Leached Ashes.—The Main Far-

! mer knows a farmer who went into the soap

I making business some years ago for the pur-

1 pose of securing the ashes, after having been

I leached, to apply to his land. He owned a

large farm, the soil being chiefly clayey loam,

1 and any one visiting the farm now, who was

1 acquainted with it before its owner began to

I apply the ashes, would be astonished at the re-

I suits they have accomplished. He applied

[ them at the rate of from 150 to 200 bushels per

f acre, to different crops and in every conceiv-

1 able way.

Milk Sickness.—The Medical and Surgical Reporter states that the affection of cattle known as milk sickness, is caused by eating the white
snake root, Eupatorium Ageratoides. Mr. William Jerry, of Edwardsville, Illinois, in 1860, gathered this plant by mistake for the nettle, and ate it

as boiled greens. On the day following he was suddenly seized with violent trembling, prostration and faintness, and on the next day with vomit-
ing, and violent retching. He did not fully recover in five years, and in the meantime tried the plant on domestic animals with similar results. Dr.
Amos Sawyer, of Hillsborough, 111., Mr. R. N. Lee, of Nokomis, Dr. McPheters, of St. Louis, botanist, and Mr. Enno, chemist, all coincide in the
opinion that milk sickness is caused by this hitherto unsuspected plant, which animals are said to like when it is in bloom.
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AGBiai'l.TCRF. feeds us ; to a great extent it clothes us ; with-
g

out it we could not have manufactures, ami should not have com- =

merce. These all stand together like pillars in a cluBter—the 3
largest in the center, aud that largest is Agriculture.—DAlfXBL 5
Webster. 3

INCREASE THE VALUE OF THE PREMIUMS.

It has frequently been made a matter of

complaint in connection with Agricultural

Fairs, that the premiums offered are not of

sufficient value to call out a praise-worthy

competition ; aud that, in some instances, the

race course overshadows every other depart-

ment, receiving; abundant preparatory atten-

tion, offering tempting prizes, attracting the

crowd, and bringing such gatherings into disre-

pute with the more staid aud sober class of

people.

There is considerable truth in these com-
plaints, and the proper remedies should bo ap-

plied. The race course is a legitimate feature,

if properly conducted ; but the greater the ex-

tent in which it preponderates, the more it de-

tracts from the general design of au agricul-

tural fair. The premiums oilered to induce

competition in the various departments of

husbandry should be made more enticing

—

otherwise they will fall short of the effect in-

tended. If the "exchequer" is too meager,

it is better to make fewer and lighter awards

to the " track," and apply the difference to the

object first named. People are not disposed

to trouble themselves much about the premi-

ums, or enter as competitors, when the awards

are but trifling sums, or cheap diplomas,

which are often bestowed either without much
discrimination or to the "favorites."

The Illinois State Agricultural Society ap-

pears determined not to meet with a failure in

these respects. The premium list will meet

with the attention it deserves. Seventy-five

dollars is offered for the best field of wheat or

corn, to be ofnot less than four acres. Premi-

ums are offered for other crops at a correspond-

ing rate. For the best approved essay on the

preparation and management of a stock farm

in the State, based upon the author's experi-

ence, forty dollars is offered. A like sum is

otleied for essays on dairy farming, on grain

farms aud on fruit farms. Also for an essay

on plowing as adapted to various crops,

twenty-five dollars.

Time is money to farmers as much so as to

other business men, nor do they like to have

"their labor for their pains " any more than

other people. Let the managers of other fairs

pattern after the Illinois management, and im-

prove upon it in the value of their premiums.

Competition will surely follow, and such com-

petition will just as surely result in materially

advancing the agricultural interests of the

country.

Culture of Strawberries.—The "Farni-j

ere' Club," an institution of New York city,
]

" made up " principally of theoretical farmers i

and amateur fruit culturists, originates some
j

queer ideas, besides endorsing all the agricul-

;

tural hobbies that come before it. Last week,
\

this Club arrived at the conclusion that straw-
]

berries are "terribly exhausting to the soil"—

j

that they exhaust certain mineral and vegeta-

j

ble properties of the soil, and then cease to be
j

a paying crop. This may be true on some I

land ; but we know fields and garden patches
j

that have grown strawberries for ten or twelve i

years, and still produce good crops. Agricul-

;

tural chemistry might show that these straw-
j

berry fields and plats would be exhausted un-

!

less some fertilizer kept them up to a certain
|

degree of fertility. We do not advise a per- \

manent strawberry bed or plantation ; but if]

weeds and grass are kept out, the vines prop- i

erly pruned, and some natural or commercial i

fenilizer applied, strawberries will do well on
j

old ground. We have found a compost of i

sand and forest mold a good dressing for straw-

;

berries
;

also, some of the super-phosphates. I

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

"J. A. P."—You are in part right, only it is

the Black Mulberry (moras nigra) that is so

extensively cultivated in Europe. It can be

propagated by cuttings. North of New York
its cultivation is not successful, except in very

warm, sheltered situations.

"N. C," Providence, R. I.—You say you
have a large tank filled with urine and sink-

drain water, and desire to " fix " the ammonia
before applying the mixture to grass and straw-

berries. This may be done b}' such absorbents

as saw-dust or charcoal dust. Plaster of paris

thrown into the tank will cause the formation

of sulphate of ammonia, which will not evap-

orate.

"Constant Reader."—Your query is a singu-

lar one. We have heard it stated that cows

fed on shorts are never caught chewing bones

or old leather.

RECENT FALL OF MANNA IN ASIA MINOR. j WEST JERSEY FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIA-—
1 TION.

A notice of the appearance of a large (plan-
{

tity of manna, near Diarbekir, was published =

last Summer, aud created home controversy!

regarding the nature of this substance. There

can be little doubt that it is a species of lichen,

which, like a fungus or toad-stool, springs up

in a single night ; and thus gives rise to the

notion that it falls from the skies.

Strawberry Beds.—The necessity of renew-

ing strawberry beds every two years has been

a drawback to their cultivation with some peo-

ple. Every seasou the strawberry plant makes

a new set of roots, each higher up than those

of the preceding year, which limits its produc-

tiveness to one or two seasons. Mr. John

Dingwall says, in the Country Gentleman, that

he prolongs their productiveness by the follow-

ing method

:

"After the fruit has been gathered, take

good, rich compost, and lay it in around the

plants, to the depth of one inch or one inch

and a half—thus }
rou bring up your soil to

nieel the wants of the plants, and continue

their productiveness for a number of years

longer. This I have proven from experience,

and have found it very satisfactory. It would

be equally advantageous whether grown in

hills or in rows."

The suggestion is certainly worthy of at-

tention.

Hypercritical.—The question is raised as

to whether bees do not injure fruit by sapping

the blossom. The city council of Madison,

Indiana, passed an ordinance last year, exclud-

ing bees from the city limits—that is, prohibit-

ing the keeping of them—under the impression

that they were injurious to fruit. The great

coral reefs are the work of a tiny bisect; the

clay-fish burrowing in the levees of the Missis-

sippi, causes the fearful crevasse ; and bees may
cany away a large aggregate of saccharine

matter on their thighs. But to pass an ordin-

ance to deny them "the freedom of a city,"

seems to us to be hypercritical.

This manna is ground into Hour aud baked =

into bread, and bears the Turkish name of =

Kudert-borjh-daxi, which means " wonder-corn,
|

or grain." Though used as bread, its compo-1

sition is remarkable ; for it contains more than
j

C5 per cent, of oxalate of lime ; aud has about |

25 per cent, of amylaceous, or starch like mat-

j

ter. This substance is evidently the manna of]

the Hebrews, who gave it the name of man-hu,
{

which signifies "what is it?"—from the cir-1

cumstance of its sudden appearance aud their I

previous want of familiarity with it.

The above supposed fall of manna and the
j

real appearance of that substance on the 6tb f

of July, of last year, is well authenticated in|

a letter by M. Hardinger to Sir. Roderick Mur- \

chison, the distinguished English Geologist. I

<&T One J. Payne Lowe, ( how much lower

than ordinary men we cannot say), has started

a monthly farm journal in New York, and has

stolen the name of our journal. We admire

his taste, but not his dishonesty. The title

"Farm and Fireside," was copy-righted by
us in January last.

The Grain Trade of America seems now
completely reversed. Formerly the Western

States fed the Atlantic seaboard and exported

large quantities of grain to Europe and Califor-

nia. Now the United States receives supplies

from both Europe and California, and it is ac-

tually recorded that European wheat imported

into New York is being shipped from that city

to the West. Last year Illinois growers had

hard work to get forty-five cents a bushel ; now
they have to pay about seven times that sum
for it.

The Screw Fork.—This is the name given

to a new fork designed for unloading hay and

grain. Is is light and compact in its arrange-

ment ; is made of the best steel ; has no springs

or delicate appendages to wear out ; unloads

itself instantly at the desired point, and is oper-

ated with the greatest ease. We have seen it

in operation and consider it the best invention

of the kind yet offered to the public. Francisco

M. Ballou has bought the right for Providence

county, in this State.

The Cattle Plague (rinder pest) is reported

to have broken out again in several counties in

England.

MINIATURE STEAM ENGINES.
{

Who says science is not brought down to I

the level of the common mind, and to the \

pocket of the least endowed with the pecu-

j

niary ? Among the recent announcements in
|

a London magazine is " The Little Marvel; a|

parlor Steam Engine, price one shilling—or, |

post free, i 6 stamps " (32 cents). A steam en-
j

gine for a shilling sterling ! So enormous, it
|

is said, is the demand for this little engine, that
f

all the skilled workmen that can be engaged, |

not only in England, but on the continent, are I

employed upon it. The advertisement au-|

nouncing it has, of course, its usual testimo-
j

nials from "distinguished men of science,''!

who commend it as a highly instructive scien-
j

tific toy which no boy in England should be
j

without ! And no boy in America, we fancy,
f

would long be without it, could it be purchased
|

for a quarter ! Think of it, young America,
[

four steam engines for a dollar ! Save your
j

pennies, boys, for who knows how soon every I

one of you may run his own engine on any
j

road he pleases, heedless of opposition, reck-

1

less of collisions or explosions, and regardless
|

of expense and no-body hurt ! Who will sup-
j

ply our school-boys with the "Little Marvel,"
j

at the low figure named, and embalm himself
|

in the memory of young America ?

OUR BOOK TABLE.

American Pomology. Apples. By Dr. John I

A. Warner. 750 pages, 293 illustrations,
j

Price $3.00. New York : Orange Judd &
|

Co., Publishers.

This is a valuable addition to pomological
j

literature, written by a gentleman who has for
j

years devoted his attention to the subject.—
j

One half of the work is devoted to the discus-

1

sion of the general subjects of propagation,
|

nursery culture, selection and planting, culti-
j

ration of orchards, care of fruit, insects, and f

the like : the remainder is occupied with des-

}

criptions of apples. This differs from any fruit j

book heretofore published in this country, in
j

its complete classification of apples. The
|

author gives the principal European systems
j

aud modestly puts forth his own to be tested
|

by practice. He divides apples into four class-

1

es, according to their forms. Each of these I

classes is sub-divided by other obvious charac- f

ters, and it would seem that any apple describ-
g

ed in the book might be easily identified.

Watch the Apple Trees.—This is just
}

the time for farmers and fruit cultivators to I

carefully examine their apple trees for the
j

worms that arc preparing for a vigorous Sum- \

mer campaign. A few hours labor now, while i

the worms are young and small, and just as
|

they are preparing their nests, will be of great I

|

advantage to the trees, and will, perhaps, save
j

them from any serious depredations from their

}

i voracious enemies. I

The future of New Jersey, as a fruit produc-

ing State, is partially foreshadowed by the

Fourth Annual Report of the West Jersey

Growers' Association—for a copy of which wc
are indebted to William Parry of Cinnamin-

60D.

The locality of New Jersey, lying between

two of the largest commercial cities of this

country, is of great importance, as fruit can

be marketed without long transportation, aud
also commands the markets of New York aud

Philadelphia. Nature has done much for that

I State ;
giving her a soil admirably adapted to

small fruit—a sandy loam—w hich, w ith pecu-

liar advantages of climate, makes it one of the

best fruit sections of the country. Marl, a

wonderful fertilizer, is generously itistributed

through several of its Southern counties; and

this has contributed vastly to the fertility and

productiveness of the Suite.

Ttie Report, before us, is worthy of publi-

cation in our columns, furnishing information

to fruit culturists of considerable value ; illus-

trating the advantages of intelligent aud prac-

tical culture : exhibiting the skill and industry

of a few enterprising gentlemen, and showing

the progress made since the organization of

this Society. From its statistics wc learn that

in seven townships, 857 acres were cultivated

to strawberries, last year, producing 21,'J43

bushels, which yielded §H5,1G-4,G1. That is

a respectable sum for an annual crop, especi-

ally as last season was far from an average one.

An instance is given of an half acre producing

$000 worth of iruit—cultivated and growu in

hills, which is becoming the popular method

ot cultivation with some varieties. Tne gene-

ral method, in New Jersey, as elsewhere, is in

beds of from three to four feet in width, with

rows of plants one foot apart. The varieties

recommended by the Society, for their locality,

were the Downer, French, Albany, Agricul*

turist and Cutter. (Our preference for produc-

tiveness, and general marketable quality, is

the Albany.)

Raspberries do well on nearly all soils, and

are becoming a profitable market crop. There

are upwards of 150 acres in cultivation in five

townsliips in West Jersey. The average yield

last year was 28 busheis to the acre—not large.

The varieties are the Doolittle, Blackcap, Pur-

ple Cane, and the Philadelphia. Blackberries

are given much attention; upwards of 700

acres are in cultivation. Last season the price

averaged $0, 1 2 per bushel ; the entire crop of

seveu townships netted $63,793,60. The Law-
ton variety has been the favorite, but is not so

early as some others. The New Rochelle,

Dorchester and the Kittatinny are favorably

spoken of. Of currants, the Red Dutch,

Cherry aud La Versaillaise are pronounced

hardy, prolific and profitable. Nearly all

gooseberries mildew except Houghton's Seed-

ling. Grapes have not met growers' expecta-

tions. People wishing to know something

about grape failures should read the valuable

articles written for the Farm and luretide by
our special contributors. They, like ourselves,

believe the public has been swindled and led

astray long enough by speculative grape-vine

cormorants. Our advice is to cultivate native

varieties; leaving exotics to gentlemen of

wealth and shoddy.

This report concludes with statements rela-

tive to apple, pear, peach, cherry and quince

culture, as noted by the members of the soci-

ety ; also as regards the ripening, harvesting

and storing of fruit. Such publications are

valuable and practical.

Farmer's Boiler.—William A Hennesey,

Woonsocket, is the agent for the sale of Prin-

dle's "Agricultural Caldron and Steamer," for

cooking food for stock. It is highly recom-

mended by those who have used it.

The national trial of Agricultural imple-

ments, which was to have taken place at Utica,

New York, two weeks since, is postponed un-

til Autumn. The ground was too wet to afford

a fine trial of ploughs.

A Toad Undressing.—Audabon relates that he once saw a toad undressing himself, ne commenced by pressing his elbows hard against his sides

and rubbing downwards. After a few smart rubs, his hide began to burst open along his back. He kept on rubbing until he worked all Ins skin into

folds on his sides and hips ; then grasping one hind leg with both his hands, he hauled off one leg of his pants the same as anybody would, then strip-

ped off the other hind leg in the same way. He then took his east off skin forward between his forelegs into his mouth and swallowed it
;
then, by rais-

ing and lowering his head, swallowing it as his head came down, he stripped oS his skin underneath until it came to his forelegs, then grasping one of
those with the opposite hand, by a single motion of the head, and while swallowing, he drew it from the neck and swallowed the whole.
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A DREAM OF SUMMER.

BY JOHN G. WIIITTIETt.

Bland as the morning breath of June

The southwest breezes play

;

And, through Its haze, the Winter noon

Seems warm as Summer's day.

The snow-plumed Angel of the North

Has dropped his icy spear;

Again the mossy earth looks forth.

Again the Btreams gush clear.

The fox his hill-side cell forsakes.

The muskrat leaves his nook,

The blue bird in the meadow brakes

Is singing with the brook.

" Bear up, oh 1 mother nature 1" cry,

Bird, breeze, and streamlet free,

li Our "Winter voices prophesy

Of Summer days to thee !'

So, in those winters of the soul,

By bitter blasts and drear,

O'erswept from memory's frozen pole,

Will sunny days appear.

Reviving Hope and Faith, they show

The soul its living powers,

And how beneath the Winter's snow

Lie germs of Summer flowers!

The Night is Mother «f the Day,

The Winter of the Spring,

And ever upon old Decay

The greenest mosses cling.

Behind the cloud the starlight lurks,

Through showers the sunbeams fall;

For God, who loveth all His works,

Has left his Hope with all.

Fimitb Tale,

THE SECEET ROOM.

BY AKTHTJR HAMPTON.
\

It was midsummer—hot, arid midsummer.

!

Our regiment was stationed at the town of!

N . I had grown intensely weary of the
j

idle, inactive life we were leading. The days I

had become almost insufferably long and drea- j

Ty; a feeling of ennui and restlessness took!

possession of me, and I sighed for green
j

meadows, shady lanes, and the cool murmur
§

of rivulets. Leave of absence was easily ob-
j

tained
;
but, where should I go ? j

I more forcibly realized than ever before my

;

isolated life. I was alone in the world. No j

kindred to extend to me the kindly hand of;

greeting—no home to which my steps might;

turn. I had formed but few friendships among
j

my companions, for I had but little in common
j

with their levity and gayety.
j

It was at this time that I opportunely re-i

ceived a letter from an old friend of my father's,
j

residing in the wild and romantic district of;

West Carbury, in the Southern part of Ireland,
j

He wrote, begging me to pay him a visit, say-
j

Lug that nothing would give him greater plea-

j

sure than to welcome the son of his highly es-
j

teemed friend to his heart and home.

I confess to the weakness of a slight moisture

in my eyes upon the perusal of this affectionate
j

epistle. Those who are surrounded by myriads

of tried and true Mends may smile at this un-

manly manifestation ; but others in similar cir-

cumstances will understand the tide of feeling

that rushed to my heart, warming it to the

world and my fellow-men.

My preparations were soon completed, and

with a buoyancy of spirit, to which I had long

been a stranger, I started on my journey.

When I reached my destination, I could scarce

identify myself with the gloomy, morbid being

of a short time back.

As the carriage rolled slowly up the avenue,

I had ample opportunity of taking a survey of

the premises.

Glenrue was a large rambling mansion, seem-

ingly many centuries old. The right wing

only was inhabited, the left being much de-

cayed and covered with the green, clinging ivy.

The lawn was closely shaven and adorned with

shrubbery.

Mr. Glenn stood in the open doorway, and

in a few moments I was folded in his fatherly

embrace.
" God bless you, my boy !" he said, in a tone

full of emotion, "you are heartily welcome,

and we will do everything in our power to con-

tribute to your pleasure during your stay. I

will show you to your room, Harold," he con-

tinued, "and leave you to make preparations]

for dinner. We dine precisely at three, being
j

too unfashionable for your late English din-j

ners." 1

Alas ! If he had foreseen the sorrow and

!

misery that my coming brought, would not his
[

blessing have been turned into a curse, and he
;

sooner seen me fall dead at his feet than to =

j
have crossed his threshold ? But I am antici-

!

i pating. My room was cool and commodious,
j

j
and afforded a fine view of the distant moun-

j

\

tains, clearly defined against the deep blue sky.
\

i I was not at all addicted to a long and elabor-
j

! ate toilet, and had completed my preparations ]

! when Mr. Glenn made his appearance and led
j

j the way to the dining-hall. j

"My daughters, Harold! I hope you will

|

; become good friends," was the rather uncere-j

j
monious introduction as we entered, and we

j

I
were soon seated at the hospitable board, all

j

j
restraint being effectually banished by Mr. !

j
Glenn's frank manner and ready conversation. I

Edith Glenn, the elder of the two sisters,
j

: would have been generally termed a beautiful I

j woman. She wore a regal look, with her high I

;
white brow, raven hair, and daik, flashing!

! eyes, but there was an expression lingering

j

; around the chiselled lips that marred their
j

;
beauty. I

But Maud ! how can I describe her ? She
j

i was different from any woman that I had ever I

I met with. A soft charm, a nameless, unde-

!

j
finable something pervaded her every word

;

j asd acti on that was irresistibly attractive. The
j

j
heavy masses of golden hair, twined around

;

! the small, shapely head, seemed almost too
j

! heavy for the slight, drooping figure ; and the I

! eyes, half hid by their snowy lids and long

;

j lashes, reminded me of purple violets,

j When we repaired to the drawing-room,
j

! Maud seated herself on a low cushion and bent

j

\ over her embroidery. Edith, taking her stand j

! at the open window, beckoned me to her side j

;
with a bright smile.

"What do you think of our scenery, Mr. j

;
Ashley ? Are not some portions of it grandly

j

;
sublime?" I

"I can readily share your admiration, Missj

j
Glenn, for I have rarely, if ever, seen it

j

;
equalled," I replied.

j

; "You may wonder at our selecting such ai

j secluded situation, Harold ; we have resided !

j
here only the last few years. I have proved

j

j
by experience that the truest happiness is to be

j

; found in retirement." I

j
Mr. Glenn's countenance wore a troubled

j

I
look, and he sighed heavily as he spoke.

"You have quite a rambling building," I re-

1

;
marked. "Have you ever explored the un-i

! used left wing ? Is there not some weird tale
;

I
attached to it ?"

! " I believe there are some reports in regard;

\ to it," answered Mr. Glenn, "but I considered !

j them of no importance, and had never suffi-

;

1 cient curiosity to penetrate its gloomy re-
j

i cesses."
j

j
Conversing upon varied topics, my first eve-

j

I ning at Glenrue passed swiftly and pleasantly
\

|
away. Each coming day was replete with

;

I pleasure. We walked, rode, and sailed, and

!

! Maud would charm away the evenings by I

I warbling sweet songs, while her white fingers
\

j
swept the chords of her harrj.

| I loved Maud Glenn. That my love was re-
j

|
turned, I did not doubt. I read it in the droop-

I ing of the violet eyes, the varying color of the
|

I soft cheek, and the trembling of the little white
j

I hand when it chanced to meet my own.

\ One evening, as we stood together in the

1 recess of one of the large windows, with the

|
moonlight falling upon Maud's golden hair and

1 flooding the room with its pale light, I told her

| of my love.

1 She was far too frank and true-hearted for

I coquetry. She simply laid her hand in mine.

I I needed no other answer. For a long time

1 we stood there, talking of the future

—

our

Ifuture—when suddenly a shadow fell across

| the mooonlight upon the floor. I glanced

I around and caught a glimpse of Edith gliding

1 from the room. Her face was deadly pale,

I and her eyes had a strange, wild glitter. I en-

| deavor to reason myself into the belief that it

^ was the effect of my imagination, and in my

new-found happiness the remembrance soon I

faded from my mind. But when it was too late,
j

the circumstance returned with startling dis-f

tinctness.
. |

Oh! the gloriously happy days that fol-f

lowed ! How bright a dream to have so ter-

}

rible an awakening ! But why should I dwell
{

upon this blissful period; it but renders the|

gloom of the present deeper by contrast.

The fatal day was fast approaching which]

was to wreck my happiness forever. I

Mr. Glenn was a great sportsman, and one
j

fine morning as we lingered over the breakfast I

table he remarked—
]

"A glorious day for a hunt, Harold. It]

would be a good idea to take out our guns and |

dogs, and devote the whole day to the sport." [

I yielded a ready assent, and we were soon
\

equipped and off. We met with excellent sue-

1

cess, and returned to Glenrue late that night, j

after the household had retired, feeling quite
j

fatigued with our long tramp. I

Early the next morning I hurried to tkef

drawing-room, expecting to find Maud pre-j

pared for our accustomed before breakfast ram-

1

ble. But the room was empty, and I impa-

1

tiently seated myself in our favorite recess, I

thinking each moment to see the flutter of her f

white dress in the doorway, and hear her sweet
]

tones of welcome. Still she lingered ; and I

leaning my head upon my hands, I fell into a
j

pleasant reverie. I

" Awaiting Maud ? "
!

The words were lightly and mockingly spo-

1

ken. I started up. Edith stood before me, a
]

wild light in her eyes and a bitter smile curling |

her lip. |

"Listen," she continued, "now that my I

ends are accomplished and my revenge com-

1

plete, I have a revelation to make."

Her words and looks were totally incompre-

1

hensible, and I was about to speak, but she |

silenced me with a gesture. I

" Hear me through," she said, "and witness
j

my triumph. From the first moment that we [

met I loved you with a love that Maud's cold, j

gentle nature could never fathom. You would 1

have learned to love me in return, but shel

stepped between us, and I hated her for it.
|

While my heart was torn with conflicting emo-

1

tions, you two were happy ; but my time had 1

yet to come. My hate grew deeper day by day,
j

and I felt sooner than she should possess your I

love I would make any sacrifice. No one ever |

dreamed, nor did I reveal, that I had explored
j

the unused left wing and made the discovery =

of a secret room. It was a wonderful piece off

mechanism. By touching a small spring a]

door would fly back from the seemingly un-

1

broken surface of wall, revealing a room of
j

small dimensions. It was perfectly air-tight, 1

with solid double walls, through which no [

shriek or groan could penetrate. With the}

door closed upon a human being, life would

!

become extinct within fifteen hours. Doubt-

1

less it had had its scores of victims. My plans I

were all formed, and yesterday an opportunity
§

was presented to carry them into effect. 1

1

tempted Maud to this secret room, and while I

she was wonderingly surveying it, with her[

back turned to me, I stole away and touched

!

the spring ; the door flew back in its place, f

and I left her alone to darkness and death, j

All that night in imagination I heard her]

shrieks and moans and calls for help. Beheld I

her beating her hands against the wall, endeav-
j

oring to discover the spring, and pictured her [

despair at finding her attempts all in vain. But
[

there was no pity in my heart, for had she not I

robbed me of happiness?"
|

I stood before her as she spoke like some

!

statue, each terrible word falling upon my]
heart like lead, but without a realizing sense, j

"Do you not comprehend? Perhaps it 1

seems incredible. Then come and see." I

Like one in a hideous dream, I followed her j

almost mechanically as she led the way to the j

left wing. The key was applied to the rusty |

lock, the door swung back with a grating
]

sound, and we entered. |

Onward we went, up the creaking stairs and j

through the long corridors. At length she I

paused, and touching an almost concealed i

spring in the wall, a door flew back. I

Extended upon the bare floor, with her long
golden hair falling around her like a shroud,
lay Maud, my Maud, cold and dead. To spring
to her side and lift the drooping head to my
bosom was the work of a moment. I could
not believe that life was really extinct. I es-
sayed to lift the slight form to bear it to the
fresh air, but all things swam before my sight,

and I found oblivion from my wretchedness in

insensibility.

When I recovered consciousness I was lying
in bed in my own room, and the family physi-
cian of Glenrue bending over me.

"I am glad to find you better, Mr. Ashley,"
he said, cheeringly. "I hope you will soon
entirely recover."

The whole of the terrible past rushed upon
my mind with lightning-like rapidity.

" Have I been sick long ? " I asked.

"Several weeks," was the reply.

"Doctor," I said, "anything is preferable to

this torturing suspense. What of Maud ?
"

His tones were full of deep sadness, as he
replied

—

"We can but bow submissively to the Di-
vine will, Mr. Ashley, knowing ' He doeth all

things well.'
"

I had intuitively felt that all hope was over,

but the shock of having my worst fears con-

firmed was a bitter one.

"And Mr. Glenn and—" My lips could not

frame Edith's name, and the words died away.

"Mr. Glenn is also dead. Edith is hope-
lessly insane and confined in the asylum."

'

' Insane ?" I shudderingly ejaculated.

"I suppose you are not acquainted with Mr.
Glenn's early history, for he rarely spoke of it.

When young he was a great traveller, and
while sojourning in Italy, wedded an Italian

lady, very beautiful, but of a flerv, passionate

nature. She died insane, leaving one little

girl. Mr. Glenn returned to England, and
after the expiration of a few years again mar-
ried. His second wife was frail and delicate,

and in a short time he was again a widower
with two motherless daughters. Almost bro-

ken hearted and weary of the world, he came
to Glenrue, hoping to find in solitude some
balm for his wounded spirit.

He had long feared the development of this

terrible malady in his eldest daughter, but lit-

tle imagined it would be attended by such a
result. Upon the day of that sad occurrence,

Mr. Glenn was startled by a loud and piercing

shriek. The door or the left wing was found

open, and, guided by a second shriek, he hur-

ried to whence he thought the sound proceeded.

In that fatal room you were discovered lying

insensible by Maud's lifeless body, with Edith

bending over you. From her ravings it was

comprehended that in a fit of iusanity she had

immured her sister within a living tomb, and

when all was over, acquainted you with the

awful fact. Mr. Glenn never recovered from

the shock. Her name was the last upon his

lips."

As he concluded, I averted my head, and

endeavored to shut out light, sound, and even

thought.

My constitution was strong and vigorous,

and I recovered rapidly. In a few weeks I

turned my back upon the scene of this terrible

tragedy, and left Glenrue forever.

Educate Youbself.—Learn but one simple

fact in science or the arts each day, and then

count each day's gain by weeks and years;

and you will store up an amount of useful

knowledge that will surprise you, not only by

its amount, but by the ease with which you

will attain it all. Books, periodicals, and pa-

pers are cheap and easy to be obtained ; and

it is your own application that must lay hold

of this knowledge that is so freely presented to

you, and appropriate and supply it to your

own use and for your own benefit.

It is not what we eat, but what we digest,

that makes us fat ; it is not what we make,

but what we save, that makes us rich ; it is not

what we read, but what we remember, that

makes us wise.

Home.—What other Saxon word of four letters suggests stronger or more varied imagery? To the thirsting traveler in the tropics it brings back
the trickling of cold water, and the creak of the well sweep at his father's shaded door. The sea-boy shuts it firmly in his heart as he rocks on the giddy
mast. The western emigrant hastens to nail the last board on his shanty that he may speak it again to his wife and little ones. It contents the Green-
lander as he creeps into his subterranean cell, and the Switzer climbing to his lodge among the cliffs. Why does yonder fair school airlfly with such a
fairy foot ? She is packing her trunk for home. What kindles such exultation on the student's brow as he "mounts the rapid car ? Home and vacation.
Side by side in the soul of the sick voyager, returning to his native land to die, are two words, home and heaven.—Mrs. Sigourney in Educator.
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AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

So great is the demand tor the Osage plant

for fencing purposes, that the price has recently

risen from two and a half to four dollars per

thousand, in the State of Illinois.

In Northern Ohio sheep have wintered poor-

ly. Fodder unusually scarce.

A farmer in Vermont thinks milkweed ma}-

be made useful for soiling cows. He says the

cows eat them eagerly, aud he is of the opin-

ion the)- increase the milk.

The wheat crop in the valley of the Shenan-

doah never looked better at this time of the

year.

Some farmers sell two crops in the Winter.

In the fore part it is hay, in the latter part hides.

Upwards of 30,000 barrels of flour are ship-

ped from California monthly—paying the Pa-

cific Mail Steamship Company for freight,

$100,000.

Fruit trees have come forward rapidly under

the warm sun of the past few days, and are

looking well.

Reports from Maine say that the young

grass, wheat and cereals are looking finely,

and give great promise of abundance.

Egg plants should not be set out before the

end of the present month. If they are, they

must be carefully protected at night. Nothing

is gained in earliness of the crop, and much
may be lost, as a cool night or two will throw

them back two weeks. They are very sensi-

tive in this wa}r
, and even when planted on

the first of June, cool nights should be guard-

ed against.

A farmer in Iowa destroyed the grub-worms

that were destroying his corn, by catching a

lot of moles and putting them into the corn

field. The moles may be caught by the use of

cow's horns with the pith out.

The Maine Farmer understands that it is in

contemplation to dike a portion of the im-

mense marshes in Scarboro', so that instead of

raising thatch, good English hay may be sub-

stituted. It is stated that from fifteen hundred

to two thousand acres of land can be thus

changed at a trifling expense.

40,000 bushels of wheat were shipped from

Liverpool to New York in one week in April.

The National Horse Fair at Springfield,

Mass., is to be August 27th, 28th and 20th.

The firm of Barber & Hawley, the largest

manufacturers of agricultural implements in

Illinois, have failed.

The farmers of New Hampshire are com-
plaining greatly of the scarcity of hay and grain

and the dearth of potatoes, which are obtained

with difficulty for planting purposes.

There is a great scarcity of fodder for the ani-

mals in the eastern townships of Canada, and

the cattle are dying by hundreds for wrant of

food.

The crops in Florida were never more prom-

ising.

A Boston man has a henery at Barnstable

which covers ten acres of ground.

Always set a post fence over a ditch or near

good drainage, and the posts, always remaining

dry, will last many years longer tha n those

standing in wet subsoil.

The Worcester Co. (Mass.) cheese factory,

at Southbridge, turns out ten cheeses per day,

each weighing 75 to 80 pounds.

A series of experiments by Captain Joseph

Davis of Baldwinsville, Mass., has proved that

barren apple trees may be made to bear plenti-

fully and an excellent quality of fruit, by gird-

ling them when in full bloom. The bark must

be cut away in a strip two inches wide, care be-

ing taken not to injure the wood. Trees, treat-

ed in this manner, soon heal over, and have the

appearance of being grafted.

The cattle plague rages in Holland, necessi-

tating a great destruction of animals. In one

district there was such a strong opposition by
the peasants, who had a religious objection to

the destruction of the cattle, that the soldiers

were obliged to fire, by which two men were
killed and two more wounded.

The herd of Jersey cattle owned by J. L.
j

Hurd of Concord, Mass., w as sold at auction,
j

on the 8th, but the prices obtained were not up
\

to expectation. Belle, a five year old, brought I

$425, and a few heifers $250 apiece, but the j

average price was not above $165.

The crops in Georgia never looked more 1

promising than now, especially the cereals.
|

The wheat crop is large and vigorous, and will

;

be ready for the harvest in a few days.

A BACKWARD SEASON.

The Spring of 1 807 is the most backward I

we have had for several years. The month of
j

May has exhibited but little sunshine. There
]

has been a succession of rainy and cloudy
f

j
weather. During the first sixteen days of the

]

|
month five and a half inches of rain fell, and

\

\ the amount has been considerably increased!

i
since the Kith. Planting operations have been

[

I much retarded, and farmers are a little dis- j

! couraged at the prospect. Early planted corn
j

|
has rotted in the earth, and the fields must be

j

: re-planted. |

|

The only encouraging features of such a I

;

Spring are, the weather has been very favora-

1

i ble for grass and fruit. From all parts of the |

j

country com* reports of great promise for |

i each. I

WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
WHOLESALE MARKET.

There has been a reaction in th<" market for breadstuffs n»
compared with the previous month. 1'rees of flour and wheat
have rapidly declined ; corn haH iiurhiHird violently, and oatH
have been In active speculative request, and have advanced
frotn four to live cents a bushel.
Low grades of Hour have been pressed on the market, and

Lhere has been almost a panic. Speculative holders hare felt a
strong disposition to realize, but could only do so by submitting
to a large abatement. The large arrlvnls at thu lake ports, and
the heavy prospective supply of California flour, have induced
the trade to hold off, and the bunlneBS of the week has been
very light. Our present stock of flour Is estimated at 160,000
barrels, which is a fair supply. Most grades are from fifty to
seventy-live cents lower than last week. The market doses
unsettled.
Corn meal has been offered more freely, and has declined

about twenty-five cents a barrel.
Rye flour has declined, hut has been (mite active.
W heat baB declined from six to eight cents a bushel, with a

very limited demand from millers. The slock here is estimated
to be about 600,000 bushels, and a like amount Is known to be
on the way to this coast from California, which checks business.

THF farm and fireside a xi> the
PATRIOT FOR &I.OO PER YEAR.

For the sum of four dollars, paid in advance, we wi
send the Kaum AND Fireside and the Woonsocket Patkio
for one year. The subscription price of the latter, alone, is

$2.50. Tin: Patriot is an old established family newspaper,

with the largest circulation of any country journal in New
England. S. S. FOSS, Publisher,

Woonsocket, R. I.

|
Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OF THE

T 33, ID IE .

j
THE PROPRIETORS OF TUE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

I COMPANY became fully convinced, several years ago, that

|
consumers of Tea and Coffee were paying too many and loo

! large profits on these articles uf every day consumption, and
{therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
|
PANY, to do away, as far as possible, with these enormous
drains upon the Consumers, and to supply them with these

I
necessaries at the smallest possible price.

| To give our readers an Idea of the profltB which have been

]
made In the Tea trade, we will start with the American houses,

j
leaving out of the account entirely the profits of thu Chinese
factors.

1st. The American House In China or Japan makes largo
prollts on their sales or skipmenIs—and some o! the richest re-
tired merchants in this country have made their immense for*
tunes through their houses in China.

2d. The banker makes large prollts upon the foreign ex-
change used In the purchase of Teas.

3d. The Importer makes a proflt of 30 to GO per cent In many
cases.

4th. On Its arrival It Is sold by the cargo, and the Pnrchaser
sells to the Speculator In invoices of l,ouu to 2,000 packages, ai
an av ernge profit ot about 10 per cent.
6th. The Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In

llamag£s. j

In Woonsocket, 16th inst., by Rev. Robert Murray, Mr. Her- I

man Lange, of New York, to Miss Anna Marty, of Woonsocket.
|

In Coventry, 19th inst., Mr. Elisha D. Sayles, of Pascoag, to
|

Mrs. Mary E. Spink, of Washington, R. I.

In New York, 9th inst., Brevet Major Charles T. Greene, U. I

S. Army, Bon of Major-General Geo. S. Greene of Rhode Island, =

to Miss Abby A. Hull, of Jamaica Plain.

In West Medway, 11th inst., Mr. Geo. W. Peckham, to Miss
|

Lucina Darling, both of Medway.

In Upton, April 14, by Adin Ballon, Marcus M. Darling, of ;

Uxbridge, to Malissa E. Weet, of Upton.

In Oxford, 10th inst.. Mr. Orrin B. Chaffee to Miss Sarah |

Doughty. |

Sheaths,

In Smithiield, on the loth inst., Mr. Alfred Angell, in the 71st i

year of his age. \

i* In Albion village, Smithiield. 13th inst., Eddie M., son of Mason r

and Martha r reeman, aged 13 years, 1 month and 16 days. \

In Lonsdale, on the 8th inst., Annie, daughter of Francis and =

Mary A. Cuttler, aged 19 years.

In Olneyville, 19lh inBt., James Murray, in the 67th year of;
his age. \

" " " ' """

In North Providence, 12th inst., Martha, wife of James Win- S P ° U T H ANNUA
terbottom, in the 63d year of his age. ;

In Providence, 17th inst., Hartford B. Billings, in the 54th :

year of his age. 20th Inst., Shubael Hutchins, in the 71st year =

of his age. I

In Chariestnwn, 27th ult., Preserved Davis, in the 93th year =

of his age. Mr. Davis was employed in drawing the first load \

of timber used in the erection of "the Slater Mill at Pawtucket— =

the first cotton mill ever erected in America.—an event he often :

alluded to in his later life.

Advertisements.

FOR SALE-—AYRSHIRE BULL " JOHN ALDEN." four-
teen months old. Color, mahoganv and white. Pedigree

given. HENRY T. BROWN.
Arnold Mills, Cumberland, R. I.

May 2.7, 1867. Sw-20

E. BARRETT & CO.,

Proprietors of the

RHODE ISLAND AGRICULTURAL WARE HOUSE,

are now prepared to take orders for

600 Premium Horse Hoes, the best in the world.

100 Knitlins, new, one and two horse Mowing Machines, which

are unsurpassed by any in the market, and warranted.

50 Union two horse Mowers, warranted.

10 Perry's new Gold Medal Mowers.

100 Whitcomb's Wheeled Rakes, improved.

100 Horse Forks, all good kinds.

10 Garfield's new Hay Tedders.

100 Mounted Grindstones.

500 doz. Hand Rakes of various kinds.

400 " Scythes, from the best makers.

200 " Snaths, new and old patents.

200 " Hay Forks, Balcheller <fc Sons' make.

100 Revolving Horse Rakes, and all kinds of first class Farming

Tools and Seeds. Send in your orders early and they shal

be filled promptly.

Providence, R. I.

May 25, 1867. tf-°0

L FAIR OF THE

In Warren, R. I., on the 14th inst., Capt. Christopher Mason,
aged 59 years.

In Oxford, 10th inst., Mary Phipps, daughter of Moses Phlpps,
formerly of Webster.

In North Killingly, Ct., 3d inst., Logan Shelly, aged 60 years. !

In East Killingly, Ct., 12th inst., Betsey, wife of Samuel Tay-

1

lor, aged 58 years.

In New York, May 18, Elbridge Gerry, aged 73 years, Bon of ;

Elbridge Gerry, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, f

The Markets,

NEW ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rhode Island Society for the Encourage-

ment of Domestic Industry,

= lines at a profit of 10 to 15 per cent.
| 6th. The Wholesale Tea Dealer sells It to the Wholesale
= Grocer in lots to suit the trade, ut \ profit of about 10 per cent.
= 7th. The Wholesale Grocer Bells it to the Retail Dealer at a
= profit of 16 to 25 per cent.
I 8tb. The Retailer sells It to tho Consumer for all the profit he
z can get.

| When you have added to these eight profits as many broker-

|
ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and add the

| original cost of the Tea, it will be perceived what the consumer

I has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell so

I very much lower than small dealers.

= We propose to do away with all these various profits and
= brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with

I the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to our
i correspondents in China and Japan, one cartage, and a small

| profit to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will amply pay us.

I Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the coun-
= try, consumers in all parts of the United States can receive

I their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense
= of transportation) as though they bought thtm at our Ware-

| houses in this city.

| Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to get up a

I club. The answer is simply this: Let each person wishing to

\ join in a club say how much lea or coffee he wants, and select

= the kind and price from our Price List, us published in the pa-

mper or in our circulars. Write the namts, kind, and amounts

j plainly on a list, and when the club is complete send it to us by

: mail and we will put each party'B goods In separate packages,

| and mark the name upon them, with the cost, eo there need be

\ no confusion in their distribution—each party getting exactly

= what he orders aud no mure. The cost of trans,portalion tho

I members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

= The funda to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by drafts

= on New-York, by Post Office money orders, or by Express, as

\
may suit the convenience of the Club. Or if the amount order-

| ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, if desired, send the goods by

|
Express, to " collect ou delivery."

\ Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party

j getting up the club. Our profits are smull, but w e will be as

\ liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary pack-

j
age for Clubs les3 than 1*30.

|
Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon

I
getting them pure and fresh, ns they come direct from the

I Custom-House stores to our warehouse.

: The Company have selected the following kinds from their
j
Btock, which they recommend to meet the wants of ClubB.

f They are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Company sell

j them in New-York, as the list of prices will show.
All goods sold are warrented lo give satisfaction.

J'RICE JLIST :

YOUNG HYSON (Green), fcOc, 9oc, $1, SI 10, best $1 25 ^ lb.
GREEN TEAS, 8uc, yoc, $1, $1 lu, best $1 25 %f lb.
MIXED, 7oc, bOc, yuc, best ail y lb.
JAPAN, 41, $1 10, baet $1 25 y lb.
OOLONG tBlack), 70c, 60c, 9uc, best $1 ^ lb.

j On Tuesday, AVcdncsday^ Thursday and Friday, | ENGLWH
L
tKEAK^'iliT*BlacK')^SI)c., 90c., 81, il 10, best,

GUHPOWblik (Green), $1 25, btst, $1 50.

ON TUE GROUNTJS OV THE

XA1CIIAGAXSJSTT PARK ASSOCIAX I OS,\

CRANSTON, near PEOVinENCE, R. I.,

SEPTEMBER 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th, 1867.

THE PREMIUM LIST WILL AMOUNT TO NEARLY

§10,000.

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending May 24,1867.]

FABM PRODUCTS, FtTI'.L, &C.

Hay ton $50
Straw ^ ton $20
Coal $ ton $10 50al2 50
Oats & bush $1 00

Wood W cord $6a9 50
Beans quart 15c
Potatoes 1.10
Onions 1.00

GROCERIES, &C.
Flour $16, 18al9 211 I Raisins 22h25c
Corn Meal $1 35 Molasses e? gal 60a95c
Rye $1 50

]
Y. H. Tea *1 20

Saleratus. I0al5c 1 Black Tea 80ca$l 10
Kerosene Oil 64c 1 Oil g*l *1 00
CheeBe lb 24 c Fluid gal $1 00
Butter y lb 40a;:5c 1 Candles #lb .25a45c
Codllsh 8c I Eggs lb doz 30c
Java Coffee lb 25a5Uc Lard lb 16nclH
Mackerel, new 10al2c

|
Sugar %? lb 14al8c

MEA.T8, Ac.
BeefSleak 25a:i0c I Hams 16al8c
Beef, corned 12al6c Poultry 2Ua2sc
Tongues, clear 25c

I
Shoulders 15c

Mutton i. 12al6c 1 Sausages 20c
Veal 16a20c Tripe 12c
Pork, fresh 16a20c

|
Pork, salt I8c

EEIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
May 22, 1P67.

At market for the current week: Cattle, 1333; Sheep and
Lambs 5045. Swine, 1800.
Prioeb. Beef Cattle—Extra, S?14.50r? $15.00; first quality, 1

$13.25 rt.*14.U0; second quahtv, $12.50*.* $13.00 ; third quality, I

[ 100 IbB (the total welghtof hides, tallow arid \$11.00(4$H
dressed beef.)
Country Hides, 9^10c lb. Country Tallow 6M<3,7c ^ m.
Brighton Hides, lOu^lO^c. # lb; Brighton Tallo'w, 7>S@&c

Lamb Skins, 5Cc each ; Wool Sheep Skins, $2 25fa 2 75.
Calf Skins, 20(^220 ^ lb. Sheared Shpi-p Skins. 25c each.
The trade has not been very active, and there were but a few

cattle except Western oneB in market. The quality Is not bo
good as those of last week. Prices have fallen oil* ^ lb
upon some grades.
Working Oxen—Sales at $175 to $300 per pair. But a few

pairs In market. Not an active demand.
Milch Cows—Sales extra at $9Uall0; ordinary $65®$80.—

Store Cows $48a53.
Sheep and Lambs.—The supply is large. Most of them be-

ing Western which were taken direct to the slaughter houses
from the cars. We quote sales at from 6 to 9J<c W lb.
Swine—Wholesale, 0J<cts ^ lb.

; retail. 9M&10 eta ^ lb.
Fat Hogs—1600 at market; prices, 15i@&kLc. per pound.

Arrangements have been made with the various Railroad
j

Companies, to run their Cars, containing Stock, Ac, directly
\

to the Fair Grounds.
There are ample accommodations within the grounds for

j

Horses and Live Stock, and onw of the best Mile Tracks for fast
\

time In the world.
A large number of the most celebrated horses In the country

j

have been promised as competitors for the very liberal prem-

!

iums that will be offered, and the best breeders of full blood!
cattle and horses have determined to make this the finest and i

most extensive exhibition of Live Stock lhat has ever been held \

In New England. \

A detailed Programme of Premiums, Ac, will be distributed
j

at an early day.

|
GEO. B. LORING, of Salem, I WILLIAM SPRAGUE, of So. I

President, Kingston. R. I., President,
DANIEL NEEOHAM, of Bob- | WM. K. STAPLES, of Frovi-

j

ton, Secretary, 1 dence, Secretarj't
of the N. E. Agricultural Soc'y.

|
of the R. I. Society, i

THE NARRAGANSETT PARK,

I which has been projected and laid out by Col. AMASA Spraoue,
\

\ Is an enclosure of about eighty acres o'f land, beautifully local- i

i ed In Cranston, near PROVIDENCE, R. I., and accessible i

both by Steam and Horse Cars. The grounds are surrounded i

j

by a substantial and ornamental fence, twelve feet high.

THE GRAND STAND

i
is unsurpassed In architectural beauty, by any structure fori

:
similar purposes. It is about three hundred and fifty feet In i

length, and contains Drawing Rooms for both Ladies and Gen- i

tlemen; Restaurants, with cooking appnratus attached; Com- i

mittee Rooms; Exhibition Rooms; Club Rooms; and accom- i

modatlon, under cover, for seating over five thousand per- i

sons.
THE STABLES.

Forty commodious and airy stables have already been erect- i

ed, and others, together with good and Biibstantiol sheds for alii
live stock that may be received for exhibition, are in process of \

completion.
WATER.

An ample supply of pure Spring Water will be provided fori
every department, and thu best of hay, grain, Ac, for feeding,

i

THE TRACK
has been constructed on the most Improved plans, undpr the
supervision of skilled engineers, and is precisely one mile in
length, three feet from the pole, and It is pronounced by the
best judges to bo In ull respects superior to any track In the
country.
May '17, 1867. I9tf

I
These Teas are chosen for their intrinsic worth, keeping In

i
mind health, economy, and a high degree of pleasure In drtnk-

|
ing them.
Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal satis-

I
faction, and Buit all tastes, being composed ot the best Foo-

j Cbow Blacks and Moyune Greens. English Breakfast is not

I
recommeuded, excepting to those who have acquired a taste for

; that kind of Tea, although it is the iinest Imported.

Customers can save from 5Cc. to % I per lb by purchasing their

; Teas of the

THi: GJtEAT AMElllCAS TEA CO.,
NOS. 31 and 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Post-Office Box No. 5,643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

Ground Coffee, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, best 40c per pound.
Hotels. Saloons, Boarding-housekeepers, and families who use
large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article by us-
ing our i

1 : Breakfast aud Dinner Coffee, which we sell at
the low price of 3(Jc. per pound, and warrant to give perfect
satisfaction.

Club Orders.
Wasuington, Pa., Nov. 10. 1S66.

To the Great American Tea Company,
Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-sL, Jiew-York.

Gents : I forward you my luurth order and could have
doubled It if I had collected any, as your Teas take the lead in
the market, we feel It a Baying of $1 per pound. Please accept
my thanks for the complimentary package. Address by Ex-
presB, Martin Luther, Washington, Pa.

MARTIN LUTHER.
10 (b Young Hyson, In pound packages at $1 25 $12 60
5 lb Young hyson Dallas Jackson....at 1 25.... 6 50
2 lb Young Hyson Henry Herrick at 1 25.... 2 50
2 lb Young Hyson George Murphy at 1 25 2 60
1 in Young Hyson E. Dye at 1 25.... 1 26
2 lb Young Hyson Samuel Decker at 1 25 2 60
1 lb Young Hyson Samuel Amon at 1 25*... 1 26
1 lb Young Hyson Henry Wheatley...at 1 25 1 26
7 lb Young Hyson Morgan Hayes at 1 25.... 8 75
2 lb Young Hyson John Nattcn at 1 25.... 2 50
4 tli Young Hyson Mark Combs ut 1 25.... 6 00
2 lb Young Hyson John Allen at 1 25.... 2 60
8 lb Young Hyson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 00
2 lb Oolong, best Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 00
2 lb Young Hyson O. Bayland at 1 25.... 2 50
2 lb Oolong, beBt O. Bayland at 1 00 2 00
2 lb Young Hyson J. Ricldein at 1 25 2 50
2 lb Young Hvson Mr. Guyton at 1 25 2 60
2 It) Young Hyson Edward Murphy. ..at 1 25.... 2 60
2 tb Young Hyson Mrs Murphy at 1 25 ... 2 60
6 lb Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00 6 00
2 tb Oolong, best Separate package...at 1 00 2 00
6 tb Ground Coffee Separate package... at 35.... 1 75

$84 00

We call special notice lo the fact that ourVefley-st. Store
Is at Nos. 31 and 33 Ve&ey-st., corner of Church-st.—large
doculx 6TOEE. 3m-8

A Child beginning to read becomes delighted with newspapers, because he reads of names and tilings which are very familiar, and lie will make a

_ by Lw-
siderate and more easily governed. How many thoughtless young men have spent their earnings in a tavern, who ought to have been reading. How many
parents who never spent twenty dollars for books would gladly have given thousands to reclaim a son or daughter who had fallen into temptation !
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MANAGEMENT OE LAMBS.

j There is unquestionably force in Pottle's ob- f Choice Stock.—K. G. "White, the famous
j

goura down co.'s patent

Ijection to stubbles. Whether they ever pro- f
breeder, of South Framingham, Mass., has|

Iduce sore mouth, as some believe, is very [now on his farm twelve Short Horns, fifty
|

| doubtful ;
they certainly have never affected I South Down Sheep, and forty Suffolk and Es-

1

f our'tegs in that way,—but they cut off wool [sex Swine. Persons in want of good stock
|

SheenWashTobacco
The following extracts

,

are taken from arli-, -
aud and thm il)jure | wU1 do weli to visit Mr. White,

cles contributed by Dr. Randall to the Rural
f^ appeara^e in points where » fasMon"|

New 1 orker : I
}g ^ exactmg. I

Culture of the Dahlia.—A great many

docking and oastbation. j „„_„„™._,™-__™ { dahlias were killed by frost last Winter.

THE liEBT KNOWN EE11EDY FOE

:
TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT

should be used by all Farmers on

iSHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

Mr. Baker docks and castrates lambs at six
j

rp0 (jDEE Sheep from Jumping.—A cor-f

to ten days old ;
Btowd, Heyne, Rich and

j
respondent of the Ohio Farmer gives the fol-

1

Saxton, at four weeks old ; D. Clapp, at three
[ lowing curious account of the method adopt

I Those persons who have succeeded in saving
. , ill • -i n i

.- = E3?~ This pure preparation has been successfully used for
I the tubers, should consider themselves lortu-= ', '

, .. . . . _ .

'

: ' = years, and never fails to produce the desired eilcct when used

Some florists make a practice of sprout- f according to directions.

weeks; A. H. Clapp and Wright, at three or| eci by ijim i0 prevent his sheep from jump-

1

nate.

ing the tubers early in a hot-bed frame, or|

four weeks, but Clapp does not perform both
] ;ng t]le fences of his pasture : " I want to tell

j

1 green-house, and then setting them out in the
|

operations at the same time ;
Elithorp docks l vou about my jumping sheep and how I broke j

places where they are to stand. This is

at one or two weeks, and castrates at eight
; j tnem . I got them in a pen built sufficiently

f

Gregory docks at washing, and castrates at
j ]arge to hold them. I then caught the ring-

1

the]

the|

| dahlia is eminently an Autumnal flower, and
[

best way to obtain early blooms, but

the finest blooms are generally obtained from | vines.

It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

It kills TICKS on Sheep.

It cures SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

It kills all VEP.MIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and

| the henery are very great as compared with

I ordinary barn yard manure, yet many farmers,
j

i POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

shearing ; Hammond docks at two weeks and \ leaders, one at a time, and made a small hole I , ,

. , lC tit i n„ j„„v „„a o„o i. , ri ;
'

, -, . , I those tubers, the sprouting of which has been =

castrates at four ; the Marshalls dock ana cas-
j in each ear. I then took a cord or string and = °

\ ssr For foot-rot it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

trate at from six to fifteen days ;
Pitts, at from

| nm through the holes in the ears together, j

delayed
J_
™^ = _ j

one to four weeks ;
Pottle, at from one to

j c]ose enough to keep them from working their I I'-WT one pound of this Extract win make Twelve

three weeks, according to the " strength and I ears ; I then let them out and they are as j
The propuctive power of the droppings off gallons of Wash, and contains the strength of 3. i

vitality " of the animal ; Sanford, at two | cm ;e t as any sheep."

weeks
;
Wilcox, at one or two weeks, but does

j

not perform the operations together. Our own
j L . Munson, of Manchester, Vermont, had I with a score or two of fowls, take little or no

j

views as to time, manner, appropriate weather,
} thirty-four sheep killed in one day by dogs re- j Pains t0 preserve and apply it to the purposes

j

&c, are given in the Practical Shepherd. jcently. |
of vegetable production. It is an excellent

j

| dressing for gardens, and will repay, a hundred
|
habxow, Bangor, Me.

1 fold, the care and expense of preserving and I
March 9> 186S-

misceiktt^ _ _ l£r:ll!Z!.I:
FA03S ABOBT'CffiEFEB, " I ^ is estimated that in the counties of Half- [produce and commission herchanis

—
[ fax, Spottsylvania, Franklin, and Henry, in j

oasii advances made on consignments.

The coffee trade of Boston is less than one
| Virginia, and Rockingham and Casswell, in 1233 state street, and 130 central street, Boston

half of what it was ten years ago. We can-
j
jrortn Carolina, the tobaoco now on hand is I

JAMES F. LEVIN,
23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

For sale by Kendall & Wiiitney, Portland, Me. fr. s.

KILLING TICKS ON SHEEP.
|

All concur that dipping the lambs in a de-
j

coction of tobacco, strong enough to kill ticks,
f

is the most effectual mode of removing these
|

parasites from the flock. The time of our cor-
j

respondents' dipping them varies from two or 1

three days to two weeks after shearing the I

dams. We prefer the latter time, so that all I not understand this decline, and that while the
j worth $ 12,000,000. The crop of Spottsylva-

[

the ticks on the ewes shall have had time to
j
molasses and sugar sales, and the general gro- f nia alone ig placecl at $3,000,000. These esti-

j

get (as thev will) on the lambs.

[
of coffee have so rapidly diminished. The

| son8 mterested in the matter.

1 war, and the substitutes now used for coffee, I »,

SIMONDS & CO., Fitzwilliam, N. H.

4m-we-9

New England Agents for the

NONPARIEL FRENCH GUANO.

j
eery trade has so largely increased, the receipts

j mates are^ on careful researches of per-
j J££™ andmi^"~~,nthemar

WEANING LAMBS.

Baker weans lambs at three months old,
j wil! EOt accomlt for it all, for the imports had j

making it a point to do so "during the dark of
| Degun to fall off before the commencement of j

the moon," as they will not bleat as much for
j hostilities. The heavy duties imposed on cof- j

their dams in dark as in light nights; Brown, I feei during and since the war, (when before 1

to prevent all in-

I sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without burn-

= ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
= stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

•A trot between the celebrated
I
permanently enrich the soil.The Turf.

Dexter and a bay mare belonging to Mr Alden [ peioe S60 pee ton.

Goldsmith of Orange county, N. Y. , and gener-
j ^ Send for Circular fuU particulars.

. ally known as the Goldsmith mare, for a purse j
Z^rch 9, 1867.

the Clapps, Elithorp, Rich, Sax on and Wil-
J
that period it was a free article,) the deprecia- 1 of^3000 mile heats best three in five in har-

!

cox, at four months; Hammond, from three -

% tiou of oul. cmTency, and various other causes,!

3m-we-9

Dexter won in three straight hea ts in 2.
[

! 28J, 2.32 and 2.28. |
Rhodes' super, phosphate,

the standard manure
Foe Soluble Piiospuoeic Aold. Vai.tj.ujle foe

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS.

•

I ness, came off Wednesday, at Middletown, N. \

and a half to four months
;
Heyne, from thiee 1 perhapSj carried up St. Domingo coffee from | Y

to four months ; the Marshalls, frorn four to
1 7| cents per pound in 1858 to 30 and 40 cents

j

four and a half months ;
Potile, from three to

j in 1884 . java from j 3 cents pel. p0un(j in
'

three and a half months
;
Sanford, five months

; ;

1 1858 t0 55 cents ia 1864 . j ^ ^^ ^ ^ WooD0HU<JKg _
Wright from four and a half to five months.

f
The enormous advance in one of the most

| Qet a j of arsenic from a img stor6) and
We prefer four months, but might shorten 01 juniversal articles of consumption in the coun- j ™ '

of small le and ch each |

extend the time according to circumstances.
{

tly> caussd a greatly decreased use of the
j &Jf of ^ poison by cutting | poTT3 &^ ^ h/j-

TEGS PASTURAGE AFTER WEANING. |
genuine article, and a Substitution Of roasted

| out a j from tQe applej and after putting
\ Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Evan Pcgh, late Presl-

- and £n"OUlld DeaS. barlev. l'ice. Chickorv. &C 5 . 1 .1 1 „„„i„ 1 dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this

A lamb is called a te«- after weaain"- and I
o 1^"" 1^*=>

.
^w-i

, % the arsenic m, plug the apple up again, and f Manure ia D0W 6 ;, fmly est^usted, it is unnecessary to say

thenceforth until it is shorn at the usual' time, t
St Domingo coffee is a favorite article in

j the dose is ready. Roll these apples into Mr.
{

more than that » i8T^X^^^^ tegs !
England families, and twenty years ago

| Chuck's burrows as far as you can send them- = — - ~™ • »«^
has been the subject of considerable discussion,

I«sed to sell for about six cents per pound at
j half a dozen or so in each hole-and you wm

f

and^in hue condition for drming.

and conseauentlv doubt in England we put = wuolesale - 0ur imports once from the island
; soon clear the camp and see no more of your

j
^Farmers, when purchasing, would do wen to get the

, .„ . ' . .' \a~L„ri a„t a I of Hayti alone used to exceed 70,000 bags per I pnemv t Rhodes' super phosphate.
the following question to our correspondents : =

J
'

6 1
1
enemy.

f

.,_ . . . . i„„,io 1 annum, or 20,000 bags more than we now re- = "
! yarnall a trimble,

Do you prefer to put tegs on pasture lands, 1 .
' „ . . , , . . i , „ , , v i

t , P t „ » T.„ 1,„„ I Ceive from all foreign and COaStWISe ports COm- I A srenlleman, residing near KOChCSter, JN. \ General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.
or on the after-growth of meadows ? Baker =

6 1, ° > *
. . i ., e -, ibined. We suppose that there has been no-:Y., raised carrots at the rate of 1,381 bushels! 413 south wharves.

prefers, if the season is wet and the feed good, = . .

1

1

. „ § ' .

• . ' |
'

., i t % diminution m the consumption of nominal cof- s to the acre. He planted them in drills one: March 23, 1S67
to return them to the pasture they are used to ; =

, I . t , . i'
, i,. . . „ . . =

'

Brown, the Clapps, Elithorp, Hammond, the I

fce m the Unlt
f

&tat

f
s

'
bu

'
on tbe c°ntr

f\
a

I
foot aPar^

th™*d t0 four
»f

e

f,

m tbe
I
==,

Marshalls, Pitts, Saxton and Wilcox, prefer I
8reat m™> but where P°™ds of the

|
drills, and cultivated them carefully through-

j ^ ^ }
,

'

. ., • i nnrft coftKfi liPiTV were used in 1860. not. ex- 1 nnr. thr> season I
^--^-^w ^^»»».

the after-growth of meadows ; Pottle prefers

pasture if fresh and good; Rich, good pas-

|

ture ; Sanford would prefer good, fresh pas-
|

ture, but not having it al that season, uses the 1
Senume

aaer-growthof meadows; Wright thinks he I
burnt coffee no longer saluted the nostrils as| ~

"

T" T'
would prefer good pastures if fed close and al- I

>'ou °Pened 7°"^ neighbor s door, nor were the
|

Island.
, :.

•

.. . j u in r> m hi,a„ f„ = early slumbers disturbed by the noisy coffee |

lowed to start up fresh ; E. O. Clapp hkes to = > ,...„„ '

wheat stub-

1

mi!1 of y°ur own domicil - But few families,
\
agricultural implements.-a.

419 Penn. Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

3rn-ec-ll

great increase, but where ten pounds of the
f drills, and cultivated them carefully through- [

j
pure coffee berry were used in 1860, not ex- { out the season. j

! ceediug three or four pounds are used in 1867. I
|

During the war none but the rich used the \ ^ -. . » , , , I

coffee-beny, the aromatic odor ot\J!j>uV$tt%SXn$ jaejKSnmem*

"

J.
HICKLING &

GREAT
CO. S

SALE OF WATCHES.

Massachusetts.

CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

_ On the popidar one price plan, giving every patron a handsome
: and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars I Without
" regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-

factory I

500 Solid Gold Hunting Watches $250 to $750
5 500 Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 500

I 500 Ladies' W atches, Enamelled 100 to 300

« „:„n., = mill Ul yum uwn uuuucn. uut lew jauiiues, = a ^i^^^^.^*.^" ^..^^ ^^^^j.*^.—^.^. Aenot.d. dealer r 1 000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 300
put tCgS OU Stubbles, (especially Wheat StUO-= >

„ „ = A- in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's = 1.000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250
t, s , a. ' ax. v ,i„,i ,i„„.„ even DOW, When the price has somewhat fall- I and Cylinder Plows and Castings; Shares s Patent Harrows and = s;ooo Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200
bles ), wnere the land has been Seeded dOW n tO = = Horse Hoes ' Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden ; 5i00u Gold HuntinS American Watches 100 to 260

-r> t,i i-„„t„ *„ ,i,j„ ^„ r „„„„ ii f,, Q ieil, from the extreme rates Of 180i, USe pure = and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks.Iron Bars, 4c. \ 5 000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150
gl'aSS; Pottle Objects tO this, because the; > „'.,".! Holder's Block, Main Street, \ 5 ooo Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250

.,,„„ pr,A„ nf mnwn stubbles hurt them " 1 Coffee, but purchase substitutes Of all kmdS, = Woonsocket, R. I. . 5,000 Gold Ladies' Watches 50 to 250Saarp endo OI mown SlUOOieS HUH mem.
| ^ _ ^ „ TT , ^ „ a, t ,„ , ;„„„„., , „„„„„,„„„ „„„„.,,„,,„.„„. „„„, , ..„„,»,,..,„; 10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75

\ 10,000 .Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 100
= 25.000 Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50
I 30jll00 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75
I Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing
= but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.
= Messrs J. Hickling A Co.'s Great American Watch Co., New
I York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifi-
= cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed in sealed
= envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their

.
,

. ,, ,
, . . NEW Steawbeeeies, GBArES, CrBEANTS, ROSES, BOLne.ic. 1 fS

rt
,

ifl
.
cate

^, P»rm™t of TenDollars, whether it be a
„„,i „„ „ r-oneval tliino' T Ivivp fnnnrl o-onrl r 'aigc CUSLOineis 1UI .J av^ CU11LC 1U luc UObton . = Watch worth $7o0 or one worth less. The return of any of our
aild as a 6Cneiai lUing X nave louna Oouu r ; _ni, /«„Ui,' «h- J- ^.l,.^ ,a s '= certificates entitles you to the article named thereon, upon pay-

Prpsli rnvvpn nr aftpr-rrntll on meadows Of the i
malKet

>
aitnOUgU IUL IOrmcr Cliy IS peinaps as = B _ M _ WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED = ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

11CS11 lOWCU or attei mj,iu on meauuvis, ui tuc
, MTont :mnnrt„ „,T)nstn„ Th „ Mnr-lia = ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Masb., is now sending out by = than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that

new SC»ded "TaSS in "Tain Stubbles better feed ^ ^'S 1- ^ U1I<- 1-'' uaymwa dSDUStuii. xiiuxrxuuja, -_ mall prepaid , packed with great carein gntta perchasilk, so as = this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,

for lambs than rested pastures, unless the latter
j

co£fee is Sported into Salem -

have been seeded the same or the previous = York, some three or four Uigora ucmg jc-; GRAPESi strawberries, new large currants, i garit premium for $5, sixty-six and more 'valuable premium forUdVL uue-l sli,uou iuu »ai«i« i
=w:„p,l,w ,„„„„, Tfs snip is vprv limited = GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES, = $1(1, one hundred and most superb Watch for *15. To Agents,

vear and the grass on them is tender and i
ceived per annum, its saie is vciy umueu,,, flowering plants, = or those wishing employment, tins is a rare opportunity. It is a

fresh " Such is OUr Continued experience, l
and COnflned malnly t0 the reSidetltS °f tbefBulbs,W 4c, Fruit and Ornamental Trees f^VSS^&^S^S^^^^ Gm'

,
" „ , i o-re«t cities Boston Traveller = Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, *c^, wiU be sent by freight = Address, J. HIGKLING A Co.,

th0U"h it min-ht not be SO, nor do We feel at I brCt* Ij Cities. noswa J.iaceiWI.
= paid to Boston Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for «ulti- ! 149 Broadwav—Near P. O.o ^i0uu , ; . vation in wet land, or in upland and Gardens, where it pro- = City of New York,

all Confident it WOUld be SO, Under the COn- I ' | duces at the rate oi'400 bushels to the acre; with directions for ! March 22, 1867. 3m3m» T-i'^mnT^i- cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues wili be sent to any =

ditions named bv Wright • but in our climate, i The Agricultural l1 air ot 1 olland County, = address. Now is the best time for i-iaming. ne best ™ to i
• "• » —» "233

J o'
_

= loll P : obtain good Fruits and Flowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to =
"" """"""""» > > >» m.m™..i>m,™*.™M.i...iimi>.m.«.>«i>"w,""

and On heavilv Stocked farms, those Conditions I OOnll., Will be heltl On the 2nd and lid days Ot
§ the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to = "ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by

J
. , , *t\ 4. x.

"
»

'= tbe tralie - Agents wanted. 1 J_\ W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

are Seldom Conveniently attainable. = UCtODCr next. • Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12 E 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

1 the

!

1 coffee, but purchase substitutes of all kinds,
|

I from the " Hard Times " coffee, at 10 cents a[
Our own experience was given m the 1 rac-

j tQ^ Jam ^ 5Q m GQ cen(s _ |

tieal Shepherd thus : — " The moist, mild ch- =
. „ „ T !

mate and constant rain in England, affect pas-! Boston is one of the largest markets for Java, 1

tures very differently from the scorching and !
M°cha^ St

"
cofffee in this

I B
often very dry Summers of the United States ; !

The cities of New York and Pbiladelphia arej

I large customers for Java coffee in the Boston l

upon re-

aiid e)e

TERMS OF ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisements will be published in tbe

Faum aj«d Fiee8II>h. Price, fifteen centa a line each inser-

tion. Advertisements are set up in a uniform style. The jour-

nal haa won its way to appreciation with remarkable rapidity,

and will be found an excellent advertising medium.

COMMISSION TOLOCAL AGENTS.

We wish to employ a local agent In every town in the United

States. Every subscriber for the Faem ant> Fireside may
act as local agent for the same. For every yearly subscriber

the commission is fifty cents, or twenty-five oents for each half

yearly subscriber.

IN MONTHLY PARTS.

Hereafter the Faem amd Fiekside oan be had in Monthly

Parts. In neat covers, at twenty-live «ent* each. Those for

January, 1 ebruary, March and April are now ready. For sale

by all newsmen. Bound at the close of the year they will form
a neat and attractive volume.
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THE ARTS |
1

ENTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF CONGRESS, IN THE YEAR 1867, BY S. S. KOSS, IN THE CLERK'S OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT OF RHODE ISLAND.

S. S. EOSS, TUBZISJZEft, MAIN ST11EET. WO DOLLARS TEH ANNUM, IN ADVANCE. SINGLE COTT, FIVE CENTS.

VOL. 1. WOONSOCKET, R. I., SATURDAY, JUNE 1, 1867. NO. 21.

^

This variety of cattle comes within our defi-

nition of a breed. Almost a hundred years
have been required to bring the Ayrshires to

perfection, and the originators of that breed
had a uniform material from which to establish

it, and did not hesitate to employ crosses of
the improved breeds to attain their end. The
true way to ameliorate our "natives" is by
crossing with some of those breeds already ap-

proaching perfection. By this means we turn

to the best account the want of' hereditary

qualities, this very defect fitting the"m especi-

ally to receive the impress of the pure race.

One single cross of a pure-bred animal would
do more towards their improvement' than years

of selection and breeding among themselves.

The Ayrshires are named from the county

in Scotland where they originated and are

chiefly bred. It is a high exposed region of

cold clay soil, with bleak hill-sides, and vast

tracts of moorland, covered with heather, the

resort of the grouse and other kinds of game.

The climate is mild and damp
;
grain growing

is little practiced, but the attention of the farm-

er is principally turned towards the daily as a

source cf profit. In perfect keeping with this

description of land is the hardy little Ayrshire,

their breeders having discovered the great se-

cret of success in thoroughly adapting the ani-

mal to the locality and climate where it is to

live, as well as to the purpose for which it is

to be kept. The origin of this breed is, even

at the present day, a matter of uncertainty.

Little else is known beyond the fact that there

was in Scotland a breed that, though bearing

little resemblance to the improved Ayrshire of

the present day, might have been their progeni-

tors. Sir. Alton, in his treatise on the dairy

breed of cows, thus describes the Ayrshire cat-

tle of seventy years ago. "They were of di-

minutive size, ill-fed, ill-shaped, and they

THE AYRSHIRE BREED OF CATTLE.

! yielded inu a; scanty tdtifii (if niilk : they were j of the Holderne.*s and her capability of ulti*

! mostly of a black color, with large stripes of
\
molely fattening, although slowly, and at a

! white along (be ebine or riclge of their backs,
| considerable expense, happily amalgamated

i about their flank*, awd on their faces. Their j with Iris hardihood and disposition to fatten,

! horns were high and crooked, having deep rand there resulted a breed bearing about it the

|
ringlets at the root, the plainest proof that the j stamp of its progenitors; and, to a very con-

| cattle were but scantily fed ; the chine of their I siderable" degree, the good qualities of both."

I backs stood up high and narrow ; their sides j But let the cross have been what it may, the

j were lank, short, and thin; their hides thick, j result is most satisfactory ; and the character-

land adhering to the bones; their pile (hair) j istics imparted by it are now so firmly fixed

! was coarse and open, and few of them yielded j in the improved breed that they can be de-

! more than three or four Scotch pints (a Scotch
f
pended upon to transmit their properties to

;pint is two English quarts) of milk per day | their offspring, and this lest of a true breed

| when in their best plight, or weighed, when ! they hare now stood for many generations,

|
fat, more than from twelve or sixteen to twenty I establishing themselves as a distinct breed.

! stone avoirdupois, sinking offal," (about 200 to
j
They have deservedly attained the highest po-

| 300 pounds the four quarters). From this de-lsitionas a dairy animal, and as such have

I
scription it is evident that a long course of se-

\
spread into many parts of England, and have

j
lection, and better feeding and keeping must I been imported into this country,

j
have been resorted to, guided by no ordinary

j iD tne Scotchman's beau ideal of an Ayr-

\
skill and perseverance, to have produced the ! sllir,.. tue ueaa< mnA be Hght, and bony,

j

present class of stock, the true type of a dairy
[ tlic eye bright, and the horn white, with a dark

j
breed. We may well doubt, also, whetherf tjp) afl(} upturned. The neck must be very

|
these means alone could ever have effected the

j iU \ n and light, as indeed the whole fore cud
I entire change in appearance and thrift from

j must be. The shoulder must lay flat and form

|
the old breed without assistance from crosses

j a ,,],„„. willl t]ie flat fore-rib and the neck;
| of foreign blood. The color, the horns, thej'thepoihl must not project. The loin must he

|
Ial"Se bellies, &c, could scarcely have been so

j br!)a(J an(J fonn vvej] on with the wide hips and
I entirely changed without some admixture of

j the capacious pelvis, the whole frame thus

}
blood, and tradition points to the Holderness [forms a true wedge with the point at the

las having been one source of the improvement : [shoulder. The rumps are wide and tolerably

1 whilst the Jerseys are also supposed to have thigh; the tail longand slender, the legs straight,

| lent their aid to the increase of its dairy quali-
j ,i,e thi^li rather thin, and the udder or " ves-

| ties. Youattsays: "In mam a district the
] sei," :ls they term it, must be large and bri .ad,

j
attempt to introduce the Teeswater breed, qrf extending well forward, with thia flexible skin,

|
to establish a cross from it, had palpably

j an.l teats wide apart and short. The offaj is

|
failed, for the soil and the climate suited only ! smMj and the weight of the whole animal

jthc hardihood of the Highlanders; but here
j ^..es not average throughout the c. unit ry over

|
was a mild climate, a dairy country

;
the High- |noo pounds. The colors must he red and

;
lander was,, in a manner out of his place ; he

; wl ,ite! splashed and blotched, not running into

I had degenerated
;
and the mjlking properties I e9ch other, and becoming roan, as in the short-

I horns, but with clearly defined edges ; the white

I portion is often flecked with the darker color,

j Black and white is not uncommon, but is not

| liked : the darker the red, even becoming deep

| brown, the more fashionable just now. The

! skin must be thin and loose, the breed having

I no great pretensions to handling, and the hair

1 soft and woolly. Everything of the carcass

I has been sacrificed to the udder and belly, the

1 breeder evidently believing in " no udder, no

| cow."

|
Perhaps no breed affords a better illustration

j of the power of the breeder by care and dc-

|
sign to develop a peculiar property in an ani-

I nial at the expense of all the other qualities,

j
Among the Ayrshire breeders any animal show-

| ing a disposition to feed instead of to milk is

j
immediately disposed of, and even those bulls

[ are preferred having the most feminine char-

| acter about the head. The system of keeping

I and rearing also conduces to increase their dis-

}
position to milk. The heifers usually calve at

[two and a half to three years old, though

I some are in milk at two years old. The usual

! yield of the cow is from thirty to fifty pounds

! of milk per day, producing in the season about

i one hundred and fifty pounds of butter, or

!
" her own weight " in cheese, as the phrase is :

j though we think three hundred and seveuty-

! five to four hundred pounds would be nearer

I the average. Touatt, in his account of the

! Ayrshires, gives much greater products as

j
being obtained, and no doubt instances are

I
found of such extraordinary yields.

I Though this breed are chiefly celebrated for

! the dairy, the oxen work kindly, and the steers

j
can be turned off at three years old, weighing

I seven or eight hundred pounds. They have

| never been great favorites with the butcher, as

| the fifth quarter is usually light; their fat is so

5 mingled with flesh '.hat it forms little tallow.
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HYGIENE OF THE FARM.-NO. 1.

BY EBTNELL COATES, M.D.

I
the food that was so wholesome at the age of a |

-Ifllfi>t*ttf»1t1 fitf-p
%
=
50 tliat sbould be seen by every person inter-

1 week or two, while, if the younger child were I
J^U-J- U.+ \- U-4- K>*

| egted jn i10rticuiture who visits the Exhibition.

- 1 fed upon the later milk, it would inevitably |
'

'

' I The great aquariums are not yet finished,

| suffer, if not die, from the effects of its unna- 1 HORTICULTURE AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION,
j
though a few fish may already be seen in the

jturaldiet. Every nurse who has "brought up I
— 1 fresh-water one ; when they are in full work-

's
a child by the bottle," well knows these facts, j

A Coerespondent of the London Times
j ing order a novel and highly interesting fea-

| and mixes in the proper amount of water with j
writes an account of the horticultural part of f tune will be added to the garden, which is

[far more honesty than many a daily man who I the Paris Exhibition, as follows
: j railed off from the rest of the park, and for

The title of your valuable journal, the Farm
j attends the market.

j "Interesting among the trees and shrubs is j entrance to which half a franc is charged, in

and Fireside, while it seems to render par-|
How do know then Mr Burly that be- 1 a small and tiny plantation of young evergreens 1 addition to the fee for entering the Exhibition."

amount, as its special object, the advancement
j^ fo . ^^ y whQ

=

and common oakS) planted t0 i]lustrate the j

of that greatest of all national interests Agn^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ u j ;deas and mccesses of M . RouaseaU) of Car- 1 TRANSPLANTING.
cuB««, seems also to invite communications of|

d ht | peutras> as to the growth of the truffle, and in I

a somewhat wider range ; and I propose to offer |

you an occasional article upon subjects which,
j

who is all day at work in or about the house I the center of the plantation stands a little case I
Tkansplanting is an operation of great im-

- or dairy, breathing the fumes of the kitchen or I containing specimens of the large crops he has
j
Prance

;

the condition of the plant, the state

though not directly connected with the man-
f m ^ ^ lo wiuter j raised tllus . Having observed that the truffle j f

tbe
f

od a*d of*e atmosphere, have much to

agement of the farm, are not therefore less
j . candle enj a j gr0wS naturally in thin oak woods, on a }

do with its success, independently of the simple

vitally important to the well being moral or
j

=
f

' ^ .

q ^ ventilated j cualky or stiff loamy soil) and 011 a slope with |
mechamcal operation. It is not very easy to

•
'

- = instruct the uninitiated as to what the properphysical, of the most precious of all "stock"!
The truckster's daugter, if well

f
a southern aspect, he selected a very poor

[

-the farmer himself, his wife, children ^j^^f^ tb7 gardeTand field!" using hwlpiece of wasteland with such characteristics, I
condition of the plant should be; experience

employes. In other words, I wish to approach
j mugcjeg j0 j.be extent of their endurance, may I had it ploughed up as if for a vineyard, and |^ this being, asm everything else, the best

the farmers fireside, not even excepting the
| ^ hard.workinK^ veiy weU with..I then planted acorns in rows, running North I

teacher - Attention to keeping the seed-bed

young ones, upon matters that receive by far
j << anvtmng that comes •" yet your land South, using acorns gathered from trees

j

clear of weeds, the " t0PPinS " of Plants wben

too little attention there, if I may judge from l - ^^ h he
l

growing^ truffles were found . In six or j
they get too tall, and careful digging up of

some years of former professional experience = > ° &
'

, , , , , I c»m„ „„„, v, P w„ = rpwaWlp/l TO itii ™ nhnn ^theni so as to preserve the root fibres, will allJ _
* r

„ = trudges two miles to school eveiy day, but = seven years ne was rewai elect with an aoun-= * >

m what the doctors call country practice,
j

» Qr seyen^ fa^ | dant crop_more than fifty pounds of truffles |
greatly assist

Ye it is not about disease and its treatment
f

I
>

brains in the gloom j an acre per annum. |
We cannot always get the soil in a proper

that I intend to speak, but about health and its
f

> ° 6^
iegs>ng cQnfine

| Begide where thoge^ oakg ar(j pknted may f
condition of moisture to receive plants at the

preservation
;
hoping that all readers will re-

j
y » ^ Qf | be geeDj trained on a wMte wall> two beautiM \ time transplanting should be performed but to

member that the health of the mind is quite as
\

J.
time_cannot subsist on exactly the i peach trees, far more so than have ever been !

make UP for the want of moisture, planting

serious a consideration as health of the body— | . '

. . . , ... . I seen in 'Ens-land with all our boasted suneri- 1 should always be delayed until late in the after-

, i . a ~-*t. ^ • • • = same kind of diet exclusively, without suffering, i
seen m Jingiana, wun an oui Doasiea supen ,

, • , j t , Tt •
i

that neither can be neglected without injuring
| and mental caoacitv 1 ta horUculture. They are faultless in !

noon
>
unless m c10^^ weather. It is also of

the other, and that both are as necessary to =
uu ° v J "

i outline in trainino- and in sound fruiting % great importance that the ground be freshly

Go, look at the leading lawyer of your court,
| ^^ tQ ^ ^ »

|
plowed . th? moigt goil thus brougat t0 theprofitable tillage as plowing, planting, manure |

or under-drainage. 1 when he has just finished a difficult case, dur-
j^ ^ &^ matterg;^^ j gurface wiU induce the formation of root fibres

The ancients, at one time, fixed the seat off inS a tedl0,;ls term
-

bf
how be Pltcues I perfectioll of the Symmetry, the more difficult I

in one niSht> after wMch the Plants are com-

the soul in the stomach. That doctrine has 1
iQt0 the first restaurant for oysters and eggs, if

| ^^ ag ^ QQe^^^ ^ leagt haJf a j
paratively safe ; but if they be allowed to wilt

gone out of fashion, except, perhaps, with the |
there be any at hand

'
tbouSb '

at

tl°ir.
er

. ..f ' I dozen different peaches grafted. Once at those I
before tbe new roots beSin to be emitted, and

aldermen ; but this organ is still considered as I
be cares not much about mem What is the

|^h ^ .

g &^ ^ | continue(i dry weather ensues, then nothing

one of the three co-ordinate authorities of the 1
reason ?" you iu(luire - Why

,
because oysters,

| alQng^ Qblong gardeD) in _ which nearly all |
will save them but having recourse to water-

body corporate—the brain, heart and stomach— I
eSSs and aU salt

J^
ter

fjf
V
t

, ,

to the
! the fruit trees are planted, and though the ex- 1

ing. which should always be avoided if possi-

and as completely equal in rank as the Legis- !
braln

>
and fet pork^ not

'
Mr- BU J '

1 hibition is not so good as it might be in such

!

ble -

lature, Judiciary and Executive, in civil gov- 1 Whatever we use most, wears out soonest
j a great fruit-growing country as this, where! In planting, each man is provided with a

ernment. I trust, then, that no apology will j
and cries for more food ; and one part requires

| eyen mle guburban hougeg haye trees whicb I boy, who carries the plants in a basket, and

be necessary for beginning with some hints [but little or none of that of which another de-
f tng begt Englig]l gardeners would be proud of, \

whose duty it is to drop the plants on the line at

about food; for there are few subjects connect- j
mands a large amount. It is now perfectly

j yet thel.e ig much tQ ^ and much tQ be |
the proper distance before the planter. In

cd with health on which more obstinate or |
well known that no animal can live in health

j leamed _ Many of the treeg are beautifully !
planting, a hole is made by the dibbler about

more dangerous prejudices prevail. j
upon one kind of food alone—not even upon

j tl
.ained and curi0usly grafted ; in fact, in same !

tbe dePtb of tbe root ; tbe Plaat beinS inserted,

" What ! Not eat fat pork !" says Mr. Bur- 1
bread

>
tbouSb ifc be the staff of lifb

'
or milk

' 1 spots, if the visitor looks closely, he will I
tbe soil is tben Pressed close t0 tbe root

'
tbe

ly, thefarmer, to his delicate daughter or his 1
thougb u furnishes some little, at least.of nearly

| probabiy bave an impression that French fruit-

1

bole tbus made by tbe displacement of the soil

slender, rapidly growing boy ; " it always !
evei7 tbinS wanting for the full grown man.

| growerg graft everything into everything else, I
is aSaia fiUed «P by one stroke of tbe dibbler-

a-rees with me • so, eat it, I say !" §
Tbese articles do not fumisb tbem m a11 tbe

1 for they have in many specimens grafted to-

1

In dry weather we still further firm the plant,

°How often have I seen constitutions broken |
various proportions required at different ages,

f gether all the outer pointg of a whorl of |by each planter returning on his row, and

, , . „i and in persons of different sex or occupation, i i11
.

!, rlf,iip<s so ns to form a livino- hnnn rnnnrl i treading the soil around plants firmly with his
down, sometimes to the early destruction of =„,

1
, ., .. . ,„ ^ ;

Oiancnes, so as to lorm a living hoop louncl 6 i j

life bv this insane idea that what is srood food i
The grESS

'
W 7 S 1 &

' 1 eacb set of branches, which are, in those !

feet-

fov one must be -ood for all' Even the vul
|HveS cbiefly 011 what u finds m tbe ah'i but

!cases, brought from the main stem in regular I
I am thus particular in describing a simple

saradao-e " what is one man's meat is another I

WheQ * becomes darker and begins to form|
wkeijB) iike the spokes of a wheel, with doz- !

matter, knowing well that millions of plants

, , , ., , I seed, its roots hunt out the substance of the = ,,„ nf nt i moflps nf tviininn mw^i, u wr,nid = are annually lost by inattention to this firming
man s poison, should teach abetter philosophy. I ..

'
. „ f „„„„,. +1

=
ens ol otnei modes ot tiainmg which it would = ,,' _, ' . ..

"

A man is not a woman and a child is neither 1
S° manm'

e m
' g

I take up too much space to describe. !
of the soil. The same rule is applicable to

'
... , ../ ifirst. A sedentary student in the city would

|
_a_ gt

;,i more mterestin°- instance of what 1
transplanting of all kinds, trees, shrubs, or

how, then, can the same quantity and quality [

1 starve, at home, upon the rough fare of a
|

,

, |
vegetables. Instead of "puddling" the roots

of food be suitable for each? All have the!"""" r?
' — «~- ^niay be done in grafting may be seen in one

j

]

same svstem of organs it is true but these or- 1
worklnS man

"
He calmot dlged xt

'
and lt

I of the houses in this garden devoted to the ex-

1

m mud, we prefer to keep the plants dripping
3

, , f , . ,, ' ... I throws him into a fever or a diarrhcea
;

yet, 1 hib :
r

:on of rartnsps One noun contains l- wet during the whole time of planting, so that
gans are not developed m the same relative 1 ~ „ ... .. j '.niDiuon oi eaciuses. one gioup contains = a

_
r D >

deeree nor are thev applied to preciselv the 1
ter a V We S aC exertl0n and exPosure

; seventy piantS! an grafted upon other kinds- 1
eacn plant, as it is put in the soil, puddles it-

same DUTDOses They all require the same
|in buntin=' marching, or harvesting, he can

| not merely upon otlier varieties, observe, but! self bJ tbe partides of soil adhering to the

chemical elements to build up\he frame, but I

fl°Ur
!f

U Up°n
{
at

,
P°rk af abo

f
aPP]e

\ distinct species, so that you can see a cactus, ]
wet root. Besides, the leaves of the plant,

they do not require them in the same proper-

!

pl6 llf T'Sf ^ ! Slobose in sbaPe > and as biS as fist,
|

b^ wet, will for some time resist the action

tions, nor in the same amount, nor prepared in If
w
?

ft"'
'

at WeSt°™ SCU°01
/ ?

hl°h
' ™eU

,
1
standing supported and nourished by a little

j

of tbe^ ^.-Gardeningfor Profit.

the same manner. The mother's milk contains ! ^
0V
f
r ^^^ °U

\
^ ^ 1

Mnd witb a stem n0 tbicker tban a PeDcU i i

"

nearly every ingredient required by every part I

°* th" °ther
^
and

>

wben
,

Mr
" ™W tbe

\
kinds perfectly white, with bristling spines, \

LILIPUTIAN ENEMIES,

of the adult human organization, and although I^ !° Spenda
^7
™kS ™th b™«^>{ growing upon others with none at all

; kinds |

-
all parts are growing together, it is sufficient 1

the
V°

U
f

mercbailt m town
>
b
/

13 >u danger of
| with flatj circular bodies, growing upon some } Undee this title, C. P. Sprague describes, in

for the infant. But some parts are developed I

apopleX3
;

ft°m the lu™10™ fere
^

He digestS
| with tfain triangular ones

;
and, in fact, such a { the American Journal of Horticulture, the va-

more rapidly at first and others at a later
|t00mU it, and too easily. .But if he re-

1 lot of CUIiosities in this way as would scarcely | rious species of fungi known as rust, smut,

period Take the bones for example These 1
maia Permanentlv iu tbe city, be finds the diet

j be beiieved by those who have not seen them. I bunt and mildew, which are of the simplest

in their mature condition, require a very large I

very suitable to bis changed relations, perhaps
j 0ne 0f the enormous round-head cactuses, a | structure. Though the individual plants are

amount of phosphate of' lime, to give them 1
after a fever or two

'
a fe

W

boils an<i a '

'.

thick
!
globe-like mass twelve inches in diameter and j so infinitesimally small, they reproduce with

proper strength and solidity, yet in the earlier I

bead " for a feW m01^
'
and be tben attributes

j ten mcbes deepj js jn most; healthy condition
; | such wonderful rapidity, and in such amazing

months of infancy they contain comparatively I
the past difflculties to the change of air, while

| not> bowever) standmg up0n its own basis, |
profusion, as to destroy whole crops by their

little, and will bend before they will break ; I
U 1S qmte e(lually du

f
t0 a ckange of thinkmg

\ but grafted upon three different stems of a to- 1
ravages. Their mycelium penetrates the soft

while about the end of the first year, they

!

and acting—of sunshine and shadow.
|
ta]ly . different cactus—even a different genus— \ tissues of their prey, and on reaching the sur-

should be firm enough to bear the weight of I Do as you please, Mr. Editor, with this com- 1 so that the great round mass grows upon and j face break forth in an eruption, which allows

the body and the child stands upon its feet. I
munication, but if such familiar talk proves | receives its nutriment through three small legs, [ no cure. A piece of glass, on which lie spread

How many a mother has sighed over a pair of I
agreeable to your patrons, I shall be happy to

| so to speak, and is in much better health than | thousands of their spores, would exhibit to

bandy legs, from having had the silly pride to I furnish more of it hereafter, pledging myself | if growing upon its own roots. This collec- { the eye a faint mist, and yet this mist will in-

test the strength of the young limbs too soon ! I tbat the matter shall be of practical value, to a
j tion, with other contributions to the conse'eu- 1 crease into a black cloud, which envelopes and

Now this demand for phosphate of lime in- \
greater extent, than this introductory and very 1 tive shows, will probably remain here all the I destroys a field of nodding grain. Experi-

creases rapidly up to the time of weaning, and I
general article may seem to promise. I detest

| season, like the more permanent displays. I ments of all sorts have been resorted to to pre-

lono- afterwards- and nature, to supply^ this I philosophy on stilts, and shall not overload the | There are numerous beds filled with choice! vent the attack of these omnipresent parasites,

want, changes continually the quality of the I
various subjects with technicalities often unin-

[ Spring flowers dotted about. There is a capi- j But their occurrence is mainly due to atmos-

milk, up to the time when other food, of a !
telligible to the reader, though it is far easier to | tal group of the various kinds of tea-plants

j
pheric influences. Their spores are every-

stronger character, is indicated by the growth 1 be grandiloquent in latinity than comprehen-
1 brought from the South of France. Hot- 1 where, and can be called into germination by

of the youngster's teeth ; so that the infant of! sible in vernacular saxonism. | houses in abundance and variety, and materiel j circumstances favorable to their growth, either

ten months would dwindle, if not starve, upon j June, 1867. \ ^horticulture of all kinds, are also exhibited, { moisture or drought.

Mi mi.

Salting Btjttee.—It is becoming a complaint, among butter dealers, that farmers are not careful enough as to the kind and quantity of salt they

use in preparing butter for market. Some put in too much, others hardly enough, while too many are careless as to the quality used. Ordinary

barrel salt is reported to contain so much lime as to cause a soapy texture to the butter, while lacking the preservative power essential to good

flavor and protracted keeping. The Ashton salt, imported in sacks of four bushels, combines all the essentials necessary to the preservation of

butter,—the salt costing aboat one-fourth more than that commonly in use. It pays well to be particular in everything relating to butter manu-
facture—a good article, cleanly made and properly put up, being certain to remunerate the maker for all trouble and expense.
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TWO SUNDAYS.

A baby, alone, in a lowly door,

Which climbing woodbine made still lower,

Sat playing with woodbincB In the sun,

The loud church-bells bad just begun;
The kitten pounced in the sparkling grass

At stealthy spiders that tried to pass ;

The big watch-dog kept a threatening eye
On rae, as I lingered, walking by.

The lilies grew high, and she reached up
On tiny tip-toes to each gold cup

;

And laughed aloud, and talked, and clapped

Her small brown hands, as the tough stems snapped,
And flowers fell, till the broad hearth-stone

Was covered, and only the top-most one
Of the lilies left In sober glee.

She Baid to herself, " That's older than me 1"

Two strong men, through the lowly door,

With uneven steps, the baby bore;

They had set the bier on the lily-bed

;

The lily she left was crushed and dead;
The slow, sad bells had just begun;
The kitten crouched, afraid, in the sun

;

And the poor watch-dog in bewildered pain,

Took no notice of me as I joined the train.

INJURIOUS ANIMALS AND INSECTS.

The nurseryman sometimes suffers from Ike

depreciations of some of tlie smaller animals,

which, cause him great annoyance. The mole,

though highly recommended by the natural-

ists as a harmless beast, who is an aid to horti-

culture by his insectivorous habits, is neverthe-

less injurious in his ways; for he often makes
his run in the seed bed, or along a row of root

grafts, and raising them from their stations

breaks their tender rootlets, when the sun and
air soon destroy them. Mice, of different

kinds, are still more destructive, particularly

in the Winter, when they will often girdle

young trees near the collar, and do much mis-

chief. They also devour many seeds after

they have been committed to the ground, par-

ticularly those sown in the Autumn. For
both of these animals, the best preventive is to!

catch them, which may be done with traps.
\

They may also be poisoned. The young trees
|

may be protected from the mice by keeping
j

them clear of rubbish that would shelter these j

animals, and when snow falls it should be trod-
j

den down closely about the trees. Owls and I

wild cats will do their share in the destruction
j

also, but they will also take the friendly little
j

birds. I

Rabbits are also very apt to bite off young
j

shoots, and to bark trees of larger growth in

;

the nursery, as well as those that have been
j

set out in the orchard. Various methods have |

been suggested to prevent their injuries. Wrap-
\

ping the stems with strips of rags, or with ropes
j

of hay, was formerly the method practiced by !

those who wished to save their young trees
; j

the process is tedious and troublesome. A few \

pieces of corn-stalk have been placed by the
j

stem of the tree and tied to it
;

this, too, is a
j

troublesome procedure, though, like the others, \

it is efficacious. A still better plan in thisj

class of preventives, is a half sheet of com-

1

mon brown wrapping paper, made to encircle
\

the stem like an inverted funnel ; this need be
j

fastened only at the top by a little thin graft- j

ing wax applied with a brush at the instant, ori

the paper may be tied with some common
\

white cotton string. This envelope keeps off!

the rabbits, and lasts through the Winter ; the
[

string will decay before the growing season re-
[

turns, so there is no danger of strangulation. [

All the other wrappings must be removed, or
j

they will injure the trees and afford harbor fori

insects. It will be observed that all applies-!

tions of this class are adapted only to trees [

that have a clean bole without branches, but
\

are not suited for those which are made to
j

branch at or near the ground. Besides, in =

countries where snow abounds, these little ma-f

rauders are elevated above the wrappings, and I

have fair play at the unprotected parts of the j

tree—on this account another class of proven-
j

lives has been adopted. [

These consist in applications that are obnox- j

ious to rabbits, which, being nice feeders, are

!

! easily disgusted. Whitewash, and whitewash

\ made with tobacco water, soap, whale oil,

I soap grease, blood, and especially the dead

I rabbit itself, freshly killed, have all been used

1 with happy results, in that they have driven

i these animals to seek their food elsewhere. A
I
very good application, and one that may be

| used on a low-branched tree, as well as to the

1 smooth, clear stem of one that is higher, is

|
blood. This is put on with a swab ; a few

i corn husks tied to a stick answers very well,

j
Dipping this into the vessel of blood, the swab

I
is struck gently against the stem, or the branch-

|
es, as the case may be, and the fluid is spat-

| tered over it. A very little will answer to

|
keep the rabbits away, and the effect will con-

| tinue all Winter, notwithstanding the rains.

! Certain insects also prove injurious in the

|
nursery, among the most numerous are the

I aphides, which are found upon the roots of

j some fruits, especially the apple. Others of

| this disagreeable insect appear upon the foliage;

j among these one of the most disgusting is the

| one which causes the black curl on young

j
cherry trees. The pear tree slug, {Sclandria

! cerasi), destroys the foliage of many young

j trees in the nursery
;
caterpillars also do their

j share of mischief. A serious trouble in old

j nursery grounds, especially where manure is

;
used, is the grub of the May-beetles, of which

;
there are several species. These grubs are

|
whitish, nearly as thick as the little finger, with

! a brownish head. They cut off the young

j

nursery trees at three or four inches below the

j surface. Wc have seen two-year old stocks

! cut in this manner, and the work of destruc-

|
tion was so complete, that the proprietor of

! the nursery was a long time in attributing it

: to such an apparently inadequate cause as this

i sluggish, soft-bodied grub. All of these, with

other insects injurious to fruit, will be consid-

ered in their appropriate place.— Warder's

American Pomology.

DO KINGBIRDS EAT BEES1

Mm. Nathan Moseley, of Long Island, N.

Y., writes as follows :
—"I wish to exonerate

the Kingbirds from the charge of eating honey

bees. Last Summer I set a hive within twelve

feet of my house, with a determination to

watch the Kingbirds. Three pairs of them

built their nests within fifteen rods of the hive.

I perceived no sign of the birds eating bees un-

til the middle of June; then my suspicions be-

came very strong that they were eating bees.

Accordingly, one afternoon about five o'clock,

when the Kingbirds arc most busy in captur-

ing food, I shot three of them and cut them

open and found nothing to correspond with a

honey bee. The insects they had fed on last

were not more than half the size of a bee.

Judging from the size of their heads and legs,

I gave up my ill opinion of the Kingbirds,

until the month of September, then a King-

bird took up his feeding-ground within three

yards of a rugged swarm. I watched him oc-

casionally for three clays and became very

much of the opinion that he fed on the bees,

so I put him to the test of an examination
;

but before doing so, I saw him capture what I

thought were three honey bees. On cutting

him open I found nothing that would compare

perfectly with a honey bee ; the insect the

bird fed on was of a lighter color than a bee,

which I think was an ant of a flying species.

All the food I found in this bird's maw would

not make the bulk of a honey bee. After

the examination I said to my wife I would not

shoot any more Kingbirds for their being ac-

cused of eating bees."

Cheap Paint.—An exchange says the cheap-

est paint, properly so called, is made by

mixing ochre or fine sifted clay with crude

petroleum. We have seen a coating of this

paint that had stood six years and appeared

to be about as good as when applied. The

cost was about one-third that of common
paint. The best and cheapest application of

all is that of crude petroleum, without any

mixture, the oil used alone penetrating deep

into the wood and rendering it permanently

durable.

EXTRAORDINARY GROWTH.

j Em. Blanchard, in a paper read before the

j French Academy of Sciences, states that the

{ Garden of Plants has just obtained possession

| of a gigantic crab, which is probably the larg-

| est ever known. That circumstance, however,

] he does not consider sufficient to warrant the

I conclusion that it belongs to a distinct species.

I Warm blooded animals, such as mammalia
! and birds, cease to grow after they have at-

| tained a given age ; so do those insects whose

j life is very short ; but most animals belonging

| to other groups, differ from the former in that

I
respect. Reptiles, fish, Crustacea, and mol-

{ lusks, though arrived at an adult age, continue

[to grow, though very slowly indeed, but still

| to such a degree that certain individuals will,

[ under favorable circumstances, attain a prodig-

| ious size if they live to an extremely advanced

I age. Old writers have mentioned fish, such

[as pike, sturgeon, &c, of such large dimen-

|
sions as we have never witnessed in these

f
species. Making the necessary allowances for

| occasional exaggeration, it is nevertheless an

f undeniable fact that in certain rivers, where

{
fishing was not carried on to any great extent,

[ old fish were occasionally caught of extraordi-

]
nary size. Among Crustacea there are several

| instances. For many years past two Ameri-

| can lobsters have been kept at the Garden of

| Plants, where they attracted much attention

j
by their enormous dimensions, and yet they

I proved to be of the same kind as the moderate-

[
ly-sized one now met with in the same waters.

I The crab now at the Museum was brought

I from Japan by Sieboldt. It belongs to the

i Inachus genus, generally represented by a very

) small species, and seems to be exceedingly old.

I
Each of the front legs of this specimen measures

I one metre and twenty centimetres (four feet

I and one inch). It has been asserted that in

! some individuals this length has been found to

! attain eleven feet, but no specimen of the kind

I has ever been seen in Europe. The same phe-

I

nomenon of extraordinary growth has been

i observed in mollusks, especially in the muscle

j
of the Mytilida; family, found on the coast of

: Russian America, where, being rarely disturb-

! ed, it seems to increase in size indefinitely.

AN EXQUISITE STORY BY IAMARTINE.

In the tribe of Keggedeh, there was a horse

whose fame was spread far and near, and a

Bedouin of another tribe, by name Daher,

desired extremely to possess it. Having offered

in vain for it his camels and his whole wealth,

he hit at length upon the following device, by

which he hoped to gain the object of his de-

sire. He resolved to stain his face with the

juice of an herb, to clothe himself in rags, to

tie his legs and neck together, so as to appear

like a lame beggar. Thus equipped, he went

to wait for Naber, the owner of the horse,

who he knew was to pass that way. When
he saw Naber approaching on his beautiful

steed, he cried out in a weak voice: "I am a

poor stranger ; for three days I have been un-

able to move from this spot to seek for food.

I am dying
;

help me, and Heaven will re-

ward you." The Bedouin kindly offered to

take him upon his horse and carry him home;
but the rogue replied : "I canuot rise ; I have

no strength left."

Naber, touched with pity, dismounted, led

his horse to the spot, and, withgrsat difficulty,

set the seeming beggar on its back. But no

sooner did Daher feel himself in the saddle,]

than he set spurs to the horse, and galloped
j

off, calling out as he did so :
" It is I, Daher

; j

I have go', the horse, and am off with him."

Naber called after him to stop and listen. Ccr- i

tain of not being pursued, he turned and halt-
\

ed at a short distance from Naber, who was
j

armed with a spear. "You have taken my I

horse,'' said the latter. "Since Heaven has

willed it, I wish you joy of it, but I do con-
j

jure you never to tell any one how you ob-
i

tained it." "And why not?" said Daher.

"Because," said the noble Arab, "another:

man might be really ill, and men would fear
\

to help him. You would be the cause of many
j

refusing to perform an act of charity, for fear

of being duped as I have been." Struck with
j

j
shame at these words, Daher was silent for a

| moment, then springing from the horse, rc-

{ turned it to its owner, embracing him. Naber
{ made him accompany him to his tent, where

i
they spent a few days together, and became

I fast friends for life.

i »

GRAPE ROOTS IN WATER.

|
One of the most experienced grape cultur-

! ists in Pennsylvania—J. B. Garber, of Colum-

{
bia, Pa.—writes as follows about grapes whose

| roots stood in water :

—

|
"Last year my Catawbas, Isabellas, and

j many other varieties on dry ground badly mil-

]
dewed and made a feeble growth ; in short,

]
the vines ripened so poorly that they will re-

{
quire a favorable season to recover. Now, the

| other vines growing in water were not injured

j in the least by the wet spell, and the most of

j their roots were under water the year round
;

j the soil is never cultivated, but covered with a

I sod of grass. The branches and berries were

|
large and of extra quality.

I The only black Hamburg vine that I have

|
ever seen growing in the open air and worth

{the ground, was on a trellis 100 feet long,

j They bore full crops of fair grapes, though the

I foliage was slightly injured, perhaps by Summer
I cold. Now the trellis of these exotic vines

1 stood within two feet of a drain from the house,

| which was always moist. Another example

I of the love of vines for moisture is the Great

[
Hampton Court vine in England, as its main

1 root, it is said, has taken exclusive possession

1 of an old drain. I have Concord and other

| vines growing within three or four feet of a

|
small s'.rcam of spring water, which are health-

I ier and show more and better fruit than others

j
growing on trenches and dry ground.

{ I have been a grape amateur about 50 years,

| have read all that has been published on grapes,

I and now, after this long apprenticeship, I con-

| fess myself a beginner ; this I must say, I

| know of no books which can he followed with

! the least prospect of success. I would strongly

I urge those who have a chance, to plant within

I a foot or so of a running stream."

I A Sacacious Pont.—Sir Emerson Tennaut
{gives in "Land and Water" an account of a

|
pony, the property of a milkman, which

]
brings milk to Sir Emerson's door daily. By

j means of bread, sugar and chestnuts, it has

{ been tamed, and it now moves from door to

] door of its own accord, preceding the milk-

|
man, so that whilst he is settling with the scr-

I
vaut at one house, the servants of the next

| house, warned by the sound of the stoppage

j of the cart, may be in readiness to take in the

j
milk when the man arrives. At certain doors,

I where the pony is in the habit of being regaled

;
with bread, apples, &c, it contrives, without

j
upsetting the cart, to raise the knocker with

;
its nose and rap twice.

|
How to put up Butter.—One of the largest

I
dairymen of New York, gives the following

;
method of putting up butter for Fall and Winter

iuse:

I
Procure good white oak firkins that are per-

ifeclly brine-tight, take out the head, first

;

making a small hole, say quarter of an inch in

[size, then fill it witli cold water; let it stand

!
2-t hours before you are ready to use it, theu

I
rub, while wet, thoroughly, with line salt ; fill

i your firkin as soon as possible. Your firkins

|
should be of such a size that one can be readily

j

tilled in a week or ten clays with sweet butter,

;
to within half an inc h of the head, then place

|
over it a clean cloth, and fill the space with

\
coarse salt, put in the head, theu fill with strong

! brine, previously made of coarse salt, and stop

i it up. Butter packed in this way and kept in

|

a cool place will be as sweet in one year as

! when first made. I never knew it to fail.

Cost of Raising Wool is Ohio.—Every
pound of wool raised in this State requires the

investment of three dollars and eighty cents,

and the national and local taxes amount to

twenty-two and one-half cents per pound.

Add the taxes to the interest at (J per cent.,

and we have 4.">i cents per pound as the actual

cost of raising wool in that State.

Every Day Religion.—Wc must come back to our point, which is not to urge all of you to give yourselves up to mission work, but to serve God more
and more in connection with your daily calling. I have heard that a woman who has a mission makes a poor wife and a bad mother ; this is very possible :

and at the same time lamentable ; but the mission I would urge was not of this sort. Dirty rooms, slatternly gowns and children with unwashed faces are

witnesses against the sincerity of those who keep others' vineyards and neglect their own. I have no faith in that woman who talks of peace and glory

abroad, and uses not soap and water at home. Serve God by doing common actions in a heavenly spirit, and then if your daily calling only leaves you
cracks and crevices of time, fill these up with holy services. To use the apostle's words, "As we have opportunity let us do good to all men."
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FARM NOTES AifD SUGGESTIONS FOE JUNE.

June is a busy month to the farmer ; to his

operations in the field and garden during this

month in a good measure depends his success

with all his hoed crops. If he allows the

weeds to get the ascendency, or fails to cul-

tivate sufficiently, his crops will suffer in con-

sequence, and no after attention can compen-

sate therefor. Thorough cultivation goes far

towards making up for what may be wanting

in weather and richness of soil ; a good stirring

of the soil is equivalent in its effects to no small

amount of manure ; for it admits the air and

moisture carrying ammonia, which is absorbed

by the soil and is essential to the growth of

plants. The soil is aerated and warmed, giv-

ing an opportunity for forming new compounds
therein, and the liberating of elements neces-

sary to healthy vegetation. As far as practical

substitute horse-power for human muscle;

good cultivators, horse hoes, &c, will save the

labor of one or more men, which in these

times of high prices for labor is worth saving

and will repay the cost of investment ; and no

trouble need be apprehended from shirking to

perform their part.

Barns and Sheds—should at all times be in

order, but especially should they be cleaned

and arranged to receive the coming crop. Take

time by the forelock and be prepared for all

coming operations ; work drove is one-half

easier done than when it drives. Clean out all

foul stuff scattered in the bottom of bays and

mows, and put all scaffolds in order to receive

the hay and grain crops. Do up all such jobs

rainy or wet days, when there is leisure from

other work.

Bam Yards.—Make all preparation for the

Summer manure pile, by hauling in muck,

loam, &c, to be trodden over by the cattle,

yarded nights, and to be mixed with their drop-

pings.

Beets.—Mangel wurzel and sugar beets, if

sown early in the month, will furnish excellent

Winter feed for cattle, cows and pigs, saving

hay and grain, also conducing to the health of

the stock and giving them a relish.

Butter—made during this month, if properly

made and packed, will keep during the year

sweet and good. The grass at this season is

fresh and sweet, and the butter has a flavor and

goodness that it seldom has at any other season

;

and just now it is the most plenty, and the

lowest in market during the season
;
packed

down and held till Fall or Winter, it usually

pays. New tubs, for packing in, should be

scalded with brine or buttermilk to remove the

flavor of the wood, before using. When the

tub is full, place a lump of sal nitre on the top

of the butter, as large as a chestnut, for fifty

pounds ; cover the whole with a laying of dry

fine salt and close tight
;
keep cool.

Cabiage.—Plant for the late crop the last of

the month. Hoe and cultivate those already

set at least once a week—the more they are

hoed the better. Plants may be set between

the rows of early potatoes or peas, which are

to be dug and removed in July. Cabbage are

an excellent crop to feed the stock during Win-

ter, if desired for no other purpose. No farmer

can have too many, as the manure made from

feeding is rich in nitrogen ; and they will keep

when properly stored till April and May ; all

kinds of stock are fond of them, and they fur-

nish a cheap and succulent food.

CJieese.—This month is a good time for

cheese-making ; the supply of milk being

greater than at a later season, and cheese made

now soon cures and is ready for market or

family use. Try and improve the quality in-

stead of increasing the quantity. Poor cheese

are always a drug in market, while those of

superior quality are eagerly sought for, and

bought at high prices.

Calves.—Attention given them now to keep

them growing is better rewarded than any

future keeping after being neglected while

young
;
give them a little grain meal, or oil

cake, mixed with their allowance of skimmed

milk, with good pasture. The first year of an

I animal is the most important in forming its

[ constitution, &c. The best cows and oxen do

I not come from poor and stinted calves.

| Corn—planted the first of the month, if not

1 done before, will often mature a crop in favor-

1 able seasons. Hoe and cultivate thoroughly,

jand allow no weeds to be seen in the field.

| Sow in 3i- loot drills the large sweet varieties

I for fodder to be fed when the pastures begin to

| grow short, and also to be cured for Winter

1 use
;
properly saved, cured and fed it is as good

1 for all stock as common stock hay.

I Cows.—Keep them in the stable nights, giv-

I ing plenty of litter, and leaving the doors aud

1 windows open, they will be as comfortable

I
there as in the yard. See that they are gently

I and regularly milked ; allow no talking during

| milking, and be sure the}r are milked clean and

| in as short time as possible.

1 Evergreen trees—may be planted early in

| June, taking care not to let the roots get dry.

I Spread the roots well and fill in around them,

I packing the dirt with the hands at first, filling

| and treading till the dirt is raised a little above

| the level of the surface ; water to settle the

| soil around the roots. Keep the weeds down

I from around all trees ; if anything is needed

| give a mulch of hay or straw to keep the soil

| from drying out.

I Grapes.—Proper care should be given in

1 tying up shoots, watching for insects and mil-

| dew. For the former, sprinkling with plaster,

I
showering with whale oil soap, or other solu-

| tion, or hand picking are the most effectual

1 remedy ; for mildew, dust with flowers of sul-

| phur freely.

I Haying.—The season being so late very

.

j
little, if any grass, will be sufficiently grown

j

| to cut this month
;
get ready for next month.

| Hedges.—Young hedges require severe pru-

I ning to force low branching. Top branches

I grow without any trouble, but it is impossible

I to thicken up a neglected hedge near the

| ground. Full grown hedges will need to be

I clipped as often as they make sufficient growth.
;

I Millet—sown early in the month makes an

| excellent soiling crop as well as a good ha}',

I when cut and saved before full maturity.

| Potatoes.—Keep well cultivated till blossom-

j

| ing, when they are laid by. Use a light one-

1

| horse plow turning a light furrow towards the
j

I rows and finish off with the hand hoe. Salt
j

| and ashes mixed, one of salt to ten or twelve
j

| of ashes, make a good top-dressing, a small

1 handful to a hill.

I Poultry—pays a good profit when properly
I

{cared for. See that their roosts, yards, &c, I

| are kept clean, free from vermin and well sup-

j

|
plied with clean water, gravel, broken bones,

1 lime, and plenty and variety of feed, if yarded
;

1 when they are allowed to range off the lots

|
they pick a variety and it is less essential to feed

j the same variety ; but they should be supplied

I with corn, oats and buckwheat. See that the

|
young are kept thriving by judicious feed and

I care.

| Ruta Bagas— should be sown from the

1 middle to the last of the month. Plant in

\ drills 2 to 2i feet apart and thin to 10 inches in

| the drill. Make the soil deep, fine and rich

| with guano, superphosphate, bone dust, &c.

| Sheep.—Custom demands that they be washed
I before shearing—a barbarous practice, as usual-

| ly performed, and should be done away with,

I
and then the shearing could be done earlier

1 and the sheep be better in regard to health as

| well as furnishing a better fleece ; let the work
[be done carefully as soon as settled warm
I weather will permit. Note each sheep to see

| which furnishes the best fleece and reserve

| ewes of such for breeding, while the culls are

I to be fatted and sold as mutton. Dock and

| castrate lambs, if not previously done, and

I guard against the fly by smearing with tar.

| See that no sheep are ailing with foot rot ; if

| affected at all apply the proper remedy to the

j whole flock and turn them on dry high pasture

I ground.

I Sweet Potatoes—a crop which may be suc-

1 cessfully grown in many localities where it has

| been thought otherwise. A warm sandy soil

jis required; raise ridges, 3 feet apart, 8 to 10

1 inches high, placing manure in the bottom,

f
and on the top of the ridges set your plants 15

to 18 inches apart the first of the month. Cul-
\

tivate by hauling the soil up the ridge with a j

steel rake
;
give good, clean culture. [

Straicberries.—Keep the beds clean of weeds, I

and give a mulching of saw-dust, spent tan or
j

cut straw, to keep the fruit from the dirt. Use I

care in picking not to tread down or injure the

!

vines.
|

Swine. — Keep them growing by feeding

!

whey, milk and slops, mixed with bran orj

shorts, and at work making manure. No ani-
[

mal kept on the farm will make a better, or a j

larger pile of manure than the hog kept in the I

pen, if supplied with the material
;
keep him I

busy by supplying muck, sods, weeds &c. j

Keep his pen as free of wet as possible by a
j

full supply. Many allow them the range of
j

the orchard and lose one source of large profit. \

Tobacco.—Prepare the ground and transplant 1

as early in the month as the plants will do ;

!

early transplanting is essential to a good crop. !

A moist damp time is the best for transplanting,

!

although with suitable care it may be done
|

even in a quite dry lime.
j

Tools.—See that every needed tool and ma-

1

chine is at hand and in repair and good work-

1

ing order, ready for haying to begin as soon as
j

the grass comes into blossom. Early cut grass
{

makes the best hay ; cows give more and bet-

1

ter milk kept on it ; and ah kinds of stock will
j

thrive faster than on haj' from more mature

!

grass. I

Weeds—grow while we are asleep, and rapid-

1

Iy, if allowed a chance ; therefore keep the I

hoes bright, while you are awake, in keeping I

them in subjection. Cut thistles with a speed,
;

taking off the crown ; allow none to blossom j

or goto seed. Persistent cutting will event-!

ually kill them. If a plant is not allowed lungs
\

to breathe it cannot live any more than the j

animal creatiou. Clean, thorough tillage is
j

what pays. \

Ornamental.—With all the drive and hurry
j

of work do not forget the suitable adornment

j

of the home and surroundings. You owe it [

to yourselves and to your children, to make I

home attractive. It rests the weary body to

j

have attractions to meet the eye when the day's
j

labor is over, and creates associations which
j

cling to one during life. h.- j

My Riverdale Farm, May, 1867. I

COEN FOE SOILING MILCH COWS.

Corn sowed broadcast or in drills is admira-

!

bly adapted for producing the requisite food
j

for Summer soiling milch cows. It is nutri- i

tious and succulent, and promotes a flow of;

milk, if not quite equal, at least second only j

to clover. It is a profitable crop to raise, be- j

cause an immense quantity can be grown per I

acre. There need be no loss in growing the
j

crop,;since if any part is not wanted for soiling,
j

it may be cut and cured and used for Winter.

)

No one who keeps a dairy should neglect to
j

grow a patch of sowed corn to meet the proba-

j

ble wants of his herd during the latter part of
j

August and September. If the season proves

!

to be dry, his stock will need it, and by this

!

means he will be able to keep his cows in con-

j

dition and obtain full returns, while those who

!

have made no provision for extra food must

j

suffer a considerable loss. During the season j

of 1864, in some sections stock could not have !

been carried through had it not been for patch-
j

es of sowed corn which came in play about
|

the time that pastures began to fail. Many

!

who did not put in this crop were forced to
j

feed from meadows, and, as a consequence,
j

were cut short of Winter fodder and obliged
\

to reduce their herds in the Fall.

Sowed corn may be put in from the first to j

the fifteenth of June. The land should be
j

heavily manured and put in good tilth. Old
j

land that has not been fall-plowed should be |

plowed twice, and the manure thoroughly
j

mingled with the soil. The usual practice is

j

to sow broadcast and harrow in the seed ; but

!

we prefer drilling in the seed with a machine, I

making the rows about two feet apart. This
(

will permit of a cultivator or horse hoe between |

the rows, which keeps down the weeds and j

stirs the soil, giving a better crop.

The Western or Dent corn, give3 the largest I

amount of fodder. Some use three and others

four bushels of seed per acre when sowed
broadcast. When sod ground is to be em-
ployed for sowing the crop it pays well to sub-

soil. We have grown immense crops by manur-
ing on the sod, turning under, and subsoiling

the land. In curing the crop for Winter fodder

we cut, tie iu bundles and shock up. This is

the safest course, since, if the weather is bad
there will be difficulty in curing it if left

spread out on the ground to diy.

There is an occasional season it is true,

when, with an abundance of rain that keeps

grass fresh and in vigorous growth, corn for

soiling purposes is not needed. But such sea-

sons are the exceptions, and it is poor economy
to base operations upon chance. It will be

better to make proper provisions for stock,

since, if it happens not to be needed, the crop

is not lost, but will pay largely as Winter fod-

der. The extent of ground needed for grow-

ing fodder will depend of course upon the

manner in which the crop is put in and culti-

vated, as well as the season. It should not be

. less than an acre for every ten cows, and it

will be no bad management if a larger area

than the proportion named be cultivated.—

X

A. Willard.

SUEFACE MANURING.

We confess that we cherish the belief that

surface manuring is the way to manure. Every

farmer aims to enrich his farm. Let us tell

him in a few plain words how to do it, and
then, after reading this plan, let him think over

his past experience in farming and see if it does

not corroborate what is said here.

Apply manure chiefly to your tillage lands

while iu grass. By so doing you produce a

strong, stiff sward, filled with grass roots. If

these roots are of clover, so much the better.

If you succeed in growing a good crop of grass

on a poor soil you have done two things—made
your land much better and gained a good crop.

As soon, or before the soil begins to show signs

of failure, plow or manure again. If you plow,

you have a wealth of grass roots decaying for

the food of growing crops. Ke-seed before the

land gets exhausted, and do it bountifully. If

you scrimp and starve elsewhere, don't do it

when seeding to grass. Aim to have a sward

as early as possible. To accomplish this you
should seed liberally. When the sward is

formed you have another crop of manure to

plow under. In seeding land it is better not

to be confined to one kind of grass. In this

manner lands may be managed for centuries

without material deterioration.

As a farther argument in favor of surface

manuring, we mention that it is nature's way.
The soil is on the top of the earth, irrigation

deposits its fertilizing elements on the surface.

Manure applied to the surface is acted upon by
the light, heat and rains—its elements are much
more slowly evolved in the earth than on the

surface. Every farmer should investigate this

|

subject aud make his own conclusions.— West-

ern Rural.

What is Progressive Agriculture ?—The
New York Observer answers this question in a
few words, but very comprehensively, as fol-

lows :

Under its influence spring up tasty and conve-
nient dwellings, adorned with shrubs and flow-

j

ers, and beautiful within with the smiles of
happy wives, tidy children in the lap of thought-
ful age—broad hearts and acts, as well as words
of welcome. Progressive agriculture builds

barns and puts gutters on them, builds stables

for cattle and raises roots to feed them. It

grafts wild apple trees, by the meadow with
pippins or greenings ; it sets out new orchards
and takes care of the old ones. It drains low
lands, cuts clown bushes, buys a mower, house
tools and wagons, keeps good fences and prac-

tices soiling. It makes hens lay, chickens live,

and prevents swine from rooting up meadows.
Progressive agriculture keeps on hand plenty

of dry fuel, and brings in the oven wood for

the women. It ploughs deeply, sows plenti-

fully, harrows evenly, and prays for the bless-

ings of Heaven.

Remedy foe Kicking Cows.—Cows, says a cotemporary, seldom kick without some good reason for it. Teats are sometimes chapped or the udder
tender

; harsh handling hurts them and they kick. Sometimes long and sharp finger nails cut then- teats, and sometimes the milker pulls the long
hairs on the udder while milking. Shear off the long hairs, cut long finger nails close, bathe chapped teats with warm water, and grease them well
with lard, and always treat a cow gently. She will never kick unless something hurts her, or she fears a repetition of former hurts. When handled
gently, cows like to be milked. When treated otherwise they will kick and hold up their milk. It is quite as consistent to whip a sick child to stop
its crying, as to whip or kick a cow, to prevent kicking while being milked.
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Montgomery County, Pa.
I
larva in the earth ofthe held where it was born, i^ foots to several million sacks i

St- Louis consume,! last year, in the manu-

In reply, we would stale that the experience! from the middle or end of June in one year,
j j,^^^ statement it evident that we needS

facture of 21 7,892 barrels of beer
'

noo»°00

of English hop growers is settled on this fact :! until the eighteenth or twentieth of May, atf^
Uu fo) . breadstuffs but can call on I bushels of barley, worth a million of dollars.

That the best soil for hops is on limestone land
; j

least, in the next year. Now what does this
j Q^fb,^ wnen famine approaches our doors. I

B>' ™kM selectio" for lbl,r years Mr.

but that they will produce well on all soils that ! f»ct suggest to the intelligent farmer.' my> 1 If tliat State exports the immense quantity of I
Hall(!ft ' 0l" EuSla'^» produced wheat, the

grow wheat. Lime seems to be essential to j
clearlythis : that he ought to institute an ex- 1

in aboye mentioned what must be her a „_
1 heads of which contained three times as

the perfect growth of hops ; hence a greatpor- [
animation of his wheat fields during the latter

j ate production ? She must keep immen^ - many = rail,s as ,ll<' original head, andthat

tion of Pennsylvania is admirably adapted to j
part ofMay, and ifhe finds these orange-colored

| gtoreg fô geed and consumption besides sup l wouId produce sixty to eighty stalks from

their cultivation. The roots of the hOp pene- j larvae in the soil in any considerable numbers
j

;
er^ ^^ (he

'

dcmand j each kernel sown.

trate very deep ; consequently they never do ]
then let him turn it down with a deep sub-soil

j fo^ fl

°

ui
, \ a Mr. Warren of Hancock county, Maine,

well on thin, shallow soils. A drought often
|

plow.
| „ I uses as a wash for bams, one bushel of lime,

spoils the crop, and in a climate of extremes, I
It would be a nice question to determine how

| OSAGE HEDGING. 1 pounds of salt, and two pounds of white

like ours, this should be guarded against by |
these insects can subsist in the larva state, and

} { vitriol. This stood the weather veiy well,

planting in a deep, well pulverized soil. The I
be subjected to all the various changes of heat |

The Prairie Farmer states that owing to the
j Paint Q f auy color can be added,

ground must be kept free of weeds and grass, I
and cold, wet and dry, for almost a whole year,

j
high prices of fencing materials and the dp-

j A correspondent in the New England Farm-
the hills nearly flat. Good tillage, on suitable I This fact would seem to imply that there is no

j
culty of getting them, it must lead, and is lead-

. el, s:l> B [h .a hc effectualy cures his cows of

land insures good crops. j
other remedy than the one which we have sug- 1

ing, to a general adoption of the hedge for all
( sucking themselves by smearing the bags and

As to the second inquiry, we cannot answer, I
gested, because any application that would des- { outside farm enclosures. For this purpose the

| teats wMl the most offensive grease that can

not being familiar with distinct kinds, if there I
troy the larva; might also destroy the wheat,

j
Osage is the main reliance in the prairie region

j be tbuml abnut Uie prcmises _

are any. Third, in planting hops, the Spring I
and unfit the soil for a subsequent crop. If the! South and South-west of forty-two degrees

| Kad isb or lettuce sowed around the hills of

is the best time. They are more certain to j
plowing down seems to be necessary from the ]

North, and in some cases still higher than that.
} cucumber and other vines is said to be a pro-

grow. Plant in hills, from six to eight feet |
presence of these larva; iu the soil, a crop of[Most of the seednoWused is brought from Tex-

j tection against the striped bug, which prefers

apart. This will allow from eight to twelve I
corn or lale potatoes may still be raised upon ]

as and Arkansas, and is obtained by peeling the
j tuis food l0 the young vines,

hundred hills to the acre. Fourth, the pick- 1 it. But many of these larva; do not reach the
j
orange as we do an apple, passing them through

j Tnere is an Egg prcserving Company in Qbl -

ing and drying question is of great importance, [ground, but remain in the husks of the grain, j
a roller-mill, when the pulp floats off and thej cag0] witll a capital of $50,000.

When a boy, on a farm, we were told that j
and are carried to the stack and the grain-mow.

j
seeds sink to the bottom. The seeds are dried j Mr Nathan Mosely, of Goodground, N. J.,

"September winds should never blow on the |
According to the experiments of Dr. A. Fitch,

j
and run through a fanning mill, when tbey are I

wriles t0 tue New York Farmers' Club that hc

hops "—meaning that they should be picked j
they do not die in the grain husks, but, on the ! ready for market.

j has shot at different times four king birds which

before the late storms of that month set in.
]
contrary, on the application of moisture they j

Parties in Kansas contemplate petitioning
j lie thought he caught in the very act of catch-

The proper time to harvest them is when the | revive again. 1
the Legislature of that State to pass a law ma-

j
ing honey beeg) but on examining their crop

flower is changed from green to brown, and 1 Mr. R. says that he has on various occasions {
king a hedge a legal fence as soon as planted,

j no bees were found

when the hop emits its fragrant odor. At that ! rubbed infected wheat heads until they were !
and holding parties possessing stock, running

j A correspondent of the Maine Farmer sa\ s

period the cuticle of the seed Is of a purple ! completely divested of their grains, and found \
at large, responsible for any damage done by \ that on the isiauds wuicn are lue home of t iie

color, and the seed itself is hard. Early pick- 1 that the larger number of the larva; remained
j
them to fields inclosed by these incipient hedg-

j
Jersey C0WS) roses bloom through December in

ing is always the safest, as all hop growers will 1 in the chaff. It has long been his opinion that

}

es
-

This course, it is supposed, will lead to a
j ILr. open ^ alld tbat in New England they

testify. To dry hops, if grown in large quan- 1 the chaff may pass through a threshing ma- j
general fencing with hedges, and preserve the

| need blanketing as much as a fancy race horse

tities, a hop-house, or kiln, should be con- 1 chine and a winnowing mill, and the larva; or j
timber bordering upon and interspersed oyer

j A farmer in Qneida county, New York,

structed. In England, where hop-culture is! pupa: be still in it, comparatively uninjured, [the country from the destruction which fencing
| raiscd one hundred and fifty bushels of turnips

followed as a business, they have large build- { A portion of this chaff is fed to cattle, but a I with it must involve.
j
p6r a(. re Dy sowing among his corn. He did

ings constructed on purpose, with drying ! large portion reaches the barn-yard, and is from
j

" '""
_ ! not think they affected the yield of com at all.

floors, where a certain heat is kept up day and ! thence hauled to the fields. When knmon to ! ff^jT*^"
m 0n,0 -'_At

.

a
)

alc mcctl"g I N( .w Hampshire has three million dollars in-

night. These buildings are generally of wood, | be infected it ought lo be burnt.
]

of
|

he 0hl° Dairymen's Association, the fol-
\ vegted m horses, four and a half million in cat-

with sides and floors lined with brick to retain I There are contingencies, however, through !
lcnvm° statement was made :—The amount of

|^ {wo (n l a hM mMoa in much cows two

heat. The drying floors, or shelves, arc seve- 1 which the safety of the grain crop is often c f-]
caplta

J

'"Vested in the dairy business ot Ohio.
mmion in sheep, and six hundred and Beventy-

ralfcet from the ground, and are formed ofjfectcd, other than by artificial means. Cold
j

13 estimate11 at $264,028,850, of winch the
j fQur thousand in swine,

slats of wood, and these are covered with | wet weather may so far retard the development j

°ows
'
at uacb

'
amount to >;'.14,:,ii,, ,.,(1

;
the

|
, a England there aR . many farmers who

coarse cloth. The hops are spread evenly on ! of this insect as to prevent its assuming the pu- !
'
at $..0 per acre, $207,101,100; teams and

| mor6 support themselves and large fami-
1V . , „ m. . . •

i
• i , , u- i u . -i i I implements, $23,011,000. In 1865, the uum-=. ..

,

' ,. .

b
.

this cloth. The great secret in curing hops is = pa state, which it must necessarily pass through \ „.,,.'. = ies on the product of six acres, besides paying
* .i . . , . ,|. „ _ . „ _ , a • -- ber of milch cows in Ohio was 695,387: the = . . . .. . . . „ ,

ik&t they must be dried by currents of heated i before it assumes the form ol a fly, until it is i

^ ^ _^ i d 1
rents. Agriculturists m Germany,.who

air passing through tliem, and not by radiation
j
too late to do much damage to the wheat. Thej

J ^ rod
^

16 940 213 f r^.
^ '

^
arC ProP"cto13 °f nve acres, support themselves

of heat. Such are the operations, stated in
[
present state of the weather seems to be favor-

1

0 ee8e Pr uc
>

i
> '

P n
[ on two, and lay up money on the product of

brief, of planting and curing hops. We do
[
able to that end. But should it appear too late

j Thr Grifflll ^ ^ demand for | the remainder.

not know where hop plants are sold. j for the wheat in general, it will still find some
| con)) m (hat sect

-

ou - s ve_ emphatic and I
If a stable is kept clean, cows will go into

Not only Pennsylvania, but mosl of the
|
wheat in a backward condition, in low, shaded

{ pricc

'

s are advarjC in ,r
.'

It advises the farmers ! °' their own accoril- If dirty, tliev luive to to

Middle States, even New England, will pro-
j
situations, that will serve its purpose

;
or it may

j to pay lesg attention'to cotton and more' to the I
(lrh en m -

duce remimeralive crops of the hop. Its cul-
j
deposit its eggs in the glumes of the different

Iproflactjo,, 0f breadstull's. When the South I
A Prot'ucc exchange has been opwjed in

tivation is rapidly increasing—perhaps because I grasses, or in the oats, in order to perpetuate
| becomea self-sustaining as to bread it will be i

San Fl ancisco, in view ofthe growing grain

of the immense quantity of malt liquor now j its existence, as it does in England and on the
j^ ^ ^ enmd (he businesg of ,.aising

\ exports.

consumed in the United States. |
continent of Europe, from whence it was first

| cotton if desirable. The Star is right, whether I A Mr. Park of Georgia has specimen heads
»» —» -

j
imported into this country.

j itg advicc ^ hce(,cd Qr no{ j of Egyptian seven-headed wheat, grown in

Axwats keep a. supply of copper wire on ! | Essex-, England, from seed found iu the wrap-

hand, of different sizes, for repairing tools ; it j Armies of caterpillars are desolating the for- 1 Grasshoppers threaten to make sad havoc [ pings of au Egyptian mummy, twenty-six

is greatly superior to either twine or iron wire, j ests in some parts of Tennessee. | with the young grain and grass in Kansas. \ hundred years old.

It should never be forgotten that the happier a child is the cleverer he will be. This is not only because in a state of happiness the mind is free, and
at liberty for the exercise of its faculties, instead of spending its thoughts aud energies iu brooding over troubles ; but also because the action of the brain

is stronger when the frame is in a state of hilarity ; the ideas are more clear
j

impressions of outward objects are more vivid ; and the memory will not

^ slip. This is reason enough for the mother to take some care that she is the cheerful guide and comforter of her child. If she is anxious or fatigued, she

5>l^' will exercise some control over herself, and speak cheerfully, and try to enter freely into the subject of the moment ; to meet the child's waut3 ; to stoop

to the plane of his companionship. Happiness has indeed a vast influence for good over a child's mind.
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The Fireside Huse +

GONE AWAY.

I see the farm-house red and old,

Above the roof its maples sway

;

The hills behind are bleak and cold.

The wind comes up and dies away.

I gaze into each empty room,

And as I gaze a gnawing pain

13 at my heart, at thought of those

Who ne'er will pass the door again.

And strolling down the orchard slope,

(So wide a likeness grief will crave,)

Each dead leaf seems a withered hope,

Each mossy hillock looks a grave.

They will not hear me if I call

;

They will not see these tears that start

;

*Tis Autumn—Autumn with it all—

And worse than Autumn in my heart.

O leaves so dry, and dead, and sere

!

I can recall some happier hours,

When Summer's glory linger'd there,

And Summer's beauty touch'd the flowers.

Adown the slope a tender shape

Danced lightly, with her flying curls,

And manhood's deeper tones were blent

With the gay laugh of happy girls.

O stolen meetings at the gate

!

O lingerings at the open door 1

0 moonlight rambles long and late !

My heart can scarce believe them o'er.

And yet the silence strange and still,

The air of sadness and decay,

The moss that grows upon the sill-

Yes, Love and Hope have gone away I

So like, so like a worn-out heart

!

Which the last tenant finds too cold,

And leaves for ever more, as they

Have left this homestead, red and old.

Poor empty house I poor lonely heart

!

'Twere well if bravely, side by side,

You waited till the hand of Time

Each ruin's mossy wreath supplied.

1 lean upon the gate, and sigh

;

Some bitter tears will force their way,

And then I bid the place good-by

For many a long and weary day.

I cross the little ice-bound brook,

(In Summer 'tis a noisy stream).

Turn round, to take a last fond look.

And all has faded like a dream.

preside Tale,

SEEING TOO MUCH

L. SARMIENTO.

I
"I don't know what I've ever done to her, I'm

|

{sure! (Sob.) I've always been good andj

f
kind to her (sob), goodness knows !"

j
Annoyed and nervous, Mrs. N arose and

|

I left the room, almost persuaded that Aunt Mar-
[

I tyn must be right, although she, herself, had
f

[seen nothing. She determined therefore to|

I reprove her daughter, and for that purpose now
|

j
sought her room. Emma was there, her face

j

1 beaming good-naturedly. Certainly without
|

I the slightest trace of any anger.
j

I "Why were you angry with aunt, just now, I

I Emma ?" she asked.
]

f "Angry? Why I wasn't angry, mamma,"!

1 answered the young girl, in a surprised tone. I

\ "Not angry! Well, you acted as though I

[ you were—at least so your aunt thinks."

J "Oh bother!" exclaimed Emma, now quite
f

! provoked. "Aunt's entirely too touchy. She
j

I is all the time imagining things. For my part
j

I I wish she had never come to the house. I'm
j

I sure there has been nothing but trouble ever

}

j since she came. I just wish that she would
[

I stay at home." I

| "Emma," said Mrs. N- ,
grieved at her|

I daughter's words, "I am surprised at yourf

{ speaking of any one in such disrespectful

}

I tones. Indeed, I'm much afraid yom aunt is

}

1 right when she pronounces you ' wayward.' "j

I "I wish aunt would mind her own affairs!" I

j cried Emma, now highly excited, for she felt
j

| that she had been most unjustly judged by her
j

! Aunt Martyn, whom she dearly loved in spite
j

1 of her words. " I just wish aunt would mind
}

{ her own affairs !"
I

I "Much comfort have I in my children ! 'i {

I sighed poor Mrs. N , as she prepared to re-

1

j turn to the " sewing-room " again. "Quarrels
j

I and disagreeable incidents all the time. It
[

I never used to be so
;
and, indeed, it does really

}

| seem, as Emma says, that it has only been so
f

I since Aunt Martyn came to the house. She I

\sees everything, and notices fifty things that I\

\ would pass over." |

[ So saying, Mrs. N turned the knob of}

I the door that led into her sanctum, called the I

•»| "sewing-room;" but scarce had she done so,
]

! when a loud screech from Aunt Martyn saluted
j

I her ears, intermingled with angry words from
j

... t her youngest boy, who had been kept home
{

I from school on account of a slight cold.

| Poor Mrs. N turned her eyes heaven-
j

1 ward, as though to ask, " What now ? What

}

Fireside B^isceUamj,

ABTIFICIAL FLOWEES.

Ladies who deck their hair with mimic

0p new annoyance ?'

On entering the room she found her little boy
" EtD you notice how Emma swept out

Hie rccm then ?"

™, , . , »,ii = couched weeping m one corner, while Aunt
The speaker was a maiden aunt, who bad =

1 ° , .
.'

come to pay a "short" visit to the N-
I Martyn held in her hand the evident cause of;

family. Her niece, a rather heedless girl, it
j the commotion—a light parlor-ball.

must be confessed, of some fifteenSummers,
|

' There ! There ! My goodness gracious

!

had just left the room—closing the door some-

what noisily behind her.

| If that ball had bounced the other way it would
j

I have dashed that mirror all to pieces. How I

, no, I cannot say I did," answered I
y°u can worry me so

'
1 **** see

!

"
, ,

!

Mrs. N , thus appealed to. "In fact, sur- !
"™^ Nedd>'> how can ?on 1 demamled

I

rounded by children, as I am all day—one cry- ! Poor Mrs
-
N >

now uervol1s and excited
'

j

ing here, another squalling there-I do believe!™g the little fellow and shaking him.
j

that I have become oblivious to noises of au{"How«ro you worry your aunt this way?"|

km(js j Then turning to that formidable personage, she l

" It wasn't the noise so much, Sally, that I !
asked

>
" What was be doiuS' aunt ?"

1

spoke of, as the manner. If vou had but seen !
"^ be was lowing UP

.

that bal1
'
and

I

the manner in which Emma slammed that j
every minute I expected to see it come crash-

1

door. Why it went straight to my heart. as !
ing through the looking-glass, or windows, or|

though I had been struck." j
something else.'

|

"But, dearaunt, you are too sensitive." I
" Why, Neddy, how can you be so naughty ?"

[

"No, Sally, I am not sensitive. But I have !
asked tbe motber

' SivinS ,be child mother

{

eyes, I am sorry to say, and I can see with I

sbake
-

" Have
\

not told ^ou often not t0
I

-.them
;
and, when that girl slammed that door, j

worry y°ur aunt ?"
[

5 could see that she intended to say, as plain j
"I ain't naughty at all," sobbed the little

|

as plain could be, that she hated me and all] fellow, "I ain't naughty at all. I was just I

connected with me." I
playing with this ball, and it wouldn't break

j

"Now, dear aunt, that is positively unjust ! I
anything, so it wouldn't. And you said I might

]

First of all, Emma has had nothing to make jplay with it, too." I

her cross. Nothing, I am sure, has been said! "So I did," returned Mrs. N , now first I

to offend her; and, moreover, I do not think
f
regarding the facts in their true light. "I'm,!

that, supposing such were the case, she would 1 sure, aunt," she continued, somewhat remon- [

vent her spleen in so unlady-like and disagree- 1 stratingly, "you need not have been worried.
j

able a manner as you imagine." j It is only a parlor-ball, made light and elastic 1

"Dont care!" muttered the old lady, dog- [ on purpose, so that it is almost impossible to I

gedly. " I've got eyes, and I see what other I break anything with it. See," and taking it

people don't. And I tell you that Emma is j she threw it against one of the window-panes,

angry at something. Though, laws knows ! I " it rebounds without doing the least damage."

what I have done that she should get angry I "I know," was the answer, in a testy tone,

with mei" And here Aunt Martyn opened the }
" It might answer very well for some people to

shark-like mouth of her steel-bead bag and 1 have children throwing balls and things where
drew forth a voluminous pocket-handkerchief. looking-glasses and such things are, but I can't

stand it. Fortunately or unfortunately, as the I children to perceive it. But I can see it

—

case may be, I've got eyes, and I can't help but j thank goodness, I've got eyes."

see what might happen." 1 "And that's the whole cause of the trouble,"

" Yes, and she sees a great many things that j said Mr. N ,
quite sternly. "You see too

mightn't happen, too !" exclaimed Neddy, vehe- 1 much. You see things before they happen,

mently. 1 and many things that never do happen—so

"You naughty boy! Aint you ashamed to j
good day. Mrs. N , until I can enjoy my

speak so ?" 1 dinner in peace, I shall dine down town."

"That child's fairly itching for a whipping,! ******
Sally, and it's your duty to give it to him," in- 1 Tbat evening, when Mr. N returned

terposed Aunt Martyn. "I've just been watch-

1

from bis Place of business, he found that Aunt

ing him all this blessed morning, and the thou- 1
Martyn had left, "highly offended ;" nor was

sand ways that he has tried to aggravate me |
he sonT for& as he put on his slippers

would try the patience of a saint. No," she| and drew near the fire that night, while his

continued, in answer to a look of surprise in- 1 children gathered happily around him, he

voluntarily drawn from poor Mrs. N ; "of
|

could not but exclaim—

course you didn't see it, but I've got eyes, Sally, I
"Heaven protect us from any one again

and when I see a thing I know what's meant j
that sees too much !" and heartily we echo his

by it." ! prayer.

"Well, I must confess that I didn't notice
]

the child doing anything wrong ; but if you |

say so, aunt, it must be so. So, Neddy, just |

you walk up to bed as a punishment for speak-

1

ing rudely just now, and I don't know whether 1

I will give you any dinner or not. Go, you \

naushty boy;" and despite the little fellow's !
Woom

>
have

>
in Seneral, little idea of the way

tears and protestations, she pushed him out of I
in wmcb these false flowers grow. They wear

the room and closed the door upon him. I
tbem , light-hearted, in the gayest scenes, and

Mrs. N was at most times an indulgent \
tbink not that tbev are transplanted from the

mother, but being naturally nervous, was easily ! saddest. They put forth their leaves and deli-

influenced by others, when she was, againj [
cate hues in stifling gairets, in fetid back kitch-

too severe. At ordinary times she was content I
ens

>
or in bot

>
over-crowded factories, where

with seeing her children's faults and correcting I
tbe gas-burners are often without glass or shade,

them, but when Aunt Martyn was about, shel and stoves are set on the table to heat the

saw with her eyes, and acted accordingly. !
tools

>
wbile a hundred women and girls from

Time passed, and the hour approached atl ni)ie years old and upward, bend over their

which Mr. N came home usuallv to dine, 1
b°t-house plants. Some hold the hand-stamp

and true to the appointed time his brisk foot-

!

wbicb cuts through sixteen folds at a time of

step was heard 1
tlie niuslin or silk that is to make the leaves

" Where's Neddy ?" he asked, as he entered I
and flowers. Others vein the leaves by press-

his wife's little sanctum. " Where's Neddy ?" I
irlS tbem oetween dies, or paint the petals sepa-

"AVhy, Neddv, I am sorry to say, has an-! lately with a brush when the centre is to be

noyed aunt so much that I was forced to pun- 1 left white. Most of them are busy with the

ish him by sending him to bed." !
finei' work of constructing the flowers. They

"That's quite unusual," said Mr. N
5

1 gum and wax, dust for bloom with potato flour,

regretful!)', for he always looked forward at

!

or with blown glass powder frost; they twist

the dinner hour to a good romp with the little 1 PaPer or silk thread for the stalk, and make the

fellow, as a relaxation from business thoughts ! foundation on which the petals stick. Slender

and cares. "I am sorry he annoved aunt," he I
wires are run through the blossoms, and a small

continued; "what did he do to annoy her?" |
goffering iron gives them their curl. All this is

"Why, he was playing with his ball, and f
strange and fidgety work, especially by gas light

aunt was afraid that he would break some- 1 with blistered fingers, thumb nails worn to the

tn ;na.
»

[
quick, and the dust of paint and other mate-

" What, with that little parlor-ball ?" |
"al inflaming the eyes, and preparing patients

uYes" [ for the Opthalmic Hospital. The blues and

"Humph!" coughed Mr. N
,
by no means |

carmines try the sight sadly, and the latter

satisfied. "But where's Emma ?"

Emma was in bed also. She had felt

deeply what she could not but deem Aunt Mar-
j

is left to poison the poor " flower girl's" exist

tyn's injustice, that she had wept herself sick. |
ence.

A fearful headache was the consequence, and = n„ . q n,Tj.iJ Carving a Character.—Did you ever watch
Emma, as the servant expressed it, didn t =

want no dinner."

At table one annoyance after the other fol

lowed. Faults .were discovered that

were thousrht of before. And all by

I causes heaviness in the head. Arsenic green

so | and verdigris blue are seldom used ; but enough

| a sculptor slowly fashiouing a human counten-

\ ance ? It is not struck out at a single blow.

A
Ten thousand

= It is painfully and laboriously wrought.

Aun* ^ thousand blows rough-cast it.

, = chisel points polish and perfect it—put in the
Martyn. The rest of the children were de- i „

1
,

F
, , .

1
, „

1

. j . . , .

'

, .. = fine touches, and bring out the features and ex

-

tected on the point of, or "just about to com-= . ' .
°

. ,

„ ., , „ . , , o . . = pression. It is a work of time ; but at last the
mit a thousand flagrant breaches of etiquette, .., , ' , „
T x ,

,. , , i full likeness comes out, and stands fixed and
In the servants were discovered a thousand; , .

',
, „ ,

, , , . ^ _ i ii. =- unchanging in the solid marble. So does a
neglectful domgs. Cross words and hasty re- =

B
,. , ,., ^,

.
°

, , t „ ... . . , = man carve out his own moral likeness. Every
loinders were heard on all sides, while Aunt = ' „ , . , , . ,.

J

, . tit -M- .1 . s day he adds something to the work. A thou-
Martvn assured poor Mrs. N that to spare i ./{, , , , , *

, . - . ., i ., , t . = sand acts of thought, and will, and effort,
the rod was certain to spoil the child, and read \ ,

-, .
' 7

, ui • • , - i -n I shape the feature and expression of the soul,
her a lecture upon "bringing up children = * .

*\
„ = Habits of love, piety and truth—habits of

°
, , ,„ , , t , . . ,, ,„ = falsehood, passion or goodness, silently mould

"There! there! 1 on 11 break that tumbler ! \ , „ ,
.'
v

. .„ ,

B
, . ' , ,.,

., _T , . , ., , ,. = and fashion it till at length it wears the likeness
•'Why, goodness, aunt, the child wasnt; „ _ , , .

°
,

, . ' , ' . . . , r = of God, or the image of a demon.
touching the glass, interposed poor Mrs 5

N , almost beside herself. I

"No. But he was just a-going to. I saw!

him ; I was watching him."
|

Between the "I wasn't," and "You were," f

that now followed, Mr. N arose. For I

some time he had been moving restlessly in
j

his chair, and now he could sit still no longer.

"Well, this is just about enough of this,'

A scene recently took place at a Paris wed-

ding, in which the refining influence of love

! and French politeness combined to make a very

1 charming picture. The bridegroom, an honest

land industrious locksmith, was uneducated,

| and when called on to sign the register, marked

I a cross. The bride, on the contrary, although

I belonging to a poor family, had received an

| exclaimed he. "I'll not bear with it any longer, j excellent education. Nevertheless, when the

| Why, I would as soon be in Bedlam ; and yet
j pen was passed to her, she signed a cross. The

| it never used to be so."
[ bridesmaid, a former schoolfellow of the bride,

| "No, I suppose not," sobbed Aunt Martyn, | having expressed her astonishment, the young

I opening the everlasting shark's mouth, and I wife replied, "Would you have me humiliate

I searching for her poeket-handkerehief. "No, |my husband? To-morrow I will commence
= because you were too wrapped up in your | teaching him to read and write."

Agriculture in California.—There are now about 4,000,000 acres of land inclosed in California, and about 1,750,000 acres under cultivation.
These are far larger areas of occupied and improved land than were ever before reported. Three years ago the amount of land under cultivation was
only 1,197,984 acres. Most of the increase since was made last year. A considerable portion of it was in the larger mining counties, which are
beginning to claim importance as fruit and wine growing districts. The area planted to wheat was about 500,000 acres, a gain of 200,000 acres in
three years. The yield was 12,000,000 bushels, or 7,000,000 more than in 1803. The barley crop also shows a great increase. In 18C3 it was
about 4,000,000 in 24 counties, including all but 3 or 4 of the strictly agricultural counties. This year it is returned at 14,000,000 bushels in 40 counties.
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The Stcck-faril

MILK AND MILKERS.

In an article on the qualities of milk, &c,
Dr. Voelcker says

:

" Generally speaking, small races, or small

individuals of lire larger races, give the richest

milk from the same kind of food. Where

good quality is the main ohject, Alderneys or

Guernseys unquestionably are the cows that

ought to be kept, for they give a richer cream

than any other kind in common use in this

country
;

but, of course, Alderueys are not,

the most profitable stock for cow-keepers in

towns, with whom the Yorkshire cow, essen-

tially a short-horn, is the favorite breed, as it

surpasses all others for the quantity of milk it

yields. The milk, however, compared with

that of the Alderney or Ayrshire cow, is more

watery and less rich in butter, and therefore

not well suited for dairies iu which butter and

cheese are made. Iu the Spring of the year

and the early part of Summer, milk is more

abundant, and the butter made from it of a

finer flavor. As soon as the season advances,

the supply diminishes, but becomes richer in

butter. The influence of food on the quality

of milk is very striking. A half-starved cow

not only yields but little milk, but what it

yields is miserably poor. On the other hand,

the liberal supply of food rich in nitrogenous

and phosphatic elements of nutrition tells di-

rectly on the milk. Nothing, therefore, can be

more injudicious than to stint dairy cows in

food."

Good Sheep.—We have some remarkable

stories from the Spring shearings in Vermont.

One Rutland county ram, the " General Lee,"

whose carcass weighed but 12l£ pounds, yield-

ed a fleece of eleven and a half months' growth

which weighed 25i- pounds. On the same day

there was a shearing at Shelburne, at which

prizes were awarded for the best fleeces. Fif-

teen sheep were sheared, whose average weight

of carcass was a little more than 70 pounds,

and whose average weight of fleece was 13

pounds, 8 ounces. The lightest fleece of the

fifteen weighed 7 pounds, 14 ounces, from an

animal whose weight was 120 pounds 3 ounces.

One animal, weighing 81 pounds, yielded a

fleece of 1 ."> pounds, 12^ ounces ;
another,

which weighed 97 pounds, furnished a fleece

of 15 pounds, 12£ ounces; and another fur-

nished a fleece of 10 pounds, loi ounces, from

a carcass which weighed only 5G pounds.

Still another carcass, weighing only G3 pounds,

yielded 16 pounds, 12 ounces of wool.

Dangeks of Sheep Shearing too Early in

the Season.—The Ohio Farmer in its report of

the meeting of the Michigan Wool Growers'

Association, at Jackson, on April 3d, where it

was determined to hold a public exhibition on

the 7th of May. gives the views of several wool

growers on the effect of early shearing, as

brought out iu the discussion of the subject on

that occasion. Mr. Rome, of Ann Arbor, and

Mr. Goodyear of Manchester, each claimed

that it would be dangerous to valuable sheep

to shear them as early as the first Tuesday in

May. Mr. Goodyear stated that he had lost, as

he thought, two bucks that were worth §1,000,

owing to the early shearing of the Southern

Washtenaw Society last year. Though then-

death was not immediate, they seemed to have

been injured so that with the utmost care and

attention, they declined in condition steadily

during Summer, and seemed to have no strength

to recuperate. He imputed their death to hav-

ing been shorn too early in the season.

Peas asd Pork.—A writer in the American

Stock Journal advocates the raising of peas for

fattening pork. Ground or boiled they are

deemed excellent for other stock, also, when
mixed with cut hay, straw or corn fodder.

But the Canadians rely on peas for pork-mak-

ing, deeming six bushels of these equivalent to

ten bushels of corn, for this purpose. The
pea is an excellent decomposer of stiff and
damp clayey soils.

QUALITIES OF .CATTLE.

Ayhsiiiees for cheese ; Devons for butter,

and Alderneys for cream. These, on the best

native stock, will improve. The improved

Short horns combine these qualities to a large

extent, and arc, besides, superior for beef.

When we say the Alderneys for cream, we

mean the richest cream, not the most, as less

milk is given by them than by the Devons, and

less butter made from a cow. For the farmer

who has but a few cows, the improved Short-

horns are the best, as they combine more or

less the good qualities. Excellent for milk,

they arc still more so for beef.

—

Colman's Ru-

ral World.

Selecting a cow.— It is sometimes the case

that the best judges will be deceived. A cow

of very unpromising appearance, coarse in the

neck, large boned, and second on third rate

milk marks generally, will, now and then, turn

|
out to be first-rate, while another with these

marks largely developed, fine in the head and

! neck and promising every way, will prove un-

i satisfactory. But a failure in this case is rare,

i
Let the head be light, the forehead broad, the

! horn rather thin and clear, the eye clear and

i
prominent, the neck thin, and the fore-quaters

\
rather light, the back straight, the hind quarters

i well developed, wide over the loins, the car-

! cass deep, the udder coming forward and well

[shaped, the skin soft to the touch, the teats

! well set, not too large nor too small, the tail

! long and thin, like a whip-lash. Such a cow

;
ought to be a good one.

—

Plowman.

Points of a Good Milker.—A correspondent

! of the Country Gentleman says :
" Iu selecting

! a milker look well to the udder. Before milk-

! iug it should be wide and broad, not hanging

! down like a sack, and hard and shiny, nearly

I destitute of hair, and what there is should be

|
soft, fine and bright. After milking, the udder

| should be soft and apparently a skin bag. If,

I after milking, the udder is hard and full, it

| shows that it is flesh, not milk, that distends it."

! Another correspondent says

:

! "For a cow that leaks her milk badly, place
I a little elastic gum ring around each teat. You
\ can cut a set out of an old cast-away rubber
I shoe—-cost nothing—no harm to the cow, and
I will save in a season several dollars' worth of
I milk."

The Markets,

I W00NS0CKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending May 31,1867.]

= fah.m rEoriroTa, foki., ac

Htamarrr.'.s.

In Woonsocki-t, Mar 23d, hv ReV. Robtrl Murray, Mr. John [

North to MlffH Elizabeth Betitltry, both of Woonsockut.

In Fall River, May 23d, George Hannm :o Minn Ruth Hallum, \

both of Kail River.

In Soiithbrid«»-, May 22, Orrin J. AMrlch ..| \\V baler, to Miia I

Fanny J. Freeman ol S. \

Id NYwport. May 22d, John Henry Luce to Mihs Luclnda \

Vara Bosh, both of Newport.

In Providence. May 22d, Gustavtm Otto to Mihs Madallne !

Maria Kauman, both of P. \

In Providence, May 2tith. Harlan A. Page, of Olneyvllle, to \

Mliis Emma Kanilnll. I

In Fall River, May 86th. Mr. Frederick W. Eastwood to Miss I

Sarah A. Field, both ol' Fall River. t

Uriahs.

In Webster, May 16th, Mrs. Mary Brown, aged 85 years 11
months.

In Dudley, May 19th, son of Francis Goddard, aged 11 years.

In Providence. May 2:sd, Mrs. Mary Han-ham, a native of .

Devonshire, England, aged 72 years and 9 months. On the 23d, \

Mrs. Augusta A. Monme. ac.-d 21 years, 1 month and 5 davs. =

On the 2*Hb, Caroline K., wife of Confl.tl.-r W. Burl, and daugh- I

ter of the late Joseph Olnev, of North Providence, aged til 5

years, 4 months and 4 days. '
;

In Grafton, May 2ii, suddenly, of disease of the heart, Capt. \

John \V. Slocomb, aged T.i years.

In Smithneld, May 26th. Amy, widow of the late Rufus
:

-

Jenckes, iu the 91st year of her age.

In Smlthlield, May 17th, Mary ICvans, aged 75 years, 2 months I

and 13 days. [Providence and Worcester papers please copy. I

In Worcester, May 25th, Eunice L., daughter of I. S. and J. i

B. Meriam, aged 17 years and 9 months; -Jt-th, Joseph Hunter :

of Lowell, aged 19yearB. I

In Fall River, May 26th, Edmund Power, aged 4.1 years
; 27th, \

Michael Cunneen, aged 74 years.
j

In Mystic, Conn., May 27th. Christopher T. Pierce, eldest son I

of the late Samuel Pierce of Providence, in the oUth year or I

his age.

In Smithfield, May 23d. William Butler, aged 64 yeare. (New
j

Hampshire and Hartford papers please copy.

In Medway, May 9, Anson F. White, aged 52 years 10 mos. !

and 15 days.

In Greenville, May 20th, Louisa Ellen, only child of Charles I

Pond and Elvira E. Allen, aged 7 years 5 mos. 19 days.

In Bergen, N. J., May 21, Clarence, sou of Joseph and Eliza- \

beth N. Mansfield, aged 6 months and y days.

Hav^ton $51)

Straw ton $20
Coal $ ton $10 50al2 5(1

Oats |) bush $1 00

GKOCFIttES, kc

Wood cord $6a9 50
Beans ^ quart 15c
Potatoes 1.10
OnionB 1.00

THOROUGH-BRED BULLS FOR SALE ! -The subscriber
offers to sell the Thorough-bred Jersey Bull " MatchleSB 2

| years old. Also the Thorough-bred Devon Bull Uncas,'' 15
= months old. Both Thorough-bred Animals. Full Pedigrees glren.
= Apply to JOHN DIMON, Pomlret, Conn.
= June 1, 1857, 3w-we-21

POULTRY FOR SALE.—The subscriber offers to sell one
pair Breemen Geese and one pair Rouen Ducks, warranted

\ pure, and as good as any in this country. Also one trio '* Jersey
= Blue" Fowls, excellent layers.

I JOHN DIMON, Pomfret, Conn.
= June 1, 1867. 3w-wc-21

ATTENTIOiX, TOBACCO USKItS!
: Why destroy your health and waste your money by using
I Tobacco ? One Box of ORTON'S PREPARATION is war-
= ranted to destroy the appetite for Tobacco in any person no
= matter how strong the habit may be. Sent on receipt of one
= dollar. Address E. Douglass, Prop. Box 1572, Portland, Maine.
= June 1, 1867. *2w-we-21

jjlOUTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE

j NEW ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

I
PN CONNECTION WITI1 THE

! Rhode, Island Society for the Encourage-

I ment of Domestic Industry,

| ON THE GROUNDS OF TUE

I NAR11AGAXSETT JfARK ASSOCIA VIOtf,

CRANSTON, near PBOVlliE.vci;, R. I.,

[Great American Tea Company.

THE IMMENSE PROFITS
OK THE

TE.A. TRADE.
THE PROPRIETORS OF~THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA

COMPANY became fully convinced, men! yinrm ago, lhat
consume™ of Tea and Coffee were paying loo many and too
largo prollla on these article* of every day consumption, and
therefore organized THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COM-
PANV, to do away, aa far aa possible, with these enormous
druloa upon the Consume™, and to supply them with these

I necessaries at the smallest possible price.

|
To give our readers an Idea of the profits which have been

I mude In the Tea trade, we will start with the American houses,

|
leaving out of the account entirely the proOls of the Chlneae

i foctora.

| 1st. The American House In China or Japan makes larse
= profits on their sales or shipments—and some of the richest rc-
| tired merchants In this country have made their liii'iiejje for-
| tunes through their houses In China.
I 2d. The ilanker makes large prolits upon the for -.In cxj
= change used In the purchase of Teas.
| 3d. The Importer makes a prollt of SO to 5d percent Inaoanv
= cases.

"
| Mh. On Its arrival It Is sold by the cargo, anil the P lrchaser
5 sells to the Speculator In Invoices or l,ouu to 2.000 ouclujes at
I an average prollt of about IU per cent.

| 5th. The Speculator sells to the Wholesale Tea Dealer In
; lines at a prolit of 10 to 15 per cent.
~ 6th. Tho Wholesale Tea Dealer sells it to the Wh->-sihl
Grocer In lots to suit the trade, at a prolit ol' about 10 per cent
'% ™»W]l0leial8 Grocer sella It to the Retail Dealer at a

prollt of la to 25 per cent.
8th. The Retailer sous it to the Consumer for all the iirofit ha

can get.
1

When you have added to these kikiit profits as many broker
ages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, and odd the
original cost of the Tea, It will be perceived what the consumer
has to pay. And now we propose to show why we can sell ao
very much lower than small dealers.

We propose to do away with all these various profits and
brokerages, cartages, storages, cooperages, and waste, with
the exception of a small commission paid for purchasing to our
correspondents In China and Japan, one cartage, and a small
pront to ourselves—which, on our large sales, will amply pay us.

Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the court,
try. consumers In all parts of the United States can receive
their Teas at the same price (with the small additional expense'
of transportation) us though they bought them at our Ware-
houses in this city.

Some parties inquire of us how they shall proceed to gel up a
:
club. The answer Is simply this: Let each peraon wishing to

j
join in a club say how much tea or coiree he wants, and select

\

the kind and price from our Price List, as published In the pa-

;

per or iu our circulars. Write the names, kind, and amoufhs
|

plainly on a list, and when the club H complete send It to us by
;
mall and we will put each party's goods In separate packages,

j
and mark tho name upon them, with the cost, so there need be

j

no confusion in their distribution-each party getting exactly
[
what he orders and no more. The cost of transportation the

|

members of the club can divide equitably among themselves.

;
The funds to pay for the goods ordered can be sent by draft*

j
on New-York, by Post Oillce money ordere, or by Express, as

;
may suit the convenience of the Club. Or if the amount order-

;
ed exceeds thirty dollars, we will, If desired, send the goods by

j
Express, to " collect on delivery."

j
Hereafter we will send a complimentary package to the party

!
getting up the club, our profits ure small, but we wiU be as

j
liberal as we can afford. We send no complimentary pack-

|
age for Clubs less than 420.

I Parties getting their Teas from us may confidently rely upon
;
getting them pure and fresh, as they come direct from the

: Custom-Housc stores to our warehouse.

;

The Company have selected the following kinds from theiristocj. which they recommend to meet the wonts of Cltbi
i lhey are sold at Cargo Prices, the same as the Companl&
; them iu New-York, its the list of prices will show

'

All goods sold are warrented to give satisfaction.

VRlCli LIST :

I YOUNG HYSON (Green), hoc., 90c, 41, g] 10. best *1 "I W rh
I OP.l.tN TEAS, (Sue., sue. #1, '41 lu belt i 1 i/L H tt '

I
MIXED, 70c, 60c., SUc., best 41 # i. * * '"•

flour $16, 18al9 20
Corn Meal $1 35
Rye «1 50
Saleratus. lOaloc
Kerosene Oil 64c I Oil ^ gal
Cheese?! tb 24c Fluid ?) gal..

Raisins 22a26c :

Molasses $ gal 60a95c I

Y. H. Tea 41 20 =

Black Tea 80ca*l 10 I

tfl (10 ;

. .$1 00 i

Butter^ lb 40a35c 1 Candles $lb 25ul-5c ;

Codflsn 8c I EggB lb doz 30c i

Java Coffee %i tb 2oa50c Lard $ lb 16acl8 I

Mackerel, new 10al2c
[
Sugar ^ lb 14al8c

j

meats, Ac.

! On Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

SEPTEMBER 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th, 1867.

THE PREMIUM LIST WILL AMOUNT TO NEARLY

910,000.

10, best,

Beef Steak. 5a3(lc 1 Hams 16al8c =

Beef, corned 12al6c Poultry 20a28c =

1 Shoulders loc =

20c 1

.11

• Tongues, clear. ..

= Mutton 12al6c I
Sausages.

= Veal 16a20c Tripe.
Pork, fresh 16a20c

|
Pork, salt 18c

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
May 29, 1867.

At market for the current week : Cattle, 1285 ; Sheen and
Lambs 3907. Swine, 21. Western cattle, 1154 ; Eastern cattle,

— ; Working oxen and Western cattle, 125.

Plticus. Beef Cattle—Extra, $14.5Uftr. if 15.00 ; first oualitv,
SI3.25in .fll.llll ; Ren. ml qoalllv, 1*12.511*' 413.110 1 third quality,

|ll.00@$12.25 32 100 lbs (the total weight of hides, tallow and
dressed beef.)
Country Hides, 9«,10c It). Country Tallow 6J<rti;7c ^ lb-

Brighton Hides, lo@10^c T$ lb; Brighton Tallow, 7J4@8c
W ft.

Lamb Skins, 50c each ; Wool Sheep Skins, $2 26® 2 75.

Calf SklnB, 20 ffl, 22c ?t lb. Sheared Sheep Skins, 25c each.
The trade for hides and tallow continues to be very dull.

WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW
WHOLESALE MARKET.

The market for Western and State flour la 10a25c lower;
the decrease is most noticeable on the low and medium grades

;

the demand Is only moderate.
Sales at $10,25*11, 40 for superfine State; $11,70*14,10 for ex-

tra State ; ll,8Ual3 for the low grades of Spring wheat Western
extra; $!3al4, 25 for shipping Ohio

; $14,25al5,15 for trade and
family brands of Ohio, Michigan and Indiana; and $15,20al8
for St. Louis extras.
California dour la easy. Sales at 15,50aI6,50, the inside price

for common.
Rye hour Is steady. Sales of 450 bbls. at $8a9,50.
Corn meal Is unchanged. Sales 60U bbls. at $6 for Western

[
and $6,25 for Brandywlne.
The wheat market is inactive and prices are lower. The mar-

;
ket is somewhat unsettled and priceB nominal. Mlllera are dis-

: posed to hold off.

Sales at $2,55a2,68 for No. 2 Milwaukee club ; $3,35 for white
: California.

Barley Is Inactive and prices are unsettled.
Oats are without Important variation. Pennsylvania at 90yc

;

1 Western is held at 87a87><. and Southern at 91a92c.
Ryelsdrm. Sales of about 4,000 bush., In lots, at $l,"4al,-

: 76 for Western.
i Corn Is firmer and more active. The Inquiry Is fair and more
! active for export.

Arrangements have been made wilh the various Railroad
Companies, to run their Cars, containing Stock, Ac, directly
to the Fair Grounds.
There are ample accommodations within the grounds for

Horses and Live Stock, and ono of the best Mile Tracks for fast
time In the world.
A large number of the most celebrated horses in the country

have been promised as competltora for the very liberal prem-
iums that will be offered, and the best breedere of full blood
cattle and horees have determined to make this the finest and
most extensive exhibition of Live Slock that has ever been held
In New England.
A detailed Programme of Premiums, Ac, will he distributed

at an early day.

GEO. B. LORING, of Salem, I WILLIAM SPRAGUE, of So.
President, Kindlon, R. I., President,

DANIEL NEEDHAM, of Bos- 1 WM. R. STAPLES, of Provl-
ton, Secretary, 1 dence, Secretary,

of the N. E. Agricultural Soc'y. j of the R. I. Society.

THE NARRAGANSETT PARK,

which has been projected and laid out by Col. AMAttA Sphague,
Is an enclosure of about eielilv aen-.i >>l" l.m.l. ben itil ullv locat-

ed In Cbanhton, near PKOVIIll-lNCI-;, it. I., and a, iVkhI>1>-

: both by Steam and Horse Cars. The grounds are surrounded
YORK 1 by a substantial and ornamental fence, twelve feel high.

THE GRAND STAND

Is unsurpassed In architectural beauty, by any structure for
Blmllar purposes. It Is about three hundred and fifty feet In
length, and contains Drawing Rooms for both Ladies and (Jen-
ttcraen; Restaurants, with cooking apparatus attached; Com-
mittee Rooms ; Exhibition Rooms : club Rooms ; and accom-
modation, UNDEECOVEii, for sealing overlive thousand per-
sous.

THE STABLES.

Forty commodious and airy 6tables have already been erect-
ed, and olhera, together with good and substantial "sheds for all

live stock that may be received for exhibition, are in process of
completion.

WATER.

An ample supply of pure Spring Water will be provided for
every department, and the best of hay, grain, Ac, for feeding.

THE TRACK
has been constructed on the most Improved plans, under the
supervision of skilled englneere, and Is precisely one mile In

length, three feet from the pole, and It is pronounced by the
best judges to be In all respects superior to any track in the
country.
May 17, 1867. 19lf

JAPAN, 41, $1 10, bast $1 25 W 10.
= OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c, Sue, best *1 a lb
I imperial (Green), beat 41 25 tub,.
i ENGLISH BREAKFAST (Black), 80c, 90c. 4
= $1 20 ib.

'

| GUNPOWDER (Green), $1 25, best, $1 50.

1 These Teas are chosen for their Intrinsic worth, keeninc in
1 ™L

n
ibo,™

ect""""y'
*uda *8" O' pleasure m .Inns;.

I Our Blacks and Green Mixed Teas will give universal satln-
= faction, and suit all tastes, being composed ot the best l-oo.
= Chow Blacks and Moyuoo Greens. English Breakfast is not
I
recommended, excepting to thoBe who have acquired a lasw for

j that kind ol Tea, although it is the llnest Imported.

I Customera can save from 50c. to $1 per lb by purchasing their
I Teas of the

THE GREAT AJIEJtlCAX TEA CO.,
SOS. 3fliad 33 VESEY-ST., corner of CHURCH.

Post-Olllce Box No. 5,643 New-York City.

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.

| Ground Cofpee, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, best 40c per pound.
= Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and families who use
= large quantities of Coffee, can economize In that article by uh-
= lug our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which we sell at
= the low price of 30c. per pound, and warrant to give perfect
I satisfaction. .

p 1

Club Onlcm.
I Wasuington, Pa., Nov. 10. 1666.
= To the Great American Tea Company, ^1%
1 Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey-st., New-York.
I Gents : I forward you my fourth order and could have
= doubled It ll I had collected any, as your Teas take the lead In
= the market, we feel It a saving of $1 per pound. Please accept
= my thanks lor the complimentary package. Address by hx-
= press, Martin Luther, Washington, Pa.

I
MARTIN LUTHER.

1 10 tb Young Hyson, in pound packages at $1 25 S12 50
= 5 lb Y'oung Hyson Dallas Jackson at 1 26... 6 50
; 2 tb Y'oung Hyson Henry Herrlck at 125.... 3 60
= 2 tb Y'oung Hyson George Murphy at 125 2M
= 1 lb Y'oung Hyson E. Dye at 125.... 1 2
= 2 tb Y'oung Hyson Samuel Decker at 1 25 3 50
5 1 lb Y'oung Hyson Samuel Amon ut 1 25 1 26
= 1 lb Y'oung Hyson Henry Wheatley. ..at 125 115
= 7 lb Young Hyson Morgan Hayes at 120 3 76
; 2 lb Y'oung Hyson John Natten at 1 25 3 fo
= 4 tb Y'oung Hyson Mark Combs at 1 26 6 00
= 2 tb Y'oung.Hyson John Allen at 1 25 2 60
1 8 lb Y'oung Hyson Miss Stuart at 1 25 10 CO
i S US Oolong, best Miss Stuart at 1 00 2 00
I 2 tb Y'oung Hyson O. Bayland at 1 25 2 60
I 2 tb Oolong, best O. Bayland at 1 00.... 2 00
: 2 lb Y'oung Hyson J. Rlchleln at 1 25.... 2 60
= 2 lb Y'oung Hyson Mr. Guylon at 1 25 2 60
I 2 Pj Young Hvson F:dward Murphy. . .at 125 250
= 2 tb Y'oung Hvson M™ Murphy at 1 25 ... 2 60
1 5 tb Oolong, best Henry Hull at 1 00 5 00
= 2 lb Oolong, best Separate package. . .at 1 00.... 2 00
! 5 tb Ground Coffee—Separate package. ..at 35 175

1 484 00
= KH~ We call special notice to the fact that our Yesey.st. Store
I is at Nos. 31 and 33 Vescy-st., corner of Church-st lakck
I DOCULS BTOEE. 3^^)

Joy of Faithfulness.—You know how preachers often speak of the joys of this life. I think they arc apt to undervalue them. The}' make light o
success, of riches, of comfort, of the joys of a happy home. I love these joys, and daily would thank God, by a constant cheerfulness, for what o
them I have received or won. And yet they may be estimated too high. But the joys of goodness, of charity, of love to man and love to God, that
faith which never wavers,—no man ever exaggerated these, or can ; as no painter cau ever portray the sparkle of a star, or paint the varied beauty of a
rose, or the sweet fragrance in a lily's cup ; for man's imagination cannot come up to the fact, and his speech delavs behind. All this joy conie3 to men
and women from personal faithfulness to God's higher law.—Selected.
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ASPARAGUS.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY COSMO.

"Z:^l^SXSri #dVwtisi»S Bepurbnent. 1

8-

—

c"™"

Ehode island, I

| varieties

f
the roots,

• I process. It is immaterial in what manner they
j

| are set out. This method I discovered acci-

1

I dentally, in consequence of some roots on|

j which I intended to graft other kinds of pears, f
J>

SbeepWashTMacep
OR SALE.—AYRSHIRE BULL "JOHN ALDEN." four-!

__ teen months old. Color, mahogany and white. Pedigree = x I C K S SCAB
1 being thrown on the ground and covered 7/ith | given

••••

2w-20
- Arnold Mills, Cumberland, R. I,

This is an excellent early vegetable that
| a little earth, to preserve them until used tor \ May 25, 1867,

most people are fond of, and all who are not
j tllat purpose, and which were lost sight of and|~

b.

1

^babrbtt * 'ca,

so, ought to cultivate a fondness for it, and
| forgotten until the next Spring, when all of I VV .

proprietors of the

create asparagus for every day eating, sot them sent up stocks, which, in the Autumn,
j RfjoDE lgLAND AGRICULTURAL WARE H0USE ,

long as it remains in season. Coming as it
| wcre as tall as those raised from the seed of two

] ^^ { . ^^^ j

decs among the very earliest of our Spring
\ years< growth. They can be set out in the

|„„„._„,..,. .. ,. I0
, _ . , s j \>«*» & v j 1 500 Premium Horse Hoes, the best in the world. =

vegetables, and possessing mild medicinal prop- = gDrinn- as well as Autumn. If I had sooner i . 1£ 1**^ ! & _ opiiu& ao vvcii Ai.u U« = 100 Knlhins, new, one and two horse Mowing Machines, which =

erties, acting as an aperient and alterative, no
j known tbls method, I should not have lost a

} are llnsurpassed by anT in the and warranted. [

other early vegetable is so wholesome and| gmgle one 0f my new varieties of pears, for
j 50 rnion two horse Mowers, warranted,

worthy of first-class cultivation. Every family
j r00tg coul(j uaTe ^een taken from all the kinds

j 10 Pen7,g new Goid Medal Mowers. 1

having a half acre homestead, ought to have
|

-m mj, jarge plantation at the time of its de-
j 10o wwtcomb's Wheeled Rakes, improved

in a corner of it an asparagus bed to supply
| &truction. Such roots should be selected as 1 100 Horse Forks, an good kinds,

home consumption, and every market farmer
! nave one or more terminal fibers, and those 1 10 Garfield's new Hay Tedders,

ought to cultivate five times more of this vege- [ that are ofteu cut off or left in the earth when !
100 Mounled

H E E P

THE ItEST KNOWN EEMEDY FOE

VERMIN AND FOOT ROT
should be used by all Farmers on

ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

I
23?" This pure preparation has been successfully used for

I
years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

= according to directions.

I
It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

1 It kills TICKS on Sheep.

I It cures SCAB on Sheep.

I It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

I It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and
I Vines.

= 03?*° For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

§ ONE POUND of this Extract wiU make TWELVE
I GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT
I
POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

= Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

Holder's Block, Main Street,

Woonsocket, R. I.
j

FAIR OF THE!

table, and bestow upon it four times more at-
1 a tree ig tran3pianted, succeed well. They can !

500 doz
"
Hanl1 Kakea of vari0U8 kiods -

tentiou than has been the practice heretofore.
[ b t smal] but 8hould not be larger!""

"

a

Scythes, from the best makers.

, . m , =
w

' , ; 200 '• Snaths, new and old patents.

A large increase m quantity, and improvement
[than tUe finger . Tbe WOunds at the largely

,; Hay Forks , Batcheller 4 SoDS , mafce .

in quality, are absolute necessities, and will -

erA]a of the root8 sUould be covered with the
|m Revolving Horse^ and aU kinda of flrst dag3 rarming j j a m e s f levin

pay the producer largely for all extra outlays.
| game comp0sition to protect them, as in graft-

j Tool8 and Seed8 Send in your orders early and thcy hai f ^ CenM MagBac

'

huS(!tt8

A new system of asparagus cultivation that
| ing_ They must be set obliquely. "

j be Med promp tir . j For sa!e by KENI>ALT. 4
'

WmraEY, Portland , Me .
. N. I

will cheapen production, increase the yield,
j |

peoy.dence, ri § haeeow, Bangor, Me. ; simonds & Co., FitzwiUiam, n. h.

and greatly improve the quality of the mate-
f j

J^_t*»»t 2* I March 9
,
1866. 4m.we .9

rial has latelv been inaugurated, and should 1 Caee of Faeming Implements.—Want ot; » gricultural implements.—a. s. ak>-oi.d, dealer | u „,„
• ^ _ , , i

, c c -l •„„ 1 A- in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's i __ITT„„ _T „_ .

become General The seeds are sown early in 1 care, on the part 01 tarmers, in cleaning ana = and cviinderPimvs and castings; shares s Patent HaiTows and = /^ollins, bliss 4 co.,

, , . t , , I, . , . ,1, „„ ( „„:„ll,T tl.o = Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden;*-^
Majr

, in rich, warm, finely pulverized soil, and
\ housing implements, adds materially to tne

| and Railroaa Barrows, Shovels, spades, Forks, iron Bars, &c. 1 produce and commission merchants
being thinned to about ten inches apart, and] cost of their farm operations, and, of course,

|

kept free from weeds, are permitted to grow
j
impairs their cash balance at the end of the

j
pouTH a"n"n"u"a l

until the plants begin to turn yellow ic the
f year. In the report of the trial of reapers and

| rRTrnr H'iPTi

Fall, when the tops are cut off two or three I mowers at Auburn last season, occurs this time- 1 ™ ENGLISH AbrUlULl URAL isUUH 1 1 ,

inches from the ground, and the roots trans- 1 ly and suggestive passage on the carelessness
j

1N connection witu the

ferred to the permanent bed, which has been
j of many farmers with respect to their imple- j Bhode Island Society for the Encourage-

j It ig daimed tha( tWa Ferlilizer l8 superior to any in the mar

deeply duo- liberally manured underneath, and I ments :
—" It is unjust to the maker, whosel ment of Domestic Industry, I ket, its virtues and merits over others being to prevent au m-

aiesoilin°he finest possible state of commi-
1
reputation suffers in consequence

;
it is unjust| on the <tboent>s of the l^^^^tS^^tT^S

ant'lOn. The rOOtS are Set in SO deep as tO 1 to the agricultural interests, because the rapid
| NARnAGJiNSETT p^RIC ASSOCIATION, I stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantity to

coser the crown about an inch, in rows two
j deterioration in value of the machine lessens]

cranston, near peovitienge, r. i., |
permanently enrich the son.

feet apart, the plants having a space between { the real economy in its use ; it is unjust to the I
' '

'
}

™m *60 rEK^
them, of eighteen inches in the rows. ! consumer, because everything that enhances |

Un 'UBSday, Wednesday, inursoa) ailQ limy,- epsend for circular giving fuilpsftiKiUsr

The planting having been accomplished, { the cost of production necessarily adds to the
j

mulch all over the bed evenly, about four inch-
f price of the product." With reference to ma-

1

es deep, with fine straw, or refuse hay litter,
| chines and their treatment, the report contin-

1

or, what is belter than either, forest leaves,
f ues:—" As soon as the last work is done, the}

and having thus put the young asparagus com-
j
journals and bearings should be wiped, and all I

fortably to bed, and blanketed it secure from | aus t removed from the exterior, and the ma- ! Arrangeu.ents have been made with the various Railroad

,

frost bites, leave it to its long Winter nap. I chine should be placed under cover, in a level ! S'S&^SLUle'r^ eaiMBla8 S'°ck
'

ic
"
direc"7

!^ttfftt fS^KSars i

h^S
In the Spring, as soon as the earliest vegeta-

1 portion, where no part is subjected to strain, jH^n^^aS^Xb^a^SfisU faSyT
valuc

'
ttnd,10Uo be paid for unless perfectly »«-

CASH ADVANCES .MADE ON CONSIGNMENTS.

i State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

NONP ARIEL FRENCH GUANO.

SEPTEMBER 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th, 1867.

THE PREMIUM LIST WILL AMOUNT TO NEARLY

§10,000.

5m-we4

Mm fork.

(J.
HICKLING & CO. S

GREAT BALE OF WATCHES.

tion begins to start, remove the mulching,
} We are surprised that such advice should be j

ti

Tia?ge
b
num

0
ber'of the most celebrated horses in the country 1 gg f^^S^^^::::::"". $

l5o
0,

,

0
o
$
5o2

rake over the surface carefully, and dress with
| needecl, but as it clearly is, we can assure our

jSS«SfftKt i,SaS?ESrtS«,::;::::-3 lo° S
some fine^active fertilizer, free from seeds of

| readers that they will profit greatly by taking
jSST«at?St?»t £ert£ I aS Bold Huntof oSfiex WaTchls:::'.:::::':::::"^ IS Z

grass and weeds. We have found, in our as-
j
heed to it." When one sees valuable machines

{

lnf^Programme of Premiums, *c, wiu be distributed
f
SSSsS.!^!:::::::::::^!? iS

paragus practice of twenty-five years, the fol-
1 exposed to the weather for months, as they are I

at an earl
.v day- = |'S SjJfrK-"^^^ l!,

\°
, . ... . , . „ ffi„;„„t = . . 5 GEO. B. LORING, of Salem,

[
WILLIAM SPRAGUE, of So. -- ,S'S 7, l,u '.

8 7 a'ehes 50 to S50
lOWing Composition tO be the mOSt efficient I in many instances, thlS rebuke Of the practice = President, Kingston, R. I., President, = }°'°™ g?^ H',DtinS Lepmes 50 to 75,, n = •' '

1
• DANIEL NEEDHAM of Bos- WM R STAPLES of Provi- 5 10,000 Miscelfcmeotts Silver Watches 50 to 100

dressing ot which we have any knowledge i cannot be regarded as untimely or impertinent. 1 ton Secretary!
|

denct, sectetar?, = »!H H*m«R«fer watches. 25 to 50

Three parts wood ashes, two parts plaster, two
[ „ „ „„ {

of the N - E -
Agricultural Soc'y.

1

Of refuse Salt, and one of finely pulverized hen
J f

™E NARRAGANSETT PARK,
f Messrs J. Hlckling* Co.'s Great American: Witch" Co.', »n c uuu l 1UB1SI uu luc <ip

; which has been projected and laid out by Col. A-MASA SrEAGUE, = York City, wish to lnrwieSi.itely dispose of the above magnifl-
' 1 nninlmpn t nf « vttfw * '• oIptV/ nf flip tvpq thpr " 1 is an enclosure of about eightv acres of land, beaiitifullv locat- = cent Stock. Certificate?, R-Amin^ articles, are placed in sealed
s
poinimini OI am« CieiK OI me weamei,

\ eiin CBAitSTON, near PROVIDENCE, R. I., and accessible % envelopes. Holders are erased to the articled named on their

of the R I Societv I 30,000 Assorted Watehes, all kinds 10 to 75
I Every patron' obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing
I but If 10, while it may be worth $750. No partiaUty shown.

Wet Weathek
guano ; the whole thoroughly incorporated |

and SOWn by hand in a belt along each row,
5 . . . :n fy.p rHatrihllrinn nf flip i bothby Steaiu and Horse" Cars."

_,
fhe"gi''ounds Vre"surrmmded i certificates, upon payment of TenDoUars/ whether it be"a

Pnniio-h to faivlv rover the surface—the exact :
u s miempeidULL 1U lUC OlSinuuilOU OI tne -

s(lbstantial and ornamental fence* twelve feet high. I
Watch worth $750 or one worth Jess. The return of any of ourenOUgn tO iailly COVer tlie SUridCe me exact . „

fortnio-ht nast Sllo-o-psN = = certificates entitles you to the artic* named thereon, upon pay-

mniltitv iq not essential
= piUVlOUS DUICI, IOl a IOrmignt past, Suggests -

%
THE GRAND STAND \ ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

i latp nlantino- o-i-nm lilino- farmprs nvor.wn* =, ... , , , . . , , I than $10 is named on any certificate, it wiSat once be seen that
= 1? unsurpassed in architectural beauty, by any structure for | this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,

, | similar purposes. It is about three hundred and fifty feet in i which may be participated in even by the most fastidious I

• = length, and contains Drawing Rooms for both Ladies and Gen- = A single Certificate will be sent by" mail, post paid, upon re-
: tlemen; Restaurants, with cooking apparatus attached ; Com- = f^pint nf 5?l pdnto fiPr
\ mittee Rooms ; Exhibition Rooms; Club Rooms; and accom-

'

|
pluvious fluid, for a fortnight past, suggests !

I late planting, grumbling farmers, over-work, I isThe plants should be sparingly cut the first = ,
r

., , ,

° ? T , J ^ -^i =„.*, , , .
° J

, z and possibly late crops for Jack Frost to nibble =

Spring, but the second, and afterwards, on up |

to the sixth season, you can cut in as liberally as I

you wili^-remembering to 1

a new bed for the succession

at. So great a quantity of rain has not fallen, !&ni^«S SST^^i-SS: I ?&«*S?!&& f?r $i,eieven for *-s,>ft>«ee>d ?ie

= in Spring, for many years : and in many parts I
modation, UNDER OOVKE, for seating over five thousand per- } |W , one hundred and most superb Watch for $15. To Agents,

THE STABLES. =

| Even much that Was planted COmeS up palef .
Fort? eommodlmtsland airystaWes have alreadv beenerecU I

you will^-remembering to have the fifth year 1 „ .
, °'

, , I . ' . . . , . , !s
. = of the country half tne corn is not yet planted. ;

uipppcainn = r

: ed, and others, togetherwith good and substantial sheds for all =

°TaSS i
*ive stocl£ that may be received for exhibition, are in process of \

Asparagus propagated m this manner isi , . ,, „, . ... ,* f " °
, _.,.„ = and sickly. There is this consolation— ,„,,„„

much more vigorous and prolific, as well as =
, , , . . . ... ... ° , =

completion

,
B

, . = never looked better, and the caterpillars and i

THE Tft^CK
= has been constructed on the most ijtaprovetl plans, under the ;

= supervision of skilled engineers, arid is precisely one mile in
{

gant premium for $5, sixty-sis and more valnable premium for
_ $10, one hundred and most superb Watch for $15. To* Agents,
I or those wishing employment, this is a rare opportuniEv. rt is a
= legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by'tke (jov-
" ernment, and open to the most careful scrutiny. Tit us !

Address, j. HICKLING & Co.,
149 Broadway—Near P. O.

City of New York.
March 22, 1867. 3m

ii>i;;<:;:jjii!iiMifinmiiiii

= length, three feet frorn the pole, aiid ifi itf pronounced by the =
j£>

HODEfl 1

than that produced from old rOOtS, as has been I

" {every department, and the best of hay, grain, Ac, for feedin
1

, = by the long contmued storms. Our gram and s

the universal practice. I . .
°

, ,, .
°

„1
l orchard crops may come out all right, yet.

" •un«wt.iin»Mjinii.»nii,imniii,wMu
| s best judges to be in all respects superior to' any track in the =

EAISNG PEAK TREES. |
KlND words are looked upon like jewels on

|

c

°Mayi'7, 1867.— | the breast, never to be forgotten, and perhaps, I ,

'

,

„" " ".""|'"'!"7^

Db. Y.ak Mons, of Belgium, has written a! to cheer by their memory a long, sad life
; | Massachusetts.

letter to a correspondent of the Magazine of
| while words of cruelty, or carelessness, are I „

'

Horticulture, in which he describes a new I like swords in the bosom, wounding, and leav- 1 x> y mail, prepaid.

mode of obtaiuiug pear trees, which, if reliable,
j
ing scars which will be borne to the grave by I ohc

ff-ennsnluama.

191f f

SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
FOE SOl.CIfJyJl PI103FHOEIC Aoro. Vai.t/able foe

EVERY DESCBIPTION OK CROPS.

3 Manttfa'ctured' By

Potts & &*xi, , Camden, N.

CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS, f En'doflel aiid reconimended by Dr. EVAN Pucu, late Presi-

will result in increasing the number of trees in- 1 their victim. Do you think there is any bruised j new ste^ieer^, geaped, ctmEAKTs, roses, bolE3,*c; I Manure wpTw,* ^ahS^'it iJ
h
unnecSsao-

0
t

f

o say

definitely. We suggest to all who are trans- 1 heart which bears the mark of such a wound I
-

I

a°ie

J'. . .^_ ^B^_MvWATSON^S OLD COLONY KtlRSEBY and SEED | FULLY 0?r>'*Hfe STANDARD, IS QU.ALITY.

and Islri line cdhditlo^'fb;' drilling.

S3~Farmers, when jsr.'.'Sssiog, would do weB to get the

RHODES"'' S"Ufi! PHOSPHATE.
YARNALI/ £ WIMBLE,

nl<intiii<r riPHT trppo to mflkp pvnprimiintt op « e n t^-. • . , . , . i B. 31. WATSON'S OLD COLONY KURSE8Y and SEED =
planting peai trees,, to maKe experiments ac- ; from you ? T

t lt ls a \lvmg one Which you have = establishment, peymodtu, mass., is »o* sending out by =

pniYlino- to Hip nrOCPSS flpsrrihpd below nq it j t i i 1 i e , . . i mail Prepaid, packed with great care in gutts nercha silk, so as =COlUing IJ lUC ptOLLSB O.esciiueu DeiOW, as It
|
wounded, haStentO heal; for life IS Short—tO- \ to reach any part of the Union In perfect^safety, a complete as- §

will cost little or nothing to do so.

But if the fact be as he describes, why have |

not hundreds of us who have been digging up !

| morrow may be too late.
sortment of the finest

| GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE Ct/ftRANTS, I
GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES, I

FLOWERING PLANTS.
To PUEIFy A SffiK.—In hot Weather it is al'l Bulbs", Lilies, &c, *c. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and i

i try it. The Doctor says
:
"I now propagate

|
water, poured over a sink Jhree or four times, I $Zt*2g. IcTJ^T wSS^figS^S'

fo:- myself and intimate friends the most choice j will completely destroy the offensive odor
the trade. Ag£3it

,

3~vi
>arited.

Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867.

TEEMS OF ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisements will be published in the
Fahm and Fireside. Price, fifteen cents a line each inser-
tion. Advertisements are set up in a uniform style. The jour-
nal has won its way to appreciation with remarkable rapidity,
and will be found an excellent advertising medium.

COMMISSION T0L0CAL AGENTS.

We wish to employ a local agent iu every town in the tin ilea

States. Every subscriber for the Faem and Fxebside may
act as local agent for the same. For every yearly subscribe?
the commission is fif'y cents, or twenty-live cents for each half

yearly subscriber.

I'DOAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheelu" fbr sole by
e-12 1

-Ll w- E. BARRETT A- CO.,
32 Canal Street, Pri .ldence, R. I.

IN MONTHLY #AETS.

Hereafter the Faem and Fireside cab he had in Monthly
Parts, in neat covers, at twenty-five cents each. Those for
January, 1-Vbmary, March and April are nov/ ready. For sale

by* all newsmen. Bonnd at the close of the year they will form
a' neat and attractive volume.

/
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SHORT HORNED HEIFER " LADY SUSAN, 2ND," AT 20 MONTHS OLD. PROPERTY OF H. G. WHITE, SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

Tns race of short-horns, for its antiquity and j from deep blood-red through all the iuterme-
: thorough-breds for breeding purposes must for j dam. But the cross which I advocate and

permanence entitle it to be so considered, is, | diale shades and mixtures to pure white, but

without a question, the most universally popu- 1 any other colors, as brown, black, or dun, are

lar, and the most widely distributed of any of I never met with in thorough-breds. Fashion

the known varieties of cattle. Not only has it I has vindicated the rich red and purple roan as

established itself in almost every county of I the most desirable colors, and after them red.

England, in spite of the various local breeds, ! White is sometimes objected to, under the im-

but in Scotland and Ireland it is almost equally 1 pression that it is apt to spread through a herd

at home. On the continent of Europe it has } and overpower the other colors ; but this fear

fairly gained a foothold, notwithstanding strong 1 is more common in this country than in Eng-

national prejudices, whilst the lately developed | land, where white bulls are often used. Red

continent of Australia has taken her share off and white, in blotches, with defined edges not
\

those noble animals to occupy her vast feeding
j
running into roan, is disliked, and the term

i

grounds. Some have gone to South Africa, I " patchy " is applied to it. This discrimina-i

and an occasional one to South America, the
[
tion, however, as regards color, is entirely ar- i

West Indies, and Mexico, besides the great \ bitrary, animals of equal excellence and breed-
i

numbers imported into the United States and
j ing being found of all these colors.

many years prevent their universal adoption, { with which I am best acquainted is that with
and it is only by crossing them upon our so- 1 the Devon cow. I have uniformly remarked
called natives that we can reap immediate bene- 1 that each succeeding cross was attended with
fit from them. Fortunately for us, no breed j a proportionate improvement in size, quality

more promptly and strongly stamps its impress { of flesh, [?] and aptitude to fatten. In every
upon other blood than this one. All the writers j instance they have shown themselves superior

on cattle unite iu this opinion, and some even I milkers, and stand to the pail till within six or
advocate crossing the short-horn or other pure

j
eight weeks of calving, and several instances

races, with a view to their improvement. We j have come to my knowledge where they have
shall usually find, however, the most remark- [ never been dry since they first calved.

"

able and satisfactory results when the short- { The steers are thrifty and lay on flesh rapid-
horn is put upon a mongrel or a lately estab- 1 ly and evenly, and arc ready to turn off at two
lished breed, as then the deep breeding of the

j and a half or three years old. They are hardy
sire will obliterate the numerous thin strains of { as their native parent, and bear transportation

the dam's blood, and the produce will resemble j and driving admirably, shrinking less than the

the superior race. The cross between the I thorough-breds. The greater proportion of the
Canada. Iu short, this favorite race is rapidly

] Tue essential peculiarities of the improved j
native cow and the short-horn bull almost al-

j cattle now brought from Ohio, Indiana, and
planting itself wherever there is any improve-

] SUort-horns are, early maturity, a great dispo- 1
ways produces good milkers, and, as a whole, l Illinois, and from even farther West, to supple-

ment in agriculture or the rearing of cattle en-
j suion t0 ffttten. a remarkable evenness in lay- j

they afford more milk of a better quality than j the New York and Philadelphia markets, are
couraged or the English language spoken. And

j
;ng on tUf .ir nusUi u gen tle, quiet temper, and, I

any other breed, and, when dry, they feed j crosses of this character, whilst the butcher is

they must make their way wherever soil and
j m some tribe3 and fam nieSi a iarge secretion of

j
quickly and make excellent beef. I rarely disappointed in the fifth quarter,

climate are suitable, and the people are Intel-
\ milk It nas been claimed by some of their ! Numerous experiments have been tried in I So much importance has long been attached

hgent enough to appreciate their merits. In
\ more zcaious advocates in this country that 1 England in crossing the short-horns, with ! to the descent and genealogy of this hig-bred

our own country the importations of this breed :
tll(jy make good 0XeD) but we hardIy think, | various results, but generally with advantage I race that a herd book, or authentic register of

have been in the ratio of a hundred to one over
j however dociic and powerful they may be, that j to the race upon which the short-horn has] the breed from their earliest existence, oral

that of any other, and its especial adaptation
j
thcy can corapete in activity and speed with

j been put. Even with the Devons the result j least from the date of the earliest registers kept
to the rich grazing districts of the West gives

j
some ot-

tlie otlier breeds. Taking into con- j has been satisfactory • though this is somewhat
j by the first importers of the breed, was started

it a prominence above them all.
j siderati0n these characteristics, we see how ad-

] at variance with our preconceived notions of
j in 1822, by Mr. George Coates, in England, and

The majestic size, proud carriage, and beau-
j
mirably adapted they arc for the larger portion

j
breeding, which do not lead us to expect much j has been continued by his successor in the en-

tifully variegated colors of the short-horn ren- f of our country. Wherever there is fair pastur-
j
where two such opposite and distinctly marked

j
terprise, Mr. Henry Strafford, up to the present

der him easily recognized by the merest tyro
; j

age, good water, and shelter from the extremes
j
races, both of great antiquity, are brought to- 1 time. It now numbers fourteen large octavo

but few who thus admire and recognize them i of heat and cold, there the short-horn thrives.
|
gether. We give below an instance taken

j volumes, and records the pedigrees of 19,170

are aware how many qualifications go to make I Over the broad prairies and blue grass pastures j from a communication of Charles H. Bolton I bulls, together with a much larger number of
up this splendid whole, or how carefully each 1 of the West, iu the rich valleys of our great

f to the British Farmer's Magazine. After de- 1 cows and their produce. America, France,
point has been weighed and discussed, and its ! rivers, he roams and flourishes as though in his

j
scribing a heifer of this cross that had just been 1 and Austria, have now their own "herd book,"

relative value decided
; how the useful parts { native vale, and readily adapts himself to the I fed and slaughtered, he says :

" I have seen ! founded on the English or parent one, to which
are divided from the ornamental and fashion-

]
change of situation and climate. But it is to j many excellent beasts bred from improved j most of the pedigrees refer in their original

able, and how systematically the whole has j the crosses of the short-horn that we must j short-horns and long-horned cows. Indeed, I ! descent. Our own now numbers five volumes,

been carried out. | look for the most general adaptation and disscm- { never knew any one of these bulls put to any ! and is published at short intervals as the con-

As regards color the latitude is very great,
f
ination of the breed. The high value of the ! cow where the produce was not superior to the j stantly increasing herds seem to demand.

Curious Property of Iron.—In 1850, Mr. Marsh, an able chemist of the royal arsenal, England, discovered that it is invariable with iron which has
remained a considerable time under water, when reduced to small grains or an impalpable powder, to become red-hot, and ignite any substance with which
it comes in contact. This he found by scraping some corroded metal from a gun, which ignited the paper containing it, and burnt a hole in his pocket.

The knowledge of this fact is of immense importance, as it may account for many spontaneous tires and explosions, the origin of which has not been
traced. A piece of rusty iron, brought in contact with a bale of cotton in a warehouse or on shipboard, may occasion extensive conflagration, and the

loss of many lives. The tendency of moistened particles of iron to ignite was discovered by the French chemist, Lemary, as far back as 1(170.
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The Steck-fa*d,
BREEDING SOWS.

SHEEP DISEASES. f

We copy the following report of, a talk upon
j

this subject at a late meeting of wool growers I

in Michigan, from the Prairie Farmer. f

Mr. C. E. Stewart being called upon, stated j

that he had lost quite a number of sheep for
|

two years past, mostly ram lambs. Last year
j

paid but little attention to it ; this Sprng had
j

paid much attention to examining the cases,
j

and practicing upon them. Last year his sheep
|

commenced dying after they had been on grass |

about four weeks. Thought at the time the I

trouble was with their kidneys. The symptoms I

observed were falling out of the flock, stop-

1

ing by a fence in a drooping, weak condition ; I

would revive and then be worse. They were
{

inclined to drink heartily just before death |

took place. Examinations showed the vital!

organs healthy ; but found in the small intes-
j

tines innumerable small worms, resembling*

hair in plastering mortar. Found linseed oil

and turpentine in doses of two ounces recom-

mended for worms
;
gave it to four sheep, and

they died in twenty minutes ; reduced the

dose one-half, and gave it to more of the flock

—no more died.

This year the same symptoms appeared before

I turned them out
;
got the preparation again,

gave it to one, it died in five minutes ; found

very few worms, but the liver was seriously

affected
;
very rotten and brittle ; little blood

in the animal, and that of poor quality. Con-

sulted family physician, and concluded the

trouble was what is known in England as the

"rot," but did not in all respects answer the

description
;
gave tonics, also whiskey, gen-

tian, &c
;
they had no effect except for a short

time. Found salt recomended, tried it vigor-

ously—tablespoonful at a dose—have now lost

none since commencing to give it. Have no-

ticed the following symptoms : Ears and nose

cold, eyes and skin pale white, like a dead an-

imal's skin. Wool does not seem to be affected,

as it is bright and oily when removed from a

dead sheep. Would caution every body against

the turpentine and oil remedy. Mr. Martin

had noticed the attacks in his flock among the

yearlings ; tried to keep them up, by high feed-

ing, but they commenced dying April 1st, lost

all the two-year-olds. Found a swelling under
the lower jaw, a spongy, watery mass, that

when lanced discharged a clear liquid, freely.

On examining sheep that died, found this wa-
tery substance extending over the whole body,
between the skin and flesh; examined brain,

found nothing unnatural.

Mr. Thompson of Ohio was one ofthe unfortu-

nates
; had lost valuable sheep, found the pres-

ence of grubs in the head, thought that was the

trouble. By the advice of a neighbor, tried to-

bacco juice and turpentine, (injected into the

nose a tablespoooful each,) on the balance of

flock ; lost no more.

Evert farmer is aware of the great liability | ,lm.,„„„„,OT„ ,.„..„...„„.,.,..,„,..»..,.,.,.....„.„„„„..„,»„-...>«-—..»..-«.

to loss in getting a litter of pigs through the
j PLANTING ORCHARDS AND FRUIT GARDENS,

first two weeks of their lives. The sow not I
—

unfrequently devours them as soon as dropped, !
The increasing demand for every kind of

or if not, they are more or less liable to be I
imit is encouraging many persons to lay out

killed by the mother lying down, before the !
aud Plant new orchards and fruit gardens. In

little grunters have acquired sense or strength t
the vicinity of large cities the raising of small

enough to avoid the danger. The Agricultural
j

fruits nas beec found very profitable, as berries

Review gives some sensible advice in regard
|

of all kinds have been in great demand for the

to the management of breeders, from which

!

!ast few years >
and as raspberries, blackberries,

we extract the following; suggesting further {gooseberries, currants, etc., come into bear-

that the litter should, after two or three weeks, !
inS in a very short time after planting, there

be allowed considerable liberty. It does them I
can be D0 objection on account of the length

good to frolic on the grass, and learn to stick j
of time that these fruits take before thev make

their little shoe-hammers in the ground. j
any ieturn for the outlav -

'

: . ', - . „ , , , . , I Persons who plant orchards and fruit gar-
"The food of the sows should be varied! , , , , . ,

°
"

, I dens now, have many advantages which the
and moderately salt; abundant enough to i .

' '

, .
° . , ...

„ . . „ . ; .„ = pioneers of horticulture were not favored with,
keep them thriving, yet not sufficient to fatten. = . , , , . . ,

. , , , „ i The experience of several years has pointed
It is well to give them charcoal occasionally!

, . -. 1 „.-.. ...

, . i out the varieties of fruit best suited to various
The slops of the = , ,. . , . , ...

,
I
localities, and improved varieties have been

| introduced which are greatly superior to the

giv

and a trifle of sulphur.

! house are good feed. All this tends to

I the appetite in a healthy state, and to destroy |

the tendency of the swine to devour their

!

young. They should not be closely confined

'old.

[ a small yard, at least, should be attached to I

We sometimes hear a man object to plant

ing orchards or gardens because the prime of

I their sleeping pens for them to go into at will.
! his life is past, and he thinks he may not live

Change of quarters, especially when near the
{

to eat the fruit of his labor. The rapidity with

time of giving birth to their young, is apt to |

! which currants, gooseberries, raspberries,

work injury, and should be carefully made if I

! grape vines and dwarf pears come into bear-

|
necessary. They should be supplied with a

I ing should completely upset these objections.
[

I
ordinary ingenuity can do in a style good

I enough for home consumption. This plan of

! pressing the more aromatic herbs should be the
I general practice, instead of allowing them to

[
hang in the garret and store room until the

[flavoring and odorous principles are mostly

|
evaporated.

|
Savory.—This herb is in such common use

|
that we need not speak of it, only to say that

|
there are two varieties, summer savory, as it is

[
called, and a winter variety.

| Uncultivated or Wild Plants.—Blood-

| root.—The Sanguinaria Canadensis blooms

|
early, with a pale, pretty flower, which grows

| on a crooked stem, like the violet, and is often

] used by children to " fight roosters " with, as

j
they term the operation of hooking the flow-

] ers together, and pulling them until one breaks

! off and leaves the other the victorious "roos-

jter." This plant is called bloodroot, because

I when the stalk or root is broken, there exudes

|
copiously a blood red juice which has an acid,

|
pungent taste. It is only used in medicine, as

I an expectorant and sedative, in cougus and

{ colds, and as an emetic and expectorant in

I croup. The root may be gathered in the latter

1 part of summer or autumn. It is the only part

|
used, and is generally made into a tincture

I with proof spirits, although the dried root is

I sometimes used in the form of powder.

j
great abundance of straw or other suitable bed- f

| ding, and allowed to work it down somewhat

I The strawberry, raspberry and blackberry I

| fine and compact, and into a bed of their own !

I liking.

yield some fruit the first year after being plant-

1

ed, and a full crop the second year. The Con-

{

1 cord grape vine bears well the third year, and !

pen, and ample bedding and care to raise the |

| dwarf pears sometimes bear a fair crop the

!

| young pigs. If poles are placed around the

}

I fourth year from planting. It is a good plan

| to plant standard Bartletts, Seckels and Louise I

I sides of the pen high enough from the floor It, , t ',, , <.
1

i
, ,

°
.

°
, , ., ! Bonne de Jerseys, among the dwarf pears, as =

I to give room for the pigs underneath, it will j

|
they will be about coming into bearing when I

the dwarf varieties have declined.— Western

GARDEN HERBS.

I frequently save them from being lain on and
{

|
killed, as the sow cannot press close enough I p

| to the wall to injure them, and she is not so ]

! apt to kill them in other positions as in this

!

| one.

|
During the first week in the age of the pigs f Coriander.—Coriander seeds are often used

|

j the mother should be disturbed as little as pos- ! in flavoring confections and medicines. They i

| sible. Especially strangers should not ap- 1 are delicatefy aromatic, more so than most

i

Iproachher. Give her warm drink, and but a 1 seeds used for like purposes. The leaves of i

! small quantity of food. If she is doing well j the plants are often used for flavoring culinary \

I and is quiet, and takes care of her young, " let | preparations.

! well enough alone. " After a week's time you! Dill.—The small green leaves of the plant,
j

jean feed more, and when the pigs begin to 1 which resemble asparagus when grown, asi

| come to the trough and eat, you will have am- | the seeds, are used for flavoring pickles,
j

|
pie space to dispose of all the spare meal aud | Gather the plant when it is in full bloom with

j

| buttermilk your premises afford." I its small yellow flowers, which is in the Middle i

" "»-
I States, generally in the month of July.

I
Feed tor Horses. -Barley for horses, ij

HoARiiotrND.—This is principally used to I

j
think, is about the poorest feed that can be

} flayor expectoraut canciieg) and t0 make a tea,

!

I given them. If they are doing nothing, they
j wMch {& in coldg; ag fln expectorant and j

| will fat a little on it ; but it is not like that pro-

"

TRANSPLANTING ANNUALS.

Annual flowers are generally sown too

thickly, and the tufts or patches may be

much improved by thinning out the plants to

proper distances, and those which are taken

up may be planted into bare spots, where* thejr

will have room to develop into their proper

size. The German Asters are hardy and bear

transplanting well
;
they have also the very

desirable properties of being very beautiful and

remaining in bloom for a long time. Portulac-

cas bear transplanting well, and are a very

showy flower, which bears a succession of

bloom until late in the Fall. The numerous
varieties of the Petunia bear transplanting well,

and are so hardy that they bear a severe frost

before they cease to bloom. There are some
annuals which do not bear transplanting well.

Among these are the Canby Tuft, Morning

Glory, Searlet Runner, Lupin Poppy, etc.

Even these, when taken up when they are small,

with a ball of earth surrounding the roots, and

set out in moist soil, will do well. The oper-

ation must pe performed with a transplanting

trowel, or anything that will take up the plants

without damaging the roots.

! duced by corn. If they are put into work, it
j

been working!

sudorific. The various communities of Shak- f

ers gather and prepare great quantities for!

sale. It is often found in a fresh state on the !

Beef Cattle Should be Fat.—Farmers sell

too many of their beef cattle when they are in

merely ordinary condition. In doing this there

is a two fold loss that but few consider. The
animal yields a less number of pounds and
the meat brings a lower price. Between
ordinary beef and really choice, fat beef there

is always a difference of two or three cents per
pound, and this difference, when added to the

whole number of pounds when the animal is

in the best condition, will be found to be no
mean amount. Nothing pays better than the

few bushels of grain or the few days upon
good June grass, that puts the "finishing

touch" upon what is generally denominated a

good beef animal. Those of our readers who
have followed this often repeated advice in our
live stock market reports are witnesses to its

soundness. Do not be in a hurry to market,

under ordinary circumstances, until cattle are

really fat. The same applies to all other mar-
ket animals.

A Herkimer County, N. Y . ,
dairyman es-

timates that 45 cows require 100 tons of hay to

winter them through.

I will soon wear off. I have

j horses and feeding them en barley, and
j &^ [r the markets _

|
changed to feeding them on corn

;
and after

| Lavender.—This is a very agreeable garden
! the second teed of corn I could see a great ! , , j ^ * • j-, , .

I , . T ,,
6

= herb, and its fragrance is readily perceptible in
! change in them. I could see that they felt ! 4 , . - e • u a t -

t
!

°
,.,

J
= the evening if we are walking near a bed of it.

! more like work
;
they would straighten the ! T .... r „ . j ,

= . ,
i Large quantities of the oil are extracted by

= traces quicker when spoken to, and they would I r . j ,,. „. ....
s, ... . , ,

' J
= manufacturers, and sold in this condition, or

I hold out better through the day. For work- i ^ • . . ,. , .

= . , T , ,
, ~ J

-= made into an essence by dissolving it m
! ing horsef, I should give corn ; and for horses \ x . <, V m . -j ...
=.. . . ' , T ' ! alcohol. The essence, or a tea made either
! to drive on the road, I should give corn and !< <• , j.j ,

I .. , ,
°

• = from the fresh, or dried and pressed leaf, is a
I
oats mixed together. It I had not the oats, I

!

{should give the corn alone. For a working

|

~fo^fc
! horse, four quarts twice a day would not hurt I

I him ; and by all means I should have it wet.- 1
Sage. The common green sage is the best

i Maine Farmer *
among several kinds. Its warm aromatic fla-

•-»•—»- ™...~~
| vor and pungency commend it as a condiment

| Cattle Raising in Florida.—It is stated, {
for rneats, and particularly sausage, turkey

| by those cognizant of the facts, that a consider- 1
stuffings, &c. A strong tea made of it makes

{able portion of the population of Florida is of !
an excellent gargle for some kinds of sore

l a migratory character. They are herdsmen, 1
throat, and a good wash for canker sore

{and pay particular attention to the raising of{ moutl1 - As an adjunct it is usual to add to

| cattle. The savannas there afford a wide range I
tue tea, tor gargling purposes, but not when

{ of rich grass ground, and when one section is 1
used as a dl'ink, a quantity of alum, and some-

pretty well fed down the herds are removed to {
times honey,

'

I good carminative for flatulency and pain in

especially in children.

French Method of Raising Tomatoes.—
[ As soon as a cluster of flowers is visible, the

{ stem is topped down to the cluster, so that the

[ flowers terminate the stem. The effect is, that

| the sap is immediately impelled into the two

| buds next below the cluster, which soon push

{ strongly and produce another cluster of flow-

j eis each. When these are visible, the branch

| to which the}' belong is also topped down to

| their level ; and this is done five times succes-

{ sively. By this means, the plants become

1 stout, dwarf bushes, not above eighteen inches

j
high. In order to prevent their falling over,

! sticks or strings are stretched horizontally along

{ the rows, so as to keep the plants erect. In ad-

{ dition to this, all the laterals that have no flow-

jers, and after the fifth topping, all laterals,

| whatsoever, are nipped off. In this way the

? ripe sap is directed into the fruit, which ac-

I quires a beauty, size and excellence unattain-

! able by other means.

{ a new location, and so on till the beasts are j
Thyme.—This is one of the most agreeable

{ready for market. There is a tinge of the patri-

{

of an the garden herbs. Both its odor and

{ archal about this system, and, considering the { flavor commend it as a charming condiment

{ salubrity of the climate—a perpetual Spring {
for soups, and also for stuffings and sauces.

—

] and Summer—the life of a herdsman must be j
It is usually gathered green in the autumn and

{ dreamy rather than exciting. 1 hung up to dry. As soon as it is dry, how-

|
» " » - I ever, and before it is crisp enough to crumble,

I There are in store at Chicago, 2,050,000 bush- 1 the leaves and small stems should be stripped

! els of grain. off and pressed, which any body possessing

{ Fruit in Louisiana.—The Planters' Banner

I of the 13th ult. says :—" The peaches prove to

| have been damaged by the March frosts more

! than we at first supposed. In most places they

I have been badly ruined. The crop will be

| very short. Plums were also injured consider-

I ably. The oranges on our trees have not suf-

{
fered at all. Figs and grapes not injured. In

[
fact, most of the harm fell on plums and peach-

" es."

A paper published at Saigon, a city and river port of Assam, Farther India, reports some extraordinary items of natural history from the land of
the Assamites. Among other wonders it says they have there a certain fish, called ca-ong in the language of the country, which has distin°-uished it-
self to that degree that the king has bestowed upon it the proud title of "Nam hai dui bnong gnau," which, as everybody knows means "Great
General of the South Sea." It appears that this laudable fish is in the habit of quietly paddling round the ships near the coast 'until somebody
tumbles overboard. He then seizes him instantly, and, instead of eating him, gently carries him in his mouth to the shore It is about thirty-five
feet long, possesses front teeth like an

aelephant, very large eyes, a black skin very smooth, a tail like a lobster, and two win<rs on the back
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JERUSALEM THE GOLDEN.

Jerusalem the Golden,

I languish for one gleam

Of all thy glory folden

In distance and In dream I

My thoughts, like palmi in exile,

Climb up to look and pray

For a glimpse of that dear country

That lies so far away.

Jerusalem the Golden,

Methlnks each (lower that blows,

And every bird a singing,

Of the same secret knows

!

I know not what the flowers

Can feel, or singers Bee,

But all these Summer raptures

Are prophecies of Thee.

Jerusalem the Golden,

When sun sets in the west,

It seems the gate of glory,

Thou city of the blest

!

And midnight's starry torches,

Through Intermediate gloom,

Are waving with their welcome

To Thy eternal home.

Jerusalem the Golden 1

Where loftily they sing,

O'er pain and sorrows olden

Forever triumphing 1

Lowly may be thy portal,

And dark may be the door,

The mansion Is Immortal!—

God's palace for Hla poor.

Jerusalem the Golden I

There all our birds that flew—

Our flowers but half unfolden,

Our pearls that turned to dew—
And all the glad life-music

Now heard no longer here,

Shall come again to greet us,

As we are drawing near.

Jerusalem the Golden 1

I toll on day by day

;

Heart-sore each night with longing

I stretch my hands and pray,

That midst Thy leaves of healing,

My soul may find her nest,

Where the wicked cease from troubling-

The weary are at rest.

The Field.

DO WE MOW TOO MUCH LAND?

Wii.lard, in one of his agricultural letters
|

from Europe, a short time ago, discussed this
;

question, and says that when in England, the
j

past season, among the dairy farms, we found
j

this question studied and reduced to a better
j

system than with us. It is a matter of some j

importance there to kuow how to keep a libe-1

ral amount of stock on a small space. By in-
;

creasing your stock, you not only add to the;

receipts or income, but also to the fertility of;

your soil from the increased quantity of ma-

;

nure. They believe, therefore, in extending

;

area of pasture lands, converting the green I

feed into milk, butter and beef, while the hay
{

lands are reduced to the smallest compass pos-

;

sible. Wherever they can irrigate meadow

;

land it is done, and large yields result. Some i

adopt the system of alternate cropping and

;

mowing in order to keep up permanent mead-
j

ows, and this, of course, in addition to top-
j

dressings. But they have another system, not
|

common in this country, and that is, the pro-
j

duction of hay on arable lands, in regular ro-

tation crops, under three, four or five course

shift. For instance, the rotation may be

wheat, turnips, barley, grass. The last may be

mowed one or two years, according to the

shift adopted, when the land is broken up and

put to wheat. N«w, under this system, the

laud when put down to grass is seeded heavily,

often with from 1^ to 2 bushels of the lighter

seeds, and 12 to 15 pounds of the clovers. The
result is an immense yield the first year—as

much as 2£ tons and more per acre. I went

upon meadows of this description where the

yield of hay must have been at least 2^ tons,

and I estimated it at 3 tons per acre. Then,

in Winter, they chop the coarse fodder or

straw, and feed with oil cake, and in this way
get along with much less meadow land than

do our farmers, besides keeping more stock

and making more and better manure.

We learn from the West that the grass on

the plains is not sufficient for pasture. It is

six weeks later than usual.

WASTE SUBSTANCES AS MANURES.

Refuse Ciiarooal.—The refuse charcoal ob-

1

tained from the rectifiers of spirits, from the
j

railroads where wood is burned in locomo- [

tives, from old charcoal beds, etc., is a very !

useful material in the garden. As a mulching [

about fruit trees I consider it very valuable. ]

It keeps out frost in Winter ; it keeps the soil]

loose and moist in Summer, and it does notl

afford a harbor for mice or insects. In the soil j

it assists to promote moisture in a dry season
; j

and by its slow decay (for it does decay more
|

rapidly than is generally supposed) it yields !

carbonic acic gas to plants, and greatly assists !

in the decomposition of vegetable and mineral
j

matter. It is an excellent mulching for straw- [

berries, in Winter or Summer. !

Road Sand.—The sand obtained from turn- !

pikes, or roads macadamized with any sort of]

stones like granite, hard blue stones, very dif-

;

ficult to break and pulverize, has a peculiar

;

value. The grinding of such rocks or stones
j

under the iron-rimmed wheels of wagons, the I

wear of horse-shoes, and the mixture of this !

ground rock with the manure scattered along

;

the roads—produces a compound which is

!

found to be highly acceptable to trees and !

plants. The granite rock, we know, is rich in
j

potash and silica ; but it is not these elements
\

alone which give this road sand its peculiar;

value. By the process of grinding and tritur- i

ating inert substances, such as oyster shells, 1

charcoal, quicksilver, we develop medicinal

!

and other virtues which these substances do

!

not possess in their crude form. And so it is

;

supposed to he with road sand. By the con-

1

stant grinding and triturating of the iron-bound
;

wheels and horses' shoes, the comminuted

j

granite becomes prepared for the use of plants; ;

and when this road-sand is mixed with the

!

compost heap and saturated with liquid man- i

ure, it is found to help the efficacy of the com-

;

post in a remarkable manner. Under the in-

!

fluence of road-sand of this kind alone, it is
{

said that when applied to lawns, white clover

!

is sure to spring up in the greatest abundance

j

and luxuriance where it had never been seen
;

before.

—

Br. J. S. Houghton, in Gardener's]

Monthly. \

Seeding Land to Grass.—A farmer of Herk-
j

imer county, N. Y., talking at a recent farmer's
\

discussion, said he thought that farmers often
j

sow too much seed. Had tried heavy seeding,
)

putting on double the quantity usually sown,
j

and did not get a good crop of grass ; would \

sow from eight to ten quarts of timothy, and
j

two to four quarts of clover per acre, then
j

bush and roll the land. Some thought that

j

bushing and rolling were not enough, and that
j

the seed should be worked deeper with the har-
j

row ; would give the land a coat of manure j

after sowing
;
any coarse manure would do ; it

j

acted as a mulch. Ifpains are taken to manure !

the land after sowing with five loads of manure \

per acre, spread on, also, a little plaster, the
j

j

crop of grass will not fail to be good. Thought
\

the heavier seeding gave a crop of grass having ;

;
less woody fibre, and consequently, an equal

j

\

weight had more nutritive value than that from

I lighter seeding.

Preserving Potatoes.—A correspondent of

the Scientific Americanjjsays that he has tried

the following method of keeping potatoes for

years with complete success, though in some

instances the tubers were diseased when taken

out of the ground : "Dust over the floor of

the bin with lime and put in about six or seven

inches deep of potatoes, and dust with lime as

before. Put in six or seven inches of potatoes

and lime again
;

repeat the operation until all

are stored away. One bushel of lime will do

for forty bushels of potatoes, though more

will not hurt them—the lime rather improving

the flavor than otherwise."

^ariotus Matters.

Grapes in California.—A Mr. Keller, of

Los Angelos, estimates the wine yield of that

country in 1866, at 1,190,000 gallons. The
yield per acre in grapes is about 1 2,000 pounds,

and the value about SI 90 per acre.

CORAL JEWELRY.

Tiie Paris correspondent of ac English pa-
j

per directs the attention of sight-seers in the !

Exhibition to the brilliant display of coral jew-

1

elry from the establishment of an eminent Lon-

!

don Jeweller. His cases contain specimens of
{

eveiy variety of natural coral, as well as off

every ornament into which it has been wrought I

by art. The necklaces, bracelets, ear-rings,
f

beads, bouquets, foliage, cameos and bas-reliefs j

are described as of the most elaborate work-
]

manship, and exquisitely mounted. One ofthe !

necklaces is valued at $:)000 in gold. !

This account may surprise readers who have I

never associated any idea of beauty with the
|

manufactured forms of coral. It is no wonder,
]

for taste and skill arc not too plentiful in the I

world, and the jewels of this material which we I

commonly see are coarse, clumsily cut, and are
;

dear at any price. |

Tc secure a different result several things are
j

needed. Of the varieties of coral known to I

commerce the number, we believe, is fifteen. I

There are several which are totally unfit to be I

worked into the higher forms of ornament. A I

discriminating choice of material is the first

}

step. The second is the determination of the |

form. For this an artistic taste is needed, j

which does not make part of the stock of every {

goldsmith. The third indispensable requisite I

is a skillful hand. The cutting must be at !

once sharp and delicate, and nothing is easier I

than to bungle.
{

Under certain conditions coral is an excel-

1

lent material for art. Its beautiful color, the |

solidity of its tissue, its resistance toatmosphe-

j

ric action, and the fine and soft polish which
j

it readily assumes combine to recommend it. 1

But while human artists can work it into forms

!

more convenient for our use, they can never I

hope to attain the skill of the little workmen !

under the water. Natural coral has brought
j

before now twenty times its weight in gold, I

We believe that there is present among the |

collection in the cabinet of Yale College a I

specimen which is unsurpassed in this coun- [

try.

THE APPLE TREE BORER.

A SURE REMEDY AGAINST HIS ATTACKS.

I say in the heading of this article, "a sure
|

remedy against hjs attacks.'' Yes, and I be-!

lieve the only certain and reliable remedy. The j

apple borer is the larva; or grub of a certain
]

very beautiful bug or beetle, which deposits its
]

eggs at or near the surface of the ground, on j

the trunk of the tree, during the months off

May and June. I think each bug lays from |

fifteen to thirty eggs, or else they lay different j

clusters of them ; but it is no matter—they lay
j

enough of them any way. These eggs hatch
]

out in a week or two, a nice, plump, little I

borer—yellowish white, with a yellowish red !

head—very small and trifling at first, but he
j

immediately begins to fulfil his destiny by eat-!

ing his way through the bark of the tree, which
;

it takes him from six weeks to two months to
j

accomplish — not usually going straight |

through, but reaching the wood about half an !

inch from the starting point ; at this time he !

is from an eight to a quarter of an inch in !

|

length. He now commences to feed on the
]

i
liber and adjacent wood, and grows apace un-

j

j
til cold weather commences, when he usually I

;
eats his own way downwards below the sur-

1

; face of the soil, and there hybernates during
j

! the winter. (At least I think he hybernates.)!

The next spring, as soon as hard freezing is

!

lover, he goes to work vigorously, still feeding!

j on the liber or inner bark
;
by fall he will have !

i attained a length of J to J of an inch, when he
]

;
always—I believe—works his way below the !

j
surface of the soil and apparently feeds but lit- j

; tie until spring. With the commencement of I

; warm weather he is again vigorously at work, !

; and as he has attained considerable size, it I

I takes considerable to supply his commissary j

1 department during the coming summer. Dur-

1

ing this third and last summer of his life is the

time when he does the most of the damage.
In a tree one or two inches in diameter, one

borer will eat ail around until it comes within

a quarter of an inch of girding it. In larger

trees, there are usually from one to five to a

tree, if any ; one borer in a tree three or four

inches in diameter does not generally injure it

fatally without he cuts clear around it, which
is not often the case; but when there are more
they almost always cut within about a quarter

of an inch of each other's burrows, which gen-
erally proves fatal.

We have now followed a specimen until he
has reached the third and last fall of hisgrowth,

at which time he is a full inch or more in

lenght, and of the thickness of a goose quill

;

between this time and the first of the follow-

ing May, our borer cuts, ahole directly through
the trunk of the tree, a few inches above the

surface of the soil, within all but a shaving of
the bark on the opposite side ; then drawing
himself back a little, he goes into.the, chrys-

alis state, from which, in the course of a few
weeks, he emerges a perfect bug.

Now, having followed him through his

changeful life, and knowing something of his

habits, I will suppose that I have a young
orchard of any number of trees, say a thou-

sand ; the second season after planting, about
the last of July, or during the first half of
August, with a common hoe, I take all the

weeds and other trash, and about an inch of
soil, from the crown of the trees

;
then, any-

time from the first to the middle of September,

with a pocket-knife, examine carefully the

stem of each tree ; the borer can be readily

found by the refuse thrown out of the hole

made on entering ; this refuse of a borer of

the same season's growth, will be about the

size of a pea, and, being of a glutinous nature

sticks around the mouth of the hole, and can
readily be seen ; older ones throw out coarser

chips that fall to the ground. When one is

found, take the knife and cut him out. If an
orchard is carefully examined in this way each
year, there need be but few, if any borers

missed, and as they are more easily found the

second fall of their growth, and can have done
but little damage at that time, we would never
receive any serious injury from them. Now it

is no great task to do this ; a man will clear

the litter and soil around a thousand trees in a

day, and can take the borers out in another
day. I will agree to do both jobs carefully in

one day's time.

—

Prairie Farmer.

TnE American Farmer's Horse Book. By
Robert Stewart, M.D., V.S.

This is a handsomely bound, abundantly il-

lustrated work of six hundred pages, written

by a veterinarian of twenty years' practice.

In addition to the subjects usually treated of

in similar works, it contains a full description

of the causes and nature of several diseases

peculiar to the American horse
;
original and

effective modes of treating some diseases here-

tofore considered incurable ; and an extensive

treatise on stock raising and stock management.

The work will be a valuable acquisition to the

farmer's library.

Geo. W. Hudson is canvassing agent for the

State of Rhode Island and will call upon our

friends to subscribe.

A Hint.—Those who keep their wagons and

carriages in good order, should place a wrench

on every nut at least once a month. This will

save nuts, save bolts and prevent rattling and
wear and tear. There is a great deal depending

upon looking after the running-gears of vehi-

cles as well as the harness. For want of a little

attention accidents have happened and dam-

age been sustained, therefore take the hint.

ST We take pleasure in calling the attention

of purchasers to the advertisement of John

Giles, South Framingham, Mass., who offers

for sale the pick of his fine herd of Aldcrney

cows and heifers, and also Suffolk pigs that are

not surpassed in the country. To see them

will be to buy them.

Agricfi.turat. Education.—Talk of agricultural improvement, of the difficulty of getting the laborers to take to a new implement, or adopt an im-

proved method ! What makes you to see its advantages and adopt it? Your mind. What cultivates your farm better than your neighbor's? Your
mind. If that alone be left uncultivated around you—at every point, at every town, in every field, in every hedge, in every ditch, in your house, in your
dairy, in your stable, in your barn, everywhere, and at every time, by day and night, winter, spring, summer and autumn,—the neglect that has been al-

lowed to sow itself, the moral weed crop, will meet your eye to baffle and torment you with the feeling so truthfully expressed when you say that ^you
'' have not a single mind you can depend upon." No wonder

;
you have never tried to make one.
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POTATOES.
|

Written for the Farm and Fireside, |

BY ALEXANDER HYDE, LEE, MASS.

The season for planting potatoes has re-|

turned, and a few thoughts on this most im- I

portant of our esculent roots cannot be un-f

timely. The potato (Solanum Tuberosum) is I

a native of America, and is one of the richest [

contributions that our land has made to the |

food of man. It was introduced into England
]

by Sir Walter Raleigh in 1586, but was very]

slow in making its way to popular favor. In |

books of gardening, published a century after I

their introduction, they are spoken of slight-

1

ingly, as fit only for poor people. Evelyn,
[

writing in 1699, says : "plant potatoes in your|

worst ground," and the "Complete Gardener," ]

published in 1719, makes no mention of the|

potato as among the products of the garden.
f

It was near the middle of the eighteenth cen-

f

tuiy that their virtues began to be appreciated. I

The primitive mode of raising them was on |

the same ground year after year, gathering a |

few tubers in the Autumn for Winter use, and
[

covering the balance with litter that they might
j

stock the land for another season. With poor
f

seed originally, and such cultivation, no won- ]

der they were considered "inferior to rad-I

ishes," and were slow to assume their proper 1

position among the esculents. How the peas- ]

antry of Great Britain lived before the intro-

]

duction of potatoes and cabbages is a puzzle, ]

as these two articles now constitute a large |

fraction of their diet. It is only by the Anglo
f

Saxon race that the potato even now is much
{

valued as an article of food. It is seldom seen §

on a French table, and the South of Europe is ]

still in ignorance of its great importance. I

Till within thirty years the potato was con-

I

sidered the most healthy and certain of crops, |

and five hundred bushels per acre was no un-
j

common yield. The potato rot then suddenly I

made its appearance, causing a famine in Ire-

1

land, and consternation wherever the potato I

was extensively raised. For a time it seemed I

that the favorite root was destined to run out, I

but thanks to a kind Providence, and the perse-

1

vering efforts of a few skillful originators of new
f

varieties, the disease seems to have reached its ]

crisis and is on the wane. The cause of the
j

rot is to this day a disputed point, but the best I

authorities agree in ascribing it to the con-

1

tinued propagation, year after year, by cut-1

tings. The fact that the new varieties raised I

from seed are generally healthy, favors this I

idea. Possibly the theory of the late Mr.
j

Knight, the distinguished horticulturist of Eng-

]

land is true, who maintains that the life of all |

fruits and vegetables is bounded, and that the
|

cion, grafted from one tree into another, will
j

not live longer than the prescribed limit for
]

the life of the tree from which the cion was

!

taken, and so with all vegetation propagated
]

by cuttings. If this theory is true some fruits I

and vegetables must be long lived, but whether
]

true or not, varieties do seem to run out, as

!

the Virgalieu pear and the Carter potato bear

]

witness, and it is safer to plant potatoes that

!

are freshly started from the seed.

We are under great obligations to the late

Rev. C. E. Goodrich of Utica, who has done

more than any other man in this countiy to

investigate the potato disease and to restore

the tuber to its original health. For the last

sixteen years of his life, Mr. Goodrich prose-

cuted his experiments with enthusiasm, and

with the sole object of preserving this valua-

ble esculent to the world. In this time he

originated fifteen thousand seedlings, but as he

said " only a painfull)' small proportion of

good sorts." At an expense of two hundred

dollars, he procured a few potatoes from Chili,

the native home of the tuber, and from them,

as a base, he originated new seedlings, and

one out of a thousand proved good. Of these

the Early Goodrich and the Garnet Chili are

the most widely disseminated, though the Cali-

co, the Gleason and Harrison are excellent

potatoes, free from rot, and flourish wherever

tried, whether on the Atlantic seaboard or in

the States West of the Mississippi. Mr. Good-

1

rich was a most accurate observer, and a most
]

conscientious and benevolent man, and had
]

his life been spared, he would have made still
]

more valuable additions to the cause of science ]

and humanity. That he was not a mere specu-
]

lator is manifest from the fact that during the
]

period of his investigations, his annual ex-

1

penses exceeded his income from his sales.
]

Mr. Goodrich's observations led him to con-
]

elude that the potato grows old and feeble with
]

time, and that the true mode of renovating it
j

is by reproduction from seed, and not by cross
]

breeding, as others maintain. He estimates I

the life of a variety to be about half a century, ]

varying somewhat with the climate and soil. 1

It is hoped that the mantle of Mr. Goodrich
]

will fall on some worthy successor, as it is ]

highly important, if his theory of the decay
]

of varieties from age is correct, that choice ]

new sorts should be originated, and we see no
]

reason why still further improvements may not I

be made in this esculent. We suggest to ex-

1

perimenters in this line, that more regard be
]

had to the form of the potato. Why can not f

deep eyes and large excrescences be eradicated ]

and a smooth, round or oblong potato be de-

1

veloped ? By the census of 1860 the amount ]

of this crop grown in the United States was ]

110,571,201 bushels, worth at present prices]

about one hundred millions of dollars, an I

amount sufficient to justify no little care in
]

originating and selecting varieties and in their ]

cultivation. |

The potato is indigenous to the table lands ]

of the Andes, and loves a climate that is uni-
]

form, neither too warm nor too cold, neither ]

too wet nor too dry. A sandy loam is the fa-
]

vorite place for its bed. A clay soil, in a wet
]

season, is specially unfavorable to the health I

of the potato. It envelops the tuber too closely,
]

! diminishes the action of the air, light and heat. I

; For years we applied no manure directly to f

I the potato crop, as the rapid growth of the
j

I soft vascular tissues, when grown on manure, \

\ seemed to render it peculiarly liable to disease, I

I but with the new, healthy varieties, we feel j

I quite safe in using manure again, and of course !

{ obtain a greatly increased product. For seed, \

I we prefer medium-sized, smooth potatoes,

!

! planting in drills three feet apart, dropping \

] the pieces with two or three eyes in each, at

i

! intervals of ten or twelve inches, and if the
j

j work is done as soon as the ground is light
j

! and dry, we are reasonably sure of a good re-
j

] turn. The ash of the potato shows a large
j

! per cent, of saline matter which is most
j

]
cheaply furnished the growing tubers by wood

j

! ashes. We have found it an excellent plan, !

I after the potatoes are cut, to place them in a
]

] barrel, and spread over them a quart or two of j

]
plaster, and giving the barrel a little shake,

j

] the gypsum will be found well plastered on the I

| moist face of each piece. If a little fine salt

;

] is mixed with the plaster it will be an improve-

j

{ ment.
j

] The cultivation of the potato in a me low
j

[ soil is exceedingly simple. If the weeds show
j

] themselves before the potatoes appear, a brush j

! harrow run lengthwise with the drills will wipe

j

] off the tender sprouts and save much hand la- j

] bor. The cultivator run between the drills, as

j

] soon after each heavy shower as the ground is

i

I dry, keeps the land light, and Share's double I

] mould board cultivator, with the teeth taken
j

] out, will hill up better than the hoe. Dig in a
j

I
dry time and place immediately in a cool, dark i

] cellar, and if there is any appearance, or even
j

I apprehension of rot, sprinkle a little fine lime
j

] over the bin. We have found this an excel-
j

I lent antidote to the decay, and it also prevents

] the unpleasant effluvia from the potatoes pene-

|
trating through the house.

] As for varieties we know nothing superior

] to the Early Goodrich for Summer and Fall

] use, and the Garnet Chili for Winter and

] Spring. In health, productiveness and quality,

] the three leading characteristics of a good po-

]
tato, they excel all others we have tried. The

I Colebrook seedling is a smooth, well formed

] potato of excellent quality, evidently originat-

I ing from the old Land Lake, but by no means

[as healthy or productive as Mr. Goodrich's

- seedlings.

Among the edible vegetable productions of I

our country potatoes rank the fourth—corn, I

wheat and oats only outranking them, and
]

whoever contributes a good new variety, or ]

throws new light on their cultivation, we hail ]

as a public benefactor.

June, 1867. j

Written for the Farm and Fireside, I

HAS MAN MODIFIED THE CLIMATE OF THE

!

UNITED STATES? I

BY J. S. LIPPINCOTT, N. 3. I

It is obvious to the common understanding ]

that the face of the Northern United States,
]

in the present day, must diner widely from |

that it exhibited when first known to the Euro- ]

pean adventurer. We are told it then abounded
]

in wood ; that one almost unbroken forest ex-
]

tended from the Northern frontiers of Canada ]

over the entire New England and Middle States, I

portions of the Western and far into the South ;

!

forming the most extended body of timber on ]

the globe. Many of us have seen the remnants I

of this mighty forest, have roamed among its f

massive pines and hemlocks, its giant oaks, its ]

sycamores, its poplars, and its beaches, and
]

listened to the wail of the forest "the forest]

primeval "—a mournful rtquiem over their fel-

1

lows, who enduring unscathed the tempests of]

centuries, have fallen at length by the ruthless ]

: hand of destroying man. So great and ex-
]

tensive has been this wasteful removal of the
]

j
timber trees, it would seem to have been real- ]

iized, as of old, that, "a man was famous ac-j

j
cording as he had lifted up axes upon the thick

]

j trees." Were we permitted to translate the an-

1

|
cient text, we would have preferred to call]

\ him infamous who should so lay waste the j

i heritage of the Creator, destroying the good

j

j
gifts which were designed to bless our race, j

! Ignorance may not be the parent of every evil, j

j but it is truly the source of untold mischief,
j

land entails as certain punishment as if it were !

| a sin recognized by our moral code. Unibr-
j

! tuuately, the moral sense of the community!

I has not yet peS!8feiv<|d wherein it greatly errs, i

I in its under estimate of the value of a compre-
]

{hension of, and obedience to, the physical;

] laws of the Creator. By many it may be con- i

I sidered unreasonable that it should so do while
j

I scarcely cognizant of their existence and even
j

]
ignoring many of the moral laws, obedience to

j

I which deeply concern not only our temporal
|

! but our eternal welfare. But Providence "has

j

] worked by means since first He formed the

j

] world," and still employs physical agencies to;

I do his behests, and governs these agents by i

] laws as fixed as fate
;
yet so easily understood I

] in their general applications by those who will
j

] but inquire aright, that he is indeed inexcusable
j

| who neglects them, and his punishment for

i

] disobedience inevitable. So surely and prompt-
j

] ly does the reward of this neglect of the Crea-
j

] tor in his works follow the error, it would
j

] almost seem that He esteemed the disregard of
j

I His labors and His laws a contemning of His
I

]
goodness and His wisdom. As His chastenings

j

\ are ever tempered by mercy, we may safely
j

I'regard par sufferings as incentives to enquiry,;

] that we might learn His ways and escape the
\

] consequences of ignorance.

I Sooner or later the truth is forced upon man, ;

! and he discovers that he cannot arrest or con-
j

I trol, with all his ingenuity, the certain march
j

] of causes which are at work around him, that

;

] he must succumb in the warfare with nature
; j

f and that his only safety lies in working with
|

I her; studying her plans, and laying his own;
! parallel therewith.

I These remarks appear to us a natural preface
j

] to the consideration of the causes which have
j

] been at work for a few generations modifying

] our climate, and rendering it unfitted for the

]
regular production of many more tender fruits

! which were once readily and abundantly grown.

| That such changes have been brought about,

] no reflecting or well informed pomologist will

] deny ; then wherefore have they resulted, and

I how can the attendant evils be remedied ; and

[ are these results general, and if not, where are

I the favored districts yet boasting their primitive

I fruitfulness ? The question why has the destruc-

tion of our forests rendered our fruit trees bar-

ren, over a wide portion of the interior, is in

itself a very interesting question, even were it

shown that the injury done is now beyond re-

paration.

It has been frequently asserted that man has

effected few changes in nature, especially that

the destruction of forests, the drying up of

marshes, the opening of wide tracts to the sun-

shine, have not modified our climate, because

the records of the meteorologist do not exhibit

satisfactory evidence of such changes. That
because we have now and then a season of

severe cold precisely as known to our great-

grand fathers, we have not become warmer, and
because we suffer from an occasional "heated
term," we have not become cooler. But that

a change has taken place is obvious to the

pomologist, if not derivable from the records

of the meteorologists ; while the common opin-

:

ion of men unites in the belief that the climate,

j

as respects heat and cold, has been modified,

i and that though no sensible change has been

|
made in the mean annual temperature, such a

|
modification in the distribution of heat among

; the seasons has been produced as greatly to in-

I

fluence vegetation. Historians of the States

| earliest settled inform us that the seasons and

! the weather were uniform and regular during

|
the first years of the arrival of the colonists,

| but that the seasons are now totally altered,

i and the weather infinitely more changeable.

\ Observations longest continued in the United

! States, on which reliance is placed to dispute

! these conclusions, have been made in cities

[where the influences of the surroundings had

] already been long at work ; and where the

] shelter of many buildings from the earliest

]
days may have marked the results of thermo-

} metrical deductions. Early thermometers also

] were doubtless of inferior accuracy, and their

] results unfitted for comparison with those of

] our day.

I But, be this as it may, we believe that in-

]
quiries into the changes that have taken place

I in our climate, have been made in the wrong

| direction ; that the modifications, to which we
{ believe we have been subjected, are not due to

] temperature alone, but to exposure to storms

] and to the drying influences of unchecked cur-

I rents of air. Il is not of as much importance

1 to determine whether the mean temperature of

] a year, or of a season has been modified, as it

| is to ascertain whether we are now more liable

] to visitations of extremes of temperature at

]
periods when these extremes may prove detri-

] mental to our products, agricultural or pomo-

] logical.

[ The removal of forests, has in the opinion'of

] close observers of unquestioned authority,

] caused many changes which have affected the

] well being of man. Among these may be

I
cited, diminution in the rain-fall

;
drying up of

] springs and streams, increased aridity of the

] air of a district.
;
greater prevalence of droughts

]
during Summer, and consequent evils to vege-

] tation ;
and, in many instances the conversion

] of wide districts, once fertile and teeming with

[life, into trackless deserts. Consequences so

] momentous to posterity demand timely con-

] sideration on our part, lest we also curse the

] land and convert our fair heritage into a wi!-

] derness.

I June, 1867.

] Gas Lime as a Fertilizer.—An officer of

] the Edinburg Gas Company, writing to The

] Scottish farmer concerning gas lime as a fertili-

] zer, says:

|
" I believe that waste gas lime is equal in

I efficiency to fresh lime for most of the pur-

] poses aimed at in its use in farm lands. I sold

I
all the lime thus produced at the gas works in

] Forfarshire, for 1 6 years, to several farmers,

]who uniformly expressed their satisfaction

] therewith. One very useful application of it

] was its mixture with the large pile of weeds

] and tangled roots of grass cleared off the fields

I annually. On being composted in this way,

] the lime gradually killed all the vitality of

] these weeds, and returned them to the land in

I
the way of manure. It also served the pur-

I pose of opening up stiff clay soils, being first

] spread over the surface, and then plowed

; down."

American Bee Plant.—This plant, introduced about 1859, or '60 and quite extensively used in New York and Illinois, has proved to be the best honey
producing plant ever known. We see it stated in the Prairie Farmer that while this plant is in bloom the bees discard buckwheat and all other flowers

for it. The honey stored from this plant is pronounced the most palatable and the finest in every respect by experienced persons. It is of easy culture,

and has a fine appearance in the flower garden. It is a strong grower and much blanched like the common mustard plant, though its flowers are a bright

purple, and are in bloom from midsummer until the frosts of autumn destroy it. It will grow on any soil, although it flourishes best on a rich one, and is

sown in drills, or if the ground is clean, broadcast. To insure its early blooming it is best to sow in autumn.
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Of peaches, we have received contradictory I destroying insects and sadly diminished crops. I
soda

'
lime

-
alumina

'
iron

'
&c

"
In one Iiuu -

\

tbeir trecs
-

Don 1 nCsleCt lt
'

u
and lf yo

?
^

reports within the past fortnight. The bios- ! We love birds-like them for their melody-

1

dred Parts of Pure>
sbal'P sand

>
tLere are about

1
the rascal3

'
tieat tbem t0 * bapl

f?
°f S°ap"

, ,i 4- •; 4- ii i 4i e .i i a 4 * 1 1 fifty parts of oxygen—balance silicon, which I suds, tliorouqUv laid on. Besides being a reme-
soms, and even the young fruit, were partially = encourage them for their beneficent acts, and! J fall° ""'""^ °"WJJ

i
"mu

= ' „ , „ .,. ^
i , ,-i •

x a n • 4U 1 -4 4i- i 4' 4i • -ii 4?4 rn, ! is the elementary base. Now every farmer 1 dy for lice it is a first-class fertilizer for all trees,
injured by high winds and cold rains on the = write this plea for their special benefit. The = J " c,uj i

bay shores of Delaware ; but from most parts 1 season is near at hand when strawberries and I
know3

>
or 0USnt 10 kuow

>
tbat Pure sand is m"

1
-

of that State, as also from Maryland and New I cherries ripen in our garden, and we hereby !
solub!e m water

;

)' et more tban sixty Per cent
- 1 Ask Your Neighbor.-We are daily receiv-

Jersey, we have encouraging reports. There ] extend a cordial invitation to our bird friends I

of tbe asb of tbe stems of wheat
'

r>'e
>

oats
- !

i°g letters from subscribers who cordially en-

are chronic falsehoods circulated eveiy year by 1 to come and see us, to partake of our fruit.
]l,arleyi &c., is pure flint sand otherwise «7c<%t.

| dorse the Farm and Fireside, and wish it

peach speculators to affect the market value of I We don't raise it for greed or profit, nor are! A knowledge of the composition of soils, of] "abundant success." To all friendly associ-

this crop. Indeed, of late years, this class of! we so despicably mean as to "begrudge for ]

tbe constituents of plants, and of the source of fates in the great field of agriculture we return

fruit gamblers have had complete control of I their songs " a few cherries or strawberries to |
fertility, and the cause of barrenness in land,

j thanks ; and suggest that every reader of our

the market. But their stories are ofl-set this | the poor birds. To those who intend to use

!

would be of immense value to eveiy farmer.
]
journal extend an invitation to his neighbor to

year by the fact that peach shippers have con- [ fire-arms against our feathered proteges, we j
11 would also vastl >' tcnd t0 increase our agri-

] subscribe. We believe we are making a first-

tracted for double tU amount affreight can \ remind them of Solomon's words: "God de- 1 cultural products, add to individual prosperity
] class agricultural and horticultural paper, but

over tfte railroads diverging from the great j lights not in the life of the fool." I
and swe11 the aggregate of national wealth.

] desire to make it better and more valuable in

peach-growing districts ! This is strong evi- 1 \
Yct tliree-fourths of those engaged in farming,

] the future. Now Messrs farmers, gardeners,

dence that an unusual crop of peaches is an- 1 ]
in this country, do not patronize agricultural

]
fruit-growcis and stock-raisers, give us your

ticipated. To corroborate this is another! LEGUMINOUS PLANTS. {journals, nor ever read a book relatiug to agri- 1 influence—ask your neighbor to subscribe—

"fixed fact" At a meetiii" of the neach-p-row- ! t, i-,.i , k .- • . u ..1 culture, horticulture, etc. ! When we consider f thus extending our circulation aud advancing
ii.\cuidci. .iu a uiceuiip, oi tue pc.icu glow .. Too little attention is given to the culture ol =, =. ' = °

. ,.

ers of Delaware held at Dover 23d ult it 1 1 i . .i. * i
... I these facts—they are humiliating facts— it sur- ! your own profession. Any person sending us

ere ra uuaniit., m.iu ai umei, _ou uu., n
| leguminous plants—that numerous class which ! . , t

' ,, .

°
„, ,

|J""" r
, . ^.^

was "estimated that the number of baskets of I bave their seeds enclosed in "pods" \U Uie !
P"ses us that farmers thrive at all. No other I a yearly subscriber ($2), can retain fifty cents,

peaches to be shipped from the State, this year, 1 bean and pea family belong to this sort of "bi
|C 'a8S °r Professio" " go it blind " like the gone-

]
or twenty-five per cent, on all subscriptions

will be from a million to a million and a half!'
j valve specieS) « aud are profitable crops on I

nlhy of farmcr8
-

\
V°w^libar to '

""
1 most soils. It is not the amount of money I

OUR BIED FRIENDS. I netted from these crops alone, but their profit ! The Cattle Plague in England breaks out
] Acbicclturai. Papers are springing rip—

I as food to different kinds of farm stock. Alll anew '
now and tben - Tbe last a»ack was

] abundantly. The latest we notice, is "The
Half a century ago, when fruit-cullnre had

| j. tninons p]ant8 abound in uitro"en and I
confined to three mid-land counties, and but [Farmers Home Journal," a weekly published

scarcely a record among rural arts; when the
j ^ valuaWe for thdr t uu(ritive | few animals were lost. The total number of] at Lexington, Kentucky, by Miller & Marrs,

heart of philanthropy was not as large as it
j propertics stock fed on ground peas or beans I

cattle reported to have been attacked in Great I $3 per annum. It is in quarto form, neal in

now is; when the lacteous fluid of hunlan
] will fatten much faster than on ground corn 1 Britain, since the rinderpest made its appear- { appearance, and deserves success.

kindness was generously watered, and whenj^
or bar|ey> The feederg of prize bcef |ance, is 253,902; and 52,704 healthy cattle |

the charms of the country were but dimly ap-
j^ muU in England- understand this, and j

have been slaughtered to prevent the spread of
{ A Wisconsin farmer writes to the New York

predated, Tom Hood asked =. „ .. . .. . ,
'

lU i the diqpasp 1 ^ . . . , ^ -, i

••what churl would for their.„nBs begrudge ]
justly attribute their success and profit tothe| lucaisease

. iFarmersClub, thai if the spread of the Canada

Fruit to the blackbird and the thrushes ? " ] liberal use of leguminous food for animals in- 1 "
I thistle is not checked in its progress it will be

Hood was a poet, not an entomologist, yet he ] tended for market. The vines of these plants ] Picking Strawbekuies.—In gathering straw- 1 but a short time before the producers of wheat

knew that birds subsisted on fruits and insects. 1 contain considerable nitrogen—more than clo- ! berries or other small fruit, don't pick them I w'ill be driven from the great wheat fields of the

He knew, also, that there were clownish and { ver—and are highly esteemed by sheep aud I when wet with dew or rain. Fruit gathered ! West as Adam was driven from the garden in

ignorant farmers in England who exhibited | cattle. Yet many farmers waste these vines, I in this way will mould ; and if sent a conside- j the East.

their barbariiy by the wholesale destruction of ]or wholly fail to gather them for Winter use. Irable distance to market will always arrive in |
- ——• —

harmless and innoxious birds—those little] In the Southern States, both beans and peas I a bad condition. Remember this. I A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer says

friends that visited his garden; that built their ] are frequently used as organic fertilizers ; they ] — — _ — ] the high price of flour, to some extent, is due

dwellings in his orchard, and that cheered his ] are ploughed under, as a green crop, at a cer- 1 Fiikquent"mowing makes.'the green, smooth ] to the very large amount of wheat drawn from

heart with their free-and-easy songs. Hence, 1 tain period of growth. When this crop dc-flawn. Common farm scythes are hardly fit for I the surplus for seeding. He thinks the wheat
his satirical "hit " at the churls who poisoned ; cays it produces ammonia—the value of which ; lawn use

;
short, broad scythes are best. 1 crop will be immense this year.

The Squash Bug.—The squash bug makes its appearance in May and June. The first indication we have of their having commenced their depre-
dation, is here and there a withered leaf, which is a sure sign of their first appearance. As soon as this is noticed, go into the patch and turn over
the injured leaf, and you will find a small, whitish, hairy bug, eating the leaf, of'an offensive smell. Grasp them with the hand and kill them; no
matter if your hand is stained. Then turn over all the leaves, and here and there you will find clusters of eggs—small, brown, not larger than the
head of a pin. Take an old case knife, and scrape them off, and in a short time all will be killed. Also near the roots of the plants, you will find a

large black bug, or often two of them, adhering together—kill them, and by a little attention, the plants can be soon rid of the bugs.



X74 Ths Fatro and Fireside.

The Fireside $$use,
I gorges and ravines, was selected for the dan- 1 bent laurel, with knives and hatchets. Silence | We Fade as a Leaf.—As the trials of life

! gerous mission. His years forbade suspicion, }
reigned throughout the work, save the sharp

]
thicken, and the dreams of other days fade,

- ! and he passed the Rebel lines^without difficulty, ! click of the small blades which were dexte-
"|
one by one, in the deep vista of disappointed

I leaving the mountain by an unaccustomed { rously plied, and the rustle of the falling laurel,
j
hope, the heart grows weary of the struggle,

1 route. After travelling all night and part of {Before daybreak, long rows of laurel lined] and we begin to realize our insignificance.

I the following day, he came to the advanced { either side of the way up the rugged steep, ] Those who have climbed to the pinnacle offame

I guard of the Federal forces, informed them of] and the ascent began. The horses were tied { or revel in luxury and wealth, go to the grave

1 the object of his journey, and was taken under { to the trees below. The artillery horses were
} at last with the poor mendicant who begs pen-

1 o-uard to head-quarters. Even his extreme I taken from their carriages. One by one, the i nies by the way side, and like him are soon for-

l youth did not screen him from suspicion here. I heavy cannon were moved up the mountain I gotten. Generation after generation, says an

! It was believed he was there for no other pur- \ by the strong arms of the soldiers and left in
{
eloquent modern writer, have felt as we feel,

1 pose than to decoy into ambush. At first, the ] position where they could be easily and rapidly ] and their fellows were as active in life as we

1 manner of McClellan was cold and severe, and | moved forward, when the time for action I are now. They passed away as a vapor, while

I his questions hard and rigorous. Henry, noth- { should arrive. Light was dimly breaking in
j
nature wore the same aspect of beauty as when

1 ing daunted, related all his father had told him I the east when the army commenced the march t her Creator commanded her to be. And so

I of Garnett's position on the mountain ; the | up the mountain by companies
;
many falling {

likewise shall it be when we are gone. The

I strength of his force, the nature of his works,
f
but rapidly recovering their places, and pa- } heavens will be as bright over our grave as

f and the impossibility of successfully attacking I tiently pushing on ; and when the enemy were ! they are now around our path ; the world will

! him on the road. The Federal General listened j
looking for the coming of the army of the { have the same attraction for offspring yet un-

I attentively with increased interest, as Henry { Union far down the main road over their ini- 1 born that she had once for ourselves, and that

I advanced, with his simple story, occasionally 1 pregnable breast-works, the Yankee cannon ] she has now for our children. Yet a little

{interrupting him with—"Tell the truth, my { were booming in their rear, both at un unex-
]
while, and all this will have happened ! Days

I boy." 1 pected moment and from an unexpected quar- i will continue to move on, and laughter and

\ At each interruption Henry would earnestly, { ter. The rebels were thunderstruck, as well as
j
song be heard in the very chamber in which

fbut respectfully reply—"I am telling the I struck by shell and canister. {we died; and the eye that mourned for us will

I truth." | The result is matter of history. They made j
ue dlied and will glisten with joy ; and even

| "But," says the General, " do you know if
{ a feeble resistance and fled precipitately down { our children will cease to think of us, and will

- 1 you do not you will be shot? " ! the mountain, hotly pursued by the triumphant [
not remember to lisp our name.

|
" I am willing to be shot if what I have said

{ Yankees, to Cheat River, where the brave |

| is not all true," was the firm answer.
j rebel General Garnet was killed. Two hun-

| In England a magneto-electric light of great
"-{ " Well," questioned the General, now satis-

j dred men were killed on the mountain, and { power and intensity has just been discovered.

| fled Henry was a true boy, " well, if I can't
j iie buried by the roadside, with no other sign j At the distance of a quarter of a mile, it casts

{ go up the mountain and attack the Rebels on
j 0f the piace 0f their interment than a long line j the shadows of the flames of street lamps up-

{ the road, by what way can I go up ? "
] 0f indentations, caused by the gradual sinking j on a wall. It takes photographs better than

! Henry, who was quick to see a change in ] of the earth, where the bodies repose. I the sun, darkening photographic paper as ef-

Riou Mountain is famous as the scene of
] the General's mind, said he knew of away up] Henry Hart is now four years older, or { fectually in twenty seconds as the sun's rays

the first decisive battle in West Virginia. 1 ae
} the side, striking the road on the top of the j thereabouts, than he was then, and is quietly [ would in a minute. It is proposed to apply it

battle was fought by General McClellan for the
| mountair)j an(j leaving the road at the base. I and 'contentedly working on his father's farm. {

to the purpose of illuminating cities.

Union, and General Garnett commanding the
j There wag nQ track that way> and the moun_

j^^^ hg^ to bg breveted a {

Rebels, in the early part of the war.
j tain was Mgh and steep . but there were feVv-

j Maj
."

or General in the anny of the ^mon, to j An African Liebig.—" I say, Sambo, does

Rich Mountain is in Randolph county, eight
j
trees growing, and no logs lying down to be in

] date from the morn ing 0f the capture of Rich } you know what makes de corn ' grow so fast

miles from Beverly, the county seat
;
and is

j the way of going up. He had travelled up
{ Mountain ?

reaeii&i by the Parkeisburg and Staunton
j and down there often, over the tops of the

} ,

„
„

Turapike. It is sixty miles from Gienville,
] laurel, looking for his father's sheep in the ra-

[

and about the same distance from Clarksburg,
| vines. The laurel was very thick, and grewj

where McClellan was at the time he deter-
] together so closely and so strong that a man I

,

mined to make the hazardous attack.
j couid wa]k over their tops.

} Imagination in Elephants.—A writer in | breathe the bad air.

The Staunton and Parkersburg Turnpike,
j This statement of Henry's re-awakened the 1 the London Spectator asserts that the elephant {

- »

winding round the beads of the ravines, passes
| SUSpicions of McClellan, who said sharply,

[
is a highly imaginative animal, and quotes the

{ Ostrich Feathers.—To clean white ostrich

over the summit of the mountain. It is two
[
« Do you say a man can walk on the tops of} Ceylon engineers, who say that when they sur- ! featherS) take four ounces of wllite soap cut

miles to the top, by the turnpike. It is long, { the laurel ? "
j
vey ways through the forests, and plant wood-

{ small) diBSOived in four pints of water, rather

high, and narrow, and covered with heavy
|

« Yes, sir," persisted Henry.
j
en tracing-pegs to mark the levels taken during

] hot) in a large basm . make th(J solution into a

timber, save the summit, a small area of level] "Do you think my army can go up the] the day, their tracing-pegs are generally re-]
lather _ Introduce the feathers, and rub well

ground, cleared and cultivated as a fairu by an { mountain over the tops of the laurel?" con-
j
moved during the night by elephants, who are

} with the hands for flye Qr gix minutes After

elderly gentleman named Joseph Hart-and a
j tinned General McClellan.

j
uneasy till they understand these novel symp-

}m soapmgi wash in clean watei.

;
as bot as the

aarrow strip up the south side ofthemoun-j "No, sir," was the prompt answer, " but /] toms of human agency. It is clear, then, that
| hand can bear_ ghake until dry.

tain, which is covered with a dense growth of] have, and a man could, with care, and with] the elephants are rendered uneasy, troubled in I

laurel. The soil of this mountain is rich, of a
j
nothing to carry." ]

their imaginations, by these curious marks of
]

black color different from other mountains in [
" But, my boy, don't you see I have got a

{ special and unexplained human interest in their j

E IN "E0FlrsB Sweating.—An old

Virginia, and from this it has derived its name, j great many men, and horses, and wagons, and { dwelling place. Indeed it is a recognized and j

reme(Jy for excessive sweating is again brought

The topography of the mountain is admira- } cannon, and how do you think I can get upon
}
generally very successful way to escape a vie- }

l° Public notice m.the shape of cold sage tea,

blv adanted°for the erection of strong military j the mountain with all these if the laurel is so ] ious elephant to throw down anything compli- {

11 13 made by taklnS a larSe
_

tea-spoonful of

defences. General Garnett held it with a force
| thick ?

"

of: about five thousand men, and had thrown
j "The trees are small and low

;

upiworks which were impregnable on either ] the bottom that you can cut them down with ] as to give his chase time to escape.

side where the road crossed the mountain. 1 a knife or hatchet, without making any noise, ] Hardy, in 1820, saved himself from a vicious {

stramed an<i sweetened to the taste.

i dy has been used with benefit in the calligua-

SQT/ANDEKED LIVES.

BY BAYARD TAYLOR.

The fisherman wades in the surges

;

The sailor sails over the seas

;

The soldier steps bravely to battle

;

The woodman lays axe U) the tree.

They are each of the breed of the heroes,

The manhood attempered in strife

;

Strong hands, that go lightly to labor,

True hearts, that take comfort in life.

In each is the seed to replenish

'The world with the vigor it needs—

The centre of honest affections^.

The impulse to generous deeds.

Bntthe shark drinks the blood of the fisher;

The sailor is dropped in the sea;

The soldier lies cold by his cannon

;

The woodman is crushed by his tree.

£ach prodigal life that is wasted

Inananly achievement unseen,

.But lengthens the days of the coward,

And strengthens the crafty and mean.

'The blood of the noblest is lavished

That the selfish a profit may find

;

igod sees the lives that are squandered,

And we to his wisdom are blind.

Fireside Tale,

RICH MOUNTAIN.
YOUNG HART AND THE LAUREL.

BY M. HENRY WOOD.

$$i$settamj,

{when you put the manure on it?" "No, I

; j don't hardly." "Now, I'll just tell ye. When
] de corn begins to smell de manure, it don't

] like de 'fumery, so hurries out of the ground

I and sits up as high as possible, so as not to

1 to public notice in. the shape of cold sage tea,

] It is made by taking a large tea-spoon

Icatedin^hiTpathrwhi^^^ leaves
>
and boiUnS them in slx

so small at {will examine so carefully before he proceeds 1
ounces of water for two or three minutes. The

Colonel
decocti°n is then left to stand and cool, and is

Thisreme-

General McClellan advanced by the Staunton } and the men on the mountain will not know ]" rogue " elephant by throwing down his dress-
DUlm0narv

and Parkersburg Pike, intending to make the I what you are doing or where you are coming,"
]
ing case which the creature m question wanted

]

uve swe<*uno. as cauea, oi pulmonary

attack early in "the morning upon the works { was the brave response of Henry, who, it was { to force open and examine minutely instru-
{ consumption,

where thev crossed the road. The mountain j
plain, would soon be the leader of the gallant

{ ment by instrument. Another peculiarity of ]

was Pteco aud ru-ed everywhere else, making I little army which was to decide on the heights ! the animal is that the herds will never mingle.
] .

STTLE^-The latest style of
_

bonnet h as

reconnoisance dan-erous and as he supposed, 1 of Rich Mountain the destiny of West Virginia.
{ When suspicious of danger they throw out{J ust made lts appearance. It is called the

imnossible. exceptln force, and he had con- 1 The Federal commander, content with this I
pickets, which are stationed after careful re- j

" Revenue Cutter " and consists of a two-cent
impossuHL, excLpt in u»w,

, I , . , ' .. , , =
r.nr,nn : tpT ; r. <T iw ,v, pww nf thp h P1vl When s internal revenue stamp, worn on the head, and

eluded to risk a battle directly on the road. \ plain and manifestly honest narrative, changed |
connoitenng by the leader of the held. When- , J>

'

Had he done so subsequent examination of I his orders, abandoned the easy route on the { ever a herd of elephants is at bay, it always I
uea nnaer eacn eai witn a norse nan. itpre-

the enemy's defences at that point showed that I pike to the mountain, and soon the army of] follows one leader, and if that leader is slain,
{

seD
f

a veT
J P"** appearance at a distance

uiu i.uuuy * ucicm-ca o, ^ .

. .. W V- § fnlinwa the nr-vr nll r1 =r> „n till thP io=t i= loft i and must be very comfortable at this season of
no earthly power could have saved him from | the Union was in motion in the direction \

follows the next, ana so on tut the last lslett^^ ^ J

certain destruction. I
pointed out by Henry. Leaving the main { in isolation.

]

e Tear
-

_ i b
-

Now old Joseph Hart, who lived on the} road at the foot of the mountain, they wound}
} Beautiful Sentiment.—W^hen the Hindoo

mountain, was a Union man, and had made
| round ravines, and over ugly gorges, to the} A blind man had been sitting one day and]

fa about to ba tize an infant he utters

uhnself thoroughly acquainted with the Rebel
] spot indicated by their fearless little guide, j

pleasantly chatting with some visitors for an
] the foUowin(r beauti{ul sentiment- "Little babe,

GeneraTs position and fortifications. He had ] Here the army halted, while the General with } hour, when one of them wished the company I
thQu enter^t the world weeping, while all

somehow got information of the coming of } his staff and Henry, proceeded to examine the
]
good morning, and left the room. " What

} arQund smile . contrive so tolive, thatyou may
the Federal forces, and was certain that the I way up the mountain. The laurel was there { white teeth that lady has !

" said the sarcastic
} ^ in gmijeg whUe aU around you weep.»

attack fr-oni that direction would prove disas- 1 as Henry had stated; a small bush or tree I blind man. " How can you possibly tell that ?'

]

trous to the assailing party. He dreaded this, I standing thickly together with the spreading { said a friend. " Because,'' was the ready an-
j

and determined to get word to McClellan of
} tops firmly interlocked and dove-tailed, form- 1 swer, "for the last half hour she has done} Some crusty old bachelor slanders the female

the aituaiion of affairs on the mountain before
} ing a complete and continuous roof over the { nothing but laugh."

j
sex, by saying the reason that George Peabody

ho arrived at the foot, when it would be too
j ground from the base to the summit of the I

" • -
} is so wealthy, is because he never had a wife.

late. He could not go himself, that would ex- 1 great mountain. The quick eye of McClellan f Du Chailltj says that among the dogs of}
"™"" " """"" ""

cite suspicion, and he would be stopped at the I saw at a glance the feasibility of Henry's plan, ] the native tribes in Central Africa, hydropho- 1 Peas are excellent food for sheep. One-

Rebel outposts. His little ?on Henry, a lad of
f and though it was past midnight when the j bia is absolutely unknown. Hence, he infers } fourth of a pint of split peas given to lambs

uncommon energy and courage, bora on the fanny arrived at this point, a thousand men I that the popular notion is erroneous, that heat ] when weaned, or a pint daily to fatten sheep,

mountain, and acquainted with all its dark 1 were soon busy cutting away the superincum- '= is the cause of this terrible disease.
1
are recommended as the proper quantities.
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The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Maiket Intelligence, Literature and the

Arts. It has a corpse of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of

every-day value to its readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing

will be published offensive to good morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interest of the farm and fireside. Terms

—

$2.00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.



Carriages. Ehodc Island.

I * ORIOl'LTUBAL IMPLEMENTS. A. g. Arnold, dealer i

i A In;
ALDERNEV COWS AND !IF.IFF.IIS.--T»e subiwrhcr offer*

for sale several of his choice herd of Atdeniryn. comprising
. anil t'ylinder I'lowsand Tastings; Shares s I'atenl llarrow-s and ! rows In milk ami some soon to calve. Also, a few Yearling*
I Hnffli; Hoi'i, Cultivators. Seed Sowers, Hay Cullers, Garden I served by first-class Bull. I warrant them all.
: and Railroad Bnrruws, Shovels, Spades, Korkfl, Iron Rant, Ac. \

Holder's Block. Main Street 5 SUFFOLK SWINE.— I offer for sale splendid PrinceAlbert
Woonsocket, R. I. • Suirollk Swine. Boar Imported, and iowi from imported stock.

JOHN GILES.
South Framlngbam, Mass., June 8, 1667 . 3w-we-££

AGEICULTURAL ITEMS.

Mississippi expects a tine wheat crop and a
f
^caro

fair yield of cotton. Labor is scarce and high
5

in that State.
^ | M;"

s
~
T'VoXvd'laH'! CarpenlerTbolrTof LonBdaTeTsOth'tut.rMri I O U-T H

Tliree thousand acres in the neighborhood ot = studely e. waterman to misb Eliza Kiruy, both of Woonsocket ; \
JL

Kankakee, III., are planted with flax this year. ! ward8?oi''wo^ o'rYbe \m" vv'nim'.n
j JfEW ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,_ . .

, ,
E Jordan, of Lonsdale.

Farmers regard this crop more favorably :lian l i„ Central Kails, 4th inst., by Rev. Frederic Denison, of Wes. | „ ....... „
, = terly, R. I., Mr. ( vrl! B. .Manchester to .Miss Lucie M. Lawlon, I

I!f CONNECTION » ITU Tin:

thev used to. | both of Central FaUa. I , r , , „ ..... „ I

X.. -r, , ,„ „e c . t> , ,,i „ <•„_,„ I In Wllktnsonvllle,, June 1st, by Rev. Samuel S. Spear, Mr. = RlW(U Island AlOClCtV JOT the EnCOUrCtqe- I

Oliver JJaliymple, ot St. .Paul, has a larm = ch ,.n ,. v B . Lathe, or tirafton, to Miss ceiiaB. Hall, daughter of I
J J

near Hastings, Minn., of which 2,000 acres j ^^'i'""™^ ment of Domestic Industry,
i , ,- j- „ . ,.nn prtnIn t „ James H. Lee. Capt. Henry Booth, formerly or Woonsocket. =

are Under cultivation, including 1, i00 SOWn tO i l0 Lucle dallgMl, r
,

0f the late Rev. N. C. Preston, formerly of I
on TUB grounhsofthe

HI assachusctls

In Woonsocket. 16th ult., by Rev. John Bovden, Mr. Frank
S. North, of 1'lltsford. Vt., to Miss Naomi B llurris. of Smith,
held, R. I.; 311th ult.. by Kev. I). M. ('nine, Mr. John (I. Bel-

lows, of Providence, to Miss Surah T. Tower, of Cum'.erlari.l

;

bv Rev. J. Boyden, Sir. John D. Dunbar, of Keene, N. II., to

line Augusta Whiting, of Blackstone; Mr. George S.

Almlra Youngs, both of Smlthtield.

In Belliiigtmiii, Mav llUth, hv Rev. J. T. Maasey, Mr. John Da- =

vis Scott to Miss C. Maria Bollard, all of B. i

n LuiiBdale. May 1 1th, by Kev. E. H. Watrous, Mr. Thomas ANNUAL FAIR OF THE:

including 1,700 sown to I;

wheat. One year ago the farm was an unbro- j 21™!)!!!!™!"!":

ken prairie. The probable crop of wheat will j

'

exceed ;U,000 bushels. I
deaths.

mous. From one merchant alone, at Redon,

seven thousand dozen were sent to

within eight days, last month.

on

In Smithlield. Mav 17th, Mary Evans, aged .

In SlaterBvllle, -1th Inst., Ruth Slater, widow of John Slater, =

; In the 84th year of her age. |

i Funeral at her late residence In Slatersvllle on Fridav, the 7th :

JiUgland I Inst., at » a. m.
I

= In Central Falls. 20th ult., Jane, wife of Joseph Carter, aged \

I 58 years. f
: In Cumberland. 28th ult., Mary A., wife of George H. Bellows, !

The losses by the overflow on the Missouii !
aseJ3» years aii.i 6 inontiis

|J = In I'awtocket, 28th ult., Olive, widow ol Edward Whlttemore, =

river bottom are stated to be $20,000,000. I
aged 79 years. !v ' '

I In Johnston, 22d ult., Hon. Laban C. Wade, in the 69th year =

A Wisconsin man says he finds calves do as for his age.
J

l In North Attleboro', Mass.

Well When fed OU beau Soup as When given 1 Barker, In the 3illh year of her age.

. : In North Killinglv, 17th nil., Silas Tucker, aged 73 vears. !

milk. The soup is made as for family use, = in South Ktiiingiy, 20th ult.. charies Beii„w«. aged 30 years. \

.,, , , „ , . , , ,= In East Killlnglv, on the IMlli ult., Danforth Uhase, aged 78 i

with about a tablespoonfnl ol salt lor each! yean audio mouths.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE IMPROVED V ATEXT

INDELIBLE PENCIL

= for marking clothing, ac., hare now ready for tale lirtr n«w

HORTICULTURAL PENCIL,

= For writing on wood. Invaluable for making durable Takts

{
XARRAGANSETT PARK ASSOCIATION,

j an. Qabden TaGB or Lani.r.s, or marking Tools, Ac.

CRANSTON, near Pbovidenoe, R. I., | PRICES: Horticultural, single, 75 cenu ; two far 1)1.00 ; per

dor. $5.00. Clothing Pencil, single. 50 cents ; three for $1.00;

Sent prepaid by mall or express on receipt of

}
rpilE INDELIBLE PENCIL CO.

(NOBTnAMITOX, M46B.)

I
On Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, \

p"' d^°$3.M°

SEPTEMBER Sd, 4th. .1th and 6lh, 1S67.

THE PREMIUM LIST WILL AMOUNT TO NEARLY

I price.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT MADE TO DEALERS.

BVBEY TENCH. WABEAN TBI'.

NKMHIO.
June 8, 1867.

kJOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

Arrangen.ents have been made with the variour. Railroad =

Companies, to run
; to the Fair Grounds.
I There are ample accommodations wilhln the grounds fori
: Horses and Live Stock, and one of the best Mile Tracks for fast I

time In the world.
A large number of the most celebrated horses in the country ;

| have been promised as competitors for the very liberal prem- ;

i lumfl that will be otfered, and the best breeders of full blood;
- | cattle and horses have determined to make this the finest and \

\ most extensive exhibition of Live Stock that has ever been held I

SheepWashTobacco

quart of soup. I

Losses of cattle by cold and want of food I TKf> WTttvW+Ci
have been great in Texas and parts of Nebraska,

j Z...—. ZZ!Z——— I atln ea^day
rosramme °f Preml"mB

' ic '
wiu ^ "'"ributed

WOONSOCKET EETAIL MAEKET. j
«eo. baring, of Salem,

|

William sprag^.^so.
[For the week ending June 7, 1867.] \ DANIEL NEEDHAM, of Bos- 1 WM. K. STAPljks, of Fro'vl

fabm TB0DU0T8, FUEL, &c. i ton, Secretary. I dence, Secretary,
B1=Ut '

. ! Hay ?9 ton 450 |
Wood f cord $6a.-. 5U j

of lhe »• E -
Agricultural Soc'y^ of the H. I. Society.

Fifteen hundred head ol cattle in Monroe = straw $ ton .*2o geanB # quart .I5c| the narragansett park,
: Coal ^ ton $10 olial2 oU Potatoes 1.10 j

COlinty, Missouri, have recently been SOld tOfOats^bush $1 OO |
Onions l.UO \ which has been projected andlaidoutby Col. Ahaisa Spbaoitb, !

- ,„,.„i i.iii'E geocfbies Ac = is an enclosure of about eightv acrea of land, beautifully local- =

traders at 9^- tO <>i Cents per pOUlld, tO be dellV- l F|our ^ jgjj og . R^slnB 2"a°5c ; ed in Ceanbton, near PROVIDENCE, R. I., and accessible =

ered dlirin"- the Slimmer. I Corn Meal'.".'.".".'.....'....$l 35
|
Molasses y gah «msc I fc»

by Steam MdJo«s Carj., Ihe ground, are surrounded
|

Till- r.r.ST KNOWN EEME11Y TOR

TICKS', SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT

should be used bv all Farmers on

reaching to a tenth of all the stock. Much off

this could have been avoided by care and fore-
]

[SHEEP ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

I t2T This pure preparation has been successfully used for

I years, and never fallB to produce the desired effect when uaetl

I according to directions.

25a45c = similar purposes. It is about three hundred and fifty feet In

Eggs lb dbz 30c l length, and contains Drawing Rooms for both Ladles and Gen- .

Lard ^ lb 16acl8 i tlemen : RestaorantB, with cooking apparatus attached ; Com- = VineB

Sugar ^ lb llalBc I mittee Rooms ; Exhibition Rooms; Club Rooms; and accom- \
" modation, UNliEUOOTEE, for Beating overlive thousand per-

=

sons. =

TnE STABLES. I

It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

It kills TICKS on Sheep.

It cures SCAB on Sheep.

It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

It kills all VERMIN that Infest Animals. Trees, Plants and

Cars.

p..c $\ 50 j
y, h. Tear..". $1 20

z
- by a lubstantial and ornamental fence7 twelve feet high.

The Sandwich Islands promise to supply the ! Kerosene o'ii'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.".'

1U
.'*64c i ou"$ gaT'. '^J\ oo !

THE GRAND stand i

.„ .,, m, . ,, = Cheese IS lb 24c Fluid &gal $1 00 I Is unsurpassed in architectural beauty, by any structure for =

Pacific coast with sugar. They are in the
| Butter ^r

ft 40a35c |_candies%ib.....

Pacific to us, what Cuba is in the Atlantic. 1 ja^BCoiree^'nj.\\\';.\V25a5oe I

The number of acres planted with cane is !
M»ckere1

'
new 1()aI2c

I

r
= MEATS, Ac. =

1G,2UG, the capital in the business is §2,000,000. I Beefsteak 25a.*)ci Hams i6ai«c =

' '
r

= Beef, corned 12al6c Poultry 20a28c
It takes 2.")0 bushels Of potatoes tO make a j

Tongues, clear 25c
I
Shoulders 15c = Forty commodious and airy stables have alreadv been erect- 1

- . : Mutton 12alKc I Sausages 20c ; ed, and others, together with good and substantial sheds for all =

ton Ot Starch. |Veal.. JSaSOc Tripe..... 12c { live Btock that may be received for exhibition, are in process of = GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGnT
: Pork, fresh Ioa20c

I
Pork, salt 18c E completion. = ...

Advices fi oni Algiers announce the reappear-
} \ water. i pounds or tobacco, as prepared by farmers.

C^" For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, naed as a poultice.

fir ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVrv

ance of locusts. General Marmier has placed
{

BRIGHTON CATTLE MAEKET.
. „ : An ample supply of pure Spring Water will be provided for:

Juneo, 18b/.
| eTery department, and the best of hay, grain, <fcc., for feeding. I

at the disposal Ot the local authorities a CletaCU- = At market for the current week: Cattle. 644: Sheep and I THE TRACK
'=

. , , .-.!„ ,t »„..„.: i Lambs 1898. Swine. 3300. Western cattle, 483 ; Eastern cattle, = t . .
:

nieilt Of SOlUierS tO aSSlSt 111 their tleStlUCtlon. eb- Working oxen and Northern cattle, 155. = has been conBtnicted on the most Improved plans, under the \

_ , = Pbioes. Beef Cattle—Extra, «15.50@ *16.00 ; first qualitv. = supervision of skilled engineers, and IB precisely one mile in :

A farmer in Smvma. Del., IS reported tO I $14.50<«>*15.25: second qualitv, $13.75fif*14. 2S; third qualitV. ! 'ength, three feet from the pole, and It is pronounced by the I

- c
'- $12.00(m$13.2o %? 100 lbs (the total weight of hides, tallow and \ ^eat Judges to be In all respects superior to any track ui the :

have sold his strawberry crop ot lour acres for 1 dressed beer.) -:
c™nlr

>\ ,„„ ,„..
=

, . ,. 1 Country Hides, 9 «10c ?9 lb. Country Tallow 6'^(B 7c W lb. i

S'-tOOO. the purchaser to do the picking. = Brighton Hides, I0@llcts. * tb ; Brighton Tallow; 7>;@8c ! _TT
!?»>: - ... |W

May 17, 1867. 19tf

E. BARRETT 4 CO.

Nearly one-half the members of the Connect- = Lamb skins, 50c each j wool sheep skins, $2 250. 2 75.

j Calf Skins, 20 (3, 22c ?9 lb. Sheared Sheep Skins, 2oc each, t

: The trade for hides and tallow continues to be very dull. I

The trade was not very active yesterday, and butchers \

bought sparingly. Many of the Western Cattle were taken at \

a commission. :

Working Oxen—Sales at $215 to 4270 per pair. But a few : „„ „ „ ,. . .

pairs in market. Not an active demand. 1 5<W Premium Horse Hoes, the best In the world.

I Store Cows $45»o5
8 "tra mMS

'
ordinary $65@$80.-

j 1Q0 Knlflm., new, one and two horse Mowing Machiuea, which

are unsurpassed by any in the market, and warranted

csts in some parts of Tennessee. 1
j?fm if°

™

Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultaral Stores.

JAMES F . LEVI*,
33 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

For sale by Kbnpai.l & Wuitnet, Portland, Me.; K. S

| HATtLOW, Bangor, Me. ; Suioxdb t Co., Fittwilliam, N. II.

j March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

Lent Legislature, or 104, are farmers.

A flock of 200 sheep and lambs gambol on
j

the green lawns in the Central Park, New York,
j

attended by an old shepherd and two dogs.

Armies of caterpillars are desolating the for- , sheep Md j^mbe__ne „„„,
= Ing Western which were taken "direct to the slaughter houses }

Proprietors of the

RHODE ISLAND AGRICULTURAL WARE HOUSE,

are now prepared to take orders for

We quote sales at from 4 to 7c %l tb.

. _Jesale, 12 cents W lb.
;
retail, 12(»15 c__.

\ Fat Hogs—3000 at market; prices, 7^g@6o. per pound.A San Antonio paper complains of drouth
f
„ s

.

w
J?

e-w
.

h
,°L

PS»le
'
Scents ^ lb.^etaii, I2ffii5 cents ^ib.

in Western Texas. The grazing in that region

is suffering from this source—an unusual thin0 .

at this season. \ %,av$xtx$intt BBpartmBtti j

The Canadian owner of "Melton," the eele-ll, „ ,„.l _ ........j'

brated trotting horse, lias sold lilni to a lady of I y ^bifes, AffENTiON!-A silk DresB Pattern or

Kalamazoo, Michigan, for eight thousand five

hundred dollars in gold. The duly paid at the } u smte St., Boston, Mass., June 8, 1867.

lrontier was .flTOO.
j
r-jUFFOLK swine" FOR SALE.—One Imported boar.

I 50 Union two horae Mowers, warranted.

\ 10 Perry's new Gold Medal Mowers.

{ 100 Whltcomb's Wheeled Rakefl, improved.

| 100 Horse Forks, all good kinds.

10 Garfield's new Hay Tedders.

J00 Mounted Grindstones.

! 500 doz.

I JLJ Machine sent free, for one or two days' service, in anr ; 400
" town or village;. Also, a gift sent free, by addressing with stamp.

W. FISK 4 CO.,
8w-we-22

= 200

I 200

! SUFFOLK SWINE FOR SALE One

The total amount of beet sugar produced in
} £nnrfQ,«'i»^

s""r'
bre<1 "

"

,e

I

E One yearling SOW— from parents bred as aliove—has bred j

= once and is a good breeder and nurse, line and handsome. ;

= SUFFOLK PIGS. 6 and 8 weeks old. matched not akin. i

i II. G. WHITE, South Franilngham, MaSl. :

= June 8, 1867. lw-22 !

f

lhe world is reported to be about 2,800,000 tons

annually. France is the chief grower of beet

sugar, and a small amount is raised in the

United States.

The Weight ot the nour in a barrel is supposed

tO be 190 poundfl, The Buffalo Board of Trade
|

has adopted a resolution requiring 200 pounds
{

in each barrel, to conform -with the Cental sys-

j

tern of weights and measures.

Miind Rakes of variouB kiode.

Scythes, from the best makers.

Snaths, new and old patent*.

Hay Forks, Batf tn-ller «fc Sons' make.

lOD Revolving Horse Rakes, and all kindB of first c'.a*» Farming l

Tools and SeedB. Send In ynur order* etirly aud they hal
j

be filled promptly.

f ROLLINS, BLISS & CO.,

[PRODUCE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
OASn ADVANCES MADE OS CONSIGNMENTS.

i 233 State Street, and 130 Central Street, Boston.

New England Agents for the

| KONPARIEL FRENCH G U A N O .

| It is claimed that this Fertilizer is superior to any in the mar
I ket, ita virtues and merits over others being to prevent all in-

| sects and worms from destroying crops of plants, without bum-

I ing or injuring those of the most delicate nature. It is much
I stronger than the Peruvian, thereby requiring a less quantify 1ft

| permanently enrich the solL

Piuok $60 pkb Ton.

t3F~ Send for Circular giving full particular*.
March y, li<67. Zm-we-9

li.'i.u ^orh.

May 25, 1867.

BERKSHIRE SWINE FOR sale. Ihreu Sows. 1 months i TT l
i?
B

.

AR
.

l

V BLAKE * 00
old; throe Sows, 5 months old; also, 3 Boars, 6 months old. I

AA'he nest In mark,

it akin to the above Sows.
This stock Is bred from the ni»Bt snuiws, and In part from Im

portations n year since In. in c^i.-.'ii Victoria's pens, at Wind- j

r, England. H. O. WUITH, South Iranilnfiham, MaBs.
"

Juno. 8, 1867. lvr-21

HICK LI KU i CO. S

'a It E A T SALE OF WATCHES.

are for sale In lota' of by «ta5e'd'o7«n»T !W ihe popular one price plan, giving every P» 1™" "SC"},';
a, W E BARRETT A C(> 1 and reliable watch for the low price of TeD l>olt*T»l .

Wt«i>it

S2 Canal' Street, Providence, B.'.I. I regard to value, and nollo be paid for unless ,-rl«Uy sats-

- ----- factory!

tr-20 j J

.

AXES, now acknowledged \ -

M4L1 vv ••una tit i -m •. m i n o.- 1 « ; :

W. E. BARRETT ft CO.,
Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I

VALUABLE REAL
ERTY

umnnVt,',SY-.',,lm, u

Connecticut.

ECTATE AND PERSONAL PROP- =

FOR SALE.—The undersigned, having made ar-

|

\ ranfrements to lea\-»? town In Aiinust next, offers at private sale =

. . . — , . = his valuable Kami, comprlsltiR about 65 acres, situated in East I

Tile hnr,hest lllCOIlie returned 111 OUlCftgO IS I bmurlas, Mass. Tho ImprovemenU thereon are a two-storv I

.n TT _ ., = frame DweUInc HoHse. with Wash House, Milk Shed, Wood : - •"•»-

that ol Cyras H. McCormick, 8K.P, .U0
;
the - ^^^Xl^X^i^S iTH "a>u«H -BRE" bui.m«>r sale i -The subscriber

These IMrf^8^^^ ! 1 th.' Thor.™»^aen«y_B..u ••

next that of Peter Schutller, #113,02
, j. * 1AA t\f\f\ : »re OmniMrIvs on the second floor of the Shed. There in run- =

l\VO ai"0 tllG Ollly OlieS OXCOCtllllg !f
lUU,UUO.

| tllne Bpnii8 wat.-r in the kitchen, buttery and wash-room, aho |
i \ ot. the second floor of the dweUteg^and at two places at the!UliU ; |,arni b^gjde a well of water near the door. There a bearing i

ung Orchard on the premises. The land is conveniently ;

years Old.

months old

McCormick made his money on reapers,

Schutller on farm wtLgOiis. i '<*ii*.*,n fields, with good stone walls, and In » hleh state nf cilYii. ^ pOULTRY PO«+'\l.E,
cuivi . j- Btr-Iwn <^Bp and onp pa tr R0Uen Duck*, warn nted

J. W. GrisNwW, of Wetherfiekl, Ct„ Informs
4^i^^i^JrrJmEa^^^ roa5Ure<L 11 " on the-

H as to Worcester, abolit half =

. a mile from the former place, and convenient to mills, church- ;

i es, schools, Ac. |
The above will bo sold together, or In part with buildings, to I

suit purchasers, art-i *1rtt or without the crop*.
= Persons wiBbi!^ Xo view the property, can 80 bv calling on I
'. the ondernlpwd. residing thereon.

<JeO. Campbell Of West WfcSlnilnister, Vt., I -
T
!
le location is one of^hc most desirable tinea in that section

the New-York Horticulturist that he lias pre

served his trees from the canker worm by piling
j

coal aMvcs around their trunks

£i!afto$t60 V
aw to 60o A
loo t« Bue !
2S0 to *0o ">

.20(1 to ib'J

IM to 800
.100 to
..tt> to I*
..75 k> tV)
..S» to'VOO
..£dto '!•

. to rs loo

. ,s» to

Both Thorough-tVcd Animals. Full Pedigrees given.' I S0XOO Asaortel Watches, all kinds. . ....
.
•• •;r; v ;* }°,.

Apply *o JOHN DIMON, Pomfrel. .\»r>. ; Every patron obtains a Wl**.£r
lh
J." ^i/n^M^wi S

IBA7 Sw-wil = but S10, while it may be worth $760. No partTah , -howo.
I0°''

Messrs J. Hiv-lcting 4 Co. 'a Orwt American Watch Co., New
„„„ i York Citv, wish to immediately «l«jx>se of the «oove magniii.

„..h = cent Sto^k. Orlllicatos. namlBt articles, are placed In «e»le<
" envelope*. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their

» = certlfrcsitss, upon pavment of TenDollnrs, whether it. he a

I W1.M1 worth *7.'»0 or one worth lees. The -et.irn of any of ex..

\ renficates entitles von to lhe KrUdefnariKd thereon, upon pay-

l^rrnt. irres.u cuve ol t t* worth, and as '.o article valuedjjl
-
f
than «10 Is named on any certificate, It wlllal once be seen* .

.

J BtTll UP I I I'll 1 ll r 11 * ' I J ' I - ' . UIIU 1 I I > P- .

Also the Tbornn-^i-bred Devon Bull "Unea**"

6U0 "Solid Gold Hunting Watches
500 Maaic CaseU Gold VTatchea

&00 Ladies' Watches, Enamelled
1.000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watcher.
1,000 Gold Huntiun English Levers
3.000 G*>M Hunting Duplex Watches.,...*.

5,000 Gold Hunting American Watche*
5.000 Silver Hunting Lovers
R.000 Silver Hunting Duplexes...

5.000 Gold Ladies' Watchea
10.000 Gold Hunting Leplnes. ,

10,000 Miscellaneous Sliver Watches

1R \ 35.000 Hunting Silver M'atchtjs.

-The subscriber offers to w4l

Sure and m goo«* as any in thM countr>'- Also one trio "<lersev
lue" Fow4«s excellent layers.

JOHN DIMON, PoraTreV Conn.

— I this' is'n . lotterv. but a straight-forward, legitimate lran(n»u> 0,

: .. l ™ ... h.. ^^^ir.t.,! in ev.-t h» th'- Ill. Sl iai-lldl'.H^

i single' Certificate will be sent by mall, post paid,

ot of 25 cents, fire for *l,'elcve>> for J2. thlrty-thre
- A single Certificate will oe sent oy man, p.i.1 pam, npdn re-

s of thr crintrv, adjacent to the Tillage, MMI 30 rods from tbe ' I ceipt of 25 cents, fire for $l,'efcve>i for (2, Ihlrty-lhreeai J .<•

ba^ recently SOld tWO lots Of MerinOS tO go tO I MWord river, on high ground, hea>*y, and affording a dc- I
- •- ! rant premium forSS, slity-sli and more valuable rremlum lor

J „ .
° i\ifii\tn\ view of scenery. ? «TTr\Tiov ToitAt'tll ryrif:, = Sio, one hundred and moat srr^rb Watch for *15. To Acer, in

Australia and NCW Zealand. ? He. will also dispose of W« penrmal property. conshttTog of I
' «'>*^-' . ^^im . ortno5„ wMa , no employment, this Isarareopportanlty.Ml.i a

., , „ v „ , „ lone eitraCow, 5 veartlold; ah* of Shoals: a Br*ch Watfon. { Why deslrov your henllh and m*f. Vmir rtoflVr by using I legii:m.ue..- c.-n looted business, duly authorized ey the. Oo>-

Good milch COWS SCll Ul iSew Orleans I.W e nenrlv new. one iigbl Eiprexs Wagon, Iron-treed; one llcht ov t Tobacco? One Boi of ORTON^S rREPAKnTfOS U war- = emownt. and opto to lhe rncjt careful c
™J.

ln?-„
/
Jry us .

; Wagon. Smlthfield m*ke; Ox Cart, I'Iowb, Harmws. and a Vs.- \ ranted to destroy Urc appetite fl*r ItVlbacco In 'tty person no | Addr«H. „ v5,p'
E rlety of other Farming implements needless to wvflitloh. 1 matter how strong the babil leivvfee. Sent'on'Vecelpt of one I

i CHARLES FAIRFIELD, j dollar. Address E. Douglass, J'r«v. Box 1572, Portland, Maine. =

! East Douglas, MM., June 7, 1867. 2r-22 ' June 1, 1867. "2w-we-21 " Marco 22. iSST

$2.r)0 each ; milk is tweely cents a quart ; s/traw-

berries §2 a quart: and turkeys $.
r
> a pair.

MP Broadwav—Near P. O.
City of NewsTor*.

. 3m

Rise rs Bp.EA'asTt'FFS in Casaua.—A Toronto correspondent of tire New York Times says :

'<< There has been an extraordinary rise in all kinds o^

provisions lately. Flour which sold at $0.30 per barrel (ft ©ecembtr, is now selling at 8 10.50 to *1 1.00. >Fall wheat was then >• i. *"
:

i; i3 now f-J/Mn

2. 50. As a matter of course, the bafcers have raised theft prices, und the ioaf is now selling at 'twenty cents, just twice what it brought in the beginning

ofthcwinTcr. Everything has gone Up. Wood is eirormously'lrgh for fuel : provender is rfco high, and in some parts of the Proiisnce there is such

great scarcity that cattle are actually dying of starvation. Seed grain, too, is scarce, and itS with the greatest difficulty that the crops have been put in

by certain portions of the Lower Canadians.
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BECOMPOSITIOH AND REPRODUCTION.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY HON. JAMES W. WALL, NEW JERSEY.

The first laws of organic nature might be

;

expressed in the sentence, " eat or be eaten,"
|

and this would seem to make the world one

;

vast slaughter house, one universal scene of
i

rapacity and injustice. Animals and plants;

die that animals and plants may live—death

j

proceeds out of life, and life out of death,
j

Life is only vital action sustained by decompo-

!

sition. Tiie living animal draws its vitality
j

from the dead plant and the living plant from

j

the dead animal. Decomposition is but the
j

commencement of recomposition, and putre-

;

faction but the symbol of renewed production,
j

Does not history reveal to us the same law in

the political world? Has not the dissolution:

of old forms of government been but the pre-

!

paraliou for new phases of humanity ? Dy-

nasties may die out, and forms of humanity

be changed, but the great law of progress, of

reconstruction from decay, still urges humanity

on, and the ruins of States and Empires be-

come like the falling of the leaves in Autumn,

manuring the soil and preparing it tor the

growth of richer vegetation and more abun-

dant harvests. The causes of death in ani-

mals are either such as depress or suspend the

vital actions of the organs of circulation, or

which obstruct the access of air to the blood

at the luugs. Plants, like auiinals, invariably

die, and in all probability their death is also

produced either by the failure of the circula-
j

tion of the sap, or by the impediments to the

aeration of it at the leaves. The movement

of the sap, in all probability, depends upon

!

vital affinities, and as cold has the power of i

destroying these, the injurious effect of frost

on vegetation may be easily comprehended,
j

Death, too, may take place in the vegetable

j

from the sap not being able to obtain a supply
I

of new matter to compensate for that which
j

is continually depositing in its structure.

Plants, too, have their diseases as well as ani-

mals. But as the animal and vegetable ex-

1

istences sink into the earth from whence they
I

were taken, as dissolution mingles the elements

j

of their structure with the dust, they become

j

again the agencies for fresh vitality. "That;

which thou sowest is not quickened except it
j

die " is the apostolic assurance—thus
" Creation's soul is thrivance from decay,

And Nature feeds on ruin : the big earth

Summers in rot, and harvests through the frost
j

To fructify the world: the mortal now
Is pregnant with the Spring flowers of To-come,

And death is seed time of Eternity."

June, 1867.

Refuse Matters of Factories as Fertili-

zers. — "The Journal of Agriculture," of

Rhenish, Prussia, states that the retuse matters

of the potash factory of Deutz are being used

to great advantage as fertilizers. Dr. Camrodt

writes that he used 70 cwt. of this refuse per

acre, at a cost of about one dollar, and harvest-

ed an increased crop of 30 cwt. per acre over

the yield of lands upon which it was not used,

making a clear profit of about $20 per acre.

Thousands of tons of this refuse accumulate

around the western asheries, where black salt

and pearlash are manufactured from wood
ashes, and from analysis and experiment it is

considered a valuable and economical fertilizer

at §2.50 per ton. It is applied to the soil in

the fall, and has a tendency to keep the ground

mellow and well pulverized. Gypsum, rich in

potash, also accumulates in these factories, and

is found to be especially adapted to grass and

clover, in many instances doubling the crops.

The richest of all such matters, however, is

said to be the refuse in making beet sugar.

The dirty water, as the lye was called in the

infancy of beet-sugar manufacture, was former-

ly conducted into ponds and rivers, killing the

fish and poisoning the air fur around, but by

experiment the material proves to be worth al-

most as much as a fertilizer as the sugar pro-

duces in the market.

A farmer near Manhattan, Kansas, is putting

in CIO acres of corn, this Spring.

SEED CORN-HOW TO SELECT IT.

A SBason never goes by without more or less

complaint about seed corn not coming up. This

is owing to several causes, such as damaged

seed, shiftless planting,, followed by wet, cold

weather. But failure is oftener the result of

poor seed than from either of the other causes

named. There is no grain the vegetative powers

of which are so liable to injury as corn. A very

slight freeze before the grain arrives at maturity

in the field, a slight heating in the crib, or ex-

posure to alternations of wet and frost, most

effectually destroys its germ. Farmers rely

too much upon corn cribs for their seed corn,

instead of selecting it at the proper time in the

Fall. It will be remembered that very little

corn escaped the frost last Fall without dam-

age. It is not safe to judge seed corn alone by

its external appearance. The only safe crite-

rion to go by in selecting seed corn, is the ap-

pearance of the chit. Every ear intended for

seed should be broken near the center. When
thus broken, if the skin of the chit is blistered,

or wrinkled, reject it. If the skin is smooth

and clear—not discolored, not one kernel in a

|

hundred will fail to grow. This has been our

\

practice in the selection of seed corn for many

j

years past, and without a single failure in get-

\ ting a full stand even when selected from the

i
crib.

The true way, and the safest to secure good

j
seed corn is, to select from the field as soon as

\ the corn is out of the dough state and fairly

hard. Select the most perfectly ripened ears,

!
braid them together with a portion of the husks,

and hang them up in a dry place, there to re-

main till planting time. Seed corn saved in

this way seldom, if ever fails to come, when

properly planted.

—

Iowa Homestead.

Clover Seed.—We believe, says The Rural

New Yorker, that a crop of clover seed taken

from the land exhausts the soil more than the

crop which is cut for hay. Any seed crop, it

is well known, is more exhaustive than a mere

fodder crop. One strong reason for cutting

timothy for hay early, is to remove it from the

soil before it has abstracted those elements

which form the seed. It impoverishes the soil

much less than if cut later. The first growth

of clover is not disposed to seed much ; hence

it is not so exhaustive as other grasses if cut

late. But the second crop, which bears the

seed, is injurious to the land—at least the tak-

ing it away is. Unless remuneration is paid

to the soil, it will pay better to let the second

growth of clover rot on the land, or feed it off.

Insects on Roses.—The aphis or green fly,

and the rose-slug are the two greatest pests of

this queen of plants. Of late years they have

become truly formidable. They eat out the

j
succulent part of the leaves, causing the bush

j
to look unsightly, and of course destroying

\ the health of the plant, and preventing its

natural inflorescence.

J1ARMERS' GRINDSTONES,

OF THE BEST QUALITY;

Ready for use, with self-adjusting Shafts, Treddles, 4c.

Huron Grindstones, Scythe Stones, 4c, for sale by

J. E. MITCHELL, 310 York Avenue,

Philadelphia.
April 27, 1867. 3m-pe-18

I

J
N S U R E YOUR' LIVE STOCK.

I
rjIHE LAMB

FAMILY KNITTING MACHINE.
i THE MOST USEFUL AND MOST PROFITABLE INVEN-
j TION OF THE TIME !

j Tiik Lamb Knitting Machine agency, Philadelphia'
: Penn.. holds the exclusive right to sell and use this machine for
| the following territory, to wit:—all that part of the State of
: Pennsylvania lying east of and including the Counties of Bed-
; ford, Blair, Centre, Lycoming and Tioga.
: It knits the single, double, plain and fancy-ribbed flat web,
I
producing all varieties of Fancy Knit Goods in use, such as

: Afghans, Shawls. Nubias, Hoods, Sacks, Breakfast Capes,
\
Jackets, Garibaldies, Sontags, Undersleeves, Children's Cloaks,

] Cradle Blankets, Little Boys' Suits, Comforters, Smoking and
|
Skating Caps, Snow Shoes, Stockings, Leggins, Neck Ties,

: Scarfs, Sashes, Slippers, Suspenders, Purses, Lamp Wicks,
; Mats, Tidies, Watch and Curtain Cords, Gloves, Mittens, Ac.
r Office ani> Salesroom,
i 36 North Eighth St., Philadelphia
i May 4, 1867. 3m-pe-17.

IjpERUVIAN GUANO SUBS T ITU 1

MARK

E. N. KELLOGG, President. GEO. D. JEWETT. Vice PreB't.
|

B3?""$100,000 DEPOSITED WITH TUB COMrXEOLLEB AS BE- [

CUEITT FOE POLICY HOLDEES. \

Policies issued on all kindB of live stock, against death and H

theft. For further particulars, address Branch Office, Han- =

ford Live Stock Insurance Co. =

P. & E. A. CORBIN, Managers, =

430 Walnut Street, PHILADELPHIA. =

May 18, 1867. 4m-pe-19 f

DISEASES IN THE AMERICAN STABLE, FIELD AND !

FA RM-YARD. |

By Rout. MoCluee, V. S.
\

For sale at the office of the Faem and Fieeside, 402 Locust \

Street, Philadelphia. Price, $5 by mail, prepaid. :

March 2, 1867. 8-tf j

IECORA LEAD AND

No. 150 North 4th Street, PHILADELPHIA, Ta.
\

Best PAINT known for Houses, Iron Fronts, Tin Roofs, and!
Damp Walls, Raileoad Cars and Beidqes.
PECORA DARK COLORS costs % less that of lead, and

\

wears longer than lead.
The Company's WHITE LEAD is the whitest and MOST \

DUEable Lead known. Also, VARNISHES and JAPANS.— !

100 lbs. will paint as much as 250 lbs. of lead, and wear longer. I

Feb. 23, 1867. eow-pe-ly-7 !

Ohio farmers are complaining of the extraor-
{

dinary mortality among the lambs of their;

Vermont stock. One farmer in Knox county \

lost twenty-three out of twenty-six lambs from
j

his full-blooded ewes. No adequate cause seems
j

to exist, and at present the subject is a mystery,
j

i QOLLINS, ALDERSON & CO.,

;SEED GROWERS AND IMPORTERS.!
Also, Dealers in

HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS,!
PLANTS, TEEES, ROOTS, &0.

We have made arrangements to be constantly supplied, in the
\

season, with the Choicest Flowering Plants, Shrubs, Roots, Ac.
j

Also, with Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FOR 1867,

Designed to furniBh directions for the cultivation of the

FARM AND GARDEN,
Hot-Bed Management, &c., sent FREE to all applicants.

\

WAREHOUSE, No.'s 1111 and 1113 Market Street, \

Philadelphia Pa. I

Stephen G. Collins ; William Chaeles Aldeeson. ;

Robert Downs.
Philadelphia, March 9, 1867. 3m-9-p \

JJHODES* SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
Foe Soluble Phosphoric Acid. Valuable foe =

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS.

Manufactured by \

Potts & Klett, Camden, N. J. f

Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Evan Pugh, late Presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this
Manure is now so fully established, It is unnecessary to say
more than that it is

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,
{

and is in fine condition for drilling. |

03?™Farmers, when purchasing, would do well to get the I

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE.
f

YARNALL & TRIMBLE,

I General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware. =

418 South Wharves, ? pT,TT AT,pT pWTA \

419 Penn. Street, J
PHILADELPHIA. =

March 23, 1867. 3m-ee-ll i

BAUGH'S RAW BONE
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

BAUGH & SONS,

Sole Proprietors & Manufacturers,

Delaware Ritee Chemical Works,
Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Foe Wheat, rye, Barley, Coen, Oats, Potatoes, To-

bacco, Buckwheat, Sorghum, Turnips, Hops, Gae-
den Vegetables, and every Crop and Plant.

Especially recommended to the growers of

STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES,

AND ALL SMALL FRUITS.

More than 13 years of regular use upon all description of

Crops grown in the Middle and Southern States, has given a

high degree of popularity to this MANURE, which places Its

application now, entirely beyond a mere experiment.

BAUGH'S RAW BONE
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME I

Is eminently a successes a Substitute for Peruvian Guano and
= Stable Manure—and is offered to the Agriculturists of the

I Northern and Eastern States as a fertilizer that will cheaply

I restore to the Soil, those essentials which have been drained

j from It by constant cropping and light manuring.

1 It is very prompt in its action—is lasting in effect to a degree

\ unattained by any commercial manure in the market and is af-

= forded at a much less cost than bought Stable Manure, or Pe-

| ruvian Guano. The Labor involved in its use is far less than

: that of applying stable manure, while there is no risk from the

{ introduction of noxious weeds.

|
£W Farmers are recommended to purchase of the dealer le-

= cated in their neighborhood. In sections where no dealer is

: yet established, the Phosphate may be procured directly from

; the undersigned. A Priced Circular will be sent to all who ap-

= ply.

j Our NEW PAMPHLET, " How to Maintain the Fertility of

S American Farms."—90 pages, giving full information in regard

\
to the use of manure, Ac, will be furnished gratis on applica-

\ tion.

j BAUGH A SONS,

j Offioe No. 20 S, Delaware Avenue,
PHILADELPHIA.

BAUGH BROTHERS & CO.,

j
General Wholesale Agents,

;No. 181 Pearl Street, corner of Cedar,
NEW YORK.

GEORGE DUGDALE,

Wholesale Agent for Maryland and Virginia,

97 A 105 Smith's Wharf,
BALTIMORE.

March 9, 1867. 3m-9-pa

Mew forsjets.

)EMBERTON
MARL COM PANT.

Jfennsultrama.

J1CONOMY-PROMPTNESS-RELIABILITY1

AMERICAN CONCRETE PAINT AND ROOFING COMPANY. f

543 North Third Street, Philadelphia. |

Roofs of every kind covered or repaired thoroughly. 1
leaks, wet and dampness in roofs, &c, prevented. Iron Fronts. =

Railings, Posts and Fences long preserved. All work done =

well, and warranted. The paint is unequalled by anything of =

the kind now known.
JOSEPH LEEDS, Actuary.
EMORY D. HOBART, Superintendent of Work.

May 25, 1867. 3m-20

628.
HOOI> SKIRTS

- 628.
WM. T. HOPKINS,

Manufacturer of First-Class HOOP SKIRTS,

and dealer in

NEW YORK AND EASTERN-MADE SKIRTS.

Wholesale and Retail at Manufactory,

No. 623 Aboh Street, Philadelphia.

May 11, 1867. 4w-pe-18

j jy/JORO PHILLIPS'S GENUINE IMPROVED

j SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
STANDARD GUARANTEED.

\ For sale at Manufacturer's Depots,

[No. 27 North Front Street, Philadelphia,
AND

No. 95 South Street, Baltimore,
And by Dealers in general throughout the Country.

Philadelphia, February 2d, 1867. tf-4

H This company is now prepared to furnish their GREEN
: SAND MARL, in quantities of from four tons, (one carload),
I upwards. And at any point where railroad or water navigation
; will carry it.

: Both practical use and scientific investigation, have proved
; Marl to be one of the best and cheapest of fertilizers
: Address all orders to JNO. S. COOK, General Traveling
: Agent, Mount Holly, New Jersey ; or to the Sub-Agent, nearest
= where parties wish Marl delivered.

| Circulars, with particulars, furnished freb, on appli-
= cation to J. C. GASKILL, Supt.,
I Pemberton, New Jersey.
| March 9, 1867. tf-pe-9

jgAROMETERS! BAROMETERS 11 BAROMETERS ! 1

1

TIMBY'S PATENT PORTABLE BAROMETERS,

\ the best in the market, can be sent by express, and are war-
ranted accurate. A few for sale at the office of the FARM
1 AND FIRESIDE, 402 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
' April 6, 1867. pe-13-tf

Massachusetts.

! gY MAIL, PREPAID.

|
CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

|
New STEAWBEEErES, Grapes, Cukrants, Roses, Bri.ns.ic.

| B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
[ ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., is now sending out by
I mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, so as
: to reach any part of the Union in perfect safety, a complete as-
: sortment of the finest

I GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,
:- GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,
: FLOWERING PLANTS,
l Bulbs, Lilies, 4c, 4c. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and

« = B. T. BABBITT'S STAR YEAST POWDER. = Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants, 4c, will be sent by freight
~ paid to Boston. Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for culti-
vation in wet land, or in upland and Gardens, where it pro-
duces at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre ; with directions for

= cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will he sent to any
„ . _.

e
_ . * samPle package free by mail, on receipt of flf- | address. Now iB the best time for Planting. The best way to

obtain good FniitB and Flowers, and Seeds, is to send direct to
the Grower. Send for a Catalogue. Wholesale Catalogues to
the trade. Agents wanted.
Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12

50 PER CENT SAYED BY USING

Light BiBcuit. or any kind of Cake may be made with this 1 ^

Yeast Powder, in fifteen minutes. No shortening required =

when sweet milk is used.

I
teen cents to pay postage.
Nos. 64 to 74 Washington street, New York,

i HENRY C. KELLOGG, sole Agent for Philadelphia.
March 2, 1867. 3m-pe-8

TEEMS OF ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisemen ts will be published in the

Farm and FIEE8IDE. Price, fifteen cents a line each inser-

tion. Advertisements are set up In a uniform style. The jour-

nal has won its way to appreciation with remarkable rapidity,

and wIH be found an excellent advertising medium.

COMMISSION TO LOCAL AGENTS.

We wish to employ a local agent In every town in the United

States. Every subscriber for the Faem and Fieeside may
act as local agent for the same. For every yearly subscriber

the commission is fifty cents, or twenty-five cents for each half

yearly subscriber.

IN MONTHLY PAETS.

Hereafter the FAEM and Fieebide can be had In Monthly
Parts, in neat eovers, at twenty-five cents each. Those for

January, February, March and April are now ready. For sale

by all newsmen. Bound at the close of the year they will form
a neat and attractive volume.
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DRAWN AND ENGRAVED FOR THE FARM AND FIRESIDE.

FISH, .A-jsrrD

THE ESOCIDAE SPECIES.

Two hundred and seventy-four years ago, in
j

the last days of Queen Elizabeth of England, j

was born that glorious angling enthusiast,
\

Izaak Walton—the forefather ofgame fishing,
j

the archbishop of rural sports, the prose-poet
j

of green fields and babbling brooks, and the
]

author of a volume so redolent of the country
j

that almost everybody, even at this day, is fa-

:

miliar with it. Walton's Complete Angler is re-
\

membered amODg the books that charmed our;

boyhood da) s j a time long before we had ever

cast a line for trout, pike or salmon ; a score of

years before "William Henry Herbert or Thad-

deus Norris had written their fascinating books

on Fish and Pishing.

The angling pastoral of Walton, the valuable

treatise of Frank Forrester, the companionable

book of Norris, and the productions of less

notable writers on game fish, are ever fresh in

our memory. In fact, we like fishing ; and

though we never got bewitched like Washing-

ton Irving, who said he "always hooked him-

self instead of the fish," we confess there are no

rural sports that please us so much as rambling

along brooks that tumble down the mountains,

that glide through sleepy meadows, or ripple

in the depths of the primal forest. Rare sport,

also, to troll for pike and pickerel along the

shores of sedgy lakes and ponds, pursuing and

taking, in arlistical and sportsman-like manner,

such noble game as is represented at the head

of this article.

The Esocidae family is quite numerous. It

consists of the great Pike of Europe, the Mas-

calonge of our Northern lakes, the common
Pickerel of New England, the black Pickerel

of Pennsylvania, and the white Pickerel of the

Ohio, the Wabash, and other Western waters.

Of all these species, the first two are the larg-

est, and are regarded as the type of this family.

Their habits, haunts, and manner of feeding

are nearly identical : as food there is but little

difference. In some ponds and lakes, wing
to a peculiarity of the water, and of their food,

they arc much superior. Bodies of water that

are still and stagnant, with mud bottoms, pro-

PISHING.
duce coarse, soft, and indifferent fish for food.

In Europe the Pike is a magnificent fish, oft-

en attains the weight oftwenty to thirty pounds,

and lives to a great age. They are the boldest,

fiercest and most voracious of the fresh-water

fish ; and offer more sport than any species,

excepting the salmon. Tne Mascalonge belongs

entirely to the North-Western waters of the

United States, frequenting the great lakes and
the river St. Lawrence. They grow to an en-

ormous size, forty to fifty pounds, and from
three to four feet in length. They take any
kind of bait, in spinning or trolling, and sur-

pass in boldness and voracity all our game fish.

He devours fish of every variety, young water-

fowls, reptiles, lvc. Frank Forrester calls him
the "fresh-water tyrant," as he attacks almost

every living thing that comes in his way.

The common Pickerel is a frequenter of all

our ponds in the Middle, New England and
Western States. In size it rarely exceeds five

pounds, though we captured one a trifle over

that weight last Summer, at Brown's Mills, in

New Jersey. Generally it weighs from one to

three pounds, even when well grown. We
have heard fishermen tell of capturing eight

and nine pound pickerel ! but always consider

these fish stories—and rather large ones at that.

There are but few professional anglers who can-

not, in a pinch, tell big stories. The common
Pickerel is a favorite fish, strongly resembling

the others of the Esocidae family; is a good
biter and affords much sport to all anglers. In

clear, flowing ponds and lakes its color is an

olive green, with bluish reflections, the sides and
belly greenish yellow. In more sluggish, tur-

bid ponds its color is much darker and the flesh

poorer. Then.' are many ways of fishing for

Pickerel, but we prefer for bait the small min-

now, a single hook, grass line, and a little bam-

boo cane rod. Then, in May or Jane, on a

cloudy day, we can enjoy ourselves, and gen-

erally fill our basket.

The importations of wool in January, 1867,

amounted to 8,415 bales, against 3,270 in Jan-

uary. 1866.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF OUR BARNS THE
CAUSE OF DISEASE.

Written fur the Farm and Fireside,

BY 1!. M'CLIT.K, PHILADELI'HIA.

If with the acquisition of prosperity and

i

wealth we have a desire for show, as a substan-

|
tial evidence of financial success, surely no less

;
should we strive to gain a knowledge of those

Maws, the violation of which never fail to pro-

i duce or entail bodily or mental misery on man
j
or beast as a consequence of the ignorance or

j
the improper knowledge of them. " With all

j

thy getting, get wisdom," was no less true of

! three thousand years ago than it is to-day.

! The subject of " barns," as they are called in

j
the United States, has been ably considered in

j an article published in a late number of the

;
Country Gentleman, by X. A. Willard, A. M.,

! of Little Falls, N. Y. As the article is not at

I

hand, we will confine what is to be said to our

jown views of the utility, &c, of bams.

First—is a barn, such as is seen on almost

j
every farm, an absolute necessity to the farmer ?

|
We say not ; because a different and a less cost-

!ly kind of building would suit his purpose,

;
and. moreover, would insure and protect the

| health of the animals confined within. Is it

;
economy to construct buildings to protect hay

|
and straw that can be as well protected with

1 their own material, properly used and applied

! upon a well built stack or rick out of doors?

I Whereas, when hay and straw fill the barn to

: the rafters, as is generally the case, how are

I
the animals to enjoy good health when thus

;
deprived of that great preservative, pure air.

j This fact, of itself, should condemn the further

I
building of barns and the use to which they

! are at present universally applied. Webster
; defines the word barn as "a covered building

I for securing grain, hay, etc.," and adds "in
[the Northern States of America the farmers

|
use barns also for stabling their horses and cat-

I
tie." This, amongst intelligent farmers, should

1 not be the case. If farmers will have barns,

| then in the name of intelligence, if not for hu-

I inanity's- sake, use them for the storage of the

{
products of the soil ; hut do not fill them with

j
animals requiring air for a perfect existence,

[and then rush into print, and want to know

|
" why it is my cattle are so affected by disease

land death?"

] Second—is a barn so constructed economical,

|
independent of it being the cause of sickness

j
and death in animals? We say no, it is not

;

| because if the same amount of money was
{ used in erecting a hollow square of one story

[buildings, with angular roofs, and those iu-

j tended for horses and cattle to have no ceiling

{ or interruption above, an I between the rafters

j and the animals. This would he fulfilling the

i axiom, "a place for everything, and everything

1 in its place." Nor is this all ; for when a barn

f takes fire all is generally lost, and horses and

j
hay, farm implements and everything are gone,

[ the blackened mass serving as a warning, if

I not an emphatic utterance against putting

| "every egg into one basket."

I Lastly—we would say to farmers ownin£

j what are called "grand barns," stack your

"hay outside, and thatch and rope it completely,

. securing it against injury, and leave the ani-

{
mals the whole air of the barn ; or else build

{ a stable for your horses—a building for the

| cows—an open shed for the neat cattle—a place

| for carriage and carts, and other implements,

land complete the whole by adding a small

1 boiler house for steaming feed for the horses,

I cows and pigs in Winter. This is what we
|
would truthfully call complete farm buildings.

]
If show is an object, it can be easily effected,

| and to a much better purpose than by building

I a big barn to be gazed at for miles around, and

| not unfrequently referred to as an evidence of
" the wealthy farmer ; but no one to ask—is he
I intelligent ? or to question his judiciousness,

j June, 1867.

AGE OF TREES FOR PLANTING.

j This depends so much upon the views of

i planters that the nurseryman cannot always

|
control the period at which he shall clear a

j
block of trees. Peaches should always be re-

I
moved at one year from the bud. Plums and

j dwarf pears will be ready to go off at two
I years from the bud or graft ; so with apples

{and cherries. But many persons, purchasers

|
and sellers, prefer large trees, and they recom-

j
mend that the trees should remain one, two,

jor even three years longer in the nursery.

]
Others, a new school of planters, prefer to set

|
out the maiden tree, in most of the species

j above named, except some very feebly-growing

l
varieties, that will scarcely have attained Buffl-

I cient size to risk in the orchard. The nursery-

]
man should beware of keeping his trees too

j
long on his hands; they become unprofitable

I stock, and are sure to
j
require much more labor

j
in the digging and handling. The purchaser

I is his own master, aud his taste and wishes

j must be consulted ; if he wauts large trees,

|
by all means, let him be indulged ; he will

I have to pay in proportion, he will have more

{ wood for his money, more weight to carry,

| or more transportation to pay for, more labor

| in planting, and vastly increased risk of the life

j of his trees; but, let him be indulged with his

| five year old trees, while his neighbor, for a

I smaller sum invested, with less freight, less

I wood, less labor, and infinitely less risk, will

I plant his maiden trees, and five years hence

I will market more fruit.

I

| The risk of transplanting large or old trees

j from the nursery, may be greatly diminished,

! and their value will be vastly enhanced, by

ijudiciouS root pruning in the nursery-row.

[ This may be done by digging, on either side,

= on alternate years, and cutting off the straggling

[ roots, and particularly those that run deeply

;

| this will be followed by the production of a

] multitude of fibrous roots that put the tree into

I a good condition for transplanting. In the

|
great nurseries of the West, there is a peculiar

| plow, which is used for root pruning the

I nursery rows.— Warder's American Pomology.

\ Very heavy rains have fallen throughout

I the West during the past two weeks, and farm-

jers are becoming quite discouraged with the

I wet and cold weather. Vegetation was never

known to be so far behind at this season.

The Fakm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature ami the

Arts. It has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of

every-day value to its readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing

will be published offensive to good morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interest of the farm and fireside. Terms

—

§2.00 per year, in advance. Single copy f> cents.
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, I HOW TO RAISE PLUMS. | GRASS AND HAY AS FOOD FOR STOCK. | CROP PROSPECTS.

'
I Many people, in fact most people, think it a f It is well known that grass varies considera- 1 The Pennsylvania papers concur in the opin-

ported forZ'tolliTireliZ "
1 very difficult matter to raise plums. As usu- 1 bly in its composition according to its age,

j ion that the coming wheat crop will probably

PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING ! ally cultivated, it is of little use to plant plum
j
and also according to the variety. When

j
be the largest ever harvested in that State.

AGRICULTURE. 1 trees. The young plums all fall a prey to the f
grass first springs up, its principal constituent { In Wisconsin an excellent crop is expected.

— Icurculio. This is the experience of all who [is water, the amount of solid matter being
j The Rockingham (Va.) Union says the grow-

This Society held its monthly meeting on
j nt a fgw lKes _ j,ut few persons plant [ comparatively trifling. As it becomes older, { ing crop of wheat is extraordinarily fine, and

the 5th inst, Craig Biddle in the Chair.
| more than five or six or eight or ten trees— j its ingredients change, sugar and soluble mat- { the other grains very promising, while the

Specimens of eggs were exhibited, of small
j t thege wiu afford enough fruit for j ter at first increasing and afterwards giving

j
yield of fruit will probably be greater than

size, the result of breeding fowls "in and in.'

The Chairman of the Committee to prepare
I the family. But the family never see any of

j
way to the formation of woody substance. ever before known in that section.

the ripe plums. The curculio wants all these i The following table affords a view of the I The wheat crop has commenced in Georgia,

a memorial to the Legislature for an act P™"
j few trees produce . } compOSition of rye-grass before and after} South Carolina planters report that tne re_

vidinsr for the appointment ot an Inspectoi ot = I . , . , ,; Now there is a secret about plum raising. ::
ripening I cent rams have seriously injured the cotton

I crop. The first consignment of new wheat
artificial fertilizers, reported that the bill was \ T" ' '

. ,
lsthJune.

I "We have discovered it in traveling over the = water 81.23

not acted Upon. ! ^ V" , , = Solid matter 18.77

Dr. McClure stated that various complaints j
country. We never visited a larger plum or-

,

23d June.
76.19
23.81

13th July.
69.01).

31.00.

^1. aiw.u.v r = .. , , ,. , .

(!„j T.i__ t„s If sugar is an important element in the food 1

had been made in regard to the neglect on the I*****™^™J^ ! of animals, then it should be an object with
J

I has reached Charleston for shipment to New

of the fruit, And we never visited any place I

York.

A Janesville (Wis.) dispatch says that the

1 with eight or ten trees and found a good crop [
the farmer to cut grass for the purpose of hay-

j ^ duced a wonderful
part of the Society in not notifying persons of

their election as members of the Society; nor = " "* ' 0
,

~. / = makino- at tint neriod when the largesttneii eiec "
rprtificites of mem I of this fruit. Now these facts set us to think- \

making, at ttut peuoa v,nen tne largest.
upon the Spring sown wheat in southern

of furnishing them with certmcates 01 mem- - ,.<,_ *i,„„„i,to ;» .u. i amount of matter soluble in water is contained = .

1
.

10
,

, , . = ing ; and the result of our thoughts is this : =
u

, .... 1 Wisconsin. Great expectations of an excel-

from the Committee on j that it is very easy to have all the plums you
j^ JThis is at an earlier period^ts£owtii,

j lent crop Me generally entertained.
No report, as yet,

Wheat is^ .1 want to eat and to sell. The secret connected j
than when it has shot out in seed, for j^nj

f for gome weeka
Potatoes. The Onauman nopes to leport tne

j .

„„ I woodv matter predominates, a substance which = °
.1 , ....

t?,ii ™„a^t '- with plum raising is to plant plenty of trees, = ' 1
, ' 1 Cora is generally planted,

coming Fall, or next. 1
v

. ° r
f „„ A tn „„,,„ Us insoluble in water, and therefore less calcu- I

5 **

C. J. Hoffman, H. Simons, G. M. Wade and ! «> as to give fruit to the curculio and to your-
]^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ Prospects in Califoenia. - -The San Fran-

E
so as to 've fruit to the curculio and to your- ^

'

s insoluble in water, and therefore less calcu-

1

M. Wade and
1

so as 0 S1^
r

j„„jllatedto serve as food to animals, than sub-

I

Professor Rogers were elected members of the
j

self als°" ^'ou Plant fitty °! » hun
J

le

^ | stances whicb are capable of assuming a solu- ! cisco Ja&to reports a continuance of favor-

Society. !

or two hundred trees, you wd have ftuU
;

P
to

°
for con., able reports concerning the agricultural pros-

Dr. Emerson read an essay upon lime and } -ough for everybody Eveiy such orcha d|
ion of

P
giuce u | pects this season. It says:

its various uses. He said that, chemically con- i
that we ever visited had plenty of ripe fruit

;
1 ^ | "It seems to be conceded that this year's

oxide of a metal called 1
Some even complained that the curcuho^^X^ W^r use,t a condition I

harvest wQI be the most abudant ever knownsidered, lime is the

calcium, discovered by Sir Humphrey Davy,
j

I not thin out the fruit enough—that the trees 1

L

j resembling grass in its highest state of per- 1 in California. Except in a very few instances

1 the fruit crop appears also to be very promising.When water is added to freshiy burned lime, |
were over-loaded.

it is absorbed with great avidity, swelling in }
So we say to our readers, if you plant plums

j

ec
• .

, , . . . | In regard to the prospect for the corn crop

bulk to nearly double its original dimensions ;
[ ** ^11, plant fifty or one hundred trees-tnen , The second consideration in haymaking is

{ ^ P P

. , . , . ,, e , , , ^ vou will be sure to have all the fruit you want. \ to dry the grass under such circumstances as =
tne yv cbi, mc vmv.£i0u j. /

in this state lime acquires the name of hydrate. 1
you win oe^suie 10 nave an^nci^t you warn.

| ^ j ^ ^8 _,„M , : „„ :„ „„ !f„ ; „ torr,, f„ | "The weather during the past month has been

The lime should be applied to land when it is II
It sells for five to ten dollars a bushel in the St. | to retain the soluble portion in all its integrity.

|

wet and cold, and in the southern part of this
„ - „ nJj.^MHw, fnr ,t ia 1 Louis market, and is o ne of the most profitable I In order to ascertain whether hay, by the pro-

1

m condition for whitewashing, lor it is only = >
1

I .
" = Stote and in Tovva Iudiana and Kentucky aJ

1 „ _„:„„j o..».„; nr„«7^
1 cesses and exposure which it undergoes, loses = &wle !

aQu m ±ovva, iuuiaud <iuu ^cului,b.j a

I any of its soluble constituents, experiments !
large area of ground will have to be replanted.

Iwere made by M. Boussingault, at BecheL ! The season is far advanced, put should the

Ibroun, by which it was demonstrated that 100 {weather for the next two weeks continue

be

P

i corn crop occur in succession, and the instan-

i ccs in which wheat and corn both suffer are

This country is very large and it

'

I is not safe to bet against the prospects of any

, I crop, until the season is much further advanced,

[ I and even then it is a hazardous business.

Acres of grass in some parts of Vermont have

een destroyed by grub worms. They eat the

! roots and give to the ground the appearance of

I having been burned over.

whilst it remains in this state of impalpable j

cr°Ps raised.-iW World.

powder that it is capable of being quickly dis- {

solved by rain water, and thus rapidly and
| IKE GUTTA-PERCHA TREE.

effectually diffused through the soil. Recently | — I '
~*

. , „„„, „ . % warm an ^i Mpar the iniiirv inflicted can be
,• , a ?. 5.1 o™.™. „ lay.n.p ; cl..rid imliP Tiidian Or-pin s parts of hay are equivalent to 387 1-2 of grass. 1

walm ana clea1
'
me 1DJ U1 " mulLteu Ldu

slacked lime, if suffered to remain exposed to
|

Sumaiea, a large island m the Indian Ocean,
|

P J Droportion of tue soluble ,„atter ! easily repaired. Iu 18G5 the Spring opened uE
the air soon attracts carbonic acid and becomes I has large forests of the gutta-percha tree (Iso- \

A vel y lar8e pioporiion 01 me soiuuie mailer^ j r
.

r,i A„f_jtne air, soon auiaciscdiuoDicauuanuueLuiiiLb o
lir,^ „ - W = of the erass disartneared in the conversion of" very much like this year, and corn was planted

an almost insoluble chalk, and will require I nandro guttd). "Gutta'is the native name
|

ot the glass oisappeaiecl in tlie convei..ion ot J

Neverthe-
, . . „ , . .

fl „ =
thv „nrn nT1(-i "nprpin'- isthpMMlavan nimpi grass into hay. The result of the hay-making i

as ute as the 10th 01 i^tn ot June, revenue
months and even years of atmospheric influ- = 101 gum, ana peicna is tne Maiaj an name - a j

hess the season for rmenin"- was so exceediuMv„ . .. "I . - , ,. . = nf „ f^.-pst t.-pp Thp vlrtnps and n?p« of iliUim this particular instance was to approximate 1
les9

>
tneseason iorripemuD v\as so e.\cceuiuD iy

ences to effect that amount of solution which, 1
of a loiest tiee. 1 lie vntnes ana uses ot tins . **

a ...
1F

, 1 nrsnirious that the cron of that vear ^as never
, , , , • , t , , E tr„„ n!1 vp not hppn lnno- known tn n« P.-p = the soft, tender ana juicy crass of woody mat- = auspicious mat tuc crop onuat year ./as nevci

m a freshly-slacked condition, might have been 1
tree nave not been long iviion n to us. fi-e-, >

. , t »*x<*11i>fl for on*at»-oe- atiaBtUv There is no
1 , c • At *i „^ vlnno tn isa.i its vprunnmp lnrl not hppn hpnrfH ter, by washing out or decomposing its sugar i

excenea 101 quality 01 quantity, inert, is no
secured by a single shower of ram. As to the =

vious to 1844 its very name naa not Deen neaia - » J s
.

'= pause at nreoent for serious fears or forebodings
.... , t , t. t * in t

1 in -Rno-lann A linn t thi t tim p n T?,n<rli<sh Phvi 5 and other soluble constituents. = cause at, present 101 senous ieaisoi iorcuouin0s,

quantity to be used, the Doctor suggested that,
f

m England. About that time an^English Ph) s-
|

fl
l It is seldom that two partial failures of the

for plant food, one hundred pounds per acre, I lcian was walking through a forest when he | These facts explain the reason why cattle |

applied in its most soluble condition, might j saw a woodman at work. Observing that the
j
consume a larger quantity of hay than isj

suffice to furnish all the lime required for the I
handle of his axe was of a substance quite un-

{
equivalent to the relative quantity of grass, j

'

sustenance of several crops. I
known to him, he inquired what it was made j should be able to retain the same condition on 1

7

er^ rale '

After the transaction of some further busi- 1 of, and was told that it was the juice or gum I 25 pounds of hay, if the latter suffered no de-
]

1

ness the Society adjourned. 1 °f a tree, which could be molded iuto any I terioration in drying. The experiments I

'

_ _ | form by merely dipping it in hot water, after | alluded to show that a cow thriving on 100 to |

'

t^hk Popnr atiov of the Umited States — ^
wbich

'
when cold aSaiu >

U became 1u[tii hald - \
1 20 pounds of grass per day, required as an I

According to the census of 1860 the organized l
0n examining the tree the physician found the f equivalent 25 pounds of hay and 9 pounds of! been destroyed by grub worms. They eat the

^^^^Z^Z^t-l^ *J*W>» *« *™» trunk,
j
barley or malt, affording evidence of tueim-'"

.... c , = and that by cutting small holes in the trunk, it = perfection of the process of hay-making.
habitants; of whom 488,0*0 were free colored, = J ° "

, r r J °

and 3 953 760 were slaves of African descent. I
fl

'eely flowed out
>
of a whitish color. On hard-

1 The principal cause of the deterioration off The season is an extremely backward one in

In addition to the above it is estimated that I
ening il became darker in appearance. In the

j hay is the water which exists Ja it> either from I Northern Vermont and New Hampshire, and

there were 350,000 Indians, retaining their

!

first instance about two hundred-weight were
[ Us inComp iete removal in the process of dry- j

farmers have not yet finished their planting,

tribal character. ' The tabular view of the pro- \
sent t0 EDSIand as an experiment

j
its utility

| ingj or by its al3Sorption from the atmosphere. | Kansas.—The Kansas City Advertiser says

gressive population of the United States from |

was soon discovered, and now several hundred
j Water existing in hay from either of these { the wheat crop looks finely in all portions of

1790 to 1900, which was made by Willam I
tuus are imP°rted every year.

! causes will induce fermentation, a process by [the State. Where the Fall wheat was de-

Derby, has been verified with singular correct- 1
Gutta-percha is largely used for soles of shoes, j which the sugar will be destroyed.

| stroyed by grasshoppers Spring wheat was

ness. This view estimates the annual increase j
piping, bottles, and other purposes where dur-

j The amount of soluble matter capable off substituted, and is in fine condition,

at three per cent, of the entire population, j
ability is required. It is also turned to account

j being taken up Dy coj,j water amounts to 5 1 Nebraska.—Papers South of the Platte,

Estimating the present ' population upon this \
tor finer and more ornamental work, some in- \ per cent or about a third of all the soluble 1 where the grasshopper plague was threatened,

basis, the aggregate would be 37, 170,958. The j
deed, of considerable beaut)'. But its highest

| matter in the hay. We may therefore form f announce that the recent storm has cleaned the

war would cause some unusual diminution of j
use is in the coating it forms to electric cables,

j some estimate of the injury clone by every 1 pest out wherever it prevailed. The Nemcha
our annual gains, but the increase by immigra- 1

Little did the worthy physician imagine that
\ sh0Wer of rain which drenches the grass after it I (Nebraska) Courier states that the great num-

tion has been large, and probably will com-

1

m a short time it would be well known through-
1 uag beell partially dried for hay. It is not | ber of blackbirds, plovers and other varieties,

pensate for the losses by war. The total popu-

1

out the land, and regarded as one of the most
|
on]y the loss of the sugar and salts that makes I are gulping down the young grasshoppers by

lation in 1870 is estimated at 40,517,700. j
valuable substances possessed by man. Be-

1 hay so muclL iess acceptable to stock than 1 wholesale quantities.

„ I
sides the juice, the tree yields a pleasant fruit,

j grasS- The bleaching which it undergoes de- 1 „,.„.„___.

The Profits of the Turf —According to ^ a valuable oil
>
and a dl

'uS for tbe chemist. Its
j prives it of tne greeri coloring matter, and I „ _

i T ,
. . vihe r/ROFiis oi the 1TJRF. Accoiain0 to

i
fl areiispn bvthp nativps of thp Tndian = .»» » . .. I The Boston Journal reports a dandelion

thp Fnirlish nanprc snmp larcrp fortunes have = J natives oi tne inaian = causes it to present somewhat of the appear- 1 , . ,tne Jinglisn papers, some laige iortunes nave
f

. ... i growmg in that city which measures seven feet

just been made on the turf in England. 1Ir. i

peninsula for food, and its wood is a good tim
f

aDCe of straw.
_

The coloring matter is com-
covering a snace of over two

Chaplin, the owner of the Hermit, wins, it is j

bel
"

„ f

posed of a particu ar kind of wax, which be-
j^^ The leaye ^ ^

said, £10,000, besides £50,000 from Sir Joseph
f j

comes diminished in proportion to the ex-
1 ^ sixteen inches Ion" bv three inches

tt i w.. n „ i^i i,, * 5 Insurance for Live Stock.—Persons own- = nosure of the ^rass to the sun in the nmm«= ' s' -
incnes

Hawlev on a bet that The Hermit would beat = .
= posure oi mc &rass to tne sun, in tne process = . , Th fl ,t .m thirtv siv in nnm

The Palmer the first time they met, and £5,000 !^ valuable horses or cattle should have them
| of clrying, or by the evaporation of rain-water

| befbdrf^wo 7«I tnZ half

S

that the Hermit would beat Marksman. Cap- !
msured aSalnst loss bv death or thett

"
Messrs

1 which is absorbed during wet weather at the j
^ tW° te6t^ *^ h "gh -

tain Machell, Mr. Chaplin's ally, is understood !
Corbin

>
430 Walnut street

-
this citv

'
are aSents | time of harvesting. There is scarcely any |

I of the " Hartford Live Stock Insurance Com-
[ operation on the farm that requires more judg- 1 Purchase of Ayrshires.-Joseph Hodo-es,

one of the most responsible institu-
1 ment than that of hay-making, for upon the I of Barrington Centre, R. I., has purchased

to have won £93,000. Daley, Hermit's jockey, |

also comes in for good pickings—£3,000 fromi^31^
Captain Machell and £5,000 from Mr. Chaplin.

\

1 tions of the kind in this country.
j
quality of the hay in a great measure depends | of C. J. Hayes, of Unadilla, N. T., six cows

" - [ the condition of the animals which are fed ! from his fine herd of thoroughbred Ayrshires,

SiT We acknowledge the receipt of some re- [ To Dye Brown.—To dye woolen brown, I upon it, Some varieties of grass have more I including the imported cows " Jean Armour "

markably fine strawberries, of the French
j
steep the goods in an infusion of green walnut | nutriment in them than others, and in { and " Susan." Mr. Hodges also purchased a

variety, raised by Thomas C. Andrews, | peels, or steep butternut and black cherry bark j
seeding down land a judicious selection off young bull sired by the celebrated bull

Moorestown, New Jersey. I together and you have a pretty brown. = varieties should be made.

—

Western Rural. 1 "Baldie."

Dr. Johnson held that early debt is ruin. His words on the subject are weighty and worthy of being held in remembrance. " Do not," he said

accustom yourself to consider debts only as an inconvenience
;
you will find it a calamity. Poverty takes away so many means of doing good, and pro"

duces so much inability to resist evil, both natural and moral, that it is by all virtuous means to be avoided. Let it be your firs', care, then, not to be in

any man's debt. Resolve not to be poor; whatever you have, spend less. Poverty is a great enemy to human happiness ; it certainly destroys liberty,

and it makes some virtues impracticable and others extremely difficult. Frugality is not only the basis of quiet, but of beneficence. No man can help
others that wants help himself."
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The Fireside Must.

THE BEAUTIFUL SPRING.

Sing, ling, sing,

A song to the beautiful Spring,

For Bhe toucheB the land

With her beautiful hand

;

And the young verdure springs

On invisible wings,

And over creation a fairy robe flings.

A MONARCH OF REPUBLICAN TASTES. WHEN TO CUT OAK BARK.[time when a British army stood encamped in \

\
the hcart of Flance

'
wi,h ,he " hal° of

,

Ue°ty
^ The royal gcntlcman~who at present shares i Oak Bark contains ™re tannin when cut in

'

I
victories playing round their hayonets. The ^ M BjsmMck th(. gov(;rnment of Prussia { 8pring) by four and a ba)f timeg) „lan wbcn

j
crumbling stones ot those monuments tell of|-

|§ %^ Brandcnb h . Ue unlte8 with an ! cut in Winter ; it is also more plentiful in vou,,^
I the long line of disasters which fell upon the

j dt^ .

n ^ q[ „ ^.^ j^^ fa o]J^ ^ rf
[
French arms from that bright May morning of

j
^ . ^ ^ habitg anJ ftn unaffected { oak bark ig said t0 b(J ;mporU:d mto ,

j
fatal 1813, when Wellington, t'ommandcr-in-

; for a„ , and shmv . M . Edmond j annUttl , Vt bom tbe Netherlands, Germany, and
j
Chief of the British army, and Gencrahssi.no

j Croset fnrnisheg th(, pubUc wUh somc illuslra. j ports in lhe Mediterranean. The quantity
lot the Spanish forces, crossed the Douro at| liwl &Mo „D^„foa 1 English oak bark used we have no n,o,le oV as

of

Ring, ring, ring,

The marvuloua chimes of the Spring,

And a musical voice

Shnll answer rejoice,

From the unfettered rills

That the mountain distills.

To the bird that your heart with melody thrills.

Wake, wake, wake,

Your many-voiced harmonies take,

And dwell on the love

Of the Father above,

Who sendeth the Spring

To the glad hearts that bring

A full, swelling chorus, and joyfully sing.

gt-erterai $$isceiiattt}.

DEAD LIONS.

| the head of his legions, driving King Joseph
]

I and his GO, 000 French veterans in precipitate
|

I retreat before him. The Englishmen who!

j found bloody graves at Toulouse were survi-
j

I vors of Vittoria—that fearful blow which de-
j

I stroyed the efficiency of the French army,
j

| swept the invaders from Spanish soil, and
j

I crushed Joseph's mushroom monarchy to dust. I

] live facts and anecdotes.

The King, according to M. Croset, has the I certaining. Our own tanners pay very little

tastes of an old soldier. It is well known (hat \ attention to the period when oak or hemlock

he does not live in the palace at Berlin, prefer- I is cut. We believe that as a rule, however,

ing to retain the residence which he occupied j this work is done at a season when the hark

when prince. His private rooms in this resi-
j
will easily peel, which would be in June, or

dence are not large, and arc very simply fur- ! about that time. Sir H. Davy says that 8i

nished. He has fitted up his bedchamber as [pounds of oak bark are equal to 2} pounds of

nearly like a tent as circumstances will allow,
j
galls, :! pounds of sumac, 7A pounds of bark

j
There never was a greater fallacy than that

] Atl iron bedstead, wooden chairs, and the I of Leicester willow, 1 1 pounds of the bark of

}
"dead men tell no tales." These dead men of

| plainesL lo;let conveniences, are all the furni- j Spanish chestnut, 18 pounds of elm bark, and

j
Toulouse evidence that in the space ofafew| ture jj;s table is quite as modest, and he j 21 pounds of common willow bark. For a

|
months the British army destroyed Joseph's

j ral
.ely makes any change in the bill of fare,

j
very long time oak bark only was used in

j
kingdom—that vast fabric which Napoleon I He ; s methodical in his habits, and becomes

j
England for tanning. Hemlock does not grow

{ constructed at the cost of five years of toil and
{ attached to the things about him. It grieves j there. As the oak was being gradually con-

[
bloodshed

;
and they tell how the armies of

j b ;m t0 throw away an old coat, and he always I sumed, (the case with the hemlock with us)
'

|
France, which so long in the pride of irresisti-

] wears the high military stock of the Prussian { other substances were introduced : heath, myr-

{
ble strength had oppressed the Peninsula, were

| officer.
j
tie-leaves, wild laurel leaves, birch tree bark,

Moke than half a century has elapsed since I
driven, hke cbaff before the wind

.
'"to their

j At Baden-Baden the king occupies a suite of I
and even oak-sawdust. The principles of tan-

the British legions, commanded by Wellington, 1
own territories, as plainly as the sea-shells in-

j rooms Qa the m,

gt floQr Qf tJje Maison Mesmeri j
ning have not been correctly understood until

battled with the French veterans under Mar-| dicate bow far the storm-vexed waves
j wbicb be rents by the season. As an instance j

since the year 1800, inconsequence of the rc-

shal Soult, for possession of the ancient town f
croached uPon the shore.

j of Lis jndiflel
.ence t0 some po ;nts of royal eti- j

searches of Davy and others.—Side and Lcath-

of Toulouse. The field was stubbornly con- j
These braves who are now sleeping the long I quette it may be mentioned that he has author- |

er Interest.

tested—the Gauls stood manfully to their I sleep, could tell how Ross charged at Sauroren ;
I

jzed his landlord to let the rooms during his

}

eagles, but the fates were against them. After I how awful was the slaughter when the famous { absence, on condition that the rent shall be I

a long and bloody struggle, Beresford's in-
j
light brigade trapped Rielle's division in the

j given to the poor of Baden. So that Mr. j Doctok Trimble, of Newark, New Jersey,

fantry succeeded in storming the redoubts,
j
defiles of Echallar; how the forlorn hopejsm jtb) 0f New York, if he will pay for the j who has paid great attention to fruit culture,

Picton's men surmounted the fosse, Hill's High- ] forded the crimson Urumea to assault the grim
} privilege, can sleep in the vacant bed of

j
gives the following as his views—the result of

landers carried the fortifications of St. Cypri- 1 walls of St. Sebastian; how the passage of
{ William III. of Prussia. |

many years experience.

en, Ponsonby's horse thundered through the I the Biadossa was forced
;

how the dizzy] ^u eye witness describes an incident in the I
' That the most successful way to conquer

retreating squares, and the shout of victory
]
heights of La Rhune and Bayonette were

j king
.

s ]ife at Baden_Baden which sets his char-

1

the curculio is to gather the fruit as it falls and
ran along the British line. Success was dearly ]

stormed, and finally, how in a six weeks' cam- j act
°. m a pieasant ]j, rbt _ He was walking at I

^ed il t0 stock or destroy it, as it is by this

purchased, however; Wellington paid for his 1 paign Soult was driven from Bayonne to Tou-
j igezeim w ;tb a party 0f ladies. A swarm 0f I

fallen fruit that the curculio propagates its

victory by burying thousands of his best men }
louse, and Wellington had conquered the j ]iule flower-^irls, in the dress of the Black I

species.

on the field they had conquered. Few, and j
whole country between the Pyrenees and the

j Foresterg) besieged him to buy their nosegays. I
2 Thll t the fruit of the apple tree can be

greatly distinguished were those whose remains
j

Garonne.
j Jn & few

'

seconds his buUonholes and blinds !
protected from the apple tree moth by wrap-

were carried from the field and sepulchred
j

There is no more glorious page in British
| were fuU aud he was perp iexed t0 know how 1 PinS around each tree two or three times a

wilhin the walls of the city. { history than that inscribed with the ifjcoids of
j to jfep^ of his fragrant riches. M. Bismarck I

roPc made of straw. The moths will harbor

Last year, an English traveller, whilst enjoy- j

,be Peninsular campaign
;
on the other hand,

j came (o the rcscue; and raised tho siegc by ! in this rope and can then be destroyed,

ing a Summer ramble through the southern I
there are few which occasion more unpleasant

| giyiug ,Q each of the ]iuIe „; ris a Frederic d" or. I
3 - That the only way to kill the peach tree

provinces of la belle France, paid a visit to the !
reminiscences to those who have the glory of

j _.__„„.L.™ j
boreris to cut him out with a knife, not once

resting place of his gallant countrymen, wlio j
France at heart, and yet Napoleon DX can af-l

j
only in a season, but to follow him up every

feJ in the great battle of Toulouse. Now, al- ! ford t0 sa>' : " Soldiers who fall upon a foreign
]

TllE Meteors and the Weather.—Last
; twQ weeks unt;l ex[erminated. After tbe first

though Shakspeare's clown warrants the houses ! soil are the property of that country, and it is |
November they had a shower of meteors in

j
„ gQing oycr „ of an orchard ^j, win be mtle

FACTS IN FRUIT CULTURE.

I England, which accounted, according to the j

for the hot weather
I or no trouble, as each tree can be attended to

in two minutes.

made by grave-diggers to last till doomsday, \
the dllty of a11 10 bonor their memory."

if l .i .-i , = weather philosophers
we would remark that the narrow tenements: ™ ' - = ,. ., , ,

_ , , ... . ... .. „ ., . l m -it i n o i>_ * which prevailed about the same time.
oi the dead, like the habitations of the hvinsr, = The Moisture in' the Air.—One of the i . . . . . . ;

require a little facing and pointing every once ! most curious and interesting of the recent dis- 1 . ^ ^""g y
,

VG
,

VCry C
,

wcatll

^
r

j
The daily pastures of a Montgomery CO., Pa.,

in a while to keep them in anything like a re- ! covcries of science is, that it is to the presence 1

1C
-
hngland '

as we hav'e here
;
and now the

I
dairyman are highly commended. They are

spectable condition. The meddling hand of 1 of a very small proportion of watery vapor in I

same or anoU 'er set of weather phrlosophers
| seeded with one pajt orchard grass, one part

„. , . . , , . . . ,. A . ,
'

, . re n = assert that this is caused by the earth having j i„,n l s crmss aud two nftrts clover- are too-Time docs a considerable amount of mischief \ our atmosphere—less than one half of one per =
, . , , ., , t .

grass auu two imus ciovcr, an. w\t-

.i r .» . . I , , . .. , _ „ . ,.= got back into the same plane with the orbit on drPScprl wilh bai n vard manure cverv Fall are
in the course of fifty years—the wandering = cent.—that much of the beneficent effect ot = .

1 , areesea wiui uam yarn manure ererj run, ait,

Briton found the graves of his countrymen so j the heat is due. The rays of heat sent forth ! ,
meteontes

; I
not pastured closely, and are plowed up after

... ....... , , ., . . .. ,.„; f r. , u i u .l
'= It is scarcely fair thus to accuse these poor = tbree vearsdilapidated thai the chance ot their lasting till \ from the earth alter it has been warmed by the = , . ... , 1 .

lmet
- y La ' B -

, , , . . .
'

. , i , , , , t . . * . *
. = wandering stars, which have no means ot set- =

- —
doomsday seemed somewhat doubtful.

|
sun would soon be lost in space but for the

| theatselve8 ri llt before tbe blic of a ! A story is told of a soldier who, about one
On his return to England, our traveller set ! wonderful absorbent properties of these mole-

j ^.^^ ^^ &^ Qf (he
[ bundred and fifty years ag0j was {rozen in 8i.

about making arrangements for having the I cules of aqueous vapor, which act with many^ m itude Former]y the man in tbc Iberia. The last expression he made was "It
necessary repairs executed, but his pious la- 1

thousand times the power of the atoms of °xy-|
m00n ^8 blamed for bad wcatber> but the I is ex ." He then froze as stiff as marble.

bors were cut short in a most unexpected man- ] Sea and nitrogen of which the air is composed.
!

r fellow has not been much talked of since i In the Summer of 1860 some French physi-

uer. Somehow or other the French Emperor |
By this means the heat, instead of being trans-

j Lord Rosge ,

a telescope waB brovl „ht to bear on I eians found him, after having lain frozen for

heard of his intentions, and one fine morning !
mitted into infinitude as fast as produced, is

j^ ^ pro(bssor Draper°began to pho- 1 one hundred and fifty years. They gradually

he received a letter under the Imperial hand j
stopped or dammed up and held back on its rap-

j ^ '

h ^ abode j thawed birn and upon animation being restored,

.'ing is a transla- 1

'

d course, to furnish the necessary condilious of I
a

\ life aud growth. Let this moisture be taken I

! from the air but for a single Summer night and | Arab Horses for Napoleon.—Napoleon,
] Me. Maitland, of New York, has recently

| the sun would rise next morning upon a
j
the Emperor of France, has been presented

j go)d e ieven C0W8 and beifers from his herd of

world held fast in the iron grip of frost." I with four Arab horses by the Viceroy of Egypt. I
AjderneyS at prices ranging from $200 to 500

""^'j'' Kl 'R'u al
.

tlluudu ' 1'" 1

^.

uu
"i But the power of absorption and of radiation \ The two finest animals are each five years| eacb

a state ot ailapiaatwn. boicuers
| body are always equal, so that at ! old, one a chestnut and the other a bright bay,

f

who fall upon a foreign soil are the property
| ^ fortb ^^ else our j and they are of ,be persian breed . Tbe third \ A Little Boy who was asking his mother

of that country, and it is he duty of all to
j^ g^ ^ y^ rf | one rf the ,ot h & hrisht hToyfJ}> an(] jg )ue i bow many Gods tbere wero , was [instantly an-

honor their memory. I take upon myself the
, ^ ^ ^ bc | of ^ ^ true courser of | swered by bis y0UDgcr brotber why one

,

preparation of those tombs at my own ex-
j |^ degei.

t H(j wag formcrly owned by ToU8 .

1

10 be sure . "But how do you know that ?
'

pen f e. Receive the assurance of^^regards.
| ^^7^—^ according |

Soum, the son of Said Pacha. The fourth ! inquired the other. « Because, " he replied,

and seal, of which the follow

tion :—

Palace of the Tuileries, Jan. 20, 180

Sir—I learn with regret that the tombs of i

the English officers, killed at the battle of Tou-

!

louse, are in

[he ended the sentence wilh, "ceedingly cold."

Taking into consideration the deep reverence [

The
! to the Richmond papers, are yielding an unusu-

! al harvest.

thinned out during the last few years than 1

! horse is a grey in color, and nearly as finely I "God fills every place, and there is no room

The fish have been less vexed and j
bred as any of the others.

\
for any other£

which the present ruler of France professes = „ = i

for the memory of his illustrious uncle, and \
thinned out dunn° thu las

^
lew yea" tha"

!
"

1
The celebrated Doctor South on an occasion

the jealousy with which he ^uards all that per- 1 U8ual and llave bad time to increase and mul-
1 Is tbc beginning of the Luxembourg troubles,

j
preached before the corporation of tailor-;,

tains to the glory of the First Empire, it wUl \
li P'>'-

Herring and shad are immensely abun-
j a ]ady 0f b igb standing at the Prussian court I He took for his text the appropriate words-

be cenerally accorded that in thus claiming as 1
dant and are said to be noodin

!?
the markets at

j askcd Count Bismarck on a special occasion, ! " A remnant shall be saved.
"

I "what do you think will happen this Summer ?"
j

— •

!" We shall play sixty-six, " (a German game! A Country editor describing the bonnets now

Wendell Phillips says-" The best educa-l at cards,) answered Bismarck. " What will be [ in fashion says:—"They have a downward

to I the stake?" inquired the lady. "One Nap o- } slant that reminds one ot a vicious cow with

a privilege the task of preserving the ashes of j

remarkably low prices:

JJritish foemeu who fell upon French soil, Na- I

,poleon III. has displayed the magnanimity of

a, true soldier. I tion in the world is that got by struggling

The tombs of Toulouse commemorate the I get a living.' leon, " returned the minister. I a board across her eyes.

From 1840 to 1860 the amount of wool raised in the States and Territories increased from 8»,802,1U pounds to GO 3M 913 pounds Ot
^

produced in 1860, New England contributed 6,578,064 pounds; the Middle States 15,008 058 ; the W estern States, 2.,,2.1
1
8 1 0 ;

and the Pacific Smtes

3,480,350. The most notable increase was in California, which in 1850 produced only ,..,20 pounds, while ten years later tl

|

c ^F'J^ ,^
pounds, an enormous gain, which has caused wool-f rowers to confidently predict that California will soon be the largest ™ol producing Statelin the

Union. Indeed, three vears ago it was estimated that there were nearly three million head of sheep in the State. Taking all the States and icrritone:,

the amount raised in 18G0 was nearly two pounds to each inhabitant.— V. 8. Economist.
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t|~, -. 1 Hff 1 cultivating and hoeing is to root out the weeds. | Forking Barnyaed Manure Ovee.—Thisf Raising Turnips.—Four bushels of Swedish 1

jp IfiiQ. Q-tltl jP aXXClt
j
rpjjjg

js on]y one object. A crust forms on the | is essential to rotting well. When corn stalks,
j
turnips are worth as much, or more than a

— —
{ surface of plowed land after a rain which re- { straw and ordure of animals are all trod down I bushel of corn for feeding to young cattle or

THE COSN CROP.
I tards the free passage of heat and air. This

j
firmly during the winter and spring, the air is | sheep during the foddering season, as every

written for ihe Farm and FireEide
= crust is most cheaply and effectually broken { effectually excluded, and the material will not | one who has experienced knows. They have

I nn bv the cultivator. As most of our farm I rot until it has been forked over, were it to re- 1 been reported at fifty cents a bushel all winter
BY ALEX. HYDE, LEE, MASSACHUSETTS. |

UP "J i-umvaiu
!• .... 'j,

'
.

, =.,, ,, ... , .

1 hands are Irishmen, unaccustomed to the corn \ main there for a year or more. It it is loosen- = in the markets. After our slovenly manner ot

Though not advocates for the extensive cul- 1 crop in their native land, they must be in-
j ed up so that the air can circulate among it,

|
cultivating them, two or three hundred bushels

tivation of maize iu the Eastern States, we I structed in hoeing to pulverize the dirt they j the entire mass will decay in a few weeks so I to an acre are often realized, while according

should be very sorry not to see a patch of corn I bring about the young shoots, to make broad
j that it will be easy to pitch and spread it.— [to reports to agricultural societies, eight hun-

on every sizable farm. Enough of this cereal | flat hills, and to push as well as draw their | Now, the most expeditious manner of pitching | died and a thousand bushels are often raised

should be raised to furnish meal for table pur- ! hoes. Many of them act as though a hoe was ] manure up clean from the bottom is to do the | upon an acre in New York and elsewhere, by

poses, and a little surplus to finish the fatten- 1 an instrument they had never seen, and as a
}
greater portion of it with a horse fork. Set up | those skilled in the old country methods of cul-

in°- of the pork. We have never seen any j general rule they are less skillful in the corn
] three long poles as for pitching hay on a round | tivation. Should we try as hard for a crop of

Western corn that would make as good boiled ! than in the potato patch. After the first hoe- 1 stack, and make a hole down to the bottom off turnips as for a crop of corn, no doubt can be

puddin" and "Johnny cake," as the yellow ! ing a handful of dry wood ashes, scattered on | the manure first ; then thrust the tines of the j entertained that four or five hundred bushels

flint corn of the East and we certainly never I each hill, will greatly aid in furnishing the in- j horse fork under the manure, and turn it up in | upon an acre could be easily raised, and they

ate any Western pork that could equal the j
organic matter with which all grains abound. | large rolls, and tear it to pieces with hand I are certainly a sure crop, as they can be plant-

home-made article. This may be mere preju- ! The practice of sowing pumpkin seeds indis- 1 forks. Horse forks are of great service where j ed over, or transplanted any time before the

dice a partiality that has grown with our ! crimmaiely through the corn ground cannot be
j the manure is very long. After it has rotted, a | middle of July, and then make a fair crop,

growth but if so, we never expect to see the I too severely condemned. All vines, being of
| man, or two men, can pitch much faster by | Let those who have not faith enough in the

prejudice eradicated, and we hope never to see ! a rampant growth, are exhausters, and two
j hand. If barnyard manure remains in the I turnip to devote much attention to it, sow some

the corn crop entirely abandoned at the East. ! such drafts as corn and pumpkins make on one
j
yard all summer, it should always be forked | seed upon the manure heaps, from which they

On the five and ten acre system of farming j little hill are more than can generally be hon-
{ over to facilitate the decay of corn stalks and

f manure their corn in the hill, and learn how

there is not much room for corn, nor much I ored. Besides the vines run over the corn,
| coarse straw. But it should be protected from | easily they may raise this root, and how profit-

rnar°in for profit in its cultivation, but even in ! pulling it down and excluding light and air.
j rain. Some fanners pitch long manure in the | able it is in comparison with corn.

this one-horse mode, a little space devoted to ! If the land is rich and no other convenient
\ wagon with horse forks. But I never could [ -.„,. ,

this cereal will prove a great source of com- j
place is found for the pumpkins, plant them j perceive that the practice would pay, because!

Clotek differs entirelv from the cereal crops
fort. We cannot indeed raise it for fuel, as our 1 only on the outside rows so that the vines may

j a horse fork will not hold as much as a horse I .

q^ _
.

t gendg perpendiciilar
Western neighbors talk of doing, but it may j

run into the meadows or over the fences. As
|
is capable of elevating. It is easy for any one

j downwan3 when n0 obstacle st£mds in tue
be as profitable for us to raise it for the table, j

they seldom run mucn till after the grass is
j to try the experiment, which will soon satisfy |

' ^ & h thg fib]
.oug rootg Qf

as for them to use in the grate or stove. It is { mowed they will do comparatively little dam- i all anticipations or doubts on this subject.—
j ^ and ^ m tQ . ^ mcipal

a mistaken idea that we do not raise as much I aire on these outside rows, and as, with a luxu- 1 ISorth British Agriculturist. I , . , » , a,.. ' . , \a mistauon iuea mat «e uo uui i<iibc a» mucu
|

e ,
i = roots of clover branch off into creeping shoots,

corn per acre at the East as is raised on the 1 riant growth of corn, few pumpkins will be i
-

\ i
°
nral .,

fertile prairies The Hoosier laughs at ou- I found, except on the borders, even when To Protect Corn from the Cut Wokm._ |
w »ch again sena fo h flesh loots downwaids.

ieiuie piames. ine noosiu iau=us <u uu.
? ,

v >
_ % ,

lV̂ -.vni „„:„:„„„ „h„ 11t tl,„lThus clover, like the pea plant, derives its

small corn fields and small stalks, and thinks"! planted over the entire ground, this is mam-
s

There seem to be difteient opinions about the
s

'
1

Mow the surface
we must harvest our crop in our overcoat! festly the place for them. !

advantages of soaking corn in gas tar, previous i
P> ncipal food horn laj eis below the smface

we must narvesi oui nop oui uracuu j i
,

t; n „,,.,.;„„,.;. tIl„ t ,1T,
I soil; and the difference between the two con-

pockets, and when we tell him we sometimes] Early maturity is one great desideratum of
j^SZ^^TS^l£ actsZ 1 sists mainly in this-that the clover, from its

get over one hundred bushels of sheUed corn|the corn crop in New England. To secure;^ gjft I^r and more extensive root surface canstiil
from an acre, he smiles incredulously, but sta-

1 this we must not only plant early, but select!
001 n ae 1

1

doe J^ent
I find a sufficiency of food in fields where peas

tistics prove that the average yield of corn per-! for seed the earliest ripened ears. This can
j

foots_and fences to preserve them, by pi event-, '
.

consequence
acre in Vermont is five bushels more than in ! best be done by passing through the field as |

mg the access of moisture. The coating
«f X^SSteKtoiSyZ

Illinois. When we come to the market value j the com begins to glaze' and selecting tue fuU |
tar mterferes with the absorption by the com]^^o^^^^^^

of the crop, the advantage is still more in fV
,
pUmip ears whose husks are turning yellpw.

j£^JJJJ^™ smaSe,1 n£S
vor of the East. The following table taken

|
By selecting from stalks on which two earsi^8So^wK^ ^fi^^ own mass, but few formative elements for

from the report of Commissioner Newton, and grow, and doing this for a succession of sea-

!

samB condition as w hen planted, the tai fast - '

compiled fiLthereturnsof four years, shows
| Ls/we shall Obtain a variety whose fixed I^ then the plaster itwus rolled, on, eoven,g|^^f^J^^^^^^

how the value of an acre of com diminishes characteristics will be early maturity and abun- j

11 completely, and apparently preventing its

|

aCL^^^y^^?"V 1^
tv Iriv!

OTTro „„ W()ot 1 ri ar,t vi^lrl
i sprouting. Afar better plan to keep off the! compaiatively little food fiom the suiface

as we go vv esi
.

.uamyieiu.
tahlcsnnrmfni nf nmw 1 soi! - When the roots have pierced through

states. Average mine of *n acre of corn, -: *s to the process of harvesting there is no i
cut w olnl IS 10 QI0P a taDiespoonrui of coarse

i
I o

Vermont, T. $48,80 |

as to me pioccss oi ndnuin0 ,
ueie lb no

.

= this, the upper parts are soon covered with a^;:::;=:;==^ I
^ion but that cutUng up by the roots is the

|g 7^5™' bYThe5ns

PlS I corky coating, and only the fine root fibres
IUtaois lt4S

|
most economical for New England. After the l V*J^^^a^^ [ ramifying thr^gh the subsoil convey food to

We must by no means infer that the average ; stalks begin to dry little nourishment is drawn !
aas as ^ teitihzer, besides destioying the cut -

} pIant _LlEBIG
profit at the East is greater than at the West, j from the soil, and the stacks will furnish thel

woml
-

8alt is Peculiarly obnoxious to this I

In cheapness and fertility of land, the amount ! ears all the requisite support just as well stand- j

class of msects, and perhaps all classes.—Prac-
j

~-

ot labor expended, and value of fertilizers, I ing in small stacks as on the hill. In our long I
tkal farmer.

j
Fodder for Stock.—It is probable that con-

they have greatly the advantage of us, and we I cold Winters the stover is no inconsiderable f ~ !
siderable land designed for corn the present

do not expect to compete, on our rocky hill- \ object in raising corn. If cut up, as it always !
Plas™r akb Ashes on Barley. A cor-

1
Spring will fail to be planted on account of the

sides, with the Western bottom lands in sup- ! should be, and sprinkled with meal, it is most I

resPondent of the Caunda Farmer, remarking
j
prevalence of wet weather. In such cases it

plying the markets of the world. All that we ! grateful to cows, and causes a great flow off
011 the S0WmS and management of barley,

|
would be a good plan to sow corn for fodder

contend for is, that we should raise enough for ! milk. Hay has ruled so high of late years that

!

SayS:_
}
have exPerimented more or less on

g
purposes. Good land will produce a heavy

domestic use, and when we consider the value I corn fodder is more highly prized. We rejoice I

sowlns plaster and »ult;acbed asues on barley,
}
burthen of this kind of food for cattle. It is

of the stover, we are satisfied Oat the profit I to see the practice of sowing corn for fodder

!

aner U was about tw0 mches out ot *e ground,
]
especially good for dairy stock, and may be

of an acre of corn with us will compare favor- ! increasing in popular favor. The present late, !
S°'"ng broaucast

j

and following after with the
j
fed in a green or in a dry state. The sweet

ably with what it is in the Mississippi valley. ! wet Spring will prevent the planting of some I f°
Uer t0 press 11 down

-
11 18 ^ °P1UI0U that

|
variety is considered the best, as it is richer

Corn is a gross feeder, and there is no dan- 1 corn, but any time in June will answer to sow j

are any wlre-worms attacking it at the
|
and eaten more readily than any other. What

ger of surfeiting it with its proper aliment I it for fodder, and six or eight tons of stalks
|

tirae
'

lbe roller alone will drive them down a
| is not used in a green state may be cut and

There are few crops to which we can apply ! per acre will be found no small remuneration I

peg 01" tw °' but the ashc
;f

and Plast6r wiU set
j
dl

'ied for Winter use. It may be fed whole,

coarse manure with so great success. If the I for the loss of the corn, and this large yield],
em C fur

.

ther yet-" As barley 13 ^ery
|
or cut up and mixed with something else, as

sod is not a rich one, we prefer to plow in the! will be found to exhaust the land less than the \

la

jf
thlS^V™6 WlU bC afforded t0 test the

j
circumstances shall dictate.

coarse manure, as this will serve to sustain the f production of the cereal. For sowed corn the
j^^fj^ ^J,™!

01 wire-woms
\

- -

crop the latter part of the season, when the { rows should be two feet apart and the kernels
|

ale 0Un a W01 * mx> 18 Sraln -

j pL0WIN& eaelt j,ate _j)0 n0^ plough
ears are filling and the greatest drafts are made

j
not over one inch from each other. No hoe-

| A(JE AT GaIden'seedsILy be Safely I S^ound early in the season when it is to be
on the deposits in the soil. To give it an early

|
mg is necessary as the cultivator will do Uie

| PtANTB1)._Henderaoii'8 Gardening for Profit ! ploughed once. Ifthesoilis to be ploughed
start, a slight dressing of well rotted compost ( work most effectually. For sowing, sweet

j ?ives^ followi in r ard tQ ^ f the second time, in the month of May, or in the
harrowed in answers a good purpose. If the

]
corn js far preferable to the common varieties,

j garden seeqg bg fe ^ Qf | latter parl 0fApril it may be ploughed in March,
manure heap is not sufficiently large for this

]
and the Stowell Evergreen is No. A. It grows

j tQ inate . Tnose .

gafe for twQ
»

| But, when land is to be broken up only once
double coat, then a small handful of guano and

j
larger and cattle evidently prefer it. We have

] are q
>

j in tbe SpriDgj u wU1 be beUer for^ goU and
plaster well mixed and dropped in the hill will

§
noticed that our cows, fed on the sweet com for

}^^ th sa aud rhubarl;
b
^hos; | far better for the crop, to defer ploughing until

cause the shoots to start with quickness and
j
a time, will smell daintily-of the common sort,

; gafe for tb ars . AsparaguS) endire lettuce ! the growing season has commenced and the
vigor. As guano is mainly the deposit of birds,

j
and look up, plainly mquinng "Have you not

j inach and radig^ For y [ ]
gr0nud become thoroughly warmed by the sun

we may as well make our own from the hen
|
something better to offer us? Sowed corn .„

| BroccoU cauM cabb
'

an(J ] and gentle rains. When heavy ground is

or pigeon roost, and the domestic article has j
somewhat difficult to cure, and probably the ! °

| ploughed very early in the Sprin- during the
in one respect greatly the advantage over the j

most economical time to feed it out is when
j ThQge gi the eatest yUa ] all 0f heavy rains, it becomes thoroughl/satu-

imported-we know we are not using brick
j
the pas ures fail in the droughts of August and

| term ranging ^ ^^ | rated with water, which causes it to run to-
dust. Corn loves a dry, silicious loam, and

j
^P16™ 1^ f bee{) cucumbei. mei0n, pumpkin, squash and I Setuer like mortar, when it settles down, soon

it is vain to expect a remunerating crop in} Juiu, 1867.
1 tomato. He savs, with the exception of pars- 1

becoming quite as compact as before it was
cold, wet, clay soils. Though a coarse feeder, !

~~
-

| nipSj onions and leekg; t£j WQu]d jugt &g CQBfi_
\ ploughed.

it is particularly grateful for fine tilth, and| Mr. Asa Strong, of Northampton, Mass.,
j dently sow two years old as when freshly I

"

there is little danger of an excessive use either
j
who has kept a table of the dates of the full l gathered." I The capital invested in agriculture in England

of the harrow or the cultivator. The latter ! blooming of apple trees for the last thirty-five I ~ j amounts to £3,311,000,000, returning a profit
should be run between the rows, as soon after I years, says that only in two years during that

j
Every seed contains three principles, the j of 13 per cent ; the capital' invested In nianu-

every heavy rain as the land will crumble,
j
time have they blossomed so late as this year {organ of nourishment, the nascent plant or j factures is £218,000,000, and the annual profit

Many seem to suppose that the sole object of '=—1837 and 1850. • plumule, and the nascent root or radicle. i 120 per cent.

Manuring.—Professor Way, who has devoted a great deal of time to a study of the operations of fertilizers, says his experiments show that the sal tr
"

of ammonia will not filtrate through clay, but that much of this fertilizer in solution will escape through a silicious sand. This might induce a belie
that a sandy soil contains no

_
aluminous earth; a sandy soil rarely contains less than ten per cent, of alumina, which is sufficient to enable the soil to Sis

hold its organic matter until it is absorbed by the roots of growing plants. A sandy soil that will not form a crust after a shower undoubtedly loses some
of its nascent ammonia, which passes off from the loose surface in the form of gas, but when in solution the soil retains it for the use of plants. Any
discoveries connected with manures can be considered of importance to the agricultural world.
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VALUE OF DOGS.

A facetious cotemporary shown up the val-

SPIKIT OF THE AGRICULTURAL PRESS. AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

G. W. and S. S. FOSS, EDITORS.

SATURDAY, JUNE 15, I8G7.

The Shenandoah Valley (Va.) formers have

]
recovered from the effects of the war to some

The Senior Editor of the "Country Gentle

|
ue of dogs in this way :— " Tray is our friend. j man ••

;s travelling South. He notes great im
1 He sticks to us, and also stuck to neighbor

} provcmcnt in agriculture in New Jersey and j extent, and now have growing the largest and
{Jones's leg the other day. He once bit us.

]
Maryland. His last letter describes the two j finest wheat crop ever raised hi that section.

!
Tuat friendship niade a great impression on

j farm8 0f ross Winans, near Baltimore, on the
J The young farmers of Carroll Co., Ill

, pro-"~ " ™~ "

','

"

"77" 7 !
us—the impression of his teeth is there yet

! j patapsco river. These farms comprise over I pose a premium of $25 for the slowest muleAoraotlLTUBB fceda ni ; to a great extent It clothes na ; with- * p t , , , , • ,, ,,
• Tt • - I

1 lul
- slu" lal "nut,

oni 11 we could not have mnnufscturpB.wHishoiiidnothHvccom. i
"Ui (10SS can t neip doing lliese tilings, it is i geven hundred acres, on which he applies = to be awarded at the time of the fVnintv KWr

mcrcp. These all Bland together like pillars in a cluster—the E „ Aofr" 1- ~r .... * I t. r_ = . S ^uuuv *

largest In the center, and that largest Is Agriculture.—n . »jtvt = a UClf

Wkiihter.
ect of natural disposition. It runs in

j
$1

-,)0oo to $20,000 worth of manures and fer- 1 Many of the Southern people are cuan^in"
- I

their family, to be dogs. Their ancestors were
j tilizers annually. He keeps 220 cows,' sells | it is said, from cotton to stock raWu", as being

TO SIX MONTHS' SUBSCRIBERS.
j
dogs before them. The dog is very useful. He

j the milk to dealers—his yearly sales reaching \ more certain and profitable.

all persona who subscribed forsix months only, to the farm
j
is good to eat beef. He is great on wagging

| $50,000. On these farms he cuts eighteen hun- j The Illinois Legislature passed an act de-
la short, he's a great wag.'

| dred tons of hay! enough to fill forty-five barns j signed to prevent the spread of the Canada
I So, we conclude, is the author of the above

j 0f forty tons each. We must call Mr. Winans | thistle in the State.

{paragraph. But he should remember this
j the King farmer of Maryland. He made his | The Fair of the New Hampshire State A°Ti-

{
fact—the most faithful friend of man is the

{ grea t fortune iu building railroads in Russia. | cultural Society is to be held at Nashua Sep-

We notice in an article in the New York \
doS- Although a brute, he possesses more

j ^ ^ __ ^ jtember 10, H, and U

im> FIRESIDE, must renew their snbsrlptions before July 1st, =
j^jg ja j|

otherwise their papers will be discontinued.

PROPAGATION OF FISH.

Evening Post, that lour of the New England I
Sr*tiUKle ™< l afetion thau three-fourths of] Professor L. J. Campbell, of Washington! The annual fair of the Indiana State A'riuil-

States—Vermont, New Hampshire, Massaehu-

I

lue human family. Men like Youatt, Mayhew,
|
College, Virginia, contributes an article to

j^ S(JCjel wi]lbeheld at Temj mate CQm.

-are discussing the ways I
Hutchinson and William Henry Herbert, un-| "The Farmer, published at Richmond, '

'

, j derstood the dog, and valued him as a friend! the "Mineral Resources of Virginia.
{ mencing September 30th.sells and Connecticut

and means of protecting shad and propagating ! derstood the dog, and valued him as a friend
j
the "Mineral Kesources ot Virginia. ' Hej Col . James Gleason of Qermantown Pa

salmon in the Connecticut river. The subject

N

d servant. Every Summer comes up the
}
thinks the immense quantity of barytes, round

\ has been appointed 8uperintendent 0

'

f lh

'

0

is now before the Connecticut legislature in N'T of "mad dog," and city councilmen and
j

in the valley counties, of great value as a fer-
1 Experimental Government Farm, near Wash-

the shape of a report from a commission apJ hydrophobic cowards demand a sacrifice ofjtihzer; though not so valuable as the Noyaj^ D a
pointed last year to study and suggest plans Persecuted race. If they were under- 1

Scotia plaster. The latter contains forty-Sixj A cor ,espoudeut of th(J Bnst(m MurtiHr

for the preservation of shad, and how to re-

1

stood, their nature . character and constitution
{
per cent of sulphuric acid

;
but the Virginia

j says he cured ft Cotswol(1 buck of b jq
stock the river with salmon, for which the |

better too^ and good care taken of them by
j
barytes has but thirty-lour percent. Both of

j head „ ^ smoke imo
„ i their owners we should have less hvdronho- i these fertilizers have a beneficial effect on the i . f ,„.„ ... , , , „

Connecticut was once famous. The report, =
lUL " u " UL1

'

'

" L !"luulu u<lvl
-
lcsb UIU

I'
UU

= _ = A tarm with shade and truit trees set around
i-i i • • , • t l-

= bia and no wholesale butchcrv of our truest I growth ot plants, as thev absorb the carbonate = ,._ ,,„„„„ •„ ,,which embraces an interesting history ot the I
nuuieuiue uuiouetj oi tiuLst^t, t '. - . . I tne house, will sell from

* i j j i friends and romnanions—the doo-s = ot ammonia contained in the air, and in ram- !,.,„ :f „
river fisheries, past and present, recommends =

uleuus anu i-ouipamonsi me uon ...
l

, « ., ! than it there were none

the passage of stringent laws to prevent the I
01iver Goldsmith, the most charming and { water, and fix it in the soil,

wholesale slaughter of shad by means of gill I
companionable of poetg, wrote an "Elegy, on

|

nets and stake nets at the mouth of the river. I
a Mad Do£>" in whick is tllis C0UPlet

T ~ ^ ..i t t* » = *'The doc, to gain some private ends,
If Connecticut will enact and enforce such

j w™t mad, and bit the man."
laws, that State will perform its part iu the

{ That was a cruel libel on dogs in general, and 1 one pound less wool this year than last, judg- 1 $ 7
>
00a

co-operative movement, leaving to the other \that dog in particular. Goldsmith well knew 1 ing from the shearing done this Spring.'' He! Tue cheese factory system meets with much
Slates the work which they have already { that the canine race had no "private ends " | also estimates that Ohio has one million less j

J

'

avor iu Canada. A number of new factories

agreed to do, to wit, the opening of fnshways
{ (except their tails) to avenge—and then only j sheep this year than last. Said correspondent I

are t0 be established this Spring,

in the dams, while New Hampshire will as- { in the " dog days !
" But the poet consoled 1 may be strictly honest in his views, but further i

Th e cranberry vines on Cape Cod, M^s., so

suiuethe care of re-stocking the river at its
j his readers by adding the melancholy fact :— { confirmation of his opinion is required. We |

far as appearances indicate at this early date,

source with impregnated shad and salmon
{

" The man recovered from the bite,
! believe the ag"ie"-atc of the wool crop for I

are doing well. There are over a thousand

200 to §1000 more
while the girls will

{ have more beaux, and the boys less likely to

Farmer" I Set lhe mitten.

I writes rather discouragingly of the wool crop !
Tue local Agricultural Society of Norfolk

I for 18G7. He savs :
" I think sheep will shear I

Ca
>
EQg'aud, has an annual income of over

J
_ = <4V7 onn

A correspondent of the "Ohio

spawn. New York city is

project, inasmuch as Connecticut river

the markets for seventy-five cents or one dol-

interested in the
j ^ hungl7) possibly ! X867 will be larger than for several years past, j

acr,s set with vines on the Cape.

... \ I Ohio wool is now selling at 45 to CO cents. I
rhc " mds°r county (V t.) farmers, at their— { recent club, were all agreed that thousands of

The " Iowa Homestead " recommends the { tons of hay were injured, rendered almost as

.„ „ . , j • ti i I very drv, perhaps needed a clean shirt,
are considered far superior to Hudson river;

it „„ _ _ , , ,

shad, both in size and flavor, selling readily in I
{ more than probable some ready cash, when he

{

ascended Parnassus iu pursuit of a mad dog.
{ application of sorghum to the trunks of apple

{
bad as straw, by being cut too late, and they

lar. Increased supplies at much lower prices I
'

solTOwtLl1
'

misanthropic P°et—
| treeSj to prevent the ascent of insects. It is

[ proved their position by uncontrovertible facts,

are much to be desired there. j
Poor'

ua *ortunate
>
friendless dog

!

j ga
-

d {hat sorghum does not dry up like tar, 1 All agree, also, to commence haying earlier

Fish-culiurc, which is carried on with great I „ T
" "T " x, ! and is also much cheaper and better. The

} than usual this year. Mr. Tucker of Royalton

sucess in other countries, is, as yet, only ex- 1

W"" B °F
, ^ {

remedy may be a valuable one, but it will cost
|
declared that every forkful of his hay should

perimental in the United States. Our natural !

r°S° RM
f

° f A
i

dnanoPle ex
|

end over
t

12
'
000

|too much to sweeten all our orchards with { be in his barn by the fourth of July,

fisheries, like our primeval forests, are not vet 1^ ^ •T •

m0%^Oirmt
f

sou

^
e

! sorghum-especially as the application is re-] The native grape vines promise well in

exhausted, though the rapid diminution in the I

°' m™ ^ e iCaS0El tor P?c
f" j commended to be applied daily.

{
Boston and its vicinity, a heavy crop is set on

ing the roses is from the latter part of April to I° '-

. „ I
lue vines, which are now growin 0- rapidlv

1

= the early part of June : and at sunrise the I An epistolary fight is going on m the "Ru-= A s_.ii i„,„ft„u , ,? _ {'„

and the constantly increasing prices are direct- 1 ,. , , ,., . e „ e ,., -.i ,„ ^ ,T , „ , °, , e vee t
l-
A sma11 lot of tobacco was sold m Lynchburg

„ -r . | plains look like a vast garden full ot lite and = ral New Yorker, about the value of different , . P • , „„„ „. , , .

inc attention to the subject. In Connecticut!!. ... , ,
°,

. . !,. , ,
' „ ., . . f , , ,

=
last rnda\, which was sixteen years old, being

, , , L , = fragrance, with hundreds of Bulgonan boys = kinds of grapes. One writer tests Catawba.;., ,. T „.. , ',
°

and Massachusetts, ponds anu streams heres J . ,
'

. „ . . , , .
, , , i « i

•
= tue crop oi 185X. It was entirely sound and

.„ , , „ ,, , ,
= and girls gathering the flowers into baskets and ! acid with Beaume s hydrometer, and finds it =

t
and there have been very successfully stocked I , .. . . . , ..v , ,. I , , . , , , i

hneet -

... . . , , . „ „ . ,
= sacks, the air impregnated with the delicious i stands at ten degrees—meaning, probably, ten i p,.. nr „ro in . ,with trout, but we do not hear of any effectual
\

<
.„„_/ „_., ^ j, \ ,_ .„ :...f ne\

rlanters ln portions of Georgia have been

attempts to restock exhausted rivers with sal-

supply of the choicer varieties of river fish, I

cent, and the scene enlivened by songs, danc-j pounds of acid to one thousand pounds °f{
compelled to dismiss their hands and turn over

. . . , , , _ I ing and music. It is estimated that the rose! juice. The same contributor condemns the{„•, PThe experiments in England and Scot- 1 .. . . . „ . , . , = L ,
, ..... ,., = their Scock tor want oi bread and bacon.

'

I districts of Adrianople produced in the season ! Delaware grape, and says : "it is like a petted 1

land have been very successful, and salmon; „ . . ,„ ' , . „ - =
. , , , , .

,. . . = of 18G6 about 12,000 drachms of attar of roses, e sriri, decked out in extravagance,
spawn taken to Australia two years ago begin = „, ., .

' ,„ . , , ,, =
&

' , . „
. , , . . = The oil is extracted from the petals by the or- = proven to be unworthy the name-
to show productive returns. It is quite as easy = ,. . ,. m . .

, ... , „ t , , 'idinary process of distillation. The attar is
to cultivate this " crop as any other, and the I

production is enormous,

but has!
Tb e promise of a bountiful wheat harvest is

-"rapes I
one ot the most cheering signs of the times,

have a woody, leafy taste." An |

Wua^er evils may be in store for us, scarcity

fight—but only to grape speculators.

iiwine, &c., j , j — , .
fl

i bought up for foreign markets, to which it 1 interesting fight—but only to grape speculators. I

ot nour W
J

U n°t be among the number, and in

i • a_ v n • .
'

i> i
• i ci I I a *ew weeks the high prices which have made

= passes through Constantinople and Smyrna,; —
I .

.= 1 ™uu<Htm,iae
France was first in successful fish culture,

{ where j t is generally despatched to undergo! Young people are very enthusiastic and
j

the United States importers rather than export-

and the facility of production and the conse-
1 the proceSs of adulteration with sandalwood i

poetical ; so are young publishers, generally. [
ere Ot breadstutfs will probably be sensibly

quent cheap rates at which fish can be fur-| and other oils. It is said that in London the I
The " New England Homestead" boasts of its | reduced.

nished in the markets bring this kind of food
j Adrianople attar finds a readier sale when it is I Sreat success, although but two months old.} The cotton crop of Alabama for 18GG, as

within the means of all classes in that country. { adulterated than when it is genuine. |
Wait until you "get out of the woods," boys. I

near as can be ascertained, was 329,415 bales.

Next to meat, it is the most healthful and nu-

;

tritive food that can be furnished, and the high {

prices of all kinds of meat iu our markets
{

Tub Wheat ITahvest Is close at hand, and

I Paper* that Cl'OW too early—like chickens-

| die a premature death.

should stimulate the production of fish in such
j

quantities as to furnish the people with a cheap 1

| the prospect for ah immense crop=perhaps
j

! the largest t-VCl' grown in this countrv=-has {

{ Over half of the crop was produced in Marengo,

{ Greene, Dallas, Wilcox, Lowndes, Pike, Mont-

{
gomery and Barbour counties. The cotton

" un-

and substantial substitute for bet!f and mutton.
|

A pound of salmon affords nearly the same

{ had a tendency to reduce the price in all our

IIay-Making .—Large quantities of clover j <f>P
of the state in 1859 was over nine h

. { and other varieties of grass will come to ma-

!

dred thousand bales -

1 leading grain markets. This crop is so far ad- \
turity in June, in the Middle States

;
also on

|

I vanced that no fears are entertained of even a j
some warm soils in New England. We there-

1

'

amount of nutriment m a pound of beef; arid
j ^ ^^ | fore urge the necessity of mrly ^Wi^-especL-

j

l
L

. i _11_. _1 IT ,,„i;i ym-ennic lnril =UOL UJll

I the wheat growing belt, we have cheenn

tub Soil.—The value of keeping all

soils well stirred, among cultivated crops, is

when it is proved that salmon can be " raiccd

nearly as easily as the peas which are its pleas-
{

understood by the great mass of our
rp ! ally clover, for if left until the blossoms turn \

it will be of little value. We know { formers. Don't let the land become hard and

ant companion dish, choiee fish willfee ascom-

1

1,0rtS
'
*™ a

)
^ West *hich furnishes the

j ^^ as-o
"

he time t0 |baked. but run your plough and cultivator

u . , , „! major part of our breadstuffs, comes the good ;
ulal opinions umer as to mi. jjiu^

,iirnno-li ™m ™„s nnrl ,kp the hind hoemon and <ss cheap in market as toy article of; ^
1

indications of a su i mow grass; some intelligent farmers prefer to |
through jour crops, and use the hand hoe

animal food. I

ne* 8 ot

,Z !T \ let their grass stand until going out of blossom. I
thoroughly. The benefits derived from work-

I
penor quality. We may expect, the coming

| ^
their grass anu urn go

Ti- thv I ing the soil-keeping it mellow-admitting the
! Winter, to eat cheaper bread than for two cr !

This may do with Herds grass or Timothy,^ 8 1 S
overlooked if vou wish

RctaBaga, or Sw^Sh Turnips should be I three yeara pasU with tUis prospect of a ] but not clover. We are strongly in favor of

;

a".^-^™ ^ so7 y

sown the middle or last of this month. All
| large wlleat crop> with downward tendency in 1

cutting all grass early, being satisfied that hay {

good crop., our ^
land intended for Mieir cultivation should be

j price, will follow a decline in all kinds of mer-
j

made tUeu- is fer more "titrititious and valuable,
j

deeply and thoroughly ploughed. This is cs-
{ chandise. This will not be regretted, especi-

sehtial for large •crops. Land should be well
{ any i,y t!ie laboring classes.

manured. As experience with bone-dust and j ....

super-phospfcate, leads us to recommend both
j

The potato blight has appeared in Ireland

for turnips. : and whole fields are affected by the disease.

®"B. D. Godfrey, Esq., of Milford, Mass.,

A florist in Rochester, N. Y., has now in | has sold an interest in his celebrated stallion,

bloom a field of tulips containing 20,000 spec- {
" George M. Patchen, Jr.," at the rate of sev-

iincns, of 300 varieties. They are a splendid j enteen thousand dollars. We gave an illustra-

g^jjt
I tion of this horse in our first number.

Raise Grass.—In order to do this successfully, we must keep our mowing fields seenre from the trampling and feeding of stock of all kinds, es-

pecially in the early spring. When we sow our wheat, rye, oats or barley, our efforts should be as much directed to securing a good grass crop to

follow these, as to the reaping a great crop of the above cereals. Let us then sow a plenty of the best grass seed, and see to it that the present crop

is so put in as not to choke out the tender plants the first season. An overgrowth of straw is to be guarded against, if possible. It is one ot the

greatest causes of failure in the grain crop, as well as in the grass crop that follows. All strong green manures should be discarded in laying ground

down to grass with grain. Such manures should be used upon the hoed crop or else composted with an equal bulk of muck before using.
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The Fireside Muse,

THE COUNTRY COUPLE.

Do you remember, Mary dear.

As you pass through the porch,

A good old country couple iu

The first pew of the church ?

He walks on crutches as he comes

Adown the dusty way

;

She wears a queer old bonnet; he

A coat of homespun gray.

She always brings with her a sprig

Of lavender or sage.

They read the church responses in

The broken tones of age.

'Tis said their early life was like

Some strange and wild romance
;

His heart the eagle's courage shared,

His eye the eagle's glance.

And she—ah, who could dream it now?
Was beautiful and fair

;

With radiant eyes and ruby lips,

And sunny waves of hair.

She stood amid the maiden throng,

The lovely and the good,

As 'mid the beauties of the East

The Jewish Esther stood.

They loved as few e'er lovo on earth,—

You smile and look away

;

You're thinking of her bonnet, ami
His coat of homespun gray.

They loved as few e'er love on earth,

With undivided heart;

But there are spirits stern and cold—

And they were forced to part.

The maiden sighed for him she loved.

And grew as slight, as pale,

As beautiful as shadows make
The lily of the vale.

She sighed by day, and wept by night,

You should not be so gay

:

You're thinking of her bonnet, and
His coat of homespun gray.

But, one night, when the flowery bells

Swung on each airy stalk,

A form, as noiseless as the breeze,

Passed down the garden walk.

Passed down the garden-walk—but paused

Before the open gate
;

She knew who, 'mid the linden trees,

Had promised he would wait.

Prentiss' expressions of pleasure, as she went

from room to room, seemed to gratify her hus-

band very much. Afler going over the cot-

tage, as they stood at the parlor window to

enjoy again the beautiful prospect, he passed

his arm around her and asked— "Susie, dear,

should you like to live here?"

Of course I should," she replied in a quiet

1 and looks, too. I wish I had half your facul-
f
would dash into her work, and if a spoonful

j

{ tv." I of soup or gravy splashed upon her dress, as!

'

j No doubt a good deal lay in Mrs. Prentiss' j was not seldom, it stayed there till washing
j

1 native "faculty," but which faculty had been
{
day came round—"made to do." I

j
developed and strengthened, and grown by pa- j Patches of flour kept it company, and some-

1

| tient contrivance and hearty action. The wife- 1 times a rent that had been very small at thej

I ly and motherly love, that was as the very well { beginning, was let go till it widened fearfully.
|

| spring of life with her, flowed into her routine j The children, both as to clothes and manners,
{

f
of household duties, quickening her percep-

j
experienced the ill effects of her "making do "

| tone, not fully taking his meaning. "The

j tion of ways and means, and prompting her I system ;
even school and lessons being neg-

j iady who comes here ought to be contented.

1 to a thoughtful care and cheerful industry.—
f
lected, if she fancied she wanted their help at

j is it engaged yet, James ?
"

I James Prentiss was a carpenter, a man of good
j
home, or if a mood of idleness on their part| " I rather think so," he answered, smiling,

{principles and considerable ability, a genial
j
appealed to her mood of indolent indulgence— 1

" a t least, Susie, if it suits you to live here.

j disposition and pleasing address. He had mar- j
as if an irregular, dilatory attendance, and half

j "-what do you mean, James? " questioned

| ried young ; and there were those who wonder- j learned lessons, could be made to do, in place
| Mnj _ pre.ntiss in amazement.

I ed at his choice of quiet Susan Palmer, "good | of a real school culture. Many a serious fault I
((

,. [ „ ,
' u_ .

= ... , - •% i .-1 . -i , . = just this, oear, was replied. mis
= and sensible, no doubt, but not to be compar- = was passed by unnoticed, or met by a hasty, i

' '
,

= ,
'

, ' „ = ..... . , . , i, | place is ours. For ten years you have been a
5 ed with a dozen other girls m the village, any = injudicious punishment, because the mother;f. ....... .„ ; T , ,
= „ , T „ r . , , ,

• ' - l , , , . , ,, , ,, „ , = kirjcl, industrious wife. What I have earned,
! of whom James Prentiss might have had for = would not take the time, or make the effort = '

,
I , I • - t i . . ., „ , „ ... 1 you have saved. lou have made my home
= the asking—poor, too ; and old Jacob Mill = requisite to correct the evil effectually, with =

J

= ,,, , .„. , . , . = ., ^ . , , , P , I comfortable and happy—nursed me when sick,
i would have been willing enough to give him his I gentle firmness. And ah ! a little form lay=,.,,, , , , .

'

= ,,.,-, -, -, j ... « , s • . , , .... , , , = and in health have cheered, and encouraged
! only child, and round thousands with her.'— |

quiet and cold beneath the churchyard grass,
| ^ ^ alwa -s With ou I have

I And when the little ones gathered fast around I that might still have nestled warm and bright | f
n

^f
e me

>
a wajs.

1 y av

!,.„., , . , i i
, te • u . * • « • '« -vi n n * I been able to -do what I could not have, had

5 his fireside, many a one prophesied that I m her bosom, but for the terrible cold thats
, ,._ _ .

' _
= ,, T . , ,, , .. ., , , . . .. , ; you been a different woman. You thought I
\ James Prentiss would be a poor man all his I found its way through a hole in the little shoe,

\
J
_ u . ^ T A T

°
.

I that was "made to do " unpatched, when Ellie
j| days

!

| But somehew he never grew any poorer.— [ was sent out-doors to play, "to get out of the

I Work was steady, for those who once tried f
way, "a chilly, damp March morning.

I him liked to employ him again, and speak a
j Mrs. Greyson sometimes made bitter com-

I word in his favor to others. Luxuries might
j
plaints, and often harbored bitter thoughts of

I
not have been found in his home, but daily

j her husband, because as she said, " he stayed

] bread was there, (in the sense of every needed
| at home as little as he well could ; he didn't

j comfort,) and the more mouths there were, the
| cave to talk to her, or seemed to think no more

j more bread came. Little hands and feet never
j 0f her company than if she was a cat or adog—

I went cold, for warm stocking and mittens grew
j
no , not so much ;

" and perhaps she was not

|
in mother's nimble fingers, in long winter eve- j wholly mistaken ; but if she would have taken

1 nings. A little fairy that lived in mother's
j the advice that Mrs. Prentiss had delicately

|
work-basket, turned old cloaks, dresses, and } offered more than once, she might ,have made

| flannel shirts, into miniature editions of the [ a difference—who knows ?

|
same, clean and whole, warm and pretty, too.

j Well, time passed on, bringing no change I

1 was working for Mr. Leonard ; so I was, and

They hastened through the dewy fields,

And, with the rising sun,

A bridal ring gleamed nn her hand ;

Those two fond hearts were one

!

j
that a little elfin face had peered out from the } "Ten years to-day since I was married,"

j
misty wreaths that went floating upwards.— { thought gentle little Mrs. Prentiss, as her eyes

!

|
myself, too, though I did not know it at first.

| When the cottage was half done he took a no-

I tion to go out West, where his son is, to buy
" some land and settle down. He has never

been quite contented here since Joe left. He
| wanted to sell and I concluded to buy, as I

I knew the place would suit you. And as it was

f
so near our wedding-day, and I knew just

| what arrangements you would like in the

| house, I thought I would keep it for a surprise.

I It is the first thing I have ever kept secret from

1 you, Susie, even for a time, since we were

1 married. You put up with a good many in-

conveniences in our hired house, such as I

, .

- I hope you won't find here. Darling, can you
I
A story thatgrandmamma had told the chil- \ for the better, but rather worse with the Grey- ! « fflakg (Ms do ?

, „

f dren, in which the steam from the tea-kettle 1 sons ; James Prentiss, meanwhile, supporting I

[took form, as a genius, lingered in their memo- { his family well, educating his children, and!
" Yes'" Susie said

'
suddenly

;
it was an

fries; and now and then father was informed, I layin- by every year " something for the I
effort to restrain the tears ef grateful affection

j with due gravity, when he came home at night, j rainy°day!" 1
that were sPriQSmS »P her eyes. "I'll engage

1 to do that so long as I live, if you'll make me

do for you. I only wish I was good enough

| But with due aUowanee for the active fancy of
j
ope]1 ed on a beautiful June morning. "Ten'

S

for such a h«sband as you are."

I childhood, certain it is that quite unpromising I happy years ! How full of blessings have they 1 " Make you do !
" her husband said, as he

I materials were transformed, through that stove j been ! My kind husband my darlino- children! I drew her face to his own. "My darling!"

| into very inviting dinners. The cold potatoes
{ q.0(j forever bless them ! " And she sprano- up, I

And—well, the children are out frolicking on

j
and corn beef left yesterday, went into the

| though it was not yet five o'clock, and erelong

!

the Srass . and perhaps will soil their best

I
spider, and with a little hot water, a little but-

j was tripping cheerfully about her neat kitchen, |
clothes

;
and, reader, you may come or stay,

Iter and pepper, came out excellent mince- 1 getting a plain, but excellent breakfast. | as you wish, but I'm going to look after them,

j
meat

;
so with salt-fish ; the remnant of a roast

j » Well, Susie, what do you think ? " said her I !' ",
t

'

" <'»•}<";<<&

j
joint went into an iron pot, and therefrom was

[ husband, as they sat at the table;—"I've aj A traveller stopped at a public house in

|
poured a nice soup

; a few surplus spoonfuls off m ind to make this a holiday, and take you and I Maine for the purpose of getting dinner, knock-

I
boiled rice, served for next day's breakfast, in

j the children to ride." His eyes twinkled rogue- { ed but received no answer, Going in he found

j
the shape of hot griddle-cakes

;
and stale bits {

i

suly, as he added, "I'm sure we can afford it | a little white headed man in the' embrace of

|
of bread and biscuit found their way into the

| as well as anybody."
I his wife, who had his head under her arm,

}
oven, in company with an egg, some sugar and

j Susie did not dispute this assertion, and she j while with the other she was giving her lord a

j
milk, and reappearing a delicious pudding.

| waswell pleased with the proposition. The ! pounding. Wishing to put an end to the fight,

1 A guest might come in unexpectedly ; but
}
children, were of course, wild with delight. | our traveller knocked on the table, and called

{ in Mrs. Prentiss' mind, what she could " make I It was still early when the breakfast things I out in a loud voice, "Hallo, there ! who keeps

I do " for her husband and children, she could j were cleared away, and Mr. Prentiss drove to I this house ? " The husband, though much out

| "make do" for her company, and with the | the door in a light carryall, drawn by a spirit- \ of breath, answered, "Stranger, that's what

\
hearty welcome, pleasant Conversation and [

ed bay horse, but well-trained and gentle. The | we are trying to decide !

"

i consciousness that they were not making [ children were all dressed, baby springing and | „„. „„ ,,„„,„

I trouble, her friends were quite as likely to en- 1 crowing in his mother's arms, and they were I m
i „!„!. <• i i j / , I ., . . , , L .„ -. Question or Taste.—The question whether
= joy their visit, as if she sat down with them, -= on their way without delay. Down the village I . .,

a w^i„ i e . j. • = 4 . i , •
i i i t , = a boa-constrictor ought to be fed live rabbits

; tired, worried and nervous from extra toil. = street, along by the river s bank, past pleasant ; , , ._ °,
! • a i= 3 « r -i .„ A\ \ , o

* ~ '

. = has turned up in London, and the serpent has
=- JNot far off lived another family, with about l homestead farms, through belts ot woodland, = . . . . . .. „, ,

3 . . ., I ,.„ Vi' °, , , , ,, . 1 a party in his favor, who claim that if he pre-
" make it do," said Mrs. Prentiss, as she I

equa
j

mCaB
^'

but Pre»g quite a contrast in
|
over bills, and into quiet, shady glens-all in

;^^ ^vp hJg tasffiM ^ bQ
»

laid her pattern this way and that, over her 1
comfort and »Pl»arance. Strange as It may [one delightful ever-to-be remembered nde,-:

that a boa Ins as much fisht to live
cloth, tryin- to ovt an overcoat for Willie out i

seem
-
boweTW

«
,heW expression Mrs. Pr^ I Song of bMs, and hum of honey-bee?, low of I

iUey a

^ f

th

f f
b°a haS a

.

8~ 1176
<jiuuj, mD tu 0ei an ovuLOdi ioi vvinie out = ,. , liT ,n , » ,. *, , „ . , . . j „

°
. ,

'
. , , i as a rabbit ; but if one of the boa s partisans

ofpapaV^Aone.
I""j, ^-I doiiit^e how you're going to do it," said
j ^.^l^ 11 h

°™l
WaS aS

! ™<f'

m™ ^ *T 1 if^ faith would not be shaken. If he escape
her neighbor, Mrs. Ellis, who had come in for \^Ztl to TnJ^T *

! f
^1 *^™* ^ a dl^~

j alive it would probably be with a prejudice in

a social aitaoon. I

tb
!l
e t0

.

do^ \
1

,
^^^ a^ from h°me

' ^ I favor of rabbits,

(
. I

Mrs. Prentiss, though she WGfe mostly print I ped at a neat, #e}l-built, pretty cottage, painted §

t(

a ^w " rePUcd Ml
'

s ' Remiss, { dresses, always looked neat aud ladylike, and f white, with green blinds, standing a little back j

.

a J ' Sb
°j
v you

*
1 c

.

au piece the u°der
!
cven tasteful. Her hair was always smooth 1 from the street, witfr tt space for a garden in f As a man hinds a tender sapling to a stake,

sides ot the sleeves so nicely you wouldn't
j and glossy, her boots whole and nicely laced,

|
front, and two or threcr linden trees, not very 1 that the wind may fit* wrefleh it, or throws

know it it you didnt look close, and piece the
| her checked apron, when soiled, changed* for I large as yet, but already fteginnm$ to cast a ! out an anchor into tile boiling ^ that the

lacings; and let see. -James always wears
| a clean one, and her snowy linen collar never I pleasant shade. A little ta>ofe rippled along ! ship may be held by it, m must W<? bind our

his coat sleeves pretty thoroughly; hut I can get
j
forgotten. Her children, too, though allowed } near by, and in the distance, of* one side, rose f wavering hearts to the sur^rt of the Word of

le pockets ceitainly, out ot them There,"
j
perfect freedom of out-door play, were taught P wooded hills, while on the other Jay the vii^e. \ God, and stay the storm-tooted ship of our

she added, alter a lew minutes usesof her scis-
j cleanliness a-ndeare. But Mrs. Greyson, if her! Mr, Prentiss asked his wife to *cv into tfieJUouls with the anchor of hope,, t&at mf may

sors, haven tl done it. Wait till it is all
j
shoe-lacing gave way when she was about fast- 1 cottage and look it over, and she, knowing fnot sink.

sewed and pressed, and see if it isn t almost as
j
ening it in the morning, would tie it up in a j that? he &a<l been at work on it recentfy, con-

1

goo as new
! |

huge knot, with- " Vl\ make it do," twist up her j sented' wMiotfl much surprise, and went in, f
" Well, I will say,

n
replied Mrs. Ellis, frank-

j
hair hastily, half combed, and hurry down j followed by ffe children. The rooms wc^roff

They have known joys and griefs since first

They were so wildly wed

;

The cherished forms God gave them, all

Are numbered with the dead.

And now they live alone, and watch

The swift years glide away;
She wears that queer old bonnet, he

That coat of homespun gray.

And sometimes, as I watch them in

Their wide old-faBhioned pew,

I think how time will deal with me

—

How it may deal with you.

A few short years, and we no more
Shall thus be young and gay

;

You'll wear some queer old bonnet ; I

Some coat of homespun gray.

But O ! whatever trials come,

Whatever sorrows fall,

Though grace and joy with youth depart,

Yet love shall live through all.

Fireside T%te<

I'LL MAKE IT DO.'

©$>• a very jjretty girl's saying to L&cfr.fiWr,

, 'lam very sad, yov see," he replied, ?iw

:

ly, that I never saw a woman that would \ stairs, withouS a collar, and with a dress bear- ! medium si-ze,- suilny and pleasant, well arranged fyou bekwg to the other Jewish sect—y^ti' k<te
make a little go so tar as you do, for comfort = ing the marks ot yesterday's cookery. For she I for comfort,, Convenience and economy. MrsJ very/air, Jseef "

fl

!

ue two bodies, in the' far distant
heat will be 'generated' by the de-

- , ...Jaiged earth is'eboled upon its sur-
face, a second series of geological deposits will be constituted, accompanied perhaps, by strange' and inconceivable forms of anitnal ! and vegetable
life. At the same time, the earth is winding its way inward' towards the sun. and must ultimately fall,, art inconsiderable pebble, intbthe fast «r?owin<r
mass, the same fate awaits all the planets, and our solar system must one day be but a sin°-)g-"?bbe



Rhode Island Horticultural Society.—
This Society will hold their 23d Summer Ex-

hibition at the City Hall, Providence, on Wed-
nesday and Thursday, June 2Gtu and 27th.

The Hall will be open to the public from 2

o'clock to 10 o'clock p. m., Wednesday, and

from <J o'clock a. in. to 10 o'clock p. m., Thurs-

day.

All persons, whether professional gardeners i

or amateurs, are invited to offer for exhibition I

fruits, flowers, plants and vegetables. Music

j

will be furnished each evening by the Ameri- I

can Brass Band. The price of admission will
|

be twenty-five cents for adults and fifteen cents i

for children under twelve years.

iS" John A. Smith, Esq., of Waterford

sends us a bunch of Victoria Hamburg grapes,

the largest and first we have ever seen. They

were grown in his hot-house.

The time for holding the National Horse

Fair at Springfield, Mass., is fixed for August

27th, 28th and 29th.

Massachusetts.

JVXTKA FAMILY COWS FOR SaLE.

one Cow 5 years old : color red; blood, Jersey and Durhnm:
new milcli. and nowglvlng over IB quarts a day; superior for

butter; without a fault, and very desirable for a family cow.
One Cow 3 years old: color fawn and white; nearly full Jer-

sey; handsome and quiet; giving 12 quarts of very rich milk.
One Cow 8 years old ; color brown and white ; blood Ayrshire

;

new milch, good for both quantity and quality.

The above cows are served by "pure bred Jersey bull, " Chain-
plon 2nd."
Also for sale, one five.elchth Jersey Heifer, giving ten quarts

of rich milk ; 2 years old thlB Spring; good size ; will make it line

cow.
Also, a one half Jersey Heifer, came age, good looking, and

milks well.
One half Jersey and one half Ayrshire Heifer Calf, 4 months

old.

One three-fourths Jersey Heifer Calf; both very* handsome
and well marked.
Two very lilgli tirade Short Horn Heifer Calves; handsomely

marked ;
good symmetry ;l ugc six month ; from cows giving IS

quarts per day in Winter.
one very line Beven-elghtb Jersey Heifer Calf, fawn color.

Also, one Heifer Calf, three-fourths Jersey ; fawn color, from
good dairy stock.
The above stock must be sold on account of contemplated al-

terations in farm buildings, and will be sold low.
H. O. WHITE,

June Ioth-lw SOUTH FllAMlNOHMU, Mass.

R
E L I A B L E I CHEAPEST I

Don't rAY$l. Save5U oentb.
BEST

SUFFOLK SWINK FOR BALE.—One imported BOAR, 2 !

years old, very fine and large, sure stuck getter, bred al tne
j

: pens of Queen Victoria. Windsor, Li.„':rid.
One yearling SOW—from parents bred as above—has bred i

: once and Is a good breeder and nurse, bur anil handsome.
SU FFOLK PIUS, 6 and 8 weeks old. matched not akin.

II. O. WHITE, South Franilngham, Mass.
June 8, 1867. lw-22 i

ALDKKNKV rows ami II h I n:RS.-The subscriber offers

j

for sale several of bis choice herd of Alderneys, comprising
;

j Cows In milk and some soon to calve. Also, a few Yearlings i

I served by lirst-class Bull. I warrant them all.

JOHN GILES, i

South Framlngham, Mass., June 8, 1867. 3w-we-22

|
fJUlE INDELIBLE PENCIL CO.

(NORTHAMPTON, UABS.)

MANUFACTURERS OF THE IMPROVED PATENT

INDELIBLE PENCIL

j for marking clothing, Ac, have now ready for sale their new
j

HORTICULTURAL PENCIL,

; For writing on wood. Invaluable for making durable TREK
j

I and Qabdbn Taoh or LAni.r.s, or marking Tooi.b, Ac.

I
PRICES: Horticultural, single, 75 cents; two fer $1.00 : per ]

;
doz. $5.00. Clothing Pencil, single. 50 cents; three for $1.00;

j

j
per doz. "f'3.00. Sent prepaid by mall or express on receipt of i

! price.

I A LIBERAL DISCOUNT MADE TO DEALERS.

I KVFEY FRHOIL WARRANTED.
I June 8, 1867. 4w-we-23

^y E, BARRETT A CO.,

Proprietors of the

RHODE ISLAND AGRICULTURAL WARE HOUSE,

arc now prepared to take orders for

600 Premium Horse Hoes, the best In the world.

100 Knlfllna, new, one and two horse Mowing Machines, which

are unsurpassed by any In the market, and warranted.

50 Union two horse Mowers, warranted.

10 Perry's new Gold Medal Mowers.

100 Whltcomh's Wheeled Rakes, improved.

100 Horso Forks, all good kinds.

10 Garfield's new Hay Tedders.

100 Mounted Grindstones.

500 doz. Hand Rakes of various kinds.

400 11 Scythes, from the best makers.

300 " Snaths, new and old patents.

200 M Hay Forks, Batcheller A Sons' make.

100 Revolving Horse Rakes, and all kinds of first class Fanning

Tools and Seeds. Send In your orders early and tbey hal

he filled promptly.

Providence, R. I.

May 25, 1867. tf-20

IFennsuluania.
KINGSLEY'S WONDERFUL HAIR REVIVER

Marriages.

In this town, 11th inRt., by Rev. J. Boyden, Mr. George S.

Read to Miss Lavilla N. Allen, daughter of the late Amos Al-
len of Franklin, Mass.

In Central Falls, 4th inst., by the Rev. J. IT. Lyon, Charles F,

Easton and Laura A Peck, all of Central Falls.

In WhftinsvilU*. 8th Inst., by Rev. L. F. Clark, John Kemp to

Minnie Hardt, both of \Y hitinsville, formerly of Prussia.

In Paundersvillo, 6th inst., by Rev. J. E. Hall, Mr. Esek
Saunders to Miss Margie Read, daimhter of Mr. Washington
White, all of saundersviHc-

In Smithfield, 5th inst., Mary M., wife of James Winsor, in I

ihe 34th year of her age, I

In Pawtucket, 5th Inst., Caleb S. Huut, in the 75th year of his I

age.

In Milford, 5th inst.. Mr. Lovell W. Clark, aged 33 years. 27 |

days; tjth inst., Mrs. Adelade Victoria Warren, aged 57 yeare. I

In East Douglas, 7th inst., Deacon Warren Hunt, aged 68 =

years. |

In Webster, 27th nit., Nathaniel Huut, aged 82 years.

The partes,
W00NS0CKET RETAIL MAKKET.

[For the week ending June 14, 1867.]

FARM PRODUCTS, FCKL, &C.

Hay ton 350 | Wood ^9 cord
Straw %, ton $21) Beans %i quart
Coal ~§ ton $10 50al2 50 Potatoes
Oats bush $1 00 ( Onions

GROCERIES, Ac.
Flour $16, 18al9 2U I Raisins
Com Meal iiil 35 Molasses Weal
Rye $1 50 | Y. H. Tea
Saleratus lUal5c | Black Tea
Kerosene Oil H"4c I Oil ^ gal

Cheese lb 24c Fluid
Butter %f It) 40a35c | Candles ^)lb
Codlish 8c I Eggs lb doz
Java Coffee ^ tb.

Mackerel, new.

.

Beef Steak 25a30c
Beef, corned 12aH;c
Tongues, clear 25c
Mutton 12al6c I

Veal 16a20c
Pork, fresh Itja20c

|

...25an0c Lard $) lb..

. . ,10al2c
I
Sugar ^ lb.

MEATS, Ac.

...$tia9 50
15c
1.10

1.00

22a25c
60a95c
*1 £0

.80ca$l 10
$1 00
$1 00

. . .25a45c
30c

16acl8
14al8c

changes fiit.vv ii.MR. Promotes Its growth. Prevents Its =

i falling. Keeps it moist. Be sure and try it.

A FTEW HOME KECOMMENDATIOH8.
From Proprietor of Payson's Indelible Ink.—"Your Reviver i

i gives the Hair an appearance of renewed youth, and leaveB It =

healthy mitl soft. 11
I

From Prof. Hitchcx-t. Amherst College.—" I have been try- =

j
ing your Revivt-r, and am satisfied that it imparts a dark color =

i to <irav Hair. 1
=

From W. B. Welton, Clerk of S. L. Hospital.—" I find it all =

i you claim for it, and would say to all. try it."

From the Springfield Republican.—" One of the best Hair Re- :

j
vlvcrs known." :

Prepared by C. R. KIN'GSLEY, Northampton, Mass. Sold;
j hv Druggists and Merchants. Price only 50 cents. =

! GEO. C. GOODWIN it CO., and REED, CUTLER & CO., j

i
Wholesale Agents, Eoston. :

June 15, 18tS7. 3m-Js-23 =

ESSEX SWINE FOR SALE.
One Boar, 10 months old,

\

One Boar. 6 months old,
|

I One Boar, 5 months old, !

One Sow, 10 month old. One Sow, 6 months old.

! Also. Young Pies of different ages. The above are all bred;
I from the Thurndale Stock. H. G. WHITE, \

I Soutii Framinouam, MasB. ;

;
June 15th, 1867. lw I

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROP I

ER'l'Y FOR SALE.—The undersigned, having made ar-
j

rnngements to leave town in August next, offers at private sale :

his valuable Farm, comprising aoout 65 acres, situated In East
j

Dnuylas, Mass. The improvements thereon are a two-story
j

frame Dwelling House, with Wash House, Milk Shed, Wood
j

House, a Shed 60 feet long, and Workshop attached; a Barn
\

36 by 50 feet, with cellar underneath, and other necessary out-
j

buildings. The House is arranged for two families, and "there
j

are Granaries on the second floor of the Shed. There is run- i

niug spring water in the kitchen, buttery and wash-room, also
on the second floor of the dwelling, and at two places at the
barn, beside a well of water near the door. 1 here is a bearing
young Orchard on the premises. The land is conveniently laid
out in fields, with good stone walls, and in a high state of culti-

vation, having been recently heavily manured. It is on the
main road leading from East Douglas to Worcester, about half
a mile from the former place, and convenient to mills, church-
es, schools, Ac.
The above will be sold together, or in part with buildings, to

suit purchasers, and with or without the crops.
Persons wishing to view ithe property, can do so by calling on

the undersigned, residing hereon.
The location is one of th most desirable ones in that section

of the country- adjacent to the village, about 30 rods from the
Mumford river, on high ground, healthy, and affording a de-
lightful view of scenery.
He will also dispose"of his personal property, consisting of

one extra Cow, 5 years old; a lot of Shoais: a Beach Wagon,
nearly new ; one light Express Wagon, Iron-treed ; one light Ox
Wagon, Smithfield make; Ox Cart. Plows, Harrows, and a va-
riety of other I- arming implements needless to mention.

CHARLES FAIRFIELD.
East Douglas, Mass., June 7, 1867. 2w-22

Connecticut.

rpHOROUGH-RRED BULLS FOR SALE 1 -The subscriber;
X offers to sell the Thorough-bred Jersey Bull " Matchless, 1 ' 2 |
yeare old. Also the Thorough-bred Devon Bull "Uncaa.'" 15 I

months old. Both Thorough-bred Animals. Full Pedigrees given. =

Apply to JOHN DIMON, Pomfret, Conn. I

June 1, 1857, 3w-we-21 I

POULTRY FOR SALE.-The subscriber offers to sell one 5

pair Bremen Geese and one pair Rovien Ducks, warranted I

pure and as gooc" as any in this country. Also one trio "Jersey I

Blue" Fowls, excellent layers.
JOHN DIMON, Pomfret, Conn. I

June 1, 1867. 3w-we-2l |

Ehode Island.

IS
TOUT1I DOWN CO.'S PATENT

Hams
Poultry. . .

.

Shoulders.
Sausages.

.

Tripe
I'ork, salt.

.16alHc

I

.2(lo28c i

15c :

20c i

12c !

18c \

SheepWashTobacco

Jl t) U T H ANNUAL FAIR OK THE

NEW ENGLiND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

I Rhode Island Society for the Encourage-

ment of Domestic Industry,

| ON TnE OKOITNDS OF THE

j XARitAGAXSJiTT PARK ASSOCIAVIOX,
CRANSTON, near I'eovidenou, R. I.,

j On Tuesday, Wcdnrsday, Thursday and Friday,

SEPTEMBER 3d, «h, 5lh and tjth, 1667.

| THE PREMIUM LIST WILL AMOUNT TO NEARLY

$10,000.

Arrangen.ents have been made with the variolic Railroad
Companies, to run their Cars, containing Stock, Ac., directly

to the Fair Grounds.
There are ample accommodations within the grounds for

Horses and Live Stock, and one of the best Mile Tracks for fast

time in the world.
A large number of the most celebrated horseB in the country

have been promised as competitors for the very liberal prem-
iums that will be offered, and the best breeders of full blood

cattle and horses have determined to make this the finest and
most extensive exhibition of Live Stock that has ever been, held

in New England.
A detailed Programme of Premiums, ic, will be distributed

at an early day.

NEW CROP, OF OUR OWN GROWTH, WILL BE READY
JULY FIRST.

ROBERT BUIST, Jr.,

SEED ANI» AtiEIODT.TCKAI. WaEFIIOCHE,
Nos. 922 & 924 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

June 15th, 1867, lm.

TURNIP SEED.
10,001) Pounds of Imported Swede or Ruta Eapa Turnip

; Seed. 10,000 Pounds American Purple Top und White Flat

i
Dutch Turnip Seed.

TO FARMERS,
I
One, or more pounds, sent by mall, on receipt of 75 cents per

: pound. For sale at the Seed Store of
• C. B. ROGERS,
[ June 15th-Im No. 133 Market Street, Philadelphia.

! JJAROMETEUS! BAROMETERS 1 1 BAROMETERS I !
I

TIMBY'S PATENT PORTABLE BAROMETERS,

\ the best In the market, can be sent by express, and are war-
: ranted accurate. A few for sale at the olllce of the FARM
= AND FIRESIDE, 402 Locust Street, Philadelphia,

j April 6, 1867. pe-13-tf

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
June 12. 1867.

THE BEST KNOWN EE.MEPY FOK

{TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT

I should be used bv all Fanners on

= SHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

! GEO. B. LORING, of Salem,
President,

I DANIEL NEEDHAM, of B03-
: ton, Secretary,
! of the N. E. Agricultural Soc'y.

WILLIAM SPRAGUE, of So.
Kingston, R. I., President,

WM. R. STAPLES, of Provi-
dence, Secretary,

of the K. I. Society.

-^£WIS LADOMUS & CO.

'DIAMOND DEALERS k JEWELERS.
WATCHES, JLHKUIY -- MIAMI HAKE.

^WATCHES and JEWELRY REPAIRED, y

802 Chestnut St., Phila^

i Have always on hand a splendid assortment of Diamonds at lesa

- than usual prices.
= GOLD AND SILVKR WATCHES,
= Of all styles ar.d prices, suitable for LadleB', Gentlemen's and
= Boy's wear, C3/ ali- Watches \Varu\ntei>.
I JEWKLRY of the newest and most fashionable deslgne.
= SILVER WARE in yreat variety; alarce stock of Silver Waro
I made expresBly for Bridal Gifts. Tlated Ware of the best qual-
l ity. Watchos repaired and warranted. Country trade solicited.

\ All orders promptly attended to. Diamonds and all precious
: stones bought for cash ; also gold and silver.

= June loth, 1867 Sm

1628.

At market for the current week, : Cattle, lf)5fi: Sheep and I

Lambs 4408. Swine, 2332. Western cattle. 1338; Eastern cattle, =

12; Working oxen and Northern cattle, 200. =

Trices. Beef Cattle—Kxtra, $15.J)0C^ $16.00; first quality,1

1

$l;i.Uilia':f 15.25: second quality. $13.7o(ii).!£14.75; third quality, =

^12.00^.^13.25 y UJU lbs (the total weight of hides, tallow and =

dressed beef.) =

Country Hides, 9 VnllOc !l». Country Tallow G¥,(ftjc ^ ft. i

Brighton Hides, I0@llcts. $ rti; Brighton Tallow, 7^@8><;c I

\amb Skins, 50c each ; Wool Sheep Skins, $2 25rS>. 2 75. I

Calf Skins, 20 fS. 22c ^3 th. Sheared Sheep Skins. 25c each. =

The trade for hides and tallow continues to be very dull. I

Working Oxen—SaleB at $175 to $300 per pair. But a few =

pairs in market. Not an active demand.
Milch Cows—Sales extra at 485all5; ordinary $60f^$80.—

I

Store Cows $45o55. \

Sheep and Lambs.—The supply is large. Most of them be- =

ing WeBtern which were taken direct to the slaughter houses:
from the cars. We quote sales at from tj, 6?£, 8, 8,Jtfi to =

9c, and one lot of 630 Western Sheep at tT'jc y Iti. =

Swine—Wholesale, lOXall cents lb.; retail, ll(al2MctB. =

lb. I-'at Hogs—1800 at market; prices, 7^^8c. per pound. =

Cj?
a
This pure preparation has been successfully used for I

years, and never fails to produce the desired elTect when used
j

according to directions.
j

It will not injure the most delicate animal.

It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

It kills TICKS on Sheep.
j

It cures SCAB on Sheep.
j

ItcureBall SKIN" DISEASES on Animals.

It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Plants and
j

Vines.

C5?~ For FOOT-ROT it Is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

WEEKLY REVIEW OF THE NEW
WHOLESALE MARKET.

C^"ONE roUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
! GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT

YORK | POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

| Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

Nearly all articles of merchandize are lower, and this has given \

an Impulse to trade. Prices of wheat and flour have declined :

almost to an exporting point. Flour has been more active and \

variable at much lower prices. The decline up to Thursday— i

when a reaction took place, was a dollar and a half to a dollar :

and three-quarters a barrel. Since then the demand for export :

and by the trade has been more active, and there is an upward I

tendency. The aggregate decline from the highest point of the i

best quality of Hour has been three dollars and a half a barrr-L !

Tin* Wheat marketwas much depressed, and a panic occurred !

early in the week, causing a decline of 20 to 25 cents a bushel on 1

Winter, and 15 to 20 on Spring. At the concession an export de- !

mand sprung Up, and a firmer feeling has since prevailed. j

Oats have been pressed on the market, and have sold freely at =

a decline of about live cents a bushel.
Rye has been very unsalable, and declined about 20 cents a !

bushel, closing very flat at $1. 45 to $1. 50 for Western.
Corn has been olfered very freely, and with unfavorable news

;

from Europe, there has been a decline of from 17 to 20 cents a i

bushel. The large arrivals at the lake ports, and reported fall- i

ures at Chicago, have contributed to the depression. The mar- i

ket closes very flat at the decline, with large arrivals expected.
In I'ork there has been something of a panic, and mess has

j

declined about a dollar a barrel.
Beef is very scarce, and choice qualities haye advanced.

JAMES F. LEVIN,
23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

For sale by Kkndai.l .fe Whitney, Portland, Me.; N. S.
|

Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; Simosds & Co., Fltzwilllam, N. H.

March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

BERKSHIRE SWINK FOR SALE.—Three Sows, 7 months
old ; three Sows, 5 months old ; also, 3 Boars, 6 months old,

not akin to the above Sowp.
This stock is bred from the best sources, and In part from im-

portations a ytar since from Qu**en Victoria's pens, at Wind-
sor, England". H. G. WHITE, South Framlngham, Mass.
June 8, 1867. lw-22

AD I ES
,' '

'ATTENTfiTsT—A 'S iTk" I J res's ' l" at t r-'rn* of"a"' Sew ing

Machine sent free, for one or two days' service, in any
town or village. Also, a gift sent free, by addressing with stamp,

W. FISK A CO.,
17 State St., Boston, Mass., June 8, 1867. 8w-we-23

THE NARRAGANSETT PARK,

i which has been projected and laid out by Col. Amaba Spraoue,
'

is an enclosure of about eighty acres of land, beautifully locat-

! ed in Cranston, near PROVIDENCE. R. I., and accessible

[ both by Steam and Horse Cars. The grounds are surrounded
I by a substantial and ornamental fence, twelve feet high.

THE GRAND STAND

Is unsurpassed in architectural beauty, by any structure for j

i similar purposes. It 1b about three hundred and fifty feet in
\

: length, and contains Drawing Rooms for both Ladles and Gen-
j

i
tlemen ; Restaurants, with cooking apparatus attached; Com-

j

I mittee Rooms; Exhibition Rooms; Club Rooms; and accoru- i

:
modatfon, under cover, for seating overlive thousand per-;

I sons.
THE STABLES.

Forty commodious and airy stables have already been erect-
j

! ed, and otherB, together with good and substantial sheds for all
i

; live stock that may be received for exhibition, are in process of
j

i completion.
WATER.

An ample supply of pure Spring Water will be provided for
;

I every department, and the best of hay, grain, ic, for feeding,
j

THE TRACK
I
has been constructed on the most improved plans, under the

j

j
supervision of skilled engineers, and Is precisely one mile in

;

j
length, three feet from the pole, and it is pronounced by the

j

| best judges to bo In all respects superior to any track In the
= country.

[ May 17, 1867. 19tf

AUPAV'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can he had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. t

II O O 1* SKIRTS
WM. T. HOPKINS,

G28.

! Manufacturer of l irst-CIass HOOP SKIRTS,
= and dealer In

= NF.W YORK AXIi EASTERN-MADE SKIRTS.
I Wholesale and Retail at Manufactory,

No. 628 Alioil STUEET, PnrLADKLPHlA.
| May 11, 1867. 6m-pe-18

Hem forh.

M
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. ARNOLD, dealer

In Agricultural Tools, consisting In part of Conical. Wright's
and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Sbares's Patent Harrows and
Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seea Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden
and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, Ac,

Holder's Block, Main Street.
Woonsocket, R. I.

ERRY'S NEW, FIRST PREMIUM, LOCK HAY CUTTERS,
the best In use, for sale by W. E. BARRETT A CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

IP

HUBBARD, BLAKE A CO.'S AXES, now acknowledged
the best In market, are for sale in lots or bv single dozens,

by the Manufacturers* Agents, W. E. BARRETT A CO.,
32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

ROAD SCRAPERS, made of old Car Wheels, for sale by
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.

J
HICKLINO A CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES.
On the popular one price plan, giving every patron a handsome
and reliable watch for the low price or Ten Dollars I Without
regard to value, aud not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-

factory! A„__
600 Solid Gold Hunting Watches 4->0 to $751)

EOO Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 600

600 Ladles' Watches, Enamelled 100 to 300

1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 800

1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 260

8,000 Gi.ld Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to- 200

5,000 Gold Hunting American Watches 100 to 250

5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 160

6,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes '5 to 260

5,000 Gold Ladles' Watches 50 to 250

10,000 Gold Hunting Lcpincs 50 to 75

10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 60 to 100

25,000 Hunting Sliver Watches 25 to 60

30,000 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75

Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing

but $10, while It mav be worth .$750. No partiality shown.
Messrs J. Hlckllng A Co.'s Great American Watch Co., New

York City, wish to immediately dispose of the above magnifi-

cent Slock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed In sealed

envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their

certificates, upon payment of TenDnllars, whether It be a
Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
certificates entitles vou to the article named thereon, upon pay-

ment, irrespective of Its worth, and as no article valued lees

than $10 Is named on any certificate, It will at once be seen that

this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,

which may be participated In even by the most fastidious 1

A Blngle Certiiicate will be sent by mall, post paid, upon re-

ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2. thirty-three and ele

gant premium for $5, slxly-slx and more valuable premium for

$10, one hundred and most superb Watch for $16. To Agents,

or those wishing employment, this Is a rare opportunity. It Is a
legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Gov-
ernment, and oren to the most careful scrutiny. Try us I

Address, J. HII KLING 4 Co.,
119 Broadwav—Near P. O.

Clly of New York.

March 22, 1867 . 3m

Bullets for Spelling Books.—A correspondent writing from Memphis, April 20th, snys:—"While I was waiting for the cars in a stoic in

Corinth, Miss., last week, an old gentleman came in and inquired, " Do you huy lead ?" Receiving an affirmative reply, he said, "My little con-

trabands have been picking up bullets on the battle-field and have sent them in by me to buy spelling books." One had six pounds, the other ten

;

they had run them into little bars. To me this little incident seemed very suggestive. After the gentleman left with his spelling books, the mer-

chant told me that the man had always been very kind to his "niggers," and that they all stayed with him after their emancipation. The colored

school was very prosperous, and the citizens, old or new, on visitiDg it were enthusiastic in its support."
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SMALL FRUITS IN NEW JERSEY.
j

As there is no subject claiming more atten-

1

tion in agricultural and horticultural commit-

j

nities than the cultivation of small fruits, of;

the various kinds, I will write, briefly, of seve-

!

ral of them—commencing with them in their;

order of perfecting fruit.
\

Strawberries, a delicious fruit that a few|

years ago were only seen along the road-side,
j

in the pasture or the hill-top, and occasionally i

in the garden, now occupy a prominent place
|

not only in the amateurs' plot of ground, the
j

poor man's house-lot, but are raised by the mar-

!

ket gardener on five, ten, twenty and even

;

thirty acres. In different neighborhoods there
j

are different modes of culture ; some recom-

j

mending one way, some another ; and what
j

does well in one locality does not seem to an- i

swer for all—the same may be said of varie-

1

ties. While at Hammonton, Vineland and [

Burlington they grow Wilson's Albany, almost |

to the exclusion of all others, at Moorestown, [

Cinnaminson and other places in West Jersey,
j

they nearly discard it. Strawberries are grown
f

chiefly in hills—so at Vineland—a mode which
j

I shall not adopt until I have more demonstra-

f

tive proof of its superiority. In the neighbor-

1

hood of Burlington they plant in rows, fivef

feet apart, and plant early market corn in the 1

same rows. At Cinnaminson and Moorestown f

the mode of preparing the soil, preparatory j

to setting out the plants, is as follows : As soon
|

in the Spring as the ground is in suitable con-

1

uition for working, (never plough or work
|

when too wet) plough deep ; manure broad-

1

cast, with well rotted manure
;

pulverize the
]

soil zoell by harrowing ; mark the rows from |

five to six feet deep; plough a shallow " double " =

into the furrow
;
by this method you have soft, f

mellow ground to plant. Avoid ridging, I

which is injurious, except on low ground. Set
j

the plants with their roots well in the ground,
[

from ten to twenty inches apart, according to I

varieties planted. While Wilson's Albany will f

not make beds more than four feet wide when 1

planted ten inches apart, the Downer, Prolific, f

Ida, French, Cutter and the Agriculturist will |

make good beds when the rows are six feet I

apart, and the plants set twenty irmkes in the I

row.

As the ground has been manured broadcast,
[

potatoes of the earlier varieties are planted I

between the rows. By a slight application off

some of the best fertilizers you may expect I

more than half a crop—enough to pay the I

cost of manure and working or cultivating the
)

strawberries, which, if proper culture is given,
j

you will have a well set field, with no cost ex-

}

cept the first cost of plants. §

In many instances I have known the pota-
[

toes to more than pay for all. The potatoes i

should be dug early, so as to give the ground to I

the young runners. I

West Jersey.
§

Impkovesient of Wcstebn Stock.—At the
[

"Turf Congress" held a few days ago at St. I

Louis, Captain Ford, president of the Laclede f

Association, made some remarks showing the ?

need for an improvement of the breed of horses [

in the West. He said that the war had de-

1

monstrated that the western horse was unfit I

for any military service, and especially for cav-

1

airy, the charges of which had proved beyond
[

doubt the immense superiority of southern
]

horses. During the war he had sent to the I

field one hundred and ninety thousand horses. f

The greatest part of them, after a service oft

some fifty or ninety days, were sent back bro-

1

ken down and unfit for use. In establishing I

the Laclede Association, nearly every gentle-

!

man in St. Louis had been an ardent and effi-

1

cient supporter of the movement. Its good
f

effects were already to be seen in the great im-

1

provement of stock. But a short time ago it i

was necessary for the purpose of racing to t

bring horses from Canada. Now this associa-

}

tion can run races of their own, and in two
j

years their stables will be stocked with up-

1

wards of two hundred of the best bred horses
j

iu the world.

Half an Ague Enough.—A shoemaker over

in Jersey bought, a half acre lot. He was fond

of fruit and read the papers. The soil was wet

clay, and he selected fruit suited to the climate.

He built a house and put his land in a condi-

tion to produce fruit. He had no manure but

the droppings of street cattle. In his leisure,

he brought from the woods, bark, rotten wood,

moss, and leaf mould, which he mixed with

soil three feet deep. This was done by de-

grees, and as fast as the ground was prepared

he planted fruit. He became so interested and

successful that he retired from the cobbler's

bench. I was a near neighbor, and knew him

intimately. His half acre supported himself

and wife comfortably, almost in elegance.

—

She had no servant, and had plenty of time to

cultivate flowers. Strangers inquired about

their beautiful home. Isabella grapes and com-

mon currants formed the bulk of his fruit.-

—

With a better selection, his income would have

been larger. Others have had the same suc-

cess on small pieces of ground. One I knew,

who supported his family on one acre. Half

was grapes, the crop of which in one season

sold for $800, and he had no labor bills to pay.

If concentration will give success, let us know
j

it and practice it.

—

Dr. Peck, in Y. T. Tri-

bune.

Starvation of Stock.—The monthly report

of the Department of Agriculture for April
j

says the loss of stock from actual starvation

i

and exposure the past winter has been extra- i

ordinary. In Texas the loss has been heavy,
;

one-tenth of the stock dying. In the Terri-
j

lories similar losses are reported. In Nebras-

j

ka and Arkansas many perished. In Minneso- j

ta fodder was short and stock died. It has

;

been a severe winter in all North America, and
j

the aggregate loss of stock from exposure and !

want of feed is immense. This might have i

been avoided by foresight and industry.
j

Pine Tree Wool.—At a factory in Breslau I

pine-tree wool is now spun and woven into a
\

kind of flannel, which is largely used as blank-
\

ets in hospitals, barrracks and prisons, in that j

city and in Vienna, with manifest advantage, !

pine-wool drives away all disagreeable and

!

noxious insects from the localities in which it I

is used. It can be used as stuffing for chairs,
j

sofas, and mattresses in the same way as horse-
{

hair ; and some qualities are woven into a kind !

of cloth of which garments of many kinds can !

be made. It is said to be favorable to health as
j

well as to cleanliness, The waste liquor from I

the pine-vats yields a valuable medicine, and
j

from the waste fibre gas is manufactured to I

light the factory.
j

Quick Acting Composts.—Materials are!

within easy reach of most people that, judici-
j

ously compounded, will make first rate fertili-

1

zers for the garden, for field crops in the hill, I

for the lawn or for the top dressing mowing j

lands or grain. There are some which every
j

one has on his own place, others he must buy. I

Almost any man can afford to pay for good

}

hardwood ashes as many cents a bushel as hay \

is worth dollars a ton. There are other things,
j

like gypsum and lime, that it will always pay I

to have on hand. Soap suds, chamber lye,
j

and many articles of household waste, are I

often lost, which might, if collected, make I

many dollars' worth of rich fertilizers in the

j

course of the year.
j

Seedling and Grafted Trees.—In an ac-

j

count of the farm of W. C. Flagg, of Alton,
j

111., published in the Farmer's Advocate, an!

examination of the apple orchard was made
\

after forty years from the date of its planting,
j

the result showing forty per cent, of seedlings
j

and grafted seeds living, there being no differ-

!

ence in longevity. Pryer's Red, Kirkbridge \

White, and Newtown Pippin were the three
j

sorts of which the largest percentage was alive,
j

A hogshead of leaf tobacco, raised in Ballard

county, Kentucky, was sold in Covington, a

few days since, at $166 per 100 pounds.

It is said that 400 steam cultivators are at

work in England, displacing 2,500 horses.

HE LAMB

FAMILY KNITTING MACHINE.

ffrennsijUraniat

JgCONOMY—PROMPTNESS-RELIABILITY!

AMERICAN CONCRETE PAINT AND ROOFING COMPANY.
543 North Third Street, Philadelphia.

Roofs of every kind covered or repaired thoroughly. All
leaks, wet and dampness in roofs, Ac, prevented. Iron Fronts.
Railings. Posts and Fences long preserved. All work done
well, and warranted. The paint is unequalled by anything of
the kind now known.

JOSEPH LEEDS, Actnarr.
EMORY D. HOBART, Superintendent of Work.

May 25, 1867. 3m-20

JPARMER'S GRINDSTONES,

OF THE BEST QUALITY;

Ready for use, with self-adjusting Shafts, Treddles, Ac.

Huron Grindstones, Scythe Stones, Ac, for sale by

J. E. MITCHELL, 310 York Avenue,

Philadelphia.

April 27, 1867. 3m-pe-16

j
THE MOST USEFUL AND MOST PROFITABLE INVEN-

|
TION OF THE TIME I

I The Lamb Knitting Machine Agency, Philadelphia'
;
Penn.. holds the exclusive right to sell and use this machine for

j
the following territory, to wit:— all that part of the State of

: Pennsylvania lying east of and including the Counties of Bed-
j
ford, Blair, Centre, Lycoming and Tioga.

|
It knits the single, double, plain and fancy-ribbed flat web,

j
producing all varieties of Fancy Knit Goods in use, such as

i Afghans, Shawls, Nubias, Hoods, Sacks, 'Breakfast Capes,
;
Jackets, Garibaldies, Sontags, Undersleeves, Children's Cloaks,

i Cradle Blankets, Little Boys' Suits, Comforters, Smoking and
j
Skating Caps, Snow Shoes, Stockings, Leggins, Neck Ties,
Scarfs. Sashes, Slippers, Suspenders, Purses, Lamp Wicks,

i Mats, Tidies, Watch and Curtain Cords, Gloves, Mittens, Ac.
Office and Salesroom,

36 North Eighth St., Philadelphia
i May 4, 1867. 3m-pe-17.

iERUVIAN GUANO SUBSTITUTE

N S U R E YOUR LIVE STOCK

E. N. KELLOGG, President. GEO. D. JEWETT. Vice Pres't.

C3T" $100,000 DEPOSITED \TITH THE COMPTROLLER AS SE-
CURITY FOR POLICY HOLDERS.
Policies issued on all kinds of live stock, against death and

theft. For further particulars, address Branch Oflice, Hart-
ford Live Stock Insurance Co.

F. & E. A. CORBIN, Managers,
430 Walnut Street. Philadelphia.

May 18, 1867. 4m-pe-19

TMSEASES IN THE AMERICAN STABLE, FIELD AND
AJ FARM - YARD.

By ROUT. MoCLUEE, V. S.

For sale at the office of the Farm and Fireside, 402 Locust
Street, Philadelphia. Price, $5 by mail, prepaid.
March 2, 1867. S-tf

(ECORA LEAD AND COLOR C O .

No. 150 North 4th Street, Philadelphia, Ta.

Best PAINT known for Houses, Iron Fronts, Tin Roofs, and
I Damp Walla, Railroad Cars and Bridges.
PECORA DARK COLORS costs r

"
3 less that of lead, and

i wears longer than lead.
The Company's WHITE LEAD is the whitest and MOST

j
durable Lead known. Also, VARNISHES and JAPANS.—

i 100 lbs. will paint as much as 250 lbs. of lead, and wear longer.
Feb. 23, 1867. eow-pe-ly-7

j

QOLLINS, ALDERSON & CO.,

!SEED GROWERS AND IMPORTERS.
Also, Dealers in

HORTICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS,
PLANTS, TUBES, ROOTS, AC.

We have made arrangements to be constantly supplied, in the

|

season, with the Choicest Flowering Plants, Shrubs, Roots, Ac.

Also, with Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

OUR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FOR 1867,

I Designed to furnish directions for the cultivation of the

FARM AND GARDEN,
. Hot-Bed Management, Ac, sent FREE to all applicants.

WAREHOUSE, No.'s 1111 and 1113 Market Street,

Philadelphia Pa.

i
Stephen G. Collins ; William Charles Aldbrson.

Robert Downs.
Philadelphia, March 9, 1867. 3m-9-p

HODES' SUPER. PHOSPHATE.

THE STANDARD MANURE
For Soluble Phosphoric Acid. Valuable fob

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF CROPS. { „ MMl . lu ... H,™.„.

Manufactured by ;

Potts & Klrtt, Camden, N. J. |

Endorsed and recommended by Dr. Eyan PuGU, late Presl- i T)EMBEKTON
dent of the Pennsylvania Farm School. The character of this = X
Manure is now so fully established, it is unnecessary to say

~

more than that it is

11

| BAUGH'S RAW BONE

| SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
j

BAUGH A SONS,

I Sole Proprietors A Manufacturers,

Delaware River Chemical Works,
j Philadelphia, U. S. A.

j Fob Wheat, Rye, Barley, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, To-

j baooo, Buckwheat, Sorghum, Turnips, Hops, Gae-
; den Vegetables, and every CBor and Plant.

j
Especially recommended to the growers of

j
STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES,

AND ALL SMALL FEUITS.

= More than 13 years of regular use upon all description of

= Crops grown in the Middle and Southern States, has given a

= high degree of popularity to this MANURE, which placeB its

| application now, entirely beyond a mere experiment.

| BAUGH'b RAW BONE
I SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME I

| Is eminently a success as a Substitute for Peruvian Guano and

| Stable Manure—and is offered to the Agriculturists of the

| Northern and Eastern States as a fertilizer that will cheaply

| restore to the Soil, those essentials which have been drained

i from it by constant cropping and light manuring.
1

| It is very prompt in its action—is lasting in effect to a degTee

| unattained by any commercial manure in the market and is af-

1 forded at a much less cost than bought Stable Manure, or Pe-

= ruvlan Guano. The Labor involved in its use is far less than

= that of applying stable manure, while there is no risk from the

I introduction of noxious weeds.

| CSS*"" Farmers are recommended to purchase of the dealer lo-

= cated in their neighborhood. In sections where no dealer is

| yet established, the Phosphate may be procured directly from

I the undersigned. A Priced Circular will be sent to all who ap-

\ ply-

; Our NEW PAMPHLET, "How to Maintain the Fertility of

: American Farms.' 1—90 pages, giving full information in regard

\ to the use of manure, Ac, will be furnished gratis on applica-

= tion.

I BAUGH & SONS,

| Office No. 20 S. Delaware Avenue,

| PHILADELPHIA.

I BAUGH BROTHERS & CO.,

[ General Wholesale Agent3,

|No. 181 Pearl Street, corner of Cedar,

| >*BW YORK.

I GEORGE DUGDALE,

| Wholesale Agent for Maryland and Virginia,

1 97 & 105 Smith's Wharf,
i BALTIMORE.
= March 9, 1867. Sm-9-pe

MARL COMPANY.

FULLY UP TO THE STANDARD, IN QUALITY,

and is in fine condition for drilling. !

£3?-Farmers, when purchasing, would do well to get the
\

RHODES' SUPER PHOSPHATE.
, ^ YARNALL Jfc TRIMBLE,

General Agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware. \

418 South Wharves,
{ pmT mpTPmi

419 Penn. Street, j
PHILADELPHIA.

;

March 23, 1867. 3m-ee-ll

J^JORO PHILLIPS'S GENUINE IMPROVED

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
STANDARD GUARANTEED.

For sale at Manufacturer's Depots,

No. 27 North Front Street, Philadelphia,!
AND

No. 95 South Street, Baltimore,
And by Dealers in general throughout the Country.

Philadelphia, February 2d, 1867. tf-4

PER CENT SAVED BY USING
150

T. BABBITT'S STAR YEAST POWDER.
Light Biscuit, or any kind of Cake may be made with this

Veast Powder, in fifteen minutes. No shortening required
when sweet milk is used.

I will send a sample package free by mail, on receipt of fif-

teen cents to pay postage.
Nos. 64 to 74 Washington street. New York.

HENRY C. KELLOGG, sole Agent for Philadelphia.
March 2, 1867. 3m-pe-8

This company is now prepared to furnish their GREEN
SAND MARL, in quantities of from four tons, (one car load),
upwards. And at any point where railroad or water navigation
will carry it.

Both practical use and scientific investigation, have proved
Marl to be one of the best and cheapest of fertilizers.
Address all orders to JNO. S. COOK, General Traveling

Agent, Mount Holly, New Jersey; or to the Sub-Agent, nearest
where parties wish Marl delivered.

£3Pr™ Circulars, with particulars, furnished free, on appli-
cation to J. C. GASKILL, Supt.,

Pemberton, New Jersey.
March 9, 1867. * tf-pe-9

j
Massachusetts.

j
gY MAIL, PREPAID.

j CHOICE FLOWER AND GARDEN SEEDS,

\ New Strawberries, Grapes, Currants, Roses, Bulbs, £e.

\ B. M. WATSON'S OLD COLONY NURSERY and SEED
: ESTABLISHMENT, Plymouth, Mass., is now sending out by
\ mail prepaid, packed with great care in gutta percha silk, bo as
\ to reach any part of the Union in perfect safety, a complete aa-

j sortmentof the finest

! GRAPES, STRAWBERRIES, NEW LARGE CURRANTS,
: GOOSEBERRIES, BLACKBERRIES, ROSES,
| FLOWERING PLANTS,

j Bulbs, Lilies, Ac, Ac. Fruit and Ornamental Trers and
j
Shrubs, Evergreens, Hedge Plants. Ac. will be sent by freight

j
paid to Boston. Also, the True Cape Cod Cranberry, for eultl-

I ration in wet land, or in upland and Gardens, where it pro-
j duces at the rate, of 400 bushels to the acre : with directions for

! cultivation. Priced Descriptive Catalogues will be sent to any
I address. Now is the best time for Planting. The best way to

: obtain good Fruits and Mowers, and Sfeds, is to send direct to

I the Grower. Send for a Catalogue Wholesale Catalogues to

I the trade. Agents wanted.
Plymouth, Mass., March 30, 1867. 2m-ee-12

TEEMS C? ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisements will be published in the

Farm and Fireside. Price, fifteen cents a line each Inser-

tion. Advertisements are set up in a uniform style. The jour-

nal has won its way to appreciation with remarkable rapidity,

and will be found an excellent advertising medium.

COMMISSION T0_L0CAL AGENTS.

We wish to employ a local agent in every town in the Unite.4

States. Every subscriber for the Farm and Fireside may
act as local agent for the same. For every yearly subscriber

the commission is fifty cents, or twenty-five cents for each half

ytiarly subscriber.

IN MONTHLY PASTS.

Hereafter the Farm and Fireside can be had In Monthly

Parti, in neat covers, at twenty-rive cents each. Those for

Janmiry, February, March and April are now ready. For sale

by all newsmen. Bound at the close of the year they will form

a neat and attractive volume.
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Written for the Farm and FlreBMe.

FAEM IMPLEMENTS.—ARTICLE THIRD.

No season brings so mucb hard labor as haying and harvesting. It comes, too, in the hot,

sultry days of mid-Summer ; when the human system is generally weakened and debilitated,

and when many of us feel more like harvesting our energies, than expending them in mowing,

reaping, raking and pitching. But the period of hay-making, and grain-harvesting, cannot

be put off to a more "convenient time ;" and if we wish our barns filled, and our granaries

replenished, we take off our coats, grind up our scythes, or " rig up " the mowing machines

and "go in "—no matter about the hot sun, the long days, the hard work or the memory of

olden times wheu a bottle of rare Jamaica rum, or old apple-jack was hid under the bushes,

or fence-corners at the other end of the lot! We farm it on temperance principles now, and

doD't allow snakes or rebellious drinks to get in, or under our hats. Consequently, our hay
and grain are cut and harvested in better condition than in " days lang syne."

The increase in our crops of hay and grain, and the high price of labor, have made a neces-
sity for improved machinery with which to cut and secure these crops. When we were boys,
there were no such inventions as mowing-machines, nor horse-reapers ; all the hay and grain
were then cut with hand-scythes, sickles and cradles. Many a day have we sweat and toiled
with a dull scythe, (we always hit Mmtthing about eleven o'clock A. M!) and called to mind
Bloomfield's description of haying in " The Farmer's Boy,"—

" Hark I where the sweeping scythe now rips along,

Each sturdy mower, emulou9 ami strong,

Whose writhing form'meridlan heat defies,

Bends o'er his work, and every sinew tries.'*

But we hear very little of "the sweeping scythe" uow-a-days, except in New England,
!

where the land is rough and rocky, where farms are small, and their owners do not feel war-
j

ranted in purchasing mowing machines. This is the case with too many New England I

farmers
;
yet every Summer witnesses the introduction of horse-mowers among the more

j

energetic class. It is certainly time for all farmers to be relieved from the old drudgery of
I

hard and continual muscular exertion—such as mowing by hand, and cutting grain with the
\

sickle and cradle. Farm implements must keep pace with other departments of mechanical !

ingenuity; else your boys will get "tired of farming," and try something less laborious and I

more profitable.
j

machine is very great, and it soon gives out ;
whereas, in mowing, the gearing is much lighter,

and the sickle or knife shorter—generally four feet. At the West, they use six feel combined

reapers and mowers, drawn by four horses. YYc doubt the economy of four-horse machines.

To those who can afford it, we advise a mowing-machine per se, and a reaper perfect in

itself. Independent, in themselves, they will last longer and be of more profit in the end.

Hand rakes are but little used, for aiw purpose, except in the Eastern States. The horse

rake, of which there are many kinds, is a great help to the farmer. The "steel-tooth," is

not used so much as formerly, as it tears up the soil—but is a serviceable machine. The one

here represented is " Delano's patent," used both for hay and grain. It combines speed in

action, with capacity to perform the work effectually. It is adapted to all surfaces, however

irregular; passes freely over stones and stumps, gathers the hay in windrows at the will of

the operator. It is good on one account— it does not brush off the leaves of clover. The
teeth being of wood pass lightly over the surface, not scratching up the roots of the grass

like the steel-tooth machines. Held down by its own weight alone, each tooth acts entirely

independent, rising or falling without at all impeding or interfering with the action of the

others. The driver has a comfortable seat, and with a lever has perfect control of the oper-

ations of the machine. The teeth being attached to the axle, it acts freely, and the labor of

discharging the load is performed by the horse.

We do not intend to praise any distinctive mowing-machine—there are twenty odd patents-
most of them are good machines ; one or more of which should be on every farm in the
country. AY ith one of these, and a pair of horses, ten acres of heavy grass can be easily cut
in a day. This accomplishes the labor of ten men, which at the present price of labor, in
haying and harvest time, would amount to $25 or $30. The economy of mowing-machines
is not their greatest merit; for with their aid grass can be cut more seasonably and expedi-
tiously. AY'hat is now wanted, among small farmers, is a one horse mower—we mean one
of light draft, that will not over-task the animal. There are numerous "one horse mowers

"

manufactured, but we have never seen one that is entirely adapted to a single horse. They
are all too heavy, and impose a cruel task on ordinary sized horses. The same remarks, al-
most, may be applied to many of the "combined mowers and reapers." To cut grass, the
motion of the knives or sickles, must be greater than to cut grain. If this is applied in the
same machine to the long sickle and heavy gearing of a six-feet reaper, the strain on the

|
A revolving rake is much used—like the one represented above—and for cheapness and

j
durability it is a favorite with many farmers. The advantage of horse-rakes, is not alone in

j
raking the hay into windrows—hay can be "bunched up," from the windrows, a great

|
saving of hard labor, as with these machines, the windrows are thrown or raked into heaps,

1 of eighty to one hundred pounds, ready to be placed in cocks, or loaded on the cart or

{
wagon.

j
The cutting of grass with mowers, and grain with reapers, began some five-and-twenty

|
}'ears ago. The machines of to-day, are vastly superior to those first introduced. The im-

j
provements in mowers are not so marked as that of reapers. While mowing machines are

j
nearly of the same pattern as when originally manufactured, the reapers or harvesters arc

|
quite different. The first harvester we remember to have seen, drew the heads of the grain

{
within a cylinder filled with teeth, so as to thresh it as the machine moved forward. This

|
was found to waste the grain—hence it was abandoned. "Self-rakers" have been added to

j the reapers, and even " binders" are in use at the West, where grain crops are the chief re-

i liance of the farmer.

We might continue this article to a great length—to the size of an octavo volume—and
I give an account of threshing machines, horse hay-forks, and other inventions to ameliorate

\
the labors of agriculture. They all indicate the progress of that great art, which has been

j
the civilize! of the world. The noblest lessons of history are written on our harvest fields—

j
on the green meadows undulating with fragrant clover, red-top and timothy; on the level

j
plains and sloping hill-sides golden with rye, barley and wheat—the staff of life to the great

Arts.

family of man.

Tue Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the
It has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of

every-day value to its readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and his children. Nothing
will be published offensive to good morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interest of the farm and fireside. Terms—
$2.00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.
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The Field*
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THE PROPER TIME TO CUT WHEAT. j

Written for the Farm and Fireside, f

BY THOMAS J. EDGE, LONDONGROYE, PA.
j

Many are of the opinion that the only loss 1

which the farmer sustains by allowing his
{

wheat to stand until " dead ripe," is from shell-

]

ing off'. Experiment will demonstrate that
j

this loss, though quite a serious one, is not the
|

greatest one which we sustain by the above
]

practice. When anything is said about the|

proper time for cutting grain, it is a very com-
j

mon thing to be told that "it is useless to fix ]

this or that time, or stage of growth, for we
j

must cut it when we can." But is this an ar-|

gument which can be sustained ? Can we not j

cut as near the proper time as possible, when I

that time is found before the grain is ripe, as |

well as when it is fixed at the period at which I

it is fully ripe ? |

The relative degree of ripeness at the time I

of cutting has much to do in governing the
j

proportion of flour, bran and gluten. Ex-

1

periment has fully demonstrated that grain cut
j

from ten to fourteen days before it is fully ripe
]

will yield more flour in proportion to the bran
|

and that the flour will be richer in gluten. In
]

an experiment tried in Yorkshire, Eogland,
[

three equal plots were cut, one twenty days
|

before fully ripe, one ten days before ripe, and
]

the third when fully ripe. The grain from
j

that first cut yielded, of flour, seventy-four
{

and one-half per cent ; of middlings seven per
j

cent; and of bran eighteen per cent. The|

second sample, cut ten days before fully ripe,
j

gave of flour seventy-nine
;
middlings five and

]

a half, and bran thirteen per cent. The third
]

sample, cut when ripe, gave of flour seventy-

}

two per cent., middlings seven per cent., and I

of bran sixteen per cent. I

The comparative yield of the three different
]

patches was in the proportions of the numbers
[

one hundred and sixty-six, two hundred and
]

twenty, and two hundred and nine :—the larg-

1

est amount being in favor of the plot cut ten
]

days before fully ripe; but the plot cut first]

gave the least weight of grain.

From this experiment it would seem that I

there is a gain of eleven pounds in about]

every two hundred ; or say sixteen in every
]

three hundred
;

or, in other words, in every
]

five bushels of wheat, over three pounds]

per bushel. In addition to this, we have a |

gain to the miller of seven pounds of flour in I

every one hundred pounds of wheat
;
twenty I

one to every three hundred pounds, or over
]

four to every bushel, making a gain to miller
j

and farmer, and through them to the public at
]

large, of about seven pounds per bushel ; or
]

say one bushel in eveiy ten—quite an impor-
]

taut item at present prices.
j

At a late public meeting at Brighton, Freder-]

ick Hallett, the originator of Hallett's Pedi-

1

gree wheat, stated that "the difference between
]

wheat cut from ten to fourteen days before it I

was ripe, and that cut fully ripe, was so great,
]

that, taking the flour of the latter as a stand-
j

ard, the miller could better afford to grind the
]

former for nothing, than the latter for the
]

usual toll." ]

While my experience will not warrant me
]

in goiDg as far as our English farmer, just I

quoted, I must say that there is enough to be
]

gained to make the matter worthy of the alten-

]

tion of every practical farmer, and I have seen ]

cases where I am satisfied that enough was]

lost by over ripening to pay the whole expense ]

of putting the crop into the barn.
§

From the results of a large number of care-

1

ful experiments, I deduce the following as a |

summary of the benefits to be derived from
]

cutting wheat from ten to fourteen days before ]

fully ripe—viz : gain in weight of gross pro-

!

duce, thirteen per cent. ; in quality and value, 1

three and one-half per cent. ; in weight of]

straw, five per cent. In addition to this we j

have straw which for feeding purposes is bet-

1

ter, and have chaff fully twenty-five per cent.
]

better for mixed feed for working horses or
]

cattle. ]

As a drawback to early cutting we must take I

into consideration the fact that the grain being =-

cut green must remain longer in the field be-

!

fore being removed to the barn, in order that
]

it may be properly dried. It is also somewhat
]

heavier to handle, and harder to thrash ; but
]

we may estimate that the extra quality of the
[

straw alone will pay for this extra trouble or i

expense, and will leave the increased value of]

the grain for profit. I

It is an accepted rule among English farm-
]

ers, that in favorable seasons the straw com- f

mences to ripen from the root, or lower end
; j

while in an unfavorable season it ripens the
{

upper joints first ; and that in the latter case ]

the grain cannot be cut too soon after it is de-
]

monstrated that the upper joint of straw is

}

ripe. In a favorable season, when the straw
|

ripens in the usual and natural way, the rule I

is to cut when the two lower joints of the I

straw are ripe, and the ripening is just show-

1

ing itself above the second joint or knob.

In former times, when the sickle or cradle I

was the main dependence, there was some ex-
j

cuse for not taking advantage of the best I

time ; but now, with our modern machinery, j

we have no excuse except unfavorable weather

j

at the proper time for cutting ; this we are al-

1

ways liable to, and have no remedy for but to

!

cut as near " the proper time " as possible. j

Of late years early cutting has proved of
j

great advantage from the fact that in a great I

measure it is our only remedy for the ravages I

of the midge. In such cases it is my rule to !

cut as soon as it is safe to do so
;
being of the

\

opinion that our only chance is to get the grain

;

hardened as soon as possible. Last harvest a

!

limited experiment of my own tended to con-

!

vince me that by cutting early I saved at least

!

five pounds per bushel on the plot experi-
j

mented on. j

June, 1867.
j

AVERAGE CROP OF CEREALS IN ENGLAND. !

The Mark Lane Express publishes the follow-
j

ing estimate of the average yearly crops of;

cereals in England for the past years

:

" Rather more than three millions of acres !

are sown with wheat—the average yield of
j

wheat per acre is twenty-nine bushels ; aud the

!

total yield of wheat, therefore, has averaged
|

eleven million six hundred and fifty-eight thou-
i

sand quarters. Nearly two million acres are
j

sown with barley, averaging thirty-seven and

three-quarter bushels each ; total average yield,

nearly nine million quarters. A millon and a

half acres are sown with oats, producing forty-

six and a half bushels each ; total average yield,

same as barley. Half a million acres are devo-

ted to the production of beans, and nearly as

many to peas, producing on an average nearly

two million quarters of beans, and a million

odd quarters of peas. ^The average crop of

wheat in the whole United Kingdom is proba-

bly about sixteen million quarters annually

;

but, reckoning the consumption of each indi-

vidual at a sack of flour a year, twenty-two

million and a half quarters of wheat are needed

for the supply of our thirty millions of people,

leaving six or seven millions of quarters to be
supplied by importation."

The closing remark of the Express is emi-

nently deserving of attention by the farmers of

the West, both as an inducement to the more
extensive growth of wheat and as an important

hint in economies for future consideration in

the management of their prairie farms :

" There is reason to believe that the breadth

of land devoted to wheat culture is decreasing

in England year by year ; and so it should.

Our agriculturists ought to devote themselves

more to the production of stock. The land in

the midlands and west of England is properly

pasturage ; and a deficiency of com can be
j

much more easily and satisfactorily supplied
[

from abroad than a deficiency of meat. Small i

pasture farms yield more per acre to the land-

1

lord than broad sweeps of arable land."

Solon Robinson, in the agricultural columns
j

of the Tribune, says :
" Clover is to farming i

what faith is to religion. One may go through
j

the whole list of manures and good works, I

but must come to clover and faith at last." !

The Stccfc-fartL

DISEASES OF SHEEP.

The following communication from Hon. i

Elisha Dyer, of Rhode Island, appears in the
j

Rutland (Vt.) Herald:

Providence, May 1st, 1867.;

My attention was attracted by the following I

paragraph in the "Providence Journal " of this
j

morning. " The sheep raisers of Vermont are I

having a bad season. The lambs do not thrive,
j

and rot prevails among the sheep.
"

If your Spring has been as cold and unpro-
j

pitious as ours, I do not wonder at the ill-con-

1

dition of the lambs. As to the rot, I feel it an
j

imperative duty to communicate to your sheep
j

raisers, the accompanying statement of an in-
j

teresting series of experiments and remedies,
\

made by one of the most scientific and skillful
j

English physicians I ever had the pleasure of
j

being acquainted with, a gentleman of a thor-
\

oughly analytical mind, and philanthropic im-
j

pulses. His Winter residence is in London,
j

but from the middle of May to the last ofj

November, in each year, he is the resident Eug-

i

lish physician at Hambourg Springs, Germany. j

His statement to me, in the Summer of 18G5,
j

while with my family, (we were for several i

months also residents of Hambourg), was as
j

follows, viz

:

Among the great varietj' of subjects connec-

j

ted with the agricultural pursuits and prosperity

of England my attention has been directed to i

the cause and cure of the "foot-rot" in sheep.
|

More than one thousand of these animals hare

been examined at the butchers' shambles, and

in every case the mucous membrane was found

to be inflamed, and with suppuration, the lining

sloughing off
1

. The liver was full of the ani-

malculae called " flukes, " and the feet in a

most decayed condition. Twenty-two of the

most diseased sheep were purchased by my
brother, (who is a landed proprietor) in Lin-

colnshire for a half crown each, (fifty cents)

so thoroughly valueless were they from disease,

aud brought to me for treatment. I had pre-

pared several pens, clean and dry, and sub-

jected them in rotation, to the following treat-

ment for five days

:

In pen No. 1, the sheep were first placed,

fed with oatmeal gruel with strong solutions of

common table salt. The evacuations were filled

with the animalculae, and the diseased parts of

the mucous membrane. This was for the first

day, then they were removed to

Pen No. 2, where they were fed with

"steamed oats, " soaked in a strong solution of

salt and water, and allowed to drink freely of

linseed tea with limewater. The evacuations

were of the same character but much less in

quantity and of a mitigated appearance. The

next day the same animals were removed to

Pen No. 3, 'and were there fed upon

"steamed barley "as being more nutritious,

with the same solutions of salt and limewater.

The animals were fast improving, as the

evacuations were of a decidedly improved

character.

In Pen No. 4. For the fourth day's treat-

ment, dry barle}', soaked in salt and lime water,

was given. The " flukes " had all disappeared

and the sheep were in a greatly improved

condition.

In pen No. 5. The last day's treatment was

with the same dry food as before, with short

grasses, and drink of the lime and salt water,

and the sheep apparently well.

The experiments were made with five sheep

at a time. The pens built on a side hill for
j

dryness, thoroughly cleansed each day, and;

the animals' feet washed daily in cold water.

In a few weeks they all recovered, and were
j

in such condition that they sold £1.10 to £1.15
|

per head ($7.50 to $8.75.)

It is the opinion of this gentleman, that the
I

cattle plague, cholera in swine and the greatest
\

portion of the disease to which animals are lia-

!

ble is attributable to improper food, (as grasses,
j

&c.,) and changes of climate. The invariable
j

antidotes and remedies are lime and salt. It is i

also his opinion that the vegetable kingdom is \

as prolific of disease as the animal, which =

could be detected in any thoroughly scientific

investigation of grasses, roots, fruits, &c, and

the extent of which would be a matter of sur-

prise in its development. He would here, as

before, use lime and salt as the remedies.

HEALTH OF HOGS.

The refuse of the daily makes very nutritious

food for young swine, on account of the phos-

phoric and sulphuric acids they contain, which

acids are very important in building up the

frame of the hog. Summer stock running at

large with a good degree of liberty, may be

fed freely with sour milk and whey, and they

will generally provide themselves with what-

ever is necessary to modify the effects of the

feeding. But if confined in a pen or close

yard, they will suffer from acidity of the stom-

ach, an ailment which hogs are much subject

to, unless care is taken to furnish them with

the necessary corrections. A little powdered

chalk mixed with the food is recommended for

this purpose, or almost any alkaline substance

occasionally added, will answer the purpose.

The hog having a very thick skin, it is liable

to become feverish and diseased by the closing

of the pores, and this produces other diseases.

Sulphur tends to cool and purify the blood and

keep open the pores of the skin, and should

frequently be given. When the skin is dry and

feverish, and sulphur does not afford relief,

a little antimony (white powder) will generally

prove effectual. When running at large, the

hog will frequently be seen helping himself to

charcoal. When confined in a pen, a separate

box or trough should be kept supplied with coal

ashes and salt. The swine has the name of being

a naturally filthy animal. In this he is slan-

dered. No brute will take more pains to keep

his bed clean than he. When he wallows in

the mire it is to relieve a fevered, uncomfortable

condition of the skin, resulting from a want of

those substances taken inwardly, which would

keep his hide in good condition, and which he

would take without urging ifhe could find them.

In brief, the hog is a very sensible animal, in

his way, and when confined, his master should

endeavor to learn what he wants from his

own mouth.

HIS COWS ALWAYS DO WELL.

In a letter to the New York Farmers' Club,

Mr. J. L. Humphrey of New Bedford, gives

the following account of the management by
which his cows are exempt from caked bag,

and other diseases which afflict many dairies :

—

I never have any trouble in that direction,

no matter how fat the cow may be at the time

of calving. I keep the best cows that I can

get, and find it the most profitable for my pur-

pose to have them calve only once in eighteen

months. I feed moderately on grain—gener-

ally oats and corn mixed, with the addition of

roots during the Winter—so that my cows,

though they may milk down thin during the

first six or eight months, will always come up
again in flesh before I dry them off. I never

let them go dry less than two months ; three is

better if it occurs in Summer, and I always

take away the £rain as soon as they are dry,

and sometimes before, if too much inclined to

milk. For two or three weeks before calving

1 keep them on a spare but laxative diet—if in

Winter, early cut hay or corn fodder and hay

with a few roots, but no straw. After calving,,

give one pound of Epsom salts, and a few hours

after a warm bran mash—scalding the bran

with boiling water—commencing to feed a

little hay in twelve hours from calving, and

gradually increasing to full feed after two or

three days. Since I have adopted thi& course

I have had no trouble with the bag but what
would readily yield to a few applications of

hot water followed by dry rubbing.

Foot-Rot in Cows.—An ointment made of

lard and red precipitate, in the proportion of

one to four, mixed and applied to the sore,

will prove effectual. Apply to the parts affect-

ed, and rub in well twice or three times, and

a cure will be the result.

Nineveh was fourteen miles long, and forty-six miles round, with a wall one hundred feet high, and thick enough for three chariots abreast-

Babylon was fifty miles within the walls, which were seventy-five feet thick and one hundred feet high, with one hundred brazen gates. The Temple of

Diana, at Ephesus, was four hundred and twenty feet to the support of the roof. It was one hundred years in building. The largest of the pyramids
was four hundred and eighty-one feet in height and eight hundred and fifty-three feet on the sides. The stones are sixty feet in length, and the layers are

two hundred and eight. It employed three hundred and twenty thousand men in building the labyrinth in Egypt, and it contains three hundred cham-
bers and twelve halls.
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THERE IS NO DEATH.

There in no death I The stars k° down

To rise upon some fairer shore

:

And bright In Heaven's Jeweled crown

Tliey shine forever more.

There Is no death! The dust we tread

Shall change beneath the Summer showers

To golden praln or mellow fruit,

Or ralnbow-tlnted flowers.

The granite rocks disorganize

To feed the hungry moss they bear.

The fairest leaves drink dully life

From out the viewless air.

There is no death I the leaves may fall,

The flowers may fade aud pass away

—

They only wait through Wintry hours

The coming of the May.

There is no death 1 An angel form

M'alks o'er the earth with silent tread,

He bears our best loved things away,

And then we call them " dead."

He leaves our hearts all desolate-

He plucks our fairest, Bweelest flowers,

Transplanted Into bliss they now
Adorn Immortal bowers.

The bird-like voice, whose joyous tones

Made glad this scene of sin and strife

Sings now in everlasting Boog

Amid the trees of life.

And where he sees a smile too bright

Or heart loo pure for taint or vice,

He bears it to that world of Light

Tu dwell in Paradise.

Born into that undying life,

They leave us but to come again ;

With joy we welcome them—the same,

Except In sin and pain.

And ever near us, though unseen,

The dear immortal spirits tread ;

For all the boundless Universe

Is life—there Is no death !

FARMERS' WIVES.

Thomas Lackland, in his new work entitled
j

"Homespun ; or Fiye-and-twenty Tears Ago,"
j

gives the following pen-sketch of Farmers' I

wives :
|

In the country, woman is made too much a
j

mere drudge. It may sound all very romantic
j

and sweet to your ears, dear madam, to hear

;

the talk of the Arcadian life such a sister must
j

lead, away from large towns and their frivolous j

influences—but it is not such a life as you allow
j

your imagination to dish up before you. !

Think what it is for a woman—a wife—to milk
;

cows, to suckle calves and sometimes to feed
j

the pigs ; to attend regularly on the ducks and \

chickens, besides performing various other j

chores not altogether in harmony with her fem-

;

inine nature. Then, again, the same tasks,
j

always hard, follow one another in a continu-

I

ous round from morning till night, one day upon
;

another ; and she must be different from the
j

rest of her sex who can help offering silent
]

thanksgiving when God draws the curtain of
j

night for the world to lay its head on its pillow
|

and go to sleep.

The English country ladies—we have all
j

heard about their fresh robustness, their rosy

health, and their overflow of animal spirits.

We wish one-half as good news could be told

of the country ladies of America, with their

anxious, care-worn countenances, as if all the

interests of the farm devolved—as they often

do—upon themselves. In a good many cases

they are a deal "smarter" than the men, and

take the management out of their hands.

They can reckon up the cost and value of a

hog or a "critter," without even going near the

slate that hangs inside the pantry ; whereas

their husbands would be studying like industri-

ous Chainpollious, all the sundry chalk marks

about the house and shed, in hopes of getting

at what they wanted. If many of our farmers

are asked by a travelling drover what they

will take for such or such a " beef critter " they

will show in a moment their disinclination (if

not their inability) to sell without first consul-

ting "mother,"

In this, among other ways, the woman in

the country becomes gradually un feminine

—

loses a certain degree of that bloomy freshness

which so charmingly sets off female character,

| mixes in with the roughness, and hardness, artd
j

1 drudgery, and even the dirt of farm work and
j

I farm life; and, in the lapse of time, unconscious-

!

1 ly parts with some of those attractive qualities
j

j which should be found as elements in the char-
]

! acter of every loveable female.

HOW OLD JAKE WON THE CHEESE.

I Some years since I was employed as ware-
j

j house clerk in a large shipping house in New
j

I Orleans, and while in that capacity, the fol-i

1 lowing funny scene occurred :

I One day a vessel came in, consigned to the j

! house, having on board a large lot of cheese
j

I from New York. During the voyage some of

| them had become damaged by bilge water, i

|
(the ship having proved leaky,) consequently !

§ the owners refused to receive them
;
they were

\

| therefore sent to the consignees of the ship, to

j be stowed until the case could be adjusted. I
j

1 discovered a few days afterwards, that as to

! perfume they were decidedly too fragrant to

I remain in the warehouse in the middle of

1 June, and reported the same to my employers,

| from whom 1 received orders to have them

j overhauled, and send all that were passable to

I Beard & Calhoun's auction mart, (then in the

I old Camp street Theater), to be disposed of for

| the benefit of the underwriters, and the rest

| to the swamp. I got a gang of black boys to

I work on them, and when they stirred 'em up,

| "Be the bones of Moll Kelley's quart pot! but

I the smell was illegant intirely." I kept a re-

! spectable distance, believe me, for strong nig"

|
gers and strong cheese, on a hot June day,

j just bangs all common essences, including a

| certain "varmint" we read about.

! Presently the boys turned out an immense

I fellow, about three feet six inches " across the

1 stump," from which the box had rotted ;
in

! the center a space about ten inches was very

1 much decayed, and appeared to be about the

I consistency of mush, of a bluish tint—caused

j by the bilge water. The boys bad just set it

I up on its edge on a bale of gunny-bags, when

I I noticed over the way a big darkey (then on

I sale) from Charleston, South Carolina, who

! was notorious for his butting propensities, hav-

I ing given most of the niggers in that vicinity

| a taste of his quality in that line. I had seen

I him and another fellow, the night previous,

I practicing ;
they would stand, one on each

! side of a hydrant, some ten yards distant, and

| run at each other with their heads lowered,

| and clapping their hands upon the hydrant

I they would butt like veteran rams. A thought

I struck me that I might cure him of his brag-

j ging and butting, and at the same time have

{ some fun, so I told the boys to keep dark, and

I called " Old Jake " over.

| "They tell me you are a great fellow for but-

|
ting, Jake."

|
" I is some, Massa, dat a fac—I done butt de

I wool 'tirely orf ob old Peter's head lass night,

I and Massa Nichols was gwine to gib me goss

!

I I kin jiss bang de head orf any nigger in dese

I parts, myself—I kin !

"

j "Well, Jake, I've got a little job in that line

{ for you, when you haven't anything else to do."

I "I'se on hand for all dem kind ob jobs, my-

1 self—I is."

j " Well,you see that large cheese back there ?"

I "Idusdat! I dus myself."

! "Now if you can butt a dent in it you shall

j have it."

I "Golly, Massa! you foclin dis nigger?
"

| "No, I'm not, Jake—just try me."

I "Wot! you gib me hull of dat cheese if I

! butt a dent in 'urn ?
"

| "Yes."

! " De Lor ! I'll bust 'em wide open, I will nvy-

t self. Jess stand back dar, you Orleans niggers,

[ and clear de track for Ole Souf Carlina, 'case

I'se a comin' myself—I is."

And Old Jake started back some fifty feet

aud went it at a good quick run, and the next

instant I heard a dull, heavy sound, a kind of

squash, and Old Jake's head disappeared from

sight, with the top just visible on the other

side, as he rose with his new fashioned neck-

lace, the soft rotten cheese oozing down all

around him, as it settled down, so that just his

eyes were visible. From the center of it

Jake's voice was scarcely audible and half]

smothered, as he vainly tried to remove the
j

immense cheese.

" O-o-o-o ! cr de Lor! Mass—took 'um orf. I

O-o-o-o! bress dcLor! Lif 'um up! Gor-a-j

mighty ! I .

Meanwhile I was nearly dead, myself, hav- j

iug laid back on a cotton bale holding myself]

together to keep from bursting, while the boys I

stood round Old Jake, paying him off.

"DeLor! how de nigger's href smell ! You
j

doesn't clean your teef, Old Jake !

"

"I say, you didn't make more dan four times |

dat ban, did you, old boss?"
" Well, you is a nasty nigger dat a fac !

"
j

" Well, you is de biggest kinc of Welsh Bab-

1

bit—you is
!

"

" Whar you git you bar greese?
"

And thus the boys run Old Jake—now half]

smothered—when I took compassion on him I

and told them to take it ofl'. Jake didn't stay {

to claim his prize, but put out growling.

" Gor-a-migbty ! I done got sole dat time.

}

I'se a case ob yellow feber—I is, myself !
"

j

Old Jake was never known to do any more

f

butting in that vicinity after that.

Boyhood's Pleasures and Penalties.—
A youngster came home after having a glo-

! rious time in the puddles, his face all aglow

|
and his boots full of water. The punishment

i

of staying in the house for the remainder of

; the day did not seem very hard ; but as his

i
little heart warmed up with the recollection of

! the triumphs of the morning, when he had

i waded deeper than any of his playmates dared

\

to, he could bear the restraint no longer, and

! went to his mother, saying: "Please, mother,

I

whip me, and let me go out again !
" Human

!
nature could not resist such an appeal, and

i though the mother's heart had some misgivings

j
as to the propriety of indulging her son, he

i
was allowed his liberty, and received a caress

instead of a flogging. Boys are boys the world

over, and take to vices with more gusto than is

commendable, as the following evidences

:

" Charlie, my dear, " said a loving mother

to a hopeful son, just budded into breeches,

" Charlie, my dear, come here aud get some

candy." " I guess I won't mind it now, moth-

er, " replied Charlie, "I've got in some to-

bacco."

A Beautiful Thought.—I was reading the

other day, that on the shores of the Adriatic

Sea the wives of the fishermen, whose hus-

bands have gone far off upon the deep, are in

the habit, at eventide, of going down to the

seashore, and singing, as female voices only

can, the first stanza of a beautiful hymn;
after they have sung it they will listen till they

hear, borne by the wind across the desert sea,

the second stanza sung by their gallant hus-

bands, as they are tossed by the gale upon the

waves, and both are happy. Perhaps, if we
j

listen, we, too, might hear on this desert
I

world of ours some whisper borne from afar,
j

to remind us that there is a heaven and a;

home ; and when we sing the hymn upon the
\

shores of earth, perhaps we shall hear its echo
j

breaking in the music upon the sands of time,

and cheering the hearts of those that are pil-

grims and strangers, and look for a city that

hath foundation.

—

Br. John Cummings.

Business and Pleasure.—A stray contra-

band from clown South was lately inspecting a

horse power in operation, when he broke out

thus :
" Mister, I have seen heaps of things in

my life, but I never saw anything whar a horse

could do his own work and ride hisself, too."

A Little Giel, recently called as a witness

in a police court, being asked " what becomes

of little girls who tell falsehoods," innocently

replied that they were " sent to bed."

BUCKWHEAT.

The season has been so unfavorable for pre-

paring the soil for Spring crops that much land

still remains unoccupied, the soil being too wet

for the reception of the seed. When the sea-

son becomes too far advanced for sowing or

planting cereals or forage crops, buckwheat is

generally brought into requisition, being well

adapted for a late crop. This crop generally

succeeds better when sown late than early,

being liable to be damaged by the intense heat

of Summer when sown early. It succeeds

better when sown about the end of June or

the beginning of July than at an earlier period.

It is sometimes sown late in July, and it the

Fall is favorable, the crop turns out well.

Buckwheat is not only valuable as a bread-

stuff, but it is of great importance for feeding

the domestic animals—sheep particularly. In

Pennsylvania and New York it is extensively

used for fattening sheep in Winter, and it has

been found so well adapted for this purpose

that the crop increased enormously since 185(L

the returns standing as follows:

isjo. lsiio.

New York, bus 3,1«:S,WU 6,1^387
Pennsylvania, bus -.1.'

; AM :. o:j.". I

It is probable that from 18C0 to the present

year the increase has been in proportion to that

of the last decade.

The quantity of seed sown is generally about

a bushel per acre, but half a bushel spread

evenly, will, in most soils, be amply sufficient

It is sown sometimes for the purpose of clear-

ing land of weeds, and also for preparing the

soil for other crops. It is frequently sown for

the purpose of being plowed in as a green

manure for the wheat crop. Though not equal

to clover, it is yet beneficial to lands deficient

in organic matter. It should be plowed under

when beginning to blossom.

Light soils are supposed to be best adapted

for this grain, but it does well on any except

the heaviest. The plowing and harrowing of

the land in midsummer, when the weeds are

in full growth, and the exposure of their stems

and roots to the sun, have probably as power-

ful an effect in cleaning the land, as the over-

shadowing foliage of the buckwheat plant,

although the latter generally gets credit for all

the good that is done.

The nnground grain and the fresh straw

have an extraordinary effect upon swine. If

allowed to feed in a recently-harvested buck-

wheat field, their heads and ears are attacked

with an eruption, accompanied by intense itch-

ing, while the animals exhibit all the symptoms

of intoxication. In some cases death ensues,

in others the animals recover. When the

grain is fed whole, in large quantities, the

husks are passed by the animals undigested,

and their bowels become disordered. But if

ground and cooked, the mush has no bad ef-

fect, and is very good fattening food. Some
farmers grind buckwheat and oats together as

food for horses, and find the mixture to be very

nutritious.

The acreablc produce of this crop varies

from 10 to 40 bushels per acre, 20 being about

the average. The produce depends greatly on

the state of the weather while the plants are in

blossom. The legal weight of a bushel of

buckwheat is f2 pounds in some States and 48

in others.

When wheat flour is scarce aud dear, that

of buckwheat is a valuable substitute, and

buckwheat cakes are extensively patronized in

city and country. If the hull or outer cover-

ing is removed or shelled off before grinding,

the flour is as white and delicate in uppearauce

as that of rye. There is a striking identity be-

tween the composition of the grain of buck-

wheat aud rye ; also in the constitution of the

ashes when both plants have been grown on

the same quality of soil.— Western Rural.

Qun.i' thinks it rather remarkable that while j Epigkamic.—Every crusty old baehellor

several thousand feet are required to make one j avails himself of the right to make the fair sex

rood, a single foot, properly applied, is often I a target for his squibs. We subjoin one that

sufficient to make one civil. j is new to us :

m mi.niin.ii.iiMiiMi—mini* Men dyiitc. make Iheir'wiuj, but wives

Eight million dollars worth of flour have I
E.c»pe « w,.rk »< .ad y

= w hy should they maKe what all their lives

come from California this year. '= The gentle dames have had r

Sheep Shearing by Machinery.—The difficulty of clipping the wool from the loose, uneven and moving surface of a live sheep's bide, even
by the use of hand shears, has induced a very general opinion that this laborious part of the wool-grower's business can never be done by machin-
ery. Neither do we see exactly how a machine can take off the jacket and the fashionable neck gearing of an American Merino, but Dr.
Boynton tells us that he has seen it done. The machine is the invention of Mr. B. T. Smith, Nashua, N. H, and though it is not yet perfected,

the Dr. expresses himself highly pleased with its operation at the two trials that he has witnessed the present season. He saw it take the wool
from the neck of as wrinkly a buck as is generally found in any flock of Merinos, making hardly a scratch. He predicts for it perfect success.
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CELERY.—APIUM GRAVEOLENS.

Celery is a plant much raised by market I

gardeners for Fall and Winter marketing ; also
j

in private gardens for family use. The valu-

1

able part is its enlarged and succulent petioles,
]

stems of the radical leaves, which, after being
|

blanched by covering with earth, become tend-

1

er, mild and spicy, and an agreeable and very
f

popular salad for Winter use throughout the
j

country. In the common mode of cultivating I

this vegetable very much useless labor is ex-
j

pended, and too generally with unsatisfactory
j

results. Most cultivators make it an essential
{

in growing this crop to dig out trenches, enrich
]

the under soil and set the plants in the bottom I

of these trenches ; all this labor of digging
f

trenches is useless, and woisc than useless, as]

a much better and largely superior crop and
j

article may be grown planted on the level sur-
{

face. Others think it necessary to start the}

plants in a hot-bed in March, or earlier, but as]

the plant succeeds and blanches the best in a
j

cool and moist atmosphere, plants that will
{

come forward and produce an equally good, if]

not better crop, may be grown by sowing the
]

seed in the open ground as soon in the Spring
]

as it can be worked, say during the month of]

April. The hot and dry weather of mid-Sum-
j

mer is very unfavorable to the well doing and
]

perfecting ofthe plant; it requiring the more cool
]

and moist wTeather of the later season ; for this
]

reason early planting is less desirable, than later ; I

also the early matured plant being less relished
]

and saleable, when grown for sale.
§

Varieties.—Catalogues^of seedsmen give us a
]

list of some fifteen or more varieties, each with
[

some special quality claimed as a recommend"
]

ation ; some of these are described as large
]

growing, others medium to dwarf, &c. For
]

all purposes we have found that some of the
]

dwarf varieties are the most valuable, as occu-
j

pying less space than the mammoth, and at the I

same time furnishing an edible heart equal
]

to the large, the extra growth being unfit for
]

use, generally, being only an elongation of the |

outer leaves ; while in the dwarf nearly every
]

part is blanched and becomes fit to eat. As the I

most desirable dwarf varieties I would name
]

Incomparable Dwarf, Dwarf Red, similar to]

the last in all respects, except color ; Boston
]

Market, a rather more robust variety than the
]

Incomparable. Seymour's Superb is one of the
]

best of the large growing varieties, and requires
]

more space. The seed catalogues will give a

j

description of the growth and qualities of these
]

and many other varieties, so that I would refer
j

all desirous of further information to them.
]

Washburn, Bliss, and some others give us very I

extended catalogues as well as many valuable j

hints for the Flower and Kitchen garden, with 1

description of growth and qualities of veget-
j

ables, &c. I

Culture.—First, in regard to soil, it should
j

be such as is not subject to drouth in common
\

seasons. The seed-bed should be rich and
\

mellow, free from stones, sticks or other like \

objections, and specially prepared by thorough
j

deep pulverizing of the soil and mixing in well j

fined, partly decayed stable manure; that which
j

has been prepared and kept under cover is the
j

best ; fine the surface to the greatest possible
j

extent with the steel toothed garden rake and
j

make it level ; sow the seed thinly, quite so,
j

in rows 8 to 10 inches apart ; the beds should
I

be of convenient width to weed handy ; after
j

the seed is sown roll the bed with a garden

roll, or spat it even, to have a smooth compact

surface
;
give all the after cultivation necessary

to keep perfectly clear of weeds, and stir the

soil to keep the plants healthy and growing.

We have found that much stronger roots are

produced if the plants are sheared, or topped,

once or twice previous to transplanting. The
ground for transplanting into should be rich,

freshly prepared and well worked. Lay off the

rows three feet apart for the dwarf varieties,

having the surface as near level as practicable,

with a convenient marker, and set the plants

six inches apart along the rows.

Much depends upon the care and skill used j

in transplanting, in having it done well, so that
]

the roots are properly inserted in the soil and]

well firmed, so that they, the roots, may take
]

hold at once, and the plant not suffer from]

long wilting or drouth. Moist or damp weather 1

is bes'. for transplanting, and July is the best]

time, unless an early crop is desired, when it
]

may be done earlier, but often that set in July
]

will catch up and mature as early as that set
]

three or four weeks earlier. Give sufficient]

cultivation with the cultivator or hoe, or both, ]

to keep the soil loose, free of weeds, and the
]

plants well growing. About the middle or]

latter part of August commence the earthing ]

up process ; this earthing up is necessary, as I

before intimated, to the proper blanching and
j

rendering it eatable ; be careful in earthing up I

to keep the stems together, so that no soil will
]

get into the center to injure the plant. This
]

earthing up is done from time to time as the I

plants grow, the dirt being taken from between
]

the rows and hauled each way against the]

plants; the last, or finishing earthing is donej

with the spade, banking clear to the top of the
]

plants. Four or five weeks are needed tof

thoroughly blanch the stems so as to give the I

crisp tender quality so desirable in a good ar-
]

tide. The earthing up should always be done
]

when the plants are free from wet of dew or
]

rain. H - I

My Riverdale Farm, June, 1867.
|

ON CUTTING GRASS FOR HAY.
]

Grass cut in the blossom will make more
]

milk than if allowed to stand later. Cut a little
]

before blossoming, it will make more than when
]

in the blossom ; and the cows prefer it, which
]

is by no means an unimportant consideration,
]

since their tastes should always be consulted.
]

Grass cut somewhat green, and properly cured, I

is next to fresh green grass in palatable and
j

nutritive qualities, and so a sensible and prac- j

tical farmer writes me: "The time of cutting]

grass depends upon the use we wish to make

!

of it. If for working oxen and horses, I would j

let it stand till a little out of the blossom ;
but I

if to feed out to uew milch cows in the Winter,
]

I would prefer to cut it very green. It is then
\

worth for the making of milk in the Winter!

almost double that cut later." Every farmer]

knows the milk-producing properties of rowen,
j

which is generally cut before it blossoms.
]

No operation on the farm is of greater impor-
]

tance to the dairyman than the cutting of his
j

grass and the manner of curing hay, and in
j

this respect the practice over the country gener-
j

ally is susceptible of very great improvement.
]

The chief object is to preserve the sweetness

j

i and succulence of grass in its natural state, so
j

\ far as it is possible ; and this object cannot be
j

\
gained by exposing it too long to the scorching

i

j suns and the drenching rains to which we are
j

! liable in this climate. We generally try to
\

\ make our hay too much.

As to the best modes of curing clover, my
I own experience and observation accord with

j that of several practical farmers who write me
; as follows: "My method of curing clover is

] this : What is mown in the morning I leave in

j the swath, to be turned over early in the after-

I noon. At about four o'clock, or while it is still

l warm, I put it into small cocks with a fork,

\ and, if the weather is favorable, it may be

| housed on the fourth or fifth day, the cocks

;
being turned over on the morning of the day it

j is to be carted. By so doing, all the heads

! and leaves are saved, and these are worth more

I than the stems. This has been my method for

} the last ten years. For new milch cows in the

! Winter I think there is nothing better. It will

] make them give as great a flow of milk as any

] hay, unless it be good rowen." Another says :

]"When the weather bids fair to be good, I

] mow it after the dew is off, and cock it up after

] being wilted, using the fork instead of rolling

] with the rake, and let it remain several days,

! when it is fit to put into the barn," And an-

| other : "I mow my clover in the forenoon, and

1 towards night of the same day I take forks

] and pitch it into cocks and let it stand till it

I
cures. The day I cart it, I turn the cocks over,

I so as to air the lower part. I then put it into

the mow with all the' leaves and heads on, and
]

it is as nice and green as green tea. I think it
]

worth for milch cows and sheep as much per]

ton as English hay. And still another: "I]

have found no better hay for farm stock than I

good clover, cut in season. For milch cows it ]

is much better than timothy. The rowen
]

crop is better than any other for calves."

—

Flint
\

on Grasses.

IS IT PROFITABLE TO GROW ROOT CROPS ? I

Since labor has become so expensive, many ]

of our farmers question whether there is much
]

or any profit in growing root crops. Their 1

cultivation makes a heavy draft upon the ]

working capital of the farmer, and hence the |

culture of roots has never been so popular in ]

this country as among European nations where ]

labor is cheaper. ]

With labor at $30 per month and board, it]

i may not be advisable to enter into extensive
]

j
culture of roots for cattle feeding. Still, roots I

i
may be grown on a moderate scale with most ]

j
farmers, and be made to pay in various ways.

]

I Perhaps the least expensive root grown is I

i
the flat turnip. It comes to maturity in less ]

I
time than other roots, and hence is often raised ]

i successfully as a second crop with corn, or ]

]
after peas or early potatoes,

j When the crop is to be grown with corn it ]

j is usual to sow broadcast in the cornfield at the {

! time of the last hoeing of the corn in July. I

1 Those who have raised them in this way claim ]

! that they aie of no detriment to the corn, as]

] their growth is chiefly made after the corn has 1

j attained its full size. When raised in this way ]

] it will be seen no labor is required with the ]

I crop except in the harvesting. They make a
]

] good Fall feed when grass begins to fail, or ]

I may be fed to good advantage in early Winter-

, j

]
Crops of from 300 to 400 bushels per acre are j

! often raised in this way, and are regarded by I

]
many as quite equal in value to an average i

|
crop of corn. When fed to milch cows they j

I make a large quantity of milk, but they do not

j

I keep so well as other roots, and should be fed
|

] out in the early part of Winter. This, of!

] course, renders them less valuable than the I

]
ruta-baga and other varieties of turnips that I

] are later keepers.
j

I For late keeping there is no root, perhaps,
j

I that surpasses the mangold. While in England, I

] last season, we saw immense heaps containing

!

] thousands of bushels that were being opened

!

] in July, and the mangolds came out fresh and

!

| brittle and were highly relished by stock. In
:

]
England they are stored in long heaps, cov-

j

] ered with straw and earth.

I When cattle are kept on the soiling syslem, !

I mangolds can be grown to good purpose, since

] a quantity of succulent food can be stored up 1

I that may be used early in Spring, before the

;

I usual forage crops are ready. The mangold

I requires a rich, deep soil, and heavy manur-

] ing. They are sown in drills, wide enough

I apart to admit of being cultivated with a horse

] hoe. The yellow globe mangold, with good

] cultivation, gives immense crops, and for cat-

] tie feeding is believed to be one of the most

| profitable roots to be grown in this country.

I The mangold is not so well adapted to feed-

] ing in early Winter as the turnip and carrot,

] as they are apt to scour the cows. When
I kept later, they mature and ripen, and are then

I very nutritious.

I Carrots make most excellent food for all

I kinds stock, but they are more difficult, or

] at least more expensive to grow, than either

] the turnip or mangold. They succeed well on

] a deep clay loam. They are of exceedingly

I slow growth during the early part of the sea-

] son, and such soils as are adapted to them are

] apt to throw up a vigorous growth of weeds,

] before the rows of carrots can be well marked

]
out, making the early weeding tedious.

] On very weedy lands it is a question whether

| the crop can be made to pay with us, even

l when labor is cheap, but upon land which has
\

] been for two years in hoed crops, with good
j

I culture and all weeds kept down, many farm-
j

I ere contend they may be grown at a good
|

I profit now. They will often yield at the rate \

of 600 to 800 bushels per acre. We have
grown large crops by pursuing the following

method of culture : On land which was plowed
in the Fall, plow again deeply, about the mid-

dle of May. Then, about the first of June,

cart on a good coat of well rotted manure,

spread and plow in. Plow again the middle

of June, harrow and get in good order, and
drill in rows two feet apart. The repeated

plowings kill and check the weeds, so that but

little trouble is had in the first weeding, which
should be attended to as soon as the plants can

be seen. Thin out the plants in the rows, so,

they will stand about five inches apart, and the

after culture may be done with the horse hoe.

The carrot makes a superior feed for horses, in

connection with oats, and with oats at 80 cents

per bushel, carrots will pay as a horse feed.

With rather a doubtful prospect for the

Spring grain crops, on account of the cold,

wet, backward Summer, we believe that fann-

ers will make a good investment by growing

a crop of roots to meet the requirements of

their stock. They afford food peculiarly suited

to the constitution and habits of neat stock

and promote their health. They serve to make
up a variety of food which animals need, and

on this account are often more valuable than

grains.— Uiica Herald.

CUTTING HAY EARLY.

It is now better understood than formerly

that some kinds of hay should be cut early,

especially for cows. But in the declaration of

new doctrines we are disposed to go to the ex-

treme. Because some grass cut in June or

early July makes better hay, it is not to be as-

sumed that all grass will. Clover, orchard

grass and timothy attain their growth and ma-
ture rapidly and early, and very soon, if not

cut, loose their good quality ; and this is true

also of some other kinds of grass growing on

rich and warm uplands, and on any highly

cultivated land. But there is a great deal of

meadow which affords a very superior quality

of hay, though cut late in August. This is

the case with much of the bottom lands, or

river meadows, where the grass does not attain

half its growth by the fourth of Jul)', aud, if

cut so early, would want its superior quality.

It dries up rapidly, the juices being only par-

tially developed, and it lacks nutriment. Any
one who has had occasion to mow a strip of

such grass in the early part of July and to cut

the grass adjoining this strip four weeks later,

will be struck with observing the difference,

not only in quantity, but in the quality of the

two cuttings. There is also a great deal of

upland natural meadow, where the grass is

of slow growth and late, and where the quality

of it for ha}' improves nearly as long as it con-

tinues to grow, retaining its good color and

rich aroma quite late in the season. In sea-

sons of low temperature, such meadows will

furnish an excellent quality of ha}7
, cut as late

as the first of September.

—

Country Gentleman.

A Valuable Milk Farm.—Mr. Ross, Wi-
nans of Baltimore, now over seventy years of

age, purchased in 1861, a farm of about seven

hundred acres, along the banks of the Pataps-

co river, and about six miles from Baltimore.

His land cost him $50,000 ; he added bindings

at a cost of $20,000; his fencing cost him

$3,000, and he manured at an outlay of $67,-

000—making the total cost of his estate $120,-

000. During the year ending on the first of

May last, his sales of milk amounted to $37,-

630.71 ; of cows and calves, in the same peri-

od, he sold $11,986 worth, and had fifteen or

twenty more animals on hand than at the com-

mencement of the year. He however pur-

chased $9,098 worth of cows and heifers dur-

ing the year. At the close of the year he had

on hand two hundred and twenty tons of hay,

and his total product of hay for the year was

estimated at eighteen hundred tons—a great

average per acre. His system of manuring

tends to build up and nourish his land, and not

to impoverish it. His milk is sold to the small

grocers in Baltimore, at thirty cents a gallon.

Inflammation of the Udder.—One of the troubles to which cows are subject during the early season of their milk, is caked hag, or inflammation
of the udder. In most cases, two or three thorough bathings in cold water will allay the inflammation, and effect a cure. If you would make a
sure thing of it, prepare a quart or two of good lively hop-yeast, about the consistency of pancake batter, and daub the udder thoroughly with
this, rubbing it in with the hand, working it quite up on the sides where it comes in contact with the legs and unites with the body, letting as much
of it adhere as possible. It will act more continuously than a mere wash, and generally reduce the inflammation in twenty-four hours. If not,

repeat it.

—

Wisconsin Farmer.
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former, and found it abounding in granulated ! Pect fair crops without extra labor. Even if
| author urges the importance of neat buildings, 1 a different life."

panicles of oyster shells, a eleposit washed up I
*be Summer turns out hot, your extra tillage

j shrubbery, and a reasonably sized lawn. From ! Horace Greely says that he lost 1200 by the

from the river shore. This discovery suggested 1
wil1 be repaid by increased production. I one to two acres, with smooth grass, shade I Fawks' steam plow failure in Illinois, but he

to him, and quite naturally so, that in all |
- - -

[ trees, both deciduous and evergreen ', add much I still expresses the belief that within ten years*

probability the insect was a fastidious one, and | Cheese Factories.—The rapidity of in- j to the attractiveness of all rural homes. New
j
land will be plowed twenty inches deep at a

had an especial aversion to limy substances. ! crease in cheese factories, in some of the !
Fngland farmers have better taste in these mat-

j
cost of §1 per acre.

He applied bone dust liberally to an affected
| States, is remarkable. New York takes the j ters than our agriculturists in the Middle and

[ In regard to killing Canada tbis-les by plow-

lot of ground, and the next crop was free from I lead, as in most improvements in agriculture, I Western States. A farm with lawn, shade
j ;ng and hoeing, a correspondent of the New

the disease, while an adjoining one, which had I and has now nearly four hundred cheese facto- 1 trees, &c, always commands a better price, to
j York Farmers' Club says he has a piece of land

not been thus treated, was not. j ries in operation—using the milk of more j
say nothing of the pleasantness and attractive-

j lUat has been hoed 15 years, and there are teu

Subsequent experiments convinced him that ] than one hundred and seventy thousand cows. \ ness of these embellishments.
[ thistles now to one where he commenced,

the insect cannot exist to an injurious extent in j Ohio comes next, having upwards of sixty I j He succeeds better Lu mowing them when in

a soil impregnated with lime. The fact that
j factories, and consuming the milk of forty-two S The cultivation of Small Fruits has made | blossom.

the adjacent tract was planted at the same time, j thousand cows. Massachusetts claims a dozen
]
greater progress in the last ten years than it j A piece of roofing slate, any thin flat stone,

and other circumstances made as much alike ; factories, to which thirty-seven thousand cows ; ever made before in this country. Attention 1 even a shingle, placed under canteloupes,

in both cases as possible, with the exception j contribute their milk—proving that the Bay j is just now being especially turned in this
|
water-melons, etc., will prevent the ground

of liming, was strong corroborative testimony. I State factories are larger than those of Ohio. I direction. The Massachusetts Ploughman of; from extracting the flavor from the lower part

Of the latter, more was adduced in the fact [The great State of Pennsylvania, which is one 1 the 15th hist, devotes a leader to the subject,
| of the melon, and also considerably hasten its

that he could raise successive crops by apply- j of the largest and best grazing States in the {
urging farmers at least to cultivate enough of j ripening.

ing the same remedy. This was contrary to
j
Union, has only five cheese factories—towards I the small fruits to supply their own families] A Cow swallowed a moccasin snake, near

an experience of twenty years ; each alternate ! which less than one thousand cows contribute ! and those of a few of their neighbors. Such
j
Petersburg. Va., a few days since, and died in

year the pest had developed, because the insect ! their milk. With as good grazing land as can t a course will end, if the experiment is properly ] a few minutes.

deposits its eggs in the soil the first year and 1 be found between the Atlantic coast and the j
conducted, in their devoting more time and I The cultivation of Carolina rice is to be corn-

attacks the roots in its larva condition the I Rocky Mountains, Pennsylvania does not pro- ! ground to the object ; because small fruits offer ) menced in India, where experiments have

second year. f duce half her own butter or cheese. 1 as wide, and promising, and safe a field for ; proved that it can be successfully grown.

Elegance does not Make a Home.—I never saw a garment too fine for man or maid ; there was never a chair too good for a cobbler, a cooper or

king to sit in, never a house too fine to shelter the human head. These elements about us—the gorgeous sky, the imperial sun, are not too good for

the human race. Elegance fits man. But do we not value these tools of housekeeping a little more than they are worth, and sometimes mortgage a
house for the mahogany we would bring into it? I had rather eat my dinner off the head of a barrel, or dress after the fashion of John the Baptist in

the wilderness, or sit on a block all my life, than to consume all of myself before I got to a home, and take so much pains with the outside that the

inside was hollow as an empty nut.



1

ft

I com—were rather a torture to this superfine j the snake while he ran away. His story is
]
long as any portion of the landscape, which

I taste. But almost every field had its walnut j that he chased and I ran—and the question re- 1 pleases me, is not disturbed, I possess it quite

"
\ tree, and many of the last year's nuts retained j mains unsettled to this day. I as much as this.

| their flavor in the Spring ;
melons were planted

| In another wood of chesnuts, beyond the| During these reflections, I had reached the

I among the corn, and the meadow which lay
j neidj the finest yellow violets were to be found. { foot of the ridge. A giant tulip tree, the honey

I between never exhansted its store of wonders.
j The azaleas blossomed in their season, and the j of whose blossoms I had many a time pilfered

1 Besides, then; were eggs to hide at Easter ; | iVory Indian pipe sprang up under the beech I in my boyhood, crowned the slope, dropping

f
cherries and strawberries in May; fruits all I trees. Sometimes we extended our rambles } its long boughs, as if weary of stretching them

1 Summer ;
fishing parties by torch-light

;
lobe-

j t0 the end of the farm, and looked down into I in welcome. Behind it stood the oaks, side

I lia and sumac to be gathered, dried and sold
j ttie secluded dells which it covered—such } by side, far along the road. As I reached the

I for pocket money ; and in the Fall, chestnuts,
j glimpses were like the discovery of unknown } first tree, the wind, which had fallen, gradually

1 persimmons, wild grapes, cider, and the grand
j lands. How far off the other people lived ! [ swelled, humming through the bare branches,

|
"butchering," after frost came—so that all the

j How strange it must be to dwell continually \ until a deep organ bass filled the wood. It

|
pleasures I knew were those incidental to a

] down jn that hollow with no other house in | was a hoarse, yet graceful chorus of wel-

| farmer's life. The books I read came from
j sight. But when I build a house, I thought, I } come—inarticulate, yet intelligible. ' Wel-

I the village library, and the task of helping to
| sliall build it upon the ridge, with a high steeple, \ come, welcome home !' went booming through

1 " fodder " on the dark Winter evenings was
[ from the top of which I can see far and wide. | the trees, " welcome our master and our pre-

I lightened by the anticipation of sitting down
j That deserted farm was to me like the Ejuxria j server! See, with all the voice we can catch

I to Gibbon's Rome, or Thaddeus of Warsaw,
| 0f Hartley Coleridge, but my day dreams j from the winds, we utter our joy ; for now

| afterwards. To be sure I sometimes envied
| were far less ambitious than his. If I had I there is an end to fear and suspense ; he who

| the storekeeper's boy, whom I had once seen
] known then what I learned afterwards, that a } knows us and loves us spreads over us the

1 shoveling sugar out of a hogshead, and who
j tradition of buried treasure still lingers about | shelter of his care. Long shall we flourish on

| now and then stealthily dipped his hand into
j the garden, I should no doubt have dug up ] the hill

;
long shall our grateful shadows cover

| the raisin box ; but it is not the nature of any f millions in imagination, roofed my house with } his path. We shall hail his coming afar ; our

1 child to be perfectly satisfied with his lot.
§ gold, and made the steeple thereof five hun- ! topmost boughs will spy him across the valleys,

j A life of three years in a small country-store j dred feet high. ]
and whisper it to the fraternal woods. We

I effectually cured me of such folly. Whenj At last came the launch into the world—a! are old
;
we never change; we shall never

I I returned to the homestead as a youth, I first
j glide, a plunge, a shudder, and the ship rides j

cease t0 remember and to welcome our mas-

I felt the delight and the refreshment of labor in
j the waves. Absence, occupation, travel, sub-

{

ter

!

"

I the open air. I was then able to take the
j stituted realities for dreams, and the farm, if |

So the trees were the first to recognize me.

I plow-handle, and I still remember the pride I
j no t forgotten, became a very subordinate ob- j

Listening to their deep resonant voices, (which I

1 felt when my furrows were pronounced even
j j ec t in the catalogue of things to be attached, j

would not have exchanged for the dry rattle of

| and well turned. Although it was already de-
j Whenever I visited the homestead, however, |

a hundred league long forest of tropical palms.)

| cided that I should not make farming the busi-
1 1 saw the sunset through its grating of forest,

j

1 was conscious of a new sensation which

| ness of my life, I thrust into my plans a slen-
j and remembered the fate that still hung sus- 1

nothing but the actual sight of my own pro-

[ der wedge of hope that I might one day own
j pended over the trees. Fifty years of neglect ! Perty could have suggested. I felt like a tired

| a bit of ground, for the luxury of having, if I had given the place a bad name among the| swimmer>
when he first touches ground—like

I not the profit of cultivating it. The aroma, of | farmers; while Nature, as if delighted to re-l a rudderless ship, drifting at the will of the

| the sweet 'soil had tinctured my blood
;
the

f cover possession, had gone on adorning it in I
storm

>
wben her best bower takes firm bold_

[black mud of the swamp still stuck to my j her own matchless way. I looked on the spot

!

like a winged seed, when after floating from

feet. ! with an instructed eye, and sighed, as 1 1 bush to bush, and from field to field, it drops

I It happened that, adjoining my father's prop-
[ counted up my scanty earnings, at the refiec-

!

at last uPon a handful of mellow soil and strikes

:::
j
erty, there was an old farm, which was fast re-

j^ (hat yearg mugt e]apse h
*
foye j CQuld yen.

j
lapsing into a state of nature. Thirty or forty

j^ tQ think Qf posgessing it _ My wish) nev.

I years had passed since the plow had touched
| er(helesSi was heard and remembered.

"""
I any part of it. The owner, who had lived |

I upon another estate, had always declined to! In July, 1853, I was on the Island of Loo i not jjaye gjven me the same positive, tangible

| sell—perhaps for the reason that no purchaser j Choo. Returning to the flag-ship of the squad-
j gense of properiy_

| could be found to offer an encouraging price. j
ron, one evening, after a long tramp over the

j J ^^ fi (yeg_actual_

Iff Left thus to herself, nature played all sorts off hills to the south of Napa Kiang, m a success-
j ^ ^ ^ ^^ gengation re_

there is any law I believe in, it is that of the } wild and picturesque pranks with the property. }
ful search for the ruins of the ancient fortress

j tnmed in almost ridiculous excess. " Tou
hereditary" transmission of traits, qualities,

\ Two heaps of stones were all that marked the j
of Tima Gusku. I was summoned by the offi-

\^ Qf courge cut down that ugly old tree ?
„

capacities and passions. My father is a farmer, j site of house and barn ; half a dozen ragged jeer of the deck to receive a package which i

SQme one j t impressed me very much
my'grandfather was, and his father before him,

j
plum and peach trees hovered around the out- j

had been sent on board from one of the other
j ag }f j had bgen told_« that chapter in your

and his again, to the seventh ancestor, who I skirts of the vanished garden, the melancholy j vessels. Letters from home, after an interval
j fa mferior tQ tne others_tear it out ,» or)

came over in one of William Penn's vessels, j survivors of all its bloom and fruitage ; and a
j
of six months without any news

!
I immedi-

j ^^ fing(jr .
g crooked—have it ampu-

and immediately set about reducing the super- j mixture of tall sedge grass, sumach and black-
{
ately asked permission to burn a lamp on the

j tated ,„ why ^

°
yeQ {he gedge and sumaca

fluous sylvanism of the Apostle's Sylvania. If | berry bushes covered the fields. The haw- 1 orlop-deck, and read until midnight, forget-
j_ho^ beau tiful they Cou]d i ever

I could brush away the clouds which hang j thorn hedges which lined the lane had disap-
j
ting the tramp of the sentry and the sound of

I make up my mind to destroy them? As for

about this portion of the genealogical tree, I j peared, but some clumps of privet still held { the sleepers in their hammocks around me.
j^ ^ hawthomej the pivetj the tang.

There never was a fairer May,

A sweeter month of flowers,

For "well I marked it every day,

Its sunshine and its showers.

I saw the wind-flowers speck with white

The woodlands and the hills,

I saw the garden-plots graw bright

With golden daffodils

;

And round the bloomy apple-trees

That brushed my lattice-pane

I heard the humming honey-bees

Sing many a soft refrain.

Yet—"was and wane with speed," I cried,

" Oh, mellow moon of May,

And usher in the summer-tide

I long for every day I

For when the honey-suckles shed

Their sweetness through the air,

ADd when the roses white and red

Go climbing every where

—

A bud of hope will bloom at last,

And you shall see, O Moon,

Upon my happy, happy breast

The fairest rose of June !"

And so the young May-moon grew old,

For seasons wax and wane,

And heed the happiness they hold

As little as the pain.

One morning when the east was red

With promise of the day,

I looked, and lo ! upon my bed

The dainty blossom lay

;

A rose of June beyond compare

—

For ah ! what roses blow

With dimpled cheeks, and golden hair,

And violet eyes below ?

And never yet was rose of June

That blossomed all the year

;

But mine (ah, you shall see it, Moon])

As lovely will appear

When Winter wraps the frozen fields

In burial robes of white,

As when the radiant Summer yields

Her treasures of delight.

Nay, more—when all the flowers are dead,

And all the seasons o'er,

My rose will lift a fearless head,

In amaranthine bloom arrayed,

Beyond the shining shore I

HOW I CAME TO BUY A FARM.

BY BATAED TAYLOR.

In the first place it runs in the blood.

. I root. My life had now a point d'appui, and

I standing upon these acres of real estate, it

j seemed an easier thing to move the world. A
! million in bank stock or railroad bonds could

have no doubt that I should find its trunk j their ground, and the wild grape and the scar-
j
Opening letter after letter, and devouring, |

I led masses of climbing smilax—no,

striking through cottages or country halls for | let-berried celastrus clambered all over the tall
j
piece by piece, the banquet of news they con-

j ^ Belgbazzar) they gha]1 gtand _

some centuries further ; and that " Roger " (of j sassafras and tulip trees. I
tained, the most startling as well as the most

[

-the old farm I

by the

"This

field will not be worth much for grain." Well
1614) the son of Thomas, the son of "Roger,"} AloDg the road which bounded this farm on j

important communication was-^. "~ "T* J —what if it isn't? "Everything is wild and
who wore the judicial ermine upon his es-

j the eastj stood a grove of magnificent oaks, [
was mine !

Its former owner had died, tne
| neglected_it wants ciean ing sadly." Every-

cutcheon, had his favorite country-house in I more than a hundred feet in height. Standing |
property was sold, and had been purchased m

j

.

g heautifu]) charm ing; there is

the neighborhood of London.
j t00 closely t0 admit of iateral boughs near the [

™y name
-

1 went on deck
-

L™ mldwa
|

ch
j nothiDg like it i So ran the course of remark

The child that tumbled into a newly plowed | earth, their trunks rose like a crowded colon- j
had just relieved the first

;

the night was pi c^
|^ couuter remark . i did not suffer my

furrow never forgets the smell of the fresh 1 ade clear against the sky, and the sunset, burn- 1
dark

>
only now and then a wave burst lnto a

| equanimity t0 be disturbed; was I not sole

earth. He thrives upon it as the butcher's boy ! ing through, took more gorgeous hues of or- j
flash of white fire But as 1 looked westward,

| appe]latorj and disposer of all ? Nor

thrives upon the stream of blood, but afange and angry crimson. Knowing that if] over tbe stern rail, I saw the giant oaks, rising
| ^.^ ^e treeSs appear to be sensible of the least

healthier apple-red comes into hia cheeks, and j the farm were sold, those glorious trees would } Mack against the crimson sunset, and -new
| fe^ Thgy ]eaned [heir headg againgt one an_

his growing muscle is subdued in more inno- } be the first to fall, and that the sunset would
j
that they were waiting tor me a s a

| otlier m a sort of happy complacent calm, as

cent pastimes. Almost my first recollections f thereby for me lose half its splendor, I gradu- [
surely see them again.

| if whispering—" It's all right; let us enjoy

is that of a swamp, into which I went bare-
j ally came to contemplate them with the inter- j

Five months afterwards I approached home,
\ the sunshiae . he'll take care of us

!"

legged at morning, and out of which I came, | est which an uncertain, suspended fate in- 1 after an absence of nearly two years and a
j

-when driven by hunger, with long stockings I spires. At the foot of the oaks, on the border j half It was Christmas Eve—a clear, sharp
j

Yes, one cannot properly be considered as a

member of the Brotherhood of Mac, an in-

of black mud and a mask of the same. If the j of the field, there was an old, gnarled mother |
Winter night. The bare earth was hard fro-

j habitant of the earthi unti] he possesses a por

child was missed from the house, the first
}
pine, surrounded by her brood of young ones,

[
zen ; the sun was down, a quarter-moon shone

|^ Qf her gui.face As the sailors say, he sias/s,

thing that suggested itself was to climb upon

.a mound which overlooked the swamp. Some
. always springing up in the same direction,

j
overhead, and the keen, northwest winds blew

j bg don ,

t The Agrariang
;
Communists,

I and from the fact that the seeds were scattered
j
in my face. I had known no Winters for

j Leyelerg) and Flais of a]I kinds are replenished

TyTiere, among the tufts of the rushes and the ! by the nor'west winds, seemed to be running
f
three years and the bracing stimulus of

_

tbe
| from {he ranks of the non.owners of real es-

blade leaves of the calamus, a little brown ball I off down the slope, as if full fledged and eager j cold was almost as novel as it was refreshing,
j^ Bankg break . gtockg and gcrips of aU

was sure to be seen moving, now dipping out I to make their way into the world. The old
f
Presently I recognized the boundaries of my

\ k;nds gQ ^ and &oyfQ Qn the financial see_Saw;

of sight, now rising again, like a bit of drift on j pine had an awful interest to me as a boy.
\
property—yes, I actually possessed a portion

j & feg g
.

mple Qf goM earth }g^ There ,

the rippling green. It was my head. The {More than once huge black snakes had been
] of the earth's surface! After all, I thought

| yovl see ;t and you feel it; you walk over it.

W treasures I there collected were black terra- 1 seen hanging from its boughs, and the farm I possession—at least so far as nature is con-
1 ^ children's and their pro-

pm7with orange spots, baby frogs the size of ! hands would tell mysterious stories of an old | cerned-means simply protection The moon-
1 geney ,

g_unlegs mortgaged and sold through

i chestnut, thrush's eggs, and stems of purple I mother serpent as long as a fence-rail, and as I lit wilderness is not more beautiful to me than
j foreclogure_until the Millennium.

I swift as a horse. In fact my brother and I, I it was before ; but I have the right, secured by = _
P
^nnot=ay that my boyish experience of! oTo^ay to the peach tree^ which still pro- [legal documents, to preserve its beauty. I, And this is how I came to buy_a farm,

farming was altogether attractive. I had aeon- Iduced some bitter flavored fruit, had more | need not implore the woodmen to spare those
j

~

^^^^^^r^t^^^^n^^^ On a cer- [ trees; I'll spare them myself This is the only
|

-Sot, that needs more top-dressmg-

em^ment-picking stones ^nd weeding ! tain occasion, as my memory runs, I chased « difference in my relation to the property. So
.
Ladies heads. _ _ ^

••T-Awmw a-Tram -It was a wise law of the ancient Jews that sons of even the wealthiest men should be made to serve an apprenticeship at some

usSS^tiS,^^ fortune they might have something to ' fall back upon' The same law st.l eastern Turkey where
usetui occupauoii, bu

himself must learn a trade How fortunate would it be now had it been a law in this country! 'Would to God I had a
every man.

even the^^'^^™y|™^^rth^^ua who find themselves ruined in pocket, with no immediate prospect of gaming, a

uShood lUhoul^& h pareLSShatev^ they may give'their sons, they should give them a trade. And let us in future be spared the pain

of seetagfso many stout, able-bodied young men out of employment, and seeking situations where the pen only can be used.
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land all the nst of the country, including Can-!

I
ada, but one hundred and fourteen. Massachu-

1

CHANGE OF SEEDS.

WRITE FOR THE FARM AND FIRESIDE.

Various patters.
*

""" v" v'"""""""'|1"'"; _ ™™r ! From the " Report of an Agricultural Tour!
| setts lias but ten and Pennsylvania hve : Ohio I.

; has fifty-two, but Oneida county, New York, 1

1

Is there no writing talent among the farmers |
alone has fifty-nine factories.

and horticulturists of Rhode Island ? We
j

Raising early vegetables pays in the vicinity

have published the Farm and Fireside nearly
| Q f Boston. An Arlington gardener brought in

The Markets.

by John II. Klippart, Esq., re-
j

f cently submitted to the Ohio State Board of I

Agriculture, and published in the late annual
j Hay 31 ton

WOONSOCKET RETAIL MARKET
[For the week ending June 21, 1867.

J

KA1IM I'KODtJOTH, PCKL, Ac.

&1S j Wood y cord

j
report of that body, we extract the following :

j SBVtg:;;.V/iio itarfS B^lT:""
I made many inquiries and collected quite a |

(J"U * bu,h *' 0(1
1
onion..

six mouths, vet during this time we have re- 1 twelve hundred full "Town cucumbers the other = , <•
" e . . , ii ..i»M:rr.i>--., \,-.

.
'/ °

. . . ;
i v, ci \ c huihii cu mil ^iuw u cuciiiiiucis inc. uinei

^ number ot items, facts, or at least supposed e How $16, iSais 20
™—

-

ceived but three or four communications horn 1 ,?av ., n ,i rcudil v sold them for Si 1 3 ner hundred = . • , . . , <. , I Corn Meal 81 M
„ _, . ,

=
Ud> !llm leauui sulu tm-'" 1UI *> io I'" "uuuilu.

.
(ac t S) m relation to the changa of farm crop i Rye si w

wnlers living in this State. Ilns ought not to i Lands suitable for irrane-Towin" alon" the; i i . •. ,, • , I saieratus ioal6c
_, 5

. , . ,
5

uiuiuu niuwuic iw g»i»B-growiug, wuug mo
| Beefjg iJUt ag , t wou id require entirelv too I Kerosene Oil.... Wc

be. There are mte hgent agncultur.sts and
|,aUe shore West of Cleveland, readily bring ! mucU iye tUe detai]fl of a tcnUl , |

gbg» ....

horticulturists in Rhode Island and they
j two hundred dollars per acre. The SoUinthatf of th T must conte„, m vsclf by giving ISSS^ttV-'"""**

ought to communicate their tnoughts and ex-
1
region consists mostly of a heavy clay, and

§ 8implc ^meat of the conclusions I arrived j
&.~"Z3ES

15c
1.10
1.U0

Raisins 2°a26o
Molasses $ gal. WaSSe
V. H. Tea M go
Black Tea tail 111

Oil # sal S, w
Fluid %l gal *iou
Candles «lb . .25a45o
Eggs It) doi 8u0

V »> Niacin
Sugar 11, HalSo

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET
June IS. 1SC7.

periences for the benefit of others. The Ham \ contains iron and sulohur the lattera vervser-* . i" i c , j „ ,„ meats, *c.v *
. ., . , , . , , . ,. ;

contains iron <uiu suipuui, veij bet
= at, based, of course, upon the statements de- = Beef ste,,k SSaSOo iHami |{.iko

and fireside is the only agricultural journal m 1 viee'ihlein'Tcdient in the cultivation of the vine i . i a » t. , <•
= Beer, corned I2ai6c Pouitrv -."'a^c

„ , , , .„ <• . •. |

\icuauitin.,ru.iii.uiiiiiuci.uiiivJiioiioiim,\iiii,. bailed to me. It apiicars that any farm crop, i Tongues, clear 35c |
Sbouiuvre... .

Rhode Island, and the Idlers of the soil ought
| The Ncw York market is literally glutted [ as wheat, for example, may be much improved I ^"//;///"/"."V.:iaSS fBST* " """S

to make it the medium of their commumca-
1 whh 8lrawberries from Jer8ey, and the whole- ! by culture on a farm with appropriate soil ; !

** """" ltaS0c 1 •":.iS.

tions. We earnestly desire them to do so.
j gale price ig down t0 12 and 15 cent8 a quart . } but there is a mi t0 tbc improvenlent of this I

There are many persons who can give us facts
j Xhcre is an immense crop of strawberries this } variety, which I will designate as variety A. I

and experiences of great value. No attempt
| year j on this farm, which I will designate as farm I , At market Mr th. current week: cattie. 1St* : she„ .nd

'fiue writing. Give usj Tbe crop of grasS) in New jer8ey, will befNo. 1. After the limit of improvement has
j
«TwoS£i oiSarS^M053 !

'
"1M,Ue-

[ very large this season. Mowing commenced ] been attained on No. 1 it will then, for a series ! »Ssi"Jr"»£-£™£ inS*?™'*™ gfifg'

| last week, and, in some parts of the State, there j of years, remain stationary, and after that , I T^efl
1?™ W ,0J (tb0 uM wt,sUlot b,it*- xM"w

Will deteriOlate.
|

Brighton Ulde., lo@llcte. S ft; Bnghton TalloW, ;>islxo

, ,
,„.ng May 1 , 1 8G7, there were I

But if, when it has attained its limit on No. 1 , 1 *Lamb Skir.8 , 50c each
; Wool sheep skint ti ",ra » rThe Memphis Post ca Is public attention i

0Q undg of checse exD01,ed from |and is then transferred to a farm No. 2, with ! TnfSUK^^
again to the act that the United Sates owna;^.

Tlle average price received by 1 equally good or better soil, it appears to be sus-

1

large tract of mineral land m North Alabama. =

Any one, under the provisions of the iiome-

!

"
, , , . . , . „ . , = currency

stead law, can obtain a home in this tract for
|

nothing.
j

The tobacco crop in North Carolina is un-

1

promising, owing to tlie unfavorable weather

"

practical information, in plain language.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS. | will be double the crop of last year.

In the year ending

the factories was over 17 cents per pound, injc

again on farm No.

1"""J "* "ut/H*-""
| and the quality i> poorer. Prlcea have fallen off 6Hc perewt

eptible of still further improvement, until it ^
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; Working Oxen—Sales at $17o to 1JK50 per pair. But a lew

CROP PROSPECTS.

YORK

I reaches the limit of No. 2, then it will improve I ^luJS S,
a™et

i ,

Not a"
I ' 1

= .Milch Cows-Sales eitra at 485allo; ordlnsry *tk:rt!4£0.—
Whilst the vanetv i

st
2>;

e <-ows $46ai5.
= -.,.-.. .

'

, . • = onejP and Lambs.—The trade Is dull. Most or the West-
= A is detei loratmi on farm No. 1, the variety B, l

ern sheep were uken at a comn.;-- « . . 90riot»
i , . ... . „ _ 0 I

a
! Lr.'."r"

!

- ^ '^c t per lb
;
one lot at SS.Vc ; 31 Bbeep Uld Lambs

i
under proper treatment from farm No. 2 or 3, I

a
swine—wbofelaio 9a9

Gen. Marston of New Hampshire has just = will improve by the side of it. Hence, the I
%"» "Vat Hoga-oki at market

1

;
7pplc. per^i"

cl"

and the damage done by the fly, and some of
j reUll

.Dcd Irom the South, and reports crops as ! German farmers have adopted a system of seed I U„„ T
the lands have been planted with other crops,

j excellent everywhere that he has been. They | exchanges and are anxious to obtain seeds from I

WEEKLY
Ohio advices state that the fruit trees are

| are better in Georgia than they have been for I foreign countries. They seem to have given!
loaded down with more fruit than they can

j ten yearS-
bring to perfection,and 8 larger supply is antic-

1 Tbe

'

crops in Iowa are coming fomard rap- 1 into account the kind of soil, meteorology, and
| SStfSSkff^ ' ^ !S^^l^^JEtipated than has been had or years.

| nn(J ,ook fine]y TUe cQm wb;ch | level aboye the gea where tbe geeds were grown; |
somewhat or a panic, m provision, the faUing off ha, been

3 m,lk lever
'
ha
T

s
!at one time U was feared would prove a fail- 1

and I am inclined to think they make i. a point
j ^i'l r^Z&S&fi^VS£

11
jure, is now most promising. The fruit crop |

to obtain good seeds from elevated regions
j ce^S^asco^^

'= will lie the heaviest known for vears I grown on an inferior soil. The exchanges are !
i**"""?-"-

, .

„•.,,, I,,,,,... 5 W1U OB IUC ne»YiC6l. JIUOWll lot jcaia. ; ° o = « beat baa been very irregular. Spring has declined 5 to 10
ufciu uouis. i i conducted mostly by the local agricultural so- i J*""

a b
r
sbel

' Vfi ul 1 -• • • mon qualities are very

Tl.f «mu«l f^lr of Hip XWHemmi^n eA„„i« ^ Ot the Western harvest, the Chicago Rcpuh- =
. , „ , , ? , I

h
S
aPr and,SM*1

«r
lfc - California wheat has fluctuated, de-llic annual fair o. the JNoithampton county; ^=•

' = cieties. The Soiiderhausen agricultural asso- ?
cllD'»s rapidly early in the week, since then, under a more

CPa 1 \.rrieultural SoeietV will be held on their 1 llCan Kl>'S =
Tlie Uniformity Of the favorable

I °
. |

active demand, It has recovered and doses lame at the Im-iigiicuiiuiat oocici\ \\ in uc ucio on men = = ciation have nun e ni.uiv exnenments in the p\- - provemeut.

grounds, at Nazareth, on Tuesday, October I

tone of lbese rePorts with reference to the
|

™u™
: !

m
l. , * . I l*«hl!?>}™» "«fiy..»»d with a ii».,«d d,»»aa

! prospective harvest is somew

REVIEW CF THE HEW
WHOLESALE MARKET.

TAMIO I.X FLOUIl A.ND H2AVY DECLINE IN PROVISIONS.

! this subject a great deal of attention, and take
j We have bad considerable eicllemenl and depression In the

broken out among the cows in Michigan,

attacks new milch cows and proves iatal in \

I4th.

One man in Chester county (Pa.) has planted !

SPrinS Srain «nifbl
'mly looks

I rieties of fruit promise iibundaritly, except^
With one or two exceptions, Win-]

,*o or tliree

closej Hal ai

Hi a ni ages.

eighty acres of potatoes this season. I
"cucs "l 1J U,L

, «»>«f*
| Ir,fiteble and .„,„ , „ ! mSe

e
, l

b '

n';.t;
t

?i

n
'H„r

ler' a115'' bul at ,he c,>nMB8l°n ««™ ">

The Agricultural College buildings at Am- 1 ^rries. With one or two exceptions, Win-
j

P'°fit*W«>
j ;„ j

^WglSV active request »n
?

has nuctuated

hers., Mass., will be finished by September t st. I f P*- -'-nspoken ofat all receives favora-
1 Besefit wADVEm ra 1HE Farm asu iSHSS^^

It is reported that a farmer near Erie, |

blemention, mere is manifest no tonelot ais-
1 VnatBn>x.—Mr. John Giles, of South Framing- 1 n,^k

'r
been ""•"^ «<» declined «1 qa

bought several barrels of spoiled sausages for i
couragement concerning the corn cro^ Though

} h M two weeks ago advertised severll !

the purpose of using them as manure, and put I
late

>
11 18 star,luS feeiy, under the influence ot

j^
a link into each hill of corn. Before the next I

the Juiie heat

;

and there is PleDty of time for
1

day, everv dog that lived in a radius of four or !
» to Slow and Proclucc a huavy harvest

'
il' the

live miles of the field, had been there digging j

seasou 18 ^vorable.
I Fmuklin, Mass., bought five. This reminds !^^P^^X^Ll^l^i^

sausages. The corn came up a little quicker j
In the more Western sections of the State

] us t0 say tbat Mr_ Ray rccemly sold a Jcrsev ; ">f. »iXidse. June 6, by Rev. Mr. Burr Mr Owen a Bur
than the farmer bargained for. { the potato crop is seriously endangered by the

{ C0W) . witb calf by her gidej for gix bundl.

ecl |

p^gtgmmv, B. I, to Hit, Mary u Adams, ol . ....

Western Ireland is suffering severe famine j
presence of the new potato bug, which seems

| donars _ gbe was twelve years old.

and general destitution in consequence of a hard j
to ue moving Eastward slowly,but steadily, de-

j years previously he bought her of Mr. Giles,

Winter and failure of the crons I vastating the crop wherever it appears. ! „ , , „„ I in Thompson, conn., June 7th, t-v Rev. w. a. Wor.hington,r * I " 5' i Mr. Merrill A. Woodart, of Thompson, to Miss Ella K. Berry of
L ist year California imported "j2,000,000| The growing crops in Wisconsin are in excel- f

Radishes.—It any of our readers who can- i Kiuingiy.

lbs. of raw sugar.

of Jersey cattle. He informs us that j

j
this little advertisement was the means of sell-

j

|iug all of them. Joseph G. Ray, Esq., of I

: terlmry,

p; I In Mllford, Mr. Smith Bowen and Susie R., daughter of P. A.r ive ; Sawyer of ShreW6burv, both of Worcester.
= In Grafton, Junu lo, Archibald B. Hudson to Mrs. Delia
z Sumner, boih of Grafton.

The growing crops in Wisconsin are in excel-

1

b ° 1 = . | U Springfield, Mass., lllh Insl.. Albert M. Tlnkbam, of At-

Corn is reported as very fine I not raise radishes on account of worms, or i Ueboro*, Mass., and s. Kanale, youngest daughter of Horace
J

= Jenks of Sprlnglleld.

&«aths,

52,000,000 |

Now they are going to [ lent condition,

make beet sugar, and have sent to Europe for I in nearly all parts of the State, and vegetation \
unsuitable soil, will strew common wheat bran,

|

seed. j is making up for lost time. j one inch thick, on any good soil, and hoe it in, f

Three hundred and fifty-one thousand
j jn ISforth Carolina the wheat crop is unusu- 1

an<* "leu P'ant their seed, they may eat as |

pounds of loose tobacco was sold in Lynchburg Ijj^y
plomisin , r) but lbere are un f.lvorab]e re. |

good radishes as anybody can raise,

last week, besides 311 hogsheads averaging at j ports &hout tn(! tobacco cl
.op.

least 1000 pounds each.
\

The farmers appear very uneasy about rustj
,

[Baltimore, Indiana, sixteen cows and heifers
} s,^»n^^e

I

^
J

;^;^
h
1;,^„^

D '' lv,,''r
'
wlfe of Olb011"1

in the wheat. There have been indications! Old Cows—wnEN to Kill.—It is a question,
| were sold at au avera , re .31

.ice 0f $224.75 per I v
,n

*
v

'i

r<: '"
,";- r ' J"!;'. 1Mu 1 Brigra, son of Horace

of it. The heads of the wheat arc also rather 1
am0DS farmers, as to what age cows can be

| hcad> Tue highest price was $380 for a tour I fc^Weat Medway, etTinat., ueut Charles h. Uanieis, ageu

In SmiLhfleld, 7th inst., LouiBa H.. iofautdaiiKhterof John A
and Lois H. Karnum, aged 1 year, 9 months and 16 days.

At a recent sale of Alderney cattle near
j agejOTy^'aml'^S

1
'

Dferior.— Charlottesville (Va.) Chronicle. |
properly used for daily purposes, and when

j year old cow Five bull calves sold at au av- I ,.5; »5n

The Shenandoah Herald fears that the clover I
il is best to a^osc of them on account of age.

crop of that county will be a short one, and This wi

l Ings, aged 29 years.

I erage Of $75 each. TilC highest price WaS = „^Sutton, May 12, Ellen E. Pulnam, daughter of Wakrc.jn^V

of! *W and the lowest $65. ! ^Zl—lZll^l

Special Notices.
repoi-ts corn backward, owing to the want I

lue anil»» li:
> and the usage they have received,

j
._ ..„.,.. „,

of rain. I
As a general rule, when a cow has entered her

j Small faums, it appears, are wanted in Yir-

1

The frees in the woods near Newmarket, Va., !
teen8 she '"as approximated closely the limit Jginia. At a meeting on Friday, of farmers, I

in Shenandoah county, have been stripped ofI
of uer usefulness in the dairy line. A good 1 landowners and capitalists at Alexandris, it was I

mother baileys quieting svmn- kor ohu,

their foliage by countless numbers of cater- !
farmer °nce remarked that a cow was never

j
unanimously resolved " that the great need 0n DRE>f—Allay8 »u >"»in. Cure, wind c ue, ConvnWom, Gn^

pillars. (worn out so long as there was room on her I this State is that the lands of Virginia should 1

'

Dg' *°- Lnr£e BolUe' 0°'7 25 cent£
-

Sold by Dniggi«6

A large Eastern manufacturing company j
uorns for a DCW w"nkle

!

has sent out an agent to buy 500,000 pounds of"!
- -

Sacks furnished, and good | England imports more cotton from India I the settlement among us of real owners of the I

f
be divided into smaller farms than those in !

] which they are now held, in order to promote j

Hu-20 GEO. c G'lfiMVIN .v CO., Botlou.

BELLS!
wool in Missouri.

prices paid. | than from the United States. During the five ! soil, who will thus have a direct interest in the j

The yearly product of butter in Massachusetts j years preceding the war in this country the | future welfare and prosperity of the State."
is said to be about 9,000,000 pounds

;
worth,

|
average yearly value of cotton imported into I

- -

this year, at the farmer's door, the round sum | England from India was §10,313,880. In the! Sale of TiioiiouGn-BEED Horses.—The large I

M

ENEELYS WEST TROY EELL KOl'NDRV -

of $3,000,000.
j
five succeeding years the average rose to j sale of thorough-bred horses, and improved I

(established in use.)

There are in the United States four hundred I $129,423,230. The quantity imported during \ cattle owned bv R A Alexander of Wood x
-

Be
',

ls f
2
r
„
ch"rc

,

,le^ Academies. Factories. 4c, made of
«„A „• w • , - , . IT ... : =

<-iiuu-, uhulu u) iv. a.. Jliexanuer, OI U OOtI- ; cenulno Bell-metal, (Copper and Tin! mounted with Improvedana ciglity-six cheese lactones, of which New f the year 1806 is the largest known, amountin" I burn Kentuckv came olF on the nil, inct ™ent«'' Mountings, an.i «»rr^.. i r i, r« and enquiries
' ° '

«u"""b ;
uiuu

i
n-uimw, came on. on tue IJtll Hist.

£ adilrewed to tbe undersigned, will have prompt attention, andvAj, c. * ij. .= . = .
JJ ' " ^ wait. . acinresscd to the undersigned, wil! l..i\ e j r .nipl altroiK Estate has the enormously disproportion-

j to 1,847,770 bales, worth upwards of $1G5,- j The prices averaged very low, for stock of so i
an w,u 'r,«e '1 "^os"" »™j,

f'«p
=
"rg"

^'UjgJ}^ate number of three hundred and seventy-two, 1000,000, i much celebrity.
June 22, 1S67.

MENEELY,
Webt Teov "

N. V.

Prof. Turner, of Illinois, advises bee-keepers to have at hand several dry stalks of mullen with the long cobs or seed tons entire nnd when the
bees are swarming, have ready three or four of the stalks tied together on the top of a long pole, and when the swarm is all out before thev berin
to light elsewhere, run this decoy up among them as they fly and they will all pitch toward it and light on it at once, thinkin- that it really is a clus-
ter of bees and a part of their swarm. This pole or decoy should be usually kept out of sight at all times except when in us?, lest it should lose its
effect from becoming too well known Pieces of the same, however, laid round in branches of trees, where it would be convenient for them to
light, will usually determine them to light there rather than on any other part of the same tree, or on one very near to it.
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DEIAWABE FARMING—POSITION, CLIMATE,
AND SOIL.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY J. ALEXANDER FULTON", DOVER, DELAWARE.

Delaware, after Rhode Island, is the small-

est State in the Union, but, at the same time

one of the most favored. Its geographical

position between 38 deg., 3-t min. and 39 deg.,

49 min. North latitude, marks the temperate

character of its climate. But this is still fur-

ther modified and ameliorated by the influence

of the great bodies of water with which it is

nearly surrounded. On the Eastern side it has

a water boundary of one hundred miles, its

entire length composed first, of the Atlantic

ocean, then, of the Delaware bay, and, lastly,

of the Delaware river. "While on the South

and West the proximity of the Atlantic ocean

and Chesapeake bay confers all the advantages

which an islaudic or peninsular position can

possess. And for commercial advantages its

relative position cannot be excelled. Having

both water and railroad facilities, it is in close,

easy and cheap communication with all the

great cities of the Eastern and Middle States.

Half a day will, at any time, take a passenger

from the capital of the State and land him in

Norfolk, Washington, Baltimore, or New
York ;

while a three hours' ride will bring him

to the beautiful city of Philadelphia.

From its fortunate position its climate is re-

markably fine and healthy ; much more moder-

ate than many other places^in the same parallel

of latitude. This is owing, no doubt, to the

Atlantic ocean, and the Delaware and Chesa-

peake bays. There are only two months in

the year which are regarded as severe and un-

fit for out-door work. These are January and

February. It is true, however, that in some

years the cold, disagreeable weather is pro-

longed into, and sometimes through, the month

of March; while it is equally true that in other

years even February is compartively mild 'and

pleasant.

The soil is a sandy loam, varied sometimes

by clay. It is light and porous, easily tilled,

and when well cultivated, quite productive.

It produces wheat, corn, and oats ; sweet po-

tatoes, Irish potatoes, and sorghum
;

beets,

melons, and cantelopes
;

apples, peaches,

pears, and cherries
;
plums, apricots, and nec-

tarines
;
blackberries, raspberries, strawberries,

and grapes. All fruits, suitable to the latitude,

do well ; but it is the peach that has taken the

lead of all others, and within a few years be-

come a staple production and leading interest

in the State. In the county of Kent, especi-

ally, this is is so marked that few farms are

without peach orchards, and those that are

will not continue to be so long ; for every

Spring and Fall new orchards are set out, and

the nursery business itself is quite an impor-

tant one. The orchards generally contain from

one to five thousand trees ; few below one

thousand, but many above five. I have my-
self been in orchards of ninety acres without

a partition fence or missing tree so far as I was

able to observe. And I know one gentleman

within ten miles of Dover, who has six hun-

dred acres in peaches.

Iu subsequent numbers I will speak of their

cultivation in detail.

June, 18G7.

The army worm is doing great damage to

the forests in portions of Augusta, This

worm was very destructive North last year,

and is but continuing its march. It moves in

armies, sweeping every green leaf and sprig

before it, and if warm weather succeeds its pas-

sage it destroys fhe trees.

—

Staunton Virginian

The strawberry culturists at Hammonton,
N. J. who are extensively engaged in that occu-

1

pation, are now engaged in sending large quan- i

tities of that delicious fruit to New York,

;

where they realize a big price for them. It is
j

said that the crop throughout South Jersey is;

the most promising that has been raised for I

many years past. 1

|
Ifennsultrama.

; JgCONOMY—PROMPTNESS-RELIABILITY!

i
AMERICAN CONCRETE PAINT AND ROOFING COMPANY,

j

543 Noktii Tiner Steeet, Philadelphia, i

j

I Roofs of every kind covered or repaired thoroughly. All :

! leaks, wet and dampness in roofs, &c, prevented. Iron Fronts. :

i Railings, Posts and Fences long preserved. All work done :

\ well, and warranted. The paint is unequalled by anything of :

I the kind now known. =

5 JOSEPH LEEDS, Actuary. |

: EMORY D. 1IOBART, Superintendent of Work, i

j May 25, 1867. 3m-20
;

I 5Q PER CENT SAVED BY USING

!. T. BABBITT'S STAR Y EAST POWDER.
j

i Light Biscuit, or any kind of Cake may be made with this !

i Yeast Powder, in fifteen minutes. No shortening required
j

i when sweet milk is used.
I will Bend a sample package free by mail, on receipt of fif- :

1 teen cents to pay postage. ;

I Nos. 64 to 74 Washington street, New York. ;

! HENRY C. KELLOGG, sole Agent for Philadelphia. I

[ June 1, 1867. 3m-21

IMORO PHILLIPS'S GENUINE IMPROVED

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
BTANDAED GUAEANTEED.

For sale at Manufacturer's Depots,

(o. 27 North Front Street, Philadelphia,
AND

No. 95 South Street, Baltimore,

And by Dealers in general throughout the Country.

Philadelphia, February 2d, 1867.

PEMBERTON
MARL COMPANY.

lECORA LEAD AND COLOR C O .

This company is now prepared to furnish their GREEN
SAND MARL, in quantities of from four tons, (one car load),
upwards. And at any point where railroad or water navigation
will carry it.

Both practical use and scientific investigation, have proved
Marl to be one of the best and cheapest of fertilizers.
Address all orders to JNO. S. COOK, General Traveling

Agent, Mount Holly, New Jersey ; or to the Sub-Agent, nearest
where parties wish Marl delivered.

Circulars, with particulars, FtTENlSHED FREE, on appli-
cation to J. C. GASKILL, Supt.,

Pemberton, New Jersey.
March 9, 1867. tf-pe-9

No. 150 North 4th Street, Philadelphia, 1"a. =

Best PAINT known for Houses, Iron Fronts, Tin Roofs, and =

Damp Walls, Raileoad CAES and Beidqes. :

PECORA DARK COLORS costs »
3 less that of lead, and =

wears longer than lead. =

The Company's WHITE LEAD is the wniTEST and most i

DHEABLE Lead known. Also, VARNISHES and JAPANS.— =

100 lbs. will paint as much as 250 lbs. of lead, and wear longer, i

Feb. 23, 1867. eow-pe-ly-7 =

JJAROMETERS ! BAROMETERS ! ! BAROMETERS III |
'

TIMBY'S PATENT PORTABLE BAROMETERS,

the best in the market, can be sent by express, and are war-
ranted accurate. A few for sale at the office of the FARM
AND FIRESIDE, 402 Locust Street, Philadelphia.

April 6, 1867. pe-13-tf

Massachusetts.

LADIES, ATTENTION I—A Silk Dress Pattern or a Sewing
Machine sent free, for one or two days' service, in any

town or village. Also, a gift sent free, by addressing with stamp,
W. F1SK & CO..

17 State St., Boston, Mass., June 8, 1867. 8w-we-22

^JLWIS LAD0MUS & CO.

ffllAMOJfD DEALERS & JEWELERS.
WATCHES, JEWELKY It SILVER WAKE.

X"WATCHES and JEWELRY REPAIRED^

802 Chestnut St., Phila^

Hare always on hand a splendid assortment of Diamonds at less

than usual prices.

GOLD AND SILVER WATCHES,
Of all styles and prices, suitable for Ladies', Gentlemen's and
Boy's wear. C^" All Watohes Warranted.
JEWELRY of the newest and most fashionable designs.

SILVER WARE in great variety ; a large stock of Silver Ware
made expressly for Bridal Gifts. Plated Ware of the best qual-

ity. Watches repaired and warranted. Country trade solicited.

All orders promptly attended to. Diamonds and all precious

stones bought for cash ; also gold and silver.

June 15th, 1867 3m

j TJ\UE INDELIBLE PENCIL CO.

\ (NORTHAMPTON, MASS.)

I MANUFACTURERS OF THE IMPROVED PATENT

| INDELIBLE PENCIL

= for marking clothing, Ac, have now ready for sale their Dew

{ HORTICULTURAL PENCIL,

| For writing on wood. Invaluable for making durable Tkee

I and Garden Tags or LAitLF.8, or marking Tools, Ac,

j PRICES : Horticultural, single, 75 cents ; two fer $1.00 ; per

I doz. $5.00. Clothing Pencil, single. 50 cents ; three for $1.00

;

I per doz. $3.00. Sent prepaid by mail or express on receipt of

= price.

{ A LIBERAL DISCOUNT MADE TO DEALERS.

I EVERY PENCIL WARRANTER.
I June 8, 1867. 4w-we-22

ELIABLE 1 CHEAPEST I

Don't i>ay $1. Save 50 ousts.
BEST I :

KINGSLEY'S WONDERFUL HAIR REVIVER

1628.
HOOP SKIRTS

WM. T. HOPKINS,
628.!

Manufacturer of First-Class HOOP SKIRTS,
and dealer in

NEW YORK AND EASTERN-MADE SKIRTS.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufactory,

No. 628 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
May 11, 1867. • 6m-pe-18

changes GRAY hair. Promotes its growth. Prevents its

falling. Keeps it moist. Be sure and try it.

a few home recommendations.
From Proprietor of Payson's Indelible Ink.—"Your Reviver

gives the Hair an appearance of renewed youth, and leaves it

healthy and soft."
From Prof . Hitchcock, Amherst College.—"I have been try-

ing your Reviver, and am satislied that it imparts a dark color
to Gray Hair/'
From W. B. Welton, Clerk of S. L. Hospital.—" I find it all

you claim for it, and would say to all, try it."

From the Springfield Republican.—" One of the best Hair Re-
vivers known."
Prepared by C. B. KINGSLEY, Northampton, Mass. Sold

by Druggists and Merchants. Price only 00 cents.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., and REED, CUTLER k CO.,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.
June 15, 1867. 3m-is-23

IS
OUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

SheenWashTobacco

NEW CROP, OF OUR OWN GROWTH, WILL BE READY
JULY FIRST.

ROBERT BUIST, Jr.,

SEE1> ANT, AGEICUI.TTjEAL WAEEIIOUSE,
Nos. 922 4 924 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

June 15th, 1867.

1 J
N S U R E YOUR LIVE

lm.

STOCK

THE BEST KNOWN EESIEDY FOE

TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT;
j should be used by all Farmers on

ISHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.!

i B3?~ This pure preparation has been successfully used for

: years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

\ according to directions.

I It will not injure the most delicate animal.

\ It will Improve the Quality and Quantity of WooL
| It kills TICKS on Sheep.

= It cures SCAB on Sheep.

| It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

| It kills ali VERMIN that infeBt Animals, Trees, Plants and

| Vines.

| For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

| ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
I GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT
f POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

X Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

|
thcu&e Island.

| TCI O U T H ANNUAL FAIR OF THE

I
NEW ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

| it* connection with the

{
Rhode Island, Society for the Encourage-

ment of Domestic Industry,

| ON the grounds of the

} NARRAGANSJETT PARK ASSOCIATJOK,
CRANSTON, near Providence, R, L,

jOii Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

I SEPTEMBER 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th, 1867.

| THE PREMIUM 1.IST WILL AMOUNT TO NEARLY

$10,000.

Arrangements have been made with the various Railroad
Companies, to run their Cars, containing Stock, Ac, directly
to the Fair Grounds.
There are ample accommodations within the grounds for

Horses aud Live Stock, and one of the best Mile Tracks for fast
time in the world.
A large number of the most celebrated horses in the country

have been promised as competitors for the very liberal prem-
iums that will be offered, and the best breeders of full blood
cattle and horses have determined to make this the finest and
most extensive exhibition of Live Stock that has ever been held
in New England.
A detailed Programme of Premiums, &c, will be distributed

at an early day.

GEO. B. LORING, of Salem, I WILLIAM SPRAGUE, of So.
President, Kingston, R. I., President,

DANIEL NEEDHAM, of Bos- 1 WM. R. STAPLES, of Provi-
ton, Secretary, I dence, Secretary,

of the N. E. Agricultural Soc'y.
I

of the R. I. Society.

THE NARRAGANSETT PARK,

which has been projected and laid out by Col. Amasa Speagtje,
is an enclosure of about eighty acres of land, beautifully locat-
ed in Cbanston, near PROVIDENCE, R. I., and accessible
both by Steam and Horse Cars. The grounds are surrounded
by a substantial and ornamental fence, twelve feet high.

THE GRAND STAND

is unsurpassed in architectural beauty, by any structure for
similar purposes. It is about three hundred and fifty feet in
length, and contains Drawing Rooms for both Ladies and Gen-
tlemen; Restaurants, with cooking apparatus attached; Com-
mittee Rooms ; Exhibition Rooms ; Club Rooms ; and accom-
modation, under ooveb, for seating over five thousand per-
sons.

THE STABLES.

Forty commodious and airy stables have already been erect-
ed, and others, togetherwith good and substantial'sheds for all

live stock that may be received for exhibition, are in process of
completion.

WATER.

An ample supply of pure Spring Water will be provided for
every department, and the best of hay, grain, Ac., for feeding.

j THE TRACK
= has been constructed on the most improved plans, under the
= supervision of skilled engineers, and is precisely one mile in
\ length, three feet from the pole, and it is pronounced by the
best judges to be in all respects superior to any track in the

= country.

{
May 17, 1867. 19tf

i E. BARRETT & CO.,

i
Proprietors of the

RHODE ISLAND AGRICULTURAL WARE HOUSE,

are now prepared to take orders for

! 500 Premium Horse Hoes, the best in the world.

1 100 Kniflins, new, one and two horse Mowing Machines, which

are unsurpassed by any in the market, and warranted,

i 50 Union two horse Mowers, warranted,

j 10 Perry's new Gold Medal Mowers.

1 100 Whitcomb's Wheeled Rakes, improved.

\ 100 Horse Forks, all good kinds,

i 10 Garfield's new Hay Tedders.

\ loo Mounted Grindstones.

: 500 doz. Hand Rakes of various kinds.

{ 400 " Scythes, from the best makers.

| 200 " Snaths, new and old patents.

200 " Hay Forks, Batcheller & Sons' make.

100 Revolving Horse Rakes, and all kinds of first class Farming

Tools and Seeds. Send in your orders early and they hal

be filled promptly.

Providence, R. I.

May 25, 1867. tf-20

! E. N. KELL6(20\ President. GEO. D. JEWETT. Vice PreuU

.

i E^~$100,000 deposited with the comptroller as BE-;

i CUBlTY FOR POLICY HOLDERS. i

i Policies issued on all kinds o( live stock, against death and
;

! theft. For further particulars, address Branch OiD.ce, Han-
j

: ford Live Stock Insurance Co.
F & E- A. CORBIN, Managers,

430 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. \

j

May 18, 1867, 4m-pe-19
j

\
JIARMER'S GRINDSTONES, \

OF THE BEST QUALITY ; |

Ready for use, with Belf-adjusting Shafts, TreddkMS* As- ;

i
Huron Grindstones, Scythe Stones, Ac, for sale by

J. E. MITCHELL, 310 York Avenue,

Philadelphia^
April 27, 1867. 3m-pe-16

JAMES F. LEVIN, f

23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts. I

For sale by Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S. I

Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; Simondb & Co., FUzwilliam, N. H. =

March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9 =

iiiii(r(fnriii,irti

Ihode Island.

T5KA3E9 IN THE AMERICAN STABLE, FIELD AND
FA RM-YAHD.

By Robt. MoClueu, Y, 3.

For sale aS the ofiice of the Farm antj Fireside, 402 Locust
j

Street, Philadelphia. Price, $5 by maiS, prepaid.
March 2, 1867. 8-tf !

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—A. S. AnXVtfi, dealer!
In Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Coniica'"1', Wright's =

i and Cylinder Plows and Castings ; Shares 's Patent Harybws and I
I Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters. OWden =

% and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bafa1

,
&e, 5

Holder's Block, Main Street. I

Woonsocket, R. I. I
•AlrlliYrW/*.,

M'AUYJtWZ SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I.
Feb. 2?,

T HICKLING & CO. S

GREAT SALE OF WATCHES. •

On the popular one price plan, giving every pairon a handsome
and reliable watch for the low price of Ten Dollars i Without
regard to value, and not to be paid for unless perfectly satis-

factory I

500 Solid Gold Hunting Watches $250 to $750
500 Magic Cased Gold Watches 200 to 500
500 Ladies' Watches, Enamelled 100 to 300

1,000 Gold Hunting Chronometer Watches 250 to 300
1,000 Gold Hunting English Levers 200 to 250
3,000 Gold Hunting Duplex Watches 150 to 200

5,008 Gold Hunting American WatcheB 100 to 250

5,000 Silver Hunting Levers 50 to 150

5,000 Silver Hunting Duplexes 75 to 250

5,000 Gold LadieB
- Watches 50 to 250

10,000 Gold Hunting Lepines 50 to 75

10,000 Miscellaneous Silver Watches 50 to 106

25,000 Hunting Silver Watches 25 to 50
30,000 Assorted Watches, all kinds 10 to 75
Every patron obtains a Watch by this arrangement, costing

but $10, while it may be worth $750. No partiality shown.
Messrs J. Hlckling* & Co. 's Great American Watch Co., New

York City, wish to immediately diBpose of the above magnifi-

cent Stock. Certificates, naming articles, are placed In sealed

envelopes. Holders are entitled to the articles named on their

certificates, upon payment of TenDollars, whether it be a
Watch worth $750 or one worth less. The return of any of our
certificates entitles you to the article named thereon, upon pay-

ment, irrespective of its worth, and as no article valued less

than $10 is named on any certificate, it will at once be seen that

this is no lottery, but a straight-forward, legitimate transaction,

which may be participated in even by the most fastidious

!

Asifigfle Certificate will be sent by mail, post paid, upon re-

ceipt of 25 cents, five for $1, eleven for $2, thirty-three and ele

gant premium for $5, sixty-six and more valuable preminm for

$10. one hundred and most snperb Watch for $15. To Agents,

or those wishing employment, this ib a rare opportunity. It is »
legitimately conducted business, duly authorized by the Got'

srnment, and open to the most carefnl scrutiny. Try us I

Address, J. HICKLING &. Co.,

149 Broadwav_Near P. O.
City of New York.

Mar*B'22, 1867. 3m

TERMS OF ADVERTISING.

A hmited number of advertisements will be published" is the

Farm and Fireside. Price, fifteen cents a line each inser-

tion. Advertisements are set up In a uniform style. The jour-

nal has won Its way to appreciation with remarkable rapicfify,

and will be found an excellent advertising medium.

COMMISSION TOJLOCAL AGEJ5TS.

We wish to emjtfoy a local agent in every town in f$* United

States. Every snfeasrib-er for the Faksi and FiREStiVK may
act as local agent for tfle same. For every yearly subssrfber

the commission is fifty eetfts, or twenty-five cents for eact'Salf

yearly subscriber.

IN MONTHLY PABTS.

Hereafter fhw Tazx and Fireside can Se*hatf fn Monthly

Parts, iu flest covere, at twenty-five cents each1
. Those for

January, Feo?ua?yT March and April are now ready". For sale

by all newsanen1
. Bound at the close of th« year they will form

a neat and attractive relume.
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THE WASHINGTON EAGLE.*

We insert, to-day, a large and beautifully

executed engraving of the prince of North
American birds of prey, and the noblest of the

noble tribe of Eagles which have been, from
time immemorial, the types of empire, and at

one time, even of divinity. The bird of Jupi-
ter, son of Saturn, who wielded the electric

bolts of the father of the gods of Olympus, the

prophetic inspirer of the Roman auger ; the

bird that hovered over the march of GasAB to

universal dominion and closed its wings upon
his banner-stall, which has been and still eou-

~ioh° ?*med >?T AITDrnON. The only specimen shot by that

RH™iS^if!7"i
b

,

0l
?F

i!,t,
/i!

nOW Academy of Natural™S I'hila'K-lph.a. Onreggraving was draw from that rarespecimen.

—

Eds. Faeji and Fireside.

tinues to be, in some shape or other, the em-
blem of political power and nationality—some-

times appropriately deformed with a double

head, where tyranny puts a straight-jacket on

the popular mind, as in Austria
;
sometimes,

also, with an approach to its pristine dignity,

I

as when surmounting the war-flags of that

great imitator of Cesar, Nai-oleon, and still

nodding, in dreamy nepotism, on those of his

[
last biographer, Napoleon III. Sometimes,

I

disguised as a buzzard, ornamenting the en-

!
signs of an American nominating convention ;

or sitting, like a kite, at the head of the edito-

rial columns of some petty, partisan newspa-

|

per, as the representative, forsooth, of the

universal dominion of the Press ! There are

. many kinds of eagles in the world, of various
j

\ tastes and habits ; so that from among them,

)

{ all principalities, great or small, noble or sel-j

sfish, frank or diplomatic, may choose a proper!

i bearing for their respective seals and coins. I

I It is by no means remarkable, then, that our
j

I immediate ancestors of the "days that tried;

1 men's souls," when casting about for a suita-
j

I ble badge of nationality, should have selected
j

la bird decorated already with so many historic \

i honors. Young America at that time little
j

| thought of the destiny which now so plainly;

1 indicates that she is to become the Rome of the !

! future. Therefore, in selecting from among the
\

1 various eagles, the choice naturally fell upon
j

| the species with which the colonists had been
j

! most familiar, and which was at the same time
j

! the largest known in the little belt of country
]

I along the Atlantic coast, then constituting the
j

j entire domain of the United States.

When Franklin (we believe it was Franklin)
j

! objected that the Bald Eagle was not an exclu-

1

1 sive resident, that his manners were by no j

j means dignified, nor bis morals unexception-

j

] able ; and suggested the "wild turkey as a]

! good, honest, sensible (?) and perfectly indigen-

1

I ous bird," the immortal lathers frowned upon
j

! the proposition ; for nations have little respect

;

; for that which has neither teeth nor talons. j

I And so the Bald Eagle became, and has ever
[

I since contiuued, our national emblem
;
though

j

[he is a pirate by profession, without a pirate's I

! courage among his fellows ; who watches the I

! harmless fish-hawk pursuing his mercantile
j

j
speculations among the finny tribe ; and when

|

! the hawk is returning with his hard-earned
j

! cargo, to feed his mate and little ones, the
]

I cowardly tyrant rises above him by mere
\

I strength of wing, and, swooping down upon
]

| the unfortunate trader, startles him with a ter-

]

j rifle scream
;
then, as the hawk drops his load,

j

! the eagle seizes the prey before it reaches the
]

i water, without even the warrant of a guarda
\

j costa ; for fish are not subject to duty when I

i imported on American bottoms. It is said, f

! too, that when our banner bearer is very bun-

j

Igry he will regale himself upon filth and car-j

: rion, like a turkey-buzzard or a Bramin kite, !

;
thus degrading himself beneath the level of all j

I respectable cagledom

!

And shall this thief) pirate and wrecker con- j

! tinue to receive imperial honors at the hands]

;
of " the greatest nation in all creation ? " For-

1

! bid it, Justice ! Forbid it, Manhood ! Lethimj

;
be deposed at once, and let mantle and seep-

1

j
ter descend to his far nobler successor, the I

\

"Big War Eagle" of the Western Indians, orf

|

the Washington Eagle of Audubon, who was I

|
the first of civilized mankind to meet with and

|

I vanquish it, in the depths of its native wilder- I

i
ness. I

We give our readers the lite-like portrait of]

: this very rare bird, from the specimen pre-

1

|
sented to the Academy of Natural Sciences 1

I
by that most amiable, enthusiastic and much

}

|

regretted naturalist, who, led by Indian le- ]

|
gends, pursued the search for years, and when

]

;
blessed at last with the view of the genuine

]

]
monarch of the American skies, " towering in \

|

his pride of place," ventured to publish its ex-

1

; istence and give it a noble name. His reward I

was the ridicule of the less adventurous, and

even a loss of full faith in his scientific trustful-

ness—like the distrust in democratic institu-

tions once felt by the proud bearers of Euro-

pean eagles. At length, after years of toil and

suffering, he met the unblenching lord of the

lonely woods face to face, aud brought him to

the ground, thus convincing all cavilers. So

we, by facts, have at length compelled the

faith of all mankind in the permanence of

popular government.

This bird is most worthy of the distinction.

Let him surmount the banners of "recon-

structed " America ! The largest—the grand-

est of his tribe—he measures from three to

four feet in height, and ten feet from tip to tip

in expanse of pinion. With an eye of fire,

and a rapidity and strength of motion entirely

eclipsing that of his bald rival, he shuns even

the path and haunts of the hunter, but re-

gards him without fear when met. Sparing

the familiars of the civilized homestead, he

asks of Providence no aid in the pursuit of

prey, but satisfies his wants boldly, from wave

or wilderness. Widely continental, as we
shall shortly be, but "seeking no foreign alli-

ances," he soars In proud content in the blue

vault above, or sits in fearless independence

upon the snowy pinnacle ofsome Rocky Moun-

tain peak, or under the shadow of untrodden

woods, alone and peculiar in habit, strength

and thought, as we, among the nations. He
is the true American Eagle, and alone deserv-

ing to sit as the original of Drake's magnificent

picture

:

" Majestic monarch of the cloud,

Who rear'st aloft tby regal form,

To hear the tempeBt trumping loud,

To sec the lightning-lances driven

When strive the warriors of the storm,

And rolls the thunder-drum of heaven

!

Child of the sun I to thee 'tis given

To guard the banner of the free,

To horer in the sulphur-smoke,

To ward away the battle-stroke,

And bid its blcndings shine afar,

Like rainbows o'er the tide of war,

The harbingers of victory 1"

Luxemburg, about which Europe has lately

been in so great a turmoil, has, for one of the

favorite amusements of its inhabitants, cat

races. Each worthy burgher takes his cat in

a bag two miles from town, and at a given

signal they all shake their bags, the cats leap

out scared to death, and run home as fast as

they can go. The first cat that reaches the

town gates is the winner.

Origin of the Term " Grain," as a Meas-

ure of Weight.—A grain of corn or wheat,

gathered out of the middle of the ear, was the

origin of all the weights used in England. Of

these grains 32 well-dried were to make one

penny-weight ; but in later times it was thought

sufficient to divide the same penny-weight into

2+ equal parts, still called grains—being the

least weight now in use—from which the rest

are computed.

Ties Prairie Farmer state3 that Dr. Hull has

adopted the plan of planting plum trees at

stated intervals in his orchards of peach, cherry, (to

&c, as nearly all the curculios can be caught

upon them so long as there is any fruit to sting.

The Farm and Fireside is devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Stock-Raising, Rural Architecture, Market Intelligence, Literature and the

Arts. It has a corps of agricultural writers of reputation, and the aim of the Publisher will be to make a journal eminently practical, and of
every-day value to its readers. The Literary Department is intended to instruct and amuse the farmer's better half and lus children. Nothing
will be published offensive to good morals. In all its columns this journal will advocate the best interest of the farm and fireside. Terms

—

§2.00 per year, in advance. Single copy 5 cents.



The Steck-^TartL

NEAT CATTLE.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BT JOHN DIMON, POMFEET, CONK.

1 and accessible to the stock every day. Be j heavy draft horse. Besides, it costs much more
f
it gradually, they will soon drink it. It must

! sure to have plenty of fodder-corn for the | to keep the heavy horse, and on sandy, or wet j be borne in mind that all changes should be

i cows, as soon as the pasture feed begins to | soil, he sinks so much as to worry him. For
|
gradual, as there is much danger of bringing

I fail. If you have old cows that are good for | all uses which the farmer has for horses, the | on the scours.

I milk, that you are intending to turn for beef I medium sized or coach horses are the best.— I Feed milk regularly, twice a day until four

I in the Fall, and dairy products are pretty high, j Cor. Rural New Yorker. I months old, when once a day will be sufficient,

I it will pay to give them two quarts or so off —
| or, if necessary, they maybe weaned entirely

;

I propose giving you two or three chapters ] milk daily through the Summer,

on "Neat Cattle." I shall not give you theory
j Winter Feeding.—Winter no more stock

RAISING CALVES.

Of all domesticated animals, perhaps calves I

but continue to feed liberally with meal, as

|
every peck fed the first year will be equal to

simply, (as I fear too ^agricul^
ters of the present time do), but the real, prac-

1 wasted. Let them eat tlie fodder clean. Cut

tical truth, such as I have myself bought of
j the corn-fodder that you feed in the barn, and j

that rather expensive, but, nevertheless, cer-
j most of the bog meadow hay ;

but feed an oc-
j is amusing t0 note the course some peop]e take } " !

tain teacher, Experience. I like to see every
| casional foddering uncut for variety. Have as

j jn ra;smg caives .
Ta too

|
them profitable

;
but yet how shamefully are]^

feecareMly watched,"aS
they neglected in a great many instances. u yery importact ,bat calyes guould be well

and cared for during the first year of their
many cases, the I j.

writer understand the subject of which he
] many varieties of fodder in the barn as practi- 1

farmer t£nkg it >t tQ d Mg^ fa j

^es, if we wouW make them profitable m the

writes; and if he knows nothing of fanning,
j cabie , as all cattle like a change, which is

{

,

ooking after such mJeKj ancfthey are placed |
^.-Correspondent of the Canada Farmer.

why write on agricultural subjects? Is it
j
really essential for their health. Feed regu-

j in charge of boys . and morning and evening I

"
:

.

' ' "

merely because he loves the country, and ru-
{ iar]y and liberally. No man can afford to f

ral scenes and subjects ? I fear too much has
j pinch or starve his cattle. Keep no more cat-

j^ and armed with a gtout gtick with which f

been written on agricultural subjects-such as
j tle m Winter, here, in these our Northern

j tQ belabor ,he pQor allimalg if they manifest 1

these youngsters may be seen provided withal JPatftttittft ;$^i$:C:8llQ4Jt}»

If!stock ot different kinds, &c, &c.,-by men
| States , than you can house comfortably. *M too much eagerness for their scanty meal

;
or, =

who know as little about such things practi-
j you have no barn, you should have no cattle,

j if tbgy ghow & diglike for ^ megg ^ .

g fa f

cally, as a school boy. Hence the present
; It does not pay to subject them to slow torture

j aU probability entire]y uusuited t0 their lender I the agricultural exhibition ' held at Vienna
great objection to book and newspaper farm-

1 at the stack. In my next I will give you my
j thev are at once pronounced sulkv. and f last vear. mentions that. alon<r with the

CULTIVATION OF HOPS.

Pbofessob John Wilson, in his reporton

ing by the masses. "Many of your teachings = yiews on Soiling, Stall Feeding, &c, &c.

are false, and lead us into expensive mistakes,"

says uncle Peter Prosperous. But my preface 1

is already too long ; so now for the story. i

Dairy Cows.—Select and keep the very best
}

June, 1867.

COOKING FOOD FOR STOCK.

It renders mouldy hay, straw and corn

f
age, they are at once pronounced sulky, and I last year, mentions that, along with the

the starvation remedy is adopted, and the I samples of Hungarian hops, was shown a plan

poor brutes are left to the scorching sun for j of the method of cultivation carried out at

the next twelve hours.
| Belle, adapted for all other districts where

And thus they go on, with perhaps a sur- { wood suitable for hop-poles is scarce. Wooden
| plus one day and starvation the next, for a few | pegs or short stakes are driven into the ground,

only. A good cow, well kept, is profitable.
|
g{alkg erfectj Sweet and palatable Animals i

weeks, when they are turned out to take their { at such distances apart as it is intended to

Poor cows are unprofitable. My own experi-

1

euce in selecting cows for dairying or furnish-
j

ing milk to sell, is to select good wedge-shaped I

animals, heavy hind quarters aud tapering
{

towards the head, with light heads, long faces,

! seem to relish straw taken from a stack which ^ c'lance - IQ the Winter they take their chance I plant the vines
;
and at longer distances—usu-

1 again at the straw stack. If they die, as is | ally about 20 to 25 yards—light poles are erected
has been wet and badly damaged for ordinary

j

use, and even in any condition, except "dry

rot," steaming will restore its sweetness.

| not unusual, the owner at once concludes that | with a height of from 12 to 15 feet above the

! stock raising does not pay ; or if he happens
j
surface, so that there are parallel lines all over

| to have patronized an agricultural society that | the ground of short stakes cr pegs placed at

i % and usually small wax-colored horns
;

also, I
Ifc diffuses the color of the bran, corn meal,

| keepg nrst.ciass stock, he, of course, pronoun- { certain distances, and projecting about 8 to 12

slim necks, small tails, capacious udders, run- j
ou meal

>
carrots, or whatever is mixed with

j ceg wiiole thing a humbug, and reckons I inches in height, while parallel rows of poles,

ning well forward, milk veins large, teats good {

t

he feed
>
through the whole mass, and thus it

j (hey wm get no mQre of hig money_ If tbey j from 12 tQ 15 fefet nigb) crogg these at rjgbt

size, rather long and set well apart. I care not I
may cheaply be flavored to suit the animal.

| manage t0 j^g through the Winter, it will take I angles, and at from 20 to 25 yards apart. A
for breed or color. It is all humbug for dairy j

It softens the tough fibre of the corn-stalk,
| ^ gummer t0 get ready to grow again. If j stout wire is stretched horizontally from pole to

profit. (Breeding Stock is another story.) I ]
rye straw, and other hard material, rendenng

{ tough enough, they may stand it another Win- j pole all over the ground, while vertical wires

think it would generally pay as well for large
j

il almost like green, succulent food, and easily
|^ and then m tb(j rankg of tbe bony cows | or

ij
gllt rope3) made of any suitable material,

farmers, say those who keep from 20 to 30 { masticated and digested by the animal.
| and unm i

y steers yvhich are the pests of high- 1 are attached to the pegs and carried up and

cows, to raise some five to eight or so of their j
11 renders beans and peas agreeable food for i wayg _

tq looking around us at this season,
f fastened to the horizontal wires, thus offering

best heifer calves each year, from their very j
horses as well as other animals, and thus ena- = wg gee tbe gad eflectg 0f sucb treatment in the | a steady support to the hop vines during the

best cows, and from a bull which you know to |
bles the feeder to combine more nitrogenous

\ appea ,.ance 0f hundreds of poor animals on j period of growth. At harvest time the ropes

be from a good milking family. By so doing, ) food in the diet of his animals.
^

= many 0f our farms. | are detached and carried to the picking stage

and by selecting the best only to keep from I
It enables the feeder to turn everything

| ^hSLt the prontable raising of calves on dairy j with the vines, and the field cleared for the

the heifers you raise, (when they have their j
raised into food for his stock, without lessen-

1 farmg w;ii be attended with some considerable ] usual tillage operations without the expense of

first calf,) you will in a few years have a better ling tne value of ms manure. Indeed, the ma-
j
trouble) there is no doubt; but on ordinary I shifting, stacking and resetting the poles,

herd, and a better paying herd of cows than j
nure from steamed food decomposes more

| farmg) where, as on the great majority off This plan has been carried out during several

you will be able to buy. As to color, I care I
readily, and is therefore more valuable for the

j ferms Jn tWg countryj only a limited number { seasons at Belle, and has been introduced in-

but little about it, so long as a cow has a good j
same bulk than that made from uncooked

| of cowg ig kept for tbe purpose 0f making I to Wurtemburg, Baden, Bavaria and other hop-

yellow skin, a striped hoof and a wax-colored \
fo°d-

I butter, there exists no difficulty in the profit- 1 producing countries, with satisfactory results.

horn. If her hair is soft and silky, I care but ! We have found it to cure incipient heaves in
j aWe raigirig q{. gQod calves> j

little about the color of it. I have notice.! but ! Worses, and horses having a cough for several
|

little, if any, difference in the quality of milk, |
months at pasture, have been cured in two I

between "Old Brindle" and "Little Bed," I
weeks on steamed feed. It has a remarkable

| and teach it to drink new milk. 1 1 1- Use diligence, industry, integrity, and

while the " Roan Cow " makes as good a calf! fcffect uPon worses with sudden cold, ana in
f ^ farmerg are in fayol. of \ pr0per improvement of time to make farming

as either, and holds her milk as late in the j
constipation. Horses fed upon it seem much

| ^^ ^ay ag goon ag dropped . but )
pay .

FaU. The boys think " Old Topsy," the j 'ess Uable to disease ; m tact, in this respect,
| ^ ^^ I^ ^ rf { 2 _ Chooge a ferm a goil eitber natural .

brown cow, will beat the whole flock ; but for
j

11 seems to have all the good qualities ot glass,
| ^^^ the CQW for a day Qr tWQj j

]y diy or drained, not too level nor yet steep,

the "season through," I should as readily bet j

trie natural food of animals.
I which I think decidedly better for the cow. \ wel1 fenced in proper-sized fields, not too large,

on "Annie LaCurie," the pied cow. So youj It produces a marked difference in the ap-
j AU wm admit that for gome time after caiving! j

3. Good, snug buildings, with dry, if not

see that color is all a fancy, save in the color ! pearance of the animal, at once causing the
|^ fiow reqmres extra care and nourishment, !

clean, yards and cellars, especially barn and

of the teats. I should prefer colored to white, | coat to become smooth and of a brighter color
;

j^ wh;ch ghe . g mQre ]ike]y {o deriye heQ t̂
\ stabling.

as being less likely to chap or crack. |
regulates the digestion, makes the animal more

j wh;ie ghe remaing contented, with the calf by I
4 - Economy in accumulating, saving, and

As to the profits of a cow, much depends on I
contented and satisfied, enables fattening stock

j her^ th&Q
.

f her young . g takeQ away froal |
properly using all manures and fertilizers pos-

the milker. Some men are rank poison to I
t0 eat tbeir iood wltn less labor

' Slves working
| and ghe . g weakened by bawling I

sible, no matter how rich your land may be

! animals time to eat all that is necessary for
j he n before ghe hag {q gome j

naturally.

The course I recommend is the following :
\

Take the calf from the cow when two or three |

FARM PROVERBS.

stock any way ; and such should never attempt

!

them in the intervals of labor ; and this is of
to milk. A good milker will always treat the I

lueui m luc "l
' .

™ I measure regained her strength. And as re- 1
& - A 8°od and tolerably fast team

;
better

cow gently and pleasantly, milk fast and tell f

much importance, especially with horses. It
| ^ j find legg twnUe Jn teaching it ! smart than large.

i also enables the feeder to fatten animals in one- 1 f
" ^ ' -

or listen to no stories while milking, and be !

sure to get the last drop in the udder every
j

I third less time.

time. I consider a cow in her prime (all
j

It saves at least one-third of the food. We
|

I attempted sooner.

| to drink when two or three days old than if 1
6 - Your farming implements well made, of

I good material, not too heavy.

7. Have work done in season.

things considered) from five to ten years old.
1"°"" ~" T ™

T~ "~:~~~e
~~"

1 when 10 or 12 days old, part skim milk may j
8

-
Always sow good, clean seeds.

Some cows hold out much better than others, j

to ^'^ C0WS «8 WelUS '
hre<:

°L be added, first warming it sufficiently, with the j
9, Do not harvest before your crop is fit to

! have found two bushels of cut and cooked hay !

As soon as it will drink milk readily, or 1

as with men and horses ; and are really as

young to all intents and purposes at twelve

I cooked hay, and the manure, in the case off

| the uncooked hay, contained much more fi-
j

I addition of a small handful of sifted meal,

I stirring it while drinking ; the skim milk may

11. House all things as much as possible—

harvest.

10. Do not keep more live stock on your
mi • - DLllllllg IV TT will. , .J".-- =

years, as others are at nine or ten. Never I

u'"uo » ——~ ^.flbe gradually increased and the new milk di- j
f™ than you can keep well.

keep a cow through the Winter after she gets I

m0re ^ case w
f
h rses. The

, ^ .

{
. g abQUt ? weekg oM>^ |

to going down hill or kill a superior cow on i

coo!^ °f b^ »nd ^awdes^roys all foul and
|^ whole feed may coug

.

gt of gkim mUk__ |
animals, utensils, and crops,

account of her age, if her teeth are good, and 1
troublesome seeds.-X W. Stewart m Amen-

]^^ ^ fee gradually increaged! ,
12 . Sen when you can get a fair price, and

she is all right, without any signs of deterio-
\

can Farmer
-

} as it is useless to expect a calf to thrive on j
do not store for rats and speculators.

ration. Cows should be milked regularly, and
j Bjj

.gT HoESES F0E Faem Use.—The hardest I
skim milk alone

;
any kind of meal, or a mix-

j

by steady milkers. I WQrk on tne farm for horses is breaking up 1 ture of different kinds will answer the purpose.
| Bbbts for Summer use should be sown as

Feeding Cows and Store Cattle-Summer ! sod, which certainly is not one-eighth of the { A little sweet hay should now be given.
|
early as the weather will permit, but such beets

Feed -If you have plenty of good pasture, ! whole work. Light horses, weighing 1,100 or | When the calf is about i weeks old, a little
|
are not fit for Winter use. For such use, delay

with o-ood living water that is all sufficient, ! 1,200, are best for most of the other work; I sour mDk maybe added, and gradually in-
]
sowing till some time in June. Then sow in a

save salting them re-ularly, once each week, I they are best on the road, and before the har- 1 creased until the whole feed may consist of ! rich, moist soil, and give them a rapid growth,

if you are located back from the sea or saltl row, (not before the mower and reaper, we | sour milk. Some calves drink it readily the land they will be much surer to cook tender

water. Perhaps a better way still for salting, 1 think.) At cross-plowing and harrowing a [first time, others require considerable coaxing,
j
and be freer from woody fibre, than il

would be to have a salting trough under cover, I coach horse will do one-lburth more than a I but by adding a little at a time, and increasing
!
earlier.

Aetieicial Teeth, Eyes and Ears.—In the Paris Exposition the Americans, m the department of dentistry, are beyond all competition The dis-

play of artificial teeth, the perfect imitation of nature in gums and palate are wonderful. But the French are equally great m artificial eyes and

ears The eves are life itself. They not only supply an eye that is lost, but cover a shrunken or injured eye-ball with a shell that perfectly matches

the other eve The ears of delicately rosy gutta-percha are very pretty. If one has an ear cut off, bitten off, frozen off or eaten away, here is a

light and elegant substitute. It is said that ladies with large ears cover them up with their hair, natural or acquired, and annex these pretty Uttle

artificial ears, of course with handsome ear-rings.
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THE FAEMER-BOY.

Afl the sun rises ho Roes to tho field,—

Breakfast is had by the light of a candle,—

With a rake of his own and a fork so small,

Ilia boyish strength can bend Its handle.

With hlin the grown men go to their toil:

Merry nnd mlgbty they swing their steel

;

The nodding clover falls before,

And Btrlcken curls 'neath their conqu'rlng heel.

Waiting till damp swaths grow as they go,

Watching the sheen of the whistling blades,

He scatters the clots of glistening grass,

And bids the sun to Us cool, green shad es.

Through the bright hours of early morn,

His brown face glowing with healthy flushes,

He toils till the mowers drop their scythes,

And pause for lunch In some shadowing bushes.

Gay as the sparrow that chirps near by,

He eats his share of the wholesome food

;

And drinks from the jug a long sweet draught

Of water fresh from the spring in the wood.

Up again in the mowers' track,

Striving to catch the one who leads him,

He fills the air with a verdant cloud

That follows him, drowns him, and precedes him.

Shrilly the locust makes his plaint

;

Screams the fierce king-fisher seeking the brook,

The lambs on the distant hill-side bleat,

And a cat-bird mews in his shady nook.

But the farmer-boy follows his fragrant way,

Heedless of voices not strange to his ear,

And scatters the grass, and wonders, the while,

If bumble-bees' nests are plenty this year.

But hark 1 from the hill where the white flocks feed,

Comes back an echo he's listened for long

;

The dinner-horn soundB, and the mowera cease,

And gladly he joins the hungry throng.

Back from the house he rides in the cart,

Gee-ing and haw-Ing the sluggish team,

As they pause to pant and cool their sides

Midway in a shallow, babbling stream.

The field iB reached and the work begins;

One man "pitches," another man "stows;"

While the farmer-boy handles his little rake,

And gathers the scattered locks as he goes.

High on the load to the barn he rides,

Climbs to the mow and Is soon at werk,

Treading the upheaved masses down,

And stowing them close with his trusty fork.

Back to the field again and again,

Working fast ; for a cloud 's in the West

That threatens rain no long time hence,

And father reckons this hay his best.

Thus all day long, o'er shaven knolls,

Spreading the hay or "raking after;"

Riding the cart to the brown old barn,

And stowing Its load 'neath the lofty rafter.

The farmer-boy tolls till his hands grow hard,

And his cheeks are roughened with various weather;

But his heart Is light, and Peace and he

Sleep through the quiet night together.

THE DOUBLE COCOA NUT OF THE SEY-
CHELLES ISLAND.

I
sleeping as soundly as the house-dog before

]

| the fire. Possibly he thinks of home; but it
j

|
only makes him more determined and resolute

j Fqund Qn]y m two small Islamls lying 300 j

|
to workout, some how, a home of his own.

j mile3 nortbea8t of Madagascar. The old}

I

* * * The hired man's life with our \ French found the large nuts Moating on the sea.
j

|
Nothcrn farmers is but an apprenticeship,

j
They called it " Coco de mer," as not knowing

j

|
Some of them emerge from it to pass to the

j
any tree which bore them, they supposed it to j

|

dignity of proprietorship ; while a great many
j be a product of the Ocean. In Islands where

\

I
more continue in the harness, tugging at the

j polygamy prevailed, the nuts, tor their rcstor-l

j

traces, and dragging out a solitary existence 1 ative properties brought most fabulous prices,
j

j
to the end of their days. They lie about here

j In 1742 these Islands were discovered. Large
j

land there, jobbing as the opportunity offers
; j forests of these trees were then found. One j

I
laboring one season in this place and another

| hundred years it requires for its full growtb,— !

;
season in that ; now laying by a trifle, and now

j no one knows how long they last. The com-

1

;

saving scarce a penny; good-natured and I mon cocoa nut bends to every gale, but this I

! trustful, generally; as dry and smoky as the
j stands erect under all the most terrible hurri-j

\ soot that collects about their favorite chimney-
j canes of the tropics.

! corners
;

troubling themselves nowise with |

;
care or ambition ; as full of gossip

i dies over their fragrant Oolong

The!

At thirty years of age the female bios- f

as old la-
j gom appear j t j9 merely the germ of the

j

decoctions
i nut^ and very minute. The female tree never!

j
and addicted to a garrulousncss that, to all the

j grows by 2f) f(Jef. gQ large ag the male
{children where they g is as delightful as a

] male flower ig an enormous catkin 3 feet lone

j new stoiy-book. Bachelors they live, and
| by tbree feet wide A single catkin produces \

1
bachelors they die

;
and, as a matter of course,

] a succmion of stamens for eight or ten years. \

\
living but half their natural days.

j Tbe weigbt of the fruit ifi enormous . E ievcn j

] Odd sticks in the bundle they are, incapable
{ mUs hftye been CQUnted on one 8talk> mch mU j

1
of beinS eithcr tied UP or assorted. Needful

} 4Q ^ Four or fiyc is tbe ayerage number on ]

1 to the farmer, yet profitless, so far as results
j a 8talk> It ig ten yearg after the fl()werg opeD)

; reach, to themselves. A happy, hard-work

i ing, necessary, favorite class of men.

HAY MAKING.

SUMMER PRUNING.

THE FARM LABORER,

We favor our readers with another racy pen-

j

sketch from Lack land's new book:

Much of the farmer's help at the present
]

time is made up of Irish laborers—the una-
j

dulterated, unqualified bog-trotters of their;

native land. Yet they have not altogether i

crowded Yankee laborers out of the field
;
they

have hardly more than stepped into the vacan-
j

cies created by the western fever that has car- i

ried so many off. Our farmers can do no bet-
i

ter than to hire them. Now and then one
j

turns up a prize, but the bulk of them would
j

as soon plant their potatoes in pits on the day
j

they handle their wages and leave, as on the
I

day they first lauded. In harnessing a horse
j

they would as soon throw the breeching over
]

his head as over that part of his body orna-

j

mented with his tail.

The life of the native hired man, drudging

and wearisome as it looks to the careless ob-
j

server, is still full of hope and bouyancy. He
is not the friendless, melancholy, pitiful crea-

ture you may take him for. While he sits

there in the chimney corner of the old kitchen,

telling stories to the boys in a low tone, so as

not to be overheard, the honest btaze of the

fire shining out over his bronzed face, he is as

much a king and lord as the man of the acres

who hires him. He keeps no cares on his

mind, but can take his candle and go off to

bed in his stocking feet with the certainty of

I before the fruit matures; four years before the
j

I embryo fruit reaches its full size. The nut is

!

j about 13 inches long, heart shape, with two I

1 separate compartments enveloped like the
j

I cocoa-nut in fibre.

There is annually so much good grass mer-
) The base of the trunk is of a bulbous form. \

cilessly manslaughtered in making it into hay,
j This bulb fits into a natural bowl, about 2^ I

that it becomes the duty of every publisher,
j feet in diameter, and 18 inches deep, narrowing

I

editor and agricultural writer in the land, hap- ! towards the bottom. The bowl is perforated
j

pening to have a better practical knowledge of
j w ;t]l hundreds of small holes, through which the I

hay making, to begin with the hay season,
j roots penetrate to the earth. The bowl is of j

preaching as earnestly as they can at every op-
] tne same substance as the nut, and is believed I

portunity, better principles, until a radical re-
j never rots or wears out . Fj re) anfi tne enor. j

form in much of our hay making practice shall I mous price of tue nutS) wuicU for tneir sake) j

have been achieved. , causes many a fine tree to be cut down, will
j

As clover usually comes first in the routine off soon cause this remarkable palm to be entirely j

haying, and the season for putting mowers afield i extinct.

is close at hand, let us bear in mind that the
f

..__«„„..„__., ..

best standing condition of clover is when the I

plant itself is fully developed and the heads in j

full, but early bloom, before any considerable 1 'We have long been in favor of the Summer
j

proportion of them have assumed the slightest
j
pruning of fruit trees, of all sizes. Full twenty \

tinge of brown. Then instead of being roasted, f years ago we were convinced of its good results. !

broiled and baked, in the scorching sun until it
j It is advantageous in two ways. First, by short-

j

is as black as Japan tea, as is loo frequently the 1 ening in the rapidly growing branches it pro-
j

case with clover hay, the best plan is to cut
j duces fruit spurs for the following year, and j

after the dew is off in the morning, cure, spread
j
brings the trees into any desired form. Sec-j

or in the swath, as much as can be done in five
] 0nd, when larger limbs are removed, the wound

;

or six hours of clear, drying weather, then,
j instead of leaving a bare, protruding and decay-

]

twenty-four hours more in small cocks, shelter- {

i

Dg stump, beautifully heals up, making a sound I

ing from dew and rain, and haul in and put
{ amputation.

away with the leaves still green, wilted but not
j The period when the pruning should be done

{

in the least crisped or blackened by the sun.
j is one of prime importance. We see June I

The other grasses are best cut when the |
recommended, while the trees are in their full

j

stalks and foliage have attained full growth and I
first growth. Without having experimented,

}

the seeds are entirely developed, but still in a j and looking to the condition of the trees, in
j

milky state. Like clover, they should be cocked j
this month, it does not meet our assent,

after a few hours' sun curing, finished off in the I We do not believe that it is advisable to!

cock, cured but not in the least crisped, and
j prune before the first growth of the season is I

hauled in while still green in color, elastic and
j
completed, because of the immaturity of the 1

possessed of all the inviting aroma of "new [wood, which must produce in the second!

mown hay." If the foundation of bays and
{
growth less vigorous shoots, besides losing, to I

stacks are made well up clear of the ground,
} a large extent, the yield of fruit the succeeding

{

affording full and free ventilation underneath, jyear, which is sure to follow judicious shorten-

j

and then in stacking or stowing away a layer off jDg in a later period.

clean, dry straw, say six inches in depth, is; iD our judgment " Summer pruning" should
j

placed every two feet between the courses of i take place between the fifteenth of July andf
hay, there will be no danger of clover or any j tenth of August—a period when the sap is qui- j

other kind of grass heating, moulding or rot- ) escent and nature is resting awhile from her
{

ting, though put away a great deal greener than I labors. We speak Irom our own knowledge of]

is the general practice, and infinitely belter hay j the value of midsummer pruniug of trees,
{

will be the result.—Cosmo, in Saturday Evening { iarge 0r small. j

Post. |
- j

—
I The wool clip in the United States in 186G, j

The Convention of farmers at Alexandria, !
amounted to 136,000,000 pounds. It is esti-

j

Va., passed resolutions to urge upon the land I
mated that there are iu the United States I

.
G0°

j

owners of Virginia the advantage to them- j
woolen mills, containing G,000 sets of carding

j

selves and to the State, of subdividing their I
machines, with the capacity of manufacturing

j

lands into tracts of such size as will meet the j
170,000,000 pounds of clean material.

demands of the market, to gather information {
——» —

of the location, soil and character of the lands l " Do you believe in the appearance of spirits, I

so offered for sale and the prices of the same, j father ?" asked a rather fast young man of his in-
j

and also to establish agencies in the leading I diligent sire. " No, Tom, but I believe in their I

cities of the United States and in foreign coun- \ disappearance, since I missed my bottle of bour- j

tries where it may be deemed necessary.
5 bon last night," said the old gentleman.

WHEAT HARVESTING.

To the Editors of the Farm and Kirealde :

As harvest time draws near, I will give you
my views about cutting wheat—hoping other

farmers will send in their experience.

The time of wheat-harvest must be deter-

mined by the condition of the grain. I believe

in cutting before the crop is fully ripe. As
soon as the grains have passed "the milky

state "—that is, as soon as the inner pari has

become firm, but is still soft enough to yield to

the thumb-nail, when pressed into it ; the crop

is then at its greatest value. The straw is then

of a greenish yellow, and there is still a green

tinge about the head. If wheat, in this state,

is allowed to stand two or three days, the

straw and head assume a brown appearance

—

the grain is dead ripe. If delayed after this

period, both grain and straw are less valuable.

A portion of the starch of the grain has been

converted into bran; and, according to the

testimony of the best millers, it will not make

as much, or so good flour as that which is cut

earlier. This is my experience in growing

wheat for thirty -five years. Cut wheat just

before it is fully ripe, and you will have the

best of grain ; more albuminous matter, more

nutritious bread, and also save from five to ten

per cent, (often more,) than in allowing your

wheat to become dead ripe.

Avoid exposure to rains ; it has an injurious

effect on both grain and straw. The dark color

of much flour is owing to allowing the grain

to remain loo long in the field. At the same

time, repeated wetting and drying destroys the

appearance and value of the straw. All wheat

should be stacked or sheltered as soon as it is

sufficiently dry—otherwise expect moulding

and heating of the grain. it. w. o.

Towanda, Pa.

PERUVIAN BARK.

jJTiiE greatest boon which the vegetable world

has supplied to man, for the cure of periodical

fevers and other painful diseases, is_/ound in

the Peruvian, once called Jesuit's bark. No
other febrifuge is comparable to this one. Un-

til of late years the only home of the tree or

shrub— called botanically Cinchona— which

yields it, is in the mountainous regions of South

America, and chielly in Peru, Quito and Boli-

via. Now, however, a congenial home has

been found for the cinchona on the mountains

of Central Asia. The geographical range of

this tree in America is from nine degrees south

latitude to ten degrees north, following in this

distance the great mountain chain of the Andes,

and for the most part on the eastern slopes of

the second range of the Cordilleras. The trees

which furnish the bark of commerce grow at

various elevations upon the Andes, seldom at

less than f000 feet above the sea, and, of course,

at a less temperature than that of the tropical

plains below. The active principles of the

Peruvian bark are the alkaloids quinia or qui-

nine, and cinchonia or ciuchonine. The first

of these is the one obtained in the largest pro-

portion, and the most generally used.

Through the efforts of the Dutch in Java and

the English in India, large plantations of cin-

chona have grown up from trees and seeds

brought from South America. The product of

the bark, in quinine and cinchonine, is equal

to that obtained from the Bolivian trees. The

mountainous regions of Java and those of India

and Ceylon, at elevations varying from 5000 to

74,)0 feet above the sea, are selected for the

cultivation of the cinchona tree. The question

is, therefore, now settled of the productiveness

of the transplanted trees, and of the trade in

Peruvian bark being opened in new quarters.

We may add, in conclusion, that a request was

made of our Government, at the last meeting

of the American Medical Association, to have

the Cinchona tree planted in some part of the

United States, in which it might be grown with

success. Such spots could be found at a cer-

tain elevation in the Rocky Mountains, far

South. A moderate temperature and a moist

air, in low latitudes, are prime conditions for

the growth of the Cinchona.

Neglects Destroy Farm Profits.—By neglecting to lock the stable door, the horse was stolen
;
by leaving a lot of old rubbish in the barn yard, one

colt broke his leg, and another got a nail in his foot
;
by neglecting to spend half an hour in battening up the sheepfold, a pair of twin lambs froze to

death
;
by carelessly tying the bull, the ox was gored and died

;
by neglecting to kill the ticks on the sheep, and lice on the cattle, the sheep became

poor, shed their wool, gave no milk, and the lambs died, and a fine stock of cattle, in fine condition when they came to stall, lost all their flesh before

Spring; some were helped up by the tail and survived, while others were snaked off by the neck, a sort of retributive justice to their owners; always
attached in some way to human transgression.— Vermont Farmer.
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Field aatl gkwilen,

OUR BEST GAEDEN VEGETABLES.

Written for the Farm and Fireside,

BY J. F. WOLFINGER, MILTON, PA.

i For currants, both in their green and in their | water. Home-brewed ale of the best sort may 1

I rose-red, ripe state, make a delicious pie, and = help. As for spirits, it's too fiery, in whatever I

'

| also a very dainty and pleasant dish when ripe | shape, gets up too much fever, too high pres-
{

| and coated over with cream and sugar. And j sure and makes the boiler burst. We've I

! the strawberry stands still higher in the esti-l worked in hay fields when sealing wax would
|

1 mation of man} r
, while the well-ripened rasp- 1 be soft as putty, and stowed away hay under

j

1 berry, blackberry, gooseberry and cranberry I the barn roof where it was hotter than any 1

In our age of the world we are blessed with
§ are vel.y little behind our currants and straw- 1 spot on this earth, and went through it without j

a great variety of useful garden plants. In
| berries jn point of culinary excellence. And j the ardent. I

proof of this we have only to name our beets,
[ so he sh0uld not forget raising himself full sup- ! Beware of getting hot and tired and standing 1

carrots, celery, cucumbers, endives, onions,
j

pi;es of gTapes to be used and eaten just as { in a chill draft of air, especially if it comes on I

parsnips, peas, radishes, lettuce, &c. But the \ tbese other small fruits are. And now when I your back. That heat and work has lessened I

use of some of these is of but short duration,
| we consider the refreshing coolness of the

|
your vitality, and put you in negative condi- j

while others are only occasionally used in our
| j
u ices 0f these small fruits and their rich and \ tion, so that outer forces control you easier, j

Winter seasons, and then rather as a rarity or
j delicious flavor of nicely intermixed sweet 1 perspiration is checked and sad mischief done j

mere change of food, than for any great inhe-
j aud soul.

;
and aiso their nutriciousness and j before you think. Keep your face to the wind !

rent excellencies which they present as a food
j
great health-producing q ualities during our ] when you stop to rest, for the resistant vital

j

for man.
f excessively hot and oppressive Summer and | forces emanate from the front more than the

j

But our best garden vegetables are those
f Autumnal weather, and also how easily and

j
rear, and he is a wise as well as a brave man I

that make, in various ways, a very palatable,
| cheaply they can be raised, is it not astonish- I who faces exposure as well as danger,

wholesome and nutritious food for us the en-
j
ing that our people will supply themselves so

| jyon
'

t bolt a hearty meal in hot haste and j

tire year. And the four garden vegetables that
j poorly aud scantily wlth these luscious and in-

1 rush out to your wk> but get a little rested) I

do this to the best advantage consist of the
| valuable productions of nature? Surely the| then eat model .

ately, yet enough, and go to!
potato, cabbage, beans and tomatoes. And

j man who neglects the culture of these things
f work fresh . Dyspepsia and its kindred horrors

!

our reasons for this opinion are briefly these,
j in his garden and out-lots acts very unwisely

j come ofleu from eating fun meals with the sys.

}

viz : Potatoes supply in a very great measure
j for h is own good as well as that of his family.

} tem overtaxed and heated, and no vital power I

the place of bread, while beans, in their turn

supply the place of meat—our two most essen-

tial articles of human food. This is so evi-

dently and confessedly true of the potato that

it would only be a waste of time for me to ad-

June, 1867.

TALK ON WORK, HEAT AND HEALTH.

Workers in the fields—strong men and sturdy

1 left for digestion. Keep cool ; the more to be I

1 done the more need of self-possession, that you f

I may be master of the situation.
|

f Don't eat heaps of meat and drink gallons of!

rank coffee and strong tea with a blind notion f

Your bread!
duce any proof of it. And if you need any ! boys, toiling beneath a blazing sun, and ex-|

proof of the beans supplying the place of I posed to rain and chill-let's have a talk to-

1

that you must have hearty food,

meat, here it is-read it carefully. VonThcer, I gether about work and health. Not a fussy \
or beans, pound for pound, has more nutriment

j

the great German agriculturist, says : I talk, like a set of fidgetty nervous fellows, afraid \^ beef
>

the water d™ 1 cl°g °P
j

l,„ „a ^„„™ i .«mo «f n>0 nmi-iro = we system like this black coffee, or rack thei
"Leguminous plants contain a large quan- 1 to stand up square lest some oi the uu.de woi ks

, J j

ft TTmhntT falls " vpetetn fl n i mfl 1
" ^ sive out i but lust a word of practical commou \

nerves oUj_, tea.
f

tityof what Emhofi calls vegeto animal. ,8 l<^* n oon„ b„L w„ isratw 1 Meat has more stimulus than bread, and a!
This substance has a very great affinity to ani- j

"nse. (Common sense, by the way, is rather
{^ ^^ fa^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ j

mal matter, and is quite as nutritious as glu-
j

U—°7
goot deal of work to be done in j

—t,
vegetables, fruits, &c, and drink moder-

j

ten, as it constitutes the predominating ingredi-
j

- -
.

=
,

-
. , ately. Keep the system open and all evacua-

!

ent in vegetables, and they are more nourish- I
the six months.ahead that cant be got lound - »

v
>

»

ing than cereals. It has long been known j
or pushed aside, unless you like sheriffs -d

|

^^^-^^raWnd^ave fevers and
|ing man ceie<us. o.u i«u0 ." i,wi fla™ Tf iho „u farm is tr. >,«• tpnt a„ri tn ! congestions. Take less meat in very hot

that lentils, peas and beans not only satisfy \
red flags. If the old fa m is to be kept and to

, -
yourselves but keeo all I

value, this work ahead must be met 1
weatuer. judge lor jouiseives, out keep au.^

hunger, but are more easy of digestion, and |
Sam m

r-T"'" tp, tPn(Wv t
•
strengthen the hu I done up. For three months we shall have \

firm
-
and trim

'
and coo)

'
and °Pei1

'
in tbe il]

have a greater tendency tO Strengthen tne UU- = r
, = tprnal rlpnartmpnt nnrl vnn'll hp fir fnr a rrnnd

To I
some awful hot days, with burning sun and =

ternal department, and you u De nt lor a good

the healthy laborer they"supply'the place ofl sultry air
'

"muggy>" as they used to say[ lon̂ Pml

animal food, and yield that nutriment of which 1
" doW11 East-" Thunder storms will come up

]

,.„,„„„ „,.„ :„„„^„mp With , n s thPTr = sudden, wetting you to the skin, and with raw =
m

!

rye and potatoes are incapable. With us they
, ^^ _„;„(i„„

'

OA/w>a, tVlQn }4 [ in the morning you are fresh, and it is always

Thunder storms will come up I
Bathe often

>
bui never when hot or tired

-
At

\

|
night a hand-bath all over, if not too tired, and !

are absolute necessaries to those who work! winds tliat cbeck Perspiration sooner than is]

hard, and especially to sailors; neither lands- j
healtfly 5

and a dam r» cbi" d^ now and ]^'
men nor sailors are contented unless they can I

«'en
> ^ between these scorchers, to say nothing I

so»-

It helps greatly through the heated sea-

have a meal of legumes at least twice a week. |
of fogs and dews But this work is to be put

j

Both experience and chemical analysis tend to \
through, blow high or low, and it's a good plan %

that you will all think of, can be done, and

All this, and much more in the same way
at you will all think of, can be done, and

..
, ..

| „.
,

„,.. ,
,.. .,„..,! to stait and goon in such fashion as to hold! a™ided

>
sensibly, quietly, and without fidget-

nartof^ve^ ^ ^ °D %^^ *" ^pait of the vegetable kingdom. mars rnn a
ni u ., , „ I exposure, make work a welcome task, and

cinles of Practical Agriculture, (p. 433). = It may be well to "take an account of stock, =, , ' . . , , , .cipies oj jriuMUMi ^.yitvuMu.,,,, ^. j
|

j '= land most of you, strong m body and clear in

The legumes or pod-bearing plants, as we all ]
™ merchants say,-we mean stock of bone and

| ^^ cool Qf next winter
,

g gnow

know, include beans, peas, lentils, &c„ but of |
^scle, and nerve, and will-power. Every

| bankg

these the bean is the most productive and val- [
sensible man knows about what he can do, and

|

uable for.drying for Winter use, both shelled j
not break or weaken bis Powers 5

settle that
>

and in the pod. | and then don't oter-do. Many a man (and more

!

PLOWING IN GREEN CEOPS.

So cabbage, both in its fresh and sweet, in I b°ys) Just wrecks himself needlessly in ten
j The careful farmer, who understands the

j

its salted and sour form, as Sauer Krout, is!
minutes, and is never the man again he was

| science of his business, will not only prepare]

an excellent and very wholesome table food, a

!

belore -
Wnen y°u feel y°u are UP to y°ur ! the soil so as to give it the highest capacity for

!

o-ood preventive as well as a cure for the dis- !
highest mark, stop; and stop before you get

j
absorbing ammonia and carbonic acid from]

ease called scurvy ; and hence cabbage is high- 1
tbere, save in rare emergencies. It's well to

f the air, but he will furnish those indispensable
}

ly prized as a food among all sailors and others j
feel tba* yon have a reserve force, and could

j articieS of plant food for the use of his grow-

!

who spend their time on the sea. And Iam!" letoutanotberlmk-"
!
ing crops, from every available source. A!

sure I need say nothing to convince you of the I
<ra< for ihe sun

-
He '

8 a fiery fellmv
> I very effectual method of doing this is the plow-

=

value, and nutritiousness and wholesomeness I
and sometime when your system may lack|iDg in 0 f green crops. Growing vegetables

of tomatoes, since they are used now with ! positiveness from overwork, he'll send a hot| contain a larger proportion of nitrogenized

great relish by every family in our land, both \
shaft rigbt through you. Don't be careless or

! elements than is found in them after they have

in their fresh state as they are plucked from ! foolhardy, that's all. The "boys in blue" all| fully matured and ripened. These, when

the vine, and also as they are now stored away !
say that the best soldiers took no useless risks,

j turned under in the green state, are rapidly

and saved in excellent order in air-tight cans! and wcre therefore fresh and right when the
j converted into carbonic acid, water and am-

for Winter use and until tomatoes grow and j
sbarP work was to be done

'

}
monia, and these being disengaged under the

ripen for us again. "
I If y°u have a feeling come over you that the \

earth, are absorbed by the soil, and held sub-

And for these reasons every man who owns I
heat is going through, take to the shade without [ject to the demands of the subsequent crop,

a garden or an out-lot should every year raise I
any foolish shame, for the hardiest sometimes 1 The farmer, whose stubble field last Fall, was

himself a plentiful supply of potatoes, beans, j
falter, and far better one hour's care than ; covered with a heavy crop of ragweed, which

cabban-es and tomatoes for his own family use 1 months or years of weakness from sun-stroke I he suffered to ripen and stand exposed to the

the year round. A moderate supply of all the I

—

C0UP de soleil, as the French say. Keep a | storms of the Winter and Spring, has but a

other "arden vegetables already named will 1 firm will, for that has great power over the { faint idea of how much his com crop of this

also be very useful in their season. And to I body, and keep the system in a positive condi- 1 Summer will lose by his neglecting to turn his

these he should, by all means, add a plentiful I
tion, with an overplus of vital force to meet I ragweed under while it was in bloom,

supply of currants, and a moderate supply of j
and master heat, or cold, or work, by rational

j Clover is the crop commonly used for turn-

strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, goose-

}

care m your habits
:
but, when you feel that

j
;ng under, and, if plowed in when in the vigor

berries, and cranberries if he can—those rich ! the vital forces arc too weak, or too much
} 0f its growth, is probably the best ; but almost

and delicious small fruits of our Spring, Sum- j
taxed, yield for the moment and recuperate.

} any thick coat of growing vegetation will serve

mer and Fall seasons that will occupy but little ] Don't drink too much, no matter what it is, 1 a good purpose, if deeply turned under. There

ground, and amply repay him for all the ma- 1 but rather a little, often, and slow, rinsing the I is an inconvenience, or perhaps two of them,

nure and labor he bestows upon them to make | mouth well. Be careful about ice-water. Some I attending the use of clover as a green dressing

their plants strong, healthy and productive. I ginger and sugar or molasses is good in your ; for fallows. If we turn under the first crop it

will require to be done about the middle of

June—a time when the corn crop demands all

the force usually available on the farm. If

the second crop be used it furnishes less green

material than the first, and is dryer, harder

and decomposes more slowly,-and furnishes

proportionally less ammonia to the soil.

If the farmer, however, manages to spare

the labor from the corn field to plow in the

June crop of clover, his naked field must be

exposed to the direct rays of the sun without

any protection, during the long, hot months

of Summer. The damages from this exposure

will nearly offset the advantages of the green

dressing.

From this cause, a Fall crop, if it be but

weeds, should always be preferred for plowing

in, whether the ground is to be sowed in wheat

or planted in corn the next Spring.

In plowing in green crops, care should be

taken to have the vegetable matter well cov-

ered. Indeed the crop should be turned un-

der so deep that if corn be raised on it the fol-

lowing year, the vegetable matter will not be

disturbed by the cultivator.

ALSIKE OR SWEDISH CLOVER.

We desire to call the attention of the farmers

and bee-keepers to this new variety of clover.

Probably but very few have seen it, and per-

haps have not even heard of it. In the Agri-

cultural Report for 1865 we have an account of

the origin, etc., of this clover, translated from

the " Hand Book of Swedish Agriculture.''

" Alsike Clover (trifolium hybridum) is a pale

red perennial species of clover, which mixed

with grass, is cultivated with great advantage

on permanent grass land, whether for pastur-

age or mowing. This species of clover thrives

best on marly clay, with a somewhat moist

bottom. Alsike clover has obtained its name

from the parish of Alsike, in Upland, where it

was first discovered, and where it grows in

greatest abundance in every field ditch. Be-

sides this, it is found wild with us from Skane

up to Helmsgland, and also in Norway and Fin-

land, where on fallow land, we have seen it

growing luxuriantly. This species of clover

is consequently native to our country, and

proves itself, both here and in the border coun-

tries, to be a hardy plant, especially adapted to

cultivation in our rigorous climate."

Mr. Samuel Wagner of Washington, D. C,
claims the credit of having first brought to

notice in this country the Alsike clover. He
has had a few years' experience with it, and

has given some account of it in the Bee Journal.

He says " he has no doupt the Swedish clover

when once tested will rapidly win its way to

public favor. " He also says whether it is equally

I
satisfied with every kind of soil, or on what

|

kind it will best thrive is not yet ascertained

there. But this he knows from his own expe-

rience " that on lime slate land, when the abun-

! dance of small stones still remaining on the

I surface prevents close mowing, an acre of grow-

j iug Alsike is worth more for hay than three

| acres of red clover on similar soil, and is greatly

I superior to it in quality as feed for cows."

1 Hon. Isaac Newton, Commissoner of Agricul-

} ture, has tested this variety of clover at the

I " experimental farm " in Washington, and is

I fully convinced of its superiority over any

| other variety in the United States."

Two reasons are given by Western papers

for the comparative scarcity of wheat in some

sections there, which explains the mystery.

High prices induced close selling in the fall, is

one of them. The other is found in the un-

looked-for volume of the wave of immigration

which has rolled over that region during the

last half-year. This was wholly unexpected

and consequently unprovided for. A recur-

rence of this scarcity is not likely soon to

occur again.

By the introduction of the soiling system,

Hon. Josiah Quincy increased his crop of hay

from 20 tons to over 300 tons. On 100 acres

\
he had not an interior fence. He believed the

\ value of the manure from a cow to be equal to

\ the value of her milk.

Black Knot.—The editor of the Practical Entomologist, B. D. Walsh, in investigating the subject of black knot, has arrived at the conclusion, from
his own investigations, and those of others, that the fungus which forms the black knot on the plum is entirely different from that which infests the
cherry. He adduces observations showing that there are more than one kind of fungus growing on the cherry ; one kind originating on the wild cherry,
and spreading to the cultivated cherry, and another kind growing on the choke cherry. Therefore, he infers that plum growers need not fear the black
knot on their neighbors' cherry trees, and for the same reason cherry growers need not be alarmed at seeing the black knot on their neighbors' plum trees,

as the disease only spreads from the plum to the plum, and from the cherry to the cherry.
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INDUCEMENTS TO CLUBS.

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 18G7.

AGUloul.Tl'ttE feeds us; to a great extent H clothes us; with-

out It sTe could Dot have manufactures. andshouldnothttve com-

merce. These all stand together like pillars In a clusler-the

largest In the center, and that largest Is Agriculture.—Daniel
Wehbtkr.

TO SIX MONTHS' SUBSCEIBEBS.

All persons who subscribed forslx months only, to the Farm

and FIRESIPR, must renew their subsrlptlons before July 1st,

otherwise their papers will be discontinued.

CULTIVATION OF COKN.

Ih many sections of tbe country there is no

improvement in the cultivation of corn—

a

crop twice the value of any other cereal, and

which, in 18GG, yielded 8G7,94G,295 bushels;

the cash value being $591,CG6,293.* Enor-

mous as these figures are, and important as

this crop is to the American people, we make

but small progress in improved culture. The

old style of hilling up, when cultivating, ex-

ists in many sections, especially in the Middle

and Eastern States. This fashion of making

conical hills originated, perhaps, with the In-

dians
;

they had no implements suitable to

cultivate the plant, and so scratched or heaped

the earth around it. Improved implements iu

agriculture generally introduce improved cul-

ture
;
and, instead of following aboriginal cus-

toms we should study the natural habits of

the plant, and if we do this we shall find that

corn wants a fiat surface of soil to grow in.

Oil light, loamy soil this is inevitably true. If

you "hill up," as is frequently the case, you

are aiding the drought ; for this hilling up in-

creases the aerification and destroys moisture.

Again, in hoeing time, by adding fresh earth

on top of the high, conical hill, you invite

fresh roots from the parent stalk, which is a

detriment to those first formed. These hills

also shed the rain from showers, which corn

generally wants in mid-Summer.

The advantage ot level culture is also proved

by the fact (hat corn roots extend over a large

surface—reaching out for food from one row

j

to the roots of the next row. While the

leaves are drinking oxygen, the roots are
|

stretching out their delicate tendrils for the

mineral elements of the soil. Then, it is self-

evident that they can reach such food more

easily on a level surface than from hills and

ridges. "Hilling up corn" is thought to he

beneficial on wet or moist land ; but corn

should not be planted on such soils. But even

on" land of This description, we would not tolei-

ate hills. Some farmers advocate the hilling

system because it is supposed it prevents it

from being blown down by high winds. Ex-
perience satisfies us that hills are not safe-

guards. Strong, well-developed roots, on level

surface, will hold up the stalks against ordinary

storms much better than if in hills.

Iu cultivating, use a light plough or cultiva-

tor—running through both ways. If the

ground is wet and heavy, wait. Nothing is

gained by ploughing or hoeing a wet soil. You
cannot kill weeds then, nor can the soil be

made mellow and friable. Iu dry weather,

keep ploughs, cultivators and even hand-hoes

in operation. We believe in cultivating com
at least three times

;
keeping the surface stirred

and free from weeds and grass. By this means
the air and solar heat penetrate the soil as

deeply as it is ploughed or broken up ; the

roots extend in all directions, feeding on the

carbonic acid carried into the soil and on the

soluble minerals which abound in fertility.

When to cease cultivating corn, we never

learned
;
believing that as long as there are

weeds and grass to be eradicated, we ought, to

keep the soil mellow and friable. Cora, as we
learn by analysis, requires food until the last of

September
;
yet great care must be taken not

to injure the roots by cultivation the latter part

of the season. Better and more thorough cul-

tivation is what the corn plant requires. Cul-
tivation does not create fertility ; but it adds
immensely to the production of this cereal.

* Agricultural Report for April.

THE second half yearly volume of the FARM ami KIItr.HlliK

will commence on Saturday, July 13th. To any.person who will

send us$3, we will send four copies for the remainder of the

year ; or six copies for $4. 6U ; or ten copies for $7. 00. Please

send Id your orders at once.

We appeal to the farmers, horticulturists and lovers of rural

atfalrs In Rhode Island and adjoining States, to give the Farm
anii Firkmiih a more generous support. It needs it. We are

doing what we can to aid theBe classes, and we think we have

good claim to ask their patronage.

THE CEOPS.

Wk continue to receive favorable reports

from our correspondents in all sections of the 1

country, relative to the growing crops. Wheat,!

which furnishes our hungry millions with I

bread, seems to engross the attention of all
j

classes, and the crop now ready for the har-
{

vest must be immense. No solicitude need be

!

felt in regard to this important cereal—there

!

will be enough to supply us with flour at rea-I

sonable prices, and with a large surplus forf

exportation. This is "good news " for every-

[

body ; because for two successive years this I

crop has been light
;
again, because much off

prosperity, individual and national, depends I

on a good wheat crop. There are probably
j

some sections where unfavorable conditions j

of the soil, or of the weather may have blasted
j

the prospects of the husbandman ; but take

!

the country together, North, East, South and
}

West, we can safely count on a large and
j

bountiful crop.
j

The reports of oats, barley and rye are also
f

favorable. Corn is very late, but with hot, |

dry weather in July and August, we may have

!

an average crop. Grass, in nearly all the Mid-
{

die and Northern States, will net a larger re-

1

turn of hay than for several years past. Po-j

tatoes look remarkably well. Fruit, from I

present advices, will be rather more than an
j

average crop. The weather is said to have I

been somewhat unfavorable to cotton, especi-

1

ally the early part of the season ; but reports
j

from the great cotton-growing districts enable 1

us to predict a crop of about three million
]

bales. This will materially improve the pros-

1

pects of the South, and become the basis of |

renewed prosperity. Looking at the aggregate I

of all crops, at this period, we must acknowl-j

edge that the agricultural prospects are pro-j

pitious.
j

FRUIT PEOSPECTS. j

The pleasant prospect of a large crop of!

cherries in this vicinity has been cut off. For I

some cause the cherries have blasted, and on a j

majority of the trees which have come under I

our observation, but little fruit worth eating j

remains.
|

The large promise of apples and pears will 1

not be realized in this section of country.— I

There will be, perhaps, about an average crop. I

Of Strawberries, which are now in the lus-

1

ciousness of their prime, there is an abun-

1

dance, and prices are lower than the average I

for several years. |

Concerning grapes, it is too early to give a |

safe opinion, but they look promising.

The Cattle Disease is again increasing its I

!
ravages in England

;
upwards of one hundred i

animals were attacked last week. The London i

j

Times says that "notwithstanding the legal!

!
precautions to prevent its spreading, the plague

|

;

is on the increase." !

Our Government has instructed collectors of!

! Customs to enforce stringently the law prohi- \

|

biting the importation of cattle from Europe,
\

j
for the present.

j

Sheep in Texas.—A correspondent of a!

j
rural exchange says the sheep business is over- j

i done iu Texas. He states that good (locks of
\

\
sheep can be purchased for one dollar per head. !

! Wool low, with dull sales.

The newspapers of South Carolina and Geor- i

;
gia state that the Sea Island cotton crop will

j

! be a very profitable one.

! The weevil has made its appearance in the \

i wheat fields of Virginia, and its ravages are i

I very destructive. i

SPIRIT OF THE AGRIC'JLTUEAL PRESS. !

Is an interesting article on forage plants, the

!

"Farmers' Home Journal," of Lexington,!

Kentucky, states the origin of Blue Grass—so!

celebrated in the grazing fections of the South-!

west. Heretofore we have never found a sat- j

Lsfactory account of the origin of this grass
; j

although we had concluded it was not indige-
]

nous, but was of English origin. The Journal

!

says: "in the party accompanying Daniel
j

Boon to Kentucky, in ] 7G9, was an English- \

man and his wife. The latter had tied up in |

the comer of her handkerchief some seed

!

which she had brought from England. Lo-

!

eating at Boonsboro', the wife planted these I

seed (which were Blue Grass seed) in their gar- [

den. It increased so rapidly that she pulled it
]

up and threw it into a neighboring lot; there!

it took root and flourished." Such is the as-

1

serted origin of this celebrated forage grass. I

A correspondent of the "American Farmer," [

of Rochester, N. Y., says garget, or inflamma-
j

tion of the udder, can be cured in twenty-four

!

hours by administering half a teaspoonful off

tincture of iron in a little ground feed. This
j

disease is often treated with warm poultices, I

but rarely effectively. Try the tincture off

iron. I

The "Wisconsin Farmer," of Madison, re-

commends soiling cows in Summer, as the

lands in that State are light and porous, not

forming a good grazing sod. Soiling cattle has

generally been confined to the Eastern States,

especially near cities, where milk is the princi-

pal object. If grazing on the open prairies of

the West and Northwest is not profitable, we
fear that soiling will not pay on an extensive

scale. Cows, like all domestic animals, want

exercise as well as natural food.

The " Utica Herald," in an article on the

cheese market, represents business dull, with

prices inclining downward. The average price

of factory cheese at Little Falls, N. Y., is 11

to 14 cents. This is about half what it is re-

tailed at throughout the country. Who makes

the large profit ? If first-class factory cheese

can be sold in the interior of New7 York for 14

cents a pound, there is no reason for selling it

at 25 to 28 cts.—about the average price at re-

tail.

" Colman's Rural World," of St. Louis, says

the past year was a severe one for bees—proba-

bly the worst for twenty years. The season

was too cold and wet for the bees to make or

store much honey. The Italian bees were

more successful than tire native.

A correspondent of the "Iowa Homestead,

DesMoines, addresses a long letter to the wool
\

growers of Iowa. He says the wool of that
]

State sells at a very low price ; not because of!

its inferior quality, but " on account of its
\

being so poorly prepared for market." He;

says it is imperfectly washed, the fleeces are

j

badly packed and not properly baled. Present I

prices of wool in Iowa, 30 to 35 cents a pound.
j

The " Country Gentleman," Albany, has an
j

article on the "Effects of Winter" on fruit iu i

Western New York. The fruit buds of the
j

plum, cherry, and some of the more delicate

pears, were killed or greatly injured. Of black-

berries, it pronounces the Kittatiny and New
|

Rochelle, the most hard}'—the former standing

the extreme severity of last Winter remark-
j

ably well.

Brother Tucker, of the "Country Gentle-

man," Albany, N. Y., winds up his sketch of

a trip to Ohio and Kentucky with an account

of J. T. Warder's farm near Springfield, the

former State. This farm comprises GOO acres.

Blue grass flourishes there, affoiding the finest

pasturage imaginable. The only rotation fol-

! lowed is turning the sod, planting one crop of

! corn, then seeding down to grass. The average

j
yield of com is sixty bushels per acre ; wheat

;
twenty bushels, though occasionally reaching

! thirty-five. Mr. Warder makes a specialty of

; mules, frequently wintering from two hundred

' to three hundred and fifty head. These are

fed principally on corn and corn fodder. The
mules are sold when three years of age—the

price last year averaging $150 each.

The "Maine Fanner" urges that iu plow
trials the kind of soil which is to be used iu

the trials should be announced before hand.

A rocky upland soil and a rough meadow are

different things, and demand different treat-

ment. The same implement should not be ex-

pected to perform all kinds of work. A cor-

respondent of the " Rural New Yorker," now
at the Paris Exposition, writes that " the

Americans cannot compete with the English

cither in plows, teams or plowmen—all ucc-

essary elements in a plowing match. This

will be perfectly understood and acknowl-

edged by all who have seen England, and ta-

ken the least notice of plowing there, but will

not be by those who have not. I do not con-

tend that the time and force expended by the

English plowman is any more remunerative

than wilh us, but when you come to the doing

of a nice job, such as is expected at a plow-

ing match, we cannot come up to their ordi-

nary work. However bitter this pill may be

to borne of our "crack" plowmen, plowma-
kers and horsemen, they had better take it

and it will do them a vast deal of good.''

The "New England Farmer " urges the har-

vesting of small grains before fully ripe. Some
years ago attention was directed to this sub-

ject by experiments made by John Hannam of

North Deighton, England. It is claimed that

there is a gain in weight of gross produce, 13

1-5 per cent, ; in weight of equal measures,

|

nearly 1-2 per cent. ; in weight of equal uum-

I
her of grains, nearly 2 1-5 per cent. ; iu quality

| and value, 3 1-4 percent. ; in weight of straw,

|
more than 5 per cent. In the harvest which

! will soon take place, there will be opportunity

| for every farmer to test the question for bim-

]
self, by cutting a portion of his grain at that

[ moment when the kernel or berry is fully

|
formed, but so soft that when he squeezes it

! between his thumb nails he can reduce it to a

I pulp, and notice a slightly milky juice in the

! mashed mass. Then leave a portion of the

}
grain standing ten or twelve days later, and

I upon threshing, cleaning up, grinding and

! using, carefully compare the results.

1 Death of Commissioner Newton.—The ag-

] ricultural interest of this nation has lost one of

1 its best friends and advocates. Hon. Isaac

]
Newton, Commissioner of Agriculture, died

! at Washington, on the 19th inst. Mr. New-
1 ton was bom in Burlington county. New Jer-

I sey, March 31st, 1800. He was engaged in ag-

| ricultural pursuits nearly all his life, and was

! a progressive farmer, taking great delight in

| the improvement of cattle and a better culti-

j vation of the soil. In 1SG1, President Lin-

i coin appointed him Chief Clerk, and soon af-

! terwards Commissioner of the Bureau of Agri-

{ culture—a position which he filled with credit

! to himself and the nation. Many small poli-

I ticians, who disgrace a seat in Congress, and
I sundry agricultural pimps and panders, who
! wished Mr. Newton's position, endeavored to

! remove him from office. Death has superseded

{ and made void the labors of his enemies.

I Experimental Farms.—We learn that Judge
Watts, Mr. McAllister and Judge Miles, a sub-

committeejf the trustees of the Agricultural

College of^^Tisylvania, are now examing the

various farms offered that Board, upon which
to locate—East and West—model or experi-

mental farms, in connection with the parent

institution. This sub-committee have visited

about twenty-five different points ; the decision

will be made known during the coming Fall

—

probably at the State Society's Exhibition at

Pittsburg.

The New York Central Railroad is prepar-

ing to carry beef to market in cars lined with

cork, a non-conductor of heat. The atmos-

phere is forced through the car from chambers
at both ends, keeping up a constant circulation

of cold air. The advantages of carrying beef

in preference to live stock, to market, if the

beef can be kept pure, are apparent.

Declivity of Rivers.—A very slight declivity suffices to give the running motion to water. Three inches per mile, in a smooth, straight chan-
nel, gives a velocity of about three miles an hour. The Ganges, which gathers the waters of the Himalaya Mountains, the loftiest in the world,
is, at 1,800 miles from its mouth, only about 800 feet above the level of the sea, and to fall these 800 feet" in the long course the water requires
niore than a month. The great river Magdalena, in Soulh America, runniDg for 1,000 miles between two ridges of the Andes, falls only 500 feet
in all that distance; above the commencement of the J,000 miles, it is seen descending in cataracts from the mountains. The Rio de la Piatabasso
gentle a descent that, 1,500 miles from its mouth, large ships are seen which have sailed against the current all the way by the force of the wind alone.
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Fireside Tale.

THE COOPEE'S COW TBADE.

Josephts At.t.en
- was a cooper. He had a

|

little shop in the outskirts of the village, where
|

he shaved and thumped away, early and late. |

A more honest man never lived—or, at least, §

he was as honest as need be. He owned a re-

1

spectable dwelling and a few acres of land, and |

he kept a pig, and some hens, and a cow ; |

this brute property being under 1he especial §

care of Mrs. Allen. It was generally acknowl-
[

edged that nobody's pig was so sleek and fat |

as Mrs. Allen's, nobody's eggs were so large or
|

so sure to be fresh, and nobody's butter was so f

sweet and so yellow. " This is Mrs. Josephus f

Allen's butter." "Mrs. Allen brought these

|

eggs in." Let the shop-keeper thus announce, I

and the things were bought immediately. f

And Josephus himself occupied a place equal-

§

ly firm in the confidence of his fellows. His \

word was as good as his bond, and his work |

in demand. 1

One Spring Josephus met with a sad misfor-

1

tune. His cow broke the floor of the barn and |

broke her leg—broke it so badly that mending |

was out of the question. What should he do
j

lor another cow ? |

" Tou must go and buy one," said his wife.
|

"But cows must be high this season/' i

••Never mind, a cow we must have. You|
ought to get a good one for fifteen dollars—al

good milch cow." 1

'Ah—but the fifteen dollars, Mrs. Allen." f

"I can let you have ten of it—ten dollars |

that I have laid up from the sale of butter and
|

eggs.''
|

Thus furnished with the "sinews of trade," \

Josephus started forth in search of a cow, and
|

after tramping a whole day without finding 1

what he sought, he finally brought up at Mr. \

John Potman's. He had seen many just such |

cows as he wanted, but they were not to be I

bought. He had thus far avoided Mr. Pot- I

man because he had no very good opinion of
|

that individual's honesty. In fact, he knew
|

that John Potman cheated when he could. 1

But he concluded to take a look at Potman's \

stock, trusting that he knew enough about
|

cows to take care of himself.

John Potman was a farmer, and did con-

I

siderable business in buying and selling cattle, I

and he also loaned money to needy men at |

exorbitant rates of interest. He took no niort-

1

gages for security. When he loaned money, 1

he wanted a right out bill of sale of some good
|

property, and thus did much stock, in horses,
{

oxen and cows, fall into his hands. It was in 1

the morning when Josephus called upon Mr. |

Potman, and when he had made known his 1

want, he was informed that he had come just
|

in the "nick of time." 1

"I've got just the animal you want," said

|

the stock trader ; "a fine, large cow, healthy!

and strong, kind and gentle ; an easy milker ; I

with a calf three weeks old. I took her only |

a few weeks ago for a debt ; come and look at 1

her." I

Josephus followed Mr. Potman to the barn, I

where the cow was pointed out. She appeared I

to be all that had been represented. She had a I

large, good frame ; was of a light red color, i

and was in respectable flesh. The udder was
j

ample, and when Josephus tried the teats he
j

found that they yielded the milk freely.

"How much milk does she give?" asked!

Josephus.

" I haven't had a chance to find out exactly,"

replied Potman. "I've only had her a few

days, and the calf has run with her all this

time ; but the man I got her of told me she

would give, on an average, twelve quarts at a

inilking in the height of feed. If I had not

already more stock than I can feed, I would

not sell her at any price. Just look at that

calf. Isn't it a beauty ?
"

Josephus was inclined to the opinion that

this was the cow he wanted.

"She cannot be very old," he said, looking

at the rings on her horns, where the growth of

each year is marked.

"The man said she was eight years old," re-

plied Potman, "and I should not call herj

much younger. I guess she is eight." |

Josephus walked round the cow several!

times, and finally asked her price. I

"I ought to have twenty dollars, Mr. Allen. |

She's worth it—every cent." \

Josephus shook his head. He could not pay

}

so much money. Then followed a long dicus- j

sion upon the value of such an animal ; and
[

finally Potman grew generous. He let the |

cow go for fifteen dollars, though with seem- j

ingly painful reluctance. Josephus paid thef

money, and drove the cow home. He did not |

want the calf, so that very night he sold it to a j

neighbor, who wanted it to mate one that he

!

already owned.
{

On the following morning the cow was I

milked and turned into the pasture. The!

quantity of milk given on this morning was
j

remarkably small, but then it was not to be j

wondered at. The cow probably missed her j

calf, and had eaten nothing. At night, how-

1

ever, after cropping the tender grass all day, [

she would be sure to give a good account of!

herselfl
j

During that afternoon Amos Bean dropped
\

in at the coopers shop. Amos was a neighbor

!

and a very warm friend. He was a farmer in

!

a small way, sometimes working at house-

1

building. He soon learned that Josephus had |

purchased a cow of John Potman.
f

"I don't understand," said Amos. "Pot-i

man is buying good cows. I heard him say
j

only two days ago, that he wanted fcur good I

milkers for his dairy. What did you pay!

him?" [

"Fifteen dollars."
j

" Cheap enough, at this season, for a goodj

cow. However, it may be all right."
j

In the evening the cow came home from the

!

pasture with about as lank an udder as she

!

carried away in the morning, and not over a

!

quart of milk could be obtained from her.

!

Mrs. Allen was horror-stricken, while Jose-
j

phus stood aghast I

What could it mean ? The pasture was one

!

of the best in the country, and the grass was

;

green and tender.
j

Just then Amos came along again. He had

}

feared something wrong from the first. He in-
\

stituted a thorough examination, and pretty

!

soon an exclamation of astonishment signi-!

fied that he had found the "mice."
j

"Look here!" said he, pulling open the!

cow's month.
}

Josephus looked and found that the animal
j

was almost toothless ! The front teeth were

!

! all gone ! !

i "But," he gasped, " it can't be herage. Her !

\ horns don't show it."

j
"Don't they ? " echoed Amos, " Look a lit-

j

! tie closer. The upper rings have been scraped
j

j down, and the surface colored ! The cat is

j

I out. The cow has been a good milker ; but

!

j she's got bravely over it now. She must be I

j
along towards twenty years old ; and I guess

;

! that for some years she has been fed on swill."
j

j
Josephus was quite beside himself with pain

|

j and mortification.

!
"By the jumping Jonathan! " he swore,

j

|
" I will go back to John Potman directly. HI

j

1 make him take the cow and return my j

| money, and I'll tell him just what I think of:

! him."

! "Don't do any such, thing, " said Amos.

! "Potman would only laugh at you. It was
1 what he would call a fair trade ; and if you

fgot cheated he would say it was your own
| fault. I know him well. If there's any way

f in which we can come up with the old rascal,

! I'll study it out. Just keep quiet until to-mor-

! row, and let me think the matter over. Don't

!
say a word to anybody."

1 Josephus promised that he would obey the

I instructions of his friend, and Amos then went

I away.

| The poor cooper did not sleep a wink all

1 that night. The loss of money was something

! to one in his situation ; but that was as noth-

1 ing compared with the outrage which he felt

! had been put upon him. His wife, too, wor-

! ried a great deal ; for she supposed the pur-

; chase nionev of the cow was almost a dead

loss ; and she also supposed that her husband!

would be well laughed at for allowing himself!

to be cheated.
]

On the following morning Amos Bean came
j

and announced that he had thought of a plan!

by which Mr. Potman could be corrected.

"I owe the old skinflint a punishment,"!

said he, "and if you will trust your cow in!

my hands, I think I'll pay him off for both

i

you and myself. In the mean time you may
j

take one of my cows and use her until we can
j

make arrangements for getting another one."!

Josephus did not stop to ask man)' questions,
j

He allowed Amos to take the antiquated animal

!

away, and in return he brought back a cow

!

belonging to his friend. !

Amos Bean put the old cow into a close stall i

where she could not be seen by the passers-by,
j

and one of his first manipulative operations i

was to saw off the tips of her horns, and dark- j

en what was left with a mixture of potash,
j

after which he rubbed them down with a little j

French polish. A bottle of dyestuff, carefuUy
j

applied, changed the cow's color from a light

!

red to a beautiful brindie.

One afternoon Bean saw John Potman in;

the store, and he went in and purchased a piece
\

of tobacco. After passing the time of day

;

with the skinflint, he started to go out, turning

as though he had forgotten something.

"Ah—look here, Stanley," said he, address-;

ing the storekeeper, "if Seth Folsom comes

in here, 1 wish you'd tell him he can see that

cow this evening. I've got one that will suit

him exactly." And with this Amos left the

store. He had gone but a few steps, however,

when he heard his name pronounced.

"Mr. Bean. Ah—stop a moment. Tou
spoke of a cow."

It was John Potman. Amos had expected

this, for he knew that the old rascal still wanted

two or three good milkers.

"Yes, sir," said Beau.

" What have you got ?'-

"A cow that has been left with me by a:

friend who wants money."

"What is she?"

"Come and see yourself"

"Where is she?"

"She will be in my yard at sundown this!

evening.

"HI come and look at her."

That evening when Amos drove his cattle up

;

from the pasture, he turned the old cow out

j

into the yard with them. A handsomer brindie,
j

in the fading daylight, was never seen; her!

horns were dark and glcssy : and her bag was i

so full that the milk ran out at the teats in
\

streams. In a little while Mr. Potman came.
\

He looked at the cow and was favorably im-

1

pressed. He looked at the distended udder, I

and nodded with satisfaction.

"How old is she?" he asked.

"I think she is eight this Spring," replied

Amos.
" What is the price ?"

"Twenty-five dollars."

"It is too much."
" Very well—I didn't ask you to buy."

"But—I should like just such a cow, if I

could get her at a fair price. Let's have a look

at her mouth."

Potman made several attempts to look into

her mouth, but was forced to give it up as a

bad job.

"I guess you'll find it all right," said Amos,

j
as he drew up a stool and commenced to milk

j
the aged animal.

Mr. Potman stood by and saw the cow
j milked. He saw a large wooden pail filled to

|
the brim, and then a small tin pail filled be-

i
sides. It was the largest quantity of milk he

i had ever seen from one cow at one milking.

" Does she usually give as much as that?"

"I don't think I ever milked less from her

| at an evening's milking," replied Anios, as he

j arose and knicked the stool back.

"But twenty-five dollars is rather high, Mr.

jBean."

"Well—what of it? You ain't got to pay

! for her. I can't think Seth Folsom will grumble

! at the price. If he does, he isn't the man I

! take him for."

Amos had turned to go into the house, when
Potman called him back.

"Is twenty-five dollars the least you'll take

for that cow ?"

"Yes, sir.'"

"And can I have her for that?"

" I said so."

"Then she is mine.,,

And John Potman gave Bean twenty-five

dollars, and drove home the cow. After tea,

Amos went to the village and gave Josephus

the money he had obtained for the cow.

"But," said the cooper, opening his eyes

with wonder, " I can't take all this."

"It's all yours," returned Amos. " It's just

what Potman paid me for the cow: I told him
I was selling it for a friend."

By nine o'clock the story had leaked out in

Stanly's store ; and before the villagers had

separated for the night, it had been pretty gen-

erally circulated. It was as good as a holiday
;

for the people knew Potman's deceitful, nig-

gardly character, and it was refreshing to know
that for once he had been forced to put on the

tight boot.

The following day was a rainy one, and at

night, when Mr. Potman's cows came in from

pasture he fancied that his new purchase had

changed color most marvelously. She was

drabbled all over, as though soused in a vat of

old coffee, and the dark liquid was dripping

from her hair. Her bag was as lank as a dish

cloth, with hardly milk enough in it to pay for

the milking. With an oath, and a vigorous

assault, Potman managed to see just enough

into the cow' s mouth to satisfy him that the

front teeth were all gone ! He examined the

horns and found that they had been fixed

!

"•
: It's the old cow!" I

dare not write the opening remarks of John Pot-

man on that occasion. They were awfully,

terribly, frightfully profane.

A few days afterwards, Potman met Amos
Bean in the street.

" Bean," said he, trying to smile as he spoke,

" you are a coon !—you did that well! But,

tell me one thing ; I know how you changed

her color, but I don't know how you managed

to get that enormous bag of milk into her that

night ; will you tell me ?"

"Certainly," replied Amos. "It was all

very simple. She'd beenfed on barley pudding

and oatmeal gruel, and hadn't been milked for

fite days!"

On his way home John Potman rubbed his

ear as though somthing had bitten it.

The Liox is his Old Age.—When a young

lion reaches the age of two years, he is able

to pull down a horse or ox ; and so he con-

tinues to grow and increase in strength till he

reaches his eighth year. Then his talons,

teeth, and mane are perfect, and he grows

no more. For twenty years after he arrives

at maturity, his talons and fangs show no

signs of decay ; but after that he grows feeble,

his teeth fail him, and he grows "cubbish."

He is no longer a match for the tremendous

buffalo; he prowls around the cattle kraals,

and snatches a lamb or kid just as he did when

he set out with his parents nearly thirty years

before. A woman or child might share the

same fate. His strength and sight now decline

more and more, till the mighty lion grows lean

and mangy, and crawls about from place to

place, eating any offal he can pick up, and

despising not even so small an animal ' as the

field mouse ; and he starves and dies, or is

fallen on and slaughtered by a few cowardly

hyenas, or is discovered unable to move be-

neath a tree, and knocked on the head by

some wandering Jew.

—

South African Paper.

A Good sort of a man in Maine was recently

asked to subscribe for a chandelier for the

church. "Now"—said he—"what's the use

of a chandelier ? After you get it you can't

get any one to play on it."

"Laxdlokd," said a seedy pedagogue, some-

what given to strong libations, "I would like

a quantum of spirits, a modicum of molasses,

in conjunction with a little water ; but deal

largely in spirits, thou man of mixtures."

The Seaech aiteb De. LrvrsGSTOJTE.—The British Government propose to send out a search party to ascertain the fate of Dr. Livingstone. It wil

be a small one, consisting only of four Englishmen, including the leader, Mr. E. D. Young, of Zambesi reputation, and all will be men already acclima-
tized in similar regions. They will ascend to Lake Nyassa by the Zambesi and the Shire, and they will soon reach the head of Lake Nyassa, near which
the disaster is said to have occurred. There ascertaining the truth or falsehood of the death of the great traveller, they will be back again at the mouth
of the Zambesi by the month of November. Thus, at little risk and small cost, the painful suspense at which the public mind is now held on this subject

will be relieved, and we shall know whether Livingstone was killed, or has passed onward to Cazambe and the Lake Tanganyika.
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HAY-MAKER'S SONG.

Come on to the scented clover fields,

At early dawn away :

The earth her generous bounty yields

—

To the clover fieldB away:

The sun 1b painting now the hills

With Ha genial golden ray,

And the rauBlc of the singing rills

Is calling thee away.

Come on to the scented clover fields

At early dawn of day

;

The earth her generous bounty yields,—

To the clover fields away.

The merry bird, an hour agone,

In the nodding cherry tree,

Had touched the notes of her gushing Bong,—

That restless melody.

And the model little artlzanB

That visit the early flower,

Have gathered many a nertar drop

From the shining dewy bower.

Then on to the scented clover fields,

At early dawn of day;

The earth her generous bounty yield*,

—

To the clover fields away.

There's wealth within the sinewy arm

That drives the ringing steel,

There's music In the laborer's heart

That idlers never feel,

As singing to his cheerful task,

He hies at early day,

And toiling through the Summer hours,

He makes the scented hay.

Then on to the scented clover fields,

At early dawn of day

;

The^earth her generous bounty yields,—

To the clover fields away.

When the sun Is up in the cloudless sky,

And the West wind gently blows,

'Tis then the sturdy husbandman

To bis daily labor goes

;

You can mark his footprints in the dew,

Away o'er the dotted mead,

You can hear the ring of his shining blade,

Aa he slackens his wonted speed.

Then on to the scented clover fields,

At early dawn of day

;

The earth her generous bounty yields,—

To the clover fields away.

When the storm king Bits on the Western hills,

And frowns o'er the smiling plain,

And the hollow voice of the distant rills,

Betokens the drizzling rain,

Not then o er the thirsty meadow-land,

You may hie at the dawn of day

;

When the sky is fair and the sun is warm,

'Tis time to make the hay.

Then on the scented clover fields,

At early dawn of day

;

The earth her generous bounty yields,

—

To the clover fields away.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

ObOBABDS grown from root grafts arc short
j

lived, and never can be profitable. Plant only 1

stock-grafted trees.

Azaleas.—The Horticulturist says these I

plants bloom much better if planted out of!

doors in the foil sun, than if kept in shade du-

=

ring the Summer, as they often are.

28,554 acres of public lands were disposed
j

of during the month of May.

A Chicago paper says that the estimate off

from fifteen to twenty millions pounds as the j

yield of the Northwestern wool crop is execs-

1

sive. The clip is lighter on the same number!

of sheep than last year.

SciiATcriES in iiorses.—Ashes of corn cobs

!

mixed with lard, and applied to the affected j

part, is said to be a cure. |

The potato bug is destroying the growing

!

potato crop in some parts of Iowa and in Rock-

!

river region of Illinois. The pestiferous insects I

swarm over the potato fields like locusts, and I

literally destroy the plants. |

Cows sometimes get a surfeit of grass, es-|

pecially in wet, warm weather, when the grass j

is succulent and rich. This feed distends the 1

! bowels uncomfortably. An armful of dry hay
]

|
once a day will serve lo absorb some of this

j

;

moisture, and benefit the cow in several
]

i
respects. f

An Illinois farmer sold his entire crop of|

\ strawberries off forty acres of land, delivered to f

j
parties in Chicago, the other day, for §50,000.

j

The Ohio wool growers are making up their
j

j minds to a decline in prices this season in con-!

;
secpuence of a large clip, the heavy decline in I

| all classes of manufactured goods and the gen-

|

! eral caution in business.

The Markets.

Rhode Island Society foi:tiie Encourage-

ment of Domestio Ind; ~ti:v.—The staled

meeting of the Standing Committee of this

Society was held at Providence, on the l'Jth
j

inst.

The Standing sab-Committee on the Fine !

Arts asked for an appropriation of one thou- I

sand dollars to enable them to carry out their
}

part of the proposed Industrial Exhibition of I

the Society in that city, in September next,
j

which was assented to by the Board.

The Executive Committee, having charge of}

the Exhibition, reported that they had ar-

!

ranged with the several railroad corporations!

for a reduction of freight on stock for the cat-
j

tie show, and on passengers' fares, which will !

soon be published in the Premium List now;
nearly ready for publication. The premiums

j

offered will exceed $10,000.

Influence of Timber on Fruit.—Proofs
j

are accumulating as to the beneficial influence I

of forest trees in the preservation of the more
\

susceptible fruits from the rigors of our North-
j

ern and Western Winters. We have noted this
;

frequently in years gone by—a fact corrobo- j

rated by an Illinoisan in a letter of recent date
\

to the "Institute Farmers' Club." He writes;

from the Southern section of the Slate, and
j

says :
—" Here, on the edge of the timber belt,

peaches have not failed for nine years." On the

open prairies they are killed almost annualh

—the present year proving no exception.

rpHE LAMB

FAMILY KNITTLNG MACHINE.
THE MOST USEFUL AND MOST PROFITABLE INVEN-

TION OF THE TIME !

THE BEST FAMILY KNITTING-MACHINE EXTANT.

The Lamii Knitting Machine Aoenov. Philadelphia,
Peun.. holds the exclusive right to sell and use this machine for
the following Ivirilorr, to wit:-al! that part of the Stale of
Pennsylvania lying east of and Including the Counties of Bed*
ford, Blair. Centre, Lycoming and Tinea.
The Lamb Knlttlng-Machlne Is endorsed and recommended

to the public by the highest and most disinterested authorities 1

It bus taken r Irst Premiums at all tbe State Fairs In the North-
ern and Western Slates. It knits any desired size, from one to
the full number of needles In tbe machine. It knits tbe single.

\
double, plain and fancy-ribbed tlat web, producing all varieties

; of fancy knit goods In use, [run Afghans, Shawls. Nubias, ic,
; to Wicks, Mats, Tidies, Watch Cords, Gloves, Mittens. 4c.

Any women can knit from fifteen to twenty pair of Socks per
j
day. On fancy work much more can be made. Machines work

:
easily, not liable to get out of order, and will pay for itself In a

;
month's work. County Agents wanted, to whom liberal terms

i
will be given. For the above mentioned tenrlt'-'ry. either for

i Agencies or Machines, applv to LAMB KNITTING" MACHINE
i CO'S Agency, Si North hightb St., PlllLAPirLl'lUA, pa.

For all other Sections, address "Laiib Knitting Machine
: Co.," Springfield, Mass. 3m-pe47.

lUnu forh,

B E L l7 S !

jy£ENEELY'S WEST TROY BELL FOUNDRY.

(ESTABLISHED IN »35.)

Bells for Churches, Academies. Factories, Ac, made of
genuine Bell-metal, (Copper and Tin) mounted with Improved
Patented Mountings, and warranted. Orders and enquiries
addressed to tbe undersigned, will have prompt attention, and
an illustrated catalogue sent free, upon application.

E. A. 4 o. R. MhNEELY,
West Teoy. N. Y.

June 22, 1867. 'tim-M

Eli ode Island.

J1
O l' T H ANNUAL FAIR OF THE

NEW ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

EN CONNECTION WTTU THE

Uiamages,

Haritxus Blatters,

OUR BOOK TABLE.

Bleak House, By Charles Dickens. T. B.

Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia.

This is the fifth volume of the " Green Cloth !

Edition " of the great novelist's works. It has
j

37 original illustrations by H. K. Browne, and I

the mechanical execution is good. Cheap at i

$1.25.

The Posthumous Papers of toe Pickwick
j

Club. By Charles Dickens. T. B. Peterson
j

& Brothers, Philadelphia.

This is the commencement of an entire new
j

edition of Dickens, to be be called " The]

People's Edition." Each volume will be printed !

on fine paper, with large, clear type, and with
j

Cruikshank's original illustrations— making!

handsome volumes of nearly one thousand
j

pages. This issue is the posthumous records!

of the " Pickwick Club," in which the iinmor-

;

tal Sam. Weller, Job Trotter, Bob Sawyer and !

Mr. Pickwick figure conspicuously. Mr.
!

Dickens's first laurels as a novelist, were gather-
j

ed from this work—some twenty years ago.

We are glad to learn that the Messrs. Peter-
j

son are determined to make this edition one of

great popularity in style, cheapness and dura-

bility. The whole series will be completed in

twelve volumes, at $1.50 each.

Much needed Book.—Hon. Lewis F. Allen,

of Black Rock, N. Y., has nearly ready for the

press a volume on "American Cattle." It

will give an account of the most valued breeds

in this country ; also of popular breeds in

Europe. A book of this character is greatly

needed and should have a large sale. The

author is a practical man, a writer of ability,

and well known as the editor of the "Ameri-

can Short-horn Herd Book."

W00NS0CKET RETAIL MARKET.
[For the week ending June 28, 1867.1

FARM PBODUOTS, FUEL, ic.

I
Hay ^ ton 435 | Wood ^ cord $6a9 50

j Straw ^ ton $20 I Beans quart 15c

Coal g ton $10 00*12 00 Potatoes l.lu

Oats § bush #1 00 |
Onions 1.00

GROCERIES, &C.
Flour $16, 18 I Kaisins 22a25c

! Corn Meal *1 25 Molasses $ gal oOaHoc
i Rye *1 50 |

Y. H. Tea $1 20
: Saleralus I0al5c

|
Black Tea 80ca$l 10

: Kerosene Oil 64c 1 Oil ^9 gal *l 00
; Cheese W tt> 21c Fluid #gal $1 1)0

i Butter $ lb 35a38c | Candles $lb .2oa45c
i Codlish 8c I Eggs lb doz 30c
I Java Coffee ^ lb 25a50c Lard ^ lb 16acl8

|
Mackerel, new 10al2c

|
Sugar ^ fl> Hal8c

MEATS, Ac.
! Beefsteak 2oa30c I Hams 16al8c
i Beef, comed 12al6c Poultry 20a28c
I Tongues, clear 25c |

Shoulders 15c

i Mutton 16a20c 1 Sausages 20c
; Veal 16a20c Tripe 12c

! Pork, fresh 16a2oc
|
Pork, salt 18c

In this town, June 19th, by Rev. D. M. Crane, Mr. George
H.Thayer to Miss L. Bernette Hadly, both of Blackstone;
in Boston, June 2uth, by the same, Mr. Joseph P. Gould, of
BoBlon, to Miss Mananna Wales, of Franklin.
Near Slalersville, June 20, at the residence of the bride, by

Rev. E. A. Buck, Mr. Wm. H. Sandford to Miss Julia A. Com-
slock, both of S.

In Lonsdale, by Rev. W. W. Sever, William Hervey to Mrs.
Sarah L. t,!dridj;e. both of Providence ; 25th inst., by tbe same,
George H. DeWolf to Lucy S. Howard, both of Lonsdale.
In I'ascoag, June 16th, by Rev. M. Phillips, Mr. Robert C.

McCormick to Miss Senora A. Blanchard. both of GeorgiaviUe

;

I9th inst., Mr. Irank J. Oallev, of Providence, to Miss Eleanor
A. Daggett, of West Glocesler.

In North Providence. 5th Inst., by Rev. Mr. Richardson. Mr.
Horace Jencks to Miss Hannah Gertrude Bennett, both of
North Providence.
In Whitinsville, June 19th. by Rev. L. P. Clark, Francis Eu-

gene Taft, of Northbrldge, to Emma Jane Smith, of Whitins-
ville.

In Providence, 20th inst,, Gilbert P. Whitman, of Pawtucket,
to Annie H., only daughter of Lyman Arnold, Esq., of Smith-
field.

In Thompson, Ct., June 7th, Merrill A. Wordant, of Thomp-
son, to Ella F. Perry, of KiUingly.
In Putnam, Ct., June 9th, Andrew F. Moriarty to Mrs. Caro-

line A. Baxter, both of Thompson.

! Rhode Island Society for the Encourage-

ment of Domestic Industry,

| ON THE GROUNTJB OF THE

\XAR11AGAXSETT I*AUK ASSOCIATJO.V
CRANSTON, near PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

1 On Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday

I SEPTEMBER 3d, 4tb, 5th andClh. It67.

deaths.

THE PREMIUM LIST WILL AMOUNT TO NEARLY

S1O.O0O.

Arrangements have been made with the various Railroad
Companies, to run their Cars, containing Stock, Ac, directly
to the Fair Grounds.
There are ample accommodations within tbe grounds for

Horses and Live Stock, and one of the beat Mile Tracks for fast
time in tbe world.
A large number of tbe most celebrated horses In the country

have been promised as competitors for the very liberal prem-
iums that will be offered, and tbe best breeders of full blood
cattle and horses have determined to make this the finest and
most extensive exhibition of Live Siock that has ever been held
In New England.
A detailed Programme of Premiums, Ac, will be distributed

at an early day.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
June 26. 1867.

At market for the currpnt week : Cattle, 1345: Sheep and
Lambs ^26. Swine, 950. Western cattle, 1141 ; Eastern cattle,

4 ; Working oxen and Northern cattle, 150. Cattle left over =

from last week, 50. =

Prices. B^ef Cattle—Extra, $14. 75(a $15. 00 ; first quality, =

$14.25(5 *14.75; second quality, $13.b0@$14.00; third quality, 5

#11.601^$ 13. 50 ^ 100 lbs (the total weight of hides, talluw and '

dressed beef.) =

Country HideB, 9>.©,10c^tb. Country Tallow tiy<d1%,cW lb l

Brighton Hides, l0@10Xcts. $Ih; Brighton Tallow, 7><S.8>.c '-

# tb. I

Lamb Skins, 50c each ; Wool Sheep Skins, ff 2 25® 2 75. i

Calf Skins, 20 @ 22c $ lb. Sheared Sheep Skins, 25c each. =

The supply of Beeves in market this week Is not quite so =

good upon an average as those of last week. There are Borne =

very nice lots in, which sold for 13c, 30 per cent, shrink. Prices :

remain nearly the same as last week, but the trade is quicker. :

Working Oxen—Sales at $200 to $325 per pair. But a few I

pairs in market. Not an active demand. =

Milch Cows—Sales extra at 4S5al20; ordinary $65(S $80.— =

Store Cows $47*55. =

Sheep and Lambs.—The trade Is dull. Most of the West- =

i

ern Sheep were taken to slaughter. We quote sales of lots I

at from 4><^ to 7c, per lb; sales of Lambs at $3.50, $4.50, $5, !

$ti(3 $6.60 per head. =

Swine-W holt-Hale, 8 cents ^? lb.; retail, 8(S10 cents =

i lb. Pat Hogs—1800 at market; prices, Itylj^c. per lb.

WEEKLY EEVIEW OF THE NEW YORK
WHOLESALE MARKET.

The market for the past week has been characterized by re- =

\
markable and violent lliictuatlons in breadstulfs and provisions =

! —the prices of breadstulfs touching a shipping point, which =

\ caused a sudden reaction and a brisk local and speculative =

: movement, all descriptions closing with an upward tendency. \

\ The same may be Bald of pork, which closes with a rise. \

FLOUE—We have had a very excited and variable Hour mar- \

\ ket. Up to Thursday quite a panic had prevailed, prices de-
j

j
dining irom 50 to 75 cents per barrel. Since then we have had j

j more steadiness and an active local and speculative inquiry;!
i nearly all the decline has been recovered at the close, the later

j

j
arrivals stimulating the demand, and the less favorable ac-

\

\ counts of the Southern crop of wheat Inducing a speculative
j

;
Inquiry. California flour has been particularly active since

{

I
Wednesday. Since then It has advanced from 50 to 75 cents a

\

; barrel. It closes very Btrong. Kye flour has fluctuated rapidly, I

j
declining early in the week 50 cents. Since then most of the \

\ decline fas been recovered.
j Corn Meal has been freely offered at a decline of about 25 \

\ centB a barrel—the common qualities at full rates on good mar* \

\ ket, closing firm.
: W lieat early in the week was presslngly offered. The de- j

: cllne of fully 15 and 20 cents a buBhel was submitted to after
j

; Thursday morning, when a firmer feeling prevailed, advices
j

[ from the West of the material reaction there stimulating the
j

: inquiry here and the appearance of exporters in the market for
j

: the interior further contributing to the reaction. Since then
\

l the market has advanced 25 cents a biiBhel and closing with a
: strong and upward tendency, especially for Spring.
I Rye has been freely offered at a decline of about 20 cents a

j

| bushel, and closes heavy, with liberal offerings.

i Oatb have been active, the demand being largely speculative,
j

E Prices have advanced from seven to eight cents a bushel.
° Corn has been In active request but at very variable rates.

At his residence in Central Kalis, on the 19th inst., Moses H.
Beedc, in the 73d year of his age, an approved Minister of the
Society of Friends.

In Providence, June 24th, of apoplexy, Dr. Samuel Boyd
Tobey, aged 6a yrs.

In Mendon, June 15th, Chas. E. Brown, aged 31 years.

In East Medway, June 13th, Elizabeth Blake, aged 92 years.

In Mlllbury, June 23d, Oliver Rice, aged 73 years; on the
same day, Thanlel Cutting, aged 62 years.

In Thompson, Ct., June 6, Federal C. Sprague, aged 76 yrs.

j GEO. B. LORIN'G, of Salem, 1

President,
: DANIEL NEEDHAM, of Bos-

1

ton, Secretary,

|
of the N. E. Agricultural Soc'y.

WILLIAM SPRAGUE, of So.
Kingston. R. L. President,

WM. «. STAPLES, of Provi-
dence, Secretary,

of the R. I. Society.

Special Notices.

MOTHER BAILEYS QUIETING SYRUP FOR CHIL-
DREN.—Allays aU Pain, Cures Wind Colic, Convulsions, Grip-

ing, 4c Large Bottles only 25 cents. Sold by Druggists.

Mw-24> GEO. C. GOODWIN <fc CO., Boston.

Advertisements*

TURNIP SEED 1

THE NARRAGANSETT PAEK,
I
which has been projected and laid out by Col. Amasa SrRAGrK,

j Is an enclosure of about eigbtv acres of land, beautifullv locat-

| ed in Cranston, near PROVIDENCE, R. L. and accessible
| both by Steam and Horse Cars. Tbe grounds are surrounded
j
by a substantial and ornamental fence, twelve feet high.

THE GRAND STAND
: Is nnsurpassed in architectural beauty, by any structure for
j similar purposes. It is about three hundred aid fifty feet la

[
length, and contains Drawing Rooms for both Ladles"and Gen-

\ tlemen : Restaurants, with cooking apparatus attached; Com-
j mlttee Rooms; Exhibition Rooms; Club Rooms; and accom-
I modation, unheucovee, for seating overlive thousand per-
i sons.
j THE STABLES.

Forty commodious and airy stables have already been erect-
led, and others, togetherwlth good and substantial"sheds for aU
\
live stock that may be received for exhibition, are in process of

i completion.

| WATER.
An ample supply of pure Spring Water will be provided for

i every department, and the best of hay, grain, Ac, for feeding.

| THE TRACK
j has been constructed on the most improved plans, under the
;
supervision of skilled engineers, and is precltely one mile In

j
length, three feet from the pole, and it is pronounced by the

j best judges to be In all respects superior to any track: in the
= countrv.

\ May 17, 1867. 19tf

TURNIP SEED! !
w E. BARRETT & CO.,

Proprietors of the

XEW CKOP OP JULY 1st, 18G7.

Grown on our own Seed Farm,

FROM

SELECTED STOCK AND WARRANTED.

ALSO

IMPORTED SEED, OF BEST QUALITY,

and in great variety.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST—GRATIS.

STEPHEN* G. COLLINS,
WM. ("HAS. ANDERSON,
ROBERT DOWNS,

June 29, 1867.

, COLLINS ANDERSON A CO.,
Seed Warehouse,

x 1111 and 1113 Market St,
l'UILADELPUIA, I*A.

16w-S6

TURNIP SEED.
10,000 Pounds of Imported Swede or Ruta Baga Turnip

Seed. 10.000 Pounds American Purple Top and White Hal
Dutch Turnip Seed.

TO FARMERS,
Onp, or more pounds, sent by mall, on receipt of 75 cents per
pound. For sale at the Seed Store of

C. B. ROGERS,
June 15th—lm No. 133 Market Street, Philadelphia.

| RHODE ISLAND AGRICULTURAL WARE HOUSE,

are now prepared to take orders for

" 500 Premium Horse Hoes, the best in the world.

: 100 Knlffins, new, one anq two horse Mowing Machines, which

are unsurpassed by any in the market, and warranted.

= 50 Union two horse Mowers, warranted.

1 10 Perry's new Gold Medal Mowers.

1 100 Whilcomb's Wheeled Rakes, improved.

{ 100 Horse Forks, all good kinds.

\ 10 Garfield's new Hay Tedders,

i 100 Mounted Grindstones.

: 500 doz. Hand Rakes of various kinds.

| 400 11 Scythes, from the best makers.

| 200 " Snaths, new and old patents.

| 200 11 Hay Forks, BatcheUer A Sons* mate.

1 100 Revolving Horse Rakes, and all kinds of first class Farming
| Tools and Seeds. Send In your orders early and Ihey hal
1 be filled promptly.

| Providence, B. t.
= May 25, 1867. tf-20

Family Courtesies.—Tbe laws of politeness should be observed not only between intimate friends, but between members of tbe same family
and tbose households are the most peaceful and happy where the courtesies of good society are observed. There need not and oueht not to be
formality

j
but little attentions between brothers and sisters, making mutual esteem, prevent that carelessness and hardness which is' most apt to

creep into the family, and which grow out of intimacy. It is good manners and consideration for each other's feelings that prevent familaritv
engendering contempt. If members of the family were more courteous to each other there would be more of it in the outside world more
aggregated happiness.
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CULTIVATION OF THE STRAWBERRY.

The discoveries of scientific and practical men
in the past few years have excited a large

amount of attention from that class of our far-

mers whose labor is given principally to the

cultivation of smaller fruits. Among the most
saleable of these, paying probably the largest

percentage to the grower, is the Strawberry.

Five hundred dollars from an acre in grain or

grass would be deemed an impossibility, but

that amount from an acre of Strawberry plants

is frequently realized. The fear that an over-

stocked market would place their price below

remuneration, has proved groundless, for it

has been found an impossibility to overstock

the market. Man}- of our farmers contemplate

this use of their ground for coming years, and
j

to them we would say always set out the best
\

plants, even if their cost is considerably above
j

the average, for this will be found the truest
j

economy in the end. Light, loamy soils with i

clay subsoils are best for this purpose, and a

;

fair amount of exposure to the sun is also of!

value. Perhaps there is no plant so sensitive
j

to the touch of proper fertilizers than this one,
j

and too much attention cannot easily be given

!

to this fact. The land should be placed in the
j

most cultivated order before setting out the!

plants, which should be kept out of the sun j

aud in a moist condition until they are trans- j

planted. If the season is dry and hot, it will

!

be necessary for a short time to water and shade

!

them through the day, always taking care to i

uncover them at night, so they may receive the j

invigorating effect of the dew.
j

Strawberries are best grown in beds four feet 1

wide. This secures convenience in gathering j

and allows opportunity for cultivation. Three [

rows should be put in a bed and the plants in I

each row placed twelve inches apart. If the I

rules to which we have alluded are observed I

the transplanting may be done in any month |

from March to November, although the Summer j

months are preferable. The fewest runners I

are made by those set in June and as more or I

less of these are desired, farmers will either use I

or avoid this month in their work. An acre

!

of these plants can be set by an experienced I

man in a day and will number about 10,000. I

It is of great importance to keep them free
{

from weeds in the Summer. A neglect of a 1

few weeks iu this matter will often make it im-

1

possible to make it worth while to preserve the 1

beds, and yet a small amount of attention and |

labor will prevent their ascendency. Mulching I

in "Winter is never neglected by the successful 1

grower. Corn stalks will answer a tolerable I

purpose, but rye straw is prefered above all I

other articles. The covering should be done I

in November, and removed as soon as the}

freezing weather is over and before the plants
j

have made any growth. The covering that isl

taken off need only be placed between the rows I

where it will serve to keep the ground moist

!

and thus facilitate an early growth, besides I

keeping the weeds down and the fruit clean. 1

No goc d fruit however can be raised in large I

quantities without the use of suitable fertilizers. I

Common barn yard manure is good, but its I

constituents are too cumbrous to be of great 1

value. One cord of this (3,000 pounds,) con-1

tains 2,550 pounds of water and 138 of sand, f

332 of carbonaceous matter, which are of no f

more value than so much peat straw or chaff. I

There are but 74 pounds of active fertilizing ma-

1

terial, such as nitrogen, potash, soda, lime, f

magnesia, phosphoric and sulphuric acid, chlo-
\

rine, iron and alum. It would startle some of I

our farmers to learn that the market value off

these 74 pounds is only $3. 00, yet such is the I

fact and proves conclusively that barn-yard ma-

1

nure, however valuable for other purposes, is |

but of little use in this. The best and cheapest I

fertilizer for this fruit, in the judgment of (hose I

growers who have tested all kinds most thor-

1

oughly, is Baugh's Raw Bone Phosphate of I

Lime. The result produced by this is truly I

astonishing. The testimony to its value is off

the fullest and most satisfactory character.

It can be applied to the bed at any time, du-

ring the Spring, Summer, or Fall months, but

f some of the most successful growers have given

I

! a preference to the period following the bear-

!

'

| ing season.
—" West Jersey Pioneer." \

1 STORM SIGNAL IN HARVEST TIME.
j

\ Editors of the Farm and Fireside : =

[ The following plan, to aid in preventing in-

j

| jury to grain and hay crops from storms during
|

] harvest, is offered for the consideration of far-

1 mers, the press, and the public generally :

I When a storm commences in any part of the

I country, and is travelling in a certain direction,

{ the first telegraph station over which it passes

I is to send the news immediately to all the tele-

| graph stations at county seats, hundreds of

I miles in advance, in the direction that the storm

| is travelling.

I At each county seat a cannon is to be kept

I ready by the officials at the court-house, and as

| soon as the news is received of a coming storm

{ it is to be fired three times—at intervals of one

1 minute if a hurricane is approaching ; at inter-

f vals of three minutes if the storm is travelling

I
rapidly ; and at intervals of six minutes if it is

I travelling slowly.

I As a good-sized cannon can be heard dis-

! tinctly from fifteen to twenty miles in all direc-

I tions, or over a space of from thirty to forty

I miles square, by fixing one at each county seat,

I the farmers over the whole county, for hun-

i dreds of miles, would be warned in time to get

| their grain or hay under cover, or in a situation
j

{ to shut out the rain.

I The storm which commenced in North Caro-

j

| Una on Saturday, June 1, and travelled North

!

! about twenty miles per hour, sweeping over

I several States, perhaps as far as New York, if

| it had occurred in the midst of harvest, with
j

! the grain or hay cut down in large quantities,
{

j
the damage wouldhave been very great, amount-

1

! ing to millions of dollars, all of which could
j

j
be saved at a trifling cost by the general adop-

1

tion of this simple plan.

All newspapers in favor of this plan will I

please publish it, and every farmer should I

examine it carefully, and if approved of, he 1

should write to the county clerk or other coun-

f

ty official of his county in its favor. A suffic-

1

ient number of such endorsements will secure I

its adoption in time for the coming harvest.
[

Washington, D, C. A. Watson.
}

Immigration a Source of Wealth.—A con-

1

temporary journal takes this view of the im-|

mense number of immigrants now coming to \

this country from Europe. All political econo-

mists must view it in the same light : "The cost I

of producing a human adult is estimated, at j

the least, at $1000, and to the extent that other
j

countries rear human beings and give them, \

free of charge, to other nations that have em- f

ployment for their services, is the latter en-

I

riched at the expense of the former, precisely I

as if blooded stock had been reared, or im-

1

proved machinery had been constructed and 1

sent over to us for use, free of expense. Im-

1

migration is undoubtedly a source of wealth." |

Don't Neglect the Garden.—A contem-1 'sflil

I porary says : "It pays in every way ; the veget-

1

able department in a sanitary view, by furnish-

1

ing the kind of vegetable acid the system needs 1

at this season of the year. The flower-garden, I

by its refining influence upon all about the}

homestead. Provide a good supply of free!

blooming annuals as well as a substantial stock I

of hardy perennials."
|

Increase your Winter Fodder.—Now is
|

the time to sow corn in drills, or broadcast, iff

you intend to have extra feed for your cattle, j

Even if you have an abundance of hay, corn [

fodder i3 good for all kinds of stock, either fed I

out green in August or September, or cured I

and put away for Winter use. I

Locusts are in myriads in Kansas this year. 1

To protect his wheat a farmer has a locust trap |

which he finds effectual. He scatters hay I

around his wheat fields. The locusts gather f

in it at night, and he sets fire to it early in the |

morning, and thus saves his wheat. I

fthode Island.

Agricultural implements.—a. s. aknold, dealer:
in Agricultural Tools, consisting in part of Conical, Wright's =

and Cylinder Plowsand Castings; Shares 's Patent Harrows and :

Horse Hoes, Cultivators, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters, Garden :

and Railroad Barrows, Shovels, Spades, Forks, Iron Bars, &c, i

Holder's Block, Main Street. \

Woonsocket, R. I. :

AUPAY'S SUPERIOR TOMATO SEED can be had of
W. E. BARRETT & CO.,

Feb. 23, 1867. 32 Canal Street, Providence, R. I

ITennsuluama.

j
jyjORO PHILLIPS'S GENUINE IMPROVED

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
: STANDARD GUARANTEED.

I For sale at Manufacturer's Depots,

|No. 27 North Front Street, Philadelphia,
AND

No. 95 South Street, Baltimore,
And by Dealers in general throughout the Country.

Philadelphia, February 2d, 1867.

JlARMER'S GRINDSTONES,

OF THE BEET QUALITY;

Ready for use, with self-adjusting Shafts, Treddles, &c.

Hurou Grindstones, Scythe Stones, dec., for sale by

J. E. MITCHELL, 310 York Avenue,

April 27, 1867.

PHILADELPHIA.
3m-pe-16

JT^CONOMY—PROMPTNESS—RELIABILITY!

AMERICAN CONCRETE PAINT AND ROOFING COMPANY.
543 North Tiiied Street, Philadelphia.

Roofs of every kind covered or repaired thoroughly. All
leaks, wet and dampness in roofs, Ac, prevented. Iron Fronts.
Railings, Posts and Fences long preserved. All work done
well, and warranted. The paint is unequalled by anything of
the kind now known.

JOSEPH LEEDS, Actuary.
EMORY D. HOBART, Superintendent of Work.

May 25, 1867. 3m-20

PER CENT SAVED BY USING

. T. BABBITT'S STAR YEAST POWDER.
Light Biscuit, or any kind of Cake may be made with this

Yeast Powder, in fifteen minutes. No shortening required
when sweet milk is used.

I will send a sample package free by mail, on receipt of fif-

teen cents to pay postage.
Nos. 64 to 74 Washington street, New York.

HENRY C. KELLOGG, sole Agent for Philadelphia.
June 1, 1867. 3m-21

DISEASES IN THE AMERICAN STABLE, FIELD ANDFARM- YARD.
By RoiiT. MoCltjre, V. S.

For sale at the office of the Farm and Fireside, 402 Locus
Street, Philadelphia. Price, $5 by mail, prepaid.
March 2, 1867 . 8-tf

Hew Jersey.

COLOR C O .pECOKA LEAD AND

No. 150 North 4th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Best PAINT known for Houses, Iron Fronts, Tin Roofs, and
Damp Walls, Railroad Cars and Bridges.
PECORA DARK COLORS costs y3 less that of lead, and

wears longer than lead.

The Company's WHITE LEAD is the whitest and MOST
durable Lead known. Also, VARNISHES and JAPANS

—

100 lbs. will paint as much as 250 lbs. of lead, and wear longer.

Feb. 23, 1867. eow-pe-ly-7

I JJAROMETERS! BAROMETERS ! I BAROMETERS 1 1

1

TIMBY'S PATENT PORTABLE BAROMETERS,

the best in the market, can be sent by express, and are war-
ranted accurate. A few for sale at the office of the FARM
AND FIRESIDE, 402 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
April 6, 1867. pe-13-tf

PEMBERTON
MARL COMPANY.

= This company is now prepared to furnish their GREEN
SAND MARL, in quantities of from four tons, (one car load),
upwards. And at any point where railroad or water navigation
will carry it.

Both practical use and scientific investigation, have proved
Marl to be one of the best and cheapest of fertilizers.
Address all orders to JNO. S. COOK, General Traveling

Agent, Mount Holly, New Jersey ; or to the Sub-Agent, nearest
where parties wish Marl delivered.

Circulars, with particulars, furnished free, on appli-
cation to J. C. GASKILL, Supt.,

Pemberton, New Jersey.
March 9, 1867. tf-pe-9

VEWIS LAD0MUS & CO.

'DIAMOND DEALERS & JEWELERS.
WATCHES, JEWELRY & SILVER WAKE.

BATCHES and JEWELRY REPAIRED,

,

J02 Chestnut St., Philaj,

Have always on hand a splendid assortment of Diamonds at less

than usual prices.

GOLD AND SILVER WATCHES,
Of all styles and prices, suitable for Ladies', Gentlemen's and
Boy's wear. Alt. Watoiies Warranted.
JEWELRY of the newest and most fashionable designs.
SILVER WARE in great variety ; a large stock of Silver Ware

made expressly for Bridal Gifts. Plated Ware of the best qual-
ity. Watches repaired and warranted. Country trade solicited.

All orders promptly attended to.

Diamonds and all precious stones bought for cash; also gold
and silver.

June 15th, 1867. 3m

Massachusetts.

LADIES, ATTENTION !—A Silk Dress Pattern or a Sewing
Machine sent free, for one or two days' service, in any

town or village. Also, a gift sent free, by addressing with stamp,
W. PISK & CO..

17 State St., Boston, Mass., June 8, 1867. 8w-we-22

r£\HE INDELIBLE PENCIL CO.

(NORTHAMPTON, MASS.)

MANUFACTURERS OF THE IMPROVED PATENT

INDELIBLE PENCIL

for marking clothing, &c., have now ready for sale their new

HORTICULTURAL PENCIL,

For writing on wood. Invaluable for making durable Teee

and Garden Tags or Ladles, or marking Tools, &c.

PRICES : Horticultural, single, 75 cents ; two f©r $1.00 ; per

doz. $5.00. Clothing Pencil, single. 50 cents ; three for $1.00;

per doz. $3.00. SeDt prepaid by mail or express on receipt of

price.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT MADE TO DEALERS.

EVERT PENCIL WAREANTED.
June 8, 1867. 4w-we-22

ELIABLEl CHEAPEST 1 BE
Don't i*ay $1. Save5U cents.

KINGSLEY'S WONDERFUL HAIR REVIVER

1628.
HOOP SKIRTS.

WM. T. HOPKINS,
628.!

Manufacturer of First-Class HOOP SKIRTS,
and dealer in

NEW YORK AND EASTERN-MADE SKIRTS.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufactory,

No. 628 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
May 11, 1867. 6m-pe-18

changes qray hair. Promotes its growth. Prevents its

falling. Keeps it moist. Be sure and try it.

A FEW HOME RECOMMENDATIONS.

. From Proprietor of Paysou's Indelible Ink.—"Your Reviver
= gives the Hair an appearance of renewed youth, and leaves it

I healthy and soft."

| From Prof. Hitchcock, Amherst College.—"I have been try-

= ing your Reviver, and am satisfied that it imparts a dark color
i to Gray Hair. 1

{ FromW. B. Welton, Clerk of S. L. Hospital.—"I find it all

z you claim for it, and would sav to all, try it."

= From the Springfield Republican.—" One of the best Hair Re-
= vivers known."
| Prepared by C. B. KINGSLEY, Northampton, Mass. Sold
z by Druggists and Merchants. Price only 50 cents.

\ GEO. 0. GOODWIN & CO., and REED, CUTLER & CO.,
= Wholesale Agents, Boston.
5 June 15, 1867. 3m-Is-23

\
gOUTH DOWN CO.'S PATENT

SheepWashTobacco——

i

NEW CROP, OF OUR OWN GROWTH, WILL BE READY
JULY FIRST.

ROBERT BUIST, Jr.,

Seed and Agricultural Warehouse,
Nos. 922 & 924 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

June 15th, 1867. Im

NSURE YOUR LIVE STOC

E. N. KELLOGG, President. GEO. D. JEWETT, Vice Pres't -

C2f;B100,000 DEPOSITED WITH THE COMPTROLLER AS BE
OURITV FOR POLICY HOLDERS.

Policies issued on all kinds of live stock, against death and
theft. For further particulars, address Branch Office, Hart-
ford Live Stock Insurance Co.

F. & E. A. CORBIN, Managers,
•430 Walnut Street Philadelphia.

May 18, 1867. 4m-pe-19

THE 3JEST KNOWN REMEDY FOE

[TICKS, SCAB, VERMIN AND FOOT ROT
| should be used by all Farmers on

jSHEEP, ANIMALS AND PLANTS.

5 33?" This pure preparation has been successfully used for

| years, and never fails to produce the desired effect when used

= according to directions.

| It will not injure the most delicate animal.

[ It will improve the Quality and Quantity of Wool.

j It kills TICKS on Sheep.

] It cures SCAB on Sheep.

j It cures all SKIN DISEASES on Animals.

| It kills all VERMIN that infest Animals, Trees, Planti and

\ Vines.

j
£39" For FOOT-ROT it is a sure cure, used as a poultice.

! B2?~ ONE POUND of this Extract will make TWELVE
I GALLONS of Wash, and contains the strength of EIGHT

\ POUNDS of TOBACCO, as prepared by farmers.

1 Sold by all Druggists and Country and Agricultural Stores.

I JAMES F. LEVIN,
[ 23 Central Wharf, Boston, Massachusetts.

} For sale by Kendall <!fc Whitney, Portland, Me. ; N. S.

|
Harlow, Bangor, Me. ; Simonds & Co., Fitzwilliam, N. H.

; March 9, 1866. 4m-we-9

TERMS OF ADVERTISING.

A limited number of advertisements will be publish ed in the

Farm and Flreside. Price, fifteen cents a line each Inser-

tion. Advertisements are set up in a uniform style. The jour-

nal has won its way to appreciation with remarkable rapidity,

and will be found an excellent advertising medium.

COMMISSION TOJLOCAL AGENTS.

We wish to employ a local agent in every town in the United

States. Every subscriber for the Farm and Fieeside may
act as local agent for the same. For every yearly subscriber

the commission is fifty cents, or twenty-five cents for each half

yearly subscriber.

IN MONTHLY PARTS.

Hereafter the Farm and Fireside can be had in Monthly

Parts, in neat covers, at twenty-five cents each. Those for

January, February, March and April are now ready. For sale

by all newsmen. Bound at the close of the year they will form

a neat aud attractive volume.


